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MPA

Won
Of

Three'

the

N.Y.

Stay

Washington, March 31. — The
successful fight last Friday to win a
stay of the New York Federal
Court decree pending the determination of appeals therefrom by the
Supreme Court was waged almost exclusively bycounsel for the so-called
Little Three and American Theatres
Association in conjunction with the
Confederacy of Southern Associations
and the Southern California Theatre
Owners Association.
(Inadvertently, Motion Picture Daily reported yesterday
that U. S. Supreme Court Justice Stanley Reed, who heard
the arguments in chambers on
Friday, had "announced" that
the stay would be granted. Ac(Continued on page 8)
Foundation

Members
Meets;

'Escape'

Set

Park

Hits

Tactics

Chicago, March 31. — Filing a reply
brief with the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals here today, the Jackson Park
Theatre accused the distributor and
B. and K. and Warner circuit defendants of trying to postpone an adverse
decision by submitting an innocuous
decree of their own.
Thomas C. McConnell, lawyer for
the Jackson Park, in the 75-page brief,
(Continued on page 10)
I

and

SALES

^(f^ZS"

TEN CENTS

/

POLICIES

in Annual
Reelect

All

UPSET

BY

Domestic and world problems affecting American motion pictures
Universal 13-Week
were discussed at the annual meeting
Net at $756,543
here yesterday of the Motion Picture
Association of America.
Universal
Pictures'
Eric Johnston, president, reported
dated net profits
for consolithe 13
on the activities of the past year. He
weeks ended Feb. 1, were
praised the constructive and coopera$756,543 after all charges intive attitude of Hollywood, particucluding Federal taxes.
larly in relation to the Production
This compares with $934,Code.
506 for the corresponding
The board approved plans submitted
period
cal vear.of the preceding fisby Joseph
Vogel of committee,
Loew's, chairman of theR. program
for
the dinner in New York on May 8
marking the 25th anniversary of the
association.
The board also approved proposals
1,742,694
to send stars to participate in the
Brussels Film Festival on June 15,
and the Second Command PerformGPE
Profit
ance in London next November.
Principal Pictures filed notice of
(Continued on page 10)
Consolidated net profit of General
Precision Equipment Corp. for the
year ended Dec. 31, 1946, was $1,742,Salesmen's
Union
694, after
estimated Federal
income taxes
Names Negotiators
but itbefore
credfor special
items in the net
Chicago, March 31. — Arthur M.
amount of
Van Dyke, national president of the
newly activated Colosseum of Motion
net
income The
was
$340,256.
Picture Salesmen of America, salesequivalent
to
men's union, heads a three-man committee which will seek to negotiate
$2.90
per
share
on 601,087
labor contracts with distributors. Serving with him are N. Provencher, Milshares standingoutat the
waukee, national executive secretary,
end of the year,
and M. F. Keller, Portland, Ore., nacompared with
tional vice-president. Their counsel is Earle G. Hines
David Beznor of Milwaukee.
$1,390,954. or
The committee was appointed here on the same number of$2.31
sharesperin share,
1945.
(Continued on page 9)
Earle G.
Hines,
GPE
president,
disclosed here yesterday.

Preliminary meetings and conferences have been held in more than
two-thirds of the exchange areas for
the purpose of setting up organizing
meetings in each area for the Motion
Picture Foundation, Barnev Balaban,
temporary steering committee chairman, said here yesterday.
In accordance with the plan of organization of the Foundation, representatives of every phase of the industry are to meet in each exchange
(.Continued on page 10)
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Mono.'Showcase'

Impending:

Broidy

Monogram is currently persuing
negotiations to acquire a Broadway
"showcase" in New York and expects
to complete a deal in that connection
within the next two weeks, Monogram Pictures president, Steve Broidy
reported here yesterday upon his arrival from Chicago. Toronto and
Hollywood.
said, is
to The
securecompany's
a theatreaim,
here Broidy
for exhibition
of Monogram and Allied Artists
(Monogram producing affiliate) product exclusively.
(Continued However,
on page 11) he ex-

Even Companies Opposed
To Competitive Bids Are
Undecided on New Plans
Whether the order staying the
New York Federal Court decree
which Supreme Court Justice Stanley Reed instructed counsel last Friday to draw up for his signature
will bring an immediate end to competitive bidding in its present experimental stages had not been decided by some general sales managers
here yesterday.
It seemed definite, however,
that those companies which have
not yet offered competitive bidding and several others which
opposed it will take no part in .
that selling method while the
stay of the New York decree is
in effect. As reported by Motion
Picture Daily yesterday, that
could be for another year or
more.
Regardless of the decisions which
are eventually
(.Continuedmade
on pageby10)individual

$15,000,000
Loew's

Loan

Loew's Inc., has arranged for $15,-.
000,000 in long-term financing by a
loan of $6,000,000 at two per cent for
eight years from the First National
Bank of Boston and by S9,000,000 in
2.859c debentures due July 15, 1965.
The loans will be used as working
The report states that the special capital and for general corporate pur(Continued on page 11)
Eight insurance companies which
already hold outstanding Loew debenU.S. Exchange Setup poses. tures purchased the new ones.
Offered

By

Clark

Philadelpha, March 31. — Following reports that some distributors are
planning sonville
to andbuild
in JackSan exchanges
Antonio, James
P.
Clark, president of National Film Distributors, has informed each distributor that NFD would be willing to
construct in any territory where there
is need for such additional facilities
a modern (Continued
fire-proofonbuilding
page 10) with am-

In This Issue
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls" is
reviewed on page 7; "San
Demetrio,cationLondon,"
and "VaDays" on page
10;
"Bells of San Fernando" and
"Buffalo Bill Rides Again" on
Key city grosses are given
page
on page11. 8.

Motion
Free

Films

Through

Ads

Hollywood, March 31. — Free motion pictures for the public, with costs
defrayed through advertising, in competition with established theatres appears on the horizon with the announcement that Berne J. Ellis, former president of Moist-R-Pruf Containtr Co., of San Francisco, has organized the Portable Theatre Corp., with
headquarters here, in New York and
in Chicago. Deliveries of the portable
theatres, to be located on leased sites
in large retail outlets, hotels, terminals, schools and churches, will begin
on April 15.
The new firm's activities include a
film-producing unit, Picturettes Corp.,
here. Servicing will be out of the
Chicago office, according to Ellis.
Each of the portable theatres will be a
completely self-contained unit with
fully automatic projection and sound
which can be operated by the spectator, he explained.
All releases will be in color, Ellis
announced, and each program will
consist of two entertainment features
and two educational subjects. Sponsoring advertisers' announcements are
to be presented intermittently, he
added.
The company's
call for public
relations
matters, plans
Americanism,
juve
nile delinquency, and household tips,
travel and avocational subjects on the
program, Ellis said, adding that the
company hopes to set up 36,000
portable theatres in selected outlets by
Jan., 1949.

Higdon

Buyer

Griffith

Circuit

for

Oklahoma City, March 31. — Ray
A. Higdon of Dallas, has been named
film buyer for Griffith Consolidated
Theatres, Inc., with general offices
here, by Henry S. Griffing, executive
vice-president.
Griffing said Higdon had been buying for the 50-town independent circuit in Oklahoma and Texas for the
past two months, after having been
associated with the R. E. Griffith circuit at Dallas for several years. Prior
to joining the Griffith companies, Higdon was engaged in film distribution
and formerly was 20th-Fox exchange
manager here.

Picture

Personal

Daily
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Baldwin Cited for
Public Relations

Mention

20th-Fox disT OM CONNORS,
tribution chief, and William C.
Gehring, Central sales manager, have
returned to New York
from Florida.
•
Edward L. Hyman, Paramount
Theatres Service vice-president, will
fly to Minneapolis today from New
York for conferences with Harry B.
French, Minnesota Amusement Co.
president.
•
William T. Powell, district manager of Western Massachusetts Theatres, Inc., Pittsfield, Mass., has been
appointed by Station WBEC to give
a nightly film commentary.
•
John Hertz, Jr., chairman of the
board of the Buchanan agency, has
returned here from a tour of the
agency's
in Hollywood, San
Francisco offices
and Chicago.
•

RG,wifeUniversal
J. BLUMBE
NATE
will fly
and his
president,
to the Coast Friday and will return
K> New York in two weeks.
•
Jack Votion, RKO Radio studio
representative in Europe, and Robert
Wolff, RKO manager director in
Great Britain, who is here from London, will leave New York for Hollywood at the weekend.
•
Herman M. Levy, general counsel
of MPTOA, returned to New Haven
from California yesterday.
•
Isador M. Rappaport, owner of the
Hippodrome in Baltimore, has returned to his office after convalescing
from the grippe.
•
Babe Cohen, Atlanta branch manager of Monogram Southern exchanges,
has returned to his desk following a
Joseph
J.
Deitch,
Paramount
Theatres Service executive, is a patient trip through Florida.
•
at Polyclinic Hospital here after his
Louise
Bramblett,
head of Wilreturn from a trip• to the West.
Kin Theatre Supply warehouse in Atlanta, is in Dallas to assist in setting
Henry L. Needles, Hartford district manager for Warner Theatres, warehouse
up Interstate
there. Circuit's new candy
and his wife are observing their 30th
•
wedding anniversary.
•
R. M. Savtni, Astor Pictures head,
Nat Liebeskind is stopping at the left last weekend for Miami where he
Warwick Hotel here following his is staying with Charles Yuille, his
in Charbob Pictures Corp. of
return from a business trip to Wash- partner
Miami.
•
ington.
•
Bert Sanford, Altec theatrical
Charles Shutt, special representative of Telenews, is in Seattle from
sales manager, has returned to New
San
Francisco to arrange exhibition
York
from
a
trip
through
the
Southeast.
of a series of foreign features at the
•
Metropolitan Theatre.
•
Frank Liberman of the Warner
publicity staff on the Coast, arrived
Ralph McCoy, Eagle-Lion special
here yesterday for• a 10-day visit.
representative for the Southern states
has left Atlanta for a business trip
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE presi- through Florida. •
dent, returned to New York yesterday
from Mexico City.
Mike Fitzgerald, stagehand at
Michael Ctjrtiz has arrived in Loew's Poli in Waterbury. Conn., and
his wife are observing their 50th wedNew York from the Coast.
ding anniversary.
Crouch Program of
Features Increased
At the current height of attention
being given to New York's "hermit
house" of the Collyer's, William
Crouch, independent producer, has set
afilmed
feature,
be
here,"Hermit
and a House,"
screenplayto for

Teacher

Units

Ted Baldwin, promotion-exploitation
manager of the Selznick Releasing
Organization,
was judged
recipient of the American
Public theRelations
Association's
award
for theperformance,
most meritorious public
relations
as an individual, in the field of entertainment, based on . Baldwin's promotional activitiesof forthe"Duel
in the
Sun."is
Presentation
award,
which
in the form of a silver anvil on a i
hogany pedestal, will be made at
luncheon on April 9, at the WaldorfAstoria, here, where the American
Public Relations Association will hold
a three-day convention, starting on
April 7.

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

—RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
Center HALL-?
RONALD COLMAN in
PEGGY CUMMINS
'THEIntroducing
GEORGE
APLEY*
ALATE
20th CenturyFox Picture
GREATTHE EASTER
STAGE
MUSIC HALL'S SHOW

PALACE
Laraine DAY • Brian AHERNE
Robert MITCHUMGene RAYMOND
AN RKO RADIO
PICTURE
THE LOCKET'
IN PERSON
OM SCREEN
The Famous BARON
MUNCHAUSEN
Hedy LAMARR
George SANDERS
'The
Louis STRANGE
HAYWARD
CLIFF HALL

Aid

Children's Shows
Cincinnati, March 31. — The local
Board of Education and 70 parentteacher councils here have lent their
support to the regular Saturday morning children's
Universal's
Keith's
Theatrematinees
which atbegan
March
29. The board permitted distribution
of 65,000 heralds in 75 schools plus
the posting of cards on bulletin boards.
Cooperating with Edward Riesenbeck, Keith's manager, and Harry
Keller, Universal field representative,
are Dr. G. H. Reavis of the Board
of Education, and Mrs. William
Bruckman, president and Mrs. A. P.
McLaughlin, motion picture chairman
of the Cincinnati Council of ParentTeacher Associations.

WOMAN'

which is now being- written by Charles
Curran.
Additionally, Crouch will produce
Iannuzzi Named WB two musical Westerns with Red River
Dave, to be filmed around San Antonio, starting this week, and still a
Charlotte Manager
fourth feature, to follow the two
Ralph J. Iannuzzi, Warner salesman in Charlotte since Jan., 1945, has Westerns, entitled "Disc Jockey."
been promoted to branch manager of
that exchange, Ben Kalmenson, vice- Huhtsacker Named
president and general sales manager,
announced here yesterday. Iannuzzi To Coast SRO Post
succeeds John A. Bachman, who reSan Francisco, March 31. — Harry
signed to become district manager of
United Artists in Atlanta.
Huntsacker, formerly United Artists'
manager here, has been ap'State'31. — Frank
Hollywood,
a to Do March
The Charlotte branch is part of the city sales pointed
exchange manager by the Capr
territory under the supervision of Selznick Releasing Co. Before joining Capra will produce and direct "State
Norman Ayers, southern division sales Selznick, Huntsacker was manager of of the Union" as a Liberty Films production for M-G-M release.
manager.
the Stage Door Theatre here.
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heart

to a fighting

man

the rugged road from cornfield to Congress !... Ever ybody will love this laughii ^

love

story

romance

of the

into

girl who

a spectacular

ran

a glowing

career!

CHARLES
ROSE

HOBART

A DORE

BICKFORD
• TOM

SCHARY

POWERS

Production

Directed by H. C. POTTER • Written by ALLEN RIVKIN and LAURA KERR

Delivering
seat-selling

a terrific DOUBLE-PLAY
punch

to national

mag-

azine advertising for a big dramatic
comedy
type

ads

by

running

and

both

pictorial-

COMIC-TYPE

ADS

.. .

plus the use of comic

type ads

in the

comic

sections

of 118

or

leading

magazine
Sunday

newspapers,

total of 102,310,984

to a

CIRCULATION!
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Jack

Warner

8 for 2nd

Motion
Sets

Reds

Industry:

7

Daily

Review

Quarter

Hollywood, March 31. — Jack L.
Warner, executive producer of Warner Brothers, today gave the green
light to eight story properties scheduled to go before the cameras in. the
second quarter of this year.
First will be "The Silver River,"
^tarring Errol Flynn and Ann Sherif, which Owen Crump will place
er way this month. Other script
set to roll by mid-year include : "Up
Until Now," which Jerry Wald will
e; ay topher Blake," from
produc
play by Moss Hart ;
the Broadw"Chris
"Rainbow Mountain," Technicolor
musical to be produced by Alex Gottlieb; "The Iron Gate," Henry Branke's
Host," to be pro"BarbamryJacobs.
next, and
duced by Willia
In addition, two production companies which release through Warners,
Milton tures,
Sperling's
United Curtiz
States unit,
Picand the Michael
each will launch at least one picture.
Curtiz is readying "The Shadow of
Fear," while Sperling has set "Ever
the Beginning" as the next Lilli Palmer vehicle, with Elliott Nugent directing.
This will make 14 productions
placed before the cameras at the Warner studio in the first half of 1947.
Oust

Picture

from

Film

Rankin

Washington, March 31. — Unless
the people in control of the industry
are willing to clean house of Communists, "Congress will have to do it for
them,"
to Rep. Rankin
Miss.), according
ranking minority
member (D.,of
the House Committee on Un-American Activities.
In a speech on the House floor, Rep.
Rankin
thatthat
"large
of
movingcharged
pictures
come numbers
out of

"The Two Mrs. Carrolls"
{Warner Brothers)

Hollyzvood, March 31
THE presence of Humphrey Bogart, who has been voted among those in
I the "Top Ten" in each of the past four Motion' Picture Herald annual
"Money-Making Stars" polls, and with Barbara Stanwyck and Alexis Smith
as marquee company, appears to guarantee the commercial success of this
otherwise somewhat problematical melodrama.
It is a quite different Bogart that producer Mark Hellinger offers here, not
at all the rugged personality of his past pictures, but a demented artist addicted
to poisoning his wives in the interest of artistic inspiration. Additionally, the
action is largely conversational, the screenplay by Thomas Job, deriving from
Martin Vale's stageplay of the same title, and none of the characters are
heroic. On the plus side, as to entertainment, the proceedings do generate
considerable suspense before it is made clear just how far the killer's mania is
going to carry him.
Peter Godfrey directed the picture, which opens with Bogart, cast as a distinguished artist, engaging in a romance with Miss Stanwyck, who calls a
halt to it upon learning he is married. Returning to his home, he dispatches
his wife by giving her poison in her milk, after which he marries Miss Stanwyck. After a spell of marriage with her, and after a socialite, played by
Miss Smith, has fascinated him, he begins poisoning his present wife (Miss
Stanwyck) by the same process — meanwhile killing off the chemist who supplies him with the poison — but she finds out what is going on and manages,
very narrowly, to bring about his arrest in what is known as the nick of time.
After that he explains he has found it necessary to kill his women as fast as
they have ceased to inspire him artistically, and the police take him away. It
is a strange vehicle for "Bogey," as mentioned above, and not for kiddies.
Running time, 100 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
not set.
William R. Weaver
Harris
'I A,' Mexican Union
Set 'Friendly' Tie
A "friendly working relahas been
establishedtionship"
between
the IATSE
and the Mexican union having
jurisdiction over motion picture machine operators, theatre employes and other film
workers, there, it was reported here yesterday
by "IA"
international president
Richard
F. Walsh upon his return
from Mexico City where he
held conferences with Salvador Carrillo and other Mexican labor leaders. •

Hollywood
Communistmadeline."to
He referred carry
to thethestatement
the committee by MPA president Eric
Johnston as "the hand of Esau and the Legion Rates Dope
voice of Johnston," and said that if
"Mr. Johnston
does notintoknow
of the
Communist
infiltration
Hollywood
Film 'Objectionable'
he should study the files of the committee as well as those of the FBI."
Monogram's "Fall Guy" has been
given a "B" classification (objectionable in part) by the National Legion
Boston Theatre To Be
of Decency. Objection to the picture
was cited by the Legion as follows :
Foreign First-Run
"Presentation of illicit drug traffic
Boston, March 31. — Siritzky Inter- tends
to cause morally harmful social
national Pictures Corp. has signed a
20-year lease on the Old South TheaOther films given a B classification
tre here as the first out-of-own link effects."
in the firm's American circuit. The are : "Carnival in Costa Rica," 20th
850-seat house will be used as a first- Century-Fox, and "Time Out of
run foreign film theatre.
Mind," Universal-International.
Meanwhile, the Legion has classified
Alterations are now under way at
the house, which will be renamed the the following films A-I : "Citizen
Rex. Berk and Krumgold, New York Saint," Clyde Elliott; "King of Wild
theatre
realty specialists, arranged the Horses," Columbia ; "Range Beyond
deal.
the Blue," Producers Releasing ;
"Seven Were Saved," Paramount.
AMP A Invites Aleman
Placed in Class A-II were : "The
er." PRC.Monogram, and "Lady ChasMexico's new impetus in film mak- Guilty,"
ing and the interest it is receiving
from Hollywood producers have motivated the Associated Motion Picture Oxarart to CBS
Advertisers, through its president,
Columbia Broadcasting has estabRutgers Neilson, to formally invite
lished a West Coast transcontinental
through diplomatic channels Mexico's network sales office in Hollywood, to
president Miguel Aleman to its 30th be headed by Frank Oxarart, who
anniversary dinner, in New York's will dispose of his own advertising
Hotel Astor on April 23.
agency in order to take the post.

UK

Is Head

Censor

of

Board

London, March 31. — Sir Sidney
West Harris, Commander of the
Order of the Bath and Commander of
the Royal Victoria Order, has been
appointed president of the British
Board of Film Censors to succeed the
late Lord Tyrrell. The appointment
was effected at a joint meeting of
trade associations, with the approval
of the British Home Secretary.
Harris, aged 71, was British representative with the League of Nations
on the social questions advisory committee, from 1922 onwards, and held
a similar
post with
the United
tions Economic
and Social
CouncilNa-in
New York in 1946. Throughout his
career he has been interested in the
social potentialities of motion pictures.
Theatremen

Adjourn

Regional Meetings
Kansas City, March 31. — Climaxed by a board of directors meeting
here, the series of regional meetings
of exhibitors which were sponsored by
the Kansas- Missouri Theatre Association ended with a session at Neosho,
Mo. Hugh Gardner and Harley Fryer
were hosts. An estimated 400 exhibitors in all, members and non-members
of KMTA, participated in the series.
In Kansas, meetings were held in
Abilene, Wakeeny, Dodge City, Wichita and Independence, while the Missouri cities included Hamilton, Appleton City and Neosho.
Baker Sells Two Houses
Atlanta, March 31. — C. Baker,
former owner of the Howard and
Leach Theatres in Lake City and
LaFollette, Tennessee, respectively,
has disposed of his interests to W. H.
Parrott of the Cherokee Circuit of
LaFollette. Baker sold out on account
of the ill health of his son, and is
moving to Florida.
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box-office congood to depresfilms bowed in BALTIMORE
Vary

While the majority
first-runs experienced
ditions ranging from
sion levels, three new
and registered firmly.
"Johnny O'Clock" was enthusiastically greeted at the Criterion, where
a first week's revenue of $45,000 is indicated. "Carnival in Costa Rica,"
combined with a stage show headed by
Connee Boswell and Jackie Miles, provided the Roxy with a handsome $60,000 during Friday through Sunday
and promises to wind up an initial
week with a mighty good $90,000. A
substantial $42,000 is seen for the first
week
of "The Farmer's Daughter" at
the Rivoli.
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Daily

Our Lives" still is doing well in its
third week at the RKO Capitol. Estimated receipts for the week ending
April
1-4: HOUSE (UA) — RKO ALBEE
THE RED
(3,300) (5Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c) 7 days, plus
a Saturday midnight show. Gross : $13,000.
(Average: $15,000)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — RKO CAPITOL (2,000)
(Advanced
prices: 9Oc-$1.40-$1.5O)
3rd
week. admission
Gross: $19,000.
(Average, at
75c:
$10,000)
regular
admissions of 50c-55c-60c-65c-70cLAW OF THE LASH (PRC) and DEVIL
ON WHEELS (PRC) — RKO1 FAMILY (1,000)
(30c-40c-50c)
(Average:
$1,600) 4 days. Gross: $1,600.
LADY CHASER (PRC) and RAINBOW
OVER
THE
ROCKIES
(Mono.)— RKO
FAMILY$1,100.
(1,000)
(30c-40c-50c)
Gross:
(Average:
$1,100) 3 days.
LADY IN THE LAKE (M-G-M)— RKO
GRAND (1,500) (5Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c) 7
days, plus a Saturday midnight show, 2nd
week. Gross': $7,500. (Average: $8,000)
THE
(U-I)—plusKEITH'S
(1,500) MICHIGAN
(50c-55c-60c-70c)KID7 days,
a Saturday
midnight show. Gross: $8,200. (Average: $7,500)
APACHE ROSE (Rep.) and THAT
BRENNAN
GIRL (Rep.) — RKO LYRIC
(1,400) $6,500.
(5Oc-55c-60c-65c-7Oc-75c)
Gross:
(Average: $5,000) 7 days.
SUDDENLY ITS SPRING (Para.) — RKO
PALACE (2,700) (5Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c) 7
days, plus
a (Average:
Saturday midnight
show.
Gross:
$15,000.
$15,000)
STANLEY AND LIVINGSTON (20th-Fox
reissue) and LES MISERABLES (20thFox reissue) — RKO SHUBERT (2,150)
(50c-55c-6Oc-65c-7Oc-75c) 7 davs. Gross:
$5,000. (Average: $5,000)

Box-offices are just about striking
average. Openings were fairly strong
but weekend business failed to measto comure up. Managers continueattendance.
plain of a lack of matinee
Estimated receipts for the week ending April 3 :
BOOM TOWN (M-G-M reissue) — CENTURY (3,000) (29c-37c-46c-54c. and 56c week$14 00) ends) 7 days. Gross: $13,500. (Average:
(2,405)
ITH'S $10,000.
GUY 7(U-I)-KE
SWELL
Gross:
days.
(29c-37c-44
000)
_
$12,
(Average: c-50c)
RICA (ZOth-Fox)
CARNIVAL IN COSTA -50c
"The
Late
George
Apley"
with
the
days.
7
-58c)
(28c -40c $12,000)
(1,800) (Average:
annual Easter stage show at the Music —NEW
Gross: $14,000.
Hall went into its second week with THE BEAST WITH FIVE FINGERS
-58c)
(29c-47c-50c
(3,280)(Average:
continued box-office vigor, taking $85,- (WB) — STANLEY
$16,500)
Gross: $12,000.
000 Thursday through Sunday. This 7MR.days.
(Col.)-HIPATTORNEY
DISTRICT
points to an impressive $139,000 for PODROME
(2,205) (29c-37c-50c-59c) 7 days,
the week.
with stage show. Gross: $17,000. (Average:
At the Paramount, "My Favorite THE0)BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
Radio) — TOWN (1,450) (Advanced
Brunette" and a stage show topped by (RKO
admission prices: 75c-$1.25) 7 days, 2nd
Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra again week.
$25,000. (Average: $20,000)
prove to be a tip-top combination (AverageGross:
at regular admission prices of
$14,000)
with $100,000 anticipated for a second 35c-65c:
week. The theatre is offering six ABIE'S IRISH ROSE (UA) — MAYFAIR
(1,000) (21c-29c-45c) 7 days, 2nd week.
shows daily, opening at 8 :30 A. M.
Gross: $5,500. (Average: $5,500)
"The Best Years of Our Lives" IT HAPPENED AT THE INN (M-G-M TORONTO
slipped a little in the last few days reissue) — LITTLE (328) (29c-37c-56c) 7
with $41,000 for its 19th week ex- days, 2nd week. Gross: $2,500. (Average:
pected at the Astor. "It Happened in MY BROTHER TALKS TO HORSES
Another wintry blast during the
(M-G-M) — VALENCIA (1,466) (29c-36cBrooklyn," with Sammy Kaye's or- 46c-54c,
and 56c weekends) 7 days. Gross: week, and the "pro" hockey playoffs,
chestra probably will provide the Cap- $5,500. (Average:
$4,500)
were providing stern theatre opposiitol with $69,060 which is fairly strong
for a third week.
tion, in the face of which four theatres held over their programs. PatThe fourth week of "Pursued" and CINCINNATI
generally,
fair. ending
EstiLouis Prima's orchestra at the Strand
matedronage,
receipts
for was
the week
is running about average for a total
The weather is moderate and April 2 :
estimated at $48,000. "Stallion Road" grosses are likewise, with the major- I SEE A DARK STRANGER (Br.)—
will follow, on Friday. "The Two
CAPITOL (1,115) (15c-25c-35c-50c) 6 days,
ity of returns registering around aver- 000)
Mrs. Carrolls" will make its debut at
2nd
800) week. Gross: $4,300. (Average: $5,of
Years
Best
the Hollywood on Saturday, following
"The
age, although
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)— EGLIN
"Nora
will
(1,086) (20c-25c-35c-45c-60c) 6 days,
wind upPrentiss"
its sixthwhich
week probably
with a mild
Wind and Snow Hit TON
2nd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $7,$10,000.
JOHNNY
O'CLOCK (Col.)-IMPERIAL
The third week of "The Red Cleveland Grosses
(3,343) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6 days. Gross:
House" at the Globe is fair at an estiCleveland, March 31. — Because of $13,300. (Average: $14,300)
mated $17,500, and will be followed on heavy snow and a wind storm that LADY
IN THE
LAKE (M-G-M)—
LOEW'S Gross:(2,074)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)
Thursday by "That's My Man." completely tied up all traffic on Tues- days.
$12,800.
(Average: $13,800) 6
day, March 25, and the following day, THE PERFECT
"Angel and the Badman," at the
MARRIAGE
Gotham, is down to approximately theatre business here suffered consid- SHEA'S (2,480) (18c -30c -42c -60c -90c)(Para.)—
6 days.
$9,500 for a fifth and final week.
erably. Grosses for the week ended Gross: $13,800. (Average: $14,800)
THE
JOLSON
STORY
(Col.)—
TIVOLI
"Tarzan and the Huntress" will re- March 26-27, accordingly, failed to (1,434) (20c-25c-35c-45c-60c) 6 days, 2nd
place it on Saturday. The fourth and reach the advance estimates published week. Gross: $8,800. (Average: $9,500)
ANGEL AND THE BADMAN (Rep.)—
final week of "The Thief of Bagdad" in Motion Picture Daily on March UPTOWN
promises to bring only $9,000 ; the 27. Revised grosses : Ohio, "Kit Car days. Gross:(2,761)
$9,400. (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
(Average: $11,400) 6
Victoria's next attraction will be "The son," $7,000; State, "California," $23, I SEE A DARK STRANGER (Br.)— VIC
(1.240) (15c,25c-35c-50c) 6 days, 2nd
Adventuress," beginning on Thursday. 000 ; Stillman, "My Favorite Brunette," TORIA
week. Gross: $5,800. (Average: $6,800)
The
31st
week
of
"Henry
V"
brought
$10,500;
Allen,
"Boomerang!",
$7,500;
the John Golden about $8,000.
Palace, "Wake Up and Dream" and
At the Winter Garden, "Stairway Lionel Hampton's orchestra, $28,000 ; ATLANTA
to Heaven," on a moveover run, fig- Hippodrome, "Nora Prentiss," $16,ures to gross $21,000 in a third week. 500; Lake, "Dead Reckoning," $2,800.
Despite fair weather, grosses here
were below average this week, with
the exception of the 20th-Fox reissue,
"The Return of Frank James," which
was slightly above average at the
Capitalceiptsonfor thea dual
week bill.
endingEstimated
April 2 : reANGEL AND THE BADMAN (Rep.)FOX (4,661)
erage: $13,000)(30c-50c). Gross: $11,000. (AvTHE
MAN I LOVE (WB)— PARASEE
FREE!
(2,447) (30c-50c). Gross: $8,100.
(Average: MOUNT
$8,500)
NORA PRENTISS (WB) — ROXY (2,446)
See Filmack's New PREVUE TRAILERS before signing your
(30c-50c) 2nd week, moveover from Fox.
Gross: $5,500. (Average: $5,600)
next Prevue contract. Write, wire or call us for FREE SAMPLE
THE RETURN OF FRANK JAMES
(20-th-Fox reissue) and THE TRUTH
PREVUES of our' New Service. FILMACK —1321 S. Wabash
ABOUTTAL (2,446).
MURDER
Radio)—
CAPIAvenue, Chicago 5 Illinois.
Gross:(RKO
$5,200.
(Average:
$5,000)
BOOMTOWN
(M-G-M reissue) — LOEW'S
FILM AC K gives QUICKEST SERVICE on SPECIAL TRAILERS
GRAND
(Average: (2,554)
$15,000) (30c-50c). Gross: $12,000.

3' Won

(Continued from page 1)
tually, Justice Reed merely
made known to counsel his
views of what a staying order
that
tain. he would sign should con(Counsel
met in upNewtheYork
yesterday to draw
staying
order for presentation to Justice Reed. The order is neithe; ^
final nor official until it hak
been signed.)
Petitions for stays of the decree
were opposed by John Caskey, attorney for 20th Century-Fox, wno also
opposed the appearance of Thurman
Arnold as counsel for intervenors, on
the ground that the intervention petitions of ATA, CSA and SCTOA had
been denied by the New York Federal
Court.
John W.
argued
only Davis,
for a counsel
stay of for
the Loew's,
decree
terminating industry arbitration but,
subsequently, and joined by Joseph
Proskauer, Warners counsel, be requested that all stays granted be made
applicable to their companies, too. According to reports here, their change
of stance came after it became apparent that Justice Reed was sympathetic
to the smaller petitioners.
Whitney North Seymour, of counsel
for Paramount, pleaded for stays of
competitive bidding and other phases
of the New York decree. Counsel for
RKO was noncommittal.
Leading the successful fight for the
complete stay of the decree were Louis
D. Frohlich of Schwartz and Frohlich, Columbia counsel ; Thomas Turner Cooke, Universal counsel ; Edward C. and George Raftery, United
Artists counsel ; Seymour, Arnold and
Col. Robert Barton, CSA counsel.
The record of the New York case
for the Supreme Court appeals must
be filed bystructed
Maycounsel.
15, Meetings
Justice Reed
inalready
have been held looking to an agreement on the parts of the record which
must be printed.
The outcome of Friday's hearing is
looked upon here as a complete defeat
for the Government which, under
Robert L. Wright, assistant to the U.
S. Attorney
General, opposed all petitions for stays.
In New York yesterday, John W.
Davis and Joseph Proskauer declined
to comment on the Washington version of their parts in Friday's hearing.
John Caskey could not be reached.
PRC Appoints Talley
Atlanta, March 31. — Bill Talley,
formerly branch manager for Republic Pictures, here, has been appointed
special sales representative for PRC.
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German Production
Ready to Resume
By H. ZU LOWENSTEIN
Berlin, March 26 (By Air
Mail). — While drastic cuts in
coal and electricity have practically paralyzed the industry
here, preparations are well
advanced to resume full production this spring. A new
producing company has been
| formed in the British zone of
occupation which will start its
program with the production
of short documentaries. In
Hamburg, Helmut Kaeutner
is completing his first postwar picture, "In Those Days."

Costs

Reissues,

Picture

Boost

Says Katz

The rise in production costs having
made a good deal of independent filmmaking prohibitive, regional distributors have turned extensively to reissues, and with gratifying results.
Harry Katz, partner in Kay Film
Exchanges in the South with his
brothers, Ike and David, said here at
the weekend, before returning to his
Atlanta headquarters.
He reported the company is finding
in some instances dated films as good
"or better" than new ones, citing as
examples "The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer," "Prisoner of Zenda," "The
Garden of Allah," "Captain Caution"
andThe"Captain
Fury." in Washington,
Kay offices
New
Arbitration
Charlotte, Atlanta, Memphis and New
Orleans will have handled between SO
and
60 films upon the completion of
CasesinN.Y.andL.A.
the first year of operation, Katz declared. The firm originally held the
PRC franchises in Charlotte and AtTwo new complaints, one involving
lanta until last summer, at which time
clearance and the other combining it established its own branches.
clearance and designated-run, have
been filed respectively with the New
York and Los Angeles tribunals of C. Skouras, Turley
the arbitration system. Named as defendants in both cases are the five Get 2 in St. Louis
major distributing companies.
St. Louis, March 31. — Clarence M.
In the New York complaint, H. and Turley, secretary-treasurer of the
S. Amusement Co., which operates the Ambassador Building Corp. and the
Lido Theatre in Orange, N. J., com- Missouri Theatre Building Corp. here,
plains of the priority-run and seven- announced today that control of the
day clearance granted the Windsor corporations has passed to Charles P.
Theatre of West Orange, N. J. The Skouras and himself. Turley said that
complainant seeks abolition of all they have acquired sufficient bonds and
clearance. Furthermore, it seeks re- voting stock to assure joint control,
duction to seven days of the present but acquisition of the securities was
clearance of 14 and 21 days, favoring not a joint venture. Skouras' offer of
the Embassy, also of Orange.
last October to buy in $4,900,000 outstanding stocks and bonds at 101%
The Souris-Nenes Amusement Co.,
operating the Grand Theatre in Mi- of par expired today.
ami, Ariz., in the Los Angeles case,
charges that Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, RKO Radio, M-G-M and Studios, Analysts to Meet
Warner Brothers have refused to
Hollywood, March 31. — Major producers will meet with the Screen Story
license any pictures day and date to
the Grand unless seven days clearance Analysts' Guild on Wednesday to set
is given to the Alden Theatre of a date for negotiating a new contract
The agreement to negotiate with the
Globe, Ariz.
SSA, which recently withdrew from
the Conference of Studio Unions, is
the first made with any union which
Cabrini Film Opening
participated in the present strike.
"Citizen Saint," the life of Mother
Cabrini film produced by Clyde Elliott
and directed by Harold M. Young, Conduct Talent Quest
Walter Reade Theatres in New
will open in Washington at Constitution Hall on April 12.
Jersey and radio station WAAT will
conduct a 10-week talent quest on the
stages of several Reade theatres beginning Wednesday, April 15.
Salesmen's
Union
(Continued from
page 1)

! "PREVIEW ROOM"
I ... will really SELL
your picture.
l
I Fully equipped for 35MM,
I 16MM, and Slide Projection.
. Cocktail parties, luncheons
and dinners served in this ver1 satile room — setting a gay
I mood for a favorable reaction
to your film.
1 MADISON AVENUE at 54th St.
I
New York, N. Y.
■ Tel.: PL. 5-3400 Michael J. McGreth, Mgr.
■ ■■■■■■■■■■li

«
1
■
■
■
9
—
■
g
m
I
■

by the executive committee at a meeting at the Continental Hotel. It will
seek audiences with distributors in
New York home offices within the
near future.
Bargaining strategy was discussed
by the 13 members of the executive
committee who convened here from as
many sections of the country. Those
present for the meeting here were :
Pat Halloran, Minneapolis ; Keller ;
Floyd Bernard, San Francisco ; Ross
Williams, Cincinnati; E. E. Shinn,
New Orleans ; Richard Lange, Los
Angeles ; Provencher ; Van Dyke ;
Barry Goldman, Washington ; Frank
W. Solley, Atlanta ; Sam Resnick,
Kansas City ; Joel Bluestone, New
Orleans ; D. J. Edele, St. Louis and
Beznor.
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Stay

Upset

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)

on continucompany sales executivestive
bidding,
ing or ignoring competi
it is apparent that no defendant com-in
pany will be required to engage
that sales method under the broad
terms of the order staying all major
provisions of the New York court
decree until the Supreme Court has
heard and decided the pending appeals.
competiCompanies which continue
tive selling will do so as a matter of
individual choice and at their own
election. The order which Justice
Reed told counsel last Friday he
would sign when it is presented to
him will exempt all defendants from
that form of selling.
Attorneys for the defendants met
here yesterday to draw up the order
and, after it has been presented to
Robert L. Wright, assistant to the
U. S. Attorney General, for his approval, itwill go to Justice Reed for
signature. If Wright disapproves _ of
the form of the order, it is possible
that he may submit his own draft of
an order to Justice Reed. However, it
would have to follow the broad outlines of the stay order described by
Justice Reed last Friday in order to
get his signature.
Order Due Soon
Attorneys said the order may be
ready to send to Washington in a few
days, but disagreements on context
arose at yesterday's
meting.tomorrow.
Another
session
will be held
The bulk of the New York Federal
Court decree was scheduled to become
effective today but attorneys indicated
that if any delays are encountered in
getting the order to justice Reed or
in his signing it, no legal technicalities are expected to be involved. They
pointed out that the high court haying
revealed its intention and having given
its directions fpr a stay, the effective
date of the decree is suspended.
Competitive bidding, in any event,
was not to have been mandatory until
July 1.
The stay order, as reported by
Motion Picture Daily yesterday,
gives the industry arbitration system
a new lease on life. It will be continued under the order until the Sucided. preme Court appeals have been deA ranking sales executive of a company which has been active in competitive bidding on an experimental
basis said yesterday that the stay of
the New York decree "leaves everythe air."
said he had
made thing
no up in
decision
yet He
on whether
his
company would or would not discontinue competitive bidding while the
stay remains in force.
Argument for Bidding
"If we abandon bidding now, we
may have to resume it by Supreme
Court order next winter," he said. "In
that case, the system would be just
as strange to our organization then
as it is now. But if we continue it,
we would be thoroughly familiar with
it in the event we are ordered to continue it later."
The top sales executive of one of
the companies which has opposed bidding and which asked for a stay of
that selling method, also voiced indecision.
"The stay will not prohibit us from
offering product on a competitive bidbasis," he
said.small
"If we
refusewillto
do it,ingmany
of our
accounts
resent their inability to bid on our

"San Demetrio,
(20th Century-Fox)

London"

Hollywood, March 31
EXHIBITION usefulness here and now of this war picture, produced by
Michael Balcon of the Ealing Studios, London, appears decidedly limited.
It is the story of a British ship, from which the film takes its title, and interesting in the way so many remarkable war incidents are interesting, but its all
male cast contains no names which mean money in American theatres,_ and it
does not generate enough sheer entertainment power to overcome this deficiency. The film had its premiere in London in Jan., 1944.
Following a dedicatory preface paying tribute to the officers and men of the
British Merchant Marine, the film tells the story of a British tanker which
came
this country
of the war,
America's
entry
into theto conflict,
to pickin upthea early
cargo phase
of gasoline.
On itsprior
way toback
it is attacked
by a German raider and abandoned, in flames, by its crew. After several days
of drifting in a lifeboat, a portion of the crew comes upon the vessel, still
afloat, boards her, extinguishes the fires, and by extraordinary seamanship
takes her safely into a British port. The heroic achievements of the men,
their hardships, sacrifices and eventual triumph over apparently insurmountable handicaps, make up the action.
The players are : Walter Fitzgerald, Arthur Young, Ralph Michael, Melville Mapp, Barry Leets, Michael Allen, Frederick Piper, Herbert Cameron,
John Owers, Gordon Jackson and Robert Beatty. Charles Frend directed,
from a screenplay by himself and Robert Hamer, who also acted as associate
producer.
Running time, 76 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
W. R. W.
"Vacation
(Monogram)

Days"

Hollywood, March 31
SAM KATZMAN'S latest production in the " 'Teen Agers" series gives
showmen Jerry Wald and Spade Cooley orchestras to mention in their
billing,
means something
to theStewart,
"jive" set,
that isFrankie
about the
net
value ofwhich
the picture.
It has Freddie
JuneandPreisser,
Darro
and a great many other people in it, but they are handicapped by their material just about all the way.
The script by Hal Collins, concerns some high school boys and girls who
go at vacation time to a -ranch owned by one of their teachers, and there
become enmeshed marginally in a bandit plot about bank robbers which is
run off pretty much according to pattern. Mistaken identity that embarrasses credulity has a bearing on what happens, and what happens surpasses
belief. Arthur Dreifuss directed, and Maurice Duke is down as associate producer. Itis for the very junior trade at best.
Running time, 66 minutes. General audience classification.
W. R. W.
pictures. If we do accept bids, there Foundation Dates
will be many other of our accounts
(Continued from page 1)
who will resent that. I have made no
decision and it will be a difficult one
area to elect an exchange area committee and a national trustee.
Trade
make." observers believed, however,
to
The
following organizing meetings
that those companies which have most
have already been called : Charlotte,
bidcompetitive
opposed
vigorously
F. Kincey, temporary
ding, notably, Columbia, United Art- April 14,; H.
Chicago, April 16, John
ists, Universal, Paramount and War- chairman
ners, probably will not engage in the Balaban and Ed Zorn, temporary
system until they required to do so, chairman ; Salt Lake City, April 16,
and that companies which have shown Sam Gillette and Tracy Barham, temporary chairman ; Albany, April 21,
some disposition to embrace the system, notably, 20th Century-Fox, Saul J. Ullman and Neil Hellman,
Loew's and RKO Radio, may con- temporary chairman ; Des Moines,
Blank. 21 ; Leo F. Wolcott and A. H.
tinue with it, if only on an experi- April
mental basis in selected localities.
It is generally agreed that the stay
Also : Minneapolis, April 21 at a
removes the pressure for the time be- special luncheon of North Central Allied convention, Charles Winchell,
ing for single picture selling by nondefendant independent distributors.
Harry French, Harold Field, Benny
Berger and Ted Bolnick, temporary
committeemen ; Pittsburgh, third week
Blanket Exchange
in April, Moe Silver and Maurice
(Continued from page I)
Finkel, temporary chairmen ; Omaha,
May 5, Leo F. Wolcott and A. H.
pie shipping, inspection and vault fa- Blank,
temporary chairmen ; Seattle,
cilities. NFD and the Selznick Releasing Organization have .pending a May 5-8 at convention of Pacific
deal under which the former would Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners, J. M. Hone, temporary
handle physical distribution for SRO. chairman.
Clark has pointed out to distributors that the following benefits would
Tomorrow the organization comresult with the separation of office and
mittee, of which Leonard L. Goldensales from physical handling : lower son, president of Paramount Theatres
rents and elimination of long and cost- Service Corp., is chairman, will announce the full list of dates and places
ly leases ; reduced insurance costs ;
time-saving labor problems ; round- of the field meetings, together with the
the-clock supervision, and removing area committees and temporary chairmen appointed by the incorporators of
shipping
and warehousing from high- the foundation.
rent
districts.

Meets
(Continued from page 1)

resignation from the Association,
which,
under the by-laws, is effective
in one year.
It was decided to call a special
membership meeting shortly to consider a proposal to increase from one
to twocompany.
the number of directors from
each
The following officers of the Motion
Picture Association were elected ]
the Board of Directors to serve f
and chairman
board ; Joseph
the
next yearof: the
Johnston,
president'I.
Bireen, vice-president ; Francis S.
Harmon, vice - president; George
Borthwick, secretary and treasurer ;
Sidney Schreiber, assistant secretary ;
Fred W. DuVall, assistant treasurer,
and James S. Howie, assistant secretary-treasurer.
The following directors were elected : Johnston, Barney Balaban, Nate
J. Blumberg, George Borthwick, Jack
Cohn, Cecil B. DeMille, Ned E. Depinet, E. W. Hammons, E. B. Hatrick,
Joseph H. Hazen, Hal E. Roach, Herman Robbins, Nicholas M. Schenck,
ner.
Spyros P. Skouras and Albert WarThe board adopted a resolution of
appreciation for the services of Carl
E. Milliken, who for 21 years has
served as secretary of the Motion
Picture Association and its predecessor. Milliken, who will be 70 next
July,
is
retiring as an officer of the
Association.
The following were present at the
annual meeting and at meetings of the
board of directors : Cohn, Columbia ;
William B. Levy, Walt Disney Prod. ;
Earle W. Hammons, Educational
Pictures ; T. Kennedy Stevenson,
Electrical Research Products Division
of Western Electric Company ; Nicholas M. Schenck and J. Robert Rubin,
Loew's ; Arthur Israel, Paramount ;
Seymour Poe, Principal Prod. ; John
M. Whitaker, RKO Radio; W. C.
Michel, 20th Century-Fox ; Nate '
Blumberg
J. O'Connor.
Universal Joseph
; and John
H. Hazen,
Hal Wallis
Prod. ; Albert Warner and Robert
W. Perkins, Warner Bros. ; and the
following MPA officers : Johnston,
Francis S. Harmon, Milliken, Borthwick, Joyce O'Hara, assistant to the
president, and Gerald M. Mayer, manDivision.aging director of the International
Jackson Park Case
(Continued from page 1)
said: "The defendants, having lost
their case on the merits, have sought
to weaken and make innocuous the
relief to be afforded by various proposals of their own which, if entered,
will serve as escape clauses from any
effective enforcement of the injunction
and compel the plaintiffs to re-litigate
the case in order to enforce the deMcConnell further contended that
Igoe's District
Michael L. rejected
Judge had
Court
the proposals of theproperly
defendants.
The defendants have 12 days, or
until April 11, in which to file a final
rebuttal brief. It is expected that the
Circuit
of Appeals will hear the
cree."Court
Jackson
Park case some time in April,
with the Appeals Court expected to
render a decision between 30 days and
three months after hearing oral arguments. Like the previous Jackson
Park case, it is expected that the loser
will appeal to the Supreme Court.
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Republic
5 Directors

To

Elect

Reviews

Today

Election of five Republic directors
to three-year terms will be held here
today at the annual meeting of stockholders of Republic Pictures Corp.
Harry M. Goetz, Samuel Becker,
Harry C. Mills, Arthur J. Miller and
Walter L. Titus, Jr., have been nomiMed to fill vacancies on the board.
-Herbert J. Yates, president of the
company, arrived in New York yesterday from the Coast.
German Says Brulatour Co.
Will Not Interfere
"of inDisavowing any intentions
terfering inthe operations of Republic," William J. German, head of J.
E. Brulatour, Inc., has declared that
nomination of two candidates for the
Republic board of directors was made
at the request of Republic'stwomanage
direcment. Beyond suggesting
"tors, he added, the Brulatour company, which owns some stock in Republic, will take "no part in the stockholders' meeting except to send our
the management."
to
proxy
has "no asThe Brulatowithuranycompany
person or group of
sociation
persons for any purpose regarding Republic," German stated, and pointed
out that ownership by his company of
Republic stock "is purely incidental"
to its interest in Republic as "a good
customer for raw stock."

M. P. Associates
Cast Award Votes
Ballots for the winner of theay "Beacon Award" were cast yesterd at a
luncheon meeting of Motion Picture
Associates at the Hotel Piccadilly,
here. Candidates for the award, conferred annually for "meritorious and
patriotic service" were Spyros SkouJack Cohn, SamBalaban, Mayer
ras, uelBarney
Rinzler, Arthur
and Harold
Rodner. The winner will be announced on May 16 at the organization's annual dinner at the WaldorfAstoria Hotel here.
Fred Schwartz, president, was
chairman. A vote also was taken on
two resolutions. One would lower the
age for life membership in the organization from 65 years to 60, and the
other would change the procedure on
the issuance of welfare checks.
George Schaefer- and S. H. Fabian
have been previous award winners.

"Bells of San Fernando"
(Screen Guild Productions)
Hollywood, March 31
LIFE in California in the days of the Dons was, if the screenplay by Jack
* DeWitt and Renault Duncan is to be believed, a lot of fun for the Dons
and not much fun for anyone else.
The Don in question — played to the hilt by Anthony Warde — rules with an
iron rod over San Fernando Valley. No one is permitted to enter or leave
the valley, and Donald Woods, a tile-setter with an Irish brogue that slips
occasionally, is the only outsider who dares brave the Don's wrath. He falls
in love with the local blacksmith's daughter, a young lady whom the Don
plans
to marry,
despite
a half-breed
Indian
girl. the more obvious charms of Shirley O'Hara, cast as
When one of the local peons finds gold in the valley, matters come to a
long-delayed climax. The blacksmith covets the gold for casting a carillon
for the local mission ; Don Mendoza, on the other hand, has in mind more
practical uses for the yellow metal. His nefarious plan to put out the eyes
of the mission priest, and give all the other inhabitants of the valley a sound
lashing with a bull-whip for good measure, is thwarted when the governor's
men arrive. And none too soon, either. James S. Burkett is credited as producer, and Duncan Renaldo as associate producer. Terry Morse directed at
a leisurely pace.
Running time, 74 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
March 1.
Thalia Bell
'Buffalo
Bill Rides
(Screen
Guild Productions)

Again'

Hollywood, March, 31

THE title of Jack Schwartz's latest production for Screen Guild release is
misleading, in that "Buffalo Bill" does not show up, much less does any
riding, until half-way through the picture. Meanwhile, there has been plenty
of dirty work at the cross roads near the town of Redfield. Seems that an
unscrupulous storeekeper, having found oil on land hitherto considered unproductive, isdetermined to buy it up for two dollars an acre. The settlers, however, prefer to stay where they are — this despite the fact that the country
around Redfield is as dreary and disconsolate as any seen lately on the screen.
The storekeeper, aided and abetted by a grojjp of strong-arm men, set out to
terrorize the settlers into signing away their property rights.
Anyone who has ever seen a Western picture will have no difficulty in predicting the outcome of Barney Sarecky and Fran Gilbert's screenplay. Suffice
it to say that Richard Arlen, as "Buffalo Bill," outrides, outshoots and outfights everybody in the cast, which includes Jennifer Holt, Lee Shumway, Gil
Patrick, Edward Cassidy and a number of Indians of the Central Casting
tribe. Bernard B. Ray directed at a merry clip.
Running time, 70 minutes. General audience classification. T. B.
GPE
1946 Earnings

Profit

Up

39^c Over 1945
Twelve amusement and motion picture companies reported earnings of $112,607,548, an increase of 39 per cent
over 1945, according to a Wall
Street Journal survey of 1946
earnings.
In 1945 the same companies
reportedcrease was$81,022,364.
Theother
inborne out in
industries, most of which rein 1945. ported higher earnings than

Samuel Lindenstein, 72
Hollywood, March 31. — Funeral
services will be held tomorrow at Forest Lawn cemetery here for Samuel George Erdmann, 64,
Lindenstein, 72, Hollywood representative for Jay Emanuel Publications, Dies in Cleveland
who died on Friday of a heart attack.
Cleveland, March 31. — George W.
His widow survives.
Erdmann,
64, Cleveland
Motion
Picture Exhibitor
Association
secretary
for
past 20andyears,
and one-time
FirsttheNational
Universal
branch
NY (Continued
Mono, from
'Showcase'
page 1)
manager,
died
here
Saturday
at
rensville Sanitarium where heWarhad
plained, if the company cannot arrive been under treatment for the past
months for Tuberculosis. His
at arrangements for securing an ex- eight
wife died last August. Surviving are
clusive "showcase," it will endeavor
son, George, and two daughters,
to set up a deal with another distribu- aFlorence
and Althea.
tor company for sharing one.
Broidy will leave New York on
Thursday for Miami to attend the FM Permit Granted
Saturday opening there of Allied Arttists' "It Happened on Fifth Avenue."
Charlotte,
March Commissions
31. — -The Federal Communications
has
Following the premiere he will return here, and will proceed shortly granted a permit to radio station
thereafter to the Coast.
WSOC to build an FM station here.

(Continued from page 1)
items consist of the book profit of
$890,301 realized on the sale of 39,600
shares of 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp. common stock sold during the
year at an average price of $49.50 per
share, less a write-off of $550,045 representing the excess of cost of investment in subsidiaries acquired in 1944
over their applicable book value at
acquisition.
Consolidated net sales for the year
amounted to $23,261,996, compared
with $25,484,122 in 1945. This volume
of net sales, according to the report,
is the largest for any peace-time year
in the company's history. In his letter
to stockholders, Earle G. Hines, president, stated that the manufacturing
activities of various subsidiaries were
adversely affected as a result of labor
disturbances throughout the country
and
a consequent shortage of certain
materials.
"The merchandising of theatre
equipment and supplies," said Hines,
"greatly increased in spite of the fact
that many regular items still were not
available for sale except in limited
quantities. Operations for the past
year were characterized by a large
demand for products of subsidiaries
and inability to fulfill completely the
requirements of customers. At the end
of the year a substantial amount of
orders remained on the books of the
principal subsidiaries," he concluded.
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Theatre

Republic
Big

Ones;

Fate
Telecasting
Need for Allocations Is
Stressed at Coast Talks

For

Trains

Variety

Trip

National Variety Clubs International, in cooperation with the Los
Angeles tent, has completed plans for
the operation of three special trains
to the national convention which will
be held in the Coast city on May 14-17.
One train, the Bob O'Donnell Special, will operate over the Southern
(Continued on page 6)
Sweden

No New Theatre Tax
With N. Y. C. Budget
Possibility of a new five per
cent tax on theatre admissions in New York City, a
levy authorized by the state,
was eliminated yesterday
with the disclosure of Mayor
O'Dwyer's proposed record
executive city budget of over
one billion dollars. No menmade. tion of theatre taxation was
However, the Mayor said
that to meet the extra outlay
the city's tax rate must be
jumped to $2.95 per $100 of
realty valuations, compared
to the present $2.70.

Decide

of 4BV

Later

Republic will continue its program
of expansion, including production of
big pictures, Herbert J. Yates, president, told the annual meeting of company stockholders here yesterday.
He reported that the company
could anticipate its greatest year in
1947, barring unforeseen conditions
beyond its control. The fiscal quarter just ended showed "considerable
improvement" over the corresponding
period last year, he said.
Republic will decide following its
New York, Chicago and Hollywood
sales meetings, the first of which opens
here today, whether it will eliminate ATA
Brief Against
or reduce its "B" product, Yates reported. Higher production costs and
exhibitor resistance to absorbing the 5 Companies Today
(Continued on page 7)

Hollywood, April 1. — Importance to the motion picture industry
of the recent report made before
the Federal Communications Commission by the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, in which certain
frequency allocations were requested
for a theatre television service, was
high-lighted here during conferences
just concluded between Paul J. Larsen,
Washington SMPE television representative, and Loren L. Ryder, SMPE
president.
The conferences here between
Larsen and SMPE officials
stressed in particular the importance of a unified industry
co-operation with the SMPE in
Pine
(Continued on page 2)
3 Special

to Make

Sees

Color

as

Film 4Star'
Biggest
Here for home office discussions,
William Pine, of Paramount's PineThomas producing unit, said here yesterday that color is Hollywood's biggest star today. He predicted most pictures will eventually be made in color.
Pine has already completed two in
Cinecolor for Paramount, "Adventure
Island" and "Albuquerque."
The industry today, he observed, is
faced with the same problem as other
industries, namely rising costs. Also,
he added, the public today is used to,
and wants, better pictures — "which is
good for the
industry."
Observing
that
(Continued
on page
6)

Promises

'No Discrimination'
Washington, April 1. — The
State Department announced
today that it had received
from the Swedish government a "conciliatory" note
which promises that there
"will be no discrimination
against U. S. product" in the
operation of its trade program.
A Department spokesman
said the note is still under
study, and a further statement will be made in two or
three days. The U. S. sent a
vigorous protest to Sweden
on March 24 after that government put into effect import restrictions "to maintain foreign excess reserves."

TEN CENTS

APRIL 2, 1947

Industry
New

Flood

American Theatres Association, the
Confederacy of Southern Associations
and the Southern California Theatre
Owners Association will file with the
U. S. Supreme Court today a joint
brief countering the move by the five
theatre-owning distributors in oppositionfortsto the
three asexhibitor
groups'
efto appear
intervenors
in the
New York equity case.
The three had petitioned the Supreme Court for the right to appeal
the New York Federal Court's denial
of their petition to intervene. This was
opposed by the five companies on the
grounds that the high court lacked
jurisdiction on an appeal of this nature
and, secondly, asserted that the exhibitorsin the
were not
sented"
case."inadequately repreThe ATA brief today will argue
these two points in addition to attacking competitive bidding as illegal.

Arbiters
of

Five complaints, four of them challenging the clearance system maintained by M-G-M in Cincinnati and
neighboring areas and the fifth seeking "reasonable"
maximum
clearance
in place
of existing
availability
made
by 20th Century-Fox, Warner Brothers and Paramount product, have been
filed with the Cincinnati tribunal of
the industry arbitration system.
In addition to a sixth case entered
in Cincinnati, the American Arbitration Association }'esterday reported
new clearance cases with the New
Haven and Boston boards and an

Get

a

Complaints
award by the latter tribunal. In all.
eight new cases were reported.
The Cincinnati cases, stemming
from the 28-days' clearance after first
run in downtown Cincinnati, established by M-G-M for subsequent runs,
are unanimous in seeking a finding
that the clearance setup is unreasonable. Similar complaints, varying
only with respect to the individual theatres involved, were made by Harmony Amusement Co., operating the
Park Theatre ; Royal Theatre Co.. operating the Imperial ; Willis Vance
(.Continued on page 7)

CoL,

6IT

Seen

Returning
Block

to

Sales

To Try Again Today for
Unity on Stay Order
Columbia and Universal will return to the licensing of films in
blocks and United Artists will continue single picture selling upon the
entry of the order staying the New
York Federal
court decree, it was indicated yesterday.
None of the three is likely to engage in competitive bidding while the
stay is in effect, it is believed.
Meanwhile,
for the
all eight
distributorcounsel
defendants in
industry
anti-trust case prepared for a meeting
here today at which they will endeavor
to reach an agreement on a joint order which would stay major portions
of the New York decree in line with
(Continued
on page
7) Reed's
Supreme Court
Justice
Stanley

Agree

on

Printing

Equity Case Record
Printing of the New York Federal
Court's record of the industry antitrust trial for U. S. Supreme Court
appeals, and apportionment of costs of
the printing, have been agreed upon
by all eight distributor defendants and
the Department of Justice. Thus, all
parties are in accord on this aspect of
the case, which previously had loomed
as another subject for dispute.
Robert L. Wright, assistant to the
Attorney General, and the eight companies (Continued
will have printed
of the
on pagecopies
7)

CPA Approves Six
Theatre Permits
Washington, April 1.— Plans
for constructing or remodeling
filmof the
theatres
in various sixparts
country
have
been approved by the Civilian
Production
Administration's
facilities
review
committee.
The owners and locations
are: Sidney Talley, Pleasonton, Tex.; Paul Foil, Mt.
Pleasant, N. C; Lester R.
Reed, Kinston, N. C; Sabar
Amusement Corp., Camden;
Irving Bobson, Goulds, Fla.;
Gelda Woolman, Drain, Ore.

2

Personal
Mention

Motion

Foundation
Calendar

Picture

Daily

$7,110 Music Bill to
Newsreels fromAFM
Under the terms of a recently-effected 18-month contract with James C. Petrillo's
American Federation of Musicians, the newsreels here
agree to each hire a 30-piece
band or orchestra for six
three-hour recording sessions
during that period, to satisfy
AFM demands that the reels
compensate for the use of
background music from their
music libraries. The new
music recorded goes into the
reels' backlog for later use.
At the rate of $39.50 per
musician, per session, the bill
for each reel runs to about
$1,185 for each session, or a
total of $7,110 for the six.
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Newsreel
Parade

The following area organizaJOHNSTON'S
testimony
on
E RIC
Communism
in the film
industry
tion meetings have been called
M's
head
Z,ction
GOET
, isofdueM-GBEN
British
produ
in New
is
highlighted
in
all
current
newsreels.
by the Motion Picture FoundaYork from the Coast on Monday, en
tion, of which Barney Balaban
Other items of interest include Genroute to London. •
eral Eisenhoiver's Army Day address,
is temporary steering committee chairman (local temporary
the
U. N. commission on Greek warSpyros P. Skouras, president of
chairmen are listed below):
fare and the sweepstake wimers.
Complete contents folloivs : W
20th Century-Fox, and Murray Sil- April 14 — Charlotte, H. F. Kincey.
verstone, president of 20th-InternaMOVIETONE NEWS, No. 62— General
tional, who are on a Latin American April 16 — Chicago, John Balaban
Eisenhower's message for Army Day. U. N.
and Ed Zorn.
mission probes civil warfare on Greek
tour, arrived in Lima, Peru, yesterborder. Eric Johnston says Communists do
day.
April 16 — Salt Lake City, Sam Gilnot infiltrate
lette and Tracy Barham.
outsider
winsmotion
Britishpictures.
grand 100-to-one
national.
. • producing indus- April 21 — Albany, Saul J. Ullman
Sweepstake winners.
Dan Fish, now
transthe
trials in London, was on
and Neil Hellman.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 260-Films of
Atlantic telephone yesterday _advising
grand national. Sweepstake winners. Army
21 — Des Moines, Leo F. Wolhe intends visiting New York in May April
Week special: Eisenhower asks aid. Eric
cott
and
A.
H.
Blank.
Johnston on Communism. First Greek
for the first time since
the war.
•
guerrilla films.
April 21 — Minneapolis (At a special
North Central Allied luncheon),
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 69 — Army
Jennifer Jones and Joseph CotCharles Winchell, Harry French,
Week observed across the nation. Eric
ten are in Boston for location-shootHarold
Field,
Benny
Berger
and
Fete UK Paramount
Johnston
testifies on the
Communism.
World's
ing at Graves Lighthouse in connection
toughest horse-race,
grand national.
Ted Bolnick (temporary commit- Winners Tonight
with "Portrait of •Jennie."
teeman).
RKO and
PATHE
NEWS,winners.
No. The
65— Grand
national
sweepstake
TJ. N.
Austin C. Keough, Paramount Third Week of April — Pittsburgh,
The six
members ofwhoParamount's
commission
at
the
Greek
front.
EisenBritish
organization
won
the
Aloe
Silver
and
Maurice
Finkel.
hower's
Army
Week
message.
vice-president in charge of legal afBritish sales drive, will be UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 26 —
due back in New York to- May 5 — Omaha, Leo F. Wolcott company's
fairs, ismorrow
guests of the Paramount Pictures General
from Boca• Grande, Fla.
and A. H. Blank.
Eisenhower delivers Army Day
Club at a reception at the home of- address. Eric Johnston tells House un5-8 — Seattle (At convention of
fice this evening. Principal speaker American committee that U. S. films are
Edmund C. Grainger, Shea Circuit May
Pacific Coast Conference of In- at the occasion, which will be attend- the primary hate of Communists. 100-tohead, is expected to return here on
dependent Exhibitors), J. M.
ed by company executives and em- one shot wins grand national.
Hone.
April 14 from a vacation in Fort
ployes, will be Adolph Zukor, chairLauderdale, Fla. •
man of the board of directors. Claude Eddie Bracken Plans
director of public relations, will
Jason Joy, 20th-Fox studio person- Approve Removal of Lee,
be master of ceremonies. Prior to Comedy Production
nel head, is in New York from the
the reception the six will be the comEddie Bracken plans to produce, diCoast.
Construction Curbs
•
rect and act in a series of comedies
here. pany's guests at a dinner at Sardi's,
Washington, April 1.— Abolition
starting about June 1. Bracken inMary Pickford is in New York
of all curbs on commercial construcThe six, who were awarded trips
from Hollywood. •
the first of these, ".750
tion has been tentatively approved by to America as prizes, are: Dave Gil- Smith,"tends toafilmbaseball
yarn, entirely in
the House Banking and Currency
New York, using name sportsmen.
pin,
Ashley
Bate,
Thomas
Ledger,
Daniel T. O'Shea, president of Committee.
Clifford Cox, Nellie Nisbet and Alice
Vanguard Films, is enroute here.
The committee votes tomorrow on Holt. They recently returned here SMPELooksf or Video
the final draft of a rent control-hous- from a visit to Hollywood, and are
(Continued from page 1)
NJ Owners Meeting
ing bill. However, the committee ten- scheduled to return to England
tatively agreed to provisions repealing Wednesday.
soliciting these frequency allothe Veterans Emergency Housing Act, aboard the Queen ' Elisabeth next
Today on Tax Bill
cations; this move being to
The Federation of New Jersey under which the Government limits
forestall any competitive and
Theatres will meet this morning in the non-residential construction and chan- Funeral Rites for
conflicting requests of the FCC
Newark office of Frank Damis of
nels materials into home building.
which might tie up the air, with
Warner Brothers, to plan action
Administration officials have op- Mrs. Ida Cohen, 86
posed any immediate removal of the
no bands
"escrow" for
against a proposed state bill which
Funeral services were held here yesthe
picture held
film inbusiness.
would allow local taxes on theatre ad- construction curbs, and it is believed
missions.
that the Senate will also oppose any mother ofterday for Mrs. Ida Cohen, 86, "Whether this unified co-operation
Samuel Cohen, foreign pub- and participation should be by joint
Those scheduled to be present in- such proposal, if it passes the House.
licity director of
action of the Association of Motion
clude : George Gold, Edward Lachdied on Monday. United Artists, who Picture Producers, the Association of
man, Bud Hunt, P. Gage, W. Phil- Vote More Funds for
Mrs. Cohen for more than 30 years Independent Motion Picture Produclips, H. Meakin, Harold Blumenthal,
was active in many charitable and
ers, and the Motion Picture Theatre
S. Varbalow, I. Epstein, L. Rosen- House Committee
philanthropic institutions, including Owners of America, or by some new
blatt and Damis.
Washington, April 1.— The House
Home for Incur- governing group, dedicated exclusively
Administration Committee has voted the Beth-Abraham
ables, of which she was an organizer, to theatre television projects" was the
10% Admission Levy an additional $50,000 to the House and the Home of the Daughters of
principal topic of discussion during
Committee on Un-American Activi- Israel. Besides her son she leaves Larsen's
stay here.
Pends in Wisconsin
ties. It also repealed a provision lim- three other sons, Ben, Sol and Alex,
Even
though
it is generally admitted
iting the committee staff to 10.
Milwaukee, April 1. — A 10 per
here that theatre television is not neccent levy on theatre admissions is Rep. Thomas, chairman of the in- and six grandchildren.
"just around
corner,"
it is
among 14 new taxes sought by the
vestigating group, said the additional
likewise essarily
freely
predictedthe that
television
Harry
Levy,
father
of
Celeste
funds
would
be
used
to
expand
the
assembly's committee on military afsure to have its day in theatres as
Levy, secretary to Sam Cohen, United is
fairs to finance a state veterans' bonus committee's staff and enlarge its ac- Artists
the homes of the nation, the
foreign publicity manager, died well
SMPEas says.
bill aimed at raising between $128,- tivities.
at his home here Monday night.
(100,000 and $138,000,000.
Sensing either a hesitation or a
The measure was drafted by a spe- Indiana Lease Bought
procrastination on the part of the film
cial subcommittee of Walter S. Fisher,
Pictorial
Names
Agency
industry to face this eventuality, at
Indianapolis. April 1. — A group
Roy H. Sengstock and Alex Rained. including
Arthur J. Steel and Harold
Buchanan and Co. has been ap- the same time confidently aware of
Mirisch of New York has bought a
pointed advertising representative for the inevitable future of theatre teleMamula Farewell Lunch
vision, the SMPE is pressing vigorPictorial Films by Lloyd Lind, Piclong-term
lease
on
Keith's
Theatre
ously its petition now before the FCC
Xick Mamula, who is leaving United here from the Keith Operating Co.
torial president. Charles M. Amory
frequency bands to assure
Artists's publicity department, will be for a reported $250,000. The Keith is will be account executive. Pictorial is for adequate
and open channels for nationwide
given a luncheon this week by pub- headed by Sam Roberts and Nick now completing plans for expansion free
licitv manager Tom Waller and his Boila of Chicago. The new owners of its 16mm. production and distribu- television transmission to theatres
when the need for that service arrives.
tion facilities.
will assume operation on April 30.
staff.
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Motion

Picture

from there will operate over the
Santa Fe. Both northern specials
will leave New York and Eastern
cities on Friday, May 9, arriving in
Chicago May 10, from where the cars
Grosses
will leave at 10 A. M. for a 50-hour
schedule to California.
Industry executives will pick up the
Boston cars in Albany and additional
FOLLOWING
are
estimated
picture grosses, exclusive of Federal cars in Buffalo, Cleveland, Toledo,
tax, for current engagements in key Detroit and Grand Rapids.
cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
A group of industry people in San
Francisco have petitioned for a charter
CHICAGO
for a Variety Club of Norther/ / '-Jifornia,
j. O'Donnell,
nations, here.
A , ief
barker R.
reports
at headquarters
Pre-EasLer business is proving very
The new tent will establish clubgood, with two theatres having com- rooms in the Tivoli Building. The
bination stage shows and films domi- petitioners are : Abe and Joseph Bluninating the Loop field. Estimated re- enfeld, Roy Cooper, Neal East, Rotus
ceipts for the week ending April 2-3 : Harvey, J. Leslie and N. P. Jacobs,
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.) — APOLLO Herman Kersken, Jack Marpole, J. D.
(1,200)
14th week. Gross: $17,000 McNerney, R. A. McNeil, M. F.
(Average:(95c)
$12,000)
MY
FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para.)O'Neal,Jack
William
Parker,
000)
CHICAGO (3,900) (95c) 3rd week of film, Naify,
Homer Jimmy
Tegmeier,
Tillman
and
2nd week of stage show. On stage: King O. H. Watson. .
Cole Trio. Gross: $52,000. (Average: $62,

Key

HOLLYWOOD'S
GREATEST
DIRECTORS
SAY THAT

S

PEN

P
ffHA
IS

THE

enue
PICTURE
TH av TO SEE!
5

City

13 RUE MADELEINE
(2<>ith-Fox)-GAR 000)
RICK (Average:
(1,000) (95c)
2nd week. Grpss: $18,000.
$13,000)
SMASH-UP
(U-I)-GRAND (1.150) (95c)
2nd week. Gross: $26,000. (Average: $18,THE RED HOUSE
(U A)— ORIENTAL
(3,200) (95c) 2nd week. On stage: Jan
August
and
Jerry
Lester.
Adults only.
Gross: $57,000. (Average: $48,000)
BEDELIA (PRC) and THE DEVIL
THUMBS A RIDE (RKO Radio)— PALACEerage:
(2.500)$24,000)(65c-95c). Gross: $25,000. (AvPURSUED (WB)-ROOSEVELT (1,000)
(95c) 3rd week. Gross: $20,000. (Average:
$20,000)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M)— STATE LAKE (Average:
(2,700) (95c)
6th week. Gross: $29,000.
$29,000)
THE
SECRET
HEART
ED ARTISTS (1,700) (M-G-M)-UNiT(95c) 2nd week.
Gross: $29,000. (Average: $27,000)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— WOODS (1,200) (Advanced
admission prices: 95c-$1.20-$1.40-$1.80) 15th
week. Gross: $34,000. (Average: $28,000)
(Regular$20,000)
admission price: 95c; regular av
erage:
"It's

rful.

I was

delighted!"

LIED ARTISTS PRODUCTIONS, INC., present

MOORE

«RU
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m STORM

IT HAPPENED

Pine Sees Color
{Continued from page 1)
the quality of foreign pictures has imhe said that
"this tooon isitsgood,
because proved,
it keeps
Hollywood
toes
andPine,
the who
publicin the
benefits
thereby."
past five years, has
made 42 pictures, praised Hollywood
Production Code officials as beingvery helpful and cited the code as "a
workable
rule out
to maintain
taste."
He pointed
that it good
is flexible
enough to meet "new needs of changing times and customs." The need for
good taste in films was further emby Pine who
said that with
"no
other art phasized
medium
can compare
the motion picture in showing the
American way of life to foreign nations. Thus if license and alcoholism
are shown in excess, we are not showing our country as it really is.

PITTSBURGH

truly

wonde

HARDING
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Despite extremely bad weather and
the usual seasonal slump, "The Best
Years of Our Lives" lost very little
ground in its fourth week in the Fulton, to lead others in grosses. Estimated receipts for the week ending
April
3
:
THE BEST
YEARS OF OUR LIVES
700)
(RKO Radio)— FULTON (1,700) (Advanced
admission prices: 90c-$1.20-$1.40) 7 days,
4th week. Gross: $20,000. (Average at
regular admission prices of 40c-55c-70c: $9,SMASH UP (U-I)-J. P. HARRIS (2,000)
(40c-55c-70e)
4 days,
2nd week. Gross: $6,000.
(Average:
$11,000)
THE SECRET HEART (M-G-M) — PENN
(3,400)(Average:
(40c-55c-70c)
500.
$25,000)7 days. Gross: $18,MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Parat)—
RITZ (1,100) (40c-55c-70c) 7 days, 3rd week,
on a moveover from the Fenn. Gross:
$2,500. (Average: $3,500)
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)— SENATOR
(1,700) (40c-55c-70c) 7 days, 6th week, on
a moveover
from$3,200)
the Harris. Gross: $3,200.
(Average:
CALIFORNIA (Para.) — STANLEY (3,800)
(40c-55c-70c)
7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $12,500.
(Average:
$25,000)
SONG OF THE SOUTH (RKOi RadSo)WARNERGross:(2,000)
(40c-S5c-70c)
week.
$11,000.
(Average:7 days,
$15,000)2nd

BOOK

NOW!

ALBERT EINSTEIN
Endorsed This
Picture!

3 Variety Trains
(Continued from page 1)
5th

AVENUE

with GRANT MITCHELL • EDWARD BROPHY • EDWARD RYAN, JR.
' Screenplay
Produced &byDirected
ROY DEL
• Associate
Producer& FREDERICK
JOE KAUFMAN
EVERETT byFREEMAN
- StoryRUTH
by HERBERT
CLYDE LEWIS
5TEPHANI '&
Musical Score by EDWARD WARD - Music and Lyrics by HARRY REVEL and PAUL WEBSTER

route and will carry the Atlanta and
Dallas delegations to Los Angeles.
Charlotte will probably join up with
the Atlanta delegation for the trip.
Two Northern specials, the John H.
Harris and the Variety Clubs International will be operated, one by Pennsylvania Railroad and one over the
New York Central route. These two
units will be joined in Chicago and

AT
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Motion

B & Q Gets Interest
In Boston Theatre
Boston, April 1.— Donald Jaycocks and Alexander Kilpatrick, president and treasurer, respectively, of B.
and Q. Associations, a 22-theatre New
a halfhave secured
England incircuit,
interest
the Tremont
Theatre here
from James Mage. The downtown,
2,200-seat house will be renovated and
converted into an extended first-run
theatre.
nine Cocaacquired
ently
T'^prec
Jersey. Berk
in New
"m- itres
and Krrumgold arranged the Tremont
dea'
Philco

Income

Over

Three Millions in '46
Philadelphia, April 1. — Philco
Corp. had a 1946 net income of $3,107,480, or $2.13 per common share
after preferred dividends and taxes,
despite an operating loss for the first
nine months of the year. The corporation's annual report, which was mailed
to stockholders today, adds that
Philco's output during the fourth
quarter of 1946 was higher than its
wartime peak. Total 1946 sales were
$121,596,622, compared to $119,129,378 in 1945.
Republic, Autry Settle
Hollywood, April 1.— Confirming a
recent Motion Picture Daily report,
Gene Autry and Republic Pictures
have reached an out-of-court settlement of their dispute. Autry will
make two more pictures for Republic,
one this month and one in December,
regardless of pending court action.
Republic to Make
{Continued from page 1)
increase make that product a problem,
he said.
Yates and other officers were reelected. They include James R.
Grainger, executive vice-president ;
Walter L. Titus, Edward L. Walton,
John J. O'Connell, Arthur J. Miller,
vice-presidents ; John Petrauska, Jr.,
treasurer ; Joseph E. McMahon, secretary. Titus and Miller were reelected directors, and Samuel Becker,
Harry M. Goetz and Harry C. Mills
were elected to the board. The latter
three represent Goetz-J. E. Brulatour,
Inc., interests, which already had
three representatives on the board.
Equity Case Record
(Continued from page 1)
full testimony and a book by Wright
in which are described generally the
nature of hundreds of exhibits entered
in the case. If reproductions of all the
exhibits had been necessary, the cost
of printing the record would have been
many times over the $5,000 which is
estimated to cover the printing costs
agreed upon.
The companies will divide the major
portion of the cost and the Department of Justice, it is understood, will
absorb a small part.
NOW

OPEN
FOR
BUSINESS
C and G FILM EFFECTS
723 7th Ave.. N.Y.C. • LA 4-2226
TITLES and OPTICAL
TRAILERS,EFFECT8
SUPERIMPOSING
CUTTING ROOMS, COLOR REPRODUCTIONS

Block

Picture

Sales

(Continued from page 1)
suggestions for such an order last Friday in Washington.
UA, Columbia and Universal will
insist that all distribution provisions
of the decree be stayed, excepting
agreements on clearances and franchise deals, and in the event an accord
is,
not
reached attotoday's
are determined
file a meeting,
separate they
stay
order with Justice Reed immediately
following today's session. George Raftery, for United Artists ; Louis Frohlich, Columbia, and probably Thomas
Turner Cooke, for Universal, intend
to make the trip to Washington if
attorneys for the other five distributors stand apart in their views.
All five major defendants were at
odds on the context of the stay order
at the first meeting on the subject
here Monday. Both lawyers and home
office executives were noncommittal
yesterday when queried about possible
changes in their positions.
Frohlich is confident that regardless
of what the "Big Five" ask in the
way of postponement, the order to be
presented
by the
Three,"
separate one
is "Little
necessary,
will ifbea
signed by Reed and that Robert L.
Wright, assistant to the U. S. AttorGeneral,must
will first
offerbenonobjections.
The ney
order
presented to
Wright.
Universal was the only one of the
"Little Three" which engaged in bidding to any extent. This came about
when theatres requested a run under
the provision of the New York decree
which enjoined distributors from arbitrarily refusing such run.
Paramount and Loew's are reported
to be leaning in the direction of the
"Little Three's" views of the stay order, with the exception of a stay on
single picture
selling, sought
by Columbia and Universal.
Warners
and
RKO Radio are said to be following
a conciliatory course, more or less
hoping for an agreement among the
others to which they could subscribe.
Twentieth Century-Fox counsel is
said to be adamant against a stay of
competitive bidding and other decree
features which are sought by the others. This suggests the possibility that
20th-Fox might resort to a proposed
stay order of its own.

Flying is the way
to travel to —
CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH
LOS ANGELES
— and TWA is the
hiendly way to fly.
See your travel agent or phone
LExington 2-7100

7

Daily

20th-Fox

Upheld

in

Biographical Suit
Hollywood, April 1.— A precedent
in connection with biographical film
subjects was established today when
Federal Judge Campbell Beaumont
found for 20th Century-Fox in a suit
for $100,000 in damages sought by
song-writer jean Schwartz, who
charged that his reputation and
health were damaged by alleged misrepresentation offacts concerning him
in "The Dolly Sisters." Dropping the
case on completion of the prosecution's case, and before the defense offered argument, Beaumont allowed
"considerable latitude" in portraying
living persons on the screen.

No

Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
and Gordon Pape, operating the 20th
Century Theatre, who also entered a
companion complaint against Paramount, Warner Brothers and 20th
Century-Fox ; and Highland Amusement Co., operating the Highland in
Fort Thomas, Ky. Day-and-date
availability is sought by the Harmony
and Royal.
In their complaint against the other
three distributors, Vance and Pape
point out that product from those companies are available on the seventh
Sunday after the end of the first or
second week of downtown runs. Except for M-G-M, which the 20th Century Theatre cites in another complaint, all companies, including RKO
Radio, maintain this uniform system.
However, they assert, their theatre,
along with 22 other subsequent-run
houses in Cincinnati, is subject to the
prior-run held by the RKO Paramount Theatre, operated by RKO
Midwest Corp. Vance and Gordon
ask for an arbitration ruling that the
seventh Sunday clearance, as well as
RKO Paramount's prior-run are unreasonable, and seek reasonable maximum clearance for first-runs there.
The sixth Cincinnati case, filed by
Ames Theatre Co., which operates the
Ames Theatre in Dayton, seeks day
and date availability for M-G-M product with all other suburban houses in
the area. The Ames, the complaint
maintains, is not in "substantial competition with any other suburban
house" urban
in theatres
the Dayton
area.toAll
subare subject
seventh
Sunday clearance, it declares.
Naming all five participating companies, the Boston complaint, by Harold Amusement Corp., which operates
the Starlight in Pascoag, R. I., seeks
reduction to one day, or abolition entirely of the
present the
19 Starlight
to 14 days'is
clearance
to which
subject after the Stadium, Bijou and
Park in Woonsocket, R. I.
The New Haven case, which also
names all five distributing companies,
seeks the elimination of clearance held
bv the Lvric, Hartford, over the complainant's Rivoli, and reduction of the
37-day clearance after first-run in
Hartford to 30 days.
The Boston award, in which all five
companies are defendants, established
a maximum clearance of 28 davs for
the Opera House. Bellows Falls. Vt.
over the State Theatre, also of Bellows FalK The award further held
that the 28-dav maximum was to be
reduced when necessary to make de
fendants' pictures available to the
State 60 days after availabilitv to the
Opera House, or one day after fin
ished playing at the Opera House.
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with

HIGH

INTENSITY

PROJECTION!

Lanagers of small theatres find that Simplified High Intensity
Projection actually attracts more customers to their shows. The
reason?
Because this inexpensive form of high intensity projection gives
the movie-goer more for his money. It provides a brighter screen,
a sharper image. It makes available to the small theatre the same
perfection of modeling and detail . . . the same fidelity of color
reproduction . . . found in the larger theatres. This means more
audience relaxation and enjoyment ... which means bigger box
office.
In spite of the obvious improvement that
tensity Projection can make on your screen,
cost. In fact, just a few extra admissions per
pay for it.
Take the first step today toward attracting
tomers. . . Consult your supply house on the
Intensity Lamps.

Simplified High Init is actually low in
show will more than
more and more cusavailability of High

The ivord "National" is a registered trade-mark of
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
QEB
30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
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U-I Exchanges

2.— The CivilWashington,on April
ian Producti Administration has
granted permission to Joseph M. Berne
of Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., to
construct six film exchange buildings
country for disin various parts of the al-Inte
rnational
tribution of Univers
and United World films.
Applications for 22 other exchanges
pending. Estimated construcare still
tion cost of the six approved buildings
is $1,130,000, to be located in Dallas,
Omaha, Kansas City, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Atlanta.
The applications were granted on
the ground that increases in the volume of business were creating fire
hazards in existing exchanges.
Roach

to Produce

Two-Part Comedies
Hollywood, April 2.— '"Two-part
comedy features," running 110 minutes, and composed of two distinct
subjects combined under a master
title, will be offered exhibitors on "A"
terms by Hal Roach through a distribution channel to be determined
next week, the producer announced
(Continued on page 4)

ON

DRAFT

Stay Order

The order for a stay of the New
York Federal Court decree is a
masterpiece of word economy and
simplicity. It lists the defendants in
the case, refers to the hearing on stay
petitions held by Justice Reed last
Fridaycre s : in Washington, and then de"And it appearing that the stays
applied for are necessary to preserve
the status quo pending the appeals
"Now therefore it is ordered, subject to further order of the Supreme
Court, that paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,
8, 9 of Section 2 and paragraph 1 of
Section 3 as it refers to paragraph 6
of Section 2, and Section 5 are hereby
stayed and suspended as to all defendant appellants pending determinato this court taken."
appeals
tion
of
Provisions covered by the paragraphs of the stay order numbered
are explained elsewhere in
aboveissue.
this

The J. Arthur Rank-UniversalInternational contractual arrangements are for a period of 21 years,
Robert Benjamin, president of the
J. Arthur Rank Organization here,
day following his return
said yester
from
London.
His British visit coincided with the
presence there of Arthur Krim, president of Rank's Eagle-Lion Flms here ;
n, Universal viceJoseph tSeidelma
presiden and international chief;
James Franey, president of United
World, the U-I 16mm. distributing
, pubcompany, and Jock J.Lawrence
Arthur Rank
licity head of the
Organization. Krim and Lawrence
returned here with Benjamin.
ic, Babe Ruth
As announced some time ago, the Republ
Rank-Universal contract makes the
Talk Story Deal
(Continued on page 4)
Approve

TEN CENTS

APRIL 3, 1947

Negotiations between Republic and
Babe Ruth for rights to the screen
are
of Swat"
hy ofand"The
biograp
shortly,
be closed
will King
under way
execuJames R. Grainger, Republidc yestertive vice-president, disclose
day. The baseball star was honor
guest at a luncheon given yesterday
J. Yates, Republic presiby Herbert
dent, and Grainger, and he was also
given an ovation when he put in an
two-day regional
appearance ationthewhich
sales convent
ning. began , in the
mor

Division managers and district and
branch managers in the Eastern, New
England and Central districts were
told by Yates that exhibitors had reTrucolo
to Republic's
sponded
(Continued
on page
4) r proc-

Jersey

Owners

Monday

Tax

Set

Meeting

A two-fold plan of action against
threatened state legislation which
would empower localities to levy
theatre admission taxes wasg formulated yesterday at a meetin of the
Federation of New Jersey Theatres,
held at the Warner exchange in Newark Preliminary plans for the placex advertis
anti-tapapers
ing ofmentsfull-pa
were
in New geJersey
anded aon Federat
(Continu
page 7) ion-sponagreed upon,

OF

ORDER

STAY

20th -Fox May Take an
Exception; Expect
Reed to Sign Tomorrow

Bidding 'Hardships'
Cited in ATA Brief
Declaring themselves to be immediately bound by the New York Federal
Court decree, a point disputed by the
es, Amerifive theatre-owning compani
can Theatres Association, Confederacy
of Southern Associations and the
Southern California Theatre Owners
Association yesterday submitted to the
U. S. Supreme Court a joint brief
thene deappealto from
support
in
interve
petition
of theirtheir
nial ing
the New York suit.
ATA, CSA and SCTOA assert
inthat independent exhibitors would
cur hardships in consequence of comy decompan
The the
petitive
or
exhibit
contend that
fendantsbidding.
repre"
uately
inadeq
arein the"not
groups sented
case and challenge the
upper court's jurisdiction over their

appeal.
See

Film

National

Classics

a

By GENE ARNEEL
Agreement on a sweeping, single
order postponing operation of the
distribution portions of the New
York Federal Court's anti-trust decree and continuing arbitration,
was reached here yesterday by
seven of fendants
thein the
eightcase.
distributor
deTwentieth
Century-Fox was the sole dissenter.
Actually, the document which
Supreme Court Justice Stanley
Reed is expected to sign tomorrow, covers all eight companies
in compliance
Reed's
tive of last with
Friday
thatdirecone
joint order be submitted to him
for his signature. However,
20th Century-Fox can seek to
exempt itself with a proposal of
an amendment
to the high
court.
Attorneys
for 20th-Fox
(Continued
on page 7)refused to

Distributor

"Film Classics will, in the near fu
ture, become a major distributing or
ganization, offering complete facilities
on a nationwide and foreign basis for
s," Joseph
ent producer
independ
top
here
t, declared
, presiden
Bernhard
The com
office.
yesterday at the home
ex
pany already
in thehasU. 14S.wholly-owned
changes
Plans underway also call for the
production of some pictures by the
company, which until now has been
issues.
engaged only in the distribution of re"The Patient Vanishes," made in
England by Pathe Pictures, Ltd., and
will be the first
starring JamesfilmMason,
non-reissue
to be distributed by
Film Classics. A deal is now being
for a pre-release Broadway
negotiated
run
in about two months.

20th

Sales

Policy

Waits

Decree

Carpenters' Board
Spurns Strike Talk
Indianapolis, April 2. — The Hollywood strike is not on the agenda of
the board meeting of the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, which opened here today, William
Hutcheson, president, reports.
"There's nothing to talk about," he
said. "As far as we are concerned we
(Continued on page 4)

In $2,650,000

Stay

Whether or not 20th _Century-Fox
will continue sales policies it has essayed thus far under the terms of the
Federal Court's decree in the industry
anti-trust case is a moot question.
Tom J. Connors,
president
in chargetheof company's
sales, said viceyesterday that no decision on that point
would be made until after the Supage 7) the stay
preme(Continued
Court "_ has onsigned

15-Day

Stay

Given
Case

Chicago, April 2.— Defendants in a
anti-trus
damageStates
treble
$2,650,0
Corp.t
by Middle
filed00here
suit
and Riverside Operating Co. today
were given an additional IS days, until
April 17, in which to file answers.
However, it is understood attempts to
court are now
case outd onof page
settle the (Continue
7)
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Await Report from
Swedish Legation
Washington,
2. — -Precise
information about April
the extent
to which
U. S. film exports to Sweden will be
affected following the Swedish "conciliatorynot
note" tobe the
Stateuntil
Department will
known
the
American legation there sends detailed
report to the State Department here,
officials have indicated. The note
ecC
promised there "would be no discrimination against
U. S. product."
The U.
S. protested
to Swedvi 5; on
March 24 after that government put
into effect import restrictions. The
U. S. has been supplying 40 per cent
of films shown in Sweden.

Insider's
Outlook
- By RED KANN
\UHAT the sensible and
write to your Congressman for alfalfa seed. Perhaps, even occa, an,MonoSTON
JOHN
Y
"
WRA
»
seasoned
William
F.
Rodg. gram board chairm
will ers earnestly believes, as per the
sionally, bones may be discovered —
leave the Coast today by train for
relics of the pioneer days. Hownews
columns
of
Motion
PicNew York from where he will sail
ever, this is unlikely as the
ture Daily:
for Europe next Wednesday on the
chances are that nobody ever
Queen Elizabeth. •
"He . . . does not share the
passed through your land. Think,
belief in some quarters that a
then, of the thrill when you first
recession is in prospect, but
set foot on it.
Alison Holman, daughter of Rusdoes believe that too much
"The Santa Fe goes by your
sell Holman, Eastern production
manager of Paramount, was married
talk about one may lead to an
propert
y — swiftly by and far away
yesterday in Old Greenwich, Conn.,
— and one of your problems will
artificial recession."
to Edgar Alvon Fitter, Jr. The
be water. May we suggest that,
■
couple will reside in New Orleans.
if you take the trip to it, you
What the vice-president in
•
bring along your own water, for to
of M-G-M distribution
Maurice Silverstein, regional di- charge
Coleridgebut: on'Water,
paraph
offers as an antidote for recesyour 16 'Brunette' Winners
everywhere,
water rase
rector for Loew's International in
sion jitters :
Latin America, has returned to New
Departing for Coast
acre none is there.'
York from Panama.
"More work within the in■
Chicago,
Winners
of contests held inApril
16 2.—
cities
in connection
dustry, particularly in the
"The
taxes
for
1947
are
all
paid
Leo Seligman, treasurer of Fafields of exhibitor and public
Paramount's "My Favorite
up and there are no strings at- with
relations is needed to maintain
vorite Films, will leave New York
Brunette" have converged upon this
tached except, of course, should city
tomorrow for a two-week Miami
before entraining for Hollywood
good business.
you strike oil or gold or other min- tomorrow as Paramount guests. Bob
Beach vacation.
"Better theatre merchandiserals,
then,
brother,
will
you
see
Hope will act as their host during
strings !
ing, better theatre housekeepMax Weinberg has been appointed
their week's stay there.
ing, a constructive critical ap"However,
it
is
a
cheerful
gift.
Eastern short subjects representative
The brunettes were luncheon guests
proach and an intelligent effort
You, too, now have your place in at the Blackstone Hotel today and
to attract and hold new cusin charge of M-G-M short subjects
the
sun,
just
2,500
miles
outside
at the Balaban and Katz
tomers as health insurance for
publicity.
New York City. In fact, you, too, appeared
•
Chicago Theatre where the film is in
the
new
business
era."
have
no
place
in
the
shade
!
third week. Jerry Colonna came
Red Kann, Quigley Publishing Co.
"And when you think of your its
What his industrial geoghere from Hollywood to escort the
vice-president, celebrates a birthday
land,
remember
that
the
ravages
today.
raphy did not encompass was
girls to the Coast.
of time have wiped out what was
•
Hollywood, it being persistently
once
a
Sea
of
Grass.
At
least,
S. B. VanDelden, Chicago, has difficult to get over those mounthat is what Spencer Tracy told Distribute Brochure
tains to the East. There, too,
been appointed sales manager of WilKin Theatre Supply Co., Atlanta.
the
challenge
applies.
It
has
to
Katharine Hepburn."
•
On 'Egg9 Pre-selling
be
met
by
enough
ingenuity,
Danny Kaye and Mrs. Kaye
From
London
:
Dr.
J.
C.
Highlighting an $850,000 promotionbrainpower, showmanship and
(Sylvia Fine) are due in New York
al campaign for "The has
Eggbegun
and disI,"
Wand, Anglican Bishop of Lon- Universal-International
cost consciousness to keep qualtoday from the Coast.
don, made the Associated Press
•
tribution of a 20-page brochure in
ity product flowing.
wire with the highly inconclus- multicolor to exhibitors throughout
■
Bill Pierce, publicity director for
the nation. Covering every phase of
ive observation that most young
Benedict Bogeaus Prod., left here for
Superior attractions have lost
Britishers
rely
on
Hollywood
the
company's pre-selling campaign,
Hollywood yesterday.
none of their drawing power.
the book includes material on Betty
•
We know of one which we are
for their information about "the MacDonald's book, newpsaper, radio
Louis B. Mayer is in San Fran- not privileged to designate by
right relations between the and magazine advertising, radio and
cisco from Hollywood for a physical
song promotions, publicity on the
title.
It
has
grossed
for
its
discheck-up.
What have British parents "Miss Slick Chick" contest, an egg
tributor better than $4,000,000
•
and authorities of the Anglican industry promotion, national advertiser
in slightly more than 2,000 playSol Sachs, RKO branch manager
dates.
Church
in Dallas, is visiting in New York.
sexes." been relying on to make tie-ups, billboards and posters.
Public response is not lost. It
certain the youngsters
didn't?
■
is not even threatened when the
AMP A To Elect New
From
Los
Angeles
:
Mrs.
Eu- McCullough at Public
merchandise — and the merchangene
Meyer,
whose
husband
Safety Conference
dising— has what's required.
Executives Today
publishes the Washington Post,
Washington, April 2. — John B.
■ ■
The Associated Motion Picture Adcontinues her hatchet hunt with McCullough, acting director of the
vertisers will hold its annual election
Howard
Dietz,
vice-president
another attack on the industry. Motion Picture Association's conserat a closed meeting in the Town Hall
vation department, represented the inThis time, it is a distortion that
Club today. The new slate consists of in charge of advertising - pubdustry at a meeting of the committee
licity for Loew's, has turned
Arnold Stoltz, president ; Phil Wil- from lyrics
is
a
beaut:
"The
vulgarization
to real estate. As
of life conveyed by 90 per cent on organized public safety for Presiliams, vice-president ; Max Stein,
dent Truman's conference on fire pretreasurer; Marguerite Wayburn, sec- president of the Sea of Grass
of the films is a handicap to the
vention to be held here on May 6-8.
retary.
Land Co., Inc., duly incorpomental, moral and emotional de- on
5.
The May
committee's
next session will be
Rutgers Neilson, who now heads
rated under the laws of the State
velopment of American childthe organization, will preside at the of New York, he has acquired
luncheon-meeting.
land in Meridian Township, Valencia County, New Mexico, and
bet.Stunts their growth, too, we'll Russia Undermining
Defer Bill to End
has sent your scrivener — and
■ ■
U.N., Says Johnston
some others, of course — a duly
hood."
Construction Curbs
About
the
Bronx bus driver
Philadelphia, April 2. — Eric Johnexecuted deed to an acre.
ston, president of the Amotion Picture
Washington, April 2. — A House
who ended up, bus and all, in
President
Dietz,
in
distributAssociation,
last night accused Soviet
committee today postponed until April
Hollywood,
Fla.,
the
other
day,
ing his largess, which is ru16 final action on a bill to end all
Russia
of
being
the "chief culprit in
mored to be a memento of a film
Joe Skeptic growls :
curbs on commercial construction. The
undermining
the United
Nations."
"Gwan,
I'll
bet
it's
a
publicity
about
grass
[the
sea
of],
sends
Speaking
before
the United
Nations
committee has tentatively agreed to
stunt
pulled
by
George
Stevens
Council
of
Philadelphia,
Johnston
said
favor such a measure and House ap- along the following guide book:
proval isconsidered likely. It is, howon account of he's just bought that "Russia's postwar tactics raise
"You may find a few gophers or
ever, expected to face difficulties in rattlesnakes on your land, in
Steinbeck's 'The Wayward Bus' the question whether she really wants
the Senate.
which event you may wish to
world order or world revolution."
for a movie."
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and

Net

Was

Howell

'46

$422,945

Chicago, April 2.— Bell and Howell, in its annual report to stockholders, discloses that net sales last year
totaled $10,387,699, and net profit was
$422,945. Though this represents an
85 per cent increase over the last prewar year of 1941, according to J. H.
McNabb, president, desired production
schedules were not attained during the
first nine months of the year because
of material and labor shortages and
restrictive price ceilings. Strikes in
some of the company's major suppliers' plants also restricted output.
After application of Federal tax
carryovers, net earnings for the year
amounted to $422,945, representing
earnings of 69 cents per share on common stock outstanding, after dividends
on preferred holdings.
Annual meeting of shareholders will
be held at the offices of the company,
here, on April 16, to elect a board of
directors. Annual meeting of the new
board will immediately follow.

Picture

All - Embracing Para.
Decree Meet in May
Barney Balaban and other Paramount executives, including theatre
head Leonard Goldenson, studio representatives and Paramount partnership representatives, will confer next
month, probably on the Coast, to fur
ther discuss problems rising out of
the Federal Court decree in the indusanti-trust suit, Goldenson reported
here tryyesterday.
The meeting will be a sequel to one
which was held for the same purpose
in Florida last February.

WCKY
Suing Union
On Sudden Strike
Cincinnati, April 2. — Charging
violation of the 30-day strike notice
clause of the Smith-Connally Act, radio station WCKY has filed suit in
U. S. District Court for $25,000 damages from the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local
1224 of the Radio Broadcast Technicians' Union and 13 individuals and
union officials
. The station claims it
was unable to meet air obligations
because it was not advised in advance
of a 19-hour stoppage.
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MGM Giving Away
A Sea of Grass
Deeds to one acre of "Sea
of Grass Land" in Valencia
County, New Mexico, were
presented
to others
press representatives and
yesterday
by
Howard inDietz,
Loew's
vicepresident
charge
of advertising-publicity.
A letter accompanying the
deeds for
reads
taxes
1947 in
are part:
all paid"The
up
and there are no strings attached, except, of course,
should you strike oil or gold
or other mineral, then,
brother, will you see strings!"
Goldstein

Named

St. Louis on Daylight
Time Following Poll
St. Louis, April 2.— Postwar daylight saving time will be instituted
here for a five-month period beginning
April 27 as the result of a city referendum. The poll, initiated by petitions
circulated by local theatres last winter, in their opposition to daylight
time, was carried by about 47 per cent
of the vote.

Writers' Aid Organii
The New Entertainment Wuricshop, an organization to aid writers
in developing stories and ideas for
motion pictures, plays and books, has
been former near Hopewell, N. J., by
Albert E. Sindlinger, former executive vice-president of Dr. George
Gallup's Audience Research.

to Honor Maurice Saffle
Seattle, April 2. — Thirty indepenMGM
Publicity Post
dent theatre owners from Idaho and
Sidney Goldstein, formerly assistant Washington gave a surprise banquet
to Jay Gove, M-G-M sales executive, last night in honor of Maurice Saffle,
has been promoted to the publicity inaugurator of Saffle Theatre
Service,
staff of Howard Dietz, vice-president
agency
for independent theain charge of advertising and publicity, booking
tres in the
Northwest.
He is succeeded by George C. Maurer,
with the company 11 years.
'Adventuress* Cited
"The Adventuress," Eagle-Lion,
which will open today at the Victori
a
Set
Crosby's
Next
Film
RKO Closes Circuit Deal
Hollywood, April 2. — Bing Cros
here, has been named "PicJaffa, March 26 (By Airmail).— by's next film will be "Connecticut Theatrturee,of the
Week" by Life Magazine
Sam Stiller, manager for RKO Radio
in the issue appearing on newsst
ands
Arthur's
Court,"
Paramountin hasKingannounced.
It was
last tomorrow.
in Palestine, has closed a deal with J. Yankee
Davidson, owner of the Gan Rena and filmed with the late Will Rogers. Pro
Beth Haam theatres in Tel-Aviv, and duction will start in early autumn.
Open French Film Here
co-owner of the Edison in Jerusalem
"The Bellman," French film, will
for 1946-47 product. In addition, RKO Columbia - Small Deal
open at the Studio Theatre, here, on
releases
will play Davidson's new theatre in Haifa.
Hollywood, April 2. — Independent April 5, when Mage Films takes over
policy.Side house under a foreignfilm West
producer Edward Small will produce the
Dumas' "D'Artagnan" and Robert
'U
'-Int'l, Rank Pa
Roach Frees Classics
Louis Stevenson's "Black Arrow" at
ct
In an amended complaint filed in Columbia for release by that company.
(Cont
inued
from
page 1)
U. S. District Court here yesterday
by Hal Roach, charges against Film
Indiana Owners To Meet
Classics were withdrawn in pending
Indianapolis, April 2.— The Asso- two equal partners in worldwide enalleged conspiracy-to-defraaud
ciated Theatre Owners of Indiana will
suit
terprises, except in Canada, in distribwhich Roach had originally filed hold its
ution, exhibition, 16mm. and other
mid-summer
convention
at
against FC and Edward Peskay for- Lake Wawasee, Indiana, June 23-25. joint activities. In Canada, Rank
dismer Eastern representative for Roach
tributes through his own company.
Feskay remains as the only defendant.
The pact provides for the long term
Republic - Ruth Deal distribution of U-I product in Britain
(Continued from page 1)
by Rank's General Film distributors
Roach Comedies
and of Rank's product here, in Latin
(Continued from page 1)
ess. Prophesying that the prosper America and certain other areas
by
ous era that came to the industry
today. Although United Artist facili- with sound will be repeated within the
In combination, the two will acties are available to him, Roach, who next year or two when color becomes
quire theatres in the British Empire,
will fly to New York on Friday, will universal, Yates said that Republic on the Continent, in Latin America
discuss distribution deals with other would help to fill the demand for color and here, where U-I recently
acmajor
by the installation of equipment at
compa
quired the New York Winter Garfinal decisi
on. nies before making a both
its Fort Lee and Hollywood
den and Park and Keith's, Cincinnati.
Roach said that the two-part fea- laboratories. A majority of Republic
Benjamin
the contract "imtures will be sold on the same terms pictures will be in Trucolor by the end
proves" U-I'ssaid
distribution percentage
as major feature-length attractions, of the year, he added, when new of its films distributed by GFD. It
but the exhibitors will be allowed to equipment will enable the company to makes official the committee which
process
separate them into component sub- and
white.Trucolor as quickly as black began operations last August and
jects, each about 55 minutes long
which allocates Rank's product to U-I
General discussion of sales and fu- and
These could be used on different dates
Eagle-Lion here; U-I getting a
ture product, as well as of the in- minimum of 12 and
in cases where programming requireE-L a minimum
of five annually.
ments so dictate.
creased
production
costs
of
"B"
pictures were the subjects of the afterThe selection, he said, is from 35
noon session. William Elliott, star
to_ 40 British pictures, allowing for
of
the
company's
forthcoming
producCarpenters Spurn
rejections of those considered unsuittion,
"Wyoming," addressed the after(Continued from page 1)
noon meeting.
able for the American market.
Under a prior deal, RKO will disAmong those present were: Wilhave no strike; our men were disliam Martin Saal, executive assistant
tribute "So Well Remembered" and
charged by the producers. That's the to Yates, and home office executives a second and final Rank picture.
Another
partnership deal involving
Steve Edwards, Albert Schiller, John
situation."
Queried as to the possibility of the Petrauskas, Jr., John Alexander, John 16mm. releases of Rank's and United
subject coming up before the session Curtin, Richard Yates, Edward Ries- World's is being negotiated in Loncloses at Carpenter Headquarters on ter,_ and Fred Franke. Mickey Isman,
don now by Ian Javal for Rank and
Saturday, Hutcheson answered : "Why assistant general manager of Empire Franey for U-W, Benjamin said.
Rank is due in New York May 8
should we waste time on something Universal Films, Ltd., distributors of
and
will visit Canada and California,
Republic
product
in
Canada,
and
A.
we jdon't even
e as existing
We've got morerecogniz
important things to? W. Perry, its president and general vacationing there for about a month,
and will leave for England July 17.
manager, were also at the meeting.
talk about."
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"The Fabulous Dorseys," "My FaBrunette" and "The Locket"
shared vorite
better-than-average
grosses
during a week of pleasant weather.
Estimated receipts for the week ended April 2:
THE LOCKET (RICO Radio) and CODE
OF THE WEST (RKO Radio) — BELMONT (1,600) Average:
(50c-60c-85c-$l.OO)
Gross: $10,000.
$7,100) 7 days.
THE LOCKET (RKO Radio) and CODE
OF THE WEST (RKO Radio) — CARTHAY
CIRCLE$10,000.
(1,516) (Average:
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
clays. Gross:
$11,500) 7
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (ZOth-Fox)
— CHINESE (2,300') (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,000. (Average:
$18,200)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M)
—EGYPTIAN (1,000) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 7
day*, 2nd week. Gross: $11,500. (Average:
$18,100)
THE LOCKET (RKO Radio) and CODE
OF THE WEST (RKO Radio) — EL REY
(861) (50c-6Oc-85c-$l-0O) 7 days. Gross:
$9,000. (Average: $6,800)
BEDELIA
(PRC) — FOUR
STAR (900)
(5Oc-6Oc-85c-$l-0O) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$7,000. (Average: $9,100)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO- Radio) — FOX-BEVERLY (1,350)
($1.00-$1.25-$1.80) 7 days, 14th week. Gross:
$11,000. (Average: $12,000)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M)
— FO'X-WILSHIRE
(2,300) (50c-60c-85c$1.00)
7 days,
(Average:
$13,300)2nd week. Gross: $11,500.
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO' Radio)— GUILD (965) (Advanced admission prices:$14,500.
$1.00-$1.25-$1.80)
3rd
week. Gross:
(Average 7 atdays,
regular
admission prices of 50c-$1.00: $5,900)
SINBAD THE SAILOR (RKO Radio) and
MILLIE'S DAUGHTER (Col.) — HILLSTREET
(2,700)
(50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
6 days,
3rd
week.
Gross:
$11,000. (Average,
$19,800)
SMASH-UP (U-I) and GENTLEMAN
JOE PALOOKA (Mono.)— IRIS (708) (50c60c-85c-$1.0O) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross:
$7,000. (Average: $7,200)
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (Zttth.-Fox)
—LOEWS
(2,500)Gross:
(50c-60fc-85c$1.00) 7 days,STATE
2nd week.
$14,500.
(Average: $28,600)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M)
—LOS ANGELES (2,096) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O)
7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $12,000. (Average: $22,600)
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (2<K1i-Fok)
—LOYOLA
(1,265)
days, 2nd week.
Gross:(50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
$9,000. (Average: 7
$11,500)
THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
LITTLE IODINE (UA)— MUSIC HALL
(Beverly
Hills) (Average:
(900) (65c-85c-$1.0O)
Gross: $5,000.
$4,700) 7 days.
THE FABULOUS
DORSEYS (UA) and
LITTLE IODINE, (UA)— MUSIC HALL
(Downtown)
(65c-85c-$1.0O)
Gross:
$20,000. (900)
(Average:
$14,200) 7 days.
THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
LITTLE IODINE (UA) — MUSIC HALL
(Hawaii) $6,000.(1,000)(Average:
(65c-85c-$1.00)
Gross:
$5,400) 7 days.
THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
LITTLE IODINE, (UA)— MUSIC HALL
(Hollywood)
(65c-85c-$1.0O)
7 days.
Gross:
$5,000. (490)
(Average:
$4,700)
THE LOCKET (RKO Radio) and CODE
OF THE WEST (RKO' Radio)— O'RPHEUM
(2,210) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross:
$23,000. (Average: $18,800)
THE, BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— PALACE (1,237) ($1.00-$1.25$1.80)
7 days,
(Average:
$21,000)10th week. Gross: $18,000.
SINBAD' THE SAILOR (RKOi Radio) and
MILLIE'S DAUGHTER (Col.) — PANTAGES
(2,000)Gross:
(50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
6 days,
3rd week.
$11,000. (Average,
$20,8001
MY FAVORITE BRUNETTE (Para.) and
RENEGADE
GIRL
(Screen Guild) —
PARAMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c60c -80c -$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$20,500. (Average: $26,600)
MY FAVORITE BRUNETTE (Para.)—
PARAMOUNT 7 (Hollywood)
(1,407)Gross:
(50c60c-80c-$1.00)
days, 2nd week.
$18,000. (Average: $16,100)

SMASH-UP .(U-I) .and .GENTLEMAN
JOE PALOOKA (Mono.)— RITZ (1,376)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross:
$8,500. (Average: $9,600)
SMASH-UP (U-I) and! GENTLEMAN
JOE PALOOKA (Mono.) — STUDIO (880)
(50c-6Oc-85c-$l.O0) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross:
$5,500. (Average: $6,100)
SMASH-UP (U-I) and GENTLEMAN
JOE PALOOKA (Mono.)— UNITED ARTists
7 days,
week.(2,100)
Gross:(50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
$12,500. (Average:
$15,800)3rd
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (2»th-Fox)
—UPTOWN (1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $8,500. (Average:
$13,200)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— VOGUE
(800) (Advanced admission prices: $1.00$1.50-$1.80)
7 days, $10,000)
13th week.
$13,000. (Average:
(AveraglG#VU<
regular admission prices of 50c-$1.00: $SX-/f
PURSUED (WB)— WARNER (Downtown)
(3,400) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
days, 3rd week.
Gross:
$12,000. (Average: 7 $18,200)
PURSUED (WB)— WARNER (Hollywood)
(3,000) (50c-6Oc-80c-$1.0O)
days, 3rd week.
Gross:
$10,000. (Average: 7 $15,500)
PURSUED (WB) — WARNER (Wiltern)
(2,300) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week.
Gross: $9,000. (Average: $14,900)
BOSTON
The approach of the holidays caused
an even greater dip in box-office receipts than expected. Excellent weekend weather and very heavy retail promotion kept daytime business up at
the expense of evening shows. Estimated gross receipts for the week ended April 2:
TARZAN AND THE HUNTRESS (RKO
Radio) — BOSTON (2,900) (50c-$1.10). Stage
show Phil Brito and Milt Herth Trio.
Gross: $24,000. (Average: $31,000)
THE BEAST WITH FIVE FINGERS
(WB) and HIT PARADE OF 1947 (Rep.)
-FENWAY
(1,700) (40c-80c). Gross:
$5,000.
$6,500) (RKO Radio) and
SINBAD (Average:
THE SAILOR
IT'S GREAT TO BE YOUNG (Col.)—
MEMORIAL(Average:
(2,900)
$25,000.
$27,200)(40c-80c). Gross:
SUDDENLY IT'S SPRING (Para.) and
THE GUILTY (Mono.) — METROPOLITAN (4,736)
(Average:
$26,000)(40c -80c). Gross: $24,500.
DEAD RECKONING (Col.) and THE
THIRTEENTH HOUR (Col.)— ORPHEUM
(3,200) (40c-80c). Gross: $24,000. (Average:
$25,000)
THE BEAST WITH FIVE FINGERS
(WB) and HIT PARADE OF 1947 (Rep.)
—PARAMOUNT (1,700) (40c-80c). Gross:
$13,200. (Average: $14,900)
DEAD RECKONING
(Col.) and THE
THIRTEENTH
HOUR (Col.) — STATE
(2,900) (35c-80c). Gross: $16,000. (Average:
$17,000)
MINNEAPOLIS
"The Best Years" is still running
strong here, but others are generally
a shade below average as a state
basketball tournament drew record
crowds. Estimated receipts for the
week ending April 3 :
LES MISERABLES
(20th-Fox reissue)—
CENTURY (1,500) (50c-70c) 7 days. Gross:
$6,500. (Average: $7,300)
TOM BROWN'S SCHOOL DAYS (RKO
Radio reissue) — GOPHER (1,000) (44c-50c)
7 days. Gross: $3,400. (Average: $3,400)
SUDDENLY
(Para.)—
LYRIC (1,100) IT'S
(50c-70c)SPRING
7 days, 3rd
week.
Gross: $5,500. (Average, $5,600)
SINBAD THE SAILOR (RKO' Radio)—
RKO
(2,800) (50c-70c)
Gross: ORPHEUM
$14,000. (Average:
$14,500) 7 days.
THE RAZOR'S EDGE (ZOth-Fox)— RADIO
CITY
Gross: (4,000)
$14,500. (50c-70c)
(Average:7 days,
$18,000) 2nd week.
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO1 Radio)— RKO PAN (1,500) (Advanced admission
90c-$1.50)
third
week. Gross:
$20,000.prices:
(Average
at regular
admission prices of 50c-70c: $8,500)
LADIES' MAN (Para.) — STATE (2,300)
(50c-70c)
7 days. (Gross: $12,500) (Average:(Continued
$13,000)
on following page)

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Circle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities
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PHILADELPHIA
"The Jolson Story," now in its fifth
week, is still the box-office leader as
business in general suffers the usual
seasonal slump. Estimated grosses
for the week ending April 1-3 :
(900) (50c-60cALDINE
(PRC)7 —days,
BEDELIA -94c)
2nd week. Gross:
74c-80c-85c
$9,800. (Average: $13,800) „, „ .„ — AR(M-G-M)
LADY IN THE LAKE c-80c-85c-9
4c) 7
CADIA (900) (50c-60c-74 Gross: $6,000.
1st week,
days,
$6,600) 2nd run.
(Average:
HEAVEN )(U-I)-BOYD
TO -80c-85c-94c
—'AIRWAY
W» (S0c-60c-74c
7 days, 1st
week. Gross: $24,800. (Average: $21,000)
EARLE
(Para.)—
SAVED
WERE
SEVEN
with
-90c-99c) 6 days,
(3,000) (60c-70c-80c
Lunceford.
Jimmy
tsarring
vaudeville
Gross, 6 days: $22,800) and THE JOLSON
1 day:) $4,800. (Av(Col.). Gross,
STORY erage:
$31,700
, . „
N (2*th-Fox)
THE BRASHER DOUBLOOc-80c-85c-9
4c) 7
(50c-60c-74
(3,000)
—FOX
days,000)1st week. Gross: $16,000. (Average:
$25
Radio)SINBAD THE SAILOR-60c (RKO
-94c)
GOLDMAN (1,400) (50c -74c -80c -85c(Aver$23,500.
Gross:
week.
2nd
days,
7 age: $24,000)
(RKO Radio) — KARLTON3rd
THE LOCKET 4c-80c-85c
-94c) 7 days,
(1,000) (5Oc-6Oc-7
week.
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $9,500)
NG (Col.)-KEITH (2,DEAD RECKONI
200) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 7 days, 1st
week, 2nd run. Gross: $6,500. (Average:
$6,200)
BRUNETTE (Para.)—
MY FAVORITE
5c(4,700) (50c-60c-74c-8Oc-8
MASTBAUM 2nd
Gross: $19,700.
days,
7
94c)
(Average: $29,500) week.
ANLEY
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)-ST
-80c-85c-94c) 7 days, 5th
(50c-60c-74c
(3,000) Gross:
week.
$26,900. (Average: $27,000)
McGURK (M-G-M)—
MIGHTY
THE
STANTON (1,700) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
Gross: $11,800. (Averweek.
1st
days,
7
age: $12,700)
INDIANAPOLIS
First-run houses here are waiting
out the last pre-holiday week with
moderate grosses. The weather is
moderate. "California" and "Dead
Reckoning" are the best money pictures, although both are below house
average. Estimated receipts for week
ended April 1-2 :
SCANDAL, IN PARIS (UA) and BACHELOR'S DAUGHTERS (UA) — CIRCLE
(2,800) (40c-60c) 7 days. Gross: $9,000.
(Average: $10,0001
CALIFORNIA (Para.) — INDIANA (3,200)
(40c-60c) 7 days. Gross : $13,000. (Average :
$15,200)
SMASH-UP
(1,300)$6,000.
(40c60c) 7 days,(U-I)
2nd— KEITH'S
week. Gross:
(Average: $6,500)
DEAD RECKONING (Coll) and SUSIE
STEPS7 days.
OUT (UA)
— LOEW'S
(40c60c)
Gross:
$12,000.(2,450)
(Average:
$13 800)
CAPTAIN CAUTION (Favorite Films) and
CAPTAIN
FURY
(Favorite Films) —
LYRIC (1,600) (40c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
$6,000. (Average: $6,700)

Motion

Picture

Agree

Retribution
Washington, April 2. — Apparently it is becoming unhealthy to oppose the Motion
Picture Industry.
Robert Wright, who opposed the stay for the Department ofJustice in the industry anti-trust hearing before Supreme Court Justice
Stanley Reed on Friday, went
home with the flu immediately after. Philip Marcus, who
took over from Wright on
Monday, went home at the
day's end with the flu.

Jersey

Owners,

Tax

(Continued from page 1)
sored meeting of all theatre owners
in the state was set for Monday morning at the Stacy-Trent Hotel in Trenton, at which a legislative lobbying
program will be organized.
Federation chairman George Gold
presided at yesterday's meeting, at
which the following were in attendance :Edward Lachman, Lee Newbury and Edward Kelly, all of Allied
of New Jersey; Morton Sunshine and
L. Rosenblatt, ITOA ; Frank Damis,
Warners ; Bud Hunt, Hunt Theatres ;
P. Gage, Reade Theatres; W. Phillips,
; H. Meakin,
; HaroldLoew's
Blumenthal,
FabianRKOTheatres.
Gold will also preside at Trenton.
The tax-empowering bill against
which the Federation is launching its
attack (Assembly No. 27), was reported out of committee last week and
is expected to come up for a vote on
the Assembly floor shortly. The bill
would permit localities to levy a twocent tax on admissions between 13
cents and 50 cents, and a three-cent
tax on admissions between 51 cents
and $1.00.

7

Daily
on

Stay

(Continued from page 1)
attend a meeting here yesterday
where the stay order was approved.
Counsel for the other seven companies thereupon agreed to dispatch the
order to the upper court and Robert
L. Wright, assistant U. S. Attorney
General, leaving 20th-Fox to choose
an independent course.
Several Exceptions
Only the
Newfranchise
York court's
injunction against
deals with
exhibitors is not among the various
distribution provisions of the decree
contained in the stay order. The restraints upon theatre operations by
Loew's, Paramount, RKO Radio,
Warners and 20th-Fox also are not
affected by the order.
These include pooling arrangements,
the ownership of between five and 95
per cent interests in a theatre, theatre expansion, and operating, buying and booking features through an
agent known to be acting in such
manner for any other exhibitor.
Film attorneys here for the most
part
Reed'sconclusion.
approval
of theregard
order asJustice
a foregone
At the hearing in Washington last
Friday, Justice Reed said he was
"sympathetic" to the stay applications.
Practices Affected
The order would defer operation of
the decree's injunctions against these
practices until after the Supreme
Court's determination of appeals :
Section 2: paragraph 1, theatre admission price fixing ; paragraph 2,
agreements on systems of clearances ;
paragraph
3, substantial
clearance between
the-;
atres not in
competition
paragraph
4; clearance
against with
theatres in substantial
competition
the theatre receiving the license for
exhibition in excess of what is reason
ably necessary to protect the licensee
in the run granted; paragraph 6 (5
deals with franchises), formula deals
and master agreements ; paragraph 7,
licensing of one picture conditioned
on the licensing of another and no
cancellation right although pictures
are not trade shown before licensed ;
paragraph 8, competitive bidding ;
paragraph
arbitrary refusal of a
reciuest for 9,
a run.
Section 3 (this covering the the
atre-owning defendants) : paragraph
1, agreements referred to in para
graph 6 of Section 2 (formula deals
and master agreements).
Section 5 : the motion picture arbitration system.

20th Sales Policy
(Continued from page 1)
order. That is expected tomorrow.
Connors indicated that the company
would deliberate carefully on moves to
be made in connection with competitive bidding, a policy it has embraced
in a number of areas since the decree
was handed down.
"Between now and the time the appeal of the case is heard by the Supreme Court we want our conduct to
Extra Hall Showings
be such that we get the most favorable
The Radio City Music Hall will reaction from the Supreme Court," he
open at 7:45 a.m. this Saturday and said. "We want," he added, "to keep
every day next week, except Sunday, faith with the Government, to keep
to allow an extra presentation daily of faith with our customers, and to avoid
Stay Given
its
15-year-old "Glory of Easter" stage any further legal difficulties within the 15-Day
show.
(Continued from page 1)
industry."
underway.
Defendants are the dis
tributors. In addition, in Minneapolis,
Minnesota Amusement Co. is also listed as a defendant.
Riverside and Middle States joined
in asking $1,750,000 damages allegedly
lost during the operation of Riverside
in Milwaukee. In Minneapolis, Middle States along asks judgment of
SEE
FREE
$900,000 for loses allegedly suffered
while operating the Minnesota Thea
tre there.
See Filmack's New PREVUE TRAILERS before signing your
next Prevue contract. Write, wire or call us for FREE SAMPLE
Two suits were filed Jan. 20 by
John Mulder and Abraham Brussell,
PREVUES of our New Service. FILMACK —1321 S. Wabash
Chicago attorneys. Judge Michael L.
Avenue, Chicago 5 Illinois.
Igoe was assigned the Minnesota
Theatre case, and Judge Philip L.
VtlMACK gives QUICKEST SERVICE on SPEC 1.4 E TRAILERS
Sullivan was assigned the Riverside
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hottest

name

on

any

e in the

only

marquee

kind

today

of story

Hemingway

could

is

that

write!

Benedict Bogeaus
presents
GREGORY

PECK
i

JOAN

BENNETT
in

Ernest Hemingway's
"THE
MAC 0M B
ER

.a
i

Also Starring
ROBERT

PRESTON
with

Reginald Denny
Produced •byJean Gillie
AFFA R"
Benedict Bogeaus I
and
Casey Robinson
Directed by
ZOLTAN KORDA
Screenplay by Casey Robinson and Seymour Bennett ,.' i
Adaptation by Seymour Bennett arid Frank Arnold '//'//
Opening in 35 key spots starting Apri
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MPTOA

Hits

Move
Tax
Boost

'No Justification for
Increase/ Levy Says

Opening gun in an exhibitor attack on the proposal of the American Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers for an increase in its
music tax rates for theatres was fired
Levy, general
yesterday by HermnanPictu
re Theatre
counsel of Motio
Owners of America.
or reIndications are that exhibit
sistance to the Ascap overture is
building rapidly and will break into
the open immediately that Ascap
makes known its proposals for new
Levy, in New York yesterday fol
lowing a California trip, stated that
for higher
there is no "justification any
exhibi
music taxes apparent to
"
r
o
t Theatre operating costs are up, turn
costs are higher, and every exhibitor
{Continued on page 7)
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Ascap's
To

Impartial

Theatres

Set

'Years': Mulvey

MP A to Ask Truman
To Anniversary Fete
Washington, April 3.— Eric
Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association,
will head a group of industry
representatives going to the
White House next week to invite President Truman to the
25th anniversary dinner in
New York, May 8, of the
MPA and its predecessor, the
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America.

CPA
From

Bars

Universal

3
To

Cases

Arbitration

of arbitration cases continFilings
ues at an accelerated pace, with three
new ones filed with the Cleveland
of the industry's arbitration
tribunal
system. Additionally, the appeal
board in New York has handed down
an award modifying the Boston
board's ruling in a clearance complaint
initiated by Latchis Theatres of
Keene, Inc., Nashua, N. H., and aprs, the Colonial
s by the
and State Operating
Co.interveno
Theatrepealed
Co., of y.Nashua and Manchester, respectivel

N. Y. Offices

The Universal-International home
office faces a postponement of its May
1 date with the movers.
With the new Universal Building
at Park Avenue and 57th Street 90
and U-I's
cent completed
per
six floors
of home office
space present
in the
RCA Building already rented to new
tenants by Rockefeller Center, the
Civilian Production Administration
has issued an order forbidding com
pletion of interior partition work in
the building under construction.
The CPA's order is being protested
and,
meanwhile,
agency facesof inactivation
because the
of curtailment
its
budget and functions by Congress.
Becauseplans
of themay
delay,be however,
moving
postponedU-I'sas
much as a month or more. Rockefeller
Center has agreed to permit the company to remain in its present quarters
until the new offices are available.

More

The tenancy of 400 theatres by Samuel Goldwyn Productions for "Thebe
will
Best Years of Our Lives"
accomplished in five to six weeks,
president of the comJames pany,Mulvey,
said here yesterday.
Grainger Discusses
e theatresof
to sub-leas
Goldwyn's d plan
for advance admission exhibition
Product at Meeting
the picture was made known some
enthe
s
In most instance
time tireago.
staff of a house is retained but
Plans for covering the release and
effect is by Goldwyn.
in
n
operatio
promotion of forthcoming Republic
productions were discussed here yesterday by James R. Grainger, executive vice-president in charge of sales
New Loew Loan Is
and distribution, at the second and
closing session of the first of Republic's current series of regional sales
Partly for Theatres
meetings, which was held at the New
York Athletic Club.
Motive for Loew's $15,000,000 of Grainger highlighted the Easter
recent borrowings was explained here week opening of the Frank Borzage
yesterday by Charles C. Moskowitz, production,
"That's
Globe Theatre
in My
New Man,"
York;at the
the
"vice-president
and
treasurer,
who
said
the company has no immediate need forthcoming Nelson Eddy-Ilona Massey
for new financing but negotiated the production, "End of the Rainbow,"
deals for possible future requirements, and
the next Roy Rogers outdoor muthese not excluding increases in theasical, in Trucolor, "Bells of Rosarita."
tre holdings.
Company president Herbert J.
The low interest rates, $6,000,000 at Yates ; his executive assistant William
two per cent for eight years, and $9,- Martin Saal ; Edward L. Walton, as(Continued on page 6)
{Continued on page 6)

20th-Fox
Stay

Bids,

Arbitration

Seeking reestablishment of a 30day clearance for their theatres in
Nashua and Manchester over the
Latchis in Milford, the intervenors
r-defendwere joined by the distributo
M-G-M,
ants,t 20thandCenturyParamoun
WarnerFox,
Brothers, in
{Continued on page 3)

Lightstone Heads
Canadian MPDA
Toronto, April 3.— Gordon Lightstone, general manager of Paramount
in Canada, was elected president of
the Canadian Motion Picture Distributors Association at the annual meeting of the organization in Toronto.
He succeeds Leo M. Devaney, Canadian district manager of RKO Radio,
who held the office for almost two
years. Dave Griesdorf, general sales
manager of Producers Releasing, was
elected vice-president.
of directors inboard
The new
Rosenfeld, Columbia;
cludes: Louis
O. R. Hanson, Monogram; H. L. Nathanson, Regal Films (which handles
M-G-M product) ; Sidney Samson,
20th Century-Fox; C. S. Chaplin,
United Artists ; A. W. Perry, EmpireUniversal ; H. M. Masters, Warners;
L. M. Devaney, RKO Radio, and the
sident. E. H.
t and svice-pre
presiden
as secretary.
Wells continue

Status Quo
On Product

of

Asks

for E-L
Sales

Eagle-Lion, anticipating the hand
e Court
ing down by U. S. Suprem
ton
Justice Stanley Reed in Washing
ive
competit
of an official order staying
bidding and other provisions of the
Federal Court's decree in the industry
resolved to concase, has
anti-trutinuestits customa
ry policy of selling
{Continued on page 6)

Files Separate Order;
Further Delay Likely
Washington, April 3. — Twentieth Century-Fox today filed with
the U. S. Supreme Court a draft of
an order postponing only the competitive
bidding New
and arbitration
provision
of the
York Federal
Court's equity decree, thus taking a
course entirely independent of the
other seven distributor-defendants who
have proposed stays of all distribution
injunctions contained in the decree,
with the exception of that dealing with
franchises.
The company has been at odds on
the context of the stay order draft
with its co-defendants since last Friday when at a hearing here U. S.
Supreme Court Justice Stanley Reed
indicated he would sign a joint order
submitted to him by the companies.
Further delay of action by U. S.
{Continued on page 3)

Wright
NCA

to Address

Meet

Apr.

21

Minneapolis, April 3. — Robert L.
Wright, special assistant to the U. S.
Attorney General, and chief prosecutor in the Government's film industry
anti-trust suit, will headline the program at North
Allied's
convention
in Central
Minneapolis
on annual
April
21-22, it was announced by NCA
president Ben Berger,
Stanley Kane, executive counsel of
the independent
{Continuedexhibitor
on page association,
6)
Court
On

Upholds

'Outlaw'

City

Action

New York Supreme Court Justice
Bernard Shientag yesterday sustained
the right of the New York City liand police comcensemiscommissioner
ioner tothreaten revocation of a
theatre's license and prosecution of an
exhibitor to prevent the showing of
an indecent picture.
Ruling specifically on Howard
Hughes' motion tu restrain the city
{Continued on page 7)
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Personal
Mention
GRADWELL L, SEARS, United
Artists vice-president in charge
of distribution, is scheduled to leave
for London within the next week.
•
Alison Holman, daughter of Russell Holman, Eastern production
manager of Paramount, and Edgar
Alvon Fitter, Jr., will be married in
Old Greenwich, Conn., on Sunday. It
was erroneously reported yesterday
that they were married on Wednesday.
•
Joseph Bamberger, director : Robert Taylor and his wife, Barbara
Stanwyck, and Anthony Collins,
musical director for Herbert Wilcox,
on the here
5". S.today.
America scheduled areto arrive
•
S. E. Pievrpont, Paramount International district manager in South
America, and A. L. Pratchett, Latin
America division manager, are due in
New York shortly.
•
Edwin W. Aaron, assistant general
sales manager for M-G-M in charge
of short subject sales, will return to
New York from Miami on Monday.
•
William A. Scully, Universal-International vice-president and general
sales manager, is due to return to
New York from the Coast next week.
•
T. Newman Lawler, film attorney,
has returned here from North Carolina.
Nathan Levinson, head of the
Warner sound department, is here
from the Coast.
Balaban to Cleveland,
Detroit for UJA
Barney Balaban, national chairman
of the United Jewish Appeal, will address industry leaders and others at a
dinner-meeting in Cleveland next
Tuesday. The next night he will attend a UJA meeting at the Detroit
Variety Club. The visits are two in a
series Balaban is making to principal
centers to organize local motion picture support of the UJA drive. He
will be accompanied by Lou Novins
and Sam Shain.
Members of the Cleveland campaign
organizing committee are : Meyer
Fine, William Skirball, Jack Shulman, Henry Greenberger, M. B. Horwitz and Nat Wolf. Members of the
Detroit committee are : Arvid Kantor,
Arthur Robinson, Alex Schreiber and
Lew Whisper.

Motion

Picture

Power Restrictions
Lifted in Ontario
Toronto, April 3.— The Ontario Hydro-Electric Commission has lifted restrictions on
tha use of electric power
which have been in effect since
December throughout most of
Ontario. Theatres may now
have full illumination for
outdoor display and theatre fronts. Under the limition, exhibitors had conserved
electricity because of a power
shortage by observing a
blackout of signs and marquees until eight P.M.

Liberty Multi-Deal
Distribution Pends
Hollywood, April 3. — Liberty
Films may make distribution deals
with various companies, similar to the
recently-announced arrangement under
which Frank Capra will produce and
direct "State of the Union" for
M-G-M release, vice-president Samuel
Briskin discloses.
Paramount is among the companies
which have offered proposals, Briskin
said, although deals have been completed with none so far. The original
Liberty deal with RKO Radio, which
called for four pictures, still stands,
according to Briskin, but contains
provision for amendment at Liberty's
discretion.
Wallis Group Due in
N. Y. on Way Abroad
Lewis Allen, who will direct "For
Her to See" in England, is expected
here tomorrow from the Coast to join
Hal Wallis when he sails for Britain
next Wednesday. Jack Saper, assistant
to Wallis, who is also en route from
the Coast, will accompany Allen, Wallis and Joseph Hazen, president of
Wallis-Hazen Productions. They are
scheduled to return to this country at
the end of August.
Production
of "For
See," tois
star
Ray Milland
and Her
Annto Todd,
slated to get under way at the Denham
Studios in England on May 12.
Iowa,

Nebr.

Owners

Will Meet May 5-6
Omaha, April 3. — The Allied In
dependent Theatre Owners of Iowa
and Nebraska will hold a major meeting here May 5 and 6, president Howard E. Brooking announces.
During the past week the association has held regional meetings at Red
Oak, la., with Oky Goodman, Villisca
( la. ) exhibitor, chairman, and at HarGoldwyn Named in L.A. lan, la., with Brookings as chairman.
Charles Niles of Anamosa, la., disLos Angeles, April 3. — Samuel
cussed the Allied Caravan in the two
Goldwyn has accepted the presidency states.
of the United Jewish Appeal drive for
the Los Angeles area and will head a
campaign to raise $8,500,000 in the 20th-Fox Bowlers Win
territory. Dore Schary was named
Three straight is the score rolled up
chairman, and Abe Lastfogel co-chair- by the 20th Century-Fox home office
man, of the film industry division, men's team against bowlers of Century
Theatre Circuit, here.
which has a $2,000,000 quota.

PRC
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Daily
to

Release

4 Irish Odeon

Offers

$1,600,000 Issue
Dublin, April 3.— Odeon of Ireland, Ltd., new J. Arthur Rank company operating Rank theatres in Eire,
including
Dublin first-runs, has ofHollywood, April 3. — Producers
fered the Irish public $1,600,000 of
Releasing will release four pictures to
jj produced by Marathon Pictures, four per cent first debentures.
newly-organized independent company
by Jerry
and Arthur L.headed
Mayer,
HarryBrandt
H. Thomas,
PRC head, announced here today.
Mayer is managing director of the NEW YORK THEATRE
Rialto Theatre in New York.
With production of its first film
expected to begin early this summer,
Marathon Pictures is headed here by
CITY MUSIC
Center HALL—
Frank Satinstein, who will serve as —RADIO Rockefeller
production chief. Peter Mayer will
RONALD COLMAN in
handle directorial chores, while Max
Wilk will head the story department.
Robert Joseph is to be associate proPEGGY CUMMINS
'THEIntroducing
GEORGE
APLEY'
ALATE
20th CenturyFox Picture
ducer.
GREATTHE EASTER
MUSIC STAGE
HALL'S SHOW
Carnegie HalV at
Two Ist-Runs Here
PALACE
"Carnegie Hall," produced by Federal Films, will run in two New York
theatres simultaneously, beginning
Laraine DAY • Brian AHERNE
May 2, the houses being the Park
Robert MITCHUMGene RAYMOND
Avenue and Winter Garden, both of
which will hold charity performances
on the preceding evening.
The Park Avenue run will be on a 'THE LOCKET' ^roi
two-a-day basis on a fixed price structure of $1.80 for matinees and $2.40
in the evening at all times. The Winter
IN PERSON
ON
SCREEN
Garden scale is yet to be determined,
1st B'way
Showing!
MICKEY
but prices will be popular and the
WALLACE
'The MIGHTY
policy a "grind." Proceeds on the eveROONEY
BEERY
ning of May 1 at the Winter Garden
LOUIS
BASIL &
will go to the Foundling Home. The
LOEWS
STATESMEN
charity beneficiary on the same evening at the Park Avenue is not yet
plus OTHERS J
finalized,
under way.although an arrangement is
Brandt-Mayer

Films

Rhoden's Son to Buy
For Commonwealth
Kansas City, April 3. — Elmer Carl
Rhoden, son of Elmer Rhoden, head of
Fox Midwest Theatres, has been
named assistant film buyer of Commonwealth Theatres, here, by C. A.
Schultz, president.
Rhoden was manager of Commonwealth's Star Theatre at Warrens
burg before going into the Armed
Forces. During the past nine months
he has been making an inventory of
the circuit's properties. Robert E.
Shelton is film buyer for Common
wealth.
Entertainment

Plans

Set for Variety Meet
Los Angeles, April 3. — Plans are
underway for the entertainment of
more than 700 delegates and their
wives at the Variety Clubs International 11th annual convention here
May 13-17. George Bowser, chairman
of the entertainment committee, has
completed arrangements to take over
Earl Carrol's night club on May IS,
as well as having the ladies attend
Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1947" on
the 17th, while the men attend a closbanquet at the Ambassador Hotel
that ingevening.
Presentation of the "Humanitarian
Award"
will be made at the convention.

McGlIRK'
DoorsB'woyOpenot 49th
9:30 St.A.M. y*<J«> Si.
The Academy Award Picture!
Winner of Nine Academy Awards!
$ THE BEST YEARS OF
OUR LIVES
BOB HOPE
DOROTHY L4MOUR

DICK HAYMES
VERA ELLEN
CELESTE
HOLM
CESAR ROMERO
CARNIVAL in COSTA RICA
A 20th Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor
— PLUS ON STAGE —
CO N N EE BOSWELL
- BUSTER SHAVER
PETERS SISTERS - Extra!
JACKIE& MILES
7th Ave.
50th
St.
ROXY
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Studios

Motion

Expected

High Actor

Demands

Hollywood, April 3. — Today, studio executives for the most part were
viewing as within normal expectancy
advance reports that the Screen Actors Guild will ask in contract negotiation beginning April IS that the studios pay film bit players, hired by the
ffik. $100 a day, and players employed
-™ the week, $350 per week. The
"SAG
boardcopies
of directors
has proposals
mailed to
members
of contract
to be presented to the producers during pending negotiations.
Regarded as the most important
among minimum wage increases asked
is that asked for day players. Actors
in higher categories already receive,
in a great majority of cases, sums in
excess of the new minimum rates
asked.
However, what is held here to be
more important fundamentally then
the price changes sought, according to
studio sources, are SAG's proposals
for paying actors additional amounts
for having worked in pictures which
are televised or reissued. Both of
these proposals are said to open farreaching possibilities which, it is generally agreed, would have to be explored thoroughly before any employment pact covering these points could
be entered into.
13-Week
On

Sales Drive

Warner

Product

Warner Brothers will hold a 13week sales drive, April 27-July 26, it
was announced here yesterday by Ben
Kalmenson, vice-president and general
sales manager.
The company's Canadian exchanges,
which were prevented from joining
U. S. branches in sales drives held
during the last several years because
of Dominion wartime restrictions,
again will be part of the competition
this year.
A series of regional meetings in
connection with the drive will be conducted by division sales managers
Roy Haines, for the Western terriLapidus, Eastern, and Nortory Jules
;
man Ayers, Southern. The first of
these sessions took place yesterday
in Pittsburgh, with Lapidus presiding.
The next is scheduled for April 9 in
Boston.
Name

Dietz

to Board

Picture

Boren Flying Here
For Strike Talks
Hollywood, April 3. — The
possibility that a strike settlement may be worked out
in the East appeared tonight
when it was disclosed that
Charles S. Boren, recently
appointed by Eric Johnston
as producer labor executive,
will fly to New York on Saturday, accompanied by several members of the Producers' Committee, for meetings
with company presidents on
the Hollywood strike situation. The decision to fly followed a late afternoon meeting of studio executives.

Mrs.

Meyer,

Your

Post

Is Showing

Mrs. Eugene
Meyer's
criticism
of radio and
films broadside
was condemned yesterday at the close of the
two-day session of the program executive committee of the National Association of Broadcasters here.
In a speech given in Los Angeles
on Tuesday, Mrs. Meyer, wife of the
publisher of the Washington, D. C,
Post, said that radio and film techare being used
for public
a "progressiveniquesvulgarization
of the
mind
and for the debasing of public morals."
"Any sincere critic," the NAB committee said, "should practice standards
and good taste at least as high as the
standards
of which pointed
he complains."
The committee
out that on
the day when Mrs. Meyer delivered
her speech, the Washington Post carried a syndicated column which gave
intimate advice to a middle-aged
couple. No radio station in the country,castthesuchcommittee
material. said, would broad-

3

Daily

Skouras

Cuts

In 20th-Fox

Shares
by Gift

Philadelphia, April 3. — Spyros P.
Skouras, president of 20th CenturyFox Film Corp., gave gifts of 42,000
shares of the common stock in January, reducing his holdings to 5,250
shares, a Securities and Exchange
Commission report disclosed today.
The summary covered the period
from Feb. 11 to March 10, but Skouras'
gift was reported too late to be included in the January summary, an
SEC official said.
Skouras revealed he had acquired
the 42,000 shares in August, 1946, by
exercising an option.
Large film stock acquisitions included purchase by Ned E. Depinet and
N. Peter Rath von of 20,000 shares
each of Radio-Keith-Orpheum common, making holdings 26,000 and 25,000 shares, respectively, and the acquisition of 4,000 shares of Warners
common stock by Harry M. Warner.
Army

Charges

In Release

Delay

of Film

Washington, April 3. — War Department officials here are growing
impatient over what they claim to be
film industry delay in approving general release of the Army's "Seeds of
Destiny"
film, a indicated
spokesmantoday.
for the
War Department
The spokesman said he will press
early next week for an answer from
the industry's coordinating committee
regarding consideration of the film.
He stated that the Army has been getting about a dozen requests daily for
the picture from exhibitors and civic
groups.
Fabian to Report on
"Destiny" Film Today

Si Fabian, chairman of the film coordinating committee, whose duty it
SkourasShowmanship is to facilitate the handling of Government films, if approved, said here
Campaign Launched
.yesterday he will have a statement on
Portland, Ore., April 3. — The fifth the "Destiny" matter today.
annual Charles P. Skouras showmanship campaign
launched
at a conference here atwaswhich
Portland
and 20th-Fox Asks
Seattle district representatives heard
(Continued from page 1)
plans outlined by Skouras.
Attending were : H. C. Cox, George Supreme Court Justice Stanley Reed
Bowser, John Berters, E. F. Zabel,
Thomas E. Page, A. J. Krappman, on the stay orders seems likely, as the
Justice Department lawyers indicated
William' Lyres and Irving Epsteen.
today that they would be unable to

Of
'Junior
Republic'
Howard
Dietz, M-G-M
vice-president in charge of publicity and advertising, has been elected a member of
the board of directors of the George
Junior Republic Association, Donald
S. Stralem, board chairman, has announced. Others elected were Orie R.
Kelly, Joseph P. Day, Maxwell L.
Scott and James P. McAllister.

Jack Warner Cited
Hollywood, April 3. — For aid extended by the Warner studio in fulfillment of the recent recruiting program, Jack L. Warner yesterday received a citation signed by General
A. A. Vandergrift, Marine Corps
Commandant, and by Brig. Gen. W.
E. Reilly, director of recruiting.
The citation is described as being
the only honor of its kind to be conferred on a film company by the Marine Corps.

Fairbanks Has New Lens
Jerry Fairbanks of Jerry Fairbanks
Productions, Hollywood, will arrive
in New York on Monday to show his
new Zoomar Lens to television producers and to the press. The Zoomar,
it is said, replaces the three-lens turret on television cameras and eliminates "dollying." The company's New
York office is run by Jack Pegler.

Honor Samuelson May 5
Philadelphia, April 3.— A testimonial will be given Sidney E. Samuelson, general manager of Allied Independent Theatre Owners of Eastern
Pennsylvania, by area exhibitors and
film men at the Warwick Hotel here,
on May 5. Jack Greenberg is chairman of the affair.

comment order
on the
attorneys'
proposed
untildefense
early next
week.
Robert Wright, who has been
handling the case for the Justice Department isill at his home and does
not plan to draw up his comments on
the order until he returns to work on
Monday. Wright said today, however,
that the Department would oppose the
proposed
ordergoes
as itfurther
is a "little
broad and
than tooit
One specific objection on the part
of Justice is to a stay of the provision
covering
should." master agreements.
The proposed order for the seven
companies in agreement and the stay
order for 20th Century-Fox have both
been received. Earlier today it was
indicated that Justice Department
lawyers might ask for another hearing
before Justice Reed, but the Department attorneys agreed to submit their
objections to the proposed orders in a
I letter to Justice Reed.

Ampa

Elects

Williams

and

Stoltz,
Stein

Arnold Stoltz yesterday was elected
president of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers, as expected, at a
closed meeting of the organization
held at the Town Hall Club, here, as
the entire slate of the AMPA nominating committee was swept into office.
Others elected were: Phil Williams,
vice-president, for a second successive
term; Max Stein, treasurer; Marguerite Wayburn, secretary, succeeding
Stein.
Rutgers Neilson, retiring president,
was elected a member of the board,
as were Joel Swenson, Harry McWilliams, Hap Hadley and Don Velde.
Elected trustees were Ray Gallagher,
Charles Alicoate and Jacques Kopfstein. All officers will be installed at
the 30th anniversary AMPA dinnerdance
here. on April 23, at the Hotel Astor,
Kushner Adds Vaudeville
Indianapolis, April 3. — Oscar
Kushner's Hollywood Theatre has
been added to the growing list of
neighborhood houses here which are
offering a stage show one night a
week.
3 More Cases
(Continued from page 1)
the appeal. Only RKO Radio did
not appeal.
The appeal board, in granting the
complainant availability of 60 days
after territorial release, set seven days
as a maximum clearance for Colonial
Theatres' Tremont, State and Colonial,
the latter when playing first-run, over
the Latchis. No clearance shall be
granted to the Strand, State and,
when playing first run, to the Crown
and Palace in Manchester, except on
pictures not shown in the Nashua
houses, the board added, ruling that
in theancelatter
may be event
granted.seven days' clearEmerson A. Gibbs, operating the
Andover Theatre in Andover, O., in
a clearance complaint against the
five aforementioned film companies,
seeks elimination of what he terms
"unreasonable" clearance of 28 and
30
favoring
Shea's Palace
Buladays
theatres
in Ashtabula,
O. and
Naming all first-run theatres in
Akron, including the Loew's, Colonial,
Warners' Strand and Palace as interested parties, Wadsworth Amusement
Co. seeks specific clearance of 14
days after Akron or 30 days after
territorial release in place of the 14
days after first-run in Akron to which
the Strand and Star theatres in
Wadsworth, O., are subject. The
five major companies are listed as
defendants.
In the third Cleveland complaint.
Tri-Theatres, Inc., operating the
Morrison, Columbia and Mount
Union Theatre in Alliance, O., claims
that the seven-day clearance in favor
of first run downtown theatres in
Canton is unreasonable as to time
and area. Tri-Theatres asks for an
order directing Paramount, Warners,
20th-Fox and RKO Radio to make
product available to its houses when
and as product is released in the
Cleveland district. The Palace,
Loew's and Ohio theatres are named
as interested parties.

RADIO'S

GREATEST

PR

J

BING CROSBY
SHOW
APRIL 9 • ABC • 10 P. M, E. S. T.
WEST COAST BROADCAST 9 P. M. P, S. T.
CONTENTED
PROGRAM
APRIL 7 • NBC • 10:00 P. M. E, 5. T.

FRED

ALLEN

APRIL 13 * NBC « 8:30 P. M. E. S. T.
JACK

SMITH

SHOW

APRIL 2 • CBS • 7:15 P. M. E, S. T,

DUFFY'S

TAVERN
irving
APRIL 9 • NBC -9 P M fc, S T

KRAFT

MUSIC

Berlin

HALL

APRIL 10 • NBC • 9 00 P. M E. S. T

KATE SMITH
SINGS
APRIL 13 • CBS - 6:30 P. M. E. S. T.
HOUR

OF

CHARM

APRIL 13 • CBS • 4:30 P. M. E. S. T.

Irving Berlin's "ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND" Starring TYRONE POWER • ALICE FAYE • DON AMECHE • ETHEL
MERMAN and Jack Haley • Jean Hersholt • Helen Westley • John Carradine • Darryl F. Zanuck In Charge of Production
Directed by Henry King • Screen Play by Kathryn Scola and Lamar Trotti • Adaptation by Richard Sherman • Lyrics
and Music by Irving Berlin • Dances Staged by Seymour Felix • Associate Producer Harry Joe Brown

LUX

POWER

TYRONE
DINAH

♦ AL JOLSON

CANTOR

SHOW

HOPE

SHOW

Starring Ai JOLSON
APRIL 8 • NBC * 10 P. M. E. S. T.

- DICK HAYMES

SHORE * MARGARET WHITING
APRIL 7 » CBS • 9 P. M. E. S. T.

EDDIE

BOB

RADIO THEATRE
Starring

JAN AUGUST
PROGRAM
APRIL 5 • MUTUAL > 5:45 P. M. E. S. T.

VICTOR

BORGE- BENNY GOODMAN
Starring IRVING BERLIN

Starring DENNIS DAY
APRIL 10 * NBC • 10:30 P. M. E. S. T.

APRIL 14 • NBC • 9:30 P. M. E. S. T.

HERE'S TO YOU
APRIL 6 • CBS • 2:30 P. M. E. S. T.

PAUL
WH ITEM AN
APRIL 9 • ABC ♦ 9:00 P. M. E. S. T.

SHEAFFER

PARAD

starring CARMEN CAYALLARO
APRIL 6 • NBC • 3:00 P. M. E. S. T.
CLIFF EDWARDS
APRIL 8 • ABC ♦ 4:30 P. M. E. S. T.

PRUDENTIAL
FAMILY
HOUR
APRIL 20 • CBS « 5:00 P. M. E. S. T.
TONY

MARTIN

SHOW

APRIL 20 • CBS • 9:30 P. M. E. S. T,

CENTURY-FOX

Motion

Key

Picture

City

Grosses

G are estimated picFOLLOWIN
ture grosses, exclusive • of Federal
tax, for current engagements in key
cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.

Daily

World Release Slated
For Canadian Film
London, April 3.— The J. Arthur
Rank Organization will distribute,
worldwide, the first major bilingual
English-French Canadian feature,
"Whispering City," produced by Quebec Productions, and also plans widespread development of Canadian production. The French version of
"Whispering City" is regarded as
unique in that its cast is made up entirely of Canadians.

Czechs Plan 27 Films,
73 Shorts This Year
Washington, April 3.— The 1947
production schedule for the Czechoslovakian film industry calls for 27
features and 73 shorts, cartoons and
miscellaneous films, the U. S. Commerce Department reports. From January through November, the department says, 10 Czech features and 213
others were released. During the
same period 27 Soviet, 20 American,
46 British, and 26 French featr
were released there.

Kodak Video Film
Eastman Kodak, in conjunction with
American Broadcasting and Philco,
will demonstrate a new film process
for television, particularly as it affects
special events coverage, in Philadelphia on April 10.

Vaughan Named Manager
Seattle, April 3. — Ed Vaughan
has been appointed manager of the
Palomar Theatre, replacing Jack McCallum who resigned after several
weeks in the post.

Status Quo for E-L
( Continued from page 1 )

Grainger
(Continued Discusses
from page 1)

BUFFALO

ALL

Except for showings made by "My
Favorite Brunette," at the Great
Lakes, and "The Best Years of Our
Lives," at the Century, grosses here
this week held to a seasonal low. Estimated receipts for the week ending
April S :
THE SHOCKING MISS PILGRIM (ZOthFox) and BACKLASH (20th- Fox) — BUFFALO (3,489) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
Gross: $16,500.
(Average: $19,000)7 days.
MY FAVORITE BRUNETTE (Para.)—
GREAT Gross:
LAKES$25,000.
(3,000)(Average:
(40c-50c-60c-70c)
days.
$18,000) 7
PURSUED (WB)— HIPPODROME (2,100)
(40c -50c -60c -70c) 7 days, 2nd week, on a
000)
moveover. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $10.
MICHIGAN KID (U-I) and BLIND SPOT
000)
(Col.)— LAFAYETTE (3,000) (40c-50c-60c70c) 7 days. Gross: $9,800. (Average: $15,BOOMERANG (20th-Foix)— TECK (1,500)
(40c-50c-60c-70c) 7 days, 2nd week, on a
moveover. Gross: $5,700. (Average: $6,000)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — TWENTIETH CENTURY
(3,000) (Advanced admission prices: 90c$1.50) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $25,000.
(Average
at regular
40c
-50c -60c -70c:
$16,000) admission prices of
SALT

LAKE

CITY

Attendance was good in all firstruns here, with hold-overs and new
pictures vieing for honors. The
weather has been agreeable. Estimated receipts for the week ending
April 3 :
SONG OF SCHEHERAZADE
(U-I) —
CAPITOL (1,878) (20c-55c-75c) 7 days, second week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $7,800)
CALIFORNIA (Para.) — CENTRE (1,700)
(20c-55c-75c) 7 days. Gross: $15,000. (AverTRAILage: $13,600)
TO SAN ANTONE (Rep.) and
SECRET OF THE WHISTLER (Col.)—
LYRIC (1,500) (20c-55c-75c) 7 days with
vaudeville. Gross: $4,000. (Average: $3,700)
BOOMERANG (20th-Fox) — RIALTO (1,300)
(20c-55c-75c)
7 days,
000. (Average:
$5,900)2nd week. Gross:
THE LOCKET
(RKOi Radio) — STUDIO
days, 4th week. Gross:
$8(8C0)
000. (20c-55c-75c)
(Average : 7 $4,800)
LOVE LAUGHS
AT ANDY HARDY
(M-G-M)— UPTOWN
(1,300) (20c-55c-75c)
7 days. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $5,900)
GALLANT BESS (M-G-M)— UTAH (1,700)
(20c-55c-75c) 7 days. Gross: $17,000. (Aver
age: $12,300)
CLEVELAND

Released thru

W eekend attendance downtown was
good. Estimated receipts for the week
ended April 1-2:
MY FAVORITE BRUNETTE (Para.) —
LOEWS OHIO (1,268) (50c-70c) 7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $7,000)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M)
— LOEWS
STATE — (3,300) (50c-70c) 7
days. Gross: $22,000. (Average: $23,800)
CALIFORNIA
(Para.)— LOEWS STILLMAN (1.900) (50c-70c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $13,500. (Average: $11,000)
TARZAN AND THE HUNTRESS (RKO
Radio) — RKO ALLEN (3,000) (55c-70c) 7
days. Gross: $12,000. (Average: $12,000)
THE LOCKET (RKO Radio) — RKO PALACE (3,300)$21,400)
(55c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $16,000.
(Average:
THAT WAY WITH WOMEN (WB) WARNERS'
(55c70c)
7 days.HIPPODROME.
Gross: $13,500.(3,500)
(Average:
$22,600)
NORA PRENTISS (WB) — WARNERS'
LAKE (714) (55c-70c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $4,800. (Average: $3,650)
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pictures singly and non-competitively, sistant general sales manager and
it developed yesterday following a Western division manager; Walter L.
press interview conducted here by E-L Titus, Jr., Southern division manager;
president Arthur Krim, who recently
James V. O'Gara, Eastern division
returned from Britain.
will leave Monday for ChiUnless a stay order, momentarily manager,
cago, where the second sales conferexpected, is not forthcoming, the law
ence will be held at the Hotel Blackfirm of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin and stone on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Krim, which had been studying the This meeting will be attended by
possible applications of the decree on Southern district managers and branch
operations, will discon- managers in the Southern, Southwestthe company's
tinue such study
for the time being.
ern, Prairie and Midwestern districts.
E-L,dent andwhich,
to vice-presi- Carl Ponedel, Mexico branch manager,
generalaccording
sales manager Alfred will also be present.
W. Schwalberg, has not once received
The third and final meeting will be
an exhibitor request to bid on its prod- held during the week of April 14 at
uct, has been selling pictures singly
because the young company at no time the
studios, and
will company's
cover the Hollywood
Western district.
has developed a sufficient product
back-log to permit selling in blocks.
Its current back-log consists of three
domestic productions and three Brit- Wright to Address
(Continued from page 1)
ish; it now has five films in distribution.
With E-L geared to handle about
Berge, head of the anti20 top pictures annually, including 10 said Wendell
trust division of the Department of
of its own productions, and between
approved Wright's appearfive and 10 from the J. Arthur Rank Justice,ance athas
convention but that
Organization, Krim disclosed at the he wouldthenotunit's
be permitted to speciinterview that the company is planning
fically discuss the New York antiexpansion southward, in Mexico and
trust suit, "in view of the pendancy
South America, beginning in July.
case in court," but said Wright
Reporting on his recent conferences of theparticipate
in anof "extensive
informal discussion
the case and
and
with Rank executives in England and will
Gaumont officials in Paris, the head
our motion picture program. . . ."
of_ the Rank subsidiary in the U. S. Wright is scheduled to address
said that provisions for a continuous NCA delegates at the noon luncheon,
exchange of product and other facili- as well as during an open forum in
ties were mapped out. While the 10- the afternoon of April 21.
year agreement between Rank and
Berger and Kane said they did not
E-L sets a minimum of five of the expect the new turn in events which
former's productions to be distributed stays competitive bidding and other
by the latter each year, Krim ex- provisions of the industry decree to
plained that this was expandable. In alter the plans of Wright to address
fact, he continued, E-L will distribute the convention.
seven Rank pictures this year.
Gaumont, the Paris partner of
Rank, largest company in production, New Loew Loan
exhibition and distribution in France,
(Continued from page 1)
according to Krim, will distribute
E-L productions in France, North
Africa, Switzerland and Belgium, 000,000 in 2.85 per cent debentures, due
while in the British Empire, exhibi- in 1965, prompted the borrowing at
tion is assured E-L pictures in either this time, he indicated.
Moskowitz said the expenditures he
the Gaumont or Odeon circuits, which
are Rank-controlled. General Film anticipates are of a general corporate
Distributors, or Eagle-Lion Distribu- nature, and agreed when it was suggested that in some instances the montors, Ltd., will handle E-L films in
the British Isles and in the Eastern
ey would be used to increase partial
holdings in theatres to the required
Hemisphere, respectively.
Krim will leave for Hollywood on 95 per cent under the terms of the
Tuesday for conferences with Bryan New York Federal Court's anti-trust
Foy, production chief, on forthcoming decision of Dec. 31, 1946.
product, and expects to return to New
Loew's recently purchased E. V.
York to resume discussions with Rank Richards' one-third interest in the
in
May.
when the British financier arrives here State, New Orleans first-run, giving
the company 100 per cent ownership.
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Picture

'Verdoux" Prices Set
Admission prices of $1.80 for matiices and $2.40 for evenings will be
naintained at the Broadway Theatre
Crime Film Fare
'or the showing of Charles Chaplin's
'Monsieur Verdoux" which will open
St. Louis, April 3, — Current April 11. The premiere will have reprevalence of murder mysteries in film :erved-;eat prices scaled from $3.60
lare are signals to parents to keep .o $1.80. One section of 250 seats will
theatres, ex- )e reserved during the run.
their children away from
hibitors who attended the five regional
Kansas-Missouri
meetings of the
Theatres Association, just concluded MPTOA
Hits
jn this territory, believe.
(Continued from page 1)
vmThe subject was under discussion
"Tall five meetings, particularly with is struggling to maintain his level of
its possible relation to problems of
-■arnings in the face of the passing of
juvenile delinquency.
revealed exhibi- wartime patronage, Levy pointed out.
The meetingstoalso
competitive bidding 'But," he asked, "what increased costs
tor resistance
in this area. A majority said they does Ascap have and what loss of
is it faced with to justify an
would refrain from engaging in bid- revenue
n. crease in theatre rates ?
ding for as long as possible.
"Ascap cuts a large financial melon
Although no legislation affecting
the industry is before the Kansas year after year and assesses the theatres nearly $1,500,000 annually for
admission
cent
legislature, a five per
inseparable from the film for
tax measure and one requiring uni- music
formed firemen in theatres are pending which exhibitors pay high rentals.
The only excuse for higher music
in Missouri. The association has ap- taxes
I have seen advanced by
proved abill for a new theatre seating Ascap that
to date is that the present tax
and building code.
was devised during the depression
and, therefore, is too low. There has
been no attempt to justify a higher
ct
Proje
Film
Huge
tax because of necessity or increased
Planned in Belgium
costs."that radio's argument
Brussels, March 31 (By Airmail). operating
Levy
said
it pays
a disproportionate share
— Plans are in process here for a hugh that
of music tax is irrelevant insofar as
"Belgium Hollywood." Robert Demets, theatres are concerned.
administrator of Studios Cinematogra"There -is no reason why theatres
fiques Reunis, has announced the or- should
pay more because radio pays
ganization's
purchase
of
300
acres
at
Howardries, where a film studio will more," he said.
"If MPTOA is approached on an
be constructed containing seven stages.
Domets believes that in 1948 some increase in music taxes," Levy said,
30 to 40 features will be produced at "I will recommend to our board of directors that an increase be fought with
Howardries.
every means available to us."
Washington Owners Defer
Stagehands Sue Unions
Action on ASCAP Royalties
St. Louis, April 3. — Stagehands
Seattle, April 3. — Richard Hone,
Henry H. Klaverkamp and Ralph W
Baur have filed suit in Federal Court head of the Independent Theatres Association, said here today that indefor $109,750 in damages against IS
pendent exhibitors in Washington will
officers of the IATSE.
no action
on from
ASCAP's
They charge that they were com- take
to collect
revenue
them attempt
until a
pelled to pay 15 per cent of their earn- decision is handed down by the State
ings to get work from 1935 to 1943
in violation of a union by-law limiting Supreme Court.
The association's attorneys have
dues to five per cent of earnings. The
overcharge is blamed on officers of filed an appeal with the high court.
Local No. 6.
KMTA

Meets

7

Daily

Hit

E-L Enlarges Space
The entire 15th floor of the Bond
Building here has been taken over by
Eagle-Lion Films to give the company
augmented space. Heading the move
are Eagle-Lion's president, Arthur B.
Krim, vice-president and sales manager Alfred W. Schwalberg, and advertising-publicity director Max E.
Youngstein, together with their staffs.
Bar Sunday Advance
Moxtpelier, Vt., April 3. — A defeat has been dealt a bill which would
have permitted earlier film showings
on Sunday. Mobilizing behind Rep.
Cornelius Granai, the House turned
back a bill which would have allowed
films after two P.M., instead of six.
as at present.
CRI Enters Third Year
Confidential Reports, Inc., home
office employees here tendered a gettogether this week in honor of Isador
Lubin, president, and Jack H. Levin,
vice-president and general manager, to
mark the beginning of the third year
of CRI operations.

Court Upholds City
(Continued from page 1)
from preventing exhibition of "The
Outlaw" in the Globe, Republic and
Gotham theatres, where several
months ago the picture was scheduled
to open simultaneously, Shientag held
that the commissioners were acting
within their powers in serving notice
on the exhibitors that ;arrest and
prosecution and license revocation
would follow the film's showing.
" Hughes,
who,caseit tois the
expected,
will
now
take the
New York
Court of Appeals, had brought action
in the Supreme Court for a declaratory judgment and injunction against
the commissioners. He had contended
that under Article 43 of the Education Law exhibitors would not be subjected to prosecution. The court held,
however, that that article provides for
a review of charges by the State Motion Picture Censor Board at the behest of an exhibitor and that in the
event of an adverse decision for the
exhibitor an appeal may be made to
the State Board of Regents. No action
was brought bv the exhibitors, however. Hughes alone had challenged the
commissioners' stand.
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U. S. Houses

Push

Building

Some

Code

Towards

Canada

by

Start

Fall

Plan Hearings in May or
June on N.Y. Standards
standNew York State's new
ard building code, which includes
in theatre specisweeping chan,ges
fications appears likely to go into
effect early next fall, following a decision by the State Labor Department's Board of Standard and Appeals
to hold hearings on the document m
May or June. The code, drawn up by the
and dedepartment a yearantagostanda
rds
signed to suppl
that have been unrevised for a
dequarter of a century, was
pendingby poslayed until now,
the
action
sible conflicting
State legislature. With noatsuch
the
action having been taken
Tueslast
ended
which
session(Continued on page 10)

Invite
Views

Exhibitor
on

5%

Tax

Albany, N. Y., April 6.— The New
York State Tax Commission, _ which
is now drafting model legislation for
d
counties and larger cities empowere
a_ five
to vote special taxes, including sions
,
per cent tax on theatre admis
has invited the views of theatres or
be aflikel
estslatio
inter
any other
n. y_ to
legis
fected by the
No opinion has been given by the
estabcommission whether itmumcould
admission
lish $100 as the miniunderstood
that
to be taxed, but it is
the commission could prepare such bya
local ordinance if it is requested
{Continued on page 10)

New Academy Group
To Pass on Publicity
Hollywood, April 6.— Following a
almeeting, given ofover
stormy board to
public
discussion
most wholly
relations policy, the Academy ofs Motion Picture Arts and Science announced the appointment of a committee composed of Walter Wanger,
William Dozier and Mary McCall, Jr.,
publicity releases, etc.,
to pass one all
in advanc of their execution.
Following this action, Donald Black,
Academy publicity director for the
resigned. No sucpast sixcessormonths
has been , named.

Starts

Y. Censor

Test Delayed

Post
Again

Albany, N. Y., April 6.— A Civil
Service examination for the position
of director of the motion picture division of the State Education Department, vacated by Irwin Esmond two
years ago, will not be held before July
and perhaps not until September. It
has been delayed repeatedly since the
post was vacated.
Responsibility for the delay still lies
in a dispute between the Education
Department and the Civil Service
the examiCommission over whether
nation should be one for promotion of
qualified employes (urged by the department), or an open competitive examination (desired by the commission).
The delay is one of the longest for
an important position in recent state
history. Dr. Ward Bowen, head of
the Bureau of Visual Aids and Radio,
became acting motion picture division
head , last summer when Dr. _ Irwin
Conroe, assistant division director,
withdrew because of pressure of other
duties. Bowen, however, _ is not a
candidate for permanent director.
Enterprise
In Britain

TEN CENTS

APRIL 7, 1947
Prices,

Cut

Adverse

Eight

Toronto, April 6. — A general upswing in prices for key theatres of
Toronto and Ottawa, as well as other
large Canadian cities, has been ordered by Famous Players Canadian
Corp. Although the new scales indicated provided for raises of only three
or five cents in most prices, starting
with juvenile prices, the move is contrary to the trend in the U. S. toward
reductions in some areas.
case of the Capiy, in the
Typicall
tol and Regent
Theatres, Ottawa, a
new bracket has been established for
students. Children up to 12 years of
age, will now pay 15 cents instead of
12; from 13 to 15 years they will pay

N.

Impartial

Picture
Possible

Barbara Stanwyck may make a picture for Enterprise under her arrangement with the Charles Einfeld-David
Loew company, she revealed here Friday at an industry press interview
upon her return to this country from
England with her husband, Robert
In addition to her five-picTaylor.
ture deal with Enterprise, in which she
{Continued on page 11)

Raising

Them

20 cents, and students from 16 to 18,
25 cents, all for matinee performances.
At the Capitol, the night price for
children is a straight 20 cents, with
the age limit designated at 15 years. A
similar plan applies to the Regent.
Early matinee price for adults at the
Imperial and Shea's in Toronto is 35
cents, compared with the previous
30 cents and later prices are to be 45
cents, drencompared
with 42 cents.
are to be admitted
for 20 Chilcents
instead of 18 cents, in the early part of
the day and 25 cents thereafter.
The FPC move follows similar action taken for Loew houses in Toronto for a similar upward revision.

Loew's
On

Gets

Day-Date

'Duel'
Runs

Bills
In

Killed

Six

States

N. Y. Is Only State to
Date to Pass Tax Law
Eight bills which would have adversely affected the industry either
in the form of new theatre taxation
or in the establishment of censorship boards have been defeated in
six of the 17 state legislatures which
now have adjourned, according to
John Bryson,
special
legislative
assistant to Eric A.
Johnston,
president
of the Motion Picture Association.
Of the remaining 10 states,
only one, New York, allowed
the passage of a detrimental
measure, one giving large cities
and counties the authorization
to impose
additional
five per
(Continued
on page 10)

David
Selznick's
"Duel inin' the
Sun"
willO.open
simultaneously
37
Loew's neighborhood theatres in the Extend
Time
for
Metropolitan area at advanced admission prices and in the Capitol on
Broadway on May 7. The neighbor- Appeals Docketing
hood engagements are for one week
while the Capitol booking is for an
indefinite run.
Washington, April 6.— The eight
in the industry antiIn addition, "Duel" has been booked major trustdefendants
suit and the Department of Jusin all Loew cities except Houston,
tice have been granted an extension
Texas., comprising 35 cities in the
to May 10 of the time allowed for
United States and Toronto, Ont.
their appeals from the New
Admission scale for the neighbor docketing
York Federal Court decision with the
hood runs has not been set yet but it
(Continued on page 10)
will be the same* as at the Capitol on
Broadway. The 38 New York area
houses are expected to be scaled from Dietz Will Be M.C.
90 cents to $1.25 or $1.50. The Cap
itol booking eliminates the regular At AMP A Dinner
personal appearance phase of the the
Howard Dietz, vice-president of
atre's stage show.
Loew's,
director of advertisingJoseph
R. Vogel represented publicity and
of M-G-M, will serve as
(Continued on page 11)
member-guest master-of-ceremonies at
the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' 30th anniversary dinner-dance,
to be held in the Hotel Astor, here,
East-West Studio
Group

Meets

Here

Meetings which may continue today
were begun here yesterday by the
East- West joint committee on studio
affairs. The sessions were described
as the annual spring meeting of company presidents and the Producers
Committee, usually held on the Coast
but conducted here because the Eastern group, under the pressure of other
work, had to remain in New York.
While the jurisdictional labor dispute is a likely part of the agenda,
{Continued on page 11)

April 23,president,
Rutgers announces.
Neilson, AMPA's
retiring
The occasion, ofwhich Phil Williams is general chairman, will be held in honor
of film company presidents.
Reviewed

Today

"That's My Man," "Three
on a Ticket" page 3; "The
Ghost
"Yankee
Fakir," Goes
"ShootWild,"
to Kill,"
page
6;
St. Francis
of Assisi"
"Temptation
Harbour,"
page
11.

2

Personal
Mention
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Daily

Newsreel
Tradewise

.

By SHERWIN

Parade
KANE

OMING in for prominence in all
C
Four being entertained at a Moscoi
ballet, and scenes of the Haifa oilof
explosion. Other items include Prince)
Paul succeeding to the Greek throne,
the circus, sports and floods. Complete contents follow.
MOVIETONE
NEWS, No. 63— \
events: U. N. hears Austin on Gf
Big Four attend ballet. Haifa oil plant
set afire. Easter in Old Jerusalem. New
device picks up cars and parks them on
ageese
"shelf."
Quarter
a millionBaseball,
migrating
fill Iowa
skies.of Sports:
Cy
Young, 80 years young. Winter skiing.
Surf thrills.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 261— Huge
fire in Haifa, but peace reigns in Jerusalem. New King Paul rules in Greece and
U.
investigates
civilBigwar.
famedN. ballet
entertains
Four.Moscow's
Rough
surf-riding for "Duck." Living statues.
Sporting deer.
64— India's
lastPARAMOUNT
Viceroy. Big NEWS,
Four at No.
Moscow
ballet.
Terrorists set off oil blast in Palestine.
New king rules in Greek crisis. U. N.
probes border incident. Sports: Gas tanks
make fine boats. A flare for water skiing.
RKO inPATHE
66 — Tanker
snaps
half. BigNEWS,
Four atNo.Moscow
ballet.
Terrorists blow up Haifa oil. Floods in
ruined Germany. Show Van Gogh paintings. Coast Guard duck battles surf.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
27 Prince Paul succeeds
to GreekNo. throne.
Foreign ministers attend ballet performance. All-Asia conference at New. Delhi,
India. Floods sweep Spain. Circus prepares for spring. Shark-boats tried out at
Long Beach, Cal. Some 250,000 geese on
the wing from winter migration grounds.
Night water-skiing in Miami.

granting stays at the conclusion
'TP HERE was a much greater
CHARLES REAGAN, Paramount
divergence of opinion over
of the hearing, although disvice-president in charge of dis- the drafting of the order for a
posed to do so. He asked the
tribution, isdue here today from the
petitioners to agree among
stay of the New York Federal
Coast.
•
themselves on what they wantcourt's decree than is reflected
Chester Friedman, editor of the in the dissent of 20th Centuryed and draw up an order which
he
could sign.
Fox from the draft which finally
Managers'
Round
Table
of
Motion
Picture Herald, is recuperating at was subscribed to by the seven
•
home, following his discharge on Fri- other defendant companies.
The divergence of opinion
day from v Lexington Hospital where
Some exhibitor leaders who
among the petitioners appears
he underwent an appendectomy.
to stem from their views of
are
violently opposed to compe•
titive bidding were heard to retheir liability under the New
Ray Gallo, equipment advertising
mark last week that only 20th
York decision, which is law and
manager of Quigley Publications, left
will continue to be law unless it
Century-Fox and the Departheredomestic
last night
a month's
survey
ment of Justice were opposed to
is reversed by the Supreme
of
and for
export
merchandising
Court after the appeals have
plans of equipment manufacturers in the stay petitions, which left
been heard.
the field.
20th-Fox practically seeing eye•
to-eye with the prosecuting atThe granting of stays of the
torney.
Hal Horne, vice-president in
decree does not relieve the decharge of production for Story Profendants of liability under the
It wasn't nearly as simple as
ductions, has returned to Hollywood
law as contained in the decision.
that. A good many others unby plane from New York.
derstood and agreed with the
It merely relieves them of liabil•
20th-Fox position in whole or in
ity for contempt of the decree
N. Peter Rathvon, president of
while the law is being reviewed.
RKO and RKO Radio, is scheduled part but didn't feel, as 20th-Fox
In the meantime, they are anto arrive here from the Coast by train apparently did, that the position
was beyond compromise.
today.
swerable to civil actions charg•
ing violations of the law as set
forth in the New York decision.
Harold Lewis, manager of the
At the outset, the five theatre
RKO Pathe studio in New York, is
Any defendant company, of
owning companies were content
due here from the Coast today.
course, is free to gamble on the
to ask for a stay of the decree
•
possibility that the New York
William Forest Crouch, producer, provision liquidating the indusdecision will be reversed by the
try arbitration system, at least
has left New York by plane for MiSupreme Court on appeal, in
insofar as the arbitration of
ami and Havana.
which case all liability under the
•
clearance disputes was conlaw would be erased. However,
W. E. Calloway, Western district
cerned. With such a stay, they
Warner Managers
those who would gamble would
salesman for United Artists, is in Se- contended, arbitrators could
attle from San Francisco.
have
to
match
their
opinions
Meet in Chicago
conform to the general princi•
against those of the trio of highples"
on
clearances
laid
down
in
ranking Federal jurists who
D. A. Doran, Paramount studio the New York decision.
Chicago,
6.— Warners'
Western division April
sales manager
Roy Haines
production executive, is due here from
^comprised the New York trial met with district managers here over
United Artists and Universal
the Coast on April 21.
court. Not many are so inclined. the weekend in connection with the
asked for stays of competitive
•
But at this stage, it is easier,
and all of Section II covcompany's 1947 sales drive, which beDavid Lewis, Enterprise producer, biding ering
in the opinion of most, to comgins on April 27.
distribution
practices,
with
Those present included Harry A.
is due to return here from England
ly with the law, as contained in
today on the Queen Elizabeth.
the
exception of Columbia
the decree'sasked
ban
the decision, than to comply with Seed, Mid- West district manager ; A.
on franchises.
•
Shumow, Chicago branch manager ;
the rules as set forth in the de- J.
for
somewhat
less
than
all
of
Robert H. Dunbar, Detroit; Nat
Monte Shaff, Universal-Internacree.
The
stay,
of
course,
afMarcus, Milwaukee ; Art Anderson,
tional producer, left New York at the Section II. None of the three
fects only the decree.
Minneapolis, and W. W. Brumberg,
weekend for the Coast.
non-theatre owning companies
drive captain, from the home office.
•
cared whether arbitration conHaines
here
today.and Brumberg are due back
A film journal contemporary
tinued or not, providing that
Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio vicereferred the other day to Motion
president, and Dave Prince, district stays of the clearance provisions
manager, were in Charlotte last week. were granted. •
Picture Daily's exclusive story
•
Indiana Exhibitors
When it became apparent at
of last Monday on the granting
Harry Warner, president of Warthe hearing before Justice Stanof a stay of the industry decree
To Meet April 22
ner Bros., is expected here from the
ley Reed that the court was symIndianapolis, April 6.— A district
Coast April 10.
by
the
Supreme
Court
as
"an
pathetic to the petitions of the
•
meeting for member and non-member
erroneous
report."
so-called Little Three, counsel
Premature,
perhaps, but not exhibitors in the Northeast section of
Joel Levy, Loew's out-of-town
erroneous. And premature only the state will be held by the Associatbooker, has returned to New York for Loew's, Paramount and Wared Theatre Owners of Indiana at the
because defense attorneys could
ners, contending that the Little
from Canada.
Keenan Hotel, Fort Wayne, on April
•
not immediately agree among
Three comprised formidable
22. It will open with a noon luncheon.
themselves on what they wanted
C. J. Zern, Altec's Dallas district competition, asked that stays
Ray Kalver of Decatur, vice-president
in the order which the Supreme
manager, has returned to his head- granted to any company be exof the ATOI, will preside.
quarters from New York.
tended to others, as well. RKO
Court,
through
Justice
Stanley
Trueman Rembusch, secretary of
•
took no position on this and
Reed, told them on March 28 it national Allied, is president of the
Hugh G. Martin, M and M The- 20th-Fox remained adamant, as
was disposed to grant.
ATOI.
atre Circuit in Florida, was recently it did to the very end, against
The correctness of the
in Atlanta.
broad stays of any kind.
•
Daily's story is self-evident. If Three Houses Sold
The Department of Justice, of
the Supreme Court had not auJo Ann Leach has been added to
April 6.— E. J. Blaylock
course, opposed all stays.
thorized astay, the industry ar- hasDenver,
booking staff of Martin and Thompsold the Apache and Pueblo TheIt was this division of viewbitration tribunals, to cite just
son Theatres in Atlanta.
atres in Ruidoso, N. M., to Theatre
•
one example, would have been in Enterprises, Inc. A. P. Sitton has
point among the eight petitioners, according to observers, that
process of liquidation last week,
Fred Kohlmar, 20th Century-Fox
sold the Musu in Tulorosa, N. M.,
producer, is here from Hollywood.
prevented Justice Reed from
but they are open for business.
to Ed Turner.
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"That's My Man"
(Republic)
craftsman Frank Borzage's second production for Republic
VETERAN
presents equal measures of comedy, pathos and excitement, mounted, for
the most part, against breath-takingly sumptuous settings that are almost
certain to command audible audience reaction. It is a picture of substantial
casting.: Don Ameche and Catherine McLeod (she made her starring debut
in Borzage-Republic's recent "I'll Always Love You") are in the leads, and
Roscoe Karns, John Ridgely, Kitty Irish, Joe Frisco, young Gregory Marshall
and others are in support. With these box-office assets in mind, it can be
safely assumed that "That's My Man" (a compelling title, also a definite
asset) will prove to be one of Republic's biggest money-makers of the year.
The central theme of the Steve Fisher-Bradley King script is horse-racing;
however, the principal ramification thereof is a story of love and marriage
which has been endowed with a measured pace that stands in sharp contrast
to the thrill-laden race-track sequences. Ameche's is a volatile role, generally
well managed. His performance in earlier scenes, comic for the most part, is
rendered with more conviction, however, than is apparent in his later portrayal
of the husband who sacrifices home and family for gambling. Miss McLeod
by Ameche's
who, fascinated
clerk rather
drugof store
is strikingly ofpretty
marries
than his mind,
his heart
dictates
living asbythetheypung
philosophy
the aspiring young horse-breeder only to find that his gambling blood is too
thick for normal family living. The events are related in flash-back fashion
by taxi-driver Karns who was instrumental in bringing the couple together at
the outset when Ameche, homeless, practically resided in the taxi in company
with a colt which turns out to be one of the greatest race-horses of all time,
a source of a huge income that permits the couple and their child to live
and luxury.
in
Borzage's direction is characteristically workmanlike throughout, giving
special appeal to the climactic scenes wherein Gallant Man, the horse, although retired for a number of years, comes through from far behind to win
a race that brings together again Ameche, down at the heels, and Miss_ McLeod, who had brought the horse out of retirement as a means of effecting a
reconciliation. Here is a picture that will please every member of the family.
Lew Borzage was associate producer.
Running time, 104 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Charles L. Franke
not set.

Public Rela— American
April 7-10tions
Association convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
April 8-9 — Republic regional sales
leeting, Hotel Blackstone, Chi\go.
April 14-18 — Republic regional sales
meeting, Hollywood.
April 14-15 — Television executives
meeting, Hotel Commodore, New
York.
Picture FoundaApril 14tion—areaMotion
meeting, Charlotte.
Picture FoundaApril 16tion—areaMotion
meeting, Chicago.
— Motion Picture FoundaApril 16
tion area meeting, Salt Lake City.
April 20 — Theatre Equipment and
Supply Dealers meeting, Hotel
Drake, Chicago.
April 21-22— North Central Allied
convention, Minneapolis.
April 21 — Edward M. Fay industry
testimonial dinner, sponsored by
the Independent Theatre Owners
of Rhode Island, Hotel SheratonBiltmore, Providence.
April 21 — Motion Picture Foundation area meeting, Albany.
April 21 — Motion Picture Foundation area meeting, at a special
North Central Allied luncheon,
Minneapolis.
April, third week — Motion Picture
Foundation area meeting, Pittsburgh.
April 23 — Associated Motion Picture Advertisers luncheon-meet
ing, Hotel Astor, New York.
April 28 — M-G-M division, district
and branch managers meeting,
Hotel Astor, New York.
Costa

Rican

Girls

in

Miami on April 14
The three Costa Rican beauty con
test winners touring this country to
promote 20th Century-Fox's "Carnival
in Costa Rica" will be honor guests
at a banquet sponsored by the Pan
American League in Miami next Mon
day for Pan American Day. During
the six-day celebration, the girls will
attend the premiere of the film at the
opening of the new Miami Theatre.
They left here last night for visits to
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Chicago and
Milwaukee,
accompanied
by Sid
Blumstock,
20th's
assistant
exploita
tion manager.

"Three
on a Ticket"
{Producers Releasing)
MAINTAINING an even keel with its predecessors in the_ "Michael
Shayne, Detective" series, "Three on a Ticket" provides sufficient twists
and mystery to satisfy the customers, with Hugh Beaumont, as the private
"eye," and Cheryl Walker, as his secretary, turning in likeable performances.
Part of a baggage check, borne by another private detective, is the focal
point of the plot as Beaumont undergoes thrashings and threats to discover
why the baggage check caused the murder of its original holder.
There is a man-size portion of dirty work at the bottom of the story before
Beaumont, always a few steps ahead of his police-inspector friend, Ralph
Dunn, manages to unmask an imposter as one of three seeking the loot from
a robbery. In the cast are : Paul Bryar, Louise Currie, Douglas Fowley and
Gavin Gordon. Sigmund Neufield produced and Sam Newfield directed, from
a screenplay by Fred Myton.
Running time, 62 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
April 5.
Irving Kaplan
Glassford

Is Named

RCA European Chief
William A. Glassford, former viceadmiral of the U. S. Navy, has been
appointed European manager of RCA
by David Sarnoff. Glassford, who will
supervise RCA activities in the United
Kingdom and on the Continent, will
have headquarters in London.
Glassford served with the Navy in
both World War I and II, and upon
conclusion of the latter became Commander of U. S. Naval Forces in Germany, in control of sea communications for the U. S. Army of Occupation. His retirement from the Navy
became effective on March 1.

Tronolone to Mexico
Nick Tronolone, vice-president of
Jack Warner to UJA
Pathe Laboratories, Inc., left New
Los Angeles, April 6. — Jack War York over the weekend for Mexico
ner and Walter Wanger have agreed City to select personnel for the new
to serve as co-chairmen of the film RKO Pathe laboratory being conindustry division of the 1947 United
structed there.
Jewish Appeal drive on the Coast, of
which Dore Schary and Abe Last- Northwest Meeting
fogel have already been named cochairmen. Samuel Goldwyn has been
Portland, Ore., April 6. — Execuannounced as chairman of the Jewish
tives and managers of Evergreen State
Welfare Fund in Los Angeles, which Theatres of the Northwest are holding
conducts the UJA campaign here.
a general meeting here.

U. S. -Canadian

RMA

'City of Brotherly
Love' No Misnomer
When an exhibitor gives a
portion of his paid-for newspaper space to plug the product of his competitor, that's
news, probably
dent. At the without
bottom preceof its
three - column advertisement
in the Inquirer and Bulletin,
Philadelphia's Fox Theatre
proclaims: "Congratulations
to the Arcadia and Pix Theatres on booking 'Best Years
of Our Lives.' The Academy
Award-winning picture is one
of the greatest of all times
and deserving of the greatest
crowds in Philadelphia's hisCurtiz

Visit

Fortory."
Talent

Here

Hunt

As an independent producer who,
in common with other independents,
finds himself in a weak bargaining position for star talent, Michael Curtiz, who has completed his first pichis ownof
banner,ture,
has"Unsuspected,"
embarked under
on a policy
finding new talent and developing future stars. This, he explained at the
week-end prior to his scheduled departure yesterday for Hollywood, was
the primary
objective of his week's
visit
in New York.
With stars demanding exorbitant
salaries or a percentage of profits for
appearances in independent pictures,
Curtiz continued, the "lone wolf producer,"
has limited
financial
sources andwhomust
stake his
future reon
fewer sure-fire hits, cannot afford too
many gambles. Therefore, he added,
although he has set $1,700,000 as the
top budget for each of his pictures, his
successto approximately
in keeping $1,200,000
"Unsuspected"
down
will
permit him to plan a $2,500,000 production. Filming of "Victoria Grandolet" from the Henry Bellaman novel
will probably be the high-water mark
in Curtiz's schedule, but not until after
the producer-director has four other
pictures completed.
Among other films projected by
Curtiz, which will release through
Warners,
"Shadow of are
Fear," Frances
an originalMarion's
; James
M. Cain's "Serenade," Clarence Buddington
Kelland's
"Sugarfoot,"in "Winter Killers"
and "Romance
High

Meeting April 24-25
Washington, April 6.— Television
and FM promotion discussions will
keynote the Canadian and U. S. Radio
Manufacturers
Associations'
joint April
conference of directors
to be held24-25 at Absecon, N. J.
The 23rd annual RMA convention
will be held in Chicago June 10-12.
Preliminary plans have already been Charlotte Variety
completed and it is expected that Federal Communications Commission Bids Two Farewell
chairman Charles R. Denny will adCharlotte, April 6. — The local
dress the convention on its last day.
Variety Club gave a farewell dinner
on Friday in honor of Ben Rosenwald,
manager of the M-G-M Charlotte
Radio Scripters Take branch, who has been transferred to
Boston, and to John A. Bachman,
Strike Vote Today
Warner manager here, who will become United Artists branch manager
Members of the Radio Writers
Guild here and in Hollywood will hold in Atlanta. Both will leave within the
a strike vote today because of the re- next 5 days for their new posts.
fusal of the four major networks and
independent station's to discuss con- N. C. Blue Law Vote
tracts for free-lance writers. ChiMt. Airy, N. C, April 6.— The city
cago members vote tomorrow night. council
here is expected to authorize
a popular referendum on lifting blue
Raytive Langham,
the
union's
execusays that a 30-day no- laws, at an election next month as a
ized. tice willsecretary,
be filed if a strike is author- result of a citizens' petition recently
presented to the council.
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Produced by HERMAN SCHLOM • Directed by ROBERT WISE
Screen Play by EVE GREENE and RICHARD MACAU LAY
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For
Further
Down

Drop,
8, to

42

Hollywood, April 6. — Production
has taken another tumble, and the
shooting index is down to 34 from its
previous level of 42. Twelve features
have been completed, and work has
started on four. The production scene
follows :
Columbia
Finished : "Her Husband's Affairs."
Shooting : "The Man from Colorado,'' "Assigned to Treasury" (Kennedy-Buchman) .

"The Ghost Goes Wild"
(Republic)
THE gay fantasy implied in the title is amply present. It is the type of.
bustling, slapstick comedy that always finds a response in a large number
of patrons.
James Ellison, as a commercial artist, finds himself hounded by an . irate
husband with a shotgun and a woman with a lawsuit. So, when Ellison is
thought dead through a mistaken identity tangle, he decides to support the
illusion. The only difficulty is that as a "dead" man he cannot marry attractive
Anne Gwynne. Things get pretty complicated in the Randall Faye screenplay
until a real ghost arrives on the scene and whispers some inside knowledge
that works wonders in dissipating Ellison's troubles.
Some trick photography and seance scenes give an added twitter to the
proceedings. Others in the cast .are : Edward Everett Horton, Ruth Donnelly
and Stephanie Bachelor. Armand Schaefer was associate producer, and
George Blair directed.
Running time, 66 minutes. General audience classification.
Manny Herbstman

"Yankee Fakir9
Eagle-Lion
(Republic)
Shooting : "Out of the Blue," "Love AN average mystery set against a Western background, "Yankee Fakir"
from a Stranger."
shows little ingenuity in plot, but does show some wit in the masquerading of Clem Bevans, a down-and-out gold prospector, as a rich uncle of
M-G-M
Douglas Fowley in order to ensnare the villain. For those who like their
Finished: "The Hucksters."
mysteries obvious and spiced with situations that are almost burlesque, this
Shooting : "The Pirates," "Good film, produced and directed by W. Lee Wilder, will furnish the diversion
sought.
News."
Monogram
Fowley and Ransom Sherman, two traveling salesmen or, more accurately,
Finished : "Scareheads."
"pitchmen," set up their platform in an Arizona town. Boarding at a home
Started: "Song of the Saddle," managed by Joan Woodbury and her young brother, Tommy Bernard, they
with Jimmy Wakely, Lee (Lasses) become involved in solving the murder of her father, played by Forrest
White, Dottye Brown.
Taylor, has he came close to exposing a smuggling gang. Fowley' and
Shooting : "Kilroy Was Here," Sherman find themselves in the hoosegow on a trumped-up charge and succeed
in tricking release when they have Bevans pose as a multi-millionaire. They
"High Tide" (Wrather).
apply the unorthodox method of running a contest in town, with $50,000 as
Paramount
the reward, to the person who exposes the worst character in town, and
succeed — at the last moment. Also in the cast are : Frank Reicher, as the
Shooting : "The Big Clock."
banker, and Marc Lawrence, as a saloon manager. Richard S. Conway
script came from a story .by Mindred Lord.
RKO Radio
Running time, 71 minutes. General audience classification. Releaser.K.
date,
Finished: "Indian Summer."
Started: "Mourning Becomes Electra," with Rosalind Russell, Michael
Redgrave, Raymond Massey, Katina "Shoot to Kill"
Paxinou.
(Screen Guild Productions)
Hollywood, April 6
Shooting : "Fighting Father Dunne,"
"Crossfire," "Tycoon."
PRODUCER-DIRECTOR William Berke, working with a modest budget,
a cast lacking in marquee strength, and an overly complicated script, has
Republic
managed to achieve a run-of-the-mill melodrama no better and no worse than
half-a-hundred others.
Finished: "Saddle Pals," "Springtime in the Sierras."
Narrated in flashback by the heroine of the piece, Edwin Westrate's original tells of thieves who fall out. The aforementioned heroine, portrayed adeStarted: "Complex" (Wilder), with
quately by Susan Walters, weds a crooked district attorney in order to get
Albert Dekker, Linda Sterling,
Charles Drake, Catherine Craig, Alan evidence against him. The fact that she already has a husband — another crook
does not stop her. In fact, her motive appears to be to help her first, and
CarneyMonte
; "Along
Oregon
Trail," —legal
spouse. When he socks her in the jaw, however, she changes her mind.
with
Hale, the
Adrian
Booth.
Both husjoands are killed in a- fortuitous auto accident, leaving her free to
Shooting : "The Outcast."
find love in the arms of a newspaperman who admires her for reasons best
Screen Guild
known to himself. The motivation is obscure throughout, and Berke's direction,
relies heavily on close-ups of crooks looking grim, .does, nothing to
Finished: "Killer Dill" (King); which
clarify matters. Members of the cast, nearly all of whom are killed in the
"Case of the Baby Sitter" (Screen course of events, include Russell Wade, Edmund MacDonald, Douglas
Art) ; "Hollywood
Barn Dance" Blackley, Vince Barnett, Nestor Paiva, Douglas Trowbridge and Harry
(formerly . "Western Barn Dance") Brown.
(Schwarz)
Running time, 65 minutes. General audience classification. Thalia Bell
Selznick
Shooting : "Portrait of Jennie,"
"The Paradine Case."
Name Pitkin Barker
20th Century-Fox
Of Conn. Variety
Finished : "Second Chance" (WurtHartford, April 6. — Barney Pitkin,
zel).
of RKO
Radio'selected
branchchiefin
Shooting : "Kiss of Death," "Scud- manager
New Haven,
has been
da Hoo, Scudda Hay," "Captain from barker of the new Variety Club of
Connecticut.
Castile." United Artists
Other officers of the organization
Finished:
"Body and Soul" (En- are: Assistant chief barker, Dr. Jack
terpis).
Fishman; second assistant, Rudy
Shooting: "Atlantis" (Nero).
Frank ; treasurer, George Wilkinson ;
canvassmen, Carl Goe, John Pavone,
Universal- International
Herman Levy, Henry Germaine, Lou
Shooting : "Jeopardy," "For the Brown and Harry F. Shaw. Property
Love of Mary," "Singapore," "The man is Arthur Greenfield.
Secret Beyond the Door" (Diana) ;
"Brute Force" (Hellinger) ; "The
Lost Love" (Wanger).
Shooting : "Treasure of the Sierra
Warners
Madre," "Whiplash," "Voice of the
Finished: "The Unsuspected" (Cur- Turtle," "Two Guys from Texas,"
tiz).
"Wallflower,"

World

Picked
Festival

With the United States and nine
other nations already having signified
intentions to participate in the World
Film Festival, which will open in
Brussels on June 7, nine American
films have been selected so far as entries. Other, countries that will t^p*v
part include: Great Britain, Fra« J
Switzerland, Mexico, A r g e n t in ar7
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Italy and
Belgium; the USSR is expected to
accept.
While U. S. representatives to the
festival have not yet been announced,
the nine films selected so far by the
Motion Picture Association and the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, are : "The Jolson
Story," Columbia ; . "Song of the
South," Walt Disney ; "The Best
Years of Our Lives," Samuel Goldwyn; "The Yearling," M-G-M; "To
Each His Own," Paramount; "It's a
WonderfulEdge,"
Life," 20th
RKO Century-Fox;
Radio; "The
Razor's
"The Egg and I," Universal-Internaers. tional"Humoresque,"
;
Warner BrothAn international forum on the
theme,be "Cinema
Human Culture,"
will
held in and
connection
with the
festival. It is understood that the
French team will include J. BenoitLevy, head of the United Nations film
division, and on the British side, J.
Arthur Rank; Julian Huxley, director-general ofthe UNESCO ; David
Lean, and Laurence Olivier are
among those who have been invited to
represent that nation.

Discount Effect of
Rank N. Z. Theatres
Washington, April 6. — J. Arthur
Rank's expansion into New Zealand
of a halfthe purchase
last yearinwith
interest
a circuit
of 55 theatres
will
have little effect on the number of
Grade A American films shown there,
the U. S. Department of Commerce
predicts
here.
The Department
quotes members^ of
the trade in New Zealand as believing
that if any American pictures are affected, they will be Grade B films.
The number of British films shown is
expected to increase and it is believed
their release will be speeded.
From Jan. 1 to July 25, 1946, 587
films were screened in New Zealand,
the Department reports. Of these, 494
were American and 93 British. During
the year 1944-45T 361 full-length films
were shown, of which 310 were AmerAll Theatres Shut
ican, 49 British, one Australian, and
oneThe
Russian.
In Mexican City
Department points out that
Nuevo Laredo, Mex., April 6. — while American films are taxed 25 per
Every theatre in this city, across the cent of their gross receipts, British
Rio Grande from Laredo, Texas, is films are taxed only 10 per cent.
closed by a strike. Members of the
National Cinematographic Industry 778 Films in Italy
Workers' Union are said to have reRome, April 1 (By Airmail). —
ceivedquartersorders
from on
the their
union's
head- Italy produced 778 pictures from 1930
to stand
demands
through 1946. Represented in this tofor_ wage
increasessayandtheyother
benefits
tal were about 130 producing compawhich
exhibitors
cannot
pay.
nies, with the Scalera and Cines comMaria Felix to Produce
tures. panies accounting for 119 of the picMexico City, April 6. — Dissatisfied with roles that have been offered
her, Mexican actress Maria Felix is Austrian Film Ban
March 31 (By Airmail.) —
organizing her own production com- AllVienna,
German pictures produced between
pany to make films in which she will
1945, and all Austrian picstar. Shepaidis film
said actress.
to be this country's 1933 and
tures produced after 1938 have been
highest
banned by the Austrian government.
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with
BILL RIDES
Starring RICHARD
ARLEN with AGAIN
ROCHELLE HUDSON
Donald WOODS • Cloria WARREN • Shirley O'HARA • Anthony WARDE Jennifer HOLT • Lee SHUMWAY • Cil PATRICK • Edward CASSIDY
Paul NEWLAN • Byron FOULCER • Monte BLUE • David LEONARD
AUSTIN WILLIS • FRANK
Edmund COBB • Ted ADAMS • John DEXTER- • Hollis BLAINE
'
—
A.

Home Office: 346 So. LaBrea Ave., Hollywood, Calif . -
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^"THE
• ILOT"
IACK LARUE
•ERRY • FLORENCE KENNEDY
GUILD

MADE

FOR

YOUR

THEATRE!

with
MYSTERY"
"THE HAT BOX
with
CASE OF THE BABY SITTER" v
TOM NEAL • ALLEN JENKINS
TOM NEAL • PAMELA BLAKE
VIRGINIA SALE . PAMELA BLAKE
^
VIRCINIA SALE • ALLEN JENKINS

Productions,

Inc.

-Foreign Dep't.: 723 7th Ave., New York City — Cable: "Cuildf ilms."
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SAY
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Picture

#3% of Home Radio
Saturation Claimed
A total of 35,900,000 homes in this
country now have radio receivers in
use, covering 93 per cent of all families, which is an all-time high, according to findings of a survey made for
Columbia Broadcasting by Market Research Co., and a study of these findings by Nielson Radio Index, also for
Columbia.
The survey, announced by Elmo C.
Wilson, CBS director of research, was
made in January and February, following arecord year of radio receiver
production.
Hellman To Do Two
Hollywood, April 6. — British producerMarcel
_
Hellman will produce
two pictures in London for 20th Century-Fox within the next year, the
studio has announced, following a conference between Hellman and Darryl
F. Zanuck.
announcement
'denied
that
Maurice The
Ostrer
will be executive
producer for 20th-Fox in England, but
added that the company is negotiating
with him to make two pictures there.
Building Code
(Continued from page 1)
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day, the way is now considered
clear to proceed on the project.
Hearings by the Board of Standards and Appeals are expected to
consume approximately two Weeks,
followed by several months of deliberation, according to John Coggeshall, industrial code referee for the
department.
Theatre owners will have an opportunity atthe hearings to voice any
objections they may have to new
specifications provided. These include :Lights of specific wattage and
spacing, "controlled from a location
inaccessible to unauthorized persons" ;
new-theatre projection booths measuring at least 10-by-8-by-8 feet and
having exits at each end; ventilated
dressing rooms with either fire protection or sprinkler systems ; enclosed stairways above the second
floor ; cross aisles serving sidewa-11
exits, which must be within 125 feet
of the farthest seats, at least 36 inches
between the stage and the first row
of seats. Two years will be allowed
for conformance to the specifications.
Cities
having codes of their own will
be
exempt.
Exhibitor representatives in the
advisory committee that helped draw
up the code were Henry Anderson,
Paramount ; Louis Lazar, Schine Circuit ;Theodore
Jung,circuit.
Loew's ; Martin
Tracey, Century
Extend Time
(Continued from page 1)
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U. S. Supreme Court.
The extension of time also will apply to the preparation of exhibits
entered during the New York trial
which will be used in the Supreme
Court appeals.
The original period allowed the
parties to the suit expired yesterday.
The parties have reached an agreement on the printing of the record of
the New York case for the appeals
and also
agreedofonprinting
the apportionment ofhave
the costs
among
them. It is estimated that costs may
amount to less than $1,000 for each defendant and the Department for the
preparation of the record on appeal.

Schlanger, Callow
Aid Cancer Drive
Philadelphia April 6— Edward
Schlanger, Warner Theatres general
manager here, has been appointed publicity chairman of the local 1947 cancer campaign, held under the auspices
of the Philadefphia division of the
American Cancer Society. Edward
C. Callow, Warner publicity director
here, is co-chairman.
5%

N. Y. State
(Continued
from pageTaf
1)

taxing groups. The localities may or
may not use the full powers granted
under the sweeping but permissive
measure, adoption of which Gov.
Dewey had urged.
The $1.00 minimum on admissions
was proposed by American Theatres
Association secretary Robert Coyne
and the committee of New York City
metropolitan exhibitor leaders in conferences with theandGovernor's
counsel
Charles Brietel
Senate Finance
Committee chairman Arthur Wicks
the day before the bill passed the
legislature. Brietel and Wicks, it is
understood, rejected the proposal because under such circumstances the
legislation would not produce sufficient revenue. None of the special
taxes can be put into effect before
July
1.
Theatre
Group Here
Would Welcome Hearings
The Metropolitan New York Motion Picture Theatres Owners Association here would welcome any hearings on taxation matters, a spokesman
states, but have yet to be approached
by the State Tax Commission.
Will Not Impose Tax
Until Costs Are Known
Albany, N. Y., April 6.— This city
will not impose any special taxes as
authorized by the Burney Bill until t .e
city knows what it would cost to provide teachers higher salaries recently
approved by the legislature, according
to Mayor Erastus Corning, who said
thatno until
the need
costs toareconsider
known, how
"there
is
urgent
to
use special taxing powers to meet the
increased cost."
Kill 8 Adverse Bills
(Continued from page 1)
cent levies on theatre admissions.
Censorship measures were voted
down in Indiana, West Virginia,
Massachusetts
.New inHampshire
tax bills were and
rejected
Arkansas,; {1
Montana, Indiana and West Virginia, I
he said.
Censorship bills are still pending in
Iowa, Delaware,
Connecticut and
Missouri and on each of these hearings j
have yet to be set. Bryson said that
the MPA works in concert with ex- ||
hibitors in each state where unfavor- j
able legislation is introduced.
He said that the New York tax
threat measure will now be fought on (
local levels, wherever a city or j
county considers exercising its new I
taxing powers.
The 17 state legislaturse adjourned !l
are : Arkansas, Arizona, Idaho,
Georgia, Indiana, Montana, New
Mexico, Nevada, Wyoming, Utah,
Washington, North and South Dakota,
WestMaryland.
Virginia, New York, Tennessee
and
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Reviews

Lead

in Palestine
By IBRAHIM ZEIN

"St. Francis of Assisi"
(Azteca Films)
IT would seem unfortunate if this Mexican-made, English-titled production
is relegated to the confines of "art" theatres. The life history of St. Francis
of Assisi lends itself to splendid and intermittently stirring pictorial translation
with apparent
rounding fiction.loyalty to basic biographical fact blended with plausible surThe story of Francisco, born in a stable in an Italian village, is splendidly
enacted, although the cast has no name value here, and the settings provide
a complete air of apparent authenticity. The direction is careful, wholly
effective.
Francisco, at the behest of -his Superior, subjects himself to humility and
poverty. He is endowed with miraculous powers, which he exerts in curing
lepers. Those who had scorned him become his followers. In elaborating on
these fundamentals, producer Pedro A. Calderon and the entire company
enrich the picture with abundance of compelling drama.
An element of incongruity is suggested by a sub-plot involving the sinful
conduct of an Italian count, including attempted seduction, this in contrast
to the main theme. And the footage, two hours of it, could be cut. Otherwise,
all is well.
Running time, 120 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
Gene Arneel

Jaffa, Palestine, March 31, (By
Airmail) — First-run houses in Jerusalem, Jaffa, Haifa and Tel-Aviv
played during the first two months of
1947, some 106 pictures, 77 of them
A^-oriran Major U. S. companies
cv^5Tibuted 72, and independents five.
Tolms from other nations came as
follows: Arabic-Egyptian, 10; British,
eight ; French, five ; Russian, three
(one of them in Arabic) ; Italian,
two ; Hebrew, one.
In line with a general feeling that
admissions are too high, a citizens
committee has been formed in Beyrouth to seek a reduction of at least
35 per cent. A general rise in the cost
of living is responsible for the spiraling of admissions which have risen
from around 20 cents before the war
to 65 cents or more.
"Temptation Harbour"
The Minister of Economy is at pres- (ABPC-Pathe— British)
London
ent weighing a reduction recjuest subBASED on a best-selling novel by Georges Simenon (leading French prac
mitted by the committee.
titioner in the Ellery Queen motif) this might have developed as just
another blood-curdler. The thrills, chills, frills, are all there, plus a satisfying
allotment of bloody murder and other varieties of violence. But producer
Set Up Near East
Victor Skutezky, director Lance Comfort, essayed the more hazardous path
Release Channels
of portraying the tortured anguish of a good man's soul when he falls victim
to the lure of big money and the seductive sidelong glances of a cross-channel
Jaffa, Palestine, April 1, (By Air- siren.
mail)— As a result of a decrease in
Master Good Man is a simple railway signalman — one of the authentic
sales, Egyptian companies producing innocents — who operates the night trains in and out of an English Channel
Arab-language films are installing port. From his cabin on the dark harbor he sees murder done, rushes to the
agencies or contracting distributors to rescue, but retrieves, instead of the victim's body, a suitcase packed with a
release their product in Palestine, fortune in the form of Bank of England bills. It is a fortune that he would
Syria and Lebanon. Distributors are never earn by working. So what to do : particularly as he has a motherless
given from 10 to 15 per cent of the child and — more particularly — in view of the languorous, disturbing curves' of
gross.
that French gal from across the water? He slips into the uneasy trail of
trifling with temptation. It is a trail which leads Master Good Man himself
to murder.
Robert Newton invests the simple innocent with an ocean of sympathy.
Studio Meeting
Simone Simon is as naughty, sly, disturbing and comely a chit as we have
(Continued from page 1)
lately encountered on or off the screen. There is also a new young ladythere are no indications of an imme- Margaret Barton — who plays the motherless child. Being endowed with
obvious ability and charm it is fortunate for Miss Barton that she makes her
diate strike settlement.
screen debut in a picture of such merit.
Running time, 101 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
Frank Freeman Among
not set.
Peter Burnup
Charles Boren Party
Hollywood, April 6. — Frank FreeEnterprise Picture
man, chairman of the major produc- Mishkind Named SRO
(Continued from page 1)
ers' labor accompanying
committee, was Charles
among the
members
S. 3- Area Sales Head
is a profit participant, she said that
Boren to New York for conferences
Cleveland, April 6. — Leonard she has similar one-picture-a-year
with company presidents. Although
long associated with Re- pact for five years with Hal Wallis
the agenda of the conferences was not Mishkind,
public as a salesman, has been ap- Productions and Warner Brothers.
officially disclosed, informed belief
Their two-month trip to England
pointed Selznick Releasing Organization sales manager in charge of the and the Continent, in connection with
here was that the studio strike is uppermost on the list, with contract pro- Cleveland, Cincinnati and Detroit the world premiere of her first for
posals being prepared by the Screen areas, with headquarters in Cleveland. Enterprise, "The Other Love," led
Actors Guild also scheduled for scru- Grover C. Schaefer, SRO home office Taylor to conclude that any gestur
tiny.
representative, made the appointment. of "goodwill" between the United
Physical distribution and inspection States and British film industries
of SRO product will be handled in "would be a good thing
at the present
the areas by E. S. Johnson and Louis time." He called for additiona
l ex'DueP to Loew's
C. Gross of Central Shipping Terthe pictures
of
premiere
change
of
s
(Continued from page 1)
minal, a member of National Film of one country in the other and added
Distributors, which is scheduled to that British criticisms of American
Loew's in the deal which was closed handle physical distribution nationally response to their pictures, while war
late Friday, and Milton Kusell rep for SRO.
ranted in
might
Britain
werepart,
to set
up a'besalesallayed
organi i
resented" the Selznick Releasing Or
ganization.
ation here "to plug their pictures here
The Loew's Metropolitan houses in- Sayers Flying Here
as _ we do ours both here and ir
volved in the day and date booking
Hollywood, April 6.— Jack Sayers,
are : Valencia, Paradise, 83d Street, Audience Research Institute viceMiss Stanwyck and Taylor will remain in New York until tomorrow
175th Street, 72nd Street, Lexington, president, will fly to New York to- Britain."
Olympia, Sheridan, Victoria, Ormorrow for conferences with head- when they will entrain for Chicago.
pheum, Yonkers, Mt. Vernon, New
quarters executives on ARI plans to
Rochelle, Commodore, Delancey, enter the radio field.
Hay worth to Europe
White Plains, Kings, Triboro, Pitkin,
Rita Hayworth, star of Columbia'
42nd Street, Alpine, Oriental, Coney
Technicolor
film,April
"Down
Earth,'
Island, Bedford, Gates, Plaza, Pros- Satenstein Sets Deal
will arrive here
12 onto the
first
pect, Woodside, Fairmount, 167th
Broadway producer Frank Saten- leg of a goodwill tour of Europe in
Street, National, Post Road, Ameri- stein has arranged to produce four correction with exploitation of the
can, Boulevard, Inwood, Metropolitan, films independently this year, his first
screen effort.
Newark and Jersey City.
film. •
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• To hold the drama which darkness gave
this scene, yet not sacrifice identity and
clarity of action . . . this was the problem
on which the picture's director and the
director of photography worked hard —
and successfully.
To this same end the timer also worked
— successfully. By his skilled selection of
printing light, his judgment of light and
EASTMAN

shadow, he faithfully interpreted the director's aim . . . made certain that the
visual result would be vivid, dramatic,
convincing.
To get the most from his ability, the
timer must work with film of assured uniformity . . . one of the many qualities
which make the family of Eastman motion picture films so useful to the industry.
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1946

Net,

Ascap

Seat

Increase

All-Time

Hit

High

Compares with Net of
$17,952,482 in 1945
All-time high earnings for a motion picture company have been
established by Paramount Pictures,
Inc., which yesterday estimated its
1946 profit at
$44,040,000.
Barney Balaban, president
of Paramount,
marked his 10th
anniversary in
that post during record fiscal year, having
been elected to
the office in
July, 1936,
shortly after;
the company
was reorganBarney Balaban
ized under Section 77- B of the
Federal Bankruptcy laws.
The company's estimated 1946
earnings include $4,840,000 representing
(Continued on page 6)
$2,100,000
for

TEN CENTS
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$44,040,000;

Goal

Impartial

J DAILY

Set

UJA

as

Here

While Barney Balaban, national
chairman of the United Jewish Appeal's motion picture division, was
slated today to help in the organization of Cleveland's UJA industry
drive at a dinner-meeting there, it was
announced in New York yesterday
that leaders of the film and allied industries have set a goal of $2,100,000
in the local metropolitan area.
Co-chairmen of the New York
drive, which will get under way im(Continued on page 6)

by

Tax
Is

Allied

Trustees to Weigh
International MPF
Motion have
Pictureincluded
Foundation's
trustees
in the
agenda of its first meeting, to
be held here next month, deliberations on whether the
Foundation should expand
into an international industry welfare organization, a
Foundation spokesman said
here yesterday.
Recently, Canadian indusrepresentatives setting
who have
beentryconsidering
up
in that country a similarlyconstructed welfare organization, have communicated with
the U. S. Foundation to explore the possibility of joining forces
with
it. will
The Foundation
trustees
weigh
this possibility.

Washington, April 7.— Abram
F. Myers, chairman and general
counsel of Allied States, yesterday
placed his organization squarely in
opposition
to motion
Ascap's picture
attempted
increase of the
theatre
seat music tax. If Ascap persists in
its attempts to raise the tax, Myers
warned, the result in many states will
be legislation to oust Ascap.
"Ascap is making a mistake
in demanding an increase in
royalties," Myers stated. "In
the short pull there is very little we can do, but in the long
pull it would be a disastrous
move for Ascap."
Myers pointed out that both houses Monogram
In
of the Indiana state legislature had recently passed a bill to bar Ascap from
the state, with only one dissenting Deals
Abroad
vote. The measure, however, was
vetoed by the governor.
Many other states would follow
With a number of Monogram Eusuch action, Myers said, if Ascap conropean distribution franchises due to
tinues to push for a tax raise.
expire this year, W. Ray Johnston,
the company's board sail
chairman
will
from New
York on the
Strike Delays Spot
S.S. Queen
Elisabeth
tomorrow for
Data, Field Reports
England for a
three - and - a
The industry had a full share of
half - month
communication inconvenience and desurvey of fran
lay yesterday in consequence of the
chise operations
national strike by employes of Amerin the United
ican Telephone and Telegraph and the
Kingdom and
Bell System. Film companies are
on the Conti
among the largest commercial users
nent to deter
of long-distance telephone wires with
mine whether
numerous daily calls between studios
contracts will
and the home offices and to and from
be renewed or
W. Bay Johnston
theatres and exchanges, concerning
whether Mono
quick decisions and spot data.
gram will replace its franchises with
The
mechanically-operated dial self-operated branches.
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 6)
Little

Likelihood

Seen

U.
To

Jersey

Tax

Bill to be Amended
Trenton, April 7.— Indications that
Assembly Bill No. 27, providing for
new tax levies throughout New Jersey, will be amended so as to apply
only to counties bordering on the Atlantic Ocean were reported to the
Federation of New Jersey Theatres
(Continued an page 7)

a

Opposed
Stay

for

Arbitration
Presents
Supreme

Own

Draft

to

Court; Bids In

Washington, April 7. — The
Department of Justice today submitted to the U. S. Supreme Court
Justice Stanley Reed its proposed
order postponing operation of certain
portions
of the industry's
decree, excluding
arbitration,anti-trust
and in
separate letter to Justice Reed
voiced strong objections to a delay
in the abolition of the motion picture
arbitration system.
The stay order draft and letter
reached Justice Reed late this afternoon, paving the way for his decision
in the near future.
All eight defendant distributors in
the equity case already have asked a
stay on arbitration and seven of them,
20th Century-Fox being the sole dissenter, would have all distribution
portions of the New York Federal
Court's decree, excepting that dealing
with franchises, stayed. TwentiethFox filed a separate draft of an order
which would stay bidding and arbitration alone.
The Justice
Department's
(Continued
on page 6)stay order

s in Can
adan'
use
Claop
'Cut-i
ping
Dr

Toronto, April 7.— Following his
induction as president of the Canadian
Motion Picture Distributors Association, Gordon Lightstone, general
manager of Canadian Paramount, revealed that the major film companies
will discard the Canadian license
agreement which forms the industrial
code for film rental contracts. The
(Continued on page 7)

of Truman
WB

Report

S.

Attending MPA's May 8 Dinner
Washington, April 7.— President Truman didn't give a flat "no"
to the industry delegation inviting him to the Motion Picture
Association's 25th anniversary dinner in New York, May 8, but
he did indicate that it was pretty unlikely he'd be there.
President Truman told the industry leaders that his schedule
at present made the New York dinner impossible, but suggested
that MPA president Eric Johnston check with him again.
The delegation, which had a 15-minute interview at the White
House yesterday noon, was composed of Johnston, Nicholas M.
Schenck
of Loew's, N. Peter Rathvon of RKO, and Barney Balaban
of
Paramount.

Houses

Universal

Resume

Newsreel

Indications that the product cancellation action which Warner Theatres
took
Universal-International afew against
weeks ago
would be only
a more or less temporary move
loomed large yesterday. A U-I
spokesman discloses that Warners has
resumed (Continued
playing Universal
on page 6) Newsreel
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Motion

Personal
Mention
ARTHUR B. KRIM, president of
Eagle-Lion, will leave New York
today for the Coast.
•
John Joseph, national director of
publicity-advertising for UniversalInternational, who suffered a broken
heel bone injury in a fall several
weeks ago, expects to return to the
studio this week.
•
H. M. Richey, exhibitor relations
head for M-G-M, returned to New
York yesterday from Auburn, Ind.
where he attended the funeral of his
mother-in-law.
•
Jack H. Levin, vice-president and
general manager of Confidential Re
ports, and Jules Willing, head of
branch operations, have returned here
from Atlanta.
•
Jerry
Wald,
Warners'
producer
Delmer Daves, director, and
David ;
Goodis, writer, have returned to New
York from Boston.
•
Michael Curttz returned to the
Coast from New York by plane at
the weekend.
•
Walter Mirisch, Monogram pro
ducer, is in New York from the
Coast.

Picture

Milliken Cited by
MP A for His Work
On his recent retirement
after 21 years as secretary of
the Motion Picture Association, the president and the
board of directors have
passed a resolution citing
C. E. Milliken, former Governor of Maine, on his accomplishments inthe motion picture industry.

Buffalo
More

Chain

Details

Seeks
in Suit

Buffalo, April 7.— Federal Judge
John Knight today reserved decision
on a defense request that he order the
Rivoli Operating Corp. to be "more
specific and certain" in its complaint
seeking $1,200,000 damages from the
Buffalo Theatres, Inc., and nine production and distributing corporations.
On behalf of Buffalo Theatres,
which operates the Shea Theatres,
attorney Frank G. Raichle, Jr., said
that a "factual statement" should be
furnished by the plaintiff in support of
its suit which arises from the Rivoli
Corp.'s complaint that it is unable to
get the pictures it wants.
Answering the request for additional
facts, attorney Thomas C. McConnell
asserted that the complaint was a complicated one "because
we pictures
are dealing
with a system
of clearing
that
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Film

Carrier

Rates
NEW

Go

Up

YORK

THEATRES

in Oklahoma

Oklahoma
City, April 7.— In
FRANK
creased film shipment rates will take
effect here April 13, four leading mo
fast moving drama
tor express firms of the state an
nounce.
BORZAGE'S
of love
and excitement
The State Corporation Commission
approved rate raises after exchanges
here had voiced no objections. Sev- "THAT'S MY MAN"
eral exhibitors had recommended that
Don
Catherine
the commission set new rates to enable the truckers to continue service
with
AMECHE Starring
* McLEOD( ')
along past standards.
Kitty IRISH
The major Oklahoma film carrier is Roscoe KARNS
John RIDGELY
Joe FRISCO
Mistletoe Express Service, which operA REPUBLIC PICTURE
ates trucks over 25,000 miles per day
within the state. The company is a
Brandts CLOSE *Tsf.
subsidiary o? Oklahoma Publishing
Co., which publishes daily newspapers
here. Mistletoe's rate will be increased an average of 20 cents per
CITY MUSIC HALL—
100 pounds, and returning films will —RADIO« Rockefeller
Center
no longer be handled at a 50 per cent
RONALD COLMAN in
discount. Minimum charges will jump
from 30 cents to 50 cents per shipment. It will be the first rate increase
PEGGY CUMMINS
i'THEIntroducing
GEORGE
APLEY'j
in six years by the express firms.
ALATE
20th CenturyFox Picture
GREATTHEEASTER
STAGE
SHOW
MU8IO HALL'S
Over 100 Previews
Set
for April
'Cheyenne'
Denver,
7.— More than 100
pre-release
showings
of arranged
"Cheyenne,'in
Warner film, are being
the Denver-Salt Lake City territories
for late next month coincident with
the world premiere in Cheyenne.
The plan, initiated by Mort Blumen
stock, vice-president in charge of advertising and publicity, calls for the
premiere on May 22 at Fox's Lincoln
Theatre, Cheyenne, followed by scores
of day-and-date engagements in Fox
Intermountain, Paramount, Gibraltar
and other circuits and independent
houses. Working on the campaign are
Abe Kronenberg of Warner special
events department and Richard Steph
ens, Western field representative.

PALACE

Laraine DAY • Brian AHERNE
Robert MITCHUMGene RAYMOND
AN PICTURE
RKO RADIO
'THE LOCKET'

is by its that
very there
nature exists
complicated."
He
alleged
in Buffalo
"a price-fixing conspiracy to maintain
a monopoly in the Shea Theatres." He
that there was a "system
ON SCREEN
IN PERSON
Meeting April 25-27 charged
whereby patronage is thrown into the
1st B'way Showing!
downtown theatres at higher admisMICKEY
sions by making it impossible for the
WALLACE
Cleveland, April 7.— National The- independent
'The
MIGHTY
R00NEY
to
compete
with
the
BEERY
atre Supply Company will hold its
LOUIS BASIL &
first postwar district meeting at the
LOEWS STATESMEN
Statler Hotel, here, on April 25-27, to
be followed by a series of regional chain."
Subpoena E-K Books
plus OTHERS
meetings.
Gamble Off Today
Walter E. Green, president, will Of 10 Years Ago
preside, and home office officials with
mmmMmmm i m
unv^mmm
April 7.— Eastman-Kodak On Monarch Tour
him will be Oscar Oldknow and J. W. hasBuffalo,
LORETTA YOUNG
Ted R. Gamble, owner and presibeen ordered to produce its recServies. NTS managers attending
dent of Monarch Theatres, and Mrs.
ords to aid in determining whether
McGURK'ETHEL BARRYMORE „
JOSEPH C0TTEN.
will include : Clarence Williamson, there has been an anti-trust law viola- Gamble, partner in the operation of the
Detroit ; J. H. Kelly, Cincinnati ; A. C.
tion, according to a ruling by Federal circuit, will leave New York today
Schuyler, Des Moines ; B. N. Peter- Judge John Knight in which he up- for a swing around the circuit in In- fthef armerS Daughter
son, Indianapolis ; A. J. Larson, Milheld a Federal grand jury subpoena
diana, Ohio and Pennsylvania. Also,
waukee; W. C. Jervis, Pittsburgh ;
inspect the firm's books. However, they will be the guests of Fred Dolle
Doouft'woyOpwiat 49th
9:30 St.A.M.
R. W. Dassow, Chicago ; Frank to
Judge Knight, in holding that E-K and E. H. Long, Louisville circuit
Masek, Cleveland.
must present its accounts for the past operators, in that city on Saturday.
10 years, reduced from 25 years the On that evening, Gamble will address
Candy Campaign in period set originally in the subpoena. a meeting at the Brown Hotel, Louisville, which will mark the conclusion
34 Century Houses
Extend Filing Time
of Kentucky's
Week."
He
will
be back in "Army
New York
in about
For the first time in Century Thethree weeks.
atres' sales drive history, the current In Jackson Suit
campaign, which began last weekend
Chicago, April 7.— The U. S.
for a 10-week period, is being con- Court of Appeals has granted a reducted around the merchandising of
quest of the defendants in the Jack- 'Roosevelt' Premiere
candy and soft drink products at 34
son Park Theatre anti-trust case for At Globe Delayed
Century theatres in this area, accord- extension of time for filing final briefs.
ing to Leslie R. Schwartz, head of Due April 11, distributor defendants
The premiere of "The Roosevelt
and Balaban and Katz and Warner Story" at the Globe Theatre on April
Andrews,
ing division.Inc., Century's merchandis- Theatres now have until May 1.
12 has been postponed due to laboraDescribed as being unique in that it
tory difficulties encountered in processing the prints with sepia tone.
requires managers to point their showmanship in a slightly different direc- 'Macomber' Openings
Preparations included the formal hostion while at the same time continutessing by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.
"The Macomber Affair," a Benedict Bogeaus production for United Due to the postponement the date at
ing their patron-drawing exploitation
efforts, the drive is expected to give Artists release will open simultane- the Globe will be taken by another
rise to new methods of merchandising.
ously in 13 cities starting Thursday. production.
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me

would grant postponement of three
paragraphs of Section 2 of the decree ;
the injunctions against block booking
and
arbitrary
of anheexhibitor's
demand
for a refusal
run which
requests,
and tive
thebidding.
mandate compelling competiIts objections to a stay of any of
the other parts of the decree dealing
with distribution also were incorporated in the Department's comments to
Justice Reed.
Thus, along with arbitration, the
Department's stay order would not include :minimum admission price fixing ;agreements on systems of clearances clearance
;
between theatres not
in substantial competition; the injunction
"clearance
against theatres inagainst
substantial
competition
with
the theatre receiving the license for
exhibition in excess of what is reasonably necessary to protect the licensee
in Also,
the runthegranted."
injunctions against franchises, formula deals and master
agreements ; the licensing of one feature as conditioned by the licensing of
another, and the dictate that 20 per
cent cancellation privilege be given an
exhibitor for films licensed before
trade shown.

many

UJA

hearty

laughs!"

$ents
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Goal
(Continued from page 1)

mediately, are Matthew Fox, Billy
Rose, Richard Rodgers and Emil
Friedlander. Organization of committees has begun.
Characterized as "an unprecedented
quota" in the New York industry's
history, the $2,100,00 goal for 1947 is
double last year's local net of $1,013,000. The 1946 figure included a sum
of almost $200,000 raised for the Joint
Defense Appeal of the Anti-Defamation League. With the Joint Defense
Appeal part of the UJA drive this
year, the goal for the industry here
is more than twice the combined
amount attained jointly by the UJA
and J.D.A. National goal of the UJA
is $170,000,000, of which $65,000,000
is to be raised in New York.
Others attending the New York
meeting were : Si Fabian, Jack Cohn,
Harry Brandt, Leonard Goldenson,
Sam Rinzler, Harry Kalmine, Leopold Friedman, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Lou Novins, Herman Robbins, Max
Cohen, Arthur Israel, Jr., and Sam
Shain. Shain and Novins will accompany Balaban to Cleveland and then
to Detroit for a meeting tomorrow
night.
Telephone Strike
(Continued from page 1)

GRANT WTCHaVjrR%

Music and L*nc5

DEL R«W
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system allowed for uninterrupted
local service.
Western Union telegrams were
found to be adequate substitutes, at
first, although as the day went on,
heavy volume of messages caused
much delay in delivery.
Gross reports, booking dates and
other data from the field which in
many cases would ordinarily be given
to home offices by telephone, were
transmitted by Western Union. At
Paramount it was said the decentralized nature of its theatre operations made quick contact with the
home office unnecessary. Only a few
telegrams from theatres were received by that company.

National Screen Service has
taken over, distribution of
Eagle-Lion press books and
other printed matter in its
30-odd branch offices in the
United States. NSS has been
serving PRC in a similar capacity.
,
WB
Houses

( )
Resume

(Continued from page 1)
in its theatres generally, and that U-I
product continues to be shown in a
large number of Warner houses
across the nation.
The ill-feeling that arose between
the two companies when U-I signed
former Warner director-writer Robert Buckner when his contract with
Warners was about to expire, appears
to have tapered off toward resumption of normal business operations,
the U-I spokesman indicated. Warners objected to the U-I signing of
Buckner out
by cancelling
that company's
product
of its theatres.
Hardly had Warners taken the
product cancellation action when U-I
salesmen' in the field were instructed
to close outside product deals. Two
major tocountermoves
on U-I's from
part
were
obtain a commitment
Fox- West Coast Theatres for future
bookings, and to secure a commitment from William Goldman's circuit
in Philadelphia to bid on U-I product, according to reports from both
of those points. U-I declined to take
any legal action against the WB
move, however.
Paramount Net
(Continued from page 1)
Paramount's interest in undistributed
earnings for the year of theatre affliates. The result compares with earnings of $17,952,432 in 1945, which included $2,527,000 of undistributed
earnings of partially owned subsidiaries.
Paramount earnings for the 14
weeks ended Jan. 4, 1947, are estimated at $10,163,000, which compares
with $4,111,000 for the corresponding
quarter (13 weeks) of 1945.
m m m
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and
dinners parties,
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mood for a favorable reaction
to your film.
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Republic

Motion

Regional

In Chicago

Today

Chicago, April 7.— James R. Grainger, Republic executive vice-president
in charge of sales and distribution, will
preside at the firste session of a twoday sales conferenc to be held here
tomorrow and Wednesday at -the Hotel Blackstone. This will be the seconder! the current series of company
nVTials, the first of which was held
lasr^eek in New York City.
Herbert J. Yates, company president, will address the meeting, which
is being attended by his executive assistant William Martin Saal ; Edward
L. Walton, assistant general sales
manager and Western division manager and
; Walter L. Titus, Jr., Southern division manager.
Southern district manager Merritt
Davis heads a contingent which includes branch managers James Hobbs,
Atlanta; J. H. Dillon, Charlotte; Leo
V. Seichshnaydre, New Orleans ; Harold Laird, Tampa. Norman J. Colquhoun, Southwestern district manager, heads a group of managers
which includes Thomas Kirk. Dallas ;
Nat Wyse, Memphis ; David Hunt,
Oklahoma City. Prairie district manager Nat E. Steinberg heads a contingent including managers J. J. Houlihan, St. Louis ; Dave Nelson, Des
Moines ; Robert F. Withers, Kansas
City; Harry Lefholtz, Omaha. Representation from the Midwestern district is headed by district manager
Will Baker, with managers E. H.
Brauer, Indianapolis ; Jack Frackman,
Milwaukee; Joseph Loeffler, Minneapolis, present. Carl Ponedel, company branch manager in Mexico City,
will also attend.
The third and final meeting has been
set for Wednesday and Thursday,
April wood
16-17,
Studios.at the company's Holly-

an 'Cut-in'
Canadi
(Continued from page 1)
step will be taken at the end of the
trade year next August.
The Canadian license agreement
was back of a sharp controversy
which developed last September
when circuits and individual exhib
itors staged a holdout against new
contracts containing a revised clause
"cut-in" providing
for a machine
percentage andto
distributors
on candy
other subsidiary theatre revenue dur
ing the engagement of percentage
features.
A lengthy stalemate during which
season contracts were not signed was
followed by the announcement that
the distributing companies would
deal individually with exhibitors on
percentage terms.

SEE

Minnesota

Gets

Picture
20%

Ticket Tax Proposal
Minneapolis, April 7.— A third proposalmission
for a tickets
20 has
per been
cent placed
levy onin adthe
hopper in the Minnesota legislature.
Rep. thorCarl
is auof a newLyse,
bill,Minneapolis,
which is a straight
revenue measure and would tax all
forms of entertainment, including
amateur sports. Lyse last week also
introduced a daylight savings bill to
be operative from May through
August.
First 20 per cent levy proposals
came from Gov. Youngdahl in his
overall revenue-raising measure, and
the second was a measure attached to
the veterans' bonus bill. North Central Allied is lining up opposition to
the new measure, as it has done on
the two previous proposals.
Censor

Bill Shows

Monogram
Here

7

daily

This

Meeting
Weekend

Morey Goldenstein, Monogram general sales manager, will preside at a
regional sales meeting of Eastern
branches on Saturday and Sunday at
the Warwick Hotel, New York.
The agenda will include discussions
on the merchandising and releasing of
Roy Del Ruth's "It Happened on Fifth
Avenue," first top release of the
newly-formed Allied Artists Productions, and a review of current sales.
Heading the home office contingent
will be Ed Morey, vice-president and
executive assistant to president Steve
Broidy; Arthur Greenblatt, Eastern
sales manager, and Herman Rifkin,
Monogram franchise holder in Boston.
Branch managers from Albany, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Washington, Pittsburgh, Boston, New Haven,
New York, and Philadelphia exchanges will attend.
Concurrently with the New York
meeting, Jack Schlaifer, Monogram
director of sales, will conduct a similar meeting
withBlackstone
the Mid-Western
branches
at the
Hotel in
Chicago. In attendance there will be
branch managers from the Chicago,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Oklahoma
City, Omaha, Des Moines, Kansas
City, St. Louis, Detroit, Indianapolis,
Salt Lake City, Denver and Dallas
exchanges. Assisting Schlaifer in conducting the latter meeting will be Sol
Francis, Mid-Western district man-

Up in Missouri
Jefferson City, Mo., April 7.— A
bill to create a state board of censors
for "films, reels or views," including
slides, has been introduced in the
house as Bill ■ No. 369. One section
states films,
that reels
the board
_"shallwhich
approve
such
or views
are
moral and proper; and shall dis
approve as sacrilegious, obscene, in
decent or immoral, or such as tend in
the judgment of the board to debase
or corrupt morals. This section shall
not apply to announcement or advertising slides, or to films or reels containing current news events, commonly known as newsreels, which are not ager.
in violation of the provisions of this
Claim$24,000'Egg'
Record
Universal-International claimed
here
section."
yesterday
that
"The
Egg
and
I"
set
a
Delaware Censor Bill new Saturday and Sunday record at
Keith's Theatre in Cincinnati with a
Dies in Committee
gross of $24,000 expected for the full
week. A new Sunday mark was set at
Washington, April 7. — A pro- the Uptown, Esquire and Fairway
posed Delaware film censorship bill
and several tax bills which would have Theatres in Kansas City with a $25,affected theatres, died in committee 000 gross, U-I added.
when the Delaware legislature adjourned, according to Jack Bryson, 'Egg' Premiere in South
Motion Picture Association legislative
Charlotte, April 7.— "The Egg and
representative.
I" will have its Southern premiere at
the opening of the new Manor Theatre here on. April 1.
New Jersey
(Continued from page 1)
Mono. Deals Abroad
(Continued from page 1)
in session at the Stacey Trent Hotel
here today.
The amendment is believed to be Johnston, who disclosed the purpose of his trip, here, yesterday, said
one result of the theatre owners' campaign against the measure. However, the company's European franchise
the fight will be continued regardless, operations have been highly successful for several years. Before these
the meeting decided, as the Federation
is opposed to any additional taxes would be replaced with company operated-branches, he explained, the
anywhere in the state.
George Gold, Federation chairman, company must satisfy itself that even
reported that letters and briefs in op- greater success would be met with
position to the tax were being sent thereby. Among countries he will
visit are France, Italy, Switzerland,
to all members of the legislature.
Belgium, Holland, Denmark and possibly Sweden. About mid-July Monogram president Steve Broidy and
Monogram - International president
Norton V. Ritchey will join Johnston
in London where, during the latter
part
of that month,
Monogram's
international
sales convention
since first
the
beginning of the war will be held.

FREE!

See Filmack's New PREVUE TRAILERS before signing your
next Prevue contract Write, wire or call us for FREE SAMPLE
PREVUES of our New Service. FILMACK —1321 S. Wabash
Avenue, Chicago 5 Illinois.
HIM U K (lives QUICKEST SERVICE on SPECIAL TRAILERS

Miami, April 7.— Steve Broidy,
president of Monogram and Allied
Artists, left yesterday by train for
New York following the world premiere here of Roy Del Ruth's "It
Happened
Fifth theatres
Avenue"lastat Satthe
Capitol andonTower
urday.
He
will
attend
the
Texas
premiere of the film at San Antonio on
April 17.
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N.Y.

Business;

Key

City

Grosses

SUDDENLY IT'S SPRING (Para.)— FOX
(4,661) (30c-50c). Gross: $13,000. (Average:
d pic- $13,000)
are estimate
FOLLOWING
of Federal
ture grosses, exclusive
THE
PRISONER OF ZENDA (Kay reis'Carrolls'
$50,000 to
lax, for current engagements in key
sue) — PARAMOUNT
(2,447) (30c,50c).
cities as reported by Motion Picture Gross: $8,300. (Average: $8,300)
The holiday weekend, balmy weath- Daily correspondents.
ANGEL AND THE BADMAN (Rep.)—
ROXY, 2nd week on a moveover from the
er, a heavy influx of visitors and the
Fox (2,446)
school vacation period all combine to
erage: $5,600)(30c-50c). Gross: $5,800. (AvHOME IN OKLAHOMA (Rep.) and! LAST
give many New York first-runs their CINCINNATI
most spirited business in months.
CROOKED MILE (Rep.) — CAPITAL (2,Although rain checked business to Grosses are spotty, although some 446) (30c -44c). Gross: $5,500. (Average:
$5,200).
some extent on Saturday, Sunday in- what ahead of last week, with a few IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN
come was particularly heavy and con
(M-G-M) — LOEWS GRAND (2,554) (30carrivals headed for plus-average 50c).
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $15,000)
tinued big yesterday. Extra perform- new
figures.
The
weekend
weather
was
ances are scheduled in some theatres warm with scattered showers. Esti
during the current week.
mated receipts for the week ending BALTIMORE
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls" provided
the Hollywood with record Sunday April 8-11 :
(Para.) — SKO ALBEE
business, reaching more than $10,000, CALIFORNIA
Although fairly strong attractions
(4Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c) 7 days, plus
which, with $9,000 brought in Satur a(3,300)
Saturday midnight show. Gross: $18,000. are offered locally, they failed to get
(Average: $15,000)
day, points to a very robust $50,000 THE
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES big opening crowds. Managers
for an initial week.
— RKO CAPITOL (2,000) (Ad- claim the holiday weekend was more
The Music Hall is enjoying its big (RKO Radio)
vanced admission prices: 90c-$1.40-$1.50) 7 of a drawback than a help to boxdays,
4th
week.
Gross: $16,000. (Average offices. Some of the slump, however,
gest Easter week on record with "The regular prices of S0c-60c-65c-70c-7Sc:
$10,000)
Late George Apley" and a stage pres- HARD
BOILED MAHONEY (Mono.)
and is expected to be picked up during
entation figured to gross a huge $154,- •NEATH CANADIAN SKIES (Screen the week; holiday prices on Monday
000. The show, now in its third week, Guild Prod.) — RKO FAMILY (1,000) (30c- proved beneficial. Estimated receipts
and opening early to allow for six 40c-50c) 4 days. Gross: $1,700. (Average: for the week ending April 10 :
showings of the picture instead of the $1,600).
DEVIL BATS DAUGHTER (PRC) and IT HAPPENED IN BROOKusual five, plus five rather than four THE MAD MONSTER
LYN (M-G-M)— CENTURY (3,000) (29c(PRC reissue)—
and 56c weekends) 7 days.
stage show performances, grossed a RKO1 FAMILY (1,000) (30c-40c-50c) 3 days. 37c-46c-54c
Gross:
$19,500.
(Average: $14,000)
Gross: $1,100. (Average: $1,100)
Sunthrough
Thursday
$90,500
high
SUDDENLY
ITS SPRING (Para.)—
PURSUED
(WB)
—
RKO
GRAND
(1,500)
day.
(5Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c) 7 days, plus a Sat- KEITH'S (2,406) (29c-37c-44c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $17,500. (Average: $12,000)
urday
'Stallion' Spirited
erage: midnight
$8,000) show. Gross: $14,000. (Av- CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (20th- Fox)
(1,800) $12,000.
(28c-40c-50c-58c)
EGG AND 7I days,
(U-I)— plus
KEITH'S
(1,500) —NEW
"Stallion Road," at the Strand, THE
week. Gross:
(Average:7 days,
$12,000)2nd
(50c-55c-60c-70c)
a Saturday
orches- midnight show. Gross: $20,000. (Average: PURSUED (WB)— STANLEY (3,280) (29cCalloway's
Cab
with
playing
tra on the stage, opened spiritedly $7,500)
47c-50c-58c) 7 days. Gross: $18,000. (AverDISTRICT ATTORNEY (Col.) and
with $32,000 for the first three days; MR.
age: $16,500)
MILLIE'S
DAUGHTER
(CoU
—
RKO
it promises to wind up the week with LYRIC (1,400) (50c-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c) 7 JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.) — HIPPODROME (2,205) (29c -37c -50c -59c) 7 days,
a very healthy $65,000. An additional days. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,000)
a stage show. Gross: $18,500. (Averdaily showing of the picture has been LOVE LAUGHS AT ANDY HARDY with age:
$17,500)
scheduled here too.
(M-G-M)— RKO PALACE. (2,700) (50c-55cBEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
60c-65c-70c-75c) 7 days, plus a Saturday THE
(RKO' Radio)— TOWN (1,450) (Advanced
At the Paramount, "My Favorite midnight show. Gross: $13,000. (Average: admission
prices: 75c-$1.25) 7 days, 3rd
Brunette" and Jimmy Dorsey's orches- $15 000)
week. (Average: $20,000). (Average at
tra are still attracting crowds. Busi- THE RED HOUSE (UA)— RKO SHU- regular
of 35c-65c: $14,000)
BERT (2,150) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c) 7 THE REDprices
ness for the third week is put at $100,- days,
HOUSE (UA)— MAYFAIR (1,2nd week, on a moveover from the
000, a top bracket; the theatre opens Albee.
Gross: $5,500. (Average: $5,000)
000)
(21c-29c-45c)
(Average: $5,500) 7 days. Gross: $6,000.
at 8 :30 A.M. and one extra screening
is offered.
IT HAPPENED AT THE INN (M-G-M
reissue)— LITTLE (328) (29c-37c-56c) 7
"The Adventuress" is likely to give ATLANTA
days,
3rd week. Gross: $2,000. (Average:
the Victoria a very favorable $24,000
in its first week, while another new$3,000)
THIEF
OF BAGDAD
(Film Classics)Business is somewhat better this
(1,466) (29c-36c-46c-54c and 56c
comer, areissue of "Boom Town" at week. Weather is rainy. Estimated VALENCIA
weekends)
the Rialto, is proportionately good
age: $4,500) 7 days. Gross: $5,500. (Averreceipts for the week ending April 9 :
with $10,000 indicated for the week.
The Globe is looking for a healthy
$25,000 gross for the first week of
Some Admissions Are
"That's My Man" and the Gotham is Hold Annual Meeting
Holding the Line
doing splendidly with "Tarzan and the On Studio Affairs
Huntress" which apparently will roll
Toronto, April 7.— While prices
Studio
and
home
office
officials
parup $25,000 in its first week. The secticipated in a general discussion of were raised in ace houses for the holiond week of "Johnny O'Clock" seems studio activities here yesterday in an
days at the Easter weekend by Fagood for $31,000 at the Criterion.
annual meeting which usually is held
mous Players Canadian Corp. as well
on the Coast. No decisions were made as for its theatres in cities and towns
Capitol and Rivoli Good
at the meeting, which was devoted to other than Toronto, the impression
At the Capitol, the third week of "It a discussion of studio affairs alone.
has been corrected that higher scales
Happened in Brooklyn," with Sammy
have been permanently adopted for
Kaye's orchestra, promises to bring in Disney Signs with SCG
first-line theatres in Toronto.
a good $52,000. At the Riyoli, "The
However, upward revision has been
Hollywood, April 7.— The Disney
Farmer's Daughter" is on its way to
in the case of many subsequenta nice $31,000 for a third week.
Studio and the Screen Cartoonists' made
run theatres here and at theatres out
"Carnival in Costa Rica" and a Guild have signed a new contract side
of Toronto.
stage show headed by Connee Boswell which provides severance pay and
and Jackie Miles brought the Roxy wage adjustments for workers in five
$54,000 Wednesday through Sunday, classifications in the lower brackets. Richard Foy, Son
indicating $82,000, which is good business, for a second week. The third
Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur Ver- Of Comedian, Dies
week of "The Locket" at the Palace is doux"
will have its premiere at the
Dallas,
7.— Richard E. Foy,
disappointing, the gross being esti- Broadway
Theatre Friday evening. manager of April
the
Palace
mated at $15,000; the film will make Prices will run
Theatre here,
to a maximum of $1.50
on Friday of a cerebral hemway for "Trail Street" tomorrow.
generally, it is understood, with 250 died
of vaudeson
the
was
Foy
morhage.
"Best Years of Our Lives" con- mezzanine seats to be reserved at $1.80
ville comedian Eddie Foy and the
tinues to draw top money at the Astor, for matinees and $2.40 for evenings.
brother of film producer Bryan Foy
the 20th week's estimate being $46,000.
and actor Eddie Foy, Jr. He is also
At the Winter Garden, "Stairway to
survived by two other brothers and
Set "Other Love"
Heaven"
has
a
fairly
substantial
$20,two sisters.
000 in view for a fourth week, while
The first Enterprise picture to arbe buried in New Rochelle,
"Time Out of Mind" gave the Park,
rive on Broadway will be "The Other N.FoyY.,will
where he grew up. He was
playing on a reserved seat basis at Love,"
it
was
announced
by
United
manager
of
five Interstate theatres
$2.40 top, a gross of $5,000 in four Artists, which is releasing the film,
performances on Saturday and three having its American premiere on since coming to Texas just 15 years
on Sunday.
April 30 at the Rivoli Theatre.
ago.
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there
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Board Also Authorizes
Deals for Eight Films
Indications that United Artists is
embarking on a theatre acquisition
program were seen here yesterday
as co-owner Mary Pickford revealed that five houses already have
been acquired by the company. Miss
Pickford refused to divulge details
other than that the five properties
were obtained some time ago.
Miss Pickford attended a board
meeting here yesterday which she described as"routine." The meeting did
authorize management to conclude
deals with producer Sam Coslow for
the distribution of five musicals, each
said to be budgeted in excess of $1,500,000. It agreed to a releasing pact
with Edward Small for two films,
starring Robert Young, to be delivered
in 18 months, and authorized a distribution agreement with a company in
which Edward Gross is associate producer, this to be for one picture to
cost, reportedly, $2,000,000.
Miss Pickford said that Arthur
Kelly in all likelihood will not join
(Continued on page 6)

Major

Complete Text of
Decree Stay Order
Washington, April 8. — Complete
text of the order staying the New
York Federal court decree provisions
pending determination of appeals
therefrom by the U. S. Supreme
Court follows.
"It appearing that a final decree
was entered in the above-entitled
causes by the District Court of the
United States for the Southern District of New York on December 31,
1946, and it further appearing that
the plaintiff and all of the defendants
and certain parties who sought leave
to intervene have noted appeals to
this court from said decree,
"Now, upon consideration of the
applications of the defendants and certain of the parties who sought leave to
intervene, and after hearing oral argument thereon, it is ordered that the
enforcement of the provisions of Sub(Continued on page 6)
U-I Promotion

J. A. Wolfe

Is Named

Treasurer

of NSS

Decree

To

Open

Meet

Tomorrow

Maurice A. Bergman, Universal-InJoseph A. Wolfe, comptroller of
ternational's Eastern advertising-pubNational Screen Service, has been
licity director, will preside at a twoelected treasurer by the board of dicompany's field
rectors, Herman Robbins, president of day meeting of the promotio
n staff
from
East
of
the company announced here yesterthe Rockies,
day.
Wolfe joined NSS in 1944 as chief
starting tomoraccountant and was named comptroller
at the here.
Hotelrow,Astor,
one year later. He was previously connected with the U. S. Treasury DeHighlightpartment.
e d at the meetings— which are
described
as being in keeping
NSS Convention in
with a new U-I
policy of close
Chicago April 17-19
coordination beAn international sales contween home office advertisingvention will be held by NaMaurice Berg-man
tional Screen Service at the
publicity - proDrake Hotel, Chicago, April
motion departments
and
field
exploitation
represen17-19. Herman Robbins, presit
a
t
i
v
e
s
—
will
be
promotional
plans
for
dent, will head the list of
U-I's releases for the next four
company officials field personmonths. The meetings, first on new
nel attending. Representatives
overall publicity-advertising plans of
from London will also be on
the Eastern division since the Univerhand.
sal-International merger and affiliation
(.Continued on page 6)

Provisions

Justice Reed Grants Defendants' Order
Presented; Also Permits Limited Stay
Asked by 20th-Fox; Appeals Deadline May

as
20

By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, April 8. — Supreme Court Justice Stanley Reed
has formally signed the orders staying major provisions of the
New York Federal court decree in the industry anti-trust suit which
were presented to him by seven major defendants, on the one hand,
and by 20th Century- Fox separately.
The stays will remain in effect
until the Supreme Court has decided appeals from the New York
court's judgment which, according
Paramount's Coast
to present
next
winterestimates,
or spring.may not be until
Entry of the stay orders confirms
Meeting May 6-9
Motion Picture Daily's exclusive
Paramount executives and theatre story of March 31, which reported
partners will gather in Arrowhead that the stay had been authorized for
phases of the decree scheduled to
Springs, discussion
Cal., Mayof 6-9
inclusive,
for most
have become effective on April 1, and
further
all phases
of the
New York Federal Court decision in for competitive bidding, effective July
1. In the interim, defense attorneys
the industry anti-trust suit, Leonard endeavored
to agree on the portions of
H. Goldenson, the company's vice- the decree to be covered by the stay.
president in charge of theatre operaThe order signed by Justice Reed
tions, disclosed here yesterday.
Among home office executives pres- yesterday for Loew's, Paramount,
ent in addition to Goldenson will be RKO, Columbia, United Artists, Universal and Warners covers all points
Barney mount
Balaban,
presidentC. ofKeough,
Para- of the decree listed in Motion PicPictures ; Austin
ture Daily's March 31 story, forevice-president in charge of legal afmost among which are a stay of comfairs ;Edward L. Hyman, Leon D.
petitive bidding and of the New York
Netter and Robert Weitman, vice- court's order
terminating industry arpresidents of Paramount Theatres bitration.
Service Corp. ; Montague GowThose two provisions are all
thorpe, its treasurer, Walter Gross
that were requested by 20th
of the legal staff, and Max Fellerman,
Century-Fox in its separate
J. J. Deitch and Hal Pereira.
order. The other seven compaTheries inmeeting
follows
an
earlier
seMiami on the same subject.
nies(Continued
asked for, and
were 6) granton page
20th-Fox

Continues

Republic to Make
More
Features

Bids,

Chicago, April 8. — Republic will
continue though
making
pictures,
althe exact"B"
number
is not
known, Herbert J. Yates, Republic
president, disclosed at the first day of
aheldtwo-day
at the regional
Blackstonemeeting
Hotel beinghere.
Yates also told Motion Picture
Daily that Republic will make more
features for 1947-48 than this year.
He stated that a definite product announcement will be made in May.
(Continued on page 6)

Chicago, April 8. — Twentieth Century-Fox will continue competitive
negotiations because it has proven to
be the most satisfactory way to settle
disputes
between
exhibitors,"
William
C. Gehring,
Central
sales manager,
said here yesterday soon after his
arrival for a week's conference with
his district managers.
Gehring said that 20th CenturyFox is now conducting competitive
(Continued on. page 6)
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Newsreel

Parade
COWAN, producer, arROBERT W. COYNE, executive I*— 'ESTER
rived here from Hollywood yesdirector of the American The- terday.
atres Association, is visiting his home
Although Hal Roach Studios has a in Maine and will return to. New
•
THE
of Easter,
the nation's
telephoneobservance
strike, and
Presithree-year pact with United Artists York on Friday.
William
Hurworth,
Paramount
dent Truman's speech on world peace
for distribution of its new two-part
comedy series, developments indicate
International's general sales manager are among items spotlighted in current newsreels. Other subjects inLeonard Field, vice-president of for Australia and New Zealand, and
that U.A. may not necessarily disclude the Royal Family on tour, John
the Pioneer Theatre Corp., Minneapo- Stanley H. Craig, manager in New
tribute the separable "features."
L.
Lewis
and the mine disaster, and
Emphasizing that he plans to sell
Zealand,
are
expected
in
New
York
producing
by
assorted ^sports. Complete confa
the productions on a dual feature Johnlis, isand
Harriett"Virginia
Weaver,Reel,"
for the
early next month. •
basis, Roach explained here yesterday Experimental Theatre, here. The play
that while there is a strong probability will open Sunday.
Daniel Grisso, recently discharged follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 64-President
that U.A. will handle the "Hal Roach
a strong U. S. to meet responsifrom military service, has resumed as asks for bilities.
Telephone strike cuts service in
Lillie
Messinger
has
assumed
her
Comedy
the purpose
his
entire
nation.
Nation observes Easter.
trip
hereCarnival,"
is to screen
the first ofdual,
manager
of
Chakeres'
Princess
Thenew duties as exceutive production
atre,
Springfield,
O.,
succeeding
Zulus. Air power
demconsisting of "Curley" and "Fabulous aide to Leo Spitz and . William Harry Elliott, who will take charge Royal family
onstrated atvisits
Fort Bennington,
Ga. North
American
figure
skating
championships.
Joe,"
for
all
interested
companies.
at ' Universal-International's of another of the circuit's houses.
Costing about $500,000 for each half Goetz
Coast studios.
•
of the package, or $1,000,000 for the
•
NEWSphone strike
OF ofTHE
DAY,begins
No. throughout
262— TeleRudolph
Weiss,
head of the War300,000
dual feature, Roach explained that his
Manny Reiner, Selznick Releasing
Air force in parachute demonner Brothers Theatres real estate de- the nation.stration.
plan allows flexibility for the exhibitor Organization
urges action to guard
sales representative, has
partment, and Miles Alben, circuit world peace. Truman
because together the two parts could arrived in Havana
Easter echoes across the
from Mexico City
will leave New York for U. S. Wild Zulu tribes hail Royal family.
constitute a program for a single-fea- on the first leg of a swing around the executive,
Washington today.
Opening at Jamaica. Barbara Ann Scott
ture house or, split apart, could fur- Caribbean area.
wins again.
•
nish companion films at a double-fea•
Max Wolff, head of the Loewture theatre, to be run at the exhibiPARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 65-Demaret
William J. Devaney, M-G-M as- M-G-M purchasing department, has wins
golf title. French blow up Siegfried
tor's convenience.
sistant branch manager in Chicago, is returned here from a Miami and Ha- line alcove. Howard Hughes in successful
His contract with U.A. calls for
here
for
a
vacation.
test flight. French actress Corinne Calvana vacation.
delivery of six to 12 films a year, but
•
vet
Hollywood!"
•
for the next two years, Roach said,
leads says
tribute"Voila!
to commandos.
SafetyDeGaulle
strike
James E. Coston, Warner Circuit
brings new coal crisis. Zululand gives Royal
his company will probably make
Harold
L.
Groves,
national
field
about eight annually. The second dual, zone manager in Chicago, is visiting director of Confidential Reports, has family big ovation.
for which an over-all title has not yet New York.
RKO PATHE
67— DeGaulle
returned to New York from a tour hailed.
•
Man whoNEWS,
shot No.
Mussolini.
Zulu
been selected, has been finished, indances
for
Royal
family.
John
L. Lewis
Alfred
W.
Schwalberg,
vice-presof the company's branch
offices.
cluding "Here Comes Trouble" and
testifies.
•
ident and sales manager of Eagle"Who Killed Doc Robbin?" All of
Ed Pelinan has resigned as manathem will be in Cinecolor, Roach said. Lion, will leave here today for HollyUNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 28ger of the Daly Plainfield Theatre in From Coast to Coast Americans attend
Negotiations are pending with a wood.
Plainfield, Conn.
Easter services. 300,000 telephone workers
•
wide range of radio and film talent
•
begin strike.
John disasters.
L. Lewis Gandhi
blasts govPaul Broder, president of Broder
for future productions, Roach disernment for mine
confers with Viscount Mountbatten at New
Cliff Almy, Warner supervisior
closed, including Edgar Bergen, Fib- Releasing Corp., has returned to New
Delhi.
Train
wreck
kills
two
and
injures
York
from
Hollywood.
for the Philippines and Japan, has scores. Royal family hailed by Zulus.
ber McGee and Molly and Jack Benny.
•
returned to Manila from the Coast.
Jamaica racetrack opens in heavy downpour.
•
Norman Elson, vice-president of
Carol Brandt, Eastern story head
Trans-Lux Theatres, has returned to
Balaban Honored at New
York from Mexico. City.
of M-G-M, has returned to New York
•
from the Coast.
U-I May Distribute
•
Cleveland Dinner
Maurice Wolf, M-G-M district
Ann Sheridan is here from Hollymanager, returned to Boston yesterday after two days in New York.
Sennett Re-Issues
wood.
Cleveland, April 8. — Barney Balaban, national chairman of the motion
picture division of the United Jewish
Universal-International is considerTruman Lauds Films
Appeal was honored by leaders of the RKO's "Trail Street"
ing handling distribution of 26 old
amusement and other industries here Has Unique Opening
In Tribute to AMP A Mack Sennett short, silent comedies,
at a dinner at the Oakland Country
President Truman pays tribute to but no decision will be made before
Premiere of RKO Radio's "Trail
Club tonight.
the industry and the Associated Mo- U-I's Dallas office reports on field
Street"
at
the
Palace
Theatre
here
This afternoon an organizational
tion Picture Advertisers in a letter tests to be conducted there. J. J. Balaluncheon of the amusement division today will be marked by a combina- noting the 30th Anniversary of the ber, local producer, now owns the
of "Gay Nineties" and "Wild organization just received by Rutgers
was held under the chairmanship of West" tionpromotions.
rights to about 150 Sennett two-reel On the stage will
Joseph Berne, local theatre owner ; appear
ers produced for Pathe between 1922
at 2:30 P.M. and 9:00, Bill Neilson, president of AMPA.
Nat Wolf of Warner Brothers; and Hardy's revue from the night club
Truman mentioned the contribution and 1928, of which he has selected 26
Myer Fine, exhibitor leader. Fine was "Bill's Gay Nineties."
made by the industry press representa- for the series, "Nickelodeon Chuckles."
again selected to head the UJA drive
For the engagement, Ray Connor,
tives in the development of motion
To be issued as single subjects with
here, with Wolf as his assistant.
such comedians as Harry Langdon,
manager of the Palace, has decorated
Accompanying Balaban here from the box-office to resemble the front of pictures.
Andy Clyde, Marie Prevost and Ben
New York were Lou Novins of Para- a covered wagon. Usherettes are to be
Turpin, the series is being redone with
mount, Sam Shain of 20th Century- dressed in Western costumes and on Rosenfeld to Herald sound effects, music and commentaries.
Fox, and Peter Colwin, UJA trade
Jerry Colonna, it is understood, will
display
in thesaddle.
lobby will be a "Club As Sales Manager
division director. They will also go 21"
Western
probably do the commentary on some
with Balaban to Detroit tomorrow,
Jack Rosenfeld, veteran theatre and of the films, which will also have forwhen he will address industry leaders
film executive, has joined Herald Picat a Variety Club dinner.
eign language
commentaries.
Baldwin Citation Today
a Prince,"
a 15-minute"When
film
tures as sales manager. The company's a Man's
Also at today's meeting here were :
with Ben Turpin, is to be the first of
first have
release,
"Boy!
What
a
Girl!"
promotion-exploita- will
Nate Schultz, Sam Schultz, D. L. _ Tedtion Baldwin,
its
premiere
at
the
Howard
the
series
;
it
is
completed.
manager of the Selznick ReleasHalper, Tony Stern, Louis Ratner,
ing Organization will be one of 16 Theatre in Brooklyn later this week.
Sol Friefield, Jerry Wechler, Jack
Shulman, John Kalafat, Leo Green- who today will receive American PubDiscuss Film Unit Here
lic Relations Association's awards for
berger, Sam Greenberger and Dave
meritorious public relations perform- Small To Produce Two
Polster.
Details of a non-profit film center
Edward Small will produce two for
ances, at the second luncheon-meeting
to produce
and bedistribute
Columbia.
First
will
be
Alexandre
cal films, will
revealed non-theatrihere today
in the association's
three-day Dumas' "D'Artagnan," and
Opera Film Here
convention
at the current
Waldorf-Astoria
the next at a press conference by Robert DelHotel,
here.
Baldwin
will
be
cited
for
"The Barber of Seville," based on
will be "The Black Arrow," adaptathe opera, will have its premiere at his promotional activities for "Duel novel. tion of the Robert Louis Stevenson son, former counsel of Republic Pictures, andcommittee.
chairman of the center's
executive
the Golden Theatre, here, on May 5.
in
the
Sun."
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AMERICA

Launched

by an intensive Giant national advertising and promotion

zines, Newspapers, Radio and Truck Posters, M-G-M's
estimated total of 1,561,000,000 impressions.

In Chicago

it broke

State -Lake Theatre.
Cleveland, Portland.

the M-G-M
And

now

"The

campaign

Yearling"

in Maga-

will reach an

record for the house, running for 7 big weeks
watch it repeat next in Houston, Washington,

at the
D. C,
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Goetz,
Clayton

Motion
Morros

and

Sail Today

Picture

Strike Has Mixed
Effect on Studios

Hollywood, April 8. — The
telephone strike affected proBen Goetz, head of M-G-M producduction only marginally in its
tion in Great Britain, and his wife ;
two days up to last night
Boris Morros,
"Carnegie
Hall"
producer, and his wife ; and Hal Wallis,
since the most necessary inJoseph Hazen and Lewis Allen will
ter-communication points lie
sail for England this afternoon aboard
within dial range of the Central Casting Bureau, which
the SS Queen Elizabeth.
handles calls daily. Less than
Also departing for Europe are U. S.
10 per cent of registered playUnder Secretary of State William L.
Clayton, chairman of the U. S. delearea. ers reside beyond the dial
gation to the International Trade OrProduction executives exganization conference which will open
pected ultimate difficulty in
in Geneva tomorrow, and his wife.
maintaining steady contact
Clayton, on leaving Washington for
with units working on locaNew York, yesterday expressed optition, but were optimistic about
mism for U. S. efforts to lower trade
barriers.
devising means to overcome
handicaps.
Morros, who expects to fly back to
New York in about a week, will confer with J. Arthur Rank on details of
the London release of his film, which
is being distributed by United Artists. Wallis-Hazen Sets
Goetz is due to return here in six
weeks for another visit to M-G-M's 3 Films for Fall
Culver City studio. In addition to
Beatrice Lillie, musical comedy star
With the acquisition of the radio
who will appear in a picture for Samuel Goldwyn this year, and David
play,
"Sorry, Wrong Number," from
Coplan, the six British winners of Anatole
Litvak, Wallis-Hazen Productions now has three properties
Paramount's
sales home
quota drive
England will return
after inhaving
scheduled for the fall after completion
visited New York, Chicago, Holly- of "So Evil My Love" in England
wood, San Francisco and Montreal.
next August, Hal Wallis discloses
here. Wallis and Joseph Hazen, accompanied byLewis Allen and Jack
Lapidus in Boston
Saper, will sail today on the
Queen Elisabeth to begin work at
For Sales Meeting
Denham Studio in England on the
Jules Lapidus, Warner's Eastern di- picture which will star Ray Milland
vision sales manager, will hold the and Ann Todd.
first in a series of territorial meetings
Reportedly purchased from Litvak
for
the today.
company's
1947 sales
drivefromin for $150,000, "Sorry, Wrong NumBoston
The drive
will run
ber" will be directed by Litvak and
April 27 to July 26. Norman Ayers,
for the screen by LuSouthern sales manager, also left New will becillewritten
Fletcher, who wrote the radio
York yesterday for meetings in Char- script.
lotte and Atlanta, with branch manOther films charted by Wallisagers Ralph J. Iannuzzi and W. O.
Hazen are "House of Mist," a novel
Williamson, Jr., respectively.
Attending the Boston meeting will by Maria Louisa Bombal, to be
be : Sam Lefkowitz, district manager ; adapted by Ayn Rand, and "Be Still
"House of Mist" will
W. W. Brumberg, field exploitation My Love."
be in Technicolor, Wallis
manager and captain of the sales probably
said.
drive ; and branch managers George
W. Horan, Boston ; Clarence Eiseman, New York; Ca<-1 Goe, New Ha- Omaha Arbitration
ven; Ray S. Smith, Albany; E. A.
Catlin, Buffalo. Field man Art Moger Case Withdrawn
also will attend.
Withdrawal of a clearance complaint filed with the Omaha tribunal
of the industry arbitration system by
Bryan Foy Here for Clarence D. Frasier, operating the
Joyo Theatre in Havelock, Neb., was
Brother's Funeral
announced
by the
Bryan Foy, vice-president in charge
tion office yesterday
here. Frasier
namedarbitra20th
of production at Eagle-Lion Studios, Century-Fox, Paramount, Warner
arrived in New York yesterday from
Brothers, RKO Radio and M-G-M
Hollywood to attend the funeral of in
his complaint. The Omaha board
his brother, Richard E. Foy, who died now has no cases before it.
last Friday in Dallas. Foy was accompanied East by his brothers Irving and
Charles, and his sisters, Mrs. Mary Screen Rights Part
Litell and Madeleine (Mrs. William) Of Shubert Deal
O'Donnell.
In Newbrother,
York, Eddie
they were
joined by another
Foy,
Washington, April 8— Milton I.
Shubert's contract to produce a stage
A solemn requiem mass will be play based on the life and music of
sung at the Blessed Sacrament Church Giacomo Puccini give the producer
in New Rochelle at 11 A.M. tomor- potential rights to film production,
row. Interment will follow in New Justice Department officials declare
Rochelle.
here.
Shubert signed a standard trade
contract with G. Ricordi and Co., liWilliam Carleton, 74
censee of the Alien Property Office
Hollywood, April 8. — Actor Wil- for the Puccini operas, on March 28,
liam P. Carleton, 74, died here Sun- permitting him to produce a play unday night following injuries sustained
der restricted conditions. If the production observes standard trade pracr
in an automobile accident last Thursday. Carleton was on the stage for tices, Shubert would then have the
many years before going to the screen. right to use the material for a picture.
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N.Y.,

Coast

Writers

Vote

Radio

Strike

Hollywood and New York members
of the Radio Writers Guild, independent union affiliated with the Authors
League of America, have empowered
the RWG strategy committee to call
a strike against the four major radio
networks.
The results of the strike vote,
taken Monday night in both cities,
were disclosed here yesterday by Roy
Langham, national executive secretary, who said that with the "overwhelming majority" being in favor of
the strike, a vote taken in Chicago
late last night, even if in opposition to
the strike, which is held unlikely, will
have no bearing on the authorization
to call the strike. The Chicago vote
results will be disclosed today.
Langham said that a strike notice
will be sent today to the U. S. Labor
Department in Washington.
The guild claims to represent more
than 90 per cent of the professional
radio writers in the country. Licensing
of writers' material to broadcasters
instead of outright sale is the principal issue.

3-Months

FM

Output

Equals 1946 Mark
Washington, April 8. — Production of FM radio sets during the
first quarter of 1947 has equalled
the number of FM sets produced
throughout 1946, the Radio Manufacturers' Association reports. The
over-all 1947 output is expected to
be approximately two and a half million. The RMA also reveals that
more than 700 FM transmitters will
be delivered by the end of the year,
and confirms the prediction that there
will be 700 FM stations on the air
bv the end of 1947.
Einfeld Due Friday
On Second Release
Charles Einfeld, president of Enterprise Productions, is due here from
the Coast on Friday in connection with
the New York run of the company's
second
which isrelease,
slated to"The
open Other
at the Love,"
Rivoli
on April 30. Robert Taplinger, Enterprise vice-president in charge of advertising-publicitv is due here today.
William filowitz, director of publicity,
is already here.
New Variety Project
Toronto, April 8. — Chief barker
J. J. Fitzgibbons of Toronto Variety
tent No. 28 announces that the Canadian branch of the organization will
sponsor the building of a vocational
school for juvenile cripples to be
operated in cooperation with the Ontario Society for Crippled Children.
The project, which is expected to cost
$30,000
Ontario. is the first of its kind in
Nebenzal Signs Aumont
Hollywood, April 8. — Producer
Seymour Nebenzal has signed Jean
Pierre Aumont to a three-year nonexclusive contract calling for one picture a year starting in 1948. Aumont
is currently completing "Atlantis," his
first picture for Nebenzal. He costars with his wife, Maria Montez.
"Atlantis" will be released through
United Artists.

Eventual Admission
Tax Seen Here
The five per cent admission
tax which the legislature recently authorized for municipalities may have to be levied
in New York City within the
next few years, Mayor William O'Dwyer said yesterday.
O'Dwyer cited rising costs,
particularly
of that
teachers'
sa?*^fc
aries,
and said
all taxv
tion authorized by the state
may have to be employed
eventually.
There was no indication
that an admission tax is now
under consideration.
Revised

Jersey

Bill Passes

Tax

House

Trenton, April 8.— Assembly Bill
No. 27, providing for a three per cent
municipal tax on admissions, hotel receipts,was liquor,
tobacco
articles,
passed
by theandNewother
Jersey
house today after being amended to
limit it to fourth class cities in four
counties bordering on the Atlantic
Ocean.
The measure, which is being fought
by the Federation of New Jersey
Theatres, would apply in its present
form
to such
vacation
tourist Park,
centers as
Atlantic
City,andAsbury
Cape May, Wildwood and Ocean
City. The amendment is a result of the
opposition of the Federation which,
regardless, will continue its fight in
the Senate and before the governor,
if the bill reaches him.
Members of the Federation already
have been urged to communicate with
their senators and to request hearings
on the bill. The New Jersey legislature is scheduled to adjourn next
week.
Await Depinet View
On Censored Film
Decision as to whether RKO Radio
will appeal the rejection of "Born to
Kill" by the Ohio Board of Censors
is expected to be taken up today here
by Ned E. Depinet, executive vicepresident of RKO, upon his return
here from the Coast.
The film, starring Claire Trevor
and Lawrence Tierney, was rejected
in its entirety by the censors, who
pointed out, however, that an appeal is

«
j
j
j
I
J<
ij
I
[
!
J

j
|
j
I
j
\\

permitted.
Oregon Tax Vote
Washington, April 8. — The Oregon legislature has adjourned after
voting a general three per cent sales
tax, reports Jack Bryson, Motion Picture Association legislative representa- II
five. The tax is subject to a referen- j;
dum this fall. Bryson adds that 19
state legislatures have already ad- I
journed, while 25 are still in session.
The remaining four did not meet this
Reopen Columbus House
year.
Columbus,Theatre,
O., April
8. —by The
Olentangy
operated
Al
Sugarman and Lee Hofhelmer, will
become Columbus's first foreign-language theatre. Now closed, the theatre will reopen soon with an all-foreign film policy.
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SMPE
To

Convention

Hear

60

Papers

Chicago, April 8.— More than 60
papers, covering all technical aspects
of the industry, will be read at the
61st semi-annual convention of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
to be held at the Drake Hotel here
from April 21-25, according to Robf^EE. Lewis, secretary-treasurer of
West section of the SMPE,
tV(P&idwhich will be host to the delegates.
Many of the papers will include
1 demonstrations and exhibitions of the
apparatus discussed. Since the convention is being held in the MidWest, where a large portion of the
eight mm. and 16mm. industry is concentrated, more than 30 of the papers
will concern small-sized films.
Among the speakers who will present papers during the five-day convention are: William C. Eddy, director of Paramount's television station
here; Arch H. Brolly, chief engineer, WBKB; B. H. Denny and R.
J. Carr, Paramount Pictures, Hollywood; Michael Leshing, 20th Century-Fox, Hollywood; Norwood L.
Simmons and Emery Huse, Eastman
Kodak, Hollywood ; George E. H.
Hanson, Warner Brothers, Burbank ;
Eddie Albert, Hollywood producer
and actor ; John G. Bitel, Comprehensive Service Corp., New York ;
and Frank La Grande, Paramount,
Long Island City.

PICTURE

MOTION
'It's a Wonderful

Life,'— Doubly So
Philadelphia, April 8.— Mr.
and Mrs. Saul Mielziner of
Quakertown,
are convinced it is a Pa.,
wonderful
life.
Winners of a $500 prize in
an essay contest put on by
Station WFIL here in connection with the engagement of
"It's a WonLibertyderfulPictures'
Life," they became parents of boy-and-girl twins on
Sunday. The boy will be
named for Jimmy Stewart,
star of the picture.

U. S. Clarifies
Swedish

New

Controls

Washington, April 8.— Motion
pictures enroute to Sweden from the
United States before March 20 may
enter the country without an import
InternaS. Offices. ofAll
U. announce
the Trade
permit, tional
films
imrequire
will
sent after that date
port licenses.
The OIT also reported that all pictures for which irrevocable letters of
credit have been issued may be imported into Sweden without restrictions during the validity of the period
of the letter of credit.
The American Legation in StockBogeaus and Cagney
holm gave this interpretation of the
h government's action of
Swedis
Sell General Service
March 15 reimposing import controls,
Hollywood, April 8. — Ben Bogeaus in answer to a request from the OIT.
and William Cagney have sold the
General
Service Studio
to James_
Nas- World Trade Parley
sar Northern
California
exhibitor,
for $2,500,000. Under the deal, Bo- In Geneva Tomorrow
geaus and Cagney will continue to use
the studio for the next five years.
Washington, April 8.— The major
Nassar and his three brothers have part of the U. S. delegation to the
a partnership in Golden Realty Corp. Geneva ITO conference has left. here,
of San Francisco, which operates 60 the State Department announces The
theatres. Nassar has financed produc- conference opens Thursday. Frank
tion for Bogeaus, Hunt Stromberg McCarthy, Motion Picture Asociation
to be on
and other independents, and now plans representative in Paris, plans e,
to enter production extensively on his hand for the entire conferenc while
own.
MPA president Eric Johnston will
probably leave the U. S. for Geneva
late in May. No date has been fixed
Cinema Lodge Fetes
of MPA representadeparture
for the
tive Allen
Dulles.
Weitman April 29
m L. Clayton, Under SecreThe New York Cinema Lodge of Willia
, is
tary of State for Economic Affairs
B'nai B'rith will fete its retiring presi- chairman of the U. S. Government
dent, Jack H. Levin, and welcome its delegation, and Clair Wilcox, director
incoming president, Robert M. Weit- of the State Department's Office^ of
man, at a dinner at the Hotel Astor, International Trade Policy, is vicen.
here, on April 29. Industry leaders chairma
will attend.
Saul E. Rogers, industry attorney,
is honorary chairman of the dinner ; Warner Openings Set
Marvin Kirsch of Radio Daily, is
chairman, and S. Arthur Glixon and For Two Productions
Additional premiere engagements
Harry Wallach are co-chairmen.
have been set by Warner Brothers on
"Stallion
productio
at the
Friday Road,"
openingns. last
to its
prior new
Dismiss 'Conspiracy' Suit two
Springfield, Mass., April 8. — Su- New York Strand and the Warner in
perior Court Justice George F. Leary
bow on Thurshas ordered dismissed an equity suit, Milwaukee, made its Francisc
o ; WarSan
Fox,
the
at
day
charging conspiracy, which had been
ner, Memphis, and Stanley, Utica.
filed against Lewis Williamson, Ben- This week it will open in about 20
jamin G. Hull, and Arthur J. Payette, New England houses and more than
all officers in the local IATSE.
a score of other spots throughout the
Brought by Joseph Giard, one-time country, with a total of close to 200
Paramount Theatre projectionist, the
is rebefore
s onset
suit was an outgrowth of a union trial playdateleased,
April
12. the picture
in which Giard had been fined $283
"Love and Learn" is set simultaneand suspended for six months. Giard
Warner, Worously;Hippodrome,
April 30 at the Cleveland,
cester
and
said theprivemove
dehim of was
uniona conspiracy't©
membership and
Warner, Youngstown, with about 80
of his job, which Payette ultimately other pre-release bookings already set
took over.
before its national release in May.

DAILY
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Stay

Motion

Signed

(Continued from page 1)
ed, a stay of the admission
price fixing ban, which prevents
road showings; the injunction
against clearances between theatres not in substantial compe_tion; against formula deals and
master
agreements; against
block booking and other decree
provisions.
_ In fact, nothing the defendants
asked for in the way of a stay is
denied and nothing they did not ask
for is in the order.
The Department of Justice had opposed all stays and filed a separate
objection yesterday to a stay of arbitration's ending.
In addition, the Department had
asked for a May 10 deadline for the
filing of appeals from the New York
judgment with the Supreme Court and
Justice Reed extended that deadline
to May 20.
Robert L. Wright and Philip
. Marcus, attorneys for the Department said today they had
not seen Justice Reed's order
and would not be in a position
to comment on it until they had
studied it. There is no appeal
from the order.
The only provisions of the New
York decree which are in effect now,
as- scheduled, are the prohibitions
against performing or making franchise deals and acting concertedly in
making clearance schedules.

U-I Promotion

Picture

Meet

(Continued from page 1)

with the J. Arthur Rank Organization, will usher in a series which, the
company reports, will be held three
times a year. The second has been set
for September. John Joseph, U-I national director of advertising-publicity,
who had planned to attend the sessions
here, will be unable to do so because
of a leg injury on the coast.
During the New York sessions
plans will be set for a program to
augment the company's field staff with
"flying
of exploiteers from
the
homesquadrons"
office.
Productions to Be Discussed
Productions which will be the subject of planning and discussion at the
meetings include : "The Egg and I,"
"Time Out of Mind," "Buck Privates
Come Home," "Odd Man Out,"
"Great Expectations," "Stairway to
Heaven," "Ivy," "Something in the
Wind," "Slave Girl," "Secret Beyond
the Door," "Brute Force," "Singapore," "The Lost Moment," "My
Heart Goes Crazy," and "Pirates of
Among speakers at the meeting will
Monterey."
be : William A. Scully, vice-president
and general sales manager ; Matthew
Fox, U-I vice-president and chairman
of the board of United World Films,
U-I's 16mm. subsidiary ; Henry A.
Linet, Eastern advertising manager ;
Al Horwits, Eastern publicity manager ;William Heineman, sales manager for the Rank division.
Others to Be Present
Otis to Magazine Group
Catherine G. Otis, formerly with
Others attending will be : Bernard
.the American Home Magazine, has Kranze, L. J. McGinley, Laury Aujoined the Ideal Women's Group.
drain, Jock Lawrence, Monroe Greenthai,
T. Gomersall,
F. J.A. A.J. O'Keefe,
McCarthy,E. Fred
Meyers,
Charles Feldman, Charles Simonelli,
A. J. Sharick, Bob Wile, Morris Alin,
Walter Barber, William Kernan, Doris
BOOK
NOW!
Glass, Milton Livingston, Jeff Livingston, Alfred Cohan, Al Mendelssohn,
Jerome Evans, Herman Kass, Neill
DR. ALBERT EINSTEIN
McNeil, Harold Gutman, Clifford
ENDORSES
Kane, Marion Orford, Dina Dore,
Peggy
Mahoney, E. J. Eustace, David
THIS PICTURE
Stern, Lillian Thompson.
Also, field exploitation representatives Ben Katz, Harold Butchin, Harry Keller, Ed Rosenbaum, Perry
Spencer, Ralph Ober, William Schulman. Seymour Morris of Schine
Theatres, will be a guest at tomorrow's luncheon.

THRU
ASTOR

ALL

EXCHANGES

daily

Para.-20th
16mm.

to Start

Foreign

Unit

Emanuel Silverstone, 20th CenturyFox International Corp. home office
representative, will be president, and
Daniel Frankel, until now vice-president of Four Continent Films, will be
general manager of a new corporation
formed jointly by 20th-Fox and Paramount, to distribute 16mm. films in
those foreign countries not now
reached by 35mm. product.
The new corporation will have access to all product of both companies,
and, in addition, will handle dubbed
and super-imposed versions, to be distributed for the first time in 16mm.
in foreign countries by either company. Finalization of the distribution
set-up
and a corporate title are yet
to
be set.
Decree Stay Text
(Continued from page 1)

division Two (II), Paragraphs One
(1), Two (2), Three (3), Four (4),
Six (6), Seven (7), Eight (8), and
Nine (9), and Subdivision Three
(III), Paragraph One (1), insofar
as it refers to Paragraph Six (6) of
Subdivision Two (2), and Subdivision Five (V) of said decree be and
they are hereby stayed as to all defendants, with the exception of the
defendants Twentieth Century-Fox
Film Corporation and National Theatres Corporation, pending the final
disposition of the case by this court.
"Upon consideration of the application of the defendants, Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation and National Theatres Corporation, and after
hearing oral argument, it is ordered
that enforcement of the provisions of
Subdivision Two (II), Paragaph
Eight (8) and Subdivision Five (V),
Be, and they are hereby stayed as to
said defendants pending the final
disposition of the case by this court.
"The stay or stays herein granted,
as to each defendants, shall terminate and be vacated on May 20, 1947,
as to any defendant who shall fail
to docket his appeal and file the record
thereof with the clerk of this court
on or before said date.
(Signed) Stanley Reed, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the
United States.

Dated this 7th day of April, 1947."
The sections of the New York de$3,664 for 'Smash-Up'
cree stayed by the order are :
Universal-International's "SmashSubdivision Two, Par. 1 : AdmisUp" set a new Sunday record at
sion price fixing. Par. 2 : Agreements
Warner's Aldine in Philadelphia,
grossing $3,664, the U-I home office on a system of clearances. Par. 3 :
Clearance between theatres not in
reports.
substantial competition. Par. 4: Excessive clearance where theatres are
in substantial competition. Par. 6 :
Republic
Formula deals and master agreements.
(Continued from page 1)
Par. 7 : Licensing of one picture conYates also lashed out at what he
ditioned upon the licensing of anothtermed indiscriminate releasing of reer, and the directive compelling 20 per
issues by all companies, saying that cent cancellation privilege for the
"the motion picture industry has gone theatreman of films not trade shown
re-issue berserk." He predicted that before licensed. Par. 8: Competitive
the industry would soon find itself bidding, Par. 9: Arbitrary refusal of
losing the public esteem it now en- a run requested by an exhibitor.
Subdivision Three, Par. 1 : Agreejoys.
saidis that
"constant playing
ments referred to in paragraphs S
of Yates
reissues
an admission
on the
and
6
of
Subdivision Three. (This is
part of the industry to the public that included for
purposes of consistency
it cannot produce quality pictures to- since Subdivision
Three covers only
day as itthat
did an
in former
Yatesof the theatre-owning distributors.)
warned
excessiveyears."
amount
reissues will bring down rentals on
Subdivision Five: The motion picture arbitration system.
high-cost product now being made.

Wednesday, APni % mi

20th-Fox

Continues!

(Continued from page 1)

negotiations in between 35 and 50 sii-f
uations in his Central division. He
added that his company is continuing!!
to
accept
such negotia-j!
tions
from requests
exhibitorsforrequesting
in
writing.
them|

While he admitted that he didn't!
know what the other companies were!
doing, Gehring said that his^f%n-|
parry's attorneys had advised tha\) Jhpetitive negotiations can be continued I
even though the Supreme Court might l[
stay certain provisions of the Newl
York decree.
Gehrins: made his first trip here!
in two months, his absence being due]
to an illness from which he only re- 1
cently recovered. He was accompa-i
nied here by his assistant, Jack Bloom, j
He will confer on the company's
spring and summer product this week
with various district managers holding discussions first with Jack Lorentz, Midwest district manager, here.
Jim Grady, Mideast district mana- !
ger, who headquarters in Cincinnati,
arrived today for discussions while
M. A. Levy, Prairie district manager, who headquarters in Minneapo- >
lis, will arrive here Thursday for
talks with Gehring.
Five UA Theatres
(Continued from page 1)
the company until after he has com- j
pleted his duties as representative for
co-owner Charles Chaplin on the latter's newest picture, "Monsieur Ver- '
doux." At one time Kelly was foreign distribution chief for UA. His
job and title when he returns to the
company
have tonotthis
beenit decided
upon. !
In relation
was reported
from another source that Gradwell
Sears, vice-president in charge of
world-wide distribution, would relinquish_ responsibility
distribution, but the offerforwasforeign
not given
serious consideration yesterday by the
board.
First Chaplin Interview
Charles Chaplin will hold his first
mass press interview at the Hotel
Gotham here next Monday afternoon.

PITTSBURGH
LOS ANGELES
AND OTHER CITIES
COAST TO COAST
During Phone Emergency
You can reach us by personally contacting our
ticket or airport offices, or
any travel agent, or by wire
LExington 2-7100
Save time with TWA AIRFREIGHT

Wednesday, April 9, 1947

Films
Called

on

Motion

Picture

Television

Key

Undesirable

City

Grosses

d picestimate
are sive
of Federal
grosses, exclu
Chicago, April 8.— Film programs FOLLOWtureING
are the least desirable of all televi- tax for current engagements in key
sion programs, it was revealed here cities as reported by Motion Picture
when Balaban and Katz, operators of Daily correspondents.
the local Paramount Pictures television station, WBKB, announced the
results of a survey made here among CHICAGO
locr^itelevision set owners.
Loop theatre managers all reported
^•fpthe other hand, in replying to
The Orithe "preference on "methods of news record-smashing business. $12,000
on
ental, for example, grossed
the set owners
presentation," most ofwith
illustrative Sunday and Monday. Exhibitors said
prefer newsreels,
commentating the second choice, and the upsurge was due partly to fine
the least pre- weather. Estimated receipts for week
a straight
ferred of all.commentary
ending April 9-10:
JOLSON STORY (Col.)-APOLLO
The survey was made on the listen- THE
15th week. Gross: $20,000.
(1,200) (95c)
: $12,000)
ing habits of television set owners in (Average
the Chicago area, and was conducted SUDDENLY ITS SPRING (Para.)-CHIstage: Georgie
(95c). On
(3.900) $71,000.
CAGO Gross:
by Morris Teller, research head of Price
(Average: $62,000)
the station, under supervision of Wil- 13 RUE MADELEINE
Fox) — GAR(20thliam Eddy, director of the station, RICK (1,000) (95c) 3rd week. Gross: $18,:
000.
(Average
$13,000)
televi1,800
now
are
there
who said
(U-I)-GRAND (1,150) (95c)
sion receivers in the area and approxi- SMASH-UP
$22,000. (Average: $18,Gross:
week.
3rd
weekmately 150 are being installed
end
the
(Col.)-ORIbefore
that
ATTORNE
predicted
ly. He
MR. DISTRICT (95c). On Ystage:
Vaughn
of the year, Chicago will have 35,000 ENTAL (3,200)
$55,000.
Gross:
.
orchestra
and
Monroe
television receivers. While declining (Average: $48,000)
to reveal just how much Paramount TRAIL STREET (RKO Radio) and LITTLE MISS BIG (U-1)— PALACE (2,500)
was now investing in the station, Ed
(65c-95c). Gross: $25,000. (Average: $24,dy did tell the local chapter of the 000)
Society of Motion Picture Engineers NORA PRENTISS (WB)-ROOSEVELT
several months ago that the station is (1.000) (95c). Gross: $24,000. (Average:
losing nearly $10,000 weekly.
THE°) YEARLING (M-G-M) -STATE$27,-Eddy said that it would take up to LAKE (2,700) (95c)
7th week. Gross:
$29,000)
five years before theatre television is 000. (Average:
(M-G-M)-UNITHEART
SECRET
feasible. He cited technical difficul- THE
(1,700) (95c) 3rd week.
ED ARTISTS
ties involving screen size and brilliance Gross:
$27,000. (Average : $27,000)
as chief obtacles to overcome before THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
WOODS (1,200) (Advanced
theatre television is fully practical. (RKO Radio)—
admission prices: 95c-$1.20-$1.40-$1.80) 16th
Although there are only 1,800 televi- week. Gross: $30,000. (Average: $28,000)
sion receivers in the area at present, (Regular admission price: 95c; regular average: $20,000)
Eddy said that the number of persons
actually viewing the telecasts varies
from 12,000 to 37,000.
PITTSBURGH

Para,

to

7

Daily

Build

Exploitation

Up

in D.C.

First-run houses failed to snap out
of the pre-holiday slump over the
weekend, with "The Best Years" in
its
fifth than
week, average.
and "CostaEstimated
Rica" doing
better
re
ceipts for the week ending April 10.
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — FULTON (1700) (Advanced
admission
90c-$1.20-$1.40)
5th
week. prices:
Gross: $16,500.
Average 7at days,
reg
ular admission prices of 40c-70c: $9,700)
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (20th-Fox)
—J.
HARRIS (Average:
(2,000) (40c-55c-70c)
Gross:P. $14,000.
$11,000) 7 days.
LADY IN THE LAKE (M-G-M) — PENN
(3,400)
(40c-55c-70c)
(Average:
$25,000) 7 days. Gross: $16,000
THE SECRET HEART (M-G-M)-RITZ
(40c-55c-70c)
days, Gross:
2nd week,
on
a(1,100)
moveover
from 7Penn.
$2,500.
(Average: $3,500)
THE WICKED LADY (U-I)-SENATOR
(1,700) (40c-55c-70c)
(Average:
$3,200) 7 days. Gross: $4,000.
THAT WAY WITH WOMEN (WB)—
STANLEY
(3,800) (40c-55c-70c) 7 days.
Gross: $13,500. (Average: $25,000)
SONG OF THE SOUTH (RKO Radio)—
WARNER (2,000) (4Oc-55c-70c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $15,000)

week. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $21,000)
EASY COME, EASY GO (Para.) — EARLE
(3,000) ,(60c-70c-80c-90c-99c)
6 days,
vaudeville
starring Bob Crosby.
Gross,with6
ROAD
STALLION
and
$23,500;
days:
(WB).
000)
$31,700) Gross, 1 day: $3,800. (Average:
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (ZMh-Fox)FOX (3,000) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 7 days,
1st week. Gross: $27,000. (Average: $25.SINBAD THE SAILOR (RKO Radio)—
(1,400) (50c-6Oc-74c-8Oc-85c-94c)
GOLDMAN
7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $24,000)
THE LOCKET (RKO Radio)— KARLTON
(1,000)
week. (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
Gross: $7,500. (Average:7 days,
$9,500) 4th
PURSUED
(WB)—
KEITH
(2,200)
(50c-60c74c -80c -85c -94c) 7 days, 2s t week, 2nd
run.
Gross: $9,500. (Average: $6,200)
STALLION
ROAD
(WB)— MASTBAUM
(4,700) Gross:
(50c-60c-74c-8Oc-85c-94c)
week.
$34,500. (Average:7 days,
$29,500)1st
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES (RKO
Radio) — PIX (500) (Advanced admissions:
90c-$1.80) 7 days, 1st week. Gross: $18,000.
(Average: $10,000)
THE JOLSON STORY (CoI.)-STANLEY
(3,000) Gross:
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
week.
$27,000. (Average:7 days,
$27,000)6th
THE
MIGHTY
McGURK (M-G-M)
STANTON (1,700) (5Oc-6Oc-74c-80c-85c-94c)
7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $12,700)

Washington, D. C, April 8. — J.
speformerly inParamount's
M. Joice,
cial representative
Cleveland, was
installed in a similar post here today
by Earle W. Sweigert, Paramount
Mid-Eastern manager, as the company
launched a new^ policy of building up
its public relations and exploitation
status in the national capital.
Under the new program, Joice will
serve as liaison man between Paramount's advertising department and
Government agencies. One of his first
tasks will be the working out of a
deal with the Post Office Department
for exploiting "Blaze of Noon," which
concerns the early days of U. S. airmail service. Paramount plans to invite postmasters throughout the country to attend showings of the film
in key cities. Joice will also cover PHILADELPHIA
Roanoke. Richmond, Baltimore and
Norfolk, in addition to Washington.
Five new bookings, including "Best
Years of Our Lives," plus the holiday
weekend, strongly boomed most
Edison Unit Meeting
grosses here this week. Estimated
A luncheon-meeting of the motion 8-10:
grosses for the week ending April
picture section of the Thomas A. Edison Foundation will be held here to- SMASH-UP (U-I) — ALDINE (900) (50cday at the Hotel Plaza, here, where 60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 7 days, 1st week.
$20,000. (Average: $13,800)
new plans for the Foundation will be Gross:
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES (RKO
outlined. Speakers will be E. P. (Ted) Radio)— ARCADIA (900) (Advanced admission prices: 90c-$1.80) 7 days, 1st week.
Curtis, Eastman Kodak vice-president,
who is chairman of the film section, Gross: $22,000. (Average at regular admission prices of 50c -94c: $6,600)
and Philip Reed, chairman of the STAIRWAY
TO' HEAVEN (U-I)— BOYD
board of General Electric.
(3,000) (50c-60c-74c-8Oc-85c-94c) 7 days, 2nd

SALT

LAKE

CITY

Snow flurries and cold and rain prevailed here. The current Latter Day
Saints conference is boosting attendance tremendously.
Some chosen
special for
attractions have also been
the
influx ofalldelegates.
City"
is breaking
records at"Open
the Studio.
Estimated receipts for the week ending April 10 : (Para.)— CAPITOL (1,878)
CALIFORNIA
(20c-55c-75c)
7 days,
800. (Average:
$7,800)2nd week. Gross: $7,SUDDENLY ITS SPRING (Para.) — CEN(20c-55c-75c)
$13,800.TRE (1,700)
(Average:
$13,600) 7 days. Gross:
APACHE ROSE (Rep.) — LYRIC (1,500)
(20c-55c-75c) 7 days, with vaudeville.
Gross: $4,500. (Average: $3,700)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— RIALTO (1,300) (Advanced
admission prices: 90c-$1.50) 7 days. Gross:
$7,900. (Average at regular admission
prices of 20c-75c: $5,900)
OPEN
CITY
(Mayer and Burstyri)—
STUDIO (800) (20c-55c-75c) 7 days. Gross:
$9,900. (Average: $4,800)
TRAIL STREET (RKO Radio)— UPTOWN
(1.300) (20c-55c-75c) 7 days. Gross: $7,000.
(Average: $5,900)
TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY (M-G-M)
—UTAH (1,700) (20c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Gross: $15,900. (Average: $12,300)
St. Louis Amusement
Control to Skouras
St. Louis, April 8. — Control of the
St. Louis Amusement Co., which operates 28 theatres here, passed to Charles
Skouras and Clarence Turley, the
latter has revealed, with their acquisition of control last week of the Ambassador Building Corp.
The Ambassador Investment Co.,
subsidiary of ABC, owns 52 per cent
of the stock of St. Louis Amusement
Co. The latter was operated by the
Skouras's in the early 1930's.
New Clearance Case
Filed in Cleveland
Cleveland, April 8.— A new arbitration case has been filed by Emerson A. Gibbs, owner of the Andover
Theatre, at Andover, naming the five
major distributors as defendants in a
clearance case.
The situation involved is Ashtabula, nowover
granted
28 andGibbs
30 days'
clearance
Andover.
asks
in his petition for relief that all clearance between Andover and Ashtabula be abolished.
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Zukor

Complaints

In

Seen

Rising

'Reprieve' Granted, Full
Staff of System Held

Sales

System

Hailing as "beneficial" U. S. SuReed'sof
Justice Stanley_
action preme
in Court
postponing
operations
competitive bidding under the New
York Federal
Court decree,
Adolph Zukor,
chairman of the
board of
mount ParaPictures,
(declared here
that any sudden
change in selling procedure
would
be
fraught with
dangers for the
industry as a
whole.
Adolph Zukor
Not restricting himself
only to the distributor's perspective, Zukor further
observed that judging from the

By GENE ARNEEL
The motion picture arbitration
system will maintain its full staff in
all of its 31 key city tribunals in
consequence
the "reprieve"
given
it by Supremeof Court
Justice Stanley
Reed in his order this week staying
major portions of the New York
anti-trust suit decree.
Arbitration is thus geared to
continue to operate normally
although a considerable increase
of exhibitor interest in it appears imminent, this being based
on the large number of theatremen — about 40 — who availed
themselves of the system on the
eve of what was expected to be
the date of its demise, last
April 1.
Fight on Bids Upset
exly, the on distribut
Additional
(Continued
page 6) ors'
ATA's Initial Aims
Plans
25th

Progress

for

Anniversary

Plans for carrying to the public the
meaning of the observance of the 25th
Anniversary of the Motion Picture
Association, and its predecessor, the
MPPDA, were completed here yes
terday at a meeting of the_ Eastern
Public Information Commitee and
general publicity committee under the
chairmanship of Charles Schlaifer of
(Continued on page 8)
Russian Spy Picture
Planned by Zanuck
Hollywood, April 9. — Darryl F.
Zanuck today announced plans for
"The Iron Curtain," based on the
Royal
Canadian
Commission's
on
Russian
spy activity
in that report
coun
try
and
on
J.
Edgar
Hoover's
report
to the House Committee on Un-American Activities, to be produced by Sol
C. Siegel under his supervision.
Zanuck said that the film will be in
semi-documentary form, comparable to
"Boomerang" and "The House on
92nd Street." It will name Russia, but
it will not directly attack Communism
Colonel Jason Joy and Anthony
Muto are now in Washington conducting research for the picture, Zanuck
said. Washington, New York and Canada will be used in the filming.

of

Warns

The American Theatres Association's constant fight against competilimited ATA's work on
tive bidding
organizational plans and promotion of
better public and legislative relations
for exhibition. This, it is understood,
of ATA's first annual rewill be part
port, the intended content of which is
Ted R. Gamnow being discussed, by
ble, board chairman and others.
The report, it is said, will point up
the "voice" the organization had dur
ing various of the industry anti-trust
litigation proceedings, including oral
argument by Thurman Arnold, ATA
counsel, at a hearing before Supreme
Court Justice Stanley Reed in Wash
March 28. At the hearing
ington on(Continued
on page 6)

Bills

150

Labor

Cal.

Legislature

in

Sacramento, Cal., April 9. — The
California legislature has before it a
bill which would declare unlawful any
act or threat to abridge the right to
work, regardless of union membership.
The measure is one of more than ISO
labor measures now in the hopper
most of which would affect the motion
picture
industry.
A second
bill provides that union
membership or non-membership shall
|
(Continued on page 6)
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Arbitration

Impartial

Danger

s
Comp
To
Coanie
mply

Changes

widespread opposition of exhibitors to
auction buying, the substitute sales
plan charted by the New York court
"is obviously not a good thing."
"Reasonable time is necessary to
overcome unreasonable friction or
hardships that would result from attempts to adopt and adapt a new procedure in place of what is now a
habit," Zukor added.
Recently returned from a vacation,
the Paramount executive said that
during his visit to the Hollywood
studio he called upon the Paramount
staff to abandon "light, meaningless
pictures" for those which have "something to say." Emphasizing the rising importace of the European market, Zukor pointed out that the peoples
of Europe are looking for diversion
and entertainment, but not at the expense of substance.
Zukor, who made a study of tastes
(Continued on page 6)
Film

Aid

Edison

Asked

for

With

Decision

Civil Suits Are Possible,
Despite Decree Stay
Film executives and legal advisors obviously are mapping sales
policies cautiously. While the
order staying the major portion of
the
New York
Federal Court's
decree
eliminates
the possibility
of contempt
action against them, the companies
could be subject to civil suits by exhibitors who find violations of the
New likeYork
court'sis decision
which, unthe decree,
not stayed.
Attorneys
out U.thatS. the
decision, if upheldpoint
by the
Supreme
Court on appeal, will have been law
since it was handed down by the stacourt here
ever,tutory
in the
eventlast
of summer.
reversal byHowthe
upper court it will never have been
law at all.
Thus, for
example,on conditioning
the
(Continued
page 8)

Foundation

The general purpose of the Thomas
A. Edison Foundation was outlined to
industry representatives here yesterday at a luncheon-meeting of the motion picture section at the Hotel Plaza
The Foundation which has been
formed to further the ideals of the
inventor, proposes to raise $2,500,000,
of which $400,000 is expected from the
film industry.
Speakers at the meeting were Ed
ward P. (Ted) Curtis, Eastman
(Continued on page 6)

Schine

and

Griffith

Appeal Dates Later
Washington, April 9. — Justice
Department officials said here today
that there is little chance that even
the Schine or Griffith case appeals
to the Supreme Court will be argued
before the
fall, leton alone
(Continued
page 6)the New

Scophony Upheld in
Cross-Claims Action
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yesterday denied the motion of General
To Aid Osserman
Precision Equipment Corp., Television
Productions and Paramount for dismissal of cross-claims filed by Arthur
Max Gomez, RKO-Radio's general
manager in Mexico, has been appoint- Levey and(Continued
Scophonyon Corp.
page 6)of Amered to a special sales position under
Jack Osserman, Latin American supervisor, by Phil Reisman, RKO7 Reviews Today
Radio vice-president in charge of
foreign distribution. Gomez will
handle sales and distribution of
"This Happy Breed," page
Ramex and Pathe Cinema films
4; "Dark Delusion," "Fun on
throughout the territory.
a Weekend," page 5; "Jewels
Reisman also appointed Harry
of
Brandenburg,"
"Violence,"
"Hard
Boiled Mahoney,"
and
Davis, former manager in Colombia,
"Thunder
in the Hills," page
to replace Gomez in Mexico. Ricardo
8.
Canals, former Peruvian manager,
will move to the Colombian spot.
Key city grosses are given
on page 7.
Panama manager Ned Seckler is being transferred to Brazil.
RKO

Names

Gomez

2

Motion

1,545

New

In Latin

Theatres

America

Washington, April 9.— Construe
tion of 1,545 new theatres in Central
and South America during the last
seven years has greatly expanded the
market there for U. S. films, the Com
merce Department reports.
On Jan. 1, 1947, according to
Nathan
D. Golden,
the department's
motion picture
consultant,
there were
approximately 6,331 motion picture
theatres in the 21 Latin American
countries, with a seating capacity of
4,398,321. This compares with 4,786
theatres in operation on Jan. 1, 1940.
No figures are available on seating
capacities for the earlier date.
Mexico led in construction during
the period, with 540 new theatres,
while Argentina had 339, Brazil, 190;
Columbia, 156; Venezuela, 164; Chile,
49 ; Costa Rica, 31 ; Ecuador, 34.
In the Caribbean area — not included
in the Latin American total, 150 new
theatres were added during the sevenyear period, making a total of 659
theatres in that area, with a seating
capacity of 379,143. Cuba accounted
for 110 of the 150 increase.
Golden pointed out that the period
covered was a war period, when material shortages somewhat retarded theatre construction. Even greater construction, he predicts, will come when
materials are really plentiful.
Talks

Resumed

Here

On ITOA-Allied Tie
Discussions with respect to the affiliation of Allied States and New York
Independent Theatre Owners Associations were resumed here yesterday
at a luncheon-meeting at the Hotel
Astor. Allied's committee was headed by Irving Dollinger, chairman, and
included Nathan Yamins, Edward
Lachman and Sidney Samuelson.
The ITOA group consisted of Leon
Rosenblatt, chairman ; Harry Brandt,
Max A. Cohen, Robert Goldblatt and
John C. Bolte.
_ It is understood that nothing definitive occurred at this latest of a series
of similar conversations concerning a
proposal to merge the two organizations which was first advanced at an
Allied States meeting in Boston last
year.
U. S. Film Library
Project Abandoned
Washington, April 9.— Plans
for the construction of a new
government film library and
film servicing building have
been shelved for this session
of Congress, according to Rep.
J. Harry McGregor, chairman
of a House public works subcom it e on public buildings
in the District of Columbia.
McGregor said construction
costs are too high for any
extensive building program at
present. A bill providing for
such a building passed the
Senate last year but bogged
down in the House.

Picture
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Republicans Have
'Tough' Labor Bill

NED E. DEPINET, executive HARRY
M. WARNER,
president
Washington, April 9.— The
of Warner
Brothers, who
was
House Republican steering
vice-president of RKO Radio, re- scheduled
to
arrive
here
today from
committee today approved a
turned to New York yesterday from
the Coast, has postponed his trip until
"tough" union control bill
Hollywood and Phoenix.
later
this
month.
•
which includes a ban on the
•
Robert S. Taplinger, Enterprise
closed shop, jurisdictional
strikes and secondary boyWilliam B. Zoellner, head of Mvice-president in charge of advertiscotts. It also restricts union
ing-publicity, arrived here yesterday G-M's reprint and importation department, will leave here at the weekfrom the Coast. Charles Einfeld,
shops and industry-wide barend
for
visits
to
Atlanta,
Jacksonville
gaining. Injunctions
president, is due in New York from and Chicago.
strikes affecting the agaif
Hollywood today.
puJV4
welfare
are
also provided for!
•
•
Joseph R. Springer, general the
The bill would make unions
J. G. Frayne, development super
liable to suit and subject to
atre
of Century Circuit,
visor of Western Electric's Coast here, manager
has returned to his desk after
registration and periodic reElectrical Research Products Division, will address the April 21-25 a seven-day vacation.
SMPE convention in Chicago.
•
ports.
Don Hassler, special sales repre
•
Richard Lightman, Malco The sentative of Astor Pictures of Geor Satenstein to Make
atres executive, Memphis, and son gia, has returned to Atlanta from a
Four for Marathon
of Malco president M. A. Lightman, tour of North Carolina.
will be married April 23 at New Or
•
Frank Satenstein, theatrical proHenry Krumm, Southern district
leans to Jeanne Garretson.
ducer will be chief producer
the
manager for the Selznick Releasing new Marathon Pictures, Inc., for
•
which
Remmel Young, lately manager of Organization, has returned to Atlanta has contracted to make four pictures
within the year for distribution by
the New and Rialto theatres, Hope from New Orleans.
Producers Releasing Corp. Shooting
Ark., has been promoted to city man•
of the first will begin in July. Peter
G.
J.
Malfronte,
Universal-Inter
ager
at_
Fort
Smith,
Ark.,
by
the
Malco circuit.
national assistant manager in charge Mayer is chief director of the new organizatioMax
n;
Wilk heads the
of branch operations, has been visit
•
department, and Robert Joseph isstory
ing
in
Memphis.
asGuy Bolton, M-G-M writer, and
sociate producer.
Mrs. Bolton left New York for
Marathon Pictures is backed by
•
Mrs. J. F. Carnahan, Kentucky
England on the Queen Elizabeth yes
terday.
theatre owner, is recuperating in Arthur L. Mayer, manager of the
•
a uo Theat
Presire
Harry Brandt, and
denthere.
Crothersville, Ind., from a recent op- Rialt
Constance C. Lazar of Trans eration.
Continental Films will leave here for
•
Europe on April 18 on a business
Sam Harris of the State Theatre, Outline Plans for
tour of England, Belgium and France Hartford, and Mrs. Harris, are vaLabor Film Center
•
cationing in Florida.
Arthur Jeffrey, Eagle-Lion exPlans for a non-profit film center
•
ploitation head, left New York for
Robert M. Savtni, president of As- organized by some 100 national civic
Boston yesterday accompanied by
tor Pictures, has returned here from and labor organizations, were outlined
Kenny Delmar.
Miami and Atlanta.
at a press interview here yesterday by
Robert Delson, industry and labor
•
•
Melvin Albert, New York film at
Herman Weisman, United Artists lawyer, and chairman of the executive
torney, and Mrs. Albert, are parents board member, is in New York from committee of the new unit, which as
yet is unnamed.
of a son, Michael Anthony, born the Coast.
here last Tuesday.
Its activities will include the screen•
•
ing, cataloguing, and indicat
of
E. J. Mannix, M-G-M production sources of non-theatrical films ion
on soJoseph Rosen, 20th Century-Fox's executive, has returned to the Coast
cial and public affairs.
central
Albany, N. Y., branch manager, and from New York.
library of films produced bvA member
Mrs. Rosen, are parents of a new
groups will also be set up. The center
•
born son.
Ira Epstein, Warner field repre- expects to open distribution offices in
•
sentative, isin New York from Chi- New York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
Milton
Sperling, president of cago.
United States Pictures, will leave the
•
Coast tomorrow for New York, acJules K. Chapman, assistant sales Four Film Classics
companied byAllen Boritz, writer.
manager for Film Classics, is in Buf- Units Consolidated
•
falo from New York.
Alan F. Cummings, M-G-M exAlbany, N. Y., April 9.— Consolichange operations and maintenance
dation of four subsidiaries into Film
Bernard Brooks, manager of the
manager, will return to New York Gotham Theatre, here,
Classics
,
Inc., was effected here tobecame
the
tomorrow from a Southern trip.
day. The consolidated subsidiaries
Tuesday.
on
boy
a
of
father
•
are: Film Classics of Illinois, Inc.,
•
Film Classics of Indiana, Inc., Film
_ Chester Friedman, editor of MoEdwin W. Aaron, assistant gen- Classics of Kansas City,
Inc., and
tion Picture Herald's- "Managers'
eral sales manager for M-G-M, has Film
Inc. Classics of Southern California,
Round
Table
returned
here
from
Miami.
Club,"
is
celebrating
a
birthday today.
Attorneys were Stillman and StillJ. E. O'Donnell and Pete Fried- man, New York.
Harry Mandel, Eagle-Lion Midhoff arrived
of Monogram's
New York staff,
West sales supervisor, has arrived have
in Atlanta.
here from Chicago.
Garner to Paris
•
•
B. L. Garner, head of Vog Films,
G. L. Carrington, president of Al- _ Sylvester Grove, head of the ParkviewAmusement
_
Co.,
Louisville,
is
tec, is due here from the Coast to- vacationing
French
film distributor here, is schedin Hot Springs, Ark.
morrow for a three-week visit.
uled to fly to Paris today to arrange
•
•
for Western Hemisphere distribution
Bailey Prichard, Monogram of some 20 new French pictures. He
Joe Young has been appointed asmonths.
sistant manager of the Daly Theatre, branch manager, has returned to is due to return here in about two
Hartford.
Memphis from Little Rock, Ark.

International 'Motion" Pirf.V™ AW^C v*"* ^r'f1^ PubIications : . Motion Picture Herald, Better Theatres, published every fourth week as a section of Motion Picture 'Herald!
^ * ^ P°St ^ * N<=W Y°rk' N" V» UDder the *<* °f March 3' 1879' S*hs™*
^
toSSSSr^^ffiS Am/ricas anHi2 foreYgn; ^o^Oc^'
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Directed By FREDERICK
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JACOBS
Francis Swann and I.A.I. Diamond • Adapted from a Story by Horry Sauber • Musical Score Composed and Adapted by Max Steiner
Ads like these are in the Pressbook now available.
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Balaban

Production

Gets

UJA

Review
in Profit

Quandary

Since the highest gross which a top
quality French film can now earn in
French-speaking lands is only about
$340,000 ( 40,000,000 francs), French
producers are finding it necessary to
budget individual pictures well below
that figure in order to realize a profit
on their investments, because the foreign market for French films, particularly in America, cannot contribute
appreciably to French film profits.
This is the report made here by Jack
Votion, RKO Radio's studio representative in Europe, who arrived here recently from London and Paris.
Votion, however, had high praise
for the ingenuity which the French
are exercising toward making good
pictures, despite handicaps of limited
studio space, worn-out equipment and
high production costs. Pointing out
that the French market here is limitedlishto "art"
houses, hewhich
said the
Engaside narration
Maurice
Chevalier does in the RKO RadioPathe Cinema production, "Man
About Town," which is scheduled to
be released in the U. S. this year, is
a new technique used in a French production that will slot the film automatically for general exhibition here.
The picture, made under a 50-50
cost-and-profit deal between RKO
Radio and Pathe Cinema, is the first
to be produced jointly by the two
companies, and very likely will be followed by others, Votion said, adding
that it is likely too that RKO Radio
will strike up similar deals with producing organizations in other European countries.
The French version of "Man About
Town" will be released in France on
April 15, Votion disclosed. The film
was produced under the supervision of
Rene Claire, who, with the financial
advisory assistance of Votion, is currently working on the dubbing of the
Chevalier narration at RKO Pathe's
studios, here.
Votion said British studio facilities
of the J. Arthur Rank organization
are excellent from every standpoint.
Recently RKO and the Rank interests completed "So Well Remembered"
in London. He said producer Adrian
Scott's having completed the picture
within the time stipulated for it and
at a cost well below the original budget requirements — an unusual feat in
England
today— met with high praise
from
Rank.

Pledge

"This Happy Breed"
( Two C itics-Prestige Pictures-Universal )
I T was Shakespeare who described the Englishman as "this happy breed of
* men." _ From
drew the
title man.
for this heart-warming,
appreciative
studyhim,
and Noel
story Coward
of the British
common
Its direction is intelligent and sound, its performances excellent. By any
critical standard, "This Happy Breed" is far above the routine, with an appeal
principally directed toward more adult audiences who have appreciation of
superior craftsmanship.
Coward undertook a cavalcade of the joys and tragedies of a lower middleclass family in the two decades between the World Wars. His people are
not important in the sense that they ever rise, or have opportunity to rise,
above their station. Thus, what they do, or have opportunity of doing, is
never important either. But they reflect the habits and the thinking of millions
exactly like them in Britain, in this country and elsewhere. By such an
approach, "This Happy Breed" is telling a story of untold mililons of men and
women who, by sheer weight of numbers, create an importance never to be
discounted.
Robert Newton is the World War I veteran, resuming civilian status with
Celia Johnson, his wife, and their three children. Next door neighbor is
Stanley Holloway, also a veteran. The two men become inseparable. Holloway's son, played by John Mills, loves and waits for Kay Walsh, one of
Newton's
from another
the hearth but finally marries the boy
so
faithfuldaughters
to her. who
Eileenstrays
Erskine,
daughter, weds Guy Verney,
political firebrand who softens under the responsibilities of wife and family.
Blythe,
John his
wife. third of Newton's children, meets death in a motor car along
with
It is incidents such as this which give the film vitality. Story-wise, it is
never substantial, but the believability and honesty which have been captured
by David Lean perhaps are best explained by the deftness and depth of his
direction and his very considerable ability in having his talented principal
players perform like normal human beings. To point out that for virtually
all the way Newton and Miss Johnson — she was the feminine lead in the
memorable "Brief Encounter" — act and react like average members of an
average family is to compliment them as artistes and to recognize how
fortunate is the film which has their services.
Acting honors, however, do not end with them. Amy Veness, as a crotchety
grandmother; Alison Leggatt, as an old-maid aunt, and others of the small
cast have their contributions to make, and they are substantial.
IN the background is the shifting march of events — industrial, social and
political — until Leane brings his production to its finish on the eve of
World War II. The objective in Coward's mind was to convey the inherent
strength, the respectability and the orderliness of the average Britisher, as
well as his faith in the homeland. "This Happy Breed" fulfills the objective
and, as such, may be interpreted as a first-class effort seeking to demonstrate
to any who may doubt that there will always be an England.
Ronald Neame at the Technicolor cameras reflects much ability. Anthony
Havelock-Allan served as associate producer.
Running time, 110 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
Red Kann

in Detroit

Detroit, April 9.— Leaders of the
Detroit amusement industry tonight
pledged 100 per cent support for the
United Jewish Appeal campaign, following a dinner address by Barney
Balaban, national chairman of the motion picture division, at • the Variety
Club here.
The dinner followed a cocktailff y
attended by the principal workJV- in
the local drive. At noon Balaban held
a meeting with the heads of the local
drive, including Lew Wisper, Arvid
Kantor and Arthur Robinson, who,
with Alex Schreiber, are serving as
co-chairmen for the industry.
Also attending the luncheon meeting
were Isadore Sobeloff, executive director of the Jewish Welfare Federation of Detroit, and Peter B. Colwin,
trade director for UJA; Lew Novins,
of Paramount, and Sam Shain, of
20th Century-Fox, who made the trip
here with Balaban. Balaban addressed
a similar meeting in Cleveland last
night.
Also at the dinner here were : Max
Allen, Al Ackerman, Irving Belinsky,
Max Blumenthal, S. J. Bowman, Paul
Broder, Lou Cohen, Albert Dezel, M.
Dudelson, Adolph Goldberg, Irving
Goldberg and Louis Goldberg.
Youngstein, Pickman
To E-L Coast Parley
Max E. Youngstein, Eagle-Lion
director of advertising-publicity, will
leave here today for Hollywood to
participate in discussions now under
way on product for 1947-48. In
Hollywood, he will join Eagle-Lion
president Arthur B. Krim, distribution vice-president Alfred W. Schwalberg, and vice-president and production chief Bryan Foy, who have been
discussing product.
Youngstein will be accompanied to
the Coast by Jerry Pickman.

Peter Burnup reviewed "This Happy Breed" from London in Motion 'Carnegie' in Nine
Picture Daily of April 28, 1944. He said the film "is a great, ennobling and More Fore
ign Cities
stimulating picture, lending dignity to the entire British industry."
"Carnegie Hall" will be shown in
more foreign cities this month,
Rank,
Schlesinger, nine
Nuremberg Captain
Walter Gould, United Artists foreign
manager, announces.
Blumberg to Meet
At Paramount Party
The new premieres will be in
With
British
industry
leader
J.
ArCapt. Sam Harris, a member of the
Manila, on April 15 ; Lima, April 16 ;
thur
Rank
due
to
arrive
in
the
U.
S.
Nuremberg prosecution staff, will be
guest speaker at the next stag party next month, and I. W. Schlesinger, Johannesburg and Durban, South
of the Paramount Pictures Club, to be head of the Schlesinger theatrical in- Africa, April 16; and Panama, April
terests in South Africa, scheduled to 17. Buenos Aires, Santiago, Port-ofheld on April 17 at the company's sail for this country this month, a Spain and Havana will see the film
home office. Paramount vice-president
Buy 'Idiot' for U. S.
Austin C. Keough will be honorary meeting of the two in New York with at later dates. It is already beingin Stockholm and San Juan,
U S. distribution rights to "The chairman of the meeting, and his assis- Universal president Nate Blumberg is shown
expected to take place, a Universal Puerto Rico.
Idiot," French drama based on the
tant, William J. Healy, will be chair- spokesman
admitted here yesterday.
Dostoievsky novel, have been acquired
man. The party is the second in a
by European Copyrights and Distribu- series instituted by Mrs. Agnes Men- Blumberg, now on the Coast, is due
to return here in about 10 days.
tion, Inc.
Rhoda Rich Joins E-L
gel Grew, club president.
The discussions would settle final
Rhoda Rich, former assistant direcdetails of the three-way pact in which
tor of publicity on Federal Films'
Rank and U-I last month bought into "Carnegie Hall," has joined EagleSchlesinger South African exhibition- Lion's home office publicity department as a member of the newspaper
distribution interests, it is understood,
and would also entail a production and magazine contact department.
Miss Rich was also connected with
program for South Africa.
the publicity departments of Story
Productions and Columbia Pictures.
Reopen Antwerp House
SEE
FREE!
M-G-M's Metro Theatre in Antwerp, Belgium, formerly called the
See Filmack's New PREVUE TRAILERS before signing your
Scala,
will reopen tomorrow, it was
next Prevue contract. Write, wire or call us for FREE SAMPLE
"
announced here by Morton A. Spring, rREEVES '
PREVUES of our New Service. FILMACK —1321 S. Wabash
SOUND
STUDIOS,
INC.
vice-president of Loew's International
Corp. This will make the second 1600 BROADWAY. N. Y. 19 Circle 6-6686
Avenue, Chicago 5 Illinois.
"showcase" for M-G-M in Belgium.
Complete Film and
The
other is the Forum Theatre in
IIIMACK gives QUICKEST SERVICE on SPECIAL TRAILERS
Disc Recording Facilities
Liege, which reopened March 22.
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"Dark Delusion"
(M-G-M)
. , J - j-. rp
THE surgical scissors left by Dr. Kildare are picked up by Dr. iornrny
Coalt (James Craig) but otherwise the series of case histories, unique
in the annals of medical history, continues, with this newest addition unreeling
as unobjectionable, dependable fare for the general audience.
Lionel Barrymore is still aboard as the sage of Blair General Hospital
and Lucille Bremer is the patient, treated and cured by Craig in defiance of
shapes up as apparcounsel of his elders. Carey Wilson's polished production
ente-'ntended, in keeping with the agreeable box-office values of preceding
■
Ki(V * pictures.
Kruger Keye
Jape Meadows, Warner Anderson, Henry Stephenson, Alma
Luke and others support the principals in capably enacting the original story
'by Jack Andrews and Harry Ruskin. Core of the plot is Miss Bremer s
and ultimately successful efforts to
apparent insanity and Craig's determined
based on the characters created by the late
prove otherwise. The story is directed,
and very well.
Max Brand. Willis Goldbeck
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Gene Arneel
not set. b
"Fun on a Weekend"
(Andrew Stone-United Artists)
"Fun on a Weekend"— he wrote, directed
VERSATILE Andrew Stone's laughs.
if box-office possibilities can be
and produced it— is strictly for laughsAnd
a film produces, this one promises
estimated on the basis of how many
to be fun for exhibitors any time of the week. A serious-drama audience
was surprised with a "sneak" preview of "Fun on a Weekend," at
which
New York's Pix Theatre, received with repeated chuckles and guffaws the
comedy high jinks of Eddie Bracken, Priscilla Lane and a host of supporting
Clarence
players, including Tom Conway, Allen Jenkins, Arthur Treacher,
for gnawing
Kolb, Fritz Feld and a huge dog with an uncontrolled proclivity
■ , ,.
at the legs of fine furniture.
Writer Stone resorted to the bag of standard comedy ingredients for his
story, but producer-director Stone endowed them with plenty of zip and
Practically every member of the cast— particularly
gloss in the telling.
Bracken— performs at an almost breakneck comedy pace.
It is all about a boy and a girl, unemployed and broke, who trade their
bathing togs and through the exercise of all the "brass" they can
clothes for
and that's plenty! — catapult themselves within a couple of days to
muster—
Florida community.
the top of the financial and social register of a wealthy
If Stone intended to be satirical, he succeeded, for rich folk come in for lots
is loaded with
of good-humored pokings in this one. The dialogue throughout
as many
gags a number being of the eye-winking variety, and they cull
and
laughs as do the physical antics of Bracken and the others. Bracken
the
Miss Lane as the posers, give first-rate tongue-in-cheek performances allDon
desired.
Stone
what
precisely
is
that
apparently
and
way through,
McElwaine was associate producer.
Running time 93 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
■^ay ^ °
'
Charles L. Franke
Short
Subjects

"Children in Trouble"State
New York
of Time—
{MarchCommiss
ion)
Youth
Produced by the March of Time for
the New York State Youth Commission, and offered free to exhibitors
throughout the state with a guarantee
against 16mm. distribution until after
all theatrical showings, "Children in
Trouble" is a brief but very much to
for organized comthe pointmunityappeal
action in the fight against
juvenile delinquency.
Dramatized with characteristic
MOT polish, and narrated with customary verve
.
by Westbrook Van
Voorhis, are the happenings in the
daily lives of children that threaten to
plunge them into the cauldron of
crime, and the methods parents,
schools, churches, and police should
pursue to prevent delinquency. The
film, scheduled for release beginning
April 15, is a quality production which
theatres can book with confidence in
their efforts to give public service.
Running time, 10 minutes.

Strike Back !" is an interesting onereel report of the brutality inflicted
on the Czechoslovakian people during
the occupation of their country by the
Germans.
Opening with scenes of the war
crimes trials, it tells the story of retribution to the Czechs who were reresponsible for collaborationist activities, as well as to the Germans who
murdered and pillaged towns and
cities, including the infamous destruction of Lidice.
Although the film is presented as
forceful testimony, some American audiences may find the scenes of decomposed and battered bodies a little too
strong. Jan Masaryk, son of the
founder of the Czech Republic, is the
narrator, the subject is being released
nationally by Telenews Productions.
Running time, 10 minutes.
America's Town Meeting
(General Film Productions)
Appearing for the first time on the
screen, the popular radio forum is
question, "Are
the Responsible
shown
Parents discussing
or Society
for

Juvenile Delinquency." Speakers are :
Father Edward
J. Flanagan
Boys'
Town,
Tom Clark,
U. S. of
attorney
general ; Dorothy Thompson, author
and columnist, and Ethel Alpenfels,
anthropologist, with George V. Denny,
"The Dead Strike Bach!" Jr., Town Hall head, as moderator.
(Telenews Productions)
Graphic shots illustrating the subject
Produced by the Czechoslovak are interlaced with short speeches.
Documentary Film Unit, "The Dead Running time, 18 minutes.

GRANT MlTCHn,wh
EDW^RYAN j ^^0

BROPHY

Music ">« Lyrics $',,^£1 ^el%2jnmS *
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(Continued from page 1)

New

Film

Picture

Process

For Video's News
Philadelphia, April 9.— A faster
method of developing motion picture
film to allow transmission of news
events by television shortly after they
happen was demonstrated here yesterday by engineers of American Broadcasting, Eastman-Kodak and Philco
Corp.
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Arbitration

(Continued from page 1)

Zukor

Warns

(Continued from page 1)

perience has been that complaints abroad during his trip to Europe two
grew in number with the handing
ago, asserted: "There is no
down of the decision in the equity months
room today for escapism in films. We
case and the same is held likely with are beyond the lush period of the
the new Reed order postponing disIndiwar when
tribution phases of the decree.
give greatwill up."
Paramountstood
cating that anything
Until Justice Reed, on March 28,
er emphasis to the foreign market,
Two hundred feet of film showing
a simulated Coast Guard rescue were disclosed his intention to grant the he continued: "Since motion pictures
developed in about 25 minutes and stay ordering arbitration's end, are the only source of escape f*. a
flown to television station WPTZ at American Arbitration Association ex- hard-ridden world from its 1 ; pr
ecutive director J. Noble Braden,
Wyndmoor, Pa. The film was dea tremendous Reveloped aboard the plane which filmed and assistant executive director J. T drudge, _ they bear
sponsibility. Credibility is importhe rescue.
Murphy, had anticipated the immediate closing of 20 tribunals around
He added this would apply to Bing
the country with the remaining 11 to Crosby and Bob Hope as well as to
Bezahler's Father Dies
close upon determination of pending
Lewis Bezahler, father of Joel Be- complaints.
Paramcunt's dramatic stars. Crosby
zahler, home-office assistant to J. E.
and Hope, he said, symbolize laughSystem Started in 1940
Flynn, Midwest M-G-M sales manter, but hereafter they must hew to
ager, will be buried at Mt. Carmel
consistency
and characterization.
The
system,
as
administer
ed by the
Cemetery, in Brooklyn, today, followtant."
Describing
himself as a "middle-ofwas born with the industrying his death yesterday after a long AAA,
Government consent decree of Nov., the-road observer, neither an optimist
illness.
1940, and began actual operations in nor a pessimist," the Paramount
the following February, with no less chairman asserted that he does not
Edison Foundation
than 6,000 cases expected during the believe a recession will hit the nations' economy. "Things are in the
(Continued from page 1)
first year. On the basis of this expectation apanel of 1,200 arbitrators process of becoming settled now,"
Kodak vice-president, who is chairman was established, to be paid $50 for he said, indicating that "wholesale
of the film section, and Philip Reed, each day spent sitting on a case. Only unemployment is the only blow that
chairman of the board of General
would seriously hamper the coun148allcases
to "trial"
Electric and industrial chairman of in
try." However, he continued, price
of thatwere
year brought
and, to date, little
the campaign. Both sketched the con- more than 500 complaints have been and cost readjustments, now gradutributions ofEdison and discussed the
ally being put into effect, will overadjudge
aims of the Foundation.
orarium d.
went (The
down arbitrator
to $10). 's hon
come any tendency toward an economic setback. With high producAmong industry representatives
The consent decree set a budget of
Sell Two Theatres
tion costs and the consequent need
$490,000
for
the
first
year
present
were
Adolph
Zukor,"
Neil
and
$465,Atlanta, April 9. — Martin and Agnew, J. Cheever Cowdin, Terry
thereafter. But operat- for efficiency and economy confrontThompson theatres circuit has sold Ramsaye,
Leonard Goldenson, Francis 000 ingannually
ing Paramount, as well as the induscosts
were
only $390,000 in 1941,
the Gray, at Gray, to J. C. Balcom Harmon, Abe Schneider, Paul Raitry as a whole, Zukor intimated that
and the Roxy, at Milan, to Cecil bourn, J. W. Alicoate, Chick Lewis, and approximately $300,000 for each his company, would try to maintain
Crumby.
since.
year
W. C. Michael and Ralph Poucher.
Costs
are met principally by five an even keel through internal effifilm companies: Paramount, Warners, ciences rather than through employment cutbacks.
20th Century-Fox, Loew's and RKO
Radio, which contribute on the basis
of proportionate earnings.
•
SPECIAL
TRAIN INFORMATION
Cal. (Continued
Legislature
#
Main Expenses
from page 1)
for
Exhibitor expenses lie mainly in
lawyer's fees and costs of printing not be a condition of employment, discharge or agreement by an employer.
a complaint
and case records when
A three-man labor mediation board
an
appeal
of
an
award
is
taken.
They
VARIETY
CLUB
pay AAA a $10 filing fee and the would be created by a third bill, which
strikes
unsame amount for each day's hearing of wouldless prohibit
notice is first
filed or
withlockouts
the board.
a complaint, plus $25 for an appeal.
Another measure would authorize
Additionally, they incur, possibly,
INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION
other expenditures for inspection of criminal conspiracy suits for anyone
theatres or of a locality involved in causing, encouraging or inducing
strikes that are not the result of a
an arbitration case.
To Be Held at
trade
dispute within the industry in
The original appeal boa'rd comprised the late Van Vechten Veeder, which the would-be strikers are emchairman, and George W. Alger and
Also affecting the industry are two
Albert W. Putnam, associates. Upon ployed.
AMBASSADOR
HOTEL in LOS ANGELES
connected with the picketing of
Veeder's death, Alger became chair- bills
man and in turn was replaced bv Rob- San Francisco theatres by Negroes.
ert M. March. Salaries of $20,000
MAY
14th
to 17th
annually for the chairman and $17,500 for his associates, were set by Appeal
(Continued
Arguments
from page 1)
the New York court, and are included
in the $300,000 annual cost of opera- York case, the last of the three
tion.
to go
to the high court.
Although the Schine case has alThe National Tent in cooperation with the Los Angeles
ATA's Initial Aims
been docketed,
court'sadjourncalenTent will operate special trains to this important con(Continued from page 1)
dar isready
crowded
as thethe June
ment_
draws
near,
making
it
almost
vention and industry gathering. The New York through
certain
argument will go over
ATA_ is credited with having had until the that
court reconvenes in October.
some influence in obtaining the stay of
cars will leave on Friday, May 9th, arriving in Los
The Government has been delayed
the distribution provisions of the New
Angeles on Monday morning, May 12th.
York decree, including bidding.
in getting some of its exhibits from
Actually, ATA has allowed its first Oklahoma City in the Griffith case,
anniversary to go by unnoticed. A con- but these are coming in now, and the
For Pullman space on these special trains, please comvention at first intended for February Justice Department expects the case
municate with:
and repeatedly deferred, is now off in- to be docketed "in the near future —
definitely, the likely reason being un- certainly before the end of the month."
"CHICK" LEWIS
Justice Department lawyers yestersettled conditions within the industry
day declared that they had no comas
a
result
of
the
decree-stay
and
1313 Paramount Bldg., New York City
ment to make on the stay order handpending appeals. Consequently all
Tel.: LOngacre 3-0121
ed down this week by Justice Stanley
ATA incumbents will continue in office until a convention is eventually Reed trust
in case.the industry New York anticalled and elections held.
ica growing out of the Government's
anti-trust
suit against all of the parties.
In denying the dismissal, Judge
Coxe said that on the basis of facts
presented, "Scophony of America is
not an active participant in the alleged violations of the anti-trust laws
but is a victim thereof, unable to
shake itself free from the domination
of the moving parties." He added
that Scophony of America and Levey,
its president, may find it difficult to
prove damages sustained, "but they
are entitled to an opportuni
ty to do
Pending, meanwhile, is possible
so."
agreement between the defendants and
the Government on a consent decree
to guide future television operations
of the companies. The Government
has proposed such a decree be set
up.
Scophony of America in its crossclaims has disclaimed monopolistic association with the other defendants
and is suing General Precision, Television Productions and Paramount for
damages allegedly resulting from the
holding of their products off the
market because of the suit in which,
the company claims, it should not
properly be included.
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G are estimated picFOLLOWIN
ture grosses, exclusive of Federal
tax, for current engagements in key
cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
LOS ANGELES
te Egg
and I"inopened
no•7^
c^ed
strength
all ofwith
six prokey
first-run theatres to set, according to
U-I, a new record here in the number
of theatres used for one picture. Seven first-run theatres held special late
shows Saturday night for the convenience ofworshippers attending sunrise services. The weather has been
balmy all week. Estimated receipts
for the week ended April 9 :
THE LOCKET (RKO Radio) and CODE
OF THE WEST
(RKO Radio) — BEL.
MONT (1,600) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days,
2nd
week.
Gross:
$6,000.
(Average: $7,100)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— CARTHAY
CIRCLE (1,516) (S0c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days.
Gross: $13,500. (Average: $11,500)
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (20th-Fox)
—CHINESE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross: $16,0)0. (Average:
$18,200)
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— EGYPTIAN (1,000) (50c-60c-85c-$l-00) 7 days.
Gross: $19,500. (Average: $18,100)
THE LOCKET (RKO Radio) and CODE
OF THE WEST (RKO Radio)— EL REY
(861) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $7,000. (Average: $6,800)
BEDELIA
(Eagle-Lion) — FOUR STAR
(900) (S0c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week.
Gross: $5,500. (Average: $9,100)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Goldwym)— FOX-BEVERLY (1,350)
(Advanced prices: $1.0O-$1.25-$1.8O) 7 days,
15th
000) week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $12,THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
LITTLE IODINE (UA)— MUSIC HALL
(Hawaii)Gross:
(1,000)$4,000.
(65c-85c-$1.00)
week.
(Average:7 days,
$5,400) 2nd
THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
LITTLE IODINE (UA)— MUSIC HALL
(Hollywood) (490) (65c-85c-$1.0O) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $3,000. (Average: $4,700)
THE LOCKET (RKO Radio) and CODE
OF THE WEST (RKO Radio)— ORPHEUM (2,210) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days, 2nd
week. BEST
Gross: YEARS
$13,000. OF
(Average:
THE
OUR $18,800)
LIVES
(RKO Radio)— PALACE (1,237) (Advanced
prices: $1.00-$1.25-$1.80) 7 days, 11th week.
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $21,000)
THE GUILT OF JANET AMES (Col.)
and BLONDIE KNOWS BEST (Col.)—
PANTAGES (2,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7
days. Gross: $13,500. (Average: $20,800)
MY FAVORITE BRUNETTE (Para.) and
RENEGADE GIRL (Screen Guild)— PARAMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c-60c-80c$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $17,000.
(Average: $26,600)
MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para.)PARAMOUNT (Hollywood) (1,407) (50c60c -80c -$1.00) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross:
$15,000. (Average: $16,100)
THE EGG AND I (U-I) — RITZ (1,376)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $17,500.
(Average: $9,600)
THE EGG AND I (U-I) — STUDIO (880)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $12,500.
(Average: $6,100)
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— FOXWILSHIRE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 7
days. Gross: $19,500. (Average: $13,300)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— GUILD (965) (Advanced
prices: $1.00-$1.25-$1.80) 7 days, 4th week.
Gross: $12,500. (Average at regular admisprices of 50c-$1.00:
$5,900)AMES (Col.)
THE sionGUILT
OF JANET
and BLONDIE KNOWS BEST (Col.)—
HILLSTREET (2,700) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 7
days. Gross: $13,500. (Average: $19,800)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— IRIS (708) (50c60c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $13,500. (Average: $7,200)
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (Zftth-Fox)
—LOEWS
(2,500)Gross:
(50c-60c-85c$1.00)
7 days,STATE
3rd week.
$21,000.
(Average: $28,600)
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— LOS
ANGELES
(2,096)(Average:
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
Gross: $25,000.
$22,600) 7 days.
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (ZOth-Fox)
—LOYOLA (1,265) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 4
days, 3rd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average:
$11,500)
THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
LITTLE IODINE (UA)— MUSIC HALL
(Beverly Hills) (900) (65c-85c-$1.00) 7- days,
2nd
700) week. Gross: $3,000. (Average: $4,-

Key

Picture

City

THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
200)
LITTLE IODINE (UA)— MUSIC HALL
(Downtown) (900) (65c-85c-$1.00) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $14,THE EGG AND I (U-I)— UNITED ARTISTS (2,100) (50c-6Oc-85c-$l.OO) 5 days.
Gross: $31,000. (Average: $15,800)
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA <20th-Fox)
—UPTOWN (1,716) (5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 4
days, 3rd week. Gross: $12,500. (Average:
$13,200)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— VOGUE
(800) (Advanced prices: $1.00-$1.50-$1.80) 7
days, age:14th
$10,000)week. Gross: $13,000. (AverSTALLION ROAD
(WB)— WARNER 7
(Downtown) (3,400) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
days. Gross: $24,000. (Average: $18,200)
STALLION ROAD
(WB)— WARNER 7
(Hollywood) (3,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.0O)
days. Gross: $19,000. (Average: $15,500)
STALLION ROAD
(WB)— WARNER
(Wiltern)$18,000.
(2,300) (Average:
(50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
Gross:
$14,900) 7 days.
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— BRUIN (867)
(50c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross: $7,500. (Average:
$2,500)

daily

Grosses

except "Pursued," which opened big.
"Angel and the Badman" started slow
but built fast. Estimated receipts for
the week ended April 8-9 :
MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para,.)—
LOEWS
days,
4th
week. OHIO
Gross: (1,268)
$9,000. (50c-70c)
(Average: 7 $7,000)
ANGEL AND THE BADMAN (Rep.)—
LOEWS STATE (3,300) (50c-70c) 7 days.
Gross: $22,500. (Average: $23,800)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN M-G-M)—
(
LOEWS STILLMAN
(1,900) (50c-70c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$13,500. (Average: $11,000)
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES (RKO)
—LOWER MALL (563) (Advanced prices:
90c-$1.80)
5 days. prices:
Gross: $9,500)
$12,114. (Average at advanced
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (ZOth-Fox)
—RKO ALLEN (3,000) (55c-70c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average: $12,000)
JOHNNY
O'CLOCK (Col.)— RKO PALACE (3,300) (55c-70c)
000. (Average:
$21,400) 7 days. Gross: $15,PURSUEDDROME (3,500)
(WB)—
WARNERS' HIPPO(55c-70c)
$22,500. (Average:
$22,600) 7 days. Gross:
NORA
PRENTISS
LAKE (714)
(55c-70c) (WB)—
7 days,WARNERS'
3rd week.
Gross: $3,300. (Average: $3,650)
BOSTON
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— UNIVERSITY (917) (Adprices: 90c-$1.80) 5 days. Gross:
The expected dip in business over $14,254. vanced
(Average as a subsequent run:
the weekend was unusual in its action.
$2,500)
The Saturday slump was bad but
business picked up sharply on Sunday,
DENVER
bringing receipts to a better-than-1946
level for the equivalent period. Estimated receipts for the week ending
Business was off some during the
April 9:
week but shot up over the weekend.
MILLIE'S DAUGHTER (Col.)- BOSTON "My Favorite Brunette" stays for a
(2,900) (50c-$1.10).
Stage show:
Cavallaro
and orchestra.
Gross: Carmen
$28,000. second week at the Denham. Esti(Average: $31,000)
mated receipts for the week ending
SUDDENLY ITS SPRING (Para.) and
9-10:
THE GUILTY (Mono.) — FENWAY (1,- April
BEST
YEARS
OF OUR LIVES (RKO
700) (40c-80c). Gross: $4,800. (Average: Radio) — ALADDIN
(1,400) (Advanced
$6,500)
90c-$1.80) 7 days, 4th week. Gross:
THE LOCKET (RKO Radio) and SING- prices:
(Average at 35c-74c: $4,000)
ING IN THE CORN (Col.)— MEMORIAL $8,500.
GALLANT BESS (M-G-M) and BORN
(2,900)
(Average:(40c-80c)
$27,200) 6 days. Gross: $23,000. TO SPEED (PRC)— BROADWAY (1,500)
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (2®th-Fox) (35c-74c)$7,500)7 days. Gross: $10,000. (Averand BACKLASH (2€th-Fox) — METROPOL- MY age:FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para.)—
(4,736) (40c-80c). Gross: $25,300. DENHAM (1,750) (35c-70c)
7 days. Gross:
(Average:ITAN $26,000)
$16,000.
(Average:
$11,000)
DEAD RECKONING (Col.) and THE
I'LL BE YOURS (U-I) and THE LONE
THIRTEENTH HOUR (Col.)— ORPHEUM WOLF
(Col.)— DENVER (2,(3,200) (40c-80c). Gross: $20,000. (Aver- 525) (35c-IN74c)MEXICO
7 days, day and date with the
age: $25,000)
and$15,000)Webber. Gross: $16,000. (AvSUDDENLY IT'S SPRING (Para.) and Esquire erage:
THE GUILTY (Mono.)— PARAMOUNT
I'LL BE YOURS (U-I) and1 THE LONE
(1,700)age: $14,900)
(40c-80c). Gross: $11,000. (Aver- WOLF
IN MEXICO (Col.)— ESQUIRE
(742) Denver
(35c-74c)and7 days,
day and date with
BOOM TOWN (M-G-M reissue) and the
CIGARETTE GIRL (Col.)— STATE (2,900) (Average: $3,000) Webber. Gross: $4,000.
000)
(35c-80c). Gross: $14,000. (Average: $17,- THE MIGHTY McGURK (M-G-M) and
THE MASK OF DIJON (PRC)— ORPHE(2,600) (35c-74c)
000. UM(Average:
$15,500)7 days. Gross: $14,BUFFALO
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)— PARAMOUNT (2,200) (35c-74c) 7 days, after two
weeks at the Denver, Esquire, Webber and
There has ben a noticeable pickup Rialto. Gross: $11,000. (Average: $8,000)
in box-office receipts here, although NORA PRENTISS (WB) and VACATION
DAYS (Mono.)— RIALTO (878) (35c-74c) 7
cold weather is continuing. Business days,
after a week at the Denver, Esquire
in general is now about average. Es- and Webber. Gross: $4,500. (Average:
timated receipts for the week ending $3,000)
April 12:
I'LL BE YOURS (U-I) and THE LONE
IT HAPPENED IN BROOK- WOLF IN MEXICO (CoL) — WEBBER
(750 Denver
)(35c-74c)and7 days,
day and date with
LYN (M-G-M)— BUFFALO (3,489) (40c- the
50c-60c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $19,000. (Aver- (Average:
$2,000) Esquire. Gross: $3,000.
age: $19,000)
MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para,)—
GREAT LAKES (3,000) (40c -50c -60c -70c) 7
days, 2nd week. Gross: $16,000. (Average: OMAHA
$18,000)
LOVE LAUGHS AT ANDY HARDY
(M-G-M) and THE TRAP (Mono.) — HIPThe holiday was only able to help
PODROME (2,100)
(40c-50c-60c-70c)
Gross: $10,400.
(Average:
$10,000) 7 days. send two first-runs to above average.
I'LL BE YOURS (U-I) and SHADOWED Weather was mixed, with showers al(CoL) — LAFAYETTE (3,000) (40c-50c-60cmost every day. Estimated receipts
70c) 7 days. Gross: $15,000. (Average:
$15,000)
for the week ending April 9-10 :
300)
THE SHOCKING MISS PILGRIM (ZOth- MAGNIFICENT DOLL (U-I) and VACAFox) and BACKLASH (ZOth-Fox) — TECK
DAYS (Mono.)— OMAHA (2,00) (50c(1,500)
(40c-50c-60c-70c)
days, 2nd
week, 65c) 7 TION
days. Gross: $7,200. (Average: $8,on
a moveover.
Gross: 7 $5,500.
(Average:
$6,000)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES GALLANT BESS (M-G-M) and VACA(Mono,)— ORPHEUM (3,000)
(RKO)— TWENTIETH CENTURY (3,000) (50c-65c)TION7 DAYS
days. Gross: $8,600. (Average:
(Advanced admission prices: 90c-$1.50) 7
days, 3rd week. Gross : $17,800. (Average $9,600)
ITS SPRING
(Para.) —
at
70c:regular
$16,000) admission prices of 40c-50c-60c- SUDDENLY
PARAMOUNT
(2,900) (50c-65c1
Gross: $13,000. (Average:
$10,600) 7 days.
TRAIL STREET (RKO Radio) and
CLEVELAND
CIGARETTE GIRL (Col.)— RKO BRANDEIS (Average:
(1.200) (50c-65c)
500.
$6,600) 7 davs. Gross: $9,(.Continued
on following page)
Most new pictures had quiet starts,
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Grosses

Reviews

(Continued from preceding page)
ST. LOUIS
The seasonal holidays cut more
sharply into theatre grosses than in
any similar period since 1941, with
"California," "The Best Years of Our
Lives" and "My Favorite Brunette"
holding up strongest against the trend.
Estimated receipts for the week ended
April 9 :
I'LL BE YOURS (U-I) and BEAT THE
BAND (RKO Radio)— AMBASSADOR (3,154) (50c-60c-75c) 7 days. Gross: $14,000.
(Average: $18,000)
CALIFORNIA (Para.) — FOX (5,000) (50c60c-75c) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $18,500.
(Average: $20,000)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN
(M-G-M) and SO DARK THE NIGHT
(CoL) — LOEWS STATE (3,500) (50c-60c75c) 7 days. Gross: $19,000. (Average:
$20,000)
THE RED HOUSE (UA) and THIRTEENTH HOUR (Col.)— LOEWS ORPHEUM (2,000) (50c-60c-75c) 7 days, on
a$7,000.
moveover
from $9,000)
Loew's State. Gross:
(Average:
ITS A WONDERFUL LIFE (RKO Radio)
and SONG OF THE SOUTH (RKO Radio)
—MISSOURI (3,514) (50c-60c-75c) 7 days,
2nd week, on a moveover. Gross: $11,000.
(Average: $12,500)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — ST. LOUIS (4,000) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.20-$1.50) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $18,000. (Average at regular
admission
prices of
50c-75c: $12,500)
MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE
(Para.) and
SEVEN WERE SAVED (Para.)— SHU BERT (2,000) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days, 2nd
week, of a moveover from the Fox. Gross :
$6,000.

"Jewels
of Brandenburg"
(20th Century-Fox)
A KNOTTY problem is presented for unraveling by the armchair sleuths,
involving a contest of wits between international jewel thieves and a
U. S. Government agent, with deadly weapons used. The film is standard
mystery-drama, resorting to many stock devices to heighten melodramatic
effect, and with a cast turning in .reliable performances, it makes a satisfactory film of its kind.
Richard Travis, as a piano-playing hero, cuts a dashing figure in a screenplay by Irving Elman, Irving Cummings, Jr., and Robert G. North, from an
original by the latter two. At the request of the Government, he takes a plane
to Lisbon, and there sets the bait to bring out the Brandenburg jewel thieves.
Their identity established, the task revolves around getting the gems back, a
job that results in many tense moments. .
The cast is rounded out with Micheline Chirel, as a dangerous siren of
exotic accents ; Leonard Strong, a suave figure of villainy, and Carol Thurston, sharing the romantic angle with Travis. Eugene Forde directed the
Sol M. Wurtzel presentation, with Paul Wurtzel as associate producer.
Running time, 64 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
in May.
Manny Herbstman
"Violence"
(Monogram)

Stay

(Continued from page 1)
licensing of one picture upon the
licensing of another, although part of
the decree which is stayed, still would
involve a risk if practiced because it
is outlawed by the decision. This
risk would be, it is said, for the interim period, being from the time of
the decision and the time the high
court determines the case, and most
necessarily if the high court £\ *Mds
theItdecision
on this point.
is understood,
however, v'C'''
that at
least one company feels it could engage in block booking without violating the decision on this count, in that
it would not mean that the sale of a
film is a condition of a sale of another
but that pictures are sold as a group
for sake of convenience and a means
of assurance of future product for an
exhibitor.
A position on road shows was taken yesterday by James Mulvey, president of Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
who sees in the decree stay order an
instrument eliminating any doubt as to
the legality of that type of exhibition.
He said that heretofore it was questionable whether an independent producer, such as Goldwyn, who retains
all roadshow rights to his product,
could have his picture so shown in an
affiliated theatre.
Mulvey added he now plans to roadshow "Best Years of Our Lives" in
whichever manner is suitable, either by
sub-leasing theatres for the purpose
or entering into licensing agreements.

Hollywood, April 9
SOMEBODY had a good idea at the outset of this melodrama, but it got
lost in the resultant screenplay, by Stanley Rubin and Louis Lantz. Jack
Bernhard's
too, leaves
to be desired, and Edward J. Kay's
musical scoredirection,
is obtrusive,
to say much
the least.
It is unfortunate that the film comes off poorly as entertainment, for the
fundamental idea is interesting and timely.
An organization known as the United Defenders sets out to preach hatred
to returned war veterans, and under the cover of pretended patriotism, robs
them of their money and their rights. Like Hitler's early followers, members
of the organization stop at nothing, not even murder. A girl reporter gets
aOnjobheras way
secretary
head,she inisorder
to expose
the group.
to maketo the
her organization's
report, however,
involved
in an automobile
accident which leaves her with amnesia. Fortunately, the FBI has also
assigned an agent to investigate United Defenders, and his efforts ultimately
25th Anniversary
meet with success.
( Continued from page 1 )
Emory Parnell and Sheldon Leonard, villains of the piece, turn in far 13 More 'Yearling9
better performances than do the leads, Nancy Coleman and Michael O'Shea. Openings Are Set
M-G-M's Technicolor special, "The
20th Century-Fox, held at the Hotel The film is a Jack Bernhard-Bernard Brandt production.
St. Moritz.
Running time, 72 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, Yearling," has been set to open in
four
situations this month and nine
Thalia Bem.
The anniversary will be signalized April 12.
next month, with the possibility of an
in a dinner to be given by the industry
increase in the number of opening
to outstanding individuals from all
dates in prospect, it was announced
over the world at the Hotel Waldorf- (Monogram
'Hard )Boiled Mahoney'
here yesterday by the company.
Astoria, New York, on May 8. BeThree Loew theatres, in Cleveland,
sides marking the silver jubilee of the T N characteristic shenanigan fashion "The Bowery Boys" continue their
organized industry, Schlaifer pointed 1 laugh-provoking adventures which this time take them into the detective Houston and Washington, will open
out the affair will point up the con- business. Leo Gorcey, flanked by Huntz Hall, Bobby Jordan, Gabriel Dell, the picture today, and the United Artists Theatre in Portland, Ore., will
tribution ofthe American motion pic- Billy Benedict, Patti Brill and other members of the gang, set out to find
ture as an institution of society and a beautiful society girl who has been missing from her family. Their hunt begin April IS. Nine other Loew situations set to open on May 1, include
its world-wide contribution to the leads them into the den of fortune-teller Dan Seymour who is a blackmailer
well-being of peoples. Eric Johnston, on the side, and who has made the missing girl one of his victims. From theatres in Akron, Baltimore, ColumMPA president, and J. Arthur Rank, there on in it is one chase after another, in and out of hotel apartments and
bus, Dayton, New Orleans, Toledo,
head of the British Film Producers across roof-tops, winding up with the boys as innocent — and very ignorant — Buffalo, St. Louis and Kansas City.
Association, London, will speak, and participants in a quiz program on the air.
William Beaudine, directing from an original by Cyril Endfield, has suc- Also, following the run of "Sea of
leading public dignitaries and film
Grass,"
now current,
"The Yearling"
celebrities will attend.
be shown
simultaneously
at Fox
ceeded measurably in playing up the kind of slap-stick excitement that has will
The appointment of various sub- endeared "The Bowery Boys" to their many fans. Edmond Seward con- West Coast's Egyptian, Wilshire and
tributed additional dialogue, and if his lines are those which permit the boys Los Angeles theatres in Los Angeles.
committee chairmen to handle promotional and publicity details of the anni- to murder the King's English, he is responsible for a great number of the
versary and the dinner was announced laughs. Others in the cast include Betty Compson, Pierre Watkin, Teala
Seven More Pictures
by Schlaifer at the luncheon-meeting Loring and Bill Ruhl. Jan Grippo produced.
yesterday, as follows : Trade papers,
Running time, 63 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, Rated by Legion
Jack Alicoate and Milton Livingston ; April 26.
C. L. F.
The National Legion of Decency
newspapers and press associations,
has clasified the following films A-I :
Ulric Bell ; columnists, Sid Garfield
"A Boy, a Girl and a Dog," Film
and Al Rylander ; radio, Burt Cham- "Thunder in the Hills"
pion and Irving Cahn ; newsreels, (General Film Productions Corp.)
Classics ; "For the Love of Rusty,"
Glen Allvine ; printed programs and
Columbia;Films.
"St. Francis
of Assisi"
film makers have sent over a stirring dramatization of their war- Azteca
Rated A-II
are:
art, Abbott Weisbord; research and /^•ZECH
years under
Nazi occupation. Said to be their first resistance film to be
stills, Joel Swenson, Halsey Raines, shown on these shores, it is a briskly-spaced and engrossing drama that "Copacabana," United Artists ; "The
Len White, Henry Straus, E. J. should especially make a worthy selection for foreign-language houses and Two Mrs. Carrolls," Warners, and
"A Likely Story," RKO Radio.
Eustace and Gertrude Smith ; maga- "art theatres."
Placed in Class .B is the Charles
zines, Al Horwits ; field coordination,
Outstanding in the carefully-wrought production
its authenticity of Chaplin-United Artists "Monsieur
Arthur N. Brilant ; British and over- background, its strong, yet restrained characterizations,is and
a narrative deseas, Jerry Dale.
velopment that rings true to reality. The story, set in a small village, for the
most part centers around the Nazi hunt for a shot-down allied pilot who is 'Jolson' Ends
in Seattle
being sheltered by the villagers. Frustrated in their attempt to terrorize the
villagers into bringing forth the pilot, the Nazis grow increasingly barbarous, Verdoux."
Chicago Gets 'Dillinger'
Seattle, April 9. — "The Jolson
finally the agonies of the people erupt into a successful uprising. A Story"
Chicago, April 9. — Monogram's until
ended its record-breaking 102large cast of unknowns, all skilled in their acting, has been assembled by day
run at the Liberty Theatre here
"Dillinger," which was released sev- director
Vaclav Kubasek. Excellent camerawork further enhances the O. last night. The Columbia film played
eral years ago, will have its first Chicago area showing at two Essaness Sedlacek production, produced by Czech State Film Productions. While the to 325,000 people, more than threehouses on May 29. The film had been action of the story speaks eloquently enough, effective sub-titles have been fourths
of the Seattle population, and
banned here up to now for what were supplied.
grossed a weekly average of $13,000,
Running time, 80 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date, April according to Leroy Johnson, manager
unofficially described as "political reaM. H. of the Jensen and Von Herbert chain,
sons."
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7V„ /. Allied Plans
June Seaboard Meet
Plans for a June convention
of National Allied units in
states bordering on the Atlantic Seaboard are being
worked out by Allied of New
Jersey, which will be host to
the units. Included in the
plans is a testimonial dinner
in honor of Allied president
Jack Kirsch.
The convention is tentatively scheduled to be held at the
Ambassador
Hotel, Atlantic
City.

Will

Field
On

Localize

Three

Groups

Promotions

Future

Product

Plan
Picture
Gov't
Ign
ore
Universal-International's field exploitation representatives will be given
greater authority to develop key city Allied, PCCITO and ClEA
promotion plans, in a new move to
localize promotional showmanship, Spurn Bid to Aid
Maurice A. Bergman, U-I Eastern
Allied States, the Pacific Coast
advertising and publicity director disclosed here yesterday as the company Conference of Independent Theatre
opened a two-day meeting of its field Owners and the Conference of Inand home office promotion staffs with
dependent Exhibitors Associations
home office executives at the Hotel
Astor.
have "pocket- vetoed" participating in
industry program to cooperate with
Besides Bergman, speakers included the
the Government and charitable and
William J. Heineman, general sales other groups in showing their films.
manager of the J. Arthur Rank diviWhile nine other exhibition, prosion of U-I; J. B. L. (Pock) Lawduction and distribution groups have
rence, vice-president and public relato participate in the plan to
tions director of the J. Arthur Rank agreed
facilitate the handling of approved
Organization in America; L. J. Mc- films from outside the industry, the
Ginley, sales
manager,
and 6)Lawrence bid to Allied, PCCITO and CIEA
(Continued
on page
to appoint representatives on the proposed 12-man coordinating committee
unanswered, and- industry in5 Selznick Stars to still are terests
here sponsoring the program
now conclude that the three have
(Continued on page 7)
Offer Summer Plays

The usual seasonal drop in theatre grosses was more in evidence
last month than for the same period
in 1946, attributable
in large
measure to Lent and to inclement
weather in many parts of the country,
according to reports on some 170 key
situations received from Motion Pic- Defeat
Seen
ture Daily field correspondents. But
prospects for this month are brighter.
For
N.J.
Tax
March's weekly average gross
of $16,769 per theatre, although
showing a slight recovery over
It appeared yesterday that the Fedthe previous month's $16,680,
eration of New Jersey Theatre Owncompares with an average of
(Continued on page 7)
ers may win by a "technical knockout"
its fight against threatened state legislation which would empower coastal
to levy three per cent theatre
Eleven Theatres Are cities
admission taxes.
Although Assembly Bill No. 27,
In Path of Tornado which has been the particular target
of the organization of New Jersey
Five film stars of David O. Selzexhibitors and was primarily responestablished an actors' comnicktohave
Oklahoma City, April 10. — Film
sible for the formation of the taxact in, manage and produce a
Row here is awaiting reports of the fighting Federation, has passed both series panyof
plays this summer, it was
extent of damage to theatres in towns the Assembly and Senate and is now disclosed here yesterday by Vanguard
in the path of the tornado which tore before Gov. Driscoll, charges of an Films. Emphasizing that the players,
through Texas and Oklahoma yester unfair vote count in the Assembly have including Joseph Cotten, Mel Ferrer,
day and today. With communications prompted the Governor to recommend Jennifer
Dorothy McGuire and
crippled by the storm, adding to the recall of the bill for a new Assembly Gregory Jones,
Peck, in organizing the group,
difficulties arising from the nationwide roll call. It is declared that under New would have control of the undertaking,
(Continued on page 7)
telephone strike, the damage sustained
(Continued on page 7)
by motion picture houses is still a
matter of speculation on Film Row
here.
An estimated 11 theatres are located Indiana
Call
Theatremen
in towns and cities hit by the tornado
late last night. In Texas the theatres
include : the Alamo, at Higgins ; the
Palace in Canadian; the Crown
'Evasion '
Lanora, Rex and State, in Pampa. '4- Wall ' Deals
The Oklahoma houses are : the Gage
Indianapolis, April 10. — The Asand Toy in Gage; Empress at Shatsociated Theatre Owners of Indiana,
tuck, and the Terry and Woodward
Film Firms' Phone
Allied affiliates, has attacked the rein Woodward.
Systems Hold Up
cently adopted plan of some producers to lease theatres for their key picApart from a three-hour
tures, contending that such theatre
breakdown Wednesday afterSays More Houses
noon in telephone operations
leasings
missions. push up rentals as well as adat 20th Century-Fox's home
Needed for India
The group says that, "a couple of
office, phone systems of momonths back we urged staunch retion picture companies here
of '4-wall'
innovation
the
sistance
to
are
holding
up well, a checkup disclosed yesterday on the
India's major film industry problem leasing, realizing that the experiment
today is its lack of sufficient theatres of the day would become the firmly
fourth day of the nationwide
according to Mahomed- Akbar Fazal established practice of the future."
strike of operators.
bhoy, managing director of Photo
"this
With suburban and longthat
charges
further
ATOI
phone Equipments, Ltd. of India evasion of the court decree is fast
distance calls barred by the
agents for RCA and National Thea- gaining ground and we believe it
emergency,
local switchboards
tre Supply Co. Fazalbhoy, in this
have had considerably lighter
an open and shut case for comcountry on a visit to look over new makes plete
divorcement. Besides forcing up
traffic.
post-war equipment, said here yester- admission prices this subterfuge also
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)

MPA

Anniversary

Dinner

Postponed

The 25th anniversary dinner of the
Motion Picture Association, scheduled
for May
at the
tel here,8 has
beenWaldorf-Astoria
postponed, withHo-a
new date unset. This was decided
here yesterday at an executive MPA
meeting presided over by Eric A.
Johnston, president. Other industry
events on or around May 8 which
would conflict with the planned celebration were given as the reason for
the postponement.
J. Arthur Rank, who was to have
been a guest speaker at the dinner,
will instead be entertained on May 8
by the MPA board.
Final

Touches

Chaplin

for

Premiere

The installation of $50,000 worth of
new sound reproduction equipment,
ordered by Charles Chaplin for the
world premiere tonight of his new
film, "Monsieur Verdoux," was completed yesterday at the Broadway
Theatre by a crew of 50 technicians
and electricians.
The New York house, which has
been taken
over by
United
(Continued
on page
7) Artists,
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Personal
Mention

N PETER RATHVON, president
. of RKO, will return to the Coast
from New York today.
•
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th Century-Fox, and Murray Silverstone, president of 20th-Fox International, and their wives, are due
in Rio de Janeiro over the weekend
and are scheduled to return to the
U. S. from their South American
tour on April 26. •
Robert S. Wolff, RKO Radio's
general manager in the United Kingdom, and Jack W. Votion, European
studio representative, will leave New
York for Hollywood over the weekend.
•
Evelyn Koleman, Republic's publicity manager, left here for Hollywood by plane yesterday to act as
godmother at the christening of Roy
Roger's son, Roy, •Jr.
George F. Dembow, National
Screen's vice-president in charge of
distribution, is recovering rapidly
from his recent ankle injury.
•
Robert Gillham, Eastern advertising director for Vanguard Films and
the Selznick Releasing Organization,
left New York yesterday for Dallas.
•
John J. O'Connor, Universal-International vice-president, will return
to New York on Monday after a
week's vacation. •
Gradwell Sears, United Artists
vice-president in charge of distribution, is expected to leave New York
for London early •next week.
Charles C. Moskowitz, Loew's
vice-president and treasurer, left here
yesterday for a Miami vacation.
•
Dan Michalove, National Theatres
vice-president, is due to return here
from Florida next week.
•
William Rodgers, vice-president in
charge of sales for M-G-M, is due to
return here from Detroit today.
Congressional Group
To Coast in May
Washington, April 10.— The Congressional sub-committee to investigate
Hollywood jurisdictional strikes and
reported Communist activities in the
movie industry will not leave Washington before late May, according to a
member of the House Labor Committee and the House Un-American Activities Committee.
The group was scheduled to leave
early this month, but committee members now believe that the trip will be
postponed until labor legislation and
other important activities are disposed
of by Congress.
The committee, originally scheduled
to consist of only one man, will
probably have three members.
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NEW
Insider's
By RED
\/f AJOR event of this day is
the world premiere of
Charlie Chaplin's first film in
seven years. It's been that long
between "The Great Dictator''
and "Monsieur Verdoux." The
lads at UA, thoroughly seasoned
in advertising and publicity
buildups before any film is conditioned for a key city bow, had
their initial difficulties with
Chaplin. He figured he could
barge into the Big Town and
get going in 72 hours, history
and artistry being what they
are. Thus, he originally planned
a Broadway debut on the evening of Good Friday.
It didn't develop quite that
way. As plainly and as persuasively asexecutives on salary
may talk to a producer who also
owns half of the company, they
told him history and artistry
were entitled to proper respect,
but that the practicalities of marketing celluloid had some arguments to offer, too.
The outcome was a compromise, reasonably arrived at, on
the premiere for this evening.
The Broadway, built by Ben
Moss as the Colony, seats 1,900.
"Verdoux," plus a short and
newsreel, will run two hours and
20 minutes. Six shows a day
will prevail beginning tomorrow,
and five 'daily on Sunday. The
mezzanine, seating 250, will be
reserved at all times, each seat
at $1.80 to be sold once for the
matinee and once at $2.40 for the
late evening show. How UA
will clear out stragglers during
the in-between performance remains to be demonstrated.
They're hopeful, though.
The rest of the house, unreserved, will range from 90 cents
to $1.80 during the week and rise
to $2.40 for weekends and holidays on a price structure bearing
close resemblance to "The Best
Years of Our Lives" at the Astor. The Broadway is scaled
for a maximum load of $60,000
a week, which is a lot of money.
Incidentally, the Chaplin film
might have been a tenant at the
Rivoli if UA had not taken over
the Broadway as its own show-

Outlook
KANN
eral press interview to be held
Monday afternoon. It is understood UA officials did what they
could to discourage the en masse
cross-fire, pointing out Charlie
would have to take on all comers
including those who might be after answers as to why he never
became an American citizen and
his version of his alleged lack of
cooperation in the war effort.
Chaplin had an answer, which
was : "I can handle it."
Monday will clinch it. Meanwhile, Chaplin, his snowy-white
shock of curly hair attracting attention at "21" yesterday, reflected no lack of confidence in
the outcome.
■ ■
Arthur W. Kelly continues to
await official return to UA as a
vice-president. At the outset,
anyway, it is expected his duties
will be confined
to Chaplin's
interests, up-and-coming
among
them supervision of sales of
"Verdoux." Mary Pickford is
believed to be looking elsewhere
for a replacement to Ed Raftery,
whose desire to return to his law
practice is undiminished. She is
of the viewpoint that the head
of the company ought to be a
well-known figure who has no
committments, actual or inferential, with any person or with any
interest beyond the company,
■ ■
perFloating
se.
in and out of the UA
sector, there also is this :
"Henry V," to date, has returned $1,100,000 to the distributor out of 37 playdates, which
means the surface hardly has
been scratched.
The resentment is never open,
but does prevail over credit for
the current swing to multiple
runs and four-wall theatre deals.
Sources friendly to Grad Sears
point out the multiple run gadget
is old hat at UA— "The Fabulous Dorseys" was spotted in 51
simultaneous runs throughout
Pennsylvania — and familiar,
also, is the routine on four walls
— example : "Henry Five."
The fact, of course, is that
Sears did not invent either one
although he makes no such
claim. Both methods have been
around for some time.
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Asides

and

Interludes
By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM

Motion
NY

Theatres

Hospital

Picture

to Aid

Campaign

"The Forgotten Casualty," a film
produced
by Skouras
munity Service,
will Theatres'
be shownCom-in
:Skouras and other Metropolitan area
.
theatres
next week in connection with
.
the
$2,500,000 drive for the Institute
and Physical Medi(of Rehabilitation
cine
of New Center.
York University's
Belle,
vue
Medical
The drive, which
(opens here on Monday, is to rehabili,
tate 23,000,000 disabled civilians, of
,
whom
1,250,000 are in the New York
area.
.
Without rehabilitation, the average
disabled
civilian earned $148 per
(
.
year;
with training, this figure rose
;
to
$1,768 per year, the committee discloses.
|
"The ■ Forgotten Casualty" was
viewed by President and Mrs. Truman in Washington last month, when
Mrs. Truman opened the national
campaign. It is narrated by Fredric
March, and has also been made available by Skouras Theatres in 16mm.
for showings at civic meetings, etc.

New

3

Daily
Broadway

Date

Is Set for 'Jolson'
Columbia's "The Jolson Story" will
return
to Broadway at the Victoria
:
Theatre, following the run of the curi
dent
film,
"The time
Adventuress."
This
marks
the first
a film will open
i
;an "encore engagement" at a Broadway first-run house at top prices immediately following its complete tour
i<
of
the country, says Columbia.
In announcing the reopening, A.
j
Montague,
general sales manager, said
the
1 Victoria will be the only theatre
i New York to show the film during
in
j run here.
its

Coming

Events

April 14 — Motion Picture Foundation area meeting, Charlotte.
, this
passing
S mind
FORD'to
Y brings
HENRweek,
his brush
April 14-18 — Republic regional sales
with the motion picture industry, back
meeting, Hollywood.
in 1915-1916, in connection with the
peace vs. war politics of World War
April 14-15 — Television executives
J=^similarly a Counterpart of those
meeting, Hotel Commodore, New
York.
hVOiZ present post-war days of World
War II.
Ford had begun to put his mind on
April 16 — Motion Picture Foundation area meeting, Salt Lake City.
'peace, blue-printing a plan to get the
boys out of the trenches by Christmas,
April 20 — Theatre Equipment and
when, on Dec. 1, 1915, Ford's pet DeSupply
Dealers meeting, Hotel
troit was "bombed" by an airplane,
Drake, Chicago.
laden with advertising matter for a
.AT OI in Support of
motion picture, "The Battle Cry of
21-22— North Central Allied
Salesmen
Organizing April
Peace," a war film based on the book,
'
convention, Minneapolis.
"Defenseless America," war-inspired
Chicago,
April
10.
—
The
Associated
n Maxim, muniHudso
documenttions by manufactu
Theatre
Owners of Indiana, in the
'
21 — Edward M. Fay indusrer. The picture
latest issue of its Theatre Facts, has April try
testimonial dinner sponsored
starred Norma Talmadge.
come
out
in
support
of
the
organizaby
the
Independent
Theatre Ownadvertisefull-page
bought
tion of film salesmen.
Ford in
ers of Rhode Island, Hotel Sherments scores of leading newspapers
aton-Biltmore,
Providence.
The
Indiana
Allied
group
said
that
all over the country, proclaiming that
film salesmen will have the greatest
"The Battle Cry of Peace" was plain
problem in selling to exhibitors in April 21tion—areaMotion
meeting,Picture
Albany.Foundawar
nal
professio
the
for
da
propagan
merchants and munitions makers. To Discuss Para.
non-competitive
sonal calls, much spots.
of this"Without
business perwill April 21 — Motion Picture FoundaFord delivered his broadside at Maxtion area meeting, at a special
be lost and while we strongly advoim's book and the production, being Claim vs. Brandt
North
Central Allied luncheon,
cate economy and a stop to the reckdistributed by Vitagraph (subsequently
Minneapolis.
Out-of-court settlement of the Paraless extravagance in production, we
merged with Warners). Vitagraph
mount claim of inaccurate _ box office think that cutting down salesmen is
sued Ford for one round million dol- reports on percentage pictures by
lars. Whether it ever collected was Brandt Theatres here, is now slated to not an important source of savings April 21-25 — Society of Motion Picit will react to the disadvanture Engineers 61st semi-annual
not made known.
come up for discussion next week. and that
convention, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
the company that practices
V
Upon reaching an agreement, other it," thetage ofATOI
said.
April, third week — Motion Picture
Speculation prevailing at the time negotiations will be conducted with
Foundation
area meeting, Pittson
of the Academy Award presentati
RKO Radio, Loew's and Warners.
burgh.
Meetings between Paramount and Veteran Comedians
to Harold Russell, handle ss veteran,
Brandt attorneys have been repeatedly
for his part in "The Best _ Years of postponed due to the illness of a ParaApril 23 — Associated Motion PicTo Be Feted Here
Our Lives," can nozv be disposed of.
ture Advertisers luncheon-meetmount auditor commissioned to comComedians
in
the
business
for
25
Famol's
Lynn
set to join
Originally advertisin
ing, Hotel Astor, New York.
the company's
claimed
revenue
g staff, here, Rus- lost. puteSettlement
Goldwyn
negotiations between years or more will be honored at a April 28 — M-G-M division, district
sell will, instead, go back to Boston
dinner at the Waldorfand branch managers meeting,
University, to complete a course in Brandt and 20th Century-Fox were testimonial
concluded some months ago, with Astoria on May 23 by the National
advertising.
Hotel Astor, New York.
Laugh Week Foundation. Proceeds
V
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox president, will
go to the Herald Tribune Fresh
acting as arbitrator.
Air Fund.
Tenor Lauritz Melchior was supposed to sing, the other night, in
Sponsors of the dinner include Spy- U. S. Films Gain in
Warner
Asks
Appeal
ros P. Skouras, Hal Roach, Sol Lesdidn't.
Bloomington, Indiana, but he
ser, Lawrence Langner, Oscar Ham- Post-war Roumania
It wasn't because he wasn't in In Joan Leslie Case
Bloomington. He was. But in error
merstein II, Gene Buck, Brock Pemhe had gone to Bloomington, Illinois.
Hollywood, April 10. — Warner berton, Jim Farley, Fiorello La GuarV
and Grover Whalen. Among those
Brothers' counsel has requested a re- dia
Washington, April 10.— American
hearing of its appeal from District to be honored are : Charles Chaplin, films enjoy greater popularity in RoBruce Collins, vice-president of
Harold Lloyd, Groucho Marx.
mania today than ever before, the
Court Judge
A. Paonessa's
decision
Robb and Rowley's Corpus Christie freeing
U. S. Commerce Department reports.
Joan Leslie
from a contract
Theatres, addressing a company con- entered into
while
still
a
minor.
The
It adds that this is true despite the
vention of theatre managers, stressed
few films have been availthe value of adapting men and mate- District Court of Appeals recently Three More Branches fact that
able since the end of the war and
confirmed Paonessa's rinding that a
rials thusly: "A plain iron bar is player
majority can void a For Shipping Service most of those were of poor quality.
worth $5. The same bar made into contract attaining
made as a minor despite court
Prior to the war, the Department
Kansas City, April 10. — E. E.
horseshoes is worth $10.50. The same
given the pact by California Jameson, head of Central Shipping says, any good Hollywood feature was
bar made into needles is worth $3,285, approval
statute.
Bureau here, plans to set up branches seen by a maximum of 35,000 during
and the same bar made into balance
Warner attorney Gordon Files said in Denver and Oklahoma City, to its first-run in Bucharest. Today an
springs for watches is worth $250,000 ! that
the case would fix a precedent serve those territories in the nation- American production of the 1941-43
V
affecting so many similar contracts
wide expansion program of National vintage will play in first-run theatres
to more than 70,000.
Longest newspaper dateline of the that the company will pursue its Film Service.
year, on a New York Daily News yarn appeal to the highest court.
Also Harry Kahn is setting up a At the end of the war, 250 to 280
t>y correspondent Robert Conway,
film shipping service in St. Louis to American films came out of hiding,
from the Balkans:
affiliate
with the national organization, according to the Commerce DepartLiebeskind To Enter which has
Kastonofato Headquarters,
ment, and some of these are still bea deal to physically handle
Democratic armies of the
ing played. Forty commercial pictures
Production on Coast at least David O. Selznick's "Duel
Gramos Mountains, March 16
were distributed from a stock importNat Liebeskind, former general
ed by the U. S. Information Service
(Delayed, via Donkey, Jeep
in
the
Sun."
manager
for
RKO
Radio
in
South
in the fall of 1945, and these are still
and Wireless).
America, expects to enter production 80 Join Stamp Group
V
playing the provinces.
shortly in Hollywood. He is now
The Cinema Stamp Collectors here
The National Negro Congress has liquidating his interest in eight theadeclared war on what it describes
tres near Buenos Aires where he long has taken on an international aspect, Defeat Daylight Saving
80 new members affiliated with
Milwaukee, April 10. — Daylight
maintained
headquarters as representa- with industry
as Hollywood's insistency that the
in France and Belgium saving in Wisconsin was snowed unNegro in films fits into the followtive for RKO Radio, for which com- the
ing stereotypes: Savage African, - pany he originally established offices joining the organization, according to
der by a two-to-one vote in a stateStanley Simmons who arranged for
happy slave, devoted servant, chick- in Argentina and Brazil.
the
induction.
The
foreign
philatelists
tres wide
of theadvisory
state referendum.
joined farmingTheaand
en and watermelon eater, corrupt
Liebeskind, now on an extended
politician, superstitious church- • New York visit, is one of the veteran will be initiated by proxy next month agricultural associations in fighting
goer, roustabout, uninhibited ex- ■ American distribution representatives upon the arrival here of their repre- the legislation, with the rural areas
sentative, Monique Bonnat, from almost solidly opposing the optional
field and has been ac- Paris.
hibitionist, crap-shooter, "mammy," ' in thetive inforeign
summer time schedule change.
South America for 20 years.
pickaninny, etc.

RONALD
in "THE

COLMAN
LATE

GEORGE APLEY"
with Vanessa Brown
Richard Haydn
Charles Russell
Richard Ney
Edna Best • Mildred Natwick
Percy Waram • Nydia Westman
and introducing
PEGGY CUMMINS
Directed by
JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ
Produced by
FRED KOHLMAR
Screen Play by Philip Dunne
From the Play by John P. Marquand
and George S. Kaufman • Based on
the Pulitzer Prize Novel by
John P. Marquand
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Key
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Will

Localize

(Continued from page 1)
Grosses
/

HOLLYWOOD'S

GREATEST

DIRECTORS

SAY

/'IT
ON
5th
/VENUE"
\ HAPPENED
IS THE PICTURE
TO SEE!

k

ed picare estimat
G exclusi
ve of Federal
ture grosses,
FOLLOWIN
) tax, for currentd engagements in key
cities as reporte by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
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One of th
es
novel pictur

"My Favorite Brunette" opened well
and "The Best Years" still is running
strong. Others eased off in bleak,
rainy weather. Estimated receipts for
the week ending April 10:
BED ELI A (Eagle-Lion) — CENTURY (1,500) (50c-70c)
erage: $7,300) 7 days. Gross: $6,500. (AvDEVIL ON WHEELS (PRC) — GOPHER
(1,000) (44c-50c)
(Average:
$3,400) 7 days. Gross: $4,500.
THE RAZOR'S EDGE (20th- Fox) — LYRIC
(1,100) (50c-70c) 7 days, 3rd week, on a
moveover
from the
Radio City. Gross: $6,500) (Average:
500.
$5,600)
SINBAD THE SAILOR (RKO Radio)—
RKO ORPHEUM (2,800) (50c-70c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $12,500. (Average: $14,MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para.)—
RADIO CITY (4,000) (50c-70c) 7 days.
Gross: $22,000. (Average: $18,000)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — RKO PAN (1,500) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.50) 4th week. Gross:
$19,000.
(Average
at regular admission
rates
of 50c-70c:
$8,500)
THE
FABULOUS
DORSEYS (UA)—
STATE (2,300) (50c-70c) 7 days. Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $13,000)
INDIANAPOLIS

/ We

ST

seen!"

HAPPENS

ON

5m

AVENUE

Business has responded, but results
still are spotty. While "The Egg and
I" is giving Keith's its best week of
the season, "It Happened in Brooklyn" and "The Shocking Miss Pilgrim" are below expectations. Bad
weather at the start changed for the
better over the weekend. Estimated
9-12:
receipts for the week ending April
THE AFFAIRS OF GERALDINE (Rep.)—
CIRCLE
(2,800)
Tex
Beneke band
on (48c
the -72c)
stage.7 days,
Gross:with$25,000.
(Average: $18,500)
THE SHOCKING MISS PILGRIM (ZOthFox) and A CHILD OF DIVORCE (RKO
Radio)— INDIANA (3,200) (40c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,000. (Average: $15,200)
THE
EGG7 days.
AND IGross:
(U-I)—$15,000.
KEITH'S
(1,300)
(40c-60c)
(Average:
$6,500)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M) and SO DARK THE
NIGHT (CbL) — LOEWS (2,450) (40c-60c)
7 days. Gross: $12,000. (Average: $13,800)
CALIFORNIA (Para.)— LYRIC (1,600)
(40c-60c) 7Gross:
days, $7,000.
on a moveover
Indiana.
(Average:from
$6,700)the
TORONTO
With showery weather the only discordant note, Toronto's first-runs enjoyed big business with Easter attractions. 'The one holdover, at two
theatres, played to better patronage in
the third week over the previous six
days. Estimated receipts for the week
ending April
LADIES
MAN 10-11:
(Para.) — CAPITOL (1,115)
(15c-25c-3Sc-50c) 6 days. Gross: $5,400.
(Average: $5,000)
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)— EGLINTON
(1,086) (20-25c-35c-45c-60c)
days, 3rd week.
Gross:
$8,100. (Average: 6$7,800)
MY FAVORITE BRUNETTE (Para.)—
IMPERIAL
days.
Gross: (3,373)
$19,300.(20c-35c-45c-60c-90c)
(Average: $14,300) 6
IT HAPPENED
IN (2,074)
BROOKLYN -(M-G-M)— LOEWS
(20c
35c-45c-60c-78c) 6 days. Gross: $18,300.
(Average: $13,800)
SONG OF THE SOUTH (RKO Radio)—
SHEA'S
(2,480) (Average:
(20c-3Sc-45c-60c-90c)
Gross: $19,300.
$14,800) 6 days.
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)— TTVOLI
(1,434) (20c-25c-35c-45c-60c) 6 days, 3rd

A. Audrain, advertising-publicity head
of the Prestige Pictures department of
U-I; B. G. Kranze, assistant general
sales manager of the Rank division;
MonroeAdvertising
Greenthal, Agency
head of ;theSeymour
Greenthai
Morris, advertising and publicity head
of the Schine circuit; and Henry A
(Hank) Linet, U-I Eastern advertis
ing manager.
Bergman pointed out that closer co
operation between exhibitors and the
U-I East and West Coast publicity
departments will be realized by the
company's new methods of localizing
advertising and publicity in conjunction with national advertising-publicity
campaigns.
Key Cities to Be Studied
A complete study of all key cities
in relation to newspapers and radio
will be undertaken during the next
three being
monthsgiven
with authority
the company's
field
men
to develop
territorial plans formulated in the
home office, Bergman explained.
Emphasis will be placed on the
Rank productions "Odd Man Out,"
"Great Expectations" and "My Heart
Goes Crazy," soon to be released, as
well
as "Stairway
"Wicked
Lady," nowto inHeaven"
release, and
so
that each key city will have special
advertising-publicity campaigns embracing all media.
In this connection, Bergman revealed that although the entire Eastern advertising-publicity departments
will work on the Rank productions, a
specialized unit will be developed in
the home office and in the field to
create special promotional projects for
these pictures.
In line with general advertising
plans for all U-I and Rank productions, U-I field men will work out
special cooperative advertising campaigns on each picture. As a preliminary to this general policy, Linet will
visit a number of cities to work directly with field men and exhibitors.
This is expected to result in higher
expenditures
for day-and-date
adver-to
tising since theatres
will be asked
share in increased cooperative advertising campaigns, he predicted.
Future Rank Promotion
Heineman discussed future plans for
release of the Rank productions, citing
that an appropriation of $1,000,000 _is
being spent on advertising, publicity
and promotion in America on "Wicked
Lady," "Stairway to Heaven," "Odd
Man Out," "Great Expectations" and
"My Heart Goes Crazy."
Lawrence told the meeting about the
recent reorganization of the Rank advertising-publicity set-ups in England
to further facilitate the forwarding of
special material directly from the Rank
ment.
studios to the U-I publicity departMorris declared that distributors
should not
small towns to increase theirneglect
revenues.
The meeting will continue today
with William A. Scully, U-I vicepresident and general sales manager,
addressing a luncheon session. Al
Horwits, Eastern publicity manager,
will explain
new coordinatedthe
publicitycompany's
plans today.
week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $9,500)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— UPTOWN (2,761) (20c-25c-45c-60c-90c) 6 days. Gross:
$16,400. (Average: $11,400)
LADIES' MAN (Para.)— VICTORIA (1,240)
700. (15c-25c-35c-50c)
(Average: $6,800) 6 days. Gross: $7,-
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E-L Names P. A .Lewis
N. Y. Office Manager
Peter A. Lewis has joined EagleLion here as office manager and purchasing agent, effective immediately.
Lewis has been in the industry since
1925, when he joined the New York
Film Board as an investigator. He
later became head of the board's investigation department. He also
worked in the field for the Copyright
Protection Bureau in 1929, and returned here in 1935 to head the in{TT^estigation department of the New
V,,>York Film Board.
Film

Classics

Adds

/. Miller Upstate
Joseph Miller has been named Albany and Buffalo sales supervisor by
Sam Wheeler, Film Classics sales
manager. Miller was formerly Albany
manager for Columbia and more recently was district manager for Producers Releasing.
Film Classics is preparing to handle
new independent productions, in addition to the re-releases which it distributes. The first will be "The Patient Vanishes," a Pathe film.
Chas. Skouras Due in Fla.
Hollywood, April 10. — Charles
Skouras, head of National Theatres,
is scheduled to leave here to join Dan
Michalove, National Theatres vicepresident, and Joseph M. Schenck,
20th Century-Fox production executive, in Miami over the weekend.
Chaplin Premiere
(Continued from page 1)
had its projection and sound equipment removed when Chaplin decided
he wanted a new system installed for
his film.
The opening will be attended by top
personalities from society, business,
screen and stage worlds, the list including the following from the industry: Mary Pickford, Edward C. Raftery, Hal Roach, Gradwell L. Sears,
Arthur W. Kelly, Jack Cohn, Lee
Shubert, George Skouras, Martha
Raye, Vera Zorina, Louella Parsons,
Gregory Ratoff, and others.
A special radio program over Stamiere. tion WMCA will "cover" the pre-

Box-Office

Daniel T. O'Shea, Vanguard president, said the studio would participate
only to the extent of giving help and
advice.
Each of the actors will appear in at
least one production during the first
season. Robert Ross will be Eastern
representative of the company, temporarily, and will visit the Coast this
summer to assist the " group in preliminary plans. The company has already engaged a playhouse at La
Jolla, Cal., for a minimum of six
weeks during July and August.
The schedule of the unit also calls
for guest appearances of other Selznick players.
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Daily

Prospects

Bright

(Continued from page 1 )
$17,788 reported for March,
1946.
However, the current month thus
far holds considerable promise of a
box-office come-back, with a number
of new films, notably "The Egg and
I," demonstrating considerable
strength. Box-office accomplishments
of the new films will be reflected in
the next monthly field report.
"The Best Years of Our Lives" appeared most often as the box-office
leader in reports for last month, fol"The previous
Jolson month,
Story," and
the
leader lowed
of by the
"My Favorite Brunette," a new contender for box-office honors.
Also coming through as weekly
leaders in a number of situations were :
"Sinbad the Sailor," "Nora Prentiss"
and "The
Beginning
or power
the End,"
while
pronounced
pulling
was
1947
Average
Week
No. of Total Per
Ending Theatres Gross Theatre
3-4
167
$3,678,100 $22,024
10-11
■ 173
19,440
173 3,363,200
Jan. 17-18
17,383
176 3,007,300 17,294
Tan. 24-25
Jan.
31- Feb. 1 .... 181 3,043,700
18,197
3,293,600
7-8
177 3,089,600 17,495
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
14-15
177
2,767,900
21-22
...
Jan.
15,638
Feb.
178 3,042,700 16,718
Feb. 28-Mar. 1.. 182
166
2,800,300 16,869
Mar.
7-8
16,328
174 2,906,400
Mar. 14-15 ...
2,890,300 16,610
Mar. 21-22
173 2,922,900 16,895
Mar. 28-29
178 3,069,500 17,245

shown
variously
by "California,"
"Humoresque,"
"Bedelia,"
"Lady in
the Lake," "It's a Wonderful Life,"
"Dead Reckoning," "The Secret
Heart," "The Razor's Edge," "Song
of Sheherazade," "Boomerang!," "The
Red House," "The Chase," "Stone
Flower" (Russian), "Stairway to
Heaven," "Duel in the Sun," "Pursued," and "The Yearling."
Also, "Smash-Up," "Song of the
South," "San Quentin," "Swell Guy,"
"The Locket," "Ladies' Man," "Johnny O'Clock," "The Return of Monte
Cristo," "Crime Doctor's Manhunt,"
"Abie's Irish Rose," "Never Say
Goodbye," "Carnival in Costa Rica,"
"It Happened in Brooklyn," "13 Rue
Madeleine," and "Beat the Band."
Composite key city box-office reports for 1947 to date, compared with
corresponding weeks of 1946, follow :
1946
Average
Week
No. of Total Per
Ending Theatres Gross Theatre
4-5
142
11-12
144
2,940,100 20,417
18-19
150 $3,304,300
1-2
..
18,040
25-26
158
2,706,300 $23,270
Jan.
157 2,800,100 17,722
Feb. 8-9 . .
18,390
2,227,000
Jan.
156
158 2,798,300 17,756
159
Feb.
22-23
16,918
1-2 ..
Feb.
163 2,755,400 17,330
Mar. 15-16
Jan.
8-9 ..
2,638.200 18,939
164
154
3,106,000
Mar. 15-16
2,926,600 17,955
Mar.
165 2,818,800 18,304
29-30
167 2,981,100 18,067
Mar. 22-23
2,810,300 16,828

Hit '4-WalF Deals
(Continued from page 1)
extracts terms that ordinarily would
even embarrass a film salesman to ask
for. In one Philadelphia theatre, after paying rent and overhead, the producer gives the exhibitor a cut of the
gross that starts at 10% and goes up
to 12^%. 'Best Years of Our Lives'
and 'Henry V are two pictures beingsold in this manner, with 'Carnegie
Hall' and 'Arch of Triumph' probably
coming
ATOI up."
also contends that the distributors are "perverting that section of
the decree dealing with competitive
bidding in order to use it for their
own selfish ends." The Indiana Allied
groupdistributors
said "that doas not
longhave
as producers
and
the spirit
and the intent to deal fairly with their
customers, the efforts of courts to establish fair trade practices is like trying to carry water in a sieve. There
are
just Allied
too many
Indiana
added.holes to patch up,"

Says More Houses
(Continued from page 1)

Quimby's Winning Cartoon Here
M-G-M's Academy Award-winning
Tom and Jerry Cartoon, "The Cat
Concerto," produced by Fred Quimby,
will open today with Charles Chaplin's
"Monsieur Verdoux" at the Broadway Theatre here.
New
5 Selznick Stars
{Continued from page 1)

Picture

Jersey Tax
(Continued from page 1)

Jersey legislative procedure the bill
would have to be re-introduced under
a new number, and, since the legislature is scheduled to adjourn sometime
next week, there is said to be insufficient time to permit even another Assembly vote since the bill would first
have to be assigned to committee and,
if reported out, then be subject to a
number
taken. of "readings" before a vote is
Notwithstanding the possibility that,
under the vote-protest action, the bill
will not become law this year, the
Federation, taking no chances, is planning to hold another meeting in Trenton at the Stacy-Trent Hotel on Monday to strengthen further its organized
attack.

the

th

ey

day that there is an immediate need
in his country for 1,000 new theatres,
which, he expects will be constructed
mitting.
in the next two years, conditions perAt present, he said there are about
1,800 houses in India, which he hopes
eventually will grow to 5,000. All
houses, he reported, play to capacity.
He observed that motion pictures constitute the only large-scale form of
entertainment for the masses, because
the number of radio stations is limited
and legitimate theatres are very few.
Film studios of the country produce
about 400 pictures a year, he declared,
and India's own product is most popular. Of foreign films exhibited, however, American films predominate.
Also here in the party of film representatives from India are Mehboob
Kahn, producer and owner of Mehboob
Productions, and W. P. Sarathy of
Pakshiraja Studios, both of whom are
studying American methods of production.
Reject
Gov't
(Continued
from Plan
page 1)

"pocket-vetoed" it. The three were
approached last November by Si Fabian, interim chairman.
The nine participating groups and
their respective representatives are:
American Theatres Association, Fabian ; Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, Donald Nelson ;
Motion Picture Association, Francis
Harmon ; Confederacy of Southern
Associations, R. B. Wilby ; National
Distributors Committee, Tom Connors ;Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, Herman Levy ; Newsreels, Michael Clofine ; Independent
Theatre Owners Association (New
York), Harry Brandt, and the trade
press, whose representative is to be
elected.
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Canadian
Made

Record

Profit
Famous

Co.

in
Players

1946
Earned

Almost Twice Its '45 Net
Toronto, April 13. — The net profit
of the Famous Players Canadian
Corp. reached an all-time high in
1946 of $2,834,956, according to the
annual financial statement released at
the weekend. This total was equal to
$1.63 on each of the 1,737,072 common
shares and compared with $1,594,973,
the 1945 net, which equalled 91 cents
per share.
During 1945 an indebtedness of $5,500,000 was paid off through the sale
of 750,000 common shares. The operating profit of $5,599,284 last year
compared with $5,123,790 in the preceding 12 months, while current assets last December totaled over $8,000,000.
President J. J. Fitzgibbons has announced that construction of 10 new
theatres is under way.
Lesser

Returns

Rank's

Worldwide

Valued

at

NYC
At

Owners

Bid

for Fee
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Assets

$200,000,000

London, April 13. — Total assets of
the J. Arthur Rank interests are
valued at $200,000,000, it is reported
by the British Directory of Directors.
In the film world alone, the British
industry leader has a major interest
in over 80 companies, controls 545
British theatres, and has a current
payroll embracing some 33,000 film
employes.
The history of the Rank organization, it was said, dates back to 1935,
and the vast combine has been controlled by Rank through his Manorfield Investments, Ltd. There are, the
report continues, 11 Rank finance
Irked
Rise

Indignation and resentment _ ran
high in New York City exhibition
circles at the weekend over a published proposal that the annual license
fee for motion picture theatres here
be increased to $500 per year to aid
the citytionalinrevenue.
its current drive for addi-

Impartial
TEN CENTS
MGM

Aims

Hold

Bids

to
at

Level
holding companies. Thirteen com- Present
panies cover the studio, laboratory and
production fields; 15 distribution companies account for the circulation of
Rank product in Britain and expand- Offering Product Split
ing world markets. There are 16 ex- To Settle New Issues
hibition companies and 23 other organizations for equipment, 16mm.
films, etc.
By GENE ARNEEL
Additionally, there are _ 12 comUnless situations involving legal
panies associated by special agreements with the J. Arthur Rank Or- considerations present themselves,
ganization. Among these are Ameri- such as a reasonable demand for a
can distributors, the African Consoliby an exhibitor, Metro-Golddated Theatres, Greater Union Thea- run
wyn-Mayer will continue its competitres of Australia, and others.
tive bidding operations only in the 50
areas where that selling method has
been tive
introduced
to date, an authoritasource discloses.
20th Stay Program
Expansion of the bidding program
thus would be confined to houses in
Waits for Skouras
substantial competition, of equal revenue-producing stature, asking for
M-G-M product. However, M-G-M
Sales
policies
which
20th
CenturyFox will follow officially in light of will still seek to eliminate the necessity of bidding by encouraging a split
the U. S. Supreme Court's stay of the of its product on an equitable basis for
industry anti-trust suit decree, are
expected to be formulated at the end competing theatremen. If the latter
an agreement, the comof the month at a company "high- fail topany reach
will conduct bidding.
command" huddle in the home office.
M-G-M feels that this policy will
Company deliberation of possible
reduceon the
of
policies has been postponed until the considerably
(Continued
pagelikelihood
7)
return to New York of 20th-Fox
president Spyros P. Skouras who, in
company with 20th-Fox International
president Murray Silverstone, has
been touring Latin America for the
Best,
past several weeks. Now in Rio de Ballyhoo
Janeiro, they are due to return to the
U. S. on April 26.
Says
Scully
9?

The York
proposal,
in Friday's
New
Times,published
was quoted
as having been volunteered by "a prominent
showman." The consensus of opinion
To
Exhibition
among the city's exhibitors is that the
unidentified party "must be a legitirepresentative,"
althoughof
Sol Lesser returns to exhibition, James mate
F. stage
Reilly,
executive director
after many years in production with
(Continued on page 7)
the formation of Standard Theatres,
Inc., which will build and operate theatres on the West Coast where he has
already acquired sites in Burbank, "Monsieur
Verdoux
Bellflower and Indio, Cal. Others are
in process of negotiation. Lesser is
president of Standard, but he will not
{Charles Chaplin-United Artists]— Better with Baggy Pants
forego his production activities.
Lesser originally started in exhibi- IN HIS first film since 1940 and "The Great Dictator," Charlie Chaplin
tion as a circuit operator, expanding
is looking at Life and finds it demands one long series of cynical,
indifferent and calloused murders.
his properties into the sizeable West
Coast Theatres, now a part of NationWritten by him and produced and directed and starred by him, "Monal Theatres, owned by 20th CenturyFox.
sieur Verdoux" in many ways reflects more of the philosophies and morbidities ofthe French school of film making than it resembles Hollywood.
This is not necessarily detrimental, of course, but at once it raises questions about the mass appeal which a Chaplin film or any other film
Fabian Ending WB
must achieve in order to be a striking sucess in the American market.
Pool in Upstate N. Y.
If it should be correct, as oft-reported, that Chaplin has ambition to
the tragedian, it is also correct to observe he gets closer to this in
play
Last of Fabian Theatres'
film than at any other time in his long and brilliant career. This
new
his
pools with affiliates, one with
Warners involving seven thetime, he is not the Chaplin of "Modern Times" or of "The Great
atres in Albany and Troy,
Dictator" and, most emphatically, he is not the great comedian of the
Mutual and First National eras. Those who expect to roll in the aisles
N. Y., is now in the process
of dissolution, Si Fabian diswill have to get their rolling out of three sequences, principally.
closed here on Friday. He
One is when Charlie's poison potion gets switched and he thinks he,
said the pool with Paramount
not Martha Raye, is about to die. Another is a second murder attempt
in Middletown, N. Y., was disin a row boat. Third sequence concerns an interrupted wedding with
solved recently.
Isobel Elsom, a potential victim, when Miss Raye unexpectedly shows
(Continued on page 6)

Distributors and exhibitors should
get back to the tried and true methods
of traditional ballyhoo to sell pictures,
William A. Scully, Universal-Interpresident nationalandvicegeneral sales
manager, told
home company's
office and
the
field promotion
staffs at their
meeting at the
Hotel Astor
here on Friday.
Maurice A.

William A. Scully

Bergman,
U -I
Eastern
advertising -publicity
director, presided.
Besides Scully

speakers at Friday's sessions included
A. J. O'Keefe, assistant general sales
manager; C. J. Feldman, Western
division sales manager ; Fred Meyers,
Eastern
division sales manager ;
(Continued on page 7)
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Personal

Tradewise
By SHERWIN

Mention

Paramount
RD, direc
LLAions
CJ.. laboSCO
tor, left
r relat
York at the weekend for HollyNew
wood.
•
Dr. Isador Lubin, president of
Confidential Reports and member of
the board of directors of the Franklin
D. Roosevelt Memorial, participated
in services for the late President at
Hyde Park on Saturday.
•
Claire Brager, daughter of Louis
R. Brager, Warner Theatres executive, was married yesterday at the
Hampshire House here, to Howard
M. Seifter.
•
Albert Deane, Paramount International's manager of censorship-editing here, is due to arrive in New
York tomorrow from
• Australia.
Steve Fitzgibbons, Jr., is due in
New York from Boston today in company with Mickey Andelman. Friday was Fitz's birthday.
•
Morris Helprin, U. S. representative of London Films, was scheduled
to leave here by plane yesterday for
London.
•
Samuel
Wheeler,
Classics'
sales
manager,
has left Film
New York
for
Indianapolis, St. Louis
and
Chicago.
•
Bill Blowitz, publicity director of
Enterprise, returned to Hollywood
from New York Friday.
Edward Morey, Monogram vicepresident, has returned to New York
from Washington.
•
Benedict Bogeaus, producer, left
Hollywood by train for New York at
the weekend.
Promotion
Mono.'s

Set
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Daily

for

'Conquest'

X/IARY
disclosurePICKFORD's
last week that
United Artists has acquired five
theatres of late prompted this department to thumb through the
New York court's decision and
decree to determine what bearing either or both might have on
the matter.
Insofar as we could discover,
there is nothing in the decision
which prohibits the acquisition
of theatres by United Artists.
The decision frowns only upon
the joint ownership of theatres
by defendants with others, where
defendants' interests are more
than five per cent and less than
95 per cent.
The decree appears to be even
more explicit with respect to a
theatre acquisition program by
United Artists or, for that matter, by Columbia or Universal.
Decree restraints upon theatre
ownership and acquisition are
addressed only to the present
five theatre-owning defendants.
They alone are named in Subdivision III of the decree.
Casual inquiries among legal
acquaintances brought informal
confirmation of the above.
Even further research, going
back to various contentions of
the Department of Justice with
respect to affiliated theatre divorcement, failed to elicit anything that specifically covered
United Artists. The Department refers again and again to
the divorcement of exhibition
from production and distribution. United Artists, being a
distributor, not a producer-distributor, would appear to be in
the clear as a theatre operator
even in the eyes of the prosecu• •
tor.

Parade
KANE

master agreements, all of which,
though now stayed by the Supreme Court, nevertheless were
held to be invalid by the New
York court.
As this department endeavored to explain last week, any
defendant who wishes to do so,
may "go ahead and resort to any
of those presently invalid practices without danger of being
held in contempt. That is all the
protection that the stay affords,
for while it stays the decree it
does not alter the decision.
But to engage in those practices held to be invalid is to gamble that the company so doing is
right and the influential threejudge New York court was
wrong when it made its decision.
•
Single picture selling is advisable, certainly, because block
booking was held to be invalid
and conditioning of the licensing
of one picture on the licensing
of another, always a difficult
thing to avoid in block booking,
has been enjoined.
However, the stay of competitive bidding is a complete legal
safeguard in itself for any company which does not wish to engage in that method of licensing.
It was proposed by the court
not as the only legal method of
licensing pictures but solely as
an alternative to affiliated theatre divorcement.
Regardless of the legal safety
of ignoring competitive bidding,
however, it is more than certain
that most of the defendant distributors will continue it, although perhaps only experimentally, asheretofore. It is
strategically sound to do so. It
offers the opportunity to the distributor and his personnel to
familiarize themselves with the
system, to gain experience with
it in practice which will prove
extremely valuable, both economically and legally, should the
system be upheld by the Supreme
Court.
In addition, for theatre owning defendants, it offers the opportunity toreduce bidding from
a theory to an actuality. If it
proves to be what its judicial authors obviously believe it could
be, the experience with it could
be vital later on in countering
the government's appeal that it
is an unacceptable alternative for
divorcement.
That suggests, too, the stake
that most companies have in seeing to it that competitive bidding
is administered with the utmost
fairness.

A MONG events coming in for
SI newsreel attention in current issues are President Truman meeting film
industry representatives, the death of
Henry Ford and funeral rites for the
King of Greece. Other items, include
the Dionne Quintuplets, Babe Ruth
and assorted human interest stories.
MOVIETONE
NEWS, N0..6S\',,. ....": m
: - of
contenfs
Complete
Iceland
erupts
after follow
100 years
silence.
Greeks pay homage to King George in
Athens funeral. Henry Ford, pioneer of
autoi industry, dead at 83. U. Js. Navy
observesrine. 47th
of its
submaFamous birthday
Dionnes are
five first
bridesmaids
at brother's wedding. Babe Ruth takes job
to help
baseball.
damage farmboys
cropsplaying
and are
chased Deer
by plane.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 263— Death of
Henry Ford. DeGaulle sees France with
U. S. against tyranny. President meets film
chiefs. The man who stole a bus. Dionne
Quints at first wedding. Leo Durocher suspended. Submarines on parade. Gree^s
mourn king.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 66 — Babe
Ruth gets a new job. Five famous bridesmaids. Truman praises film industry's foreign program. Nation pays tribute to subHenry Ford, 1863-1947. Leo Durochermarines.
suspended.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 68— Athens
mourns dead king. Asians, meet in national
Congress. Truman reviews Army parade.
Henry Ford dead at 83. Errant bus reaches
goal. DeGaulle at Strasbourg.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 29—
Henry Ford
at 83. Latest
submarine stagesdiedmaneuver
at New type
London.
Quintuplets
officiate
as
bridesmaids
at
wedbrother. Coast
Last rites
Greece.ding ofAntarctic
Guard forice King
breakerof
arrives in U. S. with whimsical penguins.
Mule is king for a day at Columbia, Tenn.
College rodeo
at Austin, Tex. Winter ski
exhibition
at Miami.
Haines in St. Louis
For Warner Meeting
St. Louis,
Aprilsales
13. — manager
Roy Haines,
Western
division
for
Warner Brothers, arrived here today
to conduct a meeting of the Prairie
district today in connection with the
company's 1947 sales drive. Haines
was accompanied by Bill Brumberg,
manager of the field exploitation staff
and captain of this year's campaign.
Participating in the- session will be
district manager Hall Walsh ; branch
managers Lester Bona, St. Louis ;
Frank J. Hannon, Omaha ; Russell C.
Borg, ster,Kansas
City,andandfield
D. man
P. WebDes Moines,
Don
Walker.
Haines will leave here Tuesday for
Minneapolis and Chicago. Brumberg
will return to New York.

There appears to be very little
An extensive pre-release advertisamong distributors to
ing-publicity-exploitation campaign to inclination
be built around Monogram- Allied Art- resume road showings (except
in their own theatres) despite
ists' forthcoming "High Conquest,"
was outlined here by Morey Goldstein, the stay of the New York court
general sales manager, during a re- decree.
gional meeting of Eastern Monogram
Price-fixing was found to be
branches at the Warwick Hotel, held illegal in the New York court
on Saturday and yesterday, and at- decision, which is not affected
tended by 25 company and branch
Goldenson to Talk
by the stay. That means that
executives.
unless there is a reversal of the
At Foundation Meet
Large-scale advertising and an augmented field exploitation staff will be New York decision by the SuAlbany, N. Y., April 13. — Leonard
preme Court on appeal, price
utilized in the campaign, it was reGoldenson, vice-president of Paraported by Goldstein, who presided at fixing still will be illegal and
mount Theatres Service Corp., New
the meetings. Other speakers includdefendants engaging in road
York, will be guest speaker at an area
ed Edward Morey, Monogram vice- showings (other than in their
organization meeting of the Motion
president, and Arthur Greenblatt,
Picture Foundation, at the Ten Eyck
own theatres) would be liable to
Eastern sales manager.
Hotel, on April 21.
The meetings dealt also with sales civil suits for triple damages.
"The Foundation will help those
Not many think it's worth the
plans for three other forthcoming
who
havechairman,
served thesaidindustry,"
S. of
J.
Ullman,
in a letter
Allied Artists productions : "Black
The same applies to block
gamble.
invitation. Ullman is local upstate
Gold," "Tragic Symphony," and "The
booking, to certain systems of
general manager of Fabian Theatres.
Gangster,"
each said to be budgeted
at
over $1,000,000.
clearance, to formula deals and
Chick Lewis will also speak.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Martin Quigley. Jr., Associate Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
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New . York. Martin Quigley, President; Red Kann, Vice-President ; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Treasurer; Leo J. Brady, Secretary; James P.
Uunmngham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; David
Harris. Circulation Director; Hollywood Bureau. Postal Union Life Bldg., William R. Weaver, Editor;
Lh'cag° Bureau, 624 • t Mlc{"San Avenue; Washington, J. A. Otten, 2525 Ontario Road, N.W.; London Bureau. 4 Golden Sq.. London Wl, Hope
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Coast

Motion

Filming

Increases;
Total

Hits

39

Hollywood, April 13. — Production
activity has turned upward, with the
shooting index going up to 39 from
th'^^evious level of 34. Work was
stills on seven pictures, and two
were completed. The production scene
■follows :
Columbia
Started: "Sweet Genevieve," with
Jean Porter, Jimmy Lydon, Gloria
Marlen and Ralph Hodges ; "Blondie
in the Dough," with Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry Simms and
Marjorie Kent.
Shooting : "The Man from Colorado," "Assigned to Treasury" (Kennedy-Buchman) .
Eagle-Lion
Shooting : "Out of the Blue,"
"Love from a Stranger."
M-G-M

Picture

Dewey Lauds AMP A
On 30th Anniversary
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey has
congratulated the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers
for helping to raise the
standards of film advertising,
on its 30th anniversary, which
will be observed with a dinner-dance at the Astor Hotel
here on April 23.
Among other public figures
who have sent congratulatory
letters are President Truman
and Mayor O'Dwyer.
Television

Parley

Opens

Today

Here

Television developments will be discussed by 51 persons at the two-day
"Television Institute" which opens
this morning at the Hotel Commodore
here. On display will be receivers
from Radio Corporation of America,
Du Mont, U. S. Television and Telicon.

Many topics of interest to the motion picture industry are scheduled to
Shooting : "The Pirate," "Good
News."
be covered in the panels. "Putting
Showmanship into Television" will be
Monogram
discussed by Max Fleischer, film cartoon producer.
Started: "The Hunted," with Belita, Barry Sullivan, Cathy Carter
J. R. vision
Poppele,
president
of the TeleBroadcasters
Association,
will
and J. Farrell MacDonald.
guest
speaker
at
today's
luncheon,
Shooting : "Song of the Waste- be
other speakers, including C. E.
land," (formerly "Song of the Sad- with
Hooper, Clara Burke and David P.
dle"), "Kilroy Was Here," "High Lewis.
Guests of honor will include
Tide" (Wrather).
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, Dr. Lee de
Paramount
Forest, Ernest B. Loveman, Paul
Raibourn, George Shupert, WorthingShooting : "The Big Clock."
ton C. Miner, Ralph Austrian and
Will Baltin.
PRC
Started: "Pioneer Justice," with
Claims Priority
Lash LaRue, Fuzzy St. John, Jennifer WB
Holt ; "Gas House Kids Go West,"
with Carl (Alfalfa) Switzer, Benny On 20th 's Spy Title
War13. — Jack
d, April
Hollywoo
Bartlett, Tommy Bond.
d that
his studio
ner has announce
RKO Radio
d "The
Curtain"
IronAssociati
registere
on with
title
Picture
the Motion
7,
January
on
York
New
in
bureau
Finished: "Crossfire."
1946. A spokesman for Darryl F.
Started:
"Memory
of
Love,"
with
Dana Andrews, Merle Oberon, Ethel Zanuck, who last week announced
Barrymore, Hoagy Carmichael and plans for a Russian spy film under
Arthur Rubinstein; "Dick Tracy vs. that title, says that the 20thi(Centurythe
Gang," with
Byrd,Gruesome
Boris Karloff
and Ralph
Anne Fox production head, has "no comA Warner spokesmen disclaimed
Gwynne. ,
of the subject matter of
Shooting : "Mourning Becomes knowledge
ment."
Electra," "Fighting Father Dunne," WB's "Curtain," on which he said the
"studiothe has
working secretly"
"Tycoon."
since
title been
was registered.
Republic
Shooting : "Along the Oregon
Trail," "The Outcast," "Complex" Warners Put Pepper
(Wilder).
In Puerto Rico Post
Selznick
James A. Pepper, formerly manager
for Warner Brothers in Peru, has
Shooting : "The Paradine Case," been transferred to Puerto Rico in a
"Portrait of Jennie."
similar capacity by Wolfe Cohen, vicepresident of Warner International.
20th Century-Fox
Pepper will make his headquarters in
Shooting: "Kiss of Death," "Scudda San Juan. He succeeds Jack McHoo, Scudda Hay," "Captain from fornia.
Hugh, who resigned to return to CaliCastile."
. Herbert Fletcher has been named
United Artists
by Cohen to take over in Peru with
Shooting: "Atlantis" (Nero).
headquarters in Lima.
Universal-International
Warners
Finished : "Jeopardy."
Shooting : "Treasure of the Sierra
Shooting : "For the Love of Mary,"
"Singapore," "Secret Beyond the Madre," "Whiplash," "Voice of the
Door" (Diana) ; "Brute Force" (Hel- Turtle," "Two Guys from Texas,"
"Wallflower."
linger) ; "Lost Love" (Wanger).

Enterprise
On

3

daily

Agenda

Drives
Here

Plans for promotion of Enterprise
pictures and, more specifically, for the
New York premiere of "The Other
Love" at the Rivoli on April 30, following completion of the run of "The
Farmer's Daughter," will be the subjects of conferences here during the
next three weeks. Roadshow arrangements for "Arch
negotiations
to have oftwoTriumph"
planes flyandto
Paris with U. S. press representatives
and stars in connection with the opening of "Arch" there are also on the
agenda.
Charles Einfeld, head of Enterprise,
arrived here Friday from the Coast,
to join Robert S. Taplinger, advertising-publicity head, who came here on
the previous day. Discussions will be
held by them with David Loew, chairman of the board, and George J.
Schaefer, distribution chief. Advertising and promotion campaigns for
"Body and Soul" will also be blueprinted.
It was also learned that Charles
Boyer's second picture for Enterprise
will be "The Passion of Eugene
Arams," the Edward Bulwer Lytton
novel in which he will play a noted
scholar of the 18th Century who becomes involved in a murder case.
Ladislas Fodor will adapt the story
for the screen.
4-Way

Package

Deal

On
'RoyalAprilMounted'
Hollywood,
13. — What is
described as a new entertainment innovation will bring together four
mediums : films, radio, television and
comic strip, in a deal whereby N. W.
Ayer, advertising agency, has taken
options in behalf of all of its clients
on a combination radio-and-television
"package deal". It will feature Zane
Grey's "King of the Royal Mounted,"
which has been syndicated as a comic
strip for1 15 years by King Features,
appearing in Hearst, and other papers,
and will be seen in television as well
as heard on the radio starting immediately.

Mason and Lockwood
Win British Awards
London, April 13. — The
London Daily MaiVs second
annual competition patterned
after the Hollywood Academy
Awards rates "Piccadilly Incident" the best British picture of 1946, with James
Mason named
and Margaret
Lockwood
the best British
actors of the year.

'Duel'

in 300

Openings

on

Key

May

7

Starting the week of May 7, David
O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" will
open in more than 300 key cities, Milton Kusell, Selznick Releasing Organization sales manager, disclosed
here.
Representing the Eastern territory
in the openings will be the premiere
at the Capitol Theatre and 37 other
Loew's theatres in the New York
Metropolitan area. On the West Coast
it will open in an additional 150 key
houses in both the Los Angeles and
San Francisco territories.
Robert M. Gillham, Eastern advertising and publicity director, and
Claud Morris, exploitation manager,
left for Dallas at the weekend to line
up the campaign scheduled for the
openings throughout the Southwest.
SO PEG
to Elect
Executive Tonight
Nomination and election of a vicepresident to succeed Norman Hasselo
of United Artists, who resigned the
post with fessional
the Screen
Office Local
and ProEmployes Guild,
No.
109, will be held at a regular quarterly membership meeting tonight at
Palm drew
Gardens
Hasselo withbecause of here.
his health.
A life-long honorary membership in
SOPEG will be awarded to Herman
Liveright, former SOPEG president,

The' deal was closed between Ayer
and Telecomics, of New York, sub- Nelson in Mexico for
sidiary of Stephen Slesinger, Inc.
Talks with Aleman
Mexico City, April 13. — Donald
Fred Lamed, Para,
Nelson, president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers,
Dallas Headf Killed
from Hollywood on SaturDallas, April 13. — M. C. Clark, flew here
day at the invitation of Mexican
Paramount district manager here, has
received word that Fred Larned, 39, President Aleman to "discuss indusDallas branch manager, who was with
Francis
Alstock, former executive
Paramount for 22 years, was killed in
trial matters."
an automobile accident on Thursday of the Motion Picture Society for the
in Carmel, Cal. Larned and his wife, Americas, accompanied Nelson on the
who was injured, were on vacation plane sent by Aleman. Nelson will return to Hollywood on Wednesday.
and en route to Hollywood after visiting San Francisco.
Larned is also survived by three Puccini Protest
children, including Fred Jr., 20, who
The council of the Dramatists Guild
is with United Artists . here.
of the Authors League of America has
wired protests to President Truman,
Assistant Secretary of State William'
'Alexander' Re-issue
Benton, and Attorney-General Tom
Clark against the licensing by the
At Roxy Wednesday
S. Alien Property Custodian of the
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," 20th U.
Century-Fox Technicolor musical set works of Giacomo Puccini to Milton
to Irving Berlin's score, will open at Schubert.
the Roxy Theatre here for the second
time on Wednesday, following the conto E-Lwith
clusion tomorrow of the three-week Ann
Ann Weingarten
Weingarten, formerly
run of "Carnival in Costa Rica."
The film is being given the return Story Productions and Producers ReCorp., here,tohasPatrece
joined Snyder,
EagleLion asleasing
assistant
engagement because of "unprecedented E-L
radio
manager.
demand," according to a Roxy official.
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Monsieur(Continued
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page 1)x"
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5th

SAY
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TO SEE !

on the scene. These stretches are ingenious and frequently hilarious. But they
also come along deep in the film with an opening night audience undoubtedly
awaiting rib-ticklers long since anticipated. Otherwise, the laugh content —
and mild — is compressed into titters and appreciation over the famous Chaplinesque mannerisms and his superb mimicry.
THE writer, producer-director-star here is telling a story about his need
to murder in order to live and love his crippled wife and young son.
Before he confronts his destiny and his inevitable end, voluntarily ^#',ht
after wife and child die, Chaplin has removed 14 women from this unox n
world. Fortunately for the film and its audience all of this enterprise is not
unfolded on the screen.
The one who touches whatever of the normal may be ascribed to this
modern Bluebeard is Marilyn Nash whose planned elimination is passed up
when Chaplin learns of her fidelity to her late, but invalid, husband. Elsewhere in his busy adventures, however, he not only is unruffled in his prodigious crime career but apparently pleased.
The
social
angleandtieshistodischarge.
the star's This
humdrum
career as
of sufficient
30 years
as bank clerk, significance
the depression
is presented
excuse to set him on his course. World affairs, introduced for no substantial
reason of dramatic interpretation, includes the approaching cataclysm of
World War II, preceded by bank failures and riots. This adds nothing to
the precise story which Chaplin sets out to tell except for the opportunity to
talk about international destruction on a wholesale scale, and a discursive
harangue in philosophies which may be meaningful to a selected few. The
great common denominator won't get it and won't care.
Just under short
press of
deadline,
"Monsieur
Verdoux"
as fuzzy
considerably
his greatest
efforts.
Appeal appears
will depend
uponChaplin
those
who want to see him regardless of what they may see him in, and probably
they are in considerable number. Their total, however, will not include the
younger generation for whom this is not a suitable attraction under any
circumstances. About that rising generation, there is this incident to tell :
A woman in front of this reviewer remarked she had told her daughter
she was off to Charlie Chaplin's new picture. "Who is Charlie Chaplin?"
asked
the Florey
eight-year-old.
Robert
and Wheeler Dryden served as associate directors along
with the producer.
Running time, 120 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
not set.
Red Kann
some tim-e in May. . . . Evelyn Keye^
next starring role for Columbia will
be in a comedy-dramia entitled "The
Mating of Millie •McGonigle."
Hollywood
William Seiter is set to direct the
Sigmund
Romberg musical, "Up in
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, April 1.3 Central Park,'' which will be filmed
O OL SIEGEL has been assigned in. Technicolor at Universal-International, with Deanna Durbin starred.
*J to produce "The Chair for Mar- . . . Robert Mitchum has been assigned
tin Rome" for 20th Century-Fox.
The Henry Helseth novel, acquired one of the top roles in "The Harder
recently by the studio, is being adapted They Fall," RKO Radio's forthcoming film version of Budd Schulto the screen by Ben Hecht and
novel.has. . been
. Veteran
Charles Lederer. . . . George Cukor berg's
Chesterlatest
Conklin
signedactor
by
has been signed to direct "The Art Monogram for a comedy lead in
of Murder" for Kanin Productions,
•
Universal-International. Ronald Col- "Song of the Wasteland."
man is set for the top role, and MiParamount plans to star Bob
chael Kanin will produce. ... Proas "The Caliph
in
ducer Sol Wurtzel, who releases aHope
semi-fantasy
which of
willBagdad"
be laid in
through 20th Century-Fox, has signed part in the present, and in part in
Don Castle to a multiple-picture con- the peak days of the now-extinct
tract. .. . Henry Wilcoxon will ap- Syriac civilization. P. J. Wolfson is
pear as a Scotland Yard detective in slated to produce. . . . Stephen
Maurice Conn's next production for Dunne has been signed by Columbia
Screen Guild release, entitled "Dark to a long-term contract, and will
•
play
the lead
"Thethis
Son month.
of Rusty,"
scheduled
to instart
...
Claudette Colbert has been en- William Bendix has been engaged
Bullet."gaged for the starring role opposite bv William Cagney for a top role in
of the
in "State
Spencer
• Life."
Union," toTracy
be produced
by Liberty "The Time of Your
Films and released by M-G-M. . . .
Lana Turner will have a stellar
Melvyn Douglas has been signed to
a long-term contract by RKO Radio. part in M-G-M's screen version of
. Producer-director Roy Del Ruth Sinclair Lewis' best seller, "Cass
Timberlane." . . . Character actress
has acquired "Manhattan Love Aline
MacMahon has been added to
Song," a story by Cornell Woolrich,
cast of David O. Selznick's
and will
produce it for Allied Art- the
ists release.
"Portrait of Jennie," now shooting on
•
location in New York.
"Web of Days," a novel by Edna
Lee, has been- purchased by Para- Edward Dempsey, 40
mount as a Starring vehicle for PaillEdward J. Dempsey, 40, Radio City
ette Goddard. . . . Robert Cwmmings
Music Hall sound engineer died at
Produchas been engaged by Triangle
Physicians' Hospital, Jackson Heights,
tions for a stellar role in "Sleep, My on Friday.
Love," scheduled to go before cameras
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Federation

Motion
Slated

By P. R. Exhibitors
By REUBEN

D. SANCHEZ
April 9 (By Airmail).
San Juan,
ion of a Latin American
—Format
federation of exhibitors and affiliation
exhibitors' associaAmerican
with tionanare two
considerations which will
top the agenda at the annual conventi-"=?of motion picture exhibitors of
T-^-n Rico, to be held here May 30.
Since
last year's
convention,
a num-in
ber of new
theatres
have opened
Puerto Rico, a fact which points to
arecently
record opened
attendance
year." Most
are thethisLuquillo,
near
Luquillo National Forest; the San
Carlos and Hatillo, both in Hatillo;
the Arecibo, in Arecibo ; the Puerto
Rico, at Fajardo; the Hormigueros,
in Quinoes. Cobian's Theatres is now
building the Metropolitan, here, which
will be the country's largest house,
seating 1,500; the Coloso, Victoria
and Boliva, and will reconstruct the
Venus here.

Picture

Double
Government Merger
Service Welcomed
Washington, April 13. — At
torney-General Tom Clark
has reported a "gratifying response" to his suggestion that
corporations check with the
Department of Justice in advance on whether contemplated mergers would violate
anti-trust laws. The depart-mentger recently
up a" merunit to givesetcorporations
this type of advice and to
keep a general check on
mergers.

Sees 500,000 Video
Sets by Next Year
Philadelphia, April 13.— The prediction that by 1948 there will be
nearly 500,000 television receivers in
American homes has been made by
Thomas H. Hutchinson, television
consultant for station WFIL.here.
of Kenneth
manThetopromotion
director of
televisionW.forStonethat
Jaeger Replaces Zeno at 20th
San Juan, April 9 (By Airmail). station has been announced by Roger
— Carlos Zeno, manager of 20th Cen- Clipp, WFIL's general manager.
tury-Fox's local branch, has resigned
after 19 years. He will be replaced by SPG Approves Proposals
Andrew P. Jaeger. Frank McHughes,
Hollywood, April 13. — The Screen
manager for Warners here, also has Actors
Guild in a mass meeting voted
resigned. Harold Cudoff, assistant complete approval of contract proposals
manager for Universal-International, prepared by a negotiating committee
has arrived in San Juan. Jack Cohn, or submission to producers at confermanager for M-G-M here, has been
ences which are to start Tuesday.
transferred.
Work on Radio Code
To Continue Here
Washington, April 13. — The National Association of Broadcasters'
special standards of practice committee will meet in New York on May
12 and 13 to work on reports of two
sub-committees in its drive to revise
theTheradiosub-committee
industry's code.
on commercial
practices meets at French Lick, Ind.,
on April 17 and 18. The sub-committee on general program practices will
convene at Chicago on April 24 and
25.
Eve Ettinger Resigns
Hollywood, April 13. — Eve Ettinger, Columbia story editor, has asked
for and received her release effective
May 1. She was with the studio for
14 years.
MGM
Bidding
{Continued from page 1)
treble-damage suits by disgruntled ex
hibitors.
While the order staying operation
of the New York decree leaves the
companies to choose their own method
of selling it must be in compliance
with
New until
Yorkandcourt's
which the
is law
if thedecision
U. S.
Supreme Court reverses it.
All M-G-M exchanges except NewYork are participating in the bidding
program for the sake of gaining ex
perience in the event bidding is ultimately ordered, it was said.
Meanwhile, the home office is pre
paring
company's
sales April
con
vention for
at thetheHotel
Astor here
28. Reservations are being made for
close to 100 division, district and
branch managers as well as head
bookers.

Daily

Pact

Feature

Reached

Minneapolis, April 13. — Pictures
playing the Orpheum, Radio City and
State first-runs will not be used on
double feature bills by subsequent runs,
under
terms
of an
reached at
a meeting
of all"agreement"
city independent theatre owners. Similar arrangements are now being negotiated
for St. Paul, with an early meeting
expected to settle the controversy
amicably; it is reported.
There has been considerable alarm
and agitation over the growing number of double bills of top-flight product
in the Twin Cities recently, climaxed
bv action of Rubenstein and Kaplan
circuit in using a top feature day and
date at the Faust, St. Paul, along
with another top film, while the same
"A" picture was playing Minnesota
Amusement Co.'s Center as a single
bill at a 10-cent higher admission
charge. The two houses are less than
a mile apart.
The action to limit double bills in
Minnesota was made by exhibitors as
individuals, not as a group or as members of an organization, in order to
stay within the law.

Rites for John Ince
Are Held on Coast
Hollywood, April 13. — John Ince,
68, actor, former director and brother
of the late Thomas H. and Ralph
Ince, was buried here on Saturday.
He died on Thursday of pneumonia.
His widow survives.
William Scully
Ince's last picture was "The Paradine Case." He started a stage career
(Continued from page 1)
in 1888 and entered pictures in 1913,
James J. Jordan, manager of the con- directing or acting in "Moby Dick,"
tract-playdate-sales department, and 'Hot Curves," "Little Caesar," "Children of Dreams," and others.
Al Horwits, Eastern publicity manager.
Scully said that, once motion pic- Reception for Albert
tures lose their news value — which
Universal-International will be host
can only be obtained through the tra- to the trade press at a reception in
ditional methods of exploitation — the honor of actor Eddie Albert, to be
value of advertising itself will dimin- day.
held at the Club 21, here, this Thursish. "We are now trying to gain newaudiences, particularly younger people
and also to get certain elements of the
population which are not ordinarily NYC Owners Irked
motion
(Continued from page 1)
clared. picture-minded," Scully deIn indorsing the methods and techniques being put into use between the the League of New York Theatres,
field and home office publicity staffs of organization of legitimate theatre
U-I, Scully stated that every key city operators, disclaims any knowledge of
is entitled to the same type of pro- who fostered the suggestion. The license fee paid bv legitimate theatres
motions inhelping to sell a picture as
those used in launehing a picture in is $500.
New York.
Of New York's 706 film houses,
the few that offer vaudeville or
"Only by developing closer contact only
stage
shows are required to pay a
with theatre managers can the distributor hope to obtain the extra rev- $500 license fee. Straight film houses
enue which is required to meet the having a seating capacity up to 600
a yearly fee of $100; from 601 to
advancing costs of production," Scully pay
said.
1,000, $150; over 1,000, $200.
Harry Brandt, president of the InBergman announced the appointdependent Theatre Owners of New
ment of Charles Simonelli as special
publicity coordinator with the field York, termed the anonymous proposal
forces to assure closer contact between "ridiculous." He said he could not
the home office, studio and field pro- visualize "any theatre owner of any
motion staffs. Simonelli will continue caliber who would be in favor of adding an additional financial burden on
as director of special events. He will
work directly under Horwits.
the already over-burdened film exhibiAccording to Bergman, all projects
tion industryofficials
of New ofYork
Although
the City-."
American
developed in the home office for the
Theatres
Association
and
the Metropromotion of pictures will be packpolitan Theatre Owners Association
aged for use in the field.
Horwits outlined the new publicity were either out of town or otherwise
service which will channel special ma- unavailable for comment, unofficial
terial directly to field men and give spokesmen of both organizations indicated that any move to increase theatre
specialized features, stills and layouts
according to requirements of individ license fees would meet with strong
ual situations.
opposition from both.
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Carpenters*

Also
Ban

Hollywood, April 14. — No
American Federation of Labor
carpenters anywhere may work on
studio or theatre construction according to a ruling by William Hutcheson, international president of the
Carpenter Union, it was revealed here
last night by James V. Cambiano, international vice-president, at a mass
meeting of the Conference of Studio
Unions.
Cambiano also disclosed that Hutcheson has delegates negotiating authority to the Hollywood local in a
long-embattled jurisdictional tie-up
with the proviso that no jurisdiction
(Continued on page 4)

Open

Republic

Meeting
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Bars

Impartial

on

Sales

Coast

Hollywood, April 14. — Reiterating
Republic's policy aimed at increasing
the proportion of its high-budget productions, Herbert J. Yates, president,
today delivered the principal openingday address at the third and final Republic sales meeting at the studio here.
James R. Grainger, executive vicepresident and general sales manager,
presided.
Attending the sessions, which will
continue through Wednesday, were
Allen Wilson, vice-president; Earl R.
Collins, Western district manager ;
and the following branch managers :
Ralph Carmichael, Los Angeles ; S. C.
Martenstein, San Francisco; Gene
Gerbase, Denver ; Thomas McMahon,
Salt Lake City; Paul McElhinney,
Seattle.
H. F. Kincey

Joseph Breen, Production Code administrator, congratulated Charles
Chaplin for his "dignified" fashioning
of the multi-murder theme in "Monsieur Verdoux" after Breen originally had disclosed intentions of rejecting the film when the scenario was
first submitted to him, Chaplin said
here yesterday.
The producer recalled, he said, that
two or three changes were made in
the script but these were minor and in
no way interferred with the character
of the story.
Chaplin spoke to about 50 newspaper reporters in a meeting "instigated by our public relations department" as he put it, and one coinciding
nicely with the engagement of his
film at the Broadway Theatre here.
The hour-long session was transcribed
by radio station WNEW for broadcast last night. The large majority
of interrogators were particularly conwith Chaplin's political
and hiscernedcontributions
to the views
war
effort. (Continued
(He is aon "citizen
of
the
page 4)

Named

Foundation Trustee
—
Charlotte, April 14. — H. F. Kincey, president of North Carolina Theatres, Inc., was elected chairman and
national trustee of the Carolinas' Motion Picture Foundation at an organization meeting here today.
Fifteen members of a 17-man committee were voted by 75 representatives of the industry attending. The
(Continued on page 4)

Del Giudice Resigns
Post with Two Cities
LONDON, April 14.— Following a sharp policy disagreement, Filippo
Del Giudice has resigned
as managing
director of Two Cities Films,
Ltd. He is succeeded by Josef
Somlo. Both parties claim the
parting was amicable with
Del Giudice remaining until
"Hamlet" has been completed.

N.

Y.

lst-Run

Income

Good

Barnett Buys Out
Partner Massce
William Barnett has purchased the
interests held in the Massce-Barnett
Co. by William Massce, who is no
longer with the company, Barnett said
here yesterday. The firm handles foreign shipping for film companies.

Theatre

Partnerships
Will

Be

Kept

No Change Contemplated
Prior to Appeal Ruling
By CHARLES L. FRANKE
Paramount will keep intact all of
its theatre partnerships until the Supreme Court hands down a ruling on
appeals from the New York court decision in the industry anti-trust suit,
Leonard mount
Goldenson,
presidentCorp.,
of ParaTheatres Service
said
yesterday.
The New York decree allows two
years from Dec. 31, 1946, for the
divestiture of partnership holdings.
Since the Supreme Court is expected
to act on the appeals early in 1948,
Paramount would have almost a full
year thereafter
in which
(Continued
on page to3) sever its

New York first-run business generally is running at a good clip this
week although, of course, under the
very heavy
Easterevent
Weekwasholiday
income. The main
the debut
of Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux" at the Broadway theatre. The
house, scaled at capacity of between
$57,000 and $60,000, did an estimated
$16,000 on Saturday and Sunday.
SOPEG
Studying
The Music Hall's "The Late George
Apley," and
the Easter
(Continued
on pagestage
4) presenNew Salary Demands

MPTO
A Hails
Allied 'Baffled' by
Arbitration Stay
Arbitration Stay

Washington, April 14 — "The feawhich _is
action standpoint
Reed'sa legal
Justice from
whollyture ofbaffling
is the granting of a stay of the prowhich terminate
bulletinn,"to
asserts ind aarbitratio
States
Allied vision
members made public today.
"Lawyers will never cease to wonder
how he could restore the consent decree without the consent of the Government, except by a legal tour de
force,"ever,the
"How-to
since sobulletin
many continues.
exhibitors seem
have formed an attachment for arbitration just as it was about to expire,
no one should complain.
"One explanation of the last-minute
deluge of arbitration is that the exhibitors, alarmed by the hush-hush clearance surveys being made by distributors, are resorting to arbitration in
(Continued on page 4)

Para.

The Supreme Court stay of the New
York decree's termination of the industry arbitration system meets with
the approval of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, Fred
Wehrenberg, president, states in a
terday.
membership bulletin released here yesThe bulletin also emphasis that the
stay of competitive bidding does not
mean that distributors will not employ
that licensing method pending determination of appeals from the decree.
"Any stay
grantedon aspage
to competitive
(Continued
4)

The contract research and negotiations committee of the Screen Office
and Professional Employes Guild,
Local No. 109, UOPWA-CIO, has
begun a study in connection with the
expected reopening of wage clauses in
its agreements with film home offices
here. Under the contracts, signed last
October, the union may present new
wage demands by the end of July.
Pacts involved are those with
Loew's International, Marcus Loew
Booking Corp., 20th Century-Fox and
20th-Fox International, Fox Movietone News, RKO Radio, Paramount,
Paramount International as well as
several of its subsidiary companies,
Columbia, Columbia International,
United Artists, Republic and National
Screen Service. Paul Kellogg of RKO
Service
Corp.
dent of the
localwaslastelected
night. vice-presi-

Name Frye Chairman
Of General Aniline
Gives
10
Washington, April 14. — Jack Switch
Frye, former president of TWA, has
been elected chairman of the board of
General Aniline and Film Corp. (par- 1st Runs to Denver
rent organization of Ansco), Attorney
General Tom Clark announced here
today.
Denver, April 14. — With the boosting of the Tabor, which uses stage
The company was seized as alien
occasionally, to first-run statue,
property at the beginning of the war shows
Denver will have 10 first-run houses,
and is 97 per cent owned by the U. S. the
most in its history. Besides this
It owns the U. S. rights to the I. G.
Farben motion picture patents which change, Fox Intermountain is changing its other
first-run
setup.
includes a color film that can be de(Continued
on page
4) In the
veloped inone process.

2

Personal
Mention

Motion

Picture

Fleischer
Americas' Copyright
Convention in Effect
Washington, April 14. — The
Inter - American Copyright
Convention went into effect
today as the Dominican Republic deposited its ratification with the Pan-American
Union. Two nations' approval
was required to put the
agreement into effect. Ecuador was the first to approve
the convention, which is binding on each nation when it deposits its ratification.
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Lacks

Says Video

Showmanship

Bob Young Joins E-L
Bob Young, former Warner homeoffice pressbook editor, has joined
Eagle-Lion's publicity advertising
staff here.

"Showmanship is ignored in television programming and while every observer cannot point out errors he
"DEN KALMENSON, Warner
Brothers vice-president and genknows something is wrong," Max NEW YORK THEATRES
eral sales manager, is due to return
Fleischer, veterans film cartoon producer active in the field of television
here today from the• Coast.
FRANK
during the past 14 years, charged here
BOR
ZACES
(j:
yesterday, addressing the opening sesRay Moon, 20th Century-Fox home
office sales representative, and Mrs.
sion of a two-day meeting of the Television Institute at the Hotel Commofast moving drama
Moon, are parents of twin boys born
dore.
of love and excitement
at Le Roy Sanitorium here on SatStarring
urday. The couple has another son,
He cautioned that a "few disappointments" will mean the loss of televiRay, Jr.
•
sion's audience as the aspect of novelty
THAT'S MY MAN'
diminishes and is replaced by the pubMrs. William Horne, wife of the
Don
Catherine
Eastern representative of Jack H. NSS Meet Opens in
lic's demand for genuine entertainment.
Elaborating
further,
he
obSkirball-Bruce Manning Productions,
AMECHE with* McLEOD
served that the new industry must
at Woman's Chicago Thursday
operation
an
underwent
Roscoe
KARNS
Kitty IRISH
Hospital here yesterday.
equal the motion picture and radio "if
John RIDGELY
Joe FRISCO
•
it is really
serious
in
its
bid
to
establish itself in the field of theatrical
PICTURE
Brandt'sA REPUBLIC
Manny Reiner, Selznick Releasing
GLOBE
46th ST.
Chicago, April 14. — Final preparaOrganization's Latin American reptions are about complete, under super- entertainment."
Television's
main
problem,
Fleischresentative, has returned to New
vision of the Chicago branch staff, for
er finds, is its inability to transmit an
York from a South American tour.
the National Screen Service interna- actual picture as complete in definition —RADIO CITY MUSIC HALLT
•
tional sales convention which will get
Rockefeller Center
Edmund C. Grainger, head of Shea under way at the Hotel Drake, here, as the "imaginary picture which radio
RONALD
COLMAN in
Circuit, has returned to New York on Thursday and will run through conjures up in a hundred words." He
stated that "quality entertainment" is
from a Florida vacation.
Saturday.
•
not yet possible under the present
Herman Robbins, president, will technical
limitations but these will be
Introducing PEGGY CUMMINS
Alfred Crown, Samuel Goldwyn head the list of company officials and corrected eventually.
20th CenturyFox Picture
APLEY'
GEORGE
THE ALATE
B'WAY
Productions' foreign sales manager, field personnel attending. RepresenGREATTHE EASTER
STAGE
SHOW
tatives from London will also be on
left here last night •for Rio de Janeiro.
MUSIC
HALL'S
Reelfellows
Support
hand.
Arthur
Willi, head of RKO
NSS home-office heads and the Colosseum Salesmen
Radio's Eastern talent division, left New York exchange sales staff will
AND
Minneapolis, April 14. — OpposiNew York for Chicago
yesterday.
leave New York today. In the party
<A7 ST.
PALACE
•
will be: Robbins, George Dembow,
tion to solid membership of the Minneapolis Reelfellows club in the ColosJoel Levy, out-of-town booker for distribution vice-president ; William
seum of Motion Picture Salesmen,
B. Brenner, operational vice-president,
TRAIL
STREET
Loew's,
returned
to
his
desk
here
yesfilm salesmen's guild, faded quickly
terdav after an illness.
and Joseph A. Wolfe, treasurer.
•
Also, Harry A. Samwick, Burton at the club's annual election, accordto reports, resulting in a vote for
William
Devaney, assistant E. Robbins, Melvin L. Gold, Lou F. full ingsupport
Anne JEFFREYS * George "Gabby" HAYES V
of that labor movement.
M-G-M branch manager, has returned Schwartz, Elias Drexler, Seymour
The
Colosseum
negotiating
commitPeyser, Donald L. Velde, Hal C.
to Chicago from •New York.
tee, named at Chicago two weeks ago,
Young, Paul Mooney, Sam Gershwin,
a contract with distribuCharles Schwartz of Pacific J. R. McPherson and Arnold Wil- will discuss
IN PERSON
tors in New York some time this
ON SCREEN
liams. The latter two are London coCoast Film Co., has arrived here from
1st B'way^Showing!
month. Pat Halloran, of the Minnemanaging directors.
the Coast.
apolis Universal sales staff, and a
MICKEY
•
WALLACE
member of the Colosseum strategy
'The
MIGHTY
R00NEY
BEERY
Nathan H. Juran, art director for Barney Pitkin Heads committee, was delegated to attend the
LOUIS BASIL &
LOEW'S STATESMEN
Story Productions, has returned to the
New York contract conferences.
Coast from New York.
New Variety Group
Milton Lipsner was elected presiplus OTHERS
Hartford, April 14. — Installation
dent of Reelfellows for' the next year;
of officers of the recently-formed Halloran was named vice-president ;
Sam Briskin Admits
Variety Club of Conecticut, Tent No. William A. Cameron, treasurer, and
31, took place today at a dinner.
Dick Stahl, sergeant at arms.
Talks with Para.
Installed were : Barney Pitkin, chief
Hollywood, April 14. — Sam Bris- barker; Dr. Jack Fishman, first assis'tog
kin, independent producer, currently
McGURK'
tant chief barker ; Rudy Frank, sec- License Fee Boost
distributing product of his Libertv
ond assistant ; George Wilkinson,
Pictures through RKO Radio, ad- dough guy ; Arthur Greenfield, prop- Asked in Cincinnati
B'way at 49th Si.
mitted here today that he is negotiat- ertyman ; John Pavone, Carl Goe,
April 14. — An increase
Doors Open 9:30 A.M.
ing for Paramount release. He added Harry F. Shaw, Lou Brown, Herman in Cincinnati,
theatre licenses from the present 10
that while progress is being: made, no
Levy, and Henry Germaine, canvass- cents a seat to $50 for the first 200
deal has been finalized. Unconfirmed men.
seats, 20 cents a seat for the next 500
reports here have Paramount buving
and 10 cents a seat for all over 700
The Academy Award Picture!
Liberty for $5,000,000.
Winner of Nine Academy Awards!
Baltimore Variety Dinner seats, was included in a recommendation of City Manager W. R. Kellogg
"No comment" was the reply of a Baltimore, April 14. — The Balti- to the City Council.
Paramount home office spokesman,
more Variety Club Tent No. 19 will
If THE BEST YEARS OF
The proposals will be referred to
here, yesterdav when Questioned on hold its annual banquet on Thursday
the
Council's
finance
committee
for
negotiations with Briskin.
evening. Chief barker Fred C. Schanberger, Jr., says that guests from public hearings.
IN
WWSJOSdAN
Philadelphia and Washington will be
Duer To Represent
on hand. Winners of three automoBOB
HOPE
its Tnit/mr
CHARLES CHAPLIN
DOROTHY L4MOUR
named. biles and 50 other prizes will be
Selznick in Denver
"MONSIEUR VERDOUX"
Denver, April 14. — C. J. Duer, ParafctMlAMOUNT'S
A Motion Picture that
mount salesman, has been named spe- CRI Workers Vaccinated
OUR LIVES'
will STARTLE you!
cial representative for the Selznick
Released thru United Artists
Employes of the New York office
Releasing Organization in this area,
I
IIOHT riATUlf
and has established offices in the Den- of Confidential Reports yesterday
at 53rd
were vaccinated against smallpox.
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Extend Jurisdiction
Of Memphis Censors
Memphis, April 14. — The
Memphis board of censors,
nationally famous for its
banning of pictures, today
had its jurisdiction extended
to all towns in Shelby County. Under a legislative act,
Lloyd T. Binford, retired in- -ranee man, Mrs. Sid Law,
^"Tbwoman, and Hodges Hon^ufrll,
comprise
the attorney,
Memphis who
board,
were
named as Shelby County
board of censors.

Tax
On

Passed

in Italy

All Companies
By ARGEO SANTUCCI

Rome, April 9 (By Airmail). —
American companies in Italy, fretting
under exchange regulations which forbid taking their profits out, now must
pay a tax on those blocked accounts
and on all their investments in Italy.
A bill has been approved by Italy's
Cabinet Council enforcing the country's "tax companies
on wealth."
It applies
all foreign
as well
as native.to
The tax runs from six per cent
on 3,000,000 lire ($13,000) to 41 per
cent on a billion or more lire $4,444,000 or more). Foreign companies will
only pay one-third of those percentages. This would mean American
film companies would pay about six
per cent on $800,000 and about 9 per
cent on $2,000,000. Most of the
American film companies' money is
in bank accounts. Only 20th CenturyFox and MGM have purchased buildings in Rome.
Nordhoff,

Writer

of

bounty'
Series,
Dies
Santa Barbara,
Cal., April
14. —
Charles Barnard Nordhoff, who collaborated with James Norman Hall on
"Mutiny
on
Bounty,"
died atofhisa
home here ontheFriday,
apparently
heart attack. He was 60 years old and
was writing a new novel with Tod
Ford, who found him dead in bed.
With Hall, Nordhoff wrote two othtrilogy,
alsoer books
wrotein the
four "Bounty"
other books
of and
his
own. Charles Laughton portrayed
Captain Bligh in the screen version
of "Bounty," made by M-G-M.
Dembow, Sr., Funeral
Services in Phila.
Philadelphia, April 14. — Funeral
services for Sam Dembow, senior,
who died Saturday night, were held
here today. Survivors include three
sons, Sam, Jr., head of Producers
Service, Inc. ; George, National Screen
Service executive, both of New York,
and Harry, theatreman of Media, Pa.
Stonebrook Returns
Omaha, April 14. — Rollin K.
Stonebrook, former manager of the
Omaha Theatre who resigned from
the circuit recently, has returned to
operate the Orpheum, largest house
in the city. Ted Emerson, who had
managed the Orpheum until a recent
illness, will be in charge of publicity
for the three circuit houses here. He
will return to work April 16.

Krim,

Schwalberg

Head

E-L

PICTURE
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to

Training

Arthur B. Krim, president, and A.
W. Schwalberg, distribution chief,
will direct actual operation of a new
veterans' training program for distribution personnel which will be
launched shortly by Eagle-Lion.
The training program, while not
officially connected with any existing
rehabilitation or training program for
ex-GI's, will work closely with established agencies, according to Krim.
Trainees will be chosen without emphasis upon any previous film companyexecutive
experience,atSchwalberg,
a former
Warner Brothers
who devised doctrination
that course,
company's
declared. sales in"All selected will be routed through
every department in the sales division,
spending several weeks in each, so
that by the time they are through,
they will have a combination of theoretical training and practical experience," he added. Schwalberg also
pointed out that the film industry is
the only major industry in this country which lacks an organized training
program designed to provide a continuing flow of new manpower.
Vogel Handling Films
For New York Fund
Joseph R.willVogel,
Inc.,motion
vicepresident,
plan Loew's,
a special
picture release to publicize the Greater New York Fund's 10th Annual
campaign, which will open on April
29. The picture will be one phase of
an all-out publicity drive, which will
include radio, newspaper advertising,
store-window displays, etc.
Para. Theatres
(Continued from page 1)
theatre partnerships if the high court
does not reverse the New York decision.
Under the New York decision the
defendant companies are enjoined from
"continuing to own or acquiring any
beneficial interest in any theatre,
whether in fee or shares of stock or
otherwise, in conjunction with another
defendant, and from continuing to own
or acquire such an interest in conjunction with an independent where
such interest shall be greater than five
per cent unless such interest shall be
95 Inperits cent
appealor ofmore."
the decision filed last
February, Paramount contended that
the court erred in making that ruling
and also in "finding that when theatres are jointly owned by defendant
Paramount Pictures, Inc., and an independent exhibitor it is evident that
both joint owners wish to participate
and are directly or indirectly participating in the business of exhibiting
motion pictures and that defendant
Paramount Pictures, Inc., thereby
eliminates putative competition between itself and the other joint owner
who otherwise would be in a position
to Last
operateFebruary
theatres Paramount
independently."
officials
and the company's theatre partners
met in Florida to, among other subjects, explore ways and means of complying with the decision. The subject
is expected to be discussed further at
a meeting to be held at Arrowhead
Springs, Cal., May 6-9, despite the
company'ssolution odecision
to forego
any disfpartnerships
until after
the
Supreme Court acts on the appeals.

ALLIED ARTISTS PRODUCTIONS. INC.. presents
.DeFORE

-HARDING

«... MOORE

««RUGGLES

m STORM

IT HAPPENED

ON

with GRANT MITCHELL • EDWARD BR0PHY • EDWARD RYAN, JR
Produced & Directed by ROY DEL RUTH • Associate Producer JOE KAUFMAN
Screenplay by EVERETT f REEMAN Story by HERBERT CLYDE LEWIS & FREDERICK STFPHANI
Musical Score by EDWARD
WARD AVENUE"
Music and Lyrics by HARRY REVEL and PAUL WEBSTER
5th
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Motion

N. Y. Grosses

Petrillo

(Continued from page 1)
tation, are still drawing top money,
the estimate for the week being $145,500. A new stage show will replace
the current one on Thursday.
At the Hollywood, "The Two Mrs.
Carrolls"
well,
with
$35,000is inperforming
view for very
the second
week. "Stallion Road" and Cab Calloway's
orchestra
are a where
healthy$50,000
combination at the
Strand,
is seen for a second week.
"The Best Years of Our Lives" has
yet to slide to any great extent. Business for the 21st week at the Astor
is put at $42,000. "The Farmer's
Daughter"
is going
at the
Rivoli, where
$45,000overis nicely
in sight
for
the fourth week. "The Other Love"
will follow on April 30.
A favorable $24,000 for the initial
week of "Buck Privates Come Home"
at the Rivoli is indicated. "Time Out
of Mind" figures to take about $16,000, which is sound business, in a second week at the Park.
The Roxy show, "Carnival in Costa
Rica" Boswell
and a stage
topped
by Connee
and bill
Jackie
Miles,
will
probably wind up its third and final
week with a big $80,000 estimated.
"Alexander's
Band," a First
reissue, will bowRagtime
in tomorrow.
week of "Trail Street" at the Palace
is fair enough at $29,500. "Johnny
O'Clock"
is likely
up week
$23,000,at
which
is all
right, to
in ring
a third
the Criterion; "Odd Man Out"
is next, probably to open there on
April 23.
At the Paramount, the fourth and
final week of "My Favorite Brunette" and Jimmy Dorsev's orchestra
is good there
for $85,000;
"Calcutta"
will
follow
tomorrow.
The second
week of "The Adventuress" at the
Victoria" is fair at $16,000. "That's
My
at the
Globe,Man,"
will in
takea second
in closeweek
to $18,500,
which is sturdy business ; "The Macomber
Affair" is slated to open there
on
Friday.
"Tarzan and the Huntress" is having a moderate second week at the
Gotham with $17,000 in view. "Fear
in the Night" will open at the Rialto
Friday, which
replacing
Town,"in
aon reissue,
should"Boom
hit $7,000
its second and final week.

Picture

Subpoenaed

By House Committee
Washington, April 14. — Representative Hartley (Republican, N. J.),
chairman of the House Labor Committee, announced today that he has
subpoenaed James C. Petrillo, head of
the American Federation, of Musicians,
to testify before the Committee on the
internal conduct of his union.
Hartley
that Petrillo's
appearance will said
be deferred
until the
Supreme Court rules on the constitutionality of the Lea Act.
Washington, April 14. — The Senate Labor Committee has relaxed provisions inits labor bill covering jurisdictional strikes and secondary boycotts, but the possibility remains that
the measure will be toughened on the
Seriate floor.
Carpenters
(Continued from page 1)
be yielded by the local.
The painters' local announced at the
meeting that 18 members who had returned to work have been fined a total
of $277,100, based on two years' norpay, forThedisobeying
the union's
picketmal line.
fined members
have
30 days in which to file an appeal.
Setting a Hollywood precedent, the
Association of Motion Picture Producers, the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, and the
Independent Motion Picture Producers
Association today agreed to appoint a
joint committee to represent all three
in negotiations with the Screen Actors
Guild, which begin tomorrow night.
Chaplin
(Continued from page 1)

world" ; has no "political persua;made among
several the
speeches
halfsioofns" unity
allies in
andbe-a
second front, and had two sons in
uniform, he said.)
As for production, there are to be
more comedies coming when Chaplin
"gets the notion." He might bring
back the tramp character, again "if he
gets the notion." He said he paid
Orson Welles $5,000 for his suggestion that he do a picture about a
Bluebeard character, which turned out
Valentine Resigns
to be "Verdoux."
Co-owner of United Artists, ChapBaltimore, April 14. — Harry Vallin said the company's board of direcentine has resigned as general mantors will take up the matter of reager of the Rome Circuit here.
organization within two or three
weeks. The UA annual meeting will
be held early next month.

"PREVIEW ROOM"
. . . will really SELL
your picture.
Fully equipped for 35MM.
16MM, and Slide Projection.
Cocktail parties, luncheons
and dinners served in this versatile room — setting a gay
mood for a favorable reaction
to your film.
MADISON AVENUE at 54th St.
New York, N. Y.
Tel.: PL. 5-3400 Michael J. McGrath, Mgr.
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H. F. Kincey Named
(Continued from page 1)
members were empowered to appoint
two additional persons to the committee, one representing small town exhibitors, the other representing theatre employes.
Those named for one-year trustee
terms were : J. C. Long, Charleston ;
Roy B. Rowe, Burgaw, N. C. and
H. H. Everett of Charlotte, representing exhibitors. Also J. H. Dillon,
Roy Erwin, George Roscoe of Charlotte, representing distributors, and
Blake Gryder of Charlotte, representing allied industries. Two-year members included Ben Strozier of Rock
Hill, S. C, Kincey and H. D. Hearn
of Charlotte, exhibitors; J. H. Holston and Dean House of Charlotte,
distributors ; John Vickers and Jay.
Schrader of Charlotte, allied industries.

* 1)
fled
ed 'Baffrom
Alli(Contiwuld
page
the hope of securing awards which
will protect them against unfavorable
changesbulletin
in the says.
clearance status," the
Allied
Remarking that "the attention pai
to the application for and granting of
the stay seemed all out of proportion
to the importance of the affair," Al
lied declares that "to those familiar
with the practice it was a foregone
conclusion that the court would grant
a stay as to the competitive bidding
(Allied devotes two and one-half
pages
of a five and one-half-page bul
provision."
letin to the stay. The Government op
posed the stay of competitive bidding,
as well as the stay of all other provisions.— Ed. Note).
The Allied bulletin welcomes the
recent report of the Commission on
Freedom of the Press which recommended that films and radio be extend
ed the Constitutional guarantee of
press freedom.
"Whoever heard of Congress or any
state legislature putting a special excise tax on newspapers, magazines or
books?" the bulletin asks. The claim
that films are a medium of communication now has strong support," it observes. "Let us make the most of it.'

m

Turn

history

has

there

MPTOA
Hails
(Continued from page 1)
bidding,"
theimmediate
bulletin says,
"merelyof
removes the
compulsion
licensing features that way."
"As to the stay of elimination of
arbitration," the bulletin continues
"we are pleased because it has been
our position since the decision in June
that, with all of the new arbitrable
matters created, many cumbersome,
profitless
'tripsbytoa satisfactory
the courthouse'
could
be saved
system of arbitration, one which was optional and which would not in any
way restrain the exhibitor from resorting to the courts if he wished to and
one which would not preclude the
Government from instituting appro
priate proceedings for violations of
the decree by the defendants.
"There are some valid objections
to the present system of arbitration
but none that could not be corrected.
Without the continuation of the system, however, those changes and improvements would be too difficult of
accomplishment," the bulletin concludes.
MPTOA's statement by Herman
Levy, general counsel, in opposition
to proposed increases in the theatre
music tax by American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers is
reprinted in the bulletin.

been

so

much

10 Denver 1st Runs
(Continued from page 1)
past, films have shown day-and-date at
the Denver, Esquire, Webber, but the
Esquire is being dropped out of this
combination, and will be paired with
the Paramount. The Aladdin will get
its moveover from one of those two
setups, while the Rialto will either get
its moveover from the other, or from
the Aladdin, as at present.
Last week the Bluebird, a neighborhood, was boosted to a first-run with
the
moveover
of "The where
Jolson it
Story"
from the Paramount,
had
been shown a week, in addition to two
weeks each at the Denver, Webber.
Esquire, Rialto, giving the film an
all-time first-run record for Denver.
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Repeats

3-Way

Media

Snag

Plagues St. Louis
St. Louis, April 15. — This
city was without phones,
radio staand astarted,
newspapers
tion as the week
the
three local papers halting
publication when pressmen
failed to show up for work.
Radio station KXOK, ABC
outlet, was cut off from the
network by a severed cable.
The telephone strike was
generally crippling because of
of manpercentage
highphones
the ual
in this area.
With newspaper advertising reduced, Ted Barker, pubdirector for
Theatres,licityobtained
two Loew's
extra
radio spots elsewhere, and
Fanchon and Marco maintained radio programs.

William A. Scully, Universal-InterEnding
Strike
national vice-president and general
sales manager, will hold a two-day
meeting of the company's district sales
Says Confab of Heads managers at the home office on Saturday and Sunday, to highlight future
Of Unions Only Way Out
selling policies on "The Egg and I,"
and other U-I productions to be released during the next few months.
On "The Egg and I," the district sales
heads will be instructed on selling and
Hollywood, April 15. — Carbooking policies to be pursued.
penter Union president William
Selling policies will also be set on
Hutcheson's instructions that
no American Federation of
"Time Out of Mind," "Buck Privates
Labor carpenters anywhere in
Come Home," "Odd Man Out,"
the country may work on studio
"Great Expectations," "Stairway to
Heaven," "Ivy," "Brute Force,"
or theatre construction, a retaliatory action stemming from
"Something in the Wind," "Slave
Girl," "Secret Beyond the Door,"
the present Hollywood strike,
"Singapore," "The Lost Moment,"
will come up at a meeting of
"My Heart Goes Crazy" and "Pirates
the Building Trades Department of the AFL in Washington
sales heads who will attend N.Y. Theatres To
of District
Monterey."
next Thursday. Hutcheson is
are : Foster M. Blake, Los Angeles ;
now in Washington.
Pete T. Dana, Cleveland; Joe E. Gar(Continued on page 6)
Press Ascap Suit
Conclusive evidence that the
jurisdictional dispute in the West
A treble-damage suit against the
Extols
Coast studios can be settled only by Johnston
American Society of Composers,
conferences between the internaAuthors and Publishers, filed in betional presidents of the studio unions Films' World Role
half of the operators of 164 indeinvolved is contained in the latest acpendent theatres in New York some
tion of William Hutcheson, head of
five years ago, but dormant since, will
the Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Washington, April IS. — The role
by the plaintiffs immediJoiners of America, according to of motion pictures in national bi-par be pressed
according to a spokesman for
(Continued on page 7)
tisan foreign policy was extolled to their ately,
attorneys, Weisman, Celler,
day by Eric Johnston, president of Quinn, Allen and Spett.
the Motion Picture Association.
Meanwhile,
Ascap'swillmotion
to dis-in
miss the complaint
be argued
"The motion picture is a vital eleSees Film Industry
ment in the exchange of information Federal Court here on Friday. Asso that (Continued
peoples everywhere
cap's(Continued
motion is based
on the
on page 7) can unon page
7) allegaTelevising Trailers
Speaking in behalf of films as the
best all-around program material for
television generally, John Fiery, vicepresident in charge of production for
Grant, Flory and Williams, yesterday suggested that the motion picture
industry may develop "glorified trailers (previews), containing real entertainment, to exploit fts Hollywood
features yia
television."
(Continued
on pageFlory,
7) whose
Industry Leaders at
Dinner for Weitman
Robert M. Weitman, managing di
rector of the New York Paramount
Theatre, will be inducted as president
of
theatCinema
of B'naievening,
B'rith,
here,
a dinnerLodge
on Tuesday
April 29, at the Hotel Astor. At the
same time tribute will be paid to retiring president Jack H. Levin.
Invited to the dais are : Barney Bal(Continned on page 7)

Cut

of

England

U.

S.

Seen

FCC To Grant Four
N.Y. Video Licenses
Washington, April 15. — The Federal Communications Commission will
grant applications for four new television stations in the New York Metropolitan Area, if no objections are
filed within 20 days. The four applications are those of American Broad•casting, Bamberger Broadcasting,
Bremer Broadcasting and the News
Syndicate Co.
The FCC also approved five of 17
"B" :
new Class area
applications
FM
stations for
in thethemetropolitan
those of WMCA, American Broadcasting-, the News, North Jersey
Broadcasting and Unity Broadcasting.

Imports
as

Impartial

in

Remote

London, April IS. — Possibility of a
decrease in the importation of American motion pictures, in view of the
fading American dollar in England,
became remote today when Chancellor
of the Exchequer Hugh Dalton, in a
budget message to Parliament, proposed a tremendous increase in the
import tax on American tobacco, but
made no reference to American films.
The latter had been linked controversial y inParliament as being closely
responsible with tobacco for the growing seriousness in the dollar situation.
At the same time, the Chancellor's
budgettion in the
message
proposed tax.no alteraentertainment
The budget
and theon messages
(Continued
page 7) accom-

RKO

Partners

Are
To

Reluctant
Break

Up

Co-owners Have Fewer
Problems as Associates
Prominent among the factors
which have been delaying RKO's
progress toward dissolving its theatre partnerships in conformance
with the terms of the decision
handed down by the New York
Court in the industry anti-trust suit
is an apparent reluctance on the part
of independent exhibitor co-owners to
sever what is accepted as an amicable,
problem-alleviating business association, Malcolm Kingsberg, RKO Theatres president, said here yesterday.
Kingsberg emphasized, however,
that the company, regarding itself as
boundregardless
by the -New
Yorkmaydecision
—
and
of what
be the
outcome of appeals to the U. S. Supreme Court — is continuously negotiating with
its theatre
partners
(Continued
on page
7) with a

Coyne,
Press

Schwartz
NY

Tax

to

Fight

Robert W. Coyne, executive director of American Theatres Association,
and Fred Schwartz, head of the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres
Association, will appear before the
New York State Tax Commission in
Albany tomorrow to re-emphasize the
already hibition
tax-burdened
position
of exhere in an effort
to stave
off
new taxation
by
large
cities
and
coun(Continued on page 7)
Chaplin Prices Cut;
Reserved Seats Out
A reduced scale of prices, effective
immediately,
for Charles
Chaplin's
"Monsieur
Verdoux"
at the Broadway
Theatre, here, for weekdays will be
70 cents until one P.M., $1.00 until
six and $1.25 from six until closing.
On Saturdays, the picture will play at
(Continued on page 7)
In This Issue
"Honeymoon"
andon "Calcutta" are reviewed
page
4. Key city grosses begin on
page 5.
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Personal
Mention
DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS,
president of Technicolor Corp.,
will arrive here from the Coast on
April 24 for a month's
stay.
•
Albert S. Howson, scenario editor
and director of censorship for Warner Brothers, will be master of ceremonies for the 20th consecutive year
at the annual luncheon of the Milk
and Egg League for child health to
be held May 6 at the Hotel Astor,
here.
•
Edward J. Reilly, assistant to
William
J. O'Connell,
Paramount
office manager
here, and Mrs.
Reilly,
became parents for the first time with
the birth of a son, Robert Hilton
Reilly, at Flushing, L. I., Hospital
recently.
•
Lynn Farnol, Samuel Goldwyn
Productions'
of advertisingpublicity,
and director
Ben Washer,
Eastern
advertising - publicity representative,
left New York yesterday for the
Coast. They will return on Friday.
•
Bob Donahue, Jr., RKO Pathe
News cameraman, will leave here this
month for Bocayuva, Brazil, to photograph the sun in total
eclipse.
•
Edward
M. Schnitzer, United
Artists' Eastern and Canadian sales
manager, left here last night for
visits to Scranton, Pa., and Buffalo.
•
Norman Elson, vice-president of
Trans-Lux Theatres, is in Philadelphia from New York.
•
Fredric March has been named
the 1947 "One World Award" winner
in the motion picture field.

Motion

Picture

Lutheran Churchmen
Hit Indecent Films
Des Moines, April 15. — A
resolution calling on Hollywood to "clean-up" motion
pictures, was passed here yesterday by Iowa Lutheran welfare society directors.
The group especially protested against films that include drinking scenes, "intense love-making" and "suggestive dialogue."
The six
18
board members
represent
large Iowa Lutheran groups
with an adult membership of
131,740 in 486 churches, it was
said.

Loew's Mayfair Here
To Brandt on Lease

Greenblatt
For

Wednesday, April 16, 1947

Daily
Leaving

Monogram

Meet

Arthur Greenblatt, Eastern sales
manager for Monogram, will leave
here for Atlanta tomorrow to preside
at a regional meeting of Southern
exchanges of the company, to be held
on Saturday
andHotel.
Sunday at the Atlanta Biltmore
Branch managers from the Charlotte, Memphis, Atlanta and New Orleans exchanges will attend.
Arthur Bromberg, Monogram
Southern franchise holder, will take
part in the discussions, which will follow the same pattern as the meetings
held in New York by Morey Goldstein, general sales manager, and Jack
Schlaifer, director of sales, in Chicago,
last weekend.
WB Theatre Officials
At Cleveland Meet
Cleveland, April 15. — Harry M.
Kalmine, general manager of Warner
Theatres, accompanied by W. Stewart
McDonald, vice-president, and RuWeiss, head of
the circuit's
real
estate dolph
department,
arrived
here today
from New York to conduct a meeting
of managers and other zone executives
in Nat Wolf's territory.
On their way back to the home office, Kalmine and Weiss will stop in
Pittsburgh for a session with Moe
Silver, zone manager in that area.

Newsreel
Parade

FLOODS,
fire and
tornadoin come
for newsreel
attention
currentin
issue. Personalities presented include
Henry Wallace and David Lilicnthal
ivith a remembrance of F.D.R. Also
covered are sports and miscellaneous
items. Complete contents foil ova: ,
MOVIETONE NEWSi No. 66— Eil^J. s
terrible winter climaxed by wild floods.
Atomic Commission confirmed after Senate
battle. Korean riots. Midwest tornado.
Naval base fire. New Navy helicopter.
Sports: Navy kids box; harness racing.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 284— $1 ,000,000
fire sweeps Navy base on Treasure Island.
Five-minute Oklahoma tornado kills scores,
injures 1,000. Rampaging Vistula destroys
Polish bridges. 100,000 Koreans riot to protest occupation forces. UN home site dedicated in New York. Paris roller derby.
Navy kid boxers.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 67 — San
Francisco fire sweeps Treasure Island.
Atomic Commission gets down to work.
Britain hears Wallace. Riots in Korea.
Navy juniors swap leather.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 69-Wallace
in London on tour. Shoot at crowd in
Korea. Lilienthal takes over atom. F.D.R.
remembrance. Treasure Island blaze. Robinson becomes a Dodger. Polish floods
snarl bridges.

Loew's Mayfair Theatre, in midtown here, has been leased to Brandt
Theatrespurchased
in a five-year
deal. Loew's,
which
the theatre
from
Walter Reade a few years ago, has
been operating the house on a subsequent-run, double-feature policy.
At Loew's here yesterday it was
stated that the arrangement is "a good
UNIVERSAL, No. 30— Bridges topple into
financial one," which, in addition to
the fact that the company is substanice-jammed river as spring floods sweep
tially represented in the Broadway
Poland. Mass rioting in Korean capital.
ISO die in Oklahoma tornado. Blaze on San
area with or without the Mayfair, is
Francisco Treasure Island. New Navy helisaid to have prompted the deal. Brandt
copter. Historic I4th Century spectacle realready has two first-runs, the Globe
enacted at Florence, Italy. Living statue
and the Gotham, on Broadway as well
gymnasts boxing
performmatch.
at Paris. "Small-fry"
one-punch
as 10 others in or bordering on the
Times Square area.
W alders to Manage for
RKO in Cleveland
Auerbach To Fly to
MPTOA
Elects
Harry H. Walders has been ap- London for Optima
of RKOby Radio's
New Vice-President
exchange pointed
in manager
Cleveland,
Robert
Joseph Auerbach,
of International Optima president
Corp., recentlyLawrence E. Gordon, secretary, of Mochrie, vice-president and general
Butterfield Theatres, Detroit, has been sales manager. Walders, who has been formed distributing organization to
elected a vice-president of Motion Pic- with the company's Chicago office handle independent productions for
ture Theatre Owners of America by since 1933, starting as booker, suc- exhibition abroad, is slated to fly to
ceeds A. Kolitz, recently promoted to London today. He will remain there
mail ballot, Fred Wehrenberg,
MPTOA president, announced yester- Rocky Mountain district manager three weeks.
day.
with headquarters in Denver.
International Optima, which took
Gordon fills the vacancy which has
over assets of film Classics InterBacon Ending 10- Year existed
since the death of E. C. Beatty,
national, including rights to Hal Roach
former head of Butterfield Theatres. Cleveland Salesmen
Tie with 20th-Fox
pictures, was set up by Auerbach, forElect Oscar Kantor
mer vice-president, and Maurice LivHollywood, April 15. — After 10
ingston, former president of Film
years with 20th Century-Fox, director 'Sma
Cleveland,
April
15.
—
Oscar
Kansh-U
p' to Give
Classics' foreign department, who is
Lloyd Bacon will leave on completion
tor of Warners has been elected presi- also vice-president of the new firm.
of his direction of "Off to Buffalo," Capitol $97,000
dent of Leonard
the Salesmen's
Club here, to The company is also handling foreign
Walter Morosco Production, and will
succeed
Mishkind.
distribution for Astor Pictures and
next produce and direct, in association
Universal - International's "SmashOther new officers are : Franke other independent producers through
Up,"
with
Xavier
Cugat's
orchestra
with Sam Jaffe, "The Glittering Hill," on the stage, is expected to gross Belles, RKO-Radio, first vice-presi- branches in France, Palestine, New
based on the Clyde Murphy novel.
dent; Aaron Wayne, Paramount, sec- Zealand and Brazil.
in its first week at the Capitol,
While "Glittering Hill" is being $97,000which
vice-president ; Justin Spiegel,
is described as being very PRC, ondsecretary;
made ready for market, Bacon will go here,
Edwin R. Bergman,
to Golden Productions where he will high.
Selznick Establishes
PRC, treasurer.
About
$24,000
is
indicated
for
the
direct
Evening "Barnstorming,"
Post story based a onSaturday
the life first week of U-I's "Buck Privates
Exchange in Seattle
of his father, Frank Bacon. Then he Come Home" at the Winter Garden.
Plan London -Paris Film
and Jaffe will make, independently,
Seattle, April 15. — David O. Selznick has established a film exchange
Hollywood,
April
15. — William
LeBaron
and
Boris
Morros
plan
to
"Over the High Board Fence."
here, announces John Howard, special
22 Radio Shows Cite
film don
"The
Lost Passage"
both Lon-in Selznick representative, after several
and Paris.
Morros isin already
Comic Strip to Be
negotiating.
The bynewJames
ex20th-Fox 'Alexander' London to check on availability of days of change
will be headed
With the addition of the Frank
Put on Television
space.
"The
Lost
Passage"
is
Sinatra show on April 23, and the astage
musical written by LeBaron.
Walsh, formerly of Republic's sales
department here. Northwest distribuHollywood, April IS. — N. W. Ayer Bing Crosby program on May 7, a
tion of all future Selznick productions,
total
of
22
top
radio
shows
are
now
advertising agency has taken options
for all its clients on a combination lined up to promote the re-release of Reception for Mason
including "Duel in the Sun," scheduled
Universal-International and the J. to open here on May 7, will be hanradio and television package deal fea- 20th Century-Fox's "Alexander's RagArthur Rank Organization will be
dled through this office. Inspection
turing Zane Grey's King of the Royal
Band." show, on CBS, will be hosts to the trade press at a reception and shipping of Selznick films will be
ThetimeSinatra
Mounted. The 15-year-old comic strip
will be converted to television imme- host to Irving Berlin. On the Crosby in honor of British actor James Ma- done in this area by the Northwest
son, to be held at the Stork Club, Film Service, a member of the NaAl Jolson will appear with
diately by using motion pictures of program,
Berlin.
tional Film Carriers.
here, next Tuesday afternoon.
the newspaper cartoon strips.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY, Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Martin Quigley, Jr., Associate Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing
Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address, "Quigpubco,
New .York. Martin Quigley, President; RedCompany,
Kann, Vice-President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President;
Theo. J. Sullivan, Treasurer; Leo J. Brady, Secretary; James P.
Cunningham. News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; David Harris, Circulation
Director; Hollywood Bureau, Postal Union Life Bldg., William R. Weaver Editor;
Chicago Bureau, 624 South Michigan Avenue; Washington, J. A. Otten, 2525 Ontario Road, N.W.; London Bureau,
4 Golden Sq., London Wl.Hope Buraup, Manager; Peter Burnup, Editorcable
address,Motion
"Quigpubco,
Picture Herald, Better Theatres, published every fourth week as a section of Motion Picture Herald-'
International
Picture London."
Almanac, Other
Fame. Quigley Publications:
second
classMotion
tion rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 Entered
foreign; assingle
copies,
10c.matter, Sept. 23, 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscrip-
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SUMMER HOLIDAY (Technicolor)
Perfect blending of song and story in a Big Attraction!
Mickey Rooney, Gloria DeHaven, Walter Huston, Frank
Morgan, "Butch" Jenkins, Marilyn Maxwell, Agnes
Moorehead, Selena Royle.

* THIS TIME FOR KEEPS {Technicolor)
Merry, romantic, melodic, spectacular. Esther Williams,
Lauritz Melchior, Jimmy Durante, Johnnie Johnston,
Xavier Cugat and orchestra, Dame May Whitty, Sharon
McManus.

*

LIVING IN A BIG WAY
Music, fun, dancing and romancing. Gene Kelly and
Marie McDonald plus Charles Winninger, Phyllis
Thaxter, Spring Byington.

*

HIGH BARBAREE
Thrilling romance by the authors of "Mutiny on the
Bounty." Van Johnson, June Allyson, Thomas Mitchell,
Marilyn Maxwell, Henry Hull, Claude Jarman, Jr.

*

SONG OF LOVE
One of the greatest! The romance of the composers
Clara and Robert Schumann. Love, pathos, laughter,
devotion, and marvelous music. Starring Katharine
Hepburn, Paul Henreid, Robert Walker.

*

GREEN DOLPHIN STREET
Prize novel, best-seller, exciting, swash- buckling, romantic. Lana Turner, Van Heflin, Donna Reed, Richard
Hart, Frank Morgan, Edmund Gwenn, Dame May
Whitty, Reginald Owen, Gladys Cooper.

FIE ST A ( Technicolor)
A fiesta of entertainment, romance, melody, adventure
of Mexico. Esther Williams, Akim Tamiroff, Cyd
Charisse, John Carroll, Mary Astor, Fortunio Bonanova,
and introducing sensational Ricardo Montalban.

*

THE BIRDS AND THE BEES<i>«&*««/.»r)
By popular demand in a Big musical romance following her
triumphant singing tour, Jeanette MacDonald co-starred with
Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell and Edward Arnold, Harry Davenport.

{above)

on this page

*

* Drama
THE with
UNFINISHED
music. Behind theDANCE(t,<-w^)
scenes of the ballet.
Margaret
O'Brien,
Cyd
Charisse,
Karin Booth, Danny
Thomas.

at the

to the
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Motion

Powell,
Close

Pressburger
Korda

Picture

Morgan

Reviews
"Honeymoon9
(RKO Radio)

London, April IS. — Archers Productions, owned by Michael Powell
and Emeric Pressburger, makers of
"Stairway to Heaven," who are regarded as one of the steady stand-bys
of the J. Arthur Rank Organization,
asserted its independence by announcing it will produce "Promotion of the
Admiral" for Alexander Korda's London Films in 1948. Archers will resume production for Rank thereafter.
The announcement follows the resignation Saturday of Filippo Del Giuof Rank's
managing
dice asCities
Two
Films, director
Ltd.
Powell and Pressburger are board
members of Independent Producers,
Ltd., of which Rank is chairman, and
have had the financial backing of
Rank.
It has been suggested that Rank
may have a distribution understanding
with Korda, but authoritative sources
hold this to be untrue, except for an
"undercover" agreement to avoid
clashing of British Lion and General
Film Distributors releases.

Hollyivood, April IS
WITH the names of Shirley Temple, Franchot Tone and Guy Madison
for exploitation purposes, showmen should have no trouble selling what
is, intrinsically, a rather thin little comedy. Miss Temple, as she matures,
seems to lose little of her childish charm, which contrasts effectively with
Tone's debonair portrayal of the kind of official the Consular Service needs.
Arriving in Mexico City to wed — without her parents' consent — a corporal
stationed in the Canal Zone, Shirley loses touch with her bridegroom-to-be,
and applies to the vice-consul for aid. He, involved romantically with a Mexican girl, finds it hard to explain persistent pursuit by the young lady who has
lost her bridegroom. When Madison, the bridegroom, turns up, matters are
not improved, for by that time it has been disclosed that Shirley is not of age
and, furthermore, that she fancies herself in love with the vice-consul, whom
she describes as "the Walter Pidgeon type."
Michael Kanin's screenplay, based on a story by Vicki Baum, arrives quite
naturally at a happy ending. Unfortunately, many of the incidents leading up
to
repetitive,
Keighley's direction fails to supply
the that
lightending
touch are
required
to liftand
themWilliam
from banality.
Warren Duff, under the executive supervision of Robert Sparks, has given
the picture lavish production values. The sets, in particular, are a treat to
the eye.tune.Of the two song numbers included, "I Love Geraniums" is a simple,
catchy
Running time, 74 minutes. General audience classification. Release in
block No. 5.
Thalia Bell

ZanuckC hang esN ante
Of Soviet Spy Film
Hollywood, April 15. — Darryl F.
Zanuck has bought George Moorad's
book,
"Behind
Iron espionage
Curtain," film
and
will make
the the
Russian
he announced last week under that
title. Zanuck's original title was "The
Iron Curtain," which Jack Warner
claimed on Friday his studio had filed
with the Motion Picture Association
title bureau last year.

{Paramount)
Hollywood, April 15
THE presence of Alan Ladd, William Bendix and Gail Russell in the leads
endows with practical exploitability this melodrama in which they and
the other players are handicapped by a stencilled plot and a setting which
warrants the title but adds nothing to the sum of entertainment values.
Backgrounded
the once thedramatic
profession
flying "the
hump"
between
Calcutta against
and Chungking,
story narrows
downof quickly
to a routine
tale of jewel smuggling, and is handled in routine fashion. Ladd turns in a
typical performance, against odds imposed by pattern dialogue and slow direction, but Bendix is virtually wasted, and Miss Russell is no match for the
at best unrealistic role assigned her. The picture depends for exhibition success on the marquee (Strength of its personnel.
In the script, by Seton I. Miller, who also produced, with John Farrow
directing, Ladd, Bendix and John Whitney are commercial pilots flying between Calcutta and Chungking. Whitney is mysteriously slain in Calcutta,
and Ladd and Bendix set out to discover who killed him, and why. Miss
Russell is seen as an American girl to whom' the deceased was engaged, and
with whom Ladd becomes infatuated. There are a number of odd characters
met up with in the course of Ladd's persistent and ultimately successful
attempt to learn the identity of his friend's killer, whom he kills in turn,
although not precisely in revenge, after establishing that this sinister individual, agambling resort operator, and Miss Russell have been partners in a
jewel-smuggling operation. It is even more scrambled on the screen than it
sounds above.
The cast also includes June Duprez, Lowell Gilmore, Edith King, Paul
Singh, Gavin Muir, John Whitney and Benson Fong.
Running time 83 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date not
set.
William R. Weaver.
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Beck Named Spitz's
Assistant at U-I
Hollywood, April 15. — John Beck,
of Universal-Intergeneral manager
national's studio since the merger, has
been appointed executive assistant to
Leo Spitz, executive production head.
Beck was International studio manager from 1943 until the merger.
Edward Muhl, formerly in charge
of contract matters for Universal, replaces Beck as general manager of
Universal-International.
Stewart in Mexico
Mexico City, April 15.— James
Stewart, star of Liberty Films' "It's
a Wonderful Life," will be honor
guest at a press reception in the Variety Club tomorrow preceding the
premiere at the Alameda Theatre.
Mexican film personalities who will
attend include Emilio Azcarraga, owner of the Alameda Theatre and president of the Churubusco studios ; Dolores Del Rio, Arturo De Cordova,
Maria Felix and Augustin Lara. RKO
Radio will be represented by E. F.
Clarke, Latin American Division
manager.

to Tour

Paramount

Deal

'Casualty' in Times Sq.
Ralph Padavano, one-armed veteran
who stars in "The Forgotten Casualrehabilitation
film,
was ty,"
one NYU-Bellevue
of several on
hand last night
to pull a switch which started the twoweek open-air showing of the film in
Times Square. Also on hand were
Gregory Peck, Lucienne Boyer and
Mrs. James Doolittle.
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Oscar
A. sales
Morgan,
Paramount's
short
subjects
manager,
will announce
next
year's
product
line-up
Dallas on April 21 at the first
of 31in
meetings with district, branch and
sales managers which the short subjects department will hold to discuss
1947-48
l '\
Duringproduct.
the three-month tour^^rgan will visit every Paramount branch
office, including Los Angeles, where
studio conferences will also be held,
and where he will describe business
conditions and public and exhibitor
preferences in a report which will
serve as a guide for future shorts
production and their release.
Radio

Conference

Frank Shea Dies
Schenectady, April 15. — Funeral
services will be held here tomorrow
for Frank Shea, theatre manager, who
died today. Shea had managed the
Crane Theatre here for several years
after being Fabian city manager at
Cohoes.
Columbia Dividend
Columbia Pictures' board of directors has declared a quarterly dividend of $1.06^4 per share on the
$4.25 cumulative preferred stock of
the company, payable on May IS to
stockholders of record on May 1.

in

New York April 22-23
Fifty radio artists, executives from
the radio industry, and advertising
agency officials will participate in the
third annual radio and business conference to be held April 22-23 at the
Pauline Edwards Theatre, City College School of Business, New York
City. Robert A. Love is director of
the conference.
"Radio and Its Public" will be the
theme of the 1947 Conference which
opens Tuesday evening, April 22, with
22 of the 50 artists and executives
slated to discuss the subject "The
Listeners
Speakshow
to Radio,"
in a New
session in radio
form, with
York nand
Supreme
Court Justice FerdiPecora presiding.
N.Y.C. Has No Plans
To Raise License Fees
New York City's administration has
no plans whatever to increase the annual license fees paid by exhibitors,
declares an administration spokesman
following
report
that a'that
"prominent
showman" ahad
suggested
the fee
for film theatres be increased to $500
to aid the city in its current drive for
additional revenue. As reported, the
suggestion was greeted with indignation and resentment in New York exhibition circles.

Promotes

Two
In West Coast Branch
Jack P. Valpey, M-G-M head booker in the _ Los Angeles branch, has
been appointed office manager, succeeding Joseph Markowitz who has
been promoted to the sales force.
Markowitz, with the companv for the
past 18 years, succeeds Sam Davis, recently promoted to manager of the
Seattle branch. Valpey has been with
the company 22 years.

for

Shorts

CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH
LOS ANGELES
AND OTHER CITIES
COAST TO COAST
During Phone Emergency
You can reach us by personally contacting our
ticket or airport offices, or
any travel agent, or by wire
LExington 2-7100
Save time with TWA AIRFREIGHT
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Picture

Grosses
City
Key
$16,800. (Average: $13,800)
d pic- Gross:
are estimate
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
[puLLU
of Federal
grosses, exclusive
lure H'ING
(RKO Radio) — ARCADIA (900) (Advanced
lax jor current engagements in key prices:
90c-$1.80) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
cities as reported by Motion Picture $22,000. (Average at regular admission
Daily correspondents.
prises of 54c-94c: $6,600)
STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN (U-I)— BOYD
13,000) (5Oc-60c-74c-8Oc-85c-94c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $15,200. (Average: $21,000)
CHICAGO
FEAR IN THE NIGHT (Para.) -EARLE
(3.C00) (60c-70c-80c-90c-99c) 6 days, with
vaudeville starring Count Basie. Gross,
days:1 dav:
$25,700,$4,000.
and SMASH(U-I).
_jth "California" and "Lady in the 6Gross,
(Average:UP$31,700)
^zri" opened very big here. Busi- CARNIVAL
IN
COSTA
RICA
(20th-Fox)
ness generally is very good. Estimated receipts for the week ending April —FOX
days, 2nd (3,000)
week. (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
Gross: $16,000. (Average: 7
'16-17:
$25,000)
THE -OLSON STORY (Col.)-AKOLLO SINBAD THE SAILOR (RKO Radio)
11,200.) (>5c) 16th week Gross: $19,000. GOLDMAN (1.400) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
7 days,
4th week. Gross: $14,500. (Aver(Average: $12,000)
age: $24,000)
IT'S SPRING (Para.)-CHlSUDDENLY
IMPERFECT
LADY (Para.)
CAGO (3,900) (95c). On stage: Georgie THE
(1,000) (50c-60c-74c-8Oc-85c-94c)
2nd week. Gross: $60,000. (Aver- 7KARLTON
Price.age: $62,000)
days,
1st week. Gross: $18,500. (Average: $9,500)
13 RUE MADELEINE (2„th-Fox)-GARBOOMERANG
(2Dth-Fox) -KEITH (2,200)
$18.Gross:
week.
4th
(1,000) (95c)
RICK
(50c-6Oc-74c-8Oc-85c-94c) 7 days, 1st week,
OCO. (Average:
$13,000;
run. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $6,203)
SMASH-UP (U-I) — GRAND (1,150) (95c) 2nd
ROAD (WB)-M ASTBAUM
4th week. ' Gross: $17,000. (Average: $18,- STALLION
(4.700) (50c -60c -74c -80c -85c -94c) 7 days. 2nd
O0*
, _ , week.
Gross:
$19,700. (Average: $29,500)
AND DREAM (Zjth-Fox)— THE BEST YEARS
WAKE UP (3,200)
OF CUR LIVES
ORIENTAL
(95c). On stage : Ted
(RKO Radio)— PIX (500) (Advanced prices:
Weems and his orchestra. Gross: $57,000. 90c
-$1.80) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $18,000.
(Average: $48,000)
(Average: $10,000)
TRAIL STREET (RKO Radio) and LIT- THE
STORY (Col.) STANLEY
TLE MISS BIG (U-I) — PALACE (2,500) (3,000) JOLSON
(50c-6Oc-74c-8Oc-85c-94c) 7 days, 7th
(65c-95c) 2nd week. Gross: $20,000. (Aver- week. Gross:
$24,900.
(Average: $27,000)
age: $24,000)
„,
RED HOUSE (UA) STANTON (1,
NORA PRENTISS (WB)-ROOSEVELT THE
700)
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
7 days, 1st
(1,000) (95c) 2nd week. Gross: $24,000. week. Gross: $15,900. (Average:
$12,700)
(Average: $20,000)
CALIFORNIA (Para.) — STATE- LAKE (2,700) (95c). Gross: $43,000. (Average: $29,- TORONTO
000)
LADY IN THE LAKE (M-G-M)— UNITED ARTISTS (1,700) (95c) 5 days. Gross:
$29,000. (Average: $27,000)
A majority of Toronto first-runs
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES held
over their Easter week attrac(RKO Radio)— WOODS (1,200) (Advanced
tions and experienced some drop-off
admission prices: 9Sc-$1.2O-$1.4O-$1.80) 17th after the
holiday rush during which
week. Gross: $29,000. (Average: $28,000)
(Average at regular admission price of 95c: patrons were lucky to get seats with$20,000)
out waiting. Spring brought rains
and there was considerable competition from hockey finals and a rodeo.
BALTIMORE
Estimated receipts for the week ending April 17 :
BEAUTY (2Cth-Fox) and STANNotwithstanding a weekend of BLACKLEY AND
LIVINGSTONE (2Cth-Fox rebalmy weather which was conducive to
issue)—CAPITOL
(15c-25c-35c-50c) 6
outdoor recreation, new pictures days. Gross: $4,700.(1.115)(Average:
$5,000)
THE
JOLSON
STORY
(Coi.)—
opened strong. However, the re- (1,086) (20c-2Sc-35c-45c-60c) 6 EGLINTON
4th
mainder of the week is expected to week. Gross: $7,000. (Average: days.
$7,800)
bring about only average grosses and MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para.)
somewhat below average grosses IMPERIAL (3.373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
days, 2nd week. Gross: $14,800. (Average:
where holdovers are concerned. Esti- $14,300)
mated receipts for the week ending THE
MACOMBER
AFFAIR (UA)—
April 17:
LOEW'S
(2,074) (Average:
(20c -35c -45c $13,800)
-60c -78c) 6 days.
Gross:
$15,800.
THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA)-CEN- SONG OF THE SOUTH (RKO Radio)TURY (3,000) (29c-37c-46c-54c, and 56c SHEA'S (2,480) < 18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6 davs,
weekends)
2nd week. Gross: $14,300. (Average: $14,age: $14,000)7 days. Gross: $17,000. (Aver- 800)
SUDDENLY
IT'S SPRING (Para.)— THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)— TIVOLI
KEITH'S (2,406) (29c-37c-44c-50c) 7 days, (1,434) (20c-25c-35c-45c-60c) 6 days, 4th
2nd week. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $12,- week.
Gross: $8,500. (Average: $9,500)
000)
THE EGG AND I (U-I) — UPTOWN (2,CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (20th-Fox) 761)
(20c-35c-45c-60c-9Oc)
days, 2nd week.
—NEW (1,800) (28c-40c-50c-S8c) 7 days, 3rd Gross: $12,800. (Average: 6 $11,400)
week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $12,000)
BEAUTY (2Cth-Fox) and STANPURSUED (WB)— STANLEY (3,280) (29c- BLACKLEY AND
LIVINGSTONE (ZOth-Fox re47c-50c-58c)
7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $14,is ue)— VICTORIA (1.240) (15c-2Sc-35c-50c)
000.
(Average:
$16,500)
6
days.
Gross:
$6,000. (Average: $6,800)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— TOWN (1,450) (Advanced
admission prices: 75c-$1.25) 7 days, 4th
week. Gross: $20,OCO. (Average at regu- ATLANTA
lar admission prices of 35c-65c: $14,000)
Tr<E RED HOJSE (UA) —MAY FAIR (1,Good weather has aided business
(MO) (21c-29c-45c) 7 days,, 2nd week. Gross:
$5,000. (Average: $5,500)
"Song of Scheherazade"
I LIVE AS I PLEASE (MUC)— LITTLE considerably.
(328) (29c-37c-56c) 7 days. Gross: $3,000. is making the best showing with $14,(Average: $3,000)
300 expected for a week that is bringI T HA PPENED IN BROOKing above-average grosses generally.
LYN (M-G-M)— VALENCIA (1,466) (29c- Estimated receipts for the week ending
36c-46c-54c, and 56c weekends) 7 days, 2nd April
16:
week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $4,500)
SONG OF SCHEHERAZADE (U-I)— FOX
(4,661) (30c-50c). Gross: $14,300. (Average:
$13,000)
PHILADELPHIA
THE STRANGER (RKO Radio) PARA
•MOUNT (2 447) (30c- 50c). Gross: $8,500.
(Average: $8,300)
IT'S weekSPRING
(Para.)from
"The Best Years of Our Lives" is SUDDENLY
ROXY (2,446) 2nd
on moveover
doing capacity business at both the the
Fox. Gross: $6,200. (Average: $5,600)
Arcadia and Pix theatres. At the THE WEDDING NIGHT (Film Classics)
WILD BEAUTY (U-I)— CAPITAL
Karlton, the world premiere of "The and
(2,446) (30c-44c). Gross: $6,100. (Average:
Imperfect
Lady"
doubled
the
theatre's
$5,200)
average. Estimated grosses for the THE
MACOMBER
AFFAIR (UA)
LOEW'S
GRAND
(2,454)
week ending April 15-17:
(Average: $15,000)(30c -50c). Gross:
SMASH-UP (U-I)— ALDINE (900) (50c- $15,500. (Continued
on following page)
60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 7 days, 2nd week.
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LAKE

CITY

Ideal spring weather prevailed here
this week. Estimated receipts for the
week eliding April 10 :
CALIFORNIA (Para.) — CAPITOL (1,878)
(20c-55c-75c)
7 days.
1)00.
(Average:
$7,800)2nd week. Gross: $8.SUDDENLY ITS SPRING (Para.) CENTRE (1,700) (20c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $14,000. (Average: $13,600)
CIGARETTE GIRL (Col.) and CRIME
DOCTOR'S MAN HUNT (Col.) LYRIC (1,500) (20c-55c-75c) 7 days, with vaudeville.
Gross: $3,900. (Average: $3,700)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— RIALTG" (1,300) (Advanced
prices: 90c-$1.50) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$7,500.
(Average, at regular prices of 20c75c: $5,900)
OPEN CITY (Mayer and Bursty n) -STUDIO' (800) (20c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $9,800. (Average: $4,800)
ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND (20thFox reissue)— UPTOWN (1,300) (20c-55c75c) 7 days. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $5,900)
'TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY (M-G-M)
—UTAH (1,700) (20c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $19,000. (Average: $12,300)
ST. LOUIS
With weather spotty, business
bounced back to average grosses after
the holidays. Estimated receipts for
the week ending April 16 :
PURSUED (WB) and LIGHTHOUSE
(PRC) — AMBASSADOR (3,514) (50c-60c75c) 7 days. Gross: $18,000. (Average:
$17,800)

AN

OUTSTANDING
Motion

Associated
30th

Critics9
Quotes
. . .
"MONSIEUR VERDOUX" (Charles Chaplin-United Artists)
"Monsieur Verdoux" is a film of changing moods. It runs the gamut of
satire, slapstick, drama and problem drama. . . . Not only is Chaplin the star,
but its author, director and musical composer. And he has been eminently
successful in all fields. — Robert Coleman, New York Daily Mirror.
Chaplin has attempted, with inconspicuous success, to mix sentiment, slap
stick comedy and horror. — Kate Cameron, Nezv York Daily News.
In "Monsieur Verdoux" Charles Chaplin has composed what he likes to
term "a comedy of murders" with a woeful lack of humor, melodrama or
dramatic taste. The hand of the screen master is apparent in very fewsequences. — Howard Barnes, Nezv York Herald Tribune.
... a curiously uneven production . . . when he sticks to slapstick comedy,
Charles Chaplin is amusing. When he turns to sad-eyed philosophy and soapbox oratory, he is neither funny nor convincing. — Rose Pelszvick, New York
J ournai- American.
"Monsieur Verdoux" has some acts of comic creation no one but Chaplin
could give us. They make it a picture to be seen. But don't expect to hang
onto your seat and don't count on much of an intellectual or emotional lift
at the end. — Archer Winsten, Nezv York Post.
As entertainment, as a means of whiling away a couple of hours at the
movies, "Monsieur V erdoux" is a moderate success leaning upon nostalgia
and affection for the Chaplin legend. — Cecelia Ager, PM.
"Monsieur Verdoux" is a grim little picture, brightened with bits of not
so very bright comedy. Because Charles Chaplin was once Charlie Chaplin
and a very funny fellow, any reviewer must feel regret in reporting such
decline. — Eileen Creetnwn, Nezv York Sun.
Unfortunately, Mr. Chaplin has not managed his film with great success.
It is slow — tediously slow — in many stretches and thus monotonous. The
bursts of comic invention fit uncomfortably into the grim fabric and the
clarity of the philosophy does not begin to emerge till near the end. . . .
However, it must be said for him his performance is remarkably adroit. —
Bosley Crozvther, New York Times.
His first venture out of the tramp suit in "Monsieur Verdoux" has its
good moments but many more that are just draggingly dull. — Alton Cook,
Nezv York World-Telegram.
(M-G-M) and TWO SMART PEOPLE
SUDDENLY IT'S SPRING (Para.) and (M-G-M)— LOEWS STATE (3,500) (50cFEAR IN THE NIGHT (Para.)-FOX (5, $20,000)
60c-75c) 7 days. Gross: $21,500. (Average:
GOO) (50c-60c-75c) 7 days. Gross: $20,000.
(Average: $20,000)
GANGS, INC. (Madison reissue) and MEN
LOVE
LAUGHS
AT ANDY HARDY OF SAN QUENTIN (Madison reissue)—
LOEWS ORFHEUM (2,000) (50c-60c-75c)
7 days. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $8,900)
BEAST WITH FIVE FINGERS (WB)
and THE BRUTE MAN (PRC) — MISSOURI (3,514) (S0c-60c-75c) 7 days. Gross:
$14,000. (Average: $12,500)
STAIRWAY
TO HEAVEN (U-I)— ST.
INDUSTRY EVENT!
LOUIS (Average:
(4.000) (50e-60c-75c)
$9,000.
$12,500) 7 days. Gross:
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — SHUBERT (2,000) (Aders
vanced prices:
90c-$1.20)
Advertis
Picture
over from
three
weeks 7atdays,
the onSt.a moveLouis.
40c -60c) $9,500. (Regular admission prices:
Gross:

Anniversary

Dinner-Dance
CINCINNATI

hotel
MAIN

astor
BALLROOM

APRIL
WEDNESDAY,
7 P. M. SHARP
RUTCERS
HOWARD

23

NEILSON, President, Will Preside
DIETZ, Member-Guest

Emcee.

This gala affair will honor the Presidents of our
Industry who will be present for the occasion
as well as glamorous Hollywood personalities.
ADMISSION

Wednesday, April 16, 1947

Daily

City

Grosses

SALT

Picture

TEN

DOLLARS

PER PERSON

(For tickets write or phone HARRY McWILLIAMS,
Columbia Pictures, CI. 5-5000, or CHET FRIEDMAN,
Motion Picture Herald, CI. 7-3100)
Dress Optional

Meeting

Here

(Continued from page 1)
rison, St. Louis ; Mannie M. Gottlieb,
Chicago; Ed Heiber, Kansas City;
Dave Miller, Buffalo ; Barney Rose,
San Francisco; Peter F. Rosian, Cincinnati; John J. Scully, Boston.
Division managers who will attend
include : Fred Meyers, Eastern division;C. J. Feldman, Western; F. J.
'A.
McCarthy,
and Cana^'-M
division.
Scully Southern
will be assisted
IB j)
J. O'Keefe, assistant general OTrfs
manager, and E. T. Gomersall, assistant to Scully. Home office executives
who will attend include Maurice A.
Bergman, E. L. McEvoy, James J.
Jordan, J. H. Huber, Ray Coyle,
Frank Mooney, Milton Schneiderman,
Sam
Friedel, Morris Alin and Gene
Kingston.
U-I European Sales Meet
Hears Seidelman, Daff
Universal-International's home office stated here yesterday that the
first post-war sales convention in Europe, which has ended in Paris,
brought together U-I executives from
France, Great Britain, Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Spain, Italy, Norway,
Sweden, North Africa, Switzerland,
Portugal and the Near East.
Delegates heard J. H. Seidelman,
president of the U-I foreign export
subsidiary,
discussanddetails
of the merger of Universal
International.
Reflecting the spirit of the conference, Seidelman
"I know
can look
forwarddeclared,
to a great
year weof
business." Al Daff, vice-president of
the company, announced 25 new films.
Harry Novak,
introduced
Daff.Continental supervisor,
The convention agenda also included an outline by Harold Sugarman of
the plans
of the company in the 16mm
field
in Europe.
Delegates included Ferdinand Rieger, manager, Branch Operations ;
Louis Foeldes, Europe ; Andre Salib,
Near East ; Max Mendel, Scandinavia ;Joseph Denis, Belgium ; John
Marshall,
Belgium
; K. E.Descombey,
Joergensen, Denmark
; Etienne
France ; Raphael Bernard, France ;
Victor Michaelides, Greece; Emmanuel Zama, Italy ; Henry Lombroso,
Italy; Amieto Faiola, Italy; A. H.
Haslund, Norway ; Enrique Aguilar,
Spain-Portugal ; Manuel Bofill, Spain ;
L. Gussen, Sweden ; A. Cosandey,
Switzerland; Jack Sullivan, U. K. and
Eire; Bernard Goldman, France;
Rene Delcourt, Northern France ; E.
Hoskier, North Africa ; Christian
Cocteau, .France ; Andree Deschryvere, seilles
Paris
; J. Armand,
C. Ferraud,
Mar- ;
;Gabriel
Bordeaux
N. Muccielli, Toulouse ; Hoche Destrez, Lille ; Christophe Goldstein, Lyons, and Marc Ehmann, Strasbourg.

Plus signs are well distributed
throughout the current offerings. Estimated receipts for the week ending
April
15-18:
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (20th-Fox)
—RKO ALBEE (3,300) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c75c)
days, plus
show. 7 Gross:
$13,000. a Saturday
(Average: midnight
$15,000)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — RKO CAPITOL (2,700) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.40-$1.50) 7 days, 5th
week. Gross: $14,000. (Average at regular
prices of 50c-55c-6Oc-65c-7Oc-75c: $10,000)
STRANGE
JOURNEY
(20th-Fox) and
BILLY THE KID WANTED (PRC reissue)—RKO
FAMILY
(1,000)
(30c-40c-50c)
days. Gross: $1,800. (Average:
$1,600) 4
MEN OF SAN QUENTIN (Popular) and I PRESS
COME
ON, TARZAN
(Popular) — RKO
FAMILY
(30c-40c-50c)
Gross: $1,200.(1,000)(Average:
$1,100) 3 davs. | BOOKS PHOTO-OFFSET
PURSUED
(WB)— RKO GRAND (1,500)
(50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c) 7 days, plus a Sat- [yCOLORCHROME CORP.
urday midnight show, 2nd week. Gross:
$7,000. (Average: $8,000)
2 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 4
THE
EGG
AND 7I days,
(U-I)— plus
KEITH'S
(1,500)
(50c-55c-60c-70c)
a Saturday
WHITEHALL 4—3722-3-4-5-4
midnight show, 2nd week. Gross: $15,000. • COPYWRITING
(Average: $7,500)
CON GO RILL A (Morro) and BABOONA
• ILLUSTRATION
SERVICE
jjjj^^ ^ ART
(Monro)— RKO7 days.
LYRICGross:
(1,400)$7,500.
(50c-55c-60c65c-70c-75c)
(Aver• PASTE-UP
age: $5,000)
• STORING
MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para.)—
RKO
PALACE
(2,700)
(50c-55c-60c-65c-70c• MAILING
75c)
7
days,
plus
a
Saturday
midnight
show.
Gross: $18,000. (Average: $15,000;
BOOM TOWN (M-G-M reissue)— RKO
/I Complete Seturice
SHUBERT
(2,150)$7,000.
(5Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c)
7 days. Gross:
(Average: $5,000)
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(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
Richard
F. Walsh, IATSE president,
Trenton, April 15. — The
here.
70 cents until one P.M., advancing to
state assembly has repassed
$1.25 until six and $1.50 from six unthe sales tax measure which
As reported yesterday in Motion
til closing. Original scale of admission
Picture Daily, Hutcheson has delepermits seaboard municipalifor the picture, which opened here last
ties
to
impose
a
three
per
gated negotiating authority to the
Friday, was from 80 cents to $1.80.
cent admission tax and other
Hollywood local, but with the proviso
levies. The bill had been
On Sundays, "Verdoux" will play
that no jurisdiction be yielded by the
at $1.00 until three P.M., advancing
local.
passed by the assembly preto $1.25 until six and $1.50 from six
viously, but was sent back
This proviso, Walsh declared, leaves
v
closing. All seats will be unno room for actual negotiations by the
after inaccuracies in the votrv-|j
ied.
It
was
originally
intended
to
ing count were discovered.
local, thus
his earlier
reserve 250 seats in the mezzanine,
tention thatillustrating
the issues have
becomecon-so
j once daily, at $1.80, and once nightly
involved that they cannot be settled
' at $2.40. Under the reduced scale, genon the local level. By the drastic reeral prices will also apply to the RKO
Partners
mezzanine.
striction on the "authority" he has
"delegated," Hutcheson indicates the
(Continued from page 1)
need for retaining the real authority,
Markle Named Manager
pointed out.
Of Broadway Theatre
view toward striking satisfactory dis- Walsh
Walsh declared that he remains
solution
deals.
But,
he
added,
the
John Markle has been appointed
willing, as he has stated several times
managing director of the Broadway problem as to which partner is to before, to meet with Hutcheson and
Theatre, here, for United Artists, buy and which is to sell, and diffi- L. P. Lindelof, international president
culties in arriving at mutually-ac- of the Brotherhood of Painters, Decowhich theatre is currently housingceptable purchasing prices are also
rators and Paperhangers, either toCharles Chaplin's "Monsieur Vergether or individually, and to make a
hampering the company's efforts to
doux."
with the partnership dissolu- fresh effort to work out a settlement,
Markle, who has been associated complytion terms
of the decision.
which would have to include assurance
with several theatre circuits in the
Insofar as the dissolution of pools
past, most recently handled "Henry is concerned, Kingsberg said, all such that "the local unions would no longer
be used as instruments of a CommunV" engagements for United Artists as
special representative in Boston and tie-ups which RKO had with theatre-owning distributors were dissolved
Philadelphia.
Only
unions affiliated with the Carist program."
about one year ago. He said only a
penters and Painters remain in the
few pools still exist with inde- Hollywood strike, members of all
Chaplin Trial Tomorrow
pendent exhibitors and these currently others having been ordered back to
The $5,000,000 damage suit filed in
work by their presidents. Members
1941 by Conrad Bercovici against are in process of dissolution.
Thus far the only partnership dis- of the "IA" locals have remained on
Charles Chaplin for payment of sersolution
that
has
been
effected,
he
the job. The strike, sponsored by the
vices rendered in connection with a
said, concerns Affiliated Theatres of Conference of Studio Unions, began
writing deal involving "The Great Iowa in which RKO had a 10 per last September following a dispute
Dictator," and for a share of the al- cent interest and which Affiliated has over carpenter work on studio sets.
leged $10,000,000 profits on the picture, is slated to go to trial in New bought. The New York decree allows
two years from Dec. 31, 1946, for
York Federal Court tomorrow.
the divestiture of partnership hold- Johnston
(Continued from page 1)
ings, while the deadline set for getting underway dissolution of pools
Televising Trailers
with co-defendants in the equity suit derstand
each other better," Johnston
(Continued from page 1)
is July 1, 1947, and with independents said.
Johnston
again denied charges of
was April 1.
Communist domination in Hollywood
company produces documentary, educational and television films, addressed
and stated
that the with
industry
does "althe meeting of the Television Insti- NY Tax Fight
most no business
countries
betute, at the Hotel Commodore here
(Continued from page 1)
hind
the
'iron
curtain'."
American
yesterday.
films are practically excluded from
Flory spoke at length on the ad- ties as recently authorized by the Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Poland and
legislature.
Russia.
vantages of films as against "live" state
Coyne and Schwartz were elected
In Czechoslovakia, Johnston pointed
shows. He said films are "the most
practical way of achieving a national to represent the state's exhibitors at a out, where 60 per cent of the playing
network. It overcomes costs and tech- meeting of theatre executives in the time in all theatres must be devoted
nical difficulties, will be especially im- office here of Oscar Doob of Loew's to Russian films, there are block long
portant in tying together small and yesterday. They will be joined at the
in front of theatres where
remotely situated stations during hearing by Charles Smakwitz, Warner queues
American pictures are playing in spite
early stages of the industry. Indica- Theatres zone manager in Albany.
of the fact that the Russians provide
tions are that the film will be cheaper
The group will point to the 20 per free tickets and free transportation to
than expensive coaxial cables or relay cent Federal tax as being too substan- Russian films.
tial to allow for more levies and will
stations."
Speaking to a capacity audience at
He pointed to the possibility of er- offer figures at the call of the Tax the Washington Advertising Club
Commission
showing
that
the
five
per
in "live"
whereas
in the Hotel Statler, Johnsthese rorscould
be presentations
eliminated simply
by cent additional burden which has been luncheon
ton decried the propagandistic apre-shooting a film scerte. And the proposed would not mean any great
of the Russian film industry,
sponsor knows in advance what he is source of revenue for a city but would stating proach
that our pictures should be
result in added hardships for theatres.
paying for, he added.
free from influence. "The best propaFlory touched on a matter which
ganda," he said, "is no propaganda at
has been the subject of speculation for
all. The best way to show American
some time but generally discounted Ascap Suit
(Continued from page 1)
life is to show it as it actually is."
by television executives as premature,
declaring
:
"Some
years
hence
it
may
tion
that
the
theatremen
are
guilty
not be surprising to find television
Cut of Imports
negligence in
of pre-trial
broadcasting stations organizing their of
(Continued from page 1)
examinations.
Thematters
exhibitors
contend
own newsreel companies."
that they and Ascap agreed to suspend
the case during the war.
panying it are, of course, governmentWeitman
The theatre plaintiffs charge re- sponsored and are likely to carry,
straint of trade, and ask an injunction against the wishes of a small minority,
(Continued from page 1)
to restrain Ascap entirely from levy which, led by Winston Churchill, h
fighting in Parliament to decrease
ing music performing fees, in addi- been
tion to continuing damages which dollar expenditures for U. S. films.
aban, Jack Cohn, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Dollar
expenditures for U. S. films
Herman Robbins, Leonard Goldenson, now amount to over $300,000. ■
It was said that the Weisman, Celle are far from being as great as those
Harry Brandt, Si Fabian, Max Cohen,
Sam Rinzler, Maurice A. Bergman, firm will insist on immediate conclu for tobacco, expenditures for the latter
A. J. Balaban, and others. Marvin sion of all pre-trial examinations in last year reaching $157,976,000, against
Kirsch is chairman of the entertain- order to bring the case to trial at the an expenditure of only $35,464,000 for
earliest date.
ment committee.
Hollywood product.
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Will

iVepublic
Increase

Ad

Budgets:

Yates

Regular and 'Special'
Budgets at $5,000,000
"During the coming year over
$4,000,000 will be spent on advertising, promotion and exploitation
addiof our regular product, with
tional individual
budgets being
established for
special productions," Herbert
J. Yates, president of Republic, told the
closing session
of the three-day
sales meeting at
the studio, the
company reported here yesterday. This is an
increase of
Herbert J. Yates
•$500,000 over
last year's budThe "special" budgets
for various
get. expected
selected productions are
to
(Continued on page 7)

Studio
Is Made

Post

Offer

to Siegel

Hollywood, April 16. — Moe Siegel,
former production executive of Republic Pictures, is understood to have
been approached by Herbert J. Yates,
Republic president, with an offer to
return to that company's North Hollywood studio, but indicated reluctance, preferring, instead, to produce on his own. As an independent,
it is possible that Siegel might produce
for Republic release.
Meanwhile, Yates is due in New
York, on Tuesday, from Hollywood,
to preside at a board meeting at the
home office next Tuesday.
Schoenstadt
On

M.P.

Accurate

Zorn

Foundation

Chicago, April 16. — Arthur Schoenstadt of the Schoenstadt Circuit here
was elected national trustee for the
Chicago area of the Motion Picture
Foundation, at a meeting held today
(Continued on page 7)

Nat'l
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Circuit

Mirisch

A national circuit of independent
first-run theatres in cities of 250,000
population or more will be established
by Harold Mirisch, formerly chief
booker and film buyer of RKO Theatres, in partnership with Arthur Steel,
independent theatre owner, Mirisch
disclosed here yesterday. Negotiations
are already under way for several
properties. The first link, the Key, in
Indianapolis, will be inaugurated on
April 30.
Hitherto a first-run for UniversalInternational product, the Key will
henceforth be a first-run for all product, opening with Samuel Goldwyn's
"The
MirischBest
said. Years of Our Lives,"

APRIL 17. 1947

Painters Asked to
Talks by Boren
Hollywood, April 16. — The
producers' labor contact,
Charles Boren, today telegraphed the Painters'
Union
international
representative
Joseph V. Cambiano, now at
San Mateo, an invitation to
meet
with the onproducers'
labor committee
April 21
at
the Producerfor Association's
headquarters
purposes of
negotiation.
Informed quarters here estimate that
move,
which may
be today's
an outgrowth
of the with
labor
committee's
meeting
company
heads
in New York, could lead
toward ultimate settlement
of the strike.

Mirisch, who is also head of Theatre Candy Co., which supplies candy
to theatre concessions, further disclosed that he is now concluding a Two
(Continued on page 5)

Votes

Member

Ascap

Inaugurates

for MPA

Companies

TEN CENTS
20th
Slowly

Moving
On

Dissolutions
Little Action Is Likely
Prior to Appeal Ruling
There is little likelihood that 20th
Century-Fox will consummate dissolution of its theatre partnerships,
its subTheatres,
National
held by sidiary, until after the
U. S. Supreme
Court decides the appeals from the
New York Federal Court's decision
in the industry anti-trust suit, Dan
Michalove, National Theatres vicepresident, said here yesterday.
On Tuesday, Motion Picture
Daily reported that Paramount has
decided to keep intact all of its theatre
partnerships pending the high court's
decision.
Thus far, Michalove reports, there
have been cussions
generally
only informal
between National
and disits
theatre partners on dissolution. The
discussions perhaps will not get beyond the casual stage until after the
appeals' decision, and then, of course,
the turn (Continued
the discussions
on pagewill
7) take de-

A Motion Picture Association by
law which would give each of its sev
en member companies two votes in
stead of the present one, this one held
The American Society of Compos- by each company president, will be
ers, Authors and Publishers will en- passed at the next board meeting, acdeavor to arrange meetings in the near
cording to an MPA spokesman here
The second vote presumably will go
future with representatives of exhibitor organizations to discuss the soci- to vice-presidents active in MPA afety's views
an increase
in Paine,
music Universal
fairs, ;including
: JohnKeough,
J. O'Connor,
and National
Austin
Para RKO
tax rates
for oftheatres,
John G.
general manager of Ascap, said here mount ; Ned E. Depinet, RKO Radio ;
yesterday.
RobertWarners
Rubin,; William
Loew's ; Michel,
Robert In Dissolution Pact
Perkins,
An informal meeting, the first of its J.
(Continued on page 7)
20th-Fox, and Jack Cohn, Columbia.
RKO and National Theatres have
established an arrangement, subject to
Federal Court approval under the
terms of the decision handed down in
Theatre
16
Approves
US
the industry
suit,inforthedissolution of theiranti-trust
partnership
only
theatre in which the two companies
ons
ati
lic
App
ng
Buildi
are so associated, the long-shuttered,
3,040-seat Main Street in Kansas City,
Washington, April 16. — Sixteen Mo., an RKO Theatres spokesman
Believe 3 Theatres
applications to build or remodel thea- disclosed here yesterday. Each comtres in various parts of the country
pany holds a 50 per cent interest in
Leveled in Texas
have been approved by the Office of the house.
the Housing Expediter.
the termson ofpagethe7) arrangeDallas, April 16.— Film Row
Six approvals were on the basis of Under (Continued
here is awaiting word on the
severe
hardship
:
Richards-Lightman
extent of damage to the three
Theatres Corp., Hope, Ark., to retheatres in Texas City which
place afire loss ; Louis P. and J. R.
was severely damaged today
Gold, Belle Glade, Fla., to replace a First General UJA
by an explosion which rocked
building condemned ; H. N. Beamer,
a 100-mile area and killed
Hailey, Ida., to relieve hardship
hundreds. It is believed that
Meet Here Friday
through prior commitments ; Tusthe houses — the Jewel, Showcarawas
Amusement
Co.,
Ulrichsville,
boat and Texas — could not
O., to repair a fire-damaged theatre ; Barney Balaban, national chairman,
have survived the terrific
H. W. Leriger, Lyons, Nebr., and
blast which, according to
Ross B. Mehl, Walnut Creek, Cal, announced yesterday that the first general meeting to organize company
press service wires, even deboth because of eviction from present
molished the city's radio stapremises. Neil Hellman, of Albany, chairmen for the industry's drive to
tion.
N. Y., received approval of an $8,000 raise $2,100,000 for the United Jewish
at a
(Continued on page 7)
tomorrow
be held
Appeal will
(Continued
on page
7)
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Reade's
RKO

Appeal

Suit Up

Picture

in

in May

Mention
The court fight brought by Walter
Reade against RKO Theatres, involvoperation of the
13-unit Co.,
TrentonNew ingBrunswick
Theatres
New
Jersey, is slated to be heard by the
Appellate Division, New York Supreme Court, early next month.
According to court records, Reade,
who owns 25 per cent of the circuit,
filed a complaint and motion for an
injunction against RKO, 50 per cent
owner, in June, 1945, charging that a
management contract signed by the
three owners of the theatre company be
declared illegal. The pact, which was
substantially a renewal of an original
agreement
dating
back be20 managed
years, provides that the
circuit
by
four directors, two for RKO and one
each for Reade and the third partner,
the estate of the late Frank V. Storrs.
Motive for Reade's action has yet
to be brought to the surface since his
complaint brings no charges of mismanagement, but merely asserts that
the 1942 arrangement be declared "illegal as a a matter
of law."
In 1945
New York
Supreme Court
ruling denied Reade's petition for an
injunction and directed that he serve
an amended complaint against RKO.
Reade subsequently suffered two more
legal setbacks and brought the case to
Kenneth Clark, director of pub- the Appellate Division here. He has
lic relations for the Motion Picture
John W. Davis, Loew's speAssociation, was in town from Wash- retained
cial counsel in the industry anti-trust
ington yesterday. •
case, to argue the appeal.

ERIC A. JOHNSTON, president
of the Motion Picture Association, will arrive here tomorrow from
Washington en route to his home in
Spokane. He is expected back in New
York in 10 days.
•
Clarence Brown, producer-director, will leave Hollywood shortly for
a two-month tour of Central and
South America. Thereafter he will
go to London.
•
Rutgers Nielson, RKO Radio
publicity manager and retiring president of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, will celebrate his
25th wedding anniversary today.
•
Don V. Tibbs, manager of the Salt
Lake City Monogram branch, was
elected president of the Salt Lake
Round Table at a recent meeting at
the Hotel Utah, there.
•
Phil Monsky, Universal-International salesman in Omaha, has left the
hospital, where he spent three weeks
following an operation.
•

Frank W. Carlow, Scottish circuit
owner, has left Hollywood for New E-L Officials Will
York, en route back to Scotland.
Tour SI Exchanges
Alfred W. Schwalberg, Eagle-Lion
100 at NSS Meeting
vice-president and sales manager, and
Max A. Youngstein, advertising and
In Chicago Today
publicity
director, will tour the comChicago, April 16. — The Drake
pany's 31 exchanges within a month
Hotel here will be the scene tomorrow
acquaint managers with E-L's
of the opening of National Screen to
plans for the year and to co-ordinate
Service's three-day international con- branch selling and promotion plans
vention, its second since the war, at into a national promotion program.
which 100 will be present.
Schwalberg has already visited Los
From 31 branches NSS managers Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas and
and salesmen will join with home Oklahoma City.
office executives in a discussion of
Youngstein and Jerry Pickman,
company policy with regard to sales publicity
manager, have returned here
and service.
from conferences in Hollywood on
future product with Arthur B. Krim,
Westermann to Wilding
E-L president; Bryan Foy, vice-president in charge of production ; Sam
Hollywood, April 16.— T. H. WesIsrael,
studio publicity director ; and
termann has joined Wilding Produc- Schwalberg.
tions in an executive capacity, J. W.
Inglefield, Wilding vice-president, announces. Westermann was formerly
sales
manager
of Sutherland Produc- Mochrie Presides at
tions.
Luncheon for Poller
M. G: (Mike) Poller, who was
White Leaves Wil-Kin
married six weeks ago to the former
Charlotte, April 16. — W. P. Helen McGinnis of RKO Theatres,
White, branch manager of the Wil- was honor guest at a bachelor lunchKin Theatre Supply Co., has resigned
eon held yesterday at the Hotel Viceffective May 1. White has been in
toria here. Poller is assistant to Robthe theatre supply business for 28
ert Mochrie, RKO Radio distribution
years, mostly in Charlotte.
vice-president, who was toastmaster.
Some 95 RKO associates of Poller
attended, including Ned E. Depinet,
New Academy Publicist
J. Bamberger, Terry Turner and
Hollywood, April 16. — Howard G. Leon
Sol Schwartz, all of whom spoke.
Mayer and Associates has been ap- Also
on the dais were : Gordon Young,
pointed to handle public relations under a three-man control board estab- Malcolm Kingsberg, Harry Michallished two weeks ago by the Academy son, S. Barret McCormick, Walter
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. Branson and Nat Levy.
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Three

3 Groups Negotiate
New SAG Contract

World

Hollywood,of April
16. — Joint
committees
the Associated
Motion Picture Producers, Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers and IndependentAssociation
Motion Picture
ducers
met Prohere
last night with the Screen
Actors Guild to map procedure for a month-long series
of conferences on a new Guild
contract to replace the 10year pact which will expire
on May 15. The next meeting
has been set for Tuesday.
The negotiations are the
first in which the three
producers'
acted jointly.associations have

Hope

Prevails

for

Veto

of N. J. Tax

The Federation of New Jersey Theatre Owners is holding out hope that
Gov. Driscoll of New Jersey will veto
the legislature-approved bill which
would empower coastal cities to levy
three per cent theatre admission taxes.
It is basing its hope, according to
Thornton Kelley, New Jersey Allied
executive secretary, on the fact that
Gov. Driscoll campaigned for office
last year
a "no newis scheduled
taxes" platform. Theonlegislature
to
adjourn this week and the governor
has five days following adjournment
to act upon the measure.
The Federation, which is composed
of various New Jersey circuits and
exhibitor associations, including Allied, has filed a brief with the governor
urging that the bill be vetoed. Additionally, individual members are wiring protests to Driscoll. The measure,
Assembly Bill No. 343, was introduced only a few days ago following
recall by the Assembly of bill No. 27
which it replaced as a result of
of charges of an unfair vote count on
No. 27 in that house. The new bill
was promptly passed in the Assembly
and Senate.
Scheftel, Burger Buy
Cleveland Building
Cleveland, April 16. — Purchase of
the entire capital stock of the 11-story
Hippodrome Building here for $3,000,000 by Herbert Scheftel and Alfred G. Burger of Telenews Circuit
has been announced. The 3,500-seat
Warner's Hippodrome is the largest
local first-run.
The Warner theatre lease has a
considerable
period to run, it is understood.
Astor Finishes Musical
Astor Pictures has completed an allNegroringmusical,
"EbonyCount
Parade",
Cab Calloway,
Basie,starthe
Mills Brothers, Mantan Moreland and
the team of Day, Dawn and Dusk. R.
M. Savini, president of Astor Pictures, reports that accessories are being completed
released
shortly.and the picture will be

Are

Named

Radio

to

Meets

Washington, April 16. — President
Truman today appointed three top
government officials chairmen of
United States delegations to international radio and communications conferences tobe held in Atlantic City.
FCC Chairman Charles Denny will
headal the
Radi®delegation
Conferenceto the
whichInternationconvenes
on May 15. Garrison Norton, Assist-^
ant Secretary of State, was nan
chairman of the delegation to the L —
ternational Plenipotentiary Telecommunication Conference, which opens on
July 1. Assistant Secretary of State
William Benton heads the delegation
to the High Frequency Broadcasting
Conference, which will follow the !
Telecommunication Conference.
The threevconferences are being convened by the United States in order to
resolve problems arising from advancement and dislocations in telecommunication during the war.
The objective of the International
Radio Conference will be a complete
revision of the existing International
General Radio Regulations adopted at
Cairo in 1938. The telecommunication
conference
will revise the International Telecommunication
Convention
adopted in 1932 at Madrid. Outstanding questions in world shortwave
broadcasting will be settled at the high
frequency broadcasting conference.
Hollywood Stars at
AMP A Dinner
Hollywood stars visiting in the East
are being invited to the dais on the
occasion of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers' 30th anniversary
dinner-dance salute to motion picture
industry presidents, to be held in the
Hotel Astor on the evening of WednesApril 23.of those invited includes
Theday, list
Bing Crosby, Mary Pickford, Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, Dorothy Lamour,
Joseph Cotten, Charles Chaplin, Rita
Hayworth, Ann Sheridan, Fredric
March, Fred Astaire, Lily Pons, Jean
Hersholt and Ann Miller.
The entire roster of AMPA is receiving illuminated certificates^ of
membership from Rutgers Neilson,
president.
Kramer Heads Own
Hollywood Company
Hollywood,
April 16. —of Stanley
Kramer, former executive
the Armand
Deutsch-Hal Home Story Productions, has formed an independent producing company of his own, to be
known as Screenplays, Inc. It will
produce for both regular theatrical
and television channels.
SGP Set to Release
Colmes Productions
Hollywood, April 16.— Walter
Colmes, independent producer, has organized Somerset Pictures Corp. to
producetures an
undisclosed through
number of
picfor distribution
Screen
Guild Productions. He will start his
first picture in May.
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Northeast FM Group
Formed in Albany

Subjects

Albany, N. Y., April 16. —
The first branch FM association was organized for New
England, New York and New
Jersey at a meeting at the
Ten Eyke Hotel in this city.
Over 30© representatives of
radio stations, radio associations and equipment manufacturers attended.

"Storm Over Britain"
(March of Time — 20 th Century-Fox)
A rather gloomy portrait of postwar Britain fighting one of its toughest battles, is the subject of the latest
March of Time. Heir to an acute
manpower, raw material and food
shortage which has followed in the
wake of the war, the British Labor
government, the commentary points
out, while having incurred the wrathful indignation of many of its citizens, still maintains strong support
among the average Briton.
Key source of England's troubles is
the need for accumulating credit overseas and, therefore, diverting needed
materials for export. But in spite of
the dim immediate prospects, the film
emphasizes the "indomitable will and
spirit" of the people to carry through
until they have won their battle. Running time, 18 minutes.
"Forgotten Island"
(This Is America — RKO Radio)
Puerto Rico, taken from Spain 50
years ago as war indemnity making it
American territory, constitutes an informative subject for a travelogue as
the cameras give a varied picture of
life there. Edited with careful balance,
the subject shows the flourishing
wealth and architecture — as well as
the slums and unemployment.
To exploit
island'sstations
meager have
resources,the
experimental
been established, pure-bred cattle imported and vocational schools set up.
The film offers an absorbing analysis
of the problems facing one of our
vital outposts. Frederic Ullman, Jr.
produced. Running time, 18 minutes.

California

Circuit

Plans

Houses

6 New

Los Angeles, April 16. — Edwards
Theatres has given momentum to an
expansion and modernization program
which calls for the construction of six
theatres, James Edwards, Jr., discloses.
Awaiting authorization by the Civil
ian Production Administration are the
El Rancho in Arcadia, to cost $350.
000, and the Foothill in Sunland, while
the circuit has appealed to Washington to reverse the CPA's denial of per
mission for its contemplated Edwards
Theatre in Monterey Park, to cost an
estimated $250,000, and to become a
first-run theatre in place of the cir
cuit's Monterey, which would become
second-run.
In addition to the purchase of a site
in La Canada for the erection of a
1,200-seat theatre to be known as the
Flintridge, remodeling of the Granada
in Alhambra is under way. Owned by
the Alhambra Amusement Co., which
consists of Principal Theatres, Inc.,
and Edwards, the name of the house
will be changed to Coronet and the
theatre will reopen as a first-run.
Along with the projected extension
of the 840-seat Temple Theatre in
Temple City to 1,200 seats, the circuit
has filed a petition with the CPA for
authorization to build a second theatre
there. Other modernization plans include :conversion of a bowling-alley
building in Montrose into a 900-seat
theatre, to be located one block from
the circuit's
Montrose ; and
rehabilitation and refurnishing
of the
Garvey
in Garvey, Rosemead in Rosemead,
and Tujunga in Tujunga.

Legion Rates Twelve
Additional Pictures
~~: The National Legion of Decency has
giyen the following films an A-I classification : "San Demetrio, London,"
20th\Sentury-Fox ; "That's My Man"
and "Yankee Fakir," both Republic ;
"This \ Happy Breed," Prestige-Universal;'"Three on a Ticket," PRC;
"West of Dodge City," Columbia.
Rated A-II were: "The Arnelo Affair," M-G-M ; "Carnival of Sinners"
(French), Distinguished; "The Egg
and I," Universal- International ; "The Wisconsin Voters Kill
Ghost Goes Wild," Republic ; "Tarzan
and the Huntress," RKO Radio.
Daylight Savings
in the Night"
wasParamount's
rated Class "Fear
B.
Milwaukee, April 16. — A popular
referendum has rejected a local-option
daylight saving proposal. Although
Washington Houses Sold urban areas favored the plan, rural
Seattle, April 16. — Walter Roe, op- areas' opposition defeated the measure.
erator of the American and Broadway
Theatres here, has bought the Pix N.Y. Minor Law Signed
Theatre in Ranier Valley from Fred
Estleman, who, in turn, has bought
Albany, N. Y., April 16. — Governor Dewey has signed without comthe Vogue in Cle Elum from Harry
ment the Finch-Mahoney bill allowing
Ulsh.
the employment of children under 16
in motion pictures, stage shows, television and radio broadcasts if a perMeyer Fine in Deal
mit is issued by local education boards
Cleveland, April 16. — Meyer Fine
officials. Amateur perof Associated Theatres heads the Fen- or designated
formances are exempt.
way Hall Corp., which was formed to
buy the Fenway Hall Hotel for $1,500,000. The same corporation is said to No Colorado Bills
have purchased the Caxtion Building,
Denver, April 16. — Voting adjourndowntown office structure.
ment for April 18, the Colorado legisuature will go through the session
without passing any bills directly
Joins E-L Art Staff
Marilyn Baum has been added to affecting theatres. A censor bill, inearly in the session, was
Eagle-Lion's
art depart- buried in troduced
committee.
ment headed home
by Boboffice
Hadley.

Key

City

Grosses
ture grosses, exclusive
of Federal
FOLLOWING
are estimated
pictax, for current engagements in key
cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
LOS ANGELES
The heat wave which sent th-~V-,
sands to
beaches brought
gro' oof
down
as the
temperatures
went up,
"The Egg and I," held over for a
second week at five situations, did
splendidly despite the weather. Estimated receipts for the week ended
April 16:
JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.) and BULLDOG
DRUMMOND AT BAY (Col.) — BELMONT
(1,600) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O).
Gross: $11,000.
(Average:
$7,100)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)-CARTHAY CIRCLE (1,516) (50c-60c-8Sc-$1.00).
Gross- $11 000. (Average:
$11,500)
ALEXANDER'S
RAGTIME
BAND
(20thFox reissue) and BRASHER DOUBLOON
(ZOth-Fox) — CHINESE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c$18,200)
$1.00) 3 days. Gross: $5,000. (AverageTHE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— EGYP(1,000) (50c-60c-8Sc-$1.00)
Gross: TIAN
$12,500.
(Average: $18,100)2nd week.
JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.) and BULLDOG
DRUMMOND AT BAY (Col.) — EL REY
(861) (5Oc-60c-85c-$1.0O).
Gross: $10,500.
(Average:
$6,800)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO
Radio) — FOX-BEVERLY (1,350)
(AdvancedGross:prices:
week.
$9,500. $1.0O-$1.25-$1.80)
(Average: $12,000) 16th
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— FOX
WILSHIRE
week.
Gross: (2,300)
$12,500. (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
(Average: $13,300)2nd
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— GUILD
(965) (Advanced
prices: $1.0O-$1.50-$1.8O)
$11,500.
(Average: $5,900)5th week. Gross:
TRAIL STREET (RKOi Radio) and BEAT
THE BAND (RKO' Radio) — HILLSTREET
(2,700) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00).
Gross: $18,000.
(Average:
$19,800)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— IRIS (708) (50c6Oc-85c-$1.0O)
2nd week. .. Gross: $12,500.
(Average: $7,200)
ALEXANDER'S
BAND DOUB(ZOthFox reissue) and RAGTIME
THE BRASHER
LOON (20th- Fox)— LOEWS STATE (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.0O)
000.
(Average: $28,600) 3 days. Gross: $7,THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— LOS
ANGELES
week. Gross: (2,096)
$17,500.(50c-60c-85c-$l.O0)
(Average: $22,600) 2nd
ALEXANDER'S
RAGTIME
BAND DOUB(ZOthFox reissue) and THE. BRASHER
LOON (ZOth-Fox)— LOYOLA (1,265) (50c6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 3 days. Gross: $4,000. (Average: $11,500)
THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
LITTLE IODINE (UA)— MUSIC HALL
200)
(Beverly
(65c;85c-$1.00)
days,
3rd
week.Hills)
Gross:(900)
$2,000.
(Average: 5 $4,700)
THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
LITTLE IODINE (UA)— MUSIC HALL
(Downtown) (900) (65c-85c-$1.0O) 5 days,
3rd week. Gross: $4,000. (Average: $14,THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
LITTLE IODINE (UA)— MUSIC HALL
(Hawaii)
(1,000)$3,000.
(65c-85c-$1.0O)
week. Gross:
(Average:5 days,
$5,400) 3rd
THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
LITTLE IODINE (UA)— MUSIC HALL
(Hollywood)
(490)$2,000.
(65c-85c-$1.0O)
days,
3rd
week. Gross:
(Average: 5 $4,700)
JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.) and BULLDOG
DRUMMOND AT BAY (Col.)— ORPHEUM
BY ORDER OF
USO CAMP SHOWS, INC.
TROOPERS — ATTENTION
A-l condition clothing ensembles for indicasions. viduals. All types and sires and ocAt public auction, April 28th, at 10 A.M.
8 West 67th Street
Theatrical Props, Public Address Systems,
Luggage, Etc.
Exhibition — April 21st to 26th
10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Thomas F. Burchill
Auctioneer & Appraiser
7 West 24th St., New York City
Phone: CHelsea 2-5353
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(2,210) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00). Gross: $21,000.
(Average: $18,800)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — PALACE (1,237) (Advanced
prices: $l.OO-$1.25-$1.80) 12th week. Gross:
$12,500. (Average: $21,000)
TRAIL STREET (RKO Radio) and BEAT
THE BAND (RKO Radio) — PANTAGES
(2,000) (50c-60c-80c-$l-00). Gross: $16,000.
(Average: $20,800)
ANGEL AND THE B ADMAN (Rep.) and
THE PILGRIM LADY (Rep.)— PARAMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c-60c-80c$1.00).
(verage: $26,600)
ANGEL Gross
AND:' $15,000.
THE BADMAN
(Rep.)PARAMOUNT (Hollywood) (1,407) (50c60c -80c -$1.00). Gross: $15,000. (Average:
$16,100)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)-RITZ (1,376)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
2nd week. Gross: $13,000.
(Average: $9,600)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— STUDIO (880)
>-.-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $10,m (Average: $6,100)
\\TE EGG AND I (U-I)— UNITED ART(2,100) (50c'-60c-8Sc-$1.00)
Gross: ISTS$22,000.
(Average: $15,800)2nd week.
ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND (20thFox reissue) and THE BRASHER DOUBLOON (ZOth-Fox)-UPTOWN (1,716) (50c6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 3 days. Gross: $4,000. (Average: $13,200)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO')-VOGUE
(800) (Advanced prices: $1.00-$1.50-$1.80)
15th week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $10,000)
STALLION ROAD (WB) — WARNER
(Downtown) (3,400) (50c-60c-8Oc-$l.OO) 2nd
week. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $18,200)
STALLION ROAD (WB) — WARNER
(Hollywood)
week.
Gross: (3,000)
$10,500.(50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
(Average: $15,500)2nd
STALLION ROAD (WB) — WARNER
(Wiltern)
week.
Gross:(2,300)
$10,000.(50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
(Average: $14,900)2nd
BOSTON
Business continued slow in the Hub,
with only two houses showing betterthan-average business. Excellent
weather plus an Army Week show
over the weekend contributed to the
general seasonal slow-up. Estimated
grosses for the week ending April 16:
TRAIL STREET (RKO Radio)— BOSTON
(2,900) (50c-$1.10).
Stage show
with Marion
Hutton
and the Three
Flames.
Gross
$28,000. (Avreage: $31,000)
EASY COME, EASY GO (Para.) and
SHOOT TO KILL (Screen Guild)— FENWAY (1,700) (40c-80c). Gross: $5,000.
(Average: $6,500)
SONG OF SCHEHERAZADE (U-I) and
JEWELS OF BRANDENBURG (20th-Fbx)
—MEMORIAL (2,900) (40c -80c). Gross:
$23,000. (Average: $27,200)
PURSUED (WB) and WINTER WONDERLAND' (Rep.) — METROPOLITAN
(4,736) (40c-80c). Gross: $25,000. (Average:
$26,000)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN
(M-G-M) and BLIND SPOT (Col.) — OR
PHEUM (3,200) (40c-80c). Gross: $28,000.
(Average: $25,000)
EASY COME, EASY GO (Para.) and
SHOOT TO KILL (Screen Guild) — PARAMOUNT (1,700) (40c-80c). Gross: $12,000
(Average: $14,900)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M)
and BLIND SPOT (Col.) — STATE (2,900)
(35c-80c). Gross: $22,000. (Average: $17;
000)
SAN

FRANCISCO

The mercury has hit an all-time
April high here and, consequently, the
beaches have lured away potential
theatre customers. As a result, with
a few exceptions, notably "The Best
Yearsmore
of or
OurlessLives,"
business
has
been
hard hit.
Estimated
receipts for the week ending April
16-18:
THE GUILT OF JANET AMES (Col.) and
BLIND SPOT (Col.)— ORPHEUM (2,440)
(55c-85c) 2nd week. Gross: $9,300. (Average: $14,000)
STALLION ROAD (WB) and SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI (Mono.) — FOX
(4,651) (60c-85c) 2nd week. Gross: $18,000.
(Average: $32,000)
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TRAIL STREET (RKO Radio)— GOLDEN
GATE (2,825) (65c-$1.0O). With vaudeville,
C00)
2nd week. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $32,STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN (U-I) and
CIGARETTE GIRL (Col.)— ESQUIRE CLOGS) (SSc-85c)
(Average:
$6,000)2nd week. Gross: $4,000.
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO' Radio) — UNITED NATIONS (1,129)
(Advanced prices: $1.25-$1.50) 5th week.
Gross: $19,500. (Average at regular prices
of 60c -85c: $6,000)
STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN (U-I) and
CIGARETTE GIRL (Col.)WTI VOLI (1,) (55c-85c)
2nd week. Gross: $5,500.
(Average:
$10,000)
THE SIN OF HAROLD DIDDLEBOCK
(UA) — UNITED ARTISTS (1,465) (85c) 2nd
week, 7 days. Gross: $8,500. (Average:
$14,000)
ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND (20thFox reissue) and THE BRASHER DOUBLOON (20th- Fox) — WARFIELD (2,672)
(60c-8Sc) 2nd week. Gross: $22,000. (Average: $27,COO)
MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para.) and
BLONDIE KNOWS BEST (Col.)— PARA
MOUNT (2,735) (60c-85c) 3rd week. Gross:
$17,500. (Average: $23,000)
SUDDENLY ITS SPRING (Para.) — ST.
FRANCIS
(60c-85c)
3rd week.
Gross:
$11,000.(1,430)
(Average:
$23,000)
Bogeaus to Produce
4 Annually for UA
Hollywood, April 16. — Benedict
Bogeaus, who recently sold the General Service Studio with the restric
tion that he could use it for future
productions, today announced plans
for making four pictures annually for
the next five years involving an expenditure of more than $30,000,000.
All will be for United Artists release
Each feature will carry a minimum
budget of $1,500,000, Bogeaus said.
Publicity and advertising representatives will be established in key cities
under Hollywood direction, and the
company will open offices in London
and Paris.
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Film
Workers Here
Vaccinated in Drive
Home office employes of Warner
Brothers, Paramount and Century
Theatres and employes at the Strand
and Hollywood Theatres here were
vaccinated against smallpox in the
current campaign by the New York
City Board of Health.
United Artists employes here will
be given an opportunity today to have
smallpox vaccinations administered at
the home office, while all patrons at
Brandt's Apollo Theatre today will
also be offered the service. Brandt's
home office staff was inoculated yesterday.
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Theatre Asks Writ
St. Louis, April 16.— The Robin
Theatre here has asked the State Supreme Court for a writ of mandamus
to compel city officials to cease inter
fering with the theatre's operations
for alleged violation of the city's build
ing code. The court has given the city
five days to show cause why the writ
should not be issued.
Circuit for Mirisch
(Continued from page 1)

deal to add two new offices in the
West to those now maintained in Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Indianapolis,
Cincinnati, Omaha, Los Angeles and
in Brooklyn.
Mirisch expects to be on the Coast
about May 1, following the opening
REEVES
i of the Indianapolis theatre, in order
to check into operations of his Los
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
Angeles branch managed by his broth1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Circle 6-6686 ]j
er, Irving. Another brother, Marvin,
Complete Film and
in Milwaukee, supervises that city's
office as well as over-all operations of
Disc Recording Facilities
the company.
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Thursday, April 17, 1947
Canada

On

Waits

Foundation

Motion
Word

Increase

Bid

April 16— Oscar R. HanToronto,
son and Alfred W. Perry, prominent
in Canadian distribution, are still
awaiting a reply to their proposal that
Canada be included in the Motion
Picture Foundation which is being
established in the U. S.
The argument is advanced that Canada is classed as a 10 per cent market
in the film distribution of the United
_ "es industry and should rightly be
organizathe American
with sharing
jV/oped
tion on that
basis insofar as
benefits and responsibiliprospective
ties are concerned.
Hanson, who is president of the
Canadian Picture Pioneers, is the
head of Monogram Pictures of Canada
while Perry is president of EmpireUniversal-Flms.

Picture

Ads

(Continued from page 1)

up the amount spent to around $5,000,000, it was said. Special productions
are to be made under the Charles K.
Feldman banner, such as John Steinbeck's "The Red Pony," "The Shadow," and "Macbeth," as well as the
contemplated life of Babe Ruth and
other pictures to be produced under
deals now being negotiated, Yates explained.
James R. Grainger, executive vicepresident in charge of sales and distribution, presided. He stressed the
promise of increased expenditures^ in
national advertising and exploitation.
Yates reported that $250,000 will be
spent on each of 10 deluxe pictures
that the company has slated on its
1947-48 production schedule (these
"specials"
not include
pictures do above).
mentioned
Also the
$900,000
will

Expect
On

7

Daily

Relaxation

Drive-In

Ban

Washington,
16. — A relaxa-of
tion in restrictionsApril
on construction
drive-in theatres is being considered
by the Office of the Housing ExOne official said a decision affecting
pediter.
drive-ins and other types of commercial construction which do not use
many housing materials would be
made within the next two weeks. He
added the relaxation might take the
form of a blanket exemption for all
projects meeting certain qualifications
or relaxation in the standards the
projects must meet to be approved by
the Government.

Cinecolor Starting Addition
Burbank, April 16. — Cinecolor,
Inc., today announced the start of
construction this week on additions to
onand special
Roy
Rogers'
pro-to its plant here at a cost of $80,000.
Motion Picture Foundation execu- be spent motion,
$600,000
will
be
spent
tives here familiar with the Canadian
own intends
color process,
Trucolor.Republic's
The studio
to put U.S. Films Lead in Guiana
were not available for com- promote
proposal
ment yesterday.
special emphasis on this latter approWashington, April 16. — Pracpriation for Trucolor, to carry out
tically all films currently shown in
Foundation Meet Held Yate's contention that it will not be British Guiana are American films,
long before the great majority of pic- according to the U. S. Commerce Detures will be filmed in color.
In Salt Lake City
partment here., A local ordinance
Salt Lake City, April 16. — A
requires that 10 per cent of films
meeting here today started preliminary Ascap Inaugurates
shown in-each theatre must be British,
planning for the Motion Picture
but under existing conditions, the
(Continued from page 1)
Department reports, this regulation is
Foundation in this territory. _ No ofnot being observed.
ficers were elected, but a steering committee was formed to outline the pre- kind, was held yesterday with Herman
liminary work to be done before the Levy, general counsel of Motion Pic- UJA Meeting
ture Theatre Owners of America, who
next meeting, to be held in June dur(Continued from page 1)
had previously voiced opposition to
ing the exhibitors' gathering here.
It was decided to request the nation- the Ascap move for an increase in
al heads and interim leaders_ to make rates. Paine and Richard Murray, luncheon at the Hotel Astor. About
a short sound film to explain to ex- Ascap officials in charge of the rate 50 leaders, headed by Matthew Fox,
hibitors and their staffs exactly what increase program, declined to com- Billy Rose, Richard Rodgers and Emil
the Foundation will mean to them and
ment on their meeting with Levy, de- Friedlander, co-chairmen for Metrowhat will be asked of them.
politanwillNewbeYork,
will attend. Inscribing itas a "social get-together,"
cluded
:
primarily for the purpose of introducRobert Benjamin, Harry Brandt,
ing themselves to Levy, whom they
M. P. Foundation
Jack Cohn, Max A. Cohen, George
said they had not met previously.
(Continued from page 1)
Levy could not be reached for com- Dembow, Si Fabian, Leopold Friedment following the meeting.
man, Leonard Goldenson, Marcus HeiIndications are that the Ascap offi- man, Arthur Israel, Jr., Ben Kalmenat the Blackstone Hotel, attended by
more than 100 members of the local
cials will seek a meeting with repre- son, Harry Kalmine, Malcolm Kingssentatives ofAllied States, American berg, Meyer Lavenstein, Harry Mitrade.
Dan Michalove, W. C.
Edward G. Zorn, Pontiac, 111., ex- Theatres Association and other exhibi- chaelson,
tor organizations, as well as the Michel, Charles Moskowitz, Louis A.
hibitor, and president of the United
and Eugene Picker.
Theatre Owners of Illinois, was elect- MPTOA, before making any an- Novins
Also : Sam Rinzler, Sam Rosen,
nouncement ofthe scale of increases
ed chairman of the 17-member area
in theatre music taxes which they may Abe Schneider, Samuel Schneider, A
committee.
Louis A. Novins, assistant to Bar- have in mind. Abram F. Myers, W. Schwalberg, Adolph Schimel, Fred
Schwartz, Sol Schwartz, Sam
ney Balaban, Paramount president, chairman and general counsel of Al- J.
lied States, already has expressed op- Shain, Nate B. Spingold, J. J. Unger,
was
the
keynote
speaker
at
today's
position to the proposed increase.
Dr. Isidor Lubin, Major Albert Warmeeting. He left here for New York
ner and Peter Colwin, national trade
by plane immediately following the
director of the UJA ; Maurice Firth,
meeting.
U.S. Approves
trade secretary of the New York divi(Continued from page 1)
sion, and Philip Chasin of the Joint
Defense Appeal.
20th Moving Slowly open-air theatre on the grounds it
would not interfere with housing.
Fitzgibbons to Be at
Nine were approved on the basis of Toronto
UJA Dinner
(Continued from page 1)
veterans' ownership : Thomas C. RidToronto,
April 16. — J. J. Fitzgibdles,
Palm
City,
Cal.
;
W.
Lee
Austin,
pends upon whether the Supreme
Court reverses or sustains the New Arvin, Cal.; Robert H. Perkins,
bons, chairman of the Canadian National Services Committee of the film
York decision, he said. (Up to now, Woodbine, Ky. ; Keith A. Falcon,
industry, will be a guest at a dinner
only one partnership dissolution deal Zachary, La. ; Leslie M. Kessler, Oak- of
the Canadian film division of the
land, Cal. ; Howard A. Andersona and
has been completed by National. It involves RKO, and is reported else- John H. Holliday, Pamplico, S. C. ; United Jewish Appeal on April 23.
where in this issue.)
chairmen of the Canadian diviWeldon G. Girard, San Diego, Cal. : Joint sion,
which will launch its campaign at
The New York decree allows two Walter K. Kahler, Butler, Mo. ; Robthe
dinner
to be held at the King Edyears from Dec. 31, 1946, for the di- trt M. Rockoff, Delton, Wise.
ward Hotel here, are Ray Allen of
vestiture of partnership holdings.
Premier Theatres and Harry S. ManSince the Supreme Court is expected
dell of 20th-century Theatres,
to act on the appeals early in 1948, RKO, National
(Continued from page 1)
Toronto..
the theatre-owning defendants would
have almost a full year thereafter in
which to sever their partnerships if ment, National will relinquish its en-' Barney Balaban, national chairman
the high court does not reverse the tire interest in the Main Street, which of the film division of the United
New York decision.
then will be wholly-owned by RKO. Jewish Appeal, will speak during a
National owns 66 theatres jointly In exchange therefor RKO will deed special broadcast of "Tomorrow the
with independents, six with Para over to National the 2,500-seat RKO Harvest," featuring Gregory Peck, to
mount and one with RKO.
Orpheum in the same city.
be aired by WOR tonight.
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Randel

Up

at

Steps

Impartial

Para.

Henry Randel has been promoted
from Paramount branch manager in
New York to district manager in this
area, a post left vacant since March 2,
194 5, when
Milton Kusell
left the company to join
David
O.
Selznick. Randel
has been replaced
as
branch manager

TEN CENTS

Disaster Newsreels
On Screens Today

UA

The newsreels companies
will bring to New York
screens this afternoon a pictorial account of the Texas
City disaster. It will be the
first newsreel special since
the war. By Saturday morning, all the nation's theatres
are
films. expected to have thz
Upon news of the tragedy,
newsreel headquarters dispatched crews to the scene by
plane. The U. S. Government
placed at the disposal of the
companies an Army plane
which flew South from Washmen were ington.
at theFree-lance
scene cameraalmost
immediately, on assignments
from the reels.

Simultaneous

The Motion Picture Association
is about to launch a full-scale promotional campaign in behalf of its
"Children's Film Library," with a
g withview toward more than doublin
in the next three months the number
by
Sattler,Myron
who
tofore washereNew
of theatres which now subscribe, some
York
sales
pro1,047, which have used 6,000
manager.
grams. This was announced here yesCharles M.
terday at a trade press conference at
the Harvard Club, by Arthur De Bra,
Henry Randel
Reagan, vicedirector of the MPA community relapresident in
tions department. In three months, De charge of distribution, announced the
Bra said, the library will be able to promotions he. j yesterday.
NY
offer exhibitors 52 films, all of which
Randel has been with Paramount Cite New
(.Continued on page 6)
will have been reviewed both by children's and parent's groups and apTax
Hazards
proved by them. At present the library contains some 30 titles.
The Association will give the pro- M. Wolf Gets MGM
Albany, N. Y., April 17. — A New
(Continued on page 7)
York exhibition delegation appearing
before the State Tax Commission toHome
Office Spot
day tional
cited theatre
the extent
which
additaxationto has
impaired
House
Passes Bill
Boston, April 17. — Maurice N. business in Richmond, Va., and NorWolf, local M-G-M district manager,
folk,mental
Va.,effect
as which
evidence
the detrimoreof threatening
To Bar Closed Shop has been promoted to a special execuNew
York
levies
will
bring.
The
tive post in the home-office exhibitor
Commission is conducting hearings
and public
relations
department,
ef(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
Washington, April 17. — The
House today passed a sweeping union
control bill which would ban the
closed shop and industry-wide _bargaining and would outlaw jurisdictional strikes, secondary boycotts and N. Y. Group
First
to Meet
mass picketings.
At the same time, the Senate Labor
Committee reported a slightly weaker On
Collections
Joint
bill. This measure, scheduled for debate next week, bans the closed shop
but does not impose any restriction
The promotion of a Metropolitan
MPA Directors Will
on industry-wide bargaining, and only
New
York700-odd
"Health
Week"
which the
theatres
in theduring
area
makes jurisdictional strikes and secMeet Here on May 8
ondary boycotts unfair labor practices.
would pass collection baskets for all
charitable and disease-fighting organMay 8 has been set as the
izations here will be taken up at the
date for the next board meetnext board meeting of the Metropoliing
of
the
Motion
Picture
Ansell, Wehrenberg
tan Motion Picture Theatres AssociaAssociation, it was disclosed
tion either next Tuesday or Wedneshere yesterday prior to presday. This, it is believed, would be the
Head St. Louis MPF
ident Eric A. Johnston's defirst
such
joint collection by exhibition.
parture for Spokane.
The idea of a joint collection was
The agenda includes the
advanced last year for the entire counSt. Louis, April 17. — Joseph C. Anaddition of a by-law giving
sell has been elected chairman of the
try and was approved by the three
member companies two votes
St. Louis committee of the Motion
national theatre groups, including Alinstead of one. Jack Cohn,
Picture Foundation. At a meeting held
lied States,
TheatresTheatre
AssoColumbia executive vice-presciation andAmerican
Motion Picture
in the offices of Harry Arthur Jr., of
ident, now exercises that
Owners
of
America.
This,
however,
Fanchon and Marco, Fred Wehrencompany's vote while in all
was abandoned when both the March
berg, president of Motion Picture
other companies the presiof Dimes and the American Red Cross
Theatre Owners of America, and Aldents
have
the
vote.
bert Stetson were named trustee and
expressed (Continued
unwillingness
on pageto 6)participate
(Continued on page 7)
I
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Considers

Run

Licensing

This Is Seen as Alternate
To Competitive Bidding
A policy of non-exclusive runs in
competitive areas where theatremen
insist on a priority of run is understood to be considered by United
Artists to replace competitive building.
While, actually, whether bidding is
legally unnecessary since the U. S.
Supreme Court order postponed operition of many phases of the New
fork Federal
Court's
decreecompanies,
is questionable, itis felt
by some
ncluding Loew's, to be the best way
if averting civil suits in cases where
;xhibitors fail to agree on product
splits or other arrangements but offer
equal terms for a run.
The UA plan would be to license
runs simultaneously in situations
where no other agreement can be
reached among licensees. This, the
company reportedly feels, would be in
keeping with the terms of the New
York decision.
UA

Board

New

Approves

Roach

Deal

The United Artists board, at a
meeting here yesterday, approved a
new deal for the distribution of six
"streamlined" comedy features by Hal
Roach, four of which already are completed. The four finished films are :
"Curley," "Fabulous Joe," "Here
Comes Trouble" and "Who Killed Doc
The meeting did not concern itself
with various pending matters relative
to reorganization.
Robbin?"
E-L Forming Unit
For Latin America
Eagle-Lion's initial venture to set up
a Latin-American distribution organization will be launched late this month
when Sam L. Seidelman, head of foreign operations,
willonarrive
(Continued
page 6)in Mexico
In This Issue
"The viewed
Homestretch"
is reon page 7.
Key city grosses are given
on page 5.

2

Motion

Picture

Personal
Mention

NATE BLUMBERG, president of
Universal, and Mrs. Blumberg,
will return to New York from Hollywood next mid-wee•k.
, ' Universal-InMaurice Bergman
ternational's Eastern advertising-publicity director, will leave New York
by plane for Hollywood tomorrow for
studio conferences with John Joseph,
national director of advertising-publicity. Bergman will return here on
Wednesday.
•
Joseph Seidelman, president of
Universal International, and Alfred
E. Daff, vice-president, are due to
return to New York from London at
the end of the month.
•
Edward Arnold, M-G-M star, has
by U. S. Attorney-Genbeen invited
eral Tom Clark to serve on the
American Citizenship
• Committee.
Stanley Shuford, advertising
manager of Paramount, is back at
his desk following confinement at
home for a severe • cold.
Louis de Rochemont, producer,
was cited yesterday for achievement
in the cultural arts by the American
Design Awards. •
Rudy Berger, Southern M-G-M
sales manager, will return to- New
Orleans on Monday from a Miami
vacation.
•
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NEW
Insider's
By RED
A BRAM F. MYERS is telling his Allied constituents
that distributors have repudiated
the competitive bidding system
which the court offered as a substitute for theatre divorcement.
This leads him to this conclusion: "If they continue to use
the method then it will be without color of authority under the
decree. The distributors will be
strictly
their own." is telling
Fred onWehrenberg
his MPTOA members something
quite different: "I ask you not
to be confused. [Competitive
bidding] was found to be legal
by the New York court and is,
therefore, legal unless and until
the Supreme Court, if it passes
on the question, holds it to be illegal. The distributors are,
therefore, perfectly within their
rights to employ it unless it is
declared illegal. The stay, in
substance, means only that the
distributors are not compelled to
employ it, but they may, if they
wish to; and, if the Supreme
Court does not declare it to be
illegal, they may continue to use
it as a method of licensing their
features.
"These distinctions are important to keep in mind. Remember that any stay granted as to
competitive bidding merely removes the immediate compulsion
of licensing features that way."
The italics are
■ Wehrenberg's.
In seeking a stay, including
that on bidding — a move initiated by the "Little Three" and embraced latterly by the others —
except 20th Century-Fox — distributors asked for relief pendword.ing theWeSupreme'
fail to Court's
see how final
this
constitutes the repudiation which
Myers finds. We also speculate
why he seizes upon such a twist.
Wehrenberg is much closer to
the situation, as comment from
both men demonstrates. Distributors donot have to sell competitively, but they may if they
so choose. And that brings us
to
is : a question of our own, which

Outlook
KANN
West 52nd St. eating emporium.
Bergman goes there frequently
on his own and on behalf of
visiting Universal personalities
such as Eddie Albert, who was
target of a cocktail party yesterday. "Good afternoon, Doctor
Bergman," was how the captains
greeted him. They always do.
This slight case of history explains why.
■ ■
Joe Skeptic, who gets around,
overheard this from a paying
customer at the Broadway:
"That prize-winning cartoon of
Metro's, 'The Cat Concerto', has
more sustained laughs in its
mittful of minutes than 'Monsieur Verdoux'."
Skeptic
adds : "But maybe the
Chaplin film was not intended to
be a comedy."■ I
Nat Liebeskind, former general manager for RKO Radio in
South America and latterly an
exhibitor in the Argentine, contemplates production. How he
figures it :
"I sold 'em for 25 years. I
showed 'em for five. Now I
think I can make
■ ■ 'em."
UA producers in New York
include Mary Pickford, Charles
Chaplin, Hunt Stromberg, Charlie Einfeld, Dave . Loew, Ben
Bogeaus and Eddie Golden.
"More producers here than in
California," observes a UA executive, not without a sigh.
■ I
Herman M. Levy, general
counsel of MPTOA, is also executive secretary of National
Wholesale Frozen Food Distributors, Inc. The inevitable crack:
"You won't find me keeping all
my frozen eggs
■ in
■ one basket!"

YORK

THEATRES

Center HALL—
RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
RONALD COLMAN in
PEGGY CUMMINS
'THEIntroducing
LATE GEORGE
APLEY*
SPECTACULAR
STAGE FoxPRESENTATlV
A 20th CenturyPicture f 'J\
FRANK
fast moving drama
of love
and excitement
BORZACE'S
Starring
"THAT'S MY MAN'
Don
Catherine
AMECHE
* McLEOD
Roscoe KARNS with Kitty IRISH
John RIDGELY
Joe FRISCO
A REPUBLIC PICTURE
Brandt
GLOBE fbTifS*

PALACE
TRAIL
STREET
,..rrin« Randolph SCOTT • Robert RYAN
Anne JEFFREYS • George "Gabby" HAYES

Albert Deane, Paramount InterIN PERSON
ON SCREEN
will return national's
to Newcensorship-editing
York todaymanager,
from a
<n.iirnnui»>
Joe BESSER
trip to Australia. •
In TECHNICOLOR
George A. Smith, Paramount's
BobbyJBREEN
RAY MILLAND
ARREN &
Western division sales manager, reBARBARA STANWYCK
turned to the Coast from New York
BARRY FITZGERALD ^RODERICK
yesterday.
•
Ernest Royls, chief sound engineer
for Warner Brothers in England, has
LORETTA YOUNG
arrived in New York from London.
•
JOSEPH COTTEN - ETHEL BARRYMORE
Bob Armstrong, M-G-M studio
publicist, has returned to Hollywood
VitfarmersVaughteT]
from New York by• plane.
To Paul Lazarus, Jr. : "How
* OOBE
Pro****Si.
B'waySCHARY
at 49lh
4S'I< Sr.
do you bear up under the strain ?"
Harry A. Samwick, president of
Ooori Open 9:30 A.M.
Rejoinder: "Simple. I sleep
American Display Co., has returned
to New York from Florida.
in a straightjacket."
•
Silas F. Seadler, M-G-M adverCHARLES CHAPLIN
The Academy Award Picture!
tising director, will return to New
IN
Winner of Nine Academy Awards t
York from the Coast on Monday.
•
"MONSIEUR VERDOUX"
A Motion Picture that
Does anyone know any diswill STARTLE you!
William Lyon of M-G-M's studio
i THE BEST YEARS OF
staff, will arrive here on Monday
Released thru United Artists
tributor who doesn't like to pedfrom the Coast.
•
dle that way?"■ ■
BROADWAY THEATRE aBt'^
Paul Phillips has acquired from
Maurice Bergman, Eastern
C. H. Evanson the Soldier Theatre, advertising manager of UniverSoldier, la.
BOB HOPE
Irving Berlin's
sal, once spent a year in rabbini•
Alexander's
0ORO7HV lAMOUR
Band Ragtime
cal college in Cincinnati. At
Ted Wick, radio promotion direc- that time, Jerry Berns, one of
20th Century- Fox
tor for the Selznick Releasing OrganTYRONE POWER . ALICE FAYE
OUR LIVES'
ization, ishere from the Coast.
the factotums at "21," was a
In
Person
DON
AMECHE
ETHEL
MERMAN
•
film critic on a newspaper there.
LEC U ON A CUBAN ORCHESTRA
Years pass, as they say. BergDr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
3 SWIFTS - DEL RIOS - LARRY DANIELS
man became a fixture in New
of Technicolor Corp., is expected to
50th St.
York and Berns a fixture at the
arrive here Monday from the Coast.
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Aleman Named by
Mexico City Club
Mexico City, April 17. —
President Miguel Aleman has
been made honorary president
of the recently formed Mexican chapter of Variety Club.
He accepted during a special
interview in his offices with
executives of the club who included Luis R. Montes, president of the Mexican Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association; Max Gomez, RKO Radio
general manager in Mexico;
Juevanl Urbina, United Artists manager in this country;
Arcady Boytler, producer-director-exhibitor, Cesar Santos
Galindo and Roberto Cervantes.

By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM
MUCH has been written, both here
and abroad, concerning the fantastically fabulous financial fortunes
rcial empire of Britain's
of the comme
J. Arthur Rank, estimated to be worth
00 in the British cinsome $200,000,0
ema field alone, with its 11 finance
holding corporations, 13 studio, laboradistory and production companies, re15 cortribution companies, 16 theat
porations, 23 companies covering
not,
equipment, 16mm films, and what sts,
to say nothing of outside intere
ranging all the way from flour mills
in Minnesota, USA, to a little sidepocket outfit in London which tells
prodube.cers what tomorrow's
sh will
Britier
weath
more,
0 combine, andpersona
All of this vast $200,000,00
Bank through —hiscapitalized
too, is controlled byInvestment
Radio's Peabody
Ltd.
s,
Manorfleld
tompany,
at $400!!1
Awards Presented
Tucked away neatly in Boston
close to banner headnewspapers,
lines screaming about the unrest in
The George Foster Peabody
the universe, much of it created by Awards, radio's equivalent of the film
exasperating attitudes of the Sovi- industry's Academy Awards, were pre
et's Stalin and his mate, Molotov, is sented here yesterday at ceremonies
an account of a two-way interview at the Hotel Roosevelt. Programs and
with film-director Serge Eisenstein, personalities honored were :
in Moscow, and the Boston press,
WOW's (Omaha) program series
promoted by the Kenmore Theatre "Operation Big Muddy" ; "The Harin the latter city for the Eisenstein
bor We Seek" program of WSB, At
film, "Ivan the Terrible." And dur- lanta ; "Our Town," continuity of
his
about
told
ing which, Eisenstein
WELL, Battle Creek, Mich.; "Radio
seeing the very latest Hollywood Edition of the Weekly Press,"
WHCU, Ithaca, N. Y.
American
the
at
motion pictures
William L. Shirer and Columbia
Embassy in Moscow. Best film of
Broadcasting,
for "outstanding reportWonderful
a
"It's
was:
said,
he
all,
ing and interpretation of the news" ;
Life"!
V
"Meet the Press," Mutual Broadcasting ;"Columbia Workshop," ColumPrecisely at noon on the^ ninth day
Broadcasting; "Suspense," CBS,
of the strike of the long lines telephone and biathe
"Henry Morgan Show,"
operators, and the consequent suspen- American Broadcasting ; "Orchestras
sion of all but vital long distance tele- of the Nation," National Broadcasting,
phoning, the switchboard gal in Mo- and "Invitation to Music," CBS ; "One
tion Picture Daily's Hollywood
or None," WMCA series ;
office answered an incoming call and World
"Hiroshima," ABC, and John Crosby,
heard a voice say: "This is McKee,s- New York Herald-Tribune radio colport, Pennsylvania, operator, can
umnist, for "outstanding contributions
you give me Gene Autry's home ad- to broadcasting."
dress?"
She distan-ce
got it, said
"Thanks,"
the Rank Buys Interest
long
strike
went and
merrily
along.
In Jamaica Circuit
The late Langley Collyer, Hermit
of Harlem, had a desire to see "The
JolsonheStory,"
indicated forth
to a friend
that
fearedbutventuring
from
the dungeon of debris which housed
him. The friend passed word of Collyer's desire
along ofto the
Columbia
Pictures, distributor
production,
telling
how his
Collyer
Jolson's
songs over
radio,hadandheard
nostalgically
remembered the music from his more
youthful days.
Columbia arranged for Collyer to
see the picture, assured him he would
see it unseen, and received a thankyou note of acceptance from the old
recluse. Representatives of the company looked for him daily, until the
police started to look for him, too, in
his den of dirt, where they finally
found him, decayed in death.
Lyricist Lew Lehr lilts with the lute
like this : "No matter how grouchy
you're
you'll find
the smile
more orfeeling,
less healing;
it grows
in a
wreath, all around the front teeth, thus
preserving the face from congealing."

The J. Arthur Rank Organization
of London, which has been negotiating
for the Palace Amusement Co., operator of a majority of theatres in Jamaica, British West Indies, was reported yesterday to have concluded a
ieal for the purchase of a 51 per cent
interest in the circuit, according to
press dispatches reaching here from
Jamaica.
Representatives of Rank in New
York said that while they knew of the
negotiations no information has
reached them on the signing of an
agreement.
Creditors of Grand
National To Meet
A- final meeting of creditors of
Grand National Pictures will be held
at the office of Peter B. Olney, referee in bankruptcy, at his office in the
U. S. Court House, here, on April 28.
Harry G. Fromberg, Grand National
trustee, has filed a verified final report and account, along with petitions
of his attorneys, accountants and appraisers for compensation for their
services and disbursements.
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Trip

Coming
Stays

City Production

Aid

With New York City's mayor,
William O'Dwyer, on his way for
several weeks of rest in California,
developments indicate that no definitive action will be resolved for at
least a month on the simplification of
procedure for film companies seeking
to undertake location-shooting in New
York. Mayor O'Dwyer, upon whom
depends any concrete move for eliminating confusion and red tape attending attempts to secure city permits,
will return here around May 1.
Meanwhile, the city commissioner
of commerce, George Sanders, will
probably call another meeting of
IATSE and company representatives
next week to draw final plans to be
submitted to the mayor. Tentative
proposals previously advanced by the
committee include the creation of a
special board or a coordinator to
speed up the process of getting permits to shoot in particular areas here.
Sanders said yesterday that he had
not yet spoken to the mayor about
the suggestions, offered to date, but
that he would confer with him upon
his return. Participating in the discussions, which began several weeks
ago, were Tom Murtha and Sol Scoppa, of IATSE, both of whom were
instrumental in bringing the permit
difficulties to the attention of the city;
Judge McGuire, municipal labor conciliatorSteve
;
Fitzgibbons, 20th Century-Fox, .and Harold Lewis, RKO
Pathe Studfos.
Hughes

in Motion

to

Events
April 21-22— North Central Allied
Convention, Minneapolis.
April 21 — Edward M. Fay industry
testimonial dinner, sponsored by
the
Independent
Ow"^rs
of Rhode
Island, Theatre
Hotel She(
%
Biltmore, Providence.
April 21tion—areaMotion
meeting,Picture
Albany.FoundaApril 21 — Motion Picture Foundation area meeting, at a special
North Central Allied luncheon,
Minneapolis.
April 21-25 — Society of Motion Picture Engineers' 61st semi-annual
convention, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
April, third week — Motion Picture
Foundation area meeting, Pittsburgh.
April 23 — Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' 30th anniversary
dinner dance, Hotel Astor, New
York.
April 25-26 — National Theatre Supply Co. district meeting, Hotel
Statler, Cleveland.
April 28 — M-G-M sales meeting of
division, district and branch managers and bookers, Hotel Astor,
New York.
April 28— Variety Club of Illinois
testimonial dinner for retiring
Mayor and Mrs. Edward J. Kelley, Continental Hotel, Chicago.
April 29 — Eastman-Kodak annual
stockholders
meeting, Flemington, N. J.

Counsel for Howard
Hughes, proon 'Outlaw*
Reargue
ducer of "The Outlaw," yesterday
asked the New York Supreme Court
for permission to reargue his motion
for dismissal of defenses submitted by
New York City license commissioner May 5-6 — Allied Independent TheaBenjamin Fielding and police commistre Owners of Iowa and Nesioner Arthur Wallander in their acbraska meeting, Omaha.
tion which barred exhibition of the
controversial film in the city.
May 5 — Testimonial to Sidney E.
The hearing on the motion for reSamuelson, general manager, Alargument is set for April 24 at which
lied
Owntime Charles Poletti, counsel for
ers ofIndependent
Eastern Theatre
Pennsylvania,
Hughes, is expected to present the
Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia.
Hughes case. Poletti is said to be on
Europe.
his way back to New York from May 5— Motion Picture Foundation
area meeting, Omaha.
Blumenthal Heads
Cinecolor Board
A. Pam Blumenthal has resigned
from the board of Enterprise Productions, Inc., to become chairman of the
board of Cinecolor Corp.
The New York and Los Angeles
financier said that he will retain his
personal stock interest in Enterprise.
Blumenthal belongs to the New
York Stock Exchange and is a partner in A. W. Morris and Co., New
York and Los Angeles Brokerage
rm.
Paramount Club Meets

May 5-8 — Pacific Coast Conference
of Independent Exhibitors, Los
Angeles.

Defer St. Louis Tax
On Film Admissions
St. Louis, April 17. — The proposed
five per cent municipal tax on local
theatre admissions has been postponed
again as Mayor Kaufmann deferred
all new tax proposals until the Citizens' Tax Commission recommendations have been completed and revenue
estimates are available.
The admission tax proposal legally
died with the last session of the aldermen. It and other tax measures are
Capt. Sam staff
Harris,
of the
Army's being pushed because of a predicted
prosecution
at the
Nuremberg
war trials, last night spoke on hitherto $5,000,000 deficit in city revenue.
undisclosed material about the Nazi
defendants, at the second of a series NAB Names Biggar
of "for men only" parties sponsored
by the Paramount Pictures Club.
Washington, April 17.— George C.
Austin C. Keough, Paramount vice- Biggar has been appointed to the special standards practice committee of
president, was honorary chairman of
the meeting and William J. Healy, his casters.
the National Association of Broadassistant, was master of ceremonies.
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Key

City

Grosses
- are estimated picFOLLOWING
ture grosses, exclusive of Federal
tax, for current engagements in key
by Motion Picture
cities as reported ents.
Daily correspond

toLfAHA
Three or four first-runs did average
: business, or better, even though ideal
spring weather over the weekend
dented receipts some. Estimated receipts for the week ending April
16-17:
A SCANDAL IN PARIS (UA) and THE
—OMAHA
BOWERY (ZOth-Fox reissue)
$8(2,000)
400) (50c-65c). Gross: $8,500. (Average:
ANGEL ON MY SHOULDER (UA) and
ORPHEUM
WIFE WANTED (Mono.)—
300) (50c-65c). Gross: $9,100. (Average:
$9(3,000)
LAKE (M-G-M)— PARALADY IN THE
MOUNT (2,900) (50c-65c). Gross: $11,000.
„„
(Average: $10,600)
THE LOCKET (RKO Radio) and BEAT
BRANTHE BAND (RKO Radio) — RKO
(AvDEIS (1,200)
erage: $6,800) (50c-65c). Gross: $8,200.
INDIANAPOLIS

Motion

Picture

Fox Inter - Mountain
Meets on Premiere
Cheyenne, April 17. — Ray Davis,
Northern district manager of Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, has returned
to Denver after holding a weekend
meeting here in connection with the
local world premiere and the Rocky
Mountain Empire preview of "Cheyenne" late next month.
The meeting was attended by Jack
McGee, city manager ; Pete Faust,
manager of the Lincoln Theater,
where the premiere will take place ;
Charles Wallace, manager of the
Paramount; Don Campbell, manager
of the Princess, and Abe Kronenberg
and Dick Stephens
of Warner's
exploitation staff assigned
by Mort
Blumenstock to work on the 100 previews to be held in this territory following the Chevenne opening on May
22.
New Clearance Case
To Boston Board
A new arbitration complaint in
which the Elmwood Amusement Co.,
which owns and operates the Jamestown Theatre in Jamestown, R. I.,
seeks day-and-date availability on 20th
Century-Fox, Paramount, Warner,
RKO Radio and M-G-M Product, has
been tion
filed
the industry's arbitraboard with
in Boston.

First-run grosses are spotty here
this week. "The Egg and. I," howat Keith's,
in itstopsecond
still isever,the
moneyweek
film. Frequent
spring rains have been a factor in
holding down business elsewhere. Estimated receipts for the week ending
April 15-18:
SISTER KENNY (RKO Radio) and
SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI (Mono.)
—CIRCLE (2,800) (40c-60c). Gross: $8,000.
(Average: $10,000)
ITS A WONDERFUL LIFE (RKO Radio)—INDIANA (3,200) (40c-60c). Gross:
$12,000. (Average: $15,200)
(1,3001
I (U-I)-KEITH'S
AND 2nd
EGG7 days,
THE
(40c-60c)
week. Gross: $14,000.
(Average: $6,500)
THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) and
BLONDIE'S HOLIDAY (CoL) — LOEWS
(40c-60c). Gross: $12,500. (Aver(2,450)age: $13,800)
LADIES' MAN (Para.) and BIG TOWN
(Para.) — LYRIC (1,600) (40c-60c). Gross:
$7,000. (Average: $6,700)

The complainant seeks a board finding that the theatre be permitted to
play on a national release date because Jamestown is 'an island accessiunreliable"
by "infrequent
ferrybleservice
and byand
a toll
bridge
which, according to the Elmwood
Amusement Co., is very costly.

MINNEAPOLIS

Mason-Rose Case Shifted
Proceedings for a declaratory judgment instituted early in March by
James Mason, British actor, against
David Rose, producer, has been transferred from the New York Supreme
Court to the New York Federal Court,
following a petition for a transfer, as
filed by Rose's attorneys. Mason is
seeking judicial interpretation of
whether allegedly incompleted negotiations with Rose constitute a contract which commits the British actor
to produce and appear in pictures in
partnership with Rose.

Loop theatre business held at an
average pace as the weather improved.
Estimated receipts for the week ending
April 17:
I'LL BE YOURS (U-I)-CENTURY (1,500) (50c-70c). Gross: $7,000. (Average:
$7,300)
THE BEAST WITH FIVE FINGERS
(WB)— GOPHER
(1,000) (44c-50c). Gross:
$3,500.
(Average: $3,400)
THE RAZOR'S EDGE (20th- Fox)— LY(1,100) (50c-70c)
000. RIC(Average:
$5,600)4th week. Gross: $6,THE LOCKET (RKO Radio)— RKO ORPHEUM (2,800) (50c-70c). Gross: $15,000.
(Average: $14,500)
MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para.)—
RADIO CITY (4,000) (50c-70c) 2nd week.
Gross: $17,500. (Average: $18,0CO)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— RKO PAN (1,500) (Advanced
admission prices: 90c-$1.50) 5th week.
Gross: $16,000. (Average at regular admission prices of 50c-70c: $8,500)
STALLION ROAD (WB) — STATE (2,300)
(50c-70c). Gross: $12,500. (Average:
$13,000)
Albee Resumes Shows
Cincinnati, Aprl 17. — The 3,300seat RKO *Albee, which reverted to
a straight picture policy a few weeks
ago, has resumed stage shows and pictures, opening with Guy Lombardo and
his Royal Canadians.

New Fabian-Hellman
Drive-In Under Way
Albany, N. Y., April 17. — Construction ofa $75,000 Fabian-Hellman
drive-in has started in a suburb, general manager Neil Hellman announced.
Fabian-Hellman built two drive-ins
last year, the Mohawk on the Albany-Schenectady road, and the TriCity in Binghamton.

New Television Lens
National Broadcasting has demonstrated here a new variable focal
length lens for television. Dr. Frank
Back developed
which
provides the
for "Zoomar"
both long lens,
and
close shots of subjects without moving
a camera.
$1,498,151 CBS Net
Columbia Broadcasting reported a net
income of $1,498,151 for the 13 weeks
ending March 29, compared to $1,462,229 for the same period last year.
Earnings per share amounted to 87
cents, a two-cent increase over 1946.
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Motion

Albert

Prod.

Educational

New
Philadelphia
Video Association
Philadelphia, April 17. — The
Television Association of Philadelphia
has been organized here in order to
stimulate interest in television and to
develop new television ideas. Kenneth
Stowman, station WFIL, is the first
chairman.
The organization meeting was held
this week in conjunction with a
luncheon of the Electrical Association
of Philadelphia. It was attended by a
large number of persons professionally
interested in television.

Enters
Field

After two years devoted to preparing groundwork through the production of 16mm. commercial films, Eddie
Albert Productions has embarked on
a full-scale program to produce visual
education films angled to specific
groups and plans ultimately to reach
mass audiences, Eddie Albert, Universal-International star, disclosed last
evening at a press reception here. Two
six-reel series, one a social relations
subject entitled "Understanding Ourselves," and the other on racial tolerance for the instruction of police, have
been produced through endowments.
Albert reevaled that the Rosenwald
and Columbia University foundations
have given financial support to the latter.
With about nine different types now
completed, the company is currently
shooting two on the Coast and three
in Chicago, and has six more scheduled to go before the cameras shortly,
he added. Remy Hudson is president
of the organization, and Jack Fletcher
is head of the education department.

Theatre Guild Expands
The Theatre Guild has established
permanent West Coast offices in Los
Angeles, with Queenie Smith as the
Hollywood talent representative. Miss
Smith, former musical comedy star,
has been assisting Theresa Helburn
and Lawrence Langner, Guild directors here, for the past year.
Walsh Named to Board
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE international president, was elected to the
board of directors of the Union Labor
Life Insurance Co. at the annual
stockholders' meeting in the Lord
Baltimore Hotel, Baltimore. IATSE
vice-president James J. Brennan represented the "IA" at the meeting.
'Lives' in Albany
Albany, N. Y., April 17. — Samuel
Goldwyn's "The Best Years of Our
Lives" will open at the Fabian Theatre here on May 2. Prices will be
raised from 40 and SO cents to 76
cents and $1.20, with no reserved seats.

Astrin Joins PRC
Neil Astrin has been named manager of the playdate department at
Producers Releasing's home office, by
Ralph H. Clark, general sales manager. Astrin, who joined PRC last
year as a member of the playdatecontract department, was for many
years
division.before with Warner's playdate
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Talks
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Swedish Group Here
For Import Talks
Washington, April 17. — A Swedish
trade delegation has arrived here to
discuss the application of the recently
imposed Swedish import restrictions
in the light of the .U. S.-Swedish reciprocal trade agreement of 1935.
Sent over at the suggestion of the
Swedish government, the delegates
are expected to start discussions with
morrow.
U. S. State Department officials to-

Hollywood, April 17. — The produc
ers' meeting with International repre
sentative Joseph C. Cambiano, originally set for Monday, will be postponed to Tuesday at the request of
Cambiano, who telephoned acceptance
of the producers' proposal for a meet
ing, which was telegraphed yesterday.
The meeting is generally regarded as
likely to lead ultimately to settlement
of the strike, although all principals Projection Booth Bill
decline to predict the outcome.
Is Signed by Dewey
Hollywood, April 17. — In the most
Albany, N. Y., April 17. — Gov.
drastic legal action taken against the Dewey has signed the Condon bill to
strikers found guilty of violating a city raise standards of public safety in proordinance and disturbing the peace in
jection booths. The new law is now
mass picketing of the Columbia Studio an amendment' of the state's general
last November 16, Superior Judge By business code and will be enforced by
ron Walters today sentenced four the State Labor Department.
ringleaders to a year in jail, another
to six months, another to 90 days and
a $400 fine, four others to 30 days and Cheyfitz Book Published
$400, and fined 28 others amounts
"Constructive Collective Bargainranging from $300 to $350. The sening," a book written by Edward T.
tences followed a jury trial.
Cheyfitz, assistant to Eric A. Johnston, president of the Motion Picture
Association, is now in circulation,
Video Conference Topic
published by McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Cincinnati, April 17. — Television in the McGraw-Hill industrial organwill be the topic of the spring Tech
ization and management series.
nical conference of the Institute of
Radio Engineers to be held here on
Saturday, May 3.
Cite Tax Hazards
(Continued from page 1)
Maurice Wolf
here preliminary to fashioning "model
(Continued from page 1)
legislation"
for thein benefit
large
cities and counties
the stateof which
are
now
authorized
to
impose
a
new
fective May 1. Benn H. Rosenwald,
former Charlotte branch manager, who five per cent tax on admissions.
Robert W. Coyne, executive director
has been appointed to the managership
of the American Theatres Associahere,
was
introduced
at
an
exhibitors'
tion; Fred Schwartz, head of the
luncheon at the Copley Plaza, where
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres
the
announcement
of
Wolf's
promotion
Association, and Charles Smakwitz,
was made.
John P. Byrne, Eastern sales man Warner Theatres zone manager in Albany, told the board that a five per
ager, told the gathering that the Bos- cent emergency
tax imposed Jan. 1,
ton exchange will now be included in
Herman Ripps' district, which up to 1947, in Richmond, resulted in a 12
now covered Albany, New Haven and per cent decrease in admissions. AdBuffalo. Other M-G-M officials said
they said, taxation
a 10 per cent
increase inditionally,
Norfolk
reduced
that Wolf's appointment bore out vice- admissions by 25 per cent.
president
recentof The conference concluded with an
statements William
on the F.
newRodgers'
importance
exhibitor and public relations.
agreement under which the theatremen
will provide Tax Commission President A. B. Chapman with further perRandel Steps Up
tinent facts and figures.
(Continued from page 1)
for 27 years, beginning as a salesman
in Washington and subsequently shifting to Charlotte, Buffalo and New
York, in the same capacity. He became New York branch manager in
July, 1941, when the New York,
Brooklyn and New Jersey exchanges
were consolidated.
Sattler joined Paramount as New
York booker in Feb., 1928, became a
salesman one year later and in July,
1941, stepped up to the New York
sales manager's post.
Joint Collections
(Continued from page 1)
because both saw the loss of their individual status.
Although both groups are expected
to hold fast to the same position, the
New York exhibitor association will
consider the joint campaign in behalf
of other causes such as the American
Heart Foundation and the Cancer Society as well as other organizations
administering to the sick.

E-L

Setting Unit
(Continued from page 1)

City for conferences with Arthur B.
Krim, Eagle-Lion president, and Robert S. Benjamin, president of the J.
Arthur Rank Organization.
Included among the first films which
the new setup will send to Latin
America are: "Red Stallion," "Lost
Honeymoon," with Franchot Tone ;
Repeat Performance," with Louis
HaywardBrent
; "Out
the Blue,"
George
and ofVirgina
Mayo, with
and
"Love from a Stranger," Sylvia Sidney and John Hodiak. Also, the
British-made "Bedelia," with Margaret Lockwood ; "The Adventuress,"
with Deborah Kerr ; "Green for Danger," "Caravan," and others. While
in Mexico, the three executives will
observe
Eagle-Lion's
"Captain production
Casanova," of
which
is being
shot on location there. •
Eagle-Lion offices in Latin- America
will also handle distribution of Protions. ducers Releasing Corporation produc-
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Hollywood, April 17. — Production
is static, with the number of pictures
in— ^ork continuing to total 39; six
w/OLji-ompleted and six others started.
The- production scene follows:
Columbia
Started: "Destiny," with John Beal,
Trudy Marshall, Barbara Read, Helen
Mowrey, Jimmy Lloyd ; "Son of
Rusty," with Ted Donaldson, Tom
Powers, Ann Doran, Stephen Dunne.
Shooting: "Sweet Genevieve,"
"Blondie in the Dough," "The Man
from Colorado," "Assigned to Treasury" (Kennedy-Buchman) .
Eagle-Lion
Finished: "Out of the Blue."
Shooting : "Love from a Stranger."
M-G-M
Shooting: "The Pirate," "Good
News."
Mounogram
Finished: "Kilroy Was Here,"
"High Tide" (Wrather).
Shooting : "The Hunted," "Son of
the Wasteland."
Paramount
Shooting : "The Big Clock."
PRC
Finished: "Pioneer Justice.'"
Started: "Ghost Town Renegades,"
with Lash Larue, Fuzzy St. John,
Jennifer Holt; "Bury Me Dead," with
Cathy O'Donnell, Greg McClure,
Hugh Beaumont, June Lockhart.
Shooting : "Gas House Kids Go
West."
RKO Radio
Shooting : "Memory of Love,"
"Dick Tracy vs. the Gruesome Gang,"
"Mourning Becomes Electra," "Fighting Father Dunne," "Tycoon."
Republic
Finished: "Complex" (Wilder).
Started : "Robin Hood of Texas,"
with Gene Autry, Lynne Roberts,
Sterling Holloway, Adele Mara.
Shooting : "Along the Oregon
Trail," "The Outcast."
Selznick
Finished: "The Paradine Case."
Shooting : "Portrait of Jennie."
20th Century-Fox
Slwoting : "Kiss of Death," "Scudda
Hoo, Scudda Hay," "Captain from
Castile."
United Artists
Shooting: "Atlantis" (Nero).
U niversal-Inter national
Shooting : "Singapore," "Something
in the Wind" (formerly "For the
Love of Mary"), "Secret Beyond the
Door" (Dianna), "Brute Force"
(Hellinger), "Lost Moment" (Wanger) (formerly "Lost Love").
Warners

Picture

7
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Review
"The Homestretch"
(20th Century-Fox)
matters
played
Homestretch"
of "TheTuchok
the production
to From
THOSE
right on party
the line.
the time Wanda
knocked out
her original
In
story and script and thereafter down the line through the hands of producer
Robert Bassler, director Bruce Humberstone and a cast headed by Cornel
Wilde and Maureen O'Hara, it is a case of very standard equipment echoing
and re-echoing familiarly through the cycles of films about horse races and
romance.
"The Homestretch," however, has its two well-known stars whose popularity— more pointedly in the instance of Wilde — is not to be discounted. The
attraction has the advantage of good Technicolor, superb production values San Juan,P.R.,
and magnificently photographed and exciting racing sequences which lose
their punch because of repetition. Standard equipment in various departments
as it is, the film ought to do standard grosses and, perhaps better in those
areas where Wilde and Miss O'Hara have displayed strength in earlier efforts.
about Wilde
and they
his racing
Missdifficulties,
O'Hara
andButherMiss
New Tuchok's
England story
background
and how
marry, blood,
run into
split up and finally reunite is tired stuff, never rekindled beyond its routine
the picture
by new twists. Performances are in keeping with the story and so, too, is
direction. citement.
WhenWhen the
the humans
runners are
are onon display,
display, they
"The areHomestretch"
reflects
expretty tiresome
in their
artificiality. They are puppets dangling on a precarious dramatic string.
Others in the cast are Helen Walker as the demi-monde, Glenn Langan
as a stuffed-shirt diplomat, Henry Stephenson as the Argentinian horse
that opened
breeder, James Gleason as the trainer and Ethel Griffies as the maiden aunt.
Running time, 96 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
R£D Kann
May.
Washington Buying
Fewer School Films
Washington, April 17. — Local
schools are buying far fewer films today than they were a year ago, according to Floyd E. Brooker, chief of
the visual aid section of the Office of
Education.
Money which was formerly used for
is allocated
films now Brooker
salaries,
said. forHe teachers'
stated,
however, that this will raise the standard of education, which will then contribute to the progress of the film as
an education medium. Brooker pointed
out that if film producers would recut, re-edit and re-track footage shot
in remote parts of the world, such
films would be of educational value.
MPA Steps Up
(Continued from page 1)
gram intensified promotion through
all possible media. It was said the fact
that the program thus far has met
with success principally on its own
merits, has led the MPA to believe
that a large-scale promotional effort
will bring about acceptance of the
beyond what was visualprogram
ized at itsfarinception.

Ten
PRC

Features
In

From

a Month

Ten films, four features and six
Westerns, will be released during
April by Producers Releasing Corp.
They follow :
"Three on a Ticket," latest in the
series of Micha;l Shayne detective
mysteries ; "Philo Vance's Gamble,"
"West.to
Glory," and "The Big Fix,"
all in release.
The Westerns, to be released under
the general title of "Bronco Buckaroos," will be released on April 26.
Four of these — "Frontier Fighters,"
"Raiders of Red Gap," "Panhandle
Trail" and "Code of the Plains," costar Buster Crabbe and' Al (Fuzzy)
St. John. The other two, "Thundergap Outlaws" and "Shootin' Irons,"
co-star Jim Newhill and Tex O'Brien.

Bank Set Up to Aid
Mexican Production
Washington. April 17. — The recently established Credito Cinematografico Mexicana, S.A., is ready to
begin financing the Mexican motion
picture industry, according to Nathan
D. Golden, U. S. Commerce DepartUplic reaction
to now,to De
Bra
said,
"the
pubment motion picture consultant.
the idea has been better than anticipated. In six months
there has been more theatre participa- Dinner for Aepell
tion than in the whole lifetime of the
Seattle, April 17.— Executive and
original
program, "Saturday
which was Morning
initiated inMovie"
1925. publicity men threw a dinner party
last night for Tom Aepell, who
Experience indicates that this is be- here
cause parents of today can retrieve left today for Los Angeles to take
from memory their own childhood ex- charge of the M-G-M office there.
He is being succeeded here by Sam
perience with motion pictures." This Davis.
reaction, he added, "comes in local
communities
not only from women's
clubs and Parent-Teacher
Associations but also from city officials, Head St. Louis MPF
(Continued from page 1 )
clergymen, superintendents of schools,
and organizations interested profes- secretary of the committee, respectively.
sionally in child welfare."
A partial list of the St. Louis comThe MPA's initial move in its new
mittee also includes Harry C. Arthur
promotional effort is a 33-page book- Jr., Charles
Goldman, Thomas James,
let describing the program. Copies
Sam Komm, Sam Levin, Jack Siepwill betions,shipped
to
women's
associaschools, etc. Each new exhibitor ker, Bess Schulter, Clarence Turley,
Shooting : "Treasure of the Sierra subscribing to the program, De Bra all of St. Louis, and Jim Frisina,
Keresotes. Carson Rodgers,
Madre," "Whiplash," "Voice of the explained, will have the MPA's guar- George
Oscar Turner and Isador Weinshienk
Turtle," "Two Guys from Texas," motion.antee of pre-release publicity and pro- of
Southern Illinois.
"Wallflower."

bigger
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than

biggest

moneymaker

inU.A.history
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Artist
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.

light
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and

• To hold the drama which darkness gave
this scene, yet not sacrifice identity and
clarity of action . . . this was the problem
on which the picture's director and the
director of photography worked hard —
and successfully.
To this same end the timer also worked
— successfully. By his skilled selection of
printing light, his judgment of light and
EASTMAN

shadow, he faithfully interpreted the director's aim . . . made certain that the
visual result would be vivid, dramatic,
convincing.
To get the most from his ability, the
timer must work with film of assured uniformity . . . one of the many qualities
which make the family of Eastman motion picture films so useful to the industry.
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Rising

Getting

A Mutual

Costs

Problem

for

Ready
National

Meet

Says U-I's Scully
Rising production costs being out of
all proportion to what they were six
years ago, have become the mutual
problem of exhibitors and distributors,
William A. Scully, vice-president and
manager of Universalgeneral sales
International emphasized in a two-day
sales conference attended by the commanagers and the home
pany's district
office sales
cabinet.
U-I's home of, held atSunday,
The onmeeting
deand tion of was
fice Saturdayformula
release
voted to the
and sales plans for the next four
months.
Scully, in a formal statement based
covered in the meetupon the points
ing, said that the entire industry is
obliged to calculate better type of exhibition if American production inpictures in the traproduce
tends to ditional
manner. We cannot turn
pictures, because
budget
low
to
back
(Continued on page 6)

Area Sessions Are Now
Being Held in Field
The Motion Picture Foundation,
launched at an industry-wide conference in New Orleans last December toraise an initial $10,000,00 J
for the aid of needy film workers, is
now well along with area organizing
meetings, several having alreadyed,beenin
held and many others schedul
preparation for a national meeting to
be held on May 12.
The following organizing meetings
have already been held: Charlotte,
April 14, H. F. Kincey, chairman ; St.
Ansell, chairLouis, April 16, Joseph erg,
trustee;
man, and Fred Wehrenb
Chicago, April 16, Edward G. Zorn,
national trustee, and Arthur Schoenstadt, chairman ; Salt Lake City, April
16, Saul J. Ullman and Neil Hellman,
temporary chairman.
Area organizing meetings scheduled 600
(Continued on page 6)

at Edward

Testimonial
Berger's
Open

Report

NCA

to

Meeting

Minneapolis, April 20.— The New
York Federal court decree, "serves
notice" on distributors that they must
stop their "vicious practices" against
the independent exhibitor, North Central Allied president Ben Berger will
tell an estimated 300 members and
guests expected at a meeting of the
organization here tomorrow.
In his annual report, Berger will
{Continued on page 6)
Gillham

Are

Appoints

Field Men

28

for SRO

Twenty-eight promotional field men
have been appointed by Robert M.
Gillham, Eastern advertising-publicity
manager of Selznick Releasing Organization, as David O. Selznick's
"Duel in the Sun" is being placed in
more than 300 key theatres from
Coast to Coast to open during the
first week in May.
Working under supervision of Claud
Morris, SRO exploitation manager,
the following field units have thus far
been set up, with additional appointments to follow.
Operating in the Pacific and North(Continued on page 6)

Fay

Tonight

TEN CENTS
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Building Limitations
Still On: Creedon

Only

Working

Washington, April 20.— U. S.
Housing Expediter Creedon
has emphasized that all nonhousing controls, including
the limitation on new commercial construction, are still
being enforced. Creedon said
that he is drawing attention
to their continued existence
to correct erroneous impressions that the controls have
been dropped.

Sixth

Newsreel

Promised

for May

1

of

5

on

Dissolutions
All but RKO Marking
Time on Partnerships

Is
1

Telenewsreel,
a newbow
On May 1, will
in newsreel
news Digest,
across the nation and will be
theatres
made available for feature houses
supplems.ent their preswhichentchoose
newsreelsto service
It is to be
produced by Telenews Productions,
New Lork, which is an affiliate of the
Telenews Theatre circiut. Both com-.
panies are headed by Herbert Scheftel
'An
"Telenews Digest, heralded asbeing
International Newsreel', is not
produced to compete with the existing
newsreels," Telenews exefive major
cutives state. "Rather," they explain,
"it will be used to supplement those
reels." The new reel, which will be
issued once weekly, will be made in
to Telenews Productions'
addition
way.
short subjects program, now underFor New York, the reel has been
contracted for by the entire Embassy
and Trans-Lux circuits, as well as the
Grand Central Newsreel theatre.

Of the five theatre-owning defendants in the industry anti-trust
suit, only one, RKO Radio, is making at present a determined effort
to effect
theatre partnership
tions in conformance
with thedissoluterms
of the decision handed down by the
New York Court» according to a surveyturemadeDaily.last week by Motion PicThus far, RKO has divested
itself of one partnership, appears about to consummate
another, and expects to pursue
negotiations
toward dissolution oflooking
other independent
and defendant company partnerships regardless
(Continued
on page of
6) what

Providence, April 20. — Some 600
film executives and others are expected
at the golden testimonial dinner to be
given to Edward M. Fay, nationallyknown Providence theatre owner, tomorrow night, according to the committee arranging the dinner.
Meyer Stanzler, chairman of the
committee, announced that among
those who have wired their intentions to attend are Albert M. Warner, Joseph R. Vogel, Barney Balaban,
Jack Cohn, Malcolm Kingsburg, AFL Office Union,
jeorge Schaeffer and scores of others.
Also expected to attend, Stanzler
said, are: Frank C. Walker, Eddie WB
to Open Talks
, Basil O'Connor, Gus EysDowling
sell, William F. Rodgers, Thomas J. First of several meetings with home
Herman RobNed Depinet,
Connors, (Continued
offices of major film companies in a
on page 6)
wage addrive for a "cost-of-living"
justment for office employes will get
under way here this week when the
Set Exhibitor Unit
Motion Picture Home Office Employes
Union, Local No. H-63, IATSE, will
home office execumeet with Warner will
At UJA Meet Here
start tomorrow
tives. Discussions
or Wednesday, according to the union.of
Seven contracts, including those
Quotas throughout the country are
MBarney Bala- G-M
Warner,
being generously met,Appeal
publishing
music ional,
several-Internat
andUniversal
national
ban, United Jewish
chairman, announced here Friday at companies, are being reopened for
to
Hotel wage, discussions or new ones are six
held 'at the
-meeting company
luncheon
aAstor
chairmen
to organize
be negotiated during the next
for the industry's drive to raise $2,- weeks, the local's executive board an100,000 in the Metropolitan New York
nounced last week. The board has anarea. At the meeting an independent
nounced that it will seek uniform inexhibitor committee for the New York rise of $8.
creases of 20 per cent, or a minimum
(Continued on page 6)

20th-Fox

Net

Is

,619,535 for '46
$22
Consolidated net profit of $22,619,535 for 1946 was reported by 20th
Century-Fox on Friday. This compares with consolidated net profit of
$12,746,467
Profit for for
the 1945.
final 1946 quarter was
$6,399,720, compared with $5,217,180
for the corresponding period in 1945.
The company's gross income for
1946 amounted to $190,323,173, compared with $178,211,889 in the precedyear. Current
of $103,055,004 ing
were
reported assets
as of Dec.
28 last,
and current liabilities were $33,748,750. Current assets included cash of
$34,204,561 and government securities
of $8,938,780.
In a message to stockholders accompanying the report, Spyros P. Skouras, president, reveals that the comfirst quarter of pany's
1947film rentals
showed foran the
increase
over
the corresponding period last year.
Earnings for 1946, after deducting
dividends paid on prior preferred and
convertible preferred stocks, amounted
to $7:90 per share on the common.

4 Reviews

Today

"Banjo," page 6; "Born to
Kill," "Twilight on the Rio
Grande," and "A Likely Story,"
page 7.

Motion
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Newsreel
Tradewise
By SHERWIN

Parade
KANE

THE
.disasterin in
Texas Citywithis
the subject for the benefit of the
spotlighted
all newsreels,
'IT HE assertion of this departrespective memberships of the News of the Day devoting all of its
ment last week that "the
two organizations. MPTOA,
stay of competitive bidding is a
footage to the story. Other items include the new icorld flight record,
while finding some satisfaction
complete legal safeguard in itBabe
Ruth
on vacation and Admiral
in
the
new
lease
on
life
granted
self for any company which does
Nathan Levinson, head of the
Byrd's homecoming. Complete, mmito industry arbitration, put emWarner Studio sound department, and not wish to engage in that
tents follow :
( ,
phasis on the point that the stay
Frank E. Cahill, Jr., Warner Themethod of licensing" was disputMOVIETONE, NEWSv No. 67— Disaster
of the decree does not alter the
ed as soon as it appeared in
atres'Chicago
sound director,
left here
yesterTexas City. Reynolds round-the-world
day for
to attend
the SMPE
law of the decision, which the in
print
by
several
attorneys.
flight.
Babe Ruth in Florida. Royal show
convention here.
defendants
are
bound
to
observe.
in
Sydney, Australia.
Their
contention
is
that,
as
an
•
NEWS OF THE
integral part of the New York
Allied termed the whole thingJohn G. Capstaff, head of EastDAY, No. 2SS— The'
overemphasized and the stay of Texas City blast.
Federal court decision, licensing
man Kodak's research laboratories'
competitive bidding a foregone
PARAMOU
NT
NEWS,
No. 68— Admiral
by
competitive
bidding
is
the
law
photographic department at Rochesconclusion to those familiar with Byrd comes home. Hirohito, sports fan.
ter, N. Y., has been awarded the 1946 and will continue to be the law
Vacation
until and unless it is reversed
such things. We assume that Texas
City.for Babe Ruth. Blast wrecks
"Progress Medal" of Great Britain's
the
prosecuting
attorney,
the
Royal Photographic Society.
by the Supreme Court. ThereRKO PATHE NEWS, Not 70u-Reynolds
•
government, is as familiar with blast.
fore, they claim, a defendant
round-the-world
flight. The Texas City
George Weltner, president of company which disregards comsuch things as anyone connectParamount International, and Clemed with the case but it apparpetitive bidding on the strength
UNIVERSAL, No. 31— First pictures of
ent S. Crystal, theatre department of the stay granted by the Suently, did not regard a stay of America's worst disaster in 30 years.
head, will leave England tomorrow
World flight record. Emperor Hirohito
preme Court, eventually may be
anything as a foregone conclu- goes
aboard the S.S. Queen Elisabeth, due liable in civil suits if competitive
sion. It opposed the granting of team. democratic and congratulates soccer
here April 24.
any and all stays of any part of
bidding is upheld.
•
the
to the end and beyond
It was the opinion of this dethe decree,
end.
Hank Linet, Eastern advertisingpartment, as it is of some attormanager of Universal-International,
We are constrained to wonder
neys, that competitive bidding,
N. J. Allied's 28th
left New York by plane for the Coast
whether the prominent part
Saturday night with Maurice A. having been devised by the court
AnnualMeet, June 24
Bergman, Eastern advertising-pub- as an alternative to affiliated
played
the American
Theatres by
Association
in the successful
licity director.
theatre
divorcement,
it
might
be
•
inferred that the court did not
June 24-26 have been set by Allied
fight for a stav of the decree inTheatre Owners of New Jersey for
Robert Bernhard, former booker
fluenced the MPTOA and Allied
intend to hold all other systems
reactions to the outcome of that its triple-feature, 28th annual convenfor Loew's here, has joined Film of licensing illegal. It was astion, to be held at the Ambassador
Classics' New York exchange as
sumed that this was true especialfight.
salesman.
Hotel, Atlantic City. To date, over
•
•
ly with respect to those defend200 reservations have been registered
ants which are not concerned
Walter Brooks left New York
by theatre owners in states bordering
To
many
responsible
and
imwith
theatre
divorcement,
and
on the Atlantic Seaboard, according to
yesterday for Cincinnati, Indianapolis,
partial industry figures the stay Kelley.
convention manager E. Thornton
Toledo and Columbus. He will re- those which complied with single
is of the utmost importance beturn April 27.
picture selling.
cause without it the new and
•
In addition to New Jersey Allied
•
revolutionary order decreed by convention
proceedings, sharing in the
M. A. Lightman, Sr., president of
the
New
York
court
would
have
One
legalite
who
has
no
parMalco Theatres, Memphis, is in
spotlight will be a theatre equipment
ticular concern with the probbeen immediately and universalMiami for a vacation and bridge
show, and a testimonial banquet in
lems of theatre divorcement intournament.
honor of National Allied president
ly
(in
the
industry)
the
order
of
•
sists that he regards everything
business. Any misstep, however
Kirsch.Lachman, president of New
Edward
unintentional, could result in a Jack
Martin Mark Quigley, son of Mr. in the decision to be law, comand Mrs. Martin Quigley, Jr., was
petitive bidding included.
contempt citation. The industry
lowing to the has
convention
committee
Allied,
appointed
the" fol-:
born in New York on Friday.
"I do not think it would be
surely could expect to spend a Jersey
•
Irving Dollinger, Linden; George
wise
of
me
to
advise
my
comlarge part of its time in the
Beulah Durham, of the E. V.
courthouse as it felt its way into Gold, Newark; Lee Newbury, Manaspany to ignore the considered
Dinerman advertising agency, Cincin- judgment of three eminent Fedquan ; Harry H. Lowenstein, Newan untried and complex method
ark ;Sam Frank Hammonton.
nati, is visiting in New York.
eral jurists in favor of doing
•
of doing business.
The_
United Nations'
International
Telecommunications
Department
will
things
my
way.
Knowing
that
Now, however, all threat of
Joseph Cotten and Mrs. Cotten
have left New York for an automobile if the company followed my adcontempt citations has been re- hold a conference at the Ambassador
tour of the South.
vice, it could be laying itself
moved. The industry is free to Hotel at the same time and UN dele•
gates have been invited to inspect
open to civil actions, it becomes
embark upon the new method
Allied's exhibits and attend its social
Leo Seligman, Favorite Films a matter simply of whether three
unhurriedly, sure of its ground
treasurer, will return here from Miami
functions, including the Kirsch testiexperienced Federal jurists are
and with a reasonable amount of monial.
Beach today.
wrong
and
I
am
right.
I,
for
time
in
which
to
gain
experience
•
one, am not that cocksure.
for itself and its personnel in the Networks, Writers,
Harold Rodner, Warner Brothers Therefore, I have advised our
new order. When and if that
Service Corp. executive, will return
order has been affirmed by the
Union Meet Apr. 24
to New York today from the Coast. company to make competitive
bidding available to exhibitors
The four radio networks and the
Supreme Court, the experience
who request it in any competiRadio Writers Guild will meet here on
gained
by
the
experimental
pro$5,421, $3,829 for
tive area despite the stay of the
cedure open to it now, will be of Thursday in an effort to stave off an
the utmost value in keeping in- air writers' strike by way of discuss'Duel' Debut Shows
• •
ing a new contract. The union, which
dustry trips to the courthouse at
"Duel in the Sun" grossed $5,421
decree."
a
minimum
then.
The
reactions
last
week
of
is
seeking
the script,
most part
on its opening
ownership for
of his
filed aa writer's
30-day
Rochester,
N. day
Y., atandLoew's
$3,829Theatre,
on its both Motion Picture Theatre
And if the new order is re- strike
notice on April 10.
Owners
of
America
and
Allied
opening day at Loew's State, Syracuse,
versed by the court there will
N. Y., the Selznick Releasing- Organ- States to the stay of the New
have been no fruitless upheaval
Jennie Simon Dies at 72
ization office here reports.
York decree were somewhat
in the industry, meanwhile.
Both the Rochester and Syracuse
Pittsburgh, April 20. — Jennie Siamusing
to
this
corner.
To
the
many
whom
it
most
figures exceed by approximately 15
mons, 72. mother of Jack A. Simons,
concerns that is not only impor- manager of the Center Theatre in
There was a note of deprecaper cent the opening-day grosses of
tant but extremely vital.
Hartford, has died at her home here.
tion in bulletins commenting- on
Selznick's "Gone With the Wind."
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HARRY M. WARNER, president
of Warner Brothers, has arrived
in New York from the Coast.
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Paramount
Its Cartoon

Motion
Raises
Output

Dallas, April 20. — Contrary to the
general trend toward reduction in the
output of cartoon films, Paramount is
increasing production in that field and
will release 24 cartoons next season
against 18 to be released this season,
Oscar A. Morgan, short subjects and
ne^sreel sales manager, announced at
tVOL^eekend at the first of a series of
SrWanch sales meetings which he will
conduct across the country. In 1947-48,
Paramount will release a total of 64
short subjects and the usual 104 issues
of Paramount News, Morgan said.
The company's decision to step up
production of short subjects is predicated upon a more widespread demand
for cartoon reels, Morgan explained.
He said a new series, "Screen Songs,"
featuring the "bouncing ball," is included in the new line-up. These song
cartoons, he added, will replace the
"Little Lulu" series, which will be
eliminated along with the Pal "Puppetoons."
Paramount's new season's short subject program will include also six
two-reel "Musical Parade Featurettes,"
in Technicolor ; 24 Famous Studios
Technicolor cartoons, including eight
"Noveltoons," and eight "Popeye"
cartoons ; three Jerry Fairbanks series,
including six "Popular Science," in
Magnacolor, six "Unusual Occupa
tions," also in Magnacolor, and six
"Speaking of Animals," six "Pacemakers" and 10 "Grantland Rice
Sportlights."
M. R. Clark, district manager;
Heywood Simmons, sales manager,
and members of the Dallas sales force
and booking departments were present at the meeting.
Morgan will conduct the next Paramount short subjects branch meeting
in Memphis, April 23, on Wednesday.
FM Applications in
11 Cities Delayed
Washington,
AprilCommission
20. — The Federal Communications
has
deferred action on all applications for
class B F-M stations in Cleveland,
Akron, Dayton, Springfield, O., Indianapolis, Providence, Atlanta, Mansfield, O., Baltimore, San Diego and
Springfield, Mass.
The commission said it is studying
a modification of its rules and standards covering class B F-M stations,
and if these changes are adopted, the
effect would be to increase stations in
those 11 cities. Therefore^ it announces, itwill withhold decisions on
those applications until it decides on
the nature of the changes.
1

Picture

Television
to Top
SMPE Meet Today
Chicago, Aprilconvention
20— The 61st
semi-annual
of
the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers will get underway
at the Drake Hotel here tomorrow and continue through
Friday, with late developments in motion pictures for
television the primary subLoren SMPE.
L. Ryder is presidentject.
of the

Reade

Drafts

Relations

3

Daily

Warner

Urges

Films

Hit Un-Americanism
Hollywood, April 20. — Militant intensification of the industry's fight
against un-American ideologies is
urged by Jack L. Warner, vice-president in charge of production for Warner Brothers, coupled with an announcement that a topical new film
exposing the effects of communist and
fascist influences on American democracy has been placed in work at the
Warner studio.

Civic

Project

Creation of a special department in
Walter Reade Theatres, encompassing
a public relations and advertising
campaign to stress the civic role of
theatres in the life of the community,
has been set by Walter Reade, Jr. ;
Jim Brady, Reade fieldman in the Asbury Park area, and Steve Brener,
home office advertising and publicity
chief, have been designated to map
plans which will call upon each member of the circuit to take part in the
project.
Included in the program, according
to Reade, is the establishment in each
situation of a committee of representatives bychurches of all denominations, to prepare a special trailer
which will emphasize the importance
of the church and attendance at their
respective places of worship by the
theatre audience. Through an institutional advertising program, which will
get under way immediately, Reade
added, Reade theatres will illustrate
what the theatre is doing to help each
town grow and prosper.
Plans call for cooperative selling
aids between the Reade force and local
merchants and chambers of commerce,
well as the setting up of a local
committee for charities to formulate a
system of distributing funds collected
in local theatres on a selected week
each year. Schools and community
organizations will be given the use of
theatres for special shows, he added.

Examination Granted
In ASCAP
Suit Here
Attorneys representing 164 independent theatres in New York in their
treble-damage suit against the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers were instructed by
Judge John Bright, of New York
Federal Court, to meet with ASCAP
attorneys this week to fix a date for
examination of Harry Brandt and
18,000' Television Sets
other plaintiffs. He also suggested
Made in 3 Months of '47
set a date for exWashington, April 20. — Over 18,- that the attorneys
amination ofASCAP.
000 television sets were produced during the - first three months of 1947,
according to the Radio Manufacturers U.S. Film to Star
Association. During the same period
more than 172,000 FM-AM radio sets G.I. Bill of Rights
were manufactured.
Washington, April 20. — The G. I.
Bill of Rights will star in a picture.
New Distributor To The international motion picture division of the State Department has seReissue White Film
lected itas the subject for a new film
which will trace the life of a bill from
Pearl
White,
"Serial
Queen"
of
the silent motion picture era, will its inception to its passage, according
again be seen on the screen in a re- to Herbert T. Edwards, acting chief.
vival of one of her originals, accord
Edwards also reported that State
ing to William R. Sheeky, executive Department films now also reach a
director of Grand International Pic- Mexican audience of 1,500,000 and are
tures, newly formed producing-dis seen by over 90 per cent of the countributing organization.
try's students.

The bene.wfilmed
picture,largely
"Up Until
Now,"
will
in Boston,
against the historical background of
that city's patriotic shrines, Warner
stated.and
Ronald
Reagan,
Lind-be
fors
Claude
RainsViveca
are to
starred.
Jerry Wald, producer, Delmer
Daves, director, and David Goodis,
author of the story, already have
visited Boston and arranged for location sites.
" 'Backslid' Americans, as well as
outside enemies of our free institutions, will be exposed in this story of
aat Boston
said.no "Here
Warner family,"
Brothers,Warner
we have
room
for- "backslid' Americans and 'wishywashy' concepts of Americanism. We
believe that our films must reflect positive Americanism founded on the fundamental principles of the Declaration
of Independence., our Constitution and
ourWarner
Bill of Rights."
further emphasized that
"Up Until Now" will not be a "middle ofracy.
the We road"
about
democdo notpicture
believe
democracy
has middle lanes, left detours or right
alleys," the executive said. "The great
highway of American liberty is sufficiently broad and straight for all to
travel in peace, prosperity and happi-

700 FM Stations by
Winter, Says FCC
Washington, April 20. —
FCC officials confirm the prediction made three months
ago by FCC chairman Charles
R. Denny that there would
700 FM radio stations operating in the country by next
winter. Present count shows
that there are only about 200
operating now, but 233 applications are now on file.

Warners

Trying

Sound-on-Tape

Predicting eventual adoption of
magnetic tape recording to supplant
the sound track, Nathan Levinson,
sound chief at the Warner Coast studios, disclosed at a press interview
here on Friday that his research staff
is experimenting actively to iron out
technical and mechanical problems impeding use of the tape in conjunction
with films.
More immediately, however, Warner is striving to recover its pre-war
position with respect to the standardization of sound and projection equipment, Levinson said. In order to collate the status and needs of equipment
in the Warner circuit, 12 chief engineers have been called from their respective areas to meetings beginning
in New York April 28, he disclosed.
At the same time the Warner chief
of sound revealed that he has been
conferring with Ernest Royls, Warner
sound chief in England, in order to
bring its Teddington studios up to
par, as well as the Warner Theatre
in London. Badly "blitzed" in the war,
Teddington
is expected
scale
operations
within to90resume
days. fullLevinson
said
he
will
fly
to
Chicago
Bercovici Testifies in
to attend the convention of Society of
Motion Picture Engineers which opens
His
ness." Chaplin Suit
today. Royls and other Warner
Denying the existence of a contract there
between Konrad Bercovici and Charles sound executives will accompany him.
Chaplin, Louis Frohlich, counsel for
Chaplin, opened the $5,000,000 dam- New Officers Elected
age suit brought by the writer against
the producer in New York Federal
Court on Friday with the assertion By Buffalo Variety
that Bercovici never sold any literary
Buffalo,
— Dewey
chaels of the April
Palace 20.
Theatre
here Mihas
work to Chaplin.
been
elected
chief
barker
of
Variety
Bercovici, appearing as the first
witness in his suit in connection with Club Tent No. 7. Other new officers
are : first assistant, William Dipson ;
the
writing
asserted
that ofin "The
1937 heGreat
wroteDictator,"
a scena- second assistant, Myron Gross; dough
rio on the Haymarket Riot for Chap- guy, Harry L. Berkson ; property
W. E. J. Martin.
lin, which the latter rejected, and also master,
Also : Canvasmen, Arthur Bailey,
wrote several stories purportedly for
John G. Chinell, Murray Whiteman,
Paulette
Goddard,
Chaplin'swhile
formerhe Albert Becker, Andrew Gibson and
wife.
In 1938,
he continued,
was lecturing on dictatorships, he was Richard Walsh ; national canvasman,
approached by Chaplin with a request Elmer Lux ; alternate, Robert T. Murto write a satire on dictators. Court
phy ; convention delegates, Andrew
was recessed until tomorrow when the Gibson, Harry L. Berkson, Murray
Whiteman
and Myron Gross.
picture will be shown to the judge and
jury.
Republic Signs Wilder
For Six Pictures
American Eagle to
Meet in Chicago
W. Lee Wilder, independent producer who has supplied Republic with
Hollywood, April 20. — American five moderate-budget features, has
Eagle Films' vice-president Leo F. signed a new deal with the company
McCarthy announces that the com- calling for production of six high-budget features during the next three
pany's
convention initial
will be franchise
held at theholders'
Blackstone
Hotel in Chicago on June 10 instead
Under
the original contract, Wilder
of in Hollywood as previously planned. was to make
six in the minor category,
Officers and a board of directors will years.
but the sixth film will be dispensed
be named.
with under the new arrangement.
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Ready

(Continued from page 1)
include the following: Des Moines,
today, Leo F. Wolcott and A. H.
Blank ; Minneapolis, today, at a
special luncheon of North Central Allied convention, Charles Winchell,
Harry French, Harold Field, Benny
Berger and Ted Bolnick, temporary
committeemen ; Pittsburgh, later this
week, Moe Silver and Maurice
Finkel, temporary chairmen ; Omaha,
May S, Leo F. Wolcott and A. H.
Blank, temporary chairmen ; Seattle,
May 5-8 at convention of Pacific
Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners, J. M. Hone, temporary
chairman.
These sessions will select 31 area
trustees, who will meet on May 12
with 10 distributor trustees to elect
10 trustees at large, plans a national
executive committee and officers for
theEach
foundation's
first years.
area committee
will consist of
an odd number of members, from
seven to 17, divided into a "Group
A," which will serve throughout the
first year, and a "group B," serving
throughout the first two. The "A"
members, with a majority of one over
those in the "B" class, will have twoyear terms also after the staggered
election system has been established.
The permanent area chairmen chosen
by the committees will serve for one
year, while 15 of the area trustees
selected will be replaced at the next
annual meeting — and the remaining 16
in two years — with the distinction on
this point determined by lot. After this
system has been established, all trustees will have two-year terms. Barney
Balaban is temporary steering committee chairman.
The distribution companies belonging to the Foundation likewise will
elect a chairman annually and 10 trustees biennially, with five of the latter
serving for a single year at the outset.
A majority vote of the distributor
members may, from time to time, admit new companies to the organization.
The Foundation's 41 area and distributor trustees, at their first annual
meeting, will elect 10 additional trustees to represent the industry at large.
Five of these at the outset will serve
for one year and the other five for
two,
with two-year
established
thereafter.terms for all being
The executive committee of 15 members will exercise all powers of the
board, except by-law amendments, in
the intervals between meetings. The
executive committee, of which the
president is to be a member, will work
out a schedule of regular sessions, and
special ones may be called on 48 hours'
notice by the president or any two
members, but no action may be taken
unless at least 12 are present and unless at least 10 vote in favor of the
action proposed.
BY ORDER OF
U S O CAMP SHOWS, INC.
TROOPERS — ATTENTION
A-l condition clothing, ensembles for
individuals. All types and sizes and
occasions.
At public auction, April 28th, at 10 A.M.
8 West 62nd Street
Theatrical Props, Public Address Systems,
Luggage, Etc.
Exhibition — April 21st to 26th
10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Thomas F. Burchill
Auctioneer & Appraiser
7 West 24th St., New York City
Phone: CHelsea 2-5353
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(Continued from page 1)

"Banjo"
(RKO Radio)

Hollyw-ood, April 20
FOR children surfeited with cartoon characters, this is ideal fare. There are
half-a-dozen real children in the cast, which Sharyn Moffett heads, including two small delightful youngsters designated in Lillie Hayward's screenplay
as "Genesis" and "Exodus."
As for the plot, it is simple enough, and sufficiently time-worn to have proved
its appeal. A little girl, born in the South, where with her faithful huntingdog she roams the fields all day, is sent North to the grudging care of her aunt.
Jacqueline White is given the thankless task of portraying the aunt, as unconvincing and incredible a character as ever devised by a screenwriter. After
showing herself to be sullen, bitter, hard-hearted and venomous by turns, it is
difficult to credit her sudden change of heart. The change comes when the
little girl, returning to her old plantation home, is attacked by a swamp-cat,
and her life saved by her faithful friend, the hunting-dog. Walter Reed, playing opposite Miss White, is personable, pleasant and attractively natural. Miss
Hayward, who wrote the screenplay — an excessively wordy one — also produced. Richard O. Fleischer directed.
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification. Release in
block No. 5.
Thalia Bell
Rising Costs
(Continued from page 1)
the public expects quality no matter
what is involved in the high cost of
production,
Scully declared, continuing:
"We are not only coping with a 35
per cent rise in basic and labor costs,
but we must be able to meet the cost
of personalities and properties which
continue to go up each year.
"Exhibitors must surely realize the
necessity of playing pictures with
stars and also the importance of making pictures from popular books and
plays.
"They realize this is imperative if
we are to consistently maintain high
levels of patronage.
"Pictures embracing the best ingredients are entitled to all the playing
time that the picture earns. The day
is past when an exhibitor should
not be willing to give what assistance
he can by allowing extended playing
time when the box-office warrants it."
Scully cited the extended playing
time
being that
afforded
"ThecaseEggexhibitors
and I,"
and said
in this
are only asked to give the picture the
playing time it deserves. He observed
that this highlights the fact that the
public is eager for good comedy, which
was scarce during the war period.
Scully also cited the expanded market for the J. Arthur Rank product
which the company is contemplating
to handle in the same manner as all
product produced in U-I's studio.
"We feel that exhibitors and distributors certainly have an equal stake
in the industry. It is time all of us
revert to that real spirit of showmanship which made this a great business.
Everyone connected with the showing
of a picture is obliged to get the most
out of it," he concluded.
600 at Fay Dinner
(Continued from page 1)
bins, William A. Scully, Benjamin
Kalmenson, George L. Carrington,
Abe Montague, Martin Quigley,
Red Kann, Leonard Goldenson, S. H.
Fabian, and others.
Stanzler said a special "Edward M.
Fay
Train"
willP.M.
leaveonGrand
Central
Station
at one
Monday,
the
day of the testimonial.
New Carolina Theatre
Memphis, April 20. — The Main
Theatre, a new $25,000 house, will be
opened at Russellville next Friday by
E. R. Gillett of Memphis.

NCA Meeting
(Continued from page 1)
say that Justice Reed's stay orders
"do not alter this warning."
Berger will also predict that the
U. S. Supreme Court will order complete divorcement. His report will say
that "ever-increasing" film rentals will
continue for some time to come and
it will
distributors
withgetting
"selling the charge
same horse
twice, and
apolicy
poundof of60flesh
bothpertimes"
to 70
cent with
of thea
gross on advanced admission engagements, and 40 to 50 per cent under
regular admission charges.
Scheduled appearance of Robert L.
Wright, special government prosecutor in the industry anti-trust suit, is
expected to prove a heavy draw.
Wright is scheduled to discuss the
anti-trust case at an open forum which
will also consider the various trade
practices under fire by the Minneapolis
allied unit, including local checkers
and product shortage, as well as rental costs and percentages. Ascap music
taxes and new forms of competition,
including opeji air theatres, theatres
that can be moved from one location
to another and 16mm. films are also
on the open forum agenda.
Tuesday's sessions will be highlighted byannouncement of a "moneysaving" clinic through which members
will be kept informed of weak pictures ;and discussion of national Allied's plans to tie up with sources of
new product.
UJA Meet Here
(Continued from page 1)
campaign was appointed, including
Sam Rinzler, chairman, Edward Rugoff, Harry Brandt, Julius Joelson,
S. H. Fabian, Max A. Cohen, Leo
Brecher and David Weinstock.
Balaban outlined the urgency of the
drive to the industry leaders who attended. Matthew Fox, chairman,
sketched the strategy of the campaign.
Among others who attended were :
Jack Cohn, Emil Friedlander, Leopold
Friedman, Samuel H. Friedman, Leonard Goldenson, Arthur Israel, Jr.,
Harry Kalmine, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Harry Michaelson, W. C. Michel,
Harold Rinzler, Abe Schneider,
Adolph Schimel, Sol Schwartz, Sam
Shain, J. J. Unger, Dr. Isidor Lubin,
Phil Chasin and Al Zimbalist.
All those present at the meeting
constituted themselves as chairmen of
their respective companies.

may be the outcome of the
Supreme Court appeals from
the New York decision.
However, the 150-theatre tie-up
which RKO has with Paramount is
unlikely to be dissolved this year as
the latter company has decided to keep
intact all of its partnerships until the
Supreme Court rules on the ap- ' Is
early
next year,
it is RKO
expected.
( ' e
it is unlikely
too that
will arrive
at dissolution of the three partnerships
it has with Loew's and the 10 with
Warners, solution
it efforts
appears
thatdirected
RKO's prindiswill be
cipal y atits tie-ups with independents.
Twentieth Century-Fox and RKO
recently completed a dissolution deal,
subject to Federal Court approval, on
the only theatre the two own jointly,
the Main Street in Kansas City, Mo.
But, like Loew's and Warners, 20thFox does not intend to make a concerted effort generally to effect dissolutions prior to the appeals ruling.
The New York decree allows two
years from Dec. 31, 1946, for the
divestiture of partnership holdings.
Paramount owns jointly with independents 993 theatres; Warners owns
jointly with independents 20; 20th
owns 66; Loew's 21, and RKO, 187.
Joint ownership between defendants is
as follows : Paramount and 20th, 6 ;
Paramount
and Loew's,
14; Paramount and Warners,
25; Paramount
and RKO, 150; Loew's and RKO, 3;
Loew's and Warners, 5; 20th and
RKO,- 1, and Warners and RKO, 10.
Of the theatres jointly owned with
independents, the following numbers
will not be affected by the decree,
since the defendant or co-owning independent owns less than a five per
cent interest: Paramount, 177; RKO,
32. The total theatres affected by the
dissolution provisions of the decree is
about 1,292.
Gillham Appoints 28
(Continued from page 1 )
west will be Milton Watt, Philip Lees
and Max Burcutt. Los Angeles engagements will be covered by B. A.
Babb and Morris Abrams. Dallas will
be handled by Ted Tod, George
Wood, W. G. Thompson, Herb Jennings, Julian Bowes, Allen Glenn and
Paul Blaufox.
The New York campaign, under
supervision of Ted Baldwin, will be
handled by Harry Goldberg, Jack
Berk and Francis MacNamara. Atlanta, Richmond and Washington unit
will
consist of Ralph Stitt and Sidney
M. Kain.
In New England, the following are
now engaged, under supervision of
Irwin Zeltner : Murray Lewis and
Frank Clark in Syracuse ; John McGrail, Boston, Providence, New Haven
and Springfield ; Allen Dowling, Worcester, Hartford and Norwich ; Leon
Jacobson, Bridgeport, Meriden ;
Waterbury, Tom Devane.
areAlso
Al Longo,
Rochester
; Harry
Rice,
preparing
campaigns
on "Duel"
Harrisburg and Reading; Fred Stengel, Louisville,
Evansville
and IndianapolisArthur
;
Price, Pittsburgh.
Martin Circuit Meet
Atlanta,
April
20. — Martin
and
Martin
theatres,
an affiliate
of Martin
Theatres, Columbus, Ga., will hold its
second managers' meeting in Panasoffkee, Fla., on May 5.
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Suitable

for

U. S.

Because of differences in film tastes,
only from 10 to 15 per cent of French
productions are suitable for American
audiences, according to Leo Cohen,
distributor of foreign films.
The main problem facing a distributor of imports here, he said, is the
He pointsufficient
larprpf
eyOL. that
{here showcases.
\s now a large backlog- of foreign films that would go
well here. As to the popularity of foreign pictures, he emphasized that in
many instances they run for many
months at the same house.
Something of a lessening of the
foreign product jam is now being
achieved by the fact that many more
second-run houses are beginning to
show foreign films.
Cohen will leave for Europe on
May 24, to visit France, Belgium,
Italy and Switzerland to line up proddistribution. uct for Western hemisphere
M-G-M to Combine
Actors with Cartoons
Hollywood, April 20. — Two-reel
shorts combining live action with
cartoon technique and offering name
talent will be brought out by M-G-M
next fall, with' the first starring
, Fred Quimby,
Margaret O'Brien
shorts department head, told Motion
Picture Daily.
Among the reasons for the innovation, says Quimby, is the increasing
demand for quality shorts by theatres
switching from double to single-bill
policy. Shorts affording exhibitors
established box-office names for the
marquee are regarded as more valuable in the present market than minorbudget features, according to the
studio's views.

"Born to Kill"
(RKO Radio)
WITH such principals as Lawrence Tierney, Claire Trevor and Walter
Slezak to grace the marquee, "Born to Kill should tempt patrons who
like their Tierney tough and ruthless and their Trevor captivating and cal
es m
culating. Despite the heavy-handed melodrama and apparent weakness
several departments, this Herman Schlom production should prove a strong
draw at the box-office. The picture itself is one of those affairs which winds
up with five corpses.
A divorcee, fresh from shedding one husband, Miss Trevor stumbles upon
foster-sister's
to herTierney
returnsmeets
She police,
by Tierney.
in haste
bodiesin left
two
on the
telling the
without
Francisco
San behind
mansion
only
through,
follows
Tierney
"come-on."
asis aengaged
him
at
eyes
her
blinks
way,
to Phillip Terry, her design being
to discover that Miss Trevor
a marriage into society and wealth. Tierney counters by ensnaring her innocent foster-sister, Audrey Long. The picture is then touch-and-go with Tierney
and Trevor alternately aflame with jealousy and passion up to the final
moment when an investigation by a private detective, played by Slezak, brings
the police. Only Audrey Long and Phillip Terry emerge through all the
double-dealing literally and figuratively upright.
Portrayals generally betray a tendency toward over-acting and grotesque
emphasis, perhaps to achieve over-all melodrama, while the dialogue, in spots,
appears forced and weighted by flourishes. Also in the cast are Elisha Cook,
Jr., Isabel Jewell and Esther Howard. Robert Wise directed from a scenario
Gunn.
and Richard Macaulay, based on a novel by Jamesdate,
by 'Eve Green
not set.
Running time, 92 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release
Irving Kaplan

"Twilight
on the Rio Grande"
(Republic)
(_ .
FOR Gene Autry fans in particular and Western addicts generally, Twi
light on the Rio Grande" will more than fill the bill as Autry battles his
way through a smuggling ring, solves a few murders and performs such an
impossible feat as riding onto a speeding truck with Champion, Jr., at full
tilt. The fact that this picture, directed by Frank McDonald, from an original
by Dorrell and Stuart E. McGowan, offers an action-filled sleuthing story
plus several delightful tunes, including "I Tipped My Hat and Slowly Rode
Away," which stands high in juke-box popularity, should give it wide appeal.
is found with a knife in his back in the
Steele,Autry
Bob area,
partner,
When Autry's States
Mexico-United
border
undertakes some detective work to
get at the bottom of the murder. There is more knife-throwing when Autry
becomes the straw man for Adele Mara's act but more seriously when a
suspect is silenced and also when a dagger narrowly misses the hero. It all
adds up to smuggling of jewels bought from refugees in Mexico across the
border for disposal in the U. S. Aiding the activities are : Sterling Holloway,
Charles Evans,
pal a; Mexican
Autry's as
performance
smooth, laugh-getting
in amaster-mind
insuranceas
Garralaga,
; Martin as
of the outlaws
the
investigator disguised as a poor woodchopper, and the Cass County Boys
Local Circuit Seeks
Songs include "Old Lamplighter," the title number and the aforementioned
juke-box hit, among six presented. Armand Schaefer was associate producer
City Tax Injunction
Running time, 71 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
L K
Gainesville, Fla., April 20. — Flori- April 1.
da Inland Theatres, Inc., operating
three local theatres, has filed suit in
Alachua County Circuit Court seek- "A Likely Story"
ing an injunction to restrain the city (RKO Radio)
from collecting a graduated amusement
Hollywood,- April 2
tax which became effective April _6. THERE is notable novelty of approach, unique development of story, and
some slick surprise twists in the scheme of things which accounts for a
Joined with the corporation as plaintiff in the action was J. Vernon Zier- lot of laughs within the 88 minutes of this comedy. Barbara Hale, Bill Wil
jack, Gainesville resident and tax- Hams and Sam Levene are the best names for billing purposes, but emphasi
on the laughability of the property may be utilized in advertising copy without
payer.
The tax was passed by the City hesitation. The picture figures to play better than it draws.
Commission on March 5 and imposes
Bess Taffel's script, suggested by a story by Alexander Kenedi, concerns
a three-cent levy on admissions in ex- a young veteran arriving back from the war following hospitalization, a young
cess of 25 cents but less than 50 girl arriving in New York to seek a career in art, and a glib crook arriving
cents; five cents on admissions from there after five years in the penitentiary. The three meet on a train under
50 cents to $1 and eight cents on all unusual and unusually amusing circumstances, and are drawn together again
over $1.
in New York, where the young man, mistakenly believing he has but two
weeks to live, gets the crook to get him a $50,000 insurance policy on his
life so that he can aid the struggling artist financially, from a cash advance,
Peskay Asks Dismissal
Edward J. Peskay has asked for a before death catches up with him. The plot takes many an unexpected turn,
dismissal of the $45,000 action which and a couple of expected ones, before it is all worked out satisfactorily,
Hal Roach has filed against him in delivering generous helpings of laughter the while. Others in the cast are :
New York Federal Court, claiming Dan Tobin, Nestor Paiva, Max Willenz, Henry Kuley, Robin Raymond,
that since Roach allowed a three-year Mary Young and Lanny Rees. Richard H. Berger produced for executive
lapse between the time of an allegedly producer Jack J. Gross; H. C. Potter directed.
Running time, 88 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
unauthorized reissue deal between PesWilliam R. Weavep
kay, acting for Roach, and Film Clas «lot set.
sics, the suit should be barred.
Loew's Lobo Has School
Corrects Pressbook
Leocadio Lobo, in charge of the
AMP A Invites Reynolds Col.
Columbia is circulating a correction chool
for languages maintained by
Milton Reynolds, who made the
m its pressbook for "The Guilt of Loew's International Corp., has opened
record-breaking world flight, has been Tanet
Ames,"
Rosalind
Russell-Melvyn
% Spanish school in which instruction
invited to attend the Associated Mo
Douglas feature, crediting special ma- in general conversational Spanish will
tion Picture Advertisers' 30th anniterial used by Sid Caesar in the film be available to the general public.
versary celebration in the Hotel Astor to Caesar and Allan Roberts, rather
here on Wednesday, to receive a cita- than to Roberts and Doris Fisher, as There will be special classes intended
tion.
for beginners.
stated in the pressbook.
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Pay

Tribute

Edward

Fay

Golden Anniversary Is
Observed in Providence

AMG

Gives

Film

Business

M.

Monopoly:
A. Light

Up

An agreement has been concluded
with American Military Government
officials whereby American film distribution inGermany will soon be demilitarized and turned over to the
Motion Picture Export Association, a
Berlin cable to MPEA here from Irving Maas, vice-president, discloses.
Details of the transfer, which is expected to become effective within the
next eight weeks, were worked out in
a series of conferences between Maas,
Brig. Gen. Robert A. McClure, director of AMG's information control division, and members of his staff
Maas also disclosed that complete accord had been reached
with top British Army heads
and industry representatives
for film distribution exchange
between the American and
British zones, under the terms
of the Byrnes-Bevin bizonal
pact earlier this year. The
agreement
embraces
release
(Continued
on page
3) op-

Providence, R. I., April 21. —
Show business gave top billing tonight to Edward M. Fay, Providence theatre owner and "Dean of
Rhode Island
Showmen," at a
golden testi
monial dinner
sponsored
by
the Independent
Theatre Own
ers of Rhode
Island.
A special
train from New
"York brought
mk %
top leaders in
Bt jk Ja
the film industry to be among
Edward M. Fay
the 600 persons
who crammed 4 More MPF
the spacious ballroom of the SheratonBiltmore Hotel for the testimonial to
the man who began his career as a Meetings Are
{Continued on page 6)
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Field
Held

The Motion Picture Foundation's
area organization field meetings continue to progress. Yesterday, meetings
were held at Albany, N. Y., PittsDes Moines
Minneapolisonand
burgh,
(Continued
page 6)

Single
But

By

No

TEN CENTS

Selling
Bids

to

AFL

Call

Studio

Strike

Peace

Parley

Paramount

A policy of single sales without
competitive bidding unless the bidding is ordered by another court
has been adopted by Paramount in
consequence of the U. S. Supreme
Court's order postponing operation of
of the New York Feda largeeralportion
Court's industry decree, it was
announced here yesterday by Charles
Reagan, n.vice-president in charge
M.
of distributio
Decision on the sales procedure was
made following sales and legal staff
meetings held by Reagan last week,
it was said.
Paramount will sell singly and
"upon the merits" of each licensing
situation, Reagan said.
Para.-Liberty
Blocked

Deal

by Stevens

Green Says All Twelve
Unions Agree to Meet
Washington, April 21. — The
American Federation of Labor tothe way for
opened
day apparently of
a settlement
the Hollywood
jurisdictional strike.
Federation president William Green
announced that the executive council
had instructed him to call a conference
of all unions involved in the Hollywood strike
the "very
near befuture,"
at which
thein unions
would
asked
to work out machinery to settle the
present strike and all future disputes.
Green said he would probably call
a month."
the conference
indicated
the "within
machinery
would He
be
based on the voluntary arbitration
principle.
Green revealed that on the order of
the council last February he had polled
all 12 unions involved in the dispute
as to whether they would welcome a
conference to set up such machinery
and stated that he had received favorable replies from all 12.

Hollywood, April 21. — Negotiations here for the sale of Liberty
Films, Inc., to Paramount have
broken down over the refusal of
George Stevens to agree. The possibility of a resumption of talks is not
believed remote, provided Frank A
Capra, William Wyler and Samuel J.
(Continued on page 3)

in an

Memphis, April 21. — Blanket
Industry
Urges
denials of monopoly and conspiracy Larsen
charges were made here in Federal
Court answers filed by M. A. Lightman, Sr., eight film companies and
Work
Television
other defendants in the $2,910,600 suit Speed
brought against them by neighborhood
By HAL TATE
theater owners.
800 Register for
Chicago, April 21. — Warning that
Answers of Lightman, L. and L.
the motion picture industry must act
theaters, Capitol Realty Co., Herbert
Coast Variety Meet
quickly if it is not to be relegated to
Kohn, Edwin P. Sapinsley and Mose
a minor role in television, Paul J.
(Continued on page 6)
Pre—
21.
Hollywood, April
Larsen, head of the Society of Motion
dicting an all-time attendance record for the 11th anPicture Engineers' division on television practices, disclosed here today
Variety Club's national
nual
that
a committee representing all
convention here, May 13-17,
Sen. Myers to Be
phases of the film business, currently
W. H. Lollier, chairman of th'
studying the new field, will present
registration committee, retheir findings and recommendations to
At Ampa Dinner
ported 808 registrations rethe
Motion Picture Association on
ceived, with Dallas leading
May 8.
a
with
next
Atlant
122;
with
Senator Francis J. Myers (Penna.)
In one of the opening talks of the
97 and Pittsburgh third with
will be the principal speaker at the
SMPE meeting at the Drake Hotel,
74.
20th anniversary dinner-dance of the
here, Larsen reported that the group
Welcome to the convention
Associated Motion Picture Advertishas asked for Federal Communications
was voiced in statements isers at the Hotel Astor here tomorCommission allocation for television
sued by 10 studio heads here
row night. Ampa president Rutgers
yesterday.
channels for theatres on three occaNeilson announces that Myers will
sions,(Continued
and that Ericon Johnston,
page 6) MPA
(Continued on page 6)

A

A

A

Hits
Bills

Labor

termedof "the
Condemni
e ng
destructiv
and what
punitiveit nature
the
labor legislation now pending in Conrank-and-n
700 Federatio
gress," approximately
file members
of American
of Labor unions in the motion picture
and allied entertainment field assembled at the 46th Street Theatre here
Presto callandupon
afternoon
yesterday
ident Harry
S. Truman
Congress
legislationonaimed
to defeat (Continued
page 3)at outlaw-

Wright
NCA

Talk

Men

Leaves

Dejected

Minneapolis, April 21. — Individual members of North Central Allied
expressed disappointment over the
Government's program for the indusdivorceincludes atcomplete
try,ment,which
as outlined
the independent
exhibitors'(Continued
annual onconvention
page 6) at the

2

Personal

Motion
Anglo-American
Rank

Mention
BEN BLOTCKY, manager of
Paramount's Minneapolis e x
change, this week is observing his
25th consecutive year with the company and its predecessor, Famous
Players-Lasky.
•
Lynn Farnol, Samuel Goldwyn
Productions' director of advertisingpublicity, and Ben Washer, Eastern
advertising-publicity representative, returned here yesterday
• from the Coast
Harold Dunn, PRC's assistant
sales manager, left New York yester
day for Dallas, Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
•
George A. Smith, Paramount's
Western division sales manager, returned to Los Angeles yesterday from
New York.
•
Muriel Klein of the M-G-M home
office sales department and Irving
Prager, were married here last Saturday.
•
John Whitaker, RKO Radio vicepresident, has left New York for the
Coast.
•
Terry Turner, RKO Radio exploitation manager, has left New York for
Hollywood.
•
Ray Milland arrived here yesterday from the Coast en route to
England.
•
Ike Katz, Kay Film Exchanges
executive, has been visiting Memphis
from Atlanta.
•
Bernie Lewis, Story Productions
publicist, has arrived from the Coast
for a three-week stay
• in New York

Picture
In

Absorption

London, April 21. — J. Arthur
Rank's Associated British Pictures
Corp. will absorb, effective May 3, the
production activities of his AngloAmerican Corp., and at the same time
Albion Film Productions, owned by
the Hyams brothers, whose former exhibition interests have been bought out
by Rank, will enter distribution by
acquiring physical distribution reissue
rights to Anglo-American productions
as well as reissue rights to 90 Universal Hollywood-made films.
Albion is said to have guaranteed
continuity of staff employment to the
present Anglo-American personnel.
The absorption of the Anglo-American interests is regarded here as a
blow to American producer David O.
Selznick's British interests, particularly since newly-arrived Selznick representative Milton Kramer is said to
have been depending upon AngloAmerican to handle distribution here
of "Duel in the Sun."
Breen

Hits

"Search

For
Ease,
Luxury"
Philadelp
hia, April
21.— Joseph I.
Breen, director of the Production Code
Administration in Hollywood, 'deplored this generation's "frantic search
for ease and luxury" at a dinner in the
Warwick Hotel. Breen, a native Philadelphian, was one of the speakers at
the 50th anniversary of the founding
of the Cahill Club at Roman Catholic
High School. It was attended by 150
graduates. Breen was a member of the
class of 1905.
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Meet

Order

on

in NY

Ascap
Case

2 Texas City Houses
Wrecked in Disaster
Dallas, April 21.— Details of the
extent of damage in the disaster which
leveled Texas City last week have
confirmed expectations along Film
Row here that the city's two theatres
— the Jewel and Showboat — have been
wrecked. The roof of the Jewel
has been crushed and the Showboat
has been demolished.

_ Attorneys for the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers and the group of independent
theatre operators here charging restraint-of-trade in a treble-damage
suit against Ascap will meet here today to start framing an order at the
direction of Federal Court Judge
John dismissal
Bright denying
for
of theAscap's
case. motion
Judge
Bright called for the order at a hearing last Friday.
The New York group charges unreasonable monopoly and unreasonable
discrimination against independent op- NEW YORK THEATRE
Center HALL—
RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
erators. Herbert Jacoby argued the
RONALD COLMAN in
case for Ascap on Friday and Harry
S. Bodin and Herbert J. Fabricant
represented the exhibitors.
Pre-trial examinations by both parIntroducing PEGGY CUMMINS
j'TKE ALATE
GEORGE
APLEY'
20th CenturyFox Picture
days.ties to the suit are to begin within 10
SPECTACULAR
STAGE PRESENTATION

Seller, Adams

Named

To UA Publicity Unit
Larry Beller and Caswell Adams
have been named to the staff of the
United Artists publicity department
under Tom Waller, publicity manager, in a realignment announced
here arus,yesterday
by Paul N. LazJr.
Beller will serve as Metropolitan
newspaper contact while Adams will
function as a feature writer and researcher. John Ingram, with the department for the past two years, will
handle wire services and syndicates
.
Rosellen Callahan will be in charge of
fashions and women's features for
newspapers and syndicates. T e s s
Michaels continues in charge of magazines and Lew Barasch remains as
trade paper contact.

PALACE

TRAIL
STREET
m Randolph SCOTT • Robert RYAN
Anne JEFFREYS • George "Gabby" MS
ON SCREEN

IN PERSON
Joe BESSER

In'CALIFORNIA'
TECHNICOLOR
Bobby_BREEN
arren &
RAY MILLAND
BARBARA STANWYCK BRODERICK
BARRY FITZGERALD

Breen Visiting Here
Joseph I. Breen, director of the ProLORETTA YOUNG
duction Code Administration, arrived
JOSEPH GOTTEN- ETHEL BARRYMORE
here from Philadelphia yesterday on
what he described as a "social" visit. Fox - Intermountain
He said he will return to his HollyHheVarmersVauQhter
wood headquarters on Wednesday.
William Richardson, president of
Dates
'Cheye
Sets
nne'
B'way al 49th St.
Denver,
Astor Pictures of Georgia, has reApril 21.—
First group of
Doors Open 9:30 A.M.
turned to Atlanta from a field tour.
24
day-and-d
ate
pre-releas bookings
•
A. MacCunn
Elected of Warner's "Cheyenne," toe follow
the
Don Reid, former Warners sales
May 22 world premiere in Cheyenne,
representative, has been named Flori- By Canadian Group
have been set by Fox-Intermountain
The Academy Award Picture!
Toronto, April 21. — Angus Mac- Theatres. The entire two dozen openda representative for Columbia.
•
Winner of Nine Academy Awards!
Cunn, headoffice official of Famous
ings are scheduled for Sunday, May
Maurice Bass, M-G-M salesman, Players Canadian Corp., has been 25, the circuit having deviated from
elected president of the Musical Pro- customary policy in manv of the situa
Memphis
lanta. , has been transferred to Atf THE BEST YEARS OF
tectSociety
ive _
of Canada. The or- tions in order to open the picture si
•
ganization, composed of theatres, ex- multaneously on that day.
hibitions, broadcasters and other
OUR LIVES
N. J. Colquhoun, Republic district
manager in Dallas, has been visiting music-users, reelected Col. John A. Kentucky To Fight
in Memphis.
Cooper secretary-treasurer.
•
Alan Ladd
In Person
Among the directors are George H. Percentage Films
Duke Ellington
Emerson Yorke is in Chicago from Peters, Odeon Theatres of Canada,
Gail Russell
and His Orchestra
Louisville,
Ky.,
April
21.—
The
New York to attend the SMPE meet- Arch H. Jolley, Motion Picture Thea- Kentucky Association of Theatre William Bendix
GOLDEN GATE
ing being held there
QUARTETTE
tres Association of Ontario, and W Owners is studying the problem of
• this week.
COKE
& POKE
in
Extra
R. Ostrom, Dominion Sound Equip- percentage pictures, with some mem"Calcutta"
ments, Ltd.
Arthur Loew, Loew's InternaA Paramount Picture BUCK & BUBBLES
bers
suggesting
organizing
so
thortional president, has returned to New
Midnight feature nightly.
oughly that no owner in the state
York from Europe.
would buy pictures on a percentage PARAMOUNT — TIMES SQUARE
Cartoonists Charge
basis. Others have suggested sponsorIN
John Whitaker, RKO Radio
tice. ing state legislation to curb the pracvice-president, has arrived in Holly- Terrytoon Lockout
wood from New York.
CHARLES CHAPLIN
Terrytoons, producer of animated
•
cartoons, locked cartoonists out of its
Harold Dunn, assistant PRC sales New Rochelle plant yesterday morning White in Theatre Deal
"MONSIEUR VERDOUX"
manager, left New York for Dallas after two years of negotiations with
AwillMotion
Picture you!
that
Arthur White has acquired a 50 per
STARTLE
last night.
Screen Cartoonists Local No. 1461, cent interest in the Pickwick Theatre
•
Released
thru
United
Artists
AFL, the union charges.
at Greenwich, Conn., from the CrestShirley Temple will observe her
Company executives could not be wood Amusement Co. Edward Peskay
reached for comment.
19th birthday tomorrow.
BROADWAY THEATRE "'^J
operates.
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Expect Defeat for
Coast Labor Bill
Sacramento, Cal., April 21. —
Passage of the secondary
boycott (Hot Cargo) bill in
the Senate recently by a
vote of five to one, which
would banish strikes and secondary boycotts from the
California industrial scene,
now moves over to the Assembly for consideration.
This measure, one of the
most controversial on the
state roster this session, is
expected to be voted down in
the Assembly, which leans
heavily towards labor.

Daily

Bogeaus Forms Unit
With Ida Lupino

3

Memphis
Censor
Cuts One, Bans Two
Memphis, April 21. — The Memphis
Board of Censors has announced that
The Macomber Affair" has been
trimmed severely, following which
Loew's Palace Theatre declared that
the booking had been cancelled.
At the same time the board banned
ltogether two other films, "Destry
Rides Again" and "When the Daltons
Rode," which the Palace had planned
to show as a double feature. Both
films had been shown years ago in
Memphis.

Arcadia Productions has been
formed by Benedict Bogeaus in association with Ida Lupino to make one
picture a year for three to five years
starring nounces
Misshere.Lupino,
Bogeaus
The first
is to an-be
'Early Autumn," based on the Louis
Bromfield novel, to go into production on June 15. The new company
fits into the corporate pattern of
Benedict Bogeaus Productions which
has two additional pictures coming up
AMG To Demilitarize
this
lease. year, all for United Artists re(Continued from page 1)
Carl Leserman, executive vice-preserations in more than 2,000
ident of Benedict Bogeaus Productions, states he will leave here in the
theatresbinedrepresenting
the comoutlets in the American
summer for England on sales matters,
and
British
zones.
New Clearance Case possibly including the establishment of
an office in London. Bogeaus may
The transfer of controls to MPEA
will mark the complete divorcement of
may make a picture in England.
?iled in Cleveland
AMG from film activities in the
American zone. While AMG will
AAAA
Protest
still exercise censorship on subjects reCleveland, April 21. — A new case
has been filed here with the industry
leased, MPEA will otherwise operate
{Continued from page 1)
ith full and unrestricted commercial
arbitration tribunal by R. A. Momm,
license
as it now does in Austria.
operating the Ohio Theatre in Lou ing industry-wide and nationwide bar
British representatives who attended
denville, against M-G-M. Asserting gaining or the closed shop.
that clearance of seven days favoring
Convened by the legislative commit the interzonal phases of the Berlin
Ashland and Mansfield, both in Ohio, tee of the Associated Actors and Art confabs included Michael L. G. Balover Loudenville is unreasonable, istes of America, which is the parent
four,Services
director Control
of the British
Information
Commission;
A.
Momm does not indicate the relief he union of 13 constituent organizations
industries, the F. C. Brown of the London Control
eeks. His theatre, he adds, can play in the amusement
Office, FGT Rainbow of the Control
M-G-M product 35 days after their unions' members also declared in their Commission
for Germany ; M. Gumpel
availability.
resolution that the "Four A's" would of ABC Pathe,
London, and R. S.
He declares further that clearances "welcome any attempts to remedy in
president of the British
granted by Paramount, Warner, 20th equities and abuses which may have Bromhead,
under present legislation Commonwealth Film Corp.
Century-Fox and RKO Radio to the developed
Ohio Theatre is seven days after but will vigorously oppose any attempt
During
the past of
week,
Maas wasgiven
feted at a number
gatherings
to enact new legislation which will
Mansfield, irrespective of Ashland.
make impossible the legitimate func in his honor. First of these was a
luncheon for Maas by Balfour, held at
tioning
labor
the
attackof was
H.R.unions."
3020, theTarget
Hartleyof the Embassy Club in the British secTheatre Equipment
bill, which seeks to make unlawful
tor, attended by all British film ofStill Scarce: Neu
industrywide negotiations and other
ficers in Germany, and London indus/. C. Nugent, 69,
Chicago, April 21. — Oscar Neu; so-called abuses nurtured under the
try representatives. He was also guest
National Labor Relations Act.
president
of
the
Theatre
Equipment
at
a
dinner
given by Gen. McClure.
Dies in New York
Speakers at the rally, which Law Later in the week, Maas was host at
Supply and Manufacturers Associa
J. C. Nugent, 69, veteran actor and tion, said today, following a week rence Tibbett, chairman of the meet
dinner held at the AMG officers'
playwright and father of screen actor end meeting of his board of directors ing and president of the American aMess
in Berlin for key civilian memElliott Nugent, died suddenly yester here, that there is still a tremendous Guild of Musical Artists, emphasized
of AMG's headquarters and
day at the Lambs Club, here. Born shortage of theatre equipment and that was not a political meeting, included branch bersorganizations.
In toasting the
in Niles, O., on April 6, 1878, Nugent companies are months behind in or Paul Dullzell, president of the Four
occasion,
Maas
said
:
"I
consider this
went to Hollywood in 1929 in the ders.
A's and representing Actor's Equity an historic event, as it marks the first
triple capacity of actor, author and
The lack of steel and castings i: Senator Gleu H. Taylor of Idaho time in a decade that film men in Gerdirector for M-G-M.
He appeared in
many have been able to meet and disEasternActors
legal representacausing hardships on theatre equip- Henrytive ofJaffe,
the Screen
Guild and
numerous films, among them "A Star
cuss their business without the domment manufacturers, Neu said, par- counsel for
AGMA and the American
Is Born," "This Is My Affair," "It'
ticularly since many new theatres are Federation of
of the unlikely
Reichsfilmkammer."
Radio Artists ; Clayton
It is inationnot
that several of
All Yours," and "Give Me a Sailor. being built.
The elder Nugent and his son colCollier, AFRA president, and James the more experienced personnel who
laborated on a number of plays.
C. Quinn, secretary of the Central had been operating in Berlin and
Funeral services will be held at the Harris Is Named by
Trades and Labor Council, AFL, of key city branches under AMG will
Frank E. Campbell Funeral Church,
Greater New York. Also said to sup
Wil-Kin in Charlotte port the objective of the meeting was switch over to MPEA in similar cahere, tomorrow noon.
pacitiesthe MPEA
when the transfer
fective,
says. becomes efCharlotte, April 21. — Frank the International Brotherhood of Elec
Harris has been named branch man trical Workers local, Local No.
Gueringer Dies in
ager of the Wil-Kin Theater Supply of the Musicians' union, and stage
Co. office here, by S. B. Vandalden of hands' local No. 1 of the IATSE.
Para.-Liberty Deal
New Orleans at 61
Atlanta, general sales manager,
(Continued from page 1)
New Orleans, April 21. — William Harris will succeed William P. White
Chicago,
April
21.
—
Unanimously
H. Gueringer, 61, widely known re who resigned recently.
adopting a resolution protesting legis Briskin can persuade Stevens to join
tired theatre executive, died Sunday
lative efforts to "crush labor" and as them under a four-way agreement stipat his residence here following a brief Woods Elected in Utah
serting that they will continue their
ulating that Liberty may not be sold
illness. Funeral services were held
to protect gains labor has made unless it is uniformly agreed.
Salt
Lake
City,
April
21.
—
C.
this afternoon. Survivors are the Clare Woods, district manager of efforts
300 ■ members representing all enter
Stevens should join Leo McCarey
widow, nee Stella Cox and a sister Intermountain Theatres, Inc., has tainment unions met at the Selwyn in IfRainbow
Production, however, the
Mrs. Bert Weaver.
Theatre
here
today
to
express
inten
elected president of the Salt Lake
Pallbearers were : E. V. Richards been
sale
of
the
former's
interest in Libtions
of
recording
their
sentiments
Motion Picture Club.
with individual Senators and Con
Maurice F. Barr, G. J. Dureau, Leo
erty, making a Stevens-MacCarey
Association possible, would then perHirseh, Herbert Benson and L. C Dillenback Dies at 60
mit resumption of the Paramount deal
gressmen.
Montgomery.
Represented at the meeting were_
Funeral services will be held to- Actors Equity, Chorus Equity, Ameri and perhaps hasten its completion.
morrow afternoon for Arthur O. Dil- can Federation of Radio Artists, RaStevens' objection to Liberty's sale,
Horace Hougland, 46
lenback, 60, motion picture editor
dio Writers Guild, Radio Directors which earlier was practically closed
New Orleans, April 21. — Horace of Household Magazine. Dillenback, Guild, American Guild of Variety Art with M-G-M, stems from his desire to
John Hougland, 46, former theatre who has also been connected with ists, American Guild of Musical Art remain an independent producer.
manager here and in Hattiesburg PIC and an industry veteran, died of ists, International Brotherhood of
Liberty's assets, including services
Miss., and Beaumont, Texas, wa a heart attack here yesterday. Ser- Electrical Workers, and the National of its producers and Briskifl, who
would
join the Paramount studio
killed in a highway accident near he
vices will be conducted at the Fair- Association of Broadcasting Engineer staff, involves
$5,000,000.
child Funeral Parlor, Manhasset, L. I. and Technicians.
on Friday.

Atlantic City, N. J., April 21.—
Resort motion picture theatres will be
subject to a three per cent tax on admission fees within the next six weeks.
A "luxury tax" act has been adopted
by the New Jersey Legislature and
became a law without Gov. Driscoll's
signature over the weekend. It provides for a tax on all amusements,
hotel bills, liquor and a two-cent per
k tax on cigarettes.
,r» ileal communities of the resort
voiiety only can apply the act after a
local referendum. Thus Atlantic City
is expected to be the only community
in the state affected. The local referendum may come on June 3, after
which the tax can be levied. There is
no doubt but that it will be approved
without a local fight, as it is backed
by the powerful Republican party here
controlled by State Senator Frank S.
Farley, who pushed the act through
the Legislature against the theatre
men and taxpayers' association.
Compromise Seen
On 3% Ohio Tax
Columbus, O., April 21. — Compromise on the controversial proposal to
repeal the
admission taxstate's
is seen three
here per
aftercent
reports
of growing sentiment among the 23member House taxation committee for
recommendation that the state continue to collect the tax and then distribute itto subdivisions of its origin.
At the last meeting of the committee, although there was no quorum
present, a large majority of those attending were citing reasons why the
state should not get out of the admis
sion tax field.
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Tribute

to Fay

(Continued from page 1)
boy violinist, playing solos at church
concerts.
At 20, he was directing the B. F.
Keith Theatre orchestra in Providence, and leading his own orchestra
at society functions at Newport and
Narragansett Pier. It was not until
1916 that he took over the. old Union
Theatre and renamed it Fay's.
Later, he opened another house in
Rochester, N. Y., and a theatre in
Philadelphia in 1919. In 1926, a $1,000,000 deal brought him .control of
five more Providence theatres.
That Providence was the first city
in the country to get talking pictures
at popular prices was another feather
in the Fay cap. It was Fay who
turned over a certified check for $20,000, plus a 10-cent weekly service
charge for every seat in the Majestic
Theatre, to bring sound films to the
city for their popular priced theatre
initial showing, on Christmas Day,
1926.
Tonight, his exploits in the show
world were extolled and his contributions in the world of civic enterprise
were saluted not only by his fellow
showmen, but by state leaders
Gov. John O. Pastore of Rhode Island headed a list of speakers who
tipped their oratorical hats to Fay.
The list included former Postmaster
General Frank C. Walker, Basil
O'Connor, chairman of the American
Red Cross and president of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis ;the Rev. Frederick C. Foley, OP,
president of Providence College, who
offered invocation ; Mayor Dennis J.
Roberts, and Ben W. Brown, professor of Dramatics at Brown University. Former Federal Judge Ira
Lloyd Letts was toastmaster.
Fay was given a wall clock by the
exhibitors of the ITO and another
gift by Palestine Shrine.
Invited to the head table with the
speakers were : Colvin W. Brown, director of General Aniline and Film
Corporation ; George L. Carrington,
president of Altec ; Jack Cohn, Columbia ;James E. Dooley, Narragansett
Racing Association ; Eddie Dowling,
actor-producer ; Gus Eyssell, Radio
City Music Hall ; Simon H. Fabian,
American Theatres Association ; Judge
John P. HarUgan, Federal district
court; Benjamin Kalmenson, Warner
Brothers ; Malcom Kingsberg, RKO
a ■ a ■ ■

!"PREVIEW ROOM" ■
I ... will really SELL 1
your picture. 1
I
I Fully equipped for 35MM,
I 16MM, and Slide Projection.
Cocktail parties, luncheons
and dinners served in this verI satile room — setting a gay
I mood for a favorable reaction
to your film.
' MADISON AVENUE at 54th St.
>
New York, N. Y.
, Tel.: PL. 5-3400 Michael J. MeGrath, Mgr.
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Theatres ; Judge John C. Mahoney,
Larsen Television
U. S. District Court ; Abe Montague, Says No Monopoly
Columbia Pictures, Inc. ; Edward
(Continued from page 1)
Morey, Monogram ; Dr. Joseph C.
(Continued from page 1)
O'Connell
;
Herman
Robbins,
National
Screen Service.
president; Donald Nelson, president
McCord, were filed by attorneys Wil- of
the Society of Independent Motion
liam
Goodman
and
Herbert
Glazer.
Also : William F. Rodgers, Loew's ;
Picture Producers, and RKO Radio
George J. Schaefer, Enterprise PicKohn's answer stated that he was
applied for the same fretures; Sol A. Schwartz, RKO Thea- improperly made a defendant, that he have nowquencies
recommended by SMPP.
tres ;William A. Scully, Universal- has no interest in L. and L., that he
Orton
H.
Hicks, a director of
International ; Meyer Stanzler, Inde- is an employee of Malco., Inc., and
pendent Theatre Owners of Rhode owns a small portion of Malco stock, Loew's International Corp., discussed
16mm. films for overseas use, pointIn each answer it was stated that
Island
;
Joseph
R. IATSE;
Vogel, Loew's
ing out the importance of overseas
Richard F. Walsh,
Albert ; "damages
accrued
prior to August 22, markets to the industry, to the national
Warner, Warner Brothers ; Earl C.
1943
are
barred
by
the
Tennessee
economy and to national security.
Whelden, past potentate of Palestine
Statute of Limitations." The plaintiffs
Shrine; Judge Philip C. Joslin.
charged that the conspiracy has been tion
Hickspicture
said that
40 per
cent of \• "
revenue
is derived
An added guest was George M. Co- in effect since some time prior to 1930. overseas
markets and that if any part
of Fay's
The answers repeatedly denied that of it is lost domestic admission prices
Georgehan, Jr.,
M. son
Cohan.
George,oldJr.,friend,
made
would have to be increased or the
Lightman
"dominates
his
vaudeville
debut last
at Fay'sof each of these
companiesandandcontrols
deter quality of product reduced.
Theatre,
and earned
the week
distinction
mines their policies and puts them into
The development of a special 16mm.
beingan the
held Fay
over took
at Fay's
effect," the allegation being with re projection and sound installation for
for
extraonlyweekact since
over gard
to L. and L., Capitol Realty and the "theatre on rails," introduced rethe theatre in 1916.
Malco.
cently by the Chesapeake and Ohio
The committee which arranged the
It was also denied that either Kohn Railway, was the subject of a paper
testimonial included Stanzler, general
or W. P. Zerilla are patrners in L. by John G. Bitel, of the Comprehenchairman ; Fred Greene, Chester Cur- and
L., which operates the Lamar,
sive Service Corp., New York. Medirie, Henry Annotti, Joseph L. Carrolo, Linden
Circle, Memphian, Capitol,
cal and surgical studies through films
Albert Clarke, Pat Crawley, William
Rialto. Violation of the Clay- were the subject of two papers, one
Dietch, Ray Feeley, Jack Findlay, Al- Joy tonandand Sherman
was denied, and presented by Mervin W. LaRue, Sr.,
bert Gould, Walton Harmon, Harry it was stated that acts
the theaters involved of Chicago, and Mervin W. LaRue,
Horgan, Ed Reed, Len Richter, Ted are not in interstate
commerce, since Jr., of Bell and Howell, and the other
Rosenblatt, Maurice Safner, Mel SafDr. Paul H. Holinger and J. D.
of film prints from ex- by
ner, Henry Sperling, Russ Stapleton, no shipment
change to exhibitor croses the state Brubaker of Chicago.
Joseph Stanzler, Charles Tobey, Hen- lines insofar as the defendants are conry Tobin, Jack Toohey, Martin cerned.
Other papers presented at today's
Toohey, Lon Vail, Jack Carroll,
afternoon session were : "A MicroLightman
also
denied
that
he
and
Joseph DiPesa, Charles Kurtzman and
phone Tilting Device," by B. H. DenParamount Pictures, another of the
Art Moger.
R. J. Carr of Paramount ; "A
defendants, operate the Malco Theater Newny andSound
Slidefilm Projector," by
J.
McWilliams
Stone, of Operadio
through Malco, Inc., or that he and
Paramount
together
own
any
stock
of
Wright Talk
Manufacturing Co. ; "Callier 'Q' of
Malco Theaters, Inc. He said that Various
Motion Picture Emulsions,"
(Continued from page 1)
Malco, Inc., operates the theater, and by John Streiffert, of Kodak Research
he as president "uses his own best Laboratories ; "Remote Control and
Nicollet Hotel here today by Robert judgment and makes decisions for that Automatic Focusing of Lenses," by H.
L. Wright, special prosecutor in the company from the sole standpoint and C. Silent, Glendale, Cal. ; and "Elimiin furtherance of the interests of
film monopoly suit.
nation of the Fire Hazard of Projectors Using Nitrate Film," by Lloyd
Wright was charged with being
Mannon,
of the Control Engineering
It was stated that clearance granted
"cagey" and "extremely cautious" by by
Malco,
Inc."
distribution
companies whereby Corp., San Francisco.
exhibitors
after
prosecutor's
ad- some theaters get to exhibit pictures
dress, which
was the
closed
to the press.
before others, was in most cases in MPF Meetings
Several small-town exhibitors re(Continued from page 1)
practice "before the plaintiffs built
marked that the Government "fails their
theaters and proceeded to try to
utterly" to grasp the problem of the take away the business and goodwill for the purpose of selecting committeemen which in turn are reauired to
small exhibitor, and the Government's of defendant theaters that were already
plan to regulate the industry suffered erected and in operation and adequate- elect their own area trustee.
badly at the hands of questioners
At the Albany meeting, S. H. Fabiwhen Wright told them bluntly that
Answer
ly serving oftheParamount
public." Pictures was
an, head of Fabian Theatres, was
"the Government program cannot filed with the Federal Court clerk by elected trustee for the area, and S. U.
Lowell
W.
Taylor.
The
seven
other
Ullman, upstate general manager of
guarantee protection" against wild-cat
competition caused by competitive bid- answers were prepared by Frank Fabian, was elected general chairman
of
the executive committee. Named
ding and large-scale production.
Glankler, counsel for Columbia, Unito the area committee were : Louis W.
With the exception of NCA execuversal,
20th
Century-Fox,
•
Loew's,
tives, itwas the consensus of opinion Warner Brothers, United Artists and Schine, C. J. Latta, Herman Ripps,
Edward Ruff, Leonard Rosenthal,
that small-town exhibitors were "let RKO-Radio. All of the answers denied Howard
Goldstein, Henry Harris,
in any conspiracy to furdown." by Wright's failure to point up participation
ther
the
interests
of
any
group
of
John Sauerborn, Charles McCarthy,
a bright picture for the future of the
theater operators to the disadvantage Arthur Newman, Fred Sliter, Charles
small theatre. •
of another.
A. Smakwitz, Neil Hellman, William
Each took exception to Judge Smalley and Guy Graves. Leonard
Boyd's decision of last February that Goldenson, president of Paramount
Ampa Dinner
the case would be tried as a single Theatres Service Corp., was the prin(Continued from page 1)
suit. They claimed that their various
cipal speaker at the meeting.
Nine members of the 17 ultimately
cases would be "prejudiced" unless
discuss a subject of national impor- separate trials were held. Loew's an- to constitute the panel of the Foundatance.
swer maintained that all clearances by
tion for the Kansas City area were
Eugene Thomas, president of the that distributor in Memphis have been elected at a meeting there at the Hotel Muehlenbach. These nine are
Advertising Club of New York, will "reasonable." United Artists contends
address the dinner on the ability of that it has "acted independently of all scheduled to select eight more. The
advertising to meet the challenge of other persons, firms and organizations completed panel, which will meet later,
new developments, such as television. at all times in making contracts."
will elect a chairman and a representaThe plaintiffs are : Chalmers Collins,
tive to the national meeting May 12.
Loew vice-president Howard Dietz
At the Kansas City organization
will be member-guest master-of-cere- Nate Evans and Edward Cullins, opermonies at the affair and Neilson will
ating the Idlewild Theater; Kemmons meeting, Edward G. Zorn, recently
preside. Other dais guests will include Wilson, Mrs. Ruby L. Wilson and named chairman of the Chicago area
Charles R. Denny, Jr., chairman of Louie A. Weaver, operators of Air- committee, was the principal speaker.
ways Theater ; Augustine J. Clanciola Jules Benedic presided. The nine comthe Federal Communications Commismitteemen already selected for the
sion Will
;
H. Hays, Barney Balaban, and Agnes M. Clanciola, Luciann
Ned E. Depinet, Jack Cohn, James Theater; James West, Hollywood Kansas City area are : Arthur Cole,
R. Grainger, Charles Prutzman, Ed- Theater; E. R. Gillette, Bristol The- Sam Abend, J. A. Becker, Felix
ward Morey, William J. German,
ater ;Mrs. Lebora Clanciota, execu- Snow, M. B. Cohn, Benedic, C. A.
trix of the estate of M. Clanciola, Schultz, R. R. Biechele and R. F.
Lloyd L. Lind, Francis S. Harmon,
Rosemary Theater.
Fred Schwartz, Jack Levin.
Withers.
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Ist-Run

Grosses
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) —TOWN (1,450) (Advanced
pic- admission
d
estimate
are
OWING
rpOLL
prices: 75c-$1.25) 5th week. Gross:
Hire grosses, exclusive of Federal
(Average at regular admission
ents in key $20,000.
prices
of
35c
-65c: $14,000)
New York first-run income for the tax jor current engagem
as reported by Motion Picture THE DEVIL THUMBS A RIDE (RKO
most part came tumbling down this cities
ndents.
Daily
correspo
Radio)—
HIPPODROME
(2,205) (29c-37cweek with many Broadway showmen
50c-59c).
With a$17,500)
stage show. Gross: $17,COO.
(Average:
in agreement on reasons for the deTHE RED HOUSE (UA)-MAVFAIR (1,cline, stating
a so-called
"leveling more
off" CINCINNATI
000)
(21c-29c-45c)
of peak
business
as becoming
(Average:
$5,500) 3rd week. Gross: $5,000.
and more in evidence. Additionally,
I
LIVE
AS
I PLEASE (Superfklms) — LITo and orchestra headGuy
(328) (29c-37c-56c)
they point to the fact that the tail end
$3,000) 2nd week. Gross:
RKO Albee stage show, plus $2,750.TLE (Average:
ing theLombard
o( a lengthy run is not likely to bring "Calendar Girl" on the screen is head- MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA)— VALENCIAends)(1,466)
(29c-36c-46c-54c,
and 56c
week^Widr-grosses
2nd week.
Gross: $5,000.
(Average:
mostly).(holdovers are being ofing for a high figure, while "Boomof "The $4,500)
week
third
the
and
erang"
Among the exceptions, "The
I" are well in the upper
Macomber Affair" is strictly in the Egg and The
weather is warm. Esbig-time money bracket at the Globe, brackets.timated
reecipts for the week ending ATLANTA
while "Smash-Up" continues strong
22-25 : GIRL. (Rep.)— RKO ALBEE
CALENDAR
at the Capitol and the Astor's "Best April
Atlanta's first-runs registered much
Guy
Years of Our Lives" still runs high.
(55c-65c-75c-85c-95c).
(3,300;)
and Royal Canadians,Stage:
plus acts. better than the past few weeks. The
"Macomber" gave the Globe about Lombardo
Gross:
$39,000.
(Average:
$30,000)
weather was also good. Estimated
$20,000 over Saturday and Sunday, in- THE BEST YEARS OF OUR UVES receipts
for the week ending April 20 :
dicating ahuge $45,000 for the initial (RKO Radio)— RKO CAPITOL (2,000) (Ad
THE SAILOR (RKO Radio)—
admission prices 90c-$l. 40-$1.50) 6th SINBAD
week. The second week of "Smash- vanced
FOX
(4,661)
(30c-50c). Gross: $14,500. (Avweek. Gross: $10,000. (Average at regular
erage:
$13,000)
Up," with Xavier Cugat's orchestra, admission prices of 5Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c;
at the Capitol, is good for a big $82,- $10,000)
DOLL (U-I)— PARATRAIL (PRC) and MAGNIFICENT
(2.447) (30c-50c). Gross: $8,600.
000,
and "Best
Years"
to bring TUMBLEWEED
(Average: MOUNT
$8,300)
THREE ON A TICKET (PRC) RKO
the Astor
$36,000
in a figures
22nd week.
days. SONG
OF SCHEHERAZADE (U-I)—
FAMILY $1,700.(1.000)(Average:
(30c-40c-50c)
Gross:
$1,600) 4
Chaplin Drop Beneficial
ROXY (2,446)
'week, $5,900.
on a
from (30c-50c)
the Fox.2nd Gross:
ROLLING
HOME
(Screen Guild) and moveover
A drop in admission scales at the HOP ALONG CASSIDY RETURNS (Harry (Average: $5,600)
Sherman Prod.)-RKO FAMILY (1,000) IT SHOULDN'T HAPPEN TO A DOG
(2Cth-Fox) and CITY WITHOUT MEN
Broadway proved beneficial to "Mon- (30c-40c-50c)
age: $1,100) 3 days. Gross: $1,100. (Aver- (CoL reissue)— CAPITAL (2.446) (30c-44c).
sieur
Verdoux."
Business
picked
up
last week following a price decline BOOMERANG (20th- Fox)— RKO GRAND Gross: $6,000. (Average: $5,200)
OF GRASS (M-G-M)— LOEW'S
from $1.80 to $1.50. The theatre 000.
(1,500)(Average:
(50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-7Sc).
Gross: $14,- THE SEA (2,454)
$8,CO0)
(Average: $15,000) (30c-50c). Gross: $14,250.
wound up its first week with about THE EGG AND 1 (U-I)— KEITH'S (1,500) GRAND
$33,000, exclusive of the opening (50c-55c-60c-70c) 3rd week. Gross: $14,000.
(Average: $7,500)
night's take, and going into a second PURSUED (WB)-RKO LYRIC (1,400) TORONTO
week, drew an estimated $15,000 on (50c-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c) 3rd week, on a
Saturday and Sunday.
moveover from two weeks at the Grand.
$4,000. (Average: $5,000)
"The Farmer's Daughter" is hold- Gross:
Two Toronto first-runs were in the
STREET (RKO Radio)— RKO
ing a brisk pace at the Rivoli where TRAIL
PALACE$13,000.
(2,700)
(5Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c).
fifth two
week withalso
"Thehad Jolson
Story,"
Gross:
(Average:
$15,000)
aview.
fifth With
week's$28,000
gross of
$38,000
is
in
and
holdovers,
all
evident for the CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (20th-Fox) of which others
meant that steady business
-RKO
SHUBERT
(2,150)
(5Oc-55c-60c-65cthird week of "The Two Mrs. Car- 70c-75c) 2nd week, on a moveover from the prevailed despite the belated coming
Albee. Gross: $3,500. (Average: $5,000) of spring weather. Hockey playoffs
rolls"
at the forHollywood,
much room
complaint. there is not
were still counting as chief opposition.
"Stallion Road," with Cab Callo- BALTIMORE
Estimated receipts for the week endway's orchestra is experiencing a fairly healthy third week, estimated to run
April 24 : HEART (British)— CAPI
THE ingCAPTIVE
to $44,000. "Alexander's Ragtime
"The Best Years of Our Lives" and TOL (1,115) (15c-25c-35c-50c) 6 days. Gross
(Average: $5,000)
Band," with a stage show was slug- "The Sea of Grass" appear to be $4,800.
JOLSON STORY (Col.) — EG LIN TON
gish in its return engagement at the- drawing the big crowds. Less impor- THE
(1,086)
(20c-25c-35c-45c-60c) 6 days, 5th
Roxy where the income for the onetant shows are doing just about aver- week. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $7,800)
week run is placed at only $50,000.
DECEPTION
(WB) — IMPERIAL (3,373,)
age, despite perfect weather. Some (18c-30c:42c-60c-90c)
6 days. Gross: $16,minor
competition
might
be
attributed
"Homestretch"
will
follow,
beginning
800.
(Average:
$14,300)
tomorrow.
to the new season's baseball opening. THE
MACOMBER
AFFAIR (UA)Estimated receipts for the week ending LOEW'S (2,074) (20c-35c-45c-6Cc-78c) i
'Egg' Following 'Apley*
days,
2nd
week.
Gross:
$11,800. (Average
April 24:
000) SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— CEN- $13,800)
"The Egg and I" comes to the Mu- THE
13
RUE
MADELEINE
(20th-Fox)(29c-37c-46c-54c. and 56c
sic Hall on Thursday following "The weekends).TURY (3,000)
(2,480) (Average:
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
6 days
Gross: $26,500. (Average: $14,- SHEA'S
Gross:
$17,300.
$14,800)
Late George
Apley."
Thethrough
latter
brought
in $70,500
Thursday
SONG
OF SCHEHERAZADE
(U-I) — THE JOLSON STORY (Cel.)— TIYOLI
(1,434)Gross:
(20c-25c-35c-45c-60c)
days. 5th
Sunday and will conclude its fifth and KEITH'S (2,406) (29c -37c -44c -50c). Gross: week.
$8,800. (Average:6 $9,500)
(Average: $12,000)
final week with $106,500, which is $14,000.
THE EGG AND I (U-I) — UPTOWN (2,761)
ALEXANDER'S
RAGTIME
BAND
(20thabout fair.
(20c-35c-45c-6Oc-9Oc) 6 days, 3rd week
Fox reissue)— NEW (1,800) (28c-40c-50c-58c). Gross:
$10,900. (Average: $11,400)
Gross: $12,000. (Average: $12,000)
"Fear
in
the
Night"
is
considerably
THE
HEART (British) — VIC
off in a week at the Rialto, estimated THAT WAY WITH WOMEN (WB)— TORIACAPTIVE
(1,240)(Average:
(15c-25c-35c-50c)
STANLEY
(3.280)
(29c-47c-50c-58c).
Gross:
Gross:
$7,000.
$6,800) 6 days
at $6,500; it will be replaced on Fri- $10,000. (Average: $16,500)
day by "Untamed Fury.'" A second
closed here yesterday.
week's gross of $20,000 is seen for another week's stay. Thus the film be"Trail Street" at the Palace, and that
In the past four-dav weekend,
comes the first "Tarzan" yarn to play
might have been better, too.
four weeks at a Xew York first-run.
grossed
$28,088"
at asLoew's
Theatre in
Rochester.
X. Y.,
com"My favorite Brunette," with Jim- At the Victoria, "The Adventuress" "Duel"
my
Dorsey's
orchestra,
is
having
a
litprobably
will
gross
about
$11,000,
pared with $20,870 for "Gone With
tle trouble getting by its fifth and final close to average, for a third week.
the Wind" for the same period. At
week at the Paramount, which prom"The Jolson Story," which first stirred Loew's in Syracuse, "Duel" regisised to bring $67,000. The show went considerable
box-office
excitement
at
over very big in previous weeks.
tered $19,655 while "Wind" tallied
the Music
Hall,7. will open at the Vic- $17,866. Both houses will hold the
"Buck
Privates
Come
Home"
in
a
toria
on
May
production
for a second week.
second week at the Winter Garden
should bring in about $17,500, while
Release Film on Russia
"Time Out of Mind" at the Park "Duel" Grosses $28,088
is just a little short of good with In
4 Days at Rochester
March of Time's "The Russians
$6,000 looked for in a third week.
the basis of box-office returns Nobody Knows," concerned with how
The fourth week of "Johnny to On
the
Russians live, will be released in
date, indications are that David O.
O'Clock" atis the
fairCriterion
enough ;with
apparent
next $18,000
film is Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" will top the U. S. May 16 and throughout the
as translated commen"Odd Man Out," to bow in tomorrow. the gross of the same producer's world astaries soon
be scored. The subject
"Tarzan and the Huntress" is on its "Gone With the Wind," Milton will have canuncensored
material out of
way to $12,500 for a third week at the Kusell, general sales manager of the Russia.
Gotham, not startling but warranting Selznick Releasing Organization, disGrosses
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This kid's got what it takes... to get PATRONS!...
The

attention -getting GLAMOUR... of colorful

ACCESSORIES.. .the scene-sampling
selling TRAILERS... an
combination...

sock. ..of seat-

eye-and-ear-opening

that SHOUTS

from

your Lobby I...

and YELLS from your Screen/. .. CLAMORING
attention. ..and getting it. ..from
startled patrons. ..who come

for

EYE-and-EAR-

a-runnin' to your Box

Office. ..to learn what the SHOUTIN's

about.. .and
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inundation
Sets

10

Walsh

New

Move

Aimed

At Future
Area

With 11 area organization meetings
already disposed of, the Motion Picture Foundation is now entering its
final weeks of local organizational activity and has set 10 more meeting
dates to be held between now and
May 5. Some 20 additional meetings,
as yet unannounced, also will be held
prior to the scheduled May 12 national
trustees organizational meeting.
The 10 new meetings, announced
yesterday by Barney Balaban, chairman of" the
Foundation's
steering
committee,
are astemporary
follows :
M. J. Mullin
with
29,
April
Boston,
and Sam Pinanski as temporary chairmen, and Balaban's aide, Lou Noyins,
as principal speaker; Buffalo, within
the next two weeks, Max Yellen,
chairman ; Memphis, within the next
M. A. Lightman, chairtwo weeks,
(Continued on page 6)

Block

of L

Mostly

Disputes

Meets

11 Meetings Completed;
20 Due Before May 12

ATA

AF

Sees

Would
Ascap

The American Theatres Association
will seek to discuss with the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
proPublishers the latter's projected
gram of revising theatre rate scales,
Robert W. Coyne, ATA executive director, said here yesterday.
John G. Paine, general manager of
disclosed plans to conAscap, recently
(Continued on page 6)
Thomas Drive Starts
Today, His Birthday
The "Harry Thomas Nationwide Sales Drive" of
Producers Releasing Corp.
will get under way today,
birthday of the PRC president, in whose honor the 18week drive was set up.
In announcing the opening
of the drive, PRC sales manager Ralph H. Clark listed
titles of 33 pictures on which
billings will count toward
credits for prizes. District
manager Max Roth is drive
chairman.

Hollywood, April 22— Although
today's meeting was described
nt as "explorin a joint thestateme
rs and
produceenting
atory," major
ee repres
the committ
Carpenters' Local No. 946 are
understood to have made substantial progress in a two-hour
atconference, which was
tended by labor managers of 10
studios and their counsel.

AMP A 30th Annual
Banquet Tonight
The 30th anniversary of the
Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers will be observed
at its annual dinner-dance to
be held this evening at the
Hotel Astor, here.
be atThe affair, which willhundred
tended by several
from all branches of the inthe inaudustry, will mark ng
AMPA
guration of incomi
president Arnold Stoltz, who
replaces retiring president
Rutgers Neilson. Memberguest master - of - ceremonies
will be Loew's advertising
vice-president Howard Dietz;
the principal speaker will be
U. S. Senator Francis J.
Myers. Many top industry
executives will be on the dais.

Impartial
TEN CENTS

Joint
On

US

Drive

Collections

Is

Proposed

New

York

Group

Seeks

Single Charity Effort

A "National Health Week" during which theatres throughout the
country would pass collection basnacampaign forghting
joint and
in a charitable
ketstional
disease-fi
organizations will be promoted immeYork's Metropoli
by New Theatres
n,
Motion diately
Picture
Associatiotan
con-of
it was decided at a meeting of that
oming
the anforthc
in
Emphasis
Federation
ference of Americ
group here yesterday.
Labor unions represented in the HolThe association, which comlywood studios will be upon setting up
prises a large number of both
jurisdictionmachinery to settle future
affiliated
and independent cirIATSE
Walsh,
F.
Richard
al disputes,
cuits in the Greater New York
international president, said here yesarea, will approach the three
terday, pointing out that the 12 groups
national exhibitor organizations
ew's
to Loin
%
40
involved had agreed to hold the talks In
y
Sa
g
in an effort to have them join
el'
ok
Bo
'Du
(Continued on page 6)
in the project, Rodney Smith,
MMPTA executive secretary,
A 60-40 percentage agreement, the
said. Fred
Schwartz,
(Continued
on pagevice-presi6)
North Central Allied 60 being the distributor's end, was
part of the Selznick Releasing Organization's deal with Loew's for the
Re-Elects Officers
Sun" init 39is
in thehouses,
of "Duel
booking
New York
area Loew
MGM
Meeting
understood. Milton Kusell, SRO
t
Presiden
Minneapolis, April 22.—
general sales manager, would neither
Ben Berger, all other officers and the confirm nor deny the report yesterday.
"Duel" will open on May> 7 at
unanientire board were re-elected
Week
mously for another year at the close Loew's Broadway "showcase," the Set for
of the annual convention of North Capitol, for an indefinite engagement,
Central Allied at the Nicollet Hotel and on that date will open at 38 other
of115 of M-G-M's
here today. The expected attack on units of the circuit, all for a one
More
fice and than
field personnel
will be home
on hand
film rentals, percentage pictures and week run.
for a company sales conference which
other trade practices petered out.
Meanwhile, Loew's is planning the
Today's final sessions dealt largely most extensive campaign here in years, will get under way on Monday at the
with buying combines. Berger and to include a "motorcade" consisting of Hotel Astor when William F. Rodident and general sales
Ted Bolnick, general manager and
re- gers, vice-pres
withthe characters
floatthose of
huge sembling
the first of a series of
opens
manager to
picture. _ The sessions
partner in the Berger Circuit, led the a
last at least a week.
circuit
Loew
the
tour
will
caravan
comcombine
buying
argument for a
Among the home office group atposed of every independent theatre m around the city in a pre-opening camtending the sessions will be : Edward
the Minneapolis film zone.
M. Saunders, Edwin W. Aaron, H.
It became evident during the dis- paign.
M. Richey, Howard Dietz, Silas F.
cussions that a merger of "three or
four" of the buying combines now
William R. Ferguson, HerSeadler,
bert Crooker, M. L. Simons, Maurice
Censors
operating in Minneapolis is in the Memphis
N.
Wolf,
Alan F. Cummings, Jay
ty that all inmaking, with a possibilisoon
be tied in Bar 'Duel' Showing
buying may
dependent
BezahlEisenberg, Pincus Sober, Joel Helfont,
with membership in the NCA.
er, Charles F. Deesen, Irving Richrath.
Leonard Hirsch, Paul J.
, April 22.— "Duel in the
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Motion

Personal
Mention
CPYROS P. SKOURAS, 20th Cen
^ tury-Fox president, and Murray
S il ver s to ne, president of 20th-Fox
International, and their wives, left
Puerto Rico yesterday on their way
back to the U. S. They are flying by
way of Havana.
•
Manny Reiner, Latin American
sales manager for the Selznick Releasing Organization, has arrived in
San Juan, Puerto Rico, from New
York on a business trip.
•
Donald Nelson, president of the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, will leave Hollywood
by plane for Chicago and New York
today.
•
Samuel Rheiner, vice-president
and general manager of Federal
Films, has arrived in New York
from the Coast.
•
Milton Card, assistant manager of
the Olympia, Lynn, Mass., and Mrs.
Card, are parents of a baby boy, their
first.
•
George Scher, account executive in
the motion picture department of
Foote, Cone and Belding, was married
here Friday to Betty Lee.
•
Hal Roach left Hollywood by air
yesterday to complete distribution conferences with United Artists here.
•
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
of Technicolor Corp., is en route to
New York from the Coast by train.
•
Herbert Wilcox and Anna Neagle
are due in New York from London
about May 21.

Picture

De-militarization
Effective July 1
Conferences held in Berlin
yesterday by Anglo-American
film interests resulted in the
setting of July 1 as the date
for the beginning of free
competitive film selling in
the merged British- American-German film zones, according to a cable received
here by the Motion Picture
Export Association, from
MPEA,
Maas. vice-president Irving
Maas had conducted negotiations with the American
Military Government in Germany which resulted in demilitarization offims in the
American zone and their being turned over to the MPEA.
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Daily

Newsreel
Eagle-Lion
For

Next

Sets

14

Season

Eagle-Lion's present production
schedule calls for 14 picture
s in 194748 season, Bryan Foy, E-L Hollywood
production head, disclosed yesterday
through
the company's New York office.
Of these, Foy reports, seven are
now before cameras, and arrangements
are
others. underway to start filming
sevenalready
Already completed by E-L are "It's
a Joke, Son !" "Lost Honeymoon" and
"Repeat Performance."
two
are now in release, andThethe first
third is
scheduled for release shortly.

Parade
RESIDENT Truman's address'
p and the aftermath of the Texas\
disaster are among major stories in\
current newsreels. Other items include)
sports, humor and a miscellany 01
human interest stories. Complete contents follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 68-President
Truman
says digs
pricesoutmustfrombe Hevastati/
brought d^-n.
Texas City
blast disaster. Windup of British \ i
Family tour of South Africa. Mama clog
Sports:
who
lost Wood
her litter
turns Boston
to "cat-nappin
g." '
memorial,
marathon
Stanley Cup
final.

NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 266-Texas
Cky aftermath. Truman warns nation of
. Now lion,"
in withproduction
are:
"Red
Staldangers
in highMoscow
prices. hit
S. S.
ElizaBen Stoloff as producer
aground.
by Queen
floods. Der- !
and Lesley Selander as director; "Out vish beth
stamps. Mickey Rooney aids vaccination drive. New idea in style shows.
of
Blue," being produced by IsadoretheGoldsmith
and directed by Leigh
PARAMOUNT
NEWS, No. 69-Hockey's
Jason; "Love from a Stranger," world
Convention Dinner
series. Toronto
wins Stanlev Cup.
James Geller, producer, "and Richard Morocco's Sultan rallies Arabs. Boy, boy.
Whorf,Leonard
boy meets
girl, calls
girl, for
girl (triplet conven- |
director;
"Captain
Casanova,"
with
Truman
Picker
as producer
slash of prices.
and tion.)
At Warner Studio
Texas City aftermath.
Roberto Gavaldon, drector; "Clementine," being produced by Aubrey RICO PATHE NEWS, No. 71-Sultan
snubs France. Nazi death camp bosses
( Los Angeles, April 22.
The Schenck and directed by Jason ; "Cork- trial. Lost Czech children see parents. Ma-on
screw Alley," Schenck as producer- aftermath.
"Humanitarian Awards Dinner" cli
chine harnesses sun's power. Texas City
maxing the first convention in the director; "Missouri Legend," with Joseph Fields as producer and Jason as
film capital of Variety Clubs Inter director.
UNIVERSAL, No. 32-Scenes of death
national will be held on May 17 at
and destruction in the wake of Texas City
Yet to go before cameras are: disaster.
the Warner Studios, with Jack L
Truman urges price cuts in address to newspaper publishers. Eggs
Warner as host, it was announced "Career in Manhattan," to be probounce off rubber mat when dropped from
here today by Charles P. Skouras
duced Ben Stoloff; "Rainbow," 10-story New York building. Korean wins
chief barker of Tent No. 25 Los Schenck, byproducer
; "New Girl in Boston marathon. Stanley Cup trophv.
Angeles. More than 1,000 from the Town," Schenck, producer; "Kenny,"
United States, Canada and Mexico Schenck, producer; "Catch Me Before
will be Warner's guests. Also at- I Kill," Schenck, producer; "Prince House Unit Probes
tending will be 200 Los Angeles civic Valiant," Picker, producer; "Montana," with
and motion picture industry leaders
producer.
tors have yetFoyto as
be named for Directhese
Entertainment by Warner stars will
follow the dinner.
productions.
State Dep't Films
Presentation of awards for out
Washington, April 22.— An openly
standing humanitarian service during Rose Counter - Claim
hostile House committee today started
the preceding years is an established
custom of the Variety Clubs at their To Mason: $1,760,000 an investigation of the activities of the
annual conventions. In the past, the
of InternaOfficeCultural
t's and
Entering a counter-claim for $1,- State Departmen
Aftional Information
organization has honored Evangeline 760,000, David
Rose,
producer
,
yesterfairs. Domestic branches of the OIC
Booth, Sister Kenny, and the discovday
filed
a
general
denial
of charges were on the griddle today with the
Si Seadler, advertising manager of
erer of penicillin, Sir Alexander leveled by James Mason, British
film international motion picture division
to New York Fleming. This year's award will
Loew's,
has
returned
star
now
in
New
York,
in
be
a
proceedoverseas operations schedfrom the Coast.
made
into a motion picture for the
ing begun in U. S. District Court here and other
uled for tomorrow.
•first time.
by Mason to determine whether a
reputed contract between him and _ Assistant Secretary of State WilEric Johnston, president of the
liam Benton, who testified before the
Rose exists. Rose, through counsel,
Motion Picture Association, is in SpoDeneau Ends Schine further asks for an injunction to pre- sub-committee of the House commitkane where he will spend a week.
tee on expenditures in executive de•
vent Mason from acting in either films
partments, repeatedly disclaimed
or on the stage.
Tie to Join SRO
State Department approRubemanager
' Jackter,
assistant has
general
The denial and counter-claim brings charges that
Albany, N. Y., April 22.— Sidney
sales
of Columbia,
repriations were being used for propaDeneau has resigned as assistant to to New York a suit filed by Rose
turned here from Florida.
gandizing.
Louis Schine, secretary-treasurer of last year in California.
•
Expenditures of all divisions of the
Schine Circuit, to accept a position
Bill Brumberg, manager of War- the
State Department will be investigated
in
New
York
under
Milton
Kussell
ners field exploitation staff, has left general sales manager of Selznick Re- Canada Group Asks by the Committee. According to Rep.
New York for Cheyenne, Wyo.
J. Edgar Chenoweth, chairman, the
leasing Organization. Deneau who
•
OIC was chosen to lead off the hearsucceeded Lou Lazar to the Schine Theatre Act Change
Arthur
Greenblatt, Monogram post eight months ago, said one reason
Toronto, April 22. — The 27th anings because
a few to
years
"it mushroomed frominnothing
a $20,000,000
home office representative, has re- for his resignation is to be near his
nual meeting of the Provincial Chapturned to New York from Atlanta.
wife who is ill in New York.
ter, Imperial Order of the Daughters
•
of the Empire, has endorsed the peti- 'Vendetta'
Promotion
Edward C. Raftery, United Artists
tion of its executives to the Ontario
president, and Mrs. Raftery, are Services for Mrs. Cullen government which asked for a reviLincoln Quarberg, publicity-advervacationing in Bermuda.
sion of the Theatres Act to permit budget."
Newark, April 22.— Funeral ser•
tising director
for Howard
Hughes.'
the
legal
admittanc
e,
without a guar- California
vices for Mrs. Fanny Cullen, mother
Pictures,
has left
New
dian, to film theatres of children over York
Herbert J. Yates, Republic presi- of Mike Cullen, Loew's Western divifor the Coast after huddles
14
years
dent, has left the Coast by plane for
of age. The present age with Harry Gold, distribution vicesion manager, will be held here toNew York.
morrow at the Smith and Smith limit is 16 and the organization con- president here, and Alec Moss; East•
Funeral Home. Mrs. Cullen died Sunit is better to permit
tendsthat
_
ern publicity chief, to blueprint the
Adolph Zukor. II, willl return to
day in Columbus. O., where she made juveniles to go to shows than to
promotional
campaign for 'Vendetta,"
her
home.
allow them to loiter on the streets.
New York from Atlanta this Saturday.
forthcoming Hughes production.
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j

with Phyllis Thaxter • Edgar
Buchanan • Harry Carey • Ruth
Nelson • Robert Armstrong
Screen Play by Marguerite
Roberts and Vincent Lawrence
Based on the Novel by Conrad
Richter • Directed by ELIA
KAZAN • Produced by
PANDRO S. BERMAN • A
f/ I Iff
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Motion
Competitive
Sought

Bidding

by Nomikos

Chicago, April 22.— Van A. Nomikos, Illinois Allied vice-president, has
asked for competitive bidding for two
of his theatres, the Yale and the Lincoln.
Nomikos said that four companies,
M-G-M, Paramount, Universal-International and 20th Century-Fox, have
replied they would set up competitive
bidding for the Yale Theatre (replies
were believed to have been received
prior to the last Supreme Court ruling). The Yale now plays in the second week of general release and has
asked for competitive bidding against
the Lido, owned by the Manta and
Rose
week. circut, which plays in "B"
Nomikos has notified all the majors
that
playing instead
in "C"
week heat ishisdesirous
Lincolnof Theatre
of the second week of general release.
To date, no answers have been received by Nomikos from the distributors. Competing houses with the Lincoln, according to Nomikos, are Balaban and Katz's Belmont Theatre,
which plays in "B" week, and two
Essaness houses, the North Center
and the Biograph. The former plays
in "C" week and the latter in the
first week of general release.
Skolsky Joins E-L
Milton Skolsky has joined EagleLion's expanding home office advertising staff as a writer under press book
editor Jonas Arnold. Skolsky is a
brother of newspaper columnist Sidney
Skolsky.

M-G-M
NEW

Managers Guild and
Bronx Circuit Sign
A contract providing for increases
in pay, vacations, sick leave, a reduced
50-hour work-week and arbitration has
been signed by the Motion Picture
Theatre Operating Managers and Assistant Managers Guild and Combined
Bronx Amusements, Inc., ending a
strike of managers and assistants at
the
Allerton,
Kraft,
Melbacircuit's
and Park
theatres Beach,
in the Bronx
and Alpine in Manhattan, George
Dunn, Guild president, reported here
yesterday. Arbitrator in the dispute
was Solomon Cheser, National Labor
Relations Board examiner.
Officials of Combined Bronx Amusements were unavailable yesterday for
comment on the signing of a contract.
Two 'Carnegie HalV
Benefits on May 1
Artists'
Hall"
willUnited
have two
special"Carnegie
benefit previews
on Thursday evening, May 1, at the
Winter Garden and Park Avenue
theatres at $10 a seat, for the New
York Foundling Hospital and the New
York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra Pension Fund. Proceeds from
the Winter Garden showing will go to
the hospital, and those from the Park
Avenue to the Philharmonic.
Public showings of the film will begin at both theatres the next day.
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Solution

Swedish

Film

of

Bars

Washington, April 22. — The special problem of motion pictures in the
light of the recently imposed Swedish
import restrictions will be worked out
in the general rules evolved from discussions here, according to Dr. Dag
Hammarskjold, financial advisor to the
Swedish Government.
The Swedish import restrictions are
temporary, Hammarskjold said, and
are aimed at establishing a reasonable
degree of
imports
and balance
exports. between Sweden's
Hammarksjold is a member of the
Swedish trade delegation which opened
discussions late last week with Willard Thorpe and other State Department officials. Their purpose is to
clarify the import restrictions which
Sweden imposed last March 15 and
which the United States government
protested.

Owner

Fined
$1,000
On Copyright Charge
Los Angeles, April 22.— William
"Scotty" Brown, operator of Embro
Pictures Co., was fined $1,000 yesterday by Federal Judge William C
Mathes after he pleaded nolo contendere to an information charging copythe right infringement in connection with
renting of 39 prints of
major
</}•//•
n •
films
in
16mm.
form.
UIUITICI6Y > liClSSlie
^ The case resulted from an investigaHollywooi), April 22. — "Dillinger" tion by the F.B.I., with the cooperawill be reissued on May 29, following tion of Sargoy & Stein, New York
current Chicago showings. The film copyright counsel for major cornwas originally released in 1945. panies.

TRADE

YORK

Picture

AVENUE
APRIL

also

2:30

28
P.M.

David O. Selznick's production of Margaret Mitchell's
Story of the Old South, "Gone With the Wind" • In
Technicolor • Starring Clark Gable as Rhett Butler
Leslie Howard • Olivia de Havilland • and presenting Vivien Leigh as Scarlett O'Hara • A Selznick
International Picture • Directed by Victor Fleming
Screen Play by Sidney Howard • A Metro-GoldwynMayer Masterpiece Release • Music by Max Steiner

Navy Offers Films
Of Byrd Voyage
Washington, April 22. — Producers have been invited by the Navy
to see and use some 75,000 feet of film
of the current Byrd Antarctic expedition. The footage constitutes the first
shipment received from the expedition,
according to Comdr. Richard Winn,
in charge of the Navy's motion picture
section, who invites inquiries concerning its use.
Included in 60,000 feet of black and
white is 35mm. and 15,000 feet in
color 16mm. The Navy Department
recently
held screenings of the polar
films.

Paramount

in Tieup
With Chesterfield
An exploitation tieup has beer,
completed by Paramount with Chesthe studio's
top maleit
stars andterfield
thewhereby
pictures
they appear
will be publicized in a series of fullpage advertisements in 3,200 papers ir
the U. S. with a circulation of 40,000,000.
The first will be Bob Hope and
"My Favorite Brunette" the
first
last ^week
) ji
in May, followed by BingtheCrosby
and
"Welcome Stranger" the third week
Trouble
in
June. With Women"

U-I

Claims

Record

Of7N. Y. lst-Runs
With attheLoew's
openingCriterion,
of "Odd Man
Out",
today;
"The Egg And I", at the Radio City
Music Hall, tomorrow, and "The Captive Heart," at Studio 65, on Saturday,
Universal-International claims a reeord
of seven
features playing at NewYork's
first-runs.
"Smash-Up" is current at the'i
Capitol, "Buck Privates Come Home"
is at the Winter Garden, "Time Out
Of Mind" is at the Park Avenue, and
"This Happy
Little
Carnegie.Breed", is playing at the!
New
Variety Tent
Launched in Miami
Miami, April 22— Industry members here and at Miami Beach have
applied for a local Variety Club charter,tionalannounces
R. J.Headquarters
O'Donnell, nachief barker.
for
the new Tent No. 33 will be in the
Royal Theatre Building here. Its organizers and first crew are:
George Hoover, chief barker; Mitchell Wolfson, first assistant chief barker; Richard Sachsel, second assistant;
Al Weiss, property master; Sidney
Meyers, dough guy; and Tom Jefferson, Arthur Schwartz, Mark Chartrant, Sonny Shepard, Herb Ellisberg
and Jack Miller, canvasmen.

To Canada
Distribute
'Seeds'
Theatres
Washington, April 22.— The U. S.
War Department's
"Seeds
of Destiny."
winner
of an Academy
Award,
will be
distributed commercially in Canada by
the Canadian Film Board.
The board has been distributing the
film in the 16mm. field and now will
London to Produce
handle it in the 35mm. field as well.
South Africa Film
It will be tied in with a Greek war
Johannesburg, April 17 (By Air- relief drive sponsored by Canada.
mail).— London Film Productions will
produce in South Africa, at a cost of
Examination of'Dictator*
Konrad Bercovici
£250,000 ($1,000,000), a Technicolor Jury
feature dealing with South African by Louis Sees
Nizer,
his
counsel,
and crosshistoryand with the diamond and gold examination by Louis Frohlich,
attorindustries as background.
ney for Charles Chaplin, held the spotSir Alexander Korda will direct the
light yesetrday on the second day of
film for which a script is being prethe_ writer's
$5,000,000in damage
suit
pared by R. C. Sheriff, author of against
the producer
New York
"Journey's End." Part of the feature Federal Court.
In the morning Judge
will be filmed in Britain.
ing.
Harold P. Burke and the jury adjourned to the Art Theatre to view
Diener Joins UA
"The Great Dictator," subject of the
David E. Diener has joined United suit. The trial will resume this mornArtists' home office advertising department as copywriter, it was announced
here yesterday by Paul N. Lazarus, Waugh Resigns Post
Memphis, April 22. — Howard
Jr., advertising-publicity .director.
Diener, who will work under Francis Waugh, veteran showman and former
Winikus, advertising manager, served zone manager for Warner Theatres in
as a captain in the Signal Corps dur- Tennessee, has resigned as manager
ing the war, and prior to joining UA of Fairgrounds Amusement Park and
the
city. Avenue Amusement Park for
Linden
he was tisinga staff.member of Republic's adver-
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C&O

employee

NO TIPPING

THE PORTERS

a tip on the change tray when you eat
on a C&O diner. It means you won't
have to dig down for change for the
porters who serve the coaches on
C&O crack trains.

Why shouldn't your rail ticket
entitle you to courteous personal
service — without extra charge?

We cannot extend the no-tipping
rule to union terminals shared by the
C&O with other railroads, since the
redcaps in these stations are not on
our pay roll. Nor can the no-tipping
rule apply on Pullmans, since the
porters are employed by the Pullman
Company — not by us.
But wherever C&O employees are

This move to end the tipping
nuisance is the latest, but not the
last, of many improvements in rail
travel offered by the C&O.

on hand to serve you, you'll find no
outstretched palms — for we'll compensate these employees directly for
attending to your needs.

CHESAPEAKE
TERMINAL

IN C&O^

COACHES— THEIR SERVICES ARE FREE""

should you— the paying
WHY
customer of the railroads — have
to shell out for so many of the ordinary services you need when you
travel?

This means you won't have to leave

the

TIPPING

NO TIPPING IN C&O DINERS— THE
SERVICE IS COURTEOUS AND FREE

The Chesapeake & Ohio does not
believe the travelers on its railroad
should have to tip — and is taking
the first step toward abolishing this
nuisance. From now on, you are
urgently requested not to tip C&O
employees for any of the services
they perform.

on

&

OHIO

TOWER, CLEVELAND

^Naturally,

not apply to Pullman
porters, or to redcaps
in union terminals,
since they are not
C&O

employees.

RAILWAY
1, OHIO
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Motion
Certify
At News

AFL

Union

of the Day

Preparatory talks on a contract
covering
at M-G-M's
News
of the Dayemployes
were held
here yesterday
following certification of the Motion
Picture Home Office Employes Union,
Local No. H-63, IATSE, as collective bargaining agent. Full-scale negotiations on the union's demands for
a 20 per cent increase, or a minimum
rise of $8, announced last week by
the executive board in connection with
seven pacts being reopened for wage
discussions, will begin with M-G-M
Friday, according to a union spokesman.
With the certification of the News
of the Day unit, the IATSE local
has extended its coverage to three
newsreel companies, the others being
Universal and Paramount.
At the same time, it was disclosed
that the union will start talks with
Warner this morning on a cost-of- living increase.
An agreement calling for individual
adjustments of inequities for employes
of Robbins, Feist and Miller, music
publishing subsidiary of M-G-M, will
probably be signed next week after
four weeks' discussions. General increases for employes of the music
companies, according to the union official, are tied to the pact to be negotiated with Harms, Remick and
Witmark next month.
AFL Union Signs Pact
With Coast Exchanges
Los Angeles, April 22. — An increase of 15 per cent and a retroactive
increase of 12J^ per cent covering the
period from last Oct. 19 to today,
form the basis of a new contract concluded between Los Angeles film exchanges and the Office Employes International Union, AFL. The new
agreement will expire one year from
today. A three-man committee from
the union'stheNew
negotiated
pact. York headquarters
McHenry Rejoins Small
Hollywood, April 22. — Murphy
McHenry has rejoined Edward Small
Productions as advertising-publicity
director.

AND OTHER CITIES
COAST TO COAST
During Phone Emergency
You can reach us by personally contacting our
ticket or airport offices, or
any travel agent, or by wire
LExington 2-7100
Save time with TWA AIRFREIGHT

Trams World Airline

SIMPP

Asks

Picture

PCC

To Aid Texas City
Hollywood, April 22. — The Society
of Independent Motion Picture Pro
ducers' public relations advisory committee today proposed methods by
which the industry could help th<
Texas City disaster victims. It recom
mended that the Permanent Charities
Committee send funds recently rejected by the Red Cross, and suggested
an all-star radio show to solicit public
donations. It also proposed that the
industry send stars on a train tour of
principal cities.
Response to the proposals was not
immediately available.
New Siritzky Quarters
Siritzky International Pictures, dis
tributors in the U. S. of Frenchlanguage films, has new quarters in
the Fisk Building, here. Presently
located in the Paramount Building,
the company will move to the Fisk on
May 15.
Walsh Sees
(Continued from page 1)
on that basis, without reference to
the current strike on the Coast.
As reported yesterday in Motion
Picture Daily, William Green, AFL
president, in announcing plans for the
conference, said the union leaders assembled there would be asked to seek
a means of ending the present dispute
as well as to cope with any which
might arise henceforth.
Although Walsh, following the
Green announcement, yesterday did
not rule out the possibility that the
strike might come up at the meeting,
he was emphatic in declaring that the
"IA" and the other unions involved
had consented only to establish machinery for handling jurisdictional
problems arising after a settlement of
the existing controversy has been
reached. Moreover, he added, each
of the 12 international presidents had
specified that such machinery must be
satisfactory to his own union's membership.
The coming conference, Walsh said,
is the outgrowth of mediation efforts
on the part of the Screen Actors
Guild, a committee from which
urged the step at the last AFL convention and at a subsequent meeting
of the executive council. A date and
place for the talks have not yet been
set, but Green is on record as intending to call the session "within a
The present studio strike, Walsh
has
stated several times recently,
month."
springs from the failure of William
Hutcheson,
head byof the
the terms
Carpenters'
union,
to abide
of an
arbitration decision which preceded it.
ATA, Ascap
(Continued from page 1)
suit theatremen in an effort to establish an "equitable formula" for establishing a new music licensing fee
structure that would bring more revenue from exhibition.
Although Coyne has yet to be approached on this, he said he would be
receptive to an Ascap bid to negotiate
but made it clear his motive would be
tq hold the line on revenue yielded
annually by exhibitors.
Herman Levy, general counsel for
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, and Abram Myers, chairman and general counsel of Allied
States, already have expressed opposition to Ascap's plan.

Rank
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daily
Widens

Hold

Eire Exhibition
By T. J. M. SHEEHY

April 17
Airmail)'.
J. Dublin,
Arthur Rank's
first(By
major
phase —in
plans for acquiring a controlling position as an Eire exhibitor have been
completed.
Metropole and Allied Cinemas and
their wholly-owned subsidiary companies, Dublin Kinematograph Theatres, Ltd., the Phibsboro Picture
House, Ltd., and the Associated Picture Houses will be centrally controlled and operated under the one
company, Odeon (Ireland) Ltd.
Rank's British companies now confive ofa Dublin's
eightof first-run
housestrol and
large section
the best
Dublin suburban houses. Since Dublin
represents about 80 per cent of the
total Eire box-office returns, this gives
Rank a commanding position, which
is further strengthened by his two
first-run houses each in Eire's only
other large cities, Cork and Limerick.
The board of Odeon (Ireland) now
consists of Rank, chairman ; Maurice
Elliman, vice-chairman ; Louis Elliman, managing director ; John Henry
Davis and George Acheson.
Joint Drive
(Continued from page 1)
dent of Century Circuit is head
of the MMPTA.
Smith added that if New York owners fail to secure support of national
exhibition for the movement within 30
days, MMPTA will consider sponsoring a local
Week."
campaign
would"Health
be conducted
next The
fall
if a countrywide agreement is reached,
he said.
Shortly after the war, the idea of
a joint campaign was advanced and
met with general approval. It was
abandoned, however, when the Red
Cross and March of Dimes refused to
participate, declaring they would lose
their individual identification. If both
persist in this attitude, beneficiaries
would be all other groups, such as the
National Heart Foundation, American
Cancer Committee, among many.
Another subject taken up at yesterday's session, Smith disclosed, was a
move by the city to have exhibitors
whose programs include vaudeville,
replace New York City firemen with
uniformed employes. A fireman on
constant watch in houses where more
than films are offered is compulsory
under an existing !New York ordinance.
The City's efforts to cut its budget
resulted in the proposal that city firemen's theatre detail be ended. An
MMPTA committee will speak at an
exhibitors'
hearing toFrank
be conducted
by
Fire Commissioner
J. Quayle,
tomorrow.
MGM
Meeting
(Continued from page 1)
berg.
B. Zoellner, Max Wolff, Max WeinThere will also be two master bookers, Parke D. Agnew and Thomas
Grady, in addition to the following
field auditors : John J. Ash, Charles
Bell, Oliver Broughton, Carl Gentzel,
Willard Gillian, Irving Margolin,
Charles Scholo, Arthur Sklar, Arthur
Sterling and Edward Urschel.

Gamble Gets Keith's
In Indianapolis Deal
Indianapolis,
22. — over
Keith'sto
Theatre
here willApril
be turned
Ted Gamble after the recent purchasers, Arthur Steel and the Harold
Mirisch group, take possession on
April 30, according to word received
here through Steel from New York.
Steel from
Associates
bought Keith's
March
Sam Roberts
and Nickin
Boila for a reported $250,000. Gamble
entered the local picture by his recent
purchase of Monarch Theatre's halfinterest in the Greater Indianapolis
Amusement Co., which operates/
Indiana, Circle and Lyric Theatrk. '
Strike Stymies Owners
Seattle, April 22. — The continuing
phone strike is now forcing many
out-of-town exhibitors to make plane
trips to Seattle to book pictures. E. W.
Landry of the Pix Theatre in Cheney
was the first of several to make such
flights.
M. P. Foundation
(Continued from page 1)
man; Omaha, May 5, Leo Wolcott
and A. H. Blank, chairmen; Pittsburgh, before the end of April, M. A.
Silver, chairman ; Seattle, May 5, I.
M. Hone, chairman; New Haven,
within the next two weeks, I. J. Hoffman and Dr. J. B. Fishman, chairmen; New Orleans, within the next
two weeks, E. V. Richards, chairman ;
Oklahoma City, within the next two
weeks, C. B. Akers, chairman; Washington, April 24, Sidney Lust. Carter
Barron and John Payette, chairmen,
and Novins as principal speaker.
Yesterday a meeting was held in
Dallas under the chairmanship of Karl
Hoblitzelle. At a meeting in Albany,
N. Y., on Monday, Simon H. Fabian
was elected national trustee and Saul
J. Ullman was named permanent chairman of the area committee. Results of
the meeting in Des Moines have not
yet reached Foundation headquarters.
Following meetings already have
been held: Charlotte, H. F. Kincey
elected national trustee and chairman ;
Chicago, Arthur Schoenstadt elected
national trustee, Edward G. Zorn,
chairman; Detroit, 11 were elected to
the area committee which will shortly
elect a trustee and chairman ; Kansas
City, nine were elected to the committee, with a trustee and chairman to
be named shortly. Minneapolis, committee elected, trustee and chairman to
be named shortly; Salt Lake City,
committee elected, trustee and chairman to be named shortly; St. Louis,
Fred Wehrenberg, trustee, and Joseph
C. Ansell, chairman ; Chicago, 17
elected to committee.
BY ORDER OF
USO CAMP SHOWS, INC.
TROOPERS — ATTENTION
A-l condition clothing, ensembles for
individuals. All types and sizes and
occasions.
At public auction, April 28th, at 10 A.M.
8 West 62nd Street
Theatrical Props, Public Address Systems,
Luggage, Etc.
Exhibition — April 21st to 26th
10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Thomas F. Burchill
Auctioneer & Appraiser
7 West 24th St., New York City
Phone: CHelsea 2-5353
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Key
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Grosses

are estimated picFOLLOWING
ture grosses, exclusive of Federal
tax, for current engagements in key
by Motion Picture
cities as reportedents.
Daily correspond
PHILADELPHIA

rnia"ssarca
"Califo
Grass"
;ea of
w-^
busine
waning
lly and
genera
J-Cag
continues
Years"
"Best
boost.
needed
strong. Estimated reecipts for the
week ending April 22-24:
SMASH-UP
(U-I)— ALDINE (900) (50c60c-74c-80cc-85c-94c) 7 days, 3rd week.
) „„„„
Gross: $9,300. (Average: $13,800
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
90c-$1.80)
prices:
ed
(Advanc
(RKO Radio)
7 days, 3rd week. Gross : $20,000. (Average
at regular prices of 54c-94c: $6,600)
SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— BOYD (3,000)
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 7 days. Gross:
$35,800. (Average: $21,000)
BEAT THE BAND (RKO Radio)— EARLE
-80c-90c-99c) 6 days, with
(3,000) le(60c-70c
vaudevil
starring Spike Jones.
Gross, 6
(Para.).
$40,000, and CALIFORNIA
days,
Gross, 1 day: $4,500. (Average: $31,700)
SUDDENLY IT'S SPRING (Para.) )—
GOLDMAN (1,400) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c
1st week. Gross: $27,000. (Aver7 days,
age: $24,000)
THE
IMPERFECT
LADY
(Para.) KARLTON (1,000) (50c -60c -74c -80c -85c -94c)
2nd week. Gross: $11,500. (Aver7 days,age: $9,500)
MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para.)—
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 7
KEITH1st (2,200)
days,
week, 2nd run. Gross: $8,000.
(Average: $6,200)
CALIFORNIA (Para,)— MASTBAUM (4,700) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 7 days, 1st
week. Gross: $38,500. (Average: $29,500)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— PIX (500) (Advanced admissions of: 90c-$1.80) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross:
$16,000. (Average: $10,000)
THE JOLSON STORY (CoI.)-STANLEY
(3,000) Gross:
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
week.
$18,700. (Average:7 days,
$27,000)8th
THE RED HOUSE (UA) — STANTON (1,700) (5Oc-6Oc-74c-80c-85c-94c) 7 days, 2nd
week Gross: $10,900. (Average: $12,700)
PITTSBURGH
Best week
YearsatoftheOurFulton,
Lives,"andin
its"The
seventh
the "Song of Scheherazade," which
opened strongly in the J. P. Harris,
are the only first-runs to do better
than average business at this time.
Estimated receipts for the week ending April 24:
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — FULTON (1,700) (Advanced
prices: 90c-$1.40) 7 days, 7th week. Gross:
$15,000.
70c: $9,700)(Average at regular prices of 40cSONG OF SCHEHERAZADE
(U-I)— J.
P. HARRIS (2,000) (40c-55c-70c) 7 days.
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $11,000)
THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA)— PENN
(3,400) (40c-55c-70c) 7 days. Gross: $14,000.
(Average: $25,000)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M)— RITZ (1,100) (40c-55c70c) 7 days, 2nd week, on a moveover from
the Penn. Gross: $2,000. (Average: $3,500)

Reviews

"Dishonored Lady
(Hunt Stromberg — United Artists)
are the marquee names
HEDY LAMARR, Dennis O'Keefe and John Loderwhich
recounts with full
provided by this Hunt Stromberg presentation,
melodramatic emphasis the woeful story about a highly successful business
woman whose long record of- promiscuous love affairs, born of a bewildered
seeking for pleasure, has brought her to grips with her conscience and to the
plus the fact that Miss Lamarr and
brink of suicide. Miss Lamarr's presence
Loder are husband and wife in real life, are factors which combine to spell
considerable box-office promise for this one. But it is a picture which will
appeal mostly to women patrons.
Miss Lamarr as the erring, ultimately regenerated lady ; O'Keefe, playing
a young medical researcher with whom she finds genuine love; and _ Loder, as
her wealthy former paramour who persists in menacing her happiness with
O'Keefe, are handicapped by roles which are hardly conducive of realistic
portrayals. However, under the able direction of Robert Stevenson, they have
made the characters they portray interesting at least — accomplishments which
would be out of the reach of less experienced performers.
It is the minor characters in Edmund H. North's screen story, based on a
play by Edward Sheldon and Margaret Ayer Barnes, who emerge more as
living, breathing people. Most outstanding is Morris Carnovskyin the role of
a psychoanalyst who guides Miss Lamarr away from her loose living and who
cultivates in O'Keefe the understanding he needs to continue to love her when
her past is exposed at her trial for the murder of Loder. At a tense, climactic
moment, Loder's secretary, a blackmailing wastrel, played by William Lundigan, is revealed as the real murderer and the fadeout finds the lovers in each
others' arms with a happy future in view. Paul Cavanaugh, Natalie Schafer,
production is
Chertok's
cast. Jack camera
the excellent
complete with
Douglass Dumbrille
handsomely
mounted and
and others
well fortified
work.
Running time, 85 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
May 16~
Charles L. Franke
tf
Cheyenne
(t(Warner Brothers)
Hollywood, April 22
ALL the trappings of the so-called "super Western" are to be found in
Robert Buckner's production, which stars Dennis Morgan, Jane Wyman,
Janis Paige and Bruce Bennett. Stagecoach robberies occur so regularly that
it seems a wonder Wells-Fargo is able to keep going at all ; men are shot
right and left, in cold blood and hot; and the stock Western characters — the
dance-hall girl, the sheriff — romn with great gusto through the plot of a
screenplay by Alan LeMay and Thames Williamson, from a story by Paul I.
Wellman.
There are a couple of new twists in the story, but nothing that will tax
the imagination of an audience attuned to the stock Western -plot. A gambler
— Dennis Morgan — makes a deal with a peace officer who possesses certain
evidence against him. The gambler is to track down the thief who has been
getting away with a lot of Wells Fargo gold, in return for which the peace
officer will forget all about the undisclosed, but presumably illegal, incident
in Morgan's past.
It doesn't take a master mind to figure out who is responsible for the robberies, nor does it take a flight of fancy to foresee that the criminal will die,
not only to pay for his crimes, but to leave his wife free to marry Morgan.
Miss Wyman is charming in the role of the wife, and Miss Paige provides a
gusty contrast. A song number rendered by Miss Paige, however, might better
have been omitted. The lyrics of the song itself are offensive ; the costumes
the lady wears leaves little to the imagination, and the camera angles employed inphotographing the number make it unecessarily suggestive. Raoul
Walsh directed, with the requisite attention to action. _
Running time, 100 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Thalia Bell
April 21.
JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.)-SENATOR (1,-a
2nd week, on
700) (40c-55c-70c)the7 days,
Harris. Gross: $4,200.
moveover from
(Average: $3,200)
(3,(WB) — STANLEYGross:
STALLION ROAD
2nd week.
) 7 days,
(40c-55c-70c
800)
$12,000.
(Average:
$25,000)
„TAT111TTrT,
LOCKET (RKO Radio)— WARNER
THE
(2 000) (40c-55c-70c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $7,000. (Average: $15,000)
SALT

}KS PHOTO-OFFSET
COLORCHROME CORP.
j§k ART SERVICE
2 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 4
WHITEHALL
4 — 3722-3 - 4 - 5 - &
• COPYWRITING
• ILLUSTRATION
• PASTE-UP
• STORING
• MAILING
/J GatnpJ&te. Sesuuce

7

Daily

LAKE

CITY

Sunny spring weather here has been
a boon to grosses. Estimated receipts
for the week ending April 24:
NO1 TIME FOR COMEDY (WB reissue)
and CITY FOR CONQUEST (WB reissue)
—CAPITOL
(1,878) (20c-55c-75c). Gross:
$7,5C0. (Average: $7,800)
SMASH-UP (U-I)— CENTRE (1.700) (20c55c-75c) 7 days. Gross: $14,800. (Average:
$13,600)
, o„ , . „
BLIND SPOT (Col.) and SILVER
STALLION (Mono, reissue) — LYRIC (1,5001 (20c-5Sc-75c). With vaudeville. Gross:
$4,000. (Average: $3,700)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — RIALTO (1.300) (Advanced
admission prices: 90c-$1.50) 3rd week.
Gross:
$6,700.
of 20c-75c:
$5,900)(Average at regular prices

FCC
Questionaire
To Radio Stations
Washington, April 22. — The Federal Communications Commission is
sending questionaires on construction
costs, monthly revenue ■ and expenses
to all standard radio stations authorized since Oct. 8, 1945. Over-all findings will be disclosed after April 30.
Universal-International's
00 for 'Egg* "The Egg
$14,5
and I" will gross an estimated $14,500 during the first six days of its
third week at the Uptown Theatre,
Toronto, the U-I home office reports.
Average week's gross is $11,400.
STALLION ROAD (WB)-STUDIO' (800)
(20c-55cc-75c) 7 davs. 2nd week. Gross:
$5,000.MIGHTY
("Average:McGURK
$4,800") (M-G-M)— UPTHE
TOWN (1,300) (20c-55c-75c)
$7,900. (Average:
$5,900) 7 days. Gross:
MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA)— UTAH (1,700) (20c-55c-75c) 7 days. Gross: $13,500.
(Average: $12,300)

If'If make

millions...

and

millions

of

people
happy!
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O. Hehn
Review

SMPE

Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, April 22
oil manof
Texasranks
ER"
JACK
who WRATH
has joined the
some
spend
will
s,
producer
od
Hollywo
fiveamfilms to be proon
$6,000,000
duced for Monogr
release during
1948 and 1949. The first will be a
screen version of "In His Steps," a
novel by the Rev. Charles Sheldon,
and said to be one of the top sellers
of all "time. The second on Wrather's
schedule is "Turning Point," a story
of the oil fields. It will star Don
Castle.
•

"The Captive Heart"
(Rank-Eating — Prestige- U-I)
IN 1940 the British Army suffered its humiliating defeat at Dunkirk. Thousands of Tommys escaped across the English Channel, thousands died in
battle and thousands were taken prisoner by the Germans to sweat out the
duration behind barbed wire. Five years later, 'the tables of victory turned,
producer Michael Balcon assigned director Basil Dearden, writers Angus
MacPhail and Guy Morgan, and a company of top-notch British performers
to the fashioning of this gripping, emotion-stirring cinematic tribute to the
indomitable spirit of the unsung heroes of Dunkirk, the prisoners-of-war. It
was filmed, for the most part, at a war prisoners' camp in Germany.
Reviewing the picture from London in the April 24, 1946, issue of Motion
Picture Daily, Peter Burnup described it thusly: "Easily the best thing
producer Balcon has yet done." He said too that, "Mainly because it is based
on a first-rate story — refreshing rarity in British production," the film has a
"fine timeliness."
Now "The Captive Heart" comes one year later to America where, for
some time, the public has demonstrated an aversion for war pictures, per se.
Beautifully handled in every department in its making, providing many moments of sheer blood-surging suspense, and carrying strong appeal for all
types
of
a money's-worth
by those audiences,
who go totheseeproduction
it. Bringingwillin betheregarded
customersas is
the problem, butitemit
is a picture that is well worth any extra promotion which it may demand.
Several story threads are in evidence as the group of prisoners suffer their
long years of frustration, boredom and fears. However, the main spotlight is
focused on a young Czech officer, played by Michael Redgrave (the only
member of the fine cast of British players who is known to any extent to
American audiences), who had escaped from Dachau and is recaptured after
having donned the uniform and assumed the identity of a dead British officer.
While in custody he carries on a correspondence with the dead soldier's wife
in England, with the outcome thereof affording a climax to be eagerly awaited
by the audience. For American showings, 22 minutes of its running time have
been cut from the original.
Running time, 86 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
April 26.
C. L. F.

Peter Godfrey will direct "That
VirHagen Girl" for Warners. . . . have
ginia Field and Patric Knowles
been engaged for leads in "Dream
Girl," Betty Hutton's next starring
vehicle at Paramount. Mitchell Leisen is scheduled to direct it. . . . Leo
Mc Carey ha4 engaged Gary Cooper
"GoodionSam,"
rolew inProduct
for the
for
Rainbo
nextstellar
his
RKO Radio release.
•
Enterprise has signed Charles
Boyer for the title role in "The
Aram," based on
of Eugene
Passion
Bulwer Lytton story,
the Edward
which will be adapted to the screen
. . . Gene Rayby Ladislas Fodor. his
final screen
mond will make
of 14-yearfather
ce as the
appearan
old Lois Butler, who has the title Owners Asked for
ine."
Eagle-Lion's "Clement
role in ntly,
Raymond plans to
Subseque
Tax Information
turn director.
•
"The Saxon Charm," new novel by
Frederic Wakeman, author of "The
Hucksters," has been purchased by
Universal-International. . . . Charlotte
Greenwood has been engaged for a
Republic's "Driftwood."
role ain cast
stellar
She joins
headed by Walter
Brennan, Ruth Warrick, Dean Tagger and Natalie Wood. . . . Mildred
Natwick has returned to Hollywood
to play a leading character role in
M-G-M's "The Kissing
Bandit."
•
Robert Emmett has been signed by
Paramount producers' William Pine
and William Thomas to direct "Shaggy," the pair's next color picture.
Brenda Joyce and Robert Shayne^ are
top romantic roles. . . . Direcset for
tor Jacques Tourneur has had his
RKO Radio contract extended. . . .
Albert Dekker will portray a political
boss in M-G-M's dramatisation of the
Sinclair Lewis novel, "Cass Timber•
lane."
Don Ameche has been engaged by
Triangle Productions, new company
headed by Mary Pickford, Buddy
Rogers and Ralph Cohn, to co-star
with Robert Cummings in "Sleep,
My Love." For the first time in his
long career, Ameche will appear as
a murderer. . . . Mack Nosseck has
been signed to direct "The Prince
of Thieves," which Sam Katzman
will direct in Cinecolor for Columbia release.
•
Robert Wise will direct "Bodyguard," original
George W.
George
and Robert
E. byAltman,
which
Sid
Rogell will produce for RKO Radio.
. . . Admiral Pictures has completed
its first program of 12 two-reel 16mm.
!films based on the life of Stephen
Foster.

In a move intended to stem any
wave of new theatre taxation in large
New York cities and counties, exhibitors throughout the state will be
solicited to provide the State Tax
Commission with reports on their
grosses for 1944-1946. In the New
York City area theatremen will be
asked to cooperate in the plan by the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association, and American Theatres Association will encourage cooperation throughout the rest of the
state.
Robert W. Coyne, executive director
of the ATA, and Fred Schwartz, head
of the MMPTA, both active in the
fight against new taxation, hope to
show in the gross reports that any new
yield would be far below estimates
known to have been made by legislators looking for new city and county
revenue.
Both plan to follow the gross reporting with attempts to prove that
the authorized additional five per cent
theatres'
cut evidenced
substantially
would
levy
as already
power,
earning
in
Norfolk and Richmond, Va.
Zanuck Gets Option
Hollywood, April 22. — Darryl F.
Zanuck, production vice-president of
20th Century-Fox, has secured an_ option on "Soviet Spy," a book by Lieut.
Col. Richard Hirsch, for use in connection with the recently announced
production about Russian espionage.
Universal Dividend
Universal's board of directors has
declared a quarterly dividend of $1.06
per share on four and one-quarter per
cent cumulative preferred stock to
stockholders of record on May 15. The
dividend is payable on June 2.

Increase

Efforts

For

Drive

Greek

Speaks

at

Convention

Chicago, April 22.— Otto Hehn of
Nu-Screen Corp., New York, told the
morning session of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers at the Esquire Theatre here of the advantages
claimed for the firm's new concaveconvex fiberglas screen, which is said
to
eliminate
and "hot atspot."
Hehn
cited distortion
the installations
the
Park Avenue and Winter Garden theatres in New York as proof of.-i*,s
practicability. ( |;
Most other talks this morning wcr'e
of a highly
nature. at
Afternoon sessionstechnical
were resumed
the
Drake Hotel, with major talks being
given by Arch Brolley, chief engineer
of Balaban and Katz' television station, WBKB, and William C. Eddy,
director of the station. Brolley spoke
on "Television Remote Operation,"
and Eddy on "Television Studio
Lighting." Eddy also acted as host to
SMPE members who toured the television station tonight.
Actor Eddie Albert will speak on
"Educational films for a Democratic
Tomorrow" at tomorrow's session. A
banquet will be held at the Drake
Hotel tomorrow night. The sessions
will continue through Friday.
{Contimied from page 1)
Memphis Bans 'Duel'
taken against the ruling, though adding that official statements would have
to come through Robert Gillham,
Eastern director of publicity and advertising for the Selznick Releasing
Organization in New York. Gillham
was the
quoted
here censor
as saying
that most
"we
feel
Memphis
is being
unfair to us in this action. The picture has been approved by the National
Board of Review, has been passed by
state censors in Florida, Texas, Massachusetts, California and New York."
Meanwhile, Binford issued a statement explaining why the board
ordered several cuts in "The Macomber Affair" that had been schedto open
at Loew'safter
Palace.
The
film uledwas
withdrawn
the cuts
were ordered.
Two Westerns were banned last
week by the censor board. They were
Universal's "Destry Rides Again" and
"When the Daltons Rode."

Ned Depinet, Si Fabian and Jack
Cohn, national co-chairmen, and Tom
Connors, national distributor chairman,
of the phans
industry's
Orof Greece Appeal
in honorfor ofWarSpyros
P. Skouras, have again called upon
the industry to renew its efforts to
put over the $1,200,000 drive.
The sales chieftains have telegraphed to all field managers to proceed vigorously towards bringing the
campaign to a successful conclusion.
Every exchange was pledged for at
least one orphan. At the same time a
telegram went to exhibitor chairmen
and circuit heads.
The exhibitors' luncheon held in
New York recently resulted in pledges
of $32,000 and under the direction of
Fred Schwartz, Metropolitan area
chairman, follow-ups are being made
to increase this with the objective of May Settle 3 Trust
(Continued from page 1)
obtaining one orphan for every theatre in the New York area.
made to settle the cases out of court,
since this marks their sixth or seventh
Cantor in UJA Film
postponement.
Defendants in the Middle States and
Released This Week
Riverside
cases have been given until
Eddie Cantor is starred in a fiveminute short to be released this week May 5 to file replies. Middle States
for losses allegedly susand produced by Dore Schary, RKO- asks $900,000
while operating the Minnesota
Radio executive vice-president, to fur- Theatre tained
in
Minneapolis.
Middle States
ther the national $170,000,000 United
Jewish Appeal drive for Refugees, and Riverside combined to ask $1,750,000 for losses allegedly sustained
Overseas Needs and Palestine.
while operating the Riverside in Milwaukee.
RKO Television Moves
In the
thirdonsuit,
that ofofitsthePiccadilly
Schoenstadt
Circuit
behalf
Executive offices of RKO Tele- Theatre,
the circuit asks $6,750,000
vision Corp. are now located in the
Pathe Building, on Madison Avenue, damages. This case has been postponed until
9, atdue.
whichMajor
time disdeNew York. Ralph B. Austrian, presfendants'May
briefs are
tributors are defendants in all three
ident of RKO Television, says : "The
increased television programming ac- cases. Balaban and Katz and Warner
tivities occurring since the FCC's Bros. Theatres are exhibitor defendants in the Piccadilly case.
color ruling has dictated the move."

'»R. »«5?JS!5
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Golden,
Clash

Group

Against
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US

Would
From

Cut

Funds
$31,000,000

State Dep't Grant
By J. A. OTTEN

Washington, April 23. — A
House sub-committee on appropriations was reported tentatively to
have decided not . to grant the requested appropriation of $31,000,000
for
the^ State'Information
Department's
International
and Office
Culturalof
Affairs
for
'the
fiscal
year
of
1948. of
.This would cut out the operation
the International Motion Picture Division as well- as all overseas radio
broadcasts' and information activities
of OIC,
It was indicated that the reason for
the rejection, of. the., appropriation is
that, all- activities of the OIC with the
exception of the South American cultural--program have not been author
ized by .law'At the . same .'time Assistant Secre
tary of State William Benton, testify
(Continued on page 6)

See
As

N.J.

Federation

Permanent

Unit

Encouraged by its having "pushed
back to the sea" the three per cent
theatre admission tax menace which,
several weeks ago, threatened all of
New Jersey, the Federation of New
Jersey Theatre. Owners is expected to
continue indefinitely as a tax-fighting
combination of all elements of New
Jersey exhibition.
The Federation views as a moral
(Continued on page 8)
Giveaways Threaten
Return on Coast

Los Angeles, April 23. — Independent exhibitors in this
area are considering inaugurating giveaways in the
near future if theatre patronage does not show an increase.
Some 16 independents already
have gone into cooperative
deals with merchants for giving away radios, electric
irons, scooters, toasters and
other household articles, but
the movement is not under
way on extensive scale so far.

Film

Kruse

over

in

MPEA

Export

Policy

Chicago, April 23.— With Nathan
motion picture diof the
D. Golden,
U. S. Department of
vision of the
Commerce, placing himself on record
as favoring the Motion Picture Export
limiAssociation's policy of selective
tation of U. S. films for exhibition
ent
was expressed by
abroad, disagreem
William C. Kruse, vice-president of
United World Films, who asserted
that restriction of the number of films
exported because of the desire to depict
America in its best light amounts to
censorship. Kruse who, along with
sesaddressed
Golden,
Picture
Motionday's
of third
Society the
sion of the

Sen. hanger Favors
Film Industry Probe
April 23— Sen.
Washington, an
of a Senate
chairm
Langer,mmitt
ee investi
gating
subco
monopoly trends, disclosed
here today that he favors an
investigation of the motion
picture industry, with special
emphasis on theatre ownership by distributors.
Langer stated that he will
take the matter up with the
other two members of his
committee at a meeting to
be held late this week or
early next, when future plans
of the committee will be
mapped.

' 61st semi-annual conven- Studios
Engineers
sending all U. S.
tion here, advocated
films overseas.
Alluding to . nations within the
Soviet "iron
curtain,"
coun Painter
(Continued
on pageGolden
8)
MPA

Seeks

In Education

Outlets
Field

Invite
Talks

Universal

To

'Negotiate'
Demands
Run
Scully Says Bids Under
Stayed Decree Are Out
Universal will not engage in competitive bidding during the stay of
the New York Federal Court decree, but will continue its policy of
ionsrun,with
intoseekingnegotiat
entering hibitors
A.
W. exa better
sident and . general
vice-pre
Scully,
sales manager, said yesterday
In addition, the company during the period of the Supreme
Court stay, will license as many
exas an
at one
pictures hibitor
h the
althoug
requests,time
regardless of number,
pictures
will be ,sold singly, Scully said.
Scully said there already have _been
several instances in which an exhibitor
presenting reasonable demand
upon
for the run enjoyed by his competitor
has been granted that run after an
been reached
agreement on terms had
that
company. onHepagereported
with the (Continued
6)

Hollywood, April 23. — A second
important step toward establishing
basis for a studio strike settlement
was taken today when the maj^or
studios asked Painters' Local No. 644
to meet with their labor committee on
May 1 for collective bargaining. The
invitation, addressed to Herbert K
Sorrell in his capacity as business
agent of the local, was identical in
phraseology with that sent last week 600 Hear Senator
to the carpenters' International repre
sentative,
Cambiano,
which re- Cite the Industry
sulted in aJoseph
first meeting
yesterday.
Sorrell, who is also president of the
Conference of Studio Unions, did not
ng the motion picture as.
immediately accept the wired invita theDescribi
"outstanding cultural ambassador
tion, but indicated that he would do
if the United States," U. S. Senator
Francis J. Myers, of Pennsylvania,
last night urged the industry to place
emphasis in its productions on
Renew Mexico Move greater
"the things which truly represent
America." He spoke before a gatherdinnering of 600 at the 30thedannual
For Ceiling Prices
Picthe Associat
d on pageMotion
dance of (Continue
8)

Washington, April 23. — The motion picture industry is looking to a
wider distribution of regular product
in educational film channels and a
broader policy of adapting footage for
educational use, according to Roger
Albright, director of educational services of the Motion Picture Association.
The MPA division intends to become increasingly useful in the field
of education, Albright said, and wants
to give teachers an appreciation of
how industry films can be adapted
for teaching use in specific situations.
Albright cited the recent editing
and collecting- of 23 films made from
book classics to be used in teaching
English literature. He also explained
a recent experiment with 24 NebrasMexico City, April 23. — The trade
ka high schools in an effort to increase distribution of films to rural is again concerned by revival of a
move
started some months ago by the SRO Will Not Contest
high schools.
local government
to and
fix ceiling
admissions. Renewed
intensified
Ban al' Organiz
(Continued
on
page
6)
'Dueing
s k Releas
Mem
Gould Makes 4 New
Selznic
The phi
tion will probably not challenge the
U.A. Appointments
d on the scheduled exhibiban impose
James Raymond, formerly United Indiana Owners Hit
tion of "Duel in the Sun" in Memphis
Artists manager in Trinidad, has been
Robert
and Shelby County, ofTenn.,
publicity and
Gillham, Eastern head
named manager in Colombia, succeed- Psychopathic Films
ing Beno Slesin, who was killed in an
Ft. Wayne, Ind., April 23.— The advertising for SRO, discloses here.
airplane accident last February. Ray- Associated Theatre Owners of Indimond arrived here yesterday for home
here, vigorously conana, demned
meeting
r ParaWilliam P. Rosenow, forme
office conferences before proceeding to
current film trends, particuve in Buffalo
entati
repres
sales
mount
duties.
new
those usingelements
neurotic,as psychopathBogota to assume his
ic orlarly
criminal
features of and Syracuse is branch manager of
Other appointments made by Walter
:
the
plot.
The
association
also
opposed Selznicko.Releasing Corp.'s new office
include
Gould, UA foreign manager
the practice of producers who force in Buffal
Raymond's
successor
in
Trinidad,
(Continued on page 8)
price increases for their pictures.
James Walsh has opened an SRO
Seattle branch.
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Circuit,

Personal
Mention
CHARLES EINFELD will ily
back to the Coast this evening,
and will return to New York in about
two weeks. David Lewis and David
Loew will return to the Coast tomorrow.
•
Guy Hevia, Morristown, N. J., city
manager of Walter Reade Theatres,
has been appointed chairman of the
entertainment division of the Morristown Area Chamber of Commerce.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Michael A. Fasano,
owners of the Cummings Theatre,
Fitchburg, Mass., have announced the
wedding of their daughter, Antoinette, to Bernard D. Butler.
•
Lawrence Beller, United Artists
publicist, this week received from the
Swedish Government its "Order of
Vasa"
the war.citation for his services during
•
Herman Gluckman, president of
Nu-Screen Corp., and Otto Hehn,
development engineer, are in Chicago
from New York.
©
Nate Blumberg, president of Universal, will return to New York from
the Coast the latter part of this week
or early next week.
•
Jack P. Harris, of Walter Reade
Theatres, has returned to New York
from a three-week • stay in Florida.
Samuel Hacker, head of Film
Audit Service, has returned to New
York from Hollywood.
•
Fred Schwartz, vice-president of
Century Circuit, will leave here for
Florida tomorrow.
Sol A. Schwartz, vice-president
and general manager of RKO Theatres, has left here for
• Mexico City.
H. M. Richey, M-G-M's exhibitor relations director, is due to return here from Minneapolis today.
General

Precision

Profit Is $257,143
General Precision Equipment Corp.
and subsidiaries report for the theee
months ended March 31, a consolidated
net operating profit of $157,143, after
provision for Federal income taxes.
These earnings, which are subject to
year-end adjustments, compare with a
consolidated net profit of $280,552 for
the corresponding period of 1946.
Durino- the first quarter of 1947 a
profit of $20,085 was realized from the
sale of investments.
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Insider's
By RED
HP H E authoritative New York
A Times had much to report
earlier this week on the state of
the nation. In a roundup of
opinion among important newspaper publishers and executives,
assembled in New York, Russell
Porter summed up his findings
in three conclusions :
"Newspaper
and
other
executives publishers
. . . said that
business and industry throughout the country generally were
still flourishing despite fears in
some quarters of a recession.
. . . Representing a cross-section
of the country, visiting newspapermen .. . said no signs of
a recession were visible as yet
in any tangible or conclusive
form. Consumer resistance to
high prices seems to vary, but
in places where price adjustments have taken place they
have been made in an orderly
fashion. Retail business generally is reported to be holding
■
For those in this industry
who frighten quicklv or who
may entertain serious doubts
about the intensity of the rainup."
bow, this should be interesting
information. Some of the detail deserves attention, viz :
Col. Robert R. McCormick,
Chicago Tribune: Business in
Chicago area very good. Midwest factories running full blast.
Labor situation good. Retail
stores doing big business. No
serious consumer resistance on
prices. Farm conditions excellent by fall.
John S. Knight, publisher of
newspapers in Chicago, Detroit,
Akron and Miami: Business
very good in those cities. Sees
values returning to normal
levels. No recession signs.
■
George F. Booth, Worcester
[Mass.] Telegram and Courier:
Conditions in New England
very good. No signs of early
recession in manufacturing, except with some woolen mills.
Slight retail decline due to high
prices.
Paul Bellamy, Cleveland Plain
Dealer: Signs show "all the
makings
of a boom"
without
actual existence
of one.
Not
much fear of recession, at least
not before 1948. Consumer resistance to luxury prices. Tremendous market for durable
goods
—
autos,
washing machines,
etc. .

Outlook
KANN
cellent in area. Slight slackening, but not serious. Retail
stores doing well.
Roy A. Roberts, Kansas City
Star: Tremendous crops in sight
in Midwest. Some consumer opposition on quality items. Some
slowdown in retail sales, but not
much. By and large, things in
good shape.
■
W. M. Schmick, Baltimore
Sun : General business good.
Retail stores continue climbing.
Some resistance to quality merchandise. Some observers fear
them
up.
recession, but signs don't back
John Cowles, -Minneapolis
Star and Tribune : Great prosperity in Northwest farm areas.
Over-full employment. Merchants cutting prices because of
consumer insistence. No visible
signs of immediate recession.
James E. Chappell, Birmingham, Ala., Nezvs and Age-Herald: Business in Deep South
could not be better. Full employment, no labor troubles. Industry, agriculture doing fine.
Some resistance to high prices.
E. K. Gaylord, Oklahoma
City Oklahoman : Things holding up very well.
Palmer Hoyt, Denver Post:
Activity high throughout Rocky
■ . Mining and
Mountain region.
agriculture prosperous. Department store volume still high.
George T. Cameron, San
Francisco Chronicle : West
Coast conditions flourishing.
Volume is sustained. No serious
recession anticipated this year.
W. H. Cowles, Jr., Spokane
[Wash.] Spokesman - Review :
Conditions good in Pacific
Northwest. No signs of recession. Tendency continues upward, barring some minor
changes in prices.
Feeling any better?
■
If not, take a gander at the
20th Century-Fox profit curve,
including 'as
Theatres
and itthedoesNewNational
York
Roxy. For 1945: $12,746,467.
For 1946: $22,619,535. Gain:
$9,873,068. Consolidated gross
for 1946 : $200,529,482, or a new
high. Observes Spyros P.
Skouras under April 14 ,date :
"So far in 1947, the high quality
of our product has caused film
rentals to show an increase over
the corresponding period of
1946, although costs are some-

Guild

Sign

Open Shop Contract
Elaborating on an announcement by
the Motion Picture Theatre Operating
Managers and Assistant Managers
Guild, here, that a contract had been
signed by the Guild and Combined
Bronx Amusements, Inc., Abraham
Mopper, attorney for the circuit, reported yesterday that the contract Lis
a one-year open shop contract^ the1
added that recognition of the unic*
conditioned upon and subject to any
changes in legislation and court decisions affecting the right of the New
York State Labor Board to certify
managers or supervisory employes as
a bargaining unit.
Mopper said salaries agreed upon
are $70 per week for managers and
$40 per week for assistant managers ;
the managers received a $5 increase.
Work week is 50 hours, with four
additional hours to be served at
straight time, and all time beyond the
54 hours to be paid for at time-and-ahalf.
Agree on Ascap-NY
Group Court Order
Attorneys for the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers
and a group of New York theatremen
charging Ascap with restraint-of-trade
yesterday agreed on the contents of an
order
directingbethat
Ascap's
motion
for dismissal
granted
unless
the
plaintiffs
subject
themselves
to
pretrial examination by June.
Plaintiff attorneys claim early pretrial examinations will be held and
that Ascap's motion, in effect, will be
denied in consequence.
iV. Y. Daylight Saving
Begins This Sunday
. Daylight-saving
time York
will begin
and
in 50 other New
cities here
and
65 towns and villages at 2 :00 A.M.
Sunday, when clocks will be pushed
ahead one hour. Newburgh will not
change until May 27.
New Jersey, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, Massachusetts and New Hampshire are the only states to have statewide daylight-saving time in the East.
Johnston To Address
Indian Conference
Eric Johnston will be principal
speaker at the India Film Conference
to be held here on May 5-7, announces Hari Govil, founder-director
of the India Society of America. The
Motion Picture Association president
will speak at a banquet for Vijay
Bhatt, Indiana producer-director.
General Release of
'Verdoux' Next Year

Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur VerGive $9,500 to Orphans
doux," United Artists release, will be
Sol A. Schwartz, home office chairwithheld from general distribution until
next
year, according to present
of tlie industry's
for the
War manOrphans
of Greece,Appeal
has collected
plans. The picture, now playing at
more than $9,500 to date. This repthe Broadway Theatre, UA's newlyresents only five companies : 20th Cenacquired
New York
E.
Lansing
Ray,
St.
Louis
play
a pre-release
run "showcase,"
in Chicago, will
San
tury-Fox, RKO, Loew's, Monogram
Globe-Democrat : Business exFrancisco and Los Angeles this year.
Feeling
any better?
what higher."
and Eagle-Lion PRC.
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FIGURES

/
STALLION
EVERY NEW DATE BRINGS NEW
IN LOVE WITH ITS LOVE STORY.
AND
RONALD

ALEXIS

ITS BIG/

BEAUTIFUL

ZACHARY
WARNERS'

an

ROAD
PRAISE! THEY'RE
AND ITS HORSES,

OUTDOOR

SPLENDOR/

DIRECTED BY
JAMES V. KERN
NOVEL AND SCREEN PLAY
BY STEPHEN LONGSTREET
PRODUCED BY
ALEX

GOTTLIEB

EXHIBITORS

KNOW

that one of the year's
top moneymakers
Hunt

is Producer

Stromberg's

mThe Strange
starring Hedy

Woman"
Lamarr.

EXHIBITORS
a new
production
and

Hunt

Hedy

in a few

the tremendous
'The

Stromberg

starring

following

AGREE

Lamarr
months

success

Strange

of

Woman"
is good
for the same -OR BETTER
great

business!

EXHIBITORS

just such

a

WANT

follow-up
when

headliner

it is

of
HUNT presentation
STROMBERG'S

HEDY

LAMARR

co-starring

DENNIS
O'KEEFE
JOHN
with WILLIAM LUNDIGAN
. MORRIS CARNOVSKY •
• PAUL
CAVANAGH .LODER
NATALIE SCHAFER
PRODUCED BY JACK CHERTOK
Directed by ROBERT STEVENSON • Screenplay by EDMUND H. NORTH • A HUNT STROMBERG Production
%
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Promotion

'Duel'
Begins

A_ mobile trailer unit, a blimp, a
special float for parades, and signs on
all Railway Express and American
News trucks are some of the devices
by which the Selznick Releasing Organization last night launched its publicity for the opening of "Duel in the
Sun" at the
and 38 otherareaLoew
theatres
in Capitol
the metropolitan
on
May 7. The drive is under the direction of Robert L. Gillham, Eastern
advertising and publicity director for
SRO.
The mobile trailer unit covered the
city last night and will appear in Boston today. Other cities which it will
visit, and the dates, are : Brockton.
April 25; Fall River, 26; Providence,
28; Worcester, 29; Springfield, 30;
Hartford, May 1; Waterbury, 2;
New Haven, 3; Bridgeport, 5; Stamford, 6; New Brunswick, 7 ; Morristown, 8; Perth Amboy, 9; Long
Branch and Asbury Park, 10 ; Red
Bank and Freehold on May 12.
A specially lighted blimp will first
appear, over Stamford and Bridgeport, on April 30. Other visits will be
to New Haven and Waterburv, May
1 ; Hartford, 2 ; Perth Amboy, Red
Bank, Long Branch and Asbury Park,
3; New Brunswick, Morristown and
Flemington on May 4. New York will
see it on May 5-7. Washington, Baltimore and Philadelphia will see it
from May 8 to 14.
During the "Duel" run here, the
special float bearing "Miss Duel in the
Sun" will head a parade through the
city's streets.

Picture

Canada Sales Head to
Attend MGM
Meet
Ted Gould, general sales manager
for Regal Films, Ltd., of Canada, will
attend the M-G-M sales conference to
be held at the Astor Hotel for a
week, starting Monday. This will mark
the first time in many years that a
member ofsales
the staff
company's
executive
will be Canadian
on hand
for such an M-G-M sales conference.
Heretofore, most of the sales confabs
have been held in Chicago and limited
to personnel in the U. S.
Due to illness, John G. Kemptgen
Milwaukee manager, will not attend
Eph Rosen, Minneapolis assistant
manager, who is pinch-hitting for
Kemptgen in Milwaukee, will repre
sent Kemptgen, now on a leave of
absence.
Twelve

More

Films

Daily

Industry
By

20
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Is

Spared

Legislatures

Washington, April 23. — Twentytwo of the 44 state legislatures meeting this year have adjourned. In only
two states thus far has legislation
detrimental to the industry been passed
— in New York where large cities and
counties were given authority to impose an additional five per cent admission tax, and in New Jersey where
summer resorts along the coast were
empowered to impose an additional
three per cent admission tax.
Colorado's
thethefifthlaststate
ture to adjournis in
two legislaweeks.
It took no action detrimental to the
industry, according to Jack Bryson,
legislative director of the Motion Picture Association, who said censorship
and admission tax bills were left
buried in committee.
Other state legislatures to adjourn
during the last fortnight include Delaware, where a censorship bill and a
bill enabling Wilmington to impose
admission taxes died in committee ;
Oregon, where a three per cent sales
tax was passed, subject to ratification
by referendum this fall, and Kansas
where no bills affecting the industry
were introduced.
Censorship bills are still pending in
Iowa, Connecticut and Missouri while
many states are considering tax plans
affecting the industry.

Get Legion Ratings
The National Legion of Decency
has classified 12 additional pictures
Placed in Class A-l were : "Angels of
the Streets," M-G-M; "Barber of
Seville" (Italian), Excelsior; "Hit
Parade of 1947," "Homesteaders of
Paradise Valley," and "Twilight on
the Rio Grande," all Republic. Classi
tied A-II were : "Calcutta," Paramount; "Jewels of Brandenburg,
20th
Century-Fox
; "New Orleans,"
United Artists.
Placed in Class B were : "Cheyenne,'
Warners ; "Jungle Flight," Para
mount; "Life Begins Anew" (Ital Two UOPWA
Locals
ian), Superfilm; "Land of the Law
less," Monogram.
Sponsor Film Night
Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local No. 109, and
Minneapolis PTA
Screen Publicists Guild, Local No.
114, both UOPWA, will sponsor the
Attacks
Minneapolis, 'Outlaw'
April 23. — The local showing of several shorts tonight at
the
Malin Theatre here. Included is
Parent-Teachers Association today
launched a formal protest against the here.
a picture produced by screen readers
showing of "The Outlaw," scheduled
Also to be shown are an animated
to open tomorrow for an indefinite run
at the Lyceum theatre. Hugh Flynn, cartoon, "Brotherhood of Man," and
who presented the protest to the of- a sound film made in Paris by Eddie
fice of Mayor Hubert H. Humphrey, Huebsch and Dave Golden when they
said the film has received publicity were in the Army.
of a type that practically guarantees a
high percentage of junior and senior
Will Release
high school students in the audience. MGM
1)

Curtiz Schedule Set
For Seven Pictures
Hollywood, April 23. — Michael
Curtiz Productions, Inc., which recently completed its first picture,
"The
for Warner
Brothers,Unsuspected,"
has seven additional
set for
filming on the Burbank lot.
Curtiz will direct the entire schedule, which includes "Romance in High
C," in Technicolor, next to go before
the cameras; "Serenade," co-starring
Dennis Morgan and Ann Sheridan ;
"Sugarfoot," from" the Clarence Bud- Toscano Dies in Mexico
ington Kelland story, in Technicolor ;
Mexico City, April 23. — Salvador
"Shadow of Fear," "No Common
Clay," "Victoria Grandolet" and Toscano, 76, "Father of Mexican Mo"Winter Kill."
tion Pictures," who imported cameras
and other equipment in 1904 to produce Mexico's first pictures, and who
Condon Joins E-L
Robert Condon has been added to in the following year opened Mexico's
to exhibit his prothe home office publicity staff of first two theatres
ductions, died at the home of his
Eagle-Lion Films as newspaper and daughter here. Burial was attended
feature writer, by Max E. Young- by representatives of all branches of
stein, director of advertising-publicity. the industry.
Condon, formerly film editor of This
Week, Liberty and Pageant, has devoted the past year to radio writing. Warners Named in Suit
Earlier, he was with 20th CenturyWarner Brothers was named defenFox and United Artists and was asdant in an injunction and accounting
sistant to Francis Harmon on the
action "filed in U. S. District Court
War Activities Committee.
here by David X. Manners, for alleged infringement of his copyrighted
story "Killers' Keeper." It is alleged
International Awards
that Warners copied from the story
U. S. films produced between Jan.
and situations for its pro1, 1946, and April 30, 1947, will be plot ideas
duction ofthe film "Conflict."
allowed to compete for international
awards at the World Film Festival
to be held in Brussels June 1 to 20, Park Books 'Nighf
announces William Kruse, Festival
"Dead of Night," J. Arthur Rank
representative here. Five special divi- production, will open at the Park Avenue Theatre here today for a one
sions have been set up to judge nonfiction films ; namely : documentary, week run. It was produced in Enscientific, educational, newsreel and
gland by Michael Balcon and is being
advertising.
released by Universal-International.

Set Up Foreign Film
Distributors Unit
A co-operative agency, for the exchange ofideas and the standardization
of practices among American distributors of foreign language films, is in
the process of _organization, tentatively
known as United Foreign Films Distributors. The founder is Martin Levine, general manager of Brandt Theatres and head of Distinguished Films,
foreign film distributor.
Levine said he has discussed the
plan
withthey
other
tors and
haveindependent
encouraged(dri-ibuthe to
proceed. Because of their preponderance, French imports will be emphasized. Over-all objective is to develop
distribution practices and new outlets
for foreign product in the U. S.
Roy Rogers Circus
Set for Six Cities
Hollywood, April 23. — Roy Rogers
and his horse Trigger will open at a
"Cowboy's Thrill Circus" at the New
York Polo Grounds on June 15 for an
eight-day stand, followed by engagements in Columbus, Indianapolis,
Louisville, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh. Bob
Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneers
will appear with Rogers, as they do
in all of his films and rodeos. The ciracts. cus will also include a variety of circus
US

Film Funds
(Continued from page 1)

ing before a House executive expenditures sub-committee this morning,
stressed
thebroadcasts
importancein ofpresenting
OIC's overseas radio
the
American scene abroad, calling them
"the mostof significant,
important, vital"
function
OIC.
Benton listed the numerous other
countries from which international
broadcasts flow and stated that OIC
broadcasts over a period of time will
counteract the propaganda of other
nations by giving a truthful objective
report of the United States.
Legislation authorizing OIC to perform its overseas information functions has been reviewed by both the
Senate foreign relations committee and
the House foreign affairs committee,
but it was revealed that there is no
likelihood of the immediate introduction of such legislation in Congress.
A spokesman for the House subcommittee on appropriations set May
2 as the probable date when the report on OIC will be sent to the House.

Hollywood, April'Joan9
23. — M-G-M
Bergman's
will release
Walter
Wanger's
color production based on the technilife of
Joan of Arc with Victor Fleming directing, Louis B. Mayer announced
today. Maxwell Anderson, author of
the
"Joan will
of Lorraine,"
whichto
Ingridplay,
Bergman
leave in May
star in the picture in July, arrived
today to work on the screen play.
Scully,
Universal
(Continued
from page 1)
Renew Mexico
(Continued from

Move

complaints that $1.50 is excessive for
an ordinary vaudeville-revue and is
only justified on those rare occasions
when very big stars perform, and that
85 cents is far too much for most pictures, have spurred the government to
again seek price ceilings.
Reports are that 45 to 65 cents will
be the ceiling for first-runs for ordinary pictures, with permission to
charge 85 cents for something extra
special, with a $1 maximum for ordinary vaudeville shows.
Exhibitors contend that a 45-65-cent
rate would be unprofitable because of
new high costs, chiefly for labor. A
like argument against the $1 ceiling
is made by vaudeville house operators.

Universal has sold away from former
customers on this basis in Oklahoma
City, Savannah,
Atlantic City and in
other
areas.
The bidding provisions of the New
York decree directed that where a
theatreman in a competitive area desires a run the distributor shall notify
all exhibitors in the area in advance
that bids will be received and shall declare aminimum rental.
As for the multiple film licensing,
Scully explained that at the request of
the exhibitor the latter would be given
the opportunity to buy "two, 10 or
even
20" the
pictures
in one
Actually
films are
sold transaction.
singly and
the method is not to be construed as
block booking, as the licensing of one
picture is not contingent upon the
licensing of another, he stressed.
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Estimates

Motion

Picture

Daily

of Key
City
Grosses
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
ANGEL
AND
THE
BADMAN
(Rep.)-T?OLLOWING are estimated pic- PARAMOUNT (Hollywood) (1,407) (50c- (RKO Radio)— UNITED NATIONS (1,129)
£/ ture grosses, exclusive of Federal 6Oc-80c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $10,000 (Advanced admission prices: $1.25-$1.50) 6th
$16,100)
week. Gross: $16,000. (Average at regular
tax, for current engagements in key (Average:
EGG AND I (U-I)-RITZ (1,376) prices of 60c-85c: $6,000)
cities as reported by Motion Picture THE
MACOMBER
AFFAIR (UA) and BLON(50c-6Oc-85c-$l.OO)
3rd
week.
Gross:
$11,500,
Daily correspondents.
(Average: $9,600)
DIE'S BIG MOMENT (Col.)— TIVOLI (1 (55c-85c)
1st week. Gross: $15,000
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— STUDIO (880) 008)
(50c-C0c-85c-$1.0O)
3rd week. Gross: $10, (Average: $10,000)
GOO.
(Average: $6,100)
THE SIN OF HAROLD DIDDLEBOCK
A)S ANGELES
THE EGG AND I (U-I)-UNITED ART- (UA)-UNITED ARTISTS (1,465) (85c)
:
ISTS (2,100) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 3rd week. 3rd week, 5 days. Gross: $6,500. (AverageGross: $21,000. (Average: $15,800)
Li^/vers predominated at first run THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (20th-Fox) $14,000)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOK(20ith-Fox)— UPTOWN
LYN (M-G-M) and JUNGLE FLIGHT
theai. „s here. Two new offerings, and BACKLASH
(1,716) (50c-6Oc-85c-$l.O0) 1st week. Gross: (Para.) — WARFIELD1 (2,672) (60c-85c) 1st
week. Gross: $23,000. (Average: $27,000)
"The Late George Apley" and "The $15,000. (Average: $13,200)
LADY (Para.) and
THE IMPERFECT
Private Affairs of Bel Ami," did aver- DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— VOGUE EASY
COME, EASY GO' (Para.)— PARA
(800) ($1.0O-$1.5O-$1.80) 16th week. Gross:
; age business. In five of the six thea- $10,500.
(Average: $10,000)
(60c-85c)
MOUNT
(2,735)
tres where "The Egg and I" is in its THAT WAY WITH WOMEN (WB)- $23,000. (Average: $23,000) 7st week. Gross:
third week, the film is doing excep- WARNER (Downtown) (3,400) (50c-60c-80c- CALCUTTA
(Para.)-ST. FRANCIS (1,tionally fine business. Estimated re- $1.00) 1st week. Gross: $14,000. (Average: 430)
(60c-85c)
$23,000)1st week. Gross: $24,000.
(Average:
ceipts for the week ended April 23 : $18,200)
THAT WAY WITH WOMEN (WB)THE EGG AND I (U-I) — BRUIN (867) WARNER (Hollywood) (3,000) (50c-60c-80c$1.00)
1st week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: INDIANAPOLIS
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
(Average:
$2,500) 3rd week. Gross: $8,500. $15,500)
JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.) and BULLDOG THAT WAY WITH WOMEN (WB)—
DRUMMOND AT BAY (Col.)— BELMONT WARNER (Hollywood) (3,000) (50c-60c-80c$1.00) 1st week. Gross: $10,000. (Average:
(1,600) (50c-60c-85c-$1.0O) 2nd week. Gross: $15,500)
Film business remained sluggish at
$6,500. (Average: $7,100)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— CARTHAY CIR- THAT WAY WITH WOMEN (WB)- first-run spots here. The bright spot
CLE (1,516) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 3rd week. WARNER (Wiltern) (2,300) (50c-60c-80c- again was "The Egg and I," now in
Gross: $9,300. (Average: $11,500)
$1.00) 1st week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: its third week and holding up well.
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (ZOth-Fox) $14,900)
"Henry V" gathered a little momen—CHINESE
(2,300)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
1st
week. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $18,200)
tum after a dull midweek opening.
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— EGYP- CHICAGO
Estimated receipts for the week endTIAN (1,000) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 3rd week.
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $18,100)
ing April 22-25 :
HENRY Gross:
V (UA)—
JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.) and BULLDOG
$1.80).
$7,000.CINEMA (550) ($2.40DRUMMOND AT BAY (CoL) — EL REY
The biggest business in the Loop is
JOE PALOOKA (Mono.)
(861) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: being done at the Oriental which is GENTLEMAN
$8,000. (Average: $6,800)
(2,800) (48c-72c). With Charlie
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES showing "Boomerang" on the screen -CIRCLE
Spivak's
orchestra
on stage. Gross: $17.(RKO
Radio)— FOX -BEVERLY (1,300) and presenting on the stage Glenn 500. (Average: $18,500)
(Advanced price: $1.00-$1.25-$1.80) 17th Miller's orchestra with Tex Beneke. SINBAD THE S AILOR (RKO -Radio) — IN week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $12,000)
DIANA (3,200) (40c-60c). Gross: $13,500
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— FOX- The Oriental will gross at least $70,- (Average: $15,200)
WILSHIRE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 3rd 000 for the first week of this combina- THE EGG AND I (U-I)-KEITH'S (1,300)
week. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $13,300)
3rd week. Gross: $11,000. (Avertion. Estimated receipts for the week (40c-60c)
age: $6,500)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
ending
April
23-24:
MY
BROTHER
TALKS TO HORSES
(RKO Radio) — GUILD
(965) (Advanced
prices: $1.00-$1.25-$1.8O) 6th week. Gross: THE JOLSON STORY (Col.) — APOLLO (M-G-M.) and! LOVE LAUGHS AT ANDY
$10,000. (Average: $5,900)
(1,200) (95c) 17th week. Gross: $18,000, HARDY (M-G-M)— LOEW'S (2,450) (40c60c). Gross: $12,000. (Average: $13,800)
TRAIL STREET (RKO Radio) and BEAT (Average: $12,000)
THE BAND (RKO' Radio)— HILLSTREET THE GUILT OF JANET AMES (Col.)- THAT WAY WITH WOMEN (WB) and
(2,700) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 4 days, 2nd week. CH1CAGO (3,900) (95c) On stage: Veloz THE DEVIL THUMBS A RIDE (RKO
and Yolanda. Gross: $55,000. (Average: Radio)—
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $19,800)
LYRIC (1.600)
,000. (Average:
$6,700) (40c-60c). GrossTHE EGG AND I (U-I)— IRIS (708) (50c- $62,000)
13 RUE, MADELEINE (20th-Fox)— GAR60c-85c-$1.00)
3rd
week.
Gross:
$11,000.
(Average: $7,200)
RICK (1,000) (95c) 5th week. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $13,000)
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (20th-Fox) 000)
DENVER
and BACKLASH (20th-Fox)— LOEWS SMASH UP (U-I)— GRAND (1,150) (95c)
STATE (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 1st week. 5th week. Gross: $16,000. (Average: $18,Gross: $26,000. (Average: $28,600)
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— LOS BOOMERANG (20th - Fox) — ORIENTAL
ANGELES (2,096) (5Oc-60c-85c-$l.O0) 6 (3,200) (95c) On stage: Glenn Miller's or- the"The Sea of Grass" with "Secret of
Whistler" was strong at the
with Tex Beneke. Gross: $70,000.
clays, 3rd week. Gross: $12,000. (Average: (Average:chestra$48,000)
$22,600)
and is holding over. ComTHE LATE GEORGE APLEY (20th-Fox) TARZAN AND THE HUNTRESS (RKO Orpheum,
ing of spring weather over the weekand BACKLASH
(20th- Fox) — LO Y OLA Radio) and THE AFFAIRS OF GERALend put a crimp in most takes, how(1,265) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 1st week. Gross: DINE (Rep.)— PALACE (2,500) (65c-95c).
ever. Estimated receipts for the week
$11,500. (Average: $11,500)
Gross: $20,000. (Average: $24,000)
THE PRIVATE AFFAIRS OF BEL AMI NORA PRENTISS (WB) — ROOSEVELT ended April 23-24:
(1,000) (95c)
3rd
week.
Gross:
$23,000.
(UA) — MUSIC HALL (Beverly Hills) (900) (Average:
BOOMERANG (20th-Fox) and CIGAR$20,000)
(65c-85c-$1.00)
GIRL (Col.)-ALADDIN (1.400) (35c(Average:
$4,700)1st week. Gross: $4,500. CALIFORNIA (Para.) - STATE - LAKE 74c) 1stETTEweek,
after a week each at the
THE PRIVATE AFFAIRS OF BEL AMI (2,700) (95c) 2nd week. Gross: $40,000. DENVER, ESQUIRE
and WEBBER
(Average:
$29,000)
(UA)-MUSIC HALL (Downtown) (900)
Gross:
$5,000.
(Average:
$4,000)
LADY IN THE LAKE (M-G-M)— UNITED THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)-BLUEBIRD
(65c-85c-$1.00)
(Average:
$14,200)1st week. Gross: $15,500. ARTISTS
(1,700) (95c) 2nd week. Gross: (572) (35c-74c) 4 days, 2nd week,
THE PRIVATE AFFAIRS OF BEL AMI $31,000. (Average: $27,000)
a
at the PARAMOUNT and two after
weeks
(UA) — MUSIC HALL (Hawaii) (1,000) (65c- THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES week
each at the DENVER, WEBBER,
and
(RKO
Radio)
—
WOODS
(1,200)
(Advanced
8Sc-$1.00)
1st
week.
Gross:
$5,500.
(AverRIALTO.
$1,800. (Average: $4,000)
age: $5,400)
prices: 9Sc-$1.20-$1.40--$1.80) 18th GALLANT Gross:
BESS (M-G-M)
and BORN
THE PRIVATE AFFAIRS OF BEL AMI admission
week. Gross: $29,000. (Average: $28,000) TO
SPEED
(PRC)
— BROADWAY (1,500)
admission price: 95c; regular aver- (35c-74c) 3rd week. Gross:
(UA)— MUSIC HALL (Hollywood) (490) (Regular
$6,000.
Averageage:
$20,000)
(65c-85c-$1.0O)
(Average:
$4,700)1st week. Gross: $4,500.
MY
FAVORITE
BRUNETTE
(Para.)
and
JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.) and BULLDOG
SEVEN
WERE SAVED (Para.) — DEN- '
$8,000)
DRUMMOND AT BAY (Col.)— ORPHE- SAN FRANCISCO
HAM (1,705)
3rd week for "BrunUM (2,210) (50c-60c-85c-$l.OO) 2nd week.
ette." Gross:(35c-70c)
$8,000. (Average: $11,000)
Gross: $11,000. (Average: $18,800)
ALEXANDER'S
RAGTIME
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
BAND (ZOthFox
reissue)
and THE BRASHER
(RKO Radio) — PALACE (1,237) (Advanced
New product in practically all situLOON (2Cth-Fox)— DENVER (2.525)DOUB(35cprices: $1.00-$1.25-$1.80) 13th week. Gross:
ations is boosting box-office returns 74c) 1st week, day-date with the WEBBER
$11,000. (Average: $21,000)
Gross: $12,000. (Average: $15,000)
TRAIL STREET (RKO Radio) and BEAT here. "The Macomber Affair" is FANTASIA
(RKO1 Radio)— ESOUIRE (742)
THE BAND (RKO Radio)— PANTAGES demonstrating the greatest newcomer (35c-74c) 1st week.
Gross: $5,000. (Average(2,000) (50c-6Oc-80c-$1.00) 4 days, 2nd week. strength, while "The Best Years of
Gross: $7,500. (Average: $20,800)
THE SEAOF OF GRASS (M-G-M) and '
ANGEL AND THE BADMAN (Rep.) and Our Lives," in its sixth week, is gar- SECRET
THE WHISTLER
$3,000)
THE PILGRIM LADY (Rep.)— PARAnering top grosses. Estimated re- ORPHEUM
(2,600) (35c-74c) 1st (Col.)
MOUNT (Downtown) (3.595) (50c-60c-80cceipts
for
the
week
Gross:
ending
$20,000.
April
(Average: $15,500) week
25
:
$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $16,500. (Average- RAMROD (UA) and SHOOT TO KILL LOVE AND LEARN
(WB) and FALL
'
$26,600)
(Screen Guild)— P'HEUM (2,440) (55c- GUY (Mono.) — PARAMOUNT (2,200) (35c85c) 1st week. OR
Gross: $18,000. (Average- 74c) 1st week. Gross: $9,000. (AverageB ' THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
THE
SEA OF,00
GRASS (M-G-M) and THE
$14
WANTED
s '
GUILTY
(RKO Radio) — RIALTO (878) (Advanced
(M-G-M)-FOX0)
$8,000)
(4,651) (60c-85c) admission
90c-$1.50) 2nd week, after
1st
week.
Gross:
$28,500.
(Average:
$32
0,J0>
Small movie theatre located in subur- THE DEVIL THUMBS A RIDE (RKO four weeksprices:
at the ALADDIN. Gross:
ban area New York, New Jersey, Phila- Radio)— GOLDEN GATE
$5,500.
(Average at regular prices of 35c$3,000)
(2,825) (65c-$1.00) 74c:
Broker. delphia. Individual will buy or lease. with
vaudeville,
1st
week.
Gross$28
500
(Average: $32,000)
ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND (ZOthDOUBBOX 388, MOTION PICTURE DAILY THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) and Fox reissue) and THE BRASHER
(ZCth-Fox) — WEBBER (750) (35cBLONDIE'S
BIG
MOMENT
(Col.)-ES
1270 _6th Ave. - New York City, N. Y. QUIRE (1,008) (55c-85c) 1st week. Gross 74c) 1st LOON
DENVER
the
with
-date
day
week,
$9,000. (Average: $6,000)
Gross: $3,000. (Average: $2,000)

8
ICO
Book

Motion
Warner
Dual

Houses
Reissue

Upsetting the policy of an estimated 100 Warner theatres against
double features and reissues, the dual
Warner program, combining "The Sea
Hawk" and "The Sea Wolf," has
been booked by 280 first-run theatres
throughout the country, according to
late reports yesterday. Among Warner theatres for which this will represent a new departure on either double
bills or reissues are : Earle and Ambassador, Washington; Stanley, Baltimore; Warners' Hollywood, Downtown and Wilton, Los Angeles ; Orpheum, Des Moines ; Capitol, Madison; Grand, Columbus; Warner,
Youngstown ; Strand, Akron ; Brandeis, Omaha ; Strand, Hartford ;
Grand, Cincinnati ; Roger Sherman,
New Haven, and Stanley, Pittsburgh,
among others.

Picture

Daily

FCC

Puts

Delay Rank Dinner;
New Date To Be Set
The dinner honoring J. Arthur
Rank, British industry leader, to be
given by the directors of the Motion
Picture Association, originally scheduled for May 8 at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel here, has been postponed because of a change in steamship schedules. Rank is now expected here from
England shortly after that date but
no new date for the dinner has been
set.
'Elizabeth' Due Tomorrow;
Expect 'America' on Saturday
Running behind schedule after being
buffeted by bad weather, both the
SS. Queen Elisabeth and the SiT.
America will not arrive today as originally expected. George Weltner, head
of Paramount International ; Clement
S. Crystal, theatre department head,
and James M. Franey, head of United
World Films, are among film industry
executives aboard the British Queen
liner. Among passengers on the
America are : Mary Martin, Eugenia
Leontovich and P. G. Wodehouse,
British writer.
The Elisabeth, according to reports
yesterday, is now due tomorrow morning, while the America is expected to
dock Saturday.

Birdwell Shuts Shop
Hollywood, April 23. — Russell
Birdwell has closed his film publicity
business
willtake
"sitthein best
the
sun
for a and
whilesays
and hethen
offer." Russell Birdwell Associates
has been operating since 1939. Prior
to that, for four years, he was director of publicity and exploitation of Theatre Thievery
Selznick International Pictures.
Indianapolis, April 23. — Theatre
safes were bait for thieves here as one
set succeeded in cracking the safe at
N. J. Federation
the Cinema, taking $2,000, while an(Continued from page 1)
other crew were halted by police from
safe at the Strand neighvictory the fact that the new state law, opening the
borhood theatre, which also lost $1,000
which empowers coastal cities only to
in
a
safe-cracking
on Feb. 16.
levy a three per cent admission tax,
was prevented, through Federation efforts during the recent legislative ses- Golden, Kruse
sion, from being made to apply gen(Continued from page 1)
erally throughout the state. The original bill had been amended to apply
by pointing out that "certain
only to fourth class coastal cities prior tered
to its being passed by the legislature. countries" have indicated that they
do
not
care
to of
exhibit
pictures
"deMembers of the Federation include
picting
our way
life, since
it might
Allied Theatre Owners of New Jer- show advantages of this country, and
sey, Independent Theatre Owners of promiscuous exportation would only
New York (which includes New Jer- have these countries showing films depicting less favorable aspects of the
sey membership) , Loew's, Paramount,
RKO and Warner theatres, the Walof life." He also inter Reade and Fabian circuits, and Americandicated way
that the U. S. backlog of 1,numerous smaller independents. George 200 films gives
the MPEA a wide
Gold of Newark is its director-chair- range of subjects from which to
man.
choose, as well as to satisfy the wants
The Jersey legislature adjourned on of all foreign countries.
Monday. Pending its meeting again
The mounting emphasis upon the
next year, the Federation presumably employment of films as an educational
will direct its attacks against local medium formed the hub of speeches aladmission tax threats, girding, meanso delivered today by L. Mercer Franwhile, for battles against possible 1948
cisco of Francisco Films, Chicago ;
legislative tax bills.
Eddie Albert (in absentia), actor and
head of Eddie Albert Productions ;
4 U.A. Appointments and Dr. W. A. Wittich, president of
the department of audio-visual instruc(Continued from page 1)
tion of the National Education AssoFrank G. Berglas, who joined UA
ciation. Wittich, who will be presentlast October and served in the comed with a "pioneer scroll" by A. G.
pany's Panama and Havana offices; Petrasek, of RCA's 16mm. film equipAdolfo Friedman, who has held variment section at tomorrow's SMPE
session, called upon major companies
ous posts
in UA's
division,
named
specialLatin-American
representative to forego the profit motive, if necessary, in order to produce films for
in Uruguay ; Humberto Giancolo,
named manager of the branch in Tuou- school purposes. Not only would it
man, Argentina, and Luis Eduardo be a social contribution to this country
as well as a good-will gesture, Wittich
Londono,
of the company's
new
office manager
in Barranquilla,
Colombia remarked, but the companies would
also be making school children filmminded,
assuring the companies of future audiences.
Francisco spoke on "Psychology of
REEVES
Sound Films," while the subject of Albert's message, delivered by Remy L.
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
Hudson, president of Eddie Albert
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Circle 6-6686
Productions, because Albert was deComplete Film and
tained in Hollywood,
was "Educational Films
for a Democratic
TomorDisc Recording Facilities
row."

Thursday, April 24, 1947
WORL,

Boston, Off Air
Washington, April 23— The Federal Communications Commission today ordered station WORL off the
air and allowed the Boston station a
temporary license until August 31,
1947, to wind up its affairs. The
action was taken because large blocks
of stock in the station were transferred without reporting to the FCC.
The FCC will take no action before
June 1 on any application for the facilities tobe vacated by WORL. -

WHEN

ALL

Senator Myers
(Continued from page 1)
ture Advertisers at the Hotel Astor.
Senator Myers, principal speaker at
the affair, which also represented a
tribute by AMPA to film .company
presidents, praised the industry for its
advertising technique. Motion picture
advertising, he said, "has been learning
not to cry 'wolf over a turkey, so that
when it does have an outstanding production ithas not used up all of its
superlatives on lesser accomplishments.
That is all to the good, and I trust the
trend will continue," he added.
Eugene Thomas also Speaks
In addition to Senator Myers, the
gathering heard Eugene S. Thomas,
president of the Advertising Club of
New York, discuss television as a
"new
medium."
Coast-tocoast advertising
television service,
he predicted,
should be a reality within five years.
"The 25,000 television sets now in
use in the U. S. should be increased
to 400,000 by next Christmas ; to
1,000,000 by that time a year later and
to 25,000,000 10 years from now— according to indications
of surveys."
Rutgers
Neilson, retiring
AMPA
president, who presided at the occasion, was presented with a gold watch
by incoming president Arnold Stoltz
in behalf of the AMPA membership.
Stoltz was inducted into office, as were
Phil Williams, as vice-president ; Max
Stein, treasurer, and Marguerite Wayburn, secretary.
Howard Dietz, Loew vice-president,
was member-guest master-of-ceremonies. In welcoming him to the
microphone, Neilson presented Dietz
with an AMPA citation for the "Best
Exploitation
of the
ferring to theStunt
giving
of anYear,"
acre reof
land in New Mexico to some 450 editors and publishers on behalf of
M-G-M's "Sea of Grass."
Souvenir Journal
A souvenir journal was presented to
each guest, containing greetings received from President Truman, New
York's Governor Dewey, and Mayor
O'Dwyer of New York City.
Dietz read to the gathering several
wires and cables of anniversary congratulation which were received by
AMPA from various parts of the
world. Senders included J. Arthur
Rank, President Miguel Aleman of
Mexico, Mary Pickford, Fredric
March, Tallulah Bankhead, Ann
Sheridan, Eddie Cantor, and scores
of others.
The affair climaxed what AMPA
describes as "an active and highly successful year." In his speech of welcome, Neilson paid tribute to all previous AMPA presidents and to the
committee in charge of the dinnerdance, headed by Phil Williams.
The latter part of the evening featured dancing, with Art Stanley and
his Hotel Astor orchestra supplying
the music.
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Profit

of

d A ragged, hungry, homeless
orphan child, alone in a cold, hos- $12,187,805
tile country.
Rise
CJ A mother with fear in her Is 100%
heart, terrible memories of horrors
behind and dread uncertainty ahead,
Equal to $3.17 a Share;
frantic with anxiety for those left
Theatre Income Cited
of a shattered family.
CI A husband and father, broken and in tatters, deep in the desperation ofthe need and suffering of
those whom he would save, protect
and nurture — and hardly a glimmering ofhope before him in the
terrible aftermath of war.
Any of these vignettes make an
understandable figure to any of us.
The individual, child, mother or
father, or all of them, we can visualize. Meeting any of them in living contact, we would instantly
reach to extend a helping hand.
The demand of charity, the call of
human sympathy, would be immediate, compelling.
But the picture becomes a blur
of statistics when it comes multiplied, like dots on a map, in the
figures of the multitude represented bythe 300,000 Jews in the
Displaced Persons camps of Europe and the hundreds of thousands of others who are dependent
upon American mercy for survival.
To see and understand we must
think of that unhappy child, the
frantic mother, the desperate
father, as individuals — people,
even as you and I; people with a
right to live, to some small share
of care and comfort. We must
iweep away the columns of figures, the impersonal statistics, to
realize that the call upon our human obligations is the aching need
of that child, that mother, that
father.
The story of the United Jewish
Appeal tells us that the need is multiplied several hind red thousand
times. That is why so many of us
must give generously of our resources so that the many who are
to be rescued from a hell of hate
and want and desperation shall not
await in vain their rescue.
MARTIN OU1GLEY

Impartial

A consolidated net profit for 1946
of $12,187,805, which is more than
double the previous year's profit of
$6,031,085,
was
announced for
Radio - Keith Orpheum Corp.
by
president
Peter
RathvonN.
in his annual
report to stockday.
holders yesterRathvon said
the 1946 result
was a substantialoverimprovement
any
other year in
the company's
history
in both
N. Peter Rathvon
gross
revenue
and earnings.
Gross receipts from distribution attained arecord volume of $72,966,727.
(Continued on page 8)
Brooks

to Direct

'M.P.H.'RoundTable
W alter Brooks, veteran showman,
has been appointed director of The
Round Table department of Motion
Picture Herald. He will assume bis
(Continued on page 8)

House
Decree Affects Only
25% of RKO Houses
More than 75 per cent of
the theatres operated by
RKO are unaffected by the
partnership dissolution provision of the New York Court's
decree in the industry antitrust suit, N. Peter Rathvon,
RKO president, said yesterday, in his annual report to
stockholders. In the case of
the 25 per cent affected, he
said, negotiations are either
pending or have been concluded, looking toward acquisition of outside interests or
disposal of RKO's interests.
MPF

Elects

Washington

11

at

Meeting

Washington,
April elected
24. — Eleven
charter
members were
today
to the Washington exchange area
committee of the Motion Picture
Foundation. Elected were: John J.
Payette, Warner Brothers ; Sam
Galanty, Columbia ; John Allan,
M-G-M ; Julian Brylawski, Carter
Barron and Sidney B. Lust, Washington .theatremen ; Lawrence Schanberger and Lauritz C. Garman, Maryland ;John
Di Fiore, and
Delaware
; Wil-G.
liam M. Crockett
Morton
Thalheimer, Virginia.
The 11 will elect six more, and
from the 17, a national trustee will be
elected within a week, according to
Brylawski, today's chairman.
"The Motion Picture Foundation is
the most magnificent edifice yet to be
erected
the industry,"
A.
Novins, in
assistant
to Barney Louis
Balaban,
said as chief speaker at the meeting.

Votes

Orleans

[ Jules Levey-United Artists ] — You'll Tap Your Toes
T ULES LEVEY, who once sold 'em and now makes 'em, has a
I whale of a good show in this story dealing- with the birth of jazz
and its spread to parts far and near. The idea is hardly new, but
memory dictates that rarely has it been handled with, such warmth, believability and aliveness.
The story surrounding the pivotal idea, moreover, is very serviceable
and lacking in the artificialities which have hampered predecessors
drawn out of the same pattern. It is quite probable that the answer is
to be found, not so much in the original, as written by Elliot Paul and
Herbert J. Biberman, as in the script which was written by the former and Dick Irving Hyland, plus the smoothness of the direction,
capably contributed by Arthur Lubin. But, whether in solo or in combination, the principal factors identified with the making of "New Orleans"
have managed to avoid banality.
In fact, they have been quite successful in rounding out their handiwork with a constant flow of good touches. This attraction is tops in the
(Continued on page 5)

End

of

Curbs

Building

Material Shortages Would
Restore Amusement Ban
Washington, April 24. — The
House Banking and Currency Committee today approved a bill ending all
commercial construction curbs. However, at the last minute it included an
amendment giving the Government
power to require a permit for construction ofbuildings for amusement
purposes if a government agency certifies that there is, or there is likely
to be, a building material shortage.
Theatres are presumably included.
The Civilian Production Administration has been growing more liberal
in issuing permits for the construction
of new theatres in so-called "hardship
cases," having issued about 30 such
permits within the past month.
20%

Tax

Mid- 1948

Cut

Before

Unlikely

Washington, April 24. — Chance of
a reduction of the 20 per cent U. S.
admission tax before mid-1948 is nil,
according to present tax plans of Republican leaders. ■ And even then,
there's
no
guarantee of any cut, it is
said.
Until recently, sentiment among
House tax planners seemed to favor
an overhauling
( Continuedof onexcise
page 8)taxes, inU-I

'New

Group

Sales

Start

Officials

Field

Visits

Universal-International's top product will be the subject of talks set to
begin this weekend by William A.
Scully,
distribution
vice-president,
his
entire
home office
sales staffandin
visits to key cities for discussions with
field representatives, and to make personal contact with exhibitors. Scully
(Continued on page 8)
In This Issue
"Hit Parade of 1947" is reviewed on page 5.
Key city grosses are given
on page 9.
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Motion

Personal
Mention
CHARLAS SCHWARTZ, United
Artists director and member of the
law firm of Schwartz and Frohlich, is
in Hollywood from New York.
•
* Alexander Weinstock, owner of
the Midway, Greenpoint, L. I., and
Mrs. Weinstcck, became parents of
a baby daughter on April 20, born at
Physicians Hospital, Jackson Heights.
The baby's
grandfather
is Ben Weinstock of Raybond
Theatres.
•
Maurice Bergman, Universal-International Eastern advertising-publicity director, returned to New York
yesterday from the Coast. Hank
Linet, who accompanied him Westward, will return later.
•
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox president, and Murray Silverstone,
20th-Fox International president, will
arrive in New York from Havana tonight.
•
Jerome Adams, recently named
M-G-M's Washington, D. C, branch
manager, was married yesterday to
Mrs. Oroline McKeever
Oyster there.
•
Claire Mannheimer, secretary to
C. K. Stern, Loew's assistant treasurer, will leave New York today for
a vacation at Miami and Havana.
•
Gradwell Sears, United Artists
vice-president in charge of distribution, has postponed his planned trip to
London indefinitely.
•
Leonard Spigelgass, Paramount
writer, will leave Hollywood on Monday for New York en route to England.
•
Richard P. Morgan, of Paramount's
office for
legal
left
New Yorkhome
yesterday
Los staff,
Angeles.
•
Jules Levey left here yesterday for
New Orleans and will return on Monday.

SMPE's
To

Be

62nd
Held

Meet

in N.Y.

Chicago, April 24. — The 62nd semiannual convention of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers will be held
in New York at the Hotel Pennsylvania, starting Oct. 24, with theatre engine the
ring _ keynote. The SMPE
plans to inaugurate exhibits of theatre equipment at the next convention.
Meanwhile, the Theatre Equipment
Supply and Manufacturers' Association, headed by Oscar F. Neu, feeling
that SMPE's plan to have theatre exhibits might infringe on its own exhibits, apolicy inaugurated some years
ago, held a board meeting he"re today
in the hope of discouraging SMPE's
plans.
contention
is that
SMPE TESMA's
should confine
its sessions
to
discussions of technical matters.
New
York." News
MartinKciitor
Cunningham,
Herbert V.
cable
address, Motion
"Quigpubco,
International
Picture London."
Almanac,
tion rates per year, $6 in the Americas

Picture

Johnston to Testify
On Trade Agreement
Washington, April 24. — Eric
Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association,
will testify on Thursday, May
1, before the House Ways and
Means Committee in defense
of the reciprocal trade agreement program. The House
group has been conducting
hearings on the program for
several weeks.
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Funeral services for John G. Paine, —RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—
Rockefeller Center
57, general manager of the American
Claudette Fred
Society of Composers, Authors and
COLBERT
MacMURRAY
Publishers, who died in Detroit suddenly late Wednesday evening, will be
held at the Frank E. Campbell Fune"THE
EGG AND
ral Home, here, at noon tomorrow.
A Universal-International
Picture I"
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATIO
Apparently in good health, Paine
died of a cerebral hemorrhage after
delivering an address to the National
Federation of Music Clubs in Detroit.
At the time of his death he was enPALACE
gaged ina projected plan to revise upward the music licensing rate structure
Withdraw
'Outlaw' for theatres. He had planned to meet
with theatremen on this within a few
Motion to Reargue
MIL
STREET
days, and only recently met with Herman
Levy,
MPTOA
general
counsel,
on the matter.
Howard Hughes' extended legal
Anne JEFFREYS • George "Gabby" HAYES
Survivors are his wife, and a son,
ourney with New York City license Robert
G. Paine.
:ommissioner Benjamin Fielding and
Honorary pallbearers at the services
iolice commissioner Arthur W. Wal
will include: Stanley Adams, Fred E.
INGEORGE
PERSON
'ander over
their
threat
to
revoke
liON SCREEN
censes of exhibitors who show hi Ahlert, Louis Bernstein, Saul Bernstein,
Gene
Buck,
GIVOT
Irving
SPENCER
KATHARINE
Caesar,
'The Outlaw" appeared yesterday to
'THE SEA
TRACY • HEPBURN
ie in its final stage with the with- Frank H. Connor, Paul Cunningham,
BENAY
Max
Dreyfus,
Donald
Grav,
Oscar
Irawal by counsel for Hughes of
Hammerstein
II,
Otto
A.
Harbach,
notion for reargument of an earlier
VENUTA
•notion for dismissal of defense argu Ray Henderson, John Tasker HowM-G-M's
ard, A. Walter Kramer, Edgar Lesnents. Only a successful appeal of
lie, George W. Meyer, Jack Mills,
New York Supreme Court Justice
Plus OTHERS
O'Connor, Abe Olman, Lester
Bernard Shientag's ruling, upholding John
the right of city officials to revoke a Santley, Gustave Schirmer, Herman
icense and prosecute an exhibitor for Starr, Deems Taylor, Herman Greenshowing an indecent picture, could berg, Richard F. Murray, George A.
OF GRASS'
Fred Erdman, Julius Collead to an upset in the city's action Hoffman,
lins, Herman Finkelstein, Daniel I.
4S»> Si.
and a lifting of the ban on the picture
While indicating that the action in McNamara, Dr. Rudolf Nissim, Louis
D.
Frohlich
and
Charles
Schwartz.
Supreme Court yesterday clears the
way for an appeal, a spokesman for
Paine'sationsbackground
included
with various film
and associallied
Hughes said that a decision in that
-onnection has not yet been made. He companies, dating back to 1913, when
:ndicated that action may be taken he joined the Victor Talking Machine
The Academy Award Picture!
Co. He left Victor in 1927 to join
"within a few days."
mer of Nine Academy Awards!
Warners,
where
he
remained
until
Shientag's ruling, handed down on
April 3, was made specifically on the 1930. At that time he went to the
Protective Associaplaintiff's motion for a declaratory Musiction,Publishers
and in 1937 switched to ASCAP
'udgment to restrain Fielding and
1, THE BEST YEARS OF
Wallander from continuing the ban in the general manager's post.
A specialist in copyright law, Paine
imposed several months ago here.
is said to have appeared in more than
half of the states of the country in beProducers, Analysts
half of ASCAP. He was decorated
ALAN IADD
by
the
French government in 1939,
Agree on Contract
OUR LIVES'
#
RU&t
he was cited for "outHollywood, April 24. — Major pro- and in 1943
standing service to American music,"
ducers today reached a contract agree- by the National
Association of Ameriment with the Screen Story Analysts
can Composers and Conductors.
Cmcotta
Guild and a bargaining agreement with
A Porpmogni Picroro
Building Service Employes Local Milner Adds City
No. 278.
Meanwhile, two meetings between a
Salt Lake City, April 24.— Sam
IN
joint committee representing the Asso- Milner, Producers Releasing Corp.
ciation of Motion Picture Producers, Coast district manager, has added the
CHARLES CHAPLIN
branch here to his district.
the * Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers and the Indepen"MONSIEUR VERDOUX"
B 'way
dent Motion Picture Producers AssoAwillMotion
Picture you!
that
ciation, on the one hand, and the
Pickford, Cowan Set 7
STARTLE
Screen Actors Guild on the other, will
Released thru United Artists
be held here tomorrow to continue
Films at 15 Millions.
BROADWAY THEATRE
contract negotiations.
at 53rd
Hollywood, April 24— Producer Lester Cowan disclosed
Republic Board Is
today that Artists Alliance
Productions, in which he is
Formulating Policy
Cornel WILDE - Maureen O'HARA
associated with Mary PickCompany policy is being "amicably
ford, will make seven picformulated" by the recently elected
tures, costing $15,000,000, in
A 20th Century-Fox
Picture in Technicolor
'THE
HOMESTRETCH'
board of directors of Republic, it was
the next two years. United
PLUS ON STAGE — HAZEL SCOTT announced yesterday following a reguArtists is expected to dis.
RAVAZZA
CARL7th Ave.
The BARRY'S
&
HENNY - YOUNGMAN
tribute.
lar meeting of the board here by Herbert J. Yates, president and chairman
ROXY
of the board.
50th St.

Theo. J. Sullivan, Treasurer; Leo J. Brady, Secretary; James P.
Fecke, Advertising Manager; David Harris, Circulation DirectorEditor
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dI Better
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week
as second classMotion
as the
a section
ofMarch
Mattel3, Pic™"
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matte/,
Sept.
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at
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with
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Walker

James Gleason • Henry Stephenson
Margaret Bannerman

• Ethel Griff ies • Tommy

Directed by BRUCE

HUMBERSTONE

Produced by ROBERT

THERE'S

NO

COMPANY

WITH

SUCH

BOB, SON OF BATTLE In Technicolor • FOREVER AMBER

I WONDER

WHO'S

KISSING HER NOW

GREAT

BASSLER

TECHNICOLOR

In Technicolor • MOTHER

In Technicoto* CAPTAIN

Cook

FROM

WORE

• Original Screen Play by Wanda Tuchock

TRIUMPHS

AS

TIGHTS In Technicolor

CASTILE In Technicolor

CENTUR^O*
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Exhibitor -Producer
Meet

Seen

on

Hollywood, April 24.— The selection of Los Angeles by Variety Clubs
International for its annual convention, May 13-17, "provides an unparallelled chance for exhibitor members to discuss problems with producers," Samuel Goldwyn said here today.
He added that it is "timely because
, PL. img box-office returns have indies— i for some time now that the gold
rush is over and that the gravy train
has come to the end of the line. This,"
he continued, "does not necessarily
mean that the industry is facing de-,
pression. It does mean, however, that
to maintain prosperity, both producers and exhibitors must reexamine
their methods and work together more
intelligently than ever before to prevent arecession that could be serious,"
he continued.
Concluding, Goldwyn said : "It is
once again a buyers' market, not a
sellers',
peopleforwho
tickets
are
now and
shopping
theirbuy
entertainment."
Paramount to Give
Variety Luncheon
Los Angeles, April 24. — Henry
Ginsberg, Paramount studio head, will
give a luncheon on May 16 for delegates attending the annual convention
of Variety Clubs International, here.
Paramount has invited several of its
stars to be on hand. The luncheon
will be at the Ambassador Hotel.
Alperson in Deal
With Joe E. Brown
Chicago, April 24. — Joe E. Brown,
now winding up his run in the stage
play,
"Harvey,"
here, hashead
beenof signed
by Edward
L. Alperson,
Alson
Productions, to play the lead role of
a minister in the film "Tender Years."
This is one of two pictures to be
made this year by Alperson, to be released through 20th Century-Fox.
The second will be "The Big Curtain."
Alperson flew here from the Coast
to close the deal and then left by air
for New York, where he will spend
several days before returning to the
Coast. Accompanying Alperson here
was Jack Jungmeier, Jr., co-producer
and writer of the original story of
"Tender Years." Also here were Harold Schuster, who will direct, and
Blake McVeigh, publicist. All flew
back to Hollywood todav.
US,CanadaRMAMeet
Opens in New Jersey
Absecox, X. J., April 24.— Radio
manufacturers of the United States
and Canada began discussion of mutual problems and interests today as
directors of the Radio Manufacturers
Associations of the two countries
opened their fourth joint industry conferenceThe
.American manufacturers
are hosts to the Canadians at the twoday meeting, which was highlighted
tonight at a reception by U. S. RM A
president R. C. Cosgrove, of Cincinnati, and a dinner at the Seaview
Country Club.
Vance King Named
Hollywood, April 24. — Vance King,
former trade journalist and publicist,
has joined Four Leaf Clover Pictures
as story editor, according to president
Ed Scofield. King will also supervise
publicity and advertising.

Orleans"
{Continued from page 1)
musical idiom it is dramatizing, first-class in its atmosphere and representative inthe acting department.
Arturo de Cordova and Dorothy Patrick are the estranged lover3, but it is
Louis Armstrong, the widely-known and popular Negro jazz impresario
who comes through as the individual standout. He has a personality to support
his amazing horn and, of course, he has a band which backs his leadership
to the complete hilt. He and they are thoroughly expert with their
rhythms.
TP HE time is 1917 when the new form of music, compounded out of the
A hummmgs of the workers on the levees and the river boats, et al, was
never admissible in polite society. De Cordova
runs Basin Street where
Armstrong holds forth. Miss Patrick, young heiress headed for the concert
stage, falls in love with De Cordova and Armstrong's music. But her mother,
Irene Rich, has different plans and succeeds in engineering Basin Street and
its attractions out of business. De Cordova settles in Chicago, abandons gambling for the development of jazz while Miss Patrick nostalgically
European concert halls. His respectability established, Miss Rich relentstours
and
serves to bring her daughter and De Cordova together, ^their reunion also
symbolizing the blending of the new music form with its classical relation.
Musically, "New Orleans" is a tinkling,
affair from start to
finish. Whereas Armstrong holds forth welltoe-tapping
into the second half, Woody
Herman carries on the rest of the way with the expected combination of the
staid and the "hot" in music at the finish. Incorporated is a second and minor
romance between Armstrong and Billie Holiday, designed to give the latter
an opportunity to do a series of vocals. It is a legitimate enough excuse and
fits into the proceedings without jarring anyone's credulity. Key number
"Do You Know What It Means to Miss New Orleans" by Eddie De Lange
and Louis Alter, who also wrote "Blues Are Brewin' " and "Endie." Cliff
Dixon and Bob Carleton co-authored "Where the Blues Are Born in New
Orleans," the remaining two of the six principal songs being "Mahogany Hall
Stomp" and "Farewell to Storyville."
New

Coast

"MEW ORLEANS" looks like a field day for 'teen-agers and others
^ oldster-youngsters who insist, or prefer, that their "licks" be plenty
hot. Generally, it is a solid show- steeped in entertainment and one that ought
to deliver a very good account of itself in all kinds of theatres. Biberman,
part author of the original story, also served as associate producer.
Running time, 89 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
April 18.
Red Kanx
"Hit Parade of 1947"
{Republic)
ABIT of frolic and a diverting succession of tunes has been added to a
familiar story of a quartet of entertainers trying to get to the top. The
foursome in this instance is Eddie Albert, Constance Moore, Joan Edwards
and Gil Lamb. To give added popularity to the merchandise, there are pleasant
guest appearances from such Republic stalwarts as Roy Rogers and Trigger,
Bob Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneers and also Woody Herman and his
orchestra. The film flows along easily and is aimed at escape and relaxation.
The team appears to be getting along well in a nightclub act when Albert,
a songwriter, decides to introduce some ultra-sophisticated lines. Bounced
from the job, hardships become their lot, until Miss Moore decides to accept
an invitation to Hollywood and takes the group with her. The arrangement
does not work out in this Alary Loos screenplay and Miss Moore remains in
Hollywood while the others pursue diverse trails. As things happily eventuate,
all make the grade, with Miss Moore finally united with Albert in a surprise
finish
that has Miss Edwards putting over Albert's song on the Hit Parade
radio show.
Gil Lamb as the comedian and romantic partner of Miss Edwards, endows
his role with lavish vitality, helping the story' along in its moments of obvious
development, while Miss Edwards sings several numbers with exciting voice.
Several resplendent production numbers give the film an additional polish.
Frank McDonald was associate producer and director.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification.
Manny Herbstman

High Court Ruling
For Lea Act Asked
Washix-gtox, April 24. — The Justice Department today asked the Supreme Court to uphold the Lea Act,
the so-called anti-Petrillo law. as
Constitutional.
A 172-page statement asked reversal
of a District Court decision, claiming
that the law was designed to curtail
the
alleged "monopoly
of labor
organizations
interferingpower"
with effective
use of broadcasting facilities.

3 Are Named to House
Petrillo Committee
Washixgtox, April 24. — Members
of a three-man sub-committee of the
House Education and Labor Committee have been appointed to investigate
the activities of James C. Petrillo as
head of the American Federation of
Musicians. On the committee are
Representatives Kearns, Barden and
Nixon. No date has yet been set for
the start of the inquiry.

Orlob Here Next Week
National Anthem Bill
Harold Orlob, stage and screen producer-writer, isdue here from the
Philadelphia, April 24. — A bill introduced in the state legislature by Coast next week to complete arrangements with Eve Wygod, Fifth AveSen. Anthony J. DiSilvestro of this
nue hairdresser, for a picture based on
city would require the "Star-Spangled her original story' idea about the
Banner" toformancbe
played before all peres intheatres.
beauty business.

Moves

German

to Aid

Pictures

Washixgton, April 24.— Two steps
to help rebuild the German film industry have been ordered by the
American Military Government, according to a cable from Berlin received
here this morning by the War Department. They are :
To export appropriate German films
in order to maximize export proceeds,
and to import studio construction material or film production equipment
and material even at the cost of foreign exchange where an advantageous
export usuage can be demonstrated.
The double-headed decision to revitalize German's motion picture industryMajor
was reached at a meeting between
Gen. W. H. Draper, Jr.,
then director of the economic division
of AMGUS, now economic adviser to
the military governor; Sir Cecil Weir,
president of the British economic subcommission ; and Brig. Gen. R. B.
McClure, director of the information
control division of AMGUS.
New Theatre Code
Loses in Missouri
Jefferson City, Mo., April 24 —
A modernized building code for new
theatres, sponsored by State Senator
Charles L. Madison of Kansas City,
has been killed in the Missouri legislature. Madison said that its defeat
kept in effect "a horse-and-buggy
law" being violated by 95 per cent of
existing theatres. An amendment to
apply the modernized safety code to
old as well as new theatres was voted
down just before the defeat of the bill.
A public hearing on a proposed
state film censorship measure will be
held in the state capital on April 30.

Sennett

Reissues

May
Go on S. R. Market
With Universal-International still
undecided about signing to distribute
26 Mack Sennett shorts for reissue,
J. J. Balaber, local producer, who
nolds the rights to approximately 150
Sennett two-reelers, indicated yesterday that he may go ahead with his
own plans to distribute the comedies
in state-right deals.
Delay in U-I's decision, it is understood, arises from a delay in reports
from las,
thewhere
company's
exchangeCircuit
in Dal-is
the Interstate
conducting audience tests of the shorts.
Balaber, Parker Signed
Grand International Pictures has
assigned J. J. Balaber and B. R.
Parker to handle the production and
direction, respectively, of "Hidden
Menace," the company's first feature
release, to be made in the East.
William R. Sheeky is executive director of the newly-formed producingdistributing organization.
Odiums Get Tax Rebate
Washixgtox, April 24— Floyd B.
Odium, Atlas Corp. president, and his
wife, Jacqueline Cochran Odium, received a $62,114.45 refund on 1945
taxes yesterday.
Penna. Censor Quits
Philadelphia, April 24. — Mrs. Lucy
H. Love, secretary of the Pennsylvania
Board of Censors, has resigned after
serving eight years.
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Motion

TBA
On

to Protest
House

Says Films Do Not
Aid Delinquency

The Television Broadcasters Association isawaiting full details of the
New York City Real Estate Board's
objections antenna
to TBA'sinstallations
interim plan
for
television
before
the video group submits a formal protest of the realtors' action.
The TBA plan would provide for
numerous antenna devices that would
permit "thousands of New York
families living in apartment houses to
enjoy a television service "until a
master system could be installed.
TBA states it has "informally
learned"
the temporary
not
won that
the approval
of the plan
real had
estate board.
The association further states that
at least three companies are working
on master antenna systems. It is understood that the realtors are insistetn that only the master antennae be
installed on their apartment house
rooftops, and many have notified tenants not to operate television sets
without permission because of the antenna problem.
Omit

Objections

To

Copyright

Meet

Washington, April 24. — Film industry objections to the Inter- American Copyright Convention will not be
contained in the State Department's
report, according to Dr. Luther Evans,
Librarian of Congress and chief U. S.
delegate to the copyright meeting.
Dr. Evans stated that the report is
now completed, "subject to a little
more editorial review," and should be
forwarded to the President in about
a week or 10 days.
_ "Wetive have
onlyconvention
the affirma-in
argumentsstated
for the
our report," Dr. Evans said. "We
have defended them against some of
the attacks, and so it is only very indirectly that the industry objections
will be noted."
Motion picture and radio leaders
have indicated they would take their
fight against the convention to Congress, placing their case before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

E-L Promotes Wollins
Donald J. Wollins has been appointed assistant field exploiteer in the
Boston territory for Eagle-Lion by
Max E. Youngstein, E-L advertisingpublicity director. Wollins has been
on the press book staff for the past
year. In Boston he will work with
Joe Mansfield.
Aids Salvation Army Drive
Philadelphia, April 24.— William
F. Brooker, Paramount exploiteer, has
been named chairman of the motion
picture division for the Salvation
Army maintenance fund drive. The
goal here for this year is $750,000, of
which $15,000 has been asked from
the local film industry.
Goldsmith Back with WB
Jack Goldsmith, Navy veteran who
was on Warner's southern field staff
before the war, has joined WB's home
office publicity staff, announces Mort
Blumenstock, vice-president in charge
of advertising-publicity.

Hollywood, April 24. — Addressing the National Convention of the American Metropolitan School Superintendents, Dr. Vierling Kersey, superintendent ofLos Angeles
schools, said, "Our experience
has shown that motion pictures are not a significant
factor in juvenile delinquency.
The industry is doing a fine
job in eliminating scenes that
would have destructive influence upon children.
"Although the Production
Code helps in avoiding scenes
that could be harmful to children, there is no mistaking
the responsibility of both parent and teacher to aid a child
in selecting appropriate films,
just as parents and schools
guide children in selecting
proper books, plays, magaserved.zines and recreation," he ob-
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RKO
for

Directors

Reelection

The annual meeting of RKO Radio
stockholders will be held in Dover,
Del.,ensuing
on Juneyear.
4, to elect directors for
the
The company is soliciting proxies,
recommending reelection of present directors and the reappointment of Price,
Waterhouse and Co. as auditors.
Directors up for reelection are : Ned
E. Depinet, Harry M. Durning, Frederick L. Esrman, L. Lawrence Green
L. Boyd Hatch, Floyd B. Odium, N.
Peter Rathvon, George H. Shaw, and
J. Miller Walker.

Puerto
Would

Rico
Cut

Bills

Taxes

By E. SANCHEZ ORTIZ
Sax Juan, Puerto Rico, April 21.
(By Airmail).— Legislation has been
introduced in the Senate to eliminate
the two-cent per foot tax on all film
imports when such films constitute
second prints of films for exhibition.
Another bill seeks the amendment
of the Internal Revenue Act to reduce
from 20 per cent to 15 per cent the
tax on all cameras, projectors, parts
and accessories, all cinematographic
machines and other photographic articles.

PCC to Hold Annual
Meeting on May 13
Hollywood, April 24.— The Permanent Charities Committee will hold its
annual meeting on May 13 to elect
new officers and to vote on disposition
of $275,783 allocated to the Red Cross
and the Infantile Paralysis Foundation
but rejected by those charities. All 54
constitutent unions and guilds are remoney. quired to approve disposition of the Tax

Cut Unlikely
(Continued from page 1)

RKO's 5-Year Tax
Bill: $25,409,000
During the past five years
RKO paid $25,409,000 in Federal taxes alone, according to
president
Peter Rathvon's
report to N.
stockholders.
In 1942, RKO's profit after
taxes of $734,000, was $736,240; in 1943 the profit was
$6,964,004, after $6,000,000 in I
taxes; in 1944 there was
$5,206,378 profit, after $5,545,V-h£>
000 in taxes; 1945's $6,031,085
profit was arrived at after deducting $5,740,000 in taxes,
and last year's record profit
of $12,187,805 was reached
after
a deduction of $7,390,000
in taxes.
RKO Profit
(Continued from page 1)
The producing and distributing subsidiary and the theatre operating subsidiaries made approximately equal
contributions to the 1946 profit, Rathvon said.
Although gross revenues and theatre operating profits have continued
at a high level thus far in 1947, Rathvon said, consolidated earnings will be
considerably less for the first quarter
of this year than in the comparable
period last year, due in substantial
part to a higher percentage of independent pictures in distribution (as
distinguished
own in productions) andfrom
to theRKO's
fact that
the
same period of last year returns were
being received from "The Bells of St.
RKO's aggregate working capital
now exceeds $40,000,000. It has no
funded debt. At the end of 1946 RKO
Theatres, Inc., had reduced to $20,400,000 its three per cent debentures
early in 1-946 in the original
issued
Mary's."
amount of $22,000,000 to refund previously existing theatre funded debt.
Banking debt of RKO Radio Pictures,
Inc., under its revolving fund credit
arrangement was $2,500,000 on April

The Hollywood Coordinating Com- eluding the admission tax, as soon as
mittee has announced formation of the the income tax reduction bill was disthird 10-star troupe to stage benefits
posed of. Now the idea is to get goin Southern cities for the benefit of
ing on a revision of the entire tax
Texas City disaster victims.
structure, including income taxes, exlevies. cises, corporation taxes, and other
Hugh James on Telenews
Some members of the House Ways
Hugh James, radio-film announcer,
has been named chief narrator for The and Means Committee see hearings
Telenews Digest, new newsreel, the for four or five months, with action
first issue of which will appear here expected on a bill soon after Congress
reconvenes next year. Senate hearstarting Wednesday.Since RKO intends to build up inings will run equally long, and then
ventory of feature pictures to a fura drawn-out conference fight is seen,
ther moderate extent, an expanded
U-I Field Visits
with slim possibility of getting a bill five-year revolving fund credit is cur(Continued from page 1)
rently being negotiated, he added.
passed
of '1948.revision
Concerning foreign operations,
As tobefore
whethersummer
that over-all
will visit Washington tomorrow and will do anything about admission Rathvon reported that, although curSunday, heading for Charlotte in the taxes, the furthest anyone would comrent collections are well ahead of last
following two days.
year,
shortage of dollar exchange in
mit
himself
was
:
"Your
guess
is
as
Product to be discussed includes :
most foreign markets indicates that
transfers
from many countries may
'The Egg and I," "Odd Man Out," good as mine."
"Great Expectations," "Time Out of
be even more difficult than in 1946.
Stockholders were advised that diMind," "Buck Privates Come Home," Brooks Appointed
(Continued from page 1)
"Ivy," "Brute Force," and "Slave
rectors deemed no longer necessary
and authorized elimination (by return
post on Monday following his to capital surplus as of December 31,
A. manager,
J. O'Keefe, assistant general new
sales
will leave here Sunday return from a Midwestern trip.
1946) of the $4,155,205 balance of a
For the past three years Brooks was general reserve created in the original
for Los Angeles, while E. T. GomerGirl."assistant to Scully, is slated to with M-G-M as assistant to H. M. amount of $5,000,000 on the books of
sall,
depart today for Chicago, Milwaukee, Richey, director of that company's ex- the parent companv incidental to the
hibitor relations department. In that reorganization in 1940.
Minneapolis and Detroit. C. J. Feldman, Western division manager, left canacity he attended and addressed exAccording to the report, the comNew York yesterday for Kansas City,
hibitor meetings and other industry
pany's current working assets total
with Omaha, Des Moines, Denver, gatherings in all parts of the country.
against current liabilities
Brooks was first identified with the $59,375,325^
Salt Lake City and the West Coast inof $19,303,391. Total assets amount
cluded on his itinerary.
to $106,361,725. Income for 1946 was
industry
in
theatre
and'
roadshow
Also scheduled to leave New York work. He became advertising-publicity $120,125,633. Expenses amounted to
Sunday is F. J. A. McCarthy, South- director of Educational Film Ex- $99,182,124. Total earned surplus as
ern and Canadian manager, who will
changes, later becoming production of Dec. 31 amounted to $22,519,551.
visit Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Atlanta, manager and assistant to the president.
St. Louis, Memphis, New Orleans! He was associated with Eddie DowDallas and Oklahoma City. Fred ling, subsequently, in film, stage and Screen Guild -Audio Deal
Meyers, Eastern division manager, radio activities. During the early
Hollywood, _ April 24. — Screen
will cover Boston and has Philadel- period of the war he was associated Guild
Productions has signed a distribution contract with Ferenz H.
phia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Albany, with the office of the Coordinator of
Inter-American
M-G-M
Buffalo and New Haven marked for
in 1944. Affairs. He joined Fodor's Audio Pictures for a minimum
of two films.
visits.

Friday, April 25, 1947
Production

Motion
in

Tradeshow

Dates

Picture

Daily

9

Set

Key
City
Grosses
For Three by MGM
M-G-M will tradeshow three new
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION (U Reissue)
10fl MEN AND A GIRL (U Reissue)
pictures
in May:
in Los12 FOLLOWING
Hollywood
are estimated
pic- arid
Angeles and
New "Cynthia,"
York on May
ture grosses, exclusive
of Federal
ST. LOUIS
(4,000)
(50c-60c-75c). Gross:
$8,000.
(Average:
$12,400)
tax, for current engagements in key THE BEST
and
elsewhere
on
May
15;
"Fiesta"
YEARS
OF OUR LIVES
Los Angeles and New York on cities as reported by Motion Picture (RKO Radio) — SHU BERT
Remains
at 39 in
(2,000) (Ad
May 19 and elsewhere one day later; Daily correspondents.
vanced
prices:
90c-$1.20)
on a
40c-60c)
moverover from 3 weeks at2ndtheweek,
St. Louis.
"Romance of Rosy Ridge" on May 26
Gross: $8,500. (Regular admission pricesHollywood, April 24. — For the in New York and Los Angeles and BOSTON
third week in succession, the number all other exchanges a day later. "Gone
With the Wind" will be re-tradeshown
of nurtures in work totals 39, as six day.
Variable weather ranging from very KANSAS CITY
were started and another six at the New York exchange on Mon
warm
to cold and rainy took its toll at
V, T to cutting rooms. The producRelease dates have not yet been set box-offices
tion scene follows :
here. Business continued
for any of the films.
It rained several days with temperauneven in the Hub. Estimated remostly mild to cool. Estimated
Columbia
ceipts for the week ended April 23 : receiptsturesfor
the week ended April 23 :
Film Interests Seek
THE DEVIL THUMBS A RIDE (RKO THE EGG AND
(800)
Finished: "Destiny," "Sweet GeneRadio)— BOSTON (2,900) (S0c-$1.10). Stage (45c-65c) 3rd week.I (U-I)-ESQUIRE
Gross: $11,000. (Avershow, Frankie Carle and orchestra. Gross:
Cleveland Church
vieve."
age:
$8,000)
$30,000. (Average: $31,000)
Started: "Two Blondes and a RedEGG AND I (U-I)-FAIRWAY (700)
Cleveland, April 24. — Out-oHown THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (20th-Fox) THE
(45c-65c)
head,"
with
and
BACKLASH
(20th-Fox)
—
FENWAY
age:
$1,750)3rd week. Gross: $2,400. (Averfilm
interests
are
trying
to
lease
the
Jean
Porter,
Jimmy
Lloyd, June Preisser, Judy Clark; Euclid Ave. Baptist Church for a (1,700) (40c-80c). Gross: $5,100. (Average:
JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.) and FOR THE
"Smoky
Serenade," with Billy first-run downtown theatre. Delegates SONG
OF RUSTY (Col.) — MIDLAND (3 $6,500)
(U-I) and LOVE
Williams, River
Paul Campbell,
500) (45c-65c). Gross: $18,000. (Average:
Ruth Terry, of the Baptist Church Association, -EWELSOFOFSCHEHERAZADE
$15,000)
BRANDENBURG
(20th-Fox)
Hoosier Hot Shots.
representing 31 churches, are unable —MEMORIAL
Gross: $18,000. (2,900)
(Average:(40c-80c)
$27,200). 5 days. CALIFORNIA (Para.) — NEWMAN (1,900)
Shooting : "Son of Rusty," "Blondie to reach a decision on the offer and THE IMPERFECT LADY (Para.) and (45c-65c)
3rd week. Gross: $11,000. (Aver$11,000)
in the Dough," "The Man from have postponed final word on the deal FOR THE LOVE OF RUSTY (Col.)— THE age:
SEA
(WB Reissue) and THE
METROPOLITAN (4,736) (40c-80c). Gross: SEA WOLFHAWK
Colorado," "Assigned to Treasury" for 30 days pending a poll of the con- $25,500.
(WB Reissue)— ORPHEUM
(Average: $26,000)
(Kennedy-Buchman ).
(1,900) (45c-65c). Gross: $10,000. (Averagegregations ofthe Association's mem- THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) and $10,000).
ber churches.
BLONDIES HOLIDAY (Col.)— ORPHEUM THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
Eagle-Lion
(40c-80c). Gross: $28,000. (Aver- (RKO Radio)— TOWER (2,100) (Advanced
Under the plan, Sunday services (3,200)age: $25,000)
would still be held in the reconverted THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (ZOth-Fox) prices: $1.00-$1.50) 3rd week. Gross: $12,Shooting: "Love from a Stranger." church.
000. (Average at regular prices: $9,000)
and BACKLASH (2ttth - Fox) — PARA- THE
M-G-M
EGG AND I (U-I) — UPTOWN (2,000)
MOUNT
(1,700) (40c-80c). Gross: $13,200. (45c-65c)
(Average:
$14,900)
age: $6,000)3rd week. Gross: $9,000. (AverShooting "The Pirate," "Good Files Patent Suit
THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) and
BLONDIE'S HOLIDAY (CoL) — STATE
News."
A patent infringement suit has been (2,900)
Monogram
(35c-80c). Gross: $16,000. (Average: OMAHA
filed in U. S. District Court here by $17,000)
Ernest
Stern
against
RKO
Radio,
Shooting: "The Hunted," "Song of charging violation of a sprocket patent
the Wasteland."
One first-run did record business,
for. sound projection. The plaintiff BUFFALO
Paramount
two others were better than average.
seeks an injunction and accounting of
profits, presumably from 1935 when,
$18,100 mark set by the 1,200The weather here has been cold, and The
Finished: "The Big Clock."
Stern says, he notified RKO of his
seat RKO-Brandeis was an all-time
Started: "Whispering Smith," with patent. The company continued to em- indued an April snowstorm. Better house record. The film was "The
Alan Ladd, Robert Preston, Brenda
ploy the sprocket after the notification, than-average business was demonstrat Best Years of Our Lives," at adMarshall; "Shaggy" (Pine-Thomas) he alleges.
vanced prices. Weather was warm
ed by "The Sea of Grass" and Smash
with Brenda Joyce, Robert Shayne.
Up." Estimated
receipts for the week and mostly fair. Estimated receipts
ending
April
26:
PRC
for the week ended April 23-24 :
Name RKO Drive Winners THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) — BUF 500)
THE BEAST WITH FIVE FINGERS
FALO
(3,489)
(40c-50c-60c-70c).
Gross:
$19,
Winners
of
first
quarter
prizes
in
000)
(WB) and SHADOWED (Col.) split with
000. (Average: $19,000)
Finished: "Gas House Kids Go
the "Phil Reisman Four Seasons THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (20th-Fox) PURSUED (WB) and BORN TO SPEED
West." _
OMAHA (2,000) (50c-65c) 2nd week
GREAT LAKES (3,000) (40c -50c -60c -70c) (PRC)—
Drive," named in honor of RKO
"Pursued,"
on a$8,000.
moveover
from $8,the
-4 Shooting : "Bury Me Dead," Radio's vice president in charge of 1st week. ' Gross: $18,000. (Average: $18,- for
Paramount.
Gross:
(Average:
"Ghost Town Renegades."
foreign distribution, are: China, man- THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— HIPPORKO Radio
(M-G-M) and LITTLE
aged by Arno Kerske ; Switzerland,
DROME (2,1C0) (40c -50c -60c -70c) 2nd week, THE SHOW-OFF
(UA)—
ORPHEUM
headed by Armand Palivoda ; Brazil, on a moveover. Gross: $12,800. (Average IODINE
65c). Gross:
$10,900.
(Average:(3,000)
$9,300)(50cShooting: "Memory of Love," Art Simon ; Cuba, Pedro Saenz ; Ade- $10,COO)
PURSUED (WB)— PARAMOUNT (2,900)
SMASH-UP
(U-I)
and
SECRET
OF
THE
'"Dick Tracy vs. the Gruesome
(S0c-65c) 5 days. Gross: $8,000. (Average:
laide, Bill Downs and Hubert Mc- WHISTLER (Co!.) — LAFAYETTE (3,000) $10,600)
(40c-50c-60c-70c)
1st
week.
Gross:
$18,000.
Gang," "Mourning Becomes Electra," Nally's branch in Dublin. •
000)
THE
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(Average: $15,000)
"Fighting Father Dunne," "Tycoon."
(RKO Radio)— RKO-BRANDEIS (1,200)
TO EACH HIS OWN (Para.) and WILD (Advanced
74c-$1.20).
Republic
WEST (PRC) — TECK (1,500) (40c-50c-60c- (Average atprices:
Meet on Conservation
regular
prices: Gross:
$6,600) $18,100.
T)c)
1st
week,
re-engagement
of
"To
Each
Kansas City, April 24.— A public His Own." Gross: $5,800. (Average
Shooting : "Robin Hood of Texas "
will be held on Monday, be- THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
"Along the Oregon Trail," "The Out- hearing
fore
the
State Public Service Com- (RKO Radio) — TWENTIETH CENTURY MINNEAPOLIS
cast."
Screen Guild
mis ion, atJefferson City, on the mat- (31,000) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.5O) 5th week.
$12,000. (Average at regular prices
ter of possible limitation of air con- Gross:
of 40c -50c -60c -70c: $16,000)
Shooting: "Dark Bullet" (ForBalmy weather and the opening of
ditioning equipment operation in Kantune).
sas City because of the necessity of
the baseball season did not help busiSelznick
conserving power.
ness, which was mostly below average.
ST. LOUIS
"Best Years of Our Lives," in its
Shooting : "Portrait of Jennie."
sixth week, is still holding up strongly.
Carolina House Burns
The police circus, playing to 8,500
20th Century-Fox
Estimated grosses ~for the week ended
Jacksonville, N. C, April 24.— All when it opened a 15-day nightly and April
24 :
Finished: "Captain from Castile." equipment
was destroyed in a fire at four-a-week matineed schedule in the MY FAVORITE
(Para.)—
Started: "The Foxes of Harrow" the Onslow Theatre here, of which Arena, affected first-run grosses. Es- CENTURY (1,500)BRUNETTE
(50c-70c) 3rd week
(moved
from
Radio
City).
Gross:
$6,800.
with
Maureen
O'Hara, Rex Harri- Otis Strickland is manager. The . 520timated receipts for the week ended (Average: $7,300)
son.
seat house was serviced by Everett April 23 :
KING
OF
THE
WILD
HORSES
(Col.)—
Shooting: "Kiss of Death," "Scud- Enterprises of Charlotte.
(1.000) (44c-50c). Gross: $3,800.
SONG OF SCHEHERAZADE (U-I) and GOPHER
MAGNIFICENT ROGUE (Rep,)— AM- (Average: $3,400)
da Hoo, Scudda Hay."
BASSADOR
(3,514)
(50c-60c-75c).
Gross:
THE
EDGE (20th-Fox) — LYRIC
United Artists
$18,500. (Average: $17,800)
(1,100)RAZOR'S
(50c-70c)
Reopen Bucklin Theatre
(Average:
$5,600) 5th week. Gross: $5,000.
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (20th-Fox) 000)
Bucklin,
Kans.,
April
24.
—
The
BACKLASH (20th-Fox) — FOX (5,000) DEAD RECKONING (CoL)— RKO ORStarted : "Untitle Hopalong" DeLuxe theatre, operated by Dorothy and
(50c-60c-75c). Gross: $21,000. (Average: (Average: PHEUM
(2,800) (50c -70c). Gross: $14,000.
(Hopalong Cassidy dProductio
$14,500)
ns).
$20,000)
Johnson,
has
reopened
after
being
THE
MACOMBER
AFFAIR
(UA)
and
IT
HAPPENED
IN BROOKShooting: "Atlantis" (Nero).
LYN (M-G-M)— RADIO CITY (4,000)
closed
for redecorating and improve- SUSIE STEPS OUT (UA)— LOEW'S
ments.
STATE
Universal-International
(Average:(3,500)
$20,000)(50c-6Oc-75c). Gross: $19,500. (50c-70c). Grpss: $16,000. (Average: $18,KIT
CARSON
(PRC reissue) and THE THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
Warners
Finished: "Brute Force" (HellLAST OF THE MOHICANS (PRC Reis- (RKO Radio) — RKO PAN (1,500) (Advanced
inger).
sue)— LOEW'S
(2,000)$8,900)
(50c- prices: 90c-$1.50) 6th week. Gross: $13,500.
Gross: ORPHEUM
$10,000. (Average:
(Average at regular prices of 50c-70c:
Shooting : "Treasure of the Sierra 60c-75c).
_ Shooting : "Singapore," "Something
BEAST
WITH
FIVE
FINGERS
(WB)
and $8,500)
in the Wind," "Secret Beyond the Madre," "Whiplash," "Voice of the THE BRUTE MAN (PRC)— MISSOURI
STALLION ROAD (WB)— STATE (2,300)
2nd week. Gross: $7,000. (AverDoors"
Turtle," "Two Guys from Texas," 000.
(3.514)(Average:
(50c-60c-75c)
2nd week. Gross: $9,- (50c-70c)
(Wanger).(Diana) ; "Lost Moment" "Wallflower."
age: $13,000)
$12,500)
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Open

Handling
Outside

for
of

Films

But Demands Control of
Sales Policies, Terms

Schine
Moves

Case
Ahead

Willard McKay, attorney for Schine
Theatres, and the Department of Justice are near a decision on what part
of the Buffalo Federal Court's record
and exhibits in the Schine anti-trust
case is to be printed for the U. S.
Supreme Court, where appeal of the
decision against Schine is now pending, McKay states.
Testimony and exhibits presented at
the trial are said to be as voluminous
as those of the New York equity case
against the eight distributors. In the
latter case, the Department agreed to
have printed only its own analysis of
the exhibits with the record, at an
estimated cost of $10,000.
In the Schine case, however, no
such analysis has been made and
Schine must bear the entire cost, it is
said.
Meanwhile, McKay is preparing to
present argument in behalf of the appeal before the Supreme Court in the
event the case reaches the bench before adjournment. The high court
usually adjourns during the last week
of May but last year, which was a
rare exception, it stayed in session until the middle of June.

M-G-M is expected to maintain
an "open door" policy on outside
product, based on a yardstick of size
and quality. The probability is that
only a few attractions will be acquired
on this basis, the complete control of
sales policies and terms going to the
distributor.
As in the instance of "Gone
With the Wind," when David O.
Selznick, the producer, and
M-G-M jointly worked out the
selling formula which the distributor thereafter put into effect without producer control,
last week's deal with Walter
Wanger on the Ingrid Bergman
film dealing with the life of
Joan of Arc is expected to follow along these lines. The film
will be made by Wanger off the
Metro lot and turned over to
the distributor for handling.
The situation on "State of Union" MP A Documentaries
{Continued on page 6)
Start This Week

M-G-M
To

Sales

Discuss

Parley

Decree

Washington, April 27. — Production will start this week on the first
of what the Motion Picture Association hopes will be a series of onereel "Screen Editorials," according to
Edward Cheyfitz, assistant to Eric
Johnston, MPA president.
The initial film, on the production
effort in the United States, will be
(Continued on page 6)

Impartial
TEN CENTS

APRIL 28, 1947

See Chicago as MPF
National Meet Site
After all currently - progressing Motion Picture Foundation area organizational
meetings are consummated,
the
trusteeorganization's
meeting will national
be held
"in a centrally-located city,"
probably dicatedChicago,
was inhere at theitweekend.
Although May 12 has been
mentioned as the tentative
date of the national organizational meeting, the time is
again indefinite and depends
upon the replies from inquiries for suggestions sent to
local
field. representatives in the

Para.

Sales

Starts

August

Drive
31

Paramount Pictures' 1947 sales drive,
which will be conducted under the
title "Celebrating 35 Years of Leadership," was announced here on Friday
by Charles M. Reagan, distribution
vice-president. The sales contest will
start on Aug. 31 and end on Nov. 29.
The first week will be "Paramount
Selznick Subscribes
To
Confidential
Week."
The Selznick Releasing Organization has become the 10th subscriber to
Confidential Reports, Inc., with the
checking agency's service to begin
with "Duel in the Sun," according to
Neil Agnew, SRO president. Leonard Case, SRO assistant secretary, it
is understood, will represent SRO on
Confidential's board.

RKO

Plans

'Hold

the

Line'

Film

Bids

On

to

Limited Mostly to Bid
Areas Previously Set
Following sales and legal conferences at the home office, RKO
Radio has adopted a policy under
which the company will seek to
"hold the line" on competitive bidding, limiting it to those situations
where that type of film licensing already hasderstoodbeen
introduced.
unthat there
are about It25is such
situations.
The company plans to extend
bidding
only "where
one spokesman
said, favorable,"
explaining
that this would be only in competitive areas where theatres
yielding about equal rental
revenue insist on a run. In
those instances bidding would
be considered the most feasible
means of settling any dispute.
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer similarly
seeks to limit its bidding operations
to situations where they had previously been in effect.
Mcintosh
Aide

Is Named

to Albright

Washington, April 27. — J. Stanley
Mcintosh, of Evanston, 111., has been
appointed assistant director of the
Motion mentPicture
Association's
departof educational
Services,
by
MPA president Eric Johnston. Roger
6)
Albright is(Continued
head of onthepageMPA's
edu-

Discussion of the New York Federal
Court's anti-trust decree will hold the
spotlight today at the opening of
M-G-M'sferencefirst
sales War
consince thefull-fledged
start of World
II. William F. Rodgers, sales head,
will welcome more than 115 home office and field executives to the first
of a series of meetings which will continue throughout the week and will be
Cites 'Unnecessary'
climaxed by a banquet next Sunday
Welcome
Stranger
"
Labor Requirements
night, with
Margaret
and [ Paramount ] — 'Going My Way' — with Doctors
(Continued
on pageO'Brien
6)
Hollywood, April 27
Washington, April 27. — "Excessive jurisdictional subdivisions" in
wisecrackers refer to this picture as "Going My
'U-F in Reissue Deal HOLLYWOOD
have "increased
unneces-in
Way" done with doctors, but it is a reference of esteem, for this the industry
sarily
its manpower
requirements
second pairing of Bing Crosby and Barry Fitzgerald is as conAbroad: Seidelman
thetheindustry,"
accordingLabor
to an article
genial, warming and commercially promising as the first. It is, as was its in
current
Monthly
(Continued
on page 6) Review,
predecessor, a plain and wholesome story about a young man and an old
man brought together in their calling under circumstances as natural as
Alluding to "an important deal on the emotional tension that builds up, endures for a while, and then is
reissues" concluded in London, Joseph dissipated, this time without tragic end.
In This Issue
Seidelman, president of Universal's
The_ scene is a New England town, the time the present, and the picinternational subsidiary, returned here
"The Trouble with Women"
ture gives an audience the recently rather rare privilege of leaving the
Friday aboard the SS Queen Elizaand "Citizen
are rebeth after a six-week trip to London theatre glad to have gone, uplifted a little in spirit, instead of worn out
viewed on page Saint"
7.
and Paris to set exhibition dates for and depressed, and minded to tell friends to go and see Bing and Barry
(Continued on page 7)
(.Continued on page 6)
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Personal

Newsreel

Tradewise
By SHERWIN

Mention
N

PETER RATH VON, RKO
• Radio president, Dore Schary,
executive vice-president, and Perry
Lieber, director of studio publicity,
are scheduled to leave the Coast by
train for New York on Wednesday.
•
Maurice Bessey, Quigley Publications correspondent in Paris, and editor-manager of the Consortium de
Pressc Cinema-tographiqm, arrived in
New York from France over the
weekend. He will visit Hollywood,
Mexico City, Rio de Janeiro and
Buenos Aires before returning to
Paris.
•
Bernard Feldman of Warners'
16mm. department, and Mrs. Feldman, are parents of a baby boy, born
last week at the Prospect Heights
Hospital, Brooklyn.
•
Clinton J. Scollard, Paramount
executive, left Hollywood for New
York at the weekend, following negotiations with Los Angeles film exchange workers.
•
Walt Disney has been awarded a
special citation by the Community
Chests of America in recognition of
"outstanding
services" to the organization.
•
Jack Gibbons, formerly with National Screen Service in Des Moines,
has joined PRC as salesman in
Omaha.
•
Charles O'Brien, Loew's director
of industrial relations, was in Baltimore from here over the weekend.
•
Sam Wood, producer-director, has
left Hollywood for New York and
Washington en route to Russia.
•
W. R. Adkins of Sheldon, la., has
purchased the State Theatre, Hudson,
'S. D., from J. L. •Walker.
Robert Helms, home office representative for RKO Radio, is visiting
Atlanta.
Gallup Plans Film
Service in England
On behalf of Audience Research,
Inc., Dr. George Gallup, president,
will meet with film industry leaders
in England to make arrangements for
the immediate start of a motion picture
research service there in the manner
which ARI originated in the United
States.
Dr. Gallup, who sailed for England
Saturday, announced his resignation
as vice-president of Young and Rubicam, Inc., in order to devote full time
to the ARI and his American Institute of Public Opinion.
Gallup will be gone approximately
five weeks. Gallup will attend a
world conference of researchers in
England, with members of his affiliated organizations from 12 countries
meeting for discussions.

'"PHIS department receives
A some
l correspondence
from
timeunusua
to time.
For example, last week there
came a written complaint from
one of Confidential Reports'
;'F. R.'s." An "F. R.," we are
informed, is a "field representative," or checker, to you.
His complaint is that he isn't
seeing enough of the world, stuck
in that little home town of his by
home office policy.
"I am writing to you," he explains, "because our (C R. I.'s)
magazine, The Tally, does not
have a complaint department.
Also, thought you might be able
to do something about getting
the policy relaxed."
Brother, we've been trying to
get that policy relaxed for some
time but our influence with
Johnny O'Connor, Dr. Isidor
Lubin and Jack Levin, appears
to stop somewhere well this side
of an achievement of that kind.
•
"At first I was given assignments in two adjacent towns,"
says our letter - writer, "had
eight assignments in five months.
Now, however, I have not had
even one assignment in the past
four months. I wished to make
sure that I had been competent
so I made a trip to the branch
office. They assured me that my
work had been fine but that the
home office did not like to have
F. R.'s go out of their hometowns. Iwas told F. R.'s had
been hired in the two towns adjacent to mine. That leaves me
without work for the year except
for maybe a fill-in or two.
"Do you not agree with me
that most firms would not hire
others to take the place of one
who was doing competent work ?
"Most theatre managers do not
like local men checking their
theatres. They would rather
have out-of-town men and, with
the small additional cost involved.
I think Confidential could allow
them this. As it is now, onlythose F. R.'s in the larger cities
can receive any substantial number of assignments from ConfiO. K., Tally. You take it from
dential."
here.
• •
The untimely death last week
of John G. Paine, general manager of the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers, inevitably will delay further
immediate consideration by the
society of its study of increases
in the theatre music tax rate.
Because of his position as busi-

Parade
KANE

ness head of Ascap, all moves
leading up to a change in the
society's established license fees
were under his direction. Naturally, furtherance of the proposal" islikely to wait upon the
naming of his successor.
Ascap has insisted that no
formal scale of new license fees
for theatres is in existence; that
it believes the present fees are
inequitably distributed and stand
in need of revision — but, of
course, a revision which would
increase Ascap's collections.
Paine had planned to seek meetings with organized exhibitor
representatives within the next
week to broach the subject and
open discussions of it.
•
There are two rather obvious
approaches which might be employed inthe absence of a formal
scale of new license fees drawn
up for negotiation with exhibitors. One is the always successful procedure of capitalizing
upon exhibitor disunity and pitting the so-called small theatres
against the large ones in a sort
of "soak-the-rich" movement.
The other, is to marshal whatever exhibitor unity may be
available within organized ranks
and enlist it in a frontal attack
upon the producer-distributor.
In other words, let the latter pay
the music tax.
Either course would be shortsighted insofar as exhibition is
concerned, and only Ascap would
stand to benefit from the choice,
whichever it might be.
Even though the large theatre
were to be soaked more, the little
theatre still would have to pay
its way. The Federal consent
decree under which Ascap is operating prohibits it from rate
discrimination among licensees.
Were a higher rate to be established for large theatres, either
Ascap itself might invoke the nodiscrimination decree clause and
boost the rates of the smaller
theatres, too, or be compelled by
the government to do so.
On the other hand, if it were
possible to transfer the performance fee from the exhibitor to
the producer-distributor, the exhibitor would wind up paying the
bill in the form of increased film
rentals, with bookkeeping charges
added.
The exhibitor appears to have
but two sensible courses open to
■ him : determined resistance to
any increase in the present rates
or a concerted battle to the finish
to rid himself of the tax once
and for all.

THEthe destruction
of Helgoland
and
reconstruction
of Stalingrad
are_ spotlighted in current newsreels.
Princess Elizabeth's birthday message,
sports _ and personalities are among
other items included. Complete contents follow.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 69-Campaign
starts for bringing prices down. Nazi
stronghold of Helgoland blown up. Stalingrad today. King Paul of Greece. Futur»
Queen
Britainandcomes
of age.
Spr"^fe
for
kids:of fishing
yachting.
Moviet
cameraman enters gorilla's cage.
NEWS
OF offTHEthe DAY,
267— Helgoland blasted
map. No.
Princess
Elizabeth, in birthday message, pledges life to
Empire. New England town declares war
on high prices. Stalingrad today rebuilds
for the future. Flying bomb hits target at
150 miles. Adelaide Hawley film spotlight: Margaret O'Brien.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 70-Midget
racers burn up speedway. Geneva group
maps world trade plan. First pictures:
Stalingrad today. South Africa: Royal
Family on tour. Death of an island— British dynamite Helgoland.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 72.— Uncensored film of Stalingrad. Princess Elizabeth's pledgeprices.
to the Trade
Empire.
Newbury inport reduces
conferences
Geneva. Kids run own theatre. Blast destroys Helgoland.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 3SFamed German island of Helgoland demolished by tons of explosives. Reconstruction
of Stalingrad. Ceremonies saluting new
King of Denmark. Cardinal Spellman appeals for needy. UN trade group meets at
Geneva. Chicago
Kids try tumbling
luck at Passaic
contest.
champs. fishing

'Duel9 Censor

Trouble

In Penna. and Ohio
Loew's has cancelled bookings of
David O. Selznick's "Duel in the
Sun" in Pittsburgh, Reading and
Harrisburg, where it was set for May
8 openings because the Pennsylvania
censor board is withholding a certificate of approval, presumably pending
changes.
The Ohio board is similarly withholding approval. No dates had been
set in that state, however.
Memphis Censor Board Bans
Fifth Film in a Few Days
Memphis, April 27.— RKO Radio's
crime film, "Born to Kill," has been
bannedship,by
this city's board
censorthe Commercial
Appealof reports,
marking the fifth rejection in recent
days. The others were: "Duel in the
Sun," "The Macomber Affair," "Destry Rides Again" and "When the
Daltons Rode."
Novins To Address
Boston MPF Meet
Boston, April 27.— Lou Novins, assistant to Barney Balaban as chairman of the Motion Picture Foundation's temporary steering committee,
will address the Foundation's Boston
area organization committee meeting
to be held here on Tuesday.
M. J. Mullen and Sam Pinanski will
serve as temporary chairmen at the
meeting, which will elect a permanent
chairman and a committee and trustee.
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Motion

Picture

Daily

U.S.
Coming

Gosh! We
Weren't
Even
Trying

Events

Mysore City, India, April
27. — Motion Picture Daily was
voted the world's best daily
film trade paper for 1&46 by
the India Film Journalists
Association, Faqir Mohammed, president of IFJA, has
announced.
Other annual awards of the
Association went to Tyrone
Power, most popular star, and
Turhan Bey, the "handsomest." Honor scrolls inscribed by members of the
Indian press will be awarded
at Bombay at a date to be set.

April 28-May 3 — M-G-M sales meeting of division, district and branch
managers and bookers, Hotel
Astor, New York.
April 28 — Variety Club of Illinois
;"
testimonial dinner for retiring
I Mayor and Mrs. Edward J. Kel~^ly> Continental Hotel, Chicago.
11,, "iril 29 — New York Cinema Lodge
of B'nai B'rith dinner in honor of
J i retiring president Jack H. Levin
and in welcome of its new presi0 ( dent, Robert M. Weitman, Hotel
|r 1 Astor, New York.
II May 5-6 — Allied Independent Theatre Owners of Iowa and Nebraska meeting, Omaha.
1 May 5— Testimonial to Sidney E.
:
Samuelson, general manager, Allied Independent Theatre Owners
of Eastern Pennsylvania, Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia.
May 5— Motion Picture Foundation
area meeting in Omaha.,
i
May 5-8 — Pacific Coast Conference
of Independent Exhibitors, Los
Angeles.
j May
— India Film Conference,
New 5-7York.
May 6-9 — Paramount executives and
theatre partners meeting to discuss New York Federal Court
decision, Arrowhead Springs, Cal.
RKO Tradeshows Set
For Four Pictures
RKO Radio Pictures will hold a
trade showing of "They Won't Believe Me" on Monday, May 12, at
the Normandie
Theatre, New York.
This picture, as well as "Dick Tracy's
Dilemma," will be screened on the
same day at the company's 32 exchange centers. "Woman on the
Beach" and "Thunder Mountain" will
be
on shown
May 14.on May 13, and "Desperate"
The exceptions to the above schedule
are St. Louis, where all will be shown
; on the following day in each case, and
Washington, which will show "Thunder Mountain," "Dick Tracy's Dilemma" and "Woman on the Beach"
on May 13, and "They Won't Believe
Me" and "Desperate" on May 14.

One-Third of British
Loan Is Drawn Upon
Washington, April 27. — Great
Britain will have drawn $1,900,000,000
of her $3,750,000,000 U. S. loan by
the end of June, the U. S. Budget
Bureau reports. The British have advised the Treasury that they expect to
use $800,000,000 in the current quarter, ending June 30. In the nine-month
period commencing last July 1, $1,100,000,000 was withdrawn.

Warner

Engineers

To

2-Day

Hold

Meet

A two-day meeting of zone sound
engineers for Warner Theatres will
be held at the home office today and
tomorrow, presided over by Nathan
Levinson, head of sound activities at
Warner's Coast studio, and Frank E.
Cahill, Jr., director of sound for Warner Theatres. Topics to be discussed
include late developments in sound
equipment, modernization of projection booths, and the general improvement of sound quality.
Sound men from the various zones
who will attend include: J. V. Cole,
Albany; G. R. Beck, Milwaukee; R.
H. Giles, Cleveland ; C. J. Bachman,
Newark ; C. P. O'Toole, New Haven ;
W. J. Charles and Henry Eberle,
Philadelphia ; P. J. Delnvernois, Pittsburgh J.
; A. Pratt and D. Ferguson,
Washington; Joe Florio, New York,
and Ernest Royls, head of sound for
Warners in Great Britain.
Following the home office meeting,
the zone chiefs will hold meetings of
the sound crews in their respective
areas. Themorecircuit's
entire sound staff
numbers
than 60.
Interior Dept. Films
Unaffected by Cut
Washington, April 27. — The
House Appropriation Committee's 50
per cent cut in Interior Department
funds will not affect the department's
film activities much, a department official said. Films of the Bureau of
Mines, chief film distributing section
in the department, are financed by
private industry, he explained. The
budget provided only for funds for distribution ofthe films, and this money
has not been cut.
One or two films planned by the
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service may
have to be cancelled if the cuts stand,
the spokesman stated. Most of the
other Interior divisions have not asked
for film funds since the start of the
war.

Withdrawal of another $1,200,000,000 is anticipated for the year starting July 1, but Treasury officials admit Louis Jackson Seeks
this rate of withdrawal may be "acCanadian Agreement
celerated."
London, April 27.— Louis H. Jackson, executive producer of Lady Yule's
Max Weinstein Funeral
British
National, was scheduled to fly
Cleveland, April 27.— Funeral serv- to New York over the weekend to
ices were held here on Friday for Max promote a joint English-Canadian proP. Weinstein, 37, one of the owners of
duction scheme whereby exteriors of
the Ritz Theatre, who died on Thurs- British quota pictures would be shot
in Canada with Canadian stars.
day after a six-year illness.

Of

Favors

German

3

Export
Films

Washington, April 27.— The State
Department approves the decision of
Allied Military Government authorities in Berlin to permit exporting of
carefully screened films as a means of
rebuilding the German film industry,
a Department official states here.
"The industry falls well within the
stated.
terms of the Potsdam Agreement," he
It was said that the release of any
films made before the end of the war
will be screened, probably eliminating
all but technical and educational films,
and that the British have already
adopted such a policy on a large scale
in their zone. As for the future film
program, he added, information received recently placed the 1947 schedule at only seven feature films, and
later news indicated even this goal
would not be reached.
The official declared the State Department regards the development of
the German film industry as "inevitable," and figures it might as well be
developed while
there is still strict
supervision on the part of the democratic nations.
Meanwhile a War Department
spokesmen declared as "greatly exaggerated" reports of 80 to 200 German
films ready for export, and
predicted
the total would not be "even a small
fraction" of such a figure.

'Carnegie' Tax-Free
Under Chile Rating
The Boris Morros-William LeBaron
has
productio
n of by"Carnegie
been
classified
Chile to beHall"
admitted
into the country duty-free, United Artists has been informed, according to
an announcement by Walter Gould,
foreign manager, here. The special
classification means the film will also
play in Chilean theatres free of all
taxes.
The government will sponsor the simultaneous premiere of the film today
at the Central Theatre, Sanitago, and
the Valparaiso Theatre in Valparaiso.
Proceeds of the Sanitago opening will
be turned over to charity. Furthermore, government agencies will inaugurate acampaign on the film directed to schools, libraries, newspapers, musical organizations, cultural
groups, etc. Arnoldo Binder, UA
manager in Chile, has informed the
home office that the Chilean government will at a later date award a
special medal to "Carnegie Hall" for
"extraordinary
artistic and cultural

Would

Have

Screen

Depict Floor Plans
Providence, April 27.— The
Rhode Island Senate has
passed and has sent to the
House a bill that would compel exhibitors to flash on
their screens for 30 seconds a
diagram of theatre floor plans
as a safety measure. The diagram would appear on the
screen at every performance.
Clearance

Reduced

In Albany

Award

Albany, N. Y., April 27.— In a
change of clearance embodied in a
consent award signed before William
K. Sanford,
Schine's
tiac
Theatre, arbitrator,
Saranac Lake,
and Ponthe
Palace, at Lake Placid, operated by
Adirondack Theatre Corp., will have
seasonal open booking from Dec. 24 to
Feb. 15 and from June 15 to Sept. 15,
while the Pontiac
have threeofdays'
clearance
for thewillremainder
the
Brought by Ernest Dodds of Adirondack Theatre Corp. against M-G-M,
20th
Warner, RKO Rayear.dioCentury-Fox,
and Paramount, the case was settled by a consent award signed by
Leonard Rosenthal, Adirondack counand Howard
Antevil, of
Schine's.
It issel,the
first arbitration
action
here
in more than a year.
Hope Joins Variety
Texas City Appeal
Bob Hope, Paramount star, in response to an show-business
appeal by R. leader
J. O'Donnell, Texas
and
head of Variety Clubs International,
has made arrangements to appear with
his radio troupe at three benefit performances inTexas for relief of the
Texas City disaster sufferers and their
families. The performances are scheduled for May 21, in the Will Rogers
Memorial Auditorium, Ft. Worth ;
May 22, at the State Fair Park Auditorium, Dallas, and May 23, at the
Civic Auditorium in San Antonio.
Ticket sales are being handled by
the Variety Clubs of Texas in conjunction with local universities.

Oregon Owners Plan
Benefit Stage Show
Portland, Ore., April 27.— Oregon
exhibitors will sponsor a benefit show
at the Mayfair Theatre here on May
excellence."
8 to aid the Shrine Hospital for Crippled Children. Herb Royster is manPRC Names Diamond
ager of the theatre, which is owned
Manager in Phila.
Theatres.
Theatrical
by
J.
J. Parker's
Hamrick-Evergreen
Stage Employes
Sam E. Diamond has been named
Local
28
will
pay
stage
and
Philadelphia branch manager for Pro- other technicians from itshands
treasury
ducers Releasing Corp. by Ralph H. for the benefit.
Clark, general sales manager. He will
assume his new .duties today.
_ Diamond, a veteran of the industry Local Tax Measure
since
joined Universal'
home 1931,
office when
staff,heremained
with thats Fails in Oklahoma
company until 1933, when he became
Oklahoma City, April 27. — Another attempt to push a local tax bill
ad sales manager for 20th CenturyFox. In 1935, he became Baltimore through the Oklahoma legislature has
sales representative for 20th, remain- failed as the House of Representatives
ing there until 1945, when he was killed a measure advocated by Oklatransferred to Philadelphia, handling
homa City officials. The bill would
the New Jersey and Allentown terri- have applied only to this city, permittories. Early last year he was named
ting a referendum on a one per cent
Philadelphia branch manager for 20th sales tax, in addition to the present
Century-Fox, resigning to join PRC. two per cent state levy.
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for

US

in Holland

By PHILIP DE SCHAAP
Amsterdam, April 22 (By Airmail).
^-The policy of the U. S. Motion Picture Export Association, as demonstrated since it first began to release
here, is to release as many pictures in
as many theatres as possible, even in
small houses. MPEA pictures are running now in every Dutch town of importance. Even second-run theatres
are playing MPEA product first-run.
The purchase of the important Asta
Theatre at The Hague by the MPEA
was accomplished some time ago and
the theatre will be exploited under the
MPEA banner.
During the 52 weeks from Sept. 1,
1946, to Sept., 1947, exhibitors are
allowed to release 28 American pictures and 24 from other countries. Because there is no domestic production
of any importance, independent distributors are buying from many markets :British, French, Swedish, Danish, Russian, Italian and Mexican.
An important number of American
pictures have been brought into Holland by independents who purchased
them on open American markets from
companies not MPEA members. It
should be emphasized that MPEA
product is not only finding competition from European product — particularly English — but also from other
American product.
During 1946, Holland imported 497
features, divided this way : U. S.,
197; England, 137; France, 95; Denmark, 17; Sweden, 17; Russia, 13;
Switzerland, nine ; Belgium, four ;
Italy, three ; Czechoslovakia, two ;
Norway, one. The number of American pictures to be imported during
1947 will be considerably larger.
Although decreasing during 1947
and still showing a decline in 1947,
theatre attendance shows an improvement in comparison with pre-war
years.
Bankrupt Chile Film
Studios To Reopen
Santiago, Chile, April 21 (By Airmail).— Chile Films, one of the nation's most important film enterprises,
has gone bankrupt. The studio, in existence three years, was backed by the
Corporation de Fomento de la Produccion, CORFO, a governmental department. CORFO will assume ownership
of the studios and reopen them under
a new name and will look for new
private capital.
A new enterprise, Artistas Chilenos
Asociados, has announced it will begin making pictures here in April.
Phila. Theatre Sold
Philadelphia, April 27. — The
Bijou ment
Theater,
firstpictures,
amusehouse to this
show city's
motion
has been sold by J. Prescott Stoughton to Race Street Co., Inc. for
$139,700. It will continue showing
films.
The Bijou was opened in 1889 bv
B. F. ville
Keith
the city's
centerand
untilwas1902
when vaudeKeith
opened the Chestnut Street Theater.
Newspaper Curbs Ads
Lowell, Mass., April 27. — The
Lowell Sun is omitting national advertising and limiting local display advertisements to two days a week because of the newsprint shortage.

Picture

Egypt's Nationalism
Hits Foreign Films
Washington, April 27.— The growing tide of Egyptian nationalism
threatens a serious cut in the market
for foreign films in Egypt, according
to a study released by Nathan D.
Golden, motion picture consultant of
the U. S. Commerce Department.
The study states that, although theatres charge as much as 50 per cent
higher admission prices when showing
Arabic films, attendance is much greater. Of the 180 houses in Egypt, 118
now show Arabic films exclusively, according tothe Commerce Department,
and no foreign films are shown at all
in provincial theatres where a few years
ago foreign films often had good runs.
The study quotes local distributors of
American films as also complaining
that censorship is becoming increasingly severe.
Legendre-Trincher Is
Building 14th House
Charlotte, April 27. — The
Legendre-Trincher Circuit will build
its 14th theatre in the Carolinas in this
city at a cost of $75,000. Morris
Legendre of Aiken, S. C, says that
the theatre will have a capacity of
1,000.
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Mexican
Building

Theatre
Halted

Mexico City, April 27.— Mexican
theatre construction, one feature of the
building boom that began in 1945, is
now almost at a standstill because the
bigger builders believe that it is time
to determine whether more theatres
are actually necessary. The depression
through which the country is now
passing is a big factor in their deliberations. General business has dropped
as
much as 40 per cent since last
spring.
Large private banks are as cool to
loans for theatre building as they are
for picture production while they
await
experts'
reports on whether
additional
structures
are warranted.

Labor Requirements
(Continued from page 1)

official publication of the Department
of Labor.
The article was written by Dr.
Clark Kerr, of the University of California, outstanding authority on West
Coast labor, and arbitrator in many
California labor disputes.
On the whole, Dr. Kerr observes,
"the industry has been a profitable
one and wages have been comparaPickford Sues Actress
tively high; consequently the most
difficult
disputes have not been over
Hollywood, April 27.— Mary Pickford Corp. has filed suit against
actress Dorothy Hart for $79,387, al- Dr. Kerr points out that the induslegedly spent on preparation for
try's 30,000 union and guild workers
"There Goes Lona Henry," in which are divided into four major groups:
Miss Hart was to appear under a the IATSE, the CSU, the talent
wages."and the unions of white-collar
contract
allegedly signed August 18, guilds,
1945.
workers. "In few, if any, other industries," the article states, "are
white-collar, professional and techniU-Seidelman in Deal
cal, and managerial employes so com(Continued from page 1)
pletely unionized.
Employers are also quite thoroughorganized, Dr. Kerr reports, with
"The Egg and I." He added that he thely Association
of Motion Picture
would make an announcement today
on
ramifications
of
the
reissue
agreeProducers,
"because
of the dominating
ment.
size and importance of its
member
the labor contract leader
Alfred E. Daff, Universal vice-pres- companies,"
for the industry.
ident, who was to have accompanied
The article terms the Hollywood
Seidelman on his return, will arrive
today by plane, Seidelman revealed. Central Casting Corp. "one of the
He also disclosed that "The Egg and largest and most efficient placement
in the nation."
I," which opened at the Music Hall bureaus
The entire
issue of the current
in New York on Thursday, will begin
an extended run May 3 at the New Monthly Labor Review is devoted to
Gallery Theatre in London. The pic- an analysis of the labor situation in
ture has been booked to run through- California and the Pacific Northwest.
out the summer, until its general release in August.
George Weltner, head of Paramount MPA
Documentaries
International, and Clement S. Crystal,
(Continued from page 1)
theatre department head, also returned
on the boat on Friday after a sevenat M-G-M's Culver City
week trip that took them around the produced
studios. M-G-M producer John Nesglobe on Weltner's first complete surproducer
of the
Parade"
series,
is doing
the"Passing
script. Norman
veyof_ points
Paramount's
key bitt,
foreign
since heinterests
assumed inoffice
Taurog will direct.
approximately one year ago. In adIf reaction to the picture is favordition, James M. Franey, head of
able, the MPA will sponsor an entire
United
World
Films,
U-I
subsidiary,
series
of such pictures, designed to
arrived.
acquaint
the public with vital fields of
When the ship began its return voythe United States. Treatage to Britain on Saturday, a large activityment in
will combine both drama and
contingent of motion picture personnel
narration, Cheyfitz said, but it has not
shipped out, including: Walter Selzer, yet
been decided whether name stars
publicity manager for Paramount's will be used in the pictures.
Coast studios ; Allen Dulles, New
Industry members of the MPA have
York lawyer, whose firm represents
the Motion Picture Association, bound agreed to rotate the production of any
for England, France and Switzerland ; future films among themselves, and it
Robert Sherwood, playwright and was decided that M-G-M would produce the first. No arrangements have
screen writer, and his wife; George
Gallup, public opinion researcher and been made as yet concerning distribution, according to Cheyfitz, who has
head of Audience Research Institute,
with Ray Milland; Garson Kanin and just returned from Hollywood where
his wife ; Ruth Gordon, and Mrs. I. A. he completed negotiations for the first
R. Wylie, writer.
picture.

Mexican Court Rules
On Labor Disputes
Mexico City, April 27.— The Mexican Supreme Court has ruled that
state labor boards have jurisdiction
oyer
disputesand
between
distributors
their exhibitors
employes, and
but
that conflicts between producers and
their eralworkers
are matters for the fedlabor board.
WB Re-signs Sherman
Vincent Sherman, Warner director,
has been signed to a new long-term
contract.
■
Sales Parley
(Continued from page 1)

^4^

George Murphy, screen stars, as
This afternoon's session will be devoted to operations under the decree,
guests.
parts of which are in abeyance pending action by the U. S. Supreme Court
on appeals. General meetings will be
supplemented by a number of individual sessions among field sales managers and their respective district and
branch managers and chief bookers.
_ Home
and dais
studio
executives whooffice,
will befield
on the
at the
initial session at 11 A.M. are: Rodgers,
Howard Dietz, Howard Strickling,
Edward M. Saunders, Edwin W.
Aaron, John E. Flynn, John P. Byrne,
Rudy Berger, John J. Maloney,
George A. Hickey, H. M. Richey,
Silas F. Seadler, William R. Ferguson, Alan F. Cummings, Ted Gould,
William
B. Zoellner, Jay Gove, Joel
Bezahler, Jaul J. Richrath, Irving
Helfont, Leonard Hirsch, Charles F.
Deesen, William G. Brenner, Jay Eisenberg, Pincus Sober, Herbert Crooker, Arthur Lacks, Harold Postman,
Maurice
N. Wolf, M. L. Simons and
Max
Weinberg.
MGM(Continued
Openfromfor
pageDeals
1)
is slightly different. Frank Capra
will produce it at Culver City on a
large
budget. Like any other Metro
will
film, apply.
the usual charges of overhead
It is pointed out that M-G-M has
been operating on the occasional policy of releasing pictures made off the
lot. "Gone With the Wind" was not
the first. In 1941, the company releasedmade
"The Stars
Look byDown,"
which was
in England
Carol
Reed. tedlyThe
"open
door"
plan
admithas not been very open and
probably won't be in the future. But
Metro's policy-makers will be on the
alert for what they regard as outstanding production ventures in limited number. No door will be padlocked against them, a spokesman
declares.
Mcintosh Named MP
(Continued from page 1)
cational services department.
Prior to joining the MPA, Mcintosh was with Encyclopedia Britannica Films in Chicago, as associate in
research and production of educational
films, and during the war served as
Chicago regional director of film production for the U. S. Office of Education. He has held various teaching
positions, including those of school
principal inintendentEvanston,
assistantSchools,
superof Cook County
and a member of the summer faculty
of both Northwestern University and
the State University of Iowa.
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Hollywood
By THALIA BELL
Hollywood, April 27
KARL TUNBERG has been signed
by Universal-International to
writer-producer contract. His first
assignment will be the Sigmund Romberg musical,
"Up Durbin.
in Central William
Park,'
starring
Deanna
Seiter will direct the picture, which
is to be filmed in Technicolor. . . . An
"ela Lansbury and Hume Cronyn are
"j^t the
for top
M-G-M's version
of
A. roles
S. M.in Hutchinson
book,
"If
Winter
Comes,"
in
which
Walter
Pidgeon and Deborah Kerr are to be
starred.
•
Stan Ceizyk has been reelected
president of Planet Pictures. Other
o fficers reelected were : Jack Seaman,
vice-president; Hal N. Potter, secretary-treasure . . . Sol Wnrtzel has
engaged Virginia Christine, remembered for her performance in "The
Cillers," for the lead opposite Don
Castle in "Flamingo," Wurtsel's next
production for 2Qth Century-Fox. .
Imerican-Eagle Films has acquired
screen rights to a new psychological
mystery story by Hannah Lees, titled
"Dark Device." •
Spring Byington has been borrowed from M-G-M by Columbia
for the role of Ginger Rogers'
mother in "I Found a Dream,"
which will co-star Miss Rogers and
Cornel Wilde. Producer Don Hartman and Rudy Mate are to direct
the picture jointly. . . . Jay Dratler
has been signed to write the screenplay for "Julie," George Jessel's
next production at 20th CenturyFox. . . . William Castle's first directorial assignment at Columbia
following his recent illness will be
"The Crime Doctor's Gamble,"
starring Warner Baxter.
•
Macdonald Carey is to co-star with
Betty Hutton in "Dream Girl," Paramount's
of Elmer
Rice's
stage ;
play. P.version
J Wolf
son will
produce
Mitchell Leisen will direct. . . . MacKinlay Kantor's new novel, "Midnight Lace," has been purchased
by
Universal-International.
Claude Binyon, recently signed by the studio,
will write the screenplay and direct as
well. . . . Tom Drake and Dorothy
Patrick have been assigned leading
romantic roles in "Alias a Gentleman,"
now shooting at M-G-M.
•
Arthur Lubin has been engaged by
Eagle-Lion
direct
"Clemmy,"
on the novelto by
Peggy
Goodin. based
. . .
"McGuffey
the Great,"actor
backstage
story
of a Shakesperean
turned
magician, has been purchased by
Warners. Sydney Greenstreet a>id
Dane Clark will have co-starring
roles.
•
Compton Bennett, who directed
the British production, "The
Seventh
Veil," tohas
by Paramount
workbeen
in aengaged
similar
capacity on "My Own True Lore,"
which is to co-star Phyllis Clavert
and Melvyn Douglas. . . . John
English has been signed to direct
Gene Autry's first independent picture for Columbia release, a musical Western as yet untitled. . . .
"No Common Clay," original drama
by Milton Geiger and Robert Metzler, has been purchased by Michael
Curtiz Productions.

7
Short

Welcome
Stranger
(Continued from page 1)

"

together again. The attraction figures to roll up handsome grosses.
Joan Caulfield_ is the girl in the case, turning in a nice performance,
and Percy Kilbride, whose name is becoming marquee material because
of his "Egg and I" portrayal, is present steadily, as the town taxi driver,
to supply background laughs blending well with the virtually continuous
chuckles evoked by Crosby and Fitzgerald. Frank Faylen, Elizabeth Patterson,
Wanda Hendrix and Charles Dingle are among the others whose performances
add to the effectiveness of the small-town setting.
In Arthur Sheekman's screenplay, from an adaptation by himself and N.
Richard Nash, of a story by Frank Butler,- Fitzgerald plays the small-town
doctor, 30 years on the job, who seeks a young doctor to take care of his
practice while he vacations. Crosby plays the young doctor. The two men
meet first on a train, unaware that their paths are to cross again at the
journey's end, and through a series of minor incidents — an argument about
ownership of a newspaper, about a breakfast, a pipeful of tobacco — arrive at
a state of strained civility which becomes a real problem when Fitzgerald
learns that this glib and songful young man is the doctor to whom he is
expected to entrust his practice. It takes the rest of the picture to bring them,
by a series
incidents typical of small-town life, to the firm friendship which
exists
at theof conclusion.
_Highlight sequences include several in which Bing sings, his numbers dropping naturally into the run of the proceedings, and one in which the young
doctor performs an appendectomy on the old doctor while the latter observes
the operation in a mirror and volunteers instruction, a lot of it sarcastic and
scathing. The production is by Sol C. Siegel and the direction by Elliott
Nugent, both rating high credit for taking it easy, sticking close to human
nature and letting the principals be themselves.
Running time, 106 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
William R. Weaver

Subjects
"Report
on the
Living"
(Joint Distribution
Committee)
Claimed to be the first fact film on
post-war conditions of 1,500,000 Jewish survivors of Nazism in Europe is
this survey
the JDC's relief,
resettlementof
and reconstruction
program
in Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia,
France, Germany, Austria and Italy.
Shown are child care, medical institutions, maritime and agricultural vocational training centers, preparing
the survivors for a new life in Palestine or for picking up the threads
of life in Europe. Produced and directed by Paul Falkenburg, the film
has a commentary by Edward M. M.
Warbury, chairman of the J DC. Running time, 25 minutes.
"Mighty Mouse, Crying

(20 Century-Fox)
One black sheep, tired of just grazing contentedly with the other sheep,
cries "Wolf" in this "Terrytoon," and
he does this once too often, but,
through a prodigious feat of Mighty
Mouse, the sheep is rescued from the
other wolves. In Technicolor. Run"The
Trouble
with
Women"
(Paramount)
ning time, seven minutes.
Wolf"
A FRIVOLOUS, laugh-provoking piece of merchandise which trips lightly
"Fantasy
of Siam"
alongabout
the path of farce, "The Trouble with Women" is an enjoyable (20th Century-Fox)
burlesque
the academic world and, more particularly, about psychology.
With Ray Milland as the genteel professor who believes that women have an
A review of Siam's temples, this
"Movietone
captures the
"unconscious distaste for male gallantry," this
Harry new and the Adventure"
old in the Oriental land
Tugend, has a serious undercurrent clothed in the film,
comedyproduced
and willbyprobably
receive generous response from theatre patrons. -With Teresa Wright and as the camera hovers over ruins of
Brian Donlevy in leading roles, the picture should have added marquee value. shrines from past ages, then surveys
On his way _ to a new post at a university, and to his financee, Rose Hobart, some new monuments dedicated to democracy, symbols to the modern era
Milland is chilled by the outraged glances of his fellow passengers. Quickly
enough, he learns that he has become page one copy for the local paper, in Siam. Running time, eight minutes.
master-minded by Donlevy as city editor. When other reporters fail, Donlevy assigns Miss Wright to the story and she, invoking her feminine charms, "Ski Skill"
worms her way into Milland's professional and, consequently, his emotional (National Film Board of Canada)
interests. He remains unaware that she is responsible for the stories appearProduced and distributed by the National Film Board of Canada in the
ing in thesubstantiating
paper,_ while allegedly
she, as alibelous
"student"
at his in
lectures
in order
to find
material
statements
her stories,
entrenches
"Canada
Carries On" series,
subherself in his life. The conniving by Donlevy to get Milland to drop a suit
ject is an inviting picture ofthewinter
against the paper culminates in a request for the latter's resignation from the skiing. Scenic views are excellent as
faculty, but a noble effort by Miss Wright saves the day. With the realiza- the camera records several difficult
tion dawning upon him that she loves him and he loves her, he embarks on a movements and concludes with a
final, successful effort to win her from Donlevy.
breath-taking down-hill run. Running
The dialogue is bright, witty and fast-paced, and performances are satisfy- time, 10 minutes.
ing, with no one taking his role too seriously. It adds up to good entertainment. Sidney Lanfield directed, from a screenplay by Arthur Sheekman, based
on a story by Ruth McKenney and Richard. Bransten.
Running time, 80 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, Imports in Spain Do
not set.
Irving Kaplan
Not Need Dubbing
"Citizen Saint"
(Clyde Elliott-State-Rights)
By PEDRO GONZALEZ
A WEALTH of possibilities was squandered in this inexcusably inept proof "Citizen cinematic
Saint," inexcusably
April 22 (By Airmail).—
have inspired aductionsublime
endeavor. because the subject easily could By Madrid,
official order, foreign films may be
The picture suggests a hurried effort to attract the millions acquainted shown in their
original languages and
with the Life and Miracles of Frances Cabrini, as the film is sub-billed. need no
longer be dubbed in Spanish.
Clyde_ Elliott's production of the life history of St. Frances Cabrini, first However, all foreign
American to be canonized, is simply lacking in the ingenuity that might still be granted official features must
authorizations
have given the film meaning and depth.
These permits of auCarla Dare has the title role, accompanied by many other unknowns whose for screenings.
thorization are given by the General
contributions are for the most part undistinguished in the story about the
impoverished Italian girl who after her novitiate in Italy comes to America Director of Cinematography and Theatre only to producers of Spanish films
to achieve greatness through her devoted, zealous efforts to aid those in
who, in turn, can give them to imneed of both spiritual and material assistance.
porters and distributors of foreign
Running time, 65 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, films. Three
to four permits are given
May IS.
Gene Arneel
to producers of "Film of National Interest," chosen by the General Director
New FM Permits
Weitman Dinner Show
of Cinematography, two permits are
Leading entertainers will appear on
Washington, April 27.— WHOL, given to second-place producers, and
none at all to other producers.
the program when New York's Cine- Inc., Olean, N. Y., and the Copper
Meanwhile, a new color process,
City
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Rome,
N.
Y.,
ma Lodge of B'nai B'rith welcomes
its newly-elected president, Robert- M. have received conditional grants for Cinefotocolor, has been invented by
Weitman, managing director of the new FM stations, subject to further the Laboratios Cinefoto de Barcelona.
New York Paramount Theatre, at a review of engineering details by the The first Spanish film in color will be
dinner at the Hotel Astor tomorrow. Federal Communications Commission. "Zaragoza." directed by A. Roman.
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8

See Little Chance of New
Management By Then

Strongly urging that the U. S. industry allocate more playing time to
British product to prevent adoption
of serious curbs on American
productland,
in Joseph
EngSeidelman, president of Universal^ international subsidiary, said in a
home office
terviewinhere
yesterday
that
"unless this is
done quickly,
restrictions will
follow." Seidelwho hasa
returnedman,from
Joseph Seidelman
six - week trip
also Sid
announced a deal with abroad,
Phil and
Hyams for the reissue of 90 Universal films in England.
Stressing that we must generate
(Continued on page 8)

The annual meeting of United
Artists stockholders and directors
has been set for a week from today but observers yesterday said
there appeared to be little likelihood
of a decision on new management in
advance of the meeting, as predicted
everal months ago.
At that time. Gus Eyssell, president
nd managing director of Radio City
Hall ; Abe
frusic
Columbia,
and Schneider,
Si Fabian, treasurer
head of
Fabian Theatres, all were being
sounded out in the search for a successor to Ed Raftery, who for long
has sought to retire as president of
United Artists.
Eyssell is reported to have made it
clear at the outset that he did not care
o change his present association, and
(Continued on page 7)
Harriman

'Dimes,' Red Cross
ould Shun Drive
Both the March of Dimes and the
American Red Cross will again hold
firm to their positions against participation ina joint industry drive for
any federation of charities, Basil
O'Connor, chairman of both groups,
said here yesterday.

Reciprocal

Trade

_ Washington, April 28.— The Reciprocal Trade Agreement was today
defended by Secretary of Commerce
Harriman as the "symbol of fullfledged American participation in
world trade." As an example of our
dependence on our exports, Harriman
cited the fact that the U. S. motion
picture industry has been recovering
approximately 40 per cent of its gross
revenues from foreign markets.
Harriman told a House committee
that
expansion
program
would
increase
exportsof asthe'well
as imports,
while any ,curtailing would be interpreted abroad as a withdrawal on our
part from freer world trade.

Referring to the proposed "National
Health
underhesponsorship
all
film Week"
exhibition,
said that ofit
would be "a matter of life and death"
if "Dimes" and the Red Cross were
to lend themselves to the drive, explaining each would lose individual
identity, that they could not anticipate income so as to determine budgets and would have detrimental
Lightman
effects generally.

California Ups Base
Wage for Theatres
Sacramento, Cal., April 28. — The
state Industrial Welfare Commission
has ruled that the minimum wage for
women and minors employed in theatres in California will be raised to 65
cents per hour, effective June 1. The
present ruling stipulates a minimum
of 50 cents per hour for full-time
(Continued on page 8)

Defends

In

Theatre

Partners
Split

Memphis, April 28.— M. A. Lightman, president of Malco Theatres, Inc.,
and his partners in L. and L. Theatres
have agreed to dissolve their partnership. Joe Macerni and partner Paul Zerilla made the announcement. The Macerni-Zerilla group takes
the Lamar Rialto, Capitol and Joy
theatres from the L. & L. group and
(Continued on page 8)

WB
Columbia Selling in
Blocks Where Asked
Columbia will continue to
license a number of films as
requested by any exhibitor
desirous of seeking a constant flow of product. Actually the deals are negotiated
singly bebut
the inmulti-deal
would
handled
the one
transaction. The company
will not offer competitive bidding, but instead would negotiate with theatremen seeking
a better run.
New
1st

Para.
Since

Theatre
Decision

Will

Single
But

No

Sales
Bidding

Waits Supreme
Court's
Ruling;
Staff Readied
Until the Supreme Court rules on
the appeals from the New York
Federal Court's decision in the industry anti-trust suit, Warners will
continue to refrain from offering
product on a competitive bidding basis.
Although numerous requests
to bid competitively have been
received by the company during the past several months, at
no time has the sales department essayed actual competitive bidding procedure.
It is understood that, upon receipt
of such requests the company informs
the applying exhibitor that its product
is not yet open to competitive bidding.
There is no refusal, per se, of a
"reasonable demand" to bid, for the
company is aware that, under the
terms of (Continued
the decision,
and 8)
despite the
on page

In what is believed to be the first
move of its kind since the New York
Federal Court imposed restrictions on
theatre expansion by the affiliated companies, Balaban and Katz, almost 100
per cent of which is owned by Paramount, will erect a new theatre in
Toledo where a lease on its Paramount Theatre will expire in two
years. The company feels that the
New York decision permits a new
theatre where one presently owned
ceases to exist. This does not constitute an additional holding, Paramount
contends.
N. J. Allied
Consider
Requests:

All

Run

Rodgers

Exhibitor requests for a run must
be given full consideration, and in no
case is there to be arbitrary refusal,
William F. Rodgers, vice-president in
charge of distribution for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, emphasized yesterday in
addressing
the company's
first atsales
convention since
before the war,
the
Hotel Astor here.
He directed
thaton allpageclearance
ar(Continued
7)
Five
For

Hearing
Building

Sites
Code

New York, Albany, Syracuse,
Rochester and Buffalo are the locations where public hearings on the
proposed revision of the New York
State building code for places of public assembly are scheduled to begin
within the next 10 days, the State
Board of Standards and Appeals reported here yesterday.
Two sets
of regulations,
(Continued
on page 8) drafted

Keep

Action

Studies

vs. Ascap

Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey voted at a meeting here yesterday
to appoint a committee which, with
legal advisers, will study the advisability of instituting an action to test
tax.
the legality of Ascap's theatre music
Edward Lachman, New Jersey Allied president, said the action followed
discussion of the projected increase in
the theatre music tax and said it concurred with the conclusions on the
subject published in Tradeit'ise in yesterday's Motion Picture Daily.
New Jersey legislation permitting
seacoast cities to enact admissions
taxes will(Continued
be foughton bypagethe8) organizaDinner for Weitman
And Levin Tonight
More than 500 from the entertainment industry, including film company
executives and top-ranking B'nai
B'rith officials, will be present when
New York's Cinema Lodge of B'nai
B'rith welcomes its new president,
Robert M. Weitman and pays tribute
to its retiring president, Jack H.
Levin, at a dinner at the Hotel Astor
here tonight.
Columnist
(Continued
on pageEd8) Sullivan

Motion
Another

Personal
Mention
CHARLES SCHWARTZ of the
law firm of Schwartz and Frohlich, is expected to return here from
the Coast at the weekend.
o
Frank A. Hornig, president of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Maryland, was guest of honor at a
testimonial dinner at the Lord Baltimore Hotel, Baltimore, tendered by
the organization late last werk.
•
Nate Blumberg, Universal president, is in New York from Hollywood. He will meet J. Arthur
Rank on the latter's arrival here from
England, and will accompany the British industry leader to Hollywood.
•
Louis Elliman, managing director
of Odeon Ireland, Ltd., theatre circuit controlled by the J. Arthur Rank
Organization in Eire, is scheduled to
arrive in New York May 22.
•
Robert S. Wolff, RKO Radio managing director for the United Kingdom, is due here tomorrow from
Hollywood.
•
Edward L. Walton, Republic assistant sales manager, is in Chicago from
New York this week for business
talks.
•
Edward L. Alperson, president of
Alson Productions, will arrive in New
York today from Hollywood and Chicago.
•
Adelaide Bruns of the New York
Selznick Releasing Organization staff,
was married last week to Townsend
George Peters Cann.
•
Tom Goldberg, owner of the Walbrook and Hilton theatres, Baltimore,
has returned there •from Atlantic City.
Samuel Rheiner, vice-president of
Federal Films, has returned to the
Coast from New York.
•
Hal Roach was scheduled to arrive here from the Coast vesterday.
Watterson Rothacker is in New
York from the Coast.

Rinzler Cited for
His Philanthropies
• Samuel Rinzler, New York circuit
operator, will be awarded the Motion
Picture_ Associates Beacon Award for
meritorious and distinguished service
to the industry, at its annual affair at
the Waldorf-Astoria, here, on Friday
evening, May 16. Rinzler, long active in philanthropic and welfare
drives for the industry, was selected
at a membership meeting.
This year, Motion Picture Associates is combining the annual award
dinner with a tribute to the newlyformed Motion Picture Foundation,
and many industry leaders will be on
the dais.

Picture

Plaintiff

In Lightman Suit
Memphis, April 28. — Another
plaintiff has joined Memphis neighborhood theatre operators in their
Federal Court suit for damages
against M. A. Lightman, his circuit
associates and eight film distributing
companies, with an amended petition
filed by Walter Armstrong, Jr., attorney for the original plaintiffs, raising
the amount of damages sought from
$2,910,600 to $3,378,600.
The new plaintiff is John W. Eaton,
who operated the Peabody Theatre
here for 20 years. He charges that
when the Peabody first opened it
booked pictures between 30 to 60 days
after their first-runs downtown but
after Lightman built the Lamar and
Memphis theatres this period was increased tobetween 95 to 97 days.
54 New

York

Area

Openings
forbooked
'Duel*
Total of theatres
to play
David
O.
_
Selznick'
"Duel
in the
s
Sun" simultaneously in
the New York
Metropolitan area
beginning May 7
was increased to 54, with the addition
of four St. Cloud Circuit theatres in
New Jersey, Milton Kusell, general
sales manager of the Selznick Releas
ing Organization, announces.
The list also includes 39 Loew
houses in the city, Westchester and
New Jersey, led by the Capitol on
Broadway; eight Walter Reade theatres in New York and New Jersey;
RKO Rivoli, New Brunswick; Plaza,
Stamford; and the four St. Cloud
theatres, namely St. Cloud, Washington ; Palace, Flemington
Frenchtown; Newton, Newton.; Gem

House

Passes

D. of C.
Daylight Time Bill
Washington, April 28.— The House
today passed a bill authorizing the
District of Columbia Commissioners
to put daylight-saving time into effect
here. The Senate has already passed
such a bill, but a minor House amendment will have to be agreed to by the
upper chamber, thereby postponing
sending of the measure to the White
House for another day or so.
_ Local observers estimate that daylight saving would be put into effect
here within a week after the President
signs the bill.
More
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Trade

Probe of 'Reds' on
Coast Opens May 8

Bischoff's Star Films
Starts Production
Hollywood, April 28.— An independent production company headed by
Sam Bischoff has been chartered under the name of Star Films, Inc., and
is_ now beginning production of "InstarringUnited
GeorgeArtists.
Raft, for releasetrigue,"
through
Bischoff's plans call for the appearance of Raft in three pictures.

Washington, April 28.— Congressional investigation of alleged Com"capture" the film
industry munist
willattempts
get tounder
way early on
May 8, . according to Rep Richard M.
Nixon, of California, member of the
House Committee on Un-American
Activities. A three-man subcommittee of the House unit, headed by J.
Parnell Thomas, chairman, will leave
here on May 5 for Hollywood.
NEW YORK THEATRt,
After a week on the Coast, devoted
primarily to checking into the activities of Hans Eisler, film music com-RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
Center HALLposer, the subcommittee will return
to the Capital, Nixon said, adding
Claudette Fred
COLBERT MacMURRAY
that the group might also look into
the_ role of Communists in allegedly
aiding promoting the current studio
jurisdictional strike and other labor
"THE
EGG AND
A Universal-International
Picture I"
disputes, as well as their reported role
SPECTACULAR
STAGE PRESENTATION
in Hollywood unions generally.
Nixon also indicated that the committee investigators may return to
Ens
Hollywood, possibly in mid-summer
to
hold
"full-d
ress"
public
hearings
there.

Urges

Industry

Films

Fit Educators' Needs
. Washington, April 28.— A strong
liaison between
education and industry
is needed if public relations films produced_ by industry are to achieve distribution ineducation fields, according
to_ Roger Albright, director of Motion
Picture Association's education division. Industry public relations films
should fit into the school's curriculum
and should fill the educator's need as
the sponsor's, he stated.
well
He asannounc
ed that a new section,
showing American participation in the
second World War, will be added to
MPA's "Land of Liberty"
history of the United States pictorial
through
5
1938.
Form Actors' Unit to
Protest Labor Bills
Washington, April 28.— Stars of
screen, stage and radio will be called
upon
participate
in the
500,000to drive
against
the AFL's
Taft $1,and
Hartley labor bills.
At a special meeting of entertainment unions affiliated with the AFL,
a committee was formed to mobilize
talent for personal appearances, radio
programs and mass meetings. The
first meeting of the committee to plan
the campaign will be held Wednesday
in New York at the headquarters of
Actors Equity Association.

mil
STREET
...rri„, Randolph SCOTT • Robert RYAN m
Anne JEFFREYS > George "Sabby" HAYES V
ON SCREEN
SPENCER
'THE KATHARINE
SEA
TRACY • HEPBURN

IN PERSON
GEORGE
GIVOT
BENAY
VENUTA

M-G-M's

Plus OTHERS i
LORETTA YOUNG
JOSEPH OF
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Press Ads
For Top Allied Films
Hollywood, April 28.— Allied Artists plans extensive trade-paper adverAlANLADD
tising campaigns for all high-budget
films in the future, president Steve
RU&L
Broidy announces here. Broidy said
that the decision follows the exhibitor
Calcutta
reaction accorded the high-budget adA Paramour,! Picture,
vertising campaign for Roy Del
Holt Joins Hoyt's
Ruth's "It Happened on 5th Avenue." In Ad.-Pub. Post
/'Black Gold,"
Jeffrey Bernerd's
Cliff Holt has been appointed adCinecolor^
production,
is tentatively
CHARLES CHAPLIN
executive for Hoyts
set as Allied's next top-budget picture. Theatre Circuit in vertising-publicity
Australia. The appointment iseffective May 1.
"MONSIEURIN VERDOUX"
Wm. T. Orr to M-G-M
Since his return from war service,
AwillMotion
Picture you!
that
Hollywood, April 28.— William T. Holt has been the editor of Film
STARTLE
Orr has joined the Warner studios as Weekly, Australian trade paper. Both
Released thru United Artists
an executive in the talent department. before and after the war Holt has
BROADWAY THEATRE
He will work on the discovery and served as Motion Picture Daily's
development of new talent.
Australian correspondent

Sunday°sNand hoHd?£ b^QuTgley ^
Sherwin Kane. Editor; Martin Quigley, Jr., Associate Editor. Published daily except Saturday,
New York." News
Martin'
QuigTeyf
&effi
^V-ftTheS"20 J'N SulllY,an.
Y Telephone
Circle Leo
7-3100.
Cable Secretary;
address,' '<Quebec
Cunningham.
Editor;
Herbert
V. Fecke, Advertising Manag^
Treasurer;
J. Brady,
James P
Chicago Bureau, 624 South Michigan Avenue; Washington "f A Otfen 2^5 OntaHri PnaJ W W r Director; Hollywood Bureau, Postal Union Life Bldg., William R. Weaver Fditor-'
cable
address Motion
"Quigpubco.
? W£' H°P?
Peter Picture
Burnup, Herald
Editor!
International
Picture London."
Almanac, Other
Fame. Quigfey
Entered Public^
as second^
cla s matter W
2? 1 SHRBetter
at t ZTheat™
t V ™ hrV^'
? wd evwy fourth
week BlImUP'
as a section of Motion
tion rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies 10c
P
'
'
P °ffice at NeW Y°rk' N' Y'' llnder the act of Ma»*
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"SO WELL

SPINNING YARNS at party given by Charlie McCarthy, attended by
Mortimer Snerd, is many-voiced EDGAR BERGEN. Scene from
WALT DISNEY's Fun and Fancy Free, full-length Technicolor musical.
DINAH SHORE, Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, also shine in cast.

REMEMBERED'

PROUD PAPA is British film star JOHN MILLS, soon seen with daug
ter, above, in James Hilton's So Well Remembered, filmed in Englan
Anglo -American cast includes MARTHA SCOTT, PATRICIA RO<
TREVOR HOWARD, RICHARD CARLSON. An RKO-Rank Pictur

"MAGIC

TOWN

HAPPY HUNTING. True lovers always find their own Magic Towi
JAMES STEWART, JANE WYMAN seek and find theirs in Magi
Town, film of many provocative situations, hailed the most unusual con;
edy romance in years. An independent ROBERT RISKIN Productioi

LAUGHTER SUSPENDED on RKO's The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer
set while SHIRLEY TEMPLE gets touch-up from studio make-up man.
Fun starts again when Shirley, as smitten bobby-soxer, begins swooning
over wary CARY GRANT. Brilliant star cast includes MYRNA LOY.
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Picture

Announces

I A Financing Deal
Hollywood, April 28. — Frederick
Brisson, president of Independent Artists, has announced consummation of
a _ deal for pre-production financing
with Fred R. Tuerk, partner of Cruttenden and Co., Chicago investment
firm. Tuerk is also principal owner of
William R. Staats and Co., Los Angelesand
■
San Francisco investment
bankers.
Remy L. Hudson, president of
Eddie Albert Productions, will represent the Tuerk interests on the IA
board. The deal provides for partici
pation by Tuerk interests in the prof
its of IA, which has 10-picture production schedule covering five years
RKO will distribute.

Hollywood, April 28. — A marginal
development interpreted as another
step toward ending the studio strike
occurred when the insurgent IATSE
Technicians Local No. 683, which
bolted International control last October to observe picket lines, voted to
pay up dues in order to preserve its
rights^, in the international body.
FoE^ng the bolt, IATSE officers
suspended the officers of 683, installed
new ones and set up new headquarters. The attitude of IATSE
headquarters toward the new development was not immediately ascertainable.
Meanwhile, the producers' labor
committee, which will meet for the Coast Trust Retrial
first time with the striking painters'
union on Thursday, continued sessions Opens This Morning
Seattle, April 28. — The hearings
with the Screen Actors Guild tonight.
in the anti-trust suit brought by the
Theatre Investment Co. and the
Venetian Theatre Co. against the
Film Department for RKO
Film Distributors Co. will begin
tomorrow morning before Judge BowAtlanta Library
en in federal court here.
Atlanta, April 28.— A department
The defendants in the suit are beingof motion pictures is in the blueprints charged
with violation of the Sherfor Atlanta's new public library projman Anti-Trust Act through illegal
ect, it was disclosed here by Aubrey
Milam, president of the Carnegie fixing of prices. This is a re-trial of
a suit tried previously in this court.
Library Board of Trustees.
On a visit to Los Angeles last summer, Milam saw a motion picture mu- Bruen To Remodel, Build
seum, and brought home the idea of
Hollywood, April 28. — Hugh
creating a similar exhibit here. It Bruen,
independent exhibitor of Whitwould include historical data on the
Cal., and operator of three theadevelopment of the industry, scenes tier, tres
there, has let contracts for refrom early films, models of production
furbishing ofthese at a cost of $40,000
lots, equipment used in the making
for construction of a new 1,100and projection of pictures, and similar and
seat theatre in Whittier to cost $300,displays.
000. Bruen also contracted for construction of a new theatre in nearby
Pico, a 1,000-seatre to cost $275,000.
N. Y. Strand Sets Reissues Bruen
is a trustee of the Pacific Coast
The New York Strand, which, Conference of Independent Theatre
Warner says, never before has played
double bills or reissues, will for two Owners.
weeks, beginning May 23, play a
double-feature and reissue program Nicholas with Schreiber
Michael Nicholas, manager of Cenconsisting of "The Sea Hawk," and
tury's FantasytoTheatre,
been
"The Sea Wolf." For the period named assistant
Edward has
Schreiber,
the theatre will discontinue its stage
show policy.
the company's advertising-publicity director, by Joseph R. Springer, general
manager. He replaces Ralph Lager,
Technicolor Dividend
who has been promoted to the bookingThe board of directors of Techni- department.
color announces a dividend of 25 cents
per share, payable on May 20 to stock- Theatre Unit Sets Meets
holders ofrecord at the close of busiKansas City, April 28. — The board
ness on May 9.
of directors of the Kansas-Missouri
Theatres Association will begin in
^■■■■■■■■■■B
May to hold monthly meetings, on the
second Tuesdays of each month. The
1
first will be on May 13, in Kansas
JL.
I City.

'MortS

T&ynll
ol
I "PREVIEW ROOM"
■ ... will really SELL
■
your picture.
■ Fully equipped for 35MM,
a 16MM, and Slide Projection.
_ Cocktail parties, luncheons
and dinners served in this ver■ satile room — setting a gay
g mood for a favorable reaction
to your film.
■
MADISON AVENUE at 54th St.
■
New York, N. Y.
g Tel. : PL. 5-3400 Michael j. McGrath, Mgr.
■ ■■■■■■■■■Hki:

Crosby Film to Loew's
Astor Pictures' "Road to Hollywood," starring Bing Crosby, will
play the New York Loew circuit after
its
twoweek
run at the Brooklyn
■ Strand beginning
Wednesday.
■
■
'Torment'
■ $12,000
"Torment,"forSwedish
film distributed here by Oxford Films, hit a new
■
3 high at the Avenue Theatre here
— where the first week's income was
over $12,000, according to the disE tributor.
_
B
. 'Unfaithful' Tradeshow
"The_
produc■
tion, willUnfaithful,"
be nationallyWarner
tradeshown
on
Monday, May 26.

'

Daily

U. S. Supplied
Of

Australia's

7
Bulk
Film

By CLIFF HOLT
Sydney, April 22 (By Airmail).—
During 1946, the U. S. supplied 319 of
the _ 384 features imported by Australia, according to the Commonwealth
Film Censor. Standard-width films of
all classes imported in 1946 numbered
2,046, of which the U. S. supplied
1,015, Great Britain, 506, and other
countries, 543. Nine of the U. S. films
were rejected by the censors, with two
of them passing on appeal.
_ Figures
released disclose
by the attendance
Commissioner of Taxation
at cinemas at a record peak of 151,144,831 for the year. It is estimated on
the _basis of this that half of Australia's population attends a theatre
once a week.
Two Corporations
Organized in N. Y.
Albany, N. Y., April 28. — Cine
Classics has been incorporated as a
motion picture producer. Incorporators were Vincent Bejtman, Zygmunt
Prumbs, and Ruth
New York City. S. Rubinstein, all of
Forway Corp. has been incorporated
to manufacture motion picture machinery. Incorporators are Michael Freedman, Joseph Henry and Harry G.
Kosch, all of New York City.

CPA Gives Permits
For 7 New Theatres
Washington, April 28. — Applications to construct seven new theatres
have been approved by the U. S. Office of the Housing Expediter.
Largest project is a theatre to be
built by Sam Carver in Brown City,
Mich. Other approvals were : J. E.
Freidrich and A.. J. Klokkevold, Soledad, Cal. ; A. K. Veach, between
North Philadelphia and Uhrichsville,
O. ; Missouri Motor Movies, Inc.,
Kansas City ; Frederick A. Cross,
Marrero, La. ; Ralph A. Hale, Lakin,
Kans. ; Frank Wilson, Detroit, Ore.
Olsen Describes S.A.
Theatre Bldg. Boom
Chicago, April 28. — Norman D.
Olsen, DeVry Corp. export manager,
reports, after a four-week tour of
South America, the existence of a
widespread theatre-building boom
there. He says that many houses in
the larger cities "are very costly, and
are patterned after our biggest and
best theatres." Others, however, are
constructed chiefly of wood ; "we
Americans would term them shacks."
' anE-L Promotion Contest
Eagle-Lion is conducting an theatre
tation campaign contest among
managers and publicists for its
comingnounces "Repeat
A. W. Performance
Schwalberg, exploiRepeat
president
and sales
Performance"
will bemanager.
released '
ally following its premiere in forthville, Ohio, on May 22.

Delay Exchange Opening
Philadelphia, April 28.— Opening
of the new Warner exchange here,
scheduled for Monday, has been postZanesviceponed until next month as a result of Faber Joins Shermannationthe telephone strike, according to
Washington, D. C, April 28. —
William G. Mansell, branch manager. Marshall L. Faber, former producer,
has joined Al Sherman, publicist, as
an associate here. He will specialSichel Joins PRC
ize in technical production problems
Elmer Sichel, of Century Theatres' of the firm's industrial clients.
booking department, here, has resigned, to accept
a salesman's post for UA Meeting
Albany.
PRC and
Eagle-Lion,
working out of
(Continued from page 1)

the talks were terminated about two
months ago. Fabian has said that no
formal offer which he could accept or
reject had been made to him but admitted that the subject had been discussed with him and, he added, with
a number of others.
Schneider has declined to comment
on the overtures made to him but it
Consider Requests
is learned that the talks have made
(Continued from page 1)
no appreciable progress since they
first initiated late in February,
rangements must be justified and to were
nor have talks with others reached
this added he "assumed" all present any advanced stage, it is reported.
clearance
systems now in effect are
"reasonable." Rodgers explained that
he has repeatedly stressed this to be
the company policy since seven years SAVE
MONEY!
ago when the consent decree was
entered into.
Eric A. Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association, and Francis Harmon, New York MPA vicepresident, made a brief appearance at PREVUE
the session, Johnston, in an address,
promising that the film industry will
receive the recognition it deserves in TRAILER
"the
of things."
Allgeneral
home scheme
office executive
s, except
president Nicholas M. Schenck, now
on the Coast, attended the opening of SERVICE
the week-long session, along with division, district and branch managers and
head bookers. Attending from the
Coast are Howard Strickling, in
charge of studio publicity; Fred
THEM^ $^50
$?rS I
Filmock 1327 S. Wabash Chicago
Quimby, head of shorts, and George
Murphy, M-G-M star.
\i
ONLY
[COSTS
RCA to Show Color Video
Philadelphia, April 28.— RCA will
hold its first public demonstration of
its large screen theatre-type color television at the Franklin Institute here
on Wednesday.
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(Continued from page 1)

New

Building Code
(Continued from page 1)

during the winter of 1945-46 by state
dollars here by allowing British prod- and
industry representatives, will be
uct sufficient playing time, Seidelman
asserted that the Bank of England is considered. One applies to' new constructions, the other to existing theagetting regular reports from the Rank
organization on the number of dollars
tres and other structures. Industrybeing remitted weekly from America. participants in the drafting were:
Henry Anderson, Paramount; Louis
"Every independent circuit and ex- Lazar,
Schine Circuit; Theodore
CINCINNATI
hibitor inAmerica must be made conscious of the problem because it is Jung, Loew's; Martin Tracy, Century Circuit; Richard S. ITayes,
bound
us,"theSeidelman
warned. to
He affect
added that
need of IATSE projectionist, local if 550,
Aside from "The Best Years of
and
the
late Glenn H. Hui.-^irey,
the British film industry is to make
Our Lives" and "The Egg and I,"
which continue to do good business
IATSE projectionist, local No. 337.
from
$8,000,000
to
$10,000,000
net
anon extended runs, grosses generally
nually in this market.
The code in its final form is expectare around average or below. Warm ATLANTA
ed to set a pattern for similar codes
Emphasizing ■ the point, Alfred E.
weather prevails. Estimated receipts
in
other parts of the country.
Daff,
Universal
vice-president,
deCities
which will be unaffected by
for the week ending April 28-May 2 :
clared that the effects of further reThe weather was fair and business
THE BRASHER DOUBLOON (20th-Fox)
s
t
r
i
c
t
i
o
n
s
i
n
England
would
definitely
by virtue of having bucode,
new
the
— RKOstage:
ALBEE
(55c-65c-75c-85c-95c).
generally picked up. Only one new be felt in the quality of product made
reaus of buildings charged with enOn
Carmen(3,300)
Cavallaro
and orchestra picture
reached
first
runs.
Estimated
in Hollywood.
forcing local codes, are: New York,
and other acts. Gross: $32,000. (Average
receipts for the week ending April 30:
$30,000)
The reissue deal, which was made Buffalo, Rochester, Albany, Elmira,
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES SINBAD THE SAILOR (RKO Radio)—
the approval of the J. Arthur Long Beach, Mount Vernon, New(RKO Radio) — RKO1 CAPITOL (2,000) (Ad- FOX (4,661 ) (30c-50c) 2nd week. The Fox with
burgh, New Rochelle, Niagara Falls,
vanced prices: 90c-$1.40-$1.50) 7th week. has closed April 28-29 for grand opera. Rank Organization, calls for product Schenecta
dy, Syracuse, Troy, Utica,
Gross: $10,000. (Average, at regular prices Gross: $10,000. (Average: $13,000)
of_
1937-38
to
1941-42
season.
The
of 50c-55c-60c-65c-70-75c: $10,000)
LADIES MAN (Para.)— PARAMOUNT price for the franchise exceeds $500,- White Plains, Yonkers, and possibly
PHILO VANCE'S GAMBLE (PRC) and (2,447) (30c-50c). Gross: $8,900. (Average: 000,
Seidelman disclosed. A new Binghamton.
SIOUX CITY SUE (Rep.) — RKO FAMILY $8,300)
The revised code, the first here in
company
will be formed for the 16mm.
(1,000)
(30c-40c-50c)
4
days.
Gross:
$1,600.
SONG
OK
SCHEHERAZADE
(U-I)—
(Average: $1,600)
(ROXY) (2,446) (30c-50c) 3rd week on a distribution, which will take over 25 years, calls for more rigid enforceLAST FRONTIER UPRISING (Rep.) and moveover
from
the
Fox.
Gross:
$6,400.
ment of fire regulations and will estabAnglo-American Film Co., formerly a
FIGHTING SEA MONSTER (Popular)— (Average: $5,600)
affiliate of Warner
RKO FAMILY (1,000) (30c-40c-50c) 3 days. JUNGLE TERROR and QUEEN OF THE distributing
lish new_ standards for stairways,
Brothers.
Gross: $1,100. (Average: $1,100)
doors, sprinkler heads, storage rooms,
AMAZONS (Screen Guild)— CAPITAL (2,BOOMERANG (ZOth-Fox) — RKO GRAND 446)
Seidelman spoke against a move projection booths, etc. Present pro(1,500) (5Oc-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c) 2nd week. $5,200) (30c-44c). Gross: $6,300. (Average:
booths will remain unaltered,
Gross: $8,000. (Average: $8,000)
THE
SEA
OF GRASS (M-G-M)— now afoot to show German product but new jection
booths will have to conform
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— KEITH'S (1,500) LOEWS GRAND (30c-50c) 2nd week. in countries outside of Germany and
(50c-55c-60c-70c)
(Average:
$7,500) 4th week. Gross: $12,000. Gross: $12,500. (Average: $15,000)
Austria. He said that "our own in- to new code standards.
dustry should unite to protest such a
MEET JOHN DOE (WB reissue) and
BLONDIE'S HOLIDAY (Col.) — RKO LY- TORONTO
movement." He revealed that at a Lightman Partners
RIC (1,400) (50c-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c). Gross:
meeting in Paris of foreign distribu(Continued from page 1)
$3,500. (Average: $5,000)
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
tion managers of American film com1)
panies, acable of protest was sent to
(Mono.) — RKO PALACE (2,700) (50c-55cWarmer weather prevailed during
Ljghtman
maintains the Linden, Circle
60c-65c-70c-75c).
Gross: $3,500. (Average: the week, but there was a lull in im- Eric Johnston, president of the Motion and
Memphis.
$5,000)
portant counter-attractions with the Picture Association in Washington.
TRAIL
STREET
(RKO
Radio) RKO
Macerni bysaid,
"This disagreement.
division was
While in France, Seidelman saw occasioned
SHUBERT (2,150) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c)
of remaining amateur hockey
a friendly
2nd week, on a moveover from the Palace. exception
playoffs
and
a
skating
carnival
which
the
company's
first
completed
French
Gross: $4,000. (Average: $5,000)
with whom we have operwinds up the ice season. There were film, "The Devil in the Flesh," made Lightman,
ated pleasantly in partnership for
four holdovers, including the sixth with Trans-Continental Films. He many years, wanted us to go in with
BALTIMORE
week of "The Jolson Story" at two disclosed that an agreement was made him in the large theatre and business
theatres. Estimated receipts for the with the French government for 50 building he has in preliminary stages
week ending May 1 :
per cent of the foreign revenue from it.
at Crosstown and Overton P. Lark,
Bad weather apparently interfered THE RETURN
OF MONTE CRISTO the film. As to French production, he but we did not wish to be included in
said
most
of
it
has
been
deferred
be(Col.)
—
CAPITOL
(1,115)
(15c-25c-35c-50c)
6
with the
openings.
Any good'
Gross: $4,500. (Average: $5,000)
cause of rising costs.
over
weekend served
as an weather
outdoor days. JOLSON
STORY (Col.)— EGLINTON
"After Lightman decided to proceed
attraction. . Still holding strong in its THE
(1,086) (20c-25c-35c-45c-60c) 6 days, 6th
.with the project without us, we came
week.
Gross:
$7,400.
(Average:
$7,800)
sixth week is "The Best Years of Our
to feel that it would not work for us
CALIFORNIA
(Para.)— IMPERIAL (3,- WB Will Keep
Lives." Estimated
373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
6
days.
Gross:
to
operate both as partners of Light(Continued
from
page
week ending May 1 : receipts for the $15,800.
(Average: $14,300)
man and as his competitors in the
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— CEN- THE
SEA
OF
GRASS
(M-G-M)so we insisted on dissoluTURY (3,000) (29c-37c-46c-54c, and 56c LOEW'S
stay of competitive bidding operations same tionfield,
of the partnership and Lightman
weekends)
2nd week. Gross: $15,500. (Av- days. Gross:(2,074)
$14,300. (2Oc-35c-45c-60c-78c)
(Average: $13,800) 6 by the Supreme Court, a defendant
erage: $14,000)
13
RUE
MADELEINE
(ZOth-Fox)
—
SHEA'S
SONG
OF SCHEHERAZADE
(U-I) — (2,480) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6 days, 2nd company is regarded as possibly sub"We will take back full control of
KEITH'S
(2,406)
(29c-37c-44c-50c)
2nd
week week. Gross: $14,300. (Average: $14,800)
ject to civil
action if a "reasonable agreed.
the Lamar and Rialto, which were
Gross: $9,000. (Average: $12,000)
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)— TIVOLI (1,- demand"
is
refused.
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (20th-Fox) 434) (20c-25c-35c-45c-60c) 6 days, 6th week.
ours. Lightman gets back his
Gross: $8,800. (Average: $9,500)
Presumably, up to this point, no ex- originally
—Gross:
NEW $14,500.
(1,800) (Average:
(28c-40c-50c-58c)
hibitor has chosen to follow up his Linden Circle. We agreed that one
$12,000) 7 days THE EGG AND I (U-I)— UPTOWN (2 group
would
get the Capitol and Joy
STALLION ROAD (WB) — STANLEY (3,- 761) (20c-35c-45c-60c-90c) 6 days, 4th week. original request with a demand that
280) (29c-47c-50c-58c).
and the other the Memphis. Then we
Gross: $18,000. (Av- Gross: $13,000. (Average: $11,400)
he
be
permitted
to
bid
competitively
erage: $16,500)
THE RETURN
OF MONTE CRISTO
lots to see which should take
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES (Col.)— VICTORIA (1,240) (15c-25c-35c-50c) on Warner product. The company's drew
days. Gross: $6,300. (Average: $6,800) reply to a request in no way consti- which. Lightman drew the Memphis.
(RKO Radio)— TOWN
(1,450) (Advanced
tutes a refusal, it is said.
No cash consideration was involved."
Meanwhile,
the
Warner
sales
deDinne
r for Weitman
Cal. Ups Minimum
partment is being coached fully on
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
competitive selling methods so that if $23,000 to Toronto UJA
the Supreme Court should uphold the
Toronto, April 28. — Contributions
workers, and 55 cents for part-time will be master-of-ceremonies.
New York decision those methods totaling about $23,000 for the United
workers. There are some, 1,200 film
Henry Monsky, national president can be put into operation at once.
Jewish Appeal have been received by
theatres in the state.
of B'nai B'rith ; Abraham Glovsky,
For the past six years Warners the film division of the United Jewish
A lesser rate, but not less than 50 president of Grand
Lodge No. 1; has been selling its pictures singly.
Welfare
Fund of Toronto, following a
cents may be paid to a number of Sam Sievers, past president of Grand
dinner
at
the King Edward Hotel
minors not exceeding 10 per cent of Lodge No. 2; Samuel Markle, presihere, J. J. Fitzgibbons, president of
the persons employed, and employes
dent of the Metropolitan Council of N. J. Allied
Famous Players-Canadian Corp., and
who report but are not put to work B'nai B'rith, and Larry White, execu(Continued from page 1)
Sholome M. Gelber spoke.
tive secretary of Grand Lodge, No.
will be paid half the pay for the usual
tion
in
municipalities
which
attempt
B'rith leaders
day's work. A minimum of 65 cents 1, are among
to betheonB'nai
the dais.
to levy the tax and where local exhas been set for any employe who scheduled
Industry leaders invited to the dais
hibitors oppose it, Lachman said.
WANTED
works a split shift. Women may not include: Barney Balaban, Jack Cohn,
Harry Lowenstein, chairman of
work more than 48 hours in one week, Malcolm Kingsberg, Leonard Golden- Jersey Allied's convention committee,
Opportunity for young woman with
or eight hours in one day. Overtime son, Leopold Friedman, Si Fabian, to be held at Atlantic City, June 24-26, practical knowledge of exploitation,
and
which
will
include
a
tribute
to
Harry
Brandt,
Sam
Rinzler,
Max
A.
shall be paid for at the rate of more
as secretary in theatre department.
Cohen, Alfred W. Schwalberg, Mau- Jack Kirsch, national Allied president,
than one and one-half times the regurice A. Bergman, Jean Benoit-Levy, completed the naming of the convenPhone Circle 7-3100
lar pay rate.
Saul E. Rogers and Al Senft.
tion committees at yesterday's meeting.
FOLLOWING are estimated picture grosses, exclusive of Federal
tax, for current engagements in key
cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.

000)
prices: 75c-$1.25) 6th week. Gross: $16,500.
(Average at regular prices of 35c-65c: $14,GUILT OF JANET AMES (Col.)— HIPPODROME (2,205)Gross:
(29c-37c-50c-59c).
With a
stage show.
$18,500. (Average:
$17,500)
THE
FABULOUS
DORSE YS (UA) —
MAYFAIR
(21c-29c-45c). Gross: $7,000.
(Average(1,000)
:$5,500)
THE RAIDER (Equity) — LITTLE (328)
(29c-37c-56c). Gross: $2,750. (Average:
$3,000)
DESTRY RIDES AGAIN (U-I reissue)—
VALENCIA (1,466) (29c-36c-46c-54c, and 56c
weekends). Gross: $4,500. (Average: $5,000)
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BURTUS BISHOP, JR., M-G-M
Southwestern district manager,
and with the company since 1926, has
been promoted to Midwest sales manager, succeeding
John E. Flynn,
who has been
with the company and its
predecessors for
27 years. Flynn
is retiring from
full-time activity but will continue in an advisory capacity,
according to
William F.
Rodgers, vicepresident and
Burtus Bishop, Jr.
general sales
manager.
Bishop started with Metro as salesman in Charlotte, becoming manager
there in 1936, manager in Pittsburgh
in 1937 and in 1941 he was made
Midwest district manager in Kansas
City, moving to Dallas and the Southwestern district post in 1943.
Schwartz Promotes Golden,
Weiss and Oelreich at RKO
Jay Golden, Harry Weiss and
Charles Oelreich have been made division managers of RKO Theatres by
Sol A. Schwartz, vice-president and
general manager of the circuit. Golden goes from the post of Brooklyn
division chief to head of the West
Coast division, out of San Francisco ;
Weiss, manager of Proctor's, Newark, getsYonkers
Golden'smanager,
Brooklynbecomes
post;
Oelreich,
division manager in the Bronx.
Goodwin Sable, manager of Keith's,
Dayton, was named Dayton city manager ;Francis Anderson, manager of
the Rochester Palace, becomes city
manager there. Harold Daly was promoted to Yonkers, from the 23rd
Street, here ; George Baldwin goes to
the 23rd Street, Arthur Koch goes to
the Colonial and Herbert Heintz to
Proctor's Newark.
Jonas Arnold Is Assistant
Eagle-Lion Ad Manager
Jonas Arnold of Eagle-Lion's New
York promotional department yesterday was named assistant advertising
manager by Max Youngstein, director
of E-L's advertising-publicity department. Hal Danson is advertising manager.
At the same time, Lige Brien, exploitation representative, becomes assistant exploitation manager under
Arthur Jeffrey, and Leo Brody, magazine publicity contact, becomes assistant publicity manager under Jerry
Pickman.

Films

1st Runs;

Help

'Odd

4Egg' Take

NY

Man,'

the Lead

Several new films this week
strengthened many New York first
runs which had been suffering from
acute box-office inactivity. A few
holdovers lingered on, some faring
well, others not. "Odd Man Out,"
"The Egg and I," "Calcutta" and
"Homestretch" led the field, none of
these having difficulty in drawing
customers in their respective opening.
"Odd Man Out" is a standout at
the
the the
firstfilmweek's
grossCriterion
hit aboutwhere
$48,000,
also
being received very enthusiastically by
the press on its opening.
"The Egg and I," with a stage
show, at the Music Hall justified high
expectations with $85,000 taken in
from Thursday through Sunday, indicating a splendid $135,000 for its
first week.
At the{Continued
Paramount,
"Calcutta"
and
on page
7)
Six

Films

Months

in Seven

for NY

Para.

Averaging one feature about every
five weeks, the New York Paramount
Theatre has booked six films for the
next seven months, up to Thanksgiving
Day, while the Brooklyn Paramount
will have eight films for the period,
Robert M. Weitman, managing director of both theatres, announces.
Films to play the New York house
are : "The Imperfect Lady," which will
follow the current picture, "Calcutta" ;
"Dear Ruth," "Perils of Pauline,"
"Welcome Stranger," "Desert Fury,"
and "Variety Girls." Stage headliners
have also been set in conjunction with
all of the screen bills.
Set for the Brooklyn house are :
"My Favorite Brunette" and "Calcutta," in addition
to those scheduled for
the New
York Paramount.
Paramount
Sales

Sets

31

Meetings

Plans for 31 branch meetings
throughout the country preparatory to
the start of Paramount's 1947 sales
drive on Aug. 31 were disclosed here
yesterday by Charles M. Reagan, distribution vice-president.
Initial sessions, scheduled by Hugh
Owen, Eastern-Southern division sales
manager, follow : New Orleans, May
9-10; Atlanta, May 12-14; Charlotte,
{Continued on page 8)
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MPA-SMPE
Survey
of Theatre Television
Washington,
April
29.— Motion Picture
Association
president Eric Johnston will
meet tomorrow with Loren L.
Ryder, president of the Societyneersof Motion
and Paul Picture
Larsen, Engichief
consultant of its theatrical
television section, to discuss
the possibility of setting up
an industry fact-finding survey on the use of television
in theatres.
Weitman

Inducted

By B'nai B'rith
Robert M. Weitman, manager of the
New York and Brooklyn Paramount
Theatres, was installed as president of
the Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith before 500 entertainment industives
at the
try representaHotel Astor
here last night.
The Lodge also paid tribute
to retiring president Jack H.

Skouras
Latin

Up

12

Says

Grosses

to

40%

Visited 500 Theatres on
Trip with Silver stone
By DAVID A. GORDON
Attendance figures in South and
Central American theatres are from
I2y2 to 40 per cent higher this year
than for the corresponding period
last year, Spyros
P. Skouras,
president
20th
Century -of Fox,
declared here
vesterday in a
press
interview
based
on trip
his
six - week
through South
and
Central
America.

Skouras'scription ofdecreasinginpopuSpyros P. Skouras
larity of films
in South
America was echoed
by Murray Silverstone, president of
20th Century-Fox
who
(.Continued onInternational,
page 8)
Levin, vicepresident
and
general manReports.
agerdential
of ConfiWeitman U.S. Tax Collections
Robert M. Weitman
called for a
wider Cinema 33 Millions in Mar.
Lodge membership to help, by virtue
of the B'nai B'rith, to protect American democratic principles. To carry
Washington, April 29. — Federal
out this objective, Weitman outlined admission
tax receipts for March,
(.Continued on page' 8)
representing collection at box-offices
during February, were more than
$3,000,000 below March receipts last
To Continue Making year, according to figures released by
the U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue.
4B' Pictures: Yates
March revenue this year amounted
to $33,223,139, compared with $36,374,650 in 1946. In both January and
this year's collections, howHollywood,, April 29. — Republic February,
ever, far outstripped 1946 receipts.
will continue to make "B" pictures,
Between 80 and 90 per cent of these
Herbert J. Yates, president, announced
at a studio meeting to formulate plans figures represent taxes on motion picture admissions.
for 1947-48 program. Elimination or
reduction of B's had been considered
by the company.
Reviewed Today
Yates explained that Republic had
decidedtures fortothemake
at least
"B" pic"Homesteaders of Paradise
coming
season16 following
assurances of circuits and independent
Valley," "Six Gun Serenade,"
exhibitors that they are ready to give
increased support to them.
page 7; turns,"
"Philo"Desirable
VanceLady,"
Re"West to Glory,"
Yates also asserted that the company
page 9.
policy of increased attention to highKey city grosses are given
budget productions will be maintained.
on page 7.
He reported that deals are now in ne(Continued un page S)
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Will

Be
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Unit

Monogram in Coast
Meeting on May 13
Hollywood, April 29. — -A Coast
regional sales meeting of Allied Artists and Monogram will be held at the
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, on
Saturday, May 13, Steve Broidy,
president of both companies, an
nounced here today.
Selling campaigns for "It Happened
on Fifth Avenue," "Black Gold,"
"The Gangster," "Tragic Symphony"
and "The Hunted" will be discussed
at the meeting, along with other product. Broidy will preside. Howard
Stubbins and Mel Hulling, Coast
franchise owners, will sponsor a
cocktail party on the previous night.
to Meet

Personal
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Mention

MGM

Field Representatives
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M vicepresident and general sales manager,
will sponsor a luncheon for tradepaper editors and publishers today at
the Hotel Astor here, where an
M-G-M sales meeting is in its third
day. New field appointees will be introduced.
Yesterday's luncheon guests were:
E. B. Hatrick, vice-president and general manager of News of the Day;
Mike Clofine, editor; Walter Bredin,
assignment editor; Arthur Lacks,
News of the Day sales head.
$1,750,000 Ad Budget
For Enterprise Films
_ The advertising budget appropriation on four forthcoming Enterprise
pictures has been set at approximately
$1,750,000, United Artists home office
here said yesterday. The figure will
cover advertising on "Ramrod," "Arch
of Triumph," "The Other Love" and
"Body and Soul."
Robert Taplinger, vice-president in
charge _ of advertising-publicity for
Enterprise Studios, is currently in
New York from Hollywood for discussions with Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.,
UA advertising-publicity head, on future advertising plans.

Sound

Here

Here

Hollywood, April 29. — With "The
Paradine Case" completed for Van
guard, Alfred Hitchcock will leave
Hollywood next week for New York
where first steps in the launching of
his own independent company, Transatlantic Pictures Corp., will be taken
Associated with the director in the
new company will be Sidney Bern
stein, head of Granada Theaters in
England. Their first picture will be
"The Rope," based On the Patrick
Hamilton play to be made in Holly
wood. The second will be "Under
Capricorn," starring Ingrid Bergman,
and it will be made in England.
While here, Hitchcock will confer
with Miss Bergman.
Details concerning financing and
distribution will be determined fol
lowing
England. Bernstein's arrival here from

Press

Picture

NATE B. SPINGOLD, Columbia
executive, is on the Coast from
New York. He will return here in
two or three weeks.
•
Verne Taylor, T. and D., Jr., Enterprises general manager, with headquarters in San Francisco, is celebrating 25 years service with the company, which will honor him by holding
a Taylor Anniversary Drive.
•
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
of Technicolor, Inc., is visiting the
company's
Centerville,
Mass.,
He will return
to New
Yorkplant.
on
May 8.
•
_Sam Lefkowitz, Warner Eastern
district manager, has gone to Buffalo
and Binghamton and will return to the
home office at the weekend.
•
Roger Williams, Paramount International manager in Puerto Rico, will
leave for his headquarters today by
plane after a home office visit.
•
William C. Gehring, Central sales
manager of 20th Century-Fox, will be
in Cleveland today from New York.
•
Arnold Pressburger is due in New
York from the Coast on May • 5, en
route to London.
•
Marion Doran, Enterprise's story
department head, is in New York
from the Coast.
•
C. J. Scollard, Paramount labor
relations chief, returned to the home
office yesterday from the Coast.

Mayer

Paid

$500,000

By
Loew's
in 1946
Philadel
phia, April
29. — The highest 1946 salary of Loew's Inc., went
to Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M production vice-president, who received $500,000, it was disclosed in the company's
report
the Securities and Exchange
Commissito^on.
Robert Montgomery received $286,000 and Nicholas M. Schenck, president and director of Loew's, received
$224,767.
Bonuses and profit shares reported
by the company included $111,357 to
J. Robert Rubin, vice-president and
director.^ and $63,357 to Benjamin
Thau, vice-president.
Salary figures released by SEC are
gross earnings, before taxes.

Golden

on Trip to
Hollywood, Mexico
Washington, April 29.— Nathan
D. Golden, consultant on motion pictures inthe Department-of Commerce,
will leave here May 8 on a six-week
trip to Hollywood and Mexico.
Golden will spend up to 10 days in
Hollywood, attending the variety convention and talking with officials in
industry offices. From there he will
go to Mexico for a month's study of
production. He plans to return to the
capital at the end of June.
Later this year, Golden hopes to
make a tour of South America.

AMERICO
ABOAF,
Universal
foreign department
representative,
has returned from a six-week tour of
Mexico, Puerto Rico and Cuba.
•
Stanley H. Craig, Paramount
general manager for New Zealand,
and William Hurworth, Jr., assistant manager in Sydney, are expected
-in New York next week.
•
Robert S. Wolff, RKO Radio
managing director in the United Kingdom, returned to New York from the
Coast landyesterday.
on May 9. He will sail for Eng•
_ Walter Green, president of National Theatre Supply, and Oscar
Oldknow, vice-president, are on the
Coast from New York.
•
Edward M. Schnitzer, United
Artists' Eastern and Canadian sales
manager, is due to arrive in Toronto
this week from Detroit.
•
Nat Levy, RKO Radio Eastern
division sales manager, is on a midwestern business trip.
•
Sam Wolowitz , of the Warner
home office accounting department is
the father of a boy, Mark.
•
Arnold Grant, United Artists
board member, is due back in New
York today from Chicago.
_ Paul sistant
O'Brien,
Artists as-in
secretary, United
is vacationing
Pennsylvania.

$504,349
for 'Duel'
Three Coast
Runs

at

Los Angeles, April 29.— "Duel in
the Sun" vesterday set a new box-office
record of $504,349 for 18 weeks at
three local theatres, the Selznick Releasing Organization discloses, adding
that this figure tops Los Angeles earnings of Selznick's "Gone with the
Wind" by nearly $90,000.
The that
breakdown
of $203,335
"Duel" grosses
shows
it earned
at the
Fairfax, $78,400 at the Egyptian and
$222,614
at the Vogue. It will continue indefinitely.

Talks

Conclude

Keying their talks to achieving even
better quality in sound performance,
Warner circuit zone sound engineers
discussed plans for closer coordination
between studio and theatre as they
wound up their two-day session here
last night with Nathan Levinson, head
of sound activities at the Waj-^^
Coast studios. New standards/ \0
placements, power supplies and local
sound problems were also covered.
Demonstrations of new equipment
were given, with executives of RCA,
Simplex and other firms addressing
the sound men on recent developments.
Frank E. Cahill, Jr., director of sound
for Warner Theatres, also partici-

Public Hearings on
pated.
Studio Red Probe
Washington, April 29. — Rep. J.
Parnell Thomas, chairman of a
House group leaving next week to investigate communist activities in Hollywood, announced that he will hold
public hearings here on the matter
"very soon after" he returns.
The group is a sub-committee of
the House Un-American Activities
Committee, which Thomas also heads.
He revealed that the hearings will be
"quite extensive" and that he expects
them to result in "the best show the
committee has had yet."
No public hearings are planned for
Hollywood at this time.
Reagan Shifts 3 in
Para. Field Posts
Shifts m three Paramount branch
posts, with Heywood Simmons succeeding the late Fred Larned as Dallas branch manager and Tom Bridge
assuming
Simmons'
manager's
post in Dallas,
were sales
announced
here
yesterday amount
by distribution
Charles chief.
M. Reagan,
ParSimmons
has been San Francisco manager.
John Bowles, who was made assistant to George A. Smith, Paramount
Western division sales manager, earlier this year, with headquarters in Los
Angeles, has been promoted to the
San Francisco post vacated by Bridge.

Industry to Aid NY
4 Infirmary Campaign
May 11 to 18 will be "Tribute to
Women Week" in the New York InSan Francisco, April 29.— Frank
firmary'sHelen
$5,000,000
buildinganddrive,
anPanero of Panero Theatres has connounce
Hayes
Harry
cluded adeal whereby he will add four Brandt, co-chairman of the entertaintheatres to his circuit of 12. The
ment committee for the campaign.
houses represent purchases from S. C.
Top entertainment figures will apLevin and Nathan Blumenfeld of their
pear at several events planned to aid
Park _ and Selma, at Selma ; the the drive for a new medical center for
American, Kingsburg, and the Fow- the 94-year-old infirmary.
ler, at Fowler, both formerly owned
by Levin.
'Orleans' Gross $10,000
Frank Panero Buys
Theatres on Coast

Autry Reception
Gene Autry will be honor guest at
a reception at the Hotel Astor here
on Friday afternoon to mark his association with Columbia as producer
and star, beginning May 15.

New figure
Orleans,
— A$10,000
nearrecord
of April
more 29.
than
was
reachedat by
Orleans"
its United
openingArtists'
here at"New
the
Saenger Theatre over the weekend, it
is understood. The picture has been
set for an indefinite run.
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YOU

CAN

SHAKES

READ

OF

A

During the past few weeks
A succession of coming

California Preview

M-G-M

Oh how

that audience cheered ! And

"SONG

OF LOVE."

Remember

these M-G-M

"FIESTA,"

Technicolor's

"GREEN

DOLPHIN

"THE

ROMANCE

"LIVING

IN A BIG

equally sensational is

was an historic occasion!

a Giant Drama

Coast!

ROSY

WAY,"

in M-G-M's

mightiest tradition!

Years" appeal!

DANCE"

OF

HUCKSTERS"-

Biggest Spectacle!

"CYNTHIA"- with "Green
UNFINISHED

have electrified all Hollywood!

titles! They're the talk of the West

STREET,"

"THE

TAIL!

annals has Leo revealed such product !

"THE

Its Preview

TWO

audiences have witnessed

pictures which

GABLE'S

IN

LAMB'S

Never — no never ! — in all M-G-M

For instance, CLARK

THIS

Technicolor
RIDGE"

comedy

wizardry!

tremendous!
smash!

One

after another they thrilled Preview

audiences just as they'll thrill yours.

And

watch for more

15 mighty productions under way—

big M-G-M

A production program

news!

never— no never— witnessed before in this

Entire industry ! Oh Mister M-G-M

Exhibitor, be proud !

Great hits are on the way from your pal— Leo the Leader!

TWO

MORE

SHAKES

TO

TELL YOU

ABOUT

THE

STAR

CASTS!

"THE HUCKSTERS" — Clark Gable, Deborah Kerr, Sydney Greenstreet, Adolphe Menjou, Ava Gardner, Keenan
Wynn, Edward Arnold • "SONG OF LOVE"— Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid, Robert Walker • "FIESTA"
(Technicolor) — Esther Williams, Ricardo Montalban, Akim Tamiroff, Cyd Charisse, John Carroll, Mary Astor,
Fortunio Bonanova • "GREEN DOLPHIN STREET"— Lana Turner, Van Heflin, Donna Reed, Richard Hart
"CYNTHIA" — Elizabeth Taylor, George Murphy, S. Z. Sakall, Mary Astor • "THE UNFINISHED DANCE"
(Technicolor) — Margaret O'Brien, Cyd Charisse, Karin Booth, Danny Thomas • "THE ROMANCE OF ROSY
RIDGE" — Van Johnson, Janet Leigh, Thomas Mitchell, Marshall Thompson, Selena Royle, Dean Stockwell
"LIVING IN A BIG WAY"— Gene Kelly, Marie McDonald, Charles Winninger, Phyllis Thaxter, Spring Byington
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Vehicle

Ads

By

Action

NYC

Hit

New York City Police Department
action against vehicular advertising
involving the Railway Express Agency, which uses poster boards on its
trucks, has been taken. Film companies occasionally buy the truck side
advertising space. The department
last week also halted a Universal-International mobile unit advertising
"Odd Man Out."
The ordinance under which the
police are acting is Section No. 124
of traffic regulations. It states that
"No person shall operate or cause to
be operated in or upon any street an
advertising vehicle," and carries the
exception, as follows : " . . . provided
that nothing herein contained shall
prevent the putting of business notices
upon business vehicles so long as such
vehicles are engaged in the usual business of the owner or not merely or
mainly used for advertising."
In what appears to be a test case
the department won a victory over
Railway
Court
for Express
violation ofintheMagistrate's
ordinance.
The
appellate
term
of
Magistrate's
Court affirmed the conviction and an
appeal has been taken to the Appellate
Division of the State Supreme Court,
by Railway Express.
RM A Adds6 Members;
Total Is Now 345
Washington, April 29. — Board of
directors of the Radio Manufacturers
Association has voted rnembership
approval for six more radio manumembership of 345
is now at afacturers.
highRMA'spoint.
The six ne> members are: Clipard
Instrument Laboratory, Cincinnati ;
Columbus Electronics Corp., Yonkers,
N. Y.; Crucible Steel Co. of America,
New York; Miller Manufacturing
Co., Glen Cove, N. Y.; Valpey Crys-tal Corp., Holliston, Mass. ; Wheeler
Laboratories, Great Neck, N. Y.
Foreign Film House
To Be Built Here
As soon as building materials become available, a new house, the International Theatre, will be built on
West 42nd Street, between Broadway
and Sixth Avenue, by the Invincible
Theatre Corp.
Included in the organization are
Arthur Mayer, Sam Dembow and
M. B. Shanberg. The 600-seat house
will be operated by Mayer as an outlet for first-run foreign product.

Picture

Juvenile Case Judge
Praises Pictures
Memphis, April 29. — Judge
Camille Kelley, who is said to
have tried more juvenile behavior cases than anyone in
the country paid tribute to
the film industry at a Variety
Club luncheon here, declaring
that in 45,000 cases in her
court, "not more than half-adozen times" have films been
named as a cause of delinquency. not
"People who
pictures do
know decry
the
picture," Judge Kelley said.
Academy
Elect

New

Slated

to

Officers

Hollywood, April 29. — Newly-elected board of governors of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
was to meet here tonight to select
officers from among 22 governors
chosen
to represent
the Academy's
branches.
Two candidates
are elected11
from each branch, with the top entrant
serving two years.
Election results announced late last
night disclosed that voting ties occurred in the art, director, music, executives and producers branches. Donald Nelson accepted a one-year term.
Other results were: Actors, Jean
Hersholt, two years ; George Murphy,
one; directors, William Wyler, two
years ; Delmer Daves, one ; public relations, Perry Lieber, two; Howard
Strickling, one ; writers, Charles
Brackett, two; Mary McCall, Jr.,
one; short subjects, Frederick C.
Quimby, two; Louis Notarius, one;
film editors, William W. Hornbeck,
two; Frederick S. Richard, one; cinematographers, Charles G. Clarke, two ;
Farciot Edouart, one ; sound, Thomas
T. Moulton, two ; Gordon Sawyer,
one; art directors, Urie McCleary,
two ; Robert Haas, one.
In the art directors' branch, Haas
tied with Richard Day, but Day declined because of business pressure. In
music, Morris Stoloff was chosen for
a two-year term, while a tie resulted
for the shorter term.

W. W. Lynch Is New
Birdwell President
W. Ware Lynch is the new president of Russell Birdwell and Associates here. Lynch has been general
manager of the public-relations firm
for the past four years.
Paul V. Coates Associates will represent the company on the Coast,
Harmon Heads for N.Y.
where Birdwell recently closed the
Washington, April 29. — Francis S. corporation's offices. Birdwell will remain in an advisory capacity.
Harmon, vice-president of the Motion
Picture Export Association, left here
for New York today after confer- Grand Nafl Settlement
ring with Assistant Secretary of War
Final disposition of creditors' claims
Howard
Peterson the
on German
the Army's
position onC.rebuilding
film in the bankruptcy settlement of Grand
industry.
National Pictures has been scheduled
by referee Peter B. Olney, here, for
tomorrow. Final meeting of creditors
Crosley Gets Approval
was
held in Olney's office.
Cincinnati, April 29. — The Federal. Communications Commission has
approved an application of the Cros- Goldstone Appointed
ley Broadcasting Co. here for a teleAll-American News and All-Amervision station at Dayton. The com- ican Pictures have appointed Harry
pany, currently operating a local ex- Goldstone of Famous Pictures Film
perimental station, recently was Exchange as Eastern sales manager
granted approval for a station here covering New York, Philadelphia
and one at Columbus.
and Washington.

Daily

Foreign
Plans
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Film

3 US

Unit

Offices

United Foreign Films Distributors,
new co-operative agency for U. S. distribution of foreign films, now being
organized by Martin Levine, plans to
set up offices in New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles, Levine said here yesterday. He also said that Siritzky International, Superfilm Distributors,
Distinguished Films and Vog Films
are expected to form the basis of the
organization, and that all plans will be
set in motion upon the return here
shortly of Oliver Unger of Distinguished, who is making a nationwide
survey of foreign film outlets.
Levine across
said a mushrooming
of "art"
theatres
the country and
evidence of increasing popularity here of
French-made pictures would make the
planned organization of value to distributors offoreign films, since those
distributors operating singly have
found it impossible to get up for themselves the bookings that would be
available under a nationwide set-up.
He saiderations ithe
newoforganization's
opnbehalf
foreign film distributors could be likened to United
Artists' ope'rations in behalf of independent producers. It is likely, Levine added, that some 30 foreign film
distributors
ultimately. will be serviced by United
10 U. S. Films in
Brussels Festival
Ten American-made films have
been entered in the Belgian Film Festival to be held in Brussels in June,
announces E. Lapinere, Paris chairman of the Motion Picture Associapublic relations
committee, the
MPA tion's
disclosed
here yesterday.

Coast

Trust

Retrial

Off; Ruling in June
Seattle, April 29. — In a lastminute postponement of the anti-trust
suit brought by Theatre Investing Co.
against RKO-Radio, Judge John C.
Bowen of the Federal District court
said the retrial, scheduled for today,
was called off with the approval of
both parties. Bowen added that he
would reconsider evidence presented at
the first trial and would take under
advisement subsequent briefs. A <fc*
cision will be rendered about n£aye
June,
Mariheo said.
Meneghini,

VSr
55,

L'Osservatore' Critic
Mario Meneghini, 55, motion picture reviewer and columnist for
L'Osserv'atore Romano, Vatican City
daily newspaper, died in Rome on
according
April 18,
York. to word just received in New
A native of Venice, Meneghini was
an art critic as well as film specialist.
On account of the international circulation of L'Osservatore Romano his
film commentaries had wide
influence.
In 1945 Meneghini was one of the
advisers who assisted in the drafting
of "La motion
Codice picture
per la Cinematografia,"
Italian
production code
which
was
modeled
after
American Production Code. the earlier
Services Tomorrow
For Wm. J. Westberg
Requiem mass will be celebrated tomorrow morning at St. Gerard's
Church, Hollis, L. I., for William J.
Westberg, 55, vice-president of Filmlab, Inc., who died Sunday at his
Hollis home. A pioneer laboratory
technician, Westberg started with the
old Vitagraph in Brooklyn 40 years
ago. He1925.was vice-president of Filmlab
since
Survivors include his widow, Grace ;
a daughter, Mrs. Grace Weller, and
aIsland.
brother, Harry Westberg of Staten

The films are : Columbia's "Down
to Earth," Walt Disney's "Song of
the South," Samuel Goldwyn's "The
Best Years of Our Lives," M-G-M's
"The Yearling," Paramount's "To
Each His Own," RKO-Radio's "It's
a Wonderful Life," 20th CenturyFox's "The Razor's Edge," United
Artists' "Carnegie Hall," Universal- Sophia White Funeral
Cincinnati, April 29. — Funeral
International's "The Egg and I," services
were held yesterday for
Warner Brothers' "Humoresque."
Sophia L. White, 73, mother of Maurice White, local circuit operator, who
Youngstein to Exchanges died at her home here on Sunday.
_Max E.
Youngstein, Eagle-Lion
director
of advertising-publicity,
has
left the home office, here, to join A. Spanish Films Dropped
Kansas City, April 29. — The
W. Schwalberg, vice-president and
sales manager of the company, on a Dickinson Circuit's Tampico Theatre
tour of company exchanges. Young- here has abandoned its year-old
stein's tour will culminate with a visit Spanish-language film policy to show
to Eagle-Lion's studios in Hollywood, first-runs. "The Heart of New York,"
where he and' studio publicity director a first-run reissue, and " 'Neath CanaSam Israel will confer on plans for
dian Skies" are on the first new bill.
the world premiere of "Repeat Per- Building Aid Promised
formance," on May 22, in Zanesville,
Ohio.
Charlotte, N. C, April 29.— ConYoungstein will return to New
gressman Hamilton C. Jones of this
York each weekend during the tour city says that he will assist Albert E.
for home office conferences.
Milltr of Lincolnton and Hickory, N.
C., to get Civilian Production Administration permission to build theatres
Optima Heads to Paris
at Maiden and Stanley, N. C.
Maurice Livingston, vice-president
of International Optima Corp., newlyformed distributing organization han- Van Ravens in New Post
Hollywood, April 29. — Albert E.
dling independent productions for export abroad, will fly to Paris tomor- Van -Ravens has joined the Pacific
row on a sales trip. While there, Coast Conference of Independent Thehe will confer with Joseph Auerbach,
atre Owners as publicity chief.
International Optima president, also
of New York, who will later go to Tornado Benefit Nets $261
Prague in connection with an indepenOklahoma City, April 29. — The
dent Czechoslovakian production in
which he has a financial interest. Liv- Woodward tornado relief benefit preat the Criterion Theatre here
ingston will also visit Rome, Belgium netted view$261.
and London.
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Picture

7

Daily
Axelbank

Key

City

Grosses

G are estimated picFOLLOWIN
ture grosses, exclusive of Federal
tax, for current engagements in key
cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
CLEVELAND
In its fourth week, "The Best Years
of Our Lives" is still holding up, while
"Song of Scheherazade" and "The
Yearling" are also registering above
average. Estimated receipts for the
week ending April 29-30 :
THE RED HOUSE (UA)— LOEWS OHIO
(1,268) (50c-70c) 2nd week. Gross: $6,000.
(Average: $7,000)
SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)-LOEW'S
STATE (3,300) (50c-70c). Gross: $21,000.
(Average: $23,800)
THE
YEARLING
(M-G-M)-LOEW'S
STILLMAN
(1,900) (50c-70c)
3rd week.
Gross: $13,500. (Average: $11,000)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— LOWER MALL (Advanced
prices: 90c-$1.25-$1.50) 4th week. Gross:
$12,000. (Average at regular price: $9,500)
SONG OF SCHEHERAZADE (U-I)— ALLEN (3,000) (55c-70c). Gross: $13,500.
(Average: $12,000)
THE MICHIGAN KID (U-I) — RKO PALACE (3,300) (60c-8Sc-95c). On stage: Sammyage:Kaye$30,000)
orchestra. Gross: $30,000. (AverSEA WOLF (WB reissue) and THE SEA
HAWK (WBPODROMEreissue)
— WARNERS'
(3,500) (55c-70c).
Gross: HIP$19,500. (Average: $22,600)
STALLION
ROAD
(WB)—
WARNERS'
LAKE (714) (55c-70c) 2nd week. Gross:
$3,250. (Average: $3,650)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — UNIVERSITY (917) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25c-$1.50) 4th week.
Gross: $13,000. (Average at regular prices:
$9,500)
BUFFALO
Some grosses are off. Weather was
cold and uncomfortable. Estimated receipts for the week ending May 1 :
STALLION ROAD (WB) and SWEETHEART. OF SIGMA CHI (Mono.) — BUFFALO (3,489) (40c -50c -60c -70 c). Gross:
$17,000. (Average: $19,000)
SUDDENLY
IT'S SPRING (Para.) and
EASY COME, EASY GO (Para.)— GREAT
LAKES (3,000) (40c -50c -60c -70c). Gross:
$18,000. (Average: $18,000)
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— HIPPODROME (2,100) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 3rd
week on a moveover. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $10,000)
SMASH-UP (U-I) and SECRET OF THE
WHISTLER (Col.)— LAFAYETTE (3,000)
(40c-50c-60c-70c) 2nd week. Gross: $12,000.
(Average: $15,000)
THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA)— TECK
(1,500) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 2nd week, on a
moveover. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $6,000)
TRAIL STREET (RKO Radio) and BEAT
THE BAND (RKO' Radio)— TWENTIETH
CENTURY (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c). Gross:
$13,500. (Average: $16,000)
PITTSBURGH
Of three newcomers in first-run
houses,
"Dead OfReckoning"
did
better thanonly
average.
the holdovers,
"The Best Years of Our Lives" still
doing better than average, went into
its eighth and final week at the Fulton.
Estimated receipts for the week endingMay 1 :
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO' Radio) — FULTON (1,700) (Advanced
prices: 90c -$1.80) 8th week. Gross: $12,000.
(Average at regular prices of 54c-94c: $9,700)
DEAD RECKONING (Col.)— J. P. HARRIS (2,000)$11,000)
(40c-55c-70c). Gross: $16,000
(Average:
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— PENN
(3,400) (40c-55c-70c). Gross: $17,000. (Average: $25,000)
THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA)— RITZ
(1,100) (40c-55c-70c) 2nd week, on a moveover from the Penn. Gross: $2,500. (Average: $3,500)

Reviews

Charges

Copyright Breach
Charging violation of trust and infringement ofcopyright in connection
with the exhibition since 1937 of portions of the
film "Tsar
to Lenin,"
Herman
Axelbank,
producer
and
present receiver of the picture, filed
in New York Supreme Court yesterday a suit seeking a total of $1,900,000 damages, against former receivers
Alan S. Hayes, Harold J. Blockman,
Lenaur
Eastman. International Films, and Max

"Homesteaders
of Paradise Valley"
(Republic)
f* T T OMESTEADERS of Paradise Valley packs enough action and
II other attributes to please Western fans, with Allan Lane, as "Red
Ryder," handling his chores smoothly. These chores consist principally in
shepherding a wagon-train of settlers to a new community, keeping them
resolute in their tribulations and unmasking some unscrupulous money-hungry
culprits who seek to foist control over water rights. For a while Lane's road
is a tough one since, momentarily thwarted by slick operators of a nearby
town who have encouraged his antagonist within the community, he leaves
for a job in a neighboring town.
But Lane comes through with flying colors, after having fought a two-front Scanlon Named Manager
battle against the swindlers and a wrathful citizenry who believe Lane has
Hartford, April 29. — John Scanlon,
sold them out. Lending competent support to the doings are: Bobby Blake,
Jr.,
has" been appointed manager of the
Lane's
pal; Matha
Todd,wasGene
Stutenroth,
Milton little
KibbeeIndian
and Emmett
Vogan.Wentworth,
Associate Ann
producer
Sidney
Picker, Strand Theatre, Thompsonville, replacing Tom Grogan, who has rewith R. G. Springsteen directing, from an original by Earle Snell.
signed to go into the automobile busiRunning time, 59 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
ness. Scanlon is the son of John ScanApril 1.
Irving Kaplan
lon, manager of the Warner Theatre,
Torrington. His most recent industry
affiliation was as assistant manager at
Six Gun Serenade
the
Torrington house.
(Monogram)
A FORMULA Western, amply stocked with gun-fighting, fisticuffs and
chases, "Six Gun Serenade" has what it takes to keep devotees of Chaplin to Testify Today
cowboy fare engrossed. Silver-voiced Jimmy Wakely (he sings several cowCharles Chaplin is expected to tesboy ballads, and sings 'em well) is pitted against a band of cattle rustlers,
tify
in hisFederal
own defense
day in personally
New York
Court to-in
led played
by Steve
the role who,
of a town
henchmanby
is
by Clark
Jimmiein Martin,
as thebanker.
foremanClark's
of theprincipal
ranch owned
connection with Konrad Bercovici's
pretty Kay Morley, sees to it that her herd is not on hand when a potential $5,000,000 suit charging Chaplin with
infringement of rights and breach of
purchaser arrives, because Clark's scheme is to prevent the sale so that she contract
regarding production and
will not have the money to pay off the mortgage he holds on her property.
Needless to say, Wakely and his side-kick, Lee (Lasses) White, and several distribution of "The Great Dictator."
others of Miss Morley's straight-shooting ranch hands, succeed in preventing
Clark's scheme from working. Rounding out the cast are Pierce Lyden, Bud Porter on 16mm. Deal
Osborne and Rivers Lewis. Ford Beebe directed from an original by Ben
Hollywood, April 29. — William Z.
Cohen. Barney Sarecky produced.
Porter, contract manager at MonoRunning time, 55 minutes. General audience classification.
gram studio, has left here for Chicago
Charles L. Franke
to confer
with which
executives
tures Corp.,
severalof Ideal
years Picago
made
a
deal
for
16mm.
distribution
of
is one of 54 day-and-date bookings of
New York Grosses
the film in the Metropolitan area.
Monogram
output
for
non-commercial
accounts.
"Trail Street," in a third week at
(Continued from page 1)
the Palace, was limited to $13,000;
"Born to Kill" will replace it today. Chevalier Plans Film
Duke Ellington's band scored with a "Tarzan and the Huntress" also
Philadelphia, April 29. — Maurice
showed signs of exhaustion at the
$100,000
gross.Henny
"Homestretch,"
Chevalier, whose one-man shows has
Hazel Scott,
Youngman with
and Gotham, where only $7,500 is looked opened
is planning to make a
Carl Ravazza topping a stage show, for in a fourth and final week; "Hit motion here,
picture in Hollywood at the
did a favorable $90,000 in its first Parade
of
1947"
will
open
at
that
end of the year. Three studios have
week at the Roxy. Jack Benny and house on Friday.
submitted bids for his services, he disthe talent featured on his radio show
Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur Verhere at a reception at the Ritz
will appear at the Roxy for a limited doux"
is slipping at the . Broadway Carltonclosed'Hcjtel,
but he has not yet
engagement beginning May 23. The Theatre where about $22,000 — not too made
a choice.
picture probably will be "Brasher much — is 'anticipated for a third week.
Third week of "Buck Privates Come 'I A", NTS at Odds
Doubloon."
"Best Years of Our Lives" is ex- Home," at the Criterion, also is a
Projectionists local No. 306 of the
pected to chalk up another good gross, slow one, figuring on a gross of $12,this $36,000, in its 23rd week at the 000. "Dead of Night" is headed for IATSE has declared National TheaAstor. At the Strand, "Stallion Road," an unimportant $5,000 in a week's
tre Supply "unfair," charging refusal
combined with Cab Calloway in per- run at the Park. "Carnegie Hall" will of the company to enter into a collective bargaining agreement, the local
son, is running mildly in a fourth and open on Friday at both the Winter
final week, on an estimated gross of Garden, on a continuous policy, and said here yesterday. NTS service and
the Park, on a two-a-day run at $2.40 installation employes, members of the
$35,000;
"Love and Learn" will bow top.
in on Friday.
"Untamed Fury" is doing about
average in a week at the Rialto, where local, have been negotiating with the
A fourth week's gross of $22,000 is a $7,500 gross is likely ; it will be company for some time for a contract,
according to the local.
satisfactory for "The Two Mrs. Carrolls," at the Hollywood. "The Farm- succeeded on Friday by "The Big
UA Annual Meet
er's Daughter" is holding up well at
the Rivoli with $31,000 indicated for
Due to a typographical error, date
a sixth week.
Broggi Opens Office
of the annual meeting of United Art"The Macomber Affair" is still big
ists stockholders and directors was
New Orleans, April 29. — J. C.
at the Globe, with $37,000 expected Broggi has opened his own buying and given as May 8 in a head on a story
for its second week. The Capitol is booking office after 30 years in disDaily.
in yesterday's
meeting isMotion
scheduledPicture
for Tuesday,
Fix." tribution and exhibition. Broggi was The
operating profitably with "Smash-Up"
which, with Xavier Cugat's orchestra with Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions May 6, by company bylaws, as the
on stage, probably will bring in $73,- for 14 years and with 20th Century- story stated. There is some probabil000 in a third week; the show will Fox for 15. For the past year he was
ity, however, that it may be postponed.
go another week, to be followed by branch manager of the Screen Guild"Duel in the Sun" on May 7. This Film Classics exchange.
Executive Business Woman
THE SONG OF SCHEHERAZADE (U-I) Nelson Visits Truman
10 years' Film Exchange and Office Man—SENATOR (1,700). (40c-55c-70c) 5 days.
2nd week, on a moveover from the Harris.
Washington, April 29. — Donald
agement Experience;
5 years'assetPersonnel
Administration.
A valuable
to any
M. Nelson, president of the Society
Gross: $2,500. (Average: $3,200)
executive needing an assistant to relieve
him of all details. Excellent References.
SUDDENLY ITS SPRING (Para.)— of Independent Motion Picture ProSTANLEY
(3,800) $25,000)
(40c-55c-70c). Gross:
ducers, had a brief interview with
Eastern Region Preferred.
$17,000. (Average:
President Truman this morning, which
BOX 389, Motion Picture Daily
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO<
1 270 6th Ave., New York 20, N. Y.
Radio) — WARNER (2,000) (40c -55c -70c). he described as "just a nice friendly
Gross: $13,000. (Average: $15,000)
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E-K

Quarterly

Rise

to $71,500,000

Sales

Flemington, N. J., April 29.
Eastman-Kodak's consolidated sales
for the first quarter of 1947 were
$71,500,000, as compared to the $53,000,000 in sales transacted during the
same period in 1946, Thomas J. Hargrave, E-K president, told the comtoday. at their annual
herestockholders
meeting pany's
Hargrave pointed out that the increase was achieved even though the
company held its average p/ice increases to under 15 per cent of the
1939-40 price average of its products.
He added, too, that E-K's materials'
cost had increased 60 per cent and its
labor costs 75 per cent in that time.
Hargrave was only partly optimistic
about 1947 prospects because of the
continually decreasing earning margin
resulting from increased costs.
Among other changes effective May
15, E-K's stockholders approved a
five-for-one split of the 2,488,242
shares of common stock -into 12,441,210 shares of $10 par common.

'Business Film' House
Planned for Coast
San Francisco, April 29. — First
"business film theatre" in the West
will be opened here by Irving M. Levin, district manager of San Francisco
Theatres, Inc. It is the Vogue Business Theatre, to be operated on weekdays from eight A.M. to five P.M.
for the_ showing of 16mm. and 35mm.
industrial, advertising, promotional,
educational, travel, foreign and religious films. Regular Hollywood
35mm. entertainment product will be
screened nightly and all day Saturdays and Sundays, as in the past.

Skouras

Picture

Trip

(Continued from page 1)
accompanied Skouras. Silverstone
said that the company's income in
South America will be "substantially
improved" over that of last year.
Skouras said he did not fear competition in South America from foreign companies, adding: "It helps
patronage, I have a great deal of confidence inAmerican ingenuity, so that
I feel American companies will always make the
Discus
sing best pictures."
ownership of
South American
theatres bv
American firms,
Skouras said:
"We don't want
to acquire any
theatres in Latin
America, we
prefer
not that
to."
Saying
from 5,000 to
7,000 more theatres are needed
in those counMurray Silverstone
tries, Skouras
suggested that
American companies encourage South
American business men to build more.
He added: "There is plenty of money
there.
to invest any."
BetweenWe300don't
and have
400 theatres
are under construction now in Latin America, he said.
South Americans are opposed to
dubbed pictures, and 20th CenturyFox will not dub them, he said. Silverstone pointed out that the company
had
ago. the practice more
than a year ceased
Skouras praised the Argentine exhibitors' association as having made
great strides in caring for those employed in the industry. Patterned generally along the policy of the Motion
Picture Foundation, the Argentine
organization,
knowncare,
as the
"ACA,"
provides
pre-natal
a sick
fund
and other benefits.
During the trip, Skouras and Sit
verstone visited more than 500 thea
tres in Mexico, Panama, Guatemala,
Peru, Chile, Argentina, .Uruguay,
Brazil, Trinidad, Puerto Rico and
Cuba.

WOKO Must Quit Air
Washington, April 29.— The Federal Communications Commission has
denied a license renewal to radio station WOKO in Albany' N. Y., and
has The
ordered
it towas
leavetaken
the air
on 'Aug.
31.
action
because
the
station allegedly concealed for 12
years that a stock interest was reputedly held by M. Pickard of Colum- Boehme Buys Out Brake
bia Broadcasting.
Seattle, April 29. — Hal Boehme
has gained control of the Northwest
franchise of Special Attractions Co.,
Oppose Daylight Time
having
purchased Al Brake's interest
Sacramento, Cal., April 29.— Pres- in the company.
sure has been brought to bear on
Assemblywoman Kathryn Niehouse of
San Diego, author of a daylight sav- To Continue Making
(Continued from page 1)
ing measure,
not to
press'labor,
action on
her bill.
Opponents
include
agri- gotiation for additional top productions
culture, utilities and the motion picture
industry. Proponents of the bill are and star personalities. It is expected,
banks, stock and bond houses and oil it was said, that these deals will be
as important as that recently ancompanies.
nounced with the Charles K. Feldman
group, which will bring Lewis MileNew Upstate Drive-In
stone to produce and direct John
Steinbeck'snicolor.
"The
Red Pony,"
in TechAlbany,
N.
'
Y.,
April
29.—
IncorUnder this
deal such
stars
poration ofMiddletown Drive-In, Inc.,
was followed by an announcement here as Robert Mitchum and Myrna Loy,
by Harry Lamont that construction who co-star in the film, will come to
will start on the outdoor theatre in that the studio. Yates pointed out that the
place this week.
story of Babe Ruth will be one of
the biggest productions ever turned
out on the lot.
CBS Asks Station Permit
Outdoor specials starring Roy RogWashington, April 29.— Columbia
ers will again be produced on special
Broadcasting has filed application with budgets and will benefit by the addithe Federal Communications Commistion of name personalities such as Tito
sion to construct a new experimental Guizar, who will appear in "The Old
television relay broadcast station in the Spanish Trail," joining Rogers, Jane
New York area.
Frazee, Andy Devine and others.

Raw
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Stock

Tax-Free

Imports

in Italy

Bernstein
ASCAP

Elected

Treasurer

By ARGEO SANTUCCI
Rome, April 23. (By Airmail).—
Italy will allow the free importation
of raw stock because of a shortage.
The importation, however, must be
handled without any transfer of currency. Instead, credits will be given
to importing companies. Permission
for such imports must be obtained
from the Ministry of Foreign Trade.
An exhibit of pre-fabricated theatres
and motion picture equipment will be
held in Milan from May 24 to June
21. American companies have been invited to exhibit theatres and 16mm
equipment.
The three box office champions here
for 1946 were all American films :
"Mrs. Miniver," which ran 194 days,
"Two
"Suez,"Faced
Woman," 192 days, and
161 days.

Louis Bernstein was elected treasurer of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers at a
meeting here yesterday of the board
of directors, which also renewed the
terms of ASCAP's incumbent officers.
The other officers are : Deems Taylor
president;
Gustave Schirmer, and/"^
car Hammerst
ein II, vice-presidt-^
George W. Meyer, secretary; Donald
Gray, assistant secretary; Ray Henderson, assistant treasurer.

Markwell to Du Mont
Norman M. Markwell, formerly in
advertising, has been appointed sales
promotion manager of Du Mont
Laboratories by Ernest A. Marx, television receiver division manager.

30th Wometco

New

Columbus

House

Set to Be First-Run
Columbus, O., April 29.—
new
Esquire Theatre will open The
here on
May 7 as one of the five Academy
circuit neighborhoods to move into the
first-run field with simultaneous showings of Universal-International's
'Stairway_ to Heaven." This
marks
Ohio Representatives the first time
in local theatre history
that
such
a
policy
has
been
attempted
.
Relax on Hours
The other theatres include the UniColumbus, O., April 29. — The
versity, Westmont, Beechwold and
Ohio House of Representatives has Boulevard.
passed the amended Kowalk bill, relaxing hours when women may work
in theatres and other establishments NAB Names Schechter
and has sent it to the Senate. The
Washington, April 29. — A. A.
bill would permit women over 21 to Schechter, vice-president of Mutual
work after 10 P. M. as ticket sellers. Broadcasting, in charge of news, special events and publicity, has been
An amendment killed the provision
named to the public relations executive
that girls 16 to 18 could work until committee
of the National Association
10 P. M. in theatres.
of Broadcasters.
Theatre
Miami, theatre,
April 29.the
— Miami's
postwar
Miami, first
has
opened here. Under construction for
over a year, it is the 30th Wometco
Theatre in Greater Miami.

Weitman Inducted
Give Nod for New Tax
(Continued from page 1)
Berkeley, Cal., April 29. — The
Berkeley League of Women Voters
program
for the Lodge to be
has endorsed the principle of a thea- aachieved
this year.
tre admission tax for revenue for the
Among those who paid tribute to the
city of Berkeley.
new Lodge president were Barney
Balaban, Paramount Pictures presiParamount Meetings
dent, who predicted that, with Weit(Continued from page 1)
man as its _head, the Cinema Lodge
would
for the contribute
industry. even greater services
May 15-16; Buffalo, May 19-20; Albany, May 21 ; New Haven, May 22 ; Maurice A. Bergman, Universal
Boston, May 26-28; New York, May Pictures' Eastern advertising-publicity
29-31.
director, welcomed Weitman on behalf
Meetings listed for Earle W. Swei- of the Lodge. Officers were installed
Glovsky, president of
gert, sales manager of the Mid East- by
B'naiAbraham
ern division, are: Washington, May No.
20.B'rith District Grand Lodge,
5-6; Pittsburgh, May 7-8; PhiladelBesides Weitman, officers installed
phia, May 12-13; Detroit, May 14-15;
Cleveland, May 16-17; Cincinnati, included vice-presidents Julius M. Collins, ASCAP; S. M. Chertok, theatriMay
19-20. are the meetings set for
Following
cal producer; S. Arthur Glixon, attorney; Bernard Goodman, Warner
James J. Donohue, Central division
Leo Jaffe, Columbia Picsales manager: Dallas, May 26-27'; Brothers;
tures; Marvin Kirsch, Radio Daily;
Oklahoma City, May 28-29 ; Memphis,
Brandt Theatres ; MilMay 30-31 ; Chicago, June 2-3 ; Mil- Martinton Levine,
Livingston, Universal Pictures ;
waukee, June 4; Minneapolis, June 5Nat_ K. Loder, Republic Pictures;
6; Indianapolis, June 9-10.
Scheduled _ for George A. Smith, Louis A. Novins, Paramount Pictures.
Also, Max B. Blackman, Warner
Western division sales manager, are:
Los Angeles, May 5-6 ; San Francisco, Brothers, treasurer ; Malvin T. Davidson, attorney, secretary; Dr. Morris
May 7-9; Portland, May 9; Seattle,
May 10-12; Salt Lake City, May 14; K. Silberman, monitor ; and Rabbis
Denver, May 15-16; Omaha, May 17; Ralph Silverstein and Bernard Birstein as chaplains.
Kansas City, May 19-20; Des Moines,
Sam Rinzler, Randforce Theatres
May 21 ; St. Louis, May 22-23.
Presentation of prizes to winners of head, presented the Lodge's parting
the company's 1946 sales contest will gift to Levin and cited the outstanding
be made at the meetings. Paramount year of Levin's presidency. Columnist Ed Sullivan was master-of-cere"One areHundred
Per Cent Club" pins
also
to be distributed.
monies of the entertainment program.
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Another
In
On

Drop

Production
the

Coast

Hollywood, April 29.— Production
has turned downward again, the
'OLjjing index standing at 36, comi—^i with the previous level of 39.
Eleven films have been completed,
seven were started, and work has been
resumed on Samuel Goldwyn's production,duction
"The scene
Bishop's
The profollows Wife."
:
Columbia

Motion

Picture

Daily

Reviews
"Philo
Vance Corp.)
Returns"
(Producers Releasing
WHAT William Wright, as the fictional detective in "Philo Vance Re_ turns" needs is an adding machine or an accountant to tally up the
multiplicity of corpses strewn
along the rocky path to the unmasking of the
culprit in this production, made by Howard Welsch; and so might audiences
fascinated by the rapidity with which one follows another. But if gore and
"Philo Vance" have scored previously, date this one on the booking chart.
Wright is called into the case by his friend, Damian O'Flynn, a wealthy
playboy, when the latter's impending marriage to radio singer Ramsey Ames
meets with foul play when she is murdered. The murder of O'Flynn follows,
then a series of others involving his ex-wives, of which they are five, all of
whom are to share in his will. Of course, it would be fairly easy to sit back
and wait for the survivor, but not William Wright, who dashes forth in
time to stop a second attempt on the life of Terry Austin, another ex-wife.
Aiding this macabre bacchanalia are Leon Belasco and Clara Blandick.
William Beaudine directed, from an original by Robert E. Kent. Because of
the orgy of murders, this reviewer regards this as adult film fare.
Running time, 64 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
April 14.
I. K.

Finished: "Smoky River Serenade,"
"Son of Rusty," "Blondie in the
ough." : "Two Blondes and a
Shooting
edhead," "The Man from Colorado," "Desirable Lady"
Assigned
uchman). to Treasury" (Kennedy- (Screen Guild)
AN inconsequential little piece striving hard to create a furor over the
trials of a well-intentioned young lady, a dancer by profession, in estabEagle-Lion
lishing her identity as heiress to her late grandfather's fortune, the producers
Shooting : "Love from a Stranger." of "Desirable Lady" apparently could not decide on a farce or melodrama.
Either way, however, it furnishes little by way of entertainment or plot that
M-G-M
has not already been said many, many times.
Jan Wiley, a winsome lass, is in the title role, with assistance from Phil
Started : "Alias a Gentleman," with Warren,
as her agent and, subsequently, her intended, and Eddie Dunn, as a
allace Beery, Gladys George, Tom
crook who concocts a plot to present Miss Wiley as the missing heiress.
rake, Dorothy Patrick.
support is given by Janet Scott, Emmett Vogan and Betty Blythe.
Shooting : "The Pirate," "Good Additional
Produced by J. Richard Westen and directed by Donald Brodie, the screenNews."
play was written by Elizabeth Hayter, from an original story by Harry O.
Monogram
Hoyt.
Running time, 68 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Finished : "Song of the Wasteland."
Started: "Robin Hood of Mon- April IS.
I. K.
terey," with Gilbert Roland, Chris-Pin
Martin, Evelyn Brent.
Shooting : "The Hunted."
"West
to Glory"
(Producers Releasing
Corp.)
Paramount
ABOUNDING in action, gun duels and all the other appurtenances that

make Roscoe
a standard
to Glory,"
Shooting : "Whispering Smith," Dean combine
and his to
partner,
Ates, Western,
is one for"West
devotees
of horse with
opera.Eddie
"Shaggy" (Pine-Thomas).
Assigned to guard a fiesta at the home of Harry J. Vehar,. who, in accordPRC
ance with his custom, displays a valuable diamond necklace to his guests,
Dean and Ates are on hand to see the holdup of a wagon carrying money
Finished: "Bury Me Dead," "Ghost secured by Vehar in order to enable him and his friends to move West to
Town Renegades."
better grazing country. Engineered by Greg Barton, Jimmy Martin and Zon
Started: "Tomorrow You Die,"
with John Ireland, Sheila Ryan, Murray, the robbery results in the killing of the driver. With the aid of
Dolores Castle, masquerading as a guest at Vehar's ranch but actually an
Hugh Beaumont, Jane Randolph ; agent
for the Mexican government, Dean and Ates succeed in rounding up
"It's Moider," with the Gas House the outlaws. Dean also adds to the entertainment with the rendition of three
Kids, Jan Bryant, Michael Whelan.
songs. Produced by Jerry Thomas and directed by Ray Taylor, the film is
from an original by Elmer Clifton and Robert B. Churchill.
RKO Radio
Running time, 61 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
I. K.
Finished: "Dick Tracy vs. the April 12.
Gruesome Gang."
Resumed Production : "The Bishop's
Family Radio Shows
Wife"
withNiven,
Cary Monty
Grant, Toddy to Distribute
Loretta (Goldwyn),
Young, David
Royal Gospel Productions has ap- To Receive Awards
Woolley.
pointed Toddy Pictures the distributor
Chicago, April 29. — Citations will
Shooting : "Memory of Love,"
"Mourning Becomes Electra," "Fight- of its' Negro spiritual film, "Going to be awarded 10 family-life radio proing Father Dunne," "Tycoon."
grams during "National Family
Week," May 4-11, as winners of a
Republic
Glory."
Shooting : "The Marauders" (Hop- national poll by the Inter-Council
along Cassidy Productions).
Committee on Christian Family Life.
Shooting : "Robin Hood of Texas,"
The 10 programs, in order of prefUniversal-International
"Along the Oregon Trail," "The
erence, are: "One Man's Family";
Flame" (formerly "The Outcast").
"Fibber McGee and Molly"; "The
Finished: "Singapore."
Screen Guild
Started: "The Exile" (Fairbanks), Aldrich Family'" ; "Ma Perkins" ;
Douglas Fairbanks, Maria Mon- "Pepper Young's Family" ; "Mayor
Finished: "Dark Bullet" (Fortune). with
of the Town" ; "The Adventures of
tez, Paule Croset.
'Ozzie and Harriet" ; "A Date with
Selznick
Shooting: "Something in the Wind," Judy"; "Life Can Be Beautiful" and
Shooting : "Portrait of Jennie."
"Secret Beyond the Door" (Diana) ; "The Greatest Story Ever Told."
"Lost Moment" (Wanger).
20th Century-Fox
Hedges Nominated
Warners
National Broadcasting vice-president
Started: "Off to Buffalo," with Dan
Dailey, Nancy Guild, Charles WinninFinished
:
"Wallflower."
William
S. Hedges has been nomiger, Fay Bainter, Charlie Ruggles.
nated president of the Radio ExecuStarted: "Silver River," with Errol
tives Club. Elections will be held on
Shooting : "The Foxes of Harrow," Flynn, Ann Sheridan, Thomas
"Kiss of Death," "Scudda Hoo, Scud- Mitchell.
May 1. Other nominees are: Regine
da Hay." United Artists
Shooting : "Treasure of the Sierra Scheubel, vice-president ; Louise SpaldMadre," "Whiplash," "Voice of the urer. ing, secretary; Ralph N. Weil, treasFinished: "Atlantis" (Nero).
Turtle," "Two Guys from Texas."

9
Short
Subjects
"The
Concerto"
(M-G-M Cat
Cartoon)
_A Tom nicolor
andcartoon,
Jerrymade
single-reel
Techby M-G-M
short subject producer Fred Quimby,
is the winner of the Academy
Award for being the best cartoon of
last year.
It is packed with amusing situations which will appeal to both children and adults alike. It makes the
most of skilled animation in unfolding
its humorous story, with Tom Cat
making his appearance on the concert
stage
a piano rendition
of Liszt's
Secondin Hungarian
Rhapsody.
His
playing disturbs Jerry Mouse, who is
asleep on the keys. As Tom continues
to
play around
Jerry awakens
after being
bounced
by the moving
keys,
and
finally
turns
the
table
on
the
muminutes.sical maestro. Running time, seven
"The New North"
(National Film Board of Canada)
Depicting the revolution in transportation effected by the construction
of the Alaska Highway, the film notes
the mineral wealth to which access is
now provided, and also shows how the
tourist trade is becoming a major industry. Running time, 10 minutes.
"Verona"
(Superfilm)
Locale for "Romeo and Juliet" in
Shakespeare's play, Verona is an historicity
c in mid-Italy. The camera
tourser which
St. Peter's
Hill, thethe
Adige
flows through
city Rivand
the castle, drawbridges and battlements along each side of the river.
English commentary describes the historic sites in this Italian-produced film.
Running time, 12 minutes.
"Polo"
(Columbia)
The fundamentals of this exciting
game are demonstrated by Cecil Smith,
top-ranking star of polo. Also shown
is a very important phase of the sport,
the care and training of the pony.
Running time, 10 minutes.
"Pigs Is Pigs"
(Warner Brothers)
Not heeding his mother's warnings,
Junior Pig stuffs himself with food.
That night he dreams an ogre captures him and forces him to eat until
he bursts. Awakening the next morning, however, Junior's appetite is still
undaunted.
A "Blue
Ribbontime,
Cartoon,"
in
Technicolor.
Running
seven
minutes.
UK

Censor

Views

Role
'Guardian*
London,asApril
26 (By Airmail).—
Approaching his new assignment as
president of the British Board of Film
Censors with the view that censors
"are merely guardians of public taste"
rather than usurpers
of the parents'
responsibility
in selecting
pictures for
children to see, Sir Sidney West
Harris won his appointment despite
objections raised by some circles in
the Kinematograph Renters' Society
over his age. He is 71.
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Color

Television
Shown

by

Is
RCA

Still Needs Improvement,
Says RCA Video Chief
Philadelphia, April 30. — An
all-electronic color television system on a 7^-by-10 foot theatre
screen was publicly demonstrated
here today for the first time by RCA
at Franklin Institute. Color motion
picture films and slides were used in
the demonstration.
It was maintained, however,
by Dr. V . K. Zworykin, vicepresident and technical consultant of the RCA Laboratories
Division, that as advanced as
the advent of large-screen television pictures appears at this
time, it must be regarded as
still in the laboratory stage.
Zworykin declared that several
(.Continued on page 8)

ATA

Studies

Collections
The American Theatres Association
is considering theatre collections on a
nationwide basis with a canvass of its
board of directors already underway,
according to Robert W. Coyne, executive director.
The project being studied is that
proposed by the Metropolitan Motion
Picture Theatres Association, New
York, in which national exhibition
would sponsor a "National Health
Week" in support of the "Three R's,"
these being ("Remedy, Relief and Rehabilitation.") The drive as it is now
planned would be for the benefit of all
charitable and disease-fighting organizations, including local community
funds.
Coyne said that the ATA agreed to
participate in such a campaign when
it was suggested last year but this
was abandoned when the American
Red Cross and the March of Dimes
{Continued on page 6)
Federation

Television
Urged

Survey

for Industry

Meeting

Tomorrow

TEN CENTS

1, 1947

Widespread Building
In New Orleans Area
New Orleans, April 30. — Reports gathered along Film
Row, here, indicate that some
26 new theatre projects are
in the process of completion
or are contemplated.

and

In Southern

Jernigan
Deals

Para.
To

First

Open

Field

New

Branch

Changes Under Decree
Dictate Expansion
Exchange
Mexico

Rates

in

Unchanged

Mexico City, April 30. — The film
industry in this country, especially
distributors of American and other
foreign films, has been relieved of a
major uneasiness, whether or not
there is to be a change in foreign exchange rates, most important of which
is the 4.85 pesos per tJ. S. dollar that
has prevailed since September, 1939.
Ramon Beteta, Secretary of Finance,
told the 13th annual convention of the
Association of Bankers of Mexico,
meeting at Acapulco, Pacific Coast
resort, that the foreign exchange rate
will not be altered, at least for the
present. He explained that while
some advantages might result from
altering foreign exchange rates, such
changes would do more harm than
good to Mexican economy.
Other
goodbankers
news brought
which Beteta's
talks
to the
to the
film industry was that there will be
no new taxes nor increases in existing
imposts this year. The government, he
said, will seek to obtain more income
from existing taxes by improving tax
collection methods, particularly the
income tax.

Formulation of plans to assist exhibitors in New Jersey coastal cities
in impending campaigns against local
admission taxes, will top the agenda
of a meeting of the Federation of New
Jersey Theatre Owners, to be held at
Newark tomorrow. George Gold, the
Federation director-chairman, will
preside.
Also slated for discussion is a report of Federation accomplishments
in combatting admission tax threats Expect Relaxation
to date, and plans for a permanent
Federation structure, as a tax-fighting On Building Today
(.Continued on page 8)

30. —useTheof need
forWashington,
surveying the April"
possible
television in theatres and the technical
and other difficulties that would be
involved, were discussed here today
by Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association, and by
Loren L. Ryder, president of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers,
and Paul J. Larsen, its chief consultant on theatre television.
Ryder and Larsen, in their conference with Johnston, brought up the
possibility of establishing a group
comprising the principal elements in
the film industry to make a fact-findPabst
ing survey of theatre television.

O'Dwyer Urges More
Production in N. Y.
A renewed invitation to the industry to engage in more production activity inNew York City was extended
here yesterday by Mayor William
O'Dwyer,
pledged full cooperation to the who
industry.
Meanwhile, a second meeting of industry representatives with New' York
City Commerce Commissioner George
Sanders to discuss appointment of a
city co-ordinator to clear the way of
red tape .for obtaining permits for
shooting in the city, will be held tomorrow in Sanders' office here.

Anti-Tax

MAY

Washington, April 30. — The
House today
ments to the considered
bill which amendwould
extend rent controls but end
commercial construction curbs.
It defeated, 123 to 35, a proposal to require building permits for commercial construction. A final vote is likely tomorrow or Friday. Passage is
certain.

New Orleans, April 30. — George
Pabst, holder of a one-third interest
in Screen Guild Productions of Louisiana and in Film Classics of the
Southeast, has purchased the remaining interests in both from Joy Houck
Washington, April 30. — The Govand E. V. Landaiche. Bill Thomas,
ernment is expected to announce toformerly with Republic Pictures, has
morrow or over the weekend- a relaxation in its criteria for approving
joined Screen Guild as salesman here.
Meanwhile, J. D. Jernigan, associ- tion.
applications for commercial construcated with Warner Brothers for 20
Drive-in theatres will be especially
years, has acquired a one-third interest in the Memphis franchises of benefitted by a proposed new standard
Screen Guild and of Film Classics,
(Continued on page 8)

Paramount on June 1 will establish its first new exchange area
in consequence of the New York
Federal Court's anti-trust decision,
in Jacksonville, Fla. ft is the first
major to take such action.
The idea of some new branches
around the country, particularly in
Jacksonville and San Antonio, has
been under consideration by several
companies. Paramount, like others,
maintained only a shipping office in
Jacksonville.
It is understood that closer and
continuing contact with exhibitors as
a result of the New York decision
prompts the expansion. Resultant
sales personnel
changes
are 8)announced
(Continued
on page
Para,
Deal

and
Nearly

Liberty
Set

Hollywood,
— Deal
whereby
Liberty April
will be 30.
acquired
by
Paramount is approaching the conclusion line, but as of tonight it had
not been closed. Partners in Liberty
are bound by an agreement not to
dispose of the company unless such a
step is mutually agreed to, and thus
far George Stevens has opposed a
sale, but is reported about ready to
withdraw objections after which his
partners, Frank Capra, William Wyler and Samuel
J. Briskin,
con(Continued
on page would
8)
MGM
Meet to Hear
Dietz Tomorrow
Howard Dietz, Metro-GoldwynMayer vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity; Silas F. Seadler,
advertising manager ; William R.
Ferguson, exploitation chief ; Herbert
(Continued on page 8)
Reviewed

Today

"Adventures of Don Coyote," "Philo Vance's Gamble," page on
8. Key
are given
page city
7. grosses
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PCCITO
Personal
Mention
CHARLES C. MOSKOWITZ,
Loew vice-president and treasurer, will return to New York from
Florida on Monday.
. •
Charles W. Trampe, Monogram
and Allied Artists franchise owner
in Milwaukee, has arrived in Los
Angeles to participate in the tournament of the American Bowling Congress, as a member of a team representing Monogram Mid - West
Film Co.
•
James R. Grainger, Republic dis■ tribution vice-president, will leave
New York on May 10 for the Coast,
from where he will later go to Mexico
City for a vacation.•
Robert S. Brauninger, son of Al
Brauninger, manager of Warners'
16mm department here, has become
engaged to Doris Marie Wittnebel,
of New Rochelle.
Lloyd Rust, co-owner of the Monogram and Allied Artists franchise
in Dallas, and Mrs. Rust, are due to
arrive in Hollywood on May 13.
•
Moe Silver, Warner Theatres'
Pittsburgh zone manager, and Harry
Feinstein, his assistant, are visiting
New York.
Milton Durreau, New Orleans
branch manager for PRC, has returned to his headquarters from Dallas.
J. Robert Rubin, M-G-M vicepresident and general counsel, is in
Durham, N. C, from New York.
•
E. J. Delaney, owner-manager of
the Pike Theatre, Magnolia, Miss.,
has been visiting in New Orleans.
•
•Ed Walter, former Paramount
head booker in Buffalo, has been promoted to Rochester salesman.
•
Fred Quimby, M-G-M short subjects head, will return to Hollywood
from New York on Monday.
•
Andy Anderson, of the Paramount home office accounting department, is in Buffalo.
•
Jules Levey, United Artists producer, has returned to New York
from New Orleans.
•
George L. Carrington, president of
Altec, has returned to Hollywood
from New York.
•

Insider's
By RED
LAST
much-tossed
aboutnight,
deal that
for the
purchase
of Liberty Films by Paramount
was three-quarters of the way
home. Frank Capra, William
Wyler and Sam Briskin, three
of Liberty's four partners, had
signed. The stumbling block
has been, and is, George Stevens,
who remains firm in his intention to continue life as an independent producer.
Because Messrs. C, W. and
B. want to make a deal like this
— latterly Metro was a close
contender and Universal was in
the picture somewhat earlier —
and because the relations between all of Liberty's partners
are so pleasant, Stevens is now
amenable to the plan — for the
others, not for himself.
■
Therefore, and unless obstacles and changes of heart not
foreseen enter the situation, and
this could well be, it is anticipated Stevens will go along by
withdrawing from Liberty and
thereby make the sale to Paramount acinch. It is understood
he is prepared to do this, that
he has the required papers awaiting his signature, that thereafter
he will announce an affiliation
with Leo McCarey in Rainbow
Productions.
The basis of the arrangement
remains unchanged. Paramount
will absorb Liberty complete at
a figure close to $5,000,000 in
common stock. Liberty assets
passing to the buyer will include
its share in "State of the
Union," which Capra will make
for Metro, its interest in "It's
a Wonderful Life," which RKO
I.
Radio is now distributing,
Stevens' interest in the forthcoming
"I Remember Mama," which he
will start shortly for RKO, and
probably his interest in "The
Wayward Bus."

Outlook
KANN
ployes and not partners, there
would appear to be no ensuing
repercussions such as those
which trailed the Hal Wallis and
Buddy De Sylva contracts of
several years back.
At that time, Ginsberg had
much fence-repairing on his
hands. Producers and a few directors long and prominently associated with Paramount kicked
up plenty of heels. What they
kicked up heels about was simple: They wanted to know why
they could not get the splitfinancing available to Wallis and
De Sylva so that they, too, could
be
set up in business for themselves.
East-West feelings within
Paramount got pretty close to
an occasional ragged edge,
moreover. The Hollywood viewpoint maintained that the studio
was not brought into these two
deals until they were closed, or
so close to it that it no longer
mattered. The New York approach was based on the belief
the policy change was a good
step and that the studio would
have to adjust ruffled feelings
as best it could.
Those feelings were adjusted
eventually, but it took quite a
bit of doing.
■ ■
Active retirement of Jack
Flynn as Metro's Western sales
manager falls on a surprised industry. It falls on a surprised
Metro field force as well. Many
Leo-men will regret it and so,
too, will a large circle of exhibitors.
Flynh now becomes a consultant, with whatever connotations
are automatically suggested, but
supported, nevertheless, by an
excellent reputation. He has always been a staunch advocate of
proper selling, not slugging. As
the representative of the company with which he has been
associated so long, it would be
incorrect to imply he was anything but constantly abreast of
his obligation. But there is a
way of doing things which can
result in a happy in-between —
happy for the seller and less
noxious for the buyer.
may be said of Flynn he had
thatIt way.

4-Day

Will

Meet

Open

Monday

Hollywood, April 30.— Open forums on a wide range of motion picture industry
matters, including the
New York Federal Court decree
checkers, rentals, arbitration and taxes, will be among the
l topics
to be discussed in Los principa
Angeles bv
Pacific Coast Conference of Indt- ,
at theTheatre
AmbassOwners
conV^,on ■'
which there
dent
ador Hotel
Monday for a four-day conclave.
Mayor Fletcher Bowron will deliver
the welcoming address and the keynote speech will be made by Robert.
Poole, executive secretary of PCCITO.
Other speakers on the program are •
Fred Wehrenberg, president, and
Morns Loewenstein, secretary of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America; Donald M. Nelson, president of the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers;
Loran
Ryder, head of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, and actor Ronald
Reagan.
Also to be discussed at the sessions
are: the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers;
clearance and runs, and unfair
trade
practices detrimentally affecting independent theatre operators.
Chaplin Denies Story
Deal with Bercovici
A flat denial that he ever accepted
ideas from Konrad Berany story
covici, writer,
was made yesterday by
Charles Chaplin, testifying in New
York Federal Court in Bercovici's
suit charging breach of contract and
infringement of rights in connection
with "The Great Dictator."
Chaplin told the jury that he had
bought material only two times in his
career— in 1929 or 1930, when he purchased rights to a book about Napoleon, and in 1937 when he purchased a
story called "Regency." He traced his
film career from 1910 until the present, in response to questioning by his
attorney, Louis Frohlich.
Resume Contract Talk
At News of the Day
Contract negotiations covering office
employes of M-G-M's News of the
Day will be resumed tomorrow by the
company and Motion Picture Home
Office Employes Union, Local No.
H-63, IATSE.
A union spokesman said that negotiations will start tomorrow on a contract covering 50 office employes of
Robbins, Feist and Miller, music publishing subsidiary of M-G-M.

Very important, of course, are
the creative services of Capra
and Wyler, who will become
Paramount employes on fiveyear contracts, reputedly providing for participation in
whatever films they may make.
Briskin will have established for
Schary To Meet the Press
him a production post at ParaDore Schary, newly elected producmount, but in an association
tion head of RKO Radio's studios in
■ I
Hollywood, will meet the press at a
presently not clear insofar as
E. S. Seeley, Altec's chief engi- Henry Ginsberg is concerned.
Joe Skeptic says : Jules Levey
reception next Tuesday at the "21
neer, has returned here from Chicago.
There is nothing smacking of
is responsible for all that Memphis censor trouble. Memphis
the merger in this close-to-the
line situation. Paramount is
got mad at the industry because
Devonshire in Deal
Daylight Saving Fails
buying up Liberty, not taking on
New Orleans, April 30. — The New
Boston, April 30. — Devonshire
he
produced
'New
Orleans'.
Orleans
city council has rejected a
Films has sold a franchise for the another series of outside proThey're jealous of their backducers. By assuming additional
ground and proud of their civic proposal to put the city on daylightCleveland territory to Imperial Picsaving time. Most of Louisiana and
tures, operated by Bernie Rubin.
rights in the South.
manpower in the form of emMississippi
Club." is on regular time.
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3 More
Trustees

Foundation
Elected

Shift Academy Unit
To MP A Backing

Hollywood, April 30.— The
producers' labor committee
Ottawa, April 30. — The Canadian
will meet tomorrow morning
government's budget, tabled in the
with representatives of the
House of Commons today by finance
Painters' local in a conference
minister D. C. Abbott, seeks a large reon collective bargaining. It is
duction in the personal income tax,
regarded as among the most
effective July 1. No change would be
important single meetings of
made in the federal amusement tax of
its kind since the studio
20 per cent on theatre grosses, while
strike started here last year.
war luxury taxation remains intact on
Herbert Sorrell, president of
candies and soft drinks. No change is
the Conference of Studio
made on excise tariffs on imports.
Unions, will head the PaintThe government reported that
ers' committee in his capacity
amusement taxes collected during the
as
business agent of that
year ending March 31 totaled $13,local.
387,000, an increase of $1,100,000 over
the previous fiscal year. Estimated
revenue from this source for the next
12 months is $14,552,000.
Admission Tax Rise

Hollywood, April 30— The
research council of the AcadJ. A. Becker, Independence, Mo.,
emy of Motion Picture Arts
exhibitor, has been elected trustee,
and Sciences has been separand Arthur Cole, Paramount, has
ated from the Academy and
been named permanent chairman of
set
up
on an independent
the Kansas City area of the Motion
basis with the Motion Picture
Picture Foundation. Thus far, 15 of
Association supplying $500,000
the 17 committee members for the
for its support, Acaderf
area have been selected.
president Jean Hersholt fce!"y
Meanwhile, the area panel of the
Michigan branch of the Foundation
Academy.
vealedontoday
a belated
reW"
port
actionin taken
by the
elected Earl J. Hudson trustee and
C. L. Buermele permanent chairman
at a Detroit meeting.
At a Boston meeting Martin J.
Mullins was elected trustee and Har- French Producers
old Stoneman was named permanent
chairman.
They head a 34-man committee.
To Film in Holland

Russell, Gallagher Switch
New Orleans, April 30. — N. D. In Puerto Rico Bill
Russell, Altec Service Corp. representative here, has been transferred
By E. SANCHEZ ORTIZ
to Atlanta to succeed G. R. Gallagher,
who will take Russell's place here.
San Juan, Puerto Rico, April 26
(By Airmail). — An increase of five
per cent in the admission tax, from
20 to 25 per cent, is provided for in
a bill approved by the legislature in a
surprise move. Approval of the bill
comes in the face of a demand from
the Consumers Congress of Puerto
Rico for an investigation into high
admission prices charged by theatres.
The legislature, in another action,
passed a bill providing for tax exemption for new industries, including mo
tion picture production. The bill would
exempt new production units for a
period
1964. of 17 years, or until June 30,
In another bill, all public shows
held for charitable institutions would
be tax exempt.

Ban on Outside Jobs
For Film Musicians
Hollywood, April 30. — In a move
calculated to spread employment
among its members, the American
Federation of Musicians here has or
dered contract studio musicians not to
take outside engagements which might
ordinarily go to part-time and un
employed musicians. Issued by J. W.
Gillette, international representative
of the AFM, with the approval of
James C. Petrillo, international presi
dent, the new
regulations
contracted
musicians,
who bar
makestudio$133
or more a week, from outside engagements except for periodic symphonic
performances.
Part-time studio musicians, making
between $25 and $75 a week on the
outside, are permitted one single studio engagement during the same
week, while if they make more than
$75 they are prohibited from taking
studio work during the same week.

Writer Sues Columbia
In Precedent Case
Hollywood> April 30.— A $50,000
Superior Court suit, charging breach
of contract in connection with "Gallant
Journey,"
has been
filed against
Columbia by Byron
Morgan,
writer, who
alleges that he "discovered" the story
of John J. Montgomery on which the
film was based, that Morgan wrote the
screenplay and that Columbia subsequently refused him credit on the
story.
The case is regarded as a precedent
in that the Screen Writers Guild is
said to be ready to supply Morgan
with evidence of the value of publicity
and advertising credits and the dam
age sustained by writers when such
credits are omitted.

By PHILIP De SCHAAP
Amsterdam, April 26 (By Airmail).— French producers apparently
intend to get production under way
here when Jean Cocteau, producer,
and Jean Marais, actor, start a picture
this_ spring or summer at the newly
equipped Cinetone Studios. It is also
understood that British producers are
negotiating for use of the studios.
At the same time, it was learned
through a survey that there are only
420 theatres in operation in the countrylandat present.
Before26 the
war, were
Holhad 470 houses,
of which
destroyed during the war. An additional 24 are not in operation.
It is interesting to note that block
booking is forbidden here by a government decree. A separate contract
must be made for each picture.
7 Supervisors Named
For Warner Drive
Albany, N. Y., April 30. — Seven
supervisors have been appointed for
the 13-week "C. J. Latta Show-Business Drive" in the Warner Theatres'
Albany zone. They are : Joe Weinstein, Ralph E. Crabill, James P.
Faughnan, Woodrow Campbell, Jerry
Atkin, Max Friedman, and Charles A.
Smakwitz, zone manager.

Morgan Addressing
Coast Conferences
Hollywood, April. 30. — Richard
Morgan, Paramount home office at
torney, is addressing the four-day
sales sessions being conducted at the
local exchange here by Western
division sales manager George A.
Smith, with Denver, Seattle, Salt
Lake, Portland and San Francisco Artists Name Walker
branch managers attending.
Hudson D. Walker, president of the
American Federation of Arts, has
been appointed executive director of
Truman Signs D. of C. the Artists Equity Association, which
held a membership meeting at the
Museum of Modern Art here last
Daylight Time Bill
Washington, April 30. — President
Truman today signed a bill to author- night.
ize District of Columbia Commissioners to put daylight-saving time into
effect if desired by local citizens.
The commissioners have indicated
that they will hold brief hearings, as
required by law.

'Vendetta' Ad Budget
Figured at $500,000
Plans for merchandising California Pictures' "Vendetta" are expected
to call for an advertising budget of ATA Studies
about $500,000, a company spokesman
(Continued from page 1)
disclosed here yesterday. The picture,
now in the scoring and editing stage
join with other organizain Hollywood, is expected to be re- refusedtions asto
beneficiaries.
leased in the fall.
He said that he anticipates many
problems in planning any collection
Beckett in New Post
campaign and solution of these and
Norman Beckett, traveling auditor establishment of an administrative
for M-G-M, will succeed Eugene A staff would require six to seven
Coen, manager of the M-G-M office months. The MMPTA hopes to have
in Puerto Rico, who is resigning to its drive in the fall. Allied States and
rejoin the Peerless Travel Bureau the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
here, which he established some years of America also have been asked to
cooperate.
ago.
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Estimates

Motion

of

are estimated picFOLLOWING
ture grosses, exclusive of Federal
tax, for current engagements in key
cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
LOS ANGELES
unseasonable stretch of bleak
weather tempered the take at many
first-run theatres here, although "The
Egg
I" is business
holding tofor
mucha fourth
better
than and
average
Week in four of the six houses where
it is running day-and-date ; and some
others are doing equally as well. Estimated receipts for the week ended
April 30 :
THE EGG AND I (U-I) — BRUIN (867)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 4th week. Gross: $6,500.
(Average: $2,500)
TARZAN AND THE HUNTRESS (RKO
Radio) and THE DEVIL THUMBS A
RIDE (RICO Radio) — BELMONT (1,600)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) Gross: $7,500. (Average:
$7,100)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— CARTHAY CIRCLE (1,516) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 4th week.
Gross: $6,500. (Average: $11,500)
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (zath-Fbx)
—CHINESE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd
week. Gross: $15,600. (Average: $18,200)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M)— EGYPTIAN
(1,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) Gross: $18,500.
(Average: $18,100)
TARZAN AND THE HUNTRESS (RKO
Radio) and THE DEVIL THUMBS A
RIDE (RKOi Radio)— EL REY (861) (50c60c-85c-$1.00) Gross: $7,500. (Average:
$6,800) BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
THE
(RKO Radio) — FOX - BEVERLY (1,350)
(Advanced prices: $1.00-$1.25-$1.80) 18th
week. Gross $8,500. (Average: $12,000)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M) — FOX-WILSHIRE (Average:
(2,300) (50c-'60c-8Sc-$1.00)
Gross:
$17,500.
$13,300)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — GUILD (965) (Advanced
prices: $1.00-$1.25-$1.80) 7th week. Gross:
$9,500. (Average: $5,900)
FRAMED (Col.) and KING OF THE
WILD HORSES (Col.) — HILLSTREET
(2,700)
Gross: $25,000.
(Average:(50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
$19,800)
THE EGG AND' I (U-I)— IRIS (708) (50c50c-85c-$1.00)
erage: $7,200) 4th week. Gross: $8,500. (AvTHE LATE GEORGE APLEY (2»th-Fox)
and BACKLASH
(20th - Fox) — LOEWS
STATE (2,500) (50c-60c-8Sc-$l.CO) 2nd week.
Gross: $16,500. (Average: $28,600)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M) — LOS ANGELES (2,096) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) Gross:
$38,000. (Average: $22,600)
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (2flth-Fox)
and BACKLASH
(Zflth-Fox) — LOYOLA
(1,265) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 2nd week. Gross:
$9,500. (Average: $11,500)
THE PRIVATE AFFAIRS OF BEL AMI
(UA) — MUSIC HALL (Beverly Hills) (900)
(65c-85c-$1.0O)$4,700)2nd week.
Gross: $2,400.
(Average:
THE PRIVATE AFFAIRS OF BEL AMI
(UA)— MUSIC HALL (Downtown) (900)
(65c-85c-$1.00)
2nd week. Gross: $8,500.
(Average:
$14,200)
THE PRIVATE AFFAIRS OF BEL AMI
(UA) — MUSIC HALL (Hawaii) (1,000) (65c85c-$1.0O)
age: $5,400)2nd week. Gross: $3,500. (AverTHE PRIVATE AFFAIRS OF BEL AMI
(UA)— MUSIC HALL (Hollywood) (490)
(65c-85c-$1.00)
(Average: $4,700)2nd week. Gross: $2,400.
TARZAN AND THE HUNTRESS (RKO
Rado) and THE DEVIL THUMBS A RIDE
(RKO' Radio)— ORPHEUM (2,210) (S0c-60c85c-$1.00).
Gross: $25,000. (Average: $18,800)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— PALACE (1,237) (Advanced
prices: $1.0O-$1.25-$1.80) 14th week. Gross:
$11,000. (Average: $21,000)
FRAMED (Col.) and KING OF THE
WILD HORSES (Col.)— PANTAGES (2,-

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
IG00 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Circle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

Key

Picture

City

000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00). Gross: $21,000.
(Average: $20,800)
HIT PARADE OF 1947 (Rep.) and CALENDAR GIRL (Rep.)— Paramount (Down(3,595) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00).
Gross:
$13,500. town)
(Average:
$26,600)
HIT PARADE OF 1947 (Rep.) and CALENDAR GIRL (Rep.) — PARAMOUNT
(Hollywood)
(1,407) (5Bc^60c-80c-$1.00).
Gross:
$10,000. (Average:
$16,100)
THE EGG AND I (U-I) — RITZ (1,376)
(5Oc-60c-85c-$l.OO) 4th week. Gross: $8,000.
(Average: $9,600)
THE EGG AND I (U-I) — STUDIO1 (880)
(50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 4th week. Gross: $7,500.
(Average: $6,100)
THE EGG AND' I (U-I)— UNITED ARTISTS (2,100) (5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 4th week.
Gross: $17,000. (Average: $15,800)
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (ZOth-Fox)
and BACKLASH
(20th- Fox) — UPTOWN
(1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross:
$12,000. (Average : $13,200)
DUEL IN! THE SUN (SRO)— VOGUE (800)
(AdvancedGross:prices:
week.
$9,000. $1.00-$1.50-$1.80)
(Average: $10,000) 17th
THE SEA HAWK (WB reissue) and THE
SEA WOLF
(WB reissue) — WARNER
(Downtown)$19,000. (3,400)
Gross:
(Average:(50c-60c-80c-$1.00).
$18,200)
THE SEA HAWK (WB reissue) and THE
SEA WOLF
(WB reissue) — WARNER
(Hollywood)
Gross:
$16,000. (3,000)
(Average: (50c-60c-80c-$1.00).
$15,500)
THE SEA HAWK (WB reissue) and THE
SEA WOLF
(WB reissue) — WARNER
(Wiltern) (2,300) (50c-6Oc -80c -$1.00). Gross:
$15,000. (Average: $14,900)
MINNEAPOLIS
The weather apparently was more
attractive than the film fare here and
so most grosses slumped for the week,
except for "Best Years of Our Lives"
and "The Sea of Grass," both of
which topped averages. Estimated
receipts for the week ending May 1 :
HER SISTER'S SECRET (PRC) — CENTURY $7,300)
(1,500) (50c-70c) Gross: $6,800. (Average:
IT'S A JOKE, SON (Eagle - Lion) —
GOPHER (1,000) (44c-50c) 6 days. Gross:
$2,400. (Average: $3,400)
MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para.)LYRIC (1,100) (50c-70c) 4th week. Gross:
$4,800. (Average: $5,600)
DEAD RECKONING (Col.)— RKO ORPH(2,800) (50c-70c)
days, 2nd week.
Gross: EUM$7,500.
(Average:6 $14,500)
THE IMPERFECT LADY (Para.)— RADIO
CITY (4,000)
erage: $18,000) (50c-70c) Gross: $14,500. (AvTHE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)^RKO PAN (1,500) (Advanced
admission prices: 90c-$1.50) 7th week.
Gross: $11,000. (Average, at regular admission prices of 50c-70c: $8,500)
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— STATE
(2,300) (50c-70c) Gross: $16,500. (Average:
$13,000)
DENVER
In spite of rainy weather, grosses
were not off much. "Suddenly It's
Spring"
at the receipts
Denham forafter
fine
week.holds
Estimated
weeka
ended April 30 :
FANTASIA (RKO1 Radio reissue) — ALADDIN (1,400) (35c-74c) 1st week, after week
Brady Retires After
40 Years at Eastman
Richard Brady, manager of the East
Coast division of Eastman Kodak's
motion picture film department and a
pioneer in the industry, has retired
after 40 years of service.
Brady, a native of Galishiels, Scotland, started as a partner in the photographic gallery of Brady and Sands,
in Providence. After joining Eastman Kodak, Brady was assigned to
the West for six years to spread information about the then new Velox
photographic paper. Upon his return
to New York, center of the industry at
that time, Brady continued his efforts
in film improvement.

Daily

Grosses
at the Esquire. Gross: ($6,000. (Average:
$4,000)
GALLANT BESS (M-G-M) and BORN TO
SPEED (PRC)— BROADWAY (1,500) (35c74c) 4 days, 4th week. Gross: $3,500. (Average: $8,000)
SUDDENLY IT'S SPRING (Para.) -DENHAM (1,750) (35c-70c) 1st week. Gross:
$15,000. (Average: $11,000)
PURSUED
(WB) and LITTLE IODINE
(UA)— DENVER (2,525) (35c-74c) 1st week,
day-date with the Webber. Gross: $17,000.
(Average: $15,000)
CARNIVAL
(2Cth-Fox)
and
KING OF INTHECOSTA
WILD RICA
HORSES
(Col.)
— ESQUIREi (742) (35c-74c) 1st week, daydate with the Paramount. Gross: $2,500.
(Average: $2,000)
SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M) and SECRET
OF THE WHISTLER (Col.) — ORPHEUM
(2,600) (35c-74c) 2nd week. Gross: $14,500.
(Average: $15,500)
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (20th-Fox)
and KING OF THE WILD HORSES (Col.)
—PARAMOUNT (2,200) (35c-74c) 1st week,
day
date with
500. and
(Average:
$8,000)the Esquire. Gross: $9, THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— RIALTO (878) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.50) 3rd week, after four weeks
at the Aladdin. Gross: $5,000. (Average at
regular prices of 35c-74c: $3,000)
MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY (Col.)— TABOR (1,967) (35c-74c) 1st week, with a
stage show. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $6,000)
PURSUED (WB) and LITTLE IODINE
(UA) — WEBBER (750) (35c-74c) 1st week,
day
and date with
500. (Average:
$2,000)the Denver. Gross: $3,INDIANAPOLIS
The first real spring-like week-end
of the season cut a wide swathe in film
grosses here. Only two productions are
above average, including "The Egg
and I," now finishing a 25-day run at
Keith's with no sign of fading. Estimated receipts for the week ended
April
29-30
:
HENRY V (UA)—
CINEMA (560) ($1.80$2.40). Two a day, 2nd week. Gross: $5,000
THE ANGEL AND THE BADMAN (Rep.)
and THE GHOST GOES WILD (Rep.)—
CIRCLE
(Average: (2.800)
$10,0001 (40c-60c) Gross: $11,000
PURSUED' (WB)— INDIANA (3,200) (40c
60c) Gross: $10,500. (Average: $15,200)
THE (40c-60c)
EGG ANDdays,I (U-I)-KEITH'S
(1,
300)
4th week. Gross: $7,000. (Average: 4 $6,500)
SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M) and THE
LONE WOLF
IN MEXICO
(Col.) —
LOEWS
(Average: (2,450)
$13,800) (40c-60c) Gross: $12,000.
SINBAD THE SAILOR (RKO Radio) —
LYRIC (1,600) (40c-60c) 7 days, on a moveover from the Indiana. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $6,700)
ST. LOUIS
Baseball and the circus were credited by exhibitors with keeping grosses
at_ or below average. Estimated receipts for the week ended April 30 :
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (20th-Fox)
and CRIMINAL COURT (RKO Radio)—
AMBASSADOR (3,514) (50c-60c-75c) Gross:
$16,000. (Average: $17,800)
THE SEA HAWK (WB reissue) and THE
000)
SEA WOLF (WB reissue) — FOX (5,000)
(50c-60c-75c) Gross: $18,000. (Average: $20,DEAD RECKONING (Col.) and MILLIE'S
DAUGHTER (Col.)— LOEWS STATE (3,$20,000)
500) (50c-60c-75c) Gross: $18,500. (Average:
THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) and
SUSIE STEPS OUT (UA)— LOEWS ORPHEUM (2,000) (50c-60c-75c) On a moveover from
Loew's State. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $9,000)
SONG OF SCHEHERAZADE (U-I) and
PURSUED (WB)— MISSOURI (3,514) (50c60c-75c)sador.onGross:a $11,000.
moveover
from the$12,400)
Ambas(Average:
I STOLE A MILLION (U-I reissue) and
YOU CAN'T CHEAT AN HONEST MAN
(U-I reissue) — ST. LOUIS (4.000) (50c-60c75c. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $12,300)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) .— SHUBERT (2,000) (Advanced prices: 90c -$1.20) 3rd week, on a
moveover from 3 weeks at the St. Louis.
40c
-60c) $7,000. (Regular admission prices:
Gross:
(Continued on following page)
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Grosses
(Continued from preceding page)
PHILADELPHIA
in Brooklyn"
away
out"It inHappened
front with
a $40,000is gross.
Others going strong are "The Best
Years of Our Lives" and "Buck Privates Come Home." Estimated receipts
for the week ending April 29-May 1 :
I'LL BE YOURS (U-I) — ALDINE (900)
(S0c-6Oc-74c-8Oc-85c-94c) Gross: $10,500. (Average: $13,800)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — ARCADIA (900) (Advanced
prices: 90c-$1.80) 4th week. Gross: $17,500.
(Average at regular prices of 54c-94c: $6,600)
SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M) — BOYD (3,000)
(50c-60c-74c-80c-94c) 2nd week. Gross: $25,500. (Average: $21,000)
SAN QUENTIN (RKO Radio) — EARLE
(3,000) (60c-70c-80c-90c-99c) 6 days. Onstage,
Ina Ray Hutton. Gross: 6 days, $21,000.
ANGEL AND' THE B ADMAN
(Rep.) —
Gross: 1 day, $3,000. (Average: $31,700)
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (20th-Fox)
—FOX (3,000) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 2nd
week. Gross: $14,750. (Average: $25,000)
SUDDENLY
IT'S SPRING
(Para.) —
GOLDMAN (1,400) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
2nd week. Gross: $19,000. (Average: $24,000)
BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME (U-I)KARLTON
(1,000) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $6,200)
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (2»th-Fox)KEITH (2,200) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 2nd
run. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $6,200)
CALIFORNIA (Para.)— MASTBAUM (4,700) (50c-6Oc-74c-8Oc-85c-94c) 2nd week.
Gross: $27,500. (Average: $29,500)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— PIX (500) (Advanced prices:
90c-$1.8G) 4th week. Gross: $14,500. (Average at regular prices: $4,000)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M)
—STANLEY (3,000) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
Gross: $40,000. (Average: $27,000)
ANGEL AND THE BAD MAN (Rep.) —
STANTON
(1,700) (5Oc-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
Gross: $18,000. (Average: $12,700)
BOSTON
Cold, unseasonal weather, with rain,
failed to hamper most receipts. Heavily advertised films drew excellent
business. Estimated grosses for the
week ending April 30:
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (2flith-Fox)
-BOSTON (2,900) (50c-$1.10). On stage,
Wally Brown. Gross: $26,000. (Average:
$31,000).
PURSUED (WB) and WINTER WONDERLAND (Rep.) — FENWAY (1,700) (40c80c) Gross: $6,000. (Average: $6,500)
FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Radio)
and BANJO (RKO Radio)— MEMORIAL
(2,900) (40c-80c). Gross: $45,000 (9 days).
(Average: $33,000 for 9 days)
STALLION ROAD (WB) and HARD
BOILED MAHONEY (Mono.) — METROPOLITAN (4,736) (40c-80c) Gross: $31,000.
(Average: $26,000)
SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M) and BULLDOG
DRUMMOND AT BAY (Col.)— ORPHEUM
(3,200) erage:
(40c-80c)
$20,000 for5 5days.
days)Gross: $35,000. (AvPURSUED (WB) and WINTER WONDERLAND (Rep.)— PARAMOUNT (1,700)
(40c-80c) Gross: $14,000. (Average: $14,900)
SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M) and BULLDOG
DRUMMOND AT BAY (Col.) — STATE
(2,900) (35c-80c) 5 days. Gross: $25,000.
(Average: $15,000 for 5 days)
SALT

LAKE

CITY

Crisp and cool weather prevailed,
marked by only intermittent showers.
Programs were well-balanced and the
grosses were moderately satisfactory.
Estimated receipts for the week ending May 1 :
THE
MACOMBER
AFFAIR
(UA) CAPITOL (1,878) (20c-55c-75c) 2nd week.
Gross: $9,000. (Average: $7,800)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M)
-CENTRE
(1,700) (20c-55c-75c) Gross:
$15,900. (Average: $13,600)
BLONDIE'S BIG MOMENT
(Col.) and
SO DARK THE NIGHT (Col.) — LYRIC
(1,500) (20c-55c-7Sc). With stage show.
Gross: $4,500. (Average: $3,700)

"Adventures
(Comet-United Artists) of Don Coyote"
A NEW and dashing character is introduced in the title role of Comet
Productions' "Adventures of Don Coyote." Should the producers decide
to give him further attention in the form of a series, he is sure to gain an
increasingly large following.
The film itself, made in Cinecolor, is a curious blend of rip-roaring Western
ingredients with slight costume-drama spicings. As the hero of the story,
Richard Martin is a Spanish-accented fellow of daring deeds having a suave
way with the ladies. Accompanied by Val Carlo, his faithful Sancho, the two
become the willing victims of a scheme by attractive Frances Rafferty to
make them the guardians of her ranch. It seems, in the screenplay of Bob
Williams and Harold Tarshis, from an original by the former, that a group
of outlaws has learned about the coming of a new railroad and decide to
force Miss Rafferty off her ranch. A number of skirmishes follow, punctuated
by some hard riding, and following which the bad men come to the customary
end. Reginald LeBorg directed for producers Buddy Rogers and Ralph Cohn.
Running time, 65 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
May 9.
Manny Herbstman
"Philo
Vance's
(Producers Releasing
Corp.)Gamble"
ALAN CURTIS makes his debut as super-sleuth Philo Vance, handling
the role with passable grace in a story fashioned largely of threadbare
material.
In the Eugene Conrad-Arthur St. Clair screenplay, Philo, accompanied by
his bungling assistant, played with slap-stick emphasis by Frank Jenks, sets
out, at the request of a pretty lady friend (Terry Austin) to see that the
leader of a jewel-smuggling enterprise does not escape the country without
sharing the profits on a surreptitiously-imported emerald. Her stage producer
employer had misguidedly joined the smuggling ring to secure funds to finance
Miss Austin in a show. Shortly after Philo takes the case, the ring leader is
murdered and the emerald disappears. It is not until after a number of persons emerge as murder suspects, and two more killings take place that Philo
finds the jewel and, through a trick, discovers that Miss Austin is the ruthless
murderess and all along had sought to get the emerald for herself.
Direction by Basil Wrangell and performances in general are uninspired,
but the film, being one which offers a good sprinkling of corpses and comfor arm-chair
entertainment
hour'sTodd,
a satisfactory
provideGavin
Joanne
Garnett Marks,
Gordon, Toni
Tala shouldBirell,
detectives. plications,
Taylor
Edmund
Lawrence
Frank, Dan Seymour and others complete the cast.
wrote the original story. Howard Welsch produced.
Running time, 62 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Charles L. Franke
\pril 12
Building Rules
(Continued from page 1)
L. D. Strong, Chicago
Dies
er,
Manufactur
allowing any project which will have
Chicago, April 30.— L. D. (Larry) a "negligible impact" on housing.
the
of
owner
and
founder
Strong,
Drive-ins and similar projects conEssannay Electric Manufacturing Co.,
sume few housing materials, officials
industry
the
in
career
his
began
who
explained.
a
of
Sunday
died
ist,
All
amusement construction will
projection
as a condition. He was 58.
heart
benefit from a liberation in the rules
Strong came to Chicago in 1912
from his home town, South Bend, Ind., which determine "hardship cases" in
construction authorization.
and after working as a projectionist, granting
Housing officials said they expect
launched his own business in 1920. He further
changes within a month. This
was a director of Local No. 110,
form, they said, of inIATSE, and a member of the Society will take creasingthe
the number of projects which
of Motion Picture Engineers, and the would not require
federal approval.
Theatre Equipment- Manufacturers
Association.
New Para. Branch
Federation Meeting
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
by Charles M. Reagan, vice-president
combination of all elements of New in charge of distribution.
Al Duren, Paramount sales manager
Jersey exhibition.
The new state law which empowers in Atlanta, has been appointed head
coastal cities exclusively to levy a of the new Jacksonville office. He
three per cent admission tax, was pre- will be succeeded in Atlanta by Wilvented, through Federation efforts
liam Holliday, now a salesman in
during the past legislative session, Charlotte, who in turn will be refrom being made to apply generally
placed by Lawrence Terrell, Charlotte
booking manager. Joseph L. Cutrell
throughoutnowthe isstate.
The Federation's
intention
to oppose
passage^ of will move up to Terrell's post from
tax bills by the empowered munici- booker.
palities.
BACKLASH (2flth-Fo«) — RIALTO1 (1,300)
(20c-55c-75c) Gross: $6,500. (Average: $5,- Para. - Liberty Deal
900)
(Contijiued from page 1)
SMASH-UP (U-I)— STUDIO (800) (20c-5Sc75c) 2nd week. Gross: $8,C00. (Average: $4,- summate their impending deal.
800) LATE GEORGE APLEY (Zflth-Fox)
Should Paramount acquire Liberty,
THE
—UPTOWN (1,300) (20c-5Sc-7Sc) Gross: $8,- the three partners would become em500. (Average: $5,900)
PURSUED (WB)— UTAH (1,700) (20c-55c- contracts,ployes of the buyer, under five-year
75c) Gross: $14,000. (Average: $12,300)

Meeting

(Continued from page 1)
Crooker, publicity manager here, and
Max Weinberg, short subjects pubhead, will address
company's
sales licity
convention
at the theHotel
Astor
here tomorrow. The meeting began
Monday and will conclude Sunday
night with a banquet.
at which session
the five
A daygeneral
willdivisic^
be hf,J to- |
staffs will report on their incivt. ,\
meetings of yesterday and Tuesday.
Home office executives will be guests
at a luncheon today, including Charles
K. Stern, assistant treasurer; JayGove, head of sales research; William D. Kelly, head of the print department; Arthur Lacks, newsreel
sales ; William G. Brenner, head of
checking, and P. V. Thompson of the
sales department.
Henderson
M. introduced
Richey, head11 'of
exhibitor relations,
newlypromoted sales executives to the trade
press at a luncheon yesterday. They
included: Burtus Bishop, Jr., Midwestern sales manager; Sam Gardner,
assistant to George Hickey, West
Coast sales manager; Thomas A.
Aspell, Jr., Los Angeles; Jerome
Adams, Washington; Jack Goldberg,
Albany; Benn H. Rosenwald, Boston;
Jacques C. ReVille, Charlotte;
Charles D. Lyne, Oklahoma City;
Sam Davis, Seattle, all managers ; and
M. L. Simons and Maurice N. Wolf,
assistants to Richey. William Ornstein, trade contact, introduced the
press to conference delegates.
John E. Flynn, who is retiring as
Midwestern sales manager but will
continue in an advisory capacity, also
was introduced.
Theatre Television
(Continued from page 1)
years would be required for the full
development of color television for
theatres equal to the status of present
black-and-white. He said it is passing
through a series of development
stages similar, in many respects, to
those which black-and-white television
passed through in its progression
towards its present status.
Maintaining that the transition from
monochrome television to simultaneous color television can be made in
the future without obsolescence of the
monochrome receiving and transmitting equipment, he said progress can
be made without "loss of investment
by the public, by manufacturers, or by
television
broadcasters."
Television
of theatre-screen size in
color represents
"a sight
spectacular
advance in the art of
and sound
broadcasting, and holds prospects for
the future." E. W. Engstrom, vice
president in charge of research of RCA
Laboratories declared.
Explaining the technical aspects of
the color process, Zworykin revealed
that three separate images in red,
green and blue are transmitted at the
same instant over adjoining television
channels of the same band-width used
in standard television. Then at the
all-electronic receiver, the three-color
signals are applied to kinescopes, or
picture tubes, one with a red phosphor
face, one blue, and the other green.
The pictures formed on the face of
each kinescope are projected by an optical system to the auditorium or theatre screen, where they are superimposed in registration to form a single
imageoriginal.
blended in the same colors as
the
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Construction Reports
Run Into the Hundreds

Washington, May 1. — The
House late tonight passed the
bill extending rent controls but
curbs on commerg all
endincial
construction, 204 to 182.
Permits could still be required
for amusement construction if
ies certify a shortlocalage agenc
of materials.
The pending Senate bill would
not affect present commercial
construction rules, but Rep.
Wolcott has warned that he will
fight to have building curbs
dropped in conference committee.
A marked upsurge in new theatre
construction activity, with costs
running into millions of dollars, is
in evidence in many sections of the
country, according to reports from
re Daily corresponPictu
Motion
dents in the
field.
Hundreds of new houses are
(Continued on page 12)

US

Relaxes

Drive

-in

Ban

By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, May 1. — Drive-in
theatres and motion picture studio sets
cial construcare among many commer
ion
tion projects benefited by a relaxat
announced today in a Government
ion
uction
order.
limitat
constr
Government authorization will
be required, the Ofno longer
fice of the Housing Expediter
stated, for laying concrete surfaces or bases for drive-in the(Continued on page f)
Film
Heads
Will
Attend UJA Lunch
Billy Rose, Richard Rodgers and
Emil Friedlander will sponsor a
luncheon-meeting of leaders in the
film and legitimate theatre fields, on
behalf of the United Jewish Appeal,
(.Continued on page 10)
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Richards,
Get

Wilby,

Presidential
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TEN CENTS

Fabian

Rodgers

Para.

Discussions

"Miracle

on

20th

To

Final discussions on operations of
the New York decree were held here
yesterday at a general meeting and
at individual sessions held between
M-G-M field sales managers and their
respective district branch managers,
head bookers and' home office personnel, at the Astor Hotel. "The discussions covered every phase of the decree handed down by the Federal
Court in New York some months
ago," the company stated.
In addition to the decree, William
F. Rodgers, distribution vice-president,
went over(Continued
marketing
plans10) for "The
on page

Bids

Congress
Aid
Reciprocity

For Checking in '46
Twentieth Century-Fox paid
178 to Confidential Reports for checking percentage theatre receipts of its
exhibitor customers in 1946, the corporation reports in proxy statements
sent to stockholders yesterday in advance of the annual meeting to be held
at the home office here on May 20.
For the same service earlier in the
same year it paid $109,738 to/ Ross
Federal Service.
The company further states that it
paid $325,345
in dues
to 10)
the Motion
(Continued
on page

Decree

Johnston

Awards

Washington, May 1.— Presidential Certificates of Merit were presented today to Ernest V. Richards,
of New Orleans, Robert B. Wilby,
Atlanta, and Simon H. Fabian, New
York, for outstanding contributions to
the United States war effort as leaders of the War Activities Committee
of the motion picture industry. The
presentations were made in behalf of
President Truman, by Undersecretary
of the Navy John L. Sullivan at ceremonies in the Navy Department.
In presenting the certificates, Sullivan said : "The services rendered by
motion picture theatres throughout
the country in the field of public information were of tremendous value
to the Navy and to the nation. For
these services, always liberally prof(Continued on page 10)
Concludes

Impartial

Pays

Million

Chiefs

Decree

Washington, May 1.— Motion
Picture Association president Eric
Johnston told Congress today that
an expanding reciprocal trade protial to securing
essenvrtal gram isforeign
markets for
motion
pictures
and other
key
ucts.
"The
dollar
American prodis scarce abroad
— that ica's
is Amertrade

Off
fied beforetestithe
Johnston
House Ways
1 e m,''
p r o bMeans
and

Meet

Executives of Paramount and its
theatre subsidiary, Paramount Theatres Service Corp., will leave the
home office today for Arrowhead
Springs, Cal., to join theatre operating partners in a four-day meeting,
to begin Tuesday, on operations under the New York Court's anti-trust
decision.
The New York group includes
Austin Keough, Paramount vicepresident and general counsel ; Edwin
Weisl, director and attorney; Walter
Gross, secretary ; Robert O'Brien,
secretary (Continued
; Leonardon Goldenson,
page 10) presi-

34th

Cites Dangers to Trade
Relations at Hearing

Street"

[ 20th Century-Fox ] — Laughter and Sentiment
THE solemn question of whether there really is a Santa Claus
comes in for some highly, mirthful consideration in "Miracle on
34th Street." A rare blend of laughter and sentiment, it is the type
of picture that casts a warm and pleasant glow over an audience. Were
the universal appeal of the story not enough for an exhibitor to work
with in exploitation, there are also on hand such performers as Maureen
O'Hara, John Payne and Edmund Gwenn, the latter as a white-whiskered
man with a benign smile and a conviction that he really is Santa Claus.
Locale of the story is mostly Macy's at New York's 34th Street, and
the period between Thanksgiving and Christmas serves as the time.
Watching Macy's annual holiday parade, Gwenn suddenly finds himself
drafted into the role of Santa Claus. So popular does he become with
the kiddies that a job in the store's toy department is his next step.
Miss O'Hara, the store executive
did the
(Continuedwho
on page
12) hiring, soon becomes a bit

Eric Johnston

tee, which has been holding
hearings
Commitfor more than a month in reciprocal
trade treaties.
"Other (Continued
countries oncan't
pagebuy10)from us,"

Court

Record

Completed
Distributor attorneys and the Department ofJustice yesterday completed part of the preliminaries to the actual hearing of appeals in the industry
anti-trust decision, with all case-record
documents sent to the clerk of the
(Continued on page 8)
WB

to Buy

Shares

In Open Market
Warner Brothers' board of directors
has authorized the purchase by the
company of shares of its common
stock, from
time to ontime,
(Continued
page on8) the New
In This Issue
"Spoilers of the North,"
"The Big Fix," and "Two
Anonymous
Letters,"
are reviewed on page
8.
Key city grosses also are
given on page 8.
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Picture

Personal

ON, presiRATHV
PETER
N . dent
of RKO
Radio, has arrived in New York from the Coast.
•
Nathan Levinson, sound chief at
the Warner studio, and Frank E.
Cahill, Jr., director of sound for
Warner Theatres, will return to New
York today from Philadelphia.
•
Leonard Hirsch, home office assistant to Rudy Berger, M-G-M
Southern sales manager, is in PostGraduate Hospital, here, with pneumonia.
•
Charles Curran, writer, left New
York yesterday by plane for San Antonio, to join producer William
Crouch on location.
•

Daily

Friday, May 2, 1947

Mack Names Farber
Eastern Sales Agent
Chicago, May 1.— Sam P. Farber
has been appointed special sales repParaELL,
MITCH
S
CURTI
mount's director of advertisingive ofFilmack
East-of
division,resentatby
Irving Trailers'
Mack, head
publicity, is scheduled to leave New the ern
day.
company.
od
next WednesYork for Hollywo
Farber tribution
has and spent
many asyears
•
exhibition,
well inasdis-in
the
trailer
field.
Ann Gray, assistant to RKO
Radio producer William Pereira,
has arrived in London from New
York and Hollywood to begin two
months of research in England and
Scotland.
NEW YORK THEATRES
•
Maxwell Hamilton, editor of
Motion Picture Magazine, and Bill -RADIO CITY MUSIC HALT. hai
Treadwell, publicity director of
Rockefeller Center
Fawcett Publications, are due to arClaudette Fred
rive
in
Hollywood
from
New
York
COLBERT
MacMURRAY
on Monday.
•
Harry Schochet, accountant at
"THE
EGG AND
A Universal-International
Picture I"
Paramouirt's New York exchange,
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
and Mrs. Schochet, are parents of
a new-born daughter.
•
Barney Joffee, manager of the
PALACE
Tower, Kansas City, Mo., has returned there from a vacation on the
WALTER
LAWRENCE CLAIRE
Coast.
•
TIERHEY TREVOR SLEZAK
Earl Wright, former 20th-Fox
salesman in New Haven, has been
BORN
TO KILL ,,
appointed to the United Artists sales
force there.
•
IN PERSON
ON
FRANKSCREEN
SINATRA JERRY WAYNE
Leonard Allen, Paramount's
KATHRYN
GRAYSON
Southeast publicity director, has rePETER LAWFORD
turned to Atlanta from HendersonLOWER!Rae
JIMMY DURANTE withFREDDorothy
ville, N. C.
'IT
HAPPENED
IN
•
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universalin M-G-M's
International's Southern and Canadian
sales manager, is on a tour of the
South.
•
m
LORETTA
YOUNG
Ben district
Y. Cammack,
RKOhasRadio's
Dallas
manager,
been
BROOKLYN'
JOSEPH COTTEN
• ETHEL BARRYMORE „
visiting in Memphis.
•
Phil Longdon,
20th Century-Fox's
Dallas
district manager,
has been hitfatmer'sDSLughter
I'woy ol 49th St.
visiting in Memphis.
Doors Open 9:30 A.M.
Mention

By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM
TEXAS CITY and Texas theatres
are being mentioned considerably
in trade headlines these days by virtue
of the admirable efforts of theatremen
in that state to raise funds at benefit
shows to aid the victims of the explosion that recently leveled that town,
scattering substantial parts of that
town's two theatres.
On the day of the disaster, while
doing a bit of research, we came across
an old trade publication which contained what probably stands as the
only other trade headline on Texas
City and Texas theatres, voicing the
complaints of theatremen in that area
against Texas City's Crystal Theatre
and its widely advertised policy of
Dore Schary, RKO Radio's execucharging two and a half cents admistive vice-president in charge of prosion for a full feature program !
sdue to arrive in New York
That headline appeared in Moving tomorrowduction, ifrom
Hollywood.
Picture World 30 years ago, almost to
•
the day of the Texas City disaster.
V
Jack W. production
Votion, RKO
Radio's
European
representative,
To those showmen who are worry- will
leave
Hollywood
by
plane
today
ing in anticipation of waning audiences for New York, en route to London.
ive recommend the book, "How to
•
Hold an Audience — Without a Rope,"
Don
De
Fore,
Allied Artists star,
Josh Lee's hilarious history of a life- and Mrs. De Fore,
arrived in New
time in the art of holding audiences, to
York yesterday from Chicago for a
which he contributes the sage obser- two-week
stay.
vation that "a speaker should never
•
try to make himself immortal by being
eternal."
V
James
Wilkinson,
chief
studio
editor, is RKO
due to Radio's
arrive
Plaquemine, Louisiana, will soon here from the Coast on Sunday.
have a most unique motion picture
•
theatre combination: the Osage
Perry W. Lieber, RKO studio pubNo. 1 and the Osage No. 2, standing
licity chief, has left Hollywood by
side by side, under the same roof. train for New York.
No. 1 will show to white patrons,
•
No. 2 colored.
Charles Woram, head of the
V
Studio, Mexico City, left
The Memphis Board of Censors has Churubusco
Hollywood yesterday by plane for
been on a rampage of late, banning New
York.
motion pictures for a- number of rea•
sons, some of them considered fantastic by some of the films' producers.
Mrs. Si Seadler,
of M-G-M's
manager, wife
is back
in New
The, topper, however, is at hand, in this advertising
York from the Coast.
week's banning, sight unseen, of the
Republic serial, "Jesse James Rides
Again" — because (according to censor
'Duel' Grosses Set a
board chairman Lloyd Binford), "we 'Bobby - Soxer9 and
The Academy Award Picture!
don't Jesse
like Jesse
New Record in Texas
with
JamesJames,"
in the and
title"nothing
will be 'Mrs. Muir' to Hall
Winner of Nine Academy Awards!
A
total
of
$16,380
was
grossed
by
passed by the board."
V
RKO Radio Pictures' "The Bach"Duel in the Sun" in new opening-day
and the Bobby-Soxer," starring records
THE BEST YEARS OF
in Amarillo, Fort Worth and
From the columns of London's Kin- Cary elorGrant,
Myrna Loy and Shirley
ematograph Weekly comes this: "Will Temple, has been booked for showing Dallas, according to the David O.
OUR LIVES
the lady who tore off Robert Taylor's at Radio City Music Hall, here, duroffice here."
In Amarillo,
at the Paramount and
right ear at last Thursday night's
ing the summer, G. S. Eyssell, the Selznick
free-for-all at the Empire Theatre
State Theatres, the picture grossed
kindly return same to Ben Goetz, c/o theatre's president and managing diALAN LADD
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, as he wishes duced. rector, announces. Dore Schanr pro- $3,400 for three performances on Monday.
Tuesday's
receipts
were
more
to co-star it with the left ear in a BritEyssell also announced the booking than $1,400. In Forth Worth, at the
RUSSELL
ish production." V
Worth and Hollywood Theatres, the
of 20th Century-Fox's "The Ghost
for two
Showmen who tie-in film promo- and Mrs. Muir," starring Gene Tier- picture grossed
formances on the$4,300
opening
day, perand
tionals with special calendar events ney, Rex Harrison and George SanA Paramount Picture
ders, to open at the Music Hall imme- $3,000 for the second day. The open- Calcutta
will really go to town if the current
ing day's Theatres
receipts atintheDallas
Melba were
and
Congress, concerned with vital matdiately following the theatre's next Majestic
ters of the day, enacts into law feature, the J. Arthur Rank-Cineguild
even part of the pending legislation production of "Great Expectations."
before it to designate days of speCornel WILDE - Maureen O'HARA
$4,280.
Discovery in Deal
cial observance, among them bills
Classics 'Package'
Discovery Pictures Corp., Joseph E.
to nationalize a Grandmother's Day, New
Release of a dual reissue "package" Levine, president, with offices in New
a Shut-Ins Day, a Farm Day, Free- consisting
A 20th Century-Fax
Picture in Technicolor
of "Dead End" and "Bar'THE
HOMESTRETCH'
dom
Day,
Lincoln's
Gettysburg
Coast" by Film Classics for York, has acquired world rights for
PLUS ON STAGE — HAZEL SCOTT Address Day, Paul Revere Day, and bary
first-run engagements has been set by both 35mm. and 16mm. to Admiral
The BARRY'S ■ CARL RAVAZZA HENNY YOUNGMAN
even a longing by Representative Sam Wheeler, FC sales manager. The Richard E. Byrd's 99-minute feature,
Frank Sundstrom (N. J.) to have "package" also includes new acces- "Discovery," based on Byrd's books,
50th St
sories and trailers.
two Sundays in every week.
"Alone" and "Discovery."
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Warner

Return
in Suit

Hollywood, May 1.— Paramount
Theatres Corporation today filed a
federal court suit against Partmar
Corporation and Fanchon and Marco
for $612,000 damages and a court
order turning the Paramount Theatre
in downtown Los Angeles back to the
complainant, which owns the property.
The suit alleges that Partmar, whollyowned subsidiary of Fanchon and
Marco, leased the theatre in 1939 undei^a. 10-year pact which was later
ei. wded to 1952 under terms requiring Jsuse as a "show-case" for Paramount product, but that the U.S. decision in the film anti-trust case perpetually restrains Paramount from
carrying out its agreement, and therefore, in effect, terminates the Partmar
lease.
The complaint says that a Paramount attempt to invoke a clause in
the lease provided for return of the
theatre to its possession on three-day
notices, but lessee refused to surrender
it.

FCC "Unfreezes"
Air Applications
Washington, May 1.— The
Federal Communications
Commission's three-month
"freeze" on processing of
standard broadcasting station
applications ended today, with
the announcement that the
large backlog of complicated
applications had been cleared.
The "freeze" became effective
on Feb. 7. Since that time 250
petitions which required detailed study have been either
granted or designated for
hearings.
Board

Elects

29

to

Ascap

Membership

ASCAP's board of directors has
elected the following writers and publishers tomembership : In the popular
music field: Writers David M. Barbour, Peggy Lee Barbour, Roy Brodsky, Ralph Burns, Larry Fotin, Ray
McKinley, Jack Meakin, Avery Parrish, Pete Rugolo, Jack O. Segal, Arnold Shaw, Ray Sinatra, William
Stein, Sid Tepper, Paul Tripp, Donald J. Walker, Jack Wolf. In the
standard music field : Writers Frank
Campbell-Watson, Marcel Grandjany,
Ernest Krenek and Vincent Persichetti.
Popular music field publishers elected were : Bel-Air Music, East- West
Music, Guild Music Publishers, Leslie
Music, James V. Monoco, Popular
Music, Players Music, Ritchie Music,
and John Thomas Music Corp. The
standard publisher elected was : Society for the Publication of American
Music, Inc.

Stars at Texas City
Benefit Net $50,000
New Orleans, May 1.— Ten Army
and Navy planes brought a cast of
stage, screen and radio stars here for
a benefit show held at the City Auditorium and the Roosevelt Hotel here
to aid survivors of the Texas City
disaster of two weeks ago. Over $50,000 was realized from the two
shows.
Planners of both shows included :
Maurice Barr, Paramount-Richards
Theatres ; Betram Kiern, Happy
Hour Theatre; R. J. Brunet, Jr., Imperial Theatre ; A. Berenson,, Tower
Theatre. Guest stars included Frank
Sinatra, Jack Benny, Phil Harris,
Eddie (Rochester) Anderson, Alice Legion Classifies 8
Faye, Phil Silvers, and Axel StorAdditional Pictures
dahl and orchestra.
Eight additional films have been
classified by the National Legion of
Painters, Producers
Decency. Rated A-I are: "Banjo,"
RKO Radio ; "Bulldog Drummond at
Hint New Meeting
Bay," Columbia ; "The Captive Heart,"
Hollywood, May 1.— Some prog- Prestige— U-I ; "Cynthia," M-G-M,
ress toward establishing a basis for and "It's a Joke, Son," Eagle-Lion.
settlement of the jurisdictional strike Placed in Class A-II are: "Dick
which has been going on here between Tracy's Dilemma," RKO Radio, and
the IATSE and the Conference of "Philo Vance Returns," Producers
Studio Unions, were made today when Releasing1 Corp.
the meeting between representatives of Twentieth Century-Fox's "Homestretch" was placed in Class B.
major producers and Painters' local
No. 644 concluded with the understanding that other meetings may fol- Committee W ill Check
low. While differing slightly in detail,
statements issued by both sides in to- On Fascism at Coast
Washington, May 1.— The House
day's talkstowere
their
readiness
hold ina agreement
subsequent onsession.
Un-American Activities Committee,
No date has been set, however.
leaving here next week to investigate
Communism in Hollywood, probably
will check on Fascism, too, according
to Rep. John McDowell, member of
U N Becomes a Motion
the committee and chairman of anPicture Producer
other subcommittee on Fascism.
"While we're on the Coast," the
To cover news events at
Pennsylvania
"I San
exUnited Nations headquarters
pect to make Republican
a short dashsaid,
up to
at Lake Success, L. I., the UN
Francisco to look into Fascist activhas contracted with Western
Electric's Electrical Research
Products for a portable newsSonnett
Succeeds Berg
ities."
reel sound recording system,
Washington, May 1.— Attorneyto be used with a Mitchell
General Tom Clark has appointed
motion picture camera. Disassistant attorney-general John F.
tribution of the film will be
Sonnett to succeed Wendell Berg as
made periodically.
head
of the took
anti-trust
resignation
effect division.
today. Berg's

5

Daily
Club

Paid
Albany Salesmen to
Weigh Unionization
Albany, N. Y., May 1.— A
meeting to discuss organizasalesmen's
union tion
willof abe film
held here
Saturday. waukee
An organizer
will speak. from
There Milhas
been talk of organizing salesmen in Albany for- the last
four years, but this is the
first concrete step taken. All
other exchange employees are
unionized here.

$132,000 in '45-46
The Warner Club, social and welfare organization of Warner employees, paid out more than $132,000
in benefits and gratuities of various
kinds to members in 1945-46, according to the organization.
A total of 922 members received
$85,608 because of illness, 461 were
given marriage gifts totaling $23,050,
304 received birth gifts aggregating
$15,200, and 119 received contributions
totaling $7,540. In addition, loans tobers. taling $13,709 were made to 102 memPlan New Theatres
The club has a membership exceeding 12,000. Present officers are : Stuart H. Aarons, president; R. A. Mc- For French Films
Guire, Bernard Rosenzweig, Ruth
Weisberg, Fred Stengl and Harry
Mayer, vice-presidents ; Robert SaloThe French Cinema National Cenmons, treasurer ; Sam Wolowitz, aster, official state agency for the indussistant treasurer, and Theodore R.
try, in that country has outlined a plan
Kupferman, secretary.
to increase theatre attendance in building new theatres and modernizing existing ones, according to Maurice Bessy, general
manager of Consortium
de
Censorship Bill Is Press
Cinematographique,
Paris, and
in that city.Publications' representative
Quigley
Killed in Missouri
Bessy, who stopped here briefly before departing for the Coast, added
St. Louis, May 1.— A motion pic- that the plan also contemplates exture censorship bill for Missouri has
pansion ofan exportation program and
been killed by unanimous vote of the tlje reduction of production costs by
House ferson
Education
Committee
at
Jefbetter organization of production
City.
work. He plans also to visit Argentine and Mexican studios after a tour
Contending that voluntary censorship is better than compulsory, repre- of Hollywood.
sentatives ofthe Better Films Council of Greater St. Louis and the Legion
of Decency joined with theatre inter- Claim Largest Sign
ests in opposing the bill.
No action was taken at committee
'Carnegie
A 170-by-40-foot
electricHall'
sign, which
hearings on legislation to require li- For
censed firemen in attendance at thea- United Artists claims is the largest in
tres and places of amusement. Thea- Broadway's history, was flashed on
tre operators testified their service for the first time last night over the
help was trained in fire drills and fire marquee of the Winter Garden Theaprevention and are competent to hanto advertise
dle fire hazards.
whichtrewill
open there"Carnegie
and at the Hall,"
Park
Avenue Theatre simultaneously today.
The sign, constructed by ArtcraftField Conferences on Strauss,
runs almost the length of a
city, block. It contains 20,000 bulbs
E-L's 'Performance'
with 20,000,000 candle power and 2,000
Arthur Jeffrey, Eagle-Lion exploi- feet of neon tubing. A benefit preview
tation manager, and Hal Danson, ad- was held last night at both houses.
vertising manager, left here yesterday
to join E-L director of advertising- Color Video Shown
publicity Max E. Youngstein in conferences with field exploitation repre- To Film Executives
sentatives Milt Overman in St. Louis
and Dick Owen and Ad Addison in Philadelphia, May 1.— A special
Dallas, on the forthcoming premiere demonstration for film industry executives was held here today following
of "Repeat Performance" in Zanesville, O., on May 22.
the first public demonstration yesterFollowing the meetings, Jeffrey and
day of RCA's
color from
television system.all-electronic
Many officials
Danson will proceed to Hollywood
New
York
film
company
home
offices
with Youngstein for further meetings
with studio publicity director Sam were present.
Israel on final plans for the premiere.
Projected
a 7M>-by-10-foot
atre screen aton Franklin
Institute, thethe
new television development, it was
Allied, Mono. Meet explained, is still in the laboratory
stage.
Advanced on Coast
Hollywood, May 1.— Allied Art- 435 Advance Dates
ists' and Monogram's West Coast
sales meeting has been advanced from
May 13 to this Saturday, May 3. On
WB's
'Cheyenne9
Warner
Brothers
claims an all-time
Steve Broidy, president of both com- record in advance bookings of a Warpanies, will preside over the meeting,
ner picture has been established on
which will discuss campaigns for "It "Cheyenne," which already has 435
Happened on Fifth Avenue," "The playdates set although it does not go
Gangster," "Black Gold," "The Hunt- into general release until June 14.
ed" and "Tragic Symphony."
Approximately 150 of the dates are
A cocktail party for delegates will part
a Rocky Mountain preview
be given tonight by Howard Stubbins which ofwill
the May 22 world
and Mel Hulling, Coast franchise premiere in follow
three Cheyenne theatres.
holders.
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Grosses

are estimated picFOLLOWtureING
grosses, exclusive of Federal
tax, for current engagements in key
by Motion Picture
cities as reported ents.
Daily correspond
SAN FRANCISCO
Business generally is slow. Still
out forward, however, in its seventh
week, is "The Best Years of Our
Lives." Estimated receipts for the
week ending May 2:
RAMROD (UA) and SHOOT TO KILL
(Screen Guild)— ORPHEUM (2,440) (55c85c) 2nd week. Gross: $10,500. (Average:
$14,000)
SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M and THE
GUILTY (Mono.)— FOX (4,651) (60c-85c)
2nd
000) week. Gross: $23,500. (Average: $32,BEAT THE BAND (RKO Radio)— GOLDvaudeWith $32,000)
(65c-$1.00).
(2,825)
EN GATE
ville. Gross:
$26,000.
(Average:
MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) and BLONDIE'S BIG MOMENT (Col.) — ESQUIRE
(1,008) (55c-85c) 2nd week. Gross: $5,500.
(Average: $6,000)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — UNITED NATIONS (1,129)
(Advanced prices: $1.25-$1.50) 7th week.
Gross: $14,000. (Average at regular prices
of 60c-85c: $6,000)
MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) and BLONDIE'S BIG MOMENT (Col.)— TIVOLI (1,008) (55c-85c) 2nd week. Gross: $7,000.
(Average: $10,000)
PRIVATE AFFAIRS OF BEL AMI (UA)
—UNITED ARTISTS (1,465) (85c). Gross:
$11,300. (Average: $14,000)
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (20th-Fox)
and BACKLASH (ZOth- Fox) — WAR FIELD
(2,672) (60c-85c) 5 days. Gross: $20,000.
(Average: $27,000)
BLAZE OF NOON (Para.) and LADIES
MAN 5 (Para.)—
(60c85c)
days. PARAMOUNT
Gross: $16,000.(2,735)
(Average:
$23,000)
CALCUTTA (Para.) — ST. FRANCIS (1,430)
(60c-85c)
2nd week. Gross: $17,500. (Average: $23,000)
KIT CARSON (PRC reissue) and LAST
OF THE MOHICANS
(PRC reissue)STATE (2,135) (60c-85c) 1st week, on
moveover. Gross: $11,500. (Average: $13,
000)
OMAHA
Theatre business was like this
week's Omaha weather— mixed. Estimated receipts for the week ended
May 1-2:
PURSUED (WB) and BORN TO SPEED
(PRC)week.
— OMAHA
days,
2nd
Gross: (2,000)
$9,300. (50c-65c)
(Average: 8 $8,500)
ABIE'S IRISH ROSE (UA) and THE
DEVIL ON WHEELS (PRC)— ORPHEUM
(3,000) (50c-65c). Gross: $9,000. (Average:
$9,300)
THE
MACOMBER
AFFAIR (UA)PARAMOUNT (2,900) (50c-65c). Gross:
$11,400. (Average: $10,600)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— RKO BRANDEIS (1,200)
(Advanced prices: 75c-$1.20) 2nd week.
Gross: $13,000. (Average at regular prices:
$6,600)
KANSAS

CITY

Fair-and-mild weather is booming
business at baseball parks but is hurt
ing theatre business somewhat. "The
Egg and I," which has been doing
record-breaking business, will bow out
of the Uptown, Esquire and Fairway
after a fourth week. "Best Years"
will go on to a fifth week at the Tower, and "Suddenly It's Spring" will
hold over at the Newman. "Sea of
Grass" is demonstrating strong pulling
power at the Midland. Estimated receipts for the week ended April 29May 1 :
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— ESQUIRE (800)
(45c-65c)
age: $8,000)4th week. Gross: $8,000. (AverTHE EGG AND
I (U-I)-FAIRWAY

Picture
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Court Record
{Continued from page 1)

Reviews
"Spoilers of the North"
{Republic)
A SERVICEABLE story about an avaricious, power-hungry fishery
tycoon, embellished with an interesting examination of the Alaskan
salmon fishing industry, has-been provided with a competent cast and accorded
a workmanlike job of direction to make "Spoil ers of the North" one of those
reliable pieces of merchandise that are certain to perform well at the
box-office. Paul Kelly, playing the tycoon, heads the cast, which also includes
Adrian Booth, Evelyn Ankers, James A. Millican, Roy Barcroft, Louis Jean
Heydt, and others. Richard Sale directed, from an original by Milton M.
Raison ; Donald H. Brown was associate producer.
Kelly, owner of a fishing and canning business, resorts to almost every
unscrupulous method, short of murder, to reap large profits at his plant. He
double-crosses_ his half-breed girl-friend and also his blonde sweetheart from
the States, bribes and cajoles the Indians, violates Government fishing regulations, feigns illness to prevent his upright younger brother from quitting
the business, and makes himself vulnerable to revenge from every quarter —
all in order to fill more orders for canned salmon than his plant can normally
accommodate. He gets away with his machinations up to the point where his
half-breed girl-friend (Miss Booth appears somewhat too well groomed to
make her role entirely convincing) kills him when she learns- he has jilted
her for Miss Ankers, who, meanwhile, had discovered that her heart really
belongs to ihe honest brother, Millican.
Running time, 66 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
April 24.
Charles L. Franke

New York Federal Court who, in turn,
ing.
affixed
his signature and prepared to
send them to the U. S. Supreme Court
at Washington for immediate docketThe high court's acceptance of jurisdiction, the next step in the legal process, is regarded as a certainty since
the suit against the distributors involves interpretation of the Sherman
anti-trust law, a Federal statute.
The New York court set May 10 as
the deadline for the docketing and this
was subsequently extended by Supreme
Court Justice Stanley Reed to May
20. The latter date was the subina.
of some dispute among attorn^ ,
some of whom figured it to be a typographical papers
error in Reed's
order, and
work on the
was speeded.
The including
entire New
Yorkpleadings,
court's
records,
testimony,
answers and complaints in addition to
the original exhibits entered in the
case — 476 of them by the Government
and
by the distributors
— are ofbeingsent 150
to Washington.
The clerk
the
Supreme Court will have printed that
part of the record and those exhibits
designated by all parties to the suit.
A sharing of printing costs by the
distributors is understood to have
been agreed upon.
Harold Lasser represented the Department of Justice in preparation of
the documents. Representing the companies in the joint project were Joseph
Macchia of the John W. Davis
(Loew's) staff, and James Shields of
Simpson, Thacher and Bartlett
(Paramount).
,
New briefs elaborating on motions
to appeal will be submitted to the court
by all parties shortly before its October term, and during which the case
is expected to be argued. This would
probably be some time next winter.

"The
Fix"
{ProducersBig
Releasing
Corp.)
PRC
has
a
timely,
exploitable
picturization
of the
the fore
basketball
racket
which in recent weeks has been
brought to
in the "fixing"
press and
has
aroused in good sportsmen much indignation against gamblers whose bribings
bring discredit on games of sport. The screenplay, by George Bricker and
Aubrey Wisberg, based on an original by Sonia Chernus and George Ross, is
essentially a romantic treatment of the subject, but effective notwithstanding.
During the proceedings, sportswriter Grantland Rice makes a brief appearance to speak a few words against the racketeers. The finished -product is unpretentious but pleasing entertainment.
Executive producer Ben Stoloff and associate producer Marvin D. Stahl
assembled a group of personable young performers to represent the champions
of good sportsmanship., and another group to portray with adequate menace
the racketeering element. James Brown plays a college basketball star whose
sister has become involved with sports racketeers. She and the gamblers
devise means of pressuring Brown into "throwing" games to protect their
bets. The "brains" behind the racket is Regis Toomey, who, as a police
detective, "cooperates" with Brown in an attempt to expose the gang. Ultimately, of course, the racketeers are brought to justice, but not until after Drive-Ins
{Continued from page 1)
Brown's sister is killed for having inadvertently double-crossed Toomey and
his crew. Noreen Nash shares love interest with Brown; others in the cast
include: Shelia Ryan, Tom Noonan, John Shelton, Charles McGraw, Charles
atres.. The statement explained
Mitchell and John Morgan. James Flood directed.
this is because of increased
Running time, 63 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
supplies of cement, concrete,
and concrete block.
April 19.
C. L. F.
Single motion picture sets, 10,000
square feet or smaller, may now cost
"Two
Anonymous
Letters"
{Lux Films-Film Rights International)
up to $15,000 without Government apbeing required. Until today,
WITH touches reminiscent of "Open City," the Italians have produced this setproval
size was exempt only if it
another story of partisan resistance in "Two Anonymous Letters." cost less than $1,000.
While catching the flavor of the partisans' battles, it does not reach the
Officials here have also indicated
heights
"Open
Andreaattained
Checchi,by the
hero,City."
returns to Rome to discover that his sweetheart, that district offices are being instructed to relax their interpretation of
Clara Calamai, has had an affair with Otello Toso, who works in the printshop where Clara and Andrea are employed. Armando Martelli, owner of what constitutes "hardship cases" in
construction applications
the shop, fights the Germans as a partisan, following the Nazi occupation. examining
While Andrea joins Armando in publication of underground leaflets, Otello made on this basis.
Some slight relaxation was antakes over the printshop and betrays the partisans.
nounced in the standards for permitClara, who lives with Otello, is horrified when she learns of Otello's beting authorization of partial constructrayal
to
the
Gestapo
of
Armando's
son
and
his
plans
to
expose
Andrea.
In
tion
jobs
where only a negligible
the best scene, she brands Otello an informer and kills him. As the story
ends the lovers are reconciled after the Allies enter Rome. Mario Camerini amount of scare building materials is
directed and Ivo Perilli wrote the story. English titles were written by required.
Herman G. Weinberg.
Running time, 90 minutes. Adult audience clasification. Release
17. WB to Buy Shares
Daviddate,
A. May
Gordon
(Continued from page 1)

week. Gross: $1,750.
(700) (45c-65c)
(Average:
$1,750) 4th
and
GRASS
OF
SEA DRUMMO
THE
ND AT(M-G-M)
BULLDOG
BAY (Col.)
$21,Gross:
—MIDLAND
000. (Average:(3,500)
$15,000)(45c-65c).
SUDDENLY IT'S SPRING (Para.)— NEWMAN (1,900) (45c-65c) 1st week. Gross:
$13,000. (Average: $11,000)
RAMROD
(UA) and VACATION DAYS
(Mono,)— ORPHEUM
(1,900) (45c-65c).
Gross: $10,000. (Average: $10,000)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — TOWER (2,100) (Advanced
prices: $1.00-$1.50) 4th week. Gross: $10,000. (Average at 45c-6Sc: $9,000)
THE EGG AND' I (U-I)— UPTOWN (2,000)
(45c-65c) 4th week. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $6,000)

310 Color

Prints

for

'Duel in the Sun'
Hollywood, May 1.— Technicolor
Laboratories reveal here that the
largest number of Technicolor prints
ever made ,for a motion picture have
been produced by David O. Selznick's
"Duel
in date.
the Sun," with 310 prints
issued to
In addition to the United States,
prints have been shipped to the Philippines and other Pacific islands.

York Stock Exchange. The company
says it has no present intention of disposing of such shares, but intends to
hold them in its treasury for general
corporate purposes. No determination
has been made as to the number of
shares, if any, which the company will
acquire under this policy.
company due
has prepaid
$1,591,000Theinstallment
May 1, a 1948,
on
its two per cent term bank loan.
The quarterly dividend of 37^2 cents
per share stock,
has been
declared
on WB's
common
payable
on July
3, to
stockholders of record on June 6.
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Chaplin
With

Settles

Bercovici

KonradCharles
Bercovici's
$5,000,000
suit
against
Chaplin
for alleged
breach of contract in connection with
"The Great Dictator" has been settled
out of court
following Chaplin's
mony on Wednesday,
attorneystestifor
Bercovici and Chaplin announced yesterday. The settlement price, accordingney,
to Louis
Nizer, plus
Bercovici's
was $100,000,
court attorcosts.
However, Louis Frohlich, attorney for
Chaplin, said that the settlement figure
was $90,000, plus $5,000 for court
costs. But the settlement terms announced late yesterday by Federal
judge Harold P. Burke coincided with
those revealed by Frohlich.
Bercovici had charged in his suit in
New York Federal Court that he outlined the entire story of "The Great
Dictator"
Chaplin.
fied that heto had
never Chaplin
accepted testiany
story ideas from Bercovici.
Nizer said that Chaplin made the
settlement offer in Judge Harold
Burke's chambersFrohlich
while said
awaiting
cross-examination.
that
Bercovici originally offered to withdraw his suit on the basis of a $500,000 settlement. Subsequently, the
writer reduced his figure to $125,000,
according to Frohlich, and negotiations produced the final settlement
figure.
Frohlich also said that as part of
the settlement, Bercovici gave Chaplin
two scenarios, one based on a gypsy
theme and the other on the Haymarket riots in Chicago in 1886.
John Muller, 53
Memphis, May 1.— John Muller,
projectionist for 18 years at Loew's
Palace here, died yesterday after a
three-week illness. He was 53. Surviving are the widow, two children
and a niece.
Presidential Awards
(Continued from page 1)

Johnston

rICTURE

Bids

(Continued from page 1)
he continued, "if they are short of
dollars, and they can't get dollars unless we buy from them." He urged
Congress not to interfere in the current trade negotiations at Geneva.
Johnston pointed out that it is foreign trade which permits the motion
picture industry to maintain its high
quality of product and high levels of
employment, wages, and salaries.
But, volume
he told of
the foreign
committee,
"the
rising
pictures
shown in this country is evidence- that
our industry believes in imports as
well as exports, believes that the dollar must flow out as well as flow in.
Our industry is confronted by barriers
in many foreign countries but it asks
no barriers against the importation of
foreign films into the U.S. It will
take its chances on competition for the
world market. All it asks is that the
world market be kept open so that
people everywhere will have a chance
to see the best pictures no matter who
makes
Askedthem."
by Rep. Reed of New York
what type of barriers were being encountered abroad, Johnston cited the
case of Britain, where 22^4 per cent
of all playing time milst be devoted
to British films, and where there is
now talk of increasing this to 45 or
50 per cent.
Johnston said that an expanding foreign trade is one means of guarding
against a serious depression at home
and that without it, "our entire foreign economic policy of financial aid
could easily degenerate into an international dole." Moreover, he said,
our program for halting the spread of
communism will "fall flat on its face"
if the trade program is scuttled.
We are engaged in efforts to promote world recovery, Johnston said,
because "we believe it is in our selfinterest to do so." He mentioned as
examples our participation in the
Geneva conference, the World Bank
and Fund, and direct loans.
Asked what the MPA would trade
off at Geneva in return for film concessions, Johnston said he was unable
to give specific examples, but that he
did think "there are things in America
on which we can lower tariffs." He
told the committee that he thought
it would be a serious mistake for
Congress to interfere in the Geneva
negotiations at this time.
"The target of our whole foreign
policy," he concluded, "is world economic recovery and rehabilitation — the
best bulwark against another war.
For Congress to approve productive
loans and then to take any action
which
would trade
put awould,
'strait-jacket'
on
freer foreign
in my judgment, be the supreme contradiction of
our times," he concluded.
Johnston to Hot Springs
Washington, May 1.— Motion Picture Association president Eric A.
Johnston will leave here tomorrow to
attend a three-day conference of the
Department of Commerce Business
Advisory Council in Hot Springs,
Ark.

ferred, the Navy is sincerely grateful."
Sullivan spoke of the current Naval
Reserve program, saying, "In this
program, as always, the Navy finds
the motion picture industry doing its
full share to inform the public in support of the nation's role in world
affairs."
Richards replied as spokesman for
the three recipients. He pledged the
support of the screen in post-war cooperation with the Navy. "We are
honored not only for ourselves, but
for the entire motion picture industry,
and especially for the 16,000 theatres
taking part in this program," he said.
Richards, president of ParamountRichards Theatres, Inc., New Orleans,
was cited for his services in the organization of the War Activities
Committee; Wilby, president of the
Wilby-Kincey Service Corp., Atlanta,
for his work as chairman of the program committee of the WAC, and
Fabian, president of Fabian Theatres,
New York, for his activity as chairman of the theatres division of the
WAC.
As a result of the War Activities Memorial for Ettling
program hundreds of Government- _ San Francisco, May 1— A memosponsored films were shown weekly in
rial to Harry Ettling, formerly mantheatres throughout the country. Topager of the RKO Golden Gate Theics covered in the films were salvage,
atre since that theatre's erection, is
recruiting, rationing, preparedness, being planned by a committee of newswar bond sales and other wartime
paper columnists, theatre executives
and theatrical agents.
subjects.
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Rodgers on Decree
(Continued from page 1)

Picture Association; $271,500 to the
law firm of Dwight, Harris, Koegel
and Caskey, this including $112,500' for
special services on the industry antitrust litigation ; $62,232 in dues to the
American Arbitration Association ;
and $66,820 to the Copyright Protection Bureau for dues and legal fees.
The entire 20th-Fox board of 14
directors are candidates for reelection
at the annual meeting.
The board members and their respective remuneration in 1946 are:
Spyros P. Skouras, president, $255,922 ; Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president
in charge of production, $260,000;
Murray Silverstone, vice-president,
$97,583 ; Thomas J. Connors, vicepresident in charge of sales, $110,625;
Donald A. Henderson, treasurer, $60,500 ; William C. Michel, executive
vice-president, $19,075; Wilfred J.
Eadie, comptroller and assistant treasurer, $45,325 ; L. Sherman Adams,
Massachusetts Investors Trust, $6,600 ;
Robert L. Clarkson, American Express,
Dillon,$11,900;
investment $6,700;
banker John
and R.broker,
Daniel O. Hastings, attorney, $6,100;
Robert Lehman, partner of Lehman
Brothers, $5,700 ; William P. Phillips,
a legal and financial adviser, $6,900,
and Seton
Porter,
president of National Distillers,
$6,200.

Yearling," which he said would be
shown in every branch center this
month. He also discussed plans for
"Cynthia," which is to be trade-shown
in all exchanges on May 12-13.
On Saturday, Rodgers plans to reveal details on a number of pictures
to be released in the next three months
as well as talk about other pictures he
saw while on the Coast recently and
which are to be released before the
end of the year. Among pictures to
be discussed are "Fiesta," "The Arnelo Affair," "Living in a Big W>ia."
"Undercover Maisie," "Tenth Avt
Angel," "Song of Love," "Summer
Holiday," "Green Dolphin Street,"
"Merton of the Movies," "The Hucksters," "Song of the Thin Man," and
"Romance of Rosy Ridge."
George Murphy, who appears in
"Cynthia, delegates.
yesterday He
talked
conference
left to
for the
the
Coast last night after screening for
the assemblage an untitled picture
based on a new idea of his.
This morning's session will be given
over to talks by Howard Dietz, vicepresident and director of advertisingpublicity and exploitation, and Silas
F. Seadler, advertising manager. William R. Ferguson, exploitation head,
and Herbert Crooker, publicity manager, will also address the delegates.
In the afternoon, H. M. Richey, assistant to Rodgers and head of exhibitor and public relations, will have
as his topic "Merchandising and Customer Relations." Max Weinberg of
the short subject publicity department
will talk, too, while Jay Eisenberg,
liaison between sales and legal departments, will draw attention to the
"Retirement Plan, Group Insurance
andIn the
the Welfare
evening, Fund."
the entire group will
attend the Barnum and Bailey circus
at Madison Square Garden. Last evening, the men attended a home office
screening of "The Birds and the Bees,"
produced by Joseph Pasternak and directed by Fred Wilcox. Wilcox, in
town from the Coast on vacation, attended the screening and was introduced to the gathering.
Tomorrow will feature talks by
Charles O'Brien of the personnel division ;Alan F. Cummings on "Exchange Operations"
Charles Jay
K.
Stern, Loew's
assistant; treasurer;
A. Gove, on "Theatre Business Reports," and M. L. Simons on "The
Richey.
Distributor," which he edits in addition
to his activities as assistant to

Para. Chiefs To Meet
(Continued from page 1)

On Sunday
sion in the
screening
there will of
be

Product of five distributors has been
made available to the Central and City
Theatres, Biddeford, Me., within 44
days after availability to the Strand,
Empire, State and Civic Theatres in
Portland, Me., and has been made
available to the Anchor, Kennebunk,
Me., within 63 days after availability
to the Portland houses, under terms
of an award made by the Boston motion picture arbitration tribunal of the
American Arbitration Association.
Anchor Theatre Corp. had brought
the clearance complaint, and Joseph
B. Wolbarsht, arbitrator, made the
award on the following basis : 30 days
allowable delay for a play-off in Portland, seven days for a run and seven
days clearance over Biddeford. He
allowed for a 15-day delay in play-off
at Biddeford, three days to a run, and
one day's clearance over Kennebunk.
20th Pays Million
(Continued from page 1)

dent of Paramount Theatres Service;
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president,
and Leon , D. Netter, vice-president,
all of Paramount Theatre Service,
and Robert Weitman, managing director of the Paramount Theatre here.
President Barney Balaban will
leave here Tuesday by plane. Already
en route to the Coast from the home
office are Montague Gowthorpe,
treasurer, and Hal Pereira and Max
Fellerman, theatre executives.
Theatre executives in the field to
attend the sessions include Earl J.
Hudson, Detroit ; James Harrison and
Fred Storey, Atlanta ; Frank Walker,
Scranton ; Martin Mullin and Sam
Pinanski, Boston ; E. V. Richards,
N. Carter and G. Dureau, New Orleans; H. F. Kincey and Roy Smart,
Charlotte, and others.

there will be a brief sesafternoon followed by a
"Fiesta."
a banquet. In the evening-

UJA Luncheon
(Continued from page 1)
on Wednesday, May 7, at the Hotel
Astor, it was announced here .yesterday by Barney Balaban, national
chairman. About 50 are expected to
attend and to hear guest speaker Edward N. N. Warburg, co-chairman
with Balaban for the UJA in Greater
New York.
Among the guests expected are :
Spyros P. Skouras, Matthew Fox, Gilbert Miller, Arthur Hopkins, Herman
Shumlin, Dorothy Fields, Irving Caesar, William Klein, Saul E. Rogers,
Walter Vincent, Alfred de Liagre,
Jr.,
Alex Yokel,
Bernard Hart,
Mannie Sachs,
Dave Ferguson,
Al Schacht,
Lou Novins and Sam Shain.
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{Continued from page 1)
now being built and other hundreds are in the planning stage.
In most cases where blueprinting has been completed, construction work awaits only the
"green
light"
from the Civilian
Production Administration.
Of late the CPA has been approvingtheatre construction applications with
encouraging regularity. Ordinarily,
the building of new houses is begun
immediately upon receipt of such approval. In some parts of the country,
however, the shortage of building materials persists, and it is in those sections principally where CPA approval
is awaited.
However, it is possible that the beginning of the end of theatre building
curbs is embodied in the recent approval by the House Banking and
Currency Committee of a bill which
would end all commercial construction
bans. But there were "strings" attached to the approval. Included is an
amendment giving the Government
power to require a permit for construction of buildings for amusement
purposes if a government agency certifies that there is, or there is likely to
be, a local building material shortage.
A partial listing of current new
theatre planning, building, or openings
in various sections of the U. S. and
Canada follows :
ALABAMA — Ellis Rose has slated a new
theatre for Oakman, pending CPA approval;
E. C. White has opened a new 320- seat
house in Addison; J. T. Titmore has opened
his new theatre in Moundville; the Joy has
been opened by J. C. Carson in Gurley;
Frank Nail is constructing a new house in
Goodwater, with completion expected by
June 1; in Center, G. A. Johnson has opened
a new 800- seat house.
ARKANSAS — The Dixie, in Mountain
Home, which burned to the ground last
February, is being rebuilt by the Derrick
and McLinden circuit.
CALIFORNIA— Fox West Coast has
opened its new theatre in Alisal; Bert Henson Enterprises of Modesto is planning construction of a $75,000, 600- seat theatre in
Oakdale; in Holtville, John A. DePaoli has
purchased land adjacent to his present house
there for the building of another; Gerald
Hardy, president of Hardy Theatres, has
been granted a permit to construct a neighborhood house in a formerly restricted residential area of Fresno; Golden State Theatres has opened a theatre at Lorenzo; a
420-seat quonset-type theatre is planned by
J. D. Chaffin at Palmdale ; CPA has granted
a permit for building of a theatre at Soledat
by A.ing willElanco
and Ralphimmediately
Martin and; abuildget underway
new
$90,000, 700- seat house in Marysville has
been built by Frank Maun; the Willows
Theatre. Co. will build a new $13,000 theatre at Willow; a new 700-seat house is
slated for Sierra by H. Bradley Fish; a new
$25,000,000
a 1,000-seatin
theatre, isproject,
slated to
for include
San Francisco;
Boulder Creek, W. C. Dolan has opened his
new 400-seat quonset-type theatre; James
Howell,
president
newly -formed
Starlite
Theatre
Corp.,of the
announces
construction
will begin
shortly
on
a
new
out-door
theatre in Belmont; Westside Theatres has
opened its new Park at Menlo Park; a new
1,100-seat house, to cost $250,000, will be
built
at Gilroy by General Theatrical Enterprises.
COLORADO — Civic Theatres is blueprinting a $300,000, 1,000-seat theatre for
f.akewood; as soon as materials are availWANTED
STENOGRAPHER-CLERK IN
THEATRE DEPARTMENT.
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY.
PHONE CIRCLE 7-3100
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{Continued from page 1)
unhappy about it when she learns that Santa, who shuns commercialism,
has the rather unorthodox custom of recommending that the kiddies try
Gimbel's if his store does not have the desired object.
The idea, considered commercially shocking at first, soon reveals its
enormous value for advancing the reputation of the store, with farcical complications ensuing when other stores start indulging in the same practice.
There is a good deal of on-the-spot realism in the camerawork, as well as
the dialogue, that will evoke recognition in all who have seen New York City.
Along with the Santa theme, there is blended into the story a romantic angle
involving
MissherO'Hara
and Payne.
It seems that
Miss Wood,
O'Harafrom
in her
desire
to rid
precocious
little daughter,
Natalie
all "modern"
fantasies,
tells her there is no Santa Claus and, also, that fairy tales are false. Payne
has conventional ideas about the matter and gets to work on both ladies.
The screenplay, written by George Seaton, who also directed, pokes gay
satire at: pseudo psycho-analysis. Under the store psychologist's examination,
Santa'smaniacal
desire to
spread kindness
as a "delusioninfor
with
tendencies
to boot. isA interpreted
few more developments
plotgood,"
result but
in
Santa becoming a candidate for a mental institution.
At a courtof hearing
Payne,
an attorney,
defends Santa
against
the "realistic"
offensives
the district
attorney.
The Solomonic
decision
which
the judge
must render, is not- an easy one, If there is no Santa, millions of kids must
face cold disenchantment, and besides, the chances of the judge's reelection
grow slender.
There is a rich bounty of wholesome chuckles before the judge renders a
verdict that paves the way. for the restoration of little Miss Wood's faith in
Santa Claus. At this point Payne realizes he would like to be Miss Wood's
stepfather and whispers the words to Miss O'Hara's receptive ears. Others
in the ably-performing cast are Gene Lockhart, Porter Hall and Jerome Cowan.
William Perlberg produced, from a story by Valentine Davies.
Running time, 96 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
June.
Manny Herbstman
MISSISSIPPI— New theatres were opened
able, Dave Cockrill will build a new 2,000- recently at Walnut Grove, Florence, Rayseat in Denver; Gibralter Enterprises an■
and Fachuta; Applebaumnounces plans for a 600- seat, $85,000 theatre Simms' mond,Roxy
in Loveland.
Greenville.new 775-seat Center has opened in
CONNECTICUT — The Hartford CPA of- MISSOURI — Tom Edwards expects to
fice has approved building of a $22,500 thea- soon open his second theatre in Eldon; a
Lyric will be
Concordia's
buildingbyforowner
Haven.tre by Beach Amusement Co. in New new
constructed
Paul Getting.
FLORIDA— E. D. Chessman expects to NEBRASKA— Fay Gardner will build another theatre in Imperial, to cost an estiopen his new McClenny theatre on Thursday, May 1;house
Nat inWilliams
$30,000; Henry Leriger has received
new $200,000
Q/uincy; isin building
Mulberry,a approvalmatedfrom
the CPA to build a new theaR. T. Arnold has opened his new $75,000,
tre
m
Lyons;
G. V. Fleming has opened a
500-seat house; a new Negro theatre, to cost new 250- seat house
in Lynch; Earl Nelson
$11,000,
is
planned
by
the
Stein
and
Floyd
has
purchased
a building in Arlington and
Circuit.
will convert it into a 150- seat theatre.
GEORGIA— Carl T. Long is prepared to NEVADA-T. and D. Jr. Enterprises' new
get
with construction
of a Jack
500- Hi-Way Theatre was opened recently in
seat underway
house in Colguitt;
in Cleveland,
White and Herbert Glover have opened a Sparks.
new house; W. T. Murray has opened his NEW JERSEY— Harry Brandt has purnew Central in Atlanta; J. H. Thompson
chased asite at Union for construction of
is about to start his new Princess in Haw- a 1,200-seat
theatre.
kinsville to replace the one recently destroyed
by
fire;
Baily
Theatres'
new
Negro
NEW
YORK—
new 600house in Atlanta is expected to be com- seat Alan, which Century
has beenTheatres'
under construcpleted by mid-summer.
tion for a year, will be opened in New
ILLINOIS — Essaness has completed plans Hyde Park, L. I., next month.
for the erection of a 2,000-seat house on NORTH CAROLINA— W. G. Fussell's
Chicago's South Shore Drive.
new theatre at Bladenboro is expected to be
completed in August; Richard Rousseau
INDIANA— V. J. McKelski has announced has
a new Negro theatre at Wilkes plans for a new - theatre in West Baden, boro;opened
H. B. Meiselman will shortly conwith construction to begin immediately; cons
t
r
u
c
t
a
new
1,000-seat, $75,000 theatre in
struction has been started on the 600-seat
H. and S. Theatres has schedNew Scott by Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Walsh Charlotte;
uled
a
new
theatre
for Mount Pleasant;
at Scottsburgh.
Worth Harris has renewed
his application,
recently
denied
by
the
CPA, for construcKENTUCKY — Dudley Williston has comtion
of
a
theatre-shopping
center
in Charpleted plans for the immediate construction
lotte's
Wesley
Heights
section;
H. B. house
Meiof a new 1,400- seat theatre in Louisville;
selman
has
opened
his
new
650-seat
Andy Anderson has begun building of a
downtown Charlotte; work has begun on
new house in Hodgenville; contract for the in
of L. C. McCommons' new
construction of a new 440-seat house in the construction
theatre in Concord; Parkway AmuseCampton has been awarded by J. F. Carna- Negro ments
has
announced
plans for a new house
han, with an opening slated for mid -July; in Spruce Pine; the New
Rocky has opened
the Bailey, Crab Orchard, owned jointly by at Lowell.
George Bailey and Hamp L. Howard, was
recently opened; the Louisville Planning OHIO— Maderia Theatre Co. has received
and Zoning Commission has approved con- CPA approval for the building of a 600-seat
struction of a new drive-in there by Louis
CinMadeta;
A. Arru of Akamusements, Inc.; Charles house at cinnati,
dismantledthe15 Hippodrome
years ago, in
will be
Bowles'
new
Ritz Burington
at Beattyville
has beena refurnished into a 1,000-seat Negro
house
opened; McAdoo
is planning
Frisch and Saul M. Greenberg; by
new theatre in a suburb of Owensboro; Aug. Jack
Henry Davidson recently opened his newlyJ.
1 has been set for the opening of M. C. completed
Mound Theatre in Peebles; AcadHughes' new theatre in McKee; W. M.
New Univer1,000-seat
new
emy hasCircuit's
Thomas is building what will be East BernconColumbus;
inshortly
opened
been
sity
stadt'stheatre
only theatre;
Lebanon
will commence
on a new
new
is now inbeing
built Junction
by Edwina 1,400-seat, struction
St. Clair and Otto Marcum.
Columbus. $200,000 Galion Theatres' house in
LOUISIANA— Thursday has been set for RHODE ISLAND — Samuel Bomes has
the opening
Pittman
Brothers'
new $350,- been granted a permit for erection of a
000
first-run ofhouse
in Baton
Rouge.
900-seat theatre in East Providence; the
and Harmon circuit has purchased
MINNESOTA— Plans have been drawn Currie
in Cranston for construction of a new
for a 1,000-seat house at Whitefish Bay and land
house.
a new 400-seat theatre at Clinton; K. L.
Nappen has announced plans to build a new SOUTH CAROLINA-Jcsse Cox of At500-seat, $40,000 theatre at Arlington.

theatrelantaatwill soon
Rock open
Hill. a new 500-seat Negro
SOUTH neapolis
DAKOTA—
Perry has
Crosier,
Mintheatre architect,
completed
blueprinting
new
650-seat
houseof at• Benfield-Schenecker's
Webster.
TENNESSEE— Cresent Amusement has
announced plans to build early next year a
$1,000,000 theatre and office building in
Nashville; the new W. C. Handy theatre, a
1,100-seater, will open in Memphis on. May
11;
will inbegin
construction
soon Gene
on aMcllwain
new theatre
LaFayette;
the
new Harlem, owned by Harold Midyett, has
opened in Union City.
VERMONT— Graphic Theatres Circuit has
slated a new 1,200-seat theatre for Newport.
WASHINGTON — William Forman renew 750-car Auto-View
TheatrecentlyonopenedthehisSeattle-Tacoma
highways
plans have been completed by Midsttta.
Amusement
Corp.
for
construction
of.
600-car drive-in near Walla Walla; anorW:!
new Walla Walla drive-in, accommodating
430-cars, will be opened May 1 by Fred
Hair, C. C. Ransom and Fred Bower; the
new Des Moines Theatre, in Des Moines,
Wash., is in operation.
WEST VIRGINIA — The new Tipton
theatre has been opened in Huntington.
WISCONSIN— The George Miner circuit
plans construction of a third house for
Chippewa
Falls, with building to start this
spring.
CANADA, — Famous Players Canadian
Corp. has started erection of a new theatre
at Windsor, Otat. ; 20th Century Theatres
has announced plans for construction of a
theatre to seat 350, at Ottawa.
CPA Approves a Host of
New Theatre Applications
Washington, May 1. — St. Louis
Amusement Co. has received Civilian
Production Administration authorization to construct a $200,000 theatre in
Granite City, 111., approval being based
on "extreme hardship" due to eviction
from existing quarters, plus a promise
to use a minimum amount of critically
short materials.
Three other applications were approved bythe CPA on the same basis ;
those of Douglas M. Globe, of Wells,
Nev., Otto Biller, Okarche, Okla,. and
G. F. Owen, Jr., Waynesville, N. C.
Airline Theatre Co. of Bay City,
Tex., was authorized to complete a
theatre, while drive-in theatres were
approved for Robert L. Lippert, San
Francisco, and R. Lewis Barton, Oklahoma City. These projects were apsubstantial impact on proved
theas having
housing noprogram.
Allender O. Scott and Jesse B.
Crew, Jr., Talequah, Okla., received
approval for a $20,000 theatre as an
"essential
community
Five theatre
projectsfacility."
were approved
on
the
basis
of
veterans'
Calvin H. Stevens, Roanoke,ownership.
Va., and
Skyline Enterprises, Inc., Wooster,
Ohio, tres,
got while
approvals
drive-in Delta,
theaRay H.forChurch,
Utah, and Carl M. Persinger, Huntington, W. Va., got a go-ahead for
regular theatres. Excelsior Amusement Co., San Francisco, received permission to reconvert a former theatre
for use as a theatre again.
Also approved was the application
of E.theatre
J. Stephens,
to buildMiss.
a $35,000
in New Jr.,
Albany,
Other approved projects include :
Leo Pallay, Portland, Ore., repairs to
a theatre damaged by fire, $20,000 ;
Russell A. Wright, Farmersville, Cal.,
aTheatre,
theatre, Inc.,
$18,000;
Atlanta
Drive-inAtlanta,
screen
tower
for a drive-in theatre, $18,500 ; Robert
E. Booth, Hollandale, Miss., a theatre,
$7,000;
Theatre,
ney, Ga.,Sowega
outdoor Auto
theatre,
$1,000;PutR.
Wayne Holmes, Little Valley, N. Y.,
a theatre, $11,000; Gerald H. Little,
Tuscaloosa, Ala., a theatre, $13,600,
and State Drive-in-Theatre, Seekonk,
Mass., a drive-in theatre screen,
$10,930.
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VVTHEN Hitler danced at Compiegne
in 1940, the newsreel photographer was there ... as he is almost
always there, recording what happens
with unique reality and objectivity,
wherever history is being made.
Because of him, more people understand more of what goes on in the
world — of the significant events in the
daily life of mankind. Handling his
equipment with skill and ingenuity . . .
EASTMAN

LEE

made

•

• • .

surmounting the most adverse conditions of light and weather ... he has an
important role in the creation of a
better-informed public.
If he is to get the most from this role
. , . to give the most to the public . . .
the newsreel photographer naturally
needs superior film. That's why he prefers to work with members of the large
and well-known family of Eastman
motion picture and sound films.
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We are proud to have played such an important part
in the showing of a truly great picture . . . and we are
grateful to United Artists for releasing it through the two
New York theaters (the Winter Garden and the Park
Avenue ) that have installed our profit-making product.
When a screen can accomplish everything that

6 Points

NU-SCREEN has proven it can do, it is a sure bet to become
standard equipment in all of the more important
theaters in the country.

NU-SCREEN is a permanent fixture that is built to
last as long as your theater. Made of seamless Fiberglas,
NU-SCREEN "puts every seat in the center section."

NU SCREEN
CORPORATION

of Profit:
• ELIMINATES DISTORTION
•
•
•
•

ELIMINATES HOT SPOT AND GLARE
ELIMINATES KEYSTONING
GIVES ILLUSION OF DEPTH
IMPROVES SOUND

• CAN BE WASHED LIKE GLASS

Herman Gluckman, president, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

concave-convex Fiberglas motion picture screen.
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WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER,
head of the M-G-M reprint and
importation division, has been appointed national sales manager for
short subjects in addition to his
other duties, by William F. Rodgers,
distribution vice-president. He takes
over the short subject activities handled for the past year-and-a-half by
E. W. Aaron, assistant general sales
manager. Zoellner will continue to
make his headquarters in New York.
Butterfield Forms Coast
Company for Production
Hollywood, May 4. — Allyn Butterfield, former editor of Pathe, RKO
and Universal newsreels, has formed
his own production company, Allyn
Butterfield Productions, with headquarters here, to produce short subpects and features. The company is
now in production and the first series
is now in circulation in some 2,000
theatres. Entitled "Woman Speaks,"
if is a tivities
screen
digest of women's acand achievements.
Butterfield also has secured contracts to produce a series of documentary films from leading universities. First of this series will be produced in Lafayette, Ind., entitled
"Spirit of Purdue," with the entire
Purdue student body of 12,000 participating.

UA
Is

YORK, U.S.A., MONDAY,

Meeting
Postponed

With United Artists' annual meeting postponed 'from tomorrow to an
undetermined date, co-owners Mary
Pickford and Charles Chaplin and the
company's
board arewill
"hopeful"
current negotiations
lead to that
the
appointment of a successor to Edward
C. Raftery as president before the
meeting is held either late this month
or' early in June, it was disclosed here
yesterday by a key figure, in the negotiations. AUA by-law setting May
6 as the date for the annual meeting
is flexible, and the session has been
pushed back pending the outcome of
negotiations.
It was said that UA is "talking"
a deal with "three or four" industry
executives, all of whom are receptive
to the idea of heading the company,
and that terms are being taken up
one byoneone.candidate
The company
"hopeful"
that
will beis agreeable
to all provisions of a UA proposed
(Continued on page 10)
U.S. Film
Tripled

Audiences

in 20

Years

Impartial

JLI
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N. Y. Building Code
Hearing for June 6
First date to be set for public hearings on the proposed
revision of the New York
State building code for places
of public assembly, including
theatres, has been set for
June 6, at the Empire State
Building, here.
Additional dates for hearings in Albany, Syracuse,
Rochester and Buffalo, will be
set shortly.

RCA's
Video

1st Postwar
Transmitter

Camden, May 4. — Delivery of
RCA's first postwar television transmitter to Station WNBW, in Washington, D. C, was disclosed over the
weekend by W. W. Watts, vice-president in charge of RCA's engineering products department. The transmitter will operate
on 'Channel
No. 54.
Television
transmitters
of this
kilowatt type are now being produced
in quantity, Watts revealed, and will
be shipped at the rate of several a
month. The new transmitter is decribed as being the first one to be
produced that provides for operation
on all of the 12 television channels
allocated to commercial metropolitan
television by the Federal Communications Commission.
"Now that we are geared for quantity production of these transmitters
and other elements necessary for a
complete television broadcasting system, it should not be long before stations will be opening at the rate of
two a month," Watts said.

The motion picture audience in the
U- S. has grown three times in pro-,
portion to the population in the past
20 years, and it remains our job to
continue to make more converts to
Bergman, Shapiro Named
film theatres, declared Howard Dietz
Cinema Lodge Officers
on Friday in addressing 115 field men
Maurice A. Bergman, Eastern ad- of the company's sales force. It was
vertisingpublicity
director of Uni- one of the last of a week of general
(Continued on page 10)
versal, and Robert K. Shapiro, manager of the New York Paramount
Theatre, have been elected vice-presidents of New York's Cinema Lodge
Eight Companies Have Decided Sales
of B'nai B'rith, completing the organization's slate of officers for 1947-48.
Robert M. Weitman is president.
Policies for Decree Stay-Period
Sales policies set by major companies for the period of the stay
Pickman Named to New E-L
of the New
Court's
sources
withinYork
the Federal
companies,
are asdecree,
follows:as reported by official
Advertising Post Here
Columbia: Will consider reasonable-run demands; no competitive bidding; sale of a number of films in one transaction but by
Jerry Pickman, publicity manager'
of Eagle-Lion Films since its incepsingle sales where an exhibitor desires a group of pictures.
tion last fall, has been promoted to
M-G-M: Bidding limited to experimental situations unless legally
the newly-created post of assistant
required elsewhere; product splits to be offered to competing theadirector of advertising, publicity and
tremen as a means of averting further bidding; single sales.
exploitation, and will assume his new
Paramount: Single sales upon the merits of each situation; no
duties today, announces Max E.
bidding unless ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction.
Youngstein, E-L director of advertisRKO Radio: Bidding only where already introduced; negotiations
ing-publicity.
with exhibitors demanding a better run; single sales.
In announcing Pickman's new post
20th Century-Fox: Single sales; bidding to settle run demands.
as the final step in the company's reUnited Artists: No bidding; considering plan for simultaneous
cent expansion and integration of its
runs where theatremen fail to agree on a run; single sales.
promotional activities, Youngstein
emphasized that the new position had
Universal-International: No bidding but negotiation of run debeen made necessary by the over-all
mands; multi-film sales negotiated picture by picture.
enlarging of Eagle-Lion's plan of
Warners:
No bidding; single sales; negotiation of run demands.
sales and promotion operation which
(Continued on page 10)

TEN CENTS
Theatre
Are

Units

Willing

Meet

to

ASCAP

All Are Opposed to Tax
Increase, Regardless
Although unanimously opposed to
an increase in the music tax rate
for theatres as contemplated by the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, heads of
national exhibitor organizations and
spokesmen for a number of regional
organizations have indicated that they
will accept invitations to meet with
Ascap officials to discuss the subject.
In Washington, Abram F. Myers,
chairman and general counsel of Allied
States, if
saidAscap
he would
attend
wished"beto glad"
arrangeto
such a meeting.
Plans to issue, meeting invitations
to exhibitor
organization
were
(Continued
on page heads
7)

MPA's
Rank

Dinner
Next

for

Monday

A private dinner honoring J. Arthur
Rank will be given by the Motion
Picture Association at the WaldorfAstoria Hotel here next Monday evening. Rank is scheduled to arrive in
New York from England on the
Queen Elisabeth on Friday.
Original plans for a celebration to
be attended by over 1,000 in the film
industry here were dropped in favor
of the private affair.

Ryder
On

Asks

Action

Television

Use

The time has arrived for the industry to decide upon the practical use
of theatre television, Loren L. Ryder,
president of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, asserted Friday in
a trade press interview here.
Ryder (Conti
hinted
important
annued that
on page
10)
In This Issue

"Hoppy's
Holida
viewed on page
7. y" is re-

motion

Coming
Events

Picture

Personal

representative
in New
rs'
CASE,Y, is produce
PAT
from
the Coast.

labor
York

Walter L. Titus, vice-president
May 5 — Testimonial to Sidney E: and Southern division manager of ReSamuelson, general manager of
is visiting in Charlotte. He
Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania, will alsopublic, visit
in Atlanta before reWarwick Hotel, Philadelphia.
turning to New York.
•
May 5— Motion Picture Foundation
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L. F. Haven, Jr.,
Area meeting in Omaha.
operators of the Imperial, Forrest
May 5-6 — Allied Independent Thea City, Ark., have been visiting in Memtre Owners of Iowa and Nebraska
•
Meeting, Omaha. phis.
Norman Ayers, Southern division
India Film Conference sales manager for Warners, will rey 5-7MaHotel
turn here today from Philadelphia and
Waldorf-Astoria, New
Washington.
York.
•
May 5-8 — Pacific Coast Conference
Charles Feldman, Universal-Inof Independent Exhibitors, Los
ternational's Western division sales
Angeles.
manager, was in Omaha last week.
•
May 6-9 — Paramount executives
Don Buffingtqn, former 20th Cenand theatre partners meeting to
discuss the New York Federal
tury-Fox salesman at Atlanta, has
Court decision, Arrowhead been transferred to New Orleans.
•
Springs, Cal.
Richard De Rochemont, head of
May 6 — United Artists annual meet- March of Time, will leave here
ing of stockholders and directors, Thursday for a tour of Europe.
New York.
Shirley Ross is here from the
May 7— United Jewish Appeal, lun- Coast.
cheon-meeting, Hotel Astor, New
York.
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daily

Mention

Newsreel
Parade

MILTON
general
sales
manager KUSELL,
of Selznick
Releasing
Organization, returned to New York
at the weekend from Philadelphia.
•
Allen Grant, manager of Cen
tury's Patio Theatre, Brooklyn,
former U. S. infantry lieutenant, has;
been awarded the Order of the Crown
of Italy, rank of Knight, in recogni
tion offormed"meritorious
service"
after the liberation
of Italy.per•
Leon Bamberger, RKO Radio sales
promotion manager, is in Omaha from
New York attending the Allied of
Iowa and Nebraska convention.
•
Harold Dunn, assistant sales manager for Producers Releasing Corp.,
has returned to New York from a
two-week tour of exchanges.
•
James A. Fitzpatrick, producer of
Fitzpatrick Traveltalks, has arrived
here from the Coast.
•
Shiavax C. Cambata, India cirfrom Bombay.cuit-owner, has arrived in New York
•
Hal Horne, of Story Productions,
has arrived in New York from the
Coast.

jl/X/TEXICAN
VI visit to the President
United States
is reAleman's
viewed in all current newsreels. Other
highlights include Chiang Kai-Shek
on vacation and the British Royal
Famtily on its African tour. Complete
contents follow.
MOVIETONE
NEWS,of No.
71— M y /.
reports
on failure
Moscow
Charles Gilbert is installed as Bishop of
Protestant Episcopal Church. Truman welcomes Mexico's President Aleman to the
U. S. Chiang Kai-Shek on vacation.
British Royal Family in Africa. Australian
girls wear scarves for bathing suits. British soccer final. Boats shooting the rapids.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 269-Mexican
President gets ovation on visit to U. S.
Royal Family sees Victoria Falls. Chiang
Kai-Shek on vacation. Strange visitors,
duck-billed Platypuses. British football.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 72 — Capital
hails Mexican President. Royalty meets in
Rhodesia. Animal world; Platypuses from
Australia. Chiang Kai-Shek visits birthplace. 1947 pioneers: Veterans win stakes
in rich acres.
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 74— Czech collaborators sentenced. Princess Katherine
weds. Assembly -line homes. Chiang on
vacation.
Mexico's President visits the
United
States.
UNIVERSAL
No. United
35 —
Mexican
PresidentNEWSREEL,
welcomed to the
States. Dynamite blast set off by Palestine terrorists.. Royal Family visits Victoria Falls. Funeral rftes for Danish king.
General Franco reviews victory parade in
Madrid. Greek King takes oath in
Athens.
Platypuses draw throngs to Bronx
Tex.
Zoo. Yo-yo demonstration at Houston,

May 9— J. Arthur Rank luncheon 200 at Iowa-Nebr. Check Permanency
given by World's
School
Association,
HotelSunday
Commodore,
New York.
Omaha
Meet Today Of N.J. Federation
May 12-16 — Screen Guild national
Revenue Unit Plans
sales conference and board and
The trustees of the Federation of
May 4— More than 200
stockholders meeting, Hollywood. areOmaha,
expected to attend the Allied In- New Jersey Theatre Owners, meeting New Tax Grouping
dependent Theatre Owners of Iowa in Newark on Friday, voted to make
Washington,
— A breakand Nebraska annual convention a survey among all theatre owners
down of admissionMay
tax 4.figures
issued
GPE Examination of opening here tomorrow.
in the state to determine whether the each month by the U. S. Bureau of
Leo F. Wolcott, Eldora, la., will theatremen favor continuance of the Internal Revenue into three categories,
preside at a board meeting in the Federation as a permanent tax-fightScophony Thursday
includingwould
a general
figure
which
cover admissions'
motion pictures,
ing organization.
General Precision Equipment Corp. morning. Howard Brookings, president, Oakland, la., will open a noon
It was decided at the meeting that, legitimate theatres, sports events and
has been granted an examination
luncheon with Mayor meanwhile, the Federation will offer other such admissions, is contemplated,
priority by Federal Court Justice all-industry
Charles Leeman giving the address of assistance to exhibitors in the 12
bureau spokesman discloses. The
Simon H. Rifkind in the cross-claims welcome.
Coastal cities in combatting passage new categories are expected to be inaction filed by Arthur Levey and
stituted next month.
Speakers at the luncheon and dur- of tax bills by those municipalities,
Scophony Corp. of America. Both
In addition to general admissions,
ing the afternoon will include : H. A. which, at the recent legislative sesGPE and Scophony had filed notices
sion, were empowered to levy three the groups will include : cabaret taxes,
for examination of the other. Sco- Cole, Dallas, president of Allied Theatre Owners of Texas ; William L. per cent admission taxes.
which last year accounted for about
phony's examination will follow Ainsworth, Fond du Lac, Wis., presiGeorge Gold, Federation director- one-eighth of all collections, and
GPE's, which is slated for Thursday.
dent of the ITO of Wisconsin and
"other" admissions, to include taxes
chairman, presided at Friday's meet- on
sales by ticket brokers in excess of
ing. Others present were: Ed LachUpper Michigan ; and Robert Living■11
ston, associate of Cooper Theatres, man, Harold Blumenthal, William box-office
prices, leases of boxes or
Lincoln. Wolcott will discuss the Phillips, Louis Weber, Frank Damis seats over the amount for which simiPalfreyman, Fishing
and
Pete
Gage.
Motion Picture Foundation. Also tenlar accommodations are sold, and adTo Address PCCITO
tatively scheduled as speakers are
missions sold by proprietors in excess
Abram F. Myers, Washington, board
of established prices.
Hollywood, May 4.— J. B.
chairman and general counsel, and $600,000 Ad Budget
Fishing, board member of AlJack Kirsh, president, respectively, For 2 Para. Films
lied States Exhibitors' Assoof Allied States.
ciation, and Motion Picture
On Tuesday, speakers will include : Paramount Pictures has earmarked 26 'Premieres9 for
Association representative
George
March, Iowa-Nebraska vice- $600,000 for the advertising budgets
David Palfreyman, are among
s '5th
president; Tim Evans, Clinton, la., for "Welcome Stranger" and "Perils Allied9
the speakers who will address
Washington,
May 4.Avenue9
— Twenty-six
secretary;
Harold
Field,
Minneapolis,
of
Pauline,"
it
was
disclosed
by
Curdelegates to the Pacific Coast
first-run
premieres
of Avenue"
Roy Del in
Ruth's
tis
Mitchell,
national
advertising-pubpresident
of,
the
Pioneer
and
Field
-"It
Happened
on
5th
key
Conference of Independent
licity
director.
Paramount
plans
to
Brothers
circuits,
and
Charles
Niles,
cities
during
May
have
been
booked
Theatre Owners which conthe productions two of the big- within the past week, it is announced
venes tomorrow at the AmAnamosa, la., 'Allied Caravan" chair- give gest
man.
promotion campaigns in its his- by Steve Broidy, president of Allied
bassador Hotel for a four-day
tory, Mitchell said.
Artists. Cities include Philadelphia,
' Among other topics of the meeting
meeting.
will be the Federal anti-trust action, _ "Welcome Stranger" is set for spe- Washington, New Orleans, Buffalo,
The delegates will visit stucial handling, having been withdrawn El Paso, Cleveland, Birmingham and
legislation and tax problems, film
dios Wednesday afternoon,
rentals, organizational activity, public from the 1946-1947 release schedule. Albany,
and each opening will be
and a convention banquet will
relations, percentage pictures and
"Perils of Pauline," in Technicolor,
be held Thursday evening.
checkers, and formation of a Motion win go into general release in the handled by a member of Lou Lifton's
newly enlarged staff of field exploiPicture Foundation unit for this area. | first week of July.
tation men.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY, Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane. Editor; Martin Quigley, Jr., Associate Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address, "Quigpubco,
New York." News
MartinEditor;
Quigley,
President;
Red Advertising
Kann, Vice-President;
Martin
Quigley,
Jr., Vice-President;
Theo. Bureau,
J. Sullivan,
J. Brady,
Cunningham.
Herbert
V. Fecke,
Manager; David
Harris,
Circulation
Director; Hollywood
PostalTreasurer;
Union LifeLeoBldg.,
William Secretary;
R. Weaver,James
Editor;P.
Chicago Bureau, 624 South Michigan Avenue; Washington, J. A. Otten, 2525 Ontario Road, N.W.; London Bureau,4 Golden Sq., London Wl.Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter Burnup, Editor;
cable
address, "Quigpubco.
London."
Other
Quigley Publications:
Picture Herald, Better Theatres, published every fourth week as a section of Motion Picture Herald;
International
Almanac, and
Fame.
second
classMotion
tion rates per Motion
year, $6Picture
in the Americas
$12 Entered
foreign; assingle
copies,
10c.matter, Sept. 23, 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscrip-
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Picture

to

Cleveland

Limit

By CLIFF HOLT
Sydney, April 28 (By Airmail). —
Indications that the New South Wales
government will exert pressure for
legislation to limit the number of theatres which any circuit may control is
contained in a statement . that circuits
are forcing independents out of business. However, trade observers are
inclined to regard any such legislative
attempts as fortuitous since licensing
in New South Wales is already controlled by law and permits for theatres are difficult to obtain except in
areas where underseating exists.
Arising from a statement made by
Chief Secretary of New South Wales
Baddeley, in the Assembly, the legislative proposal is tied to the return of
the incumbent N.S.W. government to
power in forthcoming elections. This
is likely, according to political observers.
Meanwhile, the first commercial exhibition in Australia of 16mm. features took place recently in the township of Hillen, N.S.W., climaxing a
year of organizational activity by
M-G-M, Paramount and 20th Century-Fox. Paramount and 20th-Fox
will distribute their 16mm. product
jointly in Australia and New Zealand,
while Warner, also in that field, expects the arrival of a first shipment
of prints shortly.
German Film Exports
Await U.S. Approval
Washington, May 4. — Rep.
McDonough of California has disclosed that he had been assured by
the War department that the order
permitting German film exports has
not yet received final approval.
Army officials told him, McDonough said, that the matter is being
discussed by military government representatives inthe War department?
and assured him that they would
keep him posted on any further developments.
Heppberger Gets
New Carbon Post
C- E. Heppberger of National CarChicago office has been appointed tobon's
the technical
specialists
which offers special service to thegroup,
film
industry in technical matters pertaining
to lighting carbon applications. Others
in this group are C. W. Handley, who
serves the West; P. D. Ries, who
serves the East, and W. C. Kunzmann, who covers nationwide general
activities. The group is directed by
E
R. Geib
Cleveland
office. from the company's
Federal
'Elysees'
Hollywood,Buys
May 4.
Boris
Morros, now in Paris, has bought the
nghts to the story and title of
/Champs Elysees," a picture produced
in France in 1932, his partner, William
LaBaron,Inc.,
announ
ces produc
here.'e Federal Films,
will
him on its 1948 production schedulthe
e.
Albert Grassi, who wrote and produced the original will bring
story up to date. Morros is now the
in
France looking over facilities with a
view to filming a forthcoming Federal production there.
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Films Aid Musicians'
Employment in NY
Gain in employment for
Musicians' Local No. 802 is
reported by Trade Union
Courier, resulting from a
trend to shoot the music in
Eastern studios for many
musical films.
This trend, plus the new
contract with newsreels calling for the use of musicians
instead of digging out scores
from film libraries is expected to furnish additional
employment
for some time, it
was
said.

Variety

/ ohnston

Promises

to

Aid
'Red Probers'
Washington,
May 4. — MPA president Eric Johnston has assured J.
Parnell Thomas, chairman of the
Cleveland, May 4.— The board of House Un-American Activities Committee, that Thomas would have the
directors of the local Variety Club,
Tent No. 6 approved 58 new member- cooperation of the industry in his
tion.
weeks. ship requests during the past three committee's Hollywood investiga-

Gains

58

Members

Johnston said that all portions of
A summer boys' camp is being sponsored by the tent.
the industry for which he snoke
pledged their cooperation. 1 a;
Charlotte, May 4.— Eight mem- replied that if he needed ass, /.ice
from
industry sources he would be
bers of the Charlotte Variety
and their wives will attend the Club
11th certain to ask for it.
annual convention of the Variety
Thomas heads a three-man subClubs of America in Los Angeles
committee of the Un-American Activities committee which is slated to
May 13-17,
Dillon, chief
of
the CharlottCy
e club, announcebarker
s. The
to investigate comclub here will be officially represented leave shortly
munist activities in Hollywood. Other
Seattle Trust Action
by George Roscoe, first-assistant chief
members are Representabarker, and H. H. Everett, past chief committee
tives Wood of Georgia and McDowell
Hearing on June 17
barker and now national canvasman. of Pennsylvania.
Other members and their wives who
Seattle, May 4. — U. S. District
Court Judge John C. Bowen has an will be present are : Mr. and Mrs.
nounced that arguments in the anti Scott Lett and Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Columbia Honors
trust action brought by the Venetian White of Charlotte, Mr. and Mrs.
Theatre Co. and the Theatre Invest George Parr and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Gene Autry Here
ment Co. will be offered on June 17. Hough of Lancaster, S. C, Mr. and
Gene Autry, who will join Columafter which the court is expected to Mrs. Phil Wicker of Greensboro,
bia pictures as producer and star
give a decision. The case is not only N. C, and Mr. and Mrs. Worth
on May 15, was guest of honor at
against RKO
film distributors, as Stewart of Dunn, N. C.
aFriday.
press reception sponsored bv the
previously announced, but also against
company at the Hotel Astor here on
seven other motion picture producer
Memphis, May 4.— Mid-South deldistributors and four exhibition cor
egates to the national Variety Club
Columbia representatives present inconvention,
to be held in Los Angeles
porations
.owning
theatres
in
W'ash
cluded J.
: A. McConville, Rube Jackington and Oregon. The original trial from May 13 to May 17, will leave
ter,
Louis Weinberg, Louis Astor,
last November ended with a dead here on May 9. Delegates include.
Leo
Jaffe,
George Josephs, Ben
locked jury after eight weeks of court Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Lightman, Mr
proceedings.
and Mrs. Dave Flexer, Mr. and Mrs Serkowich, Hortense Schor, WilMcHale,RayJack Meyer, Al RhineOrris Collins, Mr. and Mrs. Herb landerliamand
Murray.
Kohn, Tom O'Ryan, Bill Ramsey
Autry
said
that
he would make
Joe Simon, Tom Baldridge and Wi
four films for Columbia this year and
Ham Goodman.
Changes
Para.'s
Charlotte atBranch
four next. All but the first will be in
Cinecolor.
Charlotte, May 4.— The follow
ing changes have been announced at Second Feature for
the Paramount exchange here : Bill (GV Rod
Receiver Requested
E. Geiger
Holliday, Eastern North Carolina
salesman, has been promoted to sales
Rod E. Geiger,* the "GI" who For N.C. Theatres
manager in Atlanta ; E. C. DeBerry brought
afrom
printRome
of "Open
America
in his City"
Charlotte, May 4.— Phillip Berbarracksto
will take over Eastern North Carobag
after
the
war,
has
arrived
in New ler, Daisy Berler, and E. M. Loew
lina, and Lawrence Terrell, former
York with his second Italian-made have filed suit in Superior Court
booking manager, has been made
salesman.
B. Meiselman, Claire Meipicture, "Paisa" which was cited at against
selman, H.Carolina
Theatres, Inc., and
Also, Joe Cutrell has been promoted the Venice Film Festival.
Manor Theatre, Inc., asking that a
to booking manager. Harry Keer has
co-producer
of "Paisa"
yet completed
all plans
for its has
re receiver be appointed for the defenbeen promoted to first booker. Webber notGeiger,
dant companies. Judge Zeb V. Nettles
lease here, but he has announced that
Howell
has
been
promoted
to
second
distribution will be handled by Mayer set Tuesday for a show-cause hearing
booker.
on whether a receiver should be
and Burstyn, which distributed "Open named.
Meltzer Heads Guild
The action resulted from a disagreemans. ment between Berler and the MeiselAnother French House
Of Scenarists Here
Norman Meltzer has been elected
Albany, N. Y., May 4.— The management of the Colonial has booked
temporary chairman of the newly-or
French picture, "Les Enfants du MGM Cancels 2 Shows
ganized Eastern Screen Writers As theCity."
sociation, which has set as its purpose Paradis" for a five-day engagement
Exhibitor trade showings of
the organization of scenarists here "to from tomorrow. Success of "Henry M-G-M's "Fiesta," scheduled for May
advance their mutual economic and V," when presented at the theatre in 19 in New York and Los Angeles
March for a similar period, led own
social interests." Held here last week, ers Jack Holt and Jack Olshansky to and a day later at other key cities,
the meeting appointed a committee
have been cancelled; new dates will
to investigate the possibilities of affili- try another foreign-made feature. If be set shortly. As originally anpatronage
warrants,
other
foreign
ation with other writers' organizations. films will be booked from time to time
nounced, "Cynthia" will be shown in
New York and Los Angeles on May
12 and elsewhere on May 15 ; and
New Mexican Company
'Henry V Breaks Record "Romance of Rosy Ridge" will be
"Henry V," Laurence Olivier shown on May 26 in Los' Angeles
Mexico City, May 4.— Exclus
distribution of English picturesivein Technicolor production, which closed and
New York, and on May 27 in all
Mexico is the purpose of the company Saturday night here, "broke every other exchanges.
)»st organized here by Carlos A. existing long-run record" for any
Madrazo, ex-Congressman, and Adan British motion picture to play New
York, according to United Artists, Video Station Request
Ramirez Lopez, a civi' engineer.
distributor of the picture. "Henrv
Washington, May 4. — The PhilaV" ran 12 weeks at the City Center
delphia Daily News has requested perNew Upstate Drive-In
and then 35 weeks *at the Golden
Theatre.
mission of the Federal CommunicaAlbany, N. Y., May 4.— The Midtions Commission to build a commerdletown Drive-in Co. will soon start
cial television station on channel No.
^"jtruc
tion of a 350-car theatre in Sophie Tucker Feted
Middletown.
Harry Lamont will
The Jewish Theatrical Guild honRadio Station WIP has also filed
ate for the company, of which W.operW.
ored Sophie Tucker at a testimonial
request for a video station on the
Smith is president.
inner here last night.
same channel, over 33 kilowatts.
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Technicolor

Motion

Picture

Boost

Short

Review
Nets

Record

Output

Improved operations and a speedingup of machines resulted in a record
output of _ 165,000,000 feet of Technicolor positive prints last year, Herbert T. Kalmus, president and general manager reports to stockholders.
Kalmus points out that that figure
■ attained even though the com\ Oij shipped less than 50 per cent
of^iiormal
three monthsdeliveries
of 1946 during
because theof last
the
Hollywood studio strike.
In 1943,shipped
Kalmus' 125,000,000
report states,
company
feet the
of
positive prints; in 1944, 162,000,000
feet, and in 1945, 160,000,000 feet.
Just prior to the strike, which started
in Oct., 1946, important progress had
been made toward overcoming the
backlog due to the delays of the 1945
strike and due to increased demands
for prints, he said.
The procedure for getting back to
normal deliveries and for expanding
Technicolor's volume even further to
meet the demand for more pictures in
color would seem, Kalmus states, to
lie in the following directions : Cessation of strikes with reasonable output
per man-hour ; increase of capacity by
adding to buildings and machinery,
installation of improvements which
have
been developed
in theemployed
company'sin
laboratory
but not yet
operations. Technicolor has purchased
a site in Van Nuys, Cal., for the
building of a new plant.
Kalmus said net profit of Technicolor in 1946 was $436,168, a decrease
from the $667,441 earned in 1945. Last
year's per
earnings
to 48
cents
share, were
againstequal
74 cents
in
1945.
Net sales last year rose to $13,057,510, from $11,614,779 in 1945. However, net costs rose from $10,351,818
in 1945 to $12,377,048 in 1946. Taxes
dropped from $364,843 in 1945 to
$23,369 last year.
Technicolor, Ltd., of England, reported a net profit of $190,364, after
taxes, for the year ended Nov. 30,
1946, compared to $160,196 in the previous year, Kalmus' report states,
adding that negotiations under way
with J. Arthur Rank, Sir Alexander
Korda and other British producers are
expected to result in an annual production of 15 or 20 Technicolor pictures in England.
Technicolor stock outstanding on
Dec. 31, 1946, totaled 911,205^ shares,
a record figure. Stock outstanding on
Dec. 31, 1945, totaled 907,872^ shares.
Mesibov

7

Daily

Switches

Three Exploiteers
Everett Olsen, Paramount field exploiteer working out of Minneapolis,
has been transferred to the Southern
territory, by Sid Mesibov, assistant
exploitation manager. He will be in
charge of the territory serviced by the
New Orleans and Charlotte branches.
Leonard Allen, who has been covering Charlotte, New Orleans and
Atlanta, will limit his jurisdiction to
the latter city. E. G. Fitzgibbon has
had the Minneapolis branch added to
his territory, which already includes
Chicago and Milwaukee.

"Hoppy's Holiday"
(Hopalong Cassidy Productions — UA)
PRODUCER Lewis J. Rachmil's latest Hopalong Cassidy offering presents
comparatively little in the way of gun-fighting, hard riding and fisticuffs.
The main emphasis in this one is on slap-stick and exchanges of conversation.
Hence, in order to determine how well it will go over with devotees of cowboy fare, anwithexhibitor
shouldof weigh
the extent
of customers
genial William
popularity
the patrons
his theatre.
If the
want Boyd's
action,
they
will findof very
of itnotin matter
"Hoppy's
the shortage
actionlittle
should
much.Holiday." If they go for Boyd,
The screenplay, by J. Benton Cheney, Bennett Cohen and Ande Lamb,
based
original
by Ellen
and Cecile
takes "Hoppy"
(Boyd)onandan his
pals, Andy
ClydeCorby
and Rand
Brooks, Kramer,
on a vacation
trip to a
frontier town, where the citizens are unknowingly being swindled by a "city
slicker" (Leonard Penn). It does not take "Hoppy" long to see through
Penn's offraudulent
and itPenn
doesandnothistake
either their
to effect
the
return
the stolen scheme,
funds when
menhim
havelong
climaxed
swindle
with a bank robbery. Other players include Andrew Tombes, Jeff Corey,
Mary Ware, Donald Kirke and Hollis Bane. George Archainbaud directed.
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
Charles L. Franke
ASCAP

Meet

(Continued from page 1)
being made within Ascap just prior
to the recent death of John G. Paine,
general manager of the Society. The
plans are expected to be revived in
the near future, although they may
wait upon designation of a successor
to Paine. Walter Douglas, head of the
Music Publishers Association, currently is being mentioned as a possibility for the Ascap post.
Paine and Richard Murray, the latter in charge
of Ascap's
of the
theatre
tax increase,
held study
an informal
meeting with Herman Levy, counsel
for Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, several weeks ago.
MPTOA would send a representative
to any general meeting of exhibitors
with Ascap which might be arranged
in the future, officials indicated.
Spokesmen for American Theatres
Association also have stated that they
did not consider the music tax subject within the sphere of trade practices which ATA is prohibited by its
by-laws from considering. They expressed opposition to the proposed increase in the tax and said they would
join in a fight on it.
Meyers and Levy also have voiced
opposition to an increase in the levy.
Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey and the I.T.O.A. of New York
also have voiced opposition to the
Ascap proposal and both are furthering legal actions against the Society.
They also have expressed interest in
being represented at any general
meeting of exhibitors which might be
arranged by Ascap to discuss the sub-

Industry

Subjects
"Happy Go Lucky"
( Terrytoon-20th Century-Fox)
When the wisecracking magpies invade an orchard they run afoul of a
watchdog. However, the dog gets the
worst end of the adventure as the
magpies bounce around the orchard
and farm enjoying the delicacies. Produced in Technicolor. Running time,
seven minutes.
"Aladdin's Lamp"
(Terrytoon-20th Century-Fox)
Baghdad is the locale for this
Mighty Mouse subject in Technicolor.
When the Sultan's daughter secretly
tries to meet Mighty Mouse, scheming
thieves attempt to kidnap her but the
Mouse foils all of their attempts.
Running time, seven minutes.

Troubles

to "Cat Trouble"
( Terrytootir-20th Century-Fox )
The talking magpies are appointed
Argentine President
guardians of a little bird but their
trouble begins with the arrival of a
villainous cat. However, the bird and
By NATALIO BRUSKI
the magpies make life miserable for
Buenos Aires, April 28 '(By Air- the feline and finally send her scammail).— The Asociacion de Empresapering off. Produced in Technicolor.
rios Cinematograficos has agreed to Running time, seven minutes.
present its labor, government and
tax troubles to the President of the
"Tanbark Champions"
Republic for consideration.
Exhibitors here held two meetings (Sports Rez'iew-20th Century-Fox)
are the thorrecently to discuss the increase in "Tanbark Champions"
horses which appear in
taxes, the closing of theatres for non- horse showsoughbred
throughout the country.
compliance with the rules compelling
exhibitors to show national films, the Produced by Edmund Reek and photographed byJack Painter, this subincrease in rentals and percentages,
takes the audience into several
and wage increases sought by em- arenasject where
horse shows are being
ployes. During the first meeting con- held. Running time, eight minutes.
sideration was given to a general closing of theatres. The discussions, however, were continued at a second ses- "Deadend Cats"
sion at which it was decided to present ( Terrytoon-20th Century-Fox)
Produced in Technicolor, Mighty
the problems to the President.
Three theatres were closed recently Mouse's life is threatened by a tough
for two days when they refused to gang of alley cats operating a "black
Despite the danger, Mighty
show national product. It has now market."
Mouse leads the cat gang a merry
been agreed that before any other clos- chase
and in the end is victorious in
ings are ordered the particular theabreaking
up the gang and its operatre'scase
_ Arbitral
will be
reviewed by the
tions. Running time, seven minutes.
Comite
Cinematografico.
Approach Agreement
At News-of-the-Day
Agreement on contracts for office
employes of M-G-M's News-of-theDay and for workers of Robbins,
Feist and Miller, music publishing
subsidiary of M-G-M, is expected to
be reached before the end of this
week, according to a spokesman for
the Motion Picture Home Office Employes Union, Local No. H-63,
IATSE. Negotiations on the Newsof-the-Day contract will be resumed
here -tomorrow.

j ect.Some suggestions have been advanced that the tax might be transferred from the exhibitors to the producers but because of the latter's
strong position on the Ascap board of
directors through their music subsidiaries, itis doubted whether that could
be achieved without the complete
acquiescence of the film companies. AGVA Head Files Suit
In that event, the tax would become
Philadelphia, May 4.— A Federal
part of film rental.
Court suit asking $500,000 damages
from 10 members of AGVA Local
No. 6 has been filed here by Matt
Reception for Doran
Shelvey, national director of the
Paramount will give a reception for American
Guild of Variety
D. A. Doran, studio production execu- AFL. Shelvey and five othersArtists,
were
tive, at the 1-2-3 Club, here, Wednes- arrested and later acquitted of charges
day afternoon. Hosts will be Russell
Sheeky Gets 25 Re-Issues
of forcible
entry into the local's office
William R. Sheeky, president of Holman, Eastern production head ; last
February.
Grand International Pictures, has John Byram, chief of the company's
The
local
and national officers are
made arrangements to handle 25 fea- play department, and Alan Jackson,
ture reissues.
having a jurisdictional squabble here.
Eastern story editor.

"Mexican Baseball"
( Terrytoon-20th Century-Fox)
Gandy Goose and his friend, Sourpuss, engage Mexican League Bulls in
a baseball game to end all baseball
games.
pitching
the
bullsGandy's
throughfaultless
their paces
and puts
the
Mexican team finally goes down to defeat. Produced in Technicolor. Running
time, seven minutes.
(Warner Brothers)
"Gay 90's"
Two lovers
the "Gay
90's" someon a
picnic
are tooof busy
fdr food,
thing which a colony of ants are not.
It doesn't take long for the rush, with
all the
trimmings
of carousel,
a "Gay 90's"
revue :singing
waiter,
can-can
dancers, etc. In Technicolor. Running
time, seven minutes.
"Meet Mr. Mischief"
(Columbia)
Harry Von Zell, a radio announcer,
seems bent on driving everyone wild
with his practical jokes. It takes the
humor-provoking strategem of his wife
to frighten him out of the habit. Running time, 17^ minutes.
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Directed by William Wyler • Screen Play by Robert E. Sherwood
From a Novel by MacKinlay Rantor • Director of Photography Gregg Toland

To be released by RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
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Television

Motion

Picture

Talks

Open IRE Meeting
Cincinnati, May 4. — The openingsession of the Institute of Radio Engineers' spring technical conference
held here on Saturday, discussed various television problems, including
video antenna designs, new approaches to input circuits, intermediate frequency television amplifier de
sign and cathode ray improvements.
Speakers included Stuart W. See
ley of the RCA Radio Corporation
of America ; F. P. G. Hoist of Crosley ; R. W. Sanders of Farnsworth ;
Dr. C. S. Szegho and G. E. Schnable
of Rauland and W. E. Bloecker of
American Telegraph and Telephone
Ryder Asks Action
{Continued from page 1)

Boxing Film Nettles
Boxing Kingpins
Prominent boxing personalities in New York State are disturbed by Enterprise's "Body
and Soul," starring John Garfield as a welterweight, because the picture supposedly
exposes unsavory gambling
practices in ringdom.
The boxing chiefs are said
to
that harsh
"Body on
and boxing
Soul"
is feel
unduly
and are reported to have suggested changes. The company
is understood to be taking
the position that the picture
presents an honest view. Discussions between Enterprise
officials and boxing chiefs
have been under way since
last week.
Principals declined to comment.

US
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Plan

Scientists

to Import
Snags

Italy Sponsors Infl
Film Technique Show
Venice, May 4.— First International Exhibition of Motion Picture Technique will be held here from Aug. 14
to Sept. 10, under the auspices of the
Italian Ministry of Education and the
Commune of Venice. Invitations have
been sent to all nations by the Italian
government.
The exhibition will present every
technical phase of the industry, from
the manufacturing of raw film f | e
appearance of a completed filmV a
theatre. Specialized sections will include sound registration, optics, costumes, printing, developing, editing
and synchronization. Other sections
will be devoted to cartoons, scientifi
and educational films and newsreels.c

Washington, May 4. — The U. S.
Government's program to import more
than 2,500 German scientists, including' many color film experts,
hit
several snags, chief of which has
is the
demand by the scientists for American
citizenship. The Government has not
been willing to accede to this, while
the State Department has a policy of
refusing to give visas for any person
except persecuted ones or relatives of
American citizens.
Government officials decline to reveal the number of scientists who have
entered this country thus far, but they
admit only a handful has come in.
New steps would have to be taken to
implement the U. S. program in the UA Meet Delayed
near future, these spokesmen asserted,
(Continued from page 1)
or the whole program would be considered finished.
One phase of the program, described pact. Remuneration, longevity and extent of autonomy
main factors
as "a complete failure" thus far, is the in the negotiations,areit the
was said.
importation of scientists requested by
In the event no agreement is
private firms. On the other hand, the
Government grants entry to scientists reached in advance of the annual
who have been granted teaching chairs meeting, it is likely that Raftery, who
in colleges and universities.
has been "interim" head of the company for about five years, will continue
in the post until a new president is
named
and this probably would not be
Names in the News
for another six months.
{Continued from page 1)
It was authoritatively stated that
Kelly, Chaplin's representative
calls for increased emphasis on Arthur
here, will
not join the company until
point-of-sale" selling as the most im- a new president moves in and that the
portant factor in film promotion.
latter would have a voice in the nature
In addition to his new duties, Pick- of Kelly's duties.
man will continue as publicity manThat UA will issue public stock, a
ager of Eagle-Lion, in which capacity plan discussed some months ago, is far
he will be assisted by Leo Brody, from being a matter for early action,
whose promotion to the position of the spokesman said, pointing out that
assistant publicity manager was an- no
underwriter in the country would
nounced recently.
have a part of such financing of a
company whose management is new,
or uncertain.
RKO Promotes Stramer
A report that UA would change its
To Manager for Peru
policy by financing production was
discounted
as utterly false. UA is not
Hugo Stramer has been promoted
to the post of RKO Radio manager financing even Chaplin or Pickford
for Peru, by Phil Reisman. He re- productions.
places Ricardo Canals, who has taken
over in Colombia. Stramer was
formerly RKO Radio's traveling au- Phila. Exchange Moves
ditor in Latin America and prior to
Philadelphia, May 4. — Local Warthat was chief accountant for the comner exchange is now in its new quarpany in Argentina.
ters on North 13th Street.

nouncementsof regarding
the industry's
utilization
theatre television
would
be issued soon, and that a more detailed report of his discussion last
Wednesday on the subject with Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion
Picture Association, would probably August Production
come from Johnston.
Commenting on the color television
demonstration in Philadelphia last Seen in Hungary
week, Ryder took issue with Dr. V.
K. Zworykin, vice president and techBy ALEXANDER FODOR
nical consultant of the RCA Laboratories Division, who maintained that
Budapest, April 29. (By Airmail).
large-screen television pictures must
Indications are that Hungary
be regarded as still in the laboratory resume production in August, will
although at present preparations are
stage. was
Rydersatisfactory
said : "In for
my presentation
opinion, the
color
handicapped by excited argument over
in a motion picture theatre."
government's recently issued film
Modification in theatre design will the
decree.
That part of the decree most
be necessary to utilize theatre tele- strongly objected to makes it mandavision, Ryder said, adding, however,
tory that all. screen plays be censored
that he does not believe it will be in advance of production
.
necessary to tear down present theaWhen production is resumed, from
tres and construct television houses.'
eight
10 pictures will be produced
The most complete collection of in- annuallto
y. This will only be about 25
formation on theatre television will per cent
of the number produced bebe available to the industry at the
fore the war.
American films take up about 80
society's
Fall which
convention,
Oct. 20-24,
in
New York,
will feature
theaper
cent of playdates in Budapest.
tre engineering, Ryder announced. On
the basis of the data that will be prepared, he promised, theatre men will N. M. Film
ing Set
be able to act on theatre television.
Gallup, N. M., May 4.— Harry
Reviewing the Chicago convention
of_ the SMPE last week, Ryder Sherman will start filming "They
pointed out that technical papers pre- Passed This Way," under Alfred E
sented there showed outstanding ad- Green's direction tomorrow. Sherm
an
vancement inthe 8 mm. field, to which has signed Charles Bickford, Joel
sound has been added. Similar ad- McCrea and Frances Dee for the film
vancement took place in the 16 mm.
field, so that Ryder felt confident in
the first of three pictures planned
predicting that commercial and edu- Film Audiences Tri
(Continued from page 1) ple there, "The Secret Garden," "Young
cational film manufacturers who have
Bess" and "Romance of Henry Menaused 35 mm. film may now turn definitely to the 16 mm.
and divisional meetings on new prod- fee." The company has a roster of 200
uct and _ sales policy, both with and stars and feature players, and there
Work done in the 16 mm. field, "for
are 30 pictures in various stages of
the first time contributes much to the without influences from, the New York
or near completion on the Coast,
he said.
35 mm. field," Ryder revealed. He also federal Court anti-trust suit decision. work
disclosed that unification of effort in
"The war proved that motion picSeadler discussed a number of picthe television field is now taking place
tures are indispensable," said M-G-M's
tures he had seen while on the Coast
Ryder felt that there had been du- advertisin
ng, publicity and exploitatwo
weeks
ago, namely, "The Birds
tion
directo
r,
addin
g : "One
feffort, and "that standardi- Army
the
zationpliwascation onecessary.
the Bees," "The Hucksters,"
wanted more than anyththing
ing else and
"Cynthi
a,"
"Romance of Rosy Ridge,"
in the way of entertainment was films."
The importance of promotional ac- "Living in a Big Way" and "Song
Draddy Gets UA Post
Love," and "roughs" on "Green
tivities m getting more customers to of
John G. Draddy has been appointed the box-of
Dolphin Street" and "Unfinished
fice,
and
to
contin
ue
their
office manager of United Artists' Bos- attendance, was also stress
ed by Silas
Ferguson stated that, "Advertising
ton branch, under John Dervin, t<_. beadier,
advertising director; Wil- and exploitation is the
lifeblood of the
branch manager, UA reports here.
liam R. Ferguson, exploitation direcindustry
and
any
exhibitor
who doesn't
Dance."
managetor,
r. and Herbert Crooker, publicity advertise and exploit his pictures suffers, which stated
has been
WANTED
The company now uses exclusive
Crooker
thatproven."
56 magazines
spot announcements on 90 radio sta- and many newspapers and radio comSTENOGRAPHER-CLERK IN
tions in 45 cities
mentators are being serviced with pubadvertisingdirect, cooperative and
THEATRE DEPARTMENT.
licity material from New York and
and teaser— and
the studio.
other newspaper forms in 60
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY.
Dietz disclosed. He concluded by cities
statadvertising
PHONE CIRCLE 7-3T00
Loew Emerling,
ing that in the fall the company's own forErnest
theatres, also
spoke.'head
He
British studios at Elstree will begin
said, "We hope to do the same selling

job for M-G-M that its salesmen are
doing. Indications are that newspapers are again opening their pages to
films
publicity and
art." Handel of
Dietzforintroduced
Dr. Leo
the Motion Picture Research Bureau ;
Tom Gerety,
editor of oftheDonahue
Lion's
Roar;
O. A. Kingsbury
and Coe and contact man for M-G-M,
and Mel Heyman and Sid Goldstein of
the M-G-M home office publicity department.
Other speakers included FrankWalker, general manager, and W. W.
Early, sales manager for M-G-M
Records ; Max Weinberg, short subject publicity; Fred C. Quimby, head
of short subject production; James A.
FitzPatrick; Stuart Dunlap, manager
for Loew's International in Argentina,
andTheMargaret
O'Brien.
meeting was
concluded with a
talk by H. M. Richey .on merchandising and exhibitor and public relations.
After concluding his talk, Dietz
personally presented each out-of-town
delegate with an acre of land in New
Mexico, the same as was done in the
instance of trade, newspaper and
magazine editors recently.
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He's SUPER-CHARGED

with SHOW-

MANSHIP...that BLASTS from your screen...
and ROARS

from your lobby.. .to sock your

patrons smack between the EYES. ..and full
upon the EARS... with the high-powered
SELLING. ..thatdraws a CROWD. ..to your
Box Office!

No job's too big for this little guy. .. because
...when it's YOUR

attraction that has to be

sold... you can count on him to do a job
of TELLING... a bang-up job of SELLING...
that insists on being HEARD... and SEEN...
by entertainment-hungry

patrons!

He backs up every attraction with sockfilled TRAILERS... and punch-packed ACCESSORIES... that make patrons PUT-up...and
SIT-up...and make him the PRIZE BABY of
the Industry!
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Said

Practical

Equipment Is Inadequate,
Film Officials Charge

'Clarifies'

IATSE's

Set

Jurisdiction

6, 1947

Report AFL Studio
Meeting on May 13
William Green, American
Federation of Labor president,
has set May 13 as the date
for the meeting here of the
12 unions involved in the
Hollywood studio strike to
endeavor to develop machinery to settle the present
strike and to avoid future
terday.
disputes, it was reported yes-

Holly wood, May 5.— A new
"clarification" of the August 27
ruling"
the American
of
Laborof executive
councilFederation
concern
Television officials of the theatre- ing the jurisdictional dispute between
The meeting was called at
owning film companies yesterday the IATSE and the Carpenters' union
the direction
ecutive council.of the AFL exindicated that television is not yet was received here yesterday from the
executive council.
adaptable to theatres, mainly beThe new "interpretation" grants
cause of inadequacies in video equipment.
jurisdiction over the "assemblage" of
David Sarnoff, president of Radio sets to the IATSE and over "con Films of Violence
of sets to carpenters.
Corp. of America, last week charged struction"
It differs from the previous inter
that the motion picture industry is pretation by the executive council only Abandoned: Senary
notRalph
aware B.of Austrian,
television's president
possibilities.of in that the term "assemblage" has been
for the term
of
RKO Television Corp., said that substituted(Continued
on page"erection"
6)
Films depicting arbitrary violence,
as typified in gangster pictures such
while
he
would
be
"receptive
to
any
instrumentalities that are commercialas its own "Born to Kill," will no
RKO Schary,
Radio,
ly ready," he has yet to see theatre 250 Delegates Open longer be produced byDore
television equipment that has com■
~
mercial possibilities.
the company's
Coast ITO Meeting
Present equipment, Austrian comexecutive vice-in
president
mented, is not capable of the long
Los Angeles, May 5. — With an
range projection necessary in theatres,
charge ofduction,proestimated 250 delegates registered by
who is
(Continued on page 6)
here from the
nightfall, the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners
Coastuct for
prodconferences
began its five-day convention today
said
yesterday,
at the Ambassador Hotel here. NearFlexer
plans
ly 8,500 theatres are represented, it
Gangster
pictures which
was reported.
Robert
H.
Poole,
executive
secre23 Drive-ins
place full emtary, in opening the business sesphasis on violence
sions tomorrow, will tell the theatrelence'sforsakevioare
Dore
Schary
men
that
all
independent
exhibitors,
Memphis, May 5.— David Flexer,
about to comcircuit operator, today announced for- regardless of organizational affiliation, face the same general problems
plete their presmation of a new company to build 25
ent
cycle,
he
said.
drive-in theatres in the U. S. at a in the forthcoming period of changOn
the
other
hand,
Schary
said,
ing sales practices. He will share RKO Radio will turn its production
cost of $2,500,000. He also announced
that A. M. Avery, RKO Radio branch the speaker's platform with Sam
efforts more
towardthe"experimental"
manager in Memphis since 1938, had Gillette, president of International ventures.
Decrying
general tenresigned to become vice-president and Theatres Association ; C. J. Severson,
dency
to
follow
up a successful picmanager of the new company. Flexer president of Montana Theatres Assoture on any theme with several others
ciation; Mrs. Mildred Wall, president
is president.
of Southern Utah Theatre Owners built on similar lines, Schary said his
Flexer said the company will have
will continue to seek out unVictor Anderson, president of company
an office in New York in addition to and
tried themes and production methods.
Utah Theatres Association.
Among pictures of this type scheduled
headquarter! in Memphis, which will
be transferred in the fall to a new
and
now (Continued
in - work onat page
the 6)company's
(Continued on page 6)
Para. Buys 258,500
Shares of Own Stock
Paramount has acquired a total of Elect M. A. Silver
Jorgenson
Heads 258,500
shares of its own common
stock in the open market at an aggreIdaho Exhibitors
gate cost of $7,222,533, an average of Foundation Trustee
$27.94 per share, Barney Balaban,
president, states in his annual report
Pittsburgh, May 5.— M. A. Silver,
Boise, Ida., May 5.— The Idaho to stockholders, issued yesterday.
Balaban said the stock will be used Warner zone manager, was elected
Theatres' Association, at its annual
meeting here, elected Hugo Jorgen- in connection "with our consideration Western Pennsylvania Motion Picture
son president, Milt Bonecher vice- of effective and economical means of Foundation trustee at a meeting held
in the William Penn Hotel, here, topresident, Roger Mendenhall, secre- rearranging our holdings" to conform day.
tary, and I. H. Harris treasurer. Di- with the New York anti-trust decree.
rectors elected in addition to Mrs.
Morris A. Finkel, president of AlThe report confirms the company's
lied Motion Picture Theatre Owners
Wall are: Jorgenson, Bonecher, Men- estimate
of earnings for 1946 amount(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)

TEN CENTS
25%

Insurance

Rate

Rise

for

N.Y.

Theatres

Fire Losses, Labor and
Material Costs Cited
Fire insurance rates for New
York State's 1,500 theatres have
been increased by 25 per cent, effective yesterday. Rates for other
properties were increased from five to
30 per cent.
Reasons for the general increase in rates, according to the
State Insurance Department, is
that since 1944 there has been
an increase in property values,
labor and materials costs, and
fire losses. One film industry
fire insurance brokerage firm,
here also admitted that the
high percentage increase in
rates for theatres is attributed
principally
to heavy
(Continued
on pagefire6) losses

4

Promoted

Rodger s
By
Herman Ripps, Ralph W. Maw,
John S. Allen and Frank C. Hensler
have been promoted in the field by
William F.
Rodgers,
tribution
vice-president,M-G-M's
in order disto
strengthen by concentration the activities of the
forcedeci-in
the new
ordercompany's
under thesales
decree
sion.
Ripps, district manager in Albany,
has been named field assistant to John
P. Byrne, Eastern sales manager ;
Maw, district manager in Minneapolis, becomes
field assistant
(Continued
on page 6)to Burtus
Film Classics Has
All Coast Exchanges
With the acquisition of the exchange and franchise in San Francisco from Robert Lippert, Film Classics has completed its West Coast exchange organization, Sam Wheeler,
sales manager, has announced. The
purchase is in line with the company's
policytionofoutletsacquiring
nationally.its own distribuThe company's first non-reissue,
"The Patient Vanishes," starring
James Mason, will be set for national
release following its run at the Victoria here, Wheeler also announced.
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Salesmen Form Lodge
Philadelphia, May 5.— Local film
salesmen have voted to form a PhilaRKO Radio ARTHUR SACHSON, Samuel
delphia lodge Salesmen.
of the Colosseum of MoDay-Date Benefits
tion Picture
foreign
distribution
head,
is
slated
-^A
Goldwyn
's
general
sales
manMAN,
REIS
L
ager, returned here yesterday from the
topHI
sail for England Saturday on the
Reasoning- behind the very numer- .S.S' Queen- Elizabeth.
Coast.
ous simultaneous bookings of "Duel
•
Rudolph Weiss, Warner Theatres
V. Pattinson, sales director NEW YORK THEATRES
in the
Sun"Agnew,
has been
explainedof here
by
Neil
president
the real estate department chief, left New of James
20th Century-Fox, Ltd., of Great
Selznick Releasing Organization, who York last night for Cleveland and is Britain, and
Mrs. Pattinson, arrived
said the plan is the best means of con- scheduled to return at the end- of the in New York from London over the
Rockefeller Center
verting into boxoffice terms audience week.
weekend.
f-RADIO
Claudette CITY MUSIC FredHALL-?t
interest in a picture when it is at its
•
ry
•
COLBERT
MacMURRAY
peak.
Ed Hinchy, head of Warner playRobert Goldstein, Universal-InterThe concentrated promotion of a
national Eastern studio representative, date department, has returned to New
picture in a wide area results in the will leave here for the Coast by the York from a trip to the New Haven
"THE
EGG AND
and Philadelphia territories.
maximum of salability, he added, and end of this week.
A Universal-International
Picture I"!
SPECTACULAR
STAGE PRESENTATION
it follows that the product must be
•
•
made available to the public in as
Alec Moss, advertising-publicity diDonald Nelson, president of the
rector of California Pictures, has left
II
many theatres as feasible at this high Society of Independent Motion Picpoint of sale.
ture Producers, has gone back to the New York for a month's stay on the
Coast from New York.
Coast.
PALACE
said that
"Duel"
will open
CLAIRE
•
in Agnew
70 theatres
in San
Francisco
and
•
LAWRENCE
WALTER 1
Los Angeles tomorrow, in addition
Sid
Kleper,
manager
of
Loew's
iLEZAK
Joe Roberts, Eastern publicity man- Poli-College, New Haven, and Mrs.
to 54 situations in the Greater New
TIERN
EY
TREVO
Kleper
R
StEZA
are
K
parents of a boy.
York area.
ager for Selznick Releasing Organization, has returned to New York
•
The picture .will be given the same from Texas.
John Beck, executive assistant to
BORN TO KILL
merchandising and distribution treat•
Leo Spitz at U-I, will return to the
ment throughout the country, in the
William C. Gehring, Central sales studio Saturday after a week here.
larger cities mostly and with the numIN PERSON
•
ber of day-and-date bookings to be manager of 20th-Fox, on tour of the
ON
Sam Wood, producer, is here from
FRANKSCREEN
SINATRA JERRY WAYNE
limited by the adaptability of the poli- company's exchanges, is due in In- Hollywo
od.
KATHRYN GRAYSON
dianapolis today from Cincinnati.
cy in smaller territories, he reported.
FRED LOWERY
PETER LAWFORD
JIMMY
DURANTE with Dorothy Rae
He said "Duel"
open in Chicago
'IT
HAP
about_ the - middle will
PENED IN
of this month and Seek Dismissal of N. W. Single Bu
ying
negotiations with a number of theatre
s
are now current.
IWARIlMLORIA
in M-C-M's
SRO will sell the picture in much
Move Is Discredited
Suit
Against
Rank
the same fashion in England, Agnew
niiiwim 11 i.tmmmammNM
continued, adding that the legal asMinneapolis, May 5. — F r a n k
pects ofthe corporate structure of the
Toronto, May 5.— Canadian counsel Mantzk
LORETTA YOUNG
SRO company in that country have for J. Arthur Rank, General Cinema Servicee, head of Northwest Theatre
BROOKLYN'
,
and
Al
Aved,
operati
been completed by Milton Kramer
ng
the
Finance Corp., Eagle-Lion Films and
Theatre Service, deny that they JOSEPH COTTEN • ETHEL BARRYMORE,,
counsel, who returned last week from the J. Arthur Rank Organization, Aved
interested in any plans of
London.
North
Inc., the last two being American are
companies have applied at Osgoode Central Allied to merge the various foef armets Daughter
buying y combines in the Minneapolis
at 49th
Hall here to set aside the concurrent territor
into one group.
BlBk^ DoonB'woy
An WOOpenRadio
rtctyr*St.A.M.
9:30
writ against them in the suit for dam
SEC Report Reveals ages filed by Empire-Universal Films u Mantzke said that his organization
and affiliated plaintiffs. The action couldnt and wouldn't" join in such
complains of the alleged transfer of a merger, and denied that he had been
Warner Stock Sale
Hollywood Rank product to another approached to consider the move
Canadian distributing company and it Operations of his members "are entirely different" from those of any
Philadelphia. May 5.— Activity in asked for an injunction restraining
buying group," he declared
.
him stocks last month included Harry fulfillment of the alleged contract ex- other
Aved, in making his denial, said
cept to the plaintiffs. Judgment was
M. Earner's sale of 1,000 shares of reserved
that
there
was
some
talk
on
the application by Rank
along those
W arner Brothers common, leaving his
and the three defendant companies lines about six months ago, but we
holdings at 295.000. His trust
is re- whose
didn't
appearance
entertain the idea at that time
was postponed until
ported holding 16,000 shares, accordand we don't entertain it now."
ing to a Securities Exchange Com- their application is disposed of.
AIM IADD
Other defendants represented by
mission report.
RUSSELL
At Universal, Daniel M. Sheaffer counsel at this latest hearing were
Lion Films of Canada and Burger on Boa
disposed of 300 shares of common Eaglerd
of
leaving him 17,407 shares. Charles d! Monogram Pictures of Canada, but no
Prutzman reported holding 6,100 lawyer was present for Odeon Thea- International Corp.
Calcutta
shares.
tres of Canada which was also listed
A Paramount Picture
Samuel N. Burger has been elected
as
a
defenda
nt
in
the
origina
l
writ.
At 20th Century-Fox, Spyros P.
to
the
board of directors of Loew's
Internationa
Skouras amended his August, 1946
l Corp., it was announced
by
Arthu
r
M. Loew, president.
Ansc
o,
Unite
report
d
reveal
Prod.
Get Hep!
ing
he
acquir
' 42,000e
shares of common throughed exercis
compa
er isny.general sales manager forBurHERE'SGet
YOURin Step!
the
of an option, bringing his total to
In Deal for Color
shares.
47,250
Ansco division of the General Ani- .His. career with M-G-M began in
HIT
PARADE
At Republic Pictures, two directors
line and Film Corp.
ly^J, in special sales work, travelinosigned an througho
Starring
reported their holdings : Harry M agreement with Unitedhas Product
ut
the
United
States.
In
1926
Goetz, 27,687 shares, and Edwin Van of America whereby UPA willions
use he was appointed Eastern District
Pelt, 400 common shares. At Mono- the new Ansco color film in its Germanager for domestic sales. TransCONSTANCE JOAN
gram, the only activity reported was
ferring to the international departman
version
EDDIE
of
"Broth
erhood
of
MOORE
• EDWARDS
the sale of 1,000 shares of common by Man," now being made
ment
in
1930,
he
became
special
sales
for the Civil representative, working out
W . Ray Johnston, leaving him 16,617 Affairs Division of the War
GIL LAMB
BILL
GOODWIN
of New
Depart- York.
WILLIAM. 1947"
FRAWLEY
shares.
with
ment for German distribution.
In 1940 he was placed in charge
OF
HERMAN
The acquisition of 23,459 shares of The agreement was made by J. K. of sales for Latin America, and in ALBERT WOODY
* and his Orchestra
As-ociated Motion Picture Industries, Nunan, West Coast sales manager of 1944 was appointed regional director
A REPUBLIC PICTURE
Inc., in a stock split-up by that com- Ansco. and Stephen Bosustow and for Latin America. In March, 1947,
NOW atBroadway
Brandt& 47ths GOTHAM
St.
pany last October was reported by Edward L. Gershman, president and
Onsrud Corp. of Fort Lee. N. J.
he was promote
generalonal.
sales'
vice-president of UPA, respectively.
d to Internati
manager
for Loew's

Agnew
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for MPEA

1946 Was $420,000
London, May 5.— Net profit of
British Lion Film Corp., Ltd., for the
year ending March 31 was $420,000.
Ordinar-y dividend was 30 per cent,
compared with 50 per cent for the
previous year. The dividend, however,
was payable on larger capital, $800,000 ordinary stock being issued last
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3
Move

in Europe

Muntz

and

Shore

in

Producing Firm
Hollywood, May 5.— Earl Muntz.
who dramatized a used car lot into a
nationally-known institution, has entered film production with the purchase of the Audio Pictures studio.
In partnership with Michael Shore,
Muntz will produce features and
shorts independently, the first four
features being for Screen Guild distribution.

Reports reaching the New York
Washington, May S.— The House
home office of the Motion Picture ExAppropriations Committee today made
port Corp. offer evidence that the
liberal cuts in the 1947-48 budgets of
American-made product of MPEA
several bureaus indirectly affecting the
member companies is now solidly
motion picture industry, but approved
represented on the screens of MPEA
a large increase in funds for the antiContinental countries— notably in
June.
Jjjjst division.
Holland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary
and Rumania.
'Oijhe
committee
denied
the
$31,000,—d requested for the State Depart- AAA
In Holland, MPEA pictures are
Sets 3 Days
ment's information and cultural prorunning in every Dutch city and town
gram, including more than $3,000,000
of importance in both first run and Spanish Film Code
asked for the international motion pic- Clearance Upstate
subsequent situations. In Czechosloture division, which had planned a
vakia, member company films have Now Being Studied
vastly expanded program in the comconsistently, from the first of the year,
ing year.
Maximum clearance which may be tenanted seven, eight and nine of
Funds for the Bureau of Foreign granted by the five major distributors Prague's first-run
Possibility of adopting a productheatres, with simand Domestic Commerce, in which mo- to the Pontiac Theatre, Saranac Lake,
tion code is now under consideration
ilar ratios holding for other
Czech
tion picture consultant Nathan Gold- N. Y., over the Palace, La"ke Placid, key cities. In Budapest, Hollywood by the Spanish industry, according to
en is assigned, and for the State De- N. Y., on pictures^ to be shown at the product has been playing in as many word reaching here from Madrid. One
partment's office of international trade Pontiac between feb. 16 and June 14, as 10 of that city's 13 first runs. Of such code has been proposed by Franpolicy, under which industry advisor and between Sept. 16 and Dec. 23 of six
cisco Ortiz Munoz, a member of the
move-over houses in the HungariGeorge Canty works, were also cut. each year, has been fixed at three days
Spanish
board of film censors.
an
capital,
an
average
of
four
have
However, it has been generally re- under the terms of a consent award been playing American films.
The
text
also contains a summary
ported that these divisions will admin- made by the motion picture arbitration
of
the
American
Production Code and,
After
a
belated
start
caused
by
imister the reduced funds so that neither tribunal at Albany, N. Y.
port delays and other local complica- as an appendix, the Spanish version
Golden nor Canty will be affected.
The award stipulates that no cleartions, MPEA and its array
of the Encyclical of Pope Pius XI on
ance shall be granted in licenses here- is finally gaining momentumof product
The anti-trust division received $2,in Ru- motion pictures. The Spanish censor
4000,000, $280,000 more than last year
after entered into by Loew's, Para- mania.
by Garcia Espina, dibut $100,000 less than asked by the
mount, 20th-Fox, RKO Radio, and
International competition has thus board isrectorheaded
general of cinematography and
government. The increased appropri- Warners to the Pontiac over the Pal- far not offered any considerable chal- theatres in the Ministry of National
ation is held certain to mean more
ace on pictures to be shown at the
to the popularity of Hollywood Education.
Pontiac between Dec. 24 and Feb. 15 productlenge in
vigorous enforcement activities.
these countries. While films
In testimony before the committee, and between June 15 and Sept. 15 of of Russian, British and French origin
just released today, recently retired each year.
are, at present, at a competitive dis- Shields, Movietonews
anti-trust chief Wendell Berge cited
advantage through lack of sufficient
the motion picture industry anti-trust Eight Films Cited
product, these is little reason to doubt Film Editor, Is Dead
that the topnotch caliber of Hollywood
case as "going to the source of
Services will be held here tomormonopoly power — the type of case we For Music, Dances
films now being handpicked for these
row afternoon for Russell Shields, 55,
markets, will more than be able to short subjects film editor for Movieare going to emphasize." He added
In
the
Musical
Courier's
contest
for
hold
their
own.
tonews, Inc., who died at his home
that "we think that the way to help the best film music and dance of 1946,
independent
exhibitors is not by a case
here Saturday after a long illness.
citations were awarded :
here or there but by taking something theForfollowing
Shields, who was born in Kensingthe best original score, Miklos Minnesota Untouched
which strikes at what we believe to
ton, Pa., was a veteran film editor,
be the real wrong in the structure of Rozsa, for "The Killers," produced by
having entered the industry with the
the motion picture industry. That is, Universal-International ; best arranged By Adverse Bills
old Lubin Motion Picture Co. He
having so many theatres throughout score: Walter Scharf, for "I've Al- 1947
Minneapolis, May 5.— Minnesota's went to 20th Century-Fox 15 years
legislature
enacted
a
record
ways
Loved
You,"
Republic
Pictures;
the country owned by the producers." best conducted score: Rozsa, "The number of
laws but failed to pass a ago as film editor for Mr. and Mrs.
Rep. Horan of Washington introsingle
piece
Killers"
;
best
orchestration
:
Eugene
of anti-film legislation Martin Johnson, then preparing "Conduced a long statement outlining the
activity of the film industry abroad, Zador, "The Killers"; best original although many bills which would af- gorilla". He was employed by the
fect the industry were in the hopper. late Truman Talley to cut "The First
indicating the industry might take over song: Edmund Goulding, for "Mam'World
andthe"Double
Tiger,"
even more if the government with- zelle," in "The Razor's Edge," 20th Credit for the vigilance in preventing and
thenWar"
directed
cutting of
20th
Century-Fox ; best instrumental solo : such legislation is being given to
drew.
Louis Kaufman, for his performance North North Central Allied, its ex- Century-Fox short subjects for producer Edmund Reek. Services will
ecutive director Stanley Kane, Join "Of Human Bondage," Warner
Kraemer Appointed
Brothers; best choreography: Tamaseph Finley, St. Paul, counsel for be held at the Mizpah Chapel.
ra Geva, for the dancing in "Spectre Minnesota Amusement company and
To Deneau Vacancy
of the Rose," Republic ; best musical exhibitors.
Albany, N. Y., May 5.— William short, Darrell W. Calker, for "Chopin
Some anti-films legislation "came Ira Cohn, District
Kraemer has been named assistant to U-I.
Musical Moment," Walter Lantz- dangerously close" to passage, accord- Head for UA, Dies
Louis Schine of the Schine Circuit,
ing to Kane,
who said "bombardment"
Gloversville, taking over a number cf Presentations were made at a lunch- of their
Pittsburgh, May 5.— Ira H. Cohn,
representatives
by exhibitors district
branch manager for United
assignments in theatre operations preeon at the Roosevelt Hotel, Holly- "probably
the inbalance
of the
Artists and one of the pioneers in the
power"
wood, on May 5, by Richard Drake in turning held
viously executed by Sidney Deneau
the
tide
favor
of
film
motion picture industry, died after a
who resigned to join the Selznick Re- Saunders, Musical Courier's Western business.
lingering illness here today. Prior to
leasing Organization, it is understood representative and writer of the colmaking his new affiliation Cohn was
along Film Row here. Bernie Diaumn Hollywood — As I See It, which Victor Armand Missi
ng
connected for more than 20 years with
mond, it is also reported, has been appears regularly in this publication.
Toronto, May 5.— Concern is felt 20th Century-Fox, mostly as branch
appointed
throughout the Famous Players or- manager here.
successor. head booker as Kraemer's Phila. Trust Case
ganization over the fact that a passenger on a missing Trans-Canada Air- Dr. Marston Dies at 53
Decision
Delayed
'Avenue' Set on Coast
lines plane is Victor Armand, veteran
Philadelphia, May 5.— No deci- Winnipeg employee of the circuit and
Hollywood, May 5. — ' Roy Del
Rye, N. Y., May 5.— Dr. William
sion
was
reached
in
the
appeal
filed
Western Division manager in charge Moulton
Ruth's initial production for Allied
Marston, 53, former directoday inbytheWarner
U. S.Brothers
Circuit and
Court'
of
of
theatre
construct
and
mainteion
Artists, "It Happened On Fifth Ave- Appeals
nance.
tor of public service for Universal in
other
Hollywood,
and later an adviser to
nue", has been booked to open
major distributors for review of the
Armand was formerly projection film companies
West Coast's top quartet of Losin Fox
and president of AilAnanti-trust
suit
which
the
court
had
geles showcase houses to follow the
supervisor for the Western territory. American Pictures. Inc., died at his
in favor of William Goldman. He
current "The Homestretch". These decided
home
here
over
weekend. He also
plane
the
aboard
of
15
one
is
The defendants who have been or- which failed to land at Vancouver was noted for the
his
pioneering on a
theatres are Grauman's Chinese,
dered to pay $375,000 plus $60,000 and a wide search by RCAF rescue
Loew's
State,
blood
pressure
test
which later deFox
Uptown
and
lawyer
fees
contend
that
Goldman
has
Loyola.
air and sea craft has failed to find
veloped
into
the
"lie
His
refused to open the Erlanger theatre any trace of it.
widow, Elizabeth, and detector."
four children
although pictures were available.
survive.
Krimstein Joins Davis
They claim Goldman passed up first
Chicago, May 5.— Sam Krimstein, runs for the Erlanger which he pur- Star Theatre Finishes
manager of the Logan Theatre for 14
East Liverpool. O., May 5.— The Ampro Manager Dies
chased for the Karlton which recently
years, has resigned to accept an ex- became a first run house. This proves, Star Theatre has been discontinued,
Chicago. May 5— Bernard C. Lizecutive nost with Irving Davis, thea- the defendants claim, that the Erlanger the location having been acquired by enby, Central division manager of
tre candy concessionaire.
the Salvation Army.
was not suitable for first runs.
Ampro Projector Corp., has died here.

NESS

IS
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COHEN
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Fifth week

of World

engagement

Premiere

as big as the first

. . . Sixth week's

figures match

the fifth's— for the picture that's
giving Broadway's famous
long-run house its highest
sustained

grosses

in months!

. . . First Boston week
money

hits top

of biggest attractions —

as RKO's

newest

box-office

pacemaker

gets set for holdover

runs and

peak grosses in first

runs everywhere!

"The gayest thing in celluloid
since —ItBilly
Happened
Night'."
Rose (in One
his nationally
syndicated column)
"One

of the truly great American cine-masterpieces. What a
performance that Loretta Young

turns in — but superb."
— Louis Sobol (in his nationally
syndicated column)
Cosmopolitan Magazine's
"Movie Citation Of The Month."
"A charming romantickler . . .
has its dimples in the right
place."

- Walter Winchell

"It's one you'll want
toa see."
— Hedd
Hopper

"An A-plus movie."
— Louella Parsons
.. CHARLES

BICKFORD

ROSE HOBART • TOM POWERS

. DORE

SCHARY
PRODUCTION
•

Directed by H. C. POTTER
Written by ALLEN RIVKIN and LAURA KERR

"Amusing,

lifelike . . . excellent

entertainment." — Time Magazine
"A

very lovely motion

picture

- Kate Smith
. . . simple and beautiful/4
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Motion
Films

Television
{Continued from page 1)
this being in distance from booth to
screen.
Earl I. Sponable, technical director
for 20th Century-Fox and Movietone
News, said that it is the concern of
the television industry to develop adequate equipment for theatres and when
this is done it will be considered.
Nathan Levinson of Warners said
that television is being "considered
very
that a
use forseriously"
video hasbutyetemphasized
to be determined
and any definite plan could not be
developed for some time.
Lester B. Isaac, director of visual
and sound projection for Loew's, said
that in his opinion an assortment of
problems present themselves particularly in the entertainment value of
video and economic factors. He said
that television could not bring in customers on the strength of its novelty
but must provide entertainment that
would parallel the motion picture.
He termed
"very important"
nancial as
considerations
involved fiin
equipping theatres for television. He
said that operation of a video projector in a booth would require a special
crew and added that the majority of
houses around the country could not
afford the extra expense.
FlexerPlansDrive-Ins
(Continued from page 1)
building on which he expects to start
immediately.
"Each of our drive-ins will
700 to 800 cars, using the newhandle
type
of equipment which permits the placing of a small compact speaker in
every car," he said. "We plan to have
at least four or five in operation by
the end of the coming summer and ail
25 operating by the summer of 1949."
One site in a large city has already
been purchased and another deal is
nearing completion, but Flexer said
that he is not prepared as yet to reveal the cities in which the drive-ins
will be constructed. Memphis is not
included in his present plans.
Flexer said that the drive-ins are
only part of a national expansion program he is planning, but that the
other phases are being delayed for
lack of equipment and because of uncertainties inthe trade caused by the
pending decree
action.

Triumph Buys 'Gamblers'
. Hollywood, May 5.— Dimitri Tiomkin, composer-conductor, has written
an adaptation of Dostoevsky's Russian
novel, Gamblers," and has sold it to
triumph Pictures, according to an
announcement by David SieRel
1 numph president.
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AFL

Elect M. A. Silver
(Continued from page 1)

Action

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

studios, he said, are : "Cross Fire,"
dealing with anti-Semitism ; "Set-Up,"
prize-fight story, and "The Boy With
the Green Hair."
The company, Schary said, is planning an expanded program of production in Britain and on the Continent as a means of taking advantage
of its frozen funds. In this connection, "Berlin
a Bert Granet
production, hasExpress,"
been scheduled
to start
in Germany in July, and "The White
Tower" is tentatively slated for filming in the Swiss Alps next year, he
reported, adding that a number of
other stories are being discussed for
filming abroad.
Schary said the company hopes to
have its complete 1947-48 production
schedule set by July. Up to this time,
18 pictures have been completed, five
are now before the cameras, and four
will be started within the next 60
days. Twelve moderate-cost pictures
will be made by the company this
year, he disclosed.
Schary believes that many years
will pass before war pictures will be
popular again. When the "war picture cycle" returns, he said, the industry will have a great responsibility
in treating war themes honestly and
without the approaches of cynicism
and expose as used after World War
I.

sets in defining IATSE jurisdiction.
Because the studio unions involved
in the dispute were unable to agree on
the interpretation of the previous definition, producers' representatives are
pessimistic of the chances of an agreement resulting from the new "clarification" by the AFL executive council.
The consensus appeared to be that the
jurisdictional dispute is left about
where it was before and nothing has
been contributed by the new "clarification" to warrant hope that a settlement has been brought nearer.
The new interpretation charted by
AFL president William Green introduced a new and confusing factor into
the jurisdictional dispute with both
warring unions, which had repudiated
the August 27 directive, indicating that
they continue to regard the AFL executive council's ruling as inapplicable.
Joseph national
Cambiano,
carpenters'
interrepresentative,
is expected
here Wednesday to arrange a meeting
with producers on the basis of the
new interpretation.

Paramount Stock
(Continued .from page 1)
ing to $44,042,106, which was made
public on April 8.
Operating revenues of consolidated
companies for last year are put at
$194,701,099, as compared with $159,444,374 for 1945. Operating revenues
of partly-owned non-consolidated for
1946 aggregated approximately $150,000,000, of which Paramount's share
was approximately $70,000,000, it was
stated.
Dividends paid during the year aggregated $12,358,349, equivalent
$1.65 ner share on the shares as conto
stituted after the stock split.
A net working capital of $73,562,299
is reported, with assets listed at $87,788,271, and current liabilities at $14,225,972.
Balaban states in his report that the
company has completed its 10-year
program of debt reduction and capital
simplification. "On Jan. 4, 1947,
neither the company nor its subsidiaries had outstanding any interest
bearing obligations or securities senior
to the common stock, other than $2,000,000 of parent company notes due
1951, which are convertible into common stock, and $65,850 preferred stock
of th ree Canadian subsidiaries."

SALE

Theatre Site on Long Island
VALLEY
STREAM
THE GATEWAY TO NASSAU
Located on Franklin Avenue sat Sunrise Highway facing the
beautiful
v aney Mream Station Park Plaza.
D)At ,„
Plot 30,000 square feet, over 300 feet alongside Sunrise Highwa
y
Tn„r,fTC"„.ParkV,g
*aci,ities *>r over one thousand cars
Witv,,„on|
island
s
fastest
growing
town;
present
population 25 000
Within five minutes ride of Lynbrook, Malverne
Roseda'le ? Elfnrtnf
Will
conside
r
buildin
Woodme'r
g
and
for
Hewlett
AAA
Park,
concern e ' Elmont'
„ G^ant
Price $45,000. Or will consider long term net lease
vauey stream, L. I. *B£UNT5E.?'
Phone Valley 14Stream
' VaTlevi0Sir«!i,-LLER.
West Ja™ica
5-5288 Ave.

25%

Insurance

Rise
(Continued from page 1)
since 1944, and that the other
factors
mentioned were largely
influential.
While the 30 per cent increase applies only to a few cases in New York
City, the Department said that the
average rise was 8.7 per cent on the
basis of 1945 premium income. Further adjustments may come when the
regular five-year revision is made af
ter full details of 1947 losses are recorded, the Insurance Department
added.
Although the 25 per cent increase
for theatres is a blanket one, the increase will less severely affect some
theatres than it will others. Theatre
premiums are arrived at on the bases
of type of construction and location,
mainly. It is said to be a safe assumption that few theatres in the state pay
the same premium.
Some of the other categories increased inthe State include: mercantile and office buildings, 15 to five per
cent; mercantile stocks and household
furniture, 10 to five per cent; warehouses, 10per cent ; and woodworking
plants, 15 to 25 per cent.

Jorgenson Elected
(Continued from page 1)
denhall, Harris, A. Wagner, Max
Lloyd, Bob Anderson, Lawrence
Jones and Hilmer George.
The association
advised that "controversial policies over
distribution of
'Best Years of Our Lives' are being
adjusted"
that the organization
would take and
no action
in the issue of
whether
the
film
would be shown in
Idaho.
Previously, past-president Mrs.
Wall said some Idaho theatre managers had been protesting the increased box-office price which they
said film companies are insisting
should be charged.

. A press statement from the association said: "The
discussion of
the annual meetingmaincentered
on the
organization and scope of the association which will be incorporated and
will be charged with promoting the
welfare of the theatre industry in
Idaho.

of Western Pennsylvania, was elected
chairman of the Foundation district
committee, which also includes Silver,
John H. Harris, Sam Fineberg, Mike
Manos, William Blatt, Fred Beedle
Perry Nathan, J. B. Clark, Lee Conrad, Bert Stearn, Robert Coyle, G.
Sallows, James Alexander, Morris
Lefko, George Notopolos, David Kimmelman and Robert Klingensmith.
Si Fabian of New York was
speaker at the meeting which v*\ jJT
tended by 60 industry representatives.
Fabian discussed the scope of the
Foundation.

Emanuel Named Temporary
Chairman at Philadelphia
Philadelphia, May 5.— At an area
organization meeting of the Motion
Picture Foundation held at the Broadwood Hotel, here, today, Jay Emanuel
was appointed temporary chairman of
a committee which will draw up a
slate of nominees for trustee, permanent chairman and committee membership. Other members of the temporary committee include Martin
Ellis, Samuel Gross, Lewen Pizor,
Lester Wurtel.
Harry Brandt, New York exhibitor,
addressed the group, reviewing the
aims of the Foundation.
Iowa-Nebraska AITO Elects
McLucas to Foundation Post
Omaha, May 5— Don V. McLucas,
United
Artists branch manager here,
was elected temporary chairman of
the Nebraska Motion Picture Foundation unit organized here today on
the opening day of the Allied Independent Theatre Owners of Iowa and
Nebraska convention. He heads a 16man committee.
Speakers today were: Howard
Brookings, AITO president; H. A.
Cole, Dallas, president of Allied
Theatre Owners of Texas, and William L. Ainsworth, Fond du Lac,
Wis., presiden
the Independent
Theatre Ownerst of
of Wis. and Upper
Michigan and National Allied treasurer.
Rodg(Cont
ers
inuedProm
from otes
page 1) 4

Bishop, Jr., Midwestern sales manger ;Allen, district manager in Washington, isappointed assistant to Rudy
Berger, Southern sales manager,
and
Hensler, district manager in Detroit,
sales
will assist
John Kansas
J. Maloney,
manager.
City hasCentral'
been
added to Maloney's territory.
Sam J. Gardner was appointed assistant toGeorge A. Hickey, Western
sales manager, several weeks ago, and
will move his headquarters to San
Francisco next week. Salt Lake City
and Denver branches have been moved
into the Midwest division.

MITCHELL

MAY, Jr.

CO., INC.
INSURANCE
•
Specializing
in requirements of the
Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
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Motion

Picture
Rain

Key

City

FOLLOWING are estimated picture grosses, exclusive of Federal
tax, for current engagements in key
cities as reported by Motion Picture
)aily correspondents.
CINCINNATI
foD
■ ,• j to be
Torrent returns are inclined
spotty, and while a few releases are
registering considerably above house
averages, others are in the minus coljmn. Still registering strong in its
ifthwas
weekmild
is "The
and I." rains
Weath-at
with Egg
occasional
le weekend. Estimated receipts for
le week ending May 6-9 :
iAT WAY WITH WOMEN
(WB) «} ALB EE (3,300) (55c-65c-75c-85c-95c).
stage: Louis Jordan orchestra and other
acts. Gross: $27,000. (Average $30,000)
IE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M) — RKO
TAPITOL (2,000) (5Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c).
Jross: $14,000. (Average: $10,000)
5ANTA FE UPRISING (Rep.) and JEWOF BRANDENBURG (Z0th-Fox)—
iKO FAMILY (1,000) (30c-40c-50c) 4 days.
Jross: $1,750. (Average: $1,600)
LONE STAR MOONLIGHT
(Col.) and
MY DOG SHEP (Screen Guild)^RKO
FAMILY
(1,000) (30c-4Oc-S0c) 3 days.
Gross: $1,200. (Average: $1,100)
IT HAPPENED
IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M)^RKO GRAND (1.500)
(50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c).
Gross: $11,000.
(Average: $8,000)
THE
EGG AND 5th
I (U-I)
— KEITH'S
(1.500)
(50c-55c-60c-70c)
week.
Gross: $.11,000.
(Average: $7,500)
EASY COME, EASY GO (Para.) and
CIGARETTE GIRL (Col.)-RKO LYRIC
(1,400) (5Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c). Gross: $4.000. (Average: $5,000)
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Radio)—RKO PALACE (2.700) (50c-55c-60c65c -70c -75c). Gross: $17,000. (Average: $15,000)
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Mono.)— RKO SHl'BERT
(2.150)
(50c -55c60c-65c-70c-75c)
2nd week, on
a moveover
from the Palace. Gross: $4,500. (Average:
$5,CO0)
TLANTA
The weather was cold and un• seasonable.
Business continued uneven. Estimated receipts for the week
ending May 7 :
PURSUED
(WB)— FOX (4,661) (12c-50c).
Gross: $17,000. (Average: $19,000)
EASY COME, EASY GO (Para.)— PARAMOUNT (2.447) (12c-50c). Gross: $9,000.
(Average: $8,700)
•
SISTER KENNY (RKO Radio)— ROXY (2,-

I"PREVIEW ROOM"
I ... will really SELL
l
your picture.
I Fully equipped for 35MM,
I 16MM, and Slide Projection.
I and
Cocktail
dinners parties,
served inluncheons
this verI satile room — setting a gay
I mood for a favorable reaction
to your film.
' MADISON AVENUE at 54th St.
I
New York. N. Y.
, Tel.: PL. 5-3400 Michael J. MtGrath, M|r.

7

Daily
Hurts

Grosses

Grosses
Here;

$72,000

446) (25c-50c). Gross: $6,500. (Average:
$6,300)
MY PAL TRIGGER (Rep.) and MY DOG
SHEP (Screen Guild)— CAPITAL (2,446) For 'Carnegie Hall'
(12c-44c). Gross: $5,900. (Average: $5,200)
THE
(M-G-M)
— LOEW'S
Rain played a definite part in anGRAND YEARLING
(2,447) (12c-50c).
Gross:
$17,000.
(Average: $16,500)
choring most New York first-run
grosses to mild levels this week. Focal
point of both distributor and exhibitor
Ohio Theatres Face interest will be tomorrow's opening
of "Duel in the Sun" in 54 situations
in the New York area and 70 theatres
on
the Coast.
Higher Ticket Tax
"Carnegie Hall" was greeted by
Columbus, O., May 5.— The House many eager customers as it made its
taxation committee of the Ohio legis- debut in two theatres here. At the
lature voted 16-0 to recommend pass- Winter Garden, the film is- on its way
age of a bill to repeal the present to a tremendous initial week's gross
state three per cent admission tax "and of $55,000, while at the Park Theatre
give cities authority to levy taxes in business probably will run to $17,000,
this field. Municipalities would set close to capacity.
their own rates, with predictions that
"Love and Learn" with Ina Ray
some hard-pressed centers would go as Hutton's orchestra on the stage is gohigh as 10 per cent.
ing over moderately at the Strand
Ohio theatre owners, called to a where a first week's income of about
meeting by P. J. Wood, secretary of $50,000 is likely. Another newcomer,
the Independent Theatre Owners of "Born to Kill" figures to provide the
Ohio, pledged to stage a last-ditch Palace with $19,000 in its first week,
fight against the bill. The ITO is sup- which is about fair. First week of
porting aSenate bill which would con- "The Big Fix" at the Rialto probably
tinue the present state tax but return will average $7,500; the film will be
tax money to the county of origin.
replaced
on Friday
"Violence."
The admission tax produces about S3,- "Hit
Parade
of 1947"bysimilarly
was
000,000 a year.
short with $11,200 apparent for a first
week at the Gotham.
"The Jolson Story" is still a lively
box-office number after seven weeks
High Court Hears
at the Music Hall and engagements at
Lea Act Arguments
New York neighborhood houses. Back
Washington, May 5.— The Su- at a first-run theatre here, the Vicpreme Court heard argument today
toria, the picture promises to bring
on the constitutionality of the Lea
in a first
week; Film
Classics'
act, with Justice Department attorneys $15,000
"The Patient
Vanishes"
will be
next
claiming that Congress had passed the "Best Years of Our Lives" at the
act to protect the radio industry from Astor is performing steadilv with
"labor unions possessing monopoly $33,000 in view for the 24th week.
"Odd Man Out" is continuing big
powers." One Government lawyer
said
thatcoercion
the "vital
question"
whether
of a radio
stationwasto at the Criterion which looks for $40,000 for a second week. "The Macomhire more employes than it needs is ber
Affair" also is plenty healthy with
immune from congressional regulation $36,000
in view for a third week at
merely because it is done by peaceful the Globe.
means.
"Calcutta" is good for $85,000 in a
Coercion of radio stations is pos- second week at the Paramount where
sible, he stated, because of the monop- it shares the spotlight with Duke
oly of the American Federation of Ellington's orchestra. "The Egg- and
Musicians exercised through its head, I" with a Music Hall stage presentation is going over successfully with
James C. Petrillo.
Union attorneys claimed the act is $130,000 indicated for a second week.
"Monsieur Verdoux" is down to
an "overhanging threat upon all citizens to exercise constitutional free- $18,000, estimated, in a fourth week
at the Broadway Theatre, while at the
Hollvwood a fifth week's gross of
$20,000
for "The Two
Mrs. Carrolls"
is fair. "Possessed
will follow
on Mav
Denny
Is Named to
dom."
29. "Homestretch," with a vaudeville
Conference Chair
show, at the Roxy, probably will gross
Washington, May S. — Charles R. a fairly strong $73,000 for a second
Denny, chairman of the Federal Com- week.
munications Commission, has been
"Smash-Up" and Xavier Cugat's
appointed by President Truman chair- orchestra is close to average in a
fourth
and final week at the Capitol,
man of the international radio conference, which will open in Atlantic City on an estimated $60,000; "Duel" folon May IS.
lows tomorrow. "The Other Love" is
Assistant Secretary of State Gar- slated to open May 14 at the Rivoli
rison Norton will be chairman of the where the present tenant, "The FarmDaughter," is holding up fairly
international plenipotentiary telecom- well er's
with $29,000 seen for a seventh
munication conference. Assistant Secretary of State William Benton will week.
"Barber of Seville," an Italian
head a high frequency broadcasting film,
had a benefit opening at the John
conference.
Golden last night and is to begin a
two-a-day, $2.40 top admission run
today.
WANTED
STENOGRAPHER-CLERK IN
Chicago Theatre Fire
THEATRE DEPARTMENT.
Chicago, May 5. — Slight damage
resulted from a back-stage fire at
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY.
the Chicago Theatre here at the weekend. The audience remained seated
PHONE CIRCLE 7-3100
while the blaze was extinguished.

NYC,

Theatres

Education

in

Venture

In an attempt to enlarge visual
education opportunities for its 1,000,000 school children, the City of New
York has launched an experimental
program involving the use of licensed
neighborhood theatres during regular
school hours, city license commissioner Benjamin Fielding has announced.
Describing the program as the first
of its kind in the nation, Fielding said
that thus far over 1,000 school children from four schools have attended
three special performances during
regular school hours accompanied by
teachers and special supervisors from
the police, license and fire departments in order to insure maximum
standards of safety. All picture selections, he said, are under the direct
jurisdiction of the City Board of
Education and the expense ' for the
program is underwritten by participating theatre owners. The children
are not charged admission. Pictures
already exhibited under the program
are : "Tom Sawyer," "The Prince and
the Pauper," and "Huckleberry Finn."
"The Adventures of Mark Twain" is
scheduled to be shown on May 23.
Said Fielding : "In view of the
broadened
program
the Children's
Film Library
of theofMotion
Picture
Association, and the newly-formed organization oftwo production units on
the West Coast to concentrate on educational subjects involving history,
geography and the physical sciences,
it is tal
likely
thatwill
thisbeyear's
experimenprogram
broadened
this
Urges
'Clean'

Support
Pictures

of
Cleveland, May 5.— Mrs. Lois B.
Seltzer, wife of the editor of The
Press and president of the Federation
of Women's Clubs, at a luncheon
meeting
of the Motion Picture Counfall."
cil of Greater Cleveland in the
Higbee Auditorium, said that, in her
capacity as a civic leader, she is opposed to federal or state censorship,
but said that groups like the Motion
Picture Council, must accept the
social responsibility of encouraging
clean films and rejecting bad ones by
their box-office support.
Set for Warner House
Four Continent Films' "Murder in
Reverse" will open at Warner Brothers' Brooklyn Strand Theatre on May
14 for an indefinite run.
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EDWARD D. COHEN, 20th Cen
tury-Fox sales supervisor for
some Latin American countries, has
been promoted to supervisor for all of
those countries,
by Murray Silverstone, president of 20th-International and
Inter-America.
Cohen, who
will have headquarters in
Buenos Aires,
will have as his
aides William
W. Sullivan,
Argentine
manager, who
will manage
Edward D. Cohen
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru,
Bolivia, Paraguay and Uruguay, with
headquarters in Rio de Janeiro, and J.
Carlo Bavetta, Brazil manager, who
will manage Central America and the
Caribbean area, with Mexico City
headquarters.
Silverstone said the appointments
were made in anticipation of increased
business.
Heineman, Davis, Weait
In New Rank Posts Here
William Heineman, general sales
manager of the J. Arthur Rank Organization in Universal-International,
has been elected to the board of that
Rank unit. John Davis, managing director of the parent Rank Organization in London, has been named vicechairman of the board here, and Robert Weait, director of Latin American
and 16mm. activities, has been elected
treasurer. Robert S. Benjamin is
president of the U. S. Rank Organization.
Davis is due in New York on Friday with Rank.
Van Dee Heads Polish Unit
Of M.P. Export Association
E. Van Dee and Alexander Zablodowski have been appointed manager
and sales manager, respectively, of the
Motion Picture Export Association in
Poland.
Van Dee, formerly press attache at
the U. S. Embassy in Warsaw, is now
in the Polish capital making preparations for launching the first group of
American films under the terms of
the MPEA-Film Polski agreement.
Zablodowski, veteran film salesman,
formerly associated with RKO Radio
and Universal International, is setting
up organizational machinery in Lodz,
where MPEA will also establish headquarters.

Loew's

Nets

$8,956,779

MAY

TEN CENTS

7, 1947

Special U.A. Board
Meet Next Tuesday

US

A special meeting of the
United Artists board of directors has been called for next
Tuesday, presumably to hear
reports
the company's
recent andoncurrent
discussions
looking to the selection of a
new president of the com-

Film

Revenue

Pact

in

and subsidiaries
forLoew's,
the 28Inc.,
weeks
ended Marchreport
13,
1947, a net income of $8,956,779, after
depreciation, taxes and other deductions, subject to a year-end audit. This
compares with $8,952,056 for the corresponding 28 weeks in the previous
pany.
With several prospects reyear, Charles C. Moskowitz, Loew
garded as still in the running,
treasurer, reported yesterday. This is
official opinion was divided
equivalent to $1.67 per share of comyesterday as to whether or
mon stock against $1.76 a year ago.
not a choice would be made
Gross sales and operating revenue
by the time of the meeting.
for the 16 weeks ended March 13
Several reliable sources inwere estimated at $56,655,000, comclined to the belief that a depared with $55,335,000 for the same
cision might be reached withperiod last year.
in the next few days.
Operating profit for the 28 weeks
ended March 13 was $18,236,730,
against $20,282,403 for the 1946 period.
Reserves for contingencies and depreMoves
in
ciation reduced this to $14,563,803 for New
the period ending March, 1947,
against $16,017,630 for the 1946 period, Federal taxes taking the rest — Trust
Appeal
$5,525,016 and $6,680,125 for the 1947
and 1946 periods, respectively.
Parties to the industry New York
anti-trust case are either preparing or
have completed new documents for
Program
Itinerary the
U. S. Supreme Court in which
Set for Rank

Visit

A full six-day program was set here
yesterday for the New York visit of
J. Arthur Rank and his party, who
are due to arrive from London on Friday aboard the
Queen Elisabeth.
Accompanying Rank is John Davis,
managing director of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization, Ltd. Also in the
party are Mrs. Rank and Mrs. Davis,
both of whom are making their first
visit to this country. Rank and Davis
came to the U. S. for the first time in
June, 1945, when he concluded distribution arrangements with Universal-International and with Eagle-Lion
Films.
Rank will be in New York only six
days. Friday he will be honor guest
and speaker at a luncheon to be given
{Continued on page 10)
No

British

Says

Curbs,

Pattinson

James V. Pattinson, sales director
of 20th Century-Fox, Ltd., of Great
Britain, does not believe the British
government will impose any new restrictions on the importation of American films.
Pattinson, here for a short visit,
pointed out yesterday in an interview
{Continued on page 10)

they will designate "points relied
upon" on appeal, these being what
they consider to be the most signifiof thealready
"substantial
questions"to
which cantthey
have charged
be involved in the New York decision.
Filing of the papers is prescribed
by law to allow the appellants, "upon
reflection" a means of laying stress
upon their allegations of misjudgment
or other errors made by the New
{Continued on page 10)
Iowa-Nebraska
Hits

50%

Unit

Pictures

Omaha,
MayOwners
6. — Allied
Independent Theatre
of Iowa
and
Nebraska today pledged not to buy 50
per cent pictures and particularly condemned "outrageous terms by distributors" for "The Best Years of Our
Lives" and "Duel in the Sun."
Another resolution, adopted on the
final day of the two-day convention,
requested distributors to equalize with
the East the time to accept or reject
a contract in the West. If this is not
done the exhibitors agreed to reject
them in 14 days.
R. R. Livingston, of Cooper Theatres, Lincoln, was chosen as area
trustee of the Omaha Motion Picture
Foundation unit, while Don V. Mc
Lucas, United Artists branch manager
here, who was elected temporary
chairman yesterday, was named per
manent chairman today.

Moves

for

France

Paris Embassy To Talk
Two-Year Fiscal Accord
Washington; May 6. — The
American Embassy in Paris has
been authorized to confer with the
French authorities on the question
of establishing a dollar ceiling for
U. S. film imports for the two years
commencing July 1, 1946, when the
Blum-Byrnes accord went into effect,
and
on the remittance of blocked film
accounts.
This was announced today by
George Canty of the State Department's commercial policy division.
The French last May demanded the
ceiling be fixed at $3,000,000 a year,
the yearly pre-war remittance figure.
The American industry believes that
this has been outmoded by increased
production costs here and increased
revenues in France. Observers estimate that the net profit on U. S. films
in France(Continued
from July
1, 1946,
on page
10) to June
Balaban
For

UJA

on

Tour

Drive

Barney Balaban, national chairman
of the film division of the United
Jewish Appeal, will leave here tonight
for industry meetings in St. Louis,
Los
San Francisco on
behalfAngeles
of the and
campaign.
Paramount's president will address
a meeting of showmen in St. Louis
tomorrow and will then proceed to
Los Angeles and San Francisco. The
San Francisco meeting will be held
on May 12, the Los Angeles meeting
following.
Joseph
C. campaign
Ansell is chairman of the
industry
(Continued
on page 10) in St.

Walsh

Rejects

Decision

on

AFL

Sets

Richard F. Walsh, international
president of IATSE, yesterday termed
"unacceptable" AFL president William Green's latest effort to settle the
studio jurisdictional clash between
IATSE and the carpenters' union in
Hollywood.
In declaring
that onIATSE
(Continued
page 10)would not

2

Personal
Mention
CHARLES
C. MOSKOWITZ,
Loew's
vice-president,
has returned here from a Miami vacation.
•
Rutgers Neilson, RKO Radio
publicity manager, has been elected to
the "Fall
committeeClub.
of the
cus SaintsGuy"
and Sinners
He Cirwill
also serve as a member of the board
of governors of the organization.
•
J. R. Springer, general theatre manager for Century Theatres, has been
awarded a medal by the U. S. Treas
ury Department for his war bond ac
tivities.
•
Irving Maas, Motion Picture Export Association vice-president and
general manager, is due here today by
plane from Europe.
•
William Hurworth, Jr., Paramount International assistant manager
in Sydney, Australia, is expected in
New York today.
•
Harry Warner, who is visiting in
the East, will attend the 57th running
of the Preakness in Baltimore Saturday.
•
Howard Strickling, M-G-M studio
publicity chief, will depart for the
Coast from New York tomorrow.
•
Tom Connors, 20th Century-Fox
distribution head, will leave New York
for the Coast next week.
•
H. M. Bessey, Altec vice-president,
has arrived in New York after a
week's visit to Atlanta.

Motion
RCA
Up

Quarterly
48%:

Picture
Net

Sarnoff

Net profit of RCA for the first
quarter of 1947 amounted to $4,680,
065, representing an increase of $1,
519,841, or 48 per cent, over the same
period in 1946, David Sarnoff, presi
dent, disclosed here yesterday at the
28th annual stockholders meeting.
Earnings per common share for the
quarter amounted to 28 cents, against
17 cents for the same period in 1946,
he announced.
Reviewing the history of the corporation, Sarnoff said that 457 persons
were employed when operations began
in 1919, while on May 1, 1947, RCA
personnel numbered 40,600.
He said that during the past 10
years the net worth of the corporation
increased by $39,000,000 and is now
in excess of $100,000,000.
He reported progress in television
on three fronts : research by RCA
Laboratories, manufacturing by RCA
Victor and telecasting by National
Broadcasting. He said that the NBC
station in Washington is expected to
begin operations within a few weeks.
MGM'sMaloneyFirst
For Month

Stay Here

John J. Maloney, M-G-M Central
sales manager with headquarters in
Pittsburgh, will be the first field sales
manager to spend a month at the home
office and attend regular cabinet meetings under a new rotating plan for
field sales executives, as announced by
William F. Rodgers, distribution vicepresident. Maloney, in addition to his
sales cabinet activities, will act in an
advisory
capacity to Rogers during his
stay:
Maloney returned yesterday to his
home territory after attending the
company's sales conferences here. He
for his new as$10,000,000
RKO will return Monday
signment. Meanwhile, Frank C.
Revolving Credit Set Hensler, who has been named field asto Maloney, has returned to
RKO Radio has consummated ar- Detroit sistant
rangements for a new unsecured re- territory.and will make a swing of his
volving credit of $10,000,000, predicated on a minimum working capital
of $20,000,000, N. Peter Rathvon, pres- House Committee To
ident, announced here yesterday.
The credit will be participated in Question Petrillo
by the Bankers Trust Co. of New
Washington, May 6.— If the SuYork, which will manage the fund,
preme Court doesn't act on the Lea
the First National Bank of Boston, Act before it recesses in June, a hearing is expected to be held by a House
and the Security-First National Bank
of Los Angeles. The new financing, subcommittee to investigate the abuses
Rathvon said, — which will automati- of James C. Petrillo and the American
cally cancel an existing credit agree- Federation of Musicians, it was inment with Bankers Trust for $5,000,dicated by Rep. Kearns, chairman of
000 not due to expire until Dec. 22, the House group.
1948 — provides for a scaling down of Kearns said however, that he still
the fund by five per cent per year, be- expects the court to act before it
ginning in the second year. Negotia- recesses, adding, "We'll have Petrillo
tions were conducted by William H. on
the witness stand within a week
Clark, treasurer, and Gordon E. after the court's decision."
Youngman, general counsel, of RKO
Radio.
The new financing permits the com- UA, Roach Close Deal
Distribution deal with producer Hal
pany to maintain a suitable inventory
of produced but unreleased feature Roach, authorized by United Artists'
pictures which the management con- board two weeks ago, has been closed,
company announces. The pact calls
for orderly
market- the
ing, siders
careful"necessary
exploitation
and maximum
for the delivery of six comedy fearesultsment from
distribution," the state- lease. tures, in Cinecolor, for 1947-48 resaid.

Wednesday, May 7, 1947

Daily

Newsreel
Dalton Silent on
U.K. Film Earnings
London, May 6.— Hugh Dalton, Chancellor of the Exchequer, declined to estimate
the revenue from American
exhibition of British pictures
when questioned on the subject in the House of Commons today. However, he revealed that United States pictures shown in England received $68,000,000 annually.

Arthur
N.Y.

Mayer

Fund

Heads

Drive

Arthur L. Mayer, operator of the
Rialto, on Broadway, has been appointed chairman of the motion picture drive for the Greater New York
Fund, which will open today, Frederick Warburg, campaign chairman,
disclosed here yesterday.
Co-chairmen are Leonard Goldenson, president of Paramount Theatres
Service Corp. ; Leo Brecher, circuit
operator; Gus Eyssell, president of
Radio City Music Hall, and Sam
Rinzler, head of Randforce Amusement.
A film on the functions of the Fund
is being prepared by 20th Century-Fox
and upon approval by the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Associations and others will be released
through National Screen Service in
the New York area. The Fund acts
as a Community Chest for 423 New
York hospitals, health and welfare
agencies. Its goal is $6,000,000.
FWC Managers' Unit
Seeks Recognition
Los Angeles, May 6.— Associated
Theatre Operating Managers, Inc.,
composed of managers and assistant
managers of Fox West Coast Theatres, which failed last year to secure
National Labor Board recognition as
bargaining agent, "will soon "reapply
for an NLRB hearing for certification
as bargaining agent," union secretary
James Moran declared. He has supplied the press with circulars which
he said were distributed to 100,000 patrons of FWC Theatres, asserting
managers' incomes had been reduced
while pay scales in other branches of
the industry had gone up. In a press
release accompanying the circular,
Moran said that managers incomes
from candy and other concessions had
been reduced 20 per cent.

Parade
Aleman'sas
J T\/tEXICO'
VI visit toS thePresident
United States
well
as the are
President
to Africa
newsreelof France's
highlightsvisit
in
current releases. Other items include
the new Abbott and Costello Coast
play center, and sports and fashions.
Complete contents follozv :
MOVIETONE
NEWS,
No. t£ !J h
spots inPresident
the U. ofS.France
visit ofon President
> .e man.
tour. Russian
wives wait to join British husbands. Tornado wrecks town in Northwest Missouri.
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Los Angeles. Bathing fashions from Hollywo d. Jet Pilot wins Kentucky Derby.
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the Kentucky
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French
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tour.
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Costello's
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PARAMOUNT NEWS* No. 73-Aleman
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City traffic jam. Chicago says it with
hats. French president tours Africa. Kentucky Derby: Jet Pilot wins in photo finish.
RKO PATHE
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No. 75— club
France's
president
at Dakkar.
for
Red Army.
New York
Aleman.
Kentucky
Derby. cheers President
manUNIVERSAL
tours here. NEWSREEL,
Abbott and
play center. President of
Africa.tuckyHats
Derby. designed from

No. 36— open
Ale Costello
France visits
sugar. Ken-

Bore S chary Honored
At Reception Here
Dore Schary, newly-elected vicepresident'
in charge
of RKO
studios, was
honor guest
at a Radio's
reception given by the company at the "21
Club" here yesterday. Trade press
and newspaper representatives attended.
RKO Radio executives and others
on hand included : N. Peter Rathvon,
Ned Depinet, Phil Reisman, Paul
Hollister, Gordon Youngman, Robert
Mochrie, William Clark, James Mulvey, Harry Michaelson, Len S.
Gruenberg, Robert Wolff, Jack Votion, M. G. Poller, A. A. Schubart,
Perry Leiber, S. Barret McCormick,
Rutgers Neilson, Harry Blair, Don
Prince, Emerson Foote, Ralph Austrian, Phil Hodes, Harry Gittleson,
Harry Mandel and Robert Hawkinson.

New Grierson Series
'Wonder Eye," first in a new series
of short subjects produced by John
Grierson's World Today, will be released nationally on May 16 by United
Artists. It was produced by Stuart
Legg and directed by Guy Glover.

250 at Testimonial for
S. E. Samuelson
Philadelphia, May 6.— Some 250
of the New Jersey, Western Pennsylvania, Eastern Pennsylvania and Baltimore Allied units and film company
guests gathered at the Warwick Hotel,
here, last night for a testimonial banquet in honor of Sidney E. Samuelson,
general
manager of Allied of Eastern
Pennsylvania.
Samuelson, honored for his services
to Allied, was presented with a gold
watch and he and Mrs. Samuelson
also were presented with an ocean
cruise.

Miller Leaves Goldwyn
Llewellyn Miller is leaving Samuel
Goldwyn's New York publicity office
after completing a special advance job
on "The Best Years of Our Lives."
Miss Miller will vacation before announcing a new connection.

'Lost Honeymoon' Booked
Eagle Lion's "Lost Honeymoon," a
comedy dealing with the adventures
of an ex-GI, has been booked into
Loew's State Theatre, here; the opening date will be announced shortly.
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Paramount
Meetings

Partner

Start

Arrowhead Springs, Cal., May 6.
— Paramount home office executives
and theatre partners from the field
convened here today in the first of a
series of meetings scheduled to last
until Friday or possibly Saturday.
Discussions concern theatre operat
ing problems under the Federal Court
decree in the industry anti-trust suit,
plus current theatre operating problems resulting from post-war conditions.
Scheduled to attend on Friday are
Barney Balaban, president of Paramount ; Henry Ginsberg, vice-presi
dent in charge of production, and Y.
Frank Freeman, vice-president.
Besides Balaban, those who are attending the meetings from the home
office are : Leonard Goldenson, Edward L. Hyman, Robert M. Weitman,
Leon D. Netter, Hal Pereira, Evans
Perkins, Eugene Street, Montague
Gowthorpe, Max Fellerman, Curtis
Mitchell and Robert Powers.
Theatre partners in attendance are:
M. J. Mullin and Sam Pinanski, M. &
P. Circuit, Boston ; Sam Goldstein,
Western Massachusetts Theatres, New
Haven ; Harry Royster, Netco Theatres Corp., Poughkeepsie ; Frank
Walker, Comerford Circuit, Scranton ;
Earl Hudson, United Detroit Theatres; John Balaban, Walter Immerman, Dave Wallerstein and Henry
Spickelmeier, B. and K. and Great
States Theatres, Chicago ; Harry
French and Charles Winchell, Minnesota Amusement Co., Minneapolis.
Also: A. H. Blank, Myron Blank
and Ralph Branton, Tri-States and
Central States Theatres of Iowa and
Nebraska; M. A. Lightman, Malco
Theatres, Memphis; E. V. Richards,
Turk Carter, Gaston Dureau and
A. H. Higgenbottom, ParamountRichards, New Orleans; R. B. Wilby,
H. F. Kincey, James Harrison, Roy
Smart and Richard Kennedy, WilbyKincey Circuit, the Carolinas, Tennessee and Atlanta; Fred Kent, Florida States Theatres; Karl Hoblitzelle
and R.atres,J.Texas.
O'Donnell, Interstate The-

Picture

Astor Starts Summer
Rates on 'Best Years'
Summer prices became
effective today for Samuel
Goldwyn's "The Best Years of
Our Lives" at the Astor
Theatre here. New summer
prices begin at 95 cents with
a top of $1.50 at peak evening
hours on weekdays. On Saturdays and Sundays, the scale
begins at 95 cents and runs to
$1.80. Old prices began at 95
cents, with $1.50 charged at
peak hours. On Saturdays and
Sundays, the scale formerly
went from $1.20 to $2.40. On
Friday, the film will hit the
Astor's long-run record for a
picture shown on continuous
policy, when it starts its 25th
week.
Hope Theatres Will
Show Air Force Film
Washington, May 6. — The Army
Air Forces
interest and
exhibitors in itswillnewtryair'to research
development film.
The film, produced by American
film producers for the AAF, was accepted here over the weekend and
AAF officials disclosed that they had
asked the Office of Government Reports for clearance to show it to film
companies, and exhibitors. Main hopes
for commercial showing, it was added, were that some newsreel theatre
circuit would take the picture, which
has a running time of 18 minutes.
AAF officials stated that plans have
been made for three more general information films and that they will
take their requests to the Signal
Corps in the near future.
Bill Would Legalize
U. S. Film Division
Washington, May 6. — Rep. Mundt
today introduced a bill to give statutory authority to the State Department's overseas information program,
including
its international motion picture division.
One of the main arguments used by
the House Appropriations Committee
in denying funds for the program was
that it had no specific authority in
law for existence.
The Mundt Bill is given at best a
50-50 chance of passage.

Also : Julius Gordon, Sam Landrom
and S. L. Oakley, Jefferson Amusement Co., Beaumont, Tex, ; Hunter
Perry, Charlottesville, Va. ; Harry
Nace, Jr., Publix-Richards-Nace Theatres, Arizona; Tracy Barham and
Ray Hendry, Intermountain Theatres,
Salt Lake City; William Jenkins,
Fred Storey and John Stembler, Lu- Ramsay e Article on
cas and Jenkins, Georgia; Jack Kee- Films in Year Book
gan, Northio Theatres, Ohio ; John J.
An article on motion pictures has
Fitzgibbons, Famous Players Canabeen written by Terry Ramsaye, edidian Corp., Canada, Ltd.
tor of Motion Picture Herald, for the
"New International 1947 Year Book,"
a 750-page annual published this week
Paramount Meetings
by Funk and Wagnalls.
Start in the Field
The book is edited by Charles
First round of branch conferences Earle
Funk, and among other conto be held throughout the country in
tributors are: J. Edgar Hoover, head
advance of Paramount's 1947 sales of the FBI ; Niles Trammell, presidrive has begun with meetings in San
dent of NBC, and Vernon Rice, drama
Francisco, Los Angeles and Washing- editor of the New York Post.
ton. George A. Smith, the company's
Western division sales manager, will
conduct the San Francisco parley to- Tribute to Industry
day after having concluded a two-day
Hollywood, May 6.— A tribute to
Los Angeles meeting yesterday.
the industry for its efforts in advancEarle W. Sweigert, Mideastern
ing the cause of literacy in Latindivision sales manager, will wind up American countries was voiced by
the two-day Washington meeting to- Viriato Comacho, Costa Rica's assistant secretary of state in charge of
day. The 13-week "Celebrating 35
during a visit to the WarYears of Leadership" sales contest will education,
ner Brothers Studio.
open nationally on Aug. 31.
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Coast

ITO

Speaker

Backs

Divorcement

Warner

Building
Program Progresses
The third new Warner exchange building to be opened
this year, a Minneapolis
branch, is expected to be
ready late in July. Newlybuilt quarters already have
been occupied in New Haven
and Philadelphia.
Herman Goldberg, supervisor of maintenance and pu(
chasing agent for Warner osM?
changes, left yesterday for a
tour of branches at Oklahoma
City, Dallas, Omaha, Des
Moines Minneapolis and Chicago. ,

Los Angeles, May 6.— Dr. J. B.
Fishman, president of Allied Theatres
of Connecticut, asserted that "monopoly exists in production" and that
"divorcement is the solution" with
"playing time open in all theatres to
all the
producers,"
the opening
sessionof
of
Pacific atCoast
Conference
Independent Theatre Owners which
was convened at the Ambassador Hotel here.
Thomas J. Severson, Montana
Theatres Association president, declared that "we are tired of paying
through our noses for product and intend doing something about it," while
Sam Gillette, president of Intermountain Theatres Association, said "the- Warns
atre owners must organize for proIn his keynote address, Robert H.
Poole, PCCITO executive secretary,
tection."
stated that "film rentals will be dealt
with, definitely, at this convention,
along with other practices that are
detrimental to independent exhibitors."
In an address at the afternoon session, Donald Nelson, president of the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, said that the motion
picture industry, like all others, must
face the fact that the period of peak
business is past. He called for reduced
costs in production and distribution
and added that exhibitors must join in
urging authorities to increase foreign
exhibition of U. S. product.
Indiana

ATO

Hits

U -I Films for Purdue
Indianapolis, May 6.— Protesting
against the licensing of product by
Universal-International to Purdue
University, the board of directors of
the Associated Theatre Owners of Inasserted which
that U-I's
action
places diana
an today
institution
is supported by public funds in direct competition with the people who pay taxes
to support it. The board also endorsed
Motion Picture Association president
Eric Johnston's
plan totheexplore'
possibilities
of using
screen the
to
bring about a better understanding of
the industry and how it operates.
A. C. Zaring, veteran Indianapolis
exhibitor who retired from active
business recently, was given a lifetime honorary membership on the
board of directors.
'Nais' Premiere

Marcel Pagnol's "Nais," starring
Fernandel, will have its world premiere at the Las Palmas Theatre, Los
Angeles, tomorrow, under the auspices
of the French Consulate of Los Angeles. Proceeds from the engagement
of "Nais," which is being released in
this country by Siritzky- International,
will go to French charities.

of Conditions

In Commercial

Field

American commercial films are at a
dangerous crossroad, Phillips B.
Nichols, RKO Pathe commercial department sales manager, states here.
Chaotic conditions in distribution endanger both the progress and prestige of industrial film production, according to Nichols, and have brought
about a crisis which the industry cannot afford to ignore. Nichols calls for
immediate distribution
programming
as a primary requisite in the expanding field.
t
"What
commercia
need," n heto said,
"is a coordinat
ing lsassociatio
put
them into every projector available,
just as theatrical picture distribution
sees a film through from world premiere to the last grind run."

India's Film Role
Cited by Skouras
Citing the motion picture as important to permanent peace by way of
creating mutual understanding among
nations, Spyros P. Skouras, president
of 20th Century-Fox, last night presented aplaque to Vijay Bhatt, producer-director ofIndia, for his contributions toIndo-American cultural
ties. Skouras made the presentation in
behalf of the India Society of America
at a banquet at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, here.
Francis Harmon, New York vicepresident of the Motion Picture Association, spoke of the American industry's interests in Indian affairs and of
the desire to present
U. S. product to
audiences of that country.
A preview showing of Bhatt's newest picture, "Ram
today.
will
held
at
the Museum ofRajya,"
Modern Artbe here

Skouras, Truman Chat
Washington, May 6. — Spyfos P.
Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president,
spent a half hour with President TruRCA Appoints Hucke
man this afternoon. Skouras, who returned to New York after the visit,
Camden, May 6. — Herbert M.
Hucke has been appointed sales man- America.
ager of the newly-consolidated com- discussed his recent trip to South'
munications and specialty section of
Radio Corp. of America.
Oregon Theatre Burns
Detroit, Ore., May 6. — In a fire
Set "Duel" Openings
which
half of the town, the
Los Angeles, May 6. — David O. Detroit burned
Theatre,
Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" will open completely destroyenewly opened, was
d, with a loss of
simultaneously in 24 greater Los Anmanager. according to Fred S. Wilson
geles theatres tomorrow at $1 daytime $50,000,
and $1.25 evening admission prices.
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Picture

Grosses

G are estimated picFOLLOWIN
ture grosses, exclusive of Federal
tax, for current engagements in hey
cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
PHILADELPHIA
of Our
Lives,"andin
its"The
fifth Best
weekYears
at two
locations,
"Homestretch," in its first week at the
Fox, are the box-office leaders here.
Business in general at other houses is
somewhat below average. Estimated
receipts for the week ending May 6-8 :
LOVE LAUGHS AT ANDY HARDY
(M-G-M) — ALDINE (900) (50c -60c -74c -80c8Sc-94c)
1st week. Gross: $9,200. (Average: $13,800)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR UVES
(RKO Radio) — ARCADIA (900) (Advanced
prices: 90c -$1.80) 5th week. Gross: $16,800.
(Average at regular prices of 50c-94c:
$6,600)
SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M) — BOYD (3,000)
(60c-70c-84c-80c-85c-94c) 3rd week. Gross:
$21,600. (Average: $21,000)
CALENDAR GIRL (Rep.)— EARLE (3,000)
(60c-70c-80c-90c-99c). With vaudeville starCharles AND
Spivak.LEARN
6 days. (WB)
Gross:1 $21,500. ring
LOVE
day.
Gross: $2,500. (Average: $31,700)
HOMESTRETCH (2»th-Fox) — FOX (3,000)
(5Oc-6Oc-74c-80c-85c-94c) 1st week. Gross:
$27,500. (Average: $25,000)
SUDDENLY
IT'S SPRING (Para.)—
GOLDMAN (1,400) (50c-6Oc-74c-8Oc-85c-94c)
3rd
week.
Gross:
$14,000.- (Average: $24,000)
BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME (U-I)KARLTON (1,000) (50c-6Oc-74c-8Oc-85c-94c)
2nd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $6,200)
STALLION ROAD (WB) — KEITH (2,200)
(50c-6Oc-74c-80c-85c-94c) 1st week, 2nd run.
Gross: $5,000. (Average: $6,200)
LOVE AND LEARN (WB)— MASTBAUM
(4,700) $20,000.
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
Gross:
(Average: $29,500)1st week.
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— PIX (500) (Advanced prices:
90c-$1.80) 5th week. Gross: $13,800. (Average at advanced prices: $10,000)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M)
—STANLEY (3,000) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
2nd
000) week. Gross: $24,800. (Average: $27,ANGEL AND THE BADMAN (Rep.)—
STANTON (1,700) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
2nd week. Gross: $11,800. (Average: $12,700)

ARI Says 37-Million
Will See 'Best Years*
Approximately 37,000,000 will
see Samuel Goldwyn's "The
Best Years of Our Lives," according to Dr. George Gal1Prior
u p ' sto the
Audience
Research.of
announcement
the Academy Awards, a potential audience of 32,000,000
to 33,000,000 was indicated by
ARI here yesterday.
This marks one of the highest audience totals ever forecast for a picture, and is
based on continuing studies
of theatregoers by ARI for
the past year and a half.
of Our Lives," with a huge $18,000 in
its opening week at Keith's. "Easy
Come, Easy Go," is well above average at the Circle, and "The Egg and
I," moved over from Keith's to the
Lyric for a fifth week, continues as a
strong drawing card. Weather has
been rainy for the most part. Estimated receipts for the week ending
May 7-8
:
EASY
COME,
EASY GO (Para.)-CIRCLE
(2.800) (48c-72c) 1st week. With Frankie
Carle band
on
stage.
Gross: $23,000. (Average: $18,500)
SUDDENLY IT'S SPRING (Para.) and
FEAR IN THE NIGHT (Para.)— INDI(3,200) (40c-60c)
$11,500.ANAAverage:
$15,200)1st week. Gross:
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— KEITH'S (1,300) (Advanced
admission prices: 74c-$1.20) 1st week.
Gross:sion $18,000.
(Average$6,500)
at regular admisprices of 40c-60c:
JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.) and CIGARETTE GIRL (Col.) — LOEWS (2,450) (40c60c) 1st week. Gross: $10,000. (Average:
$13,800)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— LYRIC (1,600)
(40c-60c) 5th week, on a moveover from
Keith's. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $6,700)
BUFFALO

"The Yearling," in its first week at
the Great Lakes, leads the field in a
generally good box-office week.
First-run grosses are large, but are "Framed" and "The Farmer's Daughunevenly distributed this week. The
ter," also in opening weeks, are doing
business. Weather has
box-office leader is "The Best Years above-average
been springlike. Estimated receipts
for the week ending May 10 :
THE IMPERFECT LADY (Para.) and
PHILO VANCE'S GAMBLE (PRC)— BUFFALO (3,489) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
Gross: $19,000.
(Average: $19,000) 1st week.
THE YEARLING (M-G-M) — GREAT
LAKES $23,400.
(3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
Gross:
(Average: $18,000)1st week.
SUDDENLY IT'S SPRING (Para.) and
EASY COME, EASY GO (Para.)— HIPPODROME (2,100) (40c|-50c-60c-70c) 2nd
week onerage:a$10,000)
moveover. Gross: $8,900. (AvINDIANAPOLIS

*Names on request from
EAGLE-LION FILMS
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Wage Negotiations
Today at Warners
Negotiators for Warner Brothers
and the Motion Picture Home Office Employes Union, Local No. H-63,
IATSE, are expected to meet here today to discuss wages for more than
600 home office employes.
A union spokesman said that negotiations are being carried on under a
wage re-opening clause of the present
two-year contract, which expires next
May. The union seeks a flat 20 per
cent increase.
Meanwhile, negotiations will be resumed tomorrow for office employes of
M-G-M's News-of-the-Day.
Foreign Screen Gets
Six More U. K. Films
Foreign Screen Corp. will distribute
in Latin America a second group of
six British films' in as many months,
acquired from Anglo-American, as
follows : "Murder in Reverse," "Lisbon Story," "Spring Song," "Latin
Quarter," "Woman to Woman" and
"Appointment
with Crime."
All will be released
simultaneously,
according to H. Alban-Mestanza,
FSC president, whose first group of
six British productions were from
Pathe of London. Additionally, the
company
has acquired a number of
British reissues.
Jack Benny Radio
Show at Roxy May 23
Jack Benny, Phil Harris, Rochester and the Sportsmen's Quartet, all
from Benny's radio show, will make
personal appearances at the Roxy
Theatre, beginning May 23. Appearing with them will be Marjorie Reynolds, star of "Holiday Inn," "Dixie,"
and the forthcoming "Heaven Only
The limited 12-day engagement will
end on Tuesday, June 3.
Knows."
Handy Theatre to Open
Memphis, May 6.— W. C. Handy,
composer of "St. Louis Blues" and
"Memphis Blues," is scheduled to
make a personal appearance here at
the opening on Sunday of the W. C.
Handy Theatre, 1,100-seat all-Negro
house, just finished in Memphis. The
theatre, which cost $200,000, is named
in honor of Handy, a former Memphian, who now resides in New York.

WB Zone Heads Meet
Harry Goldberg, director of advertising-publicity for Warner Theatres,
conducted a meeting of several zone
advertising heads at the home office
yesterday. Among those attending were
Charles A. Smakwitz, Albany zone;
Dan Finn, New Haven ; Everett Callow, Philadelphia ; George Kelly,
FRAMED
and MILLIE'S
TER. (Col.) —(Col.)
LAFAYETTE
(3,000) DAUGH(40c-50c60c-70c) 1st week. Gross: $18,000. (Aver- Newark.
age: $15,000) AND THE LADY (Rep.)
PLAINSMAN
'Carmen* with Spurs
and THAT BRENNAN
GIRL (Rep.)—
TECK
(1,500)
(40c-50c-60c-70c)
1st
week.
Hollywood, May 6. — Producer
Gross: $4,700. (Average: $6,000)
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Ra- Harry Sherman has announced "Carmen of the West" as his high-budget
THE TWENTIETH
FALCON'S ADVENTURE
(RKOdio) andRadio)—
CENTURY Technicolor production for 1948 with
(3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 1st week. Gross:
$18,000. (Average: $16,000)
the original "Carmen" story trans
planted to the American West. Stars
from
leads. concert and opera will sing the
Albany Salesmen Meet
Albany, N. Y., May 6.— A meeting
was held here to discuss the organiza- Rank Appoints St. John
tion of an Albany chapter of the
London, May 6. — Earl St. John,
Colosseum of Motion Picture Sales- an American, who has been theatre
men. In attendance were A. M. Van controller for the J. Arthur Rank Or
Dyke, Chicago, national president, ganization, here, has been appointed
and N. E. Provencher, Milwaukee, a member of the Two Cities board in
secretary.
charge of production.

US-UK

Control

Unit

Set Up

in Germany

Washington,
May 6.to— An
agree-a
ment has been reached
establish
joint British- American film production
control board, according to information received here from War Department officials in Berlin. A film forwarding company will be estahHshed
to operate in both zones. /
Most important point discussV^with
representatives of the British Information Control Film Section was the
conservation of raw stock.
Import Restrictions
Clarified by Sweden
Washington, May 6.— Sweden has
further clarified the status of articles
on order or en route there when import restrictions were imposed last
March
nounced. 15, the State Department anLicenses will be granted, the Department says, for articles placed under restrictions, provided that a bona
fide contract contemplating delivery
prior to October 1, had been entered
into on or before March 15 and, secondly that the goods will be delivered
before October 1. In cases of contracts
placed on or before March 15, calling
for periodic deliveries favorable consideration will be given only to that
part calling for deliveries prior to
October 1. One loophole left open by
Sweden provides that license applications for delivery after October 1 will
be given favorable consideration if]
production had started before March
15 and the product cannot be sold to
buyers in other countries.
Hear Bceston Quits
Toronto, May 6.— A report in To
ronto film circles tells of the resigna
tion of George H. Beeston as a mem
ber of the board of directors and
treasurer of Odeon Theatres of Can
ada. A veteran film official here, Bee
ston was a brother-in-law of T. J.
Bragg who was an Odeon director un
story.
til his death a year ago. There has
been no confirmation or denial of the
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INTENSITY

the added cost of one or two admissions per day, you can make every blackand-white picture sparkle with detail . . .
give rich, brilliant overtones to your color
pictures . . . and bring more people to your
box office!
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You do it with High Intensity Projection.
For example, One-Kilowatt High Intensity Projection provides a 50-100 per cent
brighter screen. It makes available to the
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PROJECTION

small theatre the same impressive visibility
and fidelity of color found on the screens of
the largest big-city theatres. This means
more pleasure for your audiences . . . and a
consistently bigger box office!
Take advantage of the profits to be had
from High Intensity Projection. Consult
your supply house immediately on the availability of High Intensity lamps.
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Gregg Off Tomorrow
On Round-World Trip
Eugene S. Gregg, vice-president of
Westrex Corp., foreign motion picture
equipment subsidiary of Western
Electric, will leave New York for
England tomorrow on the America, on the first leg
round-the-world
trip. of a three-month
Gregg will
with local
representatives atconfer
WE offices
jn London,

French

Film

Pact

(Continued from page 1)

30, 1947, will total well over $5,000,by the Worlds' Sunday School As000, based on the current exchange
sociation, ofwhich he is an internarate of 119 francs to the dollar.
tional official, at the Hotel CommoStateFrench
Department's
replythat
to
dore. His Friday schedule also intheThe
original
request, was
cludes ameeting of the board of the
it
was
necessary
first
to
observe
the
U.S. J. Arthur Rank Organization,
French market possibilities under the
Inc., of which he is chairman of the
board, and Robert S. Benjamin is Basle, Paris, Cairo, Bombay, Cal- new accord. The French repeated their
cutta, Rangoon, Singapore, Sidney request, however, late last year, .rentpresident.
On Saturday, Rank and Davis will and Wellington, N. Z., returning to
ing out that the transfer of af umeet officials of Universal to discuss this country by way of Hollywood
lated
wouldof we%f''so
its balance
payments
future plans. On Sunday he will be about Aug. 15. Gregg will also attend heavilyfilmon earnings
the guest at the country home of Spy- the annual meeting of the Internation- situation at this time that agreement
necessary. The Department then
al Chamber of Commerce in Switzer- was
ros Skouras, president of 20th Cenconsulted the film companies and
land as delegate.
tury-Fox Films.
agreed to discuss this matter and the
Monday, Rank will spend virtually
question of blocked remittances.
the entire day with Universal, being
It was understood that the remitthe guest of its board at a private Walsh Rejects
tance question has been under informal
(Continued from page 1)
luncheon to be given at the Metropolidiscussion for some time between the
tan Club. In the afternoon, he will
attend a meeting of the Universal abide by the "clarification" issued by Embassy and the French authorities,
but that no agreement could be
Green, arbitration
Walsh referred
to anof innerboard, of which he is a member. Mon- union
decision
Dec, reached because of disagreement on
day evening, Rank and Davis will be
rate of exchange.
guests of Eric Johnston and the 1945, which, in turn, hinged upon a theAmerican
film companies have been
board of the Motion Picture Associa- 1926 agreement between the two
tion at a dinner to be given at the unions. Meanwhile, Walsh said he demanding payment at the rate of exWaldorf-Astoria Hotel, here.
would attend a May 13 meeting in
change current when their applications for remittances were filed, bringTuesday, Arthur Krim, president, Washington called by Green to discuss the controversy.
ing American claims to almost $12,and A. W. Schwalberg, vice-president
The "clarification" granted jurisdic- 000,000. The French, however, want
of Eagle-Lion Films, will confer with
base the settlement on the exchange
Rank and Davis, who will also attend
tion over the "assemblage" of sets to to
rate current July 1, 1946, cutting these
and
over
"construction"
of
a meeting of the board of Pathe Indus- IATSE
tries, controlled by the Robert R. sets to the carpenters. A spokesman claims to slightly less than $7,000,000.
Young interests. On Tuesday, also, for Walsh pointed out that "construe
In December, 1946, the French approved atoken payment of 25 per cent
Guy Eyssell, president and managing tion" would constitute the major
Bernstein Due Here
director of Radio City Music Hall, work, and thus would remove such of the blocked balances of each American company at the 119 francs to the
will be host to the party at a luncheon jurisdiction from IATSE.
On Finance Deal
The spokesman said the 1926 agree- dollar rate. Several American comSidney L. Bernstein, associated with at the theatre, where the Rank film,
panies, however, refused to accept this
ment gave "set erection" to IATSE,
Alfred Hitchcock in the formation and "Great Expectations," will play at the
that three AFL vice-presidents, offer.
management of Transatlantic Pictures, conclusion of the present run of "The and
sitting
as
an
arbitration
board
in
Dec,
will arrive here by plane from England
meetings on Wednesday, Rank 1945, declared the 1926 agreement 17 Elected to MPF
on Saturday. Both will meet in New andAfter
and I."
Rank, and Davis and Mrs. should be followed. In the summer of
Egg Mrs.
York with officials of Bankers Trust Davis
will entrain for Chicago, where 1946, the carpenters' union, according Atlanta Committee
on financing the first two Transatlan- they will spend two days conferring to the "IA" spokesman, issued its own
tic films, "The Rope" and "Under with J. H. McNabb, head of Bell and
Atlanta,sentativesMay
6.— Some in125Georgia,
repreof the Dec, 1945, arbiofthe industry
Capricorn," on a top-budget basis, Howell, and with A. N. Rauland of interpretation
tration, and allegedly changed the Florida, Alabama
and Tennessee,
television.
both to be directed' by Hitchcock.
meaning of the original arbitration.
meeting here to organize the Atlanta
Bernstein will remain here to negoThe party is due in Toronto on
tiate a deal with a major distribution Saturday, May 17, where meetings AFL Washington Meeting
exchange
area's permanent
Picture Foundation
Committee,Motion
have
company for release of all Transatlan- will be held with officials of the Rank
elected
17
to
the
committee
which, at
The
May
13
meeting
called
by
Wil
interests
there,
headed
by
J.
Earl
tic product whether directed by Hitchcock or other directors.
later date, will elect a chairman and
Lawson, president of the Odeon Cir Ham Green, AFL president, on Hol- atrustee.
William K. Jenkins, presicuit of Canada and general represen the executive
lywood's studio
strike,
will
be
held
in
board room of the AFL
dent ofmeeting.
Georgia Theatre Co., presided
tative of Rank activities in that
at
the
country.
Building in Washington. Due _ to a
Trust Appeal Moves
Committeemen elected to two-year
error, it was indicated
The party will leave Toronto on typographical
(Continued from page 1)
Wednesday, May 21, for a trip by in these columns yesterday that the terms were : Jenkins, R. B. Wilby, E.
train across Canada to Vancouver meeting of the 12 studio leaders would D. Martin, O. C. Lam, Nat Williams,
be held in New York.
Frank Rogers, Charles Lester and
York court. It is understood, for ex where Davis will leave to return.
ample, that Columbia, United Artists
Rank and Mrs. Rank will then proMitchell
to oneyear
termsWolfson.
were: JohnElected'
W. Mangham,
and Universal will further their argu
ceed to Los Angeles, to visit their
British Curbs
Lex Benton, Kermit Stengel, J. H.
ments against the necessity of com daughter, Mrs. Fred M. Packard, and No (Continued
from page 1)
Thompson, Mack Jackson, Herman
petitive bidding, charging that this to see their new granddaughter. They
film licensing method is illegal.
will remain in California, on holiday, that the British industry made only Steinichen, Jack Kirby, N. A. Waters
The parties will have IS days after until their return to England on the 40 pictures last year, and that the and Ike Katz.
the docketing of the New York record Queen Elisabeth on July 17.
British public welcomes all good films,
of the case by the Supreme Court
foreign or otherwise.
Balaban on UJA Tour
during which they can serve the new Krim En Route Here to
He said that Marcel Hellman will
(Continued from page 1)
papers to the high court and to each Meet J. Arthur Rank
continue to make British films for the
other. The record and all relating
Hollywood, May 6. — Arthur B company, and that Hellman will soon Louis; co-chairmen of the campaign
documents already have been sent to
president of Eagle-Lion Films
Washington and probably will be Krim,
in San Francisco are Joseph Blumenproduction
on "Sabina" and feld,
left here today by plane for New York begin
A. Blumenfeld, Irving Levin,
docketed this week.
"This Was
a Woman."
to
meet
J.
Arthur
Rank
on
the
latPattinson,
who
explained
that
his
Ben Levin and Sol Lesser.
Meanwhile, the eight distributor de
arrival on Friday from London
Balaban will be accompanied by!
fendants have called a meeting for to ter's
Krim will return to Hollywood with visit was "purely a pleasure trip," will
day for the purpose of designating in Rank and Nate Blumberg, president leave with his wife for London on Peter Colwin, national director oa
mutual agreement which part of _ the of Universal, and Robert Young of Saturday on the -S\S" Queen Elisabeth trades and industry of the UJA, and)
Spyros P. Skouras, president of Sam Shain of 20th Century-Fox.
New York record and which exhibits Pathe Industries.
20th Century-Fox, and Murray Sil
are to be printed for the Supreme
verstone,
president of 20th Century
Court.
Law, Rank. Equipment
Fox
International,
will be hosts at a
Aide, Here from London
dinner to be given tonight in the St Four UA Pictures in NY
Tom A. Law, film equipment official Moritz Hotel, in honor of Pattinson
United Artists will have four picC & G FILM EFFECTS
tures in five New York houses, with
with the J. Arthur Rank enterprises
723 7th Ave.. New York 19, N. Y. is here from London for conferences
the
arrival
on May 14 of Enterprise's
with Rank U. S. affiliates and meet Rank at 'U-I' Meet
CIRCLE 5-4240
"The Other Love" at the Rivoli The-: *"
J. Arthur Rank, now en route to atre.
ings with American acoustical and
The others are: "The MacomTitles * Trailers * Superimpostechnical engineers. He will leave New York from England, will attend ber Affair,"
at the Globe; "Monsieur;
here on Monday for Toronto and sub the next board meeting of Universal Verdoux," at
ing * Wipes * Blowups
the Broadway, and
of which he is a di "Carnegie Hall" at the Winter GarFreeze Frames * Cutting Rooms
sequently Chicago where he will visit International,
rector.
den and Park Avenue.
the Bell and Howell plant.

"Sir Alexander Korda, as one of
the members of the British Film Producers Association, is wholly in favor
of the quota proposals of that association, just as I am myself, and every
member of the Association," J. Arthur
Rank says in a statement appearing
in the London press today, according
to the New York office of Korda's
London Film Productions. It is explained in the statement that it might
appear from reports that Korda is
advocating "extreme proposals beyond anything which the British Film
Producers Association had recommended to the Board of Trade." The
statement continued that "the position
however, is entirely different."
Appearing simultaneously is a statement from Korda in which he says
"I am glad that Mr. Rank in his
forthright statement made the position
clear. . . ." Korda went on to say,
"I do not think that as far as proposals for the future quota legislation
are concerned, either the full praise or
the full blame is due me. I am only
one of the members of the British
Film Producers Asociation, and all of
us think alike in this matter, as Rank
so clearly stated."
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"Riotous comedy
mean more than

... will
average

at boxoff ice!" — HOLLYWOOD REPORTER... "Audience fairly screamed!"—lNames to
FILM DAILY
bill . . . and laughs for the
customers!"— MOTION PIC^Names for
TURE DAILY
the marquee

... a lot of

laughs!"— MOTION

PICTURE
well war-

HERALD . . . "May
rant extra playing time!"
SHOWMEN'S
TRADE RE-

VIEW .. . "Should please
most audiences!"— EXHIBITOR .. . "Three well-established names for the marquee!"—BOX OFFICE

. ..

"Bright story . . . gags fly
thick and fast!"— INDEPENDENT . . . "Brightly produced, directed, enacted by
class talent . . . will click
with audiences!" — DAILY
VARIETY ..."Crammed with
amusing situations, sparkling dialog ... will delight
audiences!- FILM BULLETIN

Eagle-Lion Films presents
FRANCHOT
ANN
TOM

TONE

RICHARDS
CONWAY

w

FRANCES

RAFFERTY

CLARENCE KOLB UNA O'CONNOR WINSTON SEVERN
Original Screenplay by Joseph Fields • Music by Werner Heymann • Produced by Lee Marcus • Directed by Leigh Jai
BRYAN FOY
in Charge of Production

MOTION

PICTURE

Accurate
Concise
and

DAILY
VOL. 61. NO. 90
lame§
in

Today9®

NEW
. . . Para.

YORK, U.S.A., THURSDAY,
Earns

Mews

$9,522,000
JEAN HERSHOLT has been reParamount Pictures estimates net
elected president of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences earnings for the first 1947 cmarter,
ended April 5, at $9,522,000, after all
in Hollywood.
Elected were : Charles Brackett charges, including estimated provision
first vice-president Farciot Edouart, for income taxes. This includes $1,second; George Murphy, third; Wil- 700,000rect andrepresenting
netParamount's
interest as di-a
liam Wyler, fourth; Mary McCall, stockholderindirect
in
the
combined
undisJr., secretary; Delmer Daves, assistributed earnings for the quarter of
tant secretary ; Donald Nelson, treasnon-consolidated suburer, and Frederick B. Richards, as- partially owned
Earnings for the quarter
sistant secretary. Hersholt will ask ended Marchsidiaries.
30, 1946, were estimated
Jack L. Warner to serve again as
at $11,587,000, including a $3,086,000
finance committee chairman.
share of undistributed earnings of
At the request of MPA's Eric
Johnston, the board appointed Her- partially sidare. owned non-consolidated subsholt, Nelson and Walter Wanger as
The $9,522,000 represents $1.30 per
a committee to cooperate with a three- share
on 7,303,972 shares outstanding
man MPA committee on matters in
which the Academy and the MPA on April 5, which compares with
are mutually interested, presumably $1.54 per share for the quarter ended
including the Research Council, which March 30, 1946, on 7,504,272 shares,
the MPA recently took over from the which represented 3,752,136 shares
then outstanding and adjusted for the
Academy.
two-for-one stock split in July, 1946.
The board of directors of ParaHoward Brookings Reelected
mount yesterday declared a regular
Head of Iowa-Neb. Allied
quarterly dividend of 50 cents per
share
on
common stock, payable
Omaha, May 7.— Howard Brook- Tune 27 tothestockholders
of record on
ings of Avoca, la., has been reelected
president of the Allied Independent June 6.
Theatre Owners of Iowa-Nebraska;
all other officers were also reelected,
including Leo F. Wolcott, Eldora, la.,
chairman of the board ; George March,
of 'Pitfalls'
Vermillion, S. D., vice-president; Tim Warns
Evans, Clinton, la., executive secre- In Decree Bidding
tary, and Mel Kruse, Pierce, Neb.,
assistant secretary. Elections were
Possible pitfalls in the opportunity
held here yesterday on the final day
of the organization's convention at for better runs afforded exhibitors by
which Brookings said the member- way of distributors' new policies of
ship is expected to rise from its pres- ome competitive bidding and consideration of run demands are seen by
ent 200 to 400 within a year.
Willard S. McKay, attorney for
Schine Theatres, in observing changThompson, Cahoon and
ing industry sales operations because
Salzburg Join SRO
of the New
York Federal Court's
anti-trust
decision.
R. R. (Tommy) Thompson, with
McKay
referred
particularly to
Universal in Kansas City for 14 years,
has been appointed sales manager for over-bidding, adding that while some
the Selznick Releasing Organization exhibitors will soon realize the profitless consequences of this, others will
in that city, and with the appointment
of Howard E. Cahoon in Salt Lake be stubborn enough to press their efCity, and Ed Salzburg in Cincinnati,
forts to obtain runs which they can(Continued on page 6)
SRO's field sales staff has been rounded out by Milton Kusell, general sales
manager.
Grant Approval for
Frank Farley Named Head
Six New Theatres
Of Paramount British Prod.
Washington, May 7.— Six more
applications for the construction of
Frank Farley, Paramount's general new
theatres have been approved by
European story, talent and studio representative, has been appointed man- the Civilian Production Administration.
aging director and chairman of the
board of Paramount British ProducProjects approved were submitted
tions, Ltd., British production subsid- by Charles Abel, agent for Ammar
iary, the home office discloses here. Brothers, Miami; Carl E. Anderson,
Farley's new duties will be in addi- Kalispell, Mont. ; William C. Buck,
tion to those he has handled hereto- Rising Sun, Md. ; R. V. Keeney, Urfore. He will continue to make his bandale, la. ; R. C. Cobb, Jr., Fayette,
(Continued on page 6)
Ala. ; D. C. Foxley, Pilot Rock, Ore.

TEN CENTS
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L~o ew's Sets Deal
For 1600 Broadway
Loew's, Inc., has concluded
negotiations for purchase of
the 1600 Broadway (Mecca)
Building at 48th Street which
now houses numerous film
and theatre companies, it was
learned yesterday. Purchase
price was not disclosed. The
building will be used to house
the new M-G-M Records Co.
and other Loew activities for
which there is insufficient
space in the Loew Building.
Owner of 1600 Broadway is
the Central Hanover Trust
Co. Spokesmen yesterday said
a sales contract had been
drawn but might not be
signed for several weeks. All
leases in the building expired
May 1 and were not renewed.
UJA

Impartial

Donations

50-125%:

Up

Balaban

Donations to the United Jewish Appeal are ranging from 50 to 125 per
cent over those of last year, Barney
Balaban, national chairman of the
film division, reported at the Hotel
Astor here yesterday at a fund-raising
luncheon-meeting of leaders of the
film and legitimate theatre fields.
Billy Rose was chairman. Other
speakers included Edward N. N. Warburg, co-chairman with Balaban for
UJA in Greater New York ; Richard
Rodgers,- producer-composer ; Dore
Schary, RKO Radio executive producer. The urgency of the drive was
Wrongly expressed by all speakers.
Screened at the luncheon was a
fund-raising short subject, "We Must
Not Forget," featuring Eddie Cantor
and produced by Schary. Approximately 100 guests attended and made
contributions.
Balaban left last night for UJA
meetings in St. Louis, Los Angeles
and San Francisco.

Urges PCCITO
20%
Seek
To
Tax

Decline

MPTOA Spokesman Hits
Delay on Film Forum
Los Angeles, May 7. — Asserting
that the 20 per cent Federal admission tax is a burden unfairly borne
by exhibitors, Morris Lowenstein,
representing the Motion Picture TheaWashington, May 7— The
House Ways
Means
Committee willand
start
extensive
hearings on May 19 on the
overall tax situation, laying
the groundwork
introducing a bill in 1948.forThere
is a
possibility
"quickie"
cutting someof aexcise
taxes bill
in
this session, but an admission
tax cut is likely to wait on
the over-all bill.
tre Owners of America, yesterday
urged the convention of the Pacific
CoasttreConference
of Independent
TheaOwners to exercise
a concerted
effort to obtain
modification
of
the
tax.
(Continued on page 6)

'Streamlining'
Branch

Operations

M-G-M will hold two operational
consent decree "streamlining" meetings
of office managers in the field, the first
to take place in Cincinnati at the
Netherlands Plaza Hotel and the second in Denver
hotel-three
yet todays,
be
selected.
Each at
willa last
the Cincinnati sessions staring May 21
(Continued on page 6)
Eric Johnston

Film

Liaison

Coordinating

MGM

Cites

In

Plans

Current plans developing for setting
up a permanent New York Citv coordinator of industry filming activities
here, also will include a recommendation that an industry representative be
designated sociatby
the Motion
Picture
Asion to serve
as liaison
between
the producers and the co-ordinator to
represent the various city departments,
it is disclosed by Sal Scoppa, of
IATSE, member
industry
com(Continuedof onthepage
6)

Variety
Hollywood,Club's
May 7.— Work
On the
eve of the opening of the annual convention of International Variety Clubs, here,
next Tuesday, Eric Johnston,
MPA president, today saluted
the organization for devoting
themselves wholeheartedly to
a multitude
ing nothing ofbutcharities,
a chance"ask-to
serve good causes, and bringing a greater
measure of happiness to the under-privileged,
distressed and unfortunate."
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Motion

Picture

Daily

Personal
Mention

Insider's
By RED

Outlook
KANN
Toronto was sweet, too. At
the Uptown: $22,000, first
week; $18,500, second; $15,500,
third; $12,500, fourth; $11,000,
fifth. "Canyon Passage": $16,000; $10,500; $9,000; $2,000
[no fifth week]. The Ritz, UA,
Bruin, Isis, Studio City and Carthay Circle in Greater Los Angeles:$86,000, first week; $62,500, second ; $59,000, third ; $40,000, fourth. With $35,000 at the
Orpheum, San Francisco, "The
Egg and I" set a new opening
week record. "Canyon Passage"
did
$30,500
there, and "Dark
Mirror,"
$24,000.
There are others, but this
sampling ought to do.

Thursday, May 8, 1947
$1,750,000 to Ads on
3 Enterprise Films
An advertising budget of $1,750,000
has been set for three Enterprise productions, Robert S. Taplinger, vicepresident, announces. The pictures
and appropriations are as follows :
"Arch of Triumph," $900,000; "The
Other
Love,"
$400,000, and "Body
and Soul,"
$450,000.
Conferences in New York between
Einfeld, Loew, distribution chief
George Schaefer, executives of Donahue and Coe, United Artists and Taplinger, have established a policy of
five-way distribution of the fundsi
each picture among trade paf
magazines, newspapers and rac
advertising.
with $75,000 budgeted for institutional

FF the grapevine comes the
reliable report Si Fabian,
head of the' circuit bearing his
name and president of American
Theatres Association, has been
James R. Grainger, Republic dis- offered an enticing plan under
tribution chief, will fly to the Coast
he would become onethis weekend, where he will attend the which
third
owner
of United Artists if
national Variety Club dinner, and then
go by plane to Mexico City for five he will accept the presidency of
days, heading back to New York by that company. The interest
would develop out of what once
way of New Orleans.
•
was stock held in the name of
Bernard Goodwin, vice-president of David O. Selznick and thereafFamous and Paramount Music and
ter returned to the company's
Former Government Aide
secretary of Allen B. Dumont Lab- treasury
when David, Mary
oratories, has returned here from the
To Confer With Taplinger
Pickford
and
Charlie
Chaplin
Coast. Edward Wolpin, general manWashington, May 7.— Frederick
ager of the two music companies, ac- bid one another a fond adieu.
N. Polangin will arrive in New York
companied him here.
By
the
nature
of
the
proposal,
•
today to confer with Robert S. Tapit seems clearly enough indicatlinger, Enterprise vice-president in
Geraldine Fitzgerald and Wened Mary and Charlie are more
charge of publicity and advertising.
dell Corey, who will appear in Hal eager for Fabian now than ever
A former Washington newspaperman,
Wallis' "So Evil, My Love," to be they have been for Gus Eyssell,
Polangin was director of publicity for
After eight successful weeks
filmed in England, are due here from managing director of the Music
the
Department of Commerce under
at
the
Music
Hall,
the
complete
the Coast. Miss Fitzgerald will sail
Harry Hopkins and was stationed in
cycle of Loew houses in Greater
on the SS Queen • Elisabeth May 23. Hall, and Abe Schneider, treasHollywood for some time with the
New York and the subsequents
urer of Columbia. Fabian's
OWI during the war.
Jules Levey, United Artists pro- friends, however, are understood
thereafter, "The Jolson Story"
ducer, has been cited by the National
to be urging that he reject the
is polishing off its first week of
Jewish Recognition Committee for his presidency unless he gets mana return date at the Victoria.
Industry U nder Siege,
welfare activities in New York and
agement with it. There could
More are in line, many more.
Los Angeles.
Ramsaye Declares
be quite a rub on that score.
Si Fabian, who saw previous
•
Philadelphia, May 7.— The motion
■
highs
fall
at
the
Fox,
Brooklyn,
Jackie Coogan and his wife sailed
picture industry is surrounded by
intends
replaying
the
attraction.
on the SS Mauretania for a 10-week
While this proceeds toward a
The Loew circuit likewise con- pressure groups and movements seekstay in England where he will do a conclusion which no one — and
ing to plant messages, Terry Rampersonal appearance• stint.
templates acome-back with it.
saye, editor of Motion Picture Herald,
least of all us — cares to predict,
Columbia is actively engaged on told the Philadelphia Motion Picture
the status of Arthur W. Kelly
Joseph J. Deitch, Paramount The- remains in limbo. Chaplin reputthe same subsequents, after Preview group today at its first postatres Service executive, has left Polywar luncheon.
Loew's, which ran the film
edly
is
insisting
Kelly
return
as
clinic Hospital, New York, and is
"Despite the oceans of external adoriginally
and
is
seeking
to
esconvalescing at home.
executive vice-president. Miss
and criticism," Ramsaye declared,
tablish a pattern like the one "the viceindustry
•
Pickford reputedly opposes this,
which has grown up
shaping for New York in other with its patrons still knows best how
Loren L. Ryder, Paramount studio but is now willing to accept
cities.
sound department head and president Kelly as an active executive in
to make, distribute and show pictures.
of the Society of Motion Picture En- operations. Her objection on
"The
Jolson
Story"
has
done
gineers, has left here for the Coast.
a fabulous business in its rela- It will keep the job."
the executive vice-presidencv
•
tively short release life. Already
reputedly
revolves
around
her
Hellinger Here to
Mrs. Ned E. Depinet is convalone of the very big ones of the
conviction, once this is done, that
escing from an operation at the Lenox
Set Columbia Deal
season,
Columbia
executives
find
it may be quite a spell before
Hill Hospital here.
•
Mark Hellinger has arrived here
themselves involved in the pleasUA acquires a president. And
Fred Perry, manager of the Liberty she feels a topmost executive ofantly exciting business of recast- from California, reportedly to discuss
a releasing deal with Columbia folTheatre, Cumberland, Md., is in town
ficer isrequired in the hest intering the dopesheet on final domesfor two weeks.
lowing fulfillment of his four-picture
tic gross. Estimates, drawn off
ests of the corporation.
•
pact with Universal-International. The
the
gross
so
far
?
Plenty
of
■ ■
U-I commitment, which will be exCharles Schwartz, United Artists
them. The trouble, which all
ecuted when Hellinger completes proboard member, is back in New York
Curbing
excitement
and
endistributors
would
welcome,
is
duction of "Homicide," led off with
from the Coast.
thusiasm
at
Universal
over
the
•
the trouble of constantly revampThe ofKillers,"
followed
"Fall Guy,"
both
which
have
been byreleased.
The
ing the figures upward.
M. A. Lightman, Malco circuit staying power of "The Egg and
third,
"Brute
Force,"
has
been
finished
I" is a fruitless enterprise. The
president, is vacationing in Hollywood,
but has not yet been released.
figures on key city runs, on the
Fla., from Memphis, Tenn.
•
other hand, make it more underMailbag from Nat Liebeskind : Plunkett Resumes Ad
Ben Kalmenson, Warner general
standable why they get that way.
"We
Americans pride ourselves
sales chief, is expected in Dallas next Here's a sampling :
Post for Paramount
on his Southwest tour.
on
our
democracy. That's why
The Fox, Detroit: $48,000,
Jack Plunkett has resumed duties as
I don't understand those who
first week; $29,000, second;
director of advertising-publicity for
pick on Charlie Chaplin, whom
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
Paramount in Continental Europe,
$25,000. third; $18,500 fourth
sales promotion manager, has returned
I've never met, by the way, be- North Africa and the Middle East,
to New York from Omaha.
cause
he
has
never
become
a
[six davs] comparing with "The
according to word sent to the Newcitizen. Those who charge Ar- ritory.
Dark Mirror" at $29,000; $18,000;
and $9,000 [no fourth
gentina with being a Fascist York office by John B. Nathan, ParaGamble Buys Another
week]. The Uptown, Esquire
country might be interested to mount's division manager in that terPortland, Ore., May 7.— Acquisiknow that I have lived and
and
Fairwav,
Kansas
Citv
:
$27,tion of the Circle Theatre, here, has
earned my livelihood there for Herald Starts Third
been announced by Ted Gamble of 000, first week; $22,500, second ;
$17,500, third: $10,000, fourth.
ten years. Never in that whole
Gamble Theatre Enterprises. The
Work has started on the third allperiod has anyone asked me why
house, which was under the ownership
First week of "Canyon Passage"
Negro production to be made in New
in those houses was $20,000 ;
of G. T. Woodlaw, will be remodeled
I hadn't become a citizen of that York by Herald Pictures. Jack Goldsecond, $12,000.
for Gamble's circuit.
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AMPA

High

Motion
Citation
Point

for

By CHARLES L. FRANKE
Another high point in Howard
Dietz's long
as an
advertisingexecutive
wascareer
marked
recently
when
the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers cited the Loew vice-president for
having devised the "best exploitation
stunt of the year."
M-G-M's "Sea
of Grass" was
Dietz's inspiration for the exploitation effort
which won for
him AMPA citation. He had
sent an "eyewinking"
to
each ofletter
the
450 editors and
publishers
across the country, enclosing a
deed to an acre
of Mexico
Howard Dietz
"grassland."
In
short order the
trade press and newspapers everywhere reported the give-away, and
columnists, many of them proudly
cherishing the documents which identified them as "landholders," devoted
latest pitch.
Dietz's
space
The aplenty
applause towhich
emanated
from
600 pairs of hands when AMPA president Rutgers Neilson presented Dietz
at theon organization's
citation
the
with
30th annual
banquet
April 23 at
the Hotel Astor, he-re, was typical of
the warmth with which the industry
is prone to greet the citation of one
of its representatives.
Joined Goldwyn in 1918
Dietz was born in New York City
on Sept. 8, 1896. He was educated
at Columbia University, worked as a
New York newspaper reporter, served
with the U. S. Navy during World
War I, and in 1918 joined the advertising department of Goldwyn Pictures
Corp. With the merger in 1924 that
formed Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Dietz
was appointed director of advertisingpublicity, and brought along to the
new company the trade-mark he had
developed for Goldwyn: roaring Leo
the Lion — still the initial character to
appear in every M-G-M picture.
From 1923 on, and concurrently
with his motion picture advertising
duties, Dietz emerged variously as an
author, writer of song lyrics and contributor of sketches for New York
stage revues and operettas, including
"June Goes Downtown," "The Little
Show," "Three's a Crowd," "The
Bandwagon," "At Home Abroad," and
"Between the Devil." He wrote the
book
for "Sadie
Thompson,"
which andwaslyrics
produced
in New
York in
1944. Meanwhile, he found time to invent a fast three-handed bridge game
known as "Dietz."
Treasury Consultant, 1941
In 1941, the year he was elected a
Loew's vice-president, Dietz was appointed special screen and radio consultant of the U. S. Treasury- Department. Among his accomplishments in
that role was the bringing into being
of radio's The Treasury Hour, original
bond-selling program presenting weekly the ment
nation's
outstanding
entertaintalent. Irving
Berlin
wrote
"Any Bonds Today" for that program.
Several years ago, before World

Picture

Another
Dietz

War II, Dietz had an arc light put
atop the New York Capitol Theatre
to project M-G-M advertisements on
the
clouds.
this Dietz
advertisingventure
in an Reporting
article about
in the
Dec. 18, 1943, issue of Liberty Magazine, Edward Hutchings, Jr., wrote as
follows : "This turned out to be highlytersuccessful,
but because
was discontinued
afa short time
on cloudless
nights the light had a way of swinging around and projecting ads on the
side of the Paramount Building down
the street, saying 'Go to the Capitol'."
Other pre-war advertising "stunts"
engineered by Dietz included a transcontinental plane flight for Leo the
Lion (in the flesh), a trackless train
which toured the globe, introduction
of the animated sign to Broadway in
1929, a traveling screen-test studio,
and several others.
Dietz's style and that of all other
exploiteers was necessarily stymied by
World War II. But with the end of
hostilities the way was once more clear
for putting into operation by Dietz
the advertising techniques of which he
was a master. Last year his organization sent aloft the much publicized
"M-G-Mairship," the U. S. Navy
blimp which for several months
traversed the skyways of the Atlantic
Seaboard and announced M-G-M films
to the public in large electric letters
that could be read from miles away.
More recently, Dietz and his organization devised "The First Families of
Brooklyn" idea in connection with the
Brooklyn world premiere of "It Happened in Brooklyn."
A certificate
incorporation
of the First
Families of
of
Brooklyn was drawn up with complete
legal seriousness, numerous Brooklyn
families joined the organization, and
M-G-M, at the premiere, distributed to
the theatre patrons a 16-page slick-paper program recording full details
about the organization.
Then came the "Sea of Grass"
"stunt." That's where we came in.
Mexicans

See

Films

Of Aleman's Trip
Washington, May 7. — The State
Department's Office of International
Information and Cultural Affairs reveals that as part of its program to
keep the Mexican people informed on
President Aleman's visit it has arranged for the showing of documentary films throughout Mexico on
U. S. places visited by him. More
than 40 projectors were loaned by the
U. S. Embassy at Mexico City to
schools and exhibition halls for this
purpose, the Department said.
OIC films are currently being
shown in 179 Mexican towns, according to the announcement.
SIMPP Head to Aid
In Mexican Study
Hollywood, May 7.— Donald M. Nelson, president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, has
accepted an invitation from President
Aleman of Mexico to spend two weeks
in Mexico in June to study the country's industrial setup. Nelson will assist Alemanproblems
in working
Mexico's
industrial
on out
an unofficial
and voluntary basis, according to a
spokesman for the SIMPP executive,
but he will not relinquish his post
here.
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2 Exhibitor Units
Set Conventions
The Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana will hold
its annual summer convention
at Lake Wawasee, Ind., on
June 23-25.
The Independent Theatre
Owners of Iowa and Nebraska, which this week concluded
its 1947 convention at Omaha,
has scheduled its 1948 convention for May 7-8, at Des
Moines. The organization has
established a new convention
policy of one instead of two
annual meetings, alternating
between Des Moines and
Omaha.
D. A. Dor an Honored
At Para. Reception
D. A. Doran, Paramount studio ex
ecutive, was honor guest at a press
reception given by the company yesterday at the "1-2-3 Club," here. Rus
sell Holman, Eastern production head
John Byram, play department chief,
and Alan Jackson, Eastern story edi
tor, were hosts.
Others on hand from Paramount
were : Bernard Goodwin, vice-presi
dent of Famous and Paramount music corporations ; Boris Kaplan, East
ern talent head ; Hiller Innes, assis
tant to Holman ; Henry Salsbury of
the Eastern production department
and Jean Weidman, John Rearick,
Paul Nathan, C. N. Odell, Gordon
Swarthout, Rex Taylor, Aileen Brenon, Burt Champion, and others.

Industry
Aid

NY

Leaders

Fund

Drive

Leonard H. Goldenson, president of
Paramount Theatres Service Corp. ;
Arthur L. Mayer, president of Midtown Theatre Corp., and Herman
Robbins, president of National Screen
Service, have been enlisted by The
Greater New York Fund to solicit
theatres, studios and equipment firms
in the Fund's current drive for $32,300,000 to aid 423 health and wtitVe
continue through
this month.
agencies
in the city.
The driv^L* 11
Metropolitan Theatres Association
members participating in the drive include Leo Brecher, Gus Eyssell and
Sam> Rinzler. Meanwhile, Bing Crosby, Frederic March, Bert Lahr and
others have been engaged to hring the
Fund's message to the public.
Sweden

M ay Limit U.S.

Producers'
Swedish State BankRevenue
authorities are
considering placing a limitation upon
the amount of revenue which American film producers may take out of
Sweden each year, it was reported
here yesterday in press dispatches
from Stockholm.
The dispatches said that the proposed action is the result of the government's general ban on imports. The
permitted annual revenue that may be
taken out of Sweden will probably be
fixed at $1,000,000, the balance to be
deposited in Sweden. Last year, American producers' revenue in Sweden
was
$2,750,000,films.
for the showing of
168 American
Motion Picture Export Association
officials were unavailable yesterday
Fecke to Manage for for comment.
Producers Releasing
A. J. Fecke, for the past 15 years Top Writers To Cover
with Republic Pictures, has joined
Producers Releasing Corp. as Boston
Earl Wilson,
Robert Ruark, Jay
Performance'
branch manager, it was announced 'Repeat
here yesterday by Ralph H. Clark, Breen, Dick Connors, Douglas Anderson and other columnists, writers and
general sales manager.
Fecke is a veteran of the industry radio commentators will cover the
since 1917, when he joined World world premiere of Eagle-Lion's "ReFilm Corp. as assistant manager of
peat Performance" at the Liberty
the Boston office, remaining with that Theatre in Zanesv-ille, O., on May 22.
organization until it went out of busi
The opening has been set by Zanesness several years later. For the fol ville and Ohio officials as the highlight of a statewide sesquicentennial
lowing few years, he was associated
with his father in the independent celebration commemorating the founding of Zanesville 150 years ago. The
film field, later going with Educa
tional Films until 1932, when this correspondents will fly to Zanesville
company was combined with Fox on May 21. Radio coverage will be
handled by Maggi McNellis, NBC
Films. Then he joined Republic.
commentator; Bill Leonard, CBS air
columnist, and Dolores Craig of
WINS.
ITO of Ohio Hits

Chaplin Bookings
Columbus, O., May 7.— Exhibitors
are urged by the board of directors of
the Independent Theatre Owners of
Ohio, in a formal resolution, to refuse
to book Charlie Chaplin's latest feature, "Monsieur Verdoux," because of
the comedian's alleged wartime record,
his
personal anconduct
and his
"refusal"
to become
American
citizen.
20th-Fox Heads to Coast
Spyros Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox ; Murray Silverstone,
20th Century-Fox International ; Tom
J. Connors, vice-president in charge of
sales ; William J. Kupper, general sales
manager, and Charles Schlaifer, advertising-publicity director, will fly to
the Coast on Tuesday. In addition to
viewing new product, they will discuss production and promotional plans.

May 22 Deadline on
Byrd Film Offers
Washington, May 7. — The Navy
Department announced that May 22
is the deadline for making offers to
use portions of the official Byrd Antarctic expedition films. Screening of
some 250,000 feet of black and white
and color film was completed May 1,
with several of the major producers
having sent representatives to view
the film for possible commercial use.
'U' Party for Rank
Universal has added a cocktail
party at the Metropolitan Club to its
Monday schedule for J. Arthur Rank.
He will be guest at a Universal luncheon at the same place on Monday and
will attend a meeting of the Universal
board of directors after.
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Boris Morros and William Le Baron Presents "CARNEGIE HALL" with Marsha Hunt • William Prince- Frank McHugh- Martha O'Driscoll
Hans YarayOlin Downes • Joseph Buloff and in order of appearance WALTER DAMROSCH • BRUNO WALTER • NEW YORK
PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA • LILY PONS • GREGOR PIATIGORSKY • RISE STEVENS • ARTUR RODZINSKI
ARTUR RUBINSTEIN • JAN PEERCE • EZIO PINZA • VAUGHN MONROE AND HIS ORCHESTRA • JASCHA HEIFETZ
FRITZ REINER • LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI and HARRY JAMES • Directed by Edgar G. Ulmer • Production Supervisor, Samuel Rheiner
Original Story by Seena Owen • Screenplay by Karl Kamb • A Federal Films Production • Released Thru United Artists
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Motion
Film

Short

Picture

Liaison

(Continued from page 1)
Subject
"The Big Party"
( This Is America — RKO rathe)
The latest in the This Is America
series, produced by Frederic Ullman,
Jr., takes the audience behind the
scenes of the Mardi Gras in New Orleans.
Shown in the film is the work entailed by the many organizations
which sponsor the event; the parade
which climaxes it, and the splendor,
frolic and fancy dress balls that take
place during the Mardi Gras season.
The subject also provides an interesting travel-talk of New Orleans itself.
Running time, 18 minutes.
PCCITO
Urged
(Continued from page 1)
The convention is being held at the
Ambassador Hotel, here.
Lowenstein also dissented from the
industry's
to postpone
formation of thedecision
suggested
Alotion Picture
Forum until the U. S. Supreme Court
hands down its decision on appeals
from the New York decree in the
equity case.
Also, he asbranded
setupof and
operation
being inAscap's
violation
the
Sherman anti-trust act.
Loren Ryder, president of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers,
declared : "Television for theatres can
be made ready within one or two
years if the motion picture industry
is ready to accept its share of the
cost in applying present equipment to
theatre use." Ryder said he believed
showmanship principals and entertainment requirements, rather than technological developments, will determine
ultimately the nature and extent of
the use of television in theatres.
Unsworth to London
Hollywood, May 7.— Geoffrey Unsworth left here today on the American
Airlines'
Mercury
New York,Aswith
London his
ultimatefordestination.
an
associate of Frank Launder and Sidney Gilliat, the producer-writer-director team, Unsworth only recently returned from the Fiji Islands, where
he made Technicolor tests for "The
Blue Lagoon,"
the beJ. filmed
Arthur onRank
picture
which will
the
islands.
$8,596,779 Loew Net
Net profit of Loew's, Inc., for the
28 weeks ended March 13 was $8,596,779. A transposition in a story appearing in these columns yesterday
reported the net as $8,956,779.
FOR
Finest

mittee which has been discussing the
plans with City Commerce Commissioner George Sanders.
Purpose of the co-ordinator idea is
to eliminate the considerable "redtape" with
frontedwhich
when theyproducers
seek to are
filmconon
location in the city. Long delays have
been encountered as a result of overlapping responsibilities of various city
departments, and the necessity for securing approval for location shootings
from several quarters.
The committee is scheduled to have
another conference with Sanders this
week to iron out details, preparatory
to taking the co-ordinator proposal to
Mayor William' O'Dwyer for his approval. Itappears certain that O'Dwyer will approve the committee's recom endation, for he has publicly encouraged film production here.
The industry liaison, Scoppa said,
should be someone who has been in
close touch with New York production problems. With him on the planning committee are Steve Fitzgibbons,
20th-Fox; Harold Lewis, RKO Pathe,
and Judge McGuire, municipal labor
conciliator. Richard Walsh, IATSE
international president, is credited
with having initiated the proposal.
Titf (Continued
alls' in
fromBidding
page 1)
not afford at the risk of financial disaster.
Questioned on the possible aftermath of the ultimate disposition of the
equity case, McKay expressed the belief that affirming of the New York
decree by the U. S. Supreme Court
"would
almost certainly
be followed"
by a considerable
number
of civil
damage suits by exhibitors. These, he
said, would be based upon various theories concerning practices condemned
by the decree.
However, he declared he did not believe the merits of these suits would
be substantially affected by the decree
even if affirmed and the results would
be substantially the same as they
would have been in the absence of the
decree.

'Stranger' for Truman
"Welcome Stranger," Paramount
comedy starring Bing Crosby, Barry
Fitzgerald and Joan Caulfield will be
screened in the White House tomorrow at a command performance which
will be part of the festivities marking
President Truman's birthday celebration, Paramount stated here yesterday. Robert Denton, Paramount representative inthe Capital, was liaison
between the White House and the
ing.
company in arranging for the screenSALE

Theatre Site on Long Island
VALLEY
STREAM
THE GATEWAY TO NASSAU
Located on Franklin Avenue at Sunrise Highway facing the beautiful
Valley Stream Station Park Plaza.
Plot 30,000 square feet, over 300 feet alongside Sunrise Highway
Municipal parking facilities for over one thousand cars.
LongfiveIsland's
fastest growing
town; present
population, 25,000
Within
minutes
Lynbrook,
Grantride
Park,of Hewlett
and Malverne,
Woodmere. Rosedale, Elmont,
Will consider building for AAA concern.
Price $45,000. Or will consider long term net lease.
For information: MULLER & GUNTHER, 14 West Jamaica Ave.
Valley Stream, L. I. Phone Valley Stream 5-5288
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Bomb Damage Shuts
MGM
Cairo Theatre
The Metro Theatre, 2,500-seat house
in Cairo, Egypt, has been damaged
by a time-bomb placed in the balcony,
M-G-M reports here. The extent of
the damage could not be ascertained,
but the theatre which was built about
10 years ago, has been closed for reAccording to press reports, which
pairs.
vary, from two to four persons were
killed and about 10 injured. Reasons
for the bombing could not be determined but speculation by political observers indicates they do not believe
it was an expression of anti-American
or anti-foreign feeling.
German Film Export
Totals Are Unknown
• Washington, May 7. — American
officials in Germany still have no estimate of exactly how much German
film exports may amount to, according to M. S. Szmyczak, director of
the Economic Division of the Office
of Military Government for Germany.
Szymczak, who has just returned
from
that "information
on the Berlin,
subject said
in Germany
is almost
as vague as it is here."
Slater

On

His

nued from page 1)
MGM(Contistreamlining'
and those in Denver beginning;
May 25.
Charles and
K. Stern,
assistantin
treasurer,
Alan F.Loew's
Cummings,
charge of branch operations and maintenance, will conduct the sessions.
M. L. Simons, assistant to H. M.
Richey and editor of The Distributor ;
Harold Postman,, assistant to Cummings, and Bill Ornstein, liaison between sales and publicity, will attend
both meetings.
General problems affecting t^t; iterations of the branches will rJ^Tscussed at the meetings in an effort to
streamline activities of all branches,
particularly
in view of the new order
under
the decree.
Office managers on hand for the
Cincinnati meetings will include those
irt Boston, New Haven, New York,
Washington, Charlotte, Atlanta, Memphis, New Orleans, Cleveland, Detroit,
Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Philadelphia,
Albany, Buffalo and Cincinnati.
The Denver meetings will be represented by managers from Chicago,
Omaha, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Des
Moines, St. Louis, Dallas, Kansas
City, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, Oklahoma City and Denver.

Own;

To
'Patient'
Bill Handle
Slater has resigned
from Columbia's home office special events department, to open his own publicity
office, to be known as United Publicity
Bureau, for commercial and theatrical accounts. A veteran of 20 years
in the industry. Slater was also
founder and original publisher of Cue
magazine. United has been engaged to
handle the Broadway opening of "The
Patient V anishes," starring James
Mason, and released by Film Classics.
Variety Show Stars
Hollywood, May 7.— Dennis Morgan, Janis Paige, Penny Edwards and
Tom D'Andrea are the first names to
be set for the "million-dollar" show
to be staged by LeRoy Prinz and
James
Kern at Warner's
for the V.Humanitarian
Awards studios
dinner
of Variety Clubs International on
May 17. Jack Carson will be masterof-ceremonies.
Another Fox First-Run
Kansas City, May 7.— The Tower,
2,100-seat house, will make the third
Fox Midwest first-run in Kansas
City,' starting Friday. The others are
the Esquire and Uptown. The change
will give Fox a total of 4.800 seats
in first-runs here, compared with the
present 3,500.
Two FC Films to Loew
Loew's in New York has completed
arrangements with George Waldman,
Film Classics Metropolitan district
manager, to play "The Thief of Bagdad," Korda Technicolor film, and
Robert Donat in "The Ghost Goes
West," over the entire metropolitan
circuit.
New Astor Exchange
Charlotte, May 7. — -Reconversion of a building for Astor Pictures
in North Charlotte is under way,
and according to R. P. Hinson, owner, should be ready for the opening of
the new $100,000 project by mid-July.

Names In The News
(Continued from page 1)
headquarterspointment in
London.
Farley's apwas made
to coordinate
the
company's production efforts in England and to tie them in with production policies laid down by president
Barney Balaban and production chief
Henry Ginsberg, the company stated.
Economist J. Borkin Will
Advise on US Rank Interests
Joseph Borkin, Washington, has
been retained as consulting economist
for the J. Arthur Rank Organization,
by Robert Benjamin, president.
Borkin was formerly chief economic adviser and attorney in the antitrust division of the Department of
Justice and economist with the Federal Communications Commission. He
will advise Benjamin with respect to
all Rank interests in this country.
B.C. Daylight Time
Washington, May 7.— The District of Columbia will have daylight
saving time, effective this coming
Sunday. District commissioners, at a
meeting late this afternoon, ordered
residents to move their clocks ahead
at 2 a.m. Sunday morning.

WANTED—

MALE

Experienced Movie - Copy
Writer To Be Chief on
Motion
Picture Account
MUST DOCUMENT EXPERIENCE.
Box 390
Motion Picture Daily
1270 6th Avenue, N. Y. City, N. Y.
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Motion

Estimates

G are estimated picFOLLOWIN
ture grosses, exclusive of Federal
tax, jor current engagements in key
cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
LOS ANGELES
Business was uneven during the
week. Out ahead in four theatres is
IVkMacomber Affair." Entering its
ni-L'Jveek in six theatres was "The
Egg week
and ended
I." Estimated
the
May 7: receipts for
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— BRUJN (867)
(5Oc-60c-85c-$1.0O) 5th week. Gross: $5,500.
(Average: $2,500)
TARZAN AND THE HUNTRESS (RKO
Radio) and THE DEVIL THUMBS A
RIDE (RKO-Radio) — BELMONT (1,600)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 5 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$3,500. (Average: $7,100)
THE EGG AND
I (U-I)— CARTH AY
CIRCLE Gross:
(1,516)$5,000. (50c-6Oc-85c-$l-O0)
week.
(Average: $11,500)5th
THE HOMESTRETCH
(2Cth-Fox)— CHI
NESE (2,300) (5Oc--6Oc-85c-$1.0O). Gross:
$15,500. (Average: $18,200)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M) — EGYPTIAN
(1,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross:
$14,000.
TARZAN (Average:
AND THE$18,100)
HUNTRESS (RKO
Radio) and THE DEVIL THUMBS A
RIDE (RKO Radio)— EL REY (861) (50c60c-85c-$1.00) 5 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$4,000. (Average: $6,800)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— FOX -BEVERLY (1,350) (advanced prices: $1.00-$1.2S-$1.80) 19th week.
'Gross: $7,000. (Average at regular prices:
$12,000)
THE
MACOMBER
AFFAIR (UA)
MUSIC HALL (Hawaii) (1,000) (65c-S5c$1.00) Gross: $7,500. (Average: $5,400)
THE
MACOMBER
AFFAIR (UA)
MUSIC HALL (Hollywood)' (490) (65c-85c$1.00 Gross: $6,500. (Average: $4,700)
TARZAN AND THE HUNTRESS (RKO
Radio and THE DEVIL THUMBS A
RIDE (RKO Radio) — ORPHEUM) (2,210)
(50c-60c-S5c-$1.00) 5 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$7,000. (Average: $18,800)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— PALACE (1.237) (Advanced
prices: $1.00-$1.25-$1.80) 15th week. Gross:
$10,600.
(Average at regular prices:
$21,000)
FRAMED
(Col.) and KING OF THE
WILD
HORSES
(Col.) — PANTAGES
(2,000) (50c -60c -80c -$1.00) 2nd week. Gross:
$11,000. (Average: $20,800)
THAT'S MY MAN (Rep.) and SPOILERS
OF THE NORTH (Rep.) — PARAMOUNT
(Downtown) (3,595) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) Gross:
$12,500. (Average: $26,600)
THAT'S MY MAN (Rep.) — PARAMOUNT
(Hollywood) (1,407) (50c-60c-80c-$l.CO) Gross:
$8,000. (Average: $16,100)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— RITZ (1.376^
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 5th week. Gross: $7,0(X).
(Average : $9,600)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— STUDIO (880)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 5th week. Gross: $5,5C0.
(Average: $6,100)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M)— FOX-WILSHIRE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$l.TO) 2nd week.
Gross: $11,000. (Average: $13,300)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — GUILD (965) (Advanced
prices: $1.00-$1.25-$1.80) 8th week. Gross:
$8,000. (Average at regular orices: $5-?0fr>
FRAMED
(Col.) and KING OF THE

of

Picture

Key

Scully Sees 'Egg' as
U's All-Time High
Based on results to date in
its initial engagements, "The
Egg and I" will be the biggest
grossing picture in Universal's
history, W. A. Scully, vicepresident and general sales
manager, predicted yesterday.
Scully said the staying power of the picture has been
confirmed in numerous extended engagements and on
a comparative basis is far
ahead of the company's other
top grossing pictures.
WILD HORSES (Col.) — HILLSTREET
(2,700) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
$12,000.
(Average: $19,800)2nd week. Gross:
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— TRIS (708) (50c6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 5th week. Gross: $7,500.
(Average: $7,200)
THE HOMESTRETCH (2«th-Fox) and
JEWELS OF BRANDENBURG (2<rth-Fox)
-LOEW'S
STATE (2,500) (50c-60c-S5c$1.00)
$28,500. (M-G-M)—
(Average:LOS
$28,600')
THE Gross:
YEARLING
ANGELES (2,096) (5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 2nd week.
Gross: $24,000. (Average: $22,600)
THE HOMESTRETCH
(20th-Fox) — LOYOLA (1.265) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O)
Gross:
$11,500. (Average:
$11,500)
THE
MACOMBER
AFFAIR (UA)MUSIC HALL (Beverly Hills) (900) (65c85c -$1.00)MACOMBER
'Gross: $6,500. AFFAIR
(Average: (UA)
$4,700)THE
MUSIC HALL (Downtown) (900) (65c-85c$1.00) Gross: $22,000. (Average: $14,200)
THE EGG AND I (U-I) — UNITED' ART
ISTS (2,100) (50c -60c -85c -$1.00) 5th week
Gross: $12,000. (Average: $15,800)
THE HOMESTRETCH (20th-Fox) — UP
TOWN
(1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.0O).
GrossS14.CC0.
(Average:
$13,200)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)-VOGUI7
(800) (Advanced prices: $1.00-$1.5O-$1.8O^
18th week. Gross: $8,000. (Average- $10 0001
THE SEA HAWK (WB reissue) and THE
SEA WOLF
(WB reissue)— WARNER
(Downtown) (3.400) (5Oc-6Oc-8Oc-$1.0O) 2nr'
week. Gross: $13,000. (Average: $18 200 *
THE SEA. HAWK (WB reissue) and THE
SEA WOLF
(WB reissue) — WARNFR
(Hollywood)
(50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 2nd
week.
Gross: (3.000)
$10 000. (Average: $15 500)
THE SEA HAWK (WB reissue) and THE
SEA WOLF
(WB reissue)— WARNER
(Wiltern) (2.300) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 2nd
week.
Gross: $8,500. (Average: $14,900)
KANSAS

CITY

City

Grosses

THE
MACOMBER
AFFAIR
(UA) CAPITOL$8,600.(1,878)(Average:
(20c-55c-75c)
Gross:
$7,800) 2nd week.
CALCUTTA
(Para.) — CENTRE (1,700)
(20c-55c-75c).
Gross :' $14,000. (Average:
$13,600)
ACCOMPLICE (PRC) and GAS HOUSE
KIDS
(PRC)— LYRIC
With vaudeville.
Gross:(1,500)
$4,000.(20c-55c-75c)
(Average:
$3,850)
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (2Cth-Fox)
— RIALTO (800) (20c-55c-75c) 2nd week.
Gross: $6,500. (Average: $3,700)
SMASH-UP
(U-I)-STUDIO (800) (20c55c-75c) 3rd week. Gross: $6,800. (Average: $4,800)
THE
FARMER'S
DAUGHTER (RKO
Radio)
UPTOWN
Gross: —$9,900.
(Average:(1,300)
$5,900)(20c-55c-75c).
THE RED HOUSE (UA)— UTAH (1.700)
(20c-55c-75c) Gross: $14,000. (Average:
$12,300)

THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)— EGLINTON
(1,086) Gross:
(20c-25c-35c-45c-6Oc)
days, 7th
week.
$7,000. (Average:6 $7,800)
CALIFORNIA
(Para.)— IMPERIAL (3,373)
days, 2nd week.
Gross:(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
$11,800. (Average:6 $14,300)
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— LOEW S
(2,074) Gross:
(20c-35c-45c-6Oc-78c)
6 days,
week.
$11,800. (Average:
$13,800)2nd
IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE (RKO Radio)
—SHEA'SGross:(2,480)
days.
$16,800. (18c-30c-42c-6Oc-90c)
(Average: $14,800) 6
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)— TIVOL1 (1.434)
days, 7th week.
Gross:(20c-25c-35c-45c-6Oc)
$8,500. (Average: 6 $9,500)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)-UPTOWN (2,761)
days, 5th week.
Gross:(20c-35c-45c-60c-90c)
$11,000. (Average:6 $11,400)
THE MAN I LOVE (WB) and BACKLASH(20th-Fox)—
.
VICTORIA (1,240) (15c25c-35c-50c) 6 days. Gross: $6,000. (Average: $6,800)

BALTIMORE

'Duel'

Film-goers might have spring fever.
Weather is good and there is no competition in town. Estimated receipts
for the week ending May 8 :
THE YEARLING
(M-G-M) — CENTURY
(3,000) $19,000.
(29c-37c-46c-54c,
56c weekends).
Gross:
(Average:and $14,000)
EASY
COME,
EASY
GO (Para.)—
KEITH'S(Average:
(2,406) $12,000)
(29c -37c -44c -50c). Gross$8,000.
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (20th-Fox)
-NEW
(1,800) (29c-40c-50c-58c)
Gross: $12,000.
(Average: $12,000)2nd week
STALLION ROAD (WB)— STANLEY (3,280) (29c-37c-50e-S8c)
2nd week. Gross$11,500.
(Average: $16,500)
FRAMED
(Col.)-HIPPODROME
(2,205)
(29c-37c-50c-5Sc).
With
stage show.
Gross: $18,000. (Average: a$17,500)
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Ra— TOWN (Average:
(1,450) $11,500)
(29c-37c-44c-56c)
Gross:dio) $15,000.
THE
FABULOUS
DORSEYS (UA)~
MAYFAIR
(21c-29c-45c)
Gross: $6,000. (1,000)
(Average:
$5,500) 2nd week
CARMEN
(Superfilm)
—
LITTLE
(29c37c -55c). Gross: $3,250. (Average:(328)$3,000)
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— VALENCIA (1,466) (29c-37c-46c-54c, and 56c weekends) 3rd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average$5,000)

Bea
In tin
five out
seven
new
WT
W key city
g of'G
openings, receipts scored by "Duel in
the Sun" indicate that the new Selznick picture is topping "Gone With
the Wind" by approximately 15 per
cent, the Selznick Releasing Organization reports here.
In Nashville, Sunday receipts on
"Duel" were $4,768 against $4,883
done by "GWTW" for entire weekend; in Louisville, "Duel" ran $2,000
better than "GWTW" for a similar
weekend;forinthe
FortfirstWorth,
"Duel"
did
$18,206
six days,
against
$17,800
by "GWTW"
full
week;registered
in Lubbock,
Texas, on intwoa
week days, "Duel" grossed $3,400
for
a weekend
in Midland,
Texas,
against
$3,300 ;scored
by "GWTW"
"Duel" did $1,750 in two days, against
end.
$1,500 done by "GWTW" for a week-

OMAHA

Seattle
'Duel'
Seattle, Approves
May 7.— The
Seattle
Board of Theatre (Censor) Supervisors, has voted five to four to rescind action previously taken requiring certain deletions to be made in
"Duel in the Sun," opening today at
the Fifth Avenue Theatre. Announcement of approval of the film was made
by executives of Hamrick-Evergreen
Theatres, after authorization by Bernard Reiter, board chairman.

With the exception of "The Best
Years of Our Lives," grosses were
unimpressive. Weather alternated between sunshine and rain. Estimated
receipts for the week ended May 7 ■
13 RUE (Mono.)
MADELEINE
and
GINGER
— OMAHA (20th-Fox)
(2,000) "(50c65c). Gross: $8,400. (Average: $8,500)
ALEXANDER'S
RAGTIME
BAND
(20thFox reissue) and DANGEROUS MONEY
(Mono.) $9,200.
— ORPHEUM
Gross:
(Average: (3,000)
$9,300) (50c-65c).
THE
MACOMBER
AFFAIR
(UA) PARAMOUNT
(50c-65c) 4 $10,600)
days. 2nd week
Gross:
$7,800. (Average:
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVE1?
(RKO Radio) —B R A N D EI S (1,200) (Advanced prices: 75c-$1.25) 3rd week. Gross:
$10,900. (Average at regular prices: $6,600^

Grosses

Are

Fine weather with temperatures
around 80 on Saturday and Sunday,
contributed to a sharp decline in theatre attendance. Estimated receipts for
the week ending May 6-8 :
ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND (2CthFox reissue)
E (800) (45c-65c)
Gross: $6,800.— ESQUIR
(Average: $8,000)
ALEXAN
DER'S
RAGTIM
BAND <20thFox reissue) — FAIRWAY E (700)
Gross: $1,500. (Average: $1,750) (45c -65c) TORONTO

TTSm T^^iNn (M-G-M)-MIDLAND
(Average-:
S: $17'°°a (Para)
SUDDENL
Y )IT'S SPRING
000
$15
NEWMAN
(45c-65c) 2nd
week
Gross:
$9,500. (1,900)
(Average
: $11 000)
THE
FARMER'
S
DAUGH
(RKO
Radio) and ACCOMPLICE TER
PHEUM (1 900) (45c-65c). Gross(PRO—$,.3 ORCffl
(AverageDER'S
: $10
,00
ALEXAN
RAGTIM
E 0)
BAND '
Fox
N (2.000) (45c (20th-65c).
Gross: reissue
, $5,200. )-UPTOW
(Average
: $6,000)
TOWER
(2,100)AND (45c-65c).
(20th-Fo
DREAM Gross:
x^£r,H
x)$ToOO
(AverageP with
stage show: $9,000)

SALT

Filmack 1327 S. Wabash Chicago

7

Daily

LAKE

Rainy days, the opening of the
baseball season and the beginning of
a series of concerts all had somewhat
of an adverse effect on grosses. Five
of the eight first-runs have holdovers.
Estimated receipts for the week ending
May 8:
THE MAN I LOVE (WB) and BACKLASH (20th-Fox) — CAPITOL (1,115) (15c25c-35c-50c) 6 davs. Gross: $4,400. (Average: $5,000)

Although the outdoor season is a
few weeks earlier than usual, firstruns are doing well above average and
holdovers are holding theirveek
ownending
Estimated receipts for the
May 11:

*

**

**

CITY
REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Clrclfr 6-6686
Complete Film and
Dijc Recording Facilities

se

becau

*Names on request from
EAGLE-LION FILMSrent'
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Extends

Pommer

Directors

Quorum Said Assured
For Future Meetings
Six additional directors of the
Motion Picture Association, representing as many member companies, were elected at a special MPA
meeting here yesterday. The appointments were described as a legal move
virtually assuring a quorum at future
meetings, since in the past all company
presidents, as board members, were
not always available.
Warners
is not accounted
for in the MPA announcement
of the additional board members, elected after a certificate
of change to increase the number of directors from the 18
previously authorized to a maximum of 36 was approved.
The new members are : Abe Schneider, vice-president and treasurer, Columbia ;Joseph R. Vogel, vice-president of Loew's ; Austin C. Keough,
Paramount vice-president and general
counsel ; John W. Whitaker, RKO
vice-president; W. C. Michel, execu(Continued on page 3)
Ceiling

Placed

on

Mexican

Admissions

Mexico _ City, May 8.— The voluntary cut in their admissions by the
three largest theatres here, the Metropolitan, 5,000 seats ; the Colonial, 6,500
seats, Mexico's largest, and the Coloso.
6,000 seats, has been followed by
Mayor Fernando Casas Aleman order(Continued on page 3)
Set All Dates for
Bldg. Code Hearings
Additional dates on which
public hearings will be held
on the proposed revision of
the New York State building
code for places of public assembly, including theatres,
have been set as follows: Buffalo, June 9; Rochester, June
10; Syracuse,
bany, June 12. June '11; AlJune 6 had previously been
set for a hearing in New
York City.

Pact

Washington, May 8. — The War
Department announced that the Information Central Division of American Military Government in Germany
had extended the contract of Eric
Pommer, chief of the film section.
The announcement was designed to
show that the ICD was "completely
satisfied" here
with said
Pommer's
work. Army
officials
the extension
was
thought to be for a 60-day period past
the present July 4 expiration date, indicating that the program "might be
in some sort of shape by early Sep-

Variety Clubs Will
Back the Foundation
Robert J. O'Donnell, Texas
circuit operator, will, as chief
barker of the National Variety Clubs, introduce a resolution during Variety International's Hollywood convention,
next week, endorsing the Motion Picture Foundation.
O'Donnell will point out
that the Foundation is an industry plan to care for its
own, whereas the various Variety Clubs engage in charitable activities for "outsiders," and, therefore, there will
be no conflict.

At the same time, Army officials
tember."
pointed
out that Gen. Clay recently
La. -Miss.
announced that no present employes New
of AMG would be fired because they
had become citizens later than 1933.
There had been some talk that Pom(Continued on page 3)
Owners'
Unit
PCCITO
Ascap

to Prepare

Legal

Test

Los Angeles, May 8.— Trustees of
the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners, at the final
convention session here today, were
authorized to submit concrete proposals for raising a $25,000 fund to
engage counsel to determine the legality of music fees levied by the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers on exhibitors.
The convention also went on record
against local checkers, and demanded
that the practice be discontinued.
All exhibitor organizations must
work together to oppose the mounting
wave of state and municipal taxation
on theatres, David Palfreyman, director of theatre^ service for the Motion
Picture Association, told the delegates.
The Convention closed with a banquet tonight at the Biltmore Hotel
Bowl, where a special performance,
provided through the Hollywood coordinating committee, featured George
Murphy as master-of-ceremonies, with
Jimmy Durante, Victor Borge, Donald
O'Connor,
Olga San Juan
heading theJanis
list ofPaige,
entertainers.
Sales for Cinecolor
Rise to $2,700,000
Hollywood, May 8.— Cinecolor
sales for the year ending Sept. 30 are
estimated at $2,700,000 by Karl Herzog, treasurer, in a letter to stockholders. This compares with $850,000 in
the previous year.

TEN CENTS
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High
Gets
In

Tribunal
Appeals

Trust

Suit

Jurisdiction Decision Is
'Likely' in 2 to 3 Weeks
Washington, May 8. — All appeals in the New York industry
anti-trust suit were filed with the
Supreme Court today, clearing the
way for the high court to decide
whether it will accept jurisdiction and
hear the cases.
Appeals were filed by all eight industry defendents, by the Justice Department, and by the American Theatres Association and Confederacy of
Southern Associations.
The filing of the appeals automatically stays the New York decree until
the court's decision. According to
court officials, a decision on hearing
the case is likely around the end of
the month or early in June.
If the court decides to hear the case,
argument will probably go over to the
fall session,
opening onin page
October.
(Continued
3) Court

New Orleans, May 8. — Thirty-seven independent exhibitors of Louisiana
and Mississippi organized Allied
Theatres of both states at a meeting
held yesterday at the Hotel Bentley,
Alexandria, La. Reports from the local delegation say that the meeting
was a success.
W. A. Prewitt, Jr., of Associated
Theatres, was elected president ; Don
George of Shreveport was named vice- 41 Defendants
in
president, and A. Barrenson," who operates the Tower and Hollywood theatres in Gretna, was elected secretary- $1,050,000
Suit
treasurer.
House Unit Probes
'Reds' on the Coast
Los Angeles, May 8. — With Ronald Reagan, Screen Actors Guild
president, pledging cooperation, if
asked, in pointing out "the real Communists" in the film industry, a subcom it e of the House Un-American
Activities Committee arrived here today to embark on a fact-finding investigation of Hans Eisler, film com(Continued on page 3)
Truman Gets Film
Gift on Birthday
Washington, May 8. — Members of
the Motion Picture Association today
presented President Truman with a
"movie-album" as a gift on his 63rd
birthday. Representatives of the
newsreels which contributed to the 13reel pictorial record of the highlights
of the sented
President's
careerHouse
prethe album at public
the White
this morning.
The album^was prepared in New
York under supervision of the newsreel editors committee.

San Francisco, May 8.— A $1,050,000 damage suit is on file in Federal
Court here, plaintiffs Raymond William and Pauline Syufy, owners and
operators of the Rita and Victory
theatres at Vallejo, charging 41 defendants, including Fox West Coast,
20th-Fox, (Continued
Loew's, on RKO,
page 3) Warners,

Urge

Committee

to

Curb 'Wrong-doers'
Hollywood, May 8. — Establishment of a three - man
"morals commission" is advocated by Curtis Bernhardt,
M-G-M producer, in a letter
to Eric Johnston, MPA president, and to Donald Nelson,
president of the SIMPP.
The commission would be
empowered to "warn, fine,
suspend and if necessary expel" individuals whose "scandalous hell-raising" is "bringing disgrace to the motion
picture industry."

2

Personal
Mention

DORE SCHARY, RKO Radio
production executive, and Perry
Lieber, studio publicity chief, will entrain for the Coast Sunday.
•
Richard de Rochemont, March of
Time head, and Simone Simon, actress, are among passengers who sailed
for Europe yesterday on the SS
America.
•
Craig,
Paramount's
NewStanley
Zealand H.
general
manager,
is due
here today from the Coast. William
Hurworth, assistant manager in Sydney, arrived here Wednesday.
•
W. Stewart McDonald, Warner
Theatres vice-president, is due back
here today from a trip to Pittsburgh
and Chicago.
•

Motion

Picture

'U'
Leaves
To
Starnt Own
Firm
Epstei
Mexico City. May 8. — Jacob Epstein, formerly Universal's general
manager in Mexico, and Joseph Datshkovsky, until recently with RCA here,
have formed Deksa, S.A., to distribute
both 16mm. and 35mm. films, and also
theatre equipment. The company will
initiate the merchandising of British
theatre equipment in this country,
handling the line of G. B. Kalee, Ltd.,
of London, a J. Arthur Rank subsidiary. It will also handle 16mm. projectors of the Natco Co. of Chicago.
Meanwhile, Vincent Palmeri is acting manager here for Universal.
Keith

Goldsmith

to
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at

MPA

For

Rank

Fete

Monday

Guest list for the Motion Picture
Association dinner for J. Arthur Rank
at
the Waldorf-Astoria
Monday night
follows
:
Rank, John Davis, Robert Benjamin, Jock
Lawrence, J. Earl Lawson, Arthur Krim.
Robert R. Young, Robert W. Purcell.
Thomas
J. D'eegan, M.William
J. Heineman,
I. W. Schlesinger.
A. Schlesinger,
Sir
Tohn Magowan.
Eric
Johnston,
Joyce
O'Hara,
Will
Hays, Carl E. Milliken, Gerald M. Mayer,H.
John G. McCarthy, Sidney Schreiber, Fred
DuVall and Irving Maas.
Also, Jack Cohn, Abe Montague. Nicholas
Schenck, Arthur Loew, Joseph Vogel,
Charles Moskowitz, J. Robert Rubin. Adolph
Zukor, Stanton Griffis, George Weltner,
Paul Raibourn, Fred Mohrhardt. Louis
Phillips, Ned Depinet, Robert Mochrie.
Malcolm Kingsberg, Spyros Skouras. W. C.
Michel, Murray Silverstone. Tom Connors,
Joseph Moskowitz, Otto Koegel, William
Kupper, Edward C. Raftery, Gradwell Sears.
Nate J. Blumberg,, J. Cheever Cowdin, Joseph Seidelman, W. A. Scully, Matthew
Fox,
John
O'Connor
and Charles
Also, Harry
Warner,
AlbertPrutzman.
Warner,
Robert Perkins, Wolfe Cohen, Stanleigh
Friedman, Joseph Hazen, Herman Robbins.
E. P. Curtis% T. Kennedy Stevenson, E, W.
Hammons, George Schaefer, William German, Gus Eyssell and Pat Casey.

So. Africa for U-I
Keith Goldsmith, formerly Universal-International's general manager in
India, representative
will become theincompany's
home
office
South Africa,
and Karl Jungmarker has been named
to replace Leo Gussen, retired, as manager in Sweden, under a realignment
of U-I field men abroad, Joseph H.
Roy Haines, Western division sales Seidelman, foreign operations head,
manager for Warner, has left for Chi- announced here yesterday.
cago, first stop on a tour of the MidThree Religious Films
west territory.
Five More Pictures To
•
Be Made by Rank
J. Arthur Rank, who will be honArthur B. Krim, Eagle-Lion presi- Rated by the Legion
Five additional films have been
dent, has returned here from Coast
here today
by the World's
SundayoredSchool
Association,
at a luncheon
conferences with Bryan Foy, produc- classified by the National Legion of
Decency. Placed in Class A-I were: at the Commodore Hotel, will protion vice-president. •
duce three special religious films this
"Dog of Flanders," RKO Radio reKay Harrison, managing director
year." Rank will receive a scroll at the
issue;
"I
Know
Where
I'm
Going,"
for his work in the religious
of Technicolor, Ltd., London, and his Prestige-Universal-International, and luncheon
wife are among passengers due here "The Last of the Redmen," Columbia. film field.
"Dishonored Lady," United Artists,
today on the 5\S" Queen
Elisabeth.
•
Also arriving aboard the Queen
was classified A-II ; "Born to Kill," Elisabeth
today are : John Davis,
RKO
Radio, was placed in Class B.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, Technimanaging director of the J. Arthur
color president, has returned to New
York from Centerville, Mass.
Rank Organization, Ltd., and Mrs.
•
Warner Ad Men Will Rank and Mrs. Davis; Sir Noel AshArnold Pressburger, producer, is
bridge, deputy director of the British
Broadcasting Corp. ; Edward F.
slated to sail for England tomorrow Meet in Pittsburgh
Advertising men of Warner Thea- Lyons, joint managing director of
aboard the Queen •Elisabeth.
tres in the Pittsburgh and Cleveland Gaumont-British Kalee, and Mrs.
E. Z. Walters, Altec comptroller, zones will meet in Pittsburgh on Mon- Lyons; S. J. Myers, joint managing
day for a one-day session to be con- director .of the British Lion Film
has arrived in New York from Hollyducted byHarry Goldberg, advertising- Corp., and Mrs. Myers, and S. S.
wood.
•
publicity director for the circuit. Pro- King, producer.
motional campaigns for summer reCurtis Mitchell, Paramount's adleases will be discussed.
vertising-publicity chief, has left New
V Nets $225,000 for Rank
Goldberg will return to New York 'Henry
York for the Coast.
In 47-Week Run in New York
on Tuesday.
Net distribution profit earned on
Honor Senary Today
the
showing
of "Henryof which
V" in
New 47-week
York City
is $300,000,
Second "Jolson" Tour
approximately
25
per
cent,
or
$75,000,
At Eyssell Luncheon
"The Jolson Story," which Columbia says is currently setting a prece- goes to United Artists, with the reG. S. Eyssel, president of Radio City
maining $225,000 representing the
dent at the Victoria Theatre, here, as
Music Hall, will honor Dore Schary,
studio head of RKO Radio Pictures, the first film to return to a key-run share of the J. Arthur Rank Organization,
the UA home office discloses.
house in this city immediately after
at a luncheon in the theatre's studio completing
its
initial
tour
of
the
terDuring
the
47 weeks — 12 at the City
apartment today. Among those presritory, will set an additional prece- Center and 35 at the Golden Theatre —
ent will be N. Peter Rathvon, Ned E.
dent by continuing for a second swing the picture grossed a total of $754,904,
Depinet, Robert Mochrie, S. Barret
McCormick, Perry Leiber, all of of the New York district following UA reports. Distribution profit was
RKO Radio, and Russell V. Downing, the conclusion of the Victoria show- arrived at after deduction of all exing. At that time the picture will move
penses and charges, including exploitaJack F. Bailey and Fred L. Lvnch of
the Music Hall.
to a first-run house in Brooklyn and
tion-advertising costs, the theatres'
be brought back to the entire Loew
and profits.
"Henry V" closed
at the Golden
last Saturday.
circuit and other neighborhood houses rentals
Decision Reserved on in the city.

Rank, Young To Hold
Press Conference
J. Arthur Rank, who will arrive
here today from ' London on the
Queen Elisabeth, and Robert R.
Young, head of railroad and film organizations here, will be the principals at a press conference to be held
at the Sherry Netherland Hotel Monday morning. The conference is described as the hisfirst
which* Young
has discussed
filmat interests,
some
of
which are
with Rank's
'
terprises
here,linked
including
Eagle-lj ' r—
Also present will be Eric Johnston.
Motion
Picture Association president *";
Films.
Nate J. Blumberg, Universal president;andJohnother
Davis,officials
Rank'sof chief
associate,
the RankUniversal organizations.

At N.000
Y. for
Openings
"Duel'
$200,
David O. Selznick's "Duel in the
Sun" grossed in excess of $200,000 on
the first day at 38 Loew neighborhood
theatres and at the Capitol, all in
New York City.
In a period of 15 hours, the Selznick
Releasing Organization office, here,
reportsture at202,000
persons exceeding
saw the picthose theatres,
by
104,000 the number who saw "Gone
With the Wind" on its opening on
Broadway and in Loew metropolitan
neighborhood houses.
Mayer to Texas on
Red Cross Mission
Arthur L. Mayer, president of
Mayer-Burstyn and operator of the
Rialto Theatre here, will leave tomorrow for Texas City, Texas,
where, in his capacity as assistant to
Basil O'Connor, chairman of the Red
Cross, he will survey the damage of
the disaster and the progress of the
Red Cross relief.
Thebe result
of Mayer's
observations
will
contained
in a report
which
the Red Cross will use for the extensiontionsof their
services in similar situain the future.
Wehrenherg on Fires
St. Louis, May 8.— A special bulletin on fire precaution has been sent
to St. Louis area theatres by Fred
Wehrenberg, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.
The bulletin checklists safety provisions and suggestions of value in the
prevention and handling of emergencies, with regard to the duties of both
theatre owner and staff.

Cheyenne,
May 8. — Three Warner
Stars
to 'Cheyenne'
stars are coming here from Hollywood to participate in the world premiere of "Cheyenne" on May 22 at
the Lincoln, Paramount and Princess
theatres. The trio includes Dennis
and Janis Paige, two of the
for Morgan
"Cheyenne" stars, and Jack Carson.

Air Conditioning Cut
Sign Czech Pact
Kansas City, May 8. — Decision Symon Joins E-L
has been reserved by the State PubHollywood, May -8. — Burk Symon,
Rank
by '48 Widder to Autry Unit
lic Service Commission, after a pub- former test director for 20th Century- 40London,
May Films
8. — The Czechoslovak
lic hearing, on a tentative notice that Fox, has been appointed head of Film Monopoly has signed an agreeHollywood, May 8. — Lincoln Widment with J. Arthur Rank providing
air conditioning by hotels and theatres Eagle-Lion's talent department. Symon
der, former Republic production exhere would have to be cut this sum- will work under Irving Lazar, execu- for the distribution in Czechoslovakia
has been named
personal
astive assistant to Bryan Foy, and Owen of a minimum of 40 Rank features by
mer because of an electrical power
sistantecutive,
to Armand
Schaefer,
president
shortage.
the end of 1948.
McLean, casting director.
of Gene Autry Productions.
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THEATRES

"RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
Center HALL"
Claudette Fred
COLBERT MacMURRAY
"THE
EGG AND
A Universal-International
Picture I"
PECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

PALACE
LAWRENCE CLAIRE

WALTER

TIERNEY TREVOR • SLEZflK
TO

BORN

ON SCREEN
EDWARD G.
ROBINSON
LON
McCALLISTER
'The RED HOUSE'

KILL '*

IN PERSON
WALLY
BROWN
CHUCHO
MARTINEZ
Extra! SALIC I
PUPPETS

LORETTA YOUNG
JOSEPH GOTTEN- ETHEL BARRYMORE,

DoorsB'woyOpenal 49lh
9:30 St.A.M.
The Academy Award Picture!
Winner of Nine Academy Awards!
If THE BEST YEARS OF
^2?
#

OUR LIVES'

ALAN LADD
RUSSELL

Picture

3 Paramount Branch
Meets Set to Start
Sessions in Portland, Ore., today ;
mer might lose his job because of his New Orleans, today and tomorrow,
and Seattle tomorrow and Monday,
recent U. S. citizenship.
The War Department said it was will complete the first week of meetings being held at Paramount branches
making its announcement as a direct
in
advance
of the opening of the comanswer to reports that the film propany's 1947 sales drive on Aug. 31.
gram worked out in Germany under
Pommer constituted a "propaganda
machine" and a "threat of the first Mexican Admissions
magnitude politically, socially and
(Continued from page 1)
economically."
officials had
pointed
ed out that evenArmy
if Pommer
any
plans along this line he is acting under ing a ceiling for all theatres here. The
complete military control and would Metropolitan, Colonial and Coloso set
cents as the maximum charge.
be in no position to build a propagan- 45
da machine or further his own inter- Mayor Aleman set 85 cents as the
ceiling for other houses and specified
ests in Germany.
Civil Affairs division spokesmen that it- apply only during the first
said they had no recent information week of new pictures at first-class
first-run theatres, most of which had
on the joint Anglo-American meetings been
making 85 cents standard during
in Berlin regarding the proposed ex- the runs
of most pictures.
port of German-made films.
The ceiling, not unexpected in the
trade because of frequent agitation
Casino Files Suit
against what were styled exorbitant
Los Angeles, May 8. — Casino Film theatre prices — a move backed by some
Exchanges, a New York corporation, Senators and Congressmen — is generhas filed suit in Federal Court here
ally regarded as reasonable. The
against Levinson-Finney Enterprises, Metropolitan, Colonial and Coloso, it
Inc., a California corporation, asking is said, could well afford to cut their
$75,000 in damages and $15,000 in at- prices because of the higher volume of
their sizes command.
torneys'
plus an injunction
re- patronage
The 85 cent ceiling for the first-runs
strainingfees,the defendant
from further
for the first week of a run is but a
distributing the Asturia-made "Bel slight cut, it is said, although, regardAmi," to wbich the complainant claims
less, exhibitors are repeating what
exclusive American rights.
they frequently tell the municipal government :that high operating costs,
chiefly labor, make it impossible for
SAG Delegates to B.C.
them to reduce prices.
Hollywood, May 8. — Edward
Meanwhile, exhibitors of Mexico are
Arnold and Pat Somerset will leave
again
counting their annual losses
here Saturday for Washington to from the
closure on May 1
represent the Screen Actors Guild at — Mexican enforced
Labor Day and most rigthe special
meeting
American
Federaidly observed holiday in this country.
tion of Labor leaders called for next
The closure, again for the explained
Tuesday to establish permanent arbi- purpose of permitting theatre union
tration machinery to prevent future
breakdowns in the studio labor setup. employes to participate in exercises
in honor of the 1886 "Martyrs of Chicago," is estimated to have cost the
Nebraska Theatre Sold
1,411 theatres in the Republic more
May 1 is the only day
North Bend, Neb., / May 8. — than $250,000.
theatres must close in obediBlanche Colbert has purchased the on which
ence to labor.
Joy Theatre here from Edward Gannon, who is holding on to his theatre
at Schuyler.
MPA
Board Elects
(Continued from page 1)
Pommer's Pact
(Continued from page 1)

^ BENDIX ,n .
Calcutta
A Paromoum PIctvt*

Cornel WILDE • Maureen CHARS1
"The
A 20th HOMESTRETCH''
Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor
PLUS ON STAGE - HAZEL SCOTT • The BARRY'S
CARL RAVAZZA • HENNY YOUNGMAN
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ALBERT • MOORE
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.
GOODWIN
WILLIAM BILL
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and his Orchestra
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e
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five vice-president, 20th Century-Fox,
and John J. O'Connor, Universal vicepresident.
Eric A. Johnston, MPA president,
told the meeting of his appearances
and testimony, previously reported, at
hearings before the Congressional
committees on un-American affairs
and on reciprocal trade agreements.
He "also expressed optimism concerning industry problems abroad.
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox, reported on his recent
South American tour.
In addition to those previously mentioned, the session was attended bv
Nate J. Blumberg; N. Peter Rathvon, Ned E. Depinet, Nicholas M.
Schenck, J. Robert Rubin, E. W.
Hammons, Herman Robbins, Joyce
O'Hara, Francis S. Harmon, Sidney
Schreiber, Fred W. DuVall and Edward T. Cheyfitz. Cheyfitz and
O'Hara returned to Washington immediately following the meeting.
Monogram Enters Film
Norton V. Ritchey, president of
Monogram International Corp., has
entered "Suspense" in the Brussels
Festival of Films and Fine Arts, to
be held from June 1 to 30.

ed
alsfrom Fil
Appe
(Continued
page 1)
attendants feel there is no chance of it
being heard at the current session,
ending in mid-June.
One appeal was submitted by four
of the five majors — RKO Radio,
M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox, and Warner Brothers, with Paramount and the
"little three" each submitting their
own appeals. The two exhibitor
groups were appealing the District
Court denial of their right to intervene in the suit. In all, eight separate cases were docketed.
The Justice Department asked the
high court to order complete divorcement and prohibit further acquisitions,
to ban all clearances, and to require
competitive bidding under all circumstances, and on a flat rental.
Warner, M-G-M, 20th-Fox and
RKO appealed the ban on admission
price-fixing, the ban on general clearance systems, the ban on unreasonable
clearances, the ending of the consent
decree and the arbitration system, the
enjoining of exhibitors from performing existing contracts, the ban on expanding present theatre holdings, and
the requirement of owning more than
95 per cent of theatre stock.
Paramount appealed these portions
of the District Court decree, plus the
block-booking and competitive bidding
requirements. Columbia asked for a
reversal of the provisions on blockbooking, competitive bidding and arbitrary refusal, while United Artists
and Universal-International appealed
practically all of Section 88.

(Continued from
$1,050,000
Suitpage 1)
Paramount, Columbia, United Artists
and National Theatces with violating
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act in allegedly attempting to ruin their business
through monopolistic pressure in competitive areas.
The Syufys claim a $350,000 loss
and are suing for triple damages, as
allowed under the act.
Charges include alleged restraint of
trade, monopoly in the distribution and
showing of films, price-fixing, unfair
control of film showings in competitive regions, prevention of equal competition of independents with theatres
controlled by the majors, and discrimination against independents in
fixing admission charges.
The suit alleges Fox owns, operates
or controls 600 theatres and that defendant distributors and their subsidiaries
distribute 80 per cent of the country's films.

Red' Probe on Coast
(Continued from page 1)
poser, and of Communistic activities
in Hollywood.
Representative J. Parnell Thomas,
chairman of the full committee as well
as 'the sub-unit, who is accompanied
by Representatives McDowell and
Wood, said the present meetings,
which will not be public, were to explore the case for possible full-dress
hearings later.
Reagan, asserting that "we have
few Communists in the guild," pointed out that "they are about one per
cent of our membership." He added :
"We know who they are. They are
very active, but the real Communists
are not in the industry."
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Gross

WILLIAM J. KUPPER resigned
on Friday as general sales manager of 20th Century-Fox, Tom J.
Connors, distribution vice-president
announced, and
was appointed . ,T , _,
managing director of 20th Century-Fox International Corp.
by Murray Silverstone, president of the latter company.
In his new
post, Kupper
succeeds Otto
W. Bolle, who
after many
years of service,
William J. Kupper
resigned because
of ill health.
Kupper also becomes managing director of British Movietone News and
will represent 20th-Fox as a member
of the board of Gaumont-British in
London. Silverstone added that "Kupper's knowledge of the. American market will be arrangements
valuable to the company's
production
in Great
Britain." Both will sail for London on
July 2.
Polangin Named Enterprise
Studio Publicity Head in N.Y.
Frederick N. Polangin has been appointed Eastern publicity director for
Enterprise, Robert S. Taplinger, vicepresident in charge of advertisingpublicity announced. During the past
year, Polangin handled Enterprise
publicity in Washington where he operated his own publicity firm.
A former Washington newsman,
Polangin was publicity director of the
U. S. Department of Commerce under
the late Harry L. Hopkins. He also
was in the Motion Picture Division
under Gene Markey.
Ben Washer Will Join Para.
As Eastern Publicity Chief
Ben Washer, Eastern publicity manager for Samuel Goldwyn, and former
publicity director for United Artists
here, will become Eastern publicity
manager for Paramount, effective next
month, Curtis Mitchell, Paramount
(Continued on page 8)

Is

S. Approves

Rank

17

Houses

Field Reports Cover 170
First- Run Situations
Theatre grosses slipped again last
month as heavy spring rains dampened business in various parts of
the country, according to reports on
some 170 key situations received
from Motion Picture Daily field
correspondents.
April's weekly average gross
of $16,292 per theatre compares
with the $16,769 average recorded for the previous month.
(April of last year brought a
weekly average gross of
$17,839.).
"The {Continued
Best Yearson page
of Our
11) Lives,"

Hollywood
Rug

Royal

Washington,
May 11. — Applica
tions to construct, repair or complete
17 additional theatres have been approved by the Government.
Largest group, of seven theatres
was approved on the basis of veterans' ownership. These were : G. R.
Bould, Inc., Oakland, Me., theatre
shell; Bleecker and Jones, La Mesa,
Cal., partial structure of theatre;
James B. Howell, Jr., San Mateo
County, Cal., drive-in ; W. F. Greene,
Williston, S. C, theatre; Philip
Brady, Rio Hondre, Tex., theatre;
J. C. Greene, Johnson, S. C, theatre ;
Denver Drive-in Theatre Corp., Araphoe
Colo., drive-in.
FourCounty,
new theatres
were approved
on the basis of providing an essential
community facility : for Albert Orear,
Bonner Springs, Kans. ; Ike Weiner,
Washington ; Vincent Laica, New
Baltimore, Mich. ; Alexander Kiriakides, Greenville, S. C. Other projects
were also given the "green light."

Spreads
for

Incumbents

Variety

Los Angeles,
Hollywood's
famed
royal red May
rug 11.
of— welcome
was
never spread so far, so wide and so
freely as it is for the 1,200 delegates to the
11th annual Variety ClubsternaIntional convention — Robnell is Variety
ert J. O'DonClub chief —
that
c i a opens
1 1 y offion
Wednesday

Up for Reelection
All 16 board members of Paramount are candidates for reelection at
the company's
annual
meeting
to be held
here stockholders'
on June 17.
Immediately after the meeting the directors will convene to elect officers.
The present board comprises Barney
Balaban, Stephen Callaghan, Y. Frank
Freeman, Harvey D. Gibson, Leonard
H. Goldenson, A. Conger Goodyear,
Stanton Griffis, Duncan G. Harris,
John D. Hertz, Austin C. Keough,
Earl I. McClintock, Maurice Newton,
Charles M. Reagan, E. V. Richards,
Edwin L. Weisl and Adolph Zukor.
Officers include : Zukor, chairman ;
Balaban, president ; Griffis, executive
committee chairman ; vice-presidents Robert J. O'Donnell
Freeman, Keough, Reagan, Henry
Ginsberg, Goldenson, Paul Raibourn ; Delegates arriving
Fred Mohrhardt, treasurer ; Robert H.
tion will (Continued
be welcomed
on
O'Brien, secretary.

Saluting

Convention

Variety

at

Los

Its

Angeles*

with headquarters already established atLos
bassador Hotel,
Angeles' Amwhere registration begins tomorrow.
for the convenat Los
page
10) Angeles'

Going

Theatre

Video

in

Fall

Will Talk with Sears on
United Artists Product
J. Arthur Rank interests in
England
will experiment
atre television
in the fallwith
in thetwo
or three West End theatres in
London, J. Arthur Rank announced
upon his arrival here aboard the
Qiteen- Elizabeth on Friday.
He said he had applied for a
charter in England to transmit
television, and added that when
he visits Chicago Wednesday,
he will confer with A. N. Rauland, television engineer, on the
subject. Rank and Rauland are
exchanging
information. television research
Rank, moving in rapid-fire order,
swept through business conferences,
luncheons, a radio talk and private
dinners, hiswith
moment's
during
firsthardly
day ina New
York. rest
In a pier interview, Rank, in addition to his television announcement,
said he would confer with Gradwell L.
Sears, United
Artists
vice-president
in
(Continued
on page
11)

Allied's
South

First

Unit

Deep

in View

New Orleans, May 11. — National
Allied States' first penetration of the
Deep South, traditionally an MPTOA
stronghold, is regarded here as having
been successfully launched with the
formation last week of Allied Theatre
Owners (Continued
of Louisiana-Mississippi,
at a
on page 11)
4 Reviews

Today

"Northwest Outpost" and
"Sarge Goes to College," page
6. "Black Narcissus" and
"Land of the Lawless," page 8.
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN

Mention

Loew's adverHOWARD DIETZ, tising-publicity
chief, flew to
Europe over the weekend and will return here June 9.
•
Edward L. Hyman, Paramount
Theatres Service vice-president, and
Max Pellerman, theatre executive,
were in San Francisco over the weekend and will stop in Salt Lake City,
Minneapolis and Kansas City on their
return trip to New York.
•
Russell H o l m a n , Paramount
Eastern" production head, who sailed
tor
the
QueenEngland"
Elisabeththisfor weekend
a check on
of production activities abroad, will be away
about a month.
•
Edward, L. Walton, Republic assistant general sales manager, is expected in Seattle today and is due in
Minneapolis Thursday before returning to the home office.
Harold Dunn, Producers Releasing Corp. assistant sales manager,
has returned to. New York after a
two-week tour of branch offices and a
visit to the studio.
•
Claud Morris, Selznick Releasing
Organization exploitation head, after
returning here today from Washington and- Philadelphia, is slated to leave
for Chicago.
-■• ■;>«;■' -0Raymoxd Gallo, advertising manager of Better Theatres, of Motion
Picture Herald, returned to New York
on Friday from a five-week trip in the
field.--r>.
•
Harry manager
M. Kalmine,
presidentThea"and
general
of Warner
tres, left New York over the weekend for the Coast.
•
Andre Le Large, of European
Copyrights and Distribution, Inc., has
left New York for Paris to buy foreign films for U.- S. release.
•
Lige Brien, Eagle-Lion assistant
exploitation manager, and Mrs. Brien
have become parents of their second
son.
•
Jerry . Pic-kman, Eagle-Lion assistant advertising-publicity chief, is
due here today from Zanesville, O.
•
Nikitas D. Dipson, Batavia, N. Y.,
exhibitor, has returned home after a
visit to Greece.
•
D. A. Doran, Paramount studio
executive; left here for the Coast on
Saturday,
•
Moe Kerman, of Favorite Films,
has returned - here from Virginia
City.
Sam Wood, producer, is expected
to
ton. return here today from Washing-

h^&W
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Picture

KANE

Clubs as they gather in Los An\j ORRIS
LOEWENSTEIN,
secretary
of the Motion
geles for their annual convention this week.
Picture Theatre Owners of
The magnificent humanitarian
America, is to be applauded for
work of these showmen is known
keeping alive discussion of a vital
to its thousands of beneficiaries,
exhibitor project, the proposed
but so little is it publicized that
Motion Picture Forum, despite
few outside the organization are
almost complete indifference
among exhibitors.
aware of the scope of its multitudinous good deeds.
Addressing the Los Angeles
convention of the Pacific Coast
The story of the Variety Clubs
is not come upon easily on the
Conference of Independent Thearialtos of the great cities but it
tre Owners last week, Loewenis a familiar and an intimate one
stein decried the present tendency
in scores of hospitals, fresh air
to await the Supreme Court decamps, rest homes and undercision in the industry anti-trust
privileged neighborhoods. It is
suit before proceeding with organization ofthe Forum. In so
a story of the helping hand extended to the helpless, of hope
doing he differed not only with
and cheer instilled in the desohis own organization, the
late.
MPTOA, which advanced the
The work of the Variety Clubs
Forum idea originally and which
is something in which all show
now appears content to pack it
business may take pride and in
in moth balls, but also with his
which all show business should
host in Los Angeles.
The PCCITO is remembered
• •
as having been among the first
While shrill pipings of pessiand the very few organizations
mistic box-office tidings are
join.
which effectively chilled the
heard as the post-war boom levForum plan by chanting the
els off to normalcy, the weekly
meaningless slogan, "Wait till
box-office
gross reports in the
the Supreme Court
• has decided."
columns of Motion Picture
Daily make better and better
Loewenstein is to be congratureading. The reports bear out
lated for his disregard of false
niceties in championing a project
the pronouncement of 'every exin which he believes before a
perienced distribution and theagroup which helped to condemn
tre man to the effect that "If the
picture is good its business is
it. He pleaded also for concerted exhibitor action in an efFortunately, the number of
fort to obtain reduction of the
wartime admission tax.
good pictures increases with
every week. There are so many
The House Ways and Means
outstanding performers currently
committee is scheduled to begin
it would be difficult to name them
hearings a week from today on
all even if space permitted. But
new Federal tax legislation for
good."there is the consistently
introduction next year.
notably,
There is no organization,
great record of "The Best Years
there are no spokesmen repreof Our Lives," the vigor and
sentative of all exhibition, to
staying, power of "The Egg and
speak for theatre operators beI," the amazing record of "The
fore the committee. There might
Jolson Story," which is replaying first runs for grosses
well have been such an organequal to those of its first time
ization had the Motion Picture
Forum been brought into being
around.
theresturdy
is "Duel."
There And
are many
releases
without delay. Taxation affectconsistently
hitting
well above
ing all ranks of exhibition might
house averages everywhere, like
properly have been made one of
its primary concerns.
"Sea of Grass" and "The YearPerhaps some of those who
ling," "The Homestretch," "The
succeeded in stalling, if not comMacomber Affair," "The Farmer's Daughter," "It Happened on
pletely wrecking the Forum, can
Fifth Avenue," "It's a Wonderexplain to- their followers just
what the Supreme Court ruling
ful Life," "Smash-Up," "Blaze
in the anti-trust case next year
of Noon," "Stallion Road" and
has to do with a fight to be
many others.
It is an old maxim in the inwaged now against wartime
Federal taxation, the weight of
dustry that business is as good as
which is increasingly felt at the
the product; that good pictures
postwar box office.
will dispel its every ill.
• •
The gross reports identify the
This publication joins the incelluloid with the highest vitamin
content.
dustry in saluting the Variety

"^liS?*1^^^

and

Interludes
By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM
A FLUSTERED
approached
assistant managergentCharlie
Levison at Loew's Metropolitan Theatre in
Brooklyn the other day and demanded
that his admission money be returned,
giving this explanation:
"I saw da pitch, boss, at anj rjr.
Charlie, a cool calculator, logically
-"'
moom pit
" have ■seen
inquired,
"How ch.
could you
this picture when Loew's Met is a firstrun theatre and the picture hasn't yet
'What's
s'maddeelse
r, boss,"
the patron
played
anywhere
in Brooklyn?"
retorted, "I saw de pitch in da theatre
'round da corner."
The Metropolitan has two entrances,
one on Fulton Street, the other around
the corner, on Livingston Street!
The name of concertman Yehudi
Menuhin has long intrigued us.
Even more so does the name of his
hin.
sister, concert-gal Hephzibah MenuV
The Bombay Board of Censors has
ruled that henceforth all drinking
scenes are to be eliminated from motion pictures. That is, all drinking
scenes that
are not "absolutely necessary." Ahem,
V
And that never-in-error New
York Times comes up with this one :
"Loew's, Inc., Metro's errant company, is the largest and most powerful distributor of motion picV
Laboraticians of RCA have turned
their attention from improving tubes
fortures."
motion picture sound reproducers,
radios, and what not, to a tube called
the "S electron" which has been designed for use in electronic calculating
machines through which it is possible
to complete the multiplication of two
numbers of as many as 12 digits (one
thousand
lionth ofa billions)
second. in a hundred-milPosted prominently in the North
Carolina picture palaces of Charlie
Picquet are signs reading: "Popcorn, peanuts, soft drinks and
lunches not permitted."

No reflection intended, but Mexican screen-player Mario (Cantinflas)
Moreno has quit his picture production union job to concentrate on acting and lemon planting.
V
Flash!, from Luis Becerra Celis,
our Mexico City correspondent:
"Confidence in local theatre business, currently under par, is manifested by Exhibitor Cava, operator
of several theatres here, who intends to chase out the tramps and
other vagrants long housed in an
idle theatre of his, renovate it,
and arrange to inaugurate it as a
1,500-seater in July."
^^diio^ Martin Quigley, Jr., Associate Editor. Published daily,, except. Saturdays,

Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald, Better Theatres, published every fourth week as a section of Motion Picture Herald;
—.
Entered as second class nr"
'
~
-- -• -- •
tion
international
rates per Motion
Almanac, and
year, $6Picture
Fame.$12 Entered
m the Americas
second
.class10c.matter. Sept. 23, 1938, at "the post o'fficeTt" New" York; n"."Y.', l-ndw ^'i^'oi'Mlnh's^^^^bs^foreign; assingle
copies,
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Newsreel
Parade
rF^ HE presentation of "Certificates
J of Merit" to exhibitor leaders Si
Fabian, Ernest V. Richards and Robert B. Wilby is highlighted in current
newsreels. Among other events are:
May Day celebrations around the
world; a new safety device for air
travel : and the Royal Family departAfrica for home. Com
Southfollow:
*JOlJom
p. y contents
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 73— May Day
in Europe and Japan. African natives dance
for French president. British Royal Family
sails for home. Scientists sail primitive
craft. Aviation: Radar safety device, French
giant seaplane. Navy awards Merit citations to theatre executives Si Fabian, Robert B. Wilby and Ernest V. Richards. Fashions and furs. Sports: Auto Grand Prix,
yachting regatta.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. Z71 — New
radar of Howard Hughes gives airliners
"seeing
eye".Cairo.
"Miracle
healer"
U.
S. from
Palestine
prisonrushes
blasted,to
British in big manhunt. May Day film reports from around the world. President
Peron and wife attend fiesta in Argentina.
Theatremen Si Fabian, Ernest V. Richards
and Robert B. Wilby honored by Navy.
President Auriol of France tours African
colony. Hospitalized "vets" design snappy
bonnets.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 74— New airline safety through radar. Theatre officials
Si Fabian, Ernest V. Richards and Robert
B. Wilby honored by Navy. Six men on a
raft on an expedition. President Peron hailed
at wine festival. India: Mountbatten visits
troubled area. May Day around the world.
RKOi PATHE NEWS^ No. 76 — British
Royalty ends South African tour. Dance
strikers in Conga line. May Day parades
around the world. Healer flies to aid ill one.
Steeple-jacks
for
silver skiis.repair tower. Mt. Rainier race
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 37 —
Radar device aids blind flying. May Day
celebration in Moscow and Trieste. Modern
explorers in a small raft to sail the Pacific.
African natives dance for French President
Auriol. Mermaids test waterproof hairdos
in Los Angeles. National film _ awards to
British stars and producers in London.
Theatre officials Si Fabian, E. V. Richards
and R. B. Wilby receive "Certificates of
Merit." Porpoise roundup in Florida.

Motion
St. Louis
Pledges

Picture

Industry
UJA

Aid

St. Louis, May 11. — Fullest support
to the United Jewish Appeal drive was
pledged by industry leaders here following an address by Barney Balaban,
national chairman, at an organization
meeting at the Chase Hotel. About 40
of the area's showmen attended.
Pledges and contributions showed an
increase of three times over the previous year.
"I am particularly anxious that the
motion picture industry does the best
job in this campaign that it is capable
of doing,"
Balaban.
"Show business has a said
tradition
for philanthropy.
We achieved a magnificent record during the war. Give this drive the showmanship, the know-how and the enthusiasm which you can deliver and
whichban the
added.1947
. UJA deserves," BalaAccompanying Balaban on the trip
is Sam Shain of 20th Century-Fox,
and Peter Colwin, a national director
of UJA. Following the meeting Balaban and Shain left for Los Angeles.
Among those who attended were: Joseph
Ansell, Edward Arthur, Sol Blank, Paul
Beisman, Herbert Benin, Lester Bona, Russell A. Bovin, John Caporal, Maurice Davis, Andrew Dietz, Barney Diamond, Chris
Efthin, Charles Goldman, Herman H. Gorelick, Sol Hankin, Clarence Kaiman, Sam
Korara, David P. Komm, Nat Ropier, Lester
Kropp, Paul Frueger, Theodore Lending.
Joe Litvag,
Leventhal,Matt
George
Pliskos,
BarneyJulius
Rosenthal,
Schulter,
Maurice Schwitzer, William Sheroan, Frank
Speros,
Nat E.Turley.
Steinberg, Fred Wehrenberg,
and Clarence
MP

A

Board

Includes

A. Warner, Perkins
The fact that only six distribution
companies of the Motion Picture Association added a second director to
the MP A board last week is explained
by Warners already having had two
representatives on the board, Albert
Warner, vice-president and treasurer,
and Robert Perkins, vice-president
and general manager.
Each of the seven MPA member
companies thus have two representatives, the others being : Jack Cohn
and Abe Schneider, Columbia*; -Nicho-=
las M. Schenck and Joseph R. Vogel,
Loew's ; Barney Balaban and Austin
Keough, Paramount ; N. Peter Rathyon and John W. Whitaker, RKO ;
Spyros Skouras and W. C. Michel,
20th Century-Fox ; Nate J, Bl'urriberg
and John J. O'Connor, Universal.

Loew's in Mecca Bldg.
In About Six Months
Purchase of the 1600 Broadway
(Mecca) Building at 48th Street, here,
by Loews' for the housing of all
Loew's Loew
International
and
other
activities,departments
was confirmed
by the company at the weekend. Contract of sale has been closed and transfer of title by the Central Hanover
Trust Co., the sellers, is expected before the end of the month. The building, to be called "Loew's International
Building,"
will in
be about
occupiedsixin months.
part by Grant SRO Franchise
the
company
Renovations will be made meanwhile. To Adelman, Wessel
Cincinnati, May 1 1.— Meyer Adelman and Bud .Wessel have, been
Univ. - Int'l Building granted the franchise for distribution
Delayed Two Months of Selznick Releasing Organization
Further construction set-backs will product in this territory.
They have opened headquarters in
delay the completion of Universal-International's new home office another the Film Building, taking over quarters formerly occupied by Popular
two months, a company official reports. The building, located on Park Pictures which has taken the offices
Avenue here, originally was planned of National Theatre Supply Co. The
for last year, material shortages made latter has moved to the old M-G-M
this impossible, and now the second quarters which were vacated when
M-G-M occupied a new building.
delay is necessary.
Jenkins Names Gewinner Warner Sees Truman
Atlanta, May 11. — Holt Gewinner,
Washington, May 11 — Harry WarJr., has been named publicity director
paid a 15-minute
"courtesy"
call
for the Georgia Theatre Co., here, at thener White
House Friday,
but would
succeeding Harvey Smith, William K. cussed.
give no information on what they disJenkins, cbmpany president, announces.

3

Daily

Center Sought for
'Trumph' Opening
George Schaefer, in charge
of Enterprise distribution,
has been conferring with Gus
Eyssell, president and managing director of Radio City
Music Hall, on the possibility
of securing the Center Theatre here for "Arch of Triumph" in the fall.
British
Heavy,

Star
Too:

Costs
Hazen

Although
thethat
British
strated clearly
they have
know "demonhow to
make pictures, and to make good
ones," they still have heavy problems
of costs and high salaries for starring
players, Joseph Hazen of WallisHazen Productions, said upon his arrival here Friday aboard the 6\S
Queen Elizabeth. He added that competition for stars is boosting costs for
the British industry, and that there
are not enough British stars to guarantee the success of all the British
films.
Hazen feels that there will be no
currency restriction, and that if any
restriction is ordered, it will be a restriction on the number of American
films entering England.
Para.

Buys

Additional

72,300
Shares

Paramount continued the increased
tempo of its stock-purchasing program
last month, having acquired 72,300
shares of its common securities during
April to bring its holdings to 265,000
since the buying program was announced by president Barney Balaban
in a letter to stockholders last November.
Previous monthly purchase totals
were: November, 23,000 ; December,
35,000; January, 38,408; February,
23,792, and March, 72,500, Closing
price Tor Paramount common on Friday was 24^.
SGP Signs Three-Film
Deal with Zenith
Hollywood, May 11:-— On the eve
of its first anniversary and a stockholders and sales conferences of Screen
Guild Productions, John J. Jones,
president, announces consummation of
a releasing deal, with the newly-organized Zenith Pictures, Inc., for three
pictures in 1947-1948 program.
The Screen Guild annual meeting,
which will convene at the Hollywood
Roosevelt for five days, beginning tomorrow, has the following schedule :
registration, Monday; board of directors meet Tuesday: stockholders'
meeting and election of officers, Wednesday general
;
sales conferences and
Friday.
screening of product, Thursday and

Expect 18 UK Color
Pictures Yearly
By 1949, Technicolor, Ltd., London,
will be processing 18 pictures yearly,
Kay Harrison, joint managing director
of the firm, revealed in an interview
following his arrival here Friday
aboard
the 6\S"
Elizabeth.Ltd., is
Harrison
saidQueen
Technicolor,
now processing five or six films yearly,
explaining that lack of materials had
prevented increased production.
The film plans to spend $500,000 on
a UK expansion program, he said,
adding that the firm's present site in
London will be taken over for an airport, and that arrangements have been
made for a new laboratory at Denham.
"We have four Technicolor cameras
now
and said.
expectAfter
to acquire
Harrison
sufficient more,"
materiel is obtained, the company intends
to operate in Paris, Rome and Madrid,
with servicing handled in London.
Sears

Answers

Ohio

ITO on Chaplin Film
Gradwell L. Sears, United Artists
vice-president in charge of distribution, issued the following statement on
Friday in reply to the resolution
adopted last week by the ITO of Ohio
which recommended that exhibitors
refrain from booking Charlie Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux" because of
Chaplin's failure to become a United
States citizen and because of his perviews : sonal and political activities and
"This is not United Artists' first
experience with the publicity-seeking
methods of the paid secretary of this
Ohio exhibitor group. In the course
of almost every year, Mr. P. J. Wood
can find some cause on which he and
his organization can take a militant
and loud stand.
"In this instance, Mr. Wood has
latched on to the arguments already
advanced by others, all of which have
been answered by Mr. Chaplin to the
evident satisfaction of the public.
"Theonly element in Wood's protest which causes us to even dignify it
with a response is the fact that in it
we- see. another abortive effort of a
small, vociferous, bigoted group to
force its will and its judgment upon
the
matter- what
theyAmerican
call it, itpublic.
is still-Nocensorship
; as
such it should be combated and defeated at every
"United
Artiststurn.
as a•• •company, and
believe that
an individual
Itheas right
public'it tois
of the American
choose its entertainment for itself. We
believe that it is presumptuous and
un-American for any non-sovereign to
take the responsibility of selecting for
the public the motion pictures it

should see."
Name
Baecher Aide
In Anti-Trust Agency
Washington, May 11. — John Ford
Baecher has been named first assistant
in the Justice
Department's
division.
He was
transferredanti-trust
from a
similar position in the claims division
where he worked for some time with
Reagin Succeeds Avery
newly appointed Assistant Attorney
Memphis, May 11. — R. V. Reagin, General Sonnett.
office manager of RKO Radio, was
named branch manager of the com- Vote on Sunday Films
pany's exchange here to succeed A.
M. Avery, who will leave Saturday
Springfield, Tenn., May 11. — A
to become vice-president of Flexer vote on Sunday pictures will be held
Drivein Theatres, Inc.
here on June 1.
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India
Eight

Finish,

Eight
On

the

Start
Coast

Hollywood, May 11. — Production
maintained last week's level in the
over-all picture, with eight pictures
going from shooting stage to cutting
room and eight new undertakings going before the cameras. The production scene follows :
Columbia
Started : "Prince of Thieves," with
Jon Hall, Patricia Morrison, Alan
Mowbray, Adele Jergens, Michael
Duane.
Finished : "Two Blondes and a Red
head."
Shooting: "The Man from Colo
rado," "Assigned to Treasury" (Ken
nedy-Buchman) .
Eagle-Lion
Started: "Adventures of Casanova,'
with Arturo de Cordova, Noreen
Nash, Lucille Bremer, Turhan Bey,
John Sutton, George Tobias.
Finished: "Love from a Stranger."
M-G-M
Started: "Cass Timberlane," with
Spencer Tracy, Lana Turner, Mary
Astor, Albert Dekker.
Shooting: "Alias a Gentleman,"
"The Pirate," "Good News."
Monogram
Shooting : "Robin Hood of Monterey," "The Hunted."
Paramount
Started: "Dream Girl," with Betty
Hutton, Macdonald Carey, Virginia
Field, Walter Abel, Peggy Wood,
Patric Knowles.
Shooting;- "Whispering Smith,"
"Shaggy."
PRC

Reviews

"Nor
thwest Outpost"
(Republic)
D ESPLENDENTLY embellished with production values and impressively
1X stocked with marquee names, "Northwest Outpost" measures up as an
outstanding Republic box-office contender. It is a hearty musical delightfully
SC°Iu ■ Rudolf Frlml and ringing with the golden voices of Nelson Eddy
and beautiful Ilopa Massey,
who previously appeared together
"
Also provided are: the sinister villainy of Joseph Schildkraut, inthe"Balalaika
whimsical
comedy of Elsa Lanchester, the ebullience of Hugo Haas, and many other
characterizations in a romantic tale about love and intrigue in a Russian
colony in California some 100 years ago.
;| The screenplay, by Elizabeth Meehan and Richard Sale, from an original
by Angela Stuart, presents a stock plot for the framing
the splendiferous
sets and charming costumings which heighten the mood of
of romance created
by the musical love-making of Eddy and Miss Massey. Eddy plays a daring
American frontiersman who fills a position
of high .trust in the Russian outpost and penal colony, which is governed by a robust, good-natured Czarist
prince (Haas). Miss Massey, playing a Russian lady of rank, goes to the
colony with a false passport to secretly aid her prisoner-husband (Schildkraut) to escape, because he has threatened to expose her father as a political
enemy of the Czar. The love which blossomed at first sight between the lady
and Eddy is jeopardized, of course, when he discovers the nature of her
mission. But the complication resolves itself into a happy reunion for the
lovers when Schildkraut is killed in attempting to escape to Russia aboard a
Chinese junk.
The Friml score comprises six melodious numbers including: "Nearer and
Dearer," "Raindrops on a Drum," "Tell Me with Your Eyes" and "Love Is
the Time." Additionally, The American G.I. Chorus renders two Russian
Easter hymns in commendable fashion, and background music is rich with
quality, provided under the able management of Robert Armbruster. Director
Allan Dwan, who also served as associate producer, kept the proceedings
keyed to a sparkling pace. The picture will be best received by music lovers,
of course, but it does offer enough in the way of action to please devotees
of outdoor drama, too.
Running time, 91 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Hi set.
n°t
Charles L. Franke

Business

Cambata

Up,

Reports

Production of films in India is increasing rapidly, but lack of theatres
cuts down the possible attendance, according to Shiavax C. Cambata, Indian theatre owner, who is visiting
this country. Cambata points out thatin
only 1,000 theatres are in India, with
its population of more than 400,000,000. Shortage of materials.,-, has
adf .-' of
checked
Cambatatheatre
feels building,
that the he
progra..
the new Indian government, designed
to reduce illiteracy, would aid the industry, since the government plans
use motion pictures as its chief methodto
of education. He said that the government plans to use 16mm. educational shorts in the school system.
Cambata's Eros Theatre in Bombay has two innovations : a restaurant
and a special parking lot for his patrons. He and his wife will return to
India after three weeks. In addition
to studying the industry here, Cambata, who owns several colleries, is inchinery:
vestigating latest coal mining ma$18,662 More
for
Greek Orphan Drive
A final total of $18,662 was collected by home offices for the war
orphans of Greece, Sol A. Schwartz,
home office chairman of the appeal, re-

Contributions include : 20th CenturySarge Goes to College
Fox, $4,573; Paramount, $3,955:
(Monogram) _
ports.
Hollywood RKO
Radio, $3,893 ; Warner, $2,272
I N this item in the "'Teen Agers" series the cast is promoted from high
school to junior college, which makes them more plausible, but the
Universal
- Internat
circumstances to be talked about in the exploitation of the picture is that Loew's,
$634 ; Columbi
a, ional,
$393 ; $2,150
United ■'
Artists,
$330;
not only the Russ Morgan and Jack McVea orchestras contribute their and
Monogra
$152. ion-PRC,
m, Eagle-L
wares to the proceedings— the latter doing "Open the Door, Richard," by
the way— but a group including such jive stars as Wingy Malone,
Abe
Lyman, Jerry Wald and Les Paul participate in a jam session which, by Mexicans Band for
the the
Juke-box
On
double.favorites record, ought to bring the junior set to the box-office Government Loan
The story this time Concerns a young war veteran, played by Alan Hale,
Mexico City, May 11.— Small-scale
Jr., who goes to junior college while awaiting an operation. Producer- producer
Shooting: "Tomorrow You Die, director
s are forming what
inWill Jason and associate producer Maurice Duke handle this
"It's Moider."
tend to be a company strong they
enough
timely material, supplied by Hal Collins' screenplay, satisfactorily without to meet competition from big producRKO Radio
overdoing the rehabilitation theme. Freddie Stewart heads the cast, as usual,
ers and be eligible for an important
Shooting : "Memory
of Love," and the talent roster includes June Preisser, Frankie Darro, Warren Mills,' share of the $2,000,000 credit which
"Mourning Becomes Electra," "Fight Noel Neill, Arthur Walsh, Monte Collins, Frank Cady, Margaret Bray ton' the Federal Government is reported to
Jackson and many others. •
ing Father Dunne," "The Bishop's Selmer
be preparing to allow producers to
Running time, 63 minutes. General audience classification. Release date relieve
Wife" ( Goidwyn).
financial worries that have beMay 10.
Thalia Bell
Finished ; "Tycoon."
come progressively acute since pribanks shut off loans, several
Republic
monthsvateago.
Snyder Denies New
Ex-MexicanPresident
Started : "On Old Spanish Trails,"
British Loan Talk
with Roy Rogers, Tito Guizar, Jane In Film Finance Co,
Frazee, Sons of the Pioneers ; "It's
Washington, May 11.— Secretary IM exican U nion Called
Mexico
City,
May
11.
—
Gen.
AbeMurder She Says," with Adele Mara, lardo. L. Rodriguez, former Mexican of the Treasury John Snyder declares Unfair for
Robert Scott, Robert Armstrong,
Strikes
Adrian Booth.
president and now governor of So- that there is no immediate prospect
Mexico City, May 11.— The Emnora,
is
a
large
share-holder
in
the
ployers Confederation of the Mexican
Finished: "Robin Hood of Texas," recently-established Credite Cinemato- of another British loan request. He
Republic has accused in a public
"Along the Oregon Trail," "The grafico Mexicano,_ S. A„ a $6,000,000 told
newsmen
that, new
"as faras
statement the National CinematoFlame."
he knew;
Britain
had no
company which will finance the Mexi- mind.
applicati
Selznick
on in
graphic Industry Workers Union,
can film industry, and EMA, the
Mexico's original film labor organMexican hewsreel. He is also build■Shooting: "Por/trait* of Jennie."
To
date,
Britain
has
used $1,100,
ization, of being unfair to the antiing four theatres in the northwest
000,000 of the $3,750,000,000 loan stnke policy of President Miguel
20th Century-Fox
and may increase that to six.
granted last summer.
Aleman's Government by allegedly enShooting :^Ofi to Buffalo," "Foxes
gineering sympathy strikes against exof Harrow," "Kiss of Death,'-' "Scud- Keaton Mexican Film
hibitors in towns other than those
da Hoo, Scudda'Hay.''"
where
it
calls strikes for reason.
Mexico City, IVfay 11. — Buster Kea- Large Latin Demand
United Artists
ton is returning i here soon to make
For Radios Seen
Started: "Intrigue" (Bischoff), his second picture in Mexico, "The
\Vashington, May 11. — Approxi- Two Resume Exhibition
Bandit."'
I
with George Raft, June Havoc, Dan
City. May 11.— Exhibition
Seymour, Helene Carter.
mately $17,000,000 worth of radio re- hasMexico
resumed in two theatres of Ciudad
will be purchased from the
Finished ^Marauders" (Hopalong
Shooting : "Exile," "Secret Beyond United ceivers
Victoria
,
capital
of Tamaulipas State,
Stages by Latin-American
Cassidy). :,vv,.\.Tvp
the Door," "Lost Moment." • |
countries, the Commerce Department on the Gulf Coast, after a month's
Warner
\
announces here. Brazil will be the suspension because of a strike of atUniversal-International
taches. The employees accepted a 25
heaviest buyer, with the purchase of
- Started : "Wistful Widow of Wagon
Shooting: "Silver River," "Treas- an estimate
d 200,000 sets. The de- per cent pay hike and some other con>ap," giewith
Abbott
and
Costello
ure
of
Sierra
Madre,"
"Whiplash,"
Mar,
cessions; they had demanded a 50 per
mand is also expected to be great cent increase.
Main, George Cleveland.
"Voice of the Turtle," "Two Guys in. Mexico,
Chile and Cuba.
Finished : "Something in the Wind." from Texas."
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Coming

Reviews

RKO's Annual Sales
Meet Here July 7

Events

"Black Narcissus"
(The Archers — G.F.D. — British)
London
MICHAEL POWELL and Emeric Pressburger — purveyors of the unusual
— submit one which may bewilder the moron and the frequenter of the
"industrial" type of theatre, but which will bring rare delight to all others.
"Black Narcissus," patterned in loveliness, adds further lustre to the mounting prestige of British pictures. Which is not to say that it is one of those
caviar things which rate esteem of the snooty snob order. It concerns itself
with the simple elemental things. Its makers throw in with a sort of lush
opulence the overtones of Technicolor magnificence, scenes of breath-catching
beauty and cunning (oft-times sly) insight into human frailty which take the
picture completely out of the common-rut category; which, additionally, should
earn for it ripe dividends among showmen who have the wit to know what
it is all about.
The tale of the cloister and the heart is an old piece of film usage. In this
latest edition, a little cluster of nuns belonging to an Anglo-Catholic order
are sent to the topmost peak of the Himalayan range to set up a school and
hospital. It is no Shangri-la location. A disturbing wind whirls around the
mountain-top continually. There is the local ruler's English agent to be contended with ; he being a mixture of cynical caddishness, self-confessed degeneracy, not to say disturbing and extreme physical manliness ; he exhibits
qualities which ill conform with the serenity of the veil.
Frustration and fretfulness beset the lonely off-shoot of the convent. One
of the sisters, going mad in that outpost of frustration, abjures her vows, declares her love for the agent, and kills herself in an endeavor to throw the
Sister Superior down one of those Himalayan abysses. The rains break and
the Sisterhood — beaten to surrender in outward seeming by the fretful frustration but in reality triumphant — ride down to their Mother-house again.
The stark tale, told starkly, would have a scarifying impact. But Powell and
Pressburger illumine it with tenderness and so much soft understanding that
its starkness becomes enveloped in an aura of magic. Said one woman auditor
at thelikepreview,
"It's a picture to swoon over." Women the world over will
feel
swooning.
Alfred Junge did the decor of the piece, Jack Cardiff the photography.
Between them they have contrived a background hitherto and without doubt
unsurpassed on the British screen. The Sisterhood is played most beautifully
by a properly diversified band of young women led by Deborah Kerr, brightest adornment in the view of many of Britain's screen. Kathleen Byron is that
tragic sister who goes berserk. Hers is a lovely, exquisitely tactful, performance. There is also Sabu as an Indian Prince, and Jean Simmons as a bedizenned and bijeweled naughty little Himalyan girl. And there is David
Farrar as the English agent. In the eyes of the connoisseur Farrar has been
long on the threshold of achievement. Here, beyond peradventure, he enters
the choice portals. The Powell-Pressburger team could so easily this time
have made a picture of some embarrassment. Instead they turn in one of
superb lovelkiess.
Running time, 100 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
not set.
Peter Burnup

RKO Radio will hold its annual sales convention at the
Waldorf-Astoria, here, beginning on July 7.
Dore Schary, vice-president
in charge of production, who
left for Hollywood yesterday
after 10 days here, will return
for the meetings, as will
Perry W. Lieber, director of>(4>
RKO Radio studio publicity. { £

Today — Motion Picture Association
dinner for J. Arthur Rank, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
May 12-16 — Screen Guild national
sales conference and board and
stockholders meetings, Hollywood.
May 13 — Monogram and Allied
Artists regional sales meeting,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
May 13 — United Artists board of
directors meeting, New York.
May 13-17 — Variety Clubs International convention, Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.
May 15 — International Radio Conference, Atlantic City.
May 16 — Motion Picture Associates
Award"
of "Beacon
presentation
to
Sam Rinzler,
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
May 18-19 — Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio annual convenlumbus.tion, Dashler-Wallich Hotel, CoJune 3-4 — Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Arkansas meeting,
Little Rock, Ark.
Names

in the

News

(Continued from page 1)

national director of advertising-publicity announces.
• Before entering the industry, Washer was drama editor and columnis.
for., the New York World-Telegram,
and was a representative for legitimate theatre producers, including
George Abbott, Arthur Hopkins, William Harris and Norman Bel Geddes.
He served^ with the U. S. Army durWorld' War II.Gordon Swarthou.
Ating Paramount
will continue- as publicity-exploitation "Land of the Lawless"
coordinator, with Sid Mesibov as as- ( Monogram )
sistant manager of exploitation, and
OF THE LAWLESS" emerges as one of the best in MonoC. N. Odell as New York press chief. 4' I AND
gram's current series of Johnny Mack Brown starrers. J. Benton
Cheney gave plenty of room for bang-up action in his screenplay, and director
Murray Silver stone Promotes Lambert Hillyer, Brown and the other players all gave full measure of it in
the proceedings for the screen. Cowboy fans should find the finRosenvald and Three Others recording
ished product highly satisfactory entertainment.
When Johnny rides into a lawless frontier town, the few remaining goodRoger Rosenvald has been appointed 20th Century-Fox supervisor of living citizens recruit him as their leader in an all-out effort to rid the comthe southern division of Brazil with
munity of a gambling-swindling-murder clique which has taken over. In
headquarters in Sao Paulo, reports short order he decides to employ the villain's own desperado tactics in defeatMurray Silverstone, president of 20th
ing them, robbing them of their ill-gotten gains, polishing off their top gunmen in shoot-to-kill battles. There is not a dull moment for the customers.
Century-Fox International.
Alberto Rezende has been named
Raymond
Hatten plays Brown's aide-de-camp, Christine Mclntyre is cast as
supervisor of the northern division,
lady
saloon-owner
the part
"brains"
the dirty
work. June
with headquarters in Rio de Janeiro the
a capable songstress, who
playsis_the
of ain cafe
entertainer,
and Harrison,
Tristram
and will be assisted by Armando Coffin, Steve Clark and I. Stanford Jolly are the heavies. Barney A. Sarecky
Pavan, who also has been promoted.
Heitor Passerino has been named produced.
Running time, 59 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
manager of Porto Alegre, Geraldo May 3.
C. L. F.
Morra is the new manager in Sao
Paulo, and Rudolph Schoham has
NBC to Televise
been appointed traveling sales analyst Mitchell Describes
and branch auditor.
Opening of Exhibit
Radio Sales Aids
Ceremonies for the opening of
Arrowhead Springs, Calif., May
Exhibition Hall in Rockefeller
Hitchcock May Film Here 11. — Greater recognition of the value RCA's
Alfred Hitchcock will arrive in of radio in film exploitation and pub- Center tomorrow will be telecast by
NationalWNBT.
Broadcasting's
licity was urged upon the Paramount station,
New York today from Hollywood
The hallNew
will York
be a
to inspect possible sites for film- theatre partners today by Curtis "showcase" for all RCA products,
ing his first independent picture on his Mitchell, the company's publicity and facilities and services, including teleown, to be based on the Patrick Ham- advertising director, at their meeting
vision equipment and operations.
with Paramount executives here.
ilton play, "The Rope." A large part
Mitchell
pointed
out
that
radio
of the film may be shot around Medical Center along the East River. served a special need in summer. He
Color Cartoons
While here Hitchcock will be joined will spend a week at the studio con- Buys
Marc
Gilbert
Film Co. has acquired
ferring on publicity campaigns on pic- 25 Cinecolor cartoons,
by Sidney L. Bernstein, English cirproduced by
cuit operator, in launching their new
tures now in production before returnUb Iwerks, for Continental Europe.
Transatlantic Pictures Corp.
ing to New York.

Schlaifer Holding
Promotional Meets
Charles Schlaifer, 20th Century-Fox
head of advertising-publicity, held a
neeting in Washington over the weekend with William Michaelson, exploiteer and advertising manager, in
connection with the campaign of
'Miracle on 34th Street," and "The
Jhost
of Mrs.
He will
leave Muir."
today for Chicago for
similar meetings with local exploiteers,
and from there will proceed to Kansas
City for the same purpose, and then
go to the Coast where he will join
Spyros Skouras, president ; Murray
Silverstone,
International20th
president;Century-Fox
Tom J. Connors,
vice-president in charge of sales, and
William J. Kupper, general sales manager, who are leaving New York tomorrow to view new product and hold
executive conferences with studio
heads.
Maurice Kinzler of Kanpon Spiero
Agency,
advertisingmanager, Christy
and LouisWilbert,
Shanfield,
art director, left New York yesterday to
join the Coast conferences.
Legion

Explains

Its

Position
'DueV
Referring to aonstatement
which appeared in newspaper advertising last
week for "The Duel in the Sun," the
Legion of Decency has issued the following statement :
"Newspaper advertising for 'The
Duel in the Sun' contained the statement, 'The picture has been passed by
the New York State Board of Censorship and Legion
the Legion
Decency'.has not
"The
of of
Decency
'passed' this film in the sense that the
Legion has approved the film or given the film an unobjectionable rating.
The Legion
rated the changes
revised version with itshasnumerous
and
additions of prologue and epilogue, B
or Objectionable in Part for this
reason : 'Immodestly suggestive sequences glorification
;
of illicit love'."
To Discuss Bid to Nelson
Hollywood, May 11. — The executive committee of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
will confer here with its president,
Donald Nelson, regarding his invitation to serve unofficially as economic
advisor to President Aleman of Mexico. Nelson has said that he will not
resign his SIMPP post.
Wood Buys Original
Hollywood, May 11. — Producerdirector Sam Wood has purchased an
original story by Howard Emmett
Rogers, with a background in the
Planter's Hotel of St. Louis. He
has scheduled it as an Interwood Production for Universal - International
release late in 1948.
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EXPECTATIONS

by Charles Dickens. Next attraction
at Radio City Music Hall!
mm

JAMES
MASON
J:ODD
MAN
OUT
9?
a Carol Reed Production. Now in its 3rd record-smashing week
at LOEWS Criterion Theatre!
mm
"STAIRWAY
TO
HEAVEN"
in Technicolor. Now playing the mmRKO metropolitan theatre circuit!
mm
"BRIEF
ENCOUNTER"
by Noel Coward. On every ten best list, now playing LOEWS metropolitan theatres!

also current in RKO metropolitan theatres!
"notorious'gentleman"
'THE YEARS
BETWEEN"
by Daphne DuMaurier. Also current in LOEW'S theatres!
"THIS HAPPY
BREED"
by Noel Coward. In Technicolor, now in its 5th record week at the Little Carnegie!
"THE CAPTIVE
HEART"
setting new attendance records in its 3rd week at Studio 65!
"THE WICKED
LADY"
now playing at neighborhood theatres throughout the city . . .
"THE alsoSEVENTH
current in your locality!VEIL"

This a facsimile of an
advertisement which is
appearing in the New
York newspapers today.

Wherever you go in search of entertainment
. . . whatever you seek in screen enjoyment . . .
you will find the best under the banner of
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Harmon to Speak
At C. P. Taft Dinner
At a dinner honoring Charles P.
Taft in Cincinnati tonight, Francis S.
Harmon, vice-president of the Motion
Picture Association, will be the principal speaker. It will be a tribute by
his neighbors under the auspices of
the Church Federation of Cincinnati
in honor of Taft's election several
months ago as president of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in
America.

ada, Mexico and the United States
T. OLLYWOOD, May 11.— Studio
■LJL heads and film executives have when Variety Clubs International
extended greetings to 1200 Variety opens its convention here. For this
Club delegates arriving here for the will be the first such meeting in the
11th annual convention of the organ- production home of the American motion picture industry, and we hope that
isation, starting Tuesday. The exectotives were emphatic in stressing the our hospitality may win an early reTaft and Harmon have been close
turn engagement.
importance of a gathering in Los
friends since they were soldiers toAngeles which brings together the
"Born and developed in the cause
gether in the same overseas regiment
topmost distributors and exhibitors of of humanitarian service, the Variety
the United States, Canada and Mexico. Clubs are reflecting immeasurable three decades ago.
Louis B. Mayer, production head credit to this industry and the whole Blume
nfeld Head of
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, declared : broad field of show business.
"Symbolized
in
the
spirit
of
Variety
Coast
"Our company sends heartiest greetVariety Club
is the great unselfish heart of the
ings to the Variety tents, and our
San Francisco, May 11. — The new
American showman. In practice and wish is that every one of the more
tradition, he is always first to extend than 7,000 barkers will be here for the Variety Club has elected Abe Blumena helping hand to those in want. I
feld chief barker, Jimmy O'Neal first
assistant
chief, and Jack Marpole of
know of no fellowship so devoted to convention."
National
Screen, second assistant.
Jack
L.
Warner,
head
of
Warners'
the finest ideals of humanity, and it is production :
J.
Leslie
Jacobs is in charge of
with great pride that I am privileged
motion picture
finances, and the crew includes Joseph
to share the sincere welcome extended is "The
honored by its role asindustry
host to here
the Blumenfeld,
Homer Tegtmeier, Roy
by the entire motion picture industry." convention of Variety Clubs Inter- Cooper, L. S. Hamm, Herman KersHarry Cohn, president of Colum
national.
These
men,
with their good
bia, said :
Red Jacobs, Neal East and Jack
Tillman.
works and good fellowship, personify ken,
the
spirit
of
the
entertai
"It is a pleasure for Columbia Picnment arts
tures to welcome to Hollywood the and professions. They have chosen as
International Convention of the Vari- a special field
of public service the magnificent response and the growth
ety Clubs. It is of particular interest
ill and underprivileged chil- of a fine organization. Today the
that these 1200 important exhibitors welfaredren.ofIn fact,
first Variety Tent Variety Clubs of 32 cities sponsor
and distributors should meet in Hol- was founded to the
care for a baby aban- clinics, nurseries and camps ; and they
lywood where their pictures are made.
doned in a theatre. Its destitute moth- provide mobile X-ray units, iron
There is good reason to believe that
er left a note explaining that she was lungs, braces, and costly treatments.
this convention will result in a better relying
on the traditional kindness Such benefits to unfortunate children
understanding between the makers of and charity of show people.
reflect credit and bring pride to the
films and those who distribute and
"From that incident has come a entire entertainment world."
exhibit them. Such compatibility must
reflect to the benefit of the moviegoing public."
at_
whichofwill
announced
the year's
winner
the behonor
given previously
Dart-yl F. Zanuck, production head
Meet
to Evangeline Booth, Sister Kenny,
of 20th Century-Fox, extending his Variety
welcome, said :
Father Flanagan, George Washington
{Continued from page 1)
Carver, Martha Berry, Sir Alexander
"When 1200 men
areionleaders
in the exhibition and who
distribut
field
Fleming and Cordell Hull, will be
Spanish-type
Union
Station
by
a
of the motion picture industry can
given next Saturday night at the
Mexican
string
ensemble,
and
by
cowtravel from the four quarters of our
Warner Brothers studio, with Jack
boys and senoritas staging a three-day L. Warner as host, to be followed by
country to dedicate their attention to
the furtherance of human welfare, we fiesta in the station's courtyard.
Theyto a special entertainment program cowill be taken
of Hollywood owe high praise and
produced by LeRoy Prinz and James
the
Ambassador
gratitude to them, and are honored by
V. Kern, with Jack Carson as mastertheir presence here."
Hotel conven- of-ceremonies, and with Dennis Mortion headquar"It is a privilege to extend a welgan, Janis Paige and other stars in
come on behalf of 20th Century-Fox
ters
"Fifth the cast. While this event is in
Avenue" in busses
studios to the attending members of
provided by progress, the wives of delegates will
the 1947 Variety Clubs Convention.
be guests of Sid Grauman at a perMonogram.
"To each and every member of the
Film studios,
formance of Ken Murray's "BlackVariety Clubs go my earnest wishes
radio networks,
outs" at the
El Capitan
Theatre.
'
for the success of this great-hearted
Darryl
F.
Zanuck,
Henry
Ginsburg.
theatres,
civic
organization and its current convenand community Steve Broidy and Gene Autry will be
tion."
to the delegates at other special
Henry Ginsberg, head of Paraand other or- hosts
functions.
mount studios, said :
ganizations have Although additions to the schedule
"The choice of Hollywood by Varicompeted in set- remain to be made, the convention
ety Clubs International for the 1947
ting a new recCharles P. Skouras
the weekend is as follows : as of Monday
convention_ is highly significant to the
ord of hospital- program
ity, and a two
entire motion picture industry. It will
of preparation, conafford those who produce the nation's months' ductedprogram
by Charles P. Skouras, chief 9:00 A.M. Registration. No events
films an opportunity to renew close
contacts with the exhibitors and dis- barker of Los Angeles Tent No. 25,
planned. Broadcast tickets available to all. Tuesday
tributors who present our productions has rounded into harmonious whole a
schedule of events designed to make
directly to the public.
"We in the studios know these the period an engrossing delight for Same as Monday.
the delegates from 33 Variety Clubs
members, not merely as business
Wednesday
the United States, Canada and
men, but also as leaders in charitable in
work ever since the first tent was Mexico.
formed 20 years ago. Paramount is Beneath the biggest Neon sign con- 9:00 A.M. Registration.
structed in the West since the war, 10:00 A.M.
Meeting of national
proud to have recently filmed the
'officers and national canvasmen
reading: "Welcome Barkers" in VaGirl,' considin 'Variety
Club's eringstory
it such a laudable subject that
riety Clubs'
in West
and white colors, 33
dor Hotel.Gold Room, Ambassatents, one forredeach
of the convening
studio's
the
on
star
every
placed
we
roster in the cast.
delegations, will have been pitched on 12:30 P.M. Luncheon, national officers and national canvasmen, at
"We at Paramoun are happy that the spacious expanse of the Ambassador lawn. Inside the hotel, the comthese men who are tconvening
in Hol20th Century-Fox
studio- as
modious quarters of Tent No. 25 will
lywood are a part of our industry and
guests of Darryl F. Zanuck.
2:30
P.M.
National
officers
and
be
constantly
open
to
Variety
Club
we welcome them warmly."
H. M. Warner, president of War- guests. Convocations will be held
national canvasmen reconvene.
ner Bros. :
West Gold Room.
principally
in the hostelry's vast
Embassv Room.
7:00 P.M. Dinner, national officers
"A doubly cordial welcome is awaitThe Humanitarian Awards Dinner,
ing 1200 of the top showmen of Canand national canvasmen only.

Seek

Awards

to Be

'Less

Pretentious'

Hollywood, May 11. — The annual
Academy Awards ceremonies, opened
to the public this year for the first
time, may
to "lessinpretentious"
form,
and revert
be conducted
the Academy's own 1,000-seat
theatre
recommendations submitted
to the ifboard
of governors by Jean Hersholt, /f".-dawards
committee.is approved b^ ' ie
emy president,
The awards committee, not yet appointed,Hersholt
represents thesaid
organization's
11 branches.
his recomsought an
to Academy
make "annual
awards more mendations
clearly
presentation and less of an industry publicity stunt." Other recommendations
included finding new sources of revenue to finance wider Academy programs and closer cooperation with the
Motion Picture Association.
Pulitzer

Awards

for

Films Are Postponed
Action on expanding the scope of
the Pulitzer Prize awards to include
motion pictures and radio has been
indefinitely postponed, it was revealed
over the weekend by Dean Carl W.
Ackerman of Columbia University
and secretary to the advisory board of
the award committee.
There had been reports that awards
would be made for films.
Thursday
9:00 A.M. Registration.
10:00 A.M. Opening business session, official delegates of convention. Embassy Room, Ambassador Hotel.
12:30 P.M. Luncheon, all registered Barkers, Embassy Room,
as guests of Gene Autry.
2.30 P.M. Business session reconvenes.
7:00 P.M.
Carroll's Dinner
Restaurant. at
All Earl
registered
Barkers andFriday
wives, as guests of
Steve Broidy. Transportation
provided.
9:00 A.M. Registration.
10:00 A.M. Business Session, Embassy Room.
12:30 P.M. A— Luncheon. All registered Barkers. Embassy Room,
as guests of Henry Ginsberg.
B — Style show and luncheon,
Cocoanut
dor Hotel. Grove, AmbassaSaturday
9:00 A.M. Studio beach trip.
Busses
leave Ambassador at
9:00
Sharp.
11:00 A.M. Business meeting, newly elected national officers and
national canvasmen, for selection of 1948 convention city.
1:30 P.M. Luncheon, California
Cabana Club, Santa Monica.
7:00 P.M. Humanitarian Award
Dinner, Warner Brothers Studio, Burbank,Stag.
as guests of Jack
L. Warner.
7:30 P.M. Theatre party for wives
of Registered Barkers, Ken
Murray's "Blackouts," El CapiGrauman.
tan Theatre, as guests of Sid
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(Continued from, page 1)
playing at advanced admission prices, "Lady in the Lake."
again appeared most often as box"13 Rue Madeleine," "The
office leader in reports for last month. RedAlso,
House," "The Fabulous Dorseys,"
High runner-up for top honors was "Duel in the Sun," "Trail to San An"The Egg and I," which led the field tone," "Love Laughs at Andy Hardy,"
in the regular-price category.
"Gallant Bess," "Suddenly It's
"The Sea of Grass" and "California" Spring," "Johnny O'Clock," "Mr. Diswere about tied for third place, foltrict Attorney," "The Farmer's
lov\—-L closely by "My Favorite Daughter," "It Happened on Fifth
I5v"OLte'" "It Happened in Brook- Avenue," "The Late George Apley,"
lyn, -"The Macomber Affair," "The "Trail Street," "The Imperfect Lady,"
Jolson Story," and "Song of Schehera- "The Beast with Five Fingers," "The
"Calendar Girl," "Sinzade."
Also coming through as weekly Razor'stheEdge,"
Sailor," "Stallion Road,"
leaders in a number of situations bad
"Henry V," "The Yearling," "Fantasia," and "Buck Privates Come
were : "Carnival in Costa Rica,"
"Boomerang," "The Locket," "Dead
Composite key city box-office reports
Reckoning," "Pursued," "Angel and
1947 to date, compared with corHome."
the Badman," "Smash-Up," "Open for
responding weeks of 1946, follow :
City," "Till the Clouds Roll By," and 1946
Average
Average
1947
No. of Total Per
Week
No. of Total Per
Week
Ending
Theatres Gross Theatre
Theatres Gross Theatre
Ending
4-5
142
3-4...
...
167
Jan. 10-11.
... 173 $3,678,100
11-12
144 $3,304,300
19,440
2,940,100 $23,270
3,363,200 $22,024
Jan. 17-18.
20,417
18-19
150
Jan.
...
173
18,040
17,383
Jan.
158 2,706,300
... 176 3,007,300
3,043,700 17,294 Jan. 25-26
Jan. 24-25.
2,800,100
17,722
18,390
1-2
157
Feb.
18,197 Jan. 8-9
1
181 3,293,600 17,495
Jan.
158 2,227,000
Feb. 31-Feb.
Jan.
7-8
177 3,089,600
2,798,300 17,756
Feb.
15-16
159
Feb. 14-15
177 2,767,900 15,638 Feb.
17,330
156 2,755,400
Feb. 21-22
182 3,042,700 16,718 Feb. 22-23
2,638,200 16,918
1-2
164 3,106,000
Feb. 28-Mar. 1
18,939
166 2,800,300 16,869
Mar.
163 2,926,600 17,955
Mar. 7-8
178 2,906,400 16.328 Mar. 8-9
15-16
154 2,818,800 18,304
Mar. 14-15
174 2,890,300
16,610
Mar.
16,895
22-23
165 2,981,100
Mar. 21-22
173 2,922,900
18,067
29-30
167 2,810,300 16,828
Mar. 28-29
178 3,069,500 17,245 Mar.
5-6
170 2,908,100 17,106
179 2,838,800 15.859 Mar.
April 4-5
April
12-13
165 2,845,300 17,244
184 3,239,500 16,798
April 11-12
19-20
161 2,694,600 16,737
177 2,973,400 17,606 April
April 18-19
April 26-27
19,433
164 3,187,000
183 2,917,900 15,945 May
April 25-26
162 3,025,400 18,675
May 2-3
177 2,699,800 15,253 April 3-4
$150,000 for 'Duel' on
Second Day in N. Y.
David O. Selznick's "Duel in the
Sun" grossed in excess of $150,000 on
its second day at 38 Loew neighborhood theatres and at the Capitol, all
in New York City, figured on the
basis of an attendance figure of 150,000, as reported by the Selznick Releasing Organization office. The scale
at the Loew houses runs from 90
cents to $1.35.
The Capitol's attendance was 15,000,
the
neighborhoods' 135,000, according
to SRO.
15 New 'Duel' Dates
"Duel in the Sun" will open early
in June in 15 houses of the A. H.
Blank circuit in the following cities :
Des Moines, Davenport, Rock Island,
Moline, Cedar Rapids, Iowa City,
Waterloo, Ottumwa and Sioux City,
all in Iowa, and in the following cities
in Nebraska : Omaha, Grand Island,
Hastings, Falls City and Fairbury, reports Milton Kusell, general sales
manager of Selznick Releasing Organization.

WANTED:
EXPERIENCED MOVIE - COPY
WRITER TO BE CHIEF ON MOTION PICTURE ACCOUNT. MUST
DOCUMENT EXPERIENCE. SALARY EXCELLENT.
Box 390
Motion Picture Daily
1270 6th Avenue. N. Y. City, N. Y.

Allied Southern Unit
(Continued from page 1)
meeting of 37 exhibitors of the two
states at Alexandria, La.
National Allied has a unit in Texas,
its only affiliate South of the MasonDixon line. H. A. Cole of Dallas,
head of the Texas unit, has been very
active in this territory getting the new
Allied of Louisiana-Mississippi started. It is generally assumed here that
one of the first moves the new organization will make, will be to apply for
membership in national Allied.
Membership applications must be
approved by the national Allied board.
MPTOA for long has been the
dominant national exhibitor organization in theevery
South,Southern
"having state.
affiliates
virtually
Manyin
of the latter also affiliated with the
American Theatres Association last
year.
As reported in Motion Picture
Daily on Friday, W. A. Prewitt, Jr.,
of Associated Theatres, was elected
president of the new Allied of Louisiana-Mis is ip i at the organizing
meeting last week.
Shuford to Coast on
Paramount Ad Plans
Hollywood, May 11. — Advertising
plans on new Paramount product are
awaiting the arrival of Stanley Shuford, advertising manager, who is en
route here from New York.
Shuford will remain here a week,
during which he will confer with studio executives on advertising campaigns on Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor production, "Unconquered," and
on "Variety Girl," produced by Daniel
Dare; "Wild Harvest," produced by
Robert Fellows ; "Golden Earrings,"
produced by Harry Tugend, and other
new' pictures.
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Rank

in

Video

(Continued from page 1)
charge of distribution. Asked whether
UA had expressed dissatisfaction with
its playing time on the Odeon circuit,
Rank replied: "We've got to play the
pictures on the circuit which bring
in Predicting
the most revenue."
that no decision on the
quota question will be made for three
or four months, Rank closed the subject by terming it "a political question," and added that he was "not interested in politics." He also said
that British stars working in Hollywood "impose no hardship" on the
British industry, but that on the con-

of the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors Association of America,
welcomed Rank to the country, and
praised his contributions to the religious film.
Others on the dais included Bishop
G. Bromley Oxnam of the Methodist
Church, and Mrs. Oxnam ; Spyros
Skouras,
of 20th; CenturyFox,
and president
Mrs. Skouras
Nate J.
Blumberg, president of Universal Pictures John
;
Davis, managing director
of the J. Arthur Rank Organization,
Ltd., and Mrs. Davis ; Dr. Forrest
L. Knapp, general secretary of the
World's Sunday School Association ;
former Supreme Court Justice Lewis
L. Fawcett, chairman of the North
American Administrative Committee
of the WSSA; Dr. Rajah B. Manikam, executive secretary of the National Christian Council of India ;
Father Georges Florovsky, professor
at the Institute of the Russian Orthodox Church in Exile, Paris ; Sir
Francis Evans, British Consul General
in New York, and Mrs. H. V. K.
Gillmore,
council of vice-chairman
the WSSA. of the world

helps."
Rank,trary, "itaccompanied
by John Davis
managing director of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization, Ltd., and Mrs.
Rank and Mrs. Davis, was greeted at
the pier by Robert S. Benjamin, president of J. Arthur Rank, Inc. ; Joseph
Seidelman, president
of Universal's
international subsidiary,
and Matthew
Fox, chairman of the board of United
World. Jock Lawrence, vice-president
of the J. Arthur Rank Organization, T. J. Hargrave, Wolff,
had bay.
already boarded the Elisabeth in
the
Votion, Others Sail
Following the pier interview, Rank
Among those who left New York
and his party proceeded to the Sherry- aboard the Queen, Elisabeth for
Netherland Hotel. Rank was then England Saturday were: Thomas J.
guest of honor at a luncheon of the Hargrave, president of the Eastman
World's Sunday School Association Kodak Co., and Mrs. Hargrave, and
at the Hotel Commodore, where he Kenneth Mees, E-K director of rewas awarded a scroll for his achieveand Mrs.of Mees;
Basil O'Connor,search,
chairman
the American
Red
ments in religious film productions.
His speech was broadcast over the Cross, and Mrs. O'Connor; A. P.
Mutual System.
Giannini, board chairman of the Bank
America; Jack Votion, RKO Radio
After attending a committee meet- of
ing of the W. S. S. Association, Rank studio representative in Europe; Lee
left the Commodore for a conference Shubert, New York theatrical manwith officials of the J. Arthur Rank
Robert Wolff, RKO Radio's
Organization. On Friday night, he London ager;
representative; Arnold Presswas guest of Nate J. Blumberg, presi- burger, producer.
dent ofdinner.
Universal Pictures, at a private
Over the weekend, Rank discussed
future plans with officials of Universal and was guest at the country home
of Spyros Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox.
Today he will hold press conferences throughout the morning, accompanied by Robert R. Young, some of
whose film interests are associated
with Rank interests here ; Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association president, Blumberg and others. He will
be guest at a Universal Pictures luncheon at the Metropolitan Club ; will attend ameeting of the Universal board,
of which he is a member, in the afternoon, and tonight will be tendered a
private dinner by the MPA.
Tomorrow afternoon he will be
guest of honor at a cocktail party at
the Metropolitan Club, to be given
by Universal. [Rank is a teetotaler,
but doesn't object to those who do.]
Rank Urges Film Use
For Religious Work
The motion picture should be used
more widely to spread religious education among young people, J. Arthur
Rank declared Friday at a luncheon
given
his honor'
by theat World's
Sunday inSchool
Association
the Hotel Commodore. A scroll in recognition of his work in religious films was
presented to Rank.
Rank said that the motion picture
was being used for religious education
in England, and urged cooperation of
Sunday School teachers with theatre
owners to expand the program everywhere.
Francis S. Harmon, vice-president

*Names on request from
EAGLE-LION FILMS

Motion
Paramount
Meetings

St

Arrowhead S
— Paramount hom
and theatre partn
convened here tod/1 in#he*rirst of a
series of meetin« maneduled to last
until Friday or Jossibly Saturday.
Discussions concern theab^nperating problems under the^Federal^burt
decree in the industry an*f-trust suit,
plus current theatre operating prob|on«^^^ar^H^
Friday
esident of P
berg, vice-presi
induction,
^^•president.and Y.
those who are
home
^
tending the meetings fromthe' home
office are: Leonard GgWenson, Edward L. Hyman, Robert M. Weitman,
Leon D. Nett&rfHal Pereira, Erans
Perkins, Eugene Street, Mondfeue
Gowthorpe, Max Fellermajg C/irt
Mitchell and Robert Powe
re:
Theatre partners in
M. J. Mullin and Sam
:i, M. &
Goldstein,
P. Circuit, Bosty^
Western Massachusetts
ew
Haven ; Harry
atres Corp., Pot
Walker, Comerfori
Earl Hudson,
atres; John BalJftn, J0v"aTler Immer
man, Dave WAlleWfein and Henry
Spickelmeier, B. and K. and Great
States Theatres, Chicaj^fl^^^v
French and Charles Winchell, Minne-

Picture

Astor Starts Summer
Rates on 'Best Years'
Summer prices became
effective today for Samuel
Adwyn's "The Best Years of
Our Lives" at the Astor
Theatre' here. Jfew sui
prices begin a(j5 cents
a top of $1.50 at peg
hours on weekdayj
urdays and ?$L50
begins
tffnj£ and runs
es began at 95
charged _
Saturdays and
$1.! _, the scale formerly
vent from $1.20 to^iO. On
Friday, the filirfwill hit the
Astor'sJpBg-run record for a
pictuprshown on continuous
Impolicy, when it starts its 25th
p week.
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Coast

1T»

Backs

Di/orcement

Speaker

s Angeles, May 6.— Dr. J. B.
tan, president of Allied Theatres
<nnecticu1>!kserted that "monopinC#oduction" and that
all theatres
openthein solution
time is
w _^jt
" withto
Iroducers," at the opening session
'ie Pacific Coast Conference of
pendent Theatre Owners which
convened at the Ambassador Hohere.

Warner Building
Program Progresses
The third new Warner exchange building to be opened
this year, a Minneapolis
branch, is expected to be
ready late in July.
built quarters alreadyNewlyhave
beeiv occupied in New Haven
and Philadelphia.
Herman Goldberg, super/ 1visor
and pu? "
chasingof maint
agent enanc
for eWarne
changes, left yesterday rforex-a
tour of branches at Oklahoma
City, Dallas, Omaha, Des
Moines, Minneapoli
s and Chi
cago.

Thomas J. Severson, Montana
Theatres Association president, declared that "we are tired of paying
through our noses for product and intend doing something about it," while
Sam Gillette, president of Intermoun- Warn
s
tain Theatres Association, said "theatre owners must organize for pro-

of <§o

ditioi

ial Field
In his keynote address, Robert H. In Commi
Poole,
PCCITO
executive
secretary,
Hope Theatres Will tection."
s ar^Jfc a
meri(Mn «rnmjTc
stated that "film rentals will be dealt
Show Air Force Film with, definitely, at this convention,
hillips
B.
geroul J^IToad,
shington, May 6.— The Army along with other practices that are
riBk
plsA
^j|0
Pathe
comm
He mq
erci
Forces will try to interest ex- detrimental to indf^lndent exhibitors."
defcrtMt sales manager, statesal here.
In an address/atlthe afternoojises
hibitors inits new air research and
sion, Donald Nelsdn, presiden^loXthe
^Tic conditions in distribution endevelopment film.
danger both the progress and presThe film, produced by American Society of InferJmdear^ttolJDn
tige of industrial film production, acfilm producers for the AAF, was ac- ture ProduceifjJfaid «ha Ihers^Wust
cording toNichols, and have brought
.ureJM^ustJr likeldl fod of peak
cepted here 'over
the that
w^end
about a cnsj**vTiich the industry canand :a« t/eVl^That
AAF officials
disclosed
for
reduced
they ha<
«*Wd the Office offiGovernrJtt R businfss is/ pas%Hj/cafle distribution ?°tafford t0 ignore Nichols calls for
^piuuucnuii and
aim uisT.riDUT.ion ;
j. 6 . c- J-'«-"ius cans ior
portsfM^^yince lb show it to fil.. cost^itiyproducnon
companies and exhibitors. Main hope; a aZmd that exhibitors must join in "parediiite distribution programming
ing
field.
immercial showing, it was add- (rging authorities to increase foreigff . a Pfwnary requisite in the expanded, were that some newsreel theatre
ume
commer
cialsassocia
need,"
circuit would takee the picture which
exhibition of U. S. — J— - is"What
afie,Hcoordin
ating
tion heto said
put
them into every projector availabl
has a running time
just as theatrical picture distributione
AAF officials
been made ior .-^■GKve
Indian* ATO Hits sees a film through from world presota AmiOTM^^)., Minneapolis.
miere to the last grind run."
formation filmsfaffKt
and that XTwm
they wiilli*Films for Purdue
requests to the SigjjaryU*I
1 ndianapolis, May 6.— Protesting
01 Iowa
lowa and
ana ■Mce
Central States Theatres:s of
Corps in the near future
against the licensing of product by
?htman, Malco
Nebraska1; M. A
Universal-International to Purdue India's Film
Theatres,
Memph
Role
University, the board of directors of
Turk Carter, G..
L Durearrand Bill Wpidd Legalize the
Associated Theatre itOwners of In- Cited by Skouras
A. H.^Higgenbottor* ParamountCiting the motion picture as impordiana today asserted that U-I's action
tant to permanent peace by way of
Richard
*Film
places an institution which is supports,"!^ Orleatl's ; R. B. Wilby, IL-S.
H. F. Kincey,
James Harrison, R03& Washington, May Divisi
6.— Rep. on
Mundt
creatin
g mutual understanding among
ed
by
public
funds
in
direct
compeSmart and Richard Kennedy^iVilby- today introduced a bill to give statutition
with
the
people
who
pay
taxes
Kincey Circuit, the Carinas, Tenof 20th' £pyros
toryauthority
to the State Depart- to support it. The board also endorsed "r*™"?
^
Century-Fox, lasts, night
prepreside
nt
nessee and Atlanta ; Fred Kent, Florment's
overseas
information program, Motion
sented aplaque Rto Skoura
Vijay Bhatt, proie Picture Association president
ida States Theatres; Karl Hoblitzella including its internatio
motion
picnal
ducer-director ofIndia, for his conEric
Johnston's
plan
to
explore
the
ture division.
lbutionstoIndo-American cultural
possibilities of using the !
and R.atres,J.Texas.
O'Donnell, Interstate TheOne of the main arguments used by bring about a
~:s.
bl^HM
Jb^ji£sentation in
ie House Appropriations Committee the in
jinderst
Also : Julius Gordon, Sam L
ialf of thenade
India Society
of America
in denying funds for the program was
and S. L. Oakley, Jefferso,
that it had no specific authoritai^l
ment Co., Beaumont,
law for existence.
Frahcis Harmon, New Yc
Perry, Charlottesville^ V
time honorary
The Mundt Bill is given a
Nace, Jr., Publix-Ridfefds
presid
ent of the Motion Pk.ru.,.
'-50 chance of pass
atres, Arizona ; Tracy.
ciation, spoke of the American indus
rf-Ait
try
s interes
ts in*IndianWa,<?o
Ray
Intermo
'
affairs
Hotel
ier?*
and°ria
Salt Hendry,
Lake City
;
the
desll
eW
presen
t
U.
Wamsaut
S.
produc
t tc
fel
audie
Fred Storey and J
nces of that coi^ff
„ -.'s "Nais," starring
cas and Jenkins, GJ6r%j/; Jack Kee Films in Year
Fernandel, will have its world .pre.
. .
gan, Northio Thea^es, Ohio ; John J.
preview showing of^Wftt'T
An article on motion pic
estA picture,
miere at the Las Palmas Theatre, Los today.
"Ram Rajya," will
Fitzgibbons, Fatrlous Players
hl_
at
the
been
Museum of Modern Artbe here
written
by
Terry
Ramsaye,
Angele
s, tomorrow, under the auspices
edi
dian Corp., Canada, Ltd.
tor of Motion Picture Herald^ for the of the French
'
i
b
Consulate of Los An;hi
geles. Proceeds from the engagement
"Ney International 1947-Year. Book,"
Paramount Meei
a 750-page annual published this week of "Nais," which is being released in Skouras, Truman
Chat
Start in the
this country by Siritzky-International,
byJFunk pook
..-ana 'vl^nalls.
Washington, May 6.— Spyros P.
is edited by Charles will go to French charities.
kroun^^™>ranch
bkouras, 20th Century-Fox president,
'unk, and among other conroughout the conferenc
country
tributors
are:
J.
Edgar
Hoover,
head
spent
a half hour with President
Paramount's 194/ sal *>f the FBI; Niles Trammell, presi- RCA Appoints Hucke
man this afternoon. Skouras, who Truan witlxjTieetings, in
redent of NBC, and Vernon Rice, drama
Camden,
May" appointe
6. — dHerbert
M. Americ turned to New York after the visit
Hucke
has been
Angeles andyasFffhg- editor of the New York Post.
sales mana.
Smith,
company's
ager of the newly-consolidated com- discussed his recent trip to South'
sales the
manager,
will
munications
and
specialty
section
of
- Francisco parley to- Tribute to Industry
Radio Corp. of America.
Hollywood, May 6.— A tribute to
"^■^^■rving concluded a two-day
Oregon Theatre Burns
'Duel" Openings
the industry foy^ts efforts in advanc
Los Angeles meeting yesterday.
Detroit, 0Rk/May 6. — In a fire
ing the cause
Earle W. Sweigert, Mideastern America
Angeles, May 6. — David O. which burned half of the town, the
n co
division sales manager, will wind up Viriato
Detroi
t Theatre, newly opened, was
"Duel in the Sun" will open
Coma
the two-day Washington meeting to- tant secretar
>usly in 24 greater Los An- manage
day. The 13-week "Celebrating 35 education, du
dres tomorrow at $1 daytim ?,50,00
ing yed,
to Fred
«Ste0,r.
destr°
with S.a Wilso
loss nof
Iyaccord
Years of Leadership" sales contest will ner' Brothers
evening admission prices.e
open nationally on Aug. 31.
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Rowland
Pioneer,
inN.

Y.

Made 'Four Horsemen*
And Other Hit Films
Richard A. Rowland, industry
pioneer and one of its leading figures for several decades, died here
yesterday after a seven-month
illness. He was
66.
Funeral services will be held
at 2 p.m. tomorrow at Camp81st _ St.
and bell's,
Madison
Ave. The body
will be taken to
Pittsburgh tomorrow evening,termentandwillinbe
in the family
plot in HomeRichard A. Rowland
wood Cemetery
there.
Rowland was
legendary figure in
the industry, Introduced to it almost
(Continued on page 3)
MPA
Now

Research

Unit

in Washington

MPA,

British

Establish
Joint

Agency

The Motion Picture Association
of America and the British Film
Producers Association have established a joint standing advisory
committee to facilitate cooperation in
film industry matters of common interest and public responsibility, it was
announced here last night at a dinner
given
the MPA
at the
AstoriabyHotel
in honor
of J.WaldorfArthur

TEN CENTS
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U.S. Films Inferior
To British: Young
Robert R. Young, head of
Pathe Industries, PRC and
Eagle-Lion Films, agreed
with a woman reporter at the
J. Arthur Rank press conference yesterday
that "British
pictures
are better
than
American.
"That's why we are concenour efforts
expenditures andtrating
our bothsales
on
British pictures, to our profit
and pleasure," Young said.

Rank, president of the British associ- Labor 'Talks' Halt
ation. Both Rank and Eric Johnston,
MPA president, hailed the agreement.
Monogram
Filming
Johnston declared that he
hopedBritish
this step
"enable
the
and would
American
inHollywood, May 12. — First comdustries to make an ever inplete Hollywood production shut(Continued on page 3)
down due to labor problems in recent years is announced by Monogram president Steve Broidy, who said
he is "unable to plan any future proSmith to Germany
ductions until such time as current negotiations between producer groups
Aide
As an MPEA
and various guilds are clarified" and
will "temporarily halt production by
Monogram and Allied Artists when
Harold Smith, formerly Motion current- pictures
The
(Continuedare oncompleted."
page 8)
Picture Association representative in
Paris, recently replaced by Frank McCarthy, has been assigned to Berlin
as a home office representative of the Walsh Goes to AFL
Motion Picture Export Association, it
was disclosed here yesterday by Irving Maas, MPEA general manager. Jurisdiction Meet
He will concern himself with the
"political and cultural" aspects of
U. S. films in Germany, it was said,
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE international president, left here yesterday
as distinguished from actual distribu- for Washington,
where the heads of
tion matters. Maas said that an
MPEA distribution representative in 12 AFL unions .with affiliates in Hollywood studios will meet today in an
Germany will be appointed in a few
days.
effort to establish permanent machinMaas reported further that Robert
ery for the(Continued
arbitration
of future
on page
3) juris(Continued on page 2)

Washington, May 12. — Transfer
of the Motion Picture Association's
statistical research division to Washington has been completed with the
arrival of the unit's director, Robert
W. Chambers, from New York.
First members of the staff and the
first machines arrived some weeks
ago, and other members and equip- AMG
Neglects to
ment have been trickling down over
the weeks.
MPA officials, it is understood, are Aid MPEA: Maas
considering converting the garage behind the present MPA headquarters
Unless the American Military Govinto offices for the research staff.
ernment inGermany emerges from its
apparent state of lethargy and actively
cooperates with the Motion Picture
High Court to Hear
Export Association by providing ade
quate facilities, the MPEA will be
Griffith Arguments
forced to spurn the opportunity of
Washington, May 12.— The U. S. operating in that country as a private
Supreme Court today agreed to hear enterprise, commencing July 1, as
arguments in the Government's anti- planned.
This attitude was expressed here
trust suit against the Griffith's Amusement Co. This and the Schine theatres'
MPEA
Maas*, out
by Irving
appeal, of which it already has taken yesterday
general manager,
who pointed^
that
jurisdiction, will probably be heard one the only source through which it is
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 3)

Cal. Lawmakers
On

Impartial

Industry

Act

Bills

Sacramento, Cal, May 12. — Several bills which would affect the film industry in this state, directly or otherwise, are now pending in the legislature.
Senator Oliver Carter of Redding
cast the one dissenting vote in the
Senate on the bill introduced by Senator W. P. Rich of Marysville, to outlaw jurisdictional strikes. This provides for court enforcement of collective bargaining contracts. The
American Federation of Labor and
the Congress
of Industrial
(Continued
on page 3)Organiza-

Rank

Satisfied

With

British

Film

Progress

But More Playing Time
Expected Here, He Says
J. Arthur Rank expressed himself
yesterday
as "satisfied"
the
progress British
films arewith
making
in this country but added quickly
that "we will
have to have
much more
playing
and that time
starts
with the large

J. Arthur Rank

He expressed
the opinion that
it
take
"twowill
or three
circuits."
pictures
years"ish for
Brit-to
earn their propmarket.
er place in this

Rank'swere
remarks
made at the Sherry Netherland Hotel
here at which not only representatives
of the trade press, lay press, fan
(Continued on page 8)
U'
For

Still in Market
50

Theatres

Universal-International still plans
to acquire approximately 50 theatres
as showcases for its own and British
pictures, Matthew Fox, vice-president,
told
day. press representatives gathered to
interview J. Arthur Rank here yesterFox said the theatre acquisition plan
had been delayed due to the unavailability of desirable houses, and to exorbitant prices asked for those that
are on the market. He said that the
theatres would be acquired in cities of
200,000 to 250,000 population as soon
as conditions permit.
Johnston Expected
To Testify on Tax
Washington,
Maypresident
12. — Motion
Picture
Association
Eric
Johnston will probably testify during
the House Ways and Means committee hearings on over-all tax revision,
which begin on May 19.
It is understood that the committee
so far has sent out invitations to only
a handful of Government officials, and
(Continued on page 3)

Motion
Personal
Mention
BEN KALMENSON, Warner general- sales manager, and Harry
M. Kalmine, Warner Theatres general manager, have arrived in Los
Angeles from the East.
•
Henry D. Matcher, manager of
the Embassy and Rivoli theatres in
Baltimore, will mark his 30th anniversary with the Rivoli next Sunday.
•
Harold L. Groves, Confidential
Reports national field director, returned from Chicago over the weekend after touring CRI
branches.
•
Maury Orr, United Artists Western sales manager, arrived in Chicago
yesterday on the first leg of a trip
through the Western
• territory.
Nat Levy, RKO Radio Eastern
Division sales manager, has left New
York for Florida.

Picture

in UA Meets Today on
Distribution Pacts
New UN Film Posts
With negotiations looking to the appointment of a new
of
United Artists still going president
on, a board
Washington, May 12. — William
of the company to be held toH. Wells, information film chief of meeting
day will concern itself with what are
UNRRA, now on official loan from described
as routine matters, probably
that agency to the United Nations De- a vote on new distribution contracts
partment of Public Information, will with some independent producers.
be appointed chief of the film section
Both Mary Pickford and Charles
in the Films and Visual Information Chaplin, co-owners, have returned to
day.
Division, Jean Benoit-Levy, director of the Division, announced to- the Coast from here. UA's negotiators are still "hopeful"
a successor
to Edward C. Raftery, that
president, will
Wells will serve in an acting capa- come to termswith the company be
city at UN until he is released by fore its annual meeting,
be h
UNRRA, when his new appointment either late this month or to
early r.
will take effect. He will fill' the post
i
left vacant by Marion Dix, whose appointment as United Nations film Acquires 8 Theatres
production and distribution officer in For Foreign
Product
India, with headquarters at New DelSan Francisco, May 12— Acquisirecently.
announce
hi,
was_
d
tion of the Laurel, Esquire, Senset and
Benoit-Levy also
announced that Studio
Theatres in Los Angeles by
Frederic K. Abbott, former editor and Herbert
Rosener Co., plus
general manager of the United News- Door, Nob Hill, Clay andthe Stage
Larkin
reel, and for many years in the news- theatres here, gives Rosener a total
of
reel field in Europe and the U. S. has
eight houses all devoted exclusively to
been appointed newsreel and television the exhibition
of foreign films.
liaison officer for the division. Abbott
has already taken up his duties and
is currently active in assisting the,
newsreels to obtain full coverage of
the meetings of the General Assembly
of the United Nations and its com- NEW YORK THEATRES
mittees atFlushing and at Lake Success.
Wells

Rome Aims to Spur
Native Production
By ARGEO SANTUCCI
Rome, May 12.— Italy's Constituent Assembly has approved adomestic exhibition
quota law requiring that
theatremen reserve a minimum of 20 program days of
each three-month period for
Italian productions.
The law further provides a
Government prize of 10 per
cent of the admission taxes,
paid by theatremen, to go to
the producer of the native
product shown.
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Abbott

Delay
Woskie
Against Universal
Minneapolis, May 12.— Hearings
in the suit of Frank Woskie against
Universal to determine the distriburight to tack
films,tor'sschedule
d toa COD
start onin unplayed
District
Court today, has been delayed pend
ing the taking of depositions from
Fred Abelspn, former Universal sales
man, now in California.
Universal had put a COD on the
Baptists Seek Joint film which Woskie refused to accept
and as a consequence, he kept his
Parkway Theatre closed for three
Action on Product
days, the length of time the feature
was booked.- Woskie seeks damages
Center HALL—
— RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
St. Louis, May 12.— Cooperation for loss of profit and prestige to the
Claudette
Fred
of 6.000,000 Southern Baptists with theatre. North Central Allied is prose Griffith Arguments
COLBERT MacMURRAY
the Catholic Legion of Decency was cuting the suit for Woskie.
(Continued from page 1)
forecast at the close of the annual
meeting of the Church, which threat"THE
after the other in the session beginPoole Is Reelected
EGG AND
ened to boycott undesirable films.
A Universal-International
Picture I"
ning next October. No date has been
SPECTACULAR
STAGE PRESENTATION
As finally adopted a convention PCCITO
Secretary
set
yet
for
the
Schine
case, and the
resolution urged Southern Baptists
Los Angeles, May 12. — In their an court's calendar is full for the current
to use discrimination in choice of films
nual
meeting,
trustees
mid-June.
in
ending
season,
of the PCCITO
and individual churches to cooperate
Justice Department officials took the
with membership of other denomina- reelected Robert W. Poole executive
PALACE
secretary,
and
Hugh Bruen treasurer. court action as indicating a desire to
tions in setting standards for motion
The
Montana
ITO
and
the Utah hear all the motion picture cases at appictures. M. A. Huggins, Raleigh,
LAWRENCE
CLAIRE WALTER
proximately the same time, and sugN. C, secretary of the resolutions ITO officers said those organizations
gested that the same pattern might be
committee, said the wording was de- will meet in the near future -to vote
followed when the court acts on the
TIERNEY TREVOR • SLEZAK
signed to encourage cooperation with an affiliation with the PCCITO.
Bruen
will
represen
New
t PCCITO on
York industry anti-trust appeal,
such organizations as the Legion of
BORN
TO KILL
Decency.
docketed
the exhibition section of the industry
last Thursday. They pointThe convention censured films, which committee created by Eric Johnston to
ed out that the court had ordered
Jo
explore the possibility of using the arguments one after the other despite
present "scenes depicting gambling, screen
to improve public relations.
drinking, organized vice, divorce and
IN PERSON
the fact that the Schine case was dockON SCREEN
eted many months before the Griffith
broken homes . . . because they tend
WALLY
EDWARD G.
BROWN
suit.
ROBINSON
to glamorize loose morals."
Balahan Will Speak
CHUCHO
The high court did not grant a
LON
MARTINEZ
On Minneapolis MPF formal writ of certiorari, but instead
McCALLISTER
Emanuel Is Trustee
noted
"probabl
e jurisdict
Minneapolis,- May 12. — John BalWith
Extra ! SALIC I
it technically reserves ion."
the right to
aban of Balaban and Katz, Chicago, this
Of Phila. Zone MPF
PUPPETS y*<5«> s».
ultimatel
y
reject
the
case
upon
fully
will
principal speaker at the reviewing the court records,
'The RED HOUSE'
Philadelphia, May 12.— Jay Eman- May be19 the
but this is
Motion
Picture
Foundati
on
uel was elected national trustee of the
which plans for the Foun- regarded as unlikely.
Motion Picture Foundation for South- meeting dationatin this
In the Griffith appeal, the Governarea will be mapped.
ment seeks to reverse a decision of
ern New Jersey, Eastern PennsylHarry French, acting chairman of the District
i The
Academy
Award Picture!
Court of Western Oklavania and Delaware at a meeting at the area's
Winner
of Nine Academy
Awards!
organizin
g committee, will
the Broadwood Hotel here this morn- preside at the meeting.
homa, dismissing a complaint against
four exhibitor companies and three ining. Others elected are: Martin Ellis,
Philadelphia zone chairman; Ulrik
dividuals for alleged violation of the
Sherman Act.
Smith, vice-chairman; Lester Wurtle, Smith to Germany
The Government held that the de(Continued from page 1)
zone secretary
and Harry
Abbott,'
, nists
IATSE
fendants had combined their theatres
Projectio
Local No.
307
president, treasurer.
Vming, now civilian adviser to the in transactions to license films from
Elected to the board of directors for American Military Government in distributors for the purpose of reAIM IADD
two years were : Ellis Wurtle, George Germany, employed by the MPEA
stricting the film licensing opportunimuuM
Schwartz, Lewen Pizor, Norman will return to the U. S. early next
ties of independent competitive exhibiLewis, Ted Schlanger, Bud Hissner month and will be given a new assigncombinatio
the
that
asked
tors^
It
be declared illegal and dissolved. n
and Abbott, and for one-year terms : ment.
Smith had been slated for an MPA
Schine has taken an appeal of a Calcutta
Davis',
Samuelso
Sidney E.Mansell
William
, n,
JackAlfred
A Paramount Picture
Greenber
g, Hollywood post dealing with suitabil- Buffalo Federal Court's decision
Samuel Gross, Samuel Varbalow!
ity of the content of American films ordering partial dissolution of its theaforeign markets.
Ben Amsterdam and Smith.
tre properties.
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MPA, British
(Continued from page 1)
creasing contribution to world
understanding and peace."
Rank commented that, notwithstanding the competition between both
groups,
"there
a large
field inandwhich
the aims of our istwo
industries
the
interests of our public are identical and
notThe
competitive."
committee will be empowered
to deal with matters of mutual interest which may be referred to it from
time to time by consent of both parties. The membership will comprise
three representatives of each association, together with a deputy for each,
located respectively in New York and
T "■ndon.
s-Jpe six members of the committee
aTJude Johnston, Rank, Nicholas M.
Schenck, president of Loew's, Inc. ;
Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures ; Sir Alexander Korda, member of the executive council of
the British Film Producers Association, and Sir Henry L. French, director general of the British Film Producers Association.
In London, where the announcement
was made simultaneously, non-trade
editorial
approved
Rank's
reference tocomment
the continuing
competition
between the industries, but saw in the
agreement future pleasant trading conditions, particularly wider screenings
of British pictures in America, according to a cable reaching New York
last night from London.
Walsh Attends
(Continued from page 1)
dictional disputes in film production.
The meeting, called by AFL president William Green, is understood to
be the outgrowth of a suggestion
made by the Screen Actors Guild at
the last AFL convention in Chicago.
The present Hollywood strike, however, is not on the official agenda today, according to Walsh. He said that
the anticipated arbitration machinery
will not apply to the current dispute
because it has already been subjected
to a "final and binding" arbitration.
Members
of the studios
carpenters'
union outin
the
Hollywood
walked
last September because they were dissatisfied with terms of a decision
handed down late in 1945 by a threeman AFL committee.
Observers believe the strike will
come up for some informal discussion,
however, especially since William
Hutcheson, president of the carpenters'
union, is expected to attend. On several occasions in the past, Walsh has
expressed willingness to meet with
Hutcheson, and has held that such a
meeting could end the strike.

Motion
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500 Variety Members
Due in L.A. Today
Los Angeles, May 12.— With
upwards of 500 members
scheduled to arrive tomorrow,
Variety Clubs International
convention registered almost
300 today as special trains
brought 280 delegates here.
The Texas contingent, which
is due tomorrow, has wired
ahead that they would "shoot
up" the town upon their arrival.
The convention opens formally on Wednesday.
Cal. Lawmakers Act
(Continued from page 1)
tions opposed the measure, which had
the support of farm and management.
The ban on jurisdictional strikes
makes it unlawful for two or more
persons to try to force any employer
to bargain with a labor organization
unless the labor organization has been
legally designated as the collective
bargaining representative.
Meanwhile, the secondary boycott
bill has passed the Senate and Assembly, successfully. Its constitutionality is being questioned, however.
Chief Justice Phil Gibson has stated
he believes a constitutionality test of
the bill will be carried to the Supreme Court. It is anticipated that
Gov. Warren will not sign it. However, if industry can convince him to
do so, it is expected to save a great
deal of time and controversy. If he
does not sign it, industry is assured of
54 votes in the Assembly and 27 in
the Senate — necessary to pass over the
governor's veto.
The daylight saving measure, presented by Assemblywoman Katherin
Niehouse, came out of committee this
week, and will go on the Assembly
floor for discussion.
Labor and industry units on Assembly Bill No. • 1328, introduced by
Ernestules ofGeddes,
schedreduced establishing
contributionnewrates
for
employers ranging from 2.7 per cent to
zero for any year after Dec. 31, 1947.
On January 1st, balance in unemployment fund will be $250,000,000 or
more.
C. J. Haggerty, managing director
of the AFL, helped representatives of
industry to lobby the bill through Assembly and Senate. This measure will
enable management to slant $23,000,000 a year, now earmarked for unemployment taxes into productive channels, and will also liberalize benefits.
Johnston To Testify
(Continued from page 1)
no industry leaders have volunteered
to testify yet. However, with so many
tax questions affecting the industry
under
viewspicture
— and
possibly study,
those ofJohnston's
other motion
people
comed. — will undoubtedly be welTwo of the chief benefits which the
industry can hope for are relief from
double taxation and a reduction in the
20 per cent admission tax.

Filmack 1327 S. Wabash Chicago

Worthington Dies at 56
Bluffton, O., May 12. — A. T.
Worthington, 56, former owner of the
Star Theatre, here, died suddenly
Saturday of a heart attack. Funeral
services will be held tomorrow. He is
survived by his wife and a daughter.

Daily

Rowland Dies
(Continued from page 1)
accidentally, he soon demonstrated a
grasp of the intricacies of the then
infant business, and was recognized
as a powerful personality.
His father had owned the Pittsburgh
Calcium Light Company, which manufactured, among other devices, spotlights
for
theatres.
When Edison's
inventions edged
out calciums
in the
theatres, Rowland began to manufacture oxygen for medical purposes.
But Rowland still had customers in
country showmen who wanted film.
He came to New York and started
production. After selling his firm to
the General Film Company in 1910,
Rowland had cash. He was a millionaire at the age of 30, and after developing exchanges, organized the
Metro Picture Corporation in 1914.
Rowland was president of the new
firm, whose treasurer was Joseph Engel, and whose secretary was Louis B.
Mayer. They hired as their first star
Pevtrova, and later introduced another
name that was to twinkle in bright
lights throughout the land — Mary
Miles Minter, who had previously
Shelby. under the name of Juliet
played
Sometime in 1919, Rowland made a
characteristic comment when he
learned that such stars as Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin and Douglas
Fairbanks were organizing their own
company, United Artists. He said,
after musing for less than a second :
"So, the lunatics have taken charge
of But
the Rowland
asylum." was far from snobbish in making this remark. He had
termed himself "one of the accidentally
successful," and he delved into the
feverish early days of the industry
with relish and humor.
Havingterests indisposed
distribution and
inUniversal,of Paramount
Mutual, Rowland finally sold his Metro company to Marcus Loew in 1919.
Two years
later, manager.
he joined First National as general
But before selling Metro, Rowland
scored a personal triumph by producing "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse,"
war film,believed
at a time
when the entirea industry
war
pictures were in disfavor. He bought
the story without having read it, called
in Rex Ingram to direct the film, and
starred an Argentinian dancer named
Rudolph Valentino. The picture was
a smash hit, much to the other- producers' amazement, and Metro made
what was then a heavy profit, much
more than a quarter of a million.
Rowland later picked up a copy of
"The Four Horseman" to read it for
the first time. He glanced carelessly
at a few pages, and then tossed it to
the floor. He no longer had any interest in it.
Joining Fox Film Corporation in
1931, Rowland was vice-president and
production executive. Pictures produced by that firm while he was production chief included "Cavalcade" and
"State Fair." He worked for Radio,
Universal, returned to M-G-M in 1935
and went to Republic as associate producer, and later as executive assistant
to Edward Small. As an independent
producer, he made "Cheers for Miss
Bishop" in 1941, and in December,
1942, joined the staff of 20th CenturyFox as a production executive in the
New York office.
He was a member of the Lambs and
of the Westchester Country Club.
He is survived by his widow, Mrs.
Daisy C. Rowland, and two sisters,
Mrs. Oliver McCracken of Los Angeles, and Mrs.
New York
City. Jessie R. Miller of

Berger Takes Price
Rises to Truman
Minneapolis, May 12. — Roadshow
prices demanded by Samuel Goldwyn
for "The Best Years of Our Lives"
and by David O. Selznick for "Duel
in the Sun" are not only "cruel and
unpatriotic" in the face of film com"but
also a panies'
slap unprecedented
at your earnings,
very welcome
price-reducing attempt," Ben Berger,
president of North Central Allied, declares in a letter to President Truman, appealing to the chief executive
to_ "do something"
bringing
admission prices on about
the two
pictures
down to regular scales.
Balaban,

Ginsberg

Cite Para Line-up
Arrowhead Springs, Cal., May 12.
— Barney Balaban, Paramount president, and Henry Ginsberg, vice-president in charge of studio operations,
told the final session of the week-long
theatre-partners conference here that
the upcompany
has the
linein its history
due"strongest
to production
planning beginning three years ago."
The majority of participants in the
meeting are remaining on the Coast
for_
Variety
Clubs
convention
whichtheofficially
opens
on Wednesday
at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
AMG Neglects MPE
(Continued, from page 1)

A

possible to function in Germany is the
Office of Military Government, U. S.,
and the latter has yet to make known
its intentions. Unless this is done,
Maas said, the AMG license to operbe turned
ate apart down.
from the Government' will
Maas is back in New York after a
five-week tour of England, Holland,
France, Austria, Czechoslovakia and
Germany. He said it would be necessary to have assurances for branch
offices, headquarters and appurtenances, availability of staffs, means
of feeding personnel, ("one solid meal
per day
and
othermeans
items. a satisfied employe")
Another point to be considered,
Maas added, is the distribution of the
Anglo-American newsreel, "World in
Films,"
in Munich.
MPEA which
wants istoproduced
handle the
film in
the American zone of Germany, he
said, it being his understanding that
the reel is to be distributed by ComMPEA's
counterpart, monwealth
in theFilms,British
zone. British

In First Week Here
0,000 for 'Duel'
$90
First week showings, ending tonight, of "Duel in the Sun" at the
Capitol Theatre, here, and at 38 Loew
neighborhood
houses
in the
Metropolitan area, will
gross
approximately
$900,000, it is estimated. The film will
bow out of 35 of the Loew theatres
after tonight as showings, and will
continue for a second week at only the
Capitol, the Metropolitan in Brooklyn, Loew's Jersey City and the State,
Newark.
James Normanly, 53
Hollywood, May 12. — Requiem
Mass was sung this morning for
James versal
P. Normanly,
53, who
formerdiedUniexecutive, retired,
on
vive.
Friday. The widow and a son sur-
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Trade
British

Board
Film

Delays
Plan

London, May 12.— Proposals to
found a British government-owned
film industry have been delayed at
least until later in the year, the Board
of Trade reports.
A state-owned industry producing
films and operating two theatre circuits competing with existing commercial groups had been suggested by a
special committee of the Labor party.
The announcement said Sir Stafford Cripps, president of the Board of
Trade, "discussed the committee's
proposals at informal meeting, and he
suggested another meeting later in the
year when the position of the industry generally will be more clear."
The London Evening Standard reports that Sir Stafford had "surLabor party leaders by opposing prised"
the state
film proposals. It
expressed concern at the "dangers of
state control in any field of expression
or potential mediums of propaganda."
The Board of Trade spokesman said
Sir_ Stafford had not arrived at any
decision on the proposals, which call
for government-owned and controlled
manufacture and production of alms,
a government renting scheme
,
circuits of theatres of 250 each twoto
compete with existing commercial
groups, and giving preference to British films.

Rank

Picture

Satisfied

{Continued from page 1)
magazines and 16mm. journals were
herded together but which also presented a half-dozen or more other
principals to diffuse the interrogations
over the field of experts.
For example, Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association, served as sort of a conference
master-of-ceremonies. He was flanked
by Rank and Robert Young, who is
accustomed to divided interests and
has successfully diffused his own
among railroads and motion pictures.
He heads Pathe Industries which
heads PRC, Eagle-Lion (with Rank),
DuPont Film and other interests.
Flanking Rank and Young were
John Davis, Rank's chief aide; Nate
J. Blumberg, president of UniversalInternational ; Matthew Fox, vicepresident of Universal-International;
Robert Benjamin, president of the J.
Arthur Rank Organization here, and
Arthur
Krim, president of EagleLion.
Questions concerning revenue of
British films in this market, either to
date or anticipated for this year, were
side-stepped with the explanation that
Kupper's New Title
William J. Kupper's new title at
20th Century-Fox is managing director of 20th Century-Fox Film Co. of
Great Britain, Ltd. He will sail for
London about July 2.

Daily

those _ films are not yet in full distribution here and the figures could
be misinterpreted, therefore.
Rank said he had no definite dollar
goal in this market, his principal aim
at this time being to get British pictures more playing time.
Johnston emphasized that the
American industry's official aim is to
effect the free exchange of films
throughout the 'world and, as part of
that program, to show an increasing
number of British pictures here.
Young spoke for reciprocal trade
throughout the world and said he was
practicing what he preached not only
by distributing British pictures here
but by spending more money in marketing them than they can return. The
purpose,
said,country.
is to establish British films he
in this
Asked whether he had any "progressive" ideas for films such as his
recent innovations in railroading,
Young implied that he did not by answering thatCentral
he would
New York
for "be
somebusy
timewithto
come."
Currently,
trol of that
line. he is seeking conDiscussing the British Films Act,
or quota law, Rank said that the producers' association, of which he is
president, had made no "revolutionary
proposals" for changes. He said that
Britain's dollar problem cannot be tied
to the quota law. "While we have
dollars," he said, "we will buy films."
Music Hall Luncheon
To Honor Rank Today
J. Arthur Rank will be honor guest
today at a luncheon to be given by

Last night I saw a pre-release screening of a
new British who-perpetrated-it called "Green for

entertainment

Danger.

leader

Murder, guvnor! It makes Hollywood's

recent shoot- 'em-ups look like pillow fights in a girls'
dormitory. It features a civilized funnyman named

of

Alastair Sim who can spot Abbott and Costello sixty

Industry,..

laughs. Producing, acting and writing — right up
there with Mt. Everest.

Lbn

the

!

BagleJ. ARTHUR

GREEN
SALLY

GRAY

RANK

presents

FOR
starring

• ROSAMUND
JOHN • TREVOR
an EAGLE-LION FILMS release

DANGER
HOWARD
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G. S. Eyssell, president and managing
director of Radio City Music Hall, in
the theatre's studio apartment.
Among others invited are Robert R.
Young, of Pathe Industries, Inc. ; Arthur Krim, president of Eagle-Lion ;
Robert Benjamin, president, J. Arthur
Rank, Inc. (U. S.) ; Matthew Fox,
president, Universal International ;
John thur
Davis,
managing director, J. ArRank, Ltd.
; Thomas Deegan, Jr.,
of the Rank Organization; Nate J.
Blumberg, president of Universal ; and
Barton P. Turnbull, Vanderbilt Webb,
Thomas M. Debevoise and Russell V.
Downing, all of Rockefeller Center, Inc.
Rank will also be guest today at a
cocktail party at the Metropolitan
Club, given by Universal.

Monogram Closing
{Continued from page 1)
studio has two pictures shooting, both
scheduled to finish within the week.
Although Broidy declined to particularize, it is understood that current
negotiations between the Screen Actors Guild and all producers for new
contracts, originally set for conclusion
May IS, but now expected to require
some kind of an interim agreement to
bridge over a longer period, and anticipated conferences between producers and striking carpenters and painters unions are among the factors leading to a shutdown decision.
Monogram is not among the struck
studios but production costs would be
affected nevertheless by a new contract granted any guild or union.
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Films

Heat

Council

Urges

First-Runs

Flexible

Quota

New York first-run grosses went
down as the thermometer went up
this week. Drastic change from record
cold last week to summer warmth resulted in the poorest income in months
at a number of houses here.
"Duel in the Sun" was far and
away the top money-maker, giving the
Capitol a huge $97,000 in its first
week, playing simultaneously at 38
other Loew's theatres. The film continues at the Capitol and bowed out
of the circuit spots last night.
A reduction in admission prices
brought the Astor more customers
than last week, and about the same
income, $33,000. The picture is "The Industry to Attend
Best Years
of Our Lives" and the
week
is the 25th.
"Carnegie Hall" continues as a live- Rowland Services
ly box-office number at two situations
in its second week. The scoreboard
at the Winter Garden reads $42,000
Industry leaders will attend funeral
(Continued on page 6)
services today for Richard A. Rowland, film pioneer, who died here Monday. Services will be held at 2 P.M.
Predicts $8,000,000 at Campbell's here.
Hundreds of old friends in the industry, including Spyros P. Skouras,
president of 20th Century-Fox, and
'Henry' Gross in US
William Michel, executive vice-president of 20th Century-Fox, visited the
Gradvvell L. Sears, vice-president in Rowland home yesterday to express
condolences
to the widow.
charge of distribution for United Artists, predicts an $8,000,000 domestic
Among
those
from 20th Centurygross for the J. Arthur Rank Techni- Fox who will attend services are
produced and Michel, Donald A. Henderson, Joseph
directedcolor film,
by "Henry
LaurenceV,"Olivier.
Moskowitz, Bert Bloch, Henry KlingNet profit accruing from the "Henry er, Francis T. Kelly, Joseph Pincus,
A. Lang, Emanuel Silverstone, and
V" U. S. engagements is expected to J.
hit $4,000,000. Operating under a others.
Burial
will be in the family plot in
"five-year plan," the picture celebrated
(Continued on page 8)
Homewood Cemetery, Pittsburgh.

London, May 13. — The Government's Board of Trade's Cinematograph Films Council has recommended in a report to the Board
abandonment of present footage and
labor cost quota bases, and the substitution of a plan whereby British
screens can be given a number of performances of British features as
against American on a flexible quota
to be fixed annually by the BOT.
However, independent exhibitor Council members consider this proposal undesirable and unworkable.
Whereas British pictures formerly
played second to American films in
terms of audience acceptance, it is
now unnecessary for British exhibitors to differentiate between American and British pictures in view of
present audience predilections, the
Council said in its report.
The Council's recommendations in
(Continued on page 8)
Rank

Confers

E-L, Pathe

With

Boards

N.Y.

J. Arthur Rank whirled through another crowded schedule here yesterday,
holding conferences with business associates and attending a luncheon and
a cocktail party at which he was guest
of honor.
21%
British,
In the morning, he conferred with
(Continued on page 8)
Films
Shown
Eagle-Lion
12

to Make

at $18,000,000

Johnston

Will

Leave

For Europe June 22
Eric A. Johnston, president of the
Motion
Picture Association, now plans
Hollywood, May 13. — Eagle-Lion
will produce 12 pictures on a total to tour Europe June 22, to be accombudget of $18,000,000 for its schedule
panied by Gerald Mayer, head of the
starting July 1, Bryan Foy, production MPA international division; Joyce
chief, discloses, with four among them
in color, and costing $2,000,000 each. O'Hara, Johnston's assistant, and possibly others.
Foy said,
believe
that the best
answer
to the"I fear
of spreading
talk
Johnston's trip was cancelled last
of recession lies in good pictures, made winter when upon reaching London
as efficiently as possible and properly he became ill and was forced to return to the U. S. A tentative itinerary
exploited and advertised," adding that
time has come to accelerate production includes England, Belgium, Holland,
and increase budgets. The company Germany, the Scandinavian countries,
will also release six Rank productions. France and other areas.

PCCITOFilm-Buying
Formula Is In Work
Los Angeles,
May Coast
13. —
Trustees
of the Pacific
Conference of Independent
Theatre Owners, operating
under instructions from the
organization's convention,
held here last week, are preparing afilm-buying formula
which will be "fair to all parties," and which will be submitted to all distributors by
the PCCITO.
The trustees were additionally instructed to take action
for improving advertising and
accessories services.

79%
in
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British

Holds British Films Are
No Longer Second to US

Hits

MAY

Foreign

England

London, May 13. — Registered films
exhibited in the United Kingdom during the year ended Sept. 13, 1946, totaled 4,690,300,000 feet, compared with
4,609,500,000 in the previous year, the
British Board of Trade announces.
Total footage of British films exhibited inthe 1946 period was 983,400,000 feet, or 21 per cent of the grand
total (the rest was mostly American
— Ed.), as against 19.73 per cent for
the previous period. British feature
film percentage of the 1946 total was
18.58, compared with 16.99 per cent for
the 1945 period. The differences were
made up of newsreel and short subject
footages.
BOT reports
ex(Continuedthaton 681
page British
7)

WB

Newsreel

Set, Headed
Allen,

by

Moray

Issued Twice Weekly, To
Be of Standard Type
James Allen will head and Norman H. Moray will handle distribution of a Warner Brothers newsreel, to be issued starting in vember,
No-twice
weekly of
standard
reel
nature.newsPlans for a
Warner newsreel, under consideration for
several years
and repeatedly
reported
ready
for launching,
but delayed by
wartime shortand other
factors,ages now
are
Harry M. Warner
completed, it
was announced
here yesterday by Harry M. Warner,
president of the company.
Allen (Continued
has been ona page
member
7) of the
,000,000

Budget

Set by Bernstein
A budget of $5,000,000, plus an additional $1,000,000 for exploitation and
advertising, has been set for the first
two pictures to be made by the newlyformed Transatlantic Pictures Corp.,
it was disclosed here yesterday by
Sydney Bernstein, head of the firm.
Bernstein, in a trade press interview
here, said(Continued
that he onandpage
Alfred
7) HitchSenate

Passes

Labor

Measure, 64 to 28
Washington, May 13. — The Senate today by a 64-to-28 vote passed a
sweeping labor-reform bill, banning
the closed shop, restricting the union
shop, granting
the
(Continuedtheon Government
page 8)
In This Issue
Womanon onpage
the 8.
Beach"
is "The
reviewed
Key
city grosses are on page 6.
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Personal

Motion
Sharp
Film

Mention
LEONARD

GOLDENSON, Paramount Theatres Service Corp.
head, and Robert Powers, his assistant, returned here yesterday from
Arrowhead Springs, Cal.
»
Walter L. Titus, Jr., Republic
Southern division manager, left New
York yesterday for Mexico City
where he will join James R. Grainger, Republic distribution executive,
on Saturday.

Rise

Sent

in

Picture
US

Abroad

Washington, May 13. — Exports of
motion picture films and equipment
during the first quarter of 1947 showed
a sharp increase over the corresponding 1946 period, Nathan D. Golden,
motion picture consultant for the Department ofCommerce, announced today.
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Daily

Stiffen Regulations
For Ontario Houses
Toronto, May 13.— The theatres branch of the Ontario
provincial government has announced stiffened penalties
for violation of theatre regulations. The move follows an
increased number of infractions. A second conviction
ing.
will now leave a theatre subject to a one to five-day clos-

Exports of all types of motion picture films totalled 207,000,000 linear
feet, valued at $3,844,369, according
to the Department's figures. This
compares with 128,000,000 feet, valued
Schlaifer
at
$2,475,856,
three
months exported
in 1946. during the first

Continues

Netvsreel
Parade

THEthesevisit
of J.is Arthur
Rankhighto
shores
a newsreel
light.
On
_
the
international
scene,
there is the Palestine question before
the UN. Other items include the ceremony ofSwiss Guards at Vatican City
and elections in Japan. Sports, humor
and human interest round out the r/veo.
Complete contents follow. ^ell \
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 74— UN W-Timission hears Jews and Arabs on Palestine
problem. Election and fire in the heart of
Tokyo. Visitors from abroad: J. Arthur
Rank; picks
Egypt's Queen
mother. Lehr
Photographic
show
ettes: mamamodel
cat girl.
runs Lew
into troubleFeaturover
her kittens. Faultless captures Preakness.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 272-TJN
hears plea for Palestine. Communists in
Japan defeated as nation elects ParliaEgypt's Queen Mother arrives here.
Chicago'sment.champion
mother.
in Washington. BuchenwaldClearing
avengedsnowat
war crimes trial. Preakness turf classic.
Crackup champs: automotive daredevils.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 75— Deathdodger with a new twist: A daredevil auto
driver.
Veteran finds new way of panning
gold. UN hears both sides on Palestine.
Nazi loot: U. S. Army takes inventory.
Tokyo: 30 buildings leveled in downtown
blaze. Faultless wins Preakness.
RKO J.PATHE
NEWSi No. 77— Japs at
polls.
Arthur Rank
in New York.
and Arabs on Palestine at the UN. Jews
Fire
sweeps Tokyo main street. The Preakness.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 38—
Faultless
wins Preakness.
Rank visits the
U. S. Ceremony of Swiss Guards at Vatican City. The festivity of the blessing of
animals
at Barcelona. Tokyo shopping district guttedat byChicago.
fire. "Mom"
honoredbadlyby
18 children
Stunt woman
hurt during dynamite explosion stunt.

Dollar value of film equipment exports rose. 16 per cent, from $1,260,- Meetings in Field
088 last year, to $3,357,792 this year.
Raw stock shipments, Golden reChicago, May 13.— Continuing his
ported, amounted to 130,000,000 linear point-of-sale adverti
sing discussions
feet, valued at $1,879,244 in the first and general theatre survey
key
quarter of 1947, more than twice the centers, Charles Schlaifer, 20thin Cenamount feet,
in thevalued
1946 period',
when was
64.tury-Fox director of advertising-pub000,000
at $895,851,
licity, held meetings here yesterda
exported.
with Midwest exploiteers, exhibitorsy
Seymour Nebenzal, UA producer,
A total of 3,408 motion picture cam- and local theatre advertising heads.
is in New York from Hollywood.
eras and 7,963 projectors of all types The company
's long-ra
advertising
were sent abroad during the January- policy
was discussed asnge
well as immeMarch, 1947, period.
diate exploitation plans for "Miracle
Warner Concludes
on 34th Street" and "The Ghost and
Griffis Nomination
Mrs. Muir," both of which will be
Philadelphia Meet
given extensive advertis
ing, publicity
Philadelphia, May 13. — Warner
and
exploitation.
sales personnel covering the Mid Approved by Senate
Schlaifer
, who is enroute to HollyWashington, May 13.— The SenAtlantic district concluded a two-day
wood for studio conferences on forthate Foreign Relations Committee tomeeting here today in connection with
coming pictures, stopped in Washingday approved President Truman's
the company's current sales drive.
ton last Saturday for a meeting with
Norman Ayers, Eastern division nomination of Stanton Grffis, chair- William
Michaelson and Mike Weiss,
sales manager, presided, with atten
man of Paramount's executive com- Washington
and Philadelphia exploimittee, as Ambassador to Poland.
dance including Robert Smeltzer, dis
teers^ and Sid Blumenstock, assistant
trict manager; W. G. Mansell, local Griffis succeeds Robert Bliss Lane.
exploitat
ion
manager, and a group of
Additionally, Griffis is a banker and
branch manager; Fred Beiersdorf,
men. He also will hold similar
Washington manager; W. W. Brum- a partner in Hemphill, Noyes and theatre
conferen
ces
in Kansas City. Christy FCC Video Meet in
berg, captain of the sales drive; Co., which he founded, and is chair- Wilbert, advertisi
ng manager, Morris
Chares Beilan, Tom Noble, Dave M.
man of the board of the Madison
Cooper, O. B. Guilfoil and B. F. Square Garden Corp., treasurer of Kinzler of the Kayton-Spiero advertising agency, and Louis Shanfield, art Capital on June 3
Bache of the Philadelphia sales staff; Cornell-McClintic Productions and a director,
joined Schlaifer in Chicago
Sterling Wilson, John Garst, John director in many other corporations.
and will continue on to the Coast
Walker and Leonard Pearlman of the
Washington, May 13.— The Fedwith him.
eral Communications Commission has
Washington sales staff; George Two Pal Featu
At the studio they will join Spyros scheduled for June 3 an engineering
res
Hutcheon, Philadelphia office manSkouras, president; Tom Connors conference to formulate a schedule of
ager, and Eddie Phillips, Washington For UA Release
vice-president in charge of distribu- expected installation dates of common
office manager.
tion William
;
J. Kupper, general sales carrier facilities for the relaying of
George Pal, independent, will promanager, and Murray Silverstone, television programs between cities.
duce
two
"Puppetoon"
cartoon
feaShow Cinema Lodge
tures for United Artists release, a dis- president of 20th Century-Fox InterThe conference, which will be held
tribution contract with UA having
national Corp., who will discuss dis here, will be attended by television
Film at Memorial
been approved yesterday at a board tribution and advertising plans on broadcasters, communications common
meeting here. The novelty films will forthcoming pictures with Joseph M. carriers, manufacturers of television
New York's Cinema Lodge of B'nai be
in color. In the past Pal has made Schenck, executive production head, microwave equipment, and other inB'rith will hold the premiere of the
terested persons.
"Puppetoon" shorts for Paramount Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president in
new film "This Is B'nai B'rith" at the distribution.
charge of production, and Harry
Museum of Modern Art, here, on
According
to desirable
the FCC, at
"such
conThe UA board also approved a pact Brand, studio publicity director.
Monday, in connection with a memoference seems
thisa time
rial tribute to the late Henry Monsky, with Argosy Productions, headed by
to acquaint the broadcasters with the
present plans of the common carriers
international president of B'nai B'rith, John Ford, for the distribution of A S C A P Continues
Robert M. Weitman, president of the "The Last Outlaw," also color.
for relaying television programs beLodge announces.
tween cities, and to acquaint the comNAB
Negotiations
The 27-minute film was produced Paramount To Build
Officials of the National Association
mon carriers, as well as the manufacturers who supply them, with the
for the Supreme Lodge of B'nai B'rith
of Broadcasters and the American Soby film industry leaders. Ira A. Theatre in Miami
ciety of Composers, Authors and Pub- immediate needs of broadcasters for
Hirschmann, president of Metropolitan
lishers met here yesterday to consider
Atlanta, May 13.— Paramount EnBroadcasting and Television, Inc., will
terprises, Miami, will build a new reports by sub-committees on renewal inter-city relay service."
be the principal speaker at the screen- theatre there, to open about Dec. 1. of ASCAP pacts with radio. The ' Immortal' Funmakers
ing.
Also, Abe Soloman, president of In- negotiations are proceeding amicably,
Eleven comedians and humorists
dependent Theatres, Chattanooga, will according to both Deems Taylor,
have
been voted into the "Humor Hall
ASCAP
build
a
$100,000
house
to
seat
about
president,
and Justin Miller, of Fame"
Rathvon in Academy Post
after a three-month poll by
head of NAB.
Hollywood, May 13. — N. Peter 1,000.
the National Laugh Week Foundation,
Rathvon has been appointed chairman
sponsors of the newly proposed instiGen. Ingles to RCA
of the finance committee of the Acad- Devonshire in Deal
tution toimmortalize funmakers. They
Devonshire Films has sold a Pitts- _ Maj. Gen. Harry C. Ingles, chief are : Fred Allen, Will Rogers, Robert
emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciburgh territory franchise to Crown signal officer of the Army from July Benchley, Jack Benny, Charles Chapences, Jean Hersholt, president of the
Academy, announced today. Hersholt Film Co. operated by Max Shulgold. 1943, to March, 1947, has been elected
Jimmy Durante, W. C. Fields,
will leave on Thursday for a six-week Devonshire is distributing nationally president and. a director of RCA In- Marx lin,Brothers,
Damon Runyon, Mark
stitutes. Inc.
trip to New York.
Fox and UA reissues.
Twain and James Thurber.
William Maybery,
20th Century•i
Fox casting director on- "Gentleman's
Agreement,"
has left New York for
the Coast.
•
W. C. Gehring, Central sales manager of 20th-Fox, arrived in Kansas
City yesterday.
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Okay

Mr.

and

that M-G-M
movie
the

"HIGH

and

weeks

America

launched
Yes,

Mr.

and
the

all these

values

mighty

We

attractions

If WINTER COMES'-Walter Pidgeon
Deborah Kerr • Angela Lansbury

Johnson

• June Allyson

"KILLER McCOY"-Mickey
Elizabeth Taylor

Rooney

"ALIAS THE GENTLEMAN
Tom Drake

-Wallace

"CASS TIMBERLANE
Lana Turner

THE

will

Program
Friendly

your

public!

you

business

of dollars
Within

be under

the

to know
in
Studio

is

future
in star
next

way:

"ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU" (Technicolor)
Esther Williams • Peter Lawford * Ricardo
Montalban • Cyd Charisse • Jimmy Durante
"SPEAK TO ME OF LOVE"- Greer Garson
Walter Pidgeon
MUSKETEERS"

fiec/in/co/orj
Gene Kelly • William Powell • Van Heflin
Lana Turner

Beery

-Sp encer Tracy

STARS*

your

Millions

"THREE

"KISSING BANDIT" (Technicolor)
Frank Sinatra • Kathryn Grayson
"UPWARD TO
Donna Reed

want

Production

safeguard

for your

WALL*— Robert Taylor* Audrey Totter

We

Exhibitor,

in Big Entertainments!

production

"VIRTUOUS" -Van

offspring!

Biggest

M-G-M

spot in California!

Big Stars

names
few

has

history!

busiest

with

Mrs.

Bob Walker

"B* F.'s DAUGHTER'-Katharine

Hepburn

"HOMECOMING OF ULYSSES"
Clark Gable • Deborah Kerr
"STATE OF THE UNION
Claudette Colbert

-Spencer

Tracy

Irving Berlin's "EASTER PARADE"
(Technicolor) Gene Kelly • Judy Garland
Peter Lawford • Cyd Charisse

Yes, it's big news for America's millions! And as usual, it's M-G-M
leads the way with optimism, daring and greatness!
★

that

FAN MAIL! Last week we reported a series of Audience Previews of completed M-G-M attractions. We're still getting fan mail about these big
hits: "THEI1UCKSTERS," "SONG OF LOVE," "FIESTA" (Technicolor), "GREEN DOLPHIN STREET," "THE BIRDS AND THE BEES"
(Technicolor), "CYNTHIA," "UNFINISHED DANCE" (Technicolor), "ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE," "LIVING IN A BIG WAY."
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then
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and

A

great
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Benedict

Bogeaus

United
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best-

is "a natural"
could

be
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and
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releases
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every

Artists

hard-hitting

that
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starring Gregory

Robert
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ADVERTISEMENTS

any and

Hemingway,
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outstanding
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AFFAIR

Bennett

ARTISTS

picture

it hits the target from

It is the

whose

UNITED

call a motion

MACOMBER

Peck,

OF

EVE

HAPPEN,

thru

United

Artists.

TO

THE

TRADE

Benedict Bogeaus presenti

GREGORY

PECK

-JOAN

BENNETT

in Ernest Hemingway's

"THE

MACOMBER

also starring ROBERT

PRESTON

with Reginald Denny • Jean Gillie
Screenplay by Casey Robinson and Seymour Bennett
Adaptation by Seymour Bennett and Frank Arnold
Produced by BENEDICT BOGEAUS and CASEY ROBINSON
Directed by ZOLTAN KORDA

AFFAIR

Motion

Key

City

Picture

Daily

New

York

Grosses
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c).
Gross: $15,000.
(Average:
$9,500)
FOLLOWING are estimated pic- THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (2»th-Fox)
ture grosses, exclusive of Federal — KEITH (2,200) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
tax, for current engagements in key 2nd
run. Gross: $4,000. (Average: $6,200)
cities as reported by Motion Picture THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO RaDaily correspondents.
dio)—MASTBAUM (4,700) (50c-60c-74c-80c85c-94c). Gross: $30,000. (Average: $29,500)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
PHILADELPHIA
(RKO Radio)— PIX (500) (Advanced prices:
90c-$1.80)
6th week. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $10,000)
IT
HAPPENED
IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M)
"The Farmer's Daughter" at the
—STANLEY
(3,000)
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85cMastbaum, and "The Egg and -I" at 94c)
3rd
week.
Gross:
$18,800. (Average:
the Goldman are doing the best busi- $27,000)
"The Egg"
is also
doingit 700)
ANGEL AND THE BADMAN (Rep.)well nessatin town.
the Karlton
Theatre,
where
STANTON
(1,700) $9,000.
(50c-6Oc-74c-8Oc-85c-94c)
was booked in at the same time as the 3rd
week Gross:
(Average: $12,Goldman. Estimated receipts for the
week ending May 13-15 :
IT HAPPENED
ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Mono.) — ALDINE (900) (50c-60c-74c-80c- CINCINNATI
8Sc-94c). Gross: $12,500. (Average: $13,800)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
"The Egg and I," in its sixth week
(RKOi Radio) — ARCADIA (900) (Advanced
prices: 90c-$1.8O) 6th week. Gross: $14,- at Keith's, is doing outstanding busi000. (Average at regular prices of 54c-94c:
and "ThehadFarmer's
Daughter,"
$6,600)
at the ness,
Shubert,
an excellent
second
SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— BOYD (3,000) week. Estimated receipts for the week
(50c -60c - 74c -80c- 85c -94c) 4th week. Gross:
$16,700. (Average: $21,000)
ending May 13-16:
BIG TOWN (Para.) — EARLE (3,000) (60c- THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (ZOth-Fox)
70c -80c -90c -99c) 6 days. On stage, Louis —RKO ALBEE (3.30O) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70cArmstrong. Gross: 6 days, $22,500. IT 000)
HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE 75c). Gross: $14,000. (Average: $15,000)
SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— RKO
(Mono.). Gross: 1 day, $2,000. (Total av- THE
CAPITOL (2,0001) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c)
erage: $31,700)
THE HOMESTRETCH
(ZOth-Fox) — FOX 2nd week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $10,(3,000) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 2nd week. BACKLASH (ZOth-Fox) and CODE OF
Gross: $17,000. (Average: $25,000)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— GOLDMAN (1,- THE WEST (RKO Radio)— RKO FAM(1,000) (30c-40c-50c) 4 days. Gross:
400) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c). Gross: $30,- $1,500. ILY(Average:
$1,600)
000. (Average: $24,000)
THE EGG AND I (UI)— KARLTON (1,000) WHAT PRICE VENGEANCE (Popular)
and SILVER . RANGE
(Mono.) — RKO
FAMILY
(1,000)
(30c-40c-50c)
Gross:
$1,100.
(Average:
$1,100) 3 days.
Satenstein to Coast
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M)
—RKO
(50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c)
2nd
week.GRAND
Gross: $7,500.
(Average: $8,000)
On Marathon's First
THE
EGG
AND
I
(U-I)
—
(1,500)
Frank Satenstein, Broadway pro- (Average:
(50c-55c-60c-70c)
6th week.KEITH'S
Gross: $10,000.
$7,500)
ducer who is president and producer
LADIES' MAN (Para.) and BULLDOG
of the recently-formed Marathon Pic- DRUMMOND
AT BAY (Col.)— RKO LYtures, Inc., left New York by motor
RIC (1,400) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c). Gross:
$4,000.
(Average:
$5,000)
yesterday for Hollywood to start work
STALLION ROAD (WB)-RKO PALACE
on the first for the new firm.
(2,700) (50c-5Sc-6Oc-65c-70c). Gross: $11,On the Coast, Satenstein will be 000.
(Average-- $15,000)
joined by Max Wilk, in charge of the THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Ra000)
dio)—RKO SHUBERT (2,150) (50c-55c-60cstory department, and Robert Joseph,
2nd week, on a moveover from
associate producer for Marathon, who 65c-70c-75c)
the Palace. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $5,will fly out to meet him.
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Grosses

for the week while at the Park the Subject
film is on its way to a lofty $16,000.
"Odd Man Out" fell off to an estimated $25,000 in its third week at the
Criterion, substantially under the pre- "We Must Not Forget"
Pathe—UJA)
vious two weeks' business. And in a (RKO
The critical need of the living and
fifth week ■ at the Broadway, "Monsieur Verdoux" looks for a meager dramatized
dying survivors
the Hitler
"reign inis
with ofmoving
eloquence
$11,000
"Disho23.
nored Lady" will fol- this short subject, produced by fWe
low.on May
Schary in behalf of the $170,0(lij%)
In spite of the competition provided
nationwide
drive of the United ^jJTby the weatherman, the Music Hall
lured fairly substantial income with ish Appeal.
The subject features Eddie Cantor,
"The Egg and I," the third week be- whose
narration supplements shifting
ing figured at $118,000. "Great Ex- scenes of social conditions abroad. It
pectations" probably will follow on is effectively made and can stand on
May 22.
"Live and Learn" and Ina Ray its own with any of the better documentaries on the subject. Exhibitors
Hutton's orchestra are likely to bring
the Strand $38,000, about fair, in a may obtain the subject through local
second week, while the Hollywood chapters of the UJA. Running time,
five minutes.
with "The Two Mrs. Carrolls" in a
sixth week should draw about $17,000,
a favorable figure.
Paramount Shifts 2
"Calcutta" and Duke Ellington's
orchestra on the stage at the Para- Exploitation Aides
mount are a good box-office combinaChanges ploitation
in forceParamount'
field extion, having grossed $67,000 in a third
have beens made
by
week. "Homestretch" at the Roxy is
Sid Mesibov,manager,
Paramount's
assistant
running slowly in its third week with exploitation
sending James
under $60,000 estimated.
special
represent"The Other Love" goes into the Levine,ative_withformerly
headquarters in Pittsburgh,
Rivoli today, following "The Farm- to Cleveland to replace J. M. Joice,
er's Daughter" which drew a healthy
over in Washington terri$20,000 in its eighth and final week. who took
tory. Also, William Brooker, Phila"The Macomber Affair" seems headed
delphia representative, has had Pittsfor a $24,500 fourth week at the
burgh added to his territory.
Globe, a good deal less than previous
weeks.
The "encore" engagement of "The Don McClure Elected
Jolson Story" at the Victoria slipped New ATS President
to an estimated $9,000 in a second
Don McClure- of N. W. Ayer and
week. The Gotham figures to take
only about $7,500 in the second and Son, Inc., has been elected president"
the American Television Society,
final week of "Hit Parade of 1947." of
succeeding George Shupert. Other
"The Guilty" will replace it on Satur- new
officers are; Bert Taylor, Jr., Du
day. The Rialto is doing about averMont Television, vice-president; Dian
age with $7,300 apparent for a first Dincin,
Pictorial
secretary
of "Violence,
and only
" which and Archibald U. Research,
will
be week
succeeded
on Friday
Braunfeld, accountby
ant, treasurer.
"Shoot to Kill." At the Palace, "Born
to Kill" in a second week is very slim
at an estimated $11,000.
Kentucky Ritz Burns
Louisville, May 13. — Electric
power service to the city of Hickman
570 'Cheyenne' Dates
Advance playdates set on "Chey- was cut off in a fire which destroyed
enne," which
have its world pre- the Ritz Theatre and threatened admiere May 22will
in Cheyenne,
jacent buildings. Loss was estimated
total up
to a new all-time record, with 570 at approximately $25,000. The buildopening dates already scheduled, acing is owned by the Ruffin Amusement
cording to the Warner Brothers play- Co.', of Nashville, which operates a
'ease.in Kentucky and Tennessee.
date department. Theatres participat- circuit
ing in the Rocky Mountain "Empire
Preview" will number more than 180, Thomson Is Foy Aide
about 80 more than originally exHollywood, May 13. — Kenneth
pected.
Thomson has been appointed executive assistant to Bryan Foy, succeedHawks to Do Kaye Film
ing
Irving Lazar who resigned from
Samuel Goldwyn has named Howard the Eagle-Lion
post last week to enter
Hawks to direct "That's Life," Danny independent production for E-L reKaye's next technicolor film.

THE
MOTION

EAGLE-LION FILMS, PRODUCERS OF THAT
DISTINGUISHED COMEDY, "LOST HONEYMOON"
-"A sure cure for the blues"— says Hedda Hopper

Short

(Continued from page 1)
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Variety
To

Motion

Convention

Open

Today

Picture

To Discuss Johnston
Idea on Shorts
Beverly Hills, May 13.—
MPA President Eric Johnston's plan for presenting the
motion picture industry to
the public in its own medium, as short subjects, will
come up for full dress discussion next Monday at Beverly
Hills Hotel when representatives of exhibition, production
and talent meet here to confer with an MPA committee
under the chairmanship of N.
Peter Rathvon.

Los Angeles, May 13. — With 90
per cent of the expected attendance
registered before nightfall, the Variety
Clubs International convention promised to set all time high mark when the
first business session opens here tomorrow morning.
Capehart,
who
•Indiana's
he amongSenator
the principal
speakers
a«i. jaturday night's "Humanitarian
Award" dinner, is due tomorrow and
will beernorgreeted
by aCalifornia's
GovWarren and
police escort.
Texas and San Francisco delegations arrived today enmasse, latter including national officers who last night
SGP to Elect New
inducted new Tent 32 in that city.
"The story of Variety Clubs" will Directors Today
be dramatized Saturday over the Mutual Network, with Teresa Wright and
Hollywood, May 13. — More than
50 Screen Guild Productions franchise
Jimmy Cagney in stellar roles.
holders, district sales managers, home
office executives and salesmen con14 Additional Players
For Variety Club Show
vened at the Hollywood Roosevelt today for the opening session of the
Hollywood, May 13. — Additional
star talent set to appear in the show company's first anniversary convenbeing put on at the Warner studio as
tion. In addition to the stockholders'
part of the Humanitarian Awards din- meeting and the election of officers,
the
board
of directors will submit their
ner of the Variety Clubs International on Saturday include Ann Sheridan, annual reports tomorrow. John J.
Ronald Reagan, Alexis Smith, Joyce Jones, president, was chairman.
Among those attending are : Robert
Reynolds, Zachary Scott, Martha
Vickers, Alan Hale, Gale Robbins, L. Lippert, executive vice-president;
Angela Greene, Eve Arden, Geraldine F. A. Bateman, general sales manager ;
Brooks, Dorothy Malone, Forrest Madison Schwer, assistant to the presTucker and Kyle MacDonnell.
ident; Arthur Lockwood, vice-presiJack Carson will be master of ceredent ;John Franconi, secretary ; S. K.
monies, with Leo Forbstein's studio Decker, treasurer; L. H. Prinzmetal,
orchestra supplying the music. Jack counsel, and Jack Cartwright, adverL. Warner will be the host.
tising-publicity chief.
Polan

Banks

Heads

New Picture Corp.
Formation of a new company, Federated Pictures, Corp., with Polan
Banks as president, James B. Cassidy
as vice-president in charge of production, was announced here yesterday.
The company has purchased from
Mary Pickford the novel, "There
Goes Lona Henry," for $200,000, plus
a share of the profits. They will produce the picture in partnership with
Miss Pickford for United Artists release. The production is budgeted at
$1,500,000.

CHICAGO
\ LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
See your (raveJ agent or phone
LExinffton 2-7100
or visit TWA ticket office at
Park Ave. at 42nd St.

I
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21%

British
(Continued from page 1)

hibitors defaulted last year on the feature film quota, whereas, in the previous down
period,
A breakof the1,014
1946defaulted.
figure reveals
that
102 exhibitors showed under 10 per
cent of British quota requirements ;
192 showed between 10 and X2l/2 per
cent, and 387 showed between 12^2
and 15 per cent. In the previous period, 198 showed under 10 per cent ; 261
showed between 10 and 12^4 per cent,
and 555 showed between 12^ and 15
per cent. The quota is 15 per cent
yearly.
Eighty-three British feature films
were registered with the BOT during
the year ended March 31, 1946, compared with 67 for the previous year.
Smith, LeVien Abroad
Harry W. Smith, RKO Pathe director-cameraman, and John D. LeVien, news editor of RKO Pathe
News, will leave here for Europe today, by American Airlines for four
weeks coverage of the European situation. The latter will visit Pathe
News in London and Pathe Journal
in Paris, as well as other contacts on
the Continent, in order to tighten up
news coverage. Smith will cover various assignments in connaction with
forthcoming issues of the "This Is
America" series.
Contract Suit Starts
Trial of a $250,000 breach-of-contract suit, brought against Republic
Pictures by General Overseas Corp.,
has started here before U. S. District
Court Judge Simon H. Rifkind, without ajury. Exclusive distribution rights
to 32 pictures
in certain European territories isat issue.
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Kersken Promoted to
District Manager
San Francisco, May 13. — Herman
Kersken, manager of the Market
Street Theatre here, has been transferred to the Oakland-Bay area as
district manager, by Charles Skouras,
Fox West Coast Theatres head, in the
course of a visit here for general
meetings with managers. Fay Reeder
succeeds Kersken.
Other changes announced by Skouras include : Harry Seipel, now in the
Bay District, will return to the
Peninsula; Rick Ricord goes in as
Valley manager, and Fred Glass, formerly handling that territory, will
take over the district farther South.
New WB
Newsreel
(Continued from page 1)
Warner studio executive staff since
1943, and at one time was head of
public relations for the Department of
Justice in Washington. He has been
in New York for the past week conferring with Warner and will return
to the Coast on Friday for further
talks with Jack L. Warner, vice-president in charge of production, regarding the new project. On his return
to New York again, early next month,
Allen will start assembling his newsreel der
staff.
Applicants
already
are key
unconsideration
for most
of the
spots, and other positions will be filled
from available personnel.
Headquarters of the Newsreel will
be in New York, and the company's
film laboratory in Brooklyn will handle the job of turning out prints.
Technical aspects of the new project,
including necessary equipment, have
been worked out by Col. Nathan Levinson, head of sound activities at the
Warner studio, who also has been in
the East for the past month.

$6,000,000 Budget
(Contimied from page 1)
cock, who is an equal partner, have
formed two companies, one to operate
in the U. S. and the other in England.
Thein two
picturesin are
"Hope," andto
start
Hollywood
September,
"Under Capricorn," a Technicolor
film, to start in May, 1948. Bernstein
explained that other directors may
work with the company on a perbasis, butcontrol.
that he and Hitchcock willcentageretain
The financing of the $6,000,000 has
been arranged with Bankers Trust Co.
of New York, Bernstein said. He
and Hitchcock are building up stories
at present,
and by
haveLouis
purchased
"I Confess," written
Verneuil.
Bernstein is now negotiating with
American companies on distribution
deals. He explained that he did not
plan to establish a large company, producing only a limited number of pictures. The firm has already filed an
application to build studios in England, and has purchased a site in
Denham.
Jacobson to Produce,
PRC May Release
Benn Jacobson, Eagle-Lion Studio
representative at the New York home
office since its inception last September, has resigned, effective immediately, to enter production, brought to
fruition by his recent purchase of
"The Master's Chair," which he is
ready to begin filming.
Currently, discussions are under
way between Jacobson and Producers
Releasing Corp. covering release deals.
Bernstein will visit the Coast next
week, remaining in the country for
about eight weeks.
CRASHING FROM

MAGAZINE
COMfCS
TO ROUSING
SERIAL
ADVENTURE!
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Rank

Set

the board of Eagle-Lion, moved on
to a conference with the board of
Pathe Industries, and then was guest
of G. S. Eyssell, president and managing director of Radio City Music
Hall
at
theatre's studio
In thetheafternoon,
Rank apartment.
conferred
with James Franey, president of
United World, and also with J. Arthur Rank associates and religious
leaders
of the World's Sunday School
Association.
This was followed by a cocktail
party given by Universal's board of
directors at the Metropolitan Club.
Last night, he was a dinner guest of
Robert R. Young, head of Pathe Industries, atYoung's suite at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, and then accompanied Young to a performance of
"YearsFlorence
Ago," Eldridge.
starring Fredric March
and
After additional conferences today,
Rank is slated to leave for Chicago.

On

6<

Working as a team, three executives
of the Universal-International Eastern
advertising-publicity department, will
visit six key cities to lay the foundation for future campaigns on J. Arthur Rank's "Odd Man Out." The
tour, which begins next week, will set
a pattern for future development of
campaigns for Rank productions released through Universal-International.
Maurice Bergman, head of the department here, Al Horwits, publicity
manager,
CharleswillSimo'nelli,
special eventsand
director,
tour Detroit,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis and Chicago. They will
show "Odd Man Out" to the critics
of these cities, as well as to radio
commentators and newspaper columnists, advertising, publicity and exploitation campaigns will be discussed
with theatre representatives. The campaigns developed at the meetings will
be carried out by field men who will
follow into these territories.

Rank Confers
(Continued from page 1)

Still

Stalled

Review

Promotion

its first anniversary in April with a
$2,250,000 gross and over a $1,100:
000 net profit. The figure was reached
with only 16 prints in operation. With
the arrival of a larger number of ad
ditional prints, however, future book
ings of the picture will be accelerated
it was said.
Plans are now being formulated by
Harold Auten, J. Arthur Rank U. S
representative, and Paul N. Lazarus
Jr., U. A. ad-publicity director, where
by shorter engagements with special
campaigns will be put into effect with
a more widespread distribution of
"Henry V" than before. Auten will
continue to handle bookings and chart
ing of playdates with Lazarus, Jr.
The staff of advance field represen
tatives in the United States has been
increased to 23 men. U. A. has named
Howard E. Kohn II to handle advertising-publicity on"Henry V" operations. Starting in June, 39 towns
in the Los Angeles and San Francisco
area will play "Henry V."
By June 1, U. A. will have played
off 173 engagements, of which 52 will
have been Canadian showings.

Wednesday, May 14, 1947

Daily
AFL

Pattern

8 Millions for 'Henry'
{Continued from page 1)

Picture

The Radio)
Woman
on the Beach"
(RKO
A STRANGELY unfolding drama of brooding moods and strong emotions
is offered in RKO Radio's "The Woman on the Beach." With a cast
that includes Joan Bennett, Robert Ryan and Charles Bickford, and a story
that mounts engrossingly, the problem of exploitation is an easy one for exhibitors. However, the plot, in its intense development and often cloudy implication, isone that makes concentrative demands on the audience.
_ The screenplay of Frank Davis and Jean Renoir focuses on Ryan, a
nightmare-haunted Coast Guard officer, who on a routine tour of the beach
meets and falls under the fascination of Miss Bennett. Miss Bennett, however,
is married to Bickford, a blind, strong-willed painter who seemingly holds
her more through threat than tenderness. As the infatuation develops, Ryan
decides to rescue Miss Bennett from Bickford's hold. The latent hostility between the two men finally erupts in a violent struggle in a little fishing boat,
with both narrowly escaping death.
The gloomy dilemma of the hopeless triangle approaches a solution when
Bickford, in a crazed outburst, sets fire to his house and paintings, then
offers Miss Bennett her freedom. At this point, however, Miss Bennett, for
reasons not altogether convincing, decides that her bond to Bickford is
stronger and wiser than her infatuation with Ryan.
Dealing with sick and thwarted emotions, the atmosphere of the film, based
on
the novel, "None So Blind," by Mitchell Wilson, is at times morally
questionable.
As the wholesome, pleasant-faced girl who genuinely loves and waits for
Ryan, Nan Leslie's performance is like a cooling breeze in the fevered atmosphere. The role of Miss Bennett as the scheming and faithless wife, provides
her
ample
opportunity
acted, holds a rugged
appeal. for histrionic display. Bickford's role, superbly
Renoir also directed, with Jack J. Gross as executive producer and Will
Price as associate producer.
Running time, 71 minutes. Adult audience classification.Manny
Release Heebstman
date, June.

British

Films

(Continued from page 1)

Ask New State Dep't
Information Bureau

Jurisdiction

Washington, May 13.— Representatives ofdisputing Hollywood unions
adjourned their all-day meeting at
5 :30 P.M. today without having
reached agreement on procedure to
end Hollywood jurisdictional strikes.
The conference will be resumed at 10
o'clock tomorrow morning.
No indication was given q^.^iat
progress has been made on tHP^stion of setting up an arbitration system, nor was it stated whether there
would be another meeting of the
group after tomorrow.
Earlier today, AFL President William Green indicated that the possibility
of setting up either a tripartite ar^
bitration
board or a one-man arbitrator would be discussed.
Those present at today's meeting
were : Arthur D. Hill,
Jr. ; F. A. Fitzgerald, L. O. Wilson of the IUOE;
Joseph A. Padway, general counsel of
the AFL; J. W. Garvey and Faust
Moreschi of the Laborers International Union ; John E. Rooney, Walter A.
Redmond and James M. Myles of the
OP and CFIA; Fred A. Tobin,
Washington representative
of the
Teamsters; W. H. Cooper, Building
Service Employees; Paul Dulzell,
AAAA; Richard F. Walsh, IATSE;
Pat Somerset and Edward Arnold of
the Screen Actors Guild; L. P. Lindelof, Herbert K. Sorrell, Ed Gilbert
and William J. Gallagher, painters
and decorators; Max J. Krug and
Paul R. Hutchinson of the Office Employessicians
A.
of the Mu; Rex
Union; D.Riccardi
W. Tracy
and C.
P. Hughes of the Electrical Workers;
W. C. O'Neill
John L. Spalding
of the Plumbers;and Earl
L. McGill of
the Radio Directors Guild; and
Charles A. Constable of the Drivers.

Washington, May 13.— Undersecgeneral are considered remarkable for
retary of State Dean Acheson and
the degree of minority dissent, due ob- Assistant Secretary William Benton
viously to the conflicting interests
urged Congress to enact legislarepresented : production, renters, ex- today tion
authorizing an overseas informahibitors.
tion program in the State Department. Passes
The Council also recommends that
Labor Measure
a more effective means is necessary They opened the hearings of a House
(Continued from page 1)
for distinguishing between feature and Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on a
by Rep. Mundt to acshort films. It has proposed separate bill introduced
complish this goal.
quotas for principal features and supright to obtain injunctions against
Acheson called the program one for strikes
in industries affecting the pubporting programs, the latter covering
second features, documentaries, etc., "world - wide understanding" and
lic welfare, and imposing a host of
it a vital part of our entire other _restrictions on labor unions.
but excluding newsreels. There were termed
U. S. foreign policy.
no dissentments on this point.
Jurisdictional strikes and secondary
It was also recommended that the
Meanwhile, House Appropriations boycotts would be made unfair labor
present informal arrangement where- Committee chairman Tabor repeated practices, and' employers injured by
by, at the suggestion of the BOT, the his promise of $5,000,000 or $6,000,000 these practices would be given the
three major British circuits play for the program if "it's cleaned up and right to sue for damages.
more British films than legislatively
The
bill now goes to a House-Senif they gethe rid
the incompetents."
ate
required, be given statutory authority. However,
said,of there
must first be
er" bill.conference. The House previously
authorizing
legislation.
The independent exhibitors, foreseehad approved a considerably "toughing a greater reduction in available
British product for them, dissented.
claiming quota
Differential quotas, it was recom- imposed on all shorts
rs and certain inde- Irving Lazar Named
mended, should be imposed in the fol- rating (exhibito
pendent Council members bitterly oplowing order : three combine circuits
and West End pre-release houses ; any combineposed this) ; differential quotas for Eagle-Lion Producer
circuits and West End preHollywood, May 13. — Irving P.
group, including cooperatively-booked
release houses to be above 33 per Lazar,
theatres with a minimum of $16,000
who has been executive assisaverage weekly combined grosses ; in cent, any group including cooperatant to Bryan Foy, vice-president in
tively-booked
theatres
to
be
30
per charge of production at Eagle-Lion
dependent houses which have not more
than two other theatres located within cent, independent houses to be 25 per Studios, since the company was estabcent,
others,
with
the
exception
of
lished ayear ago, has been elevated to
two miles ; lowest rates for all other
theatres with the proviso that theatres small exempted theatres, 10 per cent. the rank of producer and will assume
Exhibitor
s
claim
these
percentag
es
are
his new duties next week. As a first
with less than $400 weekly grosses
high and would lead inevitably to assignment, Lazar will take over proare to .be entirely exempt from quota too
defaults.
widesprea
d
provisions. The independent exhibitors
"New
Town,"in
Also recommended: abolition of the which is duction
dissented from the proposal on the
to ofgo
beforeGirl
the in
cameras
ground that smaller circuits having distributors quota (this is opposed by July with a budget of $1,500,000.
no production-distribution affiliations independent exhibitors who assert the
would be penalized.
proposal will leave them at the mercy
Recommendation of abandonment of of the combines); a barring clause ing system; the government should
the present footage and labor cost that booking be abandoned, urging create an additional circuit by combases for the substitute plan was made that the practice militates against
pulsoracquirement
y_
from existing
with a view toward the desirability financial profit accruing to an indi- major circuits of a given number of
vidual
film;
the
BOT
be
empowered
theatres;
encouragement
be given to
of building up British documentary
production under an arrangement sim- to appoint an arbitrator for all dis- mergers of existing small circuits, and
tributor-exhibitor disputes ; the BOT films.
that the new quota legislation should
larOther
to therecommendations
"supporting program."
: A labor examine the Kinemateographic Renters apply equally to 16mm. and 35mm,
cost test of $2.00 per foot should be Society exhibitors' cooperative book-
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Strike-Barring

Urges

Variety's

11th

Convention

Opens

FormulaSlated

National
Film

Groups

By

Film Chief Also Tells of

Washington, May 14. — Organization of national film groups must
be promoted in order that they may
act as clearing houses for special
categoriesduction,
of according
this country's
film Farr,
proto William
senior counselor of films for the mass
media division of the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization.
Farr stresses the need for such national film agencies in aiding UNESCO's
division
to procure filmsIf
that couldfilm be
used internationally.
UNESCO workers and film makers
— whether Government or institutional— could confer while a film is scheduled for, or in, production, Farr said,
minor changes could be made which
would make the film usable is areas
all over the world.
UNESCO officials are now working on a plan whereby all educational,
scientific and cultural films will be
permitted duty-free entry into all
countries that have signed the Con(Continued on page 11)
Casey

Studio

Resigns

Labor

Post

Pat Casey has relinquished the post
of labor relations representative for
the principal Coast studios, his office
here confirmed yesterday. Casey was
not available for
comment on his
future plans.
Casey's
ownUpon
recommendation, his duties have been
absorbed b y
Charles Boren,
recently appointed manager
of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers.
Casey has
been in the inPat Casey
dustry a number of years,
first as a booking agent and subsequently labor executive for the producers, and down through the years
represented them in many studio labor
negotiations concerning new union
contracts and controversies. .

AFL

Heads

4-Man Group To Begin
Investigation at Once

Duty-FreeWorldProgram

Pat

TEN CENTS

MAY 15, 1947

International News Soundphoto, wired yesterday to MOTION
PICTURE DAILY from Los Angeles, shows, left to right, Charles
P. Skouras, Robert J. O'Donnell, W. H. Lollier and Marko Wolf, at
the opening of the 11th annual convention of the Variety International Clubs at the Los Angeles Ambassador Hotel. Story on page 6.

Local
5%

4306'

Welfare

to Seek
Fund

Contract negotiations, which will
include, for the first time, a request
by thefareunion
'for soon
a five begin
per cent
welfund, will
between
representatives of the Loew, RKO,
Skouras and Randforce circuits here
and Projectionists Local No. 306.
IATSE.
A union spokesman refused to
deny or confirm the report that the
operators will seek a 32 per cent
wage increase. However, he said that
the union would ask for time and a
half for Saturdays and double time
for Sundays. The present two-year
contract expires on Aug. 31.
Although no meeting date has been
fixed, the union is formulating a list
of demands and has appointed a negotiating committee of 13. Negotiations will cover 1,200 operators.

KMTA
Set

for

Convention
the

Fall

Washington, May 14. — A plan
under which studio jurisdictional
strikes will be barred for all time
will be drawn up by a special committee consisting of the presidents of
five international unions in the American Federation of Labor. This was
a unanimous decision reached here todayence
at the
of a two-dayof conferbetweenclose
representatives
the 12
AFL unions which have Hollywood
affiliates.
Named to the committee, which
held its first meeting today, were :
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE; Dan W.
Tracy, International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers of America; D. J.
Tobin, International Brotherhood of
Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen
and Helpers of America ; Lawrence P.
Lindelof, Brotherhood of Painters,
Decorators and Paperhangers of
America,
Dullzell,
Associated Actors and
and Paul
Artistes
of America.
The committee, it was decided, will
study all phases of jurisdictional disputes on the Coast, analyze the causes
of such disputes, draft a plan providing for the peaceful settlement of such
disputes when they arise in the future,
and submit this plan to all the unions
involved for their approval.
William Green, AFL president, who
(.Continued on page 11)

Kansas City, May 14. — Directors
of the Kansas-Missouri Theatres Association, meeting here, decided on
holding this year's convention in the
fall, probably in October, but not
earlier than the first of that month.
Reports on state legislation showed
that no bills affecting theatres were
introduced in the Kansas legislature,
which has adjourned, and in Missouri,
only one bill introduced, of several
affecting theatres, is still alive. It
would require uniformed fire guards
to be stationed at theatres.
Homer Strowig, president of the DepinetHostatRKO
KMTA, has been appointed an alter- Golf Tourney Today
nate to Mitchel Wolfson to represent
the MPTOA at the Eric Johnston industry meeting in Hollywood on May
Ned E. Depinet will be host today
19.
at RKO Radio's 11th annual golf
tournament at the Westchester Country Club. Over 400 industry figures
RankEndsNYTalks:
will attend the all-day affair which
will be highlighted by dinner in the
'48 Film Festival in
clubhouse -at which time prizes will
To Chicago Today
be awarded.
John onA. page
Farmer
Academy -M PA Talks
{Continued
11) and R.
Hollywood, May 14. — An International Film Festival here in 1948
J. Arthur Rank continued his heavy
will be among the subjects to be dis- schedule of conferences yesterday, Connors, Henderson,
cussed by committees of the Motion meeting board members of Universal
Picture Association and the Academy and interviewing writers. He will go
in a'Heart'
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to Chicago this afternoon for a two- White
Headed by
committee Drive
composed
meeting on matters of mutual inter- day stay and will then journey to of Tom J. Connors and Donald A.
est. With Eric Johnston still to name Toronto, arriving there Saturday.
Henderson of 20th Century-Fox, and
In the morning, he conferred with William A. White of Skouras Theathe MPA's delegates, the Academy
yesterday added Mary McCall. Ir Nate J. Blumberg, president of Unitres, the industry here has launched a
and Delmer Daves to its unit comprisversal ;Matthew Fox, vice-president campaign to raise its quota in the
ing Jean Hersholt, Walter Wanger of Universal-International ; Robert New York Heart Association's 1947
and Donald Nelson.
{Continued on page 11)
drive for $500,000.
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Personal
Mention
TOM

J. CONNORS, 20th Century-Fox distribution chief, is expected back in New York next week
from the Coast.
•
Bill Brown,
Loew's and
Poli-Bijou
manager.
New Haven,
Mrs.
Brown are expected here tomorrow in
celebration of their 29th wedding anniversary.
•
Leo McCarey, producer, and Earl
Rettig. Rainbow Productions secretary-treasurer, have returned to Hollywood from New York.
•
Louis J. Kaufman, Warner Circuit executive, returned here yesterday after a trip to the Cleveland and
Pittsburgh zones.
•
George Share, of M-G-M's legal
department, has returned to the home
office from a trip •to New Haven.
Jack Harris, Loew's Theatres New
York division manager, is back after
a Florida vacation.

Services
Richard

Held

for

A. Rowland

Industry leaders, headed by Nicholas M. Schenck and Ned E. Depinet,
attended funeral services yesterday for
the late Richard A. Rowland, film
pioneer, at Campbell's at Madison and
81st here. The Rev. David Pyle of
St. Thomas Church officiated. Burial
was in the family plot in Homewood
Cemetery, Pittsburgh.
Among those attending were J.
Robert Rubin, Martin Quigley,
George Skouras, Mrs. Spyros Skouras, Si Fabian, E. J. Warner. Frederic Ullman, Jr., E. M. Saunders, Joseph Pincus, Joseph H. Moskowitz,
Tom Terris, Earl Wingart, Charles
Alicoate, Sam Dembow, Jr., Richard
Barthelmess, Bert Lytell, Maurice
Lavigne, Tom Murray, Edward F.
Churchill and Mrs. Churchill, Robert
W. Perkins, C. B. Maddock, Ralph
Poucher, Paul C. Mooney, Sr., Harvey Day, Red Kann, Edward Ettinger,
Irving Lesser, Jules Levey, Walter
Moore, Margaret Cammack, Lamoyne
Jones, George Generalis and Florence
Strauss.

By s
RED
Insider'
HPHE march of events, so
often brusque, found a .distant place only for Dick Rowland in the final years of his
almost half century in showbusiness. He was in his heyday
as the organizer of Metro. He
was the man of decision where
the famed "The Four Horsemen
of the cerned.
Apocalypse"
was conHe was the discoverer
of Rudolph Valentino and the
aggressive and pyrotechnic general manager of the original
First National.
It was Rowland who was responsible for the noted and now
historic series of box-office
smashes in which Colleen Moore
and Corinne Griffith starred.
Faithful memories will recall
such attractions as "Flaming
Youth," "So Big" and the whole
'20s.
formidable
array of money-makers which jet-propelled First
National into the very forefront
of industrv ranks back in the
Rowland was colorful, imaginative and yet realistic. He was
too showr-wise to harbor illusion,
but never too encrusted to resist
sentiment. He lived expansively
and he worked expansively. As
an impresario in celluloid, he
maintained the classical tradition
and embroidered it with designs
of his own making. He was hale
fellow met, and merry, and always traveling the entire road
in wide open throttle for his
friends.

KANN
Outlook
has accumulated a total of 258,500 shares at a cost of $7,222,533
■at an average of $27.94 per
share.
Could be to finance theatre
deals made mandatory under the
decree, couldn't it ? Or to finance
such matters as the acquisition
of Liberty by Paramount, if and
when ?
B ■
Fred S. Meyer, long in charge
of labor relations for 20th Century-Fox, writes from the coast :
"We have been trying to define jurisdiction for almost three
years. If you want to know why
we are unable to distinguish between set assembly and set erection maybe the attached clipping
from the Los Angeles Herald
clipping, dealing with the
willThehelp."
studio strike, reads in part :
"The dispute between the car
he strangled to death Mrs. Lund
over which the studios had jurisdiction over certain work."
Evervthing clear now?
■ ■
Highly legal routines were observed when Howard Dietz organized The Sea of Grass Land
Co. Si Seadler, as one of the
signatories, thereafter began to
receive mail from those trying to
sell him something. Most amusing was a letter from the Industrial Advertising Department of
the Associated Electronics Co.
addressed to The Sea of Grass
Land Co.
Evidently this must have induced achain reaction. Jeff Livof Universal"
has just
forwardedingstonSeadler
a newspaper

MPA
Coast Meet
|18Confereesfor
May 14.—
With RKO's
N.Hollywood,
Peter Rathvon
presiding,
conferees of production, distribution and
exhibition have been designated by
those respective branches to attend the
industry meeting called here for Monday by MPA president Eric Johnston.
Its primary purpose will be to confer
with a Motion Picture Association
committee on "possibilities of producsenting
the industry
the publicpre'T'
UjJ
ing a series
of shortto subjects"
promote goodwill. The series would
be the first of several contemplated.
Representing exhibition at the Monday meeting wili be: R. B. Wilbv.
American Theatres Association; Morris Loewenstein, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America; Jack Stewart and Sam Switow, Allied States
Association; Hugh Bruen, Pacific
Coast Conference of Independent Exhibitors ;Claude Lee and Thornton
Sargent, affiliated theatre circuits.
With Rathvon. Jack L. Warner will
represent the Motion Picture Theatres Association : Donald Nelson and
I. E. Chadwick will represent independent producers ; Jean Hersholt, the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences ; Lester Cole and F. Hugh
Herbert, the Screen Writers Guild;
Billy Wilder and Delmer Daves, the
Screen Directors Guild, and Warner
Anderson and Lou Armen, the Screen
Actors Guild.
Monday's meeting is contemplated
as the first of several planned to canvass industry opinion on the project
before any concrete action is taken.
'Miracle'

Will

Have

Special Promotion
A tie-in arrangement with the National Retailers Dry Goods Association, numbering 7,500 member stores
throughout the country, will support
20th Century-Fox premieres of "Miraon _34thit was
Street,"
next bymonth
key clecities,
announced
Charlesin
Schlaifer, director of. advertisingpublicity.
Lew Hahn, president of the
retailers' cooperahas urged
NRDGA,
tion in bringing
the picture
to the pubic's attention. Concentrated promotion is planned to cover a period of
three
inss. weeks before the premiere show-

The archives of this industry
would be barren of their proper
documentation without a recognition of the part Dick Rowland
played in enscrolling his own
colorful chapter.
clipping referring to "Cass Timberlane" as "Cash Timberlane."
■ ■
No objections from Si.
I ■
Reflecting on costs, there is
Joe Skeptic certainly gets
the case of a major whose disaround. Now he picks up Camptribution expense has jumped 50
per cent from '42 to '46. About
bell Dixon's review of "It's a
half of this is represented by
Wonderful Life" in the London
Griffis Wins Senate
wage increases to union emDaily Telegraph. Dixon, not
keen for the film, refers to it as
ployes in exchanges. The rest is
Approval as Envoy
represented by stepped-up ex"pure corn." And adds, "In fact,
Washington, May 14.— The Senpense allowance to salesmen,
ate today confirmed the nomination of
Stanton
Griffis as Ambassador to
A beautiful line which may be
taxes on communications [railPoland. Griffis is chairman of Pararoads, planes and telephones]
old,
but not to us.
Capracorn."
mount's executive committee.
materials and about 100 more
■ 5
A Senate subcommittee yesterday
Feld to Eagle - Lion
employes. The added staff, howIzzy
Rappaport,
Baltimore
recommended confirmation.
In St. Louis Area
ever, is all in the lower salary
first run operator, usually spends
bracket.
each Monday in New York.
William Feld has been named spe■ a
Spiegel Drive Officer
cial sales representative for EagleLast week, however, he was disLion in the territory covering St.
Marc Spiegel has been appointed
Warners and Paramount are
covered here on Tuesday as well.
Louis, Kansas City, Omaha and Des
lieutenant for the Phil Reisman "Four
buying
in
large
blocks
of
their
"Held
over
by
popular
demand."
Moines, by A. W. Schwalberg, vice- common stock. Warner declares
he said.
Seasons
■ ■
in
honorDrive,"
of theannual.
RKO billing
Radiocontest
vicepresident and sales -manager.
its
intention
of
holding
these
seFeld long has been associated with
president
in
charge
of
foreign
distribuA
Grad
Sears
definition
:
tion. Spiegel will assist various drive
the industry in various sales positions
curities inthe treasury for "gen"It opened low and just kept supervisors, also Robert Hawkinson.
in the Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis
eral
corporate
purposes."
Paraand Des Moines territories.
drive committee chairman.
mount doesn't say, but already
MOTION PICTURE DAILY, Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane,
Editor; Martin Quigley, Tr Associate Editor Published dailv excent Sa'nHsv,
on going."
Sundays and holidays, by_ Qu.gley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N Y Tdephone Circle' 7-31OT
New. York.' Martin Quigley President; Red Kann, Vice-President;
Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J Sullivan Treasurer -Leo J Brady Secretary ■ Tames T»'
Chicago
Bureau, 624 South
Michigan Avenue;
Washington,
cZ^l^n7^:t^
FeCfe
Advertising
Harris,
J. A.Manager;
Director;
^cc£"i„e^uildSg,W
Otten, 2525David
Ontario
Road.Circulation
N.W.: London
wheT\VBureau.Hollywood
miS.' r! We^er, Editof
4 Holder, Bureau,
ftn T.nnH™
W1 w„„„
cable addres
v*°rJ.
International _
tion rates per year, $6 tn the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, !0c.
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Variety

Motion

Clubs

Convention

to

Site

Los Angeles, May 13. — Miami,
Cleveland and Mexico City today
made Clubs
strong bids
for next year's
Vari
ety
International
convention
with delegations competing in offers
of commodious accommodations, en
tertainment and cooperation. Selection
of the convention city will be made
Friday.
Meanwhile national chief barker
Bob
O'Donnell
praised
Skouras,
chief barker
of theCharles
host TentP
25, and his executive staff for the
elaborate and efficient programming
and handling of the present conven
tion.
Darryl F. Zanuck, host to national
officers and canvasmenat luncheon at
the 20th Century-Fox studio, praised
the work of Variety Clubs and urged
that steps be taken to make the public at large cognizant of the tremendously beneficial part the organization
plays in community life.
At the afternoon business session
O'Donnell disclosed that Irving Ber
lin had donated to Variety all royalties from his song "No Business Like
Show Business" from "Annie Get
Your itGun"
thatsong.
Variety will
adopt
as itsand
official
On a CBS broadcast this afternoon
J. J. Fitzgibbons declared Variety
will spend $2,000,000 in charitable undertakings this year.
Earlier, at the first business session
Variety's
nationalWilliam
officers McGraw
and canvas-as
men reelected
national executive director.

Pick

Picture

'48

Key

City

Grosses

Tomorrow

Newsreels
Variety

to Cover

Award

Fete

Hollywood, May 14.— The five
newsreels will cover the Humanitarian
Awards dinner of Variety Clubs International atthe Warner Studio on
Saturday night, when Jack L. Warner
will be host to more than 1,200 guests.
Among the special material written
for the show is an act called "The
Stand In," with Ann Sheridan, Alexis
Smith and other stars. LeRoy Prinz
and James V. Kern are putting on the
show, and Jack Carson will be masterof-ceremonies.
Radio station KFWB arranged to
interview delegates during program
breaks between 11 A.M. and 2 :30 P.M.
PRC president Harry Thomas will
be a joint sponsor of a fashion show
scheduled
for the delegates' wives
Friday afternoon.
Tomorrow night, national chief
barker
_ Bobprogram
O'Donnell
a special
over will
ABC.broadcast
Last night, Henry Ginsberg, Paramount production vice-president, was
host to ISO guests, including Variety
Club officers and home office executives at a dinner, followed by a priscreening
of of"Variety
Girl,"
based vate
on the
origin
Variety Clubs.

Bateman Elected to
Screen Guild Board
Hollywood, May 14.— Screen Guild
Productions re-elected eight members of its board of directors and
electedsion ofone
new anniversary
one at today's
sesits first
conven
tion. Immediately following, the new
board re-elected four officers and
elected three new ones.
The new director elected is Francis
A. Bateman, general sales manager.
New officers are I. E. Prinzmetal,
secretary ; Madison Schwer, assistant
secretary, and Bateman, assistant
treasurer.
SGP president John J. Jones anC. E. Roberts Quits
nounced the appointment of Jack
Cartwright as public relations director
Columbia in Mexico
Charles E. Roberts, Columbia's head and Jack Leewood, formerly with
of operations in Mexico, has resigned Warners, to succeed Cartwright in
and will, in all probability, be con- the publicity-advertising directorship.
nected with the production and distribution of Mexican pictures, ColumSalute for UK Films
bia's
home
office disclosed here yesterday.
Mutual Broadcasting's network proRoberts was with Columbia in the
gram, "Doublepictures
or Nothing,"
will
foreign field for 17 years. Previous to salute British
for the first
his connection with Columbia, he was time when it features
a special broadPathe's
European
tive, andCentral
then Paris
branchrepresentamanager "Odd cast dedicated to J. Arthur Rank's
Man Out,"
Sunday, over
for Producers International Corp. and 345
stations. Theon program
will
Pathe.
originate from the Mosque Theatre
in Newark.
MGM
Managers Meet
In Cincinnati, Denver
Field auditors, master bookers and
home office executives will attend
M-G-M
be
held inmanagers'
Cincinnatisales
and meetings
Denver, onto
May 21-23 and May 26-28, respectively, with Charles K. Stern, Loew's assistant treasurer, and Alan F. Cummings, in charge of branch operations,
jointly presiding.
The home office group will leave
New York for Cincinnati next Monday and will start its homeward trek
10 days later.

Rosenberg Resigns as
Col. Publicity Chief
Hollywood, May 14. — Frank
Rosenberg last night disclosed his
resignation as Columbia's studio publicity director^ a post held since Jan.,
1946. Lou Smith, advertising and publicity director of Liberty Films since
that organization's
willunder
succeed Rosenberg if inception,
a contract
negotiation is finalized.
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Wilcox, Neagle Sailing
London, May 14.— Herbert Wilcox
and Anna Neagle are slated to leave
on the Queen Elisabeth Sunday
to seek a star in Hollywood to play
the part of Renate Muller, Nazi
actress spy whose life will be the* subject of Wilcox's next film. Miss
Neagle will co-produce for Alexander
Korda's British Lion.

FOLLOWING
are estimated
pic
ture grosses, exclusive
of Federal
tax, for current engagements in key
cities as reported by Motion Picture
Daily correspondents.
LOS ANGELES
"Duel in the Sun" and "The Farmer's Daughter" were the standouts in
the first-run lineup, which now in
eludes 32 theatres. Ideal show-going
weather prevailed. Estimated receipts
for the week ended May 14 :
DUEL. IN THE SUN (SRO) — BELMONT
(1,600) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25) Gross;
$12,500.
(Average
60c-8Sc-$1.00:
$7,100) at regular prices of 50cODD MAN OUT (U-I)— CARTHAY CIR(1,516) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
Gross: CLE$11,500.
(Average: $11,500) 5 days.
THE HOMESTRETCH
(20*h-Fox) CHINESE. (2,300) (50c-6Oc-85c-$l.OO)
Gross: $10,500.
(Average: $18,200) 2nd week.
THE YEARLING (M-G-M) — EGYPTIAN
(1,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.0C) 3rd week. Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $18,100)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— EL REY
(861) (Advanced prices: 90e-$1.2S) Gross:
$8,000.
(Average
50t-85c-$1.0O:
$6,800)at regular prices of 50cDUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— FOX-BEVERLY (1,350) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25)
Gross: $6,500. (Average at regular prices
of 50c-60c-85c-$1.00: $12,000)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M)— FOX- WILSHIRE:
(2,300) (Average:
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
Gross: $8,000.
$13,300) 3rd week.
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) — GOLDEN
GATE
prices: 90c-$1.25)
4 days. (1,500)
Gross: (Advanced
$10,500.
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — GUILD (965) (Advanced
prices: $1.00-$1.25-$1.80) 9th week. Gross:
$8,500.
(Average
50c-85c-$l.CO:
$5,900)at regular .prices of 50cTHE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO
Radio)— HILLSTREET (2,700) (50c-60c-80c51.00) Gross: $27,000. (Average: $19,800)
ODD MAN OUT (U-I) — IRIS (708) (50c5Oc-85c-$1.0O) 5 days. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $7,200)
THE HOMESTRETCH (20th-Fox) and
JEWELS OF BRANDENBURG (20th-Fox)
—LOEW'S
STATE (2,500) (50c-60c-85c$1.00)
$28,600) 2nd week. Gross: $14,500. (Average:
THE YEARLING (M-G-M) — LOS ANGELES (2,096) (5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O)
Gross: $16,000.
(Average: $22,600) 3rd week.
THE HOMESTRETCH (20th- Fox) — LOYOLA (1,265) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
Gross: $9,000.
(Average: $11,500) 2nd week.
THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) —
MUSIC HALL (Beverly Hills) (900) (65c85c-$1.0O) 2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $4,700)
Seven

More

Pictures

Rated by the Legion
Three of seven additional pictures
classified by the National .Legion of
Decency have been rated A-I ; they
are : "Girl on the Spot" and "Trail
to Vengeance," both Universal- International, and "Law of the Canyon,"
Columbia. Placed in Class A-II were:
"Honeymoon," RKO Radio ; "Tiger
Woman," Republic, and "Untamed
Fury," Producers Releasing. PRC's
"Lighthouse" was placed in Class B.

THE MACOMBER
AFFAIR
(UA) MUSIC HALL (Downtown) (900) (6Sc-8Sc£1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $10,500. (AverageTHE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) _
MUSIC HALL (Hawaii) (1,000) (65c-85c- '
$14,200')
51.00)
2nd week. Gross: $6,000. (Average$5,400)
THE
MACOMBER
AFFAIR
(UA) _
MUSIC HALL (Hollywood) (490) (65c-85c$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average$4,700)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)-ORPHEUM
(2,210) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.2S) Gross:
$46,000. (Average at regular prices of 50c —
60c-85c-$1.0O: $18,800)
<VV
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVEj,
(RKO Radio)—
PALACE. 16th
(1,237)
(Advancedprices:
$1.00-$1.25-$1.80)
week.
Gross:
$8,000.
(Average
6Oc-85c-$1.0O:
$2,1,000)at regular prices of 50cTHE, FARMER'S
DAUGHTER
(RKORadic)—
PANTAGES
(2,000) (50c-60c-80c$1.00)
Gross:
$30,000. (Average:
$20,800)
NORTHWEST OUTPOST (Rep.) and THE
FABULOUS SUZANNE (Rep.) — PARAMOUNT$15,000
(Downtown)(Average:
(3,595) (50c-60c-80c$1.00) Gross:
$26,600)
ODD MAN OUT (U-I)— RITZ (1,376) (50c60c-85c-$1.00) 5 days. Gross: $12,500. (Aver$9,600) OUT (U-I) — STUDIO (880)
ODD age:MAN
(50c -60c- 85c- $1.00) 5 days. Gross: $10,000.
(Average: $6,100)
NORTHWEST OUTPOST (Rep.) — PARA
MOUNTGross:
(Hollywood)
(1.407) $16,100)
(50c-60c-80c$1.00)
$8,000. (Average
ODD MAN OUT (U-I)— UNITED ART(2,100) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
Gross: ISTS
$17,500.
(Average: $15,800) 5 days.
THE, HOMESTRETCH
(29th-Fox) — UPTOWN (1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
Gross: $8,500.
(Average: $13,200) 2nd week.
0CO. IN THE HUN (SRO)— VILLAGE
DUEL
(1,500) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25) Gross:
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— VOGUE
(800) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25) 19th week.
Gross:
$8,000. (Average
of
50c-60c-85c-$1.00:
$10,000)at regular prices
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)—
WARNER
(3,400) (50c-60c-80c$1.00)
Gross:(Downtown)
$22,000. (Average:
$18,200)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)—
WARNER (Hollywood) (3,000) (50c-60c-80c".00) Gross: $20,000. (Average: $15,500)
THE, TWO' MRS.. CARROLLS' (WB)WARNERGross: (Wiltern)
(2,300) (50c-60c-80c$1.00)
$19,000. (Average:
$14,900)
BALTIMORE
With fair skies to attract amusement
seekers elsewhere, most local firstrun theatres can boast of only barely
average grosses. Estimated receipts
for the week ending May 15 :
THE YEARLING
(M-G-M)— CENTURY
(3,000) (29c-37c-46c-54c,
and $14,000)
56c weekends).
Gross:
$13,500. (Average:
BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME (U-I)
—KEITH'S (2,406) (29c -37c -44c -50c). Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $14,000)
THE HOME STRETCH (20th-Fox) — NEW
(1,800) (29c-40c-50c-58c).
Gross: $13,000.
(Average:
$12,000)
THE SEA HAWK and THE SEA WOLF
(WB reissues)
(3,280) (29c-37c50c-58c).
Gross:— STANLEY
$17,500. (Average:
$16,500)
TARZAN AND THE HUNTRESS (RKO
Radio)— HIPPODROME (2,205) (29c-37c-50c58c). With$17,500)
a stage show. Gross: $19,750.
(Average:

THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Raweek. dio)—TOWN
Gross: (1,450)
$12,000. (29c-37c-44c-56c)
(Average: $11,500)2nd
THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS (PRC
reissue) — MAYFAIR
(1,000) (21c-29c-45c),
Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,500)
CARMEN (Superfilm) — LITTLE (328) (29cWarner Club Boat Ride
37c-55c)
2nd week. Gross: $3,000. (Average: $3,000)
Annual boat ride of the Warner
TEXAS
reissue) and ARIZONA (Col.
Club, social and welfare organization reissue) — (Col.
VALENCIA (1,466) (29c-37c-46cof Warner Brothers employes, will be (Average:
54c, and 56c
$5,000)weekends). Gross: $4,500
held on June 12.
The ocean-going ,^.^. John A. Meseck
has been obtained for the occasion, and Two RKO Outings
the ride will be up the Hudson River
RKO will be host to more than 2,000
to Bear Mountain.
employes of RKO Radio Pictures,
RKO Theatres, RKO-Pathe-News and
Jones Leaves Paramount the
RKO New York Exchange on its
Hollywood, May 14. — Producer 12th annual outing on Mondays May
Paul Jones and Paramount have ami- 19 and 26. The outings will be boat
cably terminated their contract. He rides up the Hudson to Bear Mounwas with the studio 20 years, the last Inn. tain, with a dinner at Bear Mountain
12 as a producer.
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Yes, 8 instead of 6 because showmen can't get
enough of the Strong Man of ticket-selling
laughter.
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New-

Season

Shorts

*

Noveltoons
Maintaining the recently announced increase
(8)
in number of releases from 6 to 8, because of
their overwhelming public acceptance. The
series that "discovered" The Bouncing
and introduced other novelties.

*All Produced

by Famous

Studios
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FAIRBANKS

THESE

POPULAR

DEMAND

Parade
Speaking

Featurettes
IN
Made

TECHNICOLOR

like features, cast like features with real

marquee

star-names. Scored like features with
real hit music.
Produced

by Harry

of

Animals

Honored

twice with Academy

Awards,

they
have highlighted with fun and interest every
show they've played.

Gray

u

Popular
IN
Dramatizing
Paramount

cience

MAGNACOLOR
the headlines of science in the

terms of every-day living, these fine Shorts assure program diversity and high-level audience
interest.

Pacemakers
A new series that has made good. So original
that these were the first shorts ever picturefeatured by "Life"
Magazine.
10

GRANT

LAND

RICE
Unusual
Sportlights
Produced

by Jack Eaton

The 27th year of America's
unchallenged leader in its field.
And its field is America's most
popular topic — sports.

Occupations
IN

Your

MAGNACOLOR

patrons meet

such interesting people,
doing such fascinating things that this series
has been audience-acclaimed for 10 years.

The

Paramount

Paramount
Shorts

Package

A Paramount-pioneered
News

innovation

already popular with exhibitors as 2nd
feature substitutes, program balancers or

THE
OF

EYES
THE

AND

EARS

holiday, midnight, and kiddies' specials.

WORLD

Newsreels are not all alike because today no
other newsreel is like Paramount News. Unrivalled incoverage, unique in editing slants,
it scoops all competitors time after time. Your
patrons are missing something if you don't
show Paramount News!
It takes your

audience

everywhere — shows

th em

more — shows it more dramatically . Its
best-on-film reporting points up every event
from human interest items to world-shaking

headlines. You'll find everything important
to the public presented more importantly in
its 104 issues a year.

The

Boxoffice
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AFL Formula
{Continued from page 1)
presided, said the committee will proceed immediately to carry out the decisions reached there. "The time has
come," he added, "for action which
will effectively prevent jurisdictional
strikes, and I feel that we have made
a great deal of progress in that direction."
The present Hollywood strike, per
se, did not come up for a discussion at
the conference.

Motion

Picture

SAG, AMPP, SIMPP
Extend Wage Pacts
Hollywood, May 14. — The
Screen Actors Guild in agreement with the Association of
Motion Picture Producers and
the Society of Independent
Motion Pictures Producers
has announced the extension
of their contract, which expires tomorrow morning, for
a 30-day period, with the understanding that minimum
wage scales ultimately adopted will be retroactive to tomorrow. Negotiations with
the Independent Motion Picture Producers Association
for a similar extension are in
progress.

Boren 'Deeply Gratified' at
-\FL Move to Erase Disputes
> Hollywood, May 14.— The major
producers'
laborsaidrelations
director,
Charles
Boren,
the studios
are
"deeply
gratified"
by
the
news
from
Washington concerning the AFL plan
to eliminate future jurisdictional
strikes in Hollywood, and expressed
the hope that the action "may lead to
harmony among the 43 unions repre- PCC to Re-allocate
senting those employed in the studios."
Rejected $278,467
Warner, Fabian Meet
Hollywood, May 14. — The Permanent Charities Committee today voted
With Albany Union
to hold in its possession the $278,467
Albajcy, N. Y., May 14. — First rejected by the Red Cross and Inconference between Fabian and Warfantile Paralysis Fund pending a dener officials and a delegation from a
cision concerning its allocation before
new union of doormen, cashiers, ma- the start of the next united appeal
trons, cleaners and ushers was held campaign.
at the Warner offices here.
Deciding also that allocations canS. J. Ullman, upstate general mannot be made fairly to some 150 reager of Fabian, and A. S. Smakwitz,
quests from a wide variety of charity
assistant zone manager of Warners, organizations for participation in the
conferred with Edward Foley, union fund, the group appointed a committee
president, Kevin Kelsey. head of the to stud)- the possibility of adding apoperators'
union,of and
Wendt,
propriate charities to those already rebusiness agent
the Edward
operators.
The
ceiving allocations.
operators helped to organize the new
M. C. Levee was elected chairman
group.
for the coming year, succeeding Joan
Another meeting to discuss in- Crawford. Reelected were Edward
creased wages and improved working Arnold as executive vice-chairman,
conditions will be held following the and Regis Toomey, secretary.
return of C. J. Latta, Warner zone
manager, from the Coast Variety
Club convention.
To Debate Censorship
In Conn. Radio Talk
Film Unit Approves
Hartford, May 14. — Herman Levy,
70 Newsmen Here
MPTOA general counsel, will represent the industry tomorrow night in
At a meeting of the International
Film Relations Committee at the Mo- a forum discussion over station
on whether 'Connecticut
tion Picture Association here, agree- WTHT
have film censorship.
ment was reached on accrediting 70 should
The
Child
Welfare Commission has
overseas correspondents working in
the New York area.
demanded censorship, basing its reFortunat Baronat presided at the
quest on the showing of "Duel in the
meeting. Present were : Clarence J. Sun." Complaints
by theofficials
commission to Federal sent
and state
Schneider. Columbia; David Blum, have attacked
what
the
commission
M-G-M ; Paul Ackerman and Mary
Butler, Paramount ; Don Prince, RKO calls "dirty pictures."
Meanwhile, the Juvenile CommisRadio ; Leslie F. Whelan. 20th Cension of Hartford has described "Duel
tury-Fox; Samuel Cohen, United Artists ;James Solon, Universal ; Gerald in the Sun" as a challenge to "standR. Keyser, Warner Brothers: Mel
ards of decent conduct," and has
Strauss, Vanguard ; Alfred Corwin, called upon the Connecticut General
Motion Picture Export Association ; Assembly to "take proper action" to
Walton B. Thomas. MPA.
prevent "such an affront to moral
standards."
Howard Off to Denver
William W. Howard, assistant general manager of RKO Theatres, will
leave here today for Denver where he
will install Jay Golden, new division
manager
for return,
RKO's Howard
West Coast
tres. On his
will theastop
at Chicago to look over RKO theatres
in that city.

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Circle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

'Duel' in a 'Moveover*
To 11 Loew Theatres
David O. Selznick's "Duel in the
Sun" will "move over" to a number
of Loew New York houses which did
not participate in the original 38-theatre showing. The film has been booked
for two, three and four day engagements at Loew's Broadway, 42nd
Street, 116th Street, Rio, Burland,
Burnside, Hillside, Brevoort, 86th
Street, Palace and Spooner theatres.
It was held over for a second week
in Loew's Metropolitan in Brooklyn.
Loew's Jersey City, Loew's Newark,
and Loew's Victoria. The same price
policy will prevail, 90 cents during
afternoons and $1.25 at night..

Daily
Depinet
at RKO
{ContinuedHost
from page
1)

ced'
e Says
ReadFile
Suit
Trust'For
To
"Pressure" brought to bear by the
Plainfield, N. J., Chamber of Commerce and other local groups and the
inability to remedy alleged clearance
inequities prompted the $3,900,000
anti-trust suit by Walter Reade
day.
Theatres against the eight distributors,
Walter Reade, Jr., said here yesterReade's complaint states that the
Newark clearance system also results
in unreasonably favorable clearance
for affiliated theatres in New Brunswick, Elizabeth and Cranford.
Wirthwein Is Captain
Of Paramount Drive

S. Gavin head the committee on arrangements.
A partial list of those who will attend include :
Xeil Agnew, Gradwell Sears, Sam Dembow. Jr.. J. R. Vogel, John Hertz, Jr..
Edward A. Golden, Jack Cohn, J. Henrv
Walters, Gordon E. Youngman, Malcolm
Kingsberg, A. \V. Schwalberg, William J.
Heineman, Harry Brandt, Max A. Cohen.
Garret Van Wagner. Robert Mochrie. Gus
Eyssell, Ralph Austrian, Harry Michalson.
Walter Branson, Harry Gittleson. Charles
Boasberg. William German. Edward L. Hyman, Irving Lesser. Major L. E. Thompson.
Frederick L. Ehrman, Sam Rinzler. Paul
Hollister. P. N. Furber, Sol E. Schwartz.
S. Barret McCormick, Sidney Meyer, Frank
L. McNamee.
Ted Schlanger,
CharlesM. Mc-A.
Donald. Fred Schwartz,
Jack Shea,
Silver. William White, John Murphy. John
J. Payette, Martin Quigley, Jr., L Rappaport,
John Benas,
Clayton E. Bond, Len S.
Gruenberg,
Sam Goodman.
Also: E. C. Grainger, I. J. Hoffman, Lou
Golding, Harry Katz, Frederick Ullman,
Jr., Walton C. Ament, Harry Kalmine.
Harry Mandel, Max Fellerman. William C.
Gehring. Harry Gold. E. T. Gomersall.
Rube Jackter, Ben Kalmenson. William
Zimmerman, William J. Kupper, Jules
Lapidus, David Levy, Fred Meyers, E. K.
O'Shea,ter Reade,
JosephJr.,
Walsh,
WalterSachson.
Reade, WalArthur
Abe
Schneider, A. W. Smith, Louis Weinberg,
Barney Pitkin.
Also: wardNorman
Ayers,
ArthurJack
Willi.Byrne.
EdAaron, Jack
Bowen,
Ralph Clark. Xat Cohen, Clarence Eiseman.
Jack Ellis, Xat Furst, Max Gillis, Morey
Goldstein, Milton Maier, Roy Haines, Clarence Hill, Bert Kulick, Sam Lefkowitz.
Lloyd Lind, Ra}- Moon, Xorman Moray.
Ed More}-, Hugh Owen, Ralph Pielow.
HenryEdward
Randell,Schnitzer,
Moe Sanders.
Schlaifer,
IrvingJackWormser.
Bernard
Kranze,
M.
Kornbluth.
Alexander
E. Reoch. and Mort Singer, Jr.

HaroldsistantWirthwein,
Paramount's
asWest Coast district
manager,
has been named captain of the company's 1947 "Celebrating 35 Years of
Leadership" drive, by Charles M.
Reagan, vice-president in charge of
distribution. Wirthwein will begin a
tour of the company's branches on
June 16, preliminary to the start of
the 13-week drive, which is set for
August 31.
The tour will follow the termination
of the present series of branch meetings being conducted in the field by
division sales managers. These meetings are scheduled to end June 10.
Wirthwein. who has headquarters in
Los Angeles, was Milwaukee branch
manager before his promotion to his Unesco Urges
present post.
{Continued from page 1 )
International

Radio

Group Meets Today
Atlantic City, N. J., May 14. —
Delegates to the World Telecommunications Conference from 69 countries
began to arrive this week. Headquarters are in the Ambassador Hotel.
The first of three meetings to be
held here during the next several
months will start tomorrow. This
will be devoted to radio, with 1,000
persons attending. The conference,
like its predecessors in Madrid, Cairo
and Moscow, has the power to change
international communications laws,
the frequency allocations table and
rules promulgated at previous conclaves.
Rank Talks End
{Continued from page 1)
Benjamin, president of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization here ; Maurice
Bergman. Eastern advertising-publicity director for Universal, and
Joseph Seidelman, president of Universale international subsidiary.
Rank then met J. Earl Larson, head
of the Rank offices in Canada. Lunch
with I. W. and M. A. Schlesinger,
South African theatre owners, folat the Chatham
Last lowednight,
he was aHotel.
dinner" guest
of J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
Universale board, and accompanied
Cowdin to a performance of "BrigaSioux Falls Leads
RKO Radio's exchange in Sioux
Falls
doon."continues to lead in the 1947
"Ned Depinet Drive," at the end of
the 19th week. Sherm W. Fitch is
manager, under H. H. Greenblatt,
head of the Midwestern district.

vention. If the plan matures, it maybe possible to extend it and include
freedomtional
from
quotas
narestrictions
on and
entry other
as well,
Farr said.
Farr outlined other facets of UNESCO's film program. In August, he
said, workers now surveying technical
needs in war-damaged countries will
make a report to a group of experts.
The report will include estimates of
how much film equipment and trained
film personnel is needed by each Allied
country as well as how a film program
in each country could contribute to
its overall rehabilitation. Efforts will
then be made to have the technical
needs of these countries fulfilled by
countries that can afford to do so.
Emphasizing that UNESCO would
not produce or distribute on its own,
Farr said that its film work is directed at stimulating and making available to all needy nations lists of films
that could be used by them in rehabilitation.

Filmock 1327 S. Wabash Chicago
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Names

Air

Champs

,

A&A

I

DA,
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,
Y
X
SB,
LU
CRO
E
HOP
Radio champs of the '46-'47 seaion, picked by C> ■£> Hooper on the
basis of average ratings for a sixmonth period -from Nov. I to April
20 were rev«*f*d yesterday with the
issuance of "Hooperade of Stars."
the rating firm's first entry in that
fietd.,' Tftree leaders in each of 20
categories were given win, place
,.*.*tiiJ *how positions, in the order of
tiletr finish in the rated averages.
. ! . The w-nners and their Hooper averages follow:
Variety: Bob Hope 29.8; "The
McGee's"
BennyTheatre
27.6.
Dramatic:28 3:LuxJackRadio
23.7; Screen Guild Players 21.8:
Dr- Christian I 3.4.
Situation comedy: Amos V Andy
'MmmM
'
njGildersleeve 17; Date With
'
Judy 15.1.
WINCHELL ON TOP
Newj commentators: Walter Winchell
1-8: H 8.6.V. Kaltenborn 10:
Drew 2Pearson
Mystery: Mr. D. A. 20.4; Big
Town 15.3; Inner Sanctum 15.2.
$%:
Male singer: Bing Crosby 17.2;
Dick
10.9. Haymes 12.3; Perry Corns
Audience participation: Truth or
Consequences 16.3; Take It Of,
Leave
It 16.1;(female
Bcb Hawkstar):
14,3,Joan
'5
Comedy
Davis 15.1; Judy Canova 14.9:
Fanny Brice \+.?'t
Pop music Hit Parade 13.2; Music Hall 13.1: Merry Go Round 12.7.
News Reporter: Lowell Thomas
12.6; Bill Henry 12.7; Ned Calmer
9.3.
Quiz shows: Can You Top This
12.1; If Pays to Be Ignorant I I.I;
Information Please 8.8.
Femme

singer:

JO STAFFORD
Kate Smith 10.9; Dinah Shore 9.7.
Concert Music: Album of Famil12; 'Waltz
VoiceiarofMusic
Firestone
10. Time 10.4;
Children's progrom: Lone Ranger
?,3>;Daytime
Let's Pretend
6.6; TomStarsMix Ove<
4.9
dramatic::
Hoffywood 8 5: 6rajid Centre! St»J«ott 7.4; TWtre of Today 7.2.
Daytime serials: When a Girl
Marries 8.t; Widder Browft 7.7? Ma
Feffetns 7,5.
STERN SPORTS LEADER
Sports: Bill Stern 7.7; Gillette
boxing bouts 6.8; (no third 1.
Daytime participation: Breakfast
in Hollywood (Kellogg) 7.1; Breakfast in Hollywood (Procter &
Gamble) 6.6; County Fair 6.3.
Daytime pop music: King Cole
Trio 4.6; Teentirners Club 4.3: Fred
Waring 4.3.
Educational Forum: World Front
4.3; Exploring the Unknown 4.3:
(no third).

12;
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JORDA
MARIAN F.tribution
veteran of
International for the past 19 years,
has been appointed manager of the
Motion Picture Export Association in
Germany to supervise distribution activities, itwas announced here yesterday by Irving Maas, MPEA vicent
preside and general manager.
Jordan, whose services were made
available by arrangement with George
Weltner, president of Paramount International, will proceed to Berlin in
two weeks following conferences at
MPEA's New York home office to
make immediate preparations for implementing agreements reached in
Berlin last month between Maas and
AMG officials.
Adams Film Unit Head
Here of Thompson Agency
Al Adams has been named head of
the Eastern motion picture advertising division of the J. Walter Thompson Co. ad agency. Adams was with
Warner Brothers and RKO Radio.
He will take over his new duties on
June 2.
W. C. Lewellen, head of the company's West Coast motion picture unit,
with headquarters in Los Angeles, has
been here for the past six weeks working with company executives coordinating the work of both units. He will
return to Los Angeles at the end of
this month.
Chalif Will Represent
Pickford on UA's Board
Vitalis L. Chalif has been named
one of Mary Pickford's representatives
on United Artists' board. Chalif is
a member of the law firm of Leon,
Weill and Mahony of New York,
Washington and Mexico City, and replaces Herman Weisman, resigned.
He was chief of the motion picture
unit in the Office of the Alien Property Custodian in Washington.
Sol Lesser, Rossen Form
New Production Company
Hollywood, May IS. — Sol Lesser
today announced the formation of a
new production company, his third,
with Robert Rossen to be associated
with him. Rossen will be writerdirector of the new company, still un ■
named.
Gilbert Is Nu-Screen
Advertising Counselor
Norman S. Gilbert has been appointed advertising counselor of NuScreen Corp., by Herman Gluckman,
president. The company manufactures
Fiberglas Screen.
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Backlog

Backs

Mono.
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90 Killed, Injured
In Rome Film Fire
By ARGEO SANTUCCI
Rome, May 15. — A terrific
explosion followed by a flashfire completely destroyed the
five-story headquarters of Minerva Film Co., here, killing
or seriously injuring practically the entire staff of 90. It
was the worst disaster in
Rome since 1938 — except for
war-time bombing, causing
damages
lion lire. exceeding half-a-bilMinerva produced "Open

Sharp
In

Decline

Exhibitor

Run
Demands
Monogram's
temporary
cessation
production
at its
Hollywood
studios,of
slated to go into effect momentarily
with completion of three pictures, will
Only Few Accept Offers
find the company with a substantial
Of Eight Distributors
backlog of product and therefore will
cause no interruption whatever in reAlthough each of the eight disleasing operations, vice-president Edward Morey said here yesterday.
tributor parties to the Government's
Although Monogram is not among
New York anti-trust suit has indithe struck studios in the current Holvidually expressed determination to
lywood jurisdictional dispute, presiconsider reasonable-run demands by
dent Steve Broidy ordered the shutexhibitors, and in some cases a willdown because the company wants to
New York offices of London
ingness to conduct some competitive
Films disclosed here yesteravoid
"getting caught
in thewage
switches"
bidding,
volume
theatremen's
when negotiations
for new
scales
requests totheobtain
betterof runs
has fallday that John C. Jackson, asCity."
and conditions start shortly, Morey
sociated with London and a
en off to a sporadic few.
director for London and for
said. Since the major portion of MonoDistributor spokesmen familiar with
British Lion, was killed in
operations under the New York decigram's output are low-budget pictures,
on which expenses must be closely
the Minerva fire in Rome.
sion attribute the sharp decline not
calculated, it is deemed sound policy
only to the U. S. Supreme Court stay
from a business point of view to avoid
of operations of distributor provisions
production operations which would be
of the decree, but they firmly believe
subject to unanticipated increased Columbia 1st Again that exhibitors most eager to procure
costs after a picture starts.
new runs and who are capable of offering adequate terms, already have
Morey said
the
company's
backlog
(Continued on page 6)
In High Court Move expressed themselves to the companies.
For the most part, they were heard
from
within the first two months afColumbia, represented by attorney
ter
the
of the decree by
SGP
Sets 42 for
Louis Frohlich, first to appeal the the New promulgation
York court, it is said. WithNew York anti-trust decision, has
in that period each of the distributors
again gone ahead of its seven co- averaged about
250 inquiries
1947-48 Release
(Continued
on page 6)about the
defendants by filing new papers in the
U. S. Supreme Court.
The company has filed its "points
Hollywood, May 15.— Screen Guild relied
on," a document in which it Para. Sets $500,000
Productions will release 30 new fea- continues
substantially its allegations
tures and at least 12 reissues during of "substantial questions" involved in
1947-48, John J. Jones, president, told the New York decision. This is a For MPF: Balaban
the SO franchise holders and company move prescribed by law allowing apexecutives at SGP's first anniversary
"upon reflection" to lay
convention, held at the Hotel Roose- stress uponpellantsthose
Los Angeles, May 15, — Barney
errors charged in
velt, here, today.
Balaban, president of Paramount, tolowerfirst
court's
ruling.
These
Donald Nelson, president of the awere
day told Variety Club officers, assempointed
up in
the "errors"
original
bled at the Ambassador Hotel here
Society of Independent Motion Pic- appeal papers.
for their international convention, that
ture Producers, will be the principal
Columbia's
appeal
is
based
mainly
speaker at a convention dinner to be upon alleged legality of block booking his company has placed $500,000 in
held tomorrow night for the delegates. and allegedly illegality of bidding.
escrow as a donation to the Motion
Picture Foundation when it is established.
Doughboy Marko Wolf will give a
financial
of Variety's status at
tomorrow'sreport
session.
The
Ghost
and
Mrs. Muir"
Miami was convention
chosen as city,
nextwinning
year's
International
[20th Century-Fox— Sophisticated Fantasy]
(Continued on page 6)
AN UNUSUAL tale of drama and fantasy has been conceived, and
a film of striking excellence results. Certainly it marks another
forward step in the creative advance of motion picture making.
Produced with taste and imagination by Fred Kohlmar, it has an abun- $4,500,000
Trust
dance of talent, headed by Gene Tierney, Rex Harrison and George
Sanders.
Suit Filed on Coast
Set in London at the turn of the century, the screenplay, fashioned by
Philip Dunne, introduces Miss Tierney as Lucy Muir, a young widow
Los Angeles, May 15. — Suit asking
who decides to leave the stuffy comfort of her in-law's home and lead her $4,500,000 triple damages from several
own life. With daughter, housekeeper and dog, she departs for the distributors charged with violating the
Cornish coast to rent a house overlooking the sea.
anti-trust laws was filed in Federal
this morning by Simon M.
As the story develops, Miss Tierney discovers that the house is Court here (Continued
on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)

Motion

Personal
Mention
JOSEPH I. BREEN, production
«J code administrator, is recovering
satisfactory from an operation at Hollywood Hospital.
•
^ Arthur C. Bromberg, Monogram
Southern Exchanges president, has returned to Atlanta from New Orleans
where he entertained C. W-. Trampe,
Monogram franchise holder of Milwaukee.
•
Tom O'Brien, National Association
of Theatrical and Kine Employes general secretary, is due to sail from
England Sunday on the Queen Elisabeth, for a visit here.
•
Patrick Hamilton, playwright, is
due here over the weekend from London for conferences with Alfred
Hitchcock and Sidney Bernstein,
of Transatlantic Pictures.
•
M. Lebovitz, president of Grand
Amusement Co., Chattanooga, and
Mrs. Lebovitz, are stopping at the
Hotel Roosevelt here.
•
George Muchnic, Loew's International vice-president, flew to Europe
yesterday for a two-month tour of
M-G-M overseas offices.
•
William Wyler, Liberty Pictures
vice-president, has left Hollywood for
New York and Europe to survey
story material and talent.
•
Jules Lapidus, Warner Eastern
division sales manager, is due back
today at the home office from Cleve- •
land.

Picture

General committee for the
convention consists of James
Frank, Jr., chairman; E. I.
Sponable, Don E. Hyndman,
Clyde Keith, W. C. Kunzmann, Harry Smith, Jr., and
Boyce Nemec.

More

Time

Television

for Para.
Changes

Washington, May 15.— The Fed
eral Communications Commission to
day extended for 90 days, from the
original May 18 deadline, the time in
which Paramount must divest itself
of present television interests in five
stations, all operated by affiliates, or
withdraw the applications of affiliates
for five new stations.
The FCC demands that no company
have more than five commercial sta
tions. Paramount already has that
number, three through its affiliate, Du
Mont Laboratories, and one each
through subsidiaries Balaban and
Katz and Television Productions.
Pending are applications for new
Du Mont stations in Cleveland and
Cincinnati. Other Paramount subsidiaries with applications on file are InCircuit, Dallas ; New England
Barney
Balaban, Paramount Theatres,terstate
Boston, and United Detroit
president, is due to return to New
Corp., Detroit.
York Monday from• the Coast.

Nat Liebeskind will sail from New
Censors
\ork today for a two-month trip to M aryland
Buenos Aires.
in '46
Nathan Levtnson, Warner Studio Netted
Baltimore, $23,593
May 15.— The
Maryland Board of Censors had a banner
sound activities chief, will return to
year in 1946 with a net profit of $23,the Coast from New York today.
593, derived from charges against
film companies whose product comes
up for review. The board, which turns
Rank Meets Press the
profit over to the state treasury,
expects even bigger business for 1947,
it was* said.
Today in Chicago
Companies pay at the rate of $2 per
thousand feet of 35mm. film and $4
After a week crowded with confer- for each thousand feet of 16mm.
ences, luncheons, dinners and interviews, J.Arthur Rank left New York
yesterday for Chicago where he will 'Copa' Party Ton
hold a press interview today in the
United Artists will be igh
host tto the
Blackstone Hotel. During his two-day trade press at a party at the Copacastay there he will confer with J H
bana Club, here, this evening, followMcNabb of Bell and Howell, and A.
ing a special preview of the new UA
N. Rauland, television engineer.
release, "Copacabana." Jack Eigen's
Rank, in behalf of The London "Aleet
Me at the Copa" broadcast over
Daily Mail, yesterday presented James station WINS will toast
the press
Mason, British star, with that paper's and UA representatives during their
award for being the best British actor visit to the club.
of 1946. Mason and Margaret LockUnited Groucho
Artists' Marx
"Copacabana,"
cowood won awards for their work in starring
and Carmen
Aliranda,
"Piccadilly Incident."
will open at the Criterion
Rank's next stop will be Toronto. Theatre, here, on May 28

'Verdoux\Aug.l5

Release
_ Aug. 15 has been set for the national release
of Charles Chaplin's
On MPF Before 600 "Monsieur
Verdoux,"
distributed bv
United Artists, it was disclosed here
Leonard Goldenson, president of yesterday by Arthur Kelly, Chaplin's
Paramount Theatres Service Corp., representative. Kelly said that trailfor the picture
will address the annual banquet of the have ersyetand toaccessories
be made.
Motion Picture Associates, at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel, here, this evening, on the activities of the Motion
Picture Foundation. Over 600 industry representatives and guests
scheduled to attend the affair, areat NEW YORK THEATRES
which New York circuit-owner Samuel Rinzler will be presented with the
Motion Picture Associates' annual
CITY MUSIC
Center HALL"
Beacon Award for "distinguished ser- —RADIO Rockefeller
Claudette Fred
viceto^ the industry." Si Fabian, last
COLBERT MacMURRAY
year's award winner, will make the
presentation. MPA president Fred
Schwartz will preside.
Invited to the dais are: Rinzler,
"TH
EGG AND
Fabian, Goldenson, George Schaeffer,
A E
Universal-International
Picture l"\
SPECTACULAR
STAGE PRESENTATION
Sol Schwartz, Martin Quigley, Francis Harmon, Ted O'Shea, Gus Eyssell
William White, William Heineman'
Alfred
4§£
Schwalberg,
MalcolW.
erg, Jay
HarryEmanuel
m Kingsb
Brandt,'
PALACE
,
Harold Rinzler, Manual Frisch, City
License Commissioner Benjamin Fielding, Jack Ellis, Ray Moon, Morris
ot|eTONE
<jinMADISON
TEMPLE
oon
Sanders, Robert Weitma
n, George
Skouras and Arthur Sachson.
'BLAZE
v
RKO Sponsors 11th
Golf Tournament
ON SCREEN
IN PERSON
Winners of RKO Radio's 11th anANNE BAXTER CHARLES
nual golf tournament, held at the
WM. HOLDEN
Westchester Country Club yesterday
SONNY TUFTS
and attended by over 400 industry
TRENET
EXTRA!
figures, were as follows :
Kickers Handicap, RKO Employes:
Dorothy
DONEGAN
Plut Oners
. Winston; Gene Tunney, guest.
South course winner: G. Ronan ;
runner-up, Hal Sloane. West course
winner: Fred Ehrman ; . runner-up
The ENTERPRISE STUDIOS Present
BARBARA
DAVID
Harry Pimstein.
STANWYCK
NIVEN
Low gross prizes. South course
OF NOON'
winner and runner-up: J. Watson
in ERICH MARIA
REMARQUE'S
and S. Wheeler, respectively. West
THE
OTHE
R
LOVE
course winner and runner-up : Charles
with RICHARD CONTE
Released Thru United Artists
\ates, Jr., and Mel Farrington, reDoors CONTINUOUS
Open 9:30 A.M.PERFORMANCE
at Prices
-B'way
Popular
spectively. Putting contest:
Conrad, winner. South course:Senator
S. F
RIVOLI
49th
St.
Schmelzer. West course: H. Germaine.
Winner high-score: I. Klaw. Winner foursome: H. Quimby, S. Braverman, George Garvin, R. Pielow, H
Goldenson

80 Theatre Exhibits
At SMPE Meeting
Some 80 exhibits of theatre
equipment will highlight the
62nd semi-annual convention
of the Society of Motion Picure Engineers, to be held Oct.
20-24 at the Hotel Pennsylvania, here. The exhibit will
be tied in with a Theatre Engineering Conference which
will also feature the convention.
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Daily

to Talk

McGuir
Walker,e, J.Ben
G. Grimm,
Baker, L.
TedMiller
Sullivae'
n
and S. Strausberg.

M. Schenck Staging
Show for Benefit
A big stars-in-person
will be
held for the benefit of theshow
AlANLADD
York
MUIU
Infirmary Building Fund atNewMadiso
n
square Garden on Tuesday evening.
RU&l
The entire show is being staged and
produced by Marvin Schenck, chairman of the entertainment committee
_ Tickets are on sale at all Loew, ^ A Paramount
BENDJXPicture m
KKO, Skouras and Brandt theatres
and at Madison Square Garden. Tickets will be delivered at home by calling a Loew theatre nearest you.
Cornel WILDE* Maureen 0'HARA?
Optima Makes Deal
International Optima has arrang
with Exclusive Films, Ltd., Londoned,
for foreign distribution of "Way Out
West" and "Blockhead," Laurel and
Hardy films.

"The
A 20th HOME
Century-FoxSTRE
Picture inTCH"
Technicolor
PLUS CARL
ON STAGE
HAZEL
SCOTT
.
The
BARRY'S
RAVAZZA • HENNY YOUNGMAN
ROXY

'Sir**
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Picture

British Take Another
200-Million on Loan
Washington,
May 15. million
— Another two hundred
dollars of the three billion
seven hundred and fifty million U. S.-British loan has
been withdrawn, Treasury figures disclosed today.
Total withdrawals to date
amount to one billion seven
hundred and fifty million dollars, and Secretary of the
Treasury Snyder admitted
that the withdrawals have
been "quite aOriginal
bit larger"
than
anticipated.
plans
called for the British to use
only about one billion five
hundred million dollars in the
first year, which does not end
until June 30.

Meetings in Charlotte, Cleveland,
Denver and Omaha will bring to a
close the second week of preliminary
branch conferences being held by
Paramount in advance of the company's' 1947 "Celebrating 35 Years of
Leadership"
sales meeting,
drive. which will
The Charlotte
last through today was opened yesterday by Hugh Owen, Eastern- South y division sales manager, who conI fed a three-day meeting in Atlanta
on Wednesday.
The Cleveland meeting will start today, with Earle W. Sweigert, Mid
Eastern division sales manager, presiding. The session, which will close
tomorrow, follows one in Detroit that
terminated yesterday.
The meeting in Denver, which is in
George
A. Smith'sandWestern
began yesterday
will enddivision,
today,
Schedule Set
following a session held Wednesday in MGM
Salt Lake City. The Omaha branch,
also
under
Smith's
jurisdiction, will Through August
hold its
meeting
tomorrow.
SAG, IMPPA
Agree
To Pact Extension
Hollywood, May 15. — The Screen
Actors Guild, which yesterday reached
an agreement with the Association of
Motion Picture Producers and the
Society of Independent Motion Picture
Producers for a 30-day extension of
its contract which expires today, has
announced a similar agreement with
the Independent Motion Picture Producers Association. Marking the first
differentiation between producer organizations which, until now, have
conducted SAG negotiations in concert, the agreement specified two pictures, to be produced in the next 30
days, as excepted.
Producers

Bid

Set

Designers to Talks
Hollywood, May 15. — In language
identical with that used previously in
inviting the striking carpenters' and
painters' union to meet with them for
the purpose of entering into collective
bargaining, the major producers today invited Screen Set Designers Local No. 1421, which was the key unit
in the
last current
year's strike,
still out
in
one, toand
meetis with
the

Six pictures have been set for release from June through August, at
the rate of two a month, by M-G-M
offices here.
In addition, there will be three new
pictures and one "Masterpiece" reprint
for May, these including "High Barbaree," "Undercover Maisie," "The
Yearling,"
and the
"The
Great Waltz,"
the
latter being
reprint.
June releases will include "Living
in a Big Way" and "Dark Delusion" ;
July, "Fiesta," in Technicolor, and
"Cynthia" ; August, "The Hucksters"
andWhile
"The no
Romance
Rosy have
Ridge."
release ofdates
been
set, tradeshowings have been scheduled for "Song of Love," on June 17;
"Song of the Thin Man," July 17;
"Tenth Avenue Angel," July 28 ; and
"The Unfinished Dance," August 5.
Cheyfitz

to Coast

Warner,

Menjou

Lorentz Resigns
Washington, May 15. — Pare
Lorentz has resigned as chief of
CAD's film and theatre section, effective May 31, the War department announced
todayservice
in during
praising our
his "outstanding
most
critical period."

New Managers* Unit
Studies CIO Offer
Hollywood, May 15— Associated
Theatre Operators and Managers, a
new and independent union composed
of managers and assistant managers,
is considering an invitation to affiliate
with the CIO's United Office and
Professional Workers. Spokesmen for
former said they would wait 10 days 'Duel* Cuts Ordered
for action from employers on demands
Baltimore, May 15. — The Maryor from the AFL before making a
land State Board of Censors has ordecision.
dered eight cuts from "Duel in the
Sun," which is scheduled to open at
the Century Theatre here on May 22.
MP A Office for India
Hollywood, May 15. — The Motion
Picture Association today announced 'Kaleidoscope' to Koster
plans for the opening of an office in Hollywood, May 15. — Producer
India, with Frederick Spencer, former Henry Koster has acquired Justin
"Kaleidoscope," described
production
executive and recently'
charge of photographing
the atomicin Callahan's
as a story showing American life in
bomb tests, in charge.
all strata, for independent production.

at

20th's '34th Street'
Coast 'Red' Inquiry
Drive
Starts Monday
Los Angeles, May 15. — Jack L.
Warner and Adolphe Menjou appeared
before the House Un-American Activities subcommittee here today givFollowing conferences in Washinging the names of scores of alleged
ton, Cleveland and Chicago conducted
Communists in Hollywood, J. Parnell by Charles Schlaifer, 20th CenturyThomas, chairman of the unit, re- Fox advertising-publicity director, the
company will launch a national advertising and exploitation campaign
ported.
"Both of these men named names,"
Thomas declared. "Based on testimony for "Miracle on 34th Street" on Montaken so far, I have come to the belief
day. At the same time, exploiteers
that the industry itself can clean house Rodney Bush, Sidney Blumenstock
and Stirling Silliphant will leave New
if it has the will to do so."
York on a national tour in behalf of
the promotion.
Mellett Denies Actor's Claim
They will arrange previews of the
That He 'Forced' Role in Film
picture in various branches next week
Washington, May 15. — Lowell and will formulate plans for local tieMellett, reportedly named as the Gov- ups with retailers and members of the
ernment aide who allegedly forced National Retailers Dry Goods AssociRobert Taylor to appear in a proation, who are cooperating in the proRussian picture, today labeled the
motion of the picture in 7,500 stores
screen actor's charges as "too damn throughout the nation.
Bush will visit Boston, Buffalo,
silly
deny." on
Thetheallegation
was
made to
yesterday
Coast before
Pittsburgh, Washington and Atlanta;
the sub-committee of the House Un- Blumenstock will cover Detroit, ChiAmerican Activities group, Chairman
Thomas said.
cago, Minneapolis and Milwaukee ;
Silliphant will visit Cleveland, Cincinnati, Kansas City and St. Louis.
Mellett added that he "certainly
didn't compel Taylor or anyone else
to do anything." He also offered to
tell
the committee anything they want
to know upon their return here.
Albany, Houses
N. Y., May 'Safe*
15— Building
Albany
commissioner Philip Gallagher has
Neilson AMP A Farewell pronounced Albany theatres in "good
following
anRutgers Neilson, RKO Radio home shape,"
nual structurally,
checkup. Gallagher
reportsan that
office publicity manager, retiring pres- "Generally, theatres are complying
ident of the Associated Motion Picwith minor
safetyviolations
fire requirements,"
ture Advertisers, will make a farewell that
which were and
unaddress to the AMPA membership at
covered, will be corrected. The annual
a closed luncheon-meeting on Tues- newals.
checkup precedes theatre license reday at the Town Hall Club, here

MUSIC

SCORE

COMPLETED

J. ARTHUR RANK'S
"TH
E

on

MP A 'Editorials'
Washington, May 15. — Edward I.
Cheyfitz, assistant to Eric Johnston,
Motion Picture Association president,
left here today for Hollywood to continue work on the first of the series
of "screen editorials" planned by the
association. Cheyfitz is expected to
remain on the Coast about three
weeks.
The first editorial, dealing with the
producers' labor committee next
Thursday morning.
nation's production, is being produced
by M-G-M.
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Daily

"WHISPERING
With
PAUL LUKAS —

HELMUT DANTINE —

CITY"
MARY ANDERSON

STORY"
ELT
ROOSEV
Feature Documentary on FDR's Life
March of Time — Universal Shorts — Columbia Shorts

TRADE-SHOW

AUDIENCES

SAY:

lHe*sA

Ylr

"Will match 'Going My Way' and then some."
i^^**—mmm—mmmma^mM
DAVE DAVIS, ATLAS THEATRE

S, DENVER

"Should outgross 'Going My
■"^""^■"■■■i™"™™

"Much

"Should

Way'."
EDWARD REED, STRAND,

better than 'Going My Way
■MMl^^MnHBIH \

do

better

PROVIDENCE

BASIL CIRCUIT, BUFFALO

than
g , My
"
WM.'Goin
HISSNER
ACADEWay\
MY THEATRE
, LEBANON,

PA.

Will do as well if not better than 'Going My Way'."
"■■■■■■■■■■■
■"■■■■■■B
MARVIN ARENT, SCHINE CIRCUIT

Equal to or better than 'Going My Way'."
^■^^MHHI
JOHN HAROLD, CHARLIE KARR, MARTIN THEATRES, ATLANTA

Fitting running mate to the great 'Going My
"
^■■■■^■^■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■i
ROBB & ROWLEYWay\
CIRCUIT
On

a par with MRS.
'Going My Way'."
PAULINE CORBETT, IDLE HOUR

THEATRE, CINCINNATI

"It's far and away Crosby s best pict
"
■■■^■"■^^^■■■■^l
LOIS CONE, ure.
TALGAR
Definitely in 'Going
■■■■■■^■■■■M

My Way' grooye."
STERLING BEMIS, DES MOINES

THEATRES, ATLANTA

REGISTER-TRIBUNE

with

Wanda Hendrix • Frank Faylen • Elizabeth Patterson
Robert Shayne • Larry Young • Percy Kilbride
Directed by ELLIOTT NUGENT
Screen Play by Arthur Sheekman, • Adaptation by Arthur Sheekman
and K Richard Nash • Story by Frank Butler • Produced by Sol C. Siegel

They Came

By Thousands, Jamming

Trade-Show

Turnout in Paramount

Sensational Comments
My

Way,"

Every Screening Room
History. And

Here are Just a Few of the

on the First Crosby-Fitzgerald

by Hundreds

With The Biggest

Comedy

Since "Going

of Theatre Operators, Film Buyers and Reviewers:

Keep

making-

pictures

of this

calibre

and

we'll

never

have to worry about business."
WmHHMWHBnBHn
SAM EPSTEIN, EPSTEIN THEATRES, OMAHA

Most entertaining picture I've ever seen."
■HHnBMraBBHMmMBHBBHHHHHH
FRED MOON, ATLANTA

Most heart-warming film in years/'
■■MHni^mnnnn
jefferson

amusement

JOURNAL

co., Dallas

One of the finest pictures I have ever seen."
nBnHMHHnHBH^H
MAX FRIEDMAN, WARNER CIRCUIT, ALBANY

A marvelous box
■mMMn

office picture."
BERNIE SHERMAN, DOUGLAS

THEATRE, RACINE, WIS.

'Welcome
Stranger' is positively terrific."
BEnnaMHI
At AVED, AVED BOOKING SERVICE, MINNEAPOLIS

It's this year's box office champion."
■HHHMBHHn^H
LARRY SHUBNELL,

ALLIED THEATRES, DETROIT

Public will love it and will buy it."
inHnHMnHnonnHH
saul ullman,

fabian

theatres, Albany

This is the best in the last few years."
■MHnHHHI
HERMAN FIELDS, CLARINDA THEATRE, CLARINDA,

IA.

Reunion of two top stars will be sure-fire boxoffice."
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmt^m
mark wolf, y & w circuit, Indianapolis

s

ount'

am
in Par

Motion

Picture
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Grosses
(1,967) (35c-74c). Gross: $6,000. (Average:
$8,000)
estimated pic- JOHNNY
are
FOLLOWING
O'CLOCK (Col.) and THE
ture grosses, exclusive of Federal GHOST GOES
WILD (Rep.)— WEBBER
tax, for current engagements in key (750) (35c-74c). Day and date with the
cities as reported by Motion Picture Denver. Gross: $4,000. (Average: $2,000)
Daily correspondents.
CLEVELAND
SAN FRANCISCO
Key

The

Ghost

City

"Duel in the Sun" and "The Egg
and I" are demonstrating pronounced
box-office strength. Other grosses are
below average, but there are signs that
business in general is picking up. Estimated receipts for the week ending
May 16:
EGG AND I (U-1) — ORPHEUM (2,440)
(55c-85c) 2nd week. Gross: $24,000. (Average: $14,000)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO1)— FOX (4,651)
(Advanced price: $1.25) 1st week. Gross:
$60,000. (Average at regular prices: $32,000)
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Radio)—GOLDEN GATE (2,825) (65c-$1.00)
1st week. With vaudeville. Gross: $26,500. (Average: $32,000)
BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME (U-I)
and BULLDOG DRUMMOND AT BAY
(Col.)— ESQUIRE (1,008) (S5c-85c) 1st week.
Gross: $8,000. (Average: $6,000)
DUEL IN THE SUN JSRO)-UNITED
NATIONS (1,129) (Advanced price: $1.25)
1st week. Gross: $15,000. (Average at
regular prices: $6,000)
BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME (U-I)
and BULLDOG DRUMMOND
AT BAY
(Col.)— TIVOLI (1,008) (55c-85c) 1st week.
Gross: $7,500. (Average: $10,000)
FUN ON A WEEKEND (UA) and HAT
BOX MYSTERY— UNITED ARTISTS (1,465) (85c) 1st week. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $14,000)
THE SEA HAWK (WB reissue) and THE
SEA WOLF (WB reissue)— WARFIELD
(2,672) (60c-85c)
(Average:
$27,000)1st week. Gross: $21,000.
LOVE AND LEARN (WB) and LOST
HONEYMOON (Eagle-Lion) — PARAMOUNT (2,735) (60c-85c) 1st week. Gross:
$14,000. (Average: $23,000)
CALCUTTA (Para.) — ST. FRANCIS (1,430)
(60c-85c)
(Average:
$23,000)4th week. Gross: $9,500.
DENVER
In spite of heavy rain over the weekend most first-run houses were holding up well. "My Brother Talks to
Horses" with "Lighthouse" are doing
well at the Broadway and are holding.
Estimated receipts for the week ended
May 14:
THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) and
SO DARK THE NIGHT (Col.)— ALADDIN
(1,400) (35c-74c) 1st week, after a week at
the
Denver$4,000)
and Webber. Gross: $4,500
(Average:
MY BROTHER TALKS TO HORSES
(M-G-M) and LIGHTHOUSE
(PRC) —
BROADWAY (1,500) (35c-74c). Gross:
$8,000. (Average: $8,000)
SUDDENLYSTREET
IT'S SPRING
and
DENHAM
(Para.) —(Para.)
DANGER
"Spring."
for
week
3rd
(35c-74c)
(1,750)
Gross: $12,000. (Average: $11,000)
JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.) and THE
GHOST GOES WILD (Rep.) — DENVER
(2.525; (35c-74c) Day and date with the
Webber. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $15,000)
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (20th-Fox)
and THE MAGNIFICENT ROGUE (Rep.)
—ESQUIRE
(742) (35c-74c)
Gross: $3,500. (Average: $3,000) 2nd week
TH FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Radio)
and THE DEVIL THUMBS
A RIDE
(RKO Radio)— ORPHEUM (2,525) (35c-74c)
2nd
500) week. Gross: $14,500. (Average: $15,THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (ZOth-Fox)
and
THE MAGNIFICENT ROGUE (Rep
-PARAMOUNT (2,200) (35c-74c). Day and)
date with Esquire. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $8,000)
PURSUED (WB) and LITTLE IODINE
(UA)-RIALTO (878) (35c-74c) 1st week,
after a week
each at the Denver, Webber
|"rJ Aladdin. Gross: $3,000. (Average:
HIT PARADE OF 1947 (Rep.) and SPOILERS OF THE NORTH (Rep.) — TABOR

"Smash Up," with a big weekend
opening, is headed for a smash week
at the Hippodrome. First spring
weather, with a baseball game on Sunday, cut heavily into theatre attendance generally, however. Estimated
receipts for the week ended Mav
13-14:
SEA OF GRASS
(M-G-M) — LOEWS
OHIO (1,268) (50c-70c) 3rd week. Gross:
$8,000. (Average: $7,000)
SUDDENLY
IT'S SPRING (Para.)—
LOEWS
STATE (3.300)
$19,000. (Average:
$22,000) (50c-70c). GrossTHE MACOMBER
AFFAIR
(UA) —
LOEWS STILLMAN (1,900) (50c-70c) 2nd
week on a moveover from the State. Gross$11,500. (Average: $11,000)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— LOWER MALL (563) (Advanced prices: $90c-$1.25-$1.50) 6th week.
Gross: $7,000. (Average: $9,500)
STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN
(U-I)— RKO
ALLEN (3,000)
(Average:
$12,000) (55c-70c). Gross: $11,000.
BEAT THE BAND (RKO Radio)— RKO
PALACE (3,300) (60c-85c-95c). Stage:
Louis
Jordan and$30,000)
orchestra. Gross: $25 000. (Average:
SMASH-UP (U-I)— WARNERS' HIPPO(3.500) (55c -70c). Gross: $21,500
(Average: DROME
$18,400)
BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME (U-I)WARNERS' LAKE (714) (55c-70c) 6 days,
2nd week, on a moveover
from the Palace
Gross: $3,000. (Average: $3,6000
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— UNIVERSITY (917) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25-$1.50) 6th week
Gross: $9,000. (Average: $9,500)
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and

Mrs.

Muir

(Continued from page 1)

haunted by the ghost of its former owner, an acid-tongued sea captain.
Playing the apparition, Rex Harrison materializes with impudent regularity before Miss Tierney's eyes
order to frighten her out of the house.
However, as a model of virtue, sheinsoon
softens the vigorous old salt.
This solved, circumstances thrusts on the young widow another problem
when her source of income ends suddenly. Harrison decides to go to her
financial rescue by dictating his memoirs. Entitled "Blood and Swash," by
Captain X, it soars to best-selling heights. It at the publisher's office that
Miss Tierney encounters George Sanders, an is
urbanely masculine rogue who
writes children's books under the name of "Uncle Neddy." His polished ways
soon charm Miss Tierney, causing the ghost to retreat from her life. Ujg*
fortunately for Miss Tierney, Sanders has a casual habit of charming
maJP
women— and he has a wife, too. Melancholy, Miss Tierney returns to an
isolated life at the house. The years roll on. Her daughter
grows to womanhood and marries. Finally death spreads its gentle curtain and Miss Tierney
goes on to another world.
In and out of the film, as directed with feeling by Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
there weave little threads of wry humor and subtle human insights. Performances are superb all around, others in the being Edna Best, as the oftenpuzzled housekeeper, and Natalie Wood and Venessa Brown as the daughter,
child and grown-up, respectively.
While the production, because of its intrinsic merit, is not likely to present
metropolitan exhibitors with any merchandising problem, the sophisticatio
n
of the plot and its occasional inaction may not be to the total liking of some
very small town audiences.
Running time, 104 minutes. Adult audience classification.Manny
For MayHerbstman
release.
Harris
To

and

Warner

Address

Variety

Warner

Stars

Will

Appear in Denver
Denver, May 15.— A schedule of
personal appearances and other activities has been set for Warner stars
Dennis Morgan and Janis Paige when
they stop off here for a day, May 21,
while enroute from the Coast to Cheyenne for the world premiere of their
"Cheyenne."
The program during the stopover
includes a reception by the Governor
at the State House; personal appearances at Fitzsimmons Hospital, Colorado State Home for Orphan Children, and other institutions; luncheon
at the Brown Palace Hotel with
newspaper representatives and officials
of The Denver Post Children's Hospital, and a radio interview by Jane
Sterling
over NBC network station
KOA.

Hollywood, May IS. — Six speakers
will address the Humanitarian Award
dinner of Variety Clubs International
Saturday night at the Warner studio.
In addition to John H. Harris of
Pittsburgh, founder and "big boss" of
the
showmen's
organization,
who Huwill
announce
the winner
of the 1947
$500,000 for MPF
manitarian Award, the 1,200 guests
(Continued from page 1)
will hear brief talks by Jack L. War
who will be host for the occasion
out oyer Mexico City and Cleveland ner,
Mayor Fletcher Bowron of Los Anin spirited campaigning.
Proceeds from the convention progeles ;R. J. O'Donnell, international
gram, which are to be distributed Sat- chief barker of Variety Clubs ; Charles
urday, were reported as $136,000, of P. Skouras, chief barker of the Los
Tent, and William McCraw
which $85,000 will go to the "Heart" Angeles
Dallas, international executive di
committee _ for financing a premature of
rector.
birth clinic in connection with the
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital in Los
Also to be cited at the dinner for $4,500,000 Trust Suit
Angeles.
outstanding welfare service will be
(Continued from page 1)
For the lavish entertainment pro- one of the Variety Clubs located in
Lazarus,
South Pasadena and Mongram at the hotel tomorrow afternoon, 32 cities of the U. S., Canada and
it was announced that Bob Hope will Mexico.
rovia, Cal, exhibitor.
The complaint asserts that Lazarus
headline the line-up.
was prevented from obtaining films
Re-activation of the dormant Kanunder "equitable" terms for his Rialto
sas City and Milwaukee Variety
Tents, establishment of new ones in Mono. Backlog
and.Ritz theatres in South Pasadena,
(Continued
from
page
1)
New Orleans and Havana, and midand the Lyric and Monrovia, in Monyear meetings of national officers were
rovia, and was forced to enter a joint
projects decided upon by officers in of completed productions consists of operating contract with the South
Pasaden
business sessions held today.
a Theatres Corp. and Fox
"Black Gold," "High Conquest," West Coast,
in 1938, under which he
Tomorrow's program will include a "Tschaikovsky," "The
Gangster,"
talk by Charles Reagan, Paramount "Thunderbolt,"
was to receive a nominal salary and
"The Hunted," and 49
per cent of the profits. Lazarus
distribution chief, on the company's several modestly-budgeted films, plus
a number of Westerns.
plans
for
promotin
"Variety
Girl,"
g
sets
forth that $500,000 was "wrongwhich is based on the Variety Clubs.
paid to the defendants, and his
Meanwhile, Morey reported, Mono- businessfully"was
damaged to the extent of
gram is continuing to pursue negotiations here for acquisition of a Broad- $1,000,00
Exhibitors Demands
Named0. as defendants are: 20th
way showcase. Several weeks ago,
(Continued from page 1)
Century-Fox,
Fox West Coast, NaBroidy tention
announced
the acompany's
tional Theatres, South Pasadena Theato secure such
theatre. inmanner of obtaining priority on prodtres, United West Coast Theatres, and
various
Paramount, RKO, Warner,
uct, or about demands for bidding and
other considerations.
Columbia
and Universal corporations.
Stagehands Lose Suit
While the companies are not subject
St. Louis, May 15.— The $109,750
to contempt of court for not granting
bidding— since this type of licensing suit filed against 16 IATSE officials Benham to Brenkert
pictures is now optional — they still by Henry Klaverkamp and Ralph
Camden, N. J., May 15. — H. J.
must operate under the provisions of Baur, stagehands, who claimed an Benham, formerly commercial engithe decision until the Supreme Court overcharge of union dues, has been
neer for RCA's theatre equipment
reverses it, if it does. Consequently, dismissed by Federal Judge Duncan section here, has been
named assistant
all are refraining from arbitrarily re- with 20 days for the plaintiffs to file to Karl Brenkert, president of the
fusing an exhibitor's request for a an amended complaint. A similar suit Brenkert Light Projection Co., RCA
run.
is pending in circuit court
Victor subsidiary in Detroit.
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SARGE GOES
TO
(RBUL
ev. LDOG
UNDERCOVER COLLEGE
5/MMO
12/47)ND
DRU
MAISIE
Alan Hale,
Jr.
AT BAY Ann
Southern D — 63 min.
Barry
(618)
Ron Randell Nelson
D — 70 mins.
(Rev. 3/4/47)
C — 90 min.
(Repr
int)
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HIGH
(April Releases) (April Releases)
GUILT
OF
CONQUEST
IT
HAPPENED
JANET AMES
Anna
Lee
IN
BROOKLYN
Warren Douglas
RosalindRussell
3/5/47)Prank Sinatra D — 83
Melvyn Douglas
(Rev.
(Remin
v.s. 3/13/47)
Jimmy Durante
D — £1 mins.
C— 103 mins. (718)
Ford"
Glenn(Re
v. 3/3/47)
FRAMED
LITTMRLE
.
JIM
Janis Carter
Butch Jenkins
Barry Sullivan
JamesCraig
D — 82 mins. (Rev.
(Rev.
D5/12— 94 mins. (719)
3/5/47)
/47)
(Rev. 6/10/46)
LAND
OF
THE
LAWLESS
THE SEAOF
J.
GRASS Mack Brown
FOR THE LOVE
SpencerTracyO— 59 min. (671)
(ROF
ev. RUSTY
KatharineHepburn
Ted 4/10/47)
D— 125 mins. (720)
Donaldson
(Reissue)
D — 69 mins.
QUEEONF THE
(Rev. 2/13/47)
YUKON
Charles Bickfo
rd
(May
Releases) (May Release)
HARD BOILED
LASTOF THE
Huntz HIGH
MAHONEY
REDMEN Hall
BAR
BAREELeo Gorcey
(Color)
Van Johnson
D — 77 mins.
C
GUNFIGJune
HTERSAllyson — 63 mins. (616)
D—
91
min.
(Color)
(Rev. 3/13/47)
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New

Canada

for

Rank
Runs

19 Theatres Are Already
Under Construction
By SHERWIN KANE
Chicago, May 18.— A $7,000,000
theatre-construction program for
Canada by J. Arthur Rank interests
was disclosed by the British indus1^ try leader at a press conference at the
,< Blackstone Hotel here at the weekend,
i Rank estimated that the construction
I, program could be completed within the
, next three-and-one-half years. He
s', ing
said 19thatcompletely
the first phase
it, involv-is
modernof theatres,
under way now and that the second
J,phase, embracing 18 additional thea, tres, and which was delayed by mate; rials shortages, will get under way
soon.
, Rank said the major purpose of his
'[Chicago visit is to examine the large'' screen television apparatus developed
Jhere by the E. N. Rauland Corp.
Rauland, who was present at the interview, predicted some time ago that
]practical theatre television would be
available this year.
Rank said that on his return to New
J York from the West Coast in six
:weeks he will inspect large-screen tele(Continued on page 6)

Profit

'Health

Week

9 Liberty

Is Abandoned^
Abandonment of a proposed "National Health Week" in which all
theatres of the country would participate is evident in results to date of a
canvass of American Theatres Association directors, a representative
number of them having rejected the
idea, in addition to the reported attitude of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America favoring collections on a localized basis only.
It is understood that the proposal
was not put to Allied States, it being
withheld pending the outcome of overtures to both the ATA directorate and
the MPTOA.
Upon the official -rejection of the
plan, its proponents, the New York
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres
Association, will consider aiding a federation of charities in this area by collections. Said to be a likely beneficiary of the New York drive, if
adopted, is the Greater New York
Fund, which is a Community Chest
for 423 hospitals, health and welfare
agencies.
Goldenson
Trustee

Sees MPF

Honor

Post

"Within five years one of the most
honored positions in the industry will
be membership on the board of trustees of the Motion Picture Foundation," Leonard H. Goldenson, chairVogel in the Lead
man of theprophesied
Foundation's
organizing
committee,
in an
address
For Top UA Post
before 600 industry representatives at
banquet of the Motion PicJoseph R. Vogel, vice-president of the annual
ture Associates, held at the Waldorf
Astoria
Hotel,
here, on Friday. The
jtheatre
Loew's and
general
manager
of
its
division, has been offered
affair signified a joint tribute to Samthe presidency
uel Rinzler for his "distinguished servof United Artice to the industry," and to the Founists, itis learndation.
authoritativeRinzler, Brooklyn circuit-owner, rely. He has the
ceived{Continued
the Associates'
annual
proposal under
on page
6) Beacon
consideration.

The arrangement would
cover a period
of years and
include a stock
interest.
Charles Chaplin and Mary
Pickford each
|jnow own one||third. The re- Joseph, r. Vogel
|tnainder of the stock once held by
|David O. Selznick was returned to
the treasury when the latter withdrew amicably from the company.
! Vogel currently is under longterm contract at Loew's.
If
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Berger Seen Heading
MPF in Northwest
Minneapolis, May 18. — Benjamin
Berger, president of North Central
Allied, was indicated here over the
weekend as a likely choice for the first
chairmanship of the Motion Picture
Foundation for this area. The MPF
here will be formally launched at a
luncheon-meeting at the Hotel Nicollet tomorrow.
A regional committee of from six
to 18, to serve one or two years, will
be named by the delegation of 200 expected, following an outline of the
MPF cuitbyexecutive.
John Balaban, Chicago cir-

By

Plan

for

Films

Purchased
Paramount

The long-pending deal for purchase of Liberty Films, Inc., by
Paramont is now fact. Barney
Balaban announced over the weekend
that all outstanding stock in Liberty
had been acquired by his company. "In
making this deal, there was an exchange of Paramount stock for Liberty Films stock," he declared.
Furthermore, George Stevens,
partner in Liberty with Frank
Capra, William Wyler and Samuel J. Briskin, will go along,
thereby indicating his determination to continue on his own
as an independent producer,
probably in association with
Leo McCarey in Rainbow Prod.,
has been foresworn.

Paramount

Key

Personnel

Officers, Others Would
Join in Investment Co.

Organization
of authorized
Employees' capiInvestment Co., with
talization of $4,000,000, in which
key personnel would participate, by
stock purchase, in what amounts to
a unique profit-sharing arrangement,
is proposed by Paramount in its
notice to stockholders in advance of
the
annual17. meeting at the
homecompany's
office on June
Capital of the new company, which
would be owned only by executives
designated by a special Paramount
board
_committee,
would stock.
be invested
exclusively
in Paramount
In a separate Jetter to stockholders,
E. K. (Continued
(Ted) O'Shea,
on page sales
7) repre- recommending authorization, Barney
Balaban, president, describes the plan
as^a
means
further
loyalties
and ofmore
morecementing
firm and "the
enCourt Turns Down
during
the attachment
of 7)those men
(Continued
on page
Van

Nomikos

Case

Chicago, May 18.— Federal Judge
Walter La Buy on Friday dismissed
suits brought by five distributors
which charged the Van Nomikos circuit here with having erroneously reported box-office receipts for percentage engagements. The court held the
case did not involve Federal jurisdiction.
Seymour Simon of Schradzke and
Gould, counsel for Van Nomikos, told
the court that the defendant had voluntarily permitted the distributors to
inspect his books and, as a result, the
distributors conceded they had no
claim which could be enforced in Federal Court.
The theatres involved are the Ace,
Lincoln, Parkway, Rex, City and
Empress in Chicago and the Yale,
Maywood, 111. Plaintiffs were Loew's,
RKO Radio, 20th Century-Fox, United
Artists and Warners.

Byrnes
Variety

Given
Honor

Los Angeles, May 18.— The 1946
Humanitarian Award of Variety
Clubs _ International, was presented
last night to formerState
Secretary
James of
F.
Byrnes by Chief
Justice Frank
M. Vinson of
the United
States Supreme
Court, as the
tion concluded
organizaa five-day
vention here.conIn his reByrnes
declared sponse,
that

the motion picHarris & Ewing
ture "has bean unoffiJames F. Byrnes
cialcome ambassador
to many countries, interpreting to
other people
our on
American
(Continued
page 3) way of
Hollywood, May 18. — Renewal of
RKO Radio's distribution agreement
with Samuel Goldwyn for a year beginning July 1 has been announced
Reviewed Today
by N._ Peter Rathvon, RKO president.
"They Won't Believe Me,
Covering the eighth consecutive year,
the new pact puts "The Secret Life of
Walter_
Mitty"by asthetheproducer.
first scheduled
for
delivery
page 7.

Goldwyn and RKO
In Pact Renewal
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Newsreel

Coming
Events
May 21-23— M-G-M field force
meeting, Netherlands Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.
May 25-27— M-G-M field force
meeting, Denver.
May 28-29 — Montana Theatres Association annual spring convention, Boulder Springs, Mont.
June 3-4 — Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Arkansas meeting,
Little Rock, Ark.
June 23-25 — Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana summer convention, Lake Wawasee, Ind.

Ginsberg's
Tops

Para.

$219,500
Salaries

Henry Ginsberg, vice-president in
charge of studio operations, topped the
remuneration of all other Paramount
officers and directors for the 1946 fiscal year, with $219,500 listed at the
weekend, in a report to stockholders.
As previously reported, all 16 directors are up for reelection at the annual
meeting to be held June 17 at the
home office here. In turn, all incumbent officers are candidates for reelection by the directorate.
Remuneration of other officers and
directors is listed as follows : Barney
Balaban, president and director, $159,000 plus expense allowances of $21,200 ; Stephen Callaghan, director,
$5,000 ; Y. Frank Freeman, director
and studio vice-president, $132,500;
Harvey D. Gibson, $5,000 ; Leonard
H. Goldenson, director and vice-president in charge of theatres, $85,000.
Also, A. Conger Goodyear, director, $5,000; Stanton Griffis, director
and chairman of the executive committee, none ; Duncan G. Harris, director, $5,000; John D. Hertz, director, $5,000; Russell Holman, assistant
secretary, $58,100; Jacob H. Karp,
assistant secretary, $70,333 ; Austin
C. Keough, director, vice-president
and general counsel, $85,000; Earl I.
McClintock, director, $5,000.
Also, Fred Mever, assistant secretary, $20,650; Fred Mohrhardt, treasurer, $37,950 ; Maurice Newton, director,$25,600;
$5,000; Robert
O'Brien,
secretary,
PaulH. Raibourn,
vice-president in charge of budget and
planning, $30,000; Charles M. Reagan, director and vice-president in
charge of domestic sales, $81,482; E.
V. Richards, director, none; Edwin L.
Weisl, director, $5,000, and Adolph
Zukor, director and chairman of the
board, $136,400.
The law firm of Simpson, Thacher
and Bartlett, of which Weisl is a
partner, was paid $171,893 in 1946.
Paramounters To Sing
Paramount Pictures' home office
choral society of 50 voices will give
its sixth annual concert in the Plaza
Hotel on Friday evening, with the
proceeds to go for refugee needs in
Europe. The choral group will perform under the direction of Edith
Morgan Savage. Michael Markel is
listed as orchestral conductor.

Personal
ARNEY BALABAN, Paramount
B chief, accompanied by Charles
M. Reagan, Curtis Mitchell and
Stanley Shuford are expected back
at the home office today from the
Coast, while Claude F. Lee, public
relations director, will leave Hollywood tomorrow for his return East.
•
William Sartori, Monogram International representative for Continental Europe, has left his London
headquarters for a two-week trip to
Zurich and Paris.
•
Maury Janov, special assistant to
E. L. Scanlon, Selznick studio executive vice-president, has been elected
commandant
wood Post. of the AmVets' Holly•
Mike Chakeres, Chakeres-Warner
circuit city manager in Springfield,
O., will be married to Anna Katris,
of Mt. Vernon, O.
•
Pat Somerset, Screen Actors Guild
assistant executive secretary, returned
to Hollywood Friday via American
Airlines from Washington.
•
Sollie Wurtzel, 20th-Fox assistant
director, was slated to leave Hollywood bv plane yesterday for New
York.
•
A. J.
O'Keefe,
Universal-International assistant general
sales manager,
is in Kansas City.
•
Edward L. Kingsley, Oxford
Films vice-president, has left here for
the Coast.
•
Lou Rodgers, 20th-Fox Eastern advertising sales representative, was in
New Haven last week.
Conrad Baker, manager of the
Avenue Playhouse, New York, will
wed Raquel Katz on June 1.
•
E. O. Wilschke, Altec operations
supervisor, is on an extended trip to
the West Coast from New York.
Lou Phillips Acquires
Entire Supply Firm
_ New Haven, May 18.— Lou Phillips, manager and vice-president of
Modern Theatre Supply Co., here,
has taken over entire ownership of
the company which henceforth will be
known as Lou Phillips Theatre Supply, Inc. Phillips has become president, replacing Wally Katz.
Phillips has been associated with
the company for 30 years. He will also
take over operation of the RCA
franchise for Connecticut.
SMPE Meeting This Week
Nat Sobel of Cineffects, Inc., will
describe types, uses and production
problems of optical effects in films,
and Frank Zucker, of Camera Equipment Co., will discuss 35mm. and
16mm. camera accessories and equipment at a meeting of the Atlantic
Coast section of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, to be held here
Wednesday at the Hotel Pennsylvania.

A.
Mention

Parade

W. SCHWALBERG, Eagle-Lion
sales manager, and Max E.
dinnerMotion
here toPicture
J. Arthur
Rank and
Youngstein, advertising publicity THE
Association's
chief
land. have returned here from Cleve- the appointment of Paramount' s Stanton Griffis as Ambassador to Poland
are current newsreel highlights.
Other
items are the return home of England's
Wayne Smith, manager of the Royal
and Churchill being
Kentucky Theatre, Hartford, Ky., honored Family,
by France. Complete contents
will succeed Mrs. Stanley Perry,
who has resigned as manager of the follow
:
MOVIETON
E NEWS, No. 75-Ch
Lincoln in Hodgenville, Ky.
l
awarded France's highest military ur^Kl
•
England gives Royal Family trememeda
ndous
Arthur S. Abeles, Jr., Warner
south
Pole
Sports
: Salmo
general manager in Argentina and su- Z Zm%>
dise. Race^°men esfishing
horses Navy
" parabathe
in surf.
Camel
rais-at
pictur
of
Bvrd
ing m Africa.
pervisor there and in Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile, is in New York for NEWS OF THE DAY,
273-Films of
conferences.
Admiral Byrd m the, AntarcNo.
tic. Millio
ns
Britain had the Royal Family
•
on rrturiin
Karl MacDonald, Warner Inter- £ ranee pays military honor to Churchill'
national vice-president and Latin- Sports carnival in Africa for French pres"'
America sales chief, left over the PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 76 -France
weekend on a tour of South American
branches.
to Poland. Secretary
ury John W
•
Snyaer receives medal 0fforTreas
merit.auto
U. Smate!
and
^b
.Collaa?P°inted
psable
uT G.nfflS
Charles Mack, News of the J.
t7wi
Arthur Rank dinner. Films Ambassador
of Admiral
Byrd s expedition. England's Royal fSDay's to
Washington
representative,
slated
arrive in New
York todayis
Unit announced at
*W E,auV'^ry
ArthurPATH
on the 5*5" Drpttingholm after visit- F RKO
No. 78-Roval Family reing Sweden and Moscow.
ml-'s
e.
turns.
Belgium pageant portrays Christ
welcomed hom
•
and
•Britis
j
'
r,
Annou
h
film indust
nce
advisoryry atboard
for TJRantS
T. Arthur
Bernard R. Goodman, supervisor
of Warner exchanges, returned here
Friday from a three-week tour of the onnRrSnore
. tion.
d in-oneFranc
WlT. RU^
Expedi
Thirty
on etrialFtfor
Midwest and Southwest.
•
UNIVERSAL
EEL, ride
No. 39hounds
!ynChmgreeted
A«st™
the
Er-NEWSR
Royal Family
Robert Goldfarb, assistant to J. J. African
on lians
return from toSouth
,
tour.
Film
highlig
hts of the Byrd
Unger, United Artists sales chief,
will leave New York today for Cin- Aunol ends tour.
Churchill gets French
cinnati and Cleveland.
ho^°V°
-h5 S°Uth atPo'e-dinner.
J- Arthur
Rank
•
S
. HParis.
lndustr>r
President
Belgium.
Stanton
Griffis
medal
m
Life
reenacted
"
bassador to Poland. of Christ
appointed
AmC. J. Feldman, Universal-International Western division sales manager,
returned to New York from Los Angeles over the weekend.
Films, Other Media
•
A. P. Archer, Civic Theatres president, Denver, and Art Sears, Civic Essential: Marshall
auditor, have been injured in an automobile accident.
•
Washington, May 18.— The State
George Bilsox, RKO Radio short Department's overseas
information
subject chief, is expected here today program is essential to correc
t misfrom the Coast.
understanding and misinterpret
ation
abroad concerning American actions
and policies, State Secretary Marshall
Kleid New Sales Mgr. told a House
foreign affairs subcom
mittee holding hearings on a bill -to
Of Capitol Supply
authorize the program, of which films
Barney Kleid has joined Capitol are a key part.
Motion Picture Supply Corp. here as
Both Marshall and Assistant Secresales manager. He will head sales
tary William Benton
of the RCA projection and sound line, "propaganda" program, opposed any
and endorsed
and all other RCA distributed prod- a truthful, factual presentat
ion.
ucts.
Benton told the committee that the
Kleid has been connected with the film program
present featured three
theatre supply business for 20 years. kinds : Those atshowing
how the demoHe was formerly with National Theacratic process operates, those showing
tre Supply here.
how we live and what we do, and
films implementing U. S. foreign polas one on the amount of
Says 'Abilene' Tops food icy,
sentsuch abroad.
Other UA Releases
The motion picture division, Bencontinued, plans to acquire some
Jules Levey's 1946 production of 136 ton
reels in the coming fiscal year,
"Abilene Town" "has played more engagements than any other picture re- about 80 from private industry sources
leased by United Artists," according to and about 55 Government productions.
Levey's office here. It is said that, although "Abilene Town" has been in
release more than 16 months, an aver- 20th-Fox Meet Tomorrow
age of more than 50 bookings each
Annual stockholders' meeting of
week continue.
20th Century-Fox will be held tomorrow at 2 P.M. at the home office
It is understood that the picture has here.
had 14,500 play dates.
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Pictures

A nationwide drop-off in newsreel
theatre business is one of several factors which is expected to bring a 100
per cent increase in a year in the 200
U. S. theatres playing foreign-language films full time, reports Oliver
linger, foreign film distributor, who
/ Ql^ completed a 10-city survey of the
— — ?" house field. Telenews theatres
in Oakland, Cal., Tacoma and Dallas
are among the latest to change over
to full-time showings of foreign-language pictures, he said. Many other
newsreel houses will follow suit
shortly, Unger predicted.
While there are now some 200 fulltime foreign-language theatre outlets
in the U. S., Unger said, there will be
200 more within a year, recalling that
in 1944 there were but eight, due to
the shutdown of most foreign-language importations during the war. At
present, he said, every U. S. key city
one or more. Weakest locasupports
tion from the foreign film standpoint
is Chicago, he reports, where only
the World Theatre operates_ on a fulltime "art-film" basis. Intensification of
sales effort there by United Foreign
Films Distributors, planned combine
of foreign-language distributors for
which Unger made the survey, is exto improve the Chicago situation, pected
he said.
Other factors which will contribute
to the predicted increase, Unger said,
is the policy of mass first-running
U. S. product in a single city (such
as is practiced in Los Angeles) tending to destroy business for subsequent
runs in a city and compelling exhibitors to resort to foreign-made first-run
pictures to stimulate patronage. Also,
20 per cent of the U. S. theatre-going
"art"
regularly patronize
public which
houses
is influenced
by newspaper
critics' reviews and foreign-language
films have consistently been receiving
more favorable notices in the U. S.
press. Unger also declared that there
is an increasing demand among filmgoers for pictures of an adult, intellectual nature, and many foreign-language pictures are of that variety.
"art"
60 ton,
visited
Unger re,
trip,Baltimo
his
On
theatres, in
Washing
Dallas, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Seattle, Denver, Kansas City and
Cleveland. He reports Fox West
Coast is booking French-language
pictures into a number of its firstruns ; Coast circuit-owner Sidney Pink
has set up a booking combine with a
number of theatres in Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, Oakland, and several
other cities.

Byrnes

Gets

Humanitarian

to

Spend

Award
$2,030,000 in '48
Los atAngeles,
May 18. —convention
VarietyClubs,
their international
here, voted Friday to spend $2,030,000
for charitable enterprises next year.

Variety Clubs International honor James F. Byrnes, former Secretary of State. Shown with him are Fred M. Vinson, Chief of the
U. S. Supreme Court, and Carter T. Barron,- Assistant National
Chief Barker of Variety. Variety Clubs on Saturday night concluded a five-day annual convention at the Hotel Ambassador in
Los Angeles.

Gutted
Made

Rome
Major

Firm
Films

Minerva Films, whose headquarters
in Rome were destroyed in a film
blast Wednesday, was one of the most
important Italian motion picture companies. The firm was headed by Anthony Mosco and Costantino Potsios,
both Greeks. During the war period
the Fascist Government restricted activities of the company and interned
Mosco. "Open City" was one of
Minerva's
firstofproductions
following
the
liberation
Rome. Other
recent
films were "Rigoletto," "Before Him
All Rome Trembled" and "Eugenie
The home office and Rome exchange
Grandet."
were
located in a beautiful villa with
a lovely garden at 45, Via Palestro,
in the center of Rome's film district.
Reports from Rome indicate that the
fire-blast occurred in the projection
room.
The entire ' staff present in the
Uses
Improper 16mm
building at the time, 90 persons, was
killed or injured; the estimated damTopic of Meet Here
ages, 500,000,000 lire, amounting to
Risks involved in the improper use approximately
$1,000,000.
of 16mm. prints made by the industry
for the use of the Army were pointed
out at a special panel discussion at
the joint National 16mm. Industry Kogan Is Columbia
Exposition and 1947 Allied Non- Manager in Mexico
Theatrical Convention held here at
Sergio Kogan has been appointed
the Hotel Vanderbilt last Thursday manager of Mexico, by Joseph A. Mcthrough yesterday.
Conville, Columbia Pictures International chief.
Edward A. Sargoy of Sargoy and
Stein, special counsel for major comKogan, who succeeds Charles Roberts, recently resigned, has been with
panies in Copyright Protection Bureau matters, pointed out the criminal the company 11 years, starting as a
aspects of improper acquisition. Ed- booker in Lima, Peru. He was proward Scheidt of the U. S. Bureau of
moted to head the Lima branch _in
1942 and was transferred to Mexico
Investigation,
supplemented
Sargoy's
talk by outlining civil liabilities for last year, where he became a branch
manager.
copyright infringement.

C arolina
Owners
Cancel Convention
Charlotte, N. C, May 18. — Plans
for the summer convention of the
Theatre Owners of North and South
Carolina have been abandoned, due to
the impossibility of making arrangements at Wrightsville Beach, Asheville, or any other suitable location,
reports Pauline Griffith, secretary.
In casting about for a location, the
arrangements committee, composed of
H. D. (Hank) Hearn, Roy Smart
and Roy Rowe, found that hotels are
fully booked for conventions through
the summer.
20th -Fox Weighs
Three Roadshows

Earlier, Robert J. O'Donnell and all
other national officers, with the exception of William K. Jenkins, national property master, were reelected
for the forthcoming year. Jack Bereson, of Philadelphia Tent, was chosen
as Jenkins' successor.
In a report on the financial status of
Variety, national doughboy Marko
Wolf disclosed that the organization
has a cash balance of $64,821, including $50,000 received from Paramount
for rights to "Variety Girl."
Paramount Studio Host to
Variety Club Delegates
Los Angeles, May 18.— Paramount
was host Friday to delegates to the
Variety Clubs International convention here at a luncheon in the Ambassador Hotel.
Barney Balaban, Charles M. Reagan, Claude F. Lee, and Curtis Mitchell were present from the home office.
Studio executives, headed by Henry
Ginsberg, included Y. Frank Freeman, Frank Butler, Frank Cleaver,
D. A. Doran, A. B. Hilton, R. L.
Johnston, Sidney Justin, Jack Karp,
Ted Leonard, Luigi Luraschi, William Meiklejohn, George Brown,
Morris Simpson, Richard Sokolov,
Charles West and Joe Youngerman.
Byrnes
Honored
(Continued
from page 1)
life." He pointed to the responsibility
upon those directing the industry to
see to it that "without sacrificing the
quality of entertainment that makes
American pictures welcome everywhere, they do not misrepresent our
There is life."
too much talk of war both
American
in the United States and in the Soviet
Union, Byrnes asserted, but he held
that the people of both countries do
not
He added...: I"Ibelieve
deny
that want
conflictwar.
is inevitable
we can make the peace and we can
Justice
Vinson, who was introduced
keep
the peace."
by Carter T. Barron, first assistant
national chief barker, traced the history of Variety Clubs International,
and praised its work. He hailed
Byrnes' achievements in Congress, in
the U. S. Supreme Court and as Secretary ofthe
State,
and of
saidfirmness
: "He and
has
taught us
wisdom
patience in the pursuit of peace and
the well-being of common folks."

Hollywood, May 18. — The decision
on whether 20th Century-Fox will
roadshow "Forever Amber," "The
Captainman's
from
Castile"
"GentleAgreement"
will and
be made
following his arrival in New York tomorrow, Spyros P. Skouras, president,
disclosed after a three-day conference
here with Joseph Schenck and Darryl
F. Zanuck for which Skouras, Tom
Connors and an executive party flew Ostrer Signs Minney
here last week. Skouras, in boarding
London, May 18. — Independent proa plane for his return trip today, was
duction plans of Maurice Ostrer have
accompanied by Murray Silverstone, been finalized
with the signing of R.J.
William J. Kupper, William C. Geh- Minney as producer, and Leslie Arliss
ring and other home office executives.
as director. In consequence, shootingwill
"Queen
at
Metro'sstart
new onElstree
Studioof onLove"
July 14.
Technicolor Meet Today
Distribution arrangements have not
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president been
disclosed.
of Technicolor, Inc., will preside at
a meetingholders,ofhere, the
this company's
afternoon. stockKay New Theatre Opened
Harrison, of Technicolor, Ltd., of The Alan Theatre, new CenturyLondon, now visiting this country,
was opened at the weekwill attend the meeting, which has RKO end attheatre,
New Hyde Park, L. I. George
been called for the election of four
officers for the term of three years.
Givot, featured
Raff,"
officiatedin atRKOthe Radio's
opening."Riff-

ST. LOUIS
St. Loujs
3 weeks
Shubert (move over) . .3 weeks

PORTLAND, ORE.
Music Box
RICHMOND
Capitol
BALTIMORE
Town

5 weeks
4 weeks

6 weeks.-

SEATTLE
(...
Music Hall
4 weeks
Music Box (move over) 3rd week

SALT LAKE CITY
Rialto

3 weeks

PHOENIX
Vista

4 weeks

NEW

ORLEANS

Orpheum, Liberty .... 3 weeks
Liberty (hold over) .... 2 weeks

NEW

YORK

Astor*
25th week
CHICAGO
Woods
22nd week
BOSTON
Esquire
20 weeks
Boston (move over) . . 1 st week
LOS ANGELES
Beverly
2 1st week
Palace
17th week
Guild
8th week
PITTSBURGH
Fulton
9 weeks
CINCINNATI
Capitol
7 weeks
MIAMI BEACH
Colony
11 weeks
Royal (move over) . . . .2 weeks
Flamingo (move over) . 3 weeks
DENVER
Aladdin
4 weeks
Rialto (move over) .... 4 weeks
WASHINGTON

Keith's
MINNEAPOLIS
Pan
SAN DIEGO
Adams, Mission
Mission (hold over) ...

8 weeks
8 weeks
2 weeks
5 weeks

SAN FRANCISCO
United Nations . . . .8th week
OAKLAND
Tower
4 weeks
Franklin (move oyer) . . 8th week
FRESNO
Tower . ,
3
Kinema (move over) .. 2
LONG BEACH
Cabart
2
Town
2
Santa Fe
2
State (move over) .... 2
PROVIDENCE
Albee
; .5
BUFFALO
20th Century

weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks

TUCSON
Lyric
STOCKTON, CAL.
State

. . 3 weeks

ROCHESTER
Temple
DALLAS
Melba
SAN ANTONIO
Texas
GALVESTON
State

. 2 weeks

SACRAMENTO
weeks

5 weeks

Capitol
Hippodrome (move over)
1 week

LOUISVILLE
Strand

4 weeks

SYRACUSE
Empire
PHILADELPHIA
Acadia
Pix

6th week
6th week
6th week

HOUSTON
^
/OL Kirby
=f. WORTH
Palace

4 weeks
3 weeks

CLEVELAND
University
Lower Mall

6th week
6th week

DETROIT
Downtown

6th week

MONTREAL
Kent

5th week

PORTIAND MF
empire
KNOXVILLE
l\l N
V 1 LLL
Pike

. i 3 weeks
3 wppk^

ALTOONA
Olympic
WORCFSTFR
Plvmouth
FALL RIVER
Centre

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
Senate
TACOMA
Blue Mouse
VANCOUVER
Hastings

3 r~ WPpks

CUMBERLAND
1 ihprtv
C AX/AMNI A U
\A/aiq
Roxy (move over)
MADISON, WIS.
Parkway

ST. PAUL
Orpheum
2 weeks
World (move over) . . . 1 st week

WINNIPEG
Garrick

3rd week
2 weeks
3 weeks
4th week

DES MOINES
Orpheum
PEORIA

. . 3 weeks

4th week

Beverly, Varsity
1 week
Varsity (hold over) .... 1 week
CHAMPAIGN
Orpheum
WOONSOCKET
Bijou
HARRISBURG
Senate
TOLEDO
State
LITTLE ROCK

4th week
2 weeks
. 2 weeks
3rd week

Royal
MEMPHIS
Strand

2 weeks
3rd week

INDIANAPOLIS
Keith

3rd week

ATLANTA
Rialto, Hilan

2nd week

COLUMBUS, OHIO
Palace

2nd week

MILWAUKEE
Riverside
3 weeks
Alhambra (move over) 3rd week
BRIDGEPORT
Klein Memorial
3 weeks
KANSAS CITY
Tower

4 weeks

BIRMINGHAM
Birmingham
SPOKANE
State

< . .4 weeks

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Broadway
CHARLOTTE
Visulite .-

,

3 weeks
4 weeks
3 weeks

OMAHA
Brandeis
OKLAHOMA CITY
Criterion, Plaza
Plaza (hold over)

4th week
2 weeks
1 week

ALBANY
Grand

.2nd week

6

Motion

Short

Subject

"The

Russians

Nobody
Knows
"
(March of Time—20th-Fox)
Behind Russia's "Iron Curtain,"
cameraman Peter Hopkinson caught
some candid scenes of daily life, which,
it is said, were brought to this country uncensored.
The camera probes gingerly inside
hospitals, schools and churches ; reveals many of the problems facing
post-war Russia. Highlighted is an
election which is preceded by much
discussion and newspaper comment.
At voting time, voters find on the
ballot one name, that of Joseph Stalin.
Also shown are church services.
The film is an interesting bit of
pictorial journalism. However, it reveals nothing new, takes no well informed person beyond that which he
already knows. Running time, 19 minutes.
Thomas

Will

Ask

Picture

81 U. S. Theatres
Play French Films
There are some 81 theatres
in the U. S. which play
French films regularly or on
a split-week basis, and 25
more are about to be included, according to Vog Films,
distributors of French-made
product in this country.
Approximately 85 per cent
operate on a split-week basis,
and the remainder are
straight "art" houses. New
York leads, having 19 houses.
San Francisco has seven, Boston has five.

Motiograph

Closes

Worldwide

Deal

Chicago, May 18. — Motiograph
projectors, sound systems, arc lamps
and rectifiers will in the future be
distributed throughout the world, except in the U. S., by Frazar and Hansen, Ltd., San Francisco.
Frazar and Hansen also handles
products of Altec-Lansing Corp.,
Strong Electric Corp., and other
manufacturers of motion picture equipment and supplies and are thus in a
position to completely equip the motion picture theatre.
In the U. S. Motiograph will continue to sell its products through independent supply dealers. In Canada,
Dominion Sound Equipment, Ltd.,
represents Motiograph; while Hawaii
and Alaska are serviced by B. F.
Shearer of San Francisco and Seattle.

Wider 'Red' Probe
Los Angeles, May 18. — Reiterating
that the motion picture industry
shouldman "clean
house,"
ChairThomas ofitstheownHouse
Un-American Activities Committee said here
Friday after a week of hearings that
the subcommittee's work has led him
to the conclusion that 90 per cent of
"Communist infiltration in Hollywood
is in the screen writing field." He
added that the Government had added
momentum to alleged Communist efforts during the war.
Thomas said that he would make
five recommendations in Washington 37 New Rank Theatre
upon his return, including "a broader
(Continued from page 1)
field investigation of communism" in
the film industry as well as "a fulldress public hearing" either in Wash- vision apparatus developed by Eastern
ington or Hollywood.
manufacturers. Rank plans to introduce television in one or two of his
theatres
in London's West End next
FCC Approves 4 New fall, if Parliament
permits television
broadcasts
from studios to theatre.
Video Stations Here
His own Cinema Television Co. is
Washington, May 18.— The Fed- working on large-screen video now,
eral Communications Commission has he said.
given _ final approval to the conRank told his questioners that h«
struction of four new television stations in the New York-Northeastern does not believe British films are getting the American playing time they
New Jersey Metropolitan area, bring- deserve,
to ascribe a
ing the New York total to its full sev- reason forbutthedeclined
situation. He said
en authorized stations. The Commission had previously announced its in- British pictures are more realistic
tention of making the grants.
than Hollywood's. He told reporters
The approved applications were that in his 600 British theatres a British picture will average $400 more
submitted by the Bamberger Broadcasting Service, Bremer Broadcasting weekly than an average American picture. He said his companies will proCorp., American Broadcasting Co.,
duce 30 pictures this year and expects
and the publishers of the New York
18
of
them to be distributed here.
Daily Nezvs.
With Rank at the interview were
J. H. McNabb, president of Bell
Bookers Meet June 30
and Howell, with which Rank is asThe Motion Picture Bookers Club
sociated here ; Thomas Law, a Rank
of New York will hold a final meet- Organization engineer and television
ing of the season at the Taft Hotel
Davis,
chief ason Monday evening, June 30. A buffet expert ;sistantJohn
Rauland
;
and Rank's
Jock Lawrence,
dinner will be served. Irving Kaplan the latter of the J. Arthur Rank
of the Randforce circuit is in charge Organization in New York.
of non-member attendance. Oscar
Rank has left here for Toronto and
Lager is president of the organization. will go to the West Coast from there.
Stars at Charity Show
Stars of stage and screen will appear at Madison Square Garden tomorrow for the New York Infirmary
building drive show. Marvin Schenck
is chairman of the entertainment committee.

350 'Cheyenne' Air casts
Warner's "Cheyenne" will receive
special mention over 350 radio stations during June and July under a
tieup
Cola. just arranged with Royal Crown

Grant
To
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Life of Runyon

The life of Damon Runyon will be
filmed by Marshall Grant Pictures,
Inc., it was announced Friday by
Grant, president of the company.
Grant, interviewed here, said 10
per cent of the earnings of the picture will be contributed to the Damon
Runyon Memorial Fund, for CancelResearch, and that, in addition, the
Grant firm will present to the Fund
$25,000 on the day when actual production of the film begins.
The picture will be budgeted at a
sum "in excess of $2,000,000," according to Grant. Financing will be arby "some Rosenwald,
Chicago people,"
includingrangedRichard
David
Copeland, vice-president of General
American Transportation Co., Harry
Horner and Henry Hart of Hart,
Schaffner and Marx, Grant said.
The Runyon story will be filmed
after the completion of "Moonrise,"
the1 budget for which is between $1,300,000 and $1,500,000. Following the
Runyon film, the Grant firm will produce "Gainesville, U.S.A.," in a new
color process known as Spectacolor.
Monogram
Renews
Franchise in Italy
Distribution franchise of Dr. Giovanni De Berardinis on Monogram
product in Italy was renewed this
week, with the arrival of the distributor in New York.
"Suspense," "Sunbonnet Sue," "Joe
Palooka, Champ," "Allotment Wives,"
"Swing Parade of 1946," "Where Are
Your Children," "Silver Skates," "Decoy," "Below the Deadline" and
"Bowery Bombshell" have already
been released with Italian dubbing.

'DueV

Premiere

in
London On May 23
London, May 18. — The premiere
of "Duel in the Sun" has now been
set for Paramount's Carlton Theatre
on May 23, although the picture has
not yet cleared the censors.
The Selznick Organization is also
undecided on whether to invite the
customary premiere socialite audience
or towith
invite
fans
the 1,000
aid of"working
popular class"
newspapers. The newspapers
frownwhihf
on/0-"
idea of giving
free publicity,
trade does not like the idea of turning
fans into "free-seaters."
'Duel' Will Open at 20

Philadelphia Theatres
Philadelphia, May 18. — "Duel in
the Sun" will open at the Fox and
19 neighborhood theatres here dayand-date on May 30. The neighborhoods will play the film one week,
after which it will continue at the
Fox. The multiple-run plan is identical with the setup worked out for
Greater New York.
Goldenson on MPF
(Continued from page 1)
Award, with the presentation made at
the banquet
award
winner.by Si Fabian, last year's
Goldenson accepted the Associate's
tribute to the Foundation as "an expression of your desire to cooperate
with the nationwide project — if necessary, through merging the Associates
with the Foundation in order to serve
the greater good of the industry at
large." The manner in which such
a merger can be effected cannot be determined at present, Goldenson said,
adding : "Nobody has any authority to
speak for the Foundation until its
board of trustees meet in the very immediate future." He then outlined
the Foundation's progress to date.
Fred Schwartz, Associates president,
presided. Some 26 industry and civic
leaders occupied the dais.

Bingo Ruling Sought
On Anti-Gambling
Minneapolis, May 18. — Following
a ruling by the Minnesota AttorneyGeneral that Bank Night does not Jungmeyer in Alson
come
within
the scope
of the state's
recently
enacted
anti-gambling
law, As Vice-President
Hollywood, May 18. — Jack Jungthe Minneapolis city attorney's office
will ask State Attorney General Burnmeyer, Jr., former 20th Century-Fox
quist to rule on the legality of Bingo writer, has joined Alson Productions
under the act.
as vice-president and associate producer, Edward L. Aperson, president,
Burnquist's Bank Night ruling was
handed down at the request of authori- announces. Jungmeyer's hew affiliation includes part ownership in the
ties at Ely and Eveleth, Minn.
company. Alson has scheduled five
films, for release through 20th-Fox
during the next three years.
Maryland Governor
Vetoes Child Bill
Baltimore, May 18.— If Governor Suggests 5% Tax on
Lane had signed a bill which would St. Louis Amusement
have required special censorship for
St. Louis, May 18. — A five per
children of all films shown on Saturday afternoons in Frederick county, cent city tax on amusement admisthe county might not have had any recommendations
sions is one of fourmade
"preferable"
tax
by Mayor
Saturday films at all.
The proposed bill was too specific Kaufmann's Citizens' Tax Commission here. It is estimated to produce
in stating what the board should disapprove of in its designating what $750,000 to $1,000,000 annually.
St. Louis claims a deficit of $5,000,might be appropriate for children on
Saturdays. The Board of Censors 000 for 1947.
termed it so.
Decision Reserved
Supreme Court Justice Samuel Null
Pal's Cartoons for 1948
has reserved decision on a $150,000
breach
of contract suit brought by
George
Pal'sArtists
distribution
with
United
for twoagreement
feature Hollywood Plays, Inc., Hopwood
cartoons in color calls for the release Plays, Inc., and Myra Wood against
of the two next year, UA disclosed Columbia Pictures. The suit involved
here yesterday. The films are titled 1943.
saleColumbia
of a play,by "Good
Night, in
Ladies,"
the plaintiffs
May,
"Rip Van Winkle" and "Tom to
Thumb."
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(Continued from page 1)
who have contributed so much to the
success of Paramount."
Employees'corporatedInvestment
wouldwith
be inin New York,
its
capitalization consisting of notes in the
principal amount of $3,760,000 and
240,000 shares of common stock at
one dollar par value per share.
notes> t0 bear interest not in
/C)Dle
ss of two and one-half per cent,
TTuld be purchased by Paramount or
sold to banks or other financial organizations under Paramount guarantee.
The 240,000 shares of common stock
would be offered to top personnel,
with the first group to be accorded the
opportunity of purchase up to 15,000
shares each, including Y. Frank Freeman, Leonard H. Goldenson, Austin
C. Keough and Charles M. Reagan, all
directors. No other directors will participate.
Henry Ginsberg, vice-president and
general manager in charge of studio
operations, would be given the right
to purchase 24,000 shares. The total
number of participants, it is planned,
will approximate 41, with others to
be determined on the basis of the "advantage to be gained by the- corporation (Paramount) in increasing the
interest of officers and key employees
in The
the progress
of the corporation."
board committee,
which would
select participants, as well as the number of shares to be offered each, comprises Barney Balaban, Stanton
Griffis, chairman of the executive committee, and Edwin L. Weisl, board
member.
Officers and key employes would
purchase the new company's stock at
two-thirds of par value.
The notes of Employees' Investment
will be subject to annual sinking fund
payments, commencing Jan. 31, 1949,
based on net earnings of the preceding year. At least 50 per cent of
such earnings would be paid each year
into the sinking fund. The notes
would mature in not less than five
years from date of issuance.
Commenting on the financing, Balaban declares : "I am confident that
financial institutions will purchase
notes of the Investment Company in
the amount of $3,760,000, supported
by the guarantee of Paramount. It
is our expectation that the notes will
be repaid with interest and that Paramount will not be called upon under
its guarantee."
Paramount will contribute $80,000
to the stock capital.
Employees' Investment would acquire Paramount shares directly
through facilities of the New York
Stock Exchange, or through the special board committee. No shares will
be available from Paramount, which
has been acquiring its own stock in the
open market since last November.

They
(RKO
Radio)Won't Believe Me'
JOAN HARRISON, who used to handle the writing end of Alfred Hitchcock suspense thrillers, produced "They Won't Believe Me," and in the
Hitchcock tradition. A highly-polished production, well stacked with marquee
names (Robert Young, Susan Hay ward, Jane Greer), it is aimed at sizable
grosses — and should get them. Finished performances by the entire cast and
a neat, suspenseful directorial job by Irving Pichel combine to make, a hardly
believable story quite believable, for the most part.
Jonathan
Latimer's
on a instory
McDonell,
deals
with the
marital screenplay,
tribulations based
of Young,
the by
role Gordon
of a stockbroker,
whose wealthy spouse, played by Rita Johnson, succeeds in breaking up his
extra-marital affairs by reminding him at crucial moments how important her
money is in his life. He despises her, but cannot bring himself around to
fleeing him,
with until
a new-found
of thewhose
easy fascination
life which his
wife's wealth
gives
he meets love
Missbecause
Hayward,
he cannot
resist.
But when Miss Hayward is killed and burned beyond recognition in an auto
accident when they are making off, the authorities believe it was his wife who
was killed, and Young returns to the family ranch to murder his wife — but
too late : she had committed suicide when she finally realized she could not
hold her husband. Young conceals her body to clinch his freedom; it is found
several months later and he is brought to trial for her murder. The story is
related in flash-back by Young on the witness stand. As the jury files in
at the trial's end Young, foreseeing a "guilty" verdict, attempts to fling himself out of the skyscraper courthouse window, but is shot to death before he
can commit suicide. The verdict announced thereafter "for the record" is
"not
Missguilty."
Greer is cast as the girl with whom Young had found genuine love,
and who, no doubt, he would have married had his faith in the jury not
faltered. The film, although building slowly at the outset, is studded with
many moments of taut suspense thereafter. Miss Johnson, Tom Powers,
George Tyne, Don Beddoe, Frank Ferguson and others provide cast support
commensurate with the fine performances of the principals.
L. Feanke
Running time, 95 minutes. Adult audience classification.Charles
For August
release.

Para-Liberty
(Continued from page 1)

sentative for Liberty, will join Paramount in an undefined executive position under Charles M. Reagan, vicepresident in charge of distribution.
O'Shea holds a long term contract
with Liberty.
Aside from the future services of
the three producer-directors, Briskin
will join Paramount in what had been
described earlier as a specially-created
production post at the studio. Meanwhile, Henry Ginsberg, vice-president
in charge of production, expressed
himself as "highly elated with the acquisition ofthis production and directorial
Liberty talent."
Films assets now passing to
Paramount include an interest in "It's
a Wonderful Life," which RKO Radio
is distributing ; "I Remember Mama,"
starring Irene Dunne and /to be produced and directed by Stevens for the
same company, and "State of the
Union," which Capra will make on the
Metro lot for release by M-G-M. Unproduced story properties include
"Friendly Persuasion," by Jessamyn
West ; "No Other Man," by Alfred
Noyes; "Glory Shoes," by Ethel
Hills; "He Ran All the Way," by
Sam Ross; "The Wayward Bus," by
New Equipment Unit John Steinbeck, and "Sister Carrie, '
by Theodore Dreiser. Involved, also,
Set Up by Streuber
are contracts with writers Jo Swerling, Howard Koch and Anthony
An engineering consultant and buy- Veiller.
ing service specializing in electric,
electronic and motion picture equipment is announced by the New York
export firm of K. Streuber. Streuber Laflamme Succeeds Rose
was formerly export manager for NaAlbany, N. Y., May 18.— Al Lational Theatre Supply and later manflamme, former Ritz Theatre manager,
ager of the theatre and sound division has been named manager of the Strand
of RCA International.
Theatre here by C. J. Latta, Warner
Associated with Streuber is Walter manager. Laflamme succeeds Leo
B. LaChicotte, previously an engineer Rosen, who is now assistant general
for RCA, and later sales manager for manager of Fabian-Hellman Drive-ins
the sound products division. Also in and partner with Neil Hellman in a
the new unit is Samuel C. Milbourne, chain of frozen custard ice cream
stands.
formerly with Eastern Amplifier.

Dickinson
Trust

Sues

on

Allegations

Kansas City, May 18.— Glen
Dickinson, circuit head, and five Dickinson companies have filed two suits,
one for each of two Dickinson theatres, in United States District Court,
here, against 20 defendants, including
film companies, alleging unlawful conspiracy to discriminate against independent exhibitors.
The two theatres are the Dickinson
at Mission, Kan., closed since April
22, and the Overland at Overland,
Kan, still operating. Total losses alleged are more than $500,000, and
treble damages are requested.
The petitions refer to the Government suit and the court findings of
last December and suggest that Federal allegations of monopoly were
found true and certain practices of
distributors were said to constitute
unreasonable . discrimination against
small competitors.
Attorneys for Dickinson are Samuel P. Halperin of Minneapolis, Louis
B. Schwarz of Minneapolis, Duvaul
P. Strother, Kansas City, Mo., and
A. J. Pflumm of Mission, Kan.
Start

Union

Talks

plus the girls
they will marry

everybody's

going

to have

at

Confidential Reports
Contract negotiations have begun
between Confidential Reports, Inc., and
Local No. 109, Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, affecting 65
employes. Another meeting is scheduled for Thursday.
Meanwhile, the Guild states a contract had been signed with Sargoy and
Stein, legal firm connected with the
industry. Terms of the contract, according to a Guild spokesman, provide
for a $5 weekly increase or a 15 per
cent increase, whichever is higher for
54 employes, and is retroactive to
Feb. 1, 1947.

especially

the

exhibitors

who

book

it from UA

From coast to coast . . . from border to border ... the
war drums of SHOWMANSHIP are thundering . . . with
renewed vigor!
In the tepees of the Big Chiefs of the industry . . .
advertising pow-wows herald the coming of great advertising and exploitation campaigns!

From the campfires of great tribes of Showmen . . .
comes news of renewed activity ... as action-hungry
warriors invade the hunting grounds ... of eager patrons
. . . with their trusty weapons of eye-and -ear-compelling
BALLYHOO!

It's your cue to WHOOP

IT UP, brother! ... to get
back into the "battle-of-the-Box Office" . . . with SHOWMANSHIP away-from-theatre ... to bring your patrons
into camp ... and TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES at
point-of-contact ... to bring them back again !
Get started NOW ... and lead this grand campaign
to profits . . . with ADUERTISING that hangs up scalps
at the BOX OFFICE!

SHOWMANSHIP
got it!

is BACK!

He's the PRIZE "Papoose"

and The PRIZE BABVs

of the Industry!
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ATA

NEW

to

Court

Upper
for

Appeals 'Voice'
IT and SCTO, CSA Ask
To Intervene Directly
American Theatres Association,
the Southern California Theatre
Owners and the Confederacy of
Southern Associations have filed a
joint motion with the U. S. Supreme
Court at Washington for a direct
"voice" — that of intervenor — when
the High Court considers appeals
of the New York Federal Court industry anti-trust decision.
Already pending is the ATA
group's
appeal
from inthethedenial
its
petition to
intervene
New of
York
court. Here the three organizations,
jointly, were granted only the right to
(.Continued on page 7)
Ascap

Says

It Must

Collect

from

Houses

YORK, U.S.A., TUESDAY, MAY

Technicolor
Hits

New

High

TEN CENTS

20, 1947

Walsh, Tracy Meet
On Jurisdiction
Richard F. Walsh, international president of the
IATSE, will meet in Washington today with Dan W.
Tracy, president of the AFL
electrical workers' union, to
discuss methods of preventing film studio jurisdictional
squabbles. Both are members
of a five-man committee recently established by AFL
president William Green to
solve the Hollywood labor

Despite difficulties nurtured by the
Hollywood strike, Technicolor Corp.
last month had the most successful
business month in its history, having
delivered over 18.000,000 feet of
printed film in April and profited over
$300,000, Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,
president, told a meeting of the company's stockholders here yesterday.
"It was the first- month in which we
got back to a pre-strike, pre-war
basis," he said.
The meeting, held for the election
prob'.em.
of four board members, resulted in the
virtually unanimous re-election of MPF
for Northwest
Kalmus, J. L. Anderson, L. G. Clark
and Eversley Childs each for three
Gets Under Way
The company, Kalmus said, regards
years.
black-and-white filming as its principal competition, rather than the comMinneapolis, May 19. — An overbination of other color processes on
flow attendance today unanimously
the market. Because, he said, it costs approved the Motion Picture Foundaabout five cents per foot less to make
at a luncheon-meeting at the
i film in black-and-white than in Hotel tionNicollet,
following an outline
Technicolor, therein lies Technicolor's of the plan by John Balaban, Chicago
competition.
circuit executive. Harry French and
Foreign business is coming back to Benjamin Berger, president of North
{Continued on page 7)
Central Allied, temporary co-chairmen, discussed the- plan briefly, urging
support and expressing great need
MP A Protest Awaits "for the services the Foundation could

Suggestions that the American
An area organization committee of
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers collect its theatre music German Film Report 17 will be named from among 28
nominations
tax from distributors or producers
perform." as soon as Stanley Kane,
will not result in direct action by
NCA
executive director, can comWashington, May 19. — A formal
Ascap which, an official of the society Motion Picture Association protest on
plete count of the votes and pass on
(.Continued on page 7)
the American Military Government the eligibility of the nominees. First
decision to rebuild the German film in- meeting of the area organization is
dustry will likely wait on a complete
Paramount
Names
detailed report which Assistant Sec- expected to be called by Kane this
(Continued on page 5)
week to name a permanent chairman.
Mussman Manager
Paramount Pictures has promoted
Bill Mussman from salesman to sales
manager in Minneapolis. He fills a
post that has been vacant since the Grosses
Are
Reported
resignation of Joe Loeffler several
months ago.
Mussman has held a sales position
with Paramount since 1943, when he Steady
Fronts
Two
by
joined the company in Minneapolis,
Kansas City, May 19. — Exhibitors
Following a week-long conference
with theatre operating partners at from "outstate" towns in both Missouri and Kansas say that patronage
Arrowhead Springs, Cal, Leonard
Variety Award to
H. Goldenson, president of Paramount has not declined markedly, in fact,
Minneapolis Tent
Theatres Service Corp., yesterday re- many report that business is pretty
ported business continues at a steady close to previous levels. This is all
Hollywood, May 19. — Minlevel with no downward trend indi- the more significant in view of the reneapolis Tent No. 12 is the
ports of slumps in some larger cities,
cated.
winner of the International
particularly
Kansas City ; and scatGoldenson
said
he
sees
no
necessity
Variety Clubs Heart Award
tered reports of declines in other
of
lowering
admission
scales
as
a
towns.
for raising $300,000 to estabmeans of luring customers and relish a 100-bed heart hospital
A mid-May report on the prospecminded
that
the
cut
at
the
New
Yorkon the grounds of the Unitive winter wheat of Kansas indicates
Paramount Theatre was prompted by
versity of Minneapolis, a
the peculiarities ol thai particular sit - an all-time record, more than 1,000,induing committee composed
uatiou. When the house reduced ad- 000,000 bushels being tin- forecasl
of trade paper representamission prices, about two months ago, based on May 1 conditions. Extives announced here.
hibitors from the territory (who see
the move was described as an effort
(Continued on page 6)
to bolster morning trade.

Theatres

Will

Be

at

Heard

Tax

Hearings

ATA Petition Already
In for Capital Sessions
Washington, May 19. — The
House Ways and Means Committee,
which opened extensive hearings today on over-all tax revisions, will
hear testimony next week on theatre
admission taxes, with the American
Theatres Association having asked to
air its views.
Excises, of which the ticket
levy is an item, are the first
specific type of taxes to be considered by the committee. The
admission tax will come up
after testimony on transportation and communication taxes.
Secretary of the Treasury Snyder,
opening the hearings today, said a
period of tax reduction is approaching, but that any surplus must be
judiciously(Continued
divided onbetween
page 5) debt reBritish
UK

Ratio

Playing

30%

of

Time

Toronto, May 19. — Although the
minimum quota requirement for showing British films in England is 17 lA
per cent, the actual ratio reached
there by British films is 30 per cent,
J. Arthur Rank, British industry
leader, who
has arrived
(.Continued
on page 7)here from
O'Shea Will Confer
On His New Duties
With the return to New York yesterday of Barney Balaban and
Charles M. Reagan. E. K. (Ted)
O'Shea will confer shortly on his
duties in the sales organization at
Paramount.
O'Shea
will
be
associated Asin reported.
an executive
capacity
with Reagan following the acquisition
by Paramount of Liberty Films for
which O'Shea supervised sales.
In This Issue
"Desperate" is reviewed on
page
"Cynthia"
pageand7.
New5. York
firstonrun
key eitj gross reports are on
page 6.
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For
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'Red'

Is

Set

Hearing

Hollywood, May 19.— Next step
in the investigation of Communist
influence in Hollywood will be a public hearing in Washington beginning
June 16 before the full House Committee on Un-American Affairs. The
sub-committee is now back in Washington after an initial investigation
here.
In a statement, Louis B. Mayer of
M-G-M declared he assumed Robert
Taylor's appearance
committee last week before
was duetheto subthe
mistaken belief that "Song of Rusaction.sia" was Communistic in plot and
"The film is at the studio unchanged since released in 1943. I
would like the committee to see it
and decide for themselves whether it
is Communistic. It is true Russia
was our ally in 1943 and our Government was very friendly to the Soviets, but that was not why 'Song
of Russia' was made." Mayer further described the film as "simply a
love story"
about who
an American
phony conductor
falls in symlove
with a Russian girl.
J. Parnell Thomas, chairman of the
sub-committee, declared the hearings
here indicated "90 per cent of Cominfiltration" here was in the
ranks ofmunist
writers.
Meanwhile, asserting that the
"proper versive
way activity
to investigate
subis to do ittruly
through
the accredited channels of the FBI,"
Emmet Lavery, Screen Writers'
Guild president, has placed himself
at the disposal of the House Un
American Activities committee.
Sixth Suit Against
Van Nomikos Stays
Chicago, May 19.— While five suits
against the Van Nomikos circuit alleging false box-office reports on percentage pictures have been dismissed
in Federal Court, a sixth — Paramount's — remains within U. S. jurisdiction and will be pursued. Mayer,
Meyer, Austrian and Piatt, attorneys
for the six distributors who originally
filed, so stated today.
Claims
filed by Loew's, RKO Radio,
20th
Century-Fox,
UA and Warners
were under $3,000 each and thus failed
to fall within Federal Court jurisdiction. Paramount's claim,
exceeds the required $3,000.however,
Meanwhile, the law firm representing the
distributors stated the five actions dismissed will be filed in Illinois state
courts.

Picture

Personal
C PYROS P. SKOURAS, 20th Cen^ tury-Fox president; Murray Silverstone, head of 20th-Fox International, and Andrew Smith, Jr.,
William Gehring and Sam Shain
returned here yesterday from the
Coast, while Tom Connors, distribution chief, is expected today and
Charles Schlaifer, advertising-pubmorrow.licity director, is slated to return to•
J. F. Dolid, assistant to Ben Kalmenson, Warner sales chief, and
Norman Ayers, Southern division
sales manager, will be in Atlanta and
Charlotte this week.
•
Fred G. Sliter, 20th Century-Fox
salesman in Albany, is in Memorial
Hospital there recuperating from
pneumonia.
•
Roy Haines, Warner Midwest
sales manager, has returned to the
home office after a trip through his
territory.
•
_Sam Lefkowitz, Warner Eastern
district manager, left here yesterday
for Albany and Gloversville, N. Y.,
and will return on Thursday.
•
Al Myers, formerly with M-G-M
in Canada, has joined the Albany staff
of Universal-International as salesman.
•
Jack Bernard has become the third
salesman on the Producers Releasing
Corp. staff in New Orleans.
•
William Jacobs, Warner producer,
left the Coast yesterday to study talent and material in New York.
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BLUMBERG, Uni-1-^
versal J.- International
president,
and Mrs. Blumberg are slated to
leave here Friday for the Coast.
•
J. J. Donohue, Paramount Central
division sales manager, has returned
to New York after a two-week trip
in his territory.
•
. Russell
of M-G-M's
publicity staff, Stewart
has returned
from a vacation, while Mitchell Rawson, of the
same department, has begun one.
•
J. Arthur Rank is expected to arrive in Monterey, Cal., at the end of
the month for three weeks of golf
before proceeding to Hollywood.
•
Rudy Berger, M-G-M Southern
sales manager, is in Dallas from New
Orleans for meetings with John S.
Allen, his new field assistant there.
•
Steve Broidy, Allied Artists-Mono
gram president, is planning to sail
for England and Europe on Aug. 1.
•
Eddie Cline, Monogram director,
has returned to Hollywood from New
York.
•
Aileen Brenon, Paramount chief
of magazine publicity here, has returned from St. Louis.
•
Frederick H. Gildemeyer, Western Electric's
is in New York.Puerto Rico manager,
•
Ed Aaronoff, of Warners New
York publicity staff, and Mrs. Aaronoff are parents of a son.

12 Brazil

Exchanges

Col. Appoints Smith
To Studio Publicity
Hollywood, May 19.— Lou Smith
has joined Columbia Pictures as director of studio publicity, succeeding
Frank Rosenberg who resigned. A forpublicity, has
chiefbeen
at M-G-M's
home
office,mer Smith
with Columbia
and Universal. In 1944 he joined Lester Cowan Productions.
PRC and Toll Close
Distribution Deal
Hollywood, May 19.— Producers
Releasing Corp., Harry H. Thomas,
company
president,
has signed
a re/"
leasing deal
with Ensign
Production!
headed by Lionel Toll, whose "Blonde
Savage" is
cameras in scheduled
six weeks. to go before the
Newfield Critically III
Hollywood, May 19. — Director Sam
Newfield is in critical condition in
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital here following cranial surgery for injuries
sustained in a fall Friday.

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

"RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
Center HALL"
Claudette Fred
COLBERT MacMURRAY
"THE
EGG AND
A Universal-International
Picture I"
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

PALACE

MADISON
TEMPLE
Set by Monogram
A nationwide chain of 12 exchanges
'BLAZE
For 'Freedom Train' has been completed in Brazil for distribution of Monogram and Allied
Washington, May 19. — Delega- Artists films, Norton V. Ritchey,
IN PERSON
ON SCREEN
tions from production, distribution president
of Monogram International,
ANNE BAXTER CHARLES
and exhibition will meet with Presi- announces
here.
WM. HOLDEN Edent Truman and Attorney General
TON
SONNY TUFTS
Tom Clark at the White House on
H. Alfredo Steinberg, general manTRENET
EXTRA I
Thursday to lay the groundwork for
ager for Brazil, and Bernard J.
promotion of a traveling exhibit of Gates, Latin American supervisor,
Dorothy DONEGAN
national documents. The meeting has have established main offices in Rio
Plus Others
been called by Clark.
de Janeiro, and branches in Sao
Presently planned is the launching Paulo, Porto Alegre, Recife (Pernamof a "Freedom Train" from this city buco), Curitiba, Ribeirao Preto, BotuThe ENTERPRISE STUDIOS present <
BARBARA
DAVID
on a year-long tour of the country catu, Bahia (Sao Salvador), Belo I
displaying outstanding documents from Horizonte,
STAKWY
C
K
NIYEM
Campos,
Rio
Preto
and
Itauba.
OF NOON'
American history.
A short and several film trailers on
the subject are to be made in con- American Films Lead
nection with the Americanism cam""''^'^^^^TY^^^r t CONTE !
Washington, May 19.— American
paign, according to the Department of musical
DOORS 0P!» 9 30 A.UL ^MfT
V Iot 49*
1 I St. I CONTIHUOUS >
* V* I BVoy
films still lead the German
Schoenstadt Talks
Justice.
hit parade.
The president's participation in the
Suit Settlement
meeting. is not definite, it being con- (( According to letters dropped in
Chicago, May 19.— The hearing
tingent on the condition of his mother, "fan request boxes" newly installed by
date for the $6,750,000 anti-trust suit now ill.
the U. S. Film Exchange in houses in
filed by the Schoendstadt Circuit in
the U. S. Sector of Berlin, there is
behalf of its Piccadilly Theatre has
a demand for revival of the following
American films, already shown:
been postponed again, this time to Koerner Left $867,855
Hollywood,
May 19.— The late "Maytime," "Firefly," "Naughty
June 12. It is believed, however, that
a settlement will be reached before the Charles Koerner_ left an
valued Marietta," "Great Ziegfeld," "Capcase is tried in the Federal Court at $867,855, to his widow,estate
Vivian, actains Courageous," "Marie Antoinette"
here. Settlement discussions continue, f cordin
ta a probate of his will.
and "Alexander's Ragtime Band."
MOTION PICTURE DAILY
Sundays and holidays, by'Quliley A&^eB[J^'iT^^97Si<li^^^; SWin Kane, Editor; Mar<in Quigley, Jr., Associate Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
J. William
Brady, Secretary;
R. Weaver,James
Editor;P.
-undon Bureau, 4 Golden Sq London Wl.Hope Building,
Burnup, Manager; Peter Burnup, Editor;
Quigley Publicatii
International Motion Picture Almanac, Fani. Entered \Tsecan7Vu^ °n\",H ^rald Better Theatres published every fourth week as a section of Motion Picture Herald
in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies lo"
' '
'
8' "* the P0St office at New York' N- Y- lmder the act of March 3, 1879. Sub-scrip-
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Loew-MGM
In

to Build

Washington

Picture

Make Film Record of
Variety Convention
Hollywood, May 19 — The
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers will
present a complete motion
picture record of the 11th
Variety Clubs International
convention held in Los Angeles last week to Robert
O'Donnell, national chief
barker, a spokesman revealed.
Expected to run about three
reels, opening with the arrival of the first special train
and closing with the Humanitarian Awards dinner last
Saturday, the film was made
without advance disclosure of
the project with Fox Movietone News and the Walt Disney studio cooperating.

Washington, May 19. — Film Row
attributes to the sumptious Johnston
offices in Washington the fact that
Loew-M-G-M is giving up its old
quarters on Film Row on New Jersey
Avenue and will move to a new
building at 17th and De Salles, in the
swank Connecticut Avenue hotel area.
The company has acquired a corner
plot, directly at the 17th Street side
of the Mayflower Hotel, and will
erect a four-story building with about
twice the capacity of the present exchange. Two lower floors in the
building will house the exchange staff
and film handling department in
larger space than is now occupied.
The two upper floors will be devoted
to more general and official purposes,
the third floor divided between offices
for visiting executives and Carter
Barron's public-relations staff in M-G-M Gro
up Off to
Washington, which has handled
majority of functions in the past. The
fourth floor will include a projection Cincinnati Meeting
room, seating 100, and a lounge for
the entertainment of guests and the
M-G-M's home office group will
showing of films to Congressional, of leave
here today for Cincinnati to atficial and public-relations groups.
tend the first of two office managers'
meetings, to be held at the Netherlands Plaza Hotel in that Ohio city.
W. L. Bell to Paris
There will be 31 office managers, master bookers, field auditors and home
For WE's Westrex
office personnel on hand for the threeWilliam L. Bell has been appointed day sessi
which will get under
European recording manager of the way tomorons,
row. The second conclave
Westrex Corp., foreign motion picture will
at the Cosmopolitan Hotel,
equipment and service subsidiary of May start
26, in Denver, when 26 will be
Western Electric. He has already in
attendance. Charles K. Stern,
left New York aboard the LaSalle
Loew's assistant treasurer, and Alan
to set up headquarters in Paris.
Cummings, head of the company's
Bell joined ERPI in 1928, going to F.
branc
h operations and maintenance,
Western Electric when ERPI merged will 'jointly conduct the sessions.
with the parent company. He has
Leaving for
i today from
been a member of Westrex since Oct., the home officeCincinnat
will be Stern, Cum1946. During his years with Western
mings, W. G. Brenner, Charles
Electric, Bell has seen service in
O'Brien, William Ornstein, Harold
Hollywood, London and Paris.
Postman, and M. L. Simons. Bookers
to attend include Parke D. Agnew
and Arthur Sterling. Field auditors
Spitzer to Fashion Fair
be Charles Bell, H. C. Gentzel,
Antoinette Spitzer, formerly Eastern will
Margolin, Charles
publicity director for Walt Disney, has IrvingHarry A. Simons and Arthur School,
Sklar.
been engaged by Lester B. Stone,
executive director of The Fashion
Fair, to do special exploitation and MGM
Tradeshows Set
publicity for the fair to be held at
Madison Square Garden, June 12-21. On Six More Films
The Fair will be produced by Leon
M-G-M
scheduled six more
Leonidoff, Radio City Music Hall tradeshows, has
making a total of nine to
producer.
be screened for exhibitors from May
26 to Aug. 5. No release dates have
been set on any of the nine.
The new crop of six include : "Song
Just between
of Love," June 17; "The Hucksters,"
Independent Producers
July 1 ; "Song of the Thin Man,"
July 17; "Merton of the Movies,"
and Distributors
July 22; "Tenth Avenue Angel," July
28 (everywhere except Washington,
and Ourselves...
where it is set for July 29) ; "The
0
Unfinished Dance," Aug. 5.
How about a switch now to real
showmanship in selling and proStart Pathe-Union Talks
moting your product?
Negotiations on wages and working
conditions between representatives of
We offer a top-flight package
Pathe Industries and Local No. H-63,
deal in press books, with the
Motion Picture Home Office Employes
proper emphasis on advertising,
Union, IATSE, will begin here today.
publicity and exploitation.
The negotiations will cover 35 office
•
employes, who work here and in
Bound Brook, N. J.
Keep in touch with
BILL SLATER
UNITED PUBLICITY BUREAU
319 West 48th Street, N. Y. C.
Circle 6-4846

Daily
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Para, Meetings

435 Years'

Drive

The series of branch meetings being held by Paramount in advance of
the opening of its "Celebrating 35
Years of Leadership" sales drive on
Aug. 31 entered its third week yesterday, when two-day sessions started in
Buffalo, Cincinnati and Kansas City.
Presiding at Buffalo is Hugh Owen,
Eastern and Southern division sales
manager. Earle -W. Sweigert is conducting the one in Cincinnati. Other
meetings to be held this week by
day.
Owen will be in Albany, N. Y., tomorrow and in New Haven on ThursTwo meetings in Western division
sales manager
George
territory will be held,
one A.in Smith's
Des Moines
tomorrow, the other will start in St.
Louis on Thursday and will run
through Friday.
FCC Decision on 7
FM Boston Stations
Washington, May 19. — The Federal Communications Commission today announced its proposed decision to
grant seven Class B frequency modulation stations in Boston. Specific
channels will be decided at a later
date. Applications were granted to:
Columbia Broadcasting, Matheson
Radio, Yankee Network, Unity Broadcasting, Templetone Radio, Massachusetts Broadcasting and Harvey Radio
Laboratories.

Lucille

Gleason, 59,
Dies in Her Sleep
Hollywood, May 19.— Lucille Webster Gleason, 59, former actress and
wife of screen and radio star Jimmy
Gleason, died Sunday in her sleep of
a heart attack at her Brentwood home.
Since the death of her son, 36-yearold actor Russell Gleason, in a hotel
fall in New York on Christmas night,
1945, Mrs. Gleason had been ailing,
friends reported. Five years ago, Mrs.
Gleason dropped out of pictures. She
and her husband had had a stage career together before coming to Hollywood in 1928.
The funeral will be held tomorrow
afternoon at St. Martin's Church,
Brentwood Heights, with interment in
Calvary Cemetery.
Funeral

Eagle-Lion

Group

A. W. ng
Schwalberg,
vice-president
of 'Repe
Openi
at9
and
sales manager
of Eagle-Lion
Films, will leave here today for
Zanesville, O., where he will attend
the world premiere Thursday of
Eagle-Lion's "Repeat Performance"
at the Liberty Theatre.
Accompanying Schwalberg will be
Max E. Youngstein, Eagle-Lion director of advertising-publicity. Already in Zanesville are Jerry Pickman, Eagle-Lion assistant director of
advertising-publicity; Bob Condon,
feature writer, and field exploiteers
George Bennett and Peter Bayes.
Louis Bromfield, Pulitzer Prizewinner, will be master-of- ceremonies
at
the
world
premiere of Eagle-Lion's
"Repeat Performance"
Liberty
Theatre in Zanesville, O.atontheThursday.

2-3 Years for Video
Theatre Equipment
Hollywood, May 19. — Theatre
equipment of commercial quality adequate for the presentation of events
of compelling interest may be available within two or three years, according to a preliminary report to
the Motion Picture Association-financed research council committee
on television by John P. Livadary,
who_ has returned
vestigation tour. from an Eastern inNo proof has yet been given that
commercial theatre television could
operate for profit or adequately display the entertainment which requires high technical perfection, Livadary added in his data which will
be
consolidated with other material for
final presentation to the council.

New WB Exchange
Minneapolis, May
Warner's
new exchange, building 19.—
being erected
on Currie Avenue is expected to be
ready for opening late in
it was
disclosed by Art AndersoJuly,
n, branch
manager, and Herman Goldberg, suoffice. pervisor ofmaintenance from the home

Film Classics Merger
Albany, N. Y., May 19. -Film
Classics Distributing Corp. and Buffalo Film Classics Corp. have been
merged into Film Classics, Inc. Stillman
and ys.
Stillman, New York, were
the attorne

Services

for
Young David E. Rose
David Evert Rose, Jr., 31, Paramount International theatre department trainee, son of David E. Rose,
film producer, and Mrs. Helen H.
Rose, died Saturday morning at
French Hospital, here.
Rose was stationed in Havana, from
where severe illness prompted his return to New York for a series of
operations. Private services were held
here
Campbell's
Funeral
Parlor,yesterday
Madison atand
81st Street.
Besides his parents, he is survived by his
wife, Martha, a son, D. Evert, 3rd,
and a brother, Donald.

Probate Ferguson Will
Buffalo, May 19.— George W. Ferguson, salesman for Columbia Pictures for 17 years and one of the best
known film salesmen in the state, left
Conn. ATO Meet Today
a gross estate of $79,795 and a net of
New Haven, May 19. — A meeting
to a state tax apof Allied Theatres of Connecticut will $76,603, praisalaccording
filed in Surrogate's
Court. He
be held here tomorrow.
died on March
29, 1946.

to

AT 01 Warns Owners
On Self -Censoring
Indianapolis,
May 19.— their
"Exhibitors must exercise
own censorship," the Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana declares in a bulletin.
"This will be your obligation
and the only alternative to
an unreasonable Government
censorship over which you
Theno ATOI
have
control."also took
strong exception to advertising methods used recently to
pictures. "We
exploi
t new mainta
have always
ined that
this industry could well regulate itself," it declared. "We
point to the Produc
Code
Administration and tion
to the responsivenes ofproducers to
various reviewing groups."
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Two RKO Promotions
In Latin A merica
Erich Steinberg' has been named
RKO Radio manager for Panama, and
Joseph Rosenfeld has been named
traveling auditor for Latin America,
by Phil Reisman, vice-president in
charge of foreign sales.
Steinberg was formerly sales manager in Brazil and Rosenfeld had
served as chief accountant for the
company in Chile.
Tax

Hearings
(Continued from page 1)

rtlri
rement and tax reduction. He outlined the current situation on 21 types
of taxes, but made no recommendations on the questions of excises.
Snyder said, "Each should be carefully considered with a view to reducing or eliminating those which are
extremely regressive, or which enter
into business costs, or which are unduly burdensome on profits of particular industries, or which are unusually difficult to administer.
Snyder also pointed out that some
American ccrporations doing business
abroad become subject to excessive
tax burdens unless some allowance is
made in the American tax law. For
taxes paid abroad such corporations,
he said, should not be placed at a
disadvantage in their competition with
foreign firms.
Incorporate Fox Siam
Albany, N. Y., May 19. — Twentieth
Century-Fox Siam, Inc., has been incorporated toimport, export and distribute films. Incorporators are Raymond J. Gorman, David H. Jackman
and Charles N. Caldwell.

Hubba

hubba

hub
And

Picture
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Daily

Review
"Desperate"
(RKO Radio)
<< r\ ESPERATE" is a hard-knuckle gangster picture that packs the kind
\-J of melodramatic wallop necessary to fully meet the entertainment
demands of those who are drawn to rough-and-tough film fare whether or
not it has cast "names" for sale. Modestly budgeted though it is, this one is
a thriller that should set pulses pounding no less quickly than if it had been
more expensively produced, and credit therefor goes to Anthony Mann's
many deft directorial touches and to the sharp impact of good minor-key
photography by George E. Diskant.
Essex's
screenplayintotells
abouthimself
a young
war-veteran
whoHarry
is forced
by gangsters
lending
and his
vehicle to truck-owner
the robbery
of a warehouse. A policeman is killed before the get-away, and when one of
the gang is captured the others threaten to harm the truck-owner's youngbride unless the innocently-involved man turns himself over to the authorities
and takes "the rap." But the truck-owner and his wife elude the gangsters,
and the remainder of the film is devoted to the gang-leader's pursuit of the
couple half way across the country. In the final reel truckman Steve Brodie
and gang-leader Raymond Burr shoot it out in a tense tenement-hallway
battle, with the former left holding the "winning" pistol. Performances are
uniformly adequate in a cast which also includes Audrey Long, Douglas
Fowley, William Challee, jason Robards, Freddie Steele, and others.
Running time, 73 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
not set.
Charles L. Feanke

Schnitzer to Boston
For Sales Meeting
Boston, Eastern
May 19.
Edward sales
M.
Schnitzer,
and— Canadian
manager for United Artists, is expected here tomorrow for the first of
two sales conferences with district
managers. He will then proceed to
Philadelphia for talks with Mark N.
Silver, district manager for the Philadelphia-Washington territory.
MPA Protest Awaits
(Continued from page 1)
retary of War Petersen is seeking
from Berlin. MPA officials feel still
further clarification is needed from onthe-spot sources.
Petersen's report is not expected for
another week or ten days. He promised to make it when he met with
MPA vice-president Francis Harmon
some 10 days ago. At that time, it is
understood, Harmon made a personal
protest to Peterson
on anPetersen
"if-these-reports-are-true"
basis.
then
said he would query Brig. Gen. Robert A. McClure, director of information control, AMG, on the situation,
and let the industry officials know.
Industry officials have little doubt
that the earlier reports of the Berlin
decisions are true, but want to be absolutely certain before taking so extreme a step as formally protesting to
Cabinet officials and the President.

S. Rose to Buy Plays
Stanley Rose has arrived in New
York from Hollywood for the purchase of books, stories and plays for
production by the newly-formed producing organization, Screen Plays,
Inc., which is headed by Stanley Kramer, formerly of David Loew and
Story Productions.
Walker in New Post
Don Walker, field public relations
Wilson with AAA
representative for Warner Brothers in
Bufealo, May 19. — James B. Wil- the Kansas City area, is covering the
son, former football coach at the Uni- Western territory while Dick Stephens
Tradeshow 'Dear Ruth'
versity of Buffalo and Canisius Col- is working on the Cheyenne world
"Dear Ruth," Paramount Pictures
will be tradeshown on June 6 in all
lege, has been appointed regional man- in
premiere
of "Cheyenne."
Walker
San Francisco
several days
ago was
and
branch areas, except New York, where
ager of the American Arbitration Association.
is now in Salt Lake City.
it will be. screened on May 27.

Indian Film Here
"Children of India," feature Indian
motion picture dealing with modern
times has arrived in New York, according to Thomas J. Brandon, president of Brandon Films, Inc., who will
represent the producer. The picture
was written and directed by K. A.
Abbas, Indian journalist-playwright,
who is expected to visit Hollywood
shortly.
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Estimates

of

Key

City

Grosses

FOLLOWING are estimated pic- week aterage: $5the
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Ra- Subjects
,COO) Shubert. Gross: $7,CO0. (Av- dio)-TOWN
ture grosses, exclusive of Federal
(1,450) (Average:
(29-37c-44c-56c)
week. Gross: $10,500.
$11,500) 3rd
tax, for current engagements in key
HIT
PARADE
OF
1947
(Rep.)—
MAYFA1R
"The Will to Live"
cities as reported by Motion Picture ATLANTA
(1,000) (21c-29c-45c). Gross: $5,500. (AverDaily correspondents.
(RKO Pathe-UJA)
age: $5,500)
The seeming miracle wrought by the
CARMEN (Superfilm)— LITTLE (328) (29c37c-55c)
3rd
week.
Gross:
$2,500.
(AverUnited
Jewish Appeal in the rescue
age:
$3,000)
CINCINNATI
Business was generally fair. Estimated receipts for the week ending THE YEARLING (M-G-M)— VALENCIA and rehabilitation of displaced persons
(1,466) (29c-37c-46c-54c, and 56c weekends) is graphically recorded in this subject,
May 21 :
3rd week. Gross: $6,000. (Average: $5,000) produced
by RKO Pathe in conjunc"Smash-Up" showed pronounced THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Ration with the 00.
UJA's current campaign
(4,661)
(12c-50c). Gross: $18,strength at the box-office. Generally, 500. dio)—FOX
(Average:
$19,000)
for
$170,000,0
however, grosses are trailing behind BEDELIA (E-L) — PARAMOUNT (2,447)
the figures of recent weeks. Estimated (12c -50c). Gross: $9,000. (Average: $8,700) NY
Narrated with restraint by Psu*1
First -run
Muni, it is a competently-made da
receipts for the week ending May STELLA DALLAS (Film Classics reissue)
Business
mentary,
showing the squalor and hW
—(Average:
ROXY (2,446)
(12c-50c).
Gross:
$5,500.
19-23 :
Off
$6,300)
THE IMPERFECT LADY (Para.) — RKO CAPTAIN CAUTION (Favorite Films) and
ror that is the lot of Europe's disALB EE
(3,300) (5Oc-55c-60c-65c-7Oc-75c). CAT'S CLAW MURDER MYSTERY
placed persons. After lingering briefGross: $12,000. (Average: $15,000)
(Favorite Films)— CAPITAL (2,446) (12cly
on
misery, the cameras shift to
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— RKO 44c).
Box-office receipts here
Gross: $5,500. (Average: $5,200)
a Palestine and America, ending on a
CAPITOL (2,000) (5Gc-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c) THE RED HOUSE (U-A)-LOEW'S little this week at several dwindled
New York note of promise. The film constitutes
3rd week. Gross: $6,000. (Average: $10,- GRAND (2,447) (12c-50c). Gross: $17,500.
000)
(Average: $18,000)
where a noteworthy piece of pictorial jounv
those
at
particular
first-runs,
ly
STAGECOACH TO DENVER (Rep.) and
films are winding up holdover runs. alism and is available to exhibitors
SPOILERS OF THE NORTH (Rep.)—
Exclude "The Best Years of Our through local UJA chapters. RunningRKO FAMILY (1,000) (3Cc-40c-50c) 4 days. BALTIMORE
Gross: $1,400. (Average: $1,600)
time, 20 minutes.
and "Odd Man Out."
Lives"
MILLION TO ONE (Popular) and RAIDA
new
hit
is
"The
Other
Love,"
at
ERS OF THE SOUTH (Mono.)— RKO
Most pictures in town are drawing the Rivoli, where a first week's gross "Shadows of Hate"
FAMILY (1,000) (30c-40c-50c) 3 days.
Gross: $1,000. (Average: $1,100)
average or below at box-offices. of $40,000 is visible. New Yorkers
THE SEA HAWK (WB reissue) and THE about
of Time-UJA)
Estimated receipts for the week still favor "Best Years," at the Astor, (March
SEA WOLF (WB reissue) — RKO1 GRAND
The work being done by the United
which is likely to wind up its 26th
ending May 22 :
(1,500)
(50c-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c).
Gross:
$9,Jewish Appeal to help mend the
0O0. (Average: $8,000)
DISHONORED
LADY (UA)— CENTURY week with $30,000. "Odd Man Out" broken
survivors of Hitlerism is drathe Criterion is headed for $28,000
(3,000) (29c-37c-46c-54c. and 56c weekends). at
SMASH-UP
(U-I)
—
KEITH'S
(1,500)
(50cmatically told in this subject, made by
55c-60c-70c). Gross: $16,000. (Average: Gross: $16,500. (Average: $14,000)
in
a
fourth
week,
an
increase
of
$7,500)
March of Time.
IMPERFECT
LADY (Para.)^
THE THIEF OF BAGDAD (Film Classics THE
KEITH'S(Average:
(2,406) (29c-37c-44c-50c).
Gross: $4,000 over the third. "Duel in the
The film turns back the pages
reissue) and THE GHOST GOES WEST $9,000.
$14,000)
Sun" is losing ground at the Capitol, history, to trace the birth and deathof
(Film Classics reissue)— RKO LYRIC (1.- THE HOMESTRETCH
(20th - Fox) — NEW where
the atsecond
400)
(50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c).
Gross: $3,500. (1,800) (29c-4Oc-50c-58c) 2nd week. Gross: estimated
$65,000.week's business is of Hitlerism and depict the conse(Average:
$5,000)
$11,500. (Average: $12,000)
quences interms of present-day human
THE GUILT OF JANET AMES (Col.)— THE SEA HAWK (WB reissue) and THE
"Carneg
ie
Hall"
still keeping two needs. Inserted
into the footage is a
RKO PALACE (2,700) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c- SEA WOLF (WB reissue)— STANLEY (3,- theatres profitably isengaged
a
with
,
75c). Gross: $10,000. (Average: $15,000)
brief talk by Gen. Eisenhower. The
280) (29c-37c-50c-S8c)
2nd week. Gross.
$10,000.
(Average:
$16,500)
strong $39,000 indicated for the subject,
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Raand timely, was made as
dio)—RKO SHUBERT (2,150) (50c-55c-60c- BEDELIA (E-L) — HIPPODROME (2,205) Winter Garden and a more moderate part of brisk
the UJA drive, and may be
(29c
-37c
-50c
-58
c).
With
a
stage
show
65c-70c-75c)
3rd
week,
following
an
initial
$9,000 seen for the Park; the film is obtained by exhibitors through local
week at the Palace and a first moveover Gross: $17,500. (Average: $17,500)
in a third week at both places.
utes.
UJA offices. Running time, 20 min"The Egg and I," with a stage
show, is holding up fairly well in its
fourth and final week at the Music
Hall, on an estimated $110,000; it will Kans.-Mo. Grosses
be followed on Thursday by "Great
(Continued from page 1)
STARS!
TONIGHT!
Expectations." "Homestretch," with
agricultural production the key
vaudeville at the Roxy, is sluggish in in
its fourth and final week, at $58,000 ; to their local prosperity), say that
Jack
Benny and his radio troupe, plus while weather has been too cold and
MADISON
SQUARE
GARDEN
wet, corn is now being planted, and
Marjorie Reynolds will open at the unless
unforeseen obstacles arise,
8:15 P. M.
house tomorrow with "Brasher farmers will general
ly do very well
Doubloon" on the screen.
The decline in merchandise sales,
At the Strand, "Live and Learn," and theatre attendance, in Kansas
Never such a line-up! Benefit
with Ina Ray Hutton's orchestra in
person, drew $19,500 Friday through City is blamed partly on the telephone
N. Y. Infirmary Building Fund
Sunday, suggesting about $35,000, not strike, which hampers business operations partly
too big, for the third week of the
;
on other strikes where(LISTED ALPHABETICALLY)
by, combined with telephone operashow.
"The
Two
Mrs.
Carrolls"
at
tives
being idle, there are tens of
the Hollywood is good at $17,000 for
ANDREWS SISTERS
thousands not buying normally
a seventh week.
MARGARET
.
LEW PARKER O'BRIEN
FRED ASTAIRE
"Monsieur Verdoux" is down to a
JEAN PARKER
LUCILLE BALL
Oklahoma City, May 19. — The
poor $8,000, estimated, in a sixth and
FRED & ELAINE BARRY
N. Y. POLICE ATHLETIC
final week at the Broadway where Oklahoma Tax Commission reports
LEAGUE
MILTON BERLE
LUCIENNE BOYER
LOUIS PRIMA & ORCH.
it will be replaced by "Dishonored that Alarch sales tax returns indicated
Lady" on Friday. "The Macomber a 9.07 per cent increase in theatre
BILL ROBINSON
CARMEN CAVALLARO
Affair" is about exhausted at the grosses over March of 1946. A total
JOS. GOTTEN
THE ROCKETTES
Globe
on a $15,500 gross for a fifth of 363 returns were filed by theatres
BRIAN DONLEVY
ROSARIO AND ANTONIO
in March of this year, compared with
THE ROXYETTES
JESSICA DRAGONETTE
and final week; "Framed" opens on 308
for the corresponding month last
Saturday. "The Guilty," at the
JIMMY STEWART
TONY & SALLY DE MARCO
Gotham, is better than average with
ED SULLIVAN
DUKE ELLINGTON & ORCH.
$11,500
HAZEL SCOTT
STAN FISHER
continue. seen for a first week; it will
HELEN HAYES
Para. Outing June 29
FRED WARING & ORCH. &
Glee Club
JENNIFER JONES
The fourth week of "Calcutta," with
Hollywood, May 19.— The ParaBERT LAHR
Duke Ellington's bandsmen
HENNY YOUNGMAN
the year. mount Studio's annual outing
Paramount, seems good for aboutat $60,will be
ELLA LOGAN
The Production number from
held June 29. Some 2,100 employee
s
JACKIE MILES
000 ; "Imperfect Lady" will begin will be transported to Catalina
Geo.
Abbott's
"BAREFOOT
Island
VICTOR MATURE
there
tomorrow.
"Shoot
to
Kill"
is
by
chartere
boat.
d
BOY Finale
WITH staged
CHEEK" by
fair at the Rialto with a probable
Grand
CARMEN MIRANDA
ETHEL MERMAN
LEON LEONIDOFF
$7,000 for a week's run ; two new ones
from 20th Century-Fox, "Jewels of
ANNOUNCING
Brandenberg" and "Backlash," will
follow on Friday. "The Jolson Story"
TICKETS
probably
FROM
will
bring
$1.20
in
to $4.80
$9,200
in a
(Incl. Tax)
third and final week of a "repeat perON SALE MADISON SQUARE GARDEN AND IN
formance" at the Victoria and will
"FAR INTO THE NIGHT"
be followed on Thursday by "TemptaHOTEL ASTOR LOBBY
BELL PICTURES CORP.
aBritish film starring James
Mason, tion,"made
a few years ago.

;| Tuesday, May 20, 1947
Jack Auslet Forming
Producing Company
New Orleans, May 19. — A produci ing company is being organized here,
to be known as Pelican Pictures Corp.
Jack Auslet of Dixie Films is the organizer and has practically everything
ready for an early start. Distribution
in New Orleans territory will be hani died through Dixie Film' Corp., and
in Dallas. Oklahoma City, Memphis
■aJ and
Atlanta
in those
cities.by Astor Pictures offices
Pictures will also be available in
t 16 mm. for non-theatrical use and for
foreign countries.
scap Collections
(Continued from page 1)
states, is obligated to "collect music
| performing fees where the music is
performed."
It was said, however, that while
( Ascap is not in a position to approach
, the distributors or producers, offers
from either of the two would be considered. Most production-distribution
companies
are represented
Ascap's
board through
their music onpublishing
subsidiaries.
organization's
plan to revise
.[ theThetheatre
music performing
rate
structure is termed a "burner turned
out" temporarily,
untilPaine
a suc-is
cessor to the latethat
Johnis, G.
chosen as general manager. A fourman committee designated by the
board of directors, has the matter of
a successor under study.
ATA

Appeal Move
{Continued from 'page 1)
be heard in the case as "friends of
the court."
With the new legal maneuver, ATA
and its allies seek to further their persistent fight against competitive bidding which if demanded by law, would
have as a result "chaotic" conditions
within the industry, the ATA claims.
In the new direct motion for leave
to intervene it is asked that the bidding provisions of the New York
court's decree "be held erroneous"
and that the decision accordingly be
reversed.
A precedent for the direct action is
claimed, one involving a Government
case against the Terminal Railroad
Association of St. Louis.
Enterprise Buys Novel
Enterprise has purchased the new
Lion Feuchtwanger novel, "Proud
Destiny" at a price reported over
$300,000. It will be published in September by Viking Press.
SIGN

NOW!

PREVUE
TRAILER
SERVICE

Filmack 1327 S. Wabash Chicago

Motion

Picture

7

Daily
Technicolor High
(Continued from page 1)

Review
"Cynthia"
(M-G-M)
CHIEF among the modest assets of Edwin H. Knopf's production is a
warm and gentle story about believeable people, focused against a background of a 'teen-ager's problems. It is enjoyable entertainment for the family.
The Harold Buchmari-Charles Kaufman screenplay outlines a sense of social
alienation produced in a child by the misguided and excessive attentions of
her parents. Wanting to be one of her crowd, playing normal games and
attending social activities, the child is constantly thwarted by well-meaning
parents who treats her as an invalid. She finally breaks free from parental
discipline, attends a junior prom, and the consequences are the happy opposite
of those direly predicted.
There is a good deal of gentle humor in the film with pleasant fillings of
song and youthful ardor. In the title role as the 16-year-old daughter, whose
earlierance isyears
were overshadowed
frail health,
Elizabeth
Taylor's
both touching
and talented.by George
Murphy
and Mary
Astor,performas the
parents whose globe-circling dreams simmer down to routine life in a small
town, meet the requirements of their assignments, and director Robert Z.
Leonard obtained pleasing caricatures from Gene Lockhart and S. Z. Sakall
as a small town physician and a music professor, respectively.
Running time, 98 minutes. General audience classification.
For July
release.
Manny
Herbstman
British Ratio 30%
(Continued from page 1)
Chicago, declared in an interview.
British pictures are grossing $400
more per theatre per week in England
than are American productions, he
said. Additionally, Rank said, he has
found that resistance in the U. S. to
British pictures had been reduced appreciably.
Rank declared that "Henry V"
rewould give the greatest financial conturns from North America. Waron
ditions had caused the producti cost
of "Anthony and Cleopatra" to mount
to $6,000,000 and the revenue from
not meet the exthat picture would
penditure, he pointed out.
With their realism, British films are
rather grim when compared with U.S.
product and more comedy is needed
in British pictures. Already one of his
studios is turning out cartoons while
another studio will start to produce
religious films in June. Plans _ had
n of juvebeen made for the productio
nile features while one educational
in cofilm is being made weeklye of
the
operation with a committe
British Ministry of Education. He
little danger of nationalfelt thereization is
of the
film industry by the
British government for the present at

Reaction to British films in the
United States is practically the same
as the public's attitude throughout the
world.
Rank said there had been some loss
of British talent to Holly wood_ but
experience
they are gaining personal
there which would help in the long
run. Many British players are remainlong-term coning in England under
tracts, some being for 10-year periods.
Pollard Sees Rank
Toronto, May 19.— Bud Pollard,
president of the Screen Directors
attended an invitaHollywood,
Guild, tional
luncheon today for J. Arthur
Rank at the King Edward Hotel,
here. Pollard also discussed with Rank
future production at the Queensway
Studios, Rank subsidiary, in Toronto.
'Possessed' Tradeshow
National tradeshowing of "Possessed," Warner Brothers, has been
set for Monday, June 16. Picture will
be generally released late in July,
following a premiere engagement at
the Hollywood Theatre, New York,
starting May 29.

Cleveland

Seeks

Cut

On Amusement Levy
Cleveland, May 19. — Mayor Thomas Burke of this city seeks to have
the state return to cities monies collected from a three per cent amusement tax during the first nine months
of this year. A city three per cent
amusement tax is expected to return
$700,000 annually.
Burke's action follows passage of a
state three per cent tax repeal bill by
the House. The bill is now before the
Senate, with the support of Gov.
Herbert.

the company "too fast to handle,"
Kalmus said, adding that the continuing scarcity of raw materials and the
necessity for additional Technicolor
plants (construction of which is being
held up by the shortage of building
materials) are the principal factors
which will prevent the company from
adequately handling foreign business
for
some time. Prints for foreign
months,
markets are at present delayed nine
Any expansion, in terms of building
or personnel, Kalmus said, will be
financed out of capital funds and it is
unlikely that the company will have
to resort to the $2,500,000 line of
credit it has with the Bank of America for these purposes.
Kalmus' salary as president and
general manager has been $60,000 a
year, plus
of unissued stocksome
per 3,300
year, shares
for about
the
past 10 years, it was reported at the
meeting. Previously his salary was
$100,000 a year, and the substitution
of stock as part of his salary was instituted to conserve funds, it was said.
Kalmusnicolorreported
Techlabor costs that
in whereas
1945 averaged
about $1.50 per hour, they average
approximately $2.00 per hour.
Lang Finishes One
Hollywood, May 19. — Producerdirector Fritz Lang has completed
"The heSecret
Beyond
Door,"
which
made as
a DianaThe
Production
for Universal-International release,
and has already launched preparations
on "Corruption," for which Silvia
Richards is writing the screenplay.
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Wherever
W/HEN

history

is

" in 1940, the newsreel photographer was there ... as he is almost
always there, recording what happens
with unique reality and objectivity,
wherever history is being made.
Because of him, more people understand more of what goes on in the
world — of the significant events in the
daily life of mankind. Handling his
equipment with skill and ingenuity . . .

LEE

•

• . .

needs superior film. That's why he prefers towork with members of the large
and well-known family of Eastman
motion picture and sound films.

KODAK
COMPANY
ROCHESTER
4, N . Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR,
FORT

made

surmounting the most adverse conditions oflight and weather ... he has an
important role in the creation of a
better-informed public.
If he is to get the most from this role
. . . to give the most to the public . . .
the newsreel photographer naturally
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All

20th-Fox

Officers
Are

Profit

$2,935,000

Reelected

Stockholders Reelect
Board of Directors
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th Century-Fox Film' Corp., and
all other officers were reelected yesterday, following the reelection of
14 directors at
the corporation's annual
stockholdmeeting
held at theers' home
office here.
Members o f
the board reelected for another year include L. Sherman Adams,
Robert L.
C 1 a r k s o n,
Thomas J. ConSpyros P. Skouras
nors, John R.
Dillon, Wilfred
J. Eadie, Daniel O. Hastings, Donald
A. Henderson, Robert Lehman, William C. Michel, William P. Philips,
(Continued on page 4)
20th-Fox

Col.

Net

5,897,603
Consolidated net profit of $5,897,603,
after all charges, for the first quarter
ended March 29, was reported here
yesterday for 20th Century-Fox and
all subsidiaries, including National
Theatres and Roxy Theatre, Inc. Included is $400,043 representing net
gain on the sale of an investment in
theatres in Mexico. After deducting
dividends on prior preferred and convertible preferred stocks, the net
amounted to $2.07 per share on 2,765,813 shares of common stock outstanding.
The consolidated net reported by the
(Continued on page 4)
Disney Productions
Profit Is $264,383
. Los Angeles, May 20. — Walt Disney Productions'
income
all
charges
in the 26 net
weeks
endedafter
March
29, 1947, was $264,383, president Roy
O. Disney reported today. This was
equal, after providing for preferred
dividends accumulated during the
(Continued on page 4)

Recommends U. S.
Overseas Program
Washington, May 20. — A
House foreign affairs subcommittee, today approved a bill
to authorize a State Departin e n t overseas information
program, including the use of
motion pictures.
The group wrote into the
original bill an amendment
directing the Department to
use private agencies insofar
as possible. The full committee is expected to approve the
bill by the end of the week.

Columbia's net profit, after Federal
taxes, for the 39 weeks ended March
29, 1947, was $2,935,000, compared
with $2,315,000 for the same period
last year, it was announced by Harry
Cohn, president, yesterday, through
the home office.
This year's profit is equivalent to
$4.34 perculatedshare
common amount
stock, calon the ofincreased
of
common stock which was outstanding
on March 29, 1947, some 622,782
shares. The number of shares outstanding on March 30, 1946, was 595,447, when earnings per share amount- Bar Indecent Novels,
ed to $3.45.
Operating profit for the 1947 period
was $4,640,000, and estimated Federal
taxes were $1,705,000. The 1946 op- Legion Head Urges
perating profit totaled $4,275,000, with
$1,960,000 for taxes.
That directors of the Motion Picture Association agree among themselves to refrain from purchasing
novels and other story material moralAllied Directors
ly questionable in character was suggested here yesterday by the Very
Vote on Convention
Rev. John J. McClafferty, executive
secretary of the National Legion of
Decency. He said such a measure
Allied States will hold a national would constitute a "great step forconvention this year, probably in the
ward" in contributing to the wholefall. While directors are being can- someness and soundness of motion
vassed now by Jack Kirsch, president,
on their preferences as to date and pictures.
Msgr. McClafferty spoke before
place of the meeting, there is consid- the motion picture department of the
erable sentiment in favor of Chicago International Federation of Catholic
as the convention city.
Alumnae at a luncheon here occasioned
Kirsch, who was in New York yes- by the group's 25th anniversary, and
terday from Chicago on personal busi- marking its 12th year as film reviewness, will leave here today for Washing group for the Legion.
ington to attend the scheduled meeting
It was disclosed at the session that
(Continued on page 4)
at the White House tomorrow, called
by Attorney General Tom Clark, to
discuss industry aid for the Freedom
Train, which will make a year's tour Ascap Discontinues
of the country to exhibit national historical documents.
Top
Manager's
The board
of directors of Post
the American Society of Composers, Authors
Exhibitor Leaders to and Publishers has voted to discontinue, at least temporarily, the office
of general manager, which was left
NJ Allied June Meet vacant by the late John G. Paine.
Affairs of the organization will be
by the board through the
Several exhibitor leaders have ac- supervised
committee, with other excepted invitations to attend the New executive ecutives
continuing substantially in
Jersey Allied-sponsored conference of present capacities.
independent theatre owners and testiHerman Greenberg is in charge of
monial banquet to Jack Kirsch, National Allied president, which will be all licensing activities; George A.
held at the Ambassador Hotel, Atlan- Hoffman, comptroller, is in charge of
and general pertic City, June 24-26, E. Thornton accounts,sonnel,financing
while Richard Murray is in
Kelley, convention manager, reported
charge of foreign matters, all internal
here yesterday.
departments and public reAmong those listed as heading dele- statistical
gations from their respective organ- lations.
Herman Finkelstein continues as
izations are : Abram F. Myers, Washresident counsel while the law firm
ington ;Sidney Samuelson, Philadel- of
Schwartz and Frohlich remains as
phia; Benny Berger, Minneapolis;
general counsel in charge of litigaMeyer Leventhal, Baltimore ; Leonard tion.
(Continued on page 2)

Bidding

Extended

to

Situations

Increase of 30, Despite
'Hold the Line' Policy
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has extended its competitive bidding operations to 30 new situations, all of
them requested by exhibitors and
presumably no alternative to that type
of licensing was found feasible. Until approximately a month ago bidding
for
areas.M-G-M films was conducted in 50
William F. Rodgers, vice-president
in charge of distribution, confirmed
that when
last looked
into it"
ding was in"heeffect
in between
75 bidand
80 spots. Further investigation showed
that the likely number is 80.
M-G-M's general policy is to "holdthe-line" on bidding, expanding the
program only where it is considered
to be necessary. An authoritative
source discloses that the number of
theatres active in a bidding procedure
averages only two and one-half.
In recent weeks, as previously reported, distributors have found that the
volume of exhibitor demands for runs
has fallen off greatly.

Revised
Code

Bldg.

Ready

Fully one-third of the printed proposed revision of the New York State
standard building code, copies of which
are being mailed this week to .hundreds of exhibitors and circuit supervisors throughout the state, is applicable to motion picture theatres. As
previously stated, public hearings will
be held in New York City on June 6 ;
Buffalo, June 9; Rochester, June 10;
Syracuse, June 11; Albany, June 12.
Theatremen and others are invited to
attend the hearings and express their
views and offer suggestions on the
proposals set up.
The revised
code,on which,
(Continued
page 2) in its final
Northwest MPF Unit
Elects Committee
Minneapolis, May 20. — Members
of the 17-man committee for the
Northwest Motion Picture Foundation who were elected for two-year
terms include
: Harry
French,
(Continued
on page
2) Charles

2

Personal
Mention

Motion

Picture

Jackson Park Appeal
Arguments Heard
Chicago, May 20. — Arguments in
an appeal from an injunction issued
in the Jackson Park anti-trust suit
against the five major distributors
and the Balaban and Katz and Warner Theatre circuits were heard today by a panel comprising Federal
Judges Major, Sparks and Minton in
the U. S. Court of Appeals here. No
decision was made.
Although $360,000 damages have
been affirmed by the Supreme Court,
the defendants are appealing Federal
Judge
Igoe'sthere
original
on the
basis that
was decree
no finding
of
fact to warrant changes in film distribution, length of "loop" playing
time, elimination of "dead" periods
and prohibition of price-fixing.
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Daily

Ampa

Has

$5,000

In Its Treasury

Newsreel
Parade

SPOTLIGHTED in all current
*J newsreels is the Variety Club's
presentation of The Humanitarian
Azvard to James F. Byrnes. Other
events covered include the air show
over New York and the celebration of
I Am s anfollow
Americ
: an" day. Complete
content
MOVIETONE
NEWS, No. 76-\ .
Clubs honor
F. Byrnes for his peace
ertorts. NewJames
commercial
record set
Walter Wmchell spurs cancerairdrive.
Woman
lescues boy from drowning- and finds
he
Wild
West
show.
Golf
tourna
ment
to
-help
the
Zoo in
drive -against
Louisency.
°f St.
.ChiraPsjuvenil
w- iewSOn
e delinqu
NEWS O'F THE, DAY, No. 274-Fleet of
superforts invades New York. Contest aids
Runyon Cancer
Fund. Variety Clubs honor
comed on "I Am an American" day. Par is
^'jTe
AByrne
New troupe.
citizens welt^r famou
Louis Zoos
s s-chimp
PARA7ma>k£Sf
Ton;,
St.
MOUNTmodeIs
NEWS, the
No. mark.
77- Stunt
pilot risks neck for new thrill.
Slogan con-

Profits accruing to the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers from its
30th annual dinner-dance, held on
April 23, at the Hotel Astor, here,
were $4,500,
"whichforinsures
financial
condition
AMPA a healthy
and its
Relief Fund, with total assets in ex
cess of $5,000," declares Arnold
Stoltz, who yesterday assumed the
presidency of the organization at
luncheon-meeting at the Town Hall
Club, here. Members of the AMPA
Relief Fund committee will meet dur
ing the summer to discuss administration ofAMPA funds by the Motion
Picture Foundation, Stoltz added. He
I. Rosenfeld, Simpex Co. presi
succeeds Rutgers Neilson as president
dent, will leave New York Friday
Next meeting, to be held in Sepby plane for Europe.
Rank Heads Board
tember, will be given over to a dis•
cussion of the 16mm. film market
William Wyler will leave New
with David A. Bader acting as memCanada's Odeon
York for Washington today by East Of
ber-guest master-of-ceremonies.
J. Arthur Rank was elected a direcern Airlines.
tor and chairman of the board of
Odeon Theatres of Canada, Ltd., at a UA Films To Occupy rZSi\
Cancer Fund. GolfRu.ny°n
Award. vds B29s
raid New
York.
board meeting held yesterday in ToRKO PATHE, No. 79-B-29 fleet over
ronto, itwas announced here by Rob- 6 Houses Next Week
h°""r
£lubs
Film Registrations
Varie^
arian
Humanit
STg'
ert S.- Benjamin, president of the J. Five United Artists releases will New
Fu?a>
,TWlth
Rmes York^
^"T is
Memph
Awnrd
Cotton
Carniva
l
getsLabor
Arthur Rank Organization, Inc. It is occupy six New York houses with the James F. Byrnes
Variety
Clubs'parade
Humanitarian Award
protest
the first time that Rank has person- scheduled opening of three more picIncrease in England
Celebrities m g-olf tournament.
held office in that Canadian theatreallygroup.
tures between Friday and the follow- r„J
"a- ,rAust
v 'RSAL
UNIVE
NEWSRraKa
EEL, banana
No crop.
40Presen
tation
Earl Lawson was reelected presi- "Dishonored
ing Thursday.
Hunt
Stromberg's
of
Variet
y
Clubs'
award
London, May 20. — Some 107 Britto
Lady" will open at the
dent of Canadian Odeon and also a Broadway Theatre
James F Byrnes Thousands celebrate "I
ish features, aggregating 603,510 feet
on
Friday,
Sam
Am
member
of
the
board.
The
following
an
Ameri
can" day in New York. Cotwere registered under the Quota Act were reelected board members : John Coslow's "Copacabana" will open at
here compared with 637 foreign fea
val at Holland, Mich., at tulip time
the
Criterion
on
May
28
and
Charles
Davis, D. C. Coleman, J. S. Duncan,
tures, aggregating 2,628,240 feet dur Leonard
and George R. Rogers' "The Fabulous Dorsey's"
ing the year ended March 31, 1947, Peters. H. Brockington
It Wai M^mEhis- Traditional festiP. Green was elected to following
day.the Loew's State on the vaf
will open at
the British Board of Trade reports.
Nor
thw
est MPF Unit
(Continu
ed from page 1)
This compares with 83 British fea replace George Beeston.
Other UA releases now showing
tures and 356 foreign features for the
here are Enterprise's "The Other Wmchell, Eddie
previous year.
Ruben, Bill Elson,
Love," at the Rivoli and "Carnegie Ben Berg
There were 195 British short sub Johnston Praises
er, Art Anderson, Roy
Hall"
at the Winter Garden and Park
jects, aggregating 254,116 feet, against
Miller and Walter Palm. Named to
Avenue theatres.
386 foreign shorts, aggregating 414,- Casey's Labor Work
serve for one year were Ben Fried208 feet. This compares with 175
Washington, May 20. — Pat
man Harold Field, Tom Burke, Ernie
British shorts and 301 foreign shorts Casey's retirement will be a great loss
Peaslee, Henry Gree
ne, Jr., Leo
to the industry, MP A president Eric Revised Bldg. Code
for the previous year.
Peterson, Maitland Frosch, Bob
Johnston
declared
here
today.
(Continued
from
page
1)
Workman and T. E. Mortensen.
Allowing for adjustments, the figJohnston said Casey has made
ures show British registration per- notable
contributions
to
the
welfare
The permanent chairman will be
form,
is
expected
to
set
a
pattern
for
centages to be 26.94 per cent for feature films and 34.62 per cent for of all in the industry and can be proud similar codes in other parts of the selected at a luncheon at the Nicollet
Hotel here Friday, Stanley Kane,
shorts, against prescribed quota re- of his achievements."
with both new construcThe MPA president said Casey will country,tions anddeals
existing structures. It was North Central Allied executive diquirements of22^ per cent and 25
rector and member of the MPF nafinish labor negotiations in which he drafted during the winter of 1945-46
per cent, respectively.
tional publicity and promotion comand was unanimously recommended by
is presently
engaged
and
will
be
availmittee, said today.
able in the future as a consultant.
committee of 18, appointCharles Boren replaces Casey in the an advisory
Services Tomorrow
ed
by
State
Industrial
Commissioner
studio labor post.
Corsi. Representing the industry on Goldenson Says MPF Bolsters
For Frank Orsatti
the committee were Henry Anderson, Company Welfare Program
Paramount ; Louis Lazar, Schine CirHollywood, May 20. — Funeral
Albany, N. Y., May 20.— Assertservices for Frank Orsatti, 55, pioneer Hospital Contribution
cuit ;Theodore
; MartinS.
ing that the Motion Picture FoundaBaltimore, May 20. — The Variety Tracy,
Century Jung,
CircuitLoew's
; Richard
talent agent, who died yesterday of a
tionwould
_
not supplant the present
heart attack, will be held Thursday Club has contributed $3,000 to finance Hayes, IATSE projectionists' Local
or welfare systems of individmorning at the Church of the Good
year's occupational therapy for No. 650, and the late Glenn S. Hum- pension
ual companies but rather supplement
Shepherd, at Beverly Hills. Surviving crippled children at the Kernan Hospital. Chief Barker Frederick C. No. 337.phrey, IATSE projectionists' Local them, Leonard Goldenson, president
are his brothers, Victor, Ernest and
of
Paramount
Theatre Service Corp.,
Cities which will be unaffected by
Alfred ; his father, Morris, and two Schangerger, Jr., and Lauritz Garman,
sisters, Mrs. Stella Burress and Mrs. chairman of the club's welfare com- the new code, by virtue of having bu- today dwelt on the vital importance
mittee made the presentation to the
Carmen Cosgriff.
reaus of buildings charged with en- of the trade press in publicizing the
forcing local codes, are: New York, MPF's work. He added that every
Born in Philadelphia, Orsatti came hospital, which was founded by a
man, James L. Kernan, 52 Buffalo, Rochester, Albany, Elmira, company
here as a child. He became a talent theatrical
should plan.
have its own pension or welfare
vears
ago.
agent in 1930.
Long Beach, Mount Vernon, Newburgh, New Rochelle, Niagara Falls,
Schenectady, Syracuse, Troy, Utica,
3rd House for Premiere 'Ruth' Premiere May 29 White Plains, Yonkers, and possibly NJ Allied June Meet
Major Gen. Spencer B. Atin, Chief
(Continued from page 1)
•
World premiere of Eagle-Lion's Signal Corp Officer of the Army, Binghampton.
The revised code, first in 25 years,
"Repeat
Performance"
at
Zanesville,
O., tomorrow has been increased to a will be among the guests at the calls for more rigid enforcement of Goldberg, Boston; Jesse L. Stern,
three-theatre opening, A. W. Schwal- world premiere of Paramount's "Dear five regulations and will establish new New York ; Van Nomikos, Chicago ;
berg, E-L vice-president and sales Ruth," to be held at Reade's May- standards for stairways, doors, sprin- James Papayanakos, Gouverneur,
kler heads, storage rooms, projection N. Y. ; Ralph S. Pasho, Naugatuck,
manager, announced here yesterday. fair Theatre in Asbury Park, N. J.,
Present booths will re- Conn., and H. W. Robertson, CovingThe Quimby, Liberty and Weller the- on May 29. The premiere will mark booths,main etc.
unaltered.
atres will house the film.
the Mayfair's 20th anniversary.
ton, Va.
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A. GOLDEN, hide
EDWARD
pendent producer, will leave here
for the Coast today following a visit
of several months. •
Jules K. Chapman, Film Classics
assistant sales manager, has left for
Atlanta for 'conferences on sales plans
with John Mangham
• , exchange head,
Ed Durwood, Kansas-Missouri cir
cuit owner, is in New York from
Kansas City.
•
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34th Street"
openweeks.
at theHe Roxy
Theatre
here will
in two
also
said that if conditions remain as at
present, the new "Forever Amber"
{Continued from page 1)
and "Captain from Castile" may be
"Amber" will open at the
Seton Porter, Murray Silverstone, roadshown.
New York Roxy on Nov. 1, he said,
Skouras and Darryl F. Zanuck.
Elected with Skouras were Michel, and will be shown on the West Coast,
"fromsameVancouver
to Santo Diego"
executive vice-president ; Zanuck, the
time in order
determineat
vice-president in charge of producrelease policy. "Captain from
tion Connors,
;
vice-president in charge general
Castile" will open in November in
of sales ; Silverstone, vice-president ; New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles,
Joseph H. Moskowitz, vice-president; also to determine release policy.
Henderson, treasurer and secretary ;
Eadie, comptroller and assistant treasurer ; Francis T. Kelly, assistant 20th-Fox Net
treasurer; Fred L. Metzler, assistant
{Continued from page 1)
treasurer ; Read B. Simonson, assistant treasurer; C. Elwood McCartney, corporation for the first quarter of
assistant comptroller; J. Harold 1946 was $6,241,953, which, after deducting dividends, amounted to $2.53
Lang, assistant secretary ; George F.
Wasson, Jr., assistant secretary, and per share. Profit for the fourth quarter of 1946 was $6,399,720.
William Werner, assistant secretary.
While Henderson was reelected
Gross income for the first quarter
treasurer, he was newly elected secre- of 1947 was $48,944,024, compared
tary to fill the vacant post of the late with $46,390,305 for the first quarter
of 1946. Consolidated net profit before
Felix A. Jenkins.
Federal taxes and minority interests
In ation,reply
to
a
stockholder's
quesSkouras said that box-office at- for the first 1947 quarter was $10,tendance at National Theatre Corp. 517,849, compared with a consolidated
houses in April fell off 10 to 12 per net, before taxes and minority intercent as compared with the same
ests, of $12,339,022 for the first 1946
month last year, but that the decline
in dollar income for the same period quarter.
20th-Fox Declares 75-Cent
was only two per cent.
Skouras said that the company has Dividend on Common Stock
The board of directors of 20th Cen13 films prepared or completed, representing an investment of $31,500,000.
tury-Fox yesterday declared a quarterly cash dividend of 75 cents per
While at the Coast, Skouras saw "I
on the outstanding common
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now," share
"Bob, Son of Battle," and "Mother stock, payable June 30.
Also declared was a quarterly cash
Wore Tights." In production for the
rest of the year, he added, are "Foxes dividend_ of %\.\2l/2 per share on the
of Harrow," "Nightmare Alley," outstanding prior preferred stock, and
"Daisy Kenyon" and "Gentleman's a quarterly cash dividend of Z7y2 cents
per share on outstanding convertible
Agreement."
Skouras revealed that "Miracle on preferred stock, both payable June 30.
20th-Fox

Reelects

...doctor,

lawyer,

Bar
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Indecent

Novels

{Continued from page 1)
Rev. Patrick J. Masterson, heretofore
assistant executive secretary of the
Legion, has become acting secretary
replacing Msgr. McClafferty while on
leave of absence and assigned to the
Catholic University in Washington.
Msgr. McClafferty pointed to an
increase in the number of Class B
(Objectionable in Part) picture classifications, tothe highest point since
establishment of the Legion and
coupled this with the admonition that
"we must move forward strongly and
He expressed concern over "relaxations" of the Production Code and the
prudently."
recent amendment allowing the depiction of narcotic traffic on the
screen,
deplored
some film
companies'
acquisitions of indecent
novels
which,
he said, ofarehaving
followedthebypictures
"placingcome
the
burden
out 'lily white' on the Production
Code
Mrs.Administration."
James F. Looram, chairman of
the IFCA's motion picture department, presided at the luncheon-meeting and introduced dais guests.
Archbishop Francis J. Mclntyre
congratulated the membership on 25
years that
of accomplishment,
in a
work
has taken on the "not
character
of a reformer, but one which has
taken on the character of right thinkspirit."
Haling American
Hode, executive
of Columbia,
described the Legion's and the regroup's work asas well
havingasbenefittedviewing
the industry
the
Austin Keough, vice-president and
public.

general counsel of Paramount, offered
congratulations on achievements to
date,
addingwill
: "Igo know
you and
your
successors
on doing
the same
grand, helpful and necessary work."
Martin Quigley spoke of the responsibility of the motion picture department of the IFCA and observed that
the late Patrick Cardinal Hayes
would be gratified with the results of
the invitation which, 12 years ago, he
extended to the department to provide the moral estimates of product
for
the Legion.
"You have
important
contribution
in allmade
maj ***
involving" moral considerations," Qu.eleyOthers
said. on the dais included Rev.
Brendan Larnen, assistant executive
secretary of the Legion ; John J.
O'Connor, vice-president of Universal; Arthur De Bra, Motion Picture
Association; A. W. Smith, 20th Century-Fox ;William
and Francis
Harmon, Kelly,
MPA. Loew's,
Disney Nets $264,383
{Continued from page 1)
period, but not paid, to 38 cents a
share on 652,840 common shares outstanding, and represents a large increase over the corresponding period's
loss of $22,261.
"In our business the results for
short periods frequently are distorted
by the timing of feature picture releases," Disney stated.
Total income for the first 26 weeks
of 1947 was $2,984,097, an increase of
63 per cent over the $1,832,318 re1946. corded in the corresponding weeks of
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Directors Discuss Rank's
Plea for Better Deals
Board members of the Motion
Picture Association met here yesterday with Eric A. Johnston, president, in a discussion of international trade with particular consideration given to J. Arthur Rank's declaration of a week ago that "we will
have
have more
playing
for
Britishto pictures
in the
U. S.time"
market.
The meeting is believed to have
been the first concerted effort in that
direction and will be followed next
week by a series of conferences between Rank and Johnston on the
Coast. Johnston will leave Washington for Hollywood this weekend.
Last week Rank declared he had
(Continued on page 5)
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Fabian

Preside

Convention

Impartial

Postponement of ATA
Convention Favored
Further postponement of
the first convention of the
American Theatres Association since its organization in
St. Louis in April, 1946, is
favored by a good number of
the board members whose
views on the subject have
been solicited by New York
headquarters. Unsettled conditions within the industry
because of the New York
anti-trust decision and pending appeals is given as the
principal reason.

RKO Radio's 16th annual sales
meeting will be held July 7-9 in the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here. It will
be presided over by Robert Mochrie,
vice-president and general sales manager, and it will be the first national
RKO sales convention to be conducted
by Mochrie since assuming his present
post on Feb. 7, 1946.
Three sales divisions to be represented include the Western and Eastern divisions, headed by Nat Levy and
Walter Branson, respectively, and
the North-South division, headed by
Charles Boasberg. District managers,
branch managers, salesmen and field
men will attend from all of the company's exchange centers in the U. S.
and Canada. About 500 delegates are Lewis Quits UA for
expected
Winners of the 1947 "Ned Depinet SRO Post in Europe
Drive" will be announced at the
meeting, and prizes will be awarded
by Depinet, RKO executive viceLouis Lewis will take charge of all
president.
financial and related matters of the
Selznick Releasing Organization in
Memphis Meet Mon. the United Kingdom and on the Continent, itwas announced here yesterFor Foundation Unit
day by Neil F. Agnew, SRO presiMemphis, May 21.— A meeting of dent.
Variety Club Tent 20 is set for May
Lewis has resigned as director and
26 to form a Memphis committee for secretary of United Artists Corp.,
a Motion Picture Foundation unit. London, and affiliated companies, with
The meeting was called by Chief Bar- which he has been connected for over
ker Herb Kohn. M. A. Lightman has 12 years. Before joining United Artsent letters to distributor representaists, Lewis was an accountant in the
tives and to exhibitors urging that Paris office of Price, Waterhouse and
they attend.
Co.

Adoption of a 50 per cent quota on
foreign film imports by the Argentine
government was described here yesterday as "imminent" by Ignacio
Kronenberg, a leading independent distributor of that country, who has arrived in New York from Buenos
Aires. Legislation for such a quota is
Web'
The
now before the Argentine Congress, [ Universal-Inte
rnational ] — Tip Top Entertainment
and although President Juan Peron is
(Continued on page 5)
WITH William Bendix, Vincent Price, Ella Raines and Edmond
O'Brien co-starred against an admirably balanced cast, "The
Web," first Jerry Bresler production for U-I, and the first screen
ABPC Aims at World
directorial undertaking by Broadway's Michael Gordon, rates high
among the year's best melodramas. Interest holds as tight as a fiddle
Market Through WB
string from start to finish, with all principals turning in top portrayals.
London, May 21. — AssociThe picture may be expected to prosper as it plays.
ated British Pictures Corp.,
The screenplay, by William Bowers and Bertram Millhauser, opens in
in which Warner Brothers
humorous
vein, with O'Brien, a struggling attorney, hiring out to Price,
has a 37'/2 per cent interest,
millionaire industrialist, as bodyguard for a fortnight. Almost
immeis embarking on a new longterm "star-making" policy,
diately
he
saves
his
employer's
life
by
slaying
an
ex-convict
assailant,
and then finds himself under suspicion of murder as policeman Bendix,
thereby hoping, through Warner distribution, to achieve a
his personal friend, digs into the dead man's. past and fails to discover
world market. Last Januthe million dollars which he is supposed to have stolen. Miss Raines,
ary, Jack Warner disclosed
Price's secretary, finally decides to assist O'Brien in sifting the backplans for ABPC to produce
ground, and both are accused of a second murder committed by Price.
six pictures which will be
In contrast to most melodrama, this one lets the audience know the
shown "throughout the Warguilty party, but builds suspense by making a case against the innocent
ner circuit in America and
seem too tight to be upset.
all other theatres in the
U. S. and Canada which the
Production is superb in every respect, from balanced dialogue to richly
WB distribution organization
accoutered sets, the whole equaling tip-top entertainment.
services."
Running time, 91 minutes. General audience classification. May
release.
William R. Weaver
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First of Boston Would
Finance, If Owners Sell
The First National Bank of Boston,is^represented
by Sergeprepared
Semenenkb,
reliably reported
to finance acquisition of United
Artists by a syndicate headed by S.
H. Fabian, president of the Eastern
Seaboard circuit bearing his name, to
the tune of $15,000,000.
Of this total, $10,000,000 would apply to the purchase of the two-thirds
interest held by Mary Pickford and
Charles Chaplin and to the final onethird now held in the company's treasury. The remaining $5,000,000 would
be set up as a revolving fund under
an arrangement which would make it
possible for UA, as distributor, to
participate in production financing.
Thus, the Fabian negotiations are
not cold. But whether or not the
Pickford-Chaplin control will be
available for final sale is highly uncertain.
Both partners,
down5) through
(Continued
on page

To

Report

Later

On

Industry

Series

Hollywood,
May 21.
— Representatives of the Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners of America, the American
Theatres Association, Allied States
and the Pacific Coast Conference of
Independent Theatre Owners, who
met here this week with producers,
talent guild
representatives
(Continued
on page 5) and MoJohnston

Trip

May

Bar Tax Testimony
Washington, May 21. — With Eric
Johnston, Motion Picture Association
president, slated to be on the West
Coast next Wednesday and Thursday
— the days set aside by the House
Ways and Means Committee for testimony(Continued
on admissionon taxes
page —5) plans to
In This Issue

"Copacabana" is reviewed on
page 4;
"MossDilemm
Rose"a" and
"Dick
Tracy's
on
page 7. Key city reports are
on page 6.
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Personal
Mention
'EN KALMENSON, Warner general sales manager, and Harry
M. Kalmine, Warner Theatres head,
have returned
here from the Coast.
B1
Ben Washer, new Paramount
home office publicity manager, will be
hosted by his former associates, James
A. Mulvey and Lynn Farnol, at a
luncheon at Chateaubriand today with
trade press representatives
as guests.
•
Frederic Ullman, Jr., RKO Pathe
president, and the "This Is America"
staff have been cited by the American College Public Relations Association "for distinguished service in the
interpretation of higher
education."
•
Leonard Hirsch, home office assistant to Rudy Berger, M-G-M
Southern sales manager, is recuperating at home from pneumonia.
•
Vernon C. Caldwell, Walt Disney Productions' public relations director, and Hank Porter, studio artist, are here from the Coast.
•
Arnold Grant, United _ Artists
board member, is recuperating at
White Plains Hospital, N. Y., after
an emergency appendectomy.
•
Jack Ellis, United Artists' New
York district manager, returned here
yesterday from Albany.
•
Harold Dunn, Producers Releasing Corp. assistant general sales manager, has returned •here from Chicago.
Jack

Lavin, Walt Disney Productions studio executive, left for
Hnllvwood from New York vesterdav.
•
Arthur Jeffrey, Eagle-Lion exploitation chief here, is recuperatinj
at home from an illness.
Register
Stock

20th-Fox

with

SEC

Insider's
By RED
HERE was a very special
T and significant meeting of
topnotchers held at the Johnston
office yesterday. Nothing was
said about it publicly, least of all
from the Motion Picture Association which maintained singular
silence. But from around the
town — the birds whispering, etc.
— came the word, inconclusively
evasive as it was, that the palaver dealt generally with "the international situation."
As far as it went, this was entirely correct. It failed to go
far enoug-h because no discussion of the international situation possibly could be all-embracing these days without particular attention to the United
Kingdom and a man named
Joseph Arthur Rank.
■
The story behind the meeting
is this :
Rank's heralded visit to this
country — the second since he
strode to celluloid power in
Britain — was signalized by many
functions. As important as any
among them was the dinner
thrown for him by Eric Johnston. It was an exclusive affair.
The press was barred, the attendance limited, the discussion
off-the-record.
That night, the always pleasant Rank never changed his demeanor. But some of the discerning ones present sensed a
change in his approach. That
approach has been described in
terms of the shakedown cruise
being over. Rank declared in
about this language : "Gentlemen, we are a friendlv competitor now in this market. I suggest you might as well recognize
■
the facts."
The facts which Rank wants
recognized are that he must
have more playing time for his
product on American screens.
Publicly, he declares he is satisfied with the progress rolled up
by British films here insofar as
this progress may be computed.
It isn't much. Publicly, however, he has implied quite
clearly without ever saying it
that this progress is an interim
happenstance against which any
tally of the situation — in ultimate— is not to be computed.
What this boils down to in
plain and ordinary is simple
enough, and it would be well for
the industry at large to understand it. Rank may be content
with progress thus far, but has
no intention of accepting it as
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KANN
the best he will receive at the
hands of the American industry.
■
His reasons are several, not
all of them new. Unofficial as
it may be, there is an assortment of reasons to accept him
as the British Government's
emissary in its avowed cause of
a world-wide place in the affairs
of motion pictures. This, in
turn, has to do with Britain's
pride as a nation. To it must
be added its conviction that it
deserves an emphatic niche in
the celluloid sun as a matter of
course and merit. Also there
must be taken into full realization its present financial condition— the American loan rapidly
losing the race against the inflationary price curve and a consequent sharpening need for
more and more dollars.
Rank's reasons inevitably tie
to the flight of funds from Britain to the States to the tune of
approximately $70,000,000 a
year in American film rentals ;
to his position, which is also the
position of the British industry
in and out of his embrace, that
there has to be a reasonable
measure of reciprocity on the
part of the American industry.
Figures being what they are,
Rank knows what American
companies are doing in England. Of course, he has the
complete knowledge of what
share of this business traces to
rental flowing out of his own
theatre circuits. Of course, he
has unchallengeable information of what his films have
grossed in this market. Out of
it develops his dissatisfaction
over dollar return here, very
particularly where the five major circuits are concerned.
Good or otherwise as may be
determined by the flow of
events, nevertheless it becomes
understandable from his viewpoint whyecutive
he whose
toldinterests
a major exare

rents than space will allow play
a part in this situation. It is
not without significance, for example, that Barney Balaban devoted many hours to a discussion of British pictures at
Arrowhead Springs, Calif., recently. Present were most of
the Paramount theatre partners
who heard Balaban say in this
but not necessari
intent, language
ly in this
:
exact
"We are faced here with an
industry problem. As part of
the industry you must accer
your proportion of the respof;
sibility. British pictures must
get more playing time in this
market. We cannot afford to be
confronted with a situation under which our revenue from
England is endangered, our
funds frozen or quota restrictions tightened.
"If we lose substantial portions of the revenue from Britain, we will be faced with the
need to cut the quality of our
product made in Hollywood. If
we have to do this, your grosses

will be affected."
Talk

Settlement

of

Two Chicago Suits
Chicago, May 21. — Hearing date
for the Riverside and Middle States
Theatres anti-trust suits, scheduled
before Federal Judge Michael Igoe,
has been postponed until May 26. Although a delay was granted to provide counsel with additional time for
brief preparations, it is understood
that settlement proceedings are continuing and that there may be an
agreement reached during the week.
Coast

Luncheon

for

Rank; Johnston Host
Hollywood, May 21. — J. Arthur
Rank, visiting the U. S. and Canada,
from England, and Robert R. Young
of the Young film and railroad interests, will be honor guests at a luncheon at the Beverly Hills Hotel on
May 29, to be given by MPA president Eric Johnston. Production heads
will attend.

Philadelphia, May 21. — A registration statement covering 234,300
shares of common stock to be offered
U. S. Information Bill
for the account of 24 option holders
Advances in House
was filed here today by 20th CenturyFox with the Securities and Exchange
Washington, May 21. — The House
Commission.
formidable in production, dis- Foreign Affairs Committee today aptribution
and
exhibition
prior
to
The statement disclosed that Darryl
proved the bill to authorize a State
F. Zanuck, production vice-president,
a departure west in Robert
Department overseas information prowill offer 100,000 of the shares which
provision for films.
Young's
private to
Pullman
"You Sponsorsgram,ofincluding
he acquired on an option at $13 a
have
a decision
make. : What
the bill hope to have it
share when the market price was 10^g
on the floor of the House by the end
it will be, of course, must be of
high. Spyros P. Skouras, company
next week.
of
your
own
making.
I
should
president, is the second largest holder
like to emphasize, however, that
with an option for 70,000 shares at a
price of $24.25. He has exercised the
William Schneider
you cannot escape making one."
option already on 42,000 of the shares.
Innocuous enough as to verbiTo Donahue & Coe
The options are those in a total of
age, there may be interpolated
240,000 granted executives of the coma number of things. For our
William Schneider of Paramount's
pany, and of which 5,700 have lapsed.
part, and gratuitously offered, home office advertising department
The offering would be made at
will,
on June 9, join Donahue and
we interpolate a lot.
an undetermined time at prices in acCoe,
advertising
agency here, as as■
cordanwith
ce _
market prices at that
sistant to Lloyd Seidman, vice-presitime, it is understood.
Many more drifts and curdent in charge of theatre advertising.
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A TWO-REEL
WARNER
SHORT
BASED ON THE STORY THAT WON THE O. HENRY MEMORIAL
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hm HARRY DAVENPORT • BILLY SHEFFIELD • and FLEETA •
4 LEROY PRINZ • produced by GORDON HOWNGSHEAD
>OROTHY ADAMS • RUSSEL SIMPSON • EDDIE WALLER • ORIGINAL STORY BY SAMUEL A. DERIEUX • SCREEN PLAY BY SAUL ELKINS • MUSIC BY WILLIAM LAVA
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Large
Is Seen

16mm

Growth

Picture

Review

by Reisman

London, May 21. — A widespread
early development in the 16mm. field
is foreseen by Phil Reisman, vice-president in charge of foreign distribution
for RKO Radio, who points out here
that countries like China and the Philippines, whose communities are too
impoverished to support 35mm. theatres will welcome cheaper 16mm.
shows. Reisman visualizes 5,000 new
16mm. theatres for China alone.
He expressed satisfaction in the
joint J. Arthur Rank-RKO Radio picture, "So Well Remembered," and in
Rene
_ Clair's
"Golden Reisman
Silence," with
Maurice
Chevalier.
disclosed that he had a talk in New York
with Rank regarding the xiext joint
production, which is as yet undecided,
but shooting is scheduled to start at
Denham studios in September.
Reisman will leave for France at the
weekend and will return here in three
weeks, leaving for America in June.
Open Three Houses,
To Construct Two
Openings of several theatres in
Connecticut and Massachusetts have
been reported. In June, the Strand,
summer house at Sound View, Conn.,
will be opened by Mrs. Margaret
Glackin. In Sutton, Mass., a new
open-air theatre, the Motor Inn, has
been opened by Wilfred Bernard.
At Holyoke, Mass., the Holyoke
Theatre has been reopened by the E.
M. Loew circuit. A recent fire closed
the house. In Lunenburg, Mass., a license has been granted for an openair drive-in theatre to Alfred Mellor
and Alfred Bergeron. In Fall River,
Mass., authority to construct an openair theatre has been granted to Salvatore L. Romano.

"Copacabana'
(Sam Coslow — United Artists)
PR°P^C^R^d so"g-writer Sam Coslow has hit the musical comedy bell
solidly in Copacabana," a glossy, tuneful package of mad-cap merriment. Ithas a winning cast, topped by zany Groucho Marx (with a homegrown mustache and minus his brothers), eruptive Carmen Miranda and
popular crooner Andy Russell, lately of radio's "Hit Parade." Further earmarking itfor successtul selling is the fact that its story spotlight is trained
on the widely-heard-of New York nightlife rendezvous of the title (a Hollywood-set version, that is), replete with chorus beauties and offering a touch
of authenticity' with the brief appearance of some well-known Broadway
columnists and editors. The "sneak-preview" audience at Loew's 72nd Street
Theatre, here, heartily laughed its way through the escapades of Groucho
and Carmen (who make a grand comedy team) and otherwise demonstrated
a warm appreciation of the proceedings.
A snappy, slap-happy screenplay by Laslo Vadnay, Alan Boretz and Howard Harris, makes room for nine original songs, written in the main by
Coslow, but also including the composing talents of Bert Kalmar Harry
Ruby and Edward Ward. Some are aimed straight at the bobby-soxers by
Russell, a few get Miss Miranda's pyrotechnic treatment, and most are supported by sumptuous production effects and exotic dancing sequences. Groucho
cavorts through one, and Gloria Jean sings another. This reviewer picks as
the more appealing: "Stranger Things Have Happened," "Je Vous Aime "
"More and More," "Let's Do the Copacabana," and "Go
Young Man/'
Parade."
one or more of which are likely to wind up on the "Hit West,
The plot is many-faceted, but the principal line is this: Groucho, fickle
fiance and agent of Carmen, sells her as two acts — a Brazilian "bombshell"
and a veiled French songstress — to unsuspecting nightclub owner Steve
Cochran. She has to hustle — but plenty! — to perform at two separate points
in the club at almost the same time. Meanwhile, Cochran falls for the mysterious French singer, Groucho gets jealous, and Gloria Jean, Cochran's lovesick secretary, also gets jealous. When complications become too great to
manage, singer Fifi conveniently "disappears." Groucho is accused of her
"murder !" There is more, of course, and all too funny to fully describe.
Alfred E. Green directed. Vadnay
wrote the original story.
Running time, 92 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
Charles L. Franke
May 30.
MGM
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Simons Will Address
Montana Exhibitors
M. L. Simons, comparatively new
assistant to H. M. Richey, and editor
of_ M-G-M's sales publication, The
Distributor, will make his first appearance before an exhibitor group in the
new post at the Montana Theatres Association convention at Boulder
Springs, Mont., May 28-29.
Simons is now in Cincinnati attending the M-G-M office managers' meeting at the Netherlands Plaza Hotel.
From there he will go to Denver and
for two days attend the second of office managers' meeting at the Cosmopolitan Hotel, from which
will leave for Boulder Springs.point he

Cincinnati Opens
Cincinnati, May 21. — Approximately 30 exchange managers, bookers and office managers East of the
Mississippi River, in addition to home
office executives, are attending the
first M-G-M meeting here in over a
year, at the Netherland Plaza. Today
was
given over to general discussions
Winters in Chan Series
future exchange operations and
Hollywood, May 21.— Roland Win- on
ters, New York stage actor, today streamlining exchanges.
Speakers were Alan F. Cummings,
was selected by James S. Burkett,
Monogram producer, to succeed the in charge of exchange operations;
late Sidney Toler as Charlie Chan Harold Postman, his assistant, and
in that film series.
Charles K. Stern, assistant treasurer
of Loew's. William G. Brennan, in
charge of the checking department, is
Newfield Recuperating
holding a two-day meeting with field
Hollywood, May 21. — Director Sam supervisors to discuss future policy. Legion of Honor
Newfield, who underwent a cranial Home office executives will leave for
operation last weekend, was pro- a Denver meeting after conclusion of Awarded to Wyler
Washington, May 21.— William
the three-day meeting here.
nounced today "out of danger."
Wyler, director, was today awarded
the Legion of Honor by Lieut. Gen.
Ira Eaker, commander of the Army
Air Forces, for his work on the warRKO
RADIO
PICTURES,
Inc.
picture, "Memphis Belle," as
well astimeother
contributions to the air
force picture program. Wyler
was
TRADE
SHOWINGS
lieutenant-colonel with the Eightha
Air Force during the war, assigned
to directing films.
of ROBERT and RAYMOND HAKIM'S presentation of
Owen Speaks in Albany
Albany, N. Y., May 21.— Hugh
Owen, Paramount Eastern divisio
n
manager, and A. M. Kane, district
manage
"THE
r,
LONG
addres
sed
NIGHT
exchan
"
ge
employes
BUFFALO
ALBANY
here today on the "35th Year of Leadership"
drive,
Fox
Projection
Room,
290
openin
Fox Projection Room, 1052
g Aug. 31.
Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Broadway, Albany, N. Y.
SGP Signs Hirliman
BOSTON
NEW HAVEN
Hollywood, May 21.— Georg A.
Fox Projection Room, 40
RKO Projection Room, 122
Hirliman has signed to produce eseven
Arlington St., Boston, Mass.
Whiting St., New Haven, Ct.
pictures in the next two years for
Screen Guild Productions. He will
ALL SHOWINGS AT 2:30 P.M., WEDNESDAY, MAY 28
start in September and all the films
will be made in the East.

2 Coast Locals to Be
Polled on Strike
Hollywood, May 21.— Screen Set
Designers Local No. 1421, which will
meet with a labor committee representing the major producers tomorrow in exploratory collective bargainand Painters' local No. 644,
whiching talks,
attended
a similar meeting three
weeks ago, will be asked, "Do you
approve making the best possible settlement at this time and returning to
work?" at a full membership meeting
here Monday night. Herbert Sorrell.
president of the striking Confereof Studio
Unions644,andwillbusiness
of
Local No.
presentagv-the
question, a question which received a
negative response two months ago
from the painters. The carpenters
union, only other numerically strong
union still on strike, will not participate in Monday's meeting.
Chicago Testimonial
For Jack Flynn
Chicago, May 21.— Jack Flynn,
who is retiring as Midwestern sales
manager for Loew's, Inc., will be honored by leaders of the local trade at a
testimonial dinner late next month,
followin
g his
sin fishing
trip.return from a Wiscon-

A committee headed by Ed Brunell
will meet here tomorrow to make
plans for the
Members of the
committee are:dinner.
James Coston, John
Balaban, Arthur Schoenstadt, Edwin
Silverman, Jack Kirsch, Thomas
Flannery, S. J. Gregory, W. E. Banford, B. J. Lourie, J. H. Stevens,
M. M. Gottlieb, Will Baker, A. J.
Shumow and Tom Gilliam.
Sennett Films Slated
F or Release in June
Remembering the 50th anniversary
of the grant to Thomas A. Edison of
a patent for the first motion picture
camera, an "Americana Comedy Film
Classics Series," — moderniz
ed review
of
Mack
Sennett's
comedies
— will be
released next month, it was announce
d
here yesterday by J. J. Balaber, editor oftional
thePictures.
series for Grand Interna"Nickelodeon Chuckles," a synchronized two-reeler, will be the first release, opening on June 18 at the
Trans-Lux Theatre here. The series
was culled from some 1,300,000 feet
of film to form 26 shorts.
Broidy-Davis Conference
Hollywood, May 21— Steve Broidy,

head
of Monogra
and Allied
will leave
here mtomorrow
for Artists,'
conferences with John Davis, J. Arthur
Rank executive, regarding Canadian
distribution of Monogram and Allied
product.
I PRESS
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Argentine Quota
(Continued from page 1)
a strong opponent, intensified supporting pressure being exerted by the Argentine industry is regarded as virsaid. tually assuring passage, Kronenberg

Jaffa, Egypt, May 15 (By Airmail. )— Protection of the local film
industry from dubbing is currently
being studied by the government.
The Minister of Social Welfare will
publish a resolution explaining the
government's
of view. composed
_The Union point
of Syndicates,
1/ actors and musicians, has published
the following warning : No professional actor, player or musician may
participate in dubbing a picture in
Arabic, except Turkish pictures. No
studios, by order of the Syndicates
and Producers'
may participate in dubbingUnion,
in Arabic
under
penalty of boycott. No theatres may
show any foreign picture dubbed in
Arabic. If it does, the theatre will
be boycotted and Egyptian product
withheld from it. By law, all foreign
pictures shown in Egypt must be
subtitled in Arabic.
A studio is being built in Bagdad,
Iraq, for making Arabic pictures.
British technicians are assisting.

Thill calls for importation there
of only 325 foreign films annually, that
figure being arrived at on the basis of
the 650 imported during 1946. About
70 per cent of the imports are from
America. The bill would exempt
16mm. pictures.
Meanwhile, Kronenberg said, production of films in Argentina has increased by nearly 50 per cent in a
year. Last year 45 features were produced domestically ; this year, 80 are
scheduled. The increase, he said, is
due principally to the replacement of
worn-out production equipment with
American-made items.
Kronenberg, who is also a distributor of NATKO 16mm. projectors in
Argentina, has been requested by his
government to purchase here a number
of such projection machines which the
government will use in a stepped-up
l6mm. educational program, he said,
adding that he expects to be able to
gather ultimately some 2,000 projectors for that purpose. Kronenberg
imports a large number of American
35mm. and 16mm. films yearly, havTax Testimony
ing an inventory now of about 600.
(Continued from page 1)
Kronenberg will return to Buenos
Aires in about a month ; meanwhile
present the MPA position on reduc- he
will visit Hollywood, where he will
tion of admission taxes have run into
negotiate for the purchase of the product.
a snag.
MPA officials are undecided whether
to have someone substitute for Johnston, merely file a written brief or try MPA
Studies
again to have hearings postponed. Sev(Continued from page 1)
eral exhibitor groups are understood
to favor postponement in order to ob- no definite goal in mind, but insisted
tain a more adequate canvass of ex- that the exhibition of British
pictures
hibitor sentiment. Meanwhile, the com- here should be sharply increased.
mittee staff has tentatively scheduled
At
the
same
time
Johnston
stressed
Wednesday as the date for the appearthat the U. S. industry's aim is to
ance of Ted Gamble, representing the effect
free international trade of films
American Theatres Association.
including more playing time for British pictures here.
Industry Series
Yesterday's
board meetingwas called forMPA
the sole
purpose of
(Continued from page 1)
taking up the Rank discussion in adtion Picture Association representative
vance of Johnston's trip to the Coast.
Among those present in addition to
Edward sibilCheyfitz
to
"discuss
the
posity of producing a series of short Johnston were : Francis Harmon,
vice-president in New York;
subjects to put the industry's story on MPA
Gerald Mayer, head of the internathe _screen," ganizatwill
report
to
their
orions onviews expressed at the
tional division ; Joyce O'Hara, Johnmeeting and will submit a report of
assistant
Irving Picture
Maas, viceconclusions later.
presidentston's of
the; Motion
Export Association; Barney Balaban,
The meeting, under the chairmanship of N. Peter Rathvon, president president of Paramount; Nate J.
of RKO, explored the proposal ex- Blumberg, president of Universal;
tensively, itwas said, but took no
Loew's executive
vice-president;
William Vogel,
C. Michel,
viceaction. However, it is believed that Joseph
president of 20th Century-Fox, and
the general attitude was favorable.
others.
SIGN

NOW!

Bid

for U. A.
(Continued from page 1)

the years, have resisted all offers for
their stock interest. This well may be
the situation which will prevail evenPREVUE
tually insofar _ as the SemenenkoFabian negotiations are concerned.
Yesterday, Fabian acknowledged
that negotiations along these lines are
TRAILER
active. He said they are in five
prongs : Semenenko, Pickford and
Arnold Grant, her attorney who is
SERVICE
currently ill; Charles Schwartz, who
represents Chaplin legally, and himM
self. Fabian, however, refused to preLY
N
O
dict the final outcome.
STS 0
l
[sCeO
s
rEs I Meanwhile, the negotiations launched
t $45
?R
c
«U
"A
by Grant with Joseph R. Vogel, viceFREE *tp»V.k
Filmack 1327 S. Wabash Chicago
president
Loew'scircuit,
and also
general
manager of theof Loew
continue.
Try JilmackTUeut

£4M

WITH
TOM CONWAY
ALLEN JENKINS
ARTHUR TREACHER
CLARENCE
FRITZ FELD KOLB ■
DIRECTED BY
ANDREW STONE
°*ipyboc&y's

gefc it -frOm

^
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Motion

Estimates

FOLLOWING arc estimated pic
ture grosses for current engage
ments in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspond
ents.
LOS ANGELES

of

Picture

Key

THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)WARNER (Downtown) (3,400) (50c-6Oc-8Oc
$1.00)
$18,200) 2nd week. Gross: $17,000. (Average
i HE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)
WARNER (Hollywood) (3,000) (50c-60c-80c
$1.00)
$15,500) 2nd week. Gross: $11,500. (Average:
I'riE TWO (Wiitern)
MRS. CARROLLS
(WB)W/.RNER
(2,300) (50c-60c-80c
$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $12,000. (Average:
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City

Grosses

being held. Estimated receipts for
the week ended May 21 :
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (20th-Fox)
and MAGNIFICENT
ROGUE (Rep.)—
ALADDIN (1,400) (35c-74c) 2nd week, af
ter two weeks each at the Paramount and
Esquire. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $4,000)
MY BROTHER
TALKS TO HORSES
(M-G-M)
and! LIGHTHOUSE (PRC)
BROADWAY
(35c-74c)
Gross:
$6,000. (1,500)
(Average:
$8,0C0) 2nd week.
LADIES' MAN (Para.)— DENHAM (1,
750) (35c-70c). Gross: $8,000. (Average
$11,000)
SON OF SCHEHERAZADE (U-I) and
BLIND SPOT (Col.)— DENVER (2,525)
(35c-74c).
Day-and-date
the Webber,
Gross:
$16,500.
(Average: with
$15,000)
STALLION
(WB) and (742)
MILLIE'S
DAUGHTER ROAD
(Cdl.)-ESQUIRE
(35c74c).
with $3,000)
the Paramount.
Gross: Day-and-date
$4,500. (Average:
THE YEARLING (M-G-M) and CRIME
DOCTOR'S MANHUNT (Col.)— ORPHEUM (2,600)
(35c-74c). Gross: $20,500.
(Average:
$15,500)
STALLION
ROAD
audi MILLIE'S
DAUGHTER (Col.) — (WB)
PARAMOUNT
(2,200,
(35c-74c). Gross: $10,000. (Average: $8,000)
JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.) and THE
GHOST GOES WILD (Rep.)— RIALTO
(878) (35c-74c). After one week at the
Denver and Esquire. Gross: $4,000. (Average: $3,000)
ABIE'S IRISH ROSE (UA)— TABOR (1,
967)
(35c-74c).
stage show. Gross:
$10,000.
(Average:With
$8,000)
SONG OF SCHEHERAZADE (U-I) and
MILLIE'S DAUGHTER (Col.)— WEBBER
(750) (36,e-74c).
Day-and-date
Denver.
Gross: $3,500.
(Average:with
$2,000)the

BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME (U-I)RKO
PAN $8,500)
(1,500) (50c-70c). Gross: $7,500.
(Average:
000)
BOOMERANG (2flith-Fox) — STATE (2,300)
(50c-70c). Gross: $13,000. (Average: $13,BUFFALO

"The Farmer's Daughter" was run
I" at
the Lafaye*'
ning well above average in its second
and"The
"TheEggTwoandMrs.
Carrolls"
at L. week. It was a week of average PHILADELPHIA
Great Lakes, both in first weeks,
weather. Estimated receipts for the
doing exceptionally fine business.
week ended May 21 :
Elsewhere grosses are below average.
"Framed" is breaking house records
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— BELMONT
Estimated receipts for the week end(1.600) (Advanced prices: 90c -$1.25). Gross at the Stanton in a week of dull busiing May 26 :
$8,000. (Average at regular prices of 50c
ness, with most theatres featuring
BLAZE OF NOON (Para.) and MY
60c-8Sc-$1.00: $7,100)
BROTHER TALKS TO HORSES (M-G-M)
ODD MAN OUT (U-I)— CARTHAY CIR holdovers. "The Macomber Affair"
— BUFFALO
(3,489) $19,000)
(40c-50c-60c-70c). Gross:
CLE (1,516) (50c-60c-8Sc-$l.CO) 2nd week is the only other strong new booking.
$16,800.
(Average:
Gross: $9,500. (Average: $11,500)
Estimated receipts for the week endTHE
TWO
MRS,
CARROLLS (WB)—
IT HAPPENED
ON FIFTH AVENUE
GREAT $23,400.
LAKES(Average:
(3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c).
ing May 20-22: ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Mcnci.-Ailiied Artists)— CHINESE (2,300) IT HAPPENED
Gross:
$18,000)
(50c-60c-85c-$l.CO) 5 days. Gross: $14,5CO. (Mono.)— ALDINE (900; (50c-60c-74c-85cTHE
YEARLING
(M-G-M)
— HIPPO(Average: $18,200)
94c) 2nd week. Gross: $9,800. (Average:
DROME (2,100) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
3rd week
HIGH
BARBAREE
(M-G-M)— EGYF $13,800)
on
a
moveover.
Gross:
$8,100.
(Average:
TI AN (1,000) (5(te-60c-85c-$1.00). Gross THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
$10,000)
$17,500. (Average: $18,100)
THE EGG AND I (U-I) - LAFAYETTE
(RKO Radio) — ARCADIA (900) (Advanced
600)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)-EL REV prices:
90c-$1.80) 7th week. Gross: $11,800.
(3,0Oj) (40c-50c-60c-70c).
Gross: $24,200
(Average:
$15,000)
(E61)
(Advanced
prices
:90c-$1.25)
2nd
week
Gross: $6,000. (Average at regular price: (Average at regular prices of 50c-94c: $6,THE
RED
HOUSE
(UA)
and
THREE ON
of 50c-60c-85c-$l.{»: $6,800)
MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) — BOYD
A TICKET
(PRC)
—onTECK
(1,500) (40c-50cHIGH BARBAREE (M-G-M) -FOX-WIL THE
60c-7()c)
2nd
week
a
moveover.
Gross:
(.3.OJ0)
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c).
Gross:
$24,$4,600. (Average: $6,000)
SHIRE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00). Gross M. (Average: $21,000)
$17,500. (Average: $13,300)
THE
FARMER'S
DAUGHTER
(RKO
FUN
ON
A
WEEKEND
(UA)—
EARLE
ODD MAN OUT (U-I) — GUILD (965) (50c- (3,000) (60c-70'c-80c-90c-99c) 6 days. On
Radio) and THE FALCON'S ADVENTURE
60c -86 C$1.00). Gross: $5,500. (Average: stage, Elliot Lawrence. Gross, 6 days:
(RKO
Radio)
—
TWENTIETH
CENTURY
$5 900)
(3,000) (40c-S0c-60c-70c) 3rd week. Gross:
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Ra- $18,/00')
$11,300. (Average: $16,000)
I HE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) 1 day.
dio) and THE MILLERSG'N CASE (Col.) Gross:
$4,000.
(Average:
$31,700)
— HTLLSTREET (2,700) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
2nd
HOMESTRETCH
(20th- Fox) — FOX CLEVELAND
800) week. Gross: $21,000. (Average: $19, THE
KANSAS CITY
(3,000) (50c-6Oc-74c-80c-85c-94c) 3rd week.
ODD MAN OUT (U-I)— IRIS (708) (50c Gross: $13,500. (Average: $25,000)
60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $6,000. (Av THE EGG AND I (U-I)— GOLDMAN (1,:'The Egg and I," at the RKO
erage: $7,2CO)
"Blaze of Noon," at the Newman,
400) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 2nd week. Allen, is hitting on all cylinders,
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE Gross:
$24,000.
(Average:
$24,000)
(Mono.-Allied Artists) and FALL GUY THE EGG AND' I (U-I)— KARLTON marking the only real box-office and "Boom Town," at the Midland,
(Moinoi.)— LO'EW'S
(2,500) (50c-60c
(1,000') (50c-6Oc-74c-80c-85c-94c) 2nd week. bright spot in a generally dull busi- are the only pictures doing above85c-$1.00)
5 days. STATE,
Gross: $25,000.
(Aver Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $9,500)
ness week. Weather has been rainy. average business here. Estimated reage: $28,600)
CALIFORNIA
(Para.)— KEITH (2,200) Estimated
HiGH BARBAREE
(M-G-M)— LOS AN (50c-6Oc-74c-80c-85c-94c)
ceipts for the week ending May 20-22 :
receipts for the week end2nd
run.
Gross:
GELES (Average:
(2,096) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00).
Gross $3,800. (Average: $6,200)
THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
$21,000.
$22,600)
ed
May
20-21
:
JOURNEY (20th-Fox)— ESIT HAPPENED
ON FIFTH AVENUE THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Ra- THE THIEF OF BAGDAD (Film Classics) STRANGEQUIRE (800)
(45c-65c). Gross: $6,000.
(4,700) (50c -60c -74c -80c- -LOEWS OHIO (1,268) (50c-70c). Gross: (Average when first-run
(Mono.-AlUed
Artists) — LOYOLA (1,265) 85c-94c)dio)—MASTBAUM
day-and-date with
2nd
week.
Gross:
$24,700.
(AverUptown
and
Fairway:
$8,000)
$6,500.
(Average:
$7,000)
(5Oc-6Oc-85c-$l.O0O
5
days.
Gross:
$10,000.
age:
$29,500)
(Average: $11,500)
DISHONORED LADY (UA)— LOEWS CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (2flth-Fox)
THE
BEST
YEARS
OF
OUR
LIVES
STATE (3,300) (50c-70c). Gross: $18,000. -FAIRWAY (700) (45c-65c). Gross: $1,THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA)— MU750. (Average: $1,750)
PIX (500) (Advanced prices: (Average: $22,000)
SIC HALL (Beevrly Hills) (900) (65c-85c- (RKO Radio)—
7th
week.
Gross:
$8,000.
(Averfl.OO) 3rd week. Gross: $3,000. (Average: J0c-$1.8O)
SUDDENLY
IT'S SPRING (Para.)—
TOWN (M-G-M reissue) and THE
age: $10,000)
LOEWS S TILLMAN (1,900) (50c-70c) 2nd BOOM
$4,700)
McGURK (M-G-M)— MIDLAND
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M) week. Gross: $12,000. (Average: $11,000) MIGHTY
THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA)— MU- 000)
(3,500)
(45c-65c). Gross: $16,500. (Aver-STANLEY (3,000) (5Oc-60c-74c-8Oc-85c-94c) THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES ige: $15,000)
SIC HALL (Downtown) (900) (65c-85c- 4th
week. Gross: $14,700. (Average: $27,- (RKO. Radio)— LOWER MALL (563) (Ad- BLAZE OF NOON (Para.) — NEWMAN
$1.00) 3rd week. Gross: $10,000. (Average:
$14,200)
vanced prices: 90c-$1.25-$1.50) 7th week. (1,960) (4Sc-65c). Gross: $13,000. (Average:
FRAMED (Col.)— STANTON (1,700) (50c- Gross: $8,000.
$9,500)
THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA)— MU- 60c-74c-80c-85c-94c).
$11,000)
Gross: $23,800. (Aver THE EGG AND(Average:
SIC HALL (Hawaii) (1,000) (65c-85c-$1.0O)
I (U-I)— RKO ALLEN TARZAN
AND THE HUNTRESS (RKO
age:
$12,700)
3rd
week.
Gross:
$4,000.
(Average:
$5,(3,000) (55c-70c). Gross: $27,500. (Average: Radio) andi EASY COME, EASY GO
400)
$12,000)
(Para.)
—
ORPHEUM
(1,900) (45c-65c).
THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA) — MUTHE HOMESTRETCH (20th-Fox)-RKO Gross: $8,500. (Average: $10,000)
SIC
HALL
(Hollywood)
(490)
(65c-85cPALACE
(3,300)
(55c-70c).
Gross:
$15,000.
SALT
LAKE
CITY
CARNIVAL
IN
COSTA
RICA (20th-Fox)
$1.00) 3rd week. Gross: $3,000. (Average:
(Average: $21,400)
—TOWER
(2,100) (45c-65c). Gross: $9,000.
$4,700)
(Average:
$9,000)
SMASH-UP (U-I)— WARNERS' HIPPO- CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (2flth-Fox)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO')— ORPHEUM
DROME (3,500) (55c-70c)
Moderately cool weather, following $15,000. (Average:
(2,210) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25). Gross:
$18,400)2nd week. Gross: —UPTOWN
(2,000) (45c-65c). Gross: $6,$25,000. (Average at regular prices of 50crecord-breaking
heat
wave,
has
600)
STAIRWAY
TO
HEAVEN
(U-I)— WAR- 000. (Average: $6,000)
60c-85c-$1.00:
$18,800)
NERS' LAKEGross:
(714) $3,000.
(55c-70c) (Average:
2nd week $3,on
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES boosted grosses /considerably at all a moveover.
(RKO' Radio)— PALACE (1,237) (Advanced first-run theatres here. Estimated rePITTSBURGH
prices: $1.00-$1.25-$1.80) 17th week. Gross:
ceipts for the week ending May 25 :
$8,000. (Average at regular prices of 50c- CAPTION CAUTION (Favorite) and CAP60c-85c-$1.0O: $21,000)
TION FURY (Favorite)— CAPTTOL (1,878) MINNEAPOLIS
THE dio)FARMER'S
DAUGHTER CASE
(RKO (Col.)
Ra- (20c-55c-75c).
Gross: $8,900. (Average:
Despite excellent weather condiand THE MILLERSON
$7,800)
tions, first run houses generally have
—week.
PANTAGES
(2,000)
(50c-6Oc-80'c-$l.CO)
2nd
HOMESTRETCH
(20th
Fox)
—
CENTRE
been unable to match averages. Only
Gross: $23,000. (Average: $20,800)
Business
received
competition
from
1,700)
(20c
-55c
-75c).
Gross:
$14,000.
(AverNORTHWEST
OUTPOST
(Rep.) and
age: $13,600)
the opening of the fishing season and "Framed," at the Harris, is doing
THE FABULOUS
SUZANNE (Rep.)—
FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Ra- weather that favored outdoor activi- measurably better. Estimated receipts
PARAMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c- THEdio)— RIALTO
(800)
(20c-55c-7Sc)
3rd
week.
for the week ended May 20 :
6Clc-80c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $10,500. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $3,700)
ties. "Easy Come, Easy Go," regis- STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN (U-I)— FUL(Average: $26,600)
STAIRWAY
TO
HEAVEN
(U-I)
—
STUtered
strong
at
Radio
City.
EstimatNORTHWEST OUTPOST (Rep.)— PARATON (1,700)
(40c-55c-70c). Gross: $9,000.
$9,700)
ed receipts for the week ended (Average:
DIO' (800) (20c-55c-75c) 2nd week. Gross:
MOUNT (Hollywood) (1,407) (50c-60c-80cFRAMED (Col.)— J. P. HARRIS (2,000)
$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $7,000. (Average: $4,800)
May
22:
$16,100)
(40c-55c-70c). Gross: $11,500. (Average:
A.NGEL ON MY SHOULDER (UA)— UP- THE MACOMBER AFFAIR (UA)— CEN- $11,000)
(1,300) (20c-55c-75c). Gross: $8,000.
ODD MAN OUT (U-I)— RITZ (1,376) (50c- (Average:TOWN $5,900)
TURYfrom
(1,500) (50c-70c)
2nd Gross:
week, $6,000.
on a DISHONORED LADY (UA)— PENN (3,
moveover
Radio
City.
60c-85c-$1.00)
2nd
week.
Gross:
$9,000.
(Average: $9,600)
SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— UTAH (1,700) (Average: $7,300)
400) (40c
-55c -70c). Gross: $14,000. (Average: $25,000)
(20c-55c-75c). . Gross: $15,500. (Average: LAST OF THE MOHICANS (PRC: reODD MAN OUT (U-I) — STUDIO' (880) $12,300)
is ue)— GOPHER (1,000) (44c-50c). Gross: HIGH BARBAREE (M-G-M) — RITZ (1,(50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 2nd week. Gross: $6,$3,200. (Average: $3,400)
100) (40c-55c-70c) 2nd week on a moveover
000. (Average: $6,100')
ODD MAN OUT (U-I)— UNITED ARTSONG RICOF(1,100)SCHEHERAZADE
(U-I)—cmLY-a from the Penn." Gross: $2,500. (Average:
ISTS (2,100) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 2nd week. DENVER
(50c-70c)
2nd
week:
Gross: $13,500. (Average: $15,800)
$3,500) GUY (U-I) and MICHIGAN KID
500)
moveover
from the State. Gross: $5,000. SWELL
(Average: $5,600)
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
(U-I)— SENATOR
(1,700)
Gross:
$3,300. (Average:
$3,200)(40c-55c-70c).
(Momo.-Allied Artists)— UPTOWN (1,716)
FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Ra- CALCUTTA
Business was good at the Orpheum THEdio)— RKO
(Para.)— STANLEY (3,800)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
5
days.
Gross:
$12,500.
ORPHEUM
(2,800)
(50c-70c)
(Average: $13,200)
2nd week. Gross : $12,500.
"The Yearling" and "Crime 2nd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average: $14,- (40c-55c-70c)
(Average: $25,000)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) - VOGUE with
(800) 7 days, 20th week. Gross: $6,500. Doctor's Manhunt," and at the Para- EASY COME, EASY GO (Para.)— RADIO' SAN QUENTIN (RKO Radio)— WARNER
(Average at regular prices of 50c-60c-85cmount and Esquire, where "Stallion CITY (4,000) (50c-85c). With stage show. (2,000) (40c-55c-70c). Gross: $11,500. (Av$1.00: $10,000)
Road" and "Millie's Daughter" are Gross: $35,000. (Average: $18,000)
) erage: $15,000)
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Vetoes
Bill

San Juan, May 21. — Gov. Jesus
Pinero has vetoed a proposed five per
cent admission tax. The exhibitors'
association had expressed vigorous opposition to passage of the bill.
The Governor did approve legislation to provide tax exemption to new
industries, including the production of
motion pictures for commercial purposes. The measure provides total tax
— imption from 1947 to 1955, and par|,i exemption up to 1956-1957.
Another act signed by the Governor
reduces from 20 per cent ad valorem
to 15 per cent the internal revenue tax
on all motion picture cameras, projectors and cinematographic parts.
Must Cut (Duel\ Pa.
Censor Board Rules
Philadelphia, May 21. — "Duel in
the Sun," scheduled to have its Philadelphia premiere at the Fox here on
May 29, with 20 other city and suburban theatres to begin showing it the
following day, will have to be "toned
down" before it can be shown in the
state, it has been decided by the Pennsylvania Board of Censors.
Members of the board declined to
comment further, but it is understood
that many protests were filed by
church groups
women'sof clubs
objecting to the and
showing
the film
without cuts.
Union to Sponsor Dance
Chicago, May 21. — Local F-45 of the
Film Exchange Employes Union will
hold its first annual dance at the Midland Hotel here Friday. Jack Eckhardt, head 20th Century-Fox booker
here, is president of the local, which
covers
office"
employes.240Leo"front
Schauer,
also industry
of 20th,
is chairman of the dance committee.

Reviews
"Moss Rose"
(20th Century-Fox)
THE RATHER curious custom of a murderer placing at the homicidal
scene a moss rose pressed between the pages of a bible, accounts for the
film's title. An attractive cast has been assembled to bolster the goings-on,
headed by Peggy Cummins, Victor Mature and Ethel Barrymore. The film,
which perhaps can best be described as a murder mystery with period-piece
trimmings, has in its early reels some comic implications which soon give
way to the melodramatic proceedings. It should generally satisfy the customers.
Miss Cummins, a London chorus girl at the turn of the century, yearns to
leave her Cockney home and become an elegant lady. When she catches
Mature, a man of polished social standing, dashing from a room in which
another chorus girl had been murdered, she tracks him down, and demands
as blackmail, not money, but a visit to Mature's fashionable country home
where she can
learn Miss
to become
a lady. and
At the
meets Mature's
matriarchal
mother,
Barrymore,
his estate
fiancee,shePatricia
Medina.
Elements of jealousy develop between the two young women, culminating in
the murder of Miss Medina, again accompanied by the moss rose.
In directing the Gene Markey production, Gregory Ratoff made much use
of fogs, shadows and similar devices to deepen atmosphere. As the screenplay, by Jules Furthman and Tom Reed, which occasionally strains
credulity, goes on to its conclusion, Miss Barrymore is revealed as the
psychotic killer. The motivation : she could not bear to share her son's
love with another woman. Performances are generally satisfactory, there
being
a compelling
forcefulness
to Missa Barrymore's
role. As a Scotland
Yard inspector,
Vincent
Price renders
memorable characterization.
Running time, 82 minutes. General audience classification.
For June
release.
Mandel
Herbstman
'Dick
Tracy's Dilemma'
(RKO
Radio)
LATEST edition of the cinematic adventures of Chester Gould's cartoon
strip super-sleuth hews to the basic pattern of its predecessors. Tracy
is provided with a ruthless, bizarre adversary (this time it's "The Claw," a
one-armed thug who rips into his enemies with a hook appurtenance), faces
the task of wiping out a racket (a fur-stealing syndicate in this instance),
and, after an hour of fast cop-and-robber action, emerges as the unruffled
victor in the battle against crime.
Ralph Byrd plays Tracy, and bears a reasonably good resemblance to the
strip character; Lyle Latell again fills the role of Pat Patton, Tracy's righthand man; Kay Christopher is cast as the detective's girl-friend, Tess ; Jack
Lambert plays "The Claw" ; Ian Keith is Vitamin Flintheart. All function
nicely, but Jimmy Conlin, in the role of a fear-ridden, keen-sighted "blind"
beggar, walks off with acting honors. Bernadene Hayes, William B. Davidson, Tony Barrett and Richard Powers round out the cast.
John Rawlins, directing from a screenplay by Robert Stephen Brode, kept
the proceedings moving excitingly through dark alleys and in and out of
crime dens. Herman Schlom's production is well polished.
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification. For September
release.
•
C. L. F.

Named UJA Co-chairmen
St. Louis, May 21. — Sam Komm,
head of the SK Circuit, and Fred
Wehrenberg, president of the MPTOA,
were named local co-chairmen of the 'Repeat Performance'
motion picture division of the United WorldPremiereToday
Jewish Appeal, during the absence of Zanesville, O., May 21. — Robert
Joseph Ansell of Ansell Brothers Cir- S. Benjamin, president of the J. Arcuit, on the West Coast and in Mexico.
thur Rank Organization in the U. S.,
has arrived here to join Eagle-Lion
vice-president and sales manager A.
'New Orleans' Set Here
W. Schwalberg and director of advertising-publicity Max E. Youngstein at
"New duction,
Orleans,"
will be the Jules
next Levey
film at prothe
the
world
premiere
Eagle-Lion's
New York Winter Garden, following "Repeat Performance" ofwhich
will be
another United Artists release, "Car- held tomorrow at the Liberty, Weller
negie Hall." "New Orleans" has also and Quimby theatres.
been set for early June openings at Also attending will be state and city
the Majestic, Dallas; the four Music officials headed by Ohio's Gov. ThomHalls in Los Angeles, and the United
as J. Herbert ; newspaper, radio,
Artists Theatre in San Francisco.
magazine and trade paper correspondents, and Hollywood personalities.
Paramount Concert
Harvey D. Gibson will head the list
Film to UA
of patrons and box-holders at Para- Argosy
Argosy Productions, headed by
mount Pictures'
sixth annual
concertChoral
which Society's
will be John Ford, has made arrangements
United Artists for the distribugiven tomorrow evening in the Plaza with tion
of its forthcoming production,
Hotel for the benefit of refugees.
"The
Last
Outlaw," which will be
filmed in color.
REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
' 600 BROADWAY, H. Y. 19 Clrtle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Diic Recording Facilities

New Astor 'Featurette'
Astor Pictures will release a musical "featurette," entitled "Ovoutie
O'Rooney," which was produced by
Jack Rieger. It stars the Slim Gaillard Trio, now appearing in "Stairway
for a Star."

7
Benny Draws Roxy
High of $23,000
The opening yesterday of Jack
Benny's two-week appearance at the
Roxy Theatre, here, brought a gross
of $23,000,
highest toin the
history, according
RoxyRoxy's
officials.
Nearest to this figure, they said, was
the $21,900 grossed on the openingday of "The Razor's Edge." Opening
with Benny
20th Century-Fox's
"The
Brasher was
Doubloon."
Patrons who attended the first show
witnessed a clash of wits between
Fred Allen and Benny. Allen, who
suddenly revealed his presence in the
audience toward the close of Benny's
show, exchanged quips with Benny.
Others in the show are Phil Harris,
Marjorie Reynolds, Rochester and the
Sportsmen's Quartet.
Cudahy Faces Tax
Cudahy, Wis., May 21. — Local
theatres will require city licenses under a proposed ordinance which provides fees of $50 for theatres with
fewer than 200 seats, $75 for 200 to
499, $100 for 500 to 999, and $200 for
more than 1,000. An ordinance prohibiting smoking in theatres is also
pending.
Jules Levey to Europe
Jules Levey, independent producer
releasing through United Artists, is
completing plans to leave New York
for London within 10 days to begin a
survey of European production facilities with a view toward making a
picture either in England or on the
Continent. It would be his first picture to be made abroad.
Nuremberg Trial Film
The official Soviet documentary film
version of the Nuremberg trials, which
led leaders,
to the will
conviction
Hitler's
top
have itsofAmerican
premiere tomorrow at the Stanley
Theatre. "The Nuremberg Trials" is
being
released in the U. S. by Artkino
Pictures.

Schaefer to Coast
George Schaefer, distribution chief
Another Break in
of Enterprise, will leave here for the
Coast
next week to confer with David
Booking Combine
Minneapolis, May 21. — Markka Loew on selling plans for "Arch of
the second break of independents away
from buying and booking combines
here in as many weeks, Jack Hey- Triumph."
wood has checked his New Richmond
and Stanley (Wis.) theatres out of
Theatre Associates, largest of the
Minneapolis combines.
Official reason for Heywood's
break-away is termed "a simple booking problem," it being pointed out
Heywood plays as close as possible to
Twin Cities first runs while TA negotiates many of its deals during and
following the Twin Cities first-runs.
The arrangement set Heywood back
too far on a number of pictures, it was w LOS ANGELES
said, to maintain a policy established
\
particularly at New Richmond, which H SAN FRANCISCO
is only 50 miles from St. Paul.
See your travel agent or phone
LExington 2-7100
Legion Classifies Six
or visit TWA ticket office at
Additional Pictures
Park Ave. at 42nd St.
RKO Radio's "Thunder Mountain"
has been classified A-I by the National Legion of Decency. Other films
newly rated are: Class A-II, "Christmas Eve," United Artists; "Gunfighters,"
Columbia;
"The Rated
Little Class
Martyr"B
(_Italian),
Superfilm.
were : "They Won't Believe Me,"
RKO Radio; "Two Anonymous Letters" (Italian), Lux Films.
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Concise
and

DAILY
61. NO. 101
IA-Lab
In
On

NEW
Firms

Deadlock
Wage

Rise

Union Seeks West Coast
Parity for Technicians
Wage negotiations between representatives of 16 film laboratories
and of Laboratory Local No. 702,
IATSE, have broken down after
almost five months of bargaining, with
the result that Richard F. Walsh, international president of IATSE, is
expected to intervene immediately.
Confirmation of the cessation of discussion came yesterday from both
John J. Francavilla, president and
business agent of Local No. 702, and
Joseph McMahon, attorney for Consolidated and chairman of the employers'
group. Nearly
2,000 laboratory technicians
are affected.
While McMahon said that the chief
"hitch" was wages, Francavilla declared that the companies have re(Continued on page 8)

Jacoeks
Out

YORK, U.S.A., FRIDAY, MAY
Buys

Cocalis

TEN CENTS

23, 1947

RKO-Radio

36th

in

Top U.S. Ad-Users
RKO-Radio Pictures was
36th est
among
the nation's
advertisers
in 1946, largwith
a total advertising budget of
$2,823,753,
tising Age.according to AdverLoew's M-G-M was 77th,
with $1,691,658; United Artists 114th, with $1,143,768, and
Paramount was 119th, with
$1,099,217.
Procter & Gamble held the

The eight remaining theatres, all in
New Jersey, of the Cocalis Circuit
have been purchased by Don Jacoeks,
head of Alden Operating Co., and
former Warner Theatres zone manager in that state. The estate of Sam
Cocalis who died here about six years
ago was the owner.
Jay Thompson, who had operated
the circuit for the estate, plans to enNo. 1 place, with a total exter the real estate and drive-in theapenditure of $24,656,164.
tre fields. The Cocalis Circuit, one of
the oldest in the East, comprised 20
houses until a few years ago when
12 were acquired by RKO, Skouras
and other interests.
To Disclose German
Film
Walsh
Of

Rejects

General

Idea

Strike

Plans

Today

Washington, May 22. — The War
Department will release tomorrow
complete production plans for the
German film industry along with the
number of films scheduled for production thistoday.
year and in 1948, officials
revealed
Production details and figures
were received by cable from Berlin
today in answer to a letter asking for
clarification sent recently to Brig.Gen. William H. Draper, Jr., director
of the economics division, American
Military Government.
The War Department announcement will also give a complete clarification of U. S. Government policy
in regard to the rehabilitation of the
German film industry and the export
of German-made films.

Richard F. Walsh, international
president of the IATSE, frowns upon
the idea of a one-day general strike
by labor in protest against current
anti-labor legislation in Congress.
Walsh said he is opposed to the
idea of a protest strike, reports of
which have appeared in the news
Office Guild Seeks
press recently,
adding
"Weup have
contracts and we try
to :live
to them.
We hope everybody does the same
$10 Weekly Raise
thing. I don't think a one-day strike
any expressed
good."
Walshdo also
the hope that
Members of Local No. 109, Screen would
Office and Professional Employees a merger of AFL and CIO would take
Guild, CIO, have voted to ask for place, and said : "A united labor movewage increases of $10 weekly or 30
ment would do some good."
per cent, whichever is higher. More
than 2,500 employees are affected.
The decision was made at a membership meeting Wednesday at which
it was also voted to have an assessBidding
Will
'Boomerang'
(Continued on page 8)
On
Exhibitors:
Durwood
Vogel Rejects Offer
Of UA Presidency
Joseph R. Vogel, vice-president of Loew's Inc., has informed Arnold Grant, attorney and director of United
Artists, that he would not accept UA's offer to become its
president. Vogel had been offered the presidency under an
arrangement that would cover
a period of years and include
a stock interst in UA.
"Your offer is very tempting, I admit," Vogel wrote
Grant, "but I have my heart
and my obligations here with
Loew's, where I intend to remain."

Independent exhibitors who have
urged the adoption of competitive selling in anticipation of seeing that procedure work to their advantage will
discover sooner or later that bidding
will "boomerang," and will ultimately
prove to be wholly to the advantage
of distributors. This is the opinion
of Ed Durwood, general manager of
the 22-house Durwood circuit in Kansas and Missouri, who is visiting New
York from Kansas City.
Durwood, a veteran of 45 years in
exhibition, termed competitive bidding
a system whereby distributors are
guaranteed
pound
of flesh."
the consent "a
decree
decision
in the Since
New
York equity suit, he said, the Durwood
organization participated in competitive bidding in four instances and each
time the pictures bid for were sold

Impartial

away to competitive situations. The
sell-away did not trouble his company particularly, Durwood said, since
in each instance equally good product
of other companies was available on
a non-bidding basis. However, the
four bidding experiences were enough
for Durwood, he said, and now he
avoids the system completely.
Marquee names as picture-selling
factors are of less importance than
good story material, Durwood believes, holding that the public usually
knows more about the entertainment
quality of a picture before it is shown
than exhibitors and distributors
imagine. He said his experience has
shown that filmgoers are invariably
disappointed with pictures in which a
single player
emerges
(Continued
on pagewith
8) all the

Circuits

Show

Willingness
Favor

to

Britain

Will Match Film Quality
With Best Playing Time
While large American circuits
incline to the belief that no hardand-fast commitments of increased
playing
time in
for advance,
British executive
pictures
can
be ■made
representatives of many of them gave
indication yesterday that every consideration will be given deserving
British product.
The prospect, in consequence, definitely points to more and better circuit
playing
nowr
on. time for British films from
The subject of increased playing
time for the better British films over
here was brought to a head by J. Arthur Rank, British industry leader, in
public and private utterances following his recent arrival from London.
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association president, followed through by
(Continued on page 8)
Stevens
S.D.G.

Reelected
President

Hollywood, May 22. — The Screen
Directors Guild announced today the
re-election of George Stevens, president. New Officers include Lewis
Milestone, first vice-president; John
Huston, second vice-president ; George
Sidney,shall,secretary
; andGuild
George
Martreasurer. The
also voted
D. W. Griffith, Marshall Neilan and
Tod Browning life memberships, and
approved the launching of a publicdustry.
relations program in behalf of the inUS

- Industry

Parley

On
'Freedom
Washington,
May Train'
22. — Industry
leaders and representatives of other
national groups conferred today at the
White House to set the American
Heritage
Foundation's
Train" on(Continued
the
rails.on page
At 8)a "Freedom
morning
In This Issue
"Repeat Performance" and
"Thunder Mountain" are reviewed on page 8. Key city
reports are on page 7.
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Daily

Mention

20th

Century

- Fox

Halts
Rose'
Hollywoo'Black
d, May 22.—
PostponeCEYMOU
R
NEBENZA
•
L,
United
"Black
of
production
ment
of
HERBERT J. YATES, Republic ^ Artists
a Technicolor feature budgeted Rose,"
Events
at $5,Pictures president, and William
independent producer, is
000,000,
here
because
Monday
of
from
"uncertai
Hollywood
nty
Saal, his studio assistant, are slated due
for
sales talks.
prevailing business conditionsof
leave Hollywood by plane tomor
May 26— M-G-M office managers to
was anthroughounounced
t lastthe
•
night country,"
meeting, Cosmopolitan Hotel row for New York.•
by Darryl F. ZanSamuel nationalN.salesBurger, Loew's InterDenver.
uck, production chief of 20th Centurymanager, and David
Caryl Barkett, national chairman
May 28-29— Montana Theatres As of the merchandise committee of the Lewis, regional director for Con- Fox. The picture had been scheduled
sociation annual spring conven motion picture division, March of
tinental Europe, North Africa and to start in June, with Louis D. Lighton producing and Henry Hathai rtion, Boulder Springs, Mont.
Dimes, will leave here for the Coast the Middle East, have arrived in
today.
Europe from New York.
I «
dire
June 3-4 — Motion Picture Theatr
bmce it ctin
can only be g.
properly made
Owners of Arkansas meeting
•
Mitchell Leisen, Paramount di- on a multi-million dollar production
Little Rock, Ark.
H. Alban - Mestanza, Foreign
rector, has been informed that he will scale, 20th Century-Fox will wait unJune
23-25 — Associated Theatre Screen Corp. president, and his parttil the box office situation is more
Owners of Indiana summer con
ner-wife, Eliane Heno Mestanza be honored as an outstanding direc- settled," probably
next winter or
vention, Lake Wawasee, Ind.
tor by the International Film Festiare vacationing at Cape Cod, Mass.
•
val to be 10.held at Venice, Italy, Aus~ spring, he said.
June 24-26— Allied Theatre Own
14-Sept.
Sidney Young, president of Local
ers of New Jersey 28th annual
•
convention, Ambassador Hotel No. 109, Screen Office and Profes
Maurice White,
circuit operator
Atlantic City.
sional Employes Guild, CIO, who has
with headquarters in Cincinnati, and
been ill, will take •a month's rest.
his associates, Nick Schaefer and NEW YORK THEATRES
Robert Libson, are here for a week's
George P. Skouras, Skouras Thea- visit.
tres president, will fly to WashingSays 'Reds' Firmly
•
ton today from the Coast via AmeriRooted in Studios
CITY MUSIC
Rex Taylor, Paramount photo edi- "RADIO Rockefeller
can Airlines.
Center HALL—
•
tor, has been awarded the Order of
John MILLS . Valerie HOBSON
S. Barret McCormick, advertis- the British Empire for services renWashington, May 22. — Asserting
dered
the
British
press.
to
ing-publicity director for RKO Radio,
that Communism is firmly established
in J. Arthur Rank's
leave New York Sunday for
"GREAT EXPECTATIONS"
in Hollywood, Rep. McDowell, who will
Hollywood.
A Universal-International Picture
Arthurdepartment
Bluteeich, of Warners'
returned from the Coast today, said
e
theatre
here, and Mrs.
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
that the House sub-committee inves
Geraldine
Fitzgerald
and
Leo
G.
Blutreich
are
parents
of their sectigating un-American activities in Carroll will sail for England tomorond son.
•<
Hollywood could name "who got into
row on the SS Queen Elizabeth.
•
films andthathow."
However,
mainto
•
George Dembow, National Screen
tained
producers
werehe not
PALACE
blame.
Claude Lee, Paramount public re- Service sales head, will fly
ations director, has returned to the York today from the Coast. to New
"It was put over very cleverly,' home office from the Coast.
•
McDowell said. "There are Com•
MADISON
TEMPLE
munists in all branches of the indusL. J. Pepper has resigned as city
Lynn Farnol will mark his 20th
OI>g<WlOO*»
try— artists, directors, soundmen, pho- anniversary in association with Sam- manager for the Wilby-Kincey circuit
tographers and, most important, writin Kingsport, Tenn.
uel Goldwyn next month.
ers," he added.
•
•
Hearings on alleged un-American
Harold Dawson, PRC advertising
R. D. Goldberg, circuit owner in
activities in Hollywood will open here
1stONN. SCREEN
Y. Showing ! IN PERSON
and Council Bluffs, Neb., is in manager,
cold. is at home recovering from
on June 16 before the sub-committee. Omaha
LAMBERTI
New
York.
"THE RUSSELL
Expected to be on hand are film comROSALIND
'THE
poser Hans Eisler, Adolphe Menjou,
GUILT
OF BUSTER SHAVER
MELVYN DOUGLAS
Jack Moffitt, and others. McDowell
TONE- Extra!
said that he personally did not favor Official Cites Films Claims 'Duel' Ads
BETTY REILLY
calling Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Plus clhert
Association president, to testify. "Mr, As 'Cheyenne' Opens Set New Pattern
in
Johnston appeared before us once,'
Cheyenne, May 22. — Tribute was
he said, "and said there were no Com- paid to the film industry by Gov. Les
In Person
munists inHollywood and they had no
The use of full-page ads in key
RayJANET
TeresaAMES' BUDDY
WRIGHT
CLARK
influence there. All branches of the ter C. Hunt of Wyoming here yester- newspapers to "saturate" areas in MILLAND
The MODERNAIRES
day in connection with the premiere which "Duel in the Sun" is to play
industry in Hollywood told us they
JAN MURRAY
were astonished at Johnston's state- of Warner's "Cheyenne." "American simultaneously in a large group of
IMPERFE
The ACROMANIACS
CT
ment. Apparently he hasn't been on motion pictures have long been recog- theatres, is setting a new note in mo
BOYD RAEBURN
this job long enough to find out what
tion picture merchandising as well as A Paramount Picture
and His Orchestra
nize as one of the finest and most in- paying dividends on the advertising
the situation really is, and I don't tructive
Midnight
Feature
Nightly
educational
instruments
in
dollar, according to Robert M. Gill
see how we could learn very much
PARAMOUNT ■ TIMES SQUARE
our democracy," he said.
ham, Eastern publicity and advertising
from him."
The film opened last night in three manager of the Selznick Releasing
Committee chairman J. Parnell
Thomas, who is still on the Coast, theatres here, the Lincoln, Paramount Organization.
is expected to make a complete state- and Princess, with Warner stars DenGillham contended that "because of
nis_ Morgan, Jack Carson and Janis the_ large number of theatre seats
ment when he returns on Monday.
Paige
making
appearances
at
each
LADY"
available in multiple-run engagements,
house.
the actual cost of advertising per seat
Outline Program for
is small." He added that in the past,
film companies spent huge amounts
Films for Schools
Skouras, Zanuck to advertising first-run showings in one
_The program of the Educational
or two spots in a particular city, and
Film Research Institute for motion Hold Optioned Stock that "cost of the advertising message
picture evaluation in schools and for
Spyros P. Skouras, president, and
the separation of child from adult en- Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president in was out of proportion with the numOn Stage! In Person!
bers of seats available" to the public.
tertainment, was outlined here yester- charge of production of 20th Centuryday by Ruth B. Hedges, secretary of Fox, who separately purchased an agPlus! PHILJACK
HARRIS • ROCHESTER
the unit and chairman of the Califorgregate of 142,000 shares of 20th-Fox Loew's Pays Dividend
Marjorie Reynolds -BENNY
Sportsmen Quartet
nia Congress of Parents and Teachers. common stock out of 169,400 shares
On Screen:
Loew's, Inc., has declared a quarMrs. Hedges was guest of honor at already issued under option agreeterly dividend of Z7l/2 cents per share
"THE
a luncheon at the New York Athletic
ments, said yesterday that they have on the company's common stock, payGeorge BRASHER
Montgomery 7th-DOUBLOON"
Nancy Guild
able
June 30, 1947, to stockholders of
present intention of disposing of
Club given by the Motion Picture As50thAve.St.& .
sociation.
record
June
13,
1947.
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comes upon a lover who won't succumb

to her charms!
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comes upon a role to become the delight of your life!

comes upon them both . . . without the ghost of a chance!

From the best-seller that spread a sly grin across the face of America!
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Key

City

Grosses

FOLLOWING are estimated pic
ture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.

I^IANAPOLIS
Film business this week is staging
a mild recovery from its early spring
setback. The level is higher than it
has been for some time, with no gross
conspicuously low. Estimated receipts
for the week ended May 20-21 :
THE MAGNIFICENT
ROGUE (Rep.)—
CIRCLE (2,800) (48c-72c). With Sammy
Kaye orchestra on stage. Gross: $22,000.
(Average: $18,000)
STALLION ROAD (WB) and BRINGING
UP FATHER (Mono.) — INDIANA (3,200)
(40c-60c). Gross: $12,000. (Average: $15,300)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKOi Radio) — KEITH'S (1,300) (Advanced
prices: 74c-$1.20) 3rd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average at regular prices of 40c60c: $6,500)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— LOEWS
(Advanced) prjiaes: 90c-$1.25) 2nd week.
Gross: $15,000. (Average at regular prices
of 40c-60c: $13,800)
MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para.)LYRIC (1,600) (40c-60c) 2nd week. Gross:
$7,000. (Average: $6,700)
ST. LOUIS
Grosses are below average. Estimated receipts for the week ended
May 21 :
THAT'S SON
MY MAN
(Rep.) — and
IT'S A
JOKE,
(Eagle-Lion)
AMBASSADOR
(3,514)
(50c-60c-75c).
Gross:
$11,500.
(Average: $17,500)
BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME (U-I)
and THE DEVIL ON WHEELS (PRC) —
FOX (5,000) (50c-60c-75c). Gross: $16,500.
(Average: $19,500)
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M) and
BULLDOG DRUMMOND AT BAY (Col.)
—LOEWS
(3,500)$20,000)
(50c-60c-75c).
Gross: $18,000.STATE
(Average:
THE
YEARLING
(M-G-M) — LOEWS
ORPHEUM (2,000) (50c-60c-75c) on moveover
after
two
weeks
Loew's State.
Gross: $6,500. (Average: at$8,750)
LOVE AND LEARN (WB) and SMASHUP
(5Gc-60c-75c).
Gross:(U-I)—
$8,000.MISSOURI
(Average:(3,514)
$12,000)
CALCUTTA (Para.) and I COVER BIG
TOWN (Para.)— ST. LOUIS (4,000) (50c60c-75c).
Gross: $9,000. (Average: $12,000)
NORA PRENTISS (WB) and BOOMERANG (Zttth-Fox)— SHUBERT (2,000) (40c50c -60c). Gross: $5,500.
BOSTON
For the second week at advanced
prices, "Duel in the Sun" topped the
city at Loew's Orpheum and State
theatres. Estimated receipts for the
week ended May 21 :
BORN TO KILL (RKO Radio)— BOSTON
(2,900) (50c-$1.10). With stage show.
Gross: $22,000. (Average: $31,000)
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Mono.-AIlied Artists) and VIOLENCE
(Mono.) $4,500.
— FENWAY
Gross:
(Average: (1,700)
$6,500) (40c-80c).
THE dio)FARMER'S
DAUGHTER
(RKO Raand BANJO (RKO' Radio) — MEMORIAL
(2,900)
(40c-80c)
4th
week.
Gross:
$22,CCO. (Average: $27,200)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB) and
BIG TOWN (Para.) — METROPOLITAN
(4,736) (40c-80c). Gross: $27,000. (Average$26,000)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— ORFHEUM
(3,200) (Advanced prices: 70c-$1.00). Gross:
$45,000. (Average at regular prices of 40c80c: $20,000)
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Mono.-Affied Artists) and VIOLENCE
(Mono.)— PARAMOUNT (1,700) (40c-80c).
Gross: $12,000. (Average: $14,900)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— STATE (2 900) (Advanced prices: 70c-$1.00). Gross:
$25,000. (Average at regular prices of
35c-80c: $15,000)
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Lease Midwest House
To Marcus Circuit
Indianapolis, May 22. — The Zaring theatre, oldest deluxe neighborhood house in Indianapolis, has been
leased to the Central Avenue Theatre
Corp., headed by Manny Marcus, by
A. C. Zaring, pioneer local exhibitor
The lease is for five years, with options.
Marcus is president, Mrs. Marcus
is treasurer and Rex Carr is secre
tary of Central Avenue, a new affi
Hate of the Marcus Enterprises, which
operates the Ambassador, Cozy and
Ritz theatres here and other houses
in Anderson and Fort Wayne, Ind.,
and Dayton, Cincinnati and Cheviot,
O.

Daily

Charge
In Rome

7

Negligence
Film

Fire

By ARGEO SANTUCCI
Rome, May 18 (By Airmail) .—The
Rome
criticizing
the city's
fire and press
water issupply
departments
for
alleged negligence in the Minerva
Film Co. fire, which killed 26 and injured more than 60 persons last week.
The press charges that firemen did
not carry the necessary equipment
when they fought the fire, and that the
water supply department was responsible for a 40-minute delay before
water was directed to the mains near
the fire. Electrical control center officials also were criticized for having
delayed the current in the area of the
fire, thus barring entry to the building
because of live wires.
Meanwhile, according to the press,
the cause of the fire is described as
a burning cigarette, dropped allegedly
by Vittorio Sallustio, 32, assistant
store-keeper, into some scraps of film,
and in the vicinity of gasoline.
Alfredo Proja, president of ANICA,
and Italo Gemini, president of AGIS,
the exhibitors' association, met this
week with Francis Harley of 20th
Century-Fox to discuss the holding of
special benefit performances on one
Sundaytim'sthroughout
Italy for the vicfamilies.

4 Are Promoted by
Redwood Theatres
San Francisco, May 22. — George
Mann's Redwood Theatres, through
general manager Hal Honore, has
made the following changes :
Walter Eschebeck, manager of the
Esquire in Klamath Falls, has been
elevated to district manager. Eschebeck willhetake
over been
Lloydappointed
Lamb's
position,
having
head of the merchandise and real
estate department; Dave Petersen
takes over as general manager for the
Modesto houses, Petersen formerly
managing the Strand; and James
Gellatly moves up as assistant to
Eschebeck, he formerly having man
aged the Pelican at Klamath Falls. Invite 36 Nations to
Italian Exhibition
Academy To Prepare
Venice, Italy, May 17 (By AirTextbook on Films
mail).— Participation of the American, British, Russian and French film
Hollywood, May 22. — A textbook industries
in the International Exon motion picture techniques, from
hibition of Motion Picture Technique,
writing to producing, which the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and to be held here Aug. 14 to Sept. 10
by applications arriving here
Sciences will prepare in collaboration is assured few
days.
with the University of California, will theAnpast
official
invitation has been sent
be offered for sale through the Unithe
Italian
Government to 36
versity of California press. Colleges by
and universities are expected to be nations.
principal buyers.
The Academy also has under consideration the publication of its own Germany Developed
periodical, although details have not Sound Innovation
yet been worked out, it was learned.
Washington, May 22. — A high
fidelity stereophonic system for recording sound on film was developed
O'Brien, L undyA rrive
in Germany during the war, it was
Today on Elizabeth
disclosed here in a Department of
Among those arriving today on the Commerce report.
SS Queen Elisabeth are E. H. Lundy,
The system makes it possible to credirector of theatres for Gaumont-Britate the illusion of natural auditory
ish Films, and Mrs. Lundy; S. A. depth in the reproduction of sound, it
Brown, Gaumont-British booking is said.
agent;
Tom O'Brien,
British secretary
Member
of Parliament
and general
of the National Association of The- Cite 3 Warners for
atrical and Kine Employees ; George
Gunn, head of the camera department Educational Films
of Technicolor, Ltd. ; Anna Neagle,
The annual citation for "distinstage and screen star, and her husguished and noteworthy contribution
band, Herbert Wilcox, British film
to American education," awarded by
producer and director.
Bergen Junior College, Teaneck,
N. J., will be given this year to Harry
MGM
Tradeshows on M., Jack L. and Albert Warner, it
was announced yesterday by Dr. C. L.
Three Films Changed Littel, president of the school.
Presentation of the award will take
M-G-M has revised trade show
dates of three pictures as follows : place on Sunday at the commencement
exercises of the college.
"Romance of Rosy Ridge," originally
scheduled for showing in New York
and Los Angeles on May 26, and elsewhere May 27, will be screened na- Glass to Screen Plays
tionally on July 1 ; all screenings on
Hollywood, May 22. — George
Glass, publicity director of Artists
June
17
for
"Song
of Love"
cancelled until
further
noticehave
and been
in- Alliance, headed by Mary Pickford
stead "The Hucksters," previously an- and Lester Cowan, has resigned to benounced for July 1, will be shown. A
come executive vice-president of the
newly formed Screen Plays, Inc.,
new
date
set shortly.for "Song of Love" will be headed by Stanley Kramer.

Bagdad Theatre in
Seattle Is Bought
Seattle, Wash., May 22.— The
Bagdad Theatre, in the Ballard district of Seattle, closed yesterday after
20 years of continuous operation. On
May 29 Frank L. Newman, Jr., who
leased the theatre in December, 1945.
from Jensen and Von Herberg, will
reopen the house as the Ballard.
The "Bagdad" name is retained by
Jensen and Von Herberg who announced last night that they will
transfer their policy at that theatre
to their Roxy Theatre in Ballard.
When conditions permit, they added,
they plan to erect a new Bagdad
theatre in that district.
RKO - Boston Halts
Stage Show Policy
Boston, May 22.— With the decision of the RKO-Boston Theatre
to
basis.discontinue stage shows, effective
today, Boston is now on an all-film
According to management statements, the new policy at the Boston
will be in force for at least the summer months. Meanwhile, "The Best
Years of Our Lives" continues at the
house.
NBC Gets License for
NYC Video Station
Washington,
May Commission
22. — The Federal Communications
has
granted the National Broadcasting Co.
a license for a new experimental television relay station in the New York
City area.
The FCC also licensed an experimental television station in Brooklyn
to the Sherran Metallic Corp., and
granted Scripps-Howard Radio, Inc.,
a construction permit for a new experimental television relay broadcasting
station in the Cleveland area.
Washer Nourished
En Route to Para.
James A. Mulvey and Lynn Farnol of Samuel Goldwyn Prod, were
hosts yesterday at a luncheon at Chateaubriand for Ben Washer, who
leaves the company June 1 to become
home office publicity manager for
Paramount.
Others present were : S. Barret McCortnick, Red Kami, Terry Ramsaye,
Abel Green, Chester Balm, Sherwin
Kane, James Jerauld and Jack HarHitchcock Firm Out
For Releasing Deal
Having arranged for financing of
their new company, Transatlantic Pictures Corp., with Bankers Trust here,
Alfred Hitchcock and Sidney Bernstein will leave for the Coast today to
continue negotiations with the major
companies
distribution.
"Rope"
and
"Under forCapricorn"
are the
first
two slated by the new company. Studio space also is being negotiated.
Fla. State Theatres
Honor Circuit Head
Jacksonville, May 22. — A Frank
Rogers Spring Festival Celebration is
currently being observed by the entire Florida State Theatres circuit.
Rogers,
head of the circuit, is celeness.
brating his 40th year in show busi-
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in Ohio
Reviews

As

'Repeat'

Opens

Zanesville, O., May 22. — EagleLion made this town and a number of
press representatives conscious of one
film tonight, its "Repeat Performance," with a klieg-light premiere at
the Liberty, Weller and Quimby
Theatres. Zanesville is the home of
Richard Basehart, co-star of the picture.
State and city officials were guests
of Mayor William G. Watson at the
event, marked by an assortment of
standard promotional devices and
some new ones.
Parades, beauty contests, radio interviews, street decorations, airplane
stunting, special editions of local
newspapers, displays in the shopping
districts and advertising tie-ups were
put to use in beating the drums for
the new picture.
Hollywood was represented by
Basehart, starlets Chili Williams and
Frances Rafferty, and comedian Benny Rubin. Louis Bromfield, novelist,
represented Bryan Foy, Eagle-Lion
vice-president in charge of production,
as master of ceremonies at social
functions in connection with the premiere.
The campaign was handled by John
Woodward, city manager for Zanesville Theatres, Inc. ; Jerry Pickman,
Eagle-Lion assistant director of advertising and publicity ; Arthur Jeffrey, exploitation manager ; and exploiteers George Bennett, Robert Condon and Peter Bayes, all under the direction of Max Youngstein, director
of advertising and publicity.
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"Repeat
(Eagle-Lion) Performance"
"ID EPEAT PERFORMANCE" is of major caliber, impressively mature
*-V in its fashioning of a difficult theme. Louis Hayward and Joan Leslie
are the stars. The commercial outlook for it is bright.
The plot is heavyweight drama, which manages to avoid unrealism where
subject matter suggests it. Always interesting, intermittently tense and engrossing, one of its principal characters, Miss Leslie, re-lives the year whose
conclusion is marked by her murder of her husband, Hayward.
Upon that foundation is developed the tale of a diabolical sort of character
whose conduct makes the destruction, either mental or physical, of his devoted
wife appear imminent. He, a one-time successful playwright, chooses another
woman, alcohol and any other convenient means of distressing his mate. She, an
outstanding actress, constantly offers her love, whereas abuse of the most vile
sort is her reward.
The picture begins, and it should be seen from the beginning, on New
Year's Eve with the husband's murder. In a thinly-veiled dramatic contrivance,
the wife's
wish for
opportunity
live the year
again,
making The
certain corrections
thatthemight
bring herto husband
back over
to her,
is granted.
calendar is turned back but the 12 months are much the same, except for the
conclusion.
The supporting players are competent and include Richard Basehart, Virginia Field, Tom Conway, Natalie Schafer and Benay Venuta. Walter Bullock's screenplay is based on a William O'Farrell novel and Alfred Werker
directed for producer Aubrey Schenck. Bryan Foy was in charge of production.
The picture is objectionable only where excessive drinking is depicted.
However, the somber character of the theme makes it adult screen fare.
Running time, 93 minutes. Release date, May 22, 1947. Gene Arneel

Britain

(Continued from page 1)
calling a special meeting of his board
of directors here Wednesday to canvass the situation and obtain the views
of member companies.
Barney Balaban, Paramount president, made the subject a principal
part of his address to Paramount theatre partners in meeting at Arrowhead
Springs, Cal., recently.
Rank and his associates tak<= the
position
dollar return
on A ^ for
*ish
films in that
this market
is second!.^
the time being, at least, to playing
time. Given access to American
screens, they say, they are willing to
let the financial results speak for
themselves.
The MPA finds the subject of immediate interest to itself in its dealing on behalf of the industry abroad.
It faced difficult situations in France
and elsewhere recently and problems
even more acute are potentially present in the British market. It needs
"ammunition" of the sort that ready
playing time for British pictures here
would furnish if it is to combat effectively further restrictions upon
American films in Britain, it is pointed out.
Circuit executives make it clear that
they do not intend to book product of
foreign origin which is inferior to
available American product. They
cite Rank's own reply to queries concerning United playing
Artists' time
complaints
of
unsatisfactory
for its
product on Rank's Odeon Circuit in
England.
Rank remarked: "We have to play
the pictures that bring in the most

"Thunder Mountain"
(RKO Radio)
WHILE not deviating from basic story pattern, and, for that matter, it is
not expected to, "Thunder Mountain" is an intelligently proportioned
combination of plot substance and six-gun activity, carefully interwoven; it is
a good onwestern.
Holtstory,
takes and
top appearing
billing in Norman
screenplay,
based
a ZaneTimGrey
with himHouston's
are Martha
Hyer,
Richard Martin, Virginia Owen, Steve Brodie, and others.
Kept rolling at a good clip is a yarn about a renewal of an old feud between
However, all asserted without qualification that they were in favor of
Lab Deadlock
Holt and Miss Hyer's family. A plot is afoot to wrest Holt's property which,
as
known
only
to
the
badmen,
has
taken
on
new
value
because
of
an
irrigamore
and better playing time as Britrevenue."
(Continued from page 1)
tion company's interest in it. Herman Schlom produced, Lew Landers directed.
ish pictures improve in audience actime, 60 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
ceptability here and expressed themfused to discuss certain "gross in- notRunning
set.
G.
A.
equities." Both said that the union
selves
as
willing
give of
a "doubtful"
British
picture
the tobenefit
the doubt.
had rejected a 15 per cent wage increase offered by the companies.
They
are
aware
of
the
gains
being
Train'
Francavilla added that the union CSV Local Withdraws 'Freedom
made in production quality by Britain
(Continued from
page 1)
and they are aware, too, of their own
seeks parity with the West Coast
stake in the reciprocal necessities of
laboratory scales, which would include From Negotiations
program,
speakers
outlined
the
Founa differential for the night crews.
22. — Set Decorod, May
HollywoLocal
operations. In the the British and American industries,
No. 1421, member of the afternoon dation'stheaim and
ators
group held a program they declared.
Francavilla said that the "gross in- striking Conference of Studio Unions,
discussion session at the Hotel Statequities" included work done on mul- today walked out of its first meeting ler.
Office Guild
tiple printing machines. "Some of with a labor committee representing
(Continued from page 1)
these
companies,"
he
charged,
"are
a
s,
S.
Charles
when
producer
major
the
little bit selfish. Those who have the
High on the
list of
the industry's
contribution
to the
campaign,
which
, de- will launch the train on a year-long ment levied for a local defense fund.
s' e
advantage want to keep it for them- Boren, producer
two unions
forexecutive
clined to negotiatlabor
ations
peti- 23,000-mile tour next September, will The demands will be made in line
a
is
there
"because
classific
selves."
Any wage agreement reached would
be production of a two-reel docu- with wage re-opening clauses, albefore
RelaLabor
National
the
tion
be retroactive to January, and the
mentary, athree-minute trailer, and a
Board filed by the IATSE which
though the contracts with the comparetroactive pay now runs into seeks tions
program
of 16mm. films, to be ready 1948. nies will
not expire until September,
representation over these two
for
distribution
in
September.
"hundreds of thousands of dollars," classifications." The positions involved
rs
and
decorato
interior
of
those
are
In the absence of President Truaccording
to Francavilla.
demands would
mean aboutThea union's
41 per assistants.
companies
include Agency
Loew's, ;
man, Attorney General Tom Clark Inc.The
; Marcus
Loew Booking
cent average increase.
welcomed the group of more than 100. Loew's International Corp. ; 20th CenThe IATSE petition, signed by In- Speaking for the President, Clark told
The last negotiations were held on
tury-Fox Films Corp. ; 20th Centuryternational representative Roy M. the group that Mr. Truman, as an
May 7. A union membership meeting Brewer on behalf
of Local No. 44, was American citizen, was grateful to Fox International Corp. ; Movietone
held last week approved rejection of
News, Inc. ; RKO Radio Pictures
filed this morning, petitioning for an
the
companies'
last offer.
Meanwhile,
; Paramount Pictures, Inc. ;
in the major studios to de- them "for undertaking this highly Corp.
normal
production
continues
in the election termine
Paramount Pictures International
proper bargaining agency. commendable project."
laboratories, according to McMahon. A similar thepetition
Other speakers at the meeting were Corp. ; Paramount Music Corp. ;
was also filed on
D'Arcy Brophy, president of Paramount Maintenance ; Paramount
behalf of IATSE Local No. 789, ask- Thomas
the Foundation, who commended the Laboratory ; Famous Music Corp. ;
ing
an
election
to
determine
jurisdicBidding
tion over work claimed by the Interna- industry's contribution to the pro- Columbia Pictures Corp. ; Columbia
(Continued'Boomerang'
from page 1)
tional Association of Machinists Local
gram ;Winthrop Aldrich, chairman, Pictures International Corp. ; United
good lines and choice opportunities for No. 1185, which has been observing and
Louis A. Novins, vice-president Artists Corp. ; Republic Pictures,
and
secretary.
acting, while lesser players are left CSU picket lines.
Inc., and National Screen Service.
with little to say or do.
Guests from the industry who atThe
producers'
labor
unit
expressed
British and other foreign made pic- a willingness today to negotiate for
tended today's conference were : Eric Mrs. Anna Gleicher, 77
tures do not rate too well with the tions.
Barney Balaban, Irving
Local No. 1421's 12 other classifica- Johnston,
Funeral services were held at the
Berlin,
Nate Blumberg, Ned Depinet,
public in the Midwest, Durwood addChapel here yesJack Kirsch, Carter Barron, Jack Riverdaleterday forMemorial
ed. British films, he believes, will
Mrs. Anna Gleicher, 77,
only attain a measure of success in Nelson Due Tomorrow
Kapp,
Edward
Arnold,
William
Wymother
of
William
Gleicher,
head of
that section of the country if they are
ler, Spyros
P.Wehrenberg,
Skouras, Frank
Stan- M-G-M's home office theatre auditing
ton,
Fred
Nicholas
Hollywood,
May
22.
—
Donald
M.
produced more in line with the enterMrs. Gleicher died in
tainment standard of Hollywood pro- Nelson, president of the Society of Schenck and Albert Warner. Ned department.
New York on Wednesday after a
Motion Picture Pro- Shugrue is campaign manager for the short
ductions. "For one thing," he said, Independent
illness.
Interment was at Mt.
will fly to New York Saturday, Foundation, and Richard Condon, Hebron Cemetery,
"British producers must learn how to and is ducers,
Queens.
slated
to
return
here
June
4.
publicity director.
appeal" to American humor.
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HAROLD FIELD, operator of the
St. Louis Park Theatre, Minneapolis, and head of the Pioneer Circuit in Iowa, has been elected chairman of the- Motion Picture Foundation
for the Minneapolis area. Roy Miller,
Universal-International branch manager in Minneapolis, has been named
vice-chairman ; William Elson, independent exhibitor at Detroit Lakes,
Minn., has been elected trustee representing the Northwest unit on the
Foundation's national board.
Other MPF Minneapolis area officers are: Harry B. French, president of Minnesota Amusement Co.,
treasurer, and Stanley Kane, North
Central Allied director, executive secretary.
Copelan Named Head of WB
Latin-American Theatres
Herb Copelan, Warner Theatres
home office executive, has been placed
in charge theatres,
of the under
company's
LatinAmerican
supervision
of Harry M. Kalmine, president and
general manager of the circuit, and
he has left for Lima, Peru, on his
first inspection trip.
Copelan also will visit Bogota, Colombia, where Warners recently acquired a theatre ; Havana, where a
new house is now under construction,
and Mexico City, where another new
house is planned. Copelan handled all
Warner theatres in Atlantic City before the war, and for the past few
years has been identified with New
York Metropolitan and other Warner
theatre operations from the home
office.
Clark Appoints Donaldson
Boston-New Haven Manager
Thomas J. Donaldson, for 20 years
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer sales executive, has been named PRC district
manager for the territory covering
Boston and New Haven, by Ralph H.
Clark, general sales manager.
Donaldson replaces Al Herman,
who last week was promoted to district manager for the Albany-Boston
district. Smith Leaves SMPE Post
To Enter Own Business
Harry Smith, Jr., executive secretary of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers and editor of the Society's
Journal for the past four years, will
leave the organization on July 1 to
go into business for himself.
Smith joined the Society as executive secretary in March, 1943, after
being associated with the MPPDA
for several years.

YORK, U.S.A., MONDAY,

Case

Shift

Washington

Seen

June

9th

Formal transfer of litigation of
the Government's industry anti-trust
suit from New York to Washington is expected to be effected on
June 9 when the U. S. Supreme Court
is due to announce whether it will
accept jurisdiction of the case, according to film attorneys who have returned to New York from the Capital.
The lawwers have filed the companies'
"points relied on" documents with the
upper court.
It was said that the jurisdiction announcement had been looked for on
June 2 but an accumulation of cases
on file has made the June 9 date more
(Continued on page 7)

MAY

Cameramen

Here Get

25% Wage Increase
New York Cameramen, Local No. 644, IATSE, have been
granted a 25 per cent wage
increase from major production companies, Pat Casey,
who
had negotiated for the
Friday.
companies, disclosed here on
The lensmen handle general
production assignments with
newsreel work excluded.
Presentation
Of Quigley

TEN CENTS

26, 1947

Today

Awards

65%
In
Of

Increase

Prices
Admission

10% Rise Over First
Quarter of Last Year
By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, May 25. — U. S.
theatre admission prices are 65 per
cent above the index normal of 100
which was established by the U. S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics for 1935
through 1939, figures released by the
bureau for the first quarter of 1947
show. This percentage compares with
a 55 per cent above-normal average
for the first quarter of 1946.
The index, which at the end of
1946 stood at 164, rose to 165 in January and continued at that point through
February and March. Figures are
arrived at on the basis of statistics
collected and tabulated monthly by
the Bureau from first, second and
third-run (Continued
theatres onlocated
page 7)in down-

Ivan Ackery of Famous PlayersCanadian Corp., Vancouver, B. C,
grand prize winner of the silver
plaque, in the "Quigley Awards for
Showmanship
1946," and
Nathan
Wise,
RKO for
Theatres,
Cincinnati,
second prize winner of the bronze
Levy
to Ask
plaque, will arrive in New York today
for the presentation of the plaques in
For
Tax
Cut
the office of Martin Quigley, this afternoon before a group of industry
Washington, May 25. — The leaders. The prize-winners will be
House Ways and Means Committee entertained this evening for dinner and
has received a request from the the theatre, "Annie Get You Gun,"
MPTOA to be heard on the question by W. R. Ferguson, manager of ex- RKO
Corp. Net
of Federal admission tax reduction
ploitation for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Other events and entertainment for
and has scheduled the association's
general counsel, Herman Levy, for the visitors will run through Thurs- Is $2,270,683
testimony on Tuesday, June 3.
day, when Wise will return to CinAt the same time, the committee
cinnati. Ackery will spend the Me{Continued on page 7)
Consolidated net profit of Radiomorial Day holiday in New York.
Keith-Orpheum Corp. and subsidiary
companies for the first quarter of
it
1947 was $2,270,683, after taxes and
all other charges, equivalent to approximately 58cents per share on the
The
Perils
of Pauline '
3,899,912 shares of common stock outstanding at the end of that quarter.
[ Paramount ] — One for the Money
This compares with a consolidated net
THE irrepressible Betty Hutton never delivered a better perform- of $3,675,954 for the first quarter of
ance and probably never had a vehicle better customed for her 1946, equivalent to 97 cents per share
explosive talents than "The Perils of Pauline." This is a first-rate on the 3,791,661 shares outstanding at
show, going from laugh to roar to romance and ending on a completely the end of such quarter.
satisfying dramatic note. It is one for the money.
The title, as practically everyone is aware, is that of the famed serial L. Elliman, of Odeon,
in which Pearl White of historic renown was starred. Around that title Arrives in New York
there purports to be told the story of Miss White herself. Script has its
Over-all operation of American
day, naturally, but there is enough of the true story here to make theatres will be studied by Louis Elliresemblance more than incidental.
man, managing director of the Odeon
All this is fixed on the calendar of 30 years ago. Miss Hutton, in the Circuit in Eire, and by E. H. Lundy,
theatres onforpage
Gaumont-Brit3)
title role, works in a sweat shop, has a violent "yen" for the stage, breaks director of(Continued
in through Constance Collier, goes on tour with a broken-down Shakespearian troupe headed by John Lund with whom Betty falls in love and
breaks off in anger. Through a lucky circumstance, Miss Collier gets a
4 Reviews Today
film job with Artcraft Pictures. Through a freakier circumstance, Miss
Hutton also gets a job after kicking a lion under the impression it was a
"The Perils of Pauline,"
dog. She establishes herself as the serial queen, becomes famous, seeks to
page
1; "Winter Wonderland,"
retrieve Lund who returns temporarily and quits when we enter the war
"Bells of San Angelo" and
in 1918. Serials slide toward their decline, and with them Miss Hutton
"Oregon Trail Scouts," page 6.
who goes to Paris where a stage accident ends her professional career.
(Continued on page 7)
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Newsreel
Personal
C^EORGE D. BURROWS, Mono
-* gram and Allied Artists executive vice-president, is due here this
week to join Steve Broidy, president
of the companies.
•
Dr. Laurence B. Tipton, Warner
home office executive, who served during the war as director of manpower
conservation education program, was
awarded a citation and Army Commendation Ribbon Saturday.
•
Sid Bltjmenstock, 20th CenturyFox assistant exploitation chief, made
a stopover in Detroit en route back to
New York from the Midwest.
•
Herman Goldberg, Warner exchanges' purchasing agent, has returned here after a two-week tour of
Midwest branch offices.
•

Mention

Parade

HALNewROACH
is expected
to reach
York from
the Coast
on
Wednesday for conferences with
United Artists executives. He will fly THE Duke
of Windsor on a and
visit Duchess
to England
made
in
his own plane, accompanied by Mrs. newsreel ncws_ in the current releases.
Roach.
Also covered is a bathing beauty <pcon-X.
test, a circus school for kids and a
Sid Laird, Al-Dun Amusement Co. variety of sports a)id human interest
general manager, has returned to his items. Complete contents jolloiv:
headquarters in West Point, Ga., after
No. In77—London,
E\.^;*:
a trip to Birmingham.
U.MOVIETONE
S. Navy visits NEWS,
Alexandria.
King, for
Queen
and Princesses
to Guildof
•
Hall
luncheon.
Duke andrideDuchess
Mrs. Henry V. Lazarus, Lazarus Windsor visit Britain. Chicago: steel
plants have open house. Children of circus
Circuit owner and operator, has re- performers
learn the ropes early. Florida
mermaids compete for title. Sports: golf,
turned to New Orleans from a 10-day horse
racing in Italy, fishing, baseball.
trip to New York.
•
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 2751— Labor
Roy Flicken, Exhibitors Poster peace
brings boon
nation's
fleet inholds
open steel
houseindusfor
Exchange manager, New Orleans, has visitorstry.inU. S.Alexandria.
Soviet
life
returned from a two-week stay in in films. Circus school for kids.revealed
Queen
Los Angeles.
of mermaids crowned in underwater beautv
•
pageant.
Baseball: glass backstop. Italy's
oldest
horserace.
Paul Milbergeb, operator of the
Gauntier Theatre, Kansas City, has PARAMOUNT
NEWS,
No. 7&-Baseball's
backstop. Fur
fashion:
milady looks
been elected to the local Chamber of glass
ahead.
A
$100,000,000
stamp
show.
France's
Commerce.
great power project.
•
RKO' PATHE, No. 80— Duke and Duchess
of Windsor in England. Fifth Avenue
Fanny Voss, Paramount head in- torchlight
parade for New York Infirmary.
spector at the Cincinnati branch, has Industrial fair in Brussels. Films of Russian collective farms. Glass backstop for
celebrated her 31st year with the baseball.
company.
Golf: Walker Cup. School for
circus kids.
•
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 41Eddie Moroy has been appointed Rome
studio fire kills 26. Martha Thoren,
Swedish dramatic star, arrives in the U. S
Majestic,
the
of
manager
assistant
J. circuit house in Perth Ambov. Duke and Duchess of Windsor visit EnN.
Reade
gland. Gandhi conducts prayer meeting in
India. Circus kids learn acrobatics. Florida
stages
beauty con•
test.underwater
Glass baseballbathing
backstop.
Baby
William Z. Porter, contract man- braves knife tossing in mother's knife
throwing
act.
U.
S.
wins
Walker
Cup.
ager at the Monogram studio, has returned to Hollywood from Chicago.

"•pjUEL
SUN"forhasa been
*-J namedIN asTHE
grounds
new
trial in a triangle murder case in
Providence.
Defense counsel for Mrs. Julia
Greene, 37, of Pawtucket, who was
found guilty of second degree murder
in connection with the street shooting
of the woman for whom her husband
is said to have left home, asked for a
new trial on the grounds that the jury
had seen "Duel" during the trial.
" 'Duel,' " said defense attorney
William Goldberg, "contained much
shooting, killing, violence and quarreling of a nature calculated to inflame
and prejudice the jury against the defendant, and wherein appeared pearlhandled revolvers visibly similar to an
exhibit introduced Vby the State."
_ A. J.
Universal-InternationalO'Keefe,
assistant general
sales manager,
Fourteen persons were in the im- has returned here from Los Angeles.
•
mediate film vault of the Minerva
Film Building in Rome, when that
Nat Turberg, Northio city manflash-fire and explosion struck reager, Hamilton, O., has returned
cently, and not one was killed. Yet, there from a Florida vacation.
killed or seriously injured were all
•
other persons on the same floor and
on the four floors above and below.
Hal Danson, Eagle-Lion advertising manager, has returned to his desk
V
Recent mention in this column of after several days' •illness.
the uniqueness of the names of concertman Yehudi Menuhin and of his
Marcello Girosi, Super Films pressister, concert-gal Hephzibah Menu- Italy. ident, here, is en route to France and
hin, brings Sam (United Artists)
•
Cohen's nomination for the most intriguing name, in the person of FerJoe Levine, of Discovery Pictures,
nando O'Shanahan Bravo De Laguna, here, has returned from Washington.
UA's agent in the VCanary Islands.
SRO Western Sales
Neighborhood (Richmond, Vir- US to Pick Films
Flynn Testimonial
Danis anWilkinson
Meeting Completed
In Chicago, June 30
concludesginia)
thatTheatres'
a bank
institution where one can borrow money To Teach Germans
Chicago, May 25. — The Chicago
if he can present sufficient evidence
Hollywood, May 25. — First meetfilm and theatre trade's testimonial
ing of the Western district sales force
to show that he doesn't need it.
Washington, May 25. — Asserting dinner to Jack Flynn, who is retiring
V
of
the Selznick Releasing Organizaas
Midwestern
sales
manager
for
that the U. S. will carefully supervise
To hear the editors of the trade German films for export to this coun- Loew's, will be held at the Continental headquarters,
tion has been here.
completed at the SRO's
publication Tool Engineer tell it, theatry to block "any element of Nazi Hotel here on June 30, the committee
The
meeting
was presided over by
tres and other places of business in the propaganda," Rep. Gordon McDon- on arrangements, headed by Ed Brun- John Howard, Western
district sales
South are heading into a future of ough, of California, has disclosed that, nell, decided at a meeting here.
chief.
In
attendance
were
the followaccording
to
a
letter
from
Secretary
William
Rodgers,
Loew's execusales
prosperity,
for South
"the warbursting
(World atWarits of War Patterson, the U. S. was fos- chief,
ing branch managers : Jim Welsh,
and F.
other
home office
II) left the
tives, are expected to attend.
Seattle; Harry Hunsaker, San Frana self-sustaining program of
many^ teringfilm
seams . . . full of itself and the future." German
cisco ;Charles Duer, Denver ; Howproduction in order to
And to illustrate the long, hard road
ard Cahoon, Salt Lake City; Paul
the Southern States have traveled in expedite export of U. S. films to Ger- Goldstone Is Here
Walsh, Los Angeles. Also, Larry
their "about face" from "economic
Doyle, office manager in San Fran"In order to educate the German On Equipment Deal
problems,"
Henry19th
W. Grady's
cisco, and Gail Parker, office mandescriptionthey
of cite
a late
century people on democratic life," the SecrePhil Goldstone is in New York
ager of the Los Angeles branch. Morfuneral in Georgia.
tary's letter said, McDonough added, from the Coast in connection with the
ris Abrahams represented the pub"certain American films will be marketing of Phonovision, a consumer
Grady said that a "one gallus" fel- shipped
licity department.
in dealing with the American device which he states will project
low was buried "in the midst of a
"Duel in the Sun" headlined dismarble quarry ; they cut through solid form of government." No German sound motion pictures from a record.
cussions. Plans were completed to
marble to make his grave ; and yet films have been imported by this
the little tombstone they put above his country, as yet, he continued, nor is While en route East, Goldstone add- book "Duel" within the next few
ed, he made a product deal with En- weeks in every town desiring to play
grave was from Vermont. They buried there any likelihood of it in the near
cyclopedia Britannica during a stophim in the heart of a pine forest, and future. "There is no question about
over in Chicago.
it, so that
the West
137 prints
utilized
on the
Coast now
could beingthen
yet the pine coffin was imported from the fact that we will be critical about
be
released
for
multiple
showings
in
Cincinnati. They buried him within the whole thing," McDonough said.
Midwestern states. Tentative date for
Meanwhile, it was learned that the Seattle MPF Forming
touch of an iron mine, and yet the
nails in his coffin and the iron in War Department's report on the
Seattle, May 25. — Organization of the multiple day-and-date bookings in
the shovel that dug his grave were status and plans- for German produc- a local branch of the Motion Picture the Denver and Salt Lake territories
tion has apparently been blocked by Foundation has been assigned to Se- was set for July 3.
imported from Pittsburgh. They
buried him by the side of the best Assistant Secretary of War Petersen.
attle trustees of the Foundation. Definite action by the group will be taken Asher to London
sheep-grazing country on earth, and It is understood that a release, awaityet the wool in the coffin bands were : ing clearance, lay all day Friday on as soon as its report is received and
brought from the North. The South 1his desk. In the evening an announce- approved by the national MPF, acHollywood, May 25. — Irving Asher,
ment was made that it would not be
has left here by American
cording to James Hone, Seattle man- producer,
didn't
furnish
a
thing
for
that
funeral."
i
Airlines to New York on his way to
Except the corpse and the hole in iissued. No other date was given when
ager
of
the
Independent
Theatre
AsLondon.
sociation.
the ground !
1 release is to be expected.
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Inferior
Would

Product

Increase

Quota, Says O'Brien
The British government would be
"encouraged"
to add further
quota send
restrictions ifHollywood
should
many inferior pictures to England,
O'Brien, British member of ParrOL,ent andAssociation
general secretary
of the
National
of Theatrical
and Kine Employes, warned Friday.
He pointed out that since a drain of
dollars exists with top product, the
British Government would not be inclined to permit such a drain with
poor product.
O'Brien, who arrived here on the
SS Queen Elizabeth, added, however,
that he felt it would be a "major
blunder for the British government to
prevent American films from reaching
England." He said : "In the main, I
am opposed to any additional restrictions being imposed on American
films. But the British public expect
Hollywood to maintain and improve
the quality of American films."
Technicians Exchange
O'Brien said he is here to negotiate an agreement on the exchange of
British and American technicians with
Richard F. Walsh, international president of the IATSE, and to work out
with Walsh the establishment of an
Anglo-American trade union committee, in line with the present development in Europe of plans for a federation of theatrical unions in France,
Czechoslovakia
and Russia.
believes
the American
and O'Brien
British
theatrical unions should participate in
such a federation.
O'Brien
said he with
will hold
a joint
press
conference
Walsh
this
week, at which further details will be
given on both the exchange plan and
the federation. He remarked that he
felt he cou'ld "be of assistance in
overcoming the jurisdictional problem
in Hollywood," by giving Walsh details of the latest jurisdictional agreements reach in England. His official
discussions with Walsh began Friday.
Nationalization 'Not Practicable'
O'Brien said he did not believe that
nationalization of the British film industry is likely to occur, adding that
he
did
not hebelieve
is "practicable."
However,
went iton,
in line with
the British Labor Party's position,
he approved the idea of "a state circuit of theatres in England."
O'Brien president
met Saturday
withMotion
Eric
Johnston,
of the
Picture Association, to discuss the
general problem of exports and imports affecting both the British and
American film industries.
He plans to see J. Arthur Rank,
but did not disclose what subjects he
will discuss with him. O'Brien will
remain in this country three weeks,
during which he will visit the Coast.
O'Brien Honored at Dinner
Given by Eric Johnston
Washington, May 25. — Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture
Association, gave a dinner party last
night here at the Carlton Hotel in
honor of Tom O'Brien, British member of Parliament and general secretary of the National Association of
Theatrical and Kine Employees. Richard F. Walsh, international president
of
the
IATSE,
accompanied
O'Brien
on his trip
here from
New York.
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Is O'Shea and Staff to
Paramount in June
E. K.
and will
his move
Libertyto
salesO'Shea
staff here
Against 'Stiff Quota Films
Paramount the latter part of next
winding up the affairs of
Opposition to a harsh British quota month upon
was expressed Friday by Herbert Liberty,
Paramount.which has been acquired by
Wilcox, British producer-director,
O'Shea's position at Paramount has
who arrived here aboard the iT-S" yet to be defined.
Queen Elisabeth, with his wife, Anna
Neagle, screen star.
Wilcox declared that American
films led to the growth of the British
film industry. Now that British films Reorganization of
show "signs
of maturity,"
thereU. areS.
those
who want
to kick out
FCC Asked in Bill
films," Wilcox said, and he believes
thisWilcox
policy will
wouldseek
be "poor
business."
distribution
arWashington, May 25.— A bill to
the Federal Communicarangements inthis country for "The reorganize
tions Commission and rewrite the
Courtneys of Curzon Street," and
"Piccadilly Incident." He will also FCC act has been introduced in the
seek to arrange interchange of British Senate by Sen. White (R., Me.)
and American stars.
chairman of the Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee, to
which the bill was referred.
Wyler Will Study
The measure would divide the
Problems Abroad
seven-man commission into two sections, one to deal with radio and
In an effort to gain a broader view
of the problems confronting American television, the other taking care of
films in the world market, Hollywood telephone and telegraph matters. The
director William Wyler embarked on chairman, who would be elected by
a three-month European tour aboard the commission instead of appointed
would be free to
the ■S'-S' Queen Elisabeth on Saturday by the President,
administrative and coordipreparatory to assuming his new du- deal with
nating
matters.
ties at the Paramount Coast studios.
The White bill would write into
Wyler, who became associated with
Paramount last week when Liberty law a number of limitations on chain
Films, in which he had been a partner, broadcasting and station ownership.
was acquired by the major company, It would also restrict FCC procedure
will make a general survey of the in- in handling applications and licenses,
dustry in England, France and other afford further protection against
European countries.
censorship over programs or station
Wyler believes that motion pictures
by the Government, and inmust serve the interests of a world operation
sure equal opportunity to use radio
audience and feels that one cannot facilities in political campaigns and
make pictures for the world market in discussions of public questions and
unless he knows the problems facing separate fact from editorial opinion.
people in other countries.
In introducing the bill, Sen. White
Geraldine Fitzgerald and Leo G. said that the country is in great need
Carroll, both of whom will appear in of new radio legislation. "The art is
Hal Wallis' "So Evil, My Love," more than a quarter of a century old",
which is being filmed in England, also he
stated,
"and has
gigantic
sailed Saturday.
strides
technically,
but made
it is operating
under a law which for the most part
Elliman Here
is nearly 20 years old."
{Continued from page 1)
ish Films, and Arthur Brown, booking Claim Cost-Cut for
manager for Gaumont-British, both of Spot Video Shows
London, and all of whom arrived here
Chicago,
— A for
new video
one-minFridaybeth.aboard
the JvS"wasQueen
Elisa-F.
ute televisionMayfilm25.spot
was
Another arrival
George
Gunn, head of the camera department unveiled here by Television Advertising Productions, a Chicago video
of Technicolor, Ltd., also of London.
Elliman said that the 16 theatres package and consulting company.
in his circuit showed a slight decline Originated and designed by Jack Gibin grosses recently. He will stay here ney, producer for TAP, the film spots
about one week and then will proceed not only feature vocal commercial
to the Coast.
messages coming from animals and
Lundy said he also wishes to study puppet figures, but are said to also hit
reactions of the American public to a new low in cost. Whereas the
British films. He will visit Washing- quoted price for one-minute film spots
ton, Chicago, Denver, San Francisco, in this section is about $400, TAP's
Seattle, Vancouver, Toronto and Los new spot can be sold for a minimum
Angeles, and will return to England of about $175.
in July. Brown, saying that British
theatres "had been static for eight Young, Krim to Meet
years," said they "need to be brought
up-to-date." His trip is designed to With J. Arthur Rank
establish "in what direction and to
Robert R. Young, head of Pathe
what extent" British theatres can be Industries, and Arthur B. Krim, presiimproved. Gunn said that his firm
dent of Eagle-Lion Films, left here
planned to expand.
for Hollywood over the weekend for
conferences with J. Arthur Rank,
Neil Replaces Iannuzzi
who is associated with Eagle-Lion in
Charlotte, May 25. — Frank Neil a mutually-reciprocal Anglo-American
has been added to Warner's sales staff distribution deal.
The conferences will be held at
here to replace Ralph Iannuzzi, who
was recently made branch manager. Eagle-Lion Studios, with Rank also
Neil was formerly with the Memphis attending screenings of forthcoming
Paramount office and more recently product which his organization will
he was in business for himself.
distribute in the British Empire,
British

Producer

3
Permits
For

17

Granted
Stations

Washington, May 25.— Seven
companies were given FCC conditional grants for new FM stations and
three others received authorized construction permits. Also, applications
were granted for the construction of
five standard broadcast stations.
Conditional grants went to the
American Quartz Labs, Inc., Camden; Trent Broadcast Corp., Trenton,
and Pocono Broadcasting Co.,
Stroudsburg, Pa., all for Class A stations ;News Publishing Co., Rome,
Ga., and Tri-State Broadcasting Co.,
Sioux Falls, S. D., for class B stations ;and Parker Bros., Inc., Ahoskie, N. C, and Wm. F. Huffman, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., for class B stations in lieu of class A as previously
authorized.
Central California Broadcasters,
Berkeley, Cal. ; Portsmouth Star
Star Publishing Corp., Portsmouth,
Va., and Surety Life Ins. Co., Columbia, S.C, were given construction
permits for class B FM stations.
The FCC approved applications for
construction of new standard broadcast stations, one each for Halifax
Broadcasting Co., South Boston, Va. ;
The Voice
Nevada's
Carson City,ofNev.
; JohnCapital,
J. Laux,
Niagara Falls ; Louie L. Morris,
Hartwell, Ga. ; and Big Island Broadcasting Co., Ltd., Hilo, Hawaii.
FCC Renews License of WB
Radio Station on Coast
Washington, May 25.— The Federal Communications Commission has
granted a renewal of license to Warner Brothers Broadcasting Corp., Los
Angeles, for the period ending May
1, At
1950. the same time Metropolitan
Broadcasting and Television, Inc.,
New York City, was granted a renewal of license for the period ending
June 1, 1948. Similar license renewals
were given to Columbia Broadcasting
for two FM stations, one in Chicago
and one in New York.
CBS
in Television
Broadcasters Assn.
The Television Broadcasters Association on Friday accepted the membership application of Columbia
Broadcasting. Both had been at odds
on Columbia'scolor
petition
for approval
commercial
television.
Lawrenceof
W. Lowman and Leonard H. Hole
will represent Columbia in the association. It was the last of the large
networks to join TBA.
Video House on Coast
San Francisco, May 25. — Plans for
the construction of a new 35-story
downtown office building are disclosed
with the purchase of land for $250,000. The building will be occupied
chiefly by insurance firms, but will
feature a motion picture theatre and
a television theatre. A push-button
garage for
of automobiles automatic
will also be parking
incorporated.
Sarnoff to RMA Meet
David Sarnoff, president of Radio
Corp. of America, will address the
annual dinner of the Radio Manufacturers Association on June 12 in Chicago. The association's annual meeting will be held June 10-12 at the
Stevens Hotel in that city.
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Motion

Unger to Leave for
Chicago Sales Talks
J. J. Unger, United Artists general
sales manager, will leave here for
Chicago tomorrow for sales talks
with Rud Lohrenz, Midwest district
manager. Meanwhile, Edward M.
Schnitzer, Eastern-Canadian sales
manager, has returned to New York
from Philadelphia after conferences
with Mark N. Silver, PennsylvaniaWashington district chief. Maury Orr,
Western sales manager, is in Los Angeles for talks with W. E. Callaway,
Western district manager.
MGM

Gets

Official

Picture

Reviews
"Winter Wonderland"
{Republic)
WITH a fashionable winter resort the locale of this romantic comedy,
the customer is treated to a number of scenes of skiers skimming
gracefully over undulating slopes. Also for the special joy of winter sport
fans, are a succession of outdoor production numbers.
Lynne Roberts is presented in the story as an outdoor-loving farmer's
daughter who catches the fancy of Charles Drake, a ski instructor at a nearby
hotel. The plot gets underway in earnest when Miss Roberts topples into a
deep crevice. After being rescued by a torchlight party headed by Drake,
she is brought back to the hotel where things take a farcical turn. Presumed
to be an heiress, through a mistaken-identity angle, the hotel lavishes luxury
upon her. When the awakening comes, there is a headache and a bill for
several hundred dollars confronting Miss Roberts.
The screenplay, concocted by Peter Goldbaum, David Chandler, Arthur
Marx and Gertrude Purcell, has Miss Roberts getting out of her financial
difficulties by winning a ski race with a little loving help from Drake. The
cast is rounded out by Eric Blore, the hotel owner, who is in a constant
squabble with Roman Bohnen, Miss Drake's father; and Mary Eleanor
Donahue, provocative young sister of Miss Drake. Bernard Vorhaus directed;
associate producers are Walter Colmes and Henry Sokal.
Running time, 71 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
May 17.
Mandel Herbstman

Byrd-Navy Footage
Washington, May 25. — M-G-M
has been granted rights to theatrical
release of a picture using official Navy
motion picture footage of the recent
Byrd Antarctic Expedition, the Navy
Department announces.
Several producers responded to an
invitation to view some 330,000 feet
of black and white and color films
of the expedition, according to the
Navy, but M-G-M was the only one to
"Bells
submit a concrete proposal.
(Republic) of San Angelo"
justification for Roy Rogers' reputation as No. 1 Western
Schultz to Conduct F'URTHER
star,
Fame's
poll surrounds
so proclaimed
his latestDone
effort
which
Republic
with him,
soundis much
Westernin evidence
productionin values.
Commonwealth
Meet
in Trucolor, "Bells of San Angelo" appears earmarked for top returns in the
Kansas City, May 25.— Clarence outdoor
action market. Its story about silver mining and murder on the
A. Schultz, president of Common- Mexican border is likely to make lots of sense, entertainment-wise to all the
wealth Theatres, will conduct a meet- fans, who are given as a bonus deftly-staged jaw-breaking fisticuffs, lethal
ing of Commonwealth's Southern divi- pistol blasts and six nicely spotted musical interludes.
sion at Harrison, Ark., on May 29.
Dale Evans is welcome in the top feminine role and Andy Devine does
At this meeting, announcement is ex- alright
as the sheriff, not too bright for humorous purposes. John McGuire,
pected of special duties to which Rex Olaf Hytten,
David Sharpe and Fritz Lieber are in support. Edward J.
Barret, for several years manager of
White
was
associate
and by
William
the Southern division, and recently re- screenplay is based onproducer
an original
Paul Witney
Gangelin. directed. Sloan Nibley's
signed, will be assigned. A successor
Running time, 71 minutes. General audience classification. Gene Arneel.
to Barret as Southern division manager is also to be named.

E-L Sales Meeting
Held in Chicago
Chicago, May 25.— Eagle-Lion held
a sales convention at the Blackstone
Hotel here yesterday and today, conducted by Harold Dunn, assistant general manager.
Alfred W. Schwalberg, vice-president and general sales manager, attended along with 40 Midwestern exchange representatives. There was a
screening of "Repeat Performance."
Services for Mrs. Zeller
Funeral services will be held here
today for Mrs. Johanna Zeller, mother of Carl Clausen, budget comptroller
of Paramount's advertising department, at the John J. Healy Funeral
Parlors in Brooklyn. Mrs. Zeller died
last Thursday after an illness of three
weeks. Burial will be held tomorrow
at Greenwood Cemetery, Brooklyn.
She is survived by her husband, Leo
Zeller and sons Carl and Fred.

"Oregon Trail Scouts"
(Republic)
HERE is a heaping platter of marketable fiction in the best Western tradition, dealing with Red Ryder's (Allan Lane) battling crusade against
a~standard assortment
culprits aiming
to pitof some
against
the
law-abiding
palefaces, allof concluding
on a note
triumphRedskins
over evil.
A little
aside has Ryder teaming up with an Indian youngster, Bobby Blake, in what
is obviously destined to be a lasting friendship.
Martha Wentworth is a flighty character for comedy with Emmett Lynn.
Roy Barcroft, Edmund Cobb, Earle Hodgins and others making adequate
showings. Sidney Picker was associate producer and R. G. Springsteen directed the original screenplay by Earle Snell.
Running time, 58 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
May IS.
G. A.
Town Asks Damages
Of Theatre Owners
Orange, Mass., May 25. — The town
of Orange has filed a suit for $20,000
against the Garbose Brothers, operators of theatres in Athol and Gardner.
Town officials allege that the circuit
caused damage to the Town Hall in
June, 1945, when it removed film
equipment and a projection booth from
the building at the termination of its
lease.

Goldwyn Aide Here
Emmet Dalton, sales representative
for Samuel Goldwyn Productions in
Great Britain, has arrived here from Adds Third Theatre
London for conferences with James
Cincinnati, May 25, — Charles
A. Mulvey, company president. He
leaves this week for the Coast, where (Bud) Ackerman, who operates the
Suburban Sunset and Glenway theahe will confer with Goldwyn.
tres, has opened the Covedale, a deluxe house in suburban Price Hill.
U Anglais Resigns
Montreal, May 25.— Paul L'Anglais, organizer of Quebec Produc- Dakota Theatre Sold
Lake Andes, S. D., May 25. — W.
tions Corp., Ltd., lias resigned as
president of the producing company. E. Wuest of Lake Andes has purchased the Okey Theatre here from
Rene Germain, Montreal investment
banker, was elected to succeed him by Roy Mundin, theatre operator for the
past 27 years.
the company's directors.
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Del Guidice Sets Up
New Film Company
London, May 25.— Filippo Del
Guidice, former managing director of
Two Cities Films, Ltd., who recently
resigned from the J. Arthur Rank
production unit, has disclosed that his
new company, Pilgrim Pictures, has
been organized with £100,000 capital.
His plans include five films on his
1948 production schedule starting next
January.
3 U-I Films to United

Astley Made Du Pont
Manager of New Unit
Frederick B. Astley has been appointed district manager of the newly
established district sales office in Boston of the photo products department
of E. I. du Pont de Nemours Co. Formerly Eastern district x-ray sales
manager, he is succeeded by William
J. Designated
Cannon.
as the New England
district,
new organization will
handle allthe
Du Pont photo producf^^
New England states which wereV.t;)'
merly included in the Eastern district.
Popular Cinn. Changes
Cincinnati, May 25. — Donald
Duff, salesman and office manager of
the local Popular Pictures branch, has
been appointed sales manager. Frank
Sheppard, formerly associated with
Paramount, has been appointed Popular^ salesman covering southern Ohio,
while Patrick Meadows, operating the
Strand Theatre at Dawson Springs,
Ky., will handle sales in western Kentucky and southern Indiana. Joseph
Goldberg will handle the West Virginia and eastern Kentucky areas.
Owen

to Premiere

Southern
division
manager, Easternand his
Hugh Owen,_
Paramount's
wife, Arleen Whelan, and Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Randel, will be among
those who will attend the world premiere of "Dear Ruth" at Walter
Reade's Mayfair Theatre, Asbury
Park, on Thursday.
Beaulac Quits in Quebec
Montreal, May 25. — Eugene Beaulac has resigned as secretary of the
Quebec Allied Theatrical Industries,
an exhibitors' association, to enter
another field. Charles Bourassa, who
has been doing special work for the
association,
has temporarily taken
over.
Christopher Switches
Hollywood, May 25.— Jim Christopher has joined Brisacher, Van
Nordan and Staff here as creative
account executive in its enlarged motion picture division. Christopher
was previously with Buchanan and
Co. and Foote, Cone and Belding.
McCarthy to Mono.
Los Angeles, May 25— M. J. E.
McCarthy has been named branch
manager for Monogram, here, by
Howard Stubbins, franchise owner, to
succeed Marty Solomon, now recuperating from a lengthy illness.
Popolizio in New Post
New _ Haven,
25.— Salvatore
Popolizio
has beenMay
promoted
from the
ad-sales department of the 20th Century-Fox exchange here, to assistant
booker, succeeding Morris Weinstein
who has become a PRC salesman.

A Rest Every Tuesday
Universale "Scarlet Street," "Girl
Hamilton, May 25. — The Lyric,
on thebeenSpot"
and "Because
Him" downtown subsequent-run house, will
have
acquired
for 16mm of
distribuaffiliate.tion by United World, U-I-Rank close on Tuesday each week, "to give
employees a well-earned rest."
Named Film Board Head
Griffith Names White
H artford, May 25. — Dr. Lawrence
A. Averill of the Massachusetts State
Oklahoma City, May 25.— Wesley Teachers College, has been reelected
White has been appointed manager of president of the Worcester Board of
Griffith's new Agnew Theatre.
Motion Pictures and Theatre Review.
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Offers Settlement of
Theatre Stock Suit
Charlotte, May 25. — In order to
settle their differences over disposition
of theatre stock, H. B. Meiselman
offered, during the course of a civi
action here in Superior Court, to let
Phillip Berler have the choice of tak
ing over either the Manor Theatre
Charlotte, or the Strand in Asheville
Berler would not immediately accept
t'~ nffpr stating that he preferred to
rOL ss w'*n E. M. Loew of Boston
»i,c('
financed Berler's partnership with
Meiselman.
The plaintiff Berler was seeking the
appointment of a receiver to settle the
financial affairs between himself and
the defendant.
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Perils
of Pauline
(Continued from page 1)

7
Urge Publicity for
'Beneficial' Films
Kansas City, Mo., May 25.— A
panel on motion pictures, radio and
the
in a report
the Mayor's
Youthpress,
Conference
here,atsponsored
last
Thursday and Friday by the Central
Coordinating Youth Council of Kansas City, recommended the promotion
of good pictures linked to a plan for
publicizing and disseminating information on films and radio beneficial
to youth. Tom Clark, U. S. Attorney
General, addressed the closing session
of the conference Friday.
While discussion of motion pictures
constituted a small part of the comments, the problem of the conduct of
youth at theatres was tied in with
discussion of vandalism in the public
schools. The film panel also gave attention to objectional types of advertising of pictures which are not in
themselves objectionable, and the recreation panel pointed out that while
films in Kansas City are subject to
regulation, the legitimate stage
operates under no supervision. there

Finally, into
Lundsight.
a "legit" stage success by this time, returns and the happy ending
heaves
When "The Perils of Pauline" goes rather heavily romantic, it slows down
When it burlesques the acting techniques of three decades ago, it is always
funny and often uproarious. When it re-enacts the film-making efforts of those
early days, it is not only funny and frequently uproarious, but intensely
interesting as well. George Marshall, himself an old-timer in this business, is
responsible for a thoroughly expert- job of direction which constantly remains
alive to the possibilities and he extracts fine values out of a script by P. J
Wolfson and Frank Butler, from a story contributed by the former.
Miss Hutton is provided wtih several vocals where they fit in logically
enough and does very nicely in the straight dramatic approaches to the situa
tions confronting her. Billy De Wolfe weaves in and out of the film with
commendable results. Miss Collier plays a grand dame of the old theatre
to the hilt. William Demarest, while good as the movie director, appears to
overdo the part from time to time. Frank Faylen, who manages to deliver
Torodor Sells Out
good performances on all occasions, does not fail in his one sequence. Lund
Minneapolis, May 25. — Max Toro as the romantic foil, could have injected much more animation in a generally
dor, for 30 years an exhibitor in the wooden performance.
lower loop district, and operator of If audiences are on their toes, they will catch flashes of such old-timers as
the Ritz, northeast side neighborhood William Farnum, Chester Conklin, Paul Panzer, Snub Pollard, James Finlay
house for the past 24 years, has sold son, Creighton Hale, Hank Mann, Francis McDonald, Bert Roach and Heinie
the latter to Elmer Meyers and Sol Conklin. The credit titles, moreover, graciously salute Charles W. Goddard,
Fischer for a reported $135,000 who wrote "The Perils of Pauline" in its original serial form. Sol C. Siegel
Torodor, who recently spent several produced. It's in Technicolor.
Cut
Running time, 96 minutes. General audience classification. Release date Levy(ContSeeks
months in California, plans to make
inued fromTax
page 1)
Red Kann
the West Coast his permanent home July 4.
Fischer is associated with his father
slightly juggled its schedule for the
in the operation of the Varsity and Tradeshows Set for Three Cudahy License Tax
hearings. Originall
y, theatre taxes
Campus, neighborhood houses, Meyers
Cudahy, Wis., May 25. — Theatre were to come up next Wednesday and
M-G-M's "Fiesta," Technicolor muis a newcomer in the local field.
sical, will be tradeshown in the Wash fees, slightly less than originally pro- Thursday, but now they will be disposed, have been adopted here by the
cussed Thursday, and then Tuesday
ington
branch on June 24, and else city council.
Missouri House Sold
The schedule now is : of the following week.
American
where
on
June
23.
"Living
in
a
Big
$25 for theatres of fewer than 200
Kansas City, May 25. — Charles
Association's Ted Gamble
be screened in Washing- seats; $50 for 200 to 499 seats; $75 Theatres
also
will
H. Potter and his brother S. L. Pot- Way"ton onwill
be
heard,
as will Florida
June 10 and at all other
ter, who at one time owned five neigh branches on June 10. In addition, for more than 500 seats, and $150 for Congressman Smathers.
borhood theatres, and have been in "Gone With the Wind" will be trade more than 1,000 seats.
MPA officials expressed doubt that
exhibition for 22 years, have sold shown at the San Francisco exchange
the new schedule would make any
their Bijou to Arthur Burke, formerly on May 20.
more likely Eric Johnston's appearRaymon Leaves RKO
of the Colonia and the Gillham, who
ance before the committee, as his presKansas City, May 25. — Mark
has been out of exhibition for two
plans call for him to go directly
Raymon- has ended a 15-year associa fromentthe
years. The Potters at one time Tradeshow 'Moss Rose'
West Coast to
e,
"Moss Rose," 20th Century-Fox don with RKO-Radio to enter the where he is scheduled toMilwauke
owned and operated the Admiral
speak on
Murray, Baltis and Mary Lue, as picture, will be tradeshown in all ex air-conditioning business on the Coast. June 7. No decision has been made
change centers today, with the follow Raymon opened the Eagle-Lion offices
well as the Bijou.
the MPA will file a writing exceptions : New York, tomorrow here several months ago and was E-L yet whether
ten brief, have some one substitute for
Des Moines, W ednesday, and Portland, representative in the Omaha, Des
Johnston, or try to have Johnston
Manage Albany Ritz
Moines and St. Louis areas.
Seattle and Los Angeles, Thursday.
appear at a still later date.
Albany, N. Y., May 25— Oscar J
Olson
in
New
Post
P'errin, manager of Albany theatres
Sochin Leaves Combine
7c Increase
for 45 years, has been appointed manCharlotte, May 25. — Everet Olson
ager of the Ritz, one of two Warner
Cincinnati,
May
25.
—
Louis
(Continued from page 1)
Minneapolis has arrived in Char Wiethe, local circuit operator and
downtown theatres, succeeding Al- of
lotte
to
assume
duties
as
field
repre
cide La Flamme, who was transferred
president of Theatre Owners Corp.,
and neighborhood sections of 34
to the Strand. George Hutchinson, sentative for Paramount, replacing buying and booking agency for local town
cities.
Leonard
Allen,
who
formerly
handled
independent exhibitors, is temporarily representative
manager for the Graphic circuit in
The index for adult prices, which
New England before the war, has both Atlanta and Charlotte territories, in charge of the organization's office went
from 161 in Nov., 1946, to 164
been named manager of the Madison, but who will now work Atlanta only. due to the resignation of Irving
in December, continued to climb in
replacing Perrin.
Sochin, general manager.
the first quarter of this year, going to
Pass Tax-Repeal Bill
and February and risMass. Theatres Sold
Columbus, O., May 25. — By a vote Albee Heads IATSE Unit 165 inginto January
166 in March.
the House of RepresenWorcester, Mass., May 25. — of 82 totatives43,
's price index registered
Hartford, May 25. — Charles Albee 162Children
has passed a bill repealing the
Champ Amusements Corp. here has
in January,
February, and
three per cent admission tax has been reelected president of Local dropped back to163162in in
purchased the Park Theatre of Spen- present
March. In
and sent it to the Senate. It would No. 486, IATSE, Hartford. Other making the admissio
cer, Mass., from Charles M. Kane, become
n price index,
reelected officers are : Charles North,
effective Oct. 1.
while the Markarian Brothers Realty
adult
prices are weighted approxibusiness agent ; Robert Cormier, viceCo. has sold the Opera House block
mately seven and a half to one against
president ; Don McDonald, secretary;
at Milford, Mass., to the Stoughton Another Academy House Pete DeCarli, recording secretary- children's prices.
treasurer.
Theatre Co., owner of the State TheaColumbus, O., May 25. — Newest
tre, Milford.
theatre in the local Academy circuit,
the 1,000-seat Esquire, has opened. Colosseum Names Barker NY Case Shift
(Continued from page 1)
This is the eighth in the circuit and
Covey in Davis Post
Omaha, May 25.— William Barker
second to be opened within a few
Atlanta, May 25. — A. B. Covey, the
the University having opened has been elected president of the probable. The Supreme Court tradiformer manager of the Temple and weeks,
Omaha lodge of the Colosseum- of
tionally discloses decisions on MonStrand theatres in Birmingham, has in March.
Motion Picture Salesmen of America.
been named city manager of Wilbydays.
I.
M.
Weiner
is
vice-president
and
Everett
Takes
Over
Two
Kincey Theatres in Kingsport, Tenn.
In their "points relied on," all eight
from the New York deciSam Davis, former city manager of
Chaklotte, May 25. — Everett En- Leon Mendelson, secretary-treasurer. appellants
sion held to arguments against the
the Bonnie Kate and Ritz, Kingsport,
terprises here are taking over the
decision which they originally adhas resigned.
Parr and Imperial Theatres at Lan- Reissue Jolson Film
caster, S. C, as of June 1.
vanced in their "assignments of er"Go Into Your Dance," starring Al
rors." The latter were the companies'
Jolson, will be reissued by Warner
Cincinnati Reopening
ros. this summer. The film was allegations of "substantial questions"
Cincinnati, May 25. — The new Heads IATSE Local
in the New York court's ruling.
originally
released in 1935-6.
Heights Theatre, a remodeled theatre
Fall River, May 25. — George H.
which recently was used for other Sullivan has been elected chairman of
Rebuilding in Memphis
purposes, has been opened by Albert Local No. 424, IATSE, here. Other LaHatte Joins Theatre
Memphis, May
The Memphian
Shane and associates as a double-fea- officers elected are : Joseph Salv, busiAtlanta, May 25.— Wilner T. La- Theatre, gutted by25.—
fire, has been reture house, with changes four times
ness agent ; Raoul Gagnon, secretary ;
Hatte, Jr., formerly of the Atlanta
built,
M.
A.
Lightman
, Jr., reports.
weekly.
Journal, is now Fox Theatre treasurer.
James Coburn, treasurer.

Adoption of a 5
foreign film imports by the Argentine
government was described here yes
terday as "imminent" by Ignacio
Kronenberg, a leading independent dls:
tributor of that country, who has arrived in New York from Buerso;
Aires. Legislation for such a quota i;
now before the Argentine Congress
and although President Juan Peron i;
,
(Continued- on pane 5)
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Web"
The
[ Universal-International
] — Tip Top Entertainment
WITH William Bendix, Vincent Price, Ella Raines and Edmond
O'Brien co-starred against an admirably balanced cast, "The
Web," first Jerry Bresler production for U-I, and the- first screen
directorial undertaking by Broadway's Michael Gordon, rates high
among the year's best melodramas. Interest holds as tight as a fiddle
string from start to finish, with all principals turning in top portrayals,
jThe picture may be expected to prosper as it plays.
The screenplay, by William Bowers and Bertram Millhauser, opens in
'humorous vein, with O'Brien, a struggling attorney, hiring out to Price,
millionaire industrialist, as bodyguard for a fortnight. Almost immediately he saves his employer's life by slaying an ex-convict assailant,
|and then finds himself under suspicion of murder as policeman Bendix,
his personal friend, digs into the dead man's past and fails to discover
the million dollars which he is supposed to have stolen. Miss Raines,
Price's secretary, finally decides to assist O'Brien in sifting the background, and both are accused of a second murder committed by Price.
In contrast to most melodrama, this one lets the audience know the
guilty party, but builds suspense by making a case against the innocent
seem too tight to be upset.
Production is superb in every respect, from balanced dialogue to richly
accoutered sets, the whole equaling tip-top entertainment.
Running time, 91 minutes. General audience classification. May
release.
William R. Weaver
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Film-Theatre

N.Y.

Video

New product came to the box-office
assistance of some New York firstruns this week but the overall income
remains short of being tops. The Jack
Benny show at the Roxy, a double reissue program at the Strand — the latter without the regular stage show,
and "Great Expectations" at the Music Hall are emerging with top revenue honors.
Benny, appearing on stage with
Rochester, Marjorie Reynolds, Phil
Harris and the Sportsmen's Quartet,
is said to have scored a new Sunday
record gross of $29,700 at the Roxy,
which has "Brasher Doubloon" on the
screen. Apparently, the week's total
gross will be around $152,000, tremendous business but a good deal short
of the record mark. Admission prices Ackery
are up from $1.25 to $1.50 top on
weekdays, and from $1.50 to $1.80
Get QP
(Continued on page 8)

Special Equipment to
Be Installed on Coast

1st

At

Runs

Hollywood, May 26. — Working
directly at the scene of filming at its
Burbank studio, Warner Brothers
is about to undertake experimentations with television, in conjunction
with the Radio Corp. of America,
which might have a relation to the
future of television and the motion
picture industry.
From the standpoint of possibly televising motion pictures
from a studio stage to audiences
in theatres or homes, the experiments will provide experience gained by placing television cameras alongside the
regular motion picture cameras,
with the lenses of both follow$962,000
Trust
ing the action of the story as
it is filmed.
As part of the experiments being Suit in N. Orleans
(Continued on page 8)
UA

Owners

Sale

Consider

to Si Fabian

New Orleans, May 26. — A suit for
damages totaling $962,000 has been
filed in Federal Court by Lakeview
Theatres, Inc., against E. V. Richards,
Jr., theatre executive, three distribu(Continued on page 8)
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Colosseum

t*<BandRCAin

Tests

Gains

Impartial
TEN CENTS

Walsh, O'Brien Meet
On Exchange Plan
Consultations between Richard F. Walsh, international
president of the IATSE, and
Tom O'Brien, general secretary of the National Association of Theatrical and Kine
Employees, London, continued
here yesterday at offices of
the IATSE.
O'Brien, who arrived here
last Friday, seeks an agreement with Walsh on the interchange of British and
American studio technicians.
It isWalsh
expected
and
will that
issue O'Brien
a joint
statement at a press interview at the end of the week.

and

Wise

Awards

NLRB
For

in

Hearing
Salesmen

Seeks Recognition as
Their Bargaining Agent
Chicago, May 26.— The Colosseum of_ Motion Picture Salesmen
of America which, on occasion, has
denied that it is a union or labor
organization of film salesmen, has initiated hearings before the National
Labor Relations Board to be designated bargaining agent for its members.
The first hearing before the NLRB
was held in New York recently and
was attended by home office representatives of Paramount, Loew's, Republic, United Artists, Universal, 20th
Century-Fox, Warners, Columbia,
Monogram, National Screen Service,
RKO Radio and PRC.
David Beznor, attorney for the
Colosseum, represented that organization, according to A. M. Van Dyke
of the 20th
Century-Fox
(Continued
on page 8)office here,

Ivan Ackery, of Famous PlayersCanadian Corp., Vancouver, and Nathan Wise, RKO Theatres, Cincinnati, were presented with the plaques
they won in the Quigley Awards for
Showmanship for 1946 at a reception
in the office of Martin Quigley yesterday afternoon.
Ackery, chosen the number one
showman by the panel of judges for Jurisdictional Ban
the Quigley Awards at the annual
judging, held
last March,
the Advances on Coast
(Continued
on page received
8)

United Artists co-owners Mary
Pickford and Charles Chaplin have
under "active consideration" the offer
to purchase the company put to them 'IA
9 Demands
through their representatives here by
Bldg.
Code
Si Fabian, Eastern circuit operator.
Both Miss Pickford and Chaplin are
Booths
on the Coast.
to Present
Apply
This is the conclusion drawn by a
At forthcoming public hearings on
UA official who recalled that previthe proposed revisions of the New
ous bids for control of the company
Industry Pledges Aid
York State standard building code,
were rejected by the owners within
To Reserve Corps
Richard S. Hayes of IATSE, Local
a few days after the offers were
made, including those of David O.
No. 650, and other "IA" representaWashington,
May
26.
—
The
tives, will seek to have stipulated exit
Selznick and Howard Hughes.
War Department today reand other regulations made applicable
Figuring prominently in the proceived a pledge of industry
to existing projection booths instead
posed deal is the First National Bank
cooperation in its drive to set
of merely to those built in the future,
of Boston which would provide
as required in the revised code.
financing.
up 2,500 affiliated units of the
Existing projection booths, built unOrganized Reserve Corps.
der the present General Business Law,
Wanger Prod. Will
Stanley Mcintosh reprewhich has been in effect since 1911,
sented
the
Motion
Picture
Aswill not be affected by the new code,
Produce for FC
sociation at a meeting in the
if it is adopted in its present form,
Joseph Bernhard, president of Film
Pentagon of leaders of indusbut all booths erected in the future
Classics, has been elected to the directry, education, and other
will have to conform with certain contorate of Walter Wanger Producgroups. The Army hopes to
struction, film handling, ventilation
tions, and David Tannenbaum, vicerecruit 300,000 men and woand
sanitary
standards. These include
president of the latter company has,
men in industry with special
minimum dimensions of 10 by eight by
in turn, been named to the board of
skills, ready to report for
eight feet, proper facilities if there are
Film Classics. The affiliations are unduty in a national emergency.
derstood to be the result of a deal
two or more projection machines, and
two exits, one at each end.
(Continued on page 8)

Sacramento, Cal., May 26. — The
Senate has passed and sent to the Assembly the Rich bill outlawing jurisdictional strikes in California. The
measure declares a jurisdictional strike
to be "against the public policy of the
state," and "is hereby declared unlawpersonby injured
enedful."
with Anyinjury
violation orof threatany of
the provisions of the act is declared to
be "entitled to injunctive relief" and
to recover damages for such a strike.
The bill was passed by a vote of 32
to 0 after (Continued
Senator Oliver
on pageJ.8)Carter unM. A. Lightman, Sr.
Named MPF Trustee
Memphis, May 26. — M. A. Lightman, Sr., head of Malco Theatres,
Inc., was today elected national trustee of the Mid-South branch of the
Motion Picture
(ContinuedFoundation,
on page 8) followReviewed

Today

"The Unfaithful" on page 8.

2

Personal
Mention
WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN,
general sales manager of the
Rank division of Universal-International, left here yesterday for Chicago and will stop at Dallas en route
to Los Angeles where he will confer next week with J. Arthur Rank
and Nate Blumberg.
•
Bert Sanford, Altec theatrical
sales manager, is visiting supply dealers in. the Midwest, with Chicago,
Milwaukee, Des Moines, Omaha, Kansas City and St. Louis on his itinerary.
•
Stanton Griffis. film executive
and newly-appointed Ambassador to
Poland, will speak at a meeting of the
Connecticut chapter of American Relief for Poland tomorrow evening in
Hartford.
•
William A. Scully, Universal-International sales manager, and Fred
G. Meyers, Eastern division manager,
have returned to New York from
Gloversville, N. Y.
•
Jules Lapidus, Eastern division
sales manager for Warners, is in
Pittsburgh today and is due back here
tomorrow.
•
Uric McCleary, member of the Association of Motion Picture Art Directors, is due here today from
Hollywood.
•
Donald Nelson, Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
president, is in town from the Coast.
•
Charles H. Rose, of Four Roses
Film Exchange, San Francisco, is
staying at the Hotel Astor here.

Motion

Picture

Publicize Michigan
In Series of Films
Detroit, May 2^.— Theatres
of Michigan have embarked
on a program of publicizing
the state through 17 subjects
calling attention to its interesting and little known facts.
The move is undertaken at
the request of Gov. Sigler.
Cooperating theatres include United Detroit Theatres, Allied Theatres, Cooperative, Mutual, Associated,
Wisper and Wetsman, General,
Butterfield, Telenews, Michigan Independent Theatres Association, Fox, Adams and
Downtown theatres and RKO.

Service
Samuel

Today

for

Strausberg
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Petersen

Will

Gen.

on

Clay

See

Film

Washington, May 26. — Assistant
Secretary of War Howard D. Peterwill personally
discuss
Armysen program
for the
GermanAMG's
film
industry with Gen. Lucius D. Clay,
U. S. Army chief in Germany, during
athistripweek.
Petersen will make to Berlin
Petersen will leave for Berlin to
morrow, and will be gone one week
to 10 days. On his return, he will
meet with MPEA vice-president
Francis Harmon and give the film in
dustry a complete report. The Army
will also probably make a public release on the program at that time, he
added.
Petersen revealed that it was be
cause of his projected trip that he
had decided last Friday to kill a news
release promised that day, giving de
tails of the German film production
and export program.
Brig. Gen. Robert A. McClure, di
rector of AMG's information control
section, is due back in Washington
this week on what the Army describes
as a routine redeployment move, but
he is not expected to make any detailed public report on the film pro
gram
in Petersen's
absence.of the New
McClure
will be chief
York
field
office
of
Army's
civil
affairs division, underthe the
reorienta
tion branch in Washington. The films
and theatre sections, formerly headed
by Pare Lorentz, will be under
McClure.

WAA
Selling Film
Worth $1,242,000
Surplus 35mm. and 16mm. negative
film stock, costing originally $1,242,000, has been put up for sealed-bid
sale by the War Assets Administration office, here. Expiration date for
filing bids is June 5. The film is Signal Corps surplus.
Until June 6, the WAA is also
offering at fixed prices more than
5,000 Ansco film holders and more
than 9,000 16mm. film cans of 1,600
feet.
Stamp Collectors to . et
Next meeting of the Cinema Stamp
Collectors will be held at the Astor
Hotel, New York, tomorrow evening.
Eugene Sharin of Producers Releasing
has joined the club.
New Warner House
Cleveland, May 26. — Warner
Brothers' new 1,565-seat theatre, only
new house completed in Cleveland
since the war, will open Thursday,
with Harold Friedman as manager.

Services will be held at 10 :30 A.M.
today at Brooklyn Jewish Center for
Samuel Strausberg, 65, president of
Interboro Theatres, who died Friday
night in Doctors Hospital after an illness of four months. Rabbi Israel LevNEW YORK THEATRES
enthal will officiate, and burial will be
in Beth David Cemetery, Elmont,
L. I. All Interboro theatres will be
closed until two P.M. today.
— RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
HALL-j■
Center
Strausberg, born in Poland, came to
this country 40 years ago, and after
John MILLS . Valerie HOBSON j
working as a tailor, he opened a
in J. Arthur Rank's •
nickelodeon in 1913, in Brooktyn. He
leased 30 theatres to the Fox interests
"GREAT EXPECTATIONS" ■
A Universal- International Picture ■
in 1927 in a $1,500,000 transaction. SRO and ABPC Talk
After the 1929 crash, Strausberg reSPECTACULAR
STAGE PRESENTATION '•
entered exhibition and built up the
Interboro circuit of more than 50 London, May 26. — William Erbb
'Duel'
Deal for here
houses.
representative
of the Selznick
Releasing
Organization,
still is await
He was president of Beth-El HosPALACE
pital and chairman of its $2,500,000 ing word from Neil Agnew, SRO
building fund campaign. During 1946 executive in New York, concerning
distribution of "Duel in the Sun" in
OI>^
he was selected Brooklyn's outstand- England.
ltlO
TEMPLE
• TONE
• MADISON
O^
Associated British Pictures
ing citizen by the Brooklyn Eagle.
and
Erbb
have
been
negotiating
a
deal
Surviving
are
his
wife,
Mrs.
RebecFilm Unit Cutbacks
ca Strausberg; two sons, Solomon M. which would include physical handling
and Morris O., and two daughters, by ABPC and a circuitwide booking
Seen in House Move
Mrs. Stanley Kolbert and Mrs. Elias emas.
by its related Associated British Cin
Washington, May 26. — A House Bloomgarden.
1st N.Y. Showing! IN PERSON
appropriations committee has cut into
The picture received mixed reacgff ON SCREEN
LAMBERT!
tions following its London premiere
the 1947-1948 appropriations of the
ROSALIND RUSSELL
Agriculture Department, and a spokes- Services Today for ast Friday evening at the Paramount
'THE GUILT OF BUSTER
Extra!SHAVER
MELVYN DOUGLAS
Carlton theatre before an audience of
man
the Department's
pic- Frank A. Hornig, Sr.
notables.
turefordivision
declares that motion
this would
BETTY
REILLY
Baltimore, May 26. — Funeral servmean cutbacks in that division's proPlus ofhers
gram. The House group cut the budices for Frank A. Hornig, Sr., will
New
Autry
-Republic
get of the Office of Information, of be held tomorrow with entombment in
which the film division is part, by Lorraine Mausoleum. Hornig died Deal to Continue
$125,000 to $575,000.
following an operation. PneuHollywood, May 26. — Agreement
AMES'
Testimony before the appropria- Friday monia
developed.
between Gene Autry and Republic for MILLANDJANET
• WRIGHT
tions committee shows that 360 copies
He was president of the Motion the star to make two more for the
of Department films were purchased
studio regardless of the outcome of
from commercial film distributors by Picture Theatre Owners of Maryland their
contract case, as appealed to
foreign countries during 1946. This in- and owner of the Horn Theatre. His the California
Supreme Court, remains
A Paramount Pictu
cluded UNRRA purchases. The De- widow and a son, Frank A., Jr., surintact despite the latter's new ruling
partment prepared 17 films between
in favor of the star, the studio afJuly 1, 1946 and March 21, 1947, it
firmed today. Autry has completed
was reported.
one,
Lang May Go to 20th
winter.and will make the other in the
Hollywood, May 26. — ProducerThe Academy Award Picture!
director Fritz Lang will submit his
Andor on 'Brotherhood'
Winner of Nine Academy Awards!
Paul Andor will narrate the Ger- independent deal, under which he is Sandy Joins Kay
Atlanta, May 26. — Fred Sandy,
man version of "Brotherhood of free to make the forthcoming "Corruption" for release outlets other than former branch manager for PRC in ??' THE BEST YEARS OF
Man",
animated
color
film
produced
by United Productions of America Universal-International, to 20th Cen- Philadelphia, and who has been identiand now being translated for the Civil
fied for years in film circles in Washtury-Fox ina move to obtain the serington, has assumed the management
vices of Tyrone Power and Betty
Affairs Division of the War Department.
Grable for the top spots.
of the Washington Kay film exchange.
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Allied Artists Distributing Corp. of
Canada, now being formed as a subsidiary of Monogram and Allied Artists, will take over future distribution
of Monogram and Allied Artists product in Canada if pending negotiations
for distribution do not produce a satisfactory agreement, Steve Broidy,
president of Monogram and AA, indicated here yesterday.
liations between Broidy and
Johii wf. Davis, managing director for
J. Arthur Rank, for distribution in
'due
Canada
by thein Rank
are
to begin
New organization,
York tomorrow.
George W. Burrows, executive vicepresident and treasurer of MonogramAA, who will arrive here today from
the Coast, will participate.
Although he declined to name companies other than the Rank organization and the present Monogram Canadian franchise holder, Oscar Hanson,
Broidy intimated that several companies are interested in taking over
future Canadian distribution, adding
that discussions will be held with all.
Rank as a distributor of Eagle-Lion
and PRC product in various parts of
the world — except Canada — -is a competitor of Monogram on its own level,
but can provide Canadian distribution
facilities for Monogram-AA product,
it was said. In addition to present
physical facilities, Hanson is said to
have available sites for at least three
new exchange buildings. If negotiations with outsiders fail, the new Allied Artists of Canada would have to
acquire distribution facilities through
purchase or construction.
House Group to Meet
In Eisler Red Probe
Washington, May 26. — Rep. J.
Parnell Thomas, chairman of the
House Un-American Activities Committee, said his group will meet here
Wednesday to discuss further plans
for investigating Communism in the
motion picture industry.
Thomas returned today from the
West Coast, where he headed a subcommittee investigation. Hearings are
already planned here for June 16 to
probe the activities of Hans Eisler,
film composer, and the meeting
Wednesday will presumably map plans
for extended "full-dress" hearings.
Levinson-Finney Win
Los Angeles, May 26. — LevinsonFinney Enterprises continue to distribute their imported version of "Bel
Ami," as a result of a decision handed down by Judge Paul J. McCormick of U. S. District Court, discharging an order to show cause and
a temporary injunction in an acfion
brought against it by Casino Film
Exchange of New York, LevinsonFinney state. Joseph Scheinman,
plaintiff in the action, contended he
had exclusive rights to the film, but
the defendant produced two copyright
registrations establishing its right.
Attorney for the defense was Harold
A. Fendler.

Picture

Century Concludes
School Experiment
Century Theatres' visual education
experiment, conducted in direct collaboration with the Board of Education, has been completed. The
monthly series began in February with
Century absorbing all costs connected
with the program. Representatives of
the Board of Education now are preparing an evaluating report which will
decide whether the experiment has
proved valuable enough to be continued and enlarged.
Centurv vice-president, Fred J.
Schwartz expressed the hope that the
Board's report would indicate a desire
to "broaden the base of the program
by increasing the number of schools
and the number of children participat-

Daily

Clearance
Seeks

3
Complaint

50-day

Limit

A clearance complaint asking a 50day clearance maximum after the first
run Carroll Theatre, Waterbury,
Conn., was filed yesterday with the
American Arbitration Association
against the five major distributors by
the Alhambra Theatre, Waterbury.
The complaint alleges that due to
peculiarities of the Carroll's operations, pictures become available to the
Alhambra extremely late, resulting in
hardship in booking.
Meanwhile, the arbitration appeal
board has handed down a decision
modifying the award of the Boston
tribunal in a demand by the operator
of the Ritz Theatre, Gorham, Mass.,
against the five majors for clearance
relief. The appeal decision grants a
maximum clearance to the Strand, in
Berlin, N. H., of 21 days over the
Ritz, and a clearance of 14 days to
the Albert, Berlin, over the Ritz on
pictures which the Albert shall play
first-run. In no event, according to
the decision, which reduces the original clearance allowed by the Boston
tribunal, is the availability to the Ritz
to be torial
later
releasethan
date. 70 days after terri-

$100,000 a Year
From Roxy Counter
About $100,000 yearly additional
revenue will accrue to the Roxy
Theatre, here, from its new $25,000
lobby soda counter, A. J. Balaban, the
theatre's general manager, estimated
yesterday at a trade press opening of
the soft drink dispensary. Balaban
forecast all 600 National Theatres will
ultimately be equipped with counters.
Already, according to National
Theatres vice-president Dan Michalove, who was also present at the
press opening, some 15 National Theatres are equipped with counters.
Para. Sales Meetings
Enter Fourth Week
The fourth week of Paramount
branch meetings, preliminary to the
start of the company's 1947 "Celebrat35 Years
sales
drive,ing on
Aug of
31, Leadership"
opened yesterday
with Boston and Dallas meetings.
The Boston meeting, conducted by
Hugh Owen, Eastern and Southern
division sales manager, will close tomorrow. The Dallas meeting, which
closes today, is being conducted by
J. J. Donohue, Central sales manager.
Owen will start a three-day meeting
in New York on Thursday. Donohue
will also hold meetings in Oklahoma
City and Memphis this week.

Claims Color Process
ing."
From 'Ordinary9 Film
Chicago, May 26. — Ordinary black
and white panchromatic film can,
through a process which reportedly
produces its own color separation negatives at the instant of exposure, produce color prints, it was disclosed here
today in a paper written by Richard
Thomas, of Hollywood, at the opening
sessions of the Inland Daily Press
Association. Asserting that the system
is as quick and economical as black
Cecil DeMille Cited
and white, with non-fading as one of
Appeal
its characteristics, the paper said that Grant WB
Hollywood, May 26. — Cecil B. Denormal lighting conditions may be
used.
Mille, Paramount producer-director,
On Star's Contract
has been notified that he has been seIn his report Thomas said the
Los Angeles, May 26. — Warner
lected bycommittee
the International
tival
of Venice, Film
Italy,Fes-as
process pictures,
was adaptable
"equally to Brothers' petition for hearing of an
motion
still photography,
"one of the 10 film directors of interappeal
Superior Joan
Court's
decision
in its from
case against
Leslie
was
graphic arts and color television."
national reputation," and will be so
granted by the State Supreme Court honored at the festival, to be held in
over the weekend.
Venice, Aug. 14-Sept. 10.
Congress to Probe
Petrillo in Films
Washington, May 26. — Rep. Richard M. Nixon, member of a House
labor subcommittee investigating alM-G-M
TRADE
SHOW
leged "representative practices" by
James C. Petrillo, as president of the
American Federation of Musicians, left
here today by plane for California,
CORRECTION!
where
will obtain data on Petrillo's
relationshe with
the film industry.
The subcommittee has already subNew York-New Jersey Territory Only
poenaed the union leader, and full
hearings are expected to get under
way as soon as the U. S. Supreme
Court acts on the constitutionality of
the Lea Act. Rep. Kearns, subcommittee chairman, has already traveled
to Montreal and Chicago to collect
information on Petrillo's activities.

Levy

Is Honored

by

Conn.
' Group
Hartford,Solons
May 26.—
Herman M.
Levy of New Haven, executive secretary of the MPTO of Connecticut and
general counsel of the MPTO A, has
been elected an honorary member of
the Preferri Society, according to an
announcement here by Rep. William
C. Raynsford, member of the Connecticut House of Representatives. The
Preferri Society, which is headed by
Rep. Raynsford, is composed principally of members of the House of
Raybond Buys Bronx Site Represen
tatives elected to the society.
A large site has been purchased at
Westchester Square in the Bronx by
David Weinstock, president of Ray- Screen Extras Reelect
bond Theatre Circuit, and plans are
being set for the development of a Hollywood, May 26. — The Screen
recreation center to include a 1,100- Extras Guild today reelected all officers and board members to serve for
seat theatre, roller skating rink, bowlanother year.
ing alleys, and bus terminal.
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ADELE

JERGENS • JIM BANNON • LESLIE
Screenplay by George Bricker, Dwight Babcock

BROOKS

Based upon the novel by JIMMY STARR
Directed by HENRY

LEVIN • Produced by SAMUEL
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FCC Meets Here on
Network Television
The Federal Communications Commission will study the present status
and early potentialities of television
networks at a meeting here on June
9 with telecasters and manufacturers
of coaxial cable and ultra high-frequency relay equipment. Purpose of
the meeting is to provide the commission with up-to-date data on television network developments with the
aim of
a "schedule
which
will
set formulating
forth the expected
installation
dates of common carrier facilities for
the relaying of television programs
between cities." American Telephone
and Telegraph, General Electric, Philco and Radio Corp. of America will
be among the participants in the FCC
meeting.
Networks

Now

NAB

Picture
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(Contimied from page 1)

"The Unfaithful"
(Warner Brothers)
IN a story that might have been culled from any of the nation's newspapers,
"The Unfaithful" examines the disintegrating influences exerted on a
modern marriage by wartime separations. It is the type of drama_ that packs
a realistic punch in its entertainment. It is definitely for adults. With compact
direction and a cast of performers headed by Ann Sheridan, Lew Ayres and
Zachary Scott, the picture is one of assured appeal.
Almost immediately upon opening, the film takes a dramatic turn. Miss
Sheridan, returning home from a fashionable party, is followed to her door
by a shadowy figure. A few moments later cries ring out and a scuffle ensues.
When the
is pickedtripuptonext
husband,
returns
fromstory
a business
learnmorning,
that his Miss
wife, Sheridan's
suffering from
shock,Scott,
had
killed a would-be thief.
The original screenplay, by David Goodis and James Gunn, handles with
caution a thorny subject. Investigation by police discloses that there is more
to the circumstances than appears in Miss Sheridan's testimony. It develops
that the victim was a sculptor with whom Miss Sheridan, in the pained days
of her husband's service overseas, had been emotionally involved. Learning
of this, Scott, heretofore devoted, becomes infuriated, decides on a divorce
and punctuates the decision with a sharp slap in the face.
In the court scenes that follow, Ayres, family friend and lawyer, proves
that Miss Sheridan killed in self-defense and wins an acquittal. It then remains for Ayres to denounce divorce as a cheap way out and reconcile the
still-loving but sorely tested couple. The acting assignments are difficult ones
but all are handled capably. Ayres is memorable as the vice-detesting lawyer.
Eve Arden gives humorous balance to the proceedings as a sophisticated
lady of the world. Vincent Sherman directed and Jerry Wald produced.
Running time, 109 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
Mandel Herbstman
July s,

'Associates'; ABC In
Washington, May 26. — American
Broadcasting has joined the National
Association of Broadcasters as an associate member. An NAB board meeting also approved a by-law revision
changing network memberships from
"active" to "associate" and admitted
more than 100 new stations to membership. Other action taken included
support of the Broadcast Measurement Bureau, appropriation of funds
for a second study of listener attitudes
towards radio, and approval of the Ackery and Wise
appointment of four station represen(Continued from page 1)
tatives to serve on an industry- American Federation of Radio Artists liai- Silver Plaque. Wise, advertisingson committee.
publicity head for five RKO theatres
in Cincinnati, was presented with the
Bronze Plaque.
WB-RCA
Video Tests
The two Grand Award winners will
(Continued from page 1)
be the guests of Quigley Publications
conducted b}' Warners and RCA, as this week. Today they will visit Gus
Eyssell, managing director of Radio
revealed by David Sarnoff at the re- City
Music Hall and will later be
cent color television demonstrations in
entertained by 20th Century-Fox for
Philadelphia, the Warner st u d i o dinner
and the theatre, including a
shortly will receive from the RCA visit backstage
.Jack Benny and
plant in Camden a shipment of special his company at totheseeRoxy.
Ackery has
television camera equipment.
Benny on tour and it was at
The cameras will also enable pro- played
his theatre in Vancouver that Benny
ducers to view scenes of a motion picture as fast as they are shot, without first met Mary Livingstone, his wife.
Also today, the visitors will be lunchhaving to wait for rushes.
eon guests of Don Carle Gillette, of
Col. Nathan Levinson, chief of
Toots
Shor's. and
sound activities at the Warner studio, Warner
Guests Brothers,
invited toat the
reception
spent several weeks in the East re- presentation of the awards included :
cently working with RCA technicians
J. O'Connor,
William
Tourney,
and engineers on the new equipment. John
Paul Lazarus,
William
W. Howard,
Paul Mooney, Sr., Lynn Farnol,
Claude Lee, Henderson M. Richey,
Colosseum
Oscar Doob, William Ferguson, Sol
(Continued from page 1)
Schwartz, Malcolm Kingsberg, G. S.
who is president of the Colosseum. Eyssell, Max Youngstein, Louis ElliVan Dyke said that the organization man, Harry MacWilliams, Charles
has established lodges in Albany, Des Schlaifer, Harry Mandel, Steve Edwards, Don Carle Gillette, Zeb EpMoines, Denver, Pittsburgh and Philstein and Fred Lynch.
adelphia, and that one is in process
of organization in Charlotte.
At the New York hearing before
Deal
the NLRB, the parties agreed to sub- Wanger-FC
(Continued from page 1)
mit factual data pertinent to the
Colosseum's claims to be designated a
Wanger will produce for
bargaining agent for salesmen and ex- whereby
change sales managers. A further Classics, in an expansion move.
Meanwhile,
negotiations
are underhearing is expected early in June.
stood to be near
consummation
which
would give FC the last outstanding
product franchises, operating in the
Jurisdictional Ban
South, and thereby making the com(Continued from page 1)
pany a national distributor with its
successfully sought to limit the bill own branches in all key cities.
The Boston Franchise has been acstrictly to strikes.
quired by Film Classics, according to
A second measure by Rich also was
passed by the Senate, permitting any an announcement here by Sam Wheeler, sales manager.
person or firm injured or threatened
with injury because of a violation of Wheeler also announced the appointment of Morris Green, formerly
the collective bargaining agreement to
seek injunction relief in the courts and with Paramount, as branch manager
and supervisor in New Haven.
to recover damages.

1st Runs

$962,000
Suit
(ContinuedTrust
from page
1)
tors and United Theatres, Inc., charging violation of anti-trust laws. In
addition to Richards and United, the
other defendants are RKO Radio,
Paramount and Warner Brothers.
The action states that Richards is
the principal stockholder of United
Theatres firm and stockholder and
member of the board of directors of
Paramount. It also asks for a restraining order halting the defendants
from continuing distribution practices
which allegedly are in violation of the
Sherman and Clayton anti-trust acts,
and the Robinson- Patman act. Robert
E. Smith is president of the plaintiff
corporation.
The plaintiff alleges monopolistic
practices which favor a theatre known
as the Beacon, owned by United and
located 400
the states
plaintiff's
theatre.
The feet
suit from
further
that
the plaintiff, in formulating plans for
erection of the Lakeview, received assurances from the defendant producers
that pictures would be available on
reasonable terms, and "as soon as
plaintiff's intention to erect was generally known, United purchased a lot
approximately 400 feet away and
erected the Beacon."
New WE Recorder
First Eastern U. S. delivery of a
Western Electric 33S-D recording
system byProducts
the company's
Research
division Electrical
has been
made to Eastern Sound Studios, Inc.,
in New York City. The Studios,
operated by Edward J. and Harry Lee
Danziger, dub foreign language voices
to match lip movements in American
films.
Emerling Names Barker
Ted Barker has been named publicity-advertising manager for Loew's
five theatres in Cleveland. Barker,
who has been publicist for Loew's
State and Orpheum in St. Louis, will
succeed Ed Fisher, who has resigned,
Ernest Emerling, Loew advertising director, reports.

maximum on weekends. The show
goes one more week.
"The Sea Hawk" and "The Sea
Wolf" without benefit of "in person"
support figure will give the Strand a
sound $47,000 in an initial week.
At the Music Hall, "Great Expectations," with a stage presentation,
grossed $83,500 Wednesday through
Sunday, indicating a splendid first
week's income of $133,500.
"Duel in the Sun," at the Qgjkpl,
is falling
substant
wit["" xhe
jP,ially week__
000
apparenoff
a third
t for
usual vaudeville is excluded from the
Capitol program also. A first week for
"Imperfect Lady," at the Paramount,
offered with Buddy Clark and Jan
Murray on stage, appears good for
Playing a fourth week at two
$65,000.
houses, "Carnegie Hall" is doing well
enough with a $31,000 gross at the
Winter Garden and $7,000 at the Park.
The Victoria is likely to wind up its
first week
"The Patient Vanishes"
with
a mildof$10,500.
"Framed" is a profitable newcomer
at the Globe which looks good for
$25,000
while
"The
Guilty," for
at the
the week,
Gotham,
probably
will conclude a second and final week
with
$6,200;
the Gotham's
day. isa meager
next
a Universal
re-issue
combination of "I Stole a Million" and "Magnificent Obsession," opening on FriThe customers are likely to put up
$30,000 at the Astor this week, the
27th for "Best Years of Our Lives."
The second week of "The Other
Love," at the Rivoli, is fairly strong
at $27,000, estimated. The last five
days
the eighth atweektheof Hollywood,
"The Two
Mrs. ofCarrolls,"
probably will bring in $11,500, which
is fair. "Possessed" follows, opening
on Thursday. "Odd Man Out" should
provide the Criterion with a healthy
$20,000 in its current week, the fifth.
Mid-South MPF
(Continued from page 1)
ing organization of the unit at a special meeting of Variety Club Tent 20.
Ed Sapinsley, Malco official, was
named chairman of the new unit and
Tom Young, 20th Century-Fox
branch manager, was elected secretary-treasurer.
Comprising the 11-member committee toinadminister
Foundation's
affairs
Arkansas, the
Kentucky,
Missouri, Mississippi and Tennessee are,
in addition to the officers : Bill Kroeger, W. A. Rush, David Flexer, M. J.
Pruniski, O. G. Wren, Morris Collins, W. A. Griffin and Ed Williamson.
A. H. Blank, of Tri-States, Elected
Trustee of Des Moines Foundation
Des Moines, May 26. — A. H. Blank,
president of Tri-States Theatre Corp.,
was named trustee and Nathan Sandler, owner of several independent
theatres in Iowa, was elected chairman of the Des Moines panel of the
Motion Picture Foundation at its
organizational meeting here today.
One-year members elected to the
panel are : G. Ralph Branton, D. C.
Kennedy, J. H. Foley, Eddie Faulks,
William A. Johnson, Mrs. A. M.
Black, L. A. Kuhl and Sandler. Serving two-year terms will be : Blank,
Lou Levy, Ruby G. Faulds, Charles
lies, Lawrence Dunn, Ted Medenhall,
Nate Rosenthal, Wesley Mansfield
and Barney Brotman.
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O'Brien
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Department of Commerce
Cites a 25% Increase
By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, May 27. — The
number of theatres throughout the
world showed a healthy 25 per cent
increase during the last seven years,
despite the war, according to the
U. S. Department of Commerce.
On Jan. 1, 1947, there was a
total of 86,640 motion picture
theatres, compared with 67,997
on Jan. 1, 1940. Seating capacity
exists today for more than 38,000,000 persons, it was said.
In releasing the study, motion picture consultant Nathan D. Golden
points out that American motion pictures now face the most intensive competition ever confronted abroad, but
the increase in the number of theatres
in foreign lands is one possible com(Continued on page 8)

Finds

Peace

Distant

Here

Permanent peace for Hollywood
labor will be impossible without a
complete withdrawal from the scene
of some unions which have endeavored to circumscribe the legitimate
functions and field of the IATSE,
Tom O'Brien, Member of Parliament
and general secretary of the National
Association of Theatrical and Kine
Employes, London, declared here yesterday.

Impartial
TEN CENTS
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Tax

Coast Locals'
Vote
Continues
Strike
Hollywood, May 27. — The
Hollywood studio strike appeared prolonged indefinitely
today following full membership meetings of Painters
Local No. 644 and Screen Set
Designers Local No. 1421 at
which a vote was taken on
whether to continue the
strike or to return to work on
the best available terms.
The painters voted to continue, 572-90, while the designers also voted to continue, 223-34.

O'Brien, visiting in New York,
will endeavor while here to set up a Mirisch Joins AA
reciprocal agreement with Richard
Walsh, IATSE president, for the ad- As Vice-President
mission of visiting British and American technicians to the studios of the
Harold J. Mirisch, formerly head
two countries.
film
buyer for RKO 'Theatres, has
O'Brien(Continued
said heon believes
only
a
page 7)
joined Allied Artists' Productions as
vice-president, and will act in the
capacity of
tact -withconthe
ATA
Member
producer
AA sales delied is the toppartment. AlDrive
Halted
budget
producing affiliate of
Monogram,
distributor
of
In the light of changing conditions
within the industry because of the
AA.Mirisch
product.is at
KRS
Opposes
Government's anti-trust action against
the distributors, the American Theapresent in New
tres Association's directorate has votVideo
Trust
Yorklied -Monogram
with Aled to suspend
bership drive,the
Tedorganization's
R. Gamble, memboard
president
Steve
Harold
J.
Mirisch
chairman disclosed here yesterday.
Broidy, but will
London, May 27. — The Kinemato He added that it would be ill-advised,
leave in about
graph Renters Society is firmly op- for example, to undertake to induce a week for Hollywood, where he will
posed to any television monopoly in
(Continued on page 7)
make his headquarters.
Britain, taking the view that the film
industry should be free agents in television, the KRS annual report discloses. A similar attitude was taken 6 4
Dear
Ruth
recently by J. Arthur Rank. The
KRS, in stating its position, indicated
parenthetically
that it has
"nothing [ Paramount ] — A Very Funny Show
against the British
Broadcasting
THE predominance of women who have a habit of showing up
Company."
whenever Paramount runs an exhibitor trade show at the NorThe report, which also summarized
mandie Theatre in New York was on hand yesterday morning for
the past (Continued
years' industry
activities,
on page 7)
"Dear Ruth." They found the attraction so funny so often that dialogue
lines were lost consistently. Therefore, the question is how much more
hilarious could this amusing comedy with its semi-tragic overtones have
Rank Gets Setback
been if the lines smothered in both ripples and waves of laughter had
In Franchise Battle
been audible. Probably there never will be any way of telling as long
Toronto, May 27. — J. Arthur Rank, as audiences are on deck.
the J. Arthur Rank Organization,
So far as any reviewer may be qualified to draw an accurate bead on
Eagle-Lion Films, Inc., and the Gen- what the public will or will not go for, the odds appear heavily weighted
eral Cinema Finance Corp., today lost in favor of this film. Norman Krasna wrote the highly successful stage
the first round in the legal battle in play on which Arthur Sheekman blueprinted his script. The story is
which Empire Universal Films, Ltd.,
and other plaintiffs have sued over a exceedingly slight and depends upon situations. The situations involve
Canadian distribution franchise for Edward Arnold, a traffic court judge ; Mary Philips, his wife ; Joan
Caulfield, their attractive daughter who works in a bank in suburban New
certain Hollywood pictures.
G. D. Conant, presiding as master- York; Mona Freeman, their 16-year old daughter who is the menace;
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)

For

Cut

Vital

Economy,

Gamble

Insists

Will So Argue Tomorrow
Before House Committee
The leveling off of theatre income
and the "discriminatory" charactei
of the 20 per cent Federal admission
tax make the need vital for reduction of the tax as a means of cooperating
with the
Truman
administration's
economic
policy
of continued
high
wages and lowered living costs. This
is the argument planned to be presented
at a House Ways and Means Committee hearing in Washington tomorrow by Ted R. Gamble, board chairman of the American Theatres Association.
Continuance of the tax will necessitate adrop in theatre admission scales
to stave off further business declines,
Gamble said here yesterday, suggesting that(Continued
unfavorable
economic
reon page
7)

33-Million
Tax

for

US

April

Washington, May 27.— Federal
admission tax collections in April,
based on March box-office receipts,
totaled $33,412,813, the Treasury announces.
Though this was a considerable increase over the previous month's
$28,796,825,
Treasury
officials
(Continued
on page
7) pointed
Four -Day Columbia
Meet in Chicago
Columbia has scheduled a four-day
sales meeting for June 3-6 at Chicago's Drake
will be
all branch
andHotel.
districtPresent
managers,
as
well as home office executives and
top sales personnel. A. Montague,
general sales manager, will preside.
During the sessions delegates will
(Continued on page 7)
In This Issue
"The Long Night" and "The
Patient viewedVanishes"
are city
reon page 4. Key
grosses are on page 6.

2
Gulf
Will

Motion
States
Meet

Allied

June

3

New Orleans, May 27. — Members
of the recently-formed Allied Theatre
Owners of the Gulf States are expected to approve an application for
affiliation with national Allied States
at a meeting of the new organization
to be held here June 3 at the Jung
Hotel.
The application will have to be apby Allied
directors
before theprovednew
unit States'
is admitted
to membership. Their approval will give Allied its first affiliate in the Deep
South.
A permanent local organization is
expected to be established here at next
week's
meeting
to handle
legislative
and trade
problems
for independent
exhibitors in Louisiana and Mississippi.
Officers of the new organization
are: W. A. Prewitt, New Orleans,
president ; Don George, Shreveport,
vice-president ; Abe Berenson, New
Orleans, secretary-treasurer.
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Newsreel

Personal
WALT
DISNEY
has arrived
here from the Coast, and is undergoing medical treatment here.
•
William M. Levy, United Artists
division manager for Europe and the
Near East left here yesterday by
plane for London en route to Paris
and Brussels where he will attend the
Belgian Film Festival next month.
His assistant, Harold William Auten, has arrived in Athens for distribution talks there.
Ralph Falkenberg, Lexington,
Neb., exhibitor, is visiting Carl Nedley, M-G-M exchange manager in
Salt Lake City, while Sam Gardner,
M-G-M district manager, is expected
in Salt Lake City this week.
Al Kolitz, RKO district manager
and successor to Len Gruenberg, is
in Salt Lake City, from Denver, and
is slated to accompany Giff Davison,
Salt Lake RKO manager, in the Idaho
and Montana territory.
o
Hal Horne, Story Productions executive producer, is due here from the
Coast to join his wife en route to
attend the graduation of her daughter,
Barbara Sachs, from Duke University June 2.
•
James R. Grainger, Republic distribution chief, returned here yesterday from the Coast and Mexico City.

Mention
ERIC
head,
who JOHNSTON,
has left here forMPA
the Coast,
will be featured speaker at the Young
Republican
National Federation's
vention in Milwaukee
on June 7.con•
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, will speak
at the convention of the Independent
Theatre Owners of Arkansas in Little
Rock next week.
•
H. M. Bessey, Altec vice-president, accompanied by L. J. Patton,
newly-appointed district manager, are
motoring to Atlanta.
•
George Dembow, National Screen
Service sales vice-president, and Mrs.
Dembow have returned to New York
from Hollywood.
•
Edward L. Walton, Republic assistant general sales manager, has returned here from Seattle and Minne-

Parade

~P RESIDE
NT rkish
Truman's
signing
the Greek-Tu
bill tops
news-of
reel events of the week. Among the
miscellany of other items are Haile
Selassie viewing his army, the U. S.
fleet at San Francisco, and sports.
Complete contents follow :
MOVIETONE NEWS', No. 7?^ vman
Doctrine becomes law; Preside
nt j bill
to aid Greece and Turkey. Gen. MaTk Clark,
home, comments on Truman Doctrine. Haile
Selassie reviews troops. Linda Darnell
sightseeing in Paris. Pilot hero of the week.
American warships visit Australia.
U. S.
task
force steams into San Francisco. Navy
demonstrat
es new fighter plane. Dog show.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 276-U.
fleet at San Francisco. Hundreds flock forS.
help tolassie
modern
miraclearmy
healer. Haile Sebuilds modern
in Ethiopia.
Europe's
dispossesse
d
find
land forin
Brazil, President Trumanpromised
signs bill
Turkey and Greece. Ambassador Caffrey
attends wine
festival
France.marathon:
China's
beauties
in style
show. inMutton
lamb derby in California. Dog show in New
Jersey.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 79-Navy unsuper-jet fighter. Gen. Mark Clark
returnsveils itsfrom
Europe. Capt. J. Eisenhower
returns from Germany.
Truman
Greek-Turkish aid bill. Patients flocksignsto
faith healer. Dog show. Air Corps vets win
Hudson River race.
RKO PATHE, No. 81— Truman Doctrine
bill signed. Refugees find haven in Brazil.
Mrs. Earhart talks about Amelia. Students
hear Wallace. Hordes see faith healer.
Fishermen battle sharks.
UNIVERSAL, No. 42— Truman signs
Greek-Turkish bill. Displaced persons in
Brazil. Tubeless tire tested. Haile Selassie
heads liberation rites in Ethiopia Magicians
thrill invalid children at Seattle. Chinese
fashion show. Sports: boatrace, dogshow.

•
apolis.
Rudy Burger, M-G-M Southern
sales manager and John S. Allen,
City.
his assistant, are visiting in Oklahoma'
•
Carol Brandt, M-G-M Eastern
story head, is due here today by
plane from London.
•
P. F. Thomas, Altec treasurer, has
returned to New York from a trip
through the South.
•
William Jacobs, Warner producer,
Ann Straussof of the M-G-M
will
department is vacarow. leave here for the Coast tomor- Coast publicity
tioning here.
Selznick,

Film Bldg. Tenants
Asked to Vacate
All film company and other tenants
of the building at 723 Seventh Ave.,
here, have been requested to vacate
by June 30 on notices given by new
owners, Spotless Stores, Inc., which
has purchased the property from
Dakota Realty Corp.
Located in the building are: Ace
Pictures, Ampropa Films, Artkino,
Atlas Film, C. and G. Film Effects, Capital Pictures, Cosmopolitan,
Crescent, Excelsior, Film Shows,
Fistic Film, Jewish-American Films
Co., Jubilee Films, M-G-M International, Mercury Laboratories, Mineature Film Supply, Post Pictures, Actors' Shrine to Be
Protex Film, Puritan, Screenart, Built for Patro
n
Screen Guild, Soundfilm, Standard
Plans to build a shrine to St. Gene
Film Processing, Toddy Pictures,
Travelcade Film and Trinity Pictures. sius, patron saint of actors, are being
formulated by a new organization of
Catholic radio, stage and screen performers called The Genesians. The
Feld's E-L Office
first site under consideration is the
Now in St. Louis
former Charles M. Schwab estate at
Kansas City, May 27.— William Loretto, Pa., now occupied by the
Feld, who succeeded Mark Raymon Franciscan Fathers. The idea came
as_ district manager for Eagle-Lion in from the Rev. Walter Plimmer,
this area, has moved the district office known as the actor-priest because of
to St. Louis, with Milton Overman, his experience in the theatre before
district exploitation representative, entering the priesthood.
retaining an office here, in the PRC
George Buck, executive secretary
headquarters.
of the Catholic Actors Guild of America, is serving
as temporary chairmanof the
new group.
Randforce Is Cited
At a dinner given at the Hotel
Commodore by the State Insurance
1st Agriculture Film
Fund as a climax to its "Statewide
In
More Than a Year
Accident Reduction Contest," Randforce Amusement Corp. was awarded
Washington, May 27. — The new
first prize for the best accident and Department of Agriculture soil consafety record in the theatres division.
servation film, "It's Your Land," will
In addition to the citation, a bronze be available
for use in theatres by
mid-June.
trophy was presented.
The five-minute 35mm. dramatic
short will be distributed to local AgriOffices Closed Friday
culture Conservation Committees during the next three weeks and will be
All film company offices here, including those of the Motion Picture obtainable through them.
This is the first time in over a year
Association, will be closed all day
Friday in observance of Memorial that a Department film has been made
available for local theatre use.
Day, a legal holiday.

Nomikos

Is Enjoined

Agencies

Morris
in Deal

By Chicago Court
Chicago, May 27.— Federal Judge
Walter LaBuy has issued a temporary restraining order enjoining the
Troy Theatre Co. from cancelling a
lease on the RKO Grand Theatre until a motion for a preliminary injunction be argued in District Court
4.
here on canJune
Winston Theatre Corp., subsidiary
of RKO, originally expended $50,000
for improvements without the written
consent of the Troy Theatre Co., of
which Van A. Nomikos is head. Troy
claims such improvements are structural alterations made without express
consent, and therefore charges as per
terms of the lease are unjustified.
Miles Seeley is attorney for RKO
interests and Seymour Simon represents Nomikos.

William Morris Agency, Inc., and
Myron Selznick London, Ltd., has entered into a reciprocal agreement for
representation of each other's motion
picture clients. Clients of the Selznick agency will also be represented in
all other fields in the Western Hemisphere by the William Morris Agency.
Cecil Tennant, managing director of
the Selznick agency, will make periodic trips to the United States from
London, and a schedule has been arranged for representatives of the
Morris Agency to make periodic trips
to England.
Fosters' Agency of London, which
has represented the Morris Agency in
Great Britain for over 40 years, will
continue to represent in Great Britain
clients of the agency in all fields except motion pictures, and will also
make motion picture deals that are the
Hampton Unit Formed
Hampton, Va., May 27.— A charter outgrowth of other engagements which
has been issued to Hampton Theatres, Fosters' arranges for Morris clients.
Inc., a $50,000 corporation authorized
to do theatrical business. Officers Variety Aids Victims
are: H. J. Fokas, president; Athene
San Francisco, May 27, — Prior to
C. Fokas, vice-president, and William the opening of the local tent of the
J. Fokas, secretary-treasurer. The Variety Club, Irving Levin, on behalf
officers and Basil George of Balti- of San Francisco Theatres, presented
more, are directors. Carmel and
O'Donnell,
Clubwhich
ofCarmel, Hampton, represented the R. J. ficial,
with a check Variety
for $1,032,
corporation in making application for was collected in Levin's theatres for
the charter.
the Texas disaster victims.
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Does the upward

COME!

curve of a bathing suit mean

of a baseball bat mean

curve of your attendance?

a crack in your receipts? If vacation-time

the jitters, forget it! That's where

Leo, the Friendly Lion, comes

top product during coming months

M-G-M

the downward

to keep your customers

RELEASES!
CLARK

in! He wants

competition

give you

you to have plenty of

movie-minded!

It's an old M-G-M

JULY!

AUGUST!

JUNE!

GABLE

and outdoor

Does the crack

• DEBORAH

custom!

KERR

Sydney Greenstreet • Adolphe Menjou • Ava Gardner
Keenan Wynn • Edward Arnold
"THE
GREGORY
"THE

HUCKSTERS"
★

PECK

• JANE

WYMAN

EH
VAN JOHNSON

YEARLING" {Technicolor)
with Claude Jarman, Jr.
ESTHER

WILLIAMS

" F IE S T A" (Technicolor)
introducing Ricardo Montalban

DEBORAH KERR
VAN

JOHNSON

• JUNE

ALLYSON

"HIGH

BARBAREE"
★

"DARK DELUSION"
Lionel Barrymore • James Craig * Lucille Bremer
★
ELIZABETH TAYLOR
"CYNTHIA"
ESTHER WILLIAMS

GENE

KELLY

• MARIE

"LIVING
SPENCER
ROBERT

IN A

TRACY

GENE KELLY

(body )

• MELVYN

HEPBURN
DOUGLAS

OF
GRASS"
★
JOHNSON

ROMANCE

OF

ROSY

RIDGE"

M-G-M
Friendly

KATHARINE HEPBURN

WAY"

SEA

VAN
'THE

BIG

- KATHARINE

WALKER
"THE

McDONALD

in the

Summer

marie Mcdonald
Too!
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Motion

Production
The

Rise

Seven

on

as
Start

Hollywood, May 27. — The production index rose from 38 to 42, with
seven pictures going into the shooting
stage, and only three to cutting rooms.
The production scene follows :
Columbia
Started: "Buckaroo from Powder
River," with Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Eve Miller, Paul Campbell;
"The Lone Wolf in London," with
Gerald Mohr, Nancy Saunders, Evelyn
Ankers, Eric Blore.
Shooting : "The Last Round-Up,"
"The Sea Hound," "The Double Take,"
"It Had to Be You," "The Prince of
Thieves," "The Man from Colorado,"
"Assigned to Treasury" (KennedyBuchman).
Eagle-Lion
:
Shooting "A Texas Story," "Adventures ofCasanova."
Enterprise
Shooting : "They Passed This Way."
M-G-M
Started : "If Winter Comes," with
Walter Pidgeon, Deborah Kerr, Angela Lansbury, Binnie Barnes.
Shooting: "The Kissing Bandit,"
"Cass Timberlane," "Alias a Gentleman," "The Pirate," "Good News."
Paramount
Shooting: "Big Town After Dark"
(Pine-Thomas), "Dream Girl," "Whispering Smith."
PRC
Finished: "Shadow Valley."
RKO Radio
Shooting : "Memory of Love,"
"Mourning Becomes Electra," "The
Bishop's Wife" (Goldwyn).
Republic
Started: "The Red Pony" (Feldman), with Myrna Loy, Robert Mitchum, Louis Calhern, Shepperd
Strudwick.
Shooting : "Driftwood," "On Old
Spanish Trails."
Selznick
Shooting: "Portrait of Jennie."
Screen Guild
Started: "Burning Cross" (Colmes),
with Hank Daniels, Virginia Patton,
Betty Roadman, Dick Rich.
20th Century-Fox
Fimshed: "Kiss of Death."
Started: "Nightmare Alley," with
Tyrone Power, Joan Blondell, Helen
Walker, Coleen Gray.
Shooting : "Off to Buffalo," "Foxes
of Harrow," "The Invisible Wall"
(Wurtzel).
United Artists
Shooting : "The Time of Your
Life" (Cagney), "Intrigue" (Bischoff).
Universal-International
Finished: "The Lost Moment."
Shooting: "Ride the Pink Horse,"
"Wistful Widow of Wagon Gap,"
"The Exile."
Warners
Started: "Ever the Beginning"
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German

Film

Talks

Reviews
Seen
"The
Long Night"
(RKO Radio)
A NOTABLY thorough job is done here of exploring the mind of an
_ American youth, who, in the ordinary course of events, gets caught in
a series of circumstances and suddenly finds that he is a murderer. The young
man, a returned veteran working in a steel plant, is ably portrayed by Henry
Fonda. The story has a ring of simple honesty, a mood enhanced by directorial touches which capture realism in dialogue, townspeople, buildings and
sets. It is clearly the type of picture in which an audience will project itself,
a picture that will be talked about. This should mean dollar signs on the
black side of the ledger.
The producing team of Robert and Raymond Hakim and Anatole Litvak
does not present the ordinary story with a conventional hero. As it opens,
Fonda, barricaded in his room, has just shot a man to death. Crowds gather
downstairs as police engulf the scene and cover all avenues of escape. He
becomes virtually a trapped animal through whose befogged mind there flows
in stream-of-consciousness, the details of his tragedy. Like himself, Jo Ann,
played by Barbara Bel Geddes, is an orphan. He meets and falls in love with
her. But across her personality there falls the shadow of Vincent Price, a suave
and silk-tongued magician who seems to have a strange hold over her. The
more Fonda becomes attached to Miss Bel Geddes, the more Price becomes
a capricious wedge driving them apart. To Price, Miss Bel Geddes is but
another added to his long string of conquests. To the simple Fonda, Miss
Bel Geddes encompasses all of life and hope.
As the tale unfolds in its flashbacks, it mounts with cumulative suspense.
When Price goes to Fonda's little room to taunt him with stabbing implications about Miss Bel Geddes, the fateful shot is fired. As the film ends,
finally emerges from his gas-filled room to surrender to the police and
Fondatrial.
face
Miss Bel Geddes, coming from the stage for her first screen role, offers
an impressive vignette, while Ann Dvorak as a nightclub entertainer who
tasted many of life's flambuoyant joys, but never knew enduring happiness,
performs with sure competence. The screenplay as fashioned by John Wexley,
from a story by Jacques Viot, is absorbing and believable all the way but
occasionally tends to unwisely prolong scenes and moods. An Anatole Litvak
Production, it was directed by him.
Running time, 101 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
Mandel Herbstman
"The Patient Vanishes"
(Film Classics)
U*ILM CLASSICS gets off to an auspicious start in its initial venture as a
1 distributor of first-run product. In the British-made "The Patient Vanishes," itpresents a swift, rough-and-tumble action
which,
in its
category, rates very well. With James Mason in themelodrama,
starring role,
showmen
have a name of drawing power for the marquee.
When Mason, as a private detective, talks himself into a case, he finds he
is steeped hip-deep in villainy. A girl, the daughter of an English Lord, has
disappeared from a nursing home where she was under treatment. As the
story develops, it reveals itself as a kidnapping case, with a heavy ransom
demanded. As Mason goes about tracking down clues, he discovers that his
opponents are an elusive assortment of criminals who don't play according to
the Marquis of Queensberry rules. During the course of his sleuthing adventures, Mason bears down on the group only to find himself tricked into a gas
chamber. In a last-minute scene, Scotland Yard intercedes, and a final bit of
gunplay results in the elimination of the culprits.
The romantic angle which has been woven into the plot is held up by
attractive Margaret Vyner who, in the finale, is there to bestow on Mason a
rewarding kiss. Comic moments arising out of the rivalry between Mason
and his father, a police inspector, gives the production an added appeal.
Others in the cast include Mary Clare, Frederick Valk and Gordon McLeod^
who under the direction of Lawrence Huntington, turn in competent performances. Made by Pathe Pictures, Ltd., John Argyle produced.
H.
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification. For July M.release
Brown Promoted by UA
Dave Brown, formerly office manager of United Artists' Pittsburgh
branch, has been promoted to salesman, with Jane Patterson succeeding
as officenouncesmanager,
the company anhere.
Delay 'Copacabana'
Loew's Criterion here has pushed
back the cabana"
opening
date4.ofThe
UA's'film
"Copauntil June
was
originally scheduled to open today.
(United States Pictures), with Lilli
Palmer, Sam Wanamaker, Hugo
Haas.
Shooting : "Silver River," "Treasure of the Sierra Madre," "Whiplash."

in Mid -June

Washington,
May representatives
27. — Conferences between industry
and War Department delegates on the
AmericanposedMilitary
proprogram industry,
toGovernment's
rehabilitate
the
German film
originally
scheduled for this week, have been
postponed until mid-June, fc^j the
return
Under-Secretary
far
Petersen,of who
left here this c'
n*-, aing
for Germany, War Department
spokesmen said.
With Brig. Gen. Robert A. McClure, former chief of the information
control division of the U. S. occupation forces in Germany, due here tomorrow, civil affairs spokesmen are
expecting Eric Pommer, chief civilian
consultant to AMG on the rehabilitation of the German film industry and
former aide to McClure. Pommer's
appearance
is Pommer
at the request
of Mc-to
Clure. While
is expected
participate in the film conferences to
the extent of clarifying the German
situation, civil affairs officials stated
that his position will be purely consultative. Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association president, or Francis
Harmon, Motion Picture Export Association vice-president, will probably
speak for the industry at the talks.
Lorentz Aide to Succeed Him in
U. S. Film Post This Week
Washington, May 27. — Henry
Carlton, deputy to Pare Lorentz, will
become acting chief of the films and
theatre section of the civil affairs reorientation branch this week, when
Lorentz's resignation becomes effective, the War Department announced
today.
who was
lieutenantcolonel Carlton,
in the Army
and aworked
with
Lorentz for the Air Force, has been
with the section since last July.
Asks Joint Action on
US Information Bill
Washington, May 27. — Senator
Hatch has introduced a bill calling
for a joint Congressional committee
to decide information
whether theprogram
Government's
overseas
should
be a Government or private activity,
directing that its recommendations be
in by Jan. 15.

WilleiF Signs With
Western Adventures
Hollywood, May 27. — Paul Willett
has signed with Western Adventures
Pictures Corp. to produce six West- j
erns annually in San Antonio, Tex.
Loew Shifts Two
Western Adventures is a new releas- [
company organized by Screen
Howard Rutherford has been ap- ing
Guild Productions franchise holders
pointed
manager
of
Loew's
Park,
John
Mangham,
Cleveland, succeeding Abe Ludacer, J.
Francis
White, John
Jr. Franconi and
Loew's
to
transfer
been
has
who
red
Valentine, Toledo. Ludacer succeeds
Theodore Techner who is no longer Smith Gets U-I Films
with the company. Rutherford, who
Charlotte. May 27. — Holly Smith,
recently was discharged from the owner and operator of Holly Smith
of years Photographers' supplies, will handle
for a number
_ servedmanager
Navy,
with Loew.
assistant
as
all 16mm.nationalfilms
Universal-Interfeatures for
in this
area. Smith
is
well
known
as
a
commercial
phoWalters Quits Cine Co.
tographer, and has made a number of
business
films.
St. Louis, May 27. — Lou H.
Walters, veteran theatre supply distributor, has resigned as president of Hollander Joins Mono.
Cine Supply Co., and sold his stock
Los Angeles, May 27. — Harry
to RCA. He was previously asso- Hollander,
veteran theatre operator,
ciated with the old Lears Theatre
has been appointed special sales repreSupply Co. and with National Theasentative by Monogram, with headtre Supply, St. Louis and Cleveland.
quarters at the exchange here.
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and-whi
picture sparkle with detail . . .
give rich, brilliant overtones to your color
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box office!
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PROJECTION

small theatre the same impressive visibility
and fidelity of color found on the screens of
the largest big-city theatres. This means
more pleasure for your audiences . . . and a
consistently bigger box office!

You do it with High Intensity Projection.

Take advantage of the profits to be had

For example, One-Kilowatt High Intensity Projection provides a 50-100 per cent
brighter screen. It makes available to the

from High Intensity Projection. Consult
your supply house immediately on the availability of High Intensity lamps.
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Estimates

of

FOLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.
ST. LOUIS
An extensively-promoted reissue of
"The Great Waltz" drew top first-run
receipts in a week of generally improved business. Estimated receipts
for the week ending May 28:
THE IMPERFECT LADY (Para.) and
DANGER STREET (Para.)— AMBASSADOR (3,514) (50c-60c-75c). Gross: $11,000.
(Average: $17,250)
CHEYENNE (WB) and WEB OF DAN
GER (Rep.)— FOX (5,000) (50c-60c-75c) 3
days Gross: $8,500. (Average, weekly: $19,400)
THE GREAT WALTZ (M-G-M reissue)
and UNDERCOVER MAISIE (M-G-M)—
LOEWS STATE (3,500) (50c-60c-75c).
Gross: $19,000. (Average: $19,900)
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M) and
DULLDOG DRUMMOND AT BAY (Col.)
—LOEWS ORPHEUM (2,000) (50c-60c-75c)
on a moveover
after week $8,600)
at Loew's State.
Gross:
$7,000. (Average:
STALLION ROAD (WB) and BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME (U-D— MISSOURI
(3.514) (50c -60c -75c). Gross: $8,500. (Average: $11,800)
CALCUTTA (Para.) and I COVER BIG
TOWN (Para.)— ST. LOUIS (4,000) (50c60c-75c) 2nd week. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $12,100)
ALEXANDER'S
RAGTIME
(20thFox reissue) and
THE BAND
BRASHER
DOUBLOON (20th-Fox) — SHUBERT (2,000) (40c -50c -60c). Gross: $6,000.
ATLANTA
"Duel in the Sun" registered considerably above the house average.
Estimated receipts for the week ending May 28 :
THE IMPERFECT LADY (Para.) — FOX
(4,661) (12c-50c). Gross: $18,000. (Average:
$19,000)
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Mono. -Allied Artists)— PARAMOUNT (2,447) (12c-50c). Gross: $10,000. (Average:
$8,700)
THE
FARMER'S
DAUGHTER (RKO
Radio)— ROXY (2,446) (12c-50c) 2nd. week,
on a moveover from the Fox. Gross: $5,900. (Average: $6,300)
ONE MILLION B.C. (Favorite) and
RENEGADE GIRL (Screen Guild)— CAPITAL (2,446) (12c-44c). Gross: $5,300.
(Average: $5,200)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)-LOEW'S
GRAND (2,447) (Advanced prices: 90c$1.25). Gross: $32,000. (Average at regular
prices of 30c-50c: $18,000)
CINCINNATI
80 peris
cent"TheoverYearling,"
par at theheading
RKO for
Capitol,
the leader in the current lineup. The
weather is warm. Estimated receipts
for the week ending May 27-30 :
RAMROD
(UA)— RKO ALB EE (3,300)

PRESS
BOOKS
... A necessary evil or a
potent sales ally?
Real showmanship applied to
your product via expertly delivered press books and promotional aids back up your
date-sales campaign.
Keep in touch.'
BILL SLATER
United Publicity Bureau
319 West 48th St., New York City
Circle 6-9100

Key

City

(50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c).
Gross: $13,000.
(Average: $15,000)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M)— RKO CAPITOL (2,000) (Average:
(50c - 55c-60c-6Sc-70c-75c).
Gross: $18,000.
$10,000)
THE TRAP (Mono.) and BORDER FEUD
(PRC)— RKO FAMILY (1,000) (30c-4Oc-5Oc)
4 days. Gross: $1,500. (Average: $1,600)
I'LL NAME THE MURDERER (Popular)
and DUDE
RANGER
(Popular) — RKO
FAMILY $1,000.(1,000)(Average:
(30c-40c-50c)
Gross:
$1,100) 3 days.
HIGH
BARBAREE
(M-G-M) — RKO
GRAND
(1,500)
(50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c).
Gross: $12,000.
(Average:
$8,000)
SMASH-UP (U-I)-KEITH'S (1,500) (50c55c-60c-70c)
2nd
week.
Gross: $12,500.
(Average: $7,500)
SCARLET PIMPERNEL (Film Classics)
and THE RETURN OF THE SCARLET
PIMPERNEL (Film Classics) —RKO LY(50c-55c-6Oc-65c-7Oc-75c).
Gross:
$4,000.RIC (1,400)
(Average:
$5,000)
BLAZE OF NOON (Para.)— RKO PAL(2,700) (50c -55c$15,000)
-60c -65c -70c -75c). Gross:
$8,000.ACE (Average:
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Radio)— RKO SHUBERT (2,150) (50c55c-60c65c-70c-75c)
week,and following
week at the 4th
Palace
two weeksan atinitial
the
Shubert. Gross: $5,000. (Average: $5,000)
BALTIMORE
Theatre managers are becoming
more convinced that film fans are now
shopping for pictures. For a number
of weeks, major attractions have been
doing big business and the routine
programs are barely hitting average.
Estimated receipts for the week ending May 29 :
ODD MAN OUT (U-I)— CENTURY (3,000)
(29c-37c-46c-54c, and 56c weekends). Gross:
$17,500. (Average: $16,500)
THE EGG AND I (U-I) — KEITH'S (2,406) (29c-37c-44c-50c).
Gross: $20,000. (Average: $14,000)
THE HOMESTRETCH (20th-Fox)— NEW
(1,800) (29c-40c-50c-58c) 3rd week. Gross:
$9,500. (Average: $12,000)
LOVE AND LEARN (WB)— STANLEY
(3,280)
Gross: $10,000.
(Average:(29c-37c-50c-58c).
$16,500)
THE MILLERSON CASE (Col.) — HIPPODROME (2,205)
(29c -37c
-50c -58c).
With
stage show.
Gross:
$19,500.
(Average:
$17,500)
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Ra(1,450) (Average:
(29c-37c-44c-56c)
week. dio)—TOWN
Gross: $9,500.
$11,500) 4th
RAMROD (UA) — MAYFAIR (1,000) (21c29c-45c). Gross: $6,750. (Average: $5,500)
IVAN THE TERRIBLE (Artkino)— LITTLE (328)
(29c-37c-55c). Gross: $3,000.
(Average:
$3,000)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M) — VALENCIA
1,466) (29c-37c-46c-54c, and 56c weekends)
4th week. Gross: $4,500. (Average: $5,000)
TORONTO
There was plenty to do on Victoria
Day, first holiday of the summer season, so that Toronto first-run theatres did not reap much benefit. Estimated receipts for the week ending
May 29:
EASY COME, EASY GO (Para.) and
FEAR IN THE NIGHT (Para.)— CAPITOL (1,115) (Average:
(15c-25c-35c-50c)
Gross: $4,600.
$5,000) 6 days.
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)— EGLIN
TON
week. (1,086)
Gross: (20c-35c-45c-60c)
$6,300. (Average:6 days,
$7,800) 10th
DEAD RECKONING
(Col.)— IMPERIAL
(3,343) (20c-35c-45c-60c-90c) 6 days. Gross:
$15,300. (Average: $14,300)
DISHONORED
LADY (UA) and THE
COCKEYED MIRACLE (M-G-M)—
LOEW'S Gross:(2,074)
days.
$14,800. (20c-35c-45c-60c-78c)
(Average: $13,800) 6
NORA
PRENTISS
(WB)—
SHEA'S (2,480)
(20c-35c-45c-60c-90c)
(Average: $14,800) 6 days. Gross: $15,800.
THE JOLSON STORY (CoL) — TIVO'LI
(1,434) (20c-25c-35c-45c-60c) 6 days, 10th
week. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $9,500)
SMASH-UP (U-I)-UPTOWN (2,761) (20c35c-45c-60c-90c) 6 days, 2nd week. Gross:
$11,900. (Average: $11,400)
EASY COME, EASY GO (Para.) and
FEAR IN THE NIGHT (Para.)— VICTORIA (1,240) (15c-25c-35c-50c) 6 days.
Gross: $6,300. (Average: $6,800)

Named

SRO

Grosses
Manager
PITTSBURGH
"The Angel and the Badman," at
the Fulton, was the only newcomer to
do near-average. Weather has been
excellent, but there are many counter
attractions. Estimated receipts for the
week ending May 29 :
ANGEL AND THE BADMAN (Rep.)—
FULTON (1,700)
(Average:
$9,700) (40c-55c-70c). Gross $9,500.
BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME (U-I)—
J.
P. HARRIS
(40c-55c-70c). Gross:
$9,000.
(Average:(2,000)
$11,000)
THE RED HOUSE (UA)— PENN (3,400)
(40c-55c-77c).
Gross: $14,500. (Average:
$25,000)
DISHONORED LADY (UA)— RITZ (1,100)
(40c-55c-70c)
2nd week
on a(Average:
moveover $3,500)
from
the
Penn. Gross:
$3,000.
MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY (CoL), THE
MILLERSON CASE (Col.) — SENATOR
(1,700) (40c-55c-70c). Gross: $3,000. (Average: $3,200)
LOVE AND LEARN (WB) — STANLEY
(3,800) erage:
(40c-55c-70c).
Gross: $11,500. (Av$25,000)
TRAIL STREET (RKO-Radio)— WARNER
(2,000) erage:
(40c-55c-70c).
Gross: $13,000. (Av$15,000)
INDIANAPOLIS
Grosses are at the year's low here
this week, due to the usual spring recession. Estimated receipts for week
000)
ending May 27-28 :
IMPERFECT LADY (Para.) and SEVEN
WERE SAVED (Para.)— CIRCLE (2,800)
(40c-60c). Gross: $6,500. (Average: $10,THE dio)
FARMER'S
Raand BOSTONDAUGHTER
BLACKIE (RKO
and THE
LAW
(Col.)—
INDIANA
(3,200)
(40c-60c).
Gross: $14,000. (Average: $15,300)
STALLION ROAD (WB) and BRINGING
UP FATHER (Mono.)— KEITH'S (1,300)
(40c-50c)$4,600.
on a (Average:
moveover from
Gross:
$6,500)the Indiana.
DISHONORED LADY (UA) and UNDERCOVER MAISIEGross:
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S
(2,450) (40c-60c).
$7,500.— (Average:
$13,800)
THE LOCKET (RKO Radio) and WIFE
WANTED
60c).
Gross: (Mono.)—
$6,000. LYRIC
(Average:(1,600)
$6,700)(40cBUFFALO
"It Happened on Fifth Avenue" and
"The Egg and I" are doing good
business in a generally dull week.
Weather has been rainy. Estimated
receipts for the week ending May 31 :
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (Zftth-Fox)
and UNDERCOVER MAISIE (M-G-M)—
BUFFALO (3,489) (40c -50c -60c -70c). Gross:
$15,000. (Average: $19,000)
000)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)—
GREAT LAKES (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c)
2nd
000) week. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $18,LOVE AND LEARN (WB) and THE BIG
FIX (PRC) — HIPPODROME (2,100) (40c50c-60c-70c). Gross: $7,000. (Average: $10,THE EGG AND I (U-I) — LAFAYETTE
(3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c) 2nd week. Gross:
$16,500. (Average: $15,000)
THE
THIEF
OF
BAGDAD (Film
Classics) and THE GHOST GOES WEST
(Film Classics)—
TECK (Average:
(1,500) (40c-50c-60c70c).
Gross: $4,800.
$6,000)
IT HAPPENED
ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Mono.) and
(Mono.)— TWENTIETH MR.
CENTURYHEX(3,000)
70c). Gross:
$17,200.
(Average:(40c-50c-60c
$16,000)

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Circle 6-668
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

in Mexico

Alfredo Holguin has been named
manager in Mexico for Selznick Releasing Organization, by Neil F. Agnew, SRO president, to work under
the _ supervision of Manny Reiner,
Latin-American sales manager. His
headquarters will be in Mexico City,
where SRO will shortly establish its
own sales organization.
Holguin began in motion v_.-ture
distribution in Mexico in 1930. For
many years he was with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as assistant manager, later held the same post with Pan-American Films, and recently was manager
of Francia Films de Mexico. He resigned the latter position to take up
his new duties.
New Company Named
United Cal. Agency
Representatives of United California Productions, headed by Eugene
Frenke, Robert Cummings and Philip
Yordan, have arrived in New York
from the Coast to inaugurate a series
of conferences with local representatives of Discovery, Inc., which will
represent
in
the East.the Hollywood corporation
Officials of Discovery, Inc., are
Messmore Kendall, Frank Hale and
Barbara Boston. They will immediately institute a talent-finding and
literary property appraisal m service,
with an eye to locating material and
personalit
ies for the Hollywood group.
Patton Named Altec
District Manager
Lane J. Patton has been appointed
district manager for Altec in Atlanta,
by H. M. Bessey, vice-president.
Patton was transferred to ERPI in
1928 from the engineering department
of Western Electric where he had
been employed for several years. His
first ERPI assignment was with the
operating department and he later
transferred
Pittsburgh. to service in Detroit and
Goad Joins Altec
Chicago, May 27.— Ernest A. Goad
of Sault Sainte Marie, Mich., is the
new Altec service inspector at Iron
Mt, Mich. Goad had been a projectionist in the Eskin Circuit at Richland Center, Wis., and the Soo Amusement Co., at Sault Sainte Marie.
Eldredge Joins Para.
E. P. Eldredge, Jr., has joined
Paramount International's Latin
American division, of which A. L.
Pratchett is manager. Eldredge, a
newcomer to the industry, will serve
as a trainee for about five months at
the home office.
Siritzky Housewarming
Siritzky International, foreign film
distributor, will hold a housewarming
at its New York headquarters in the
Fisk Building tomorrow afternoon.
PUBLICITY POSITION WANTED
Personable young lady. Thorough publicity picture,
and exploitation
motion
theater experience
and radio infields.
Excellent contacts with fan magazines
and newspapers. Write Box 391.
Motion Picture Daily
1270 6th Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.
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O'Brien

(Continued from page 1)
clearly defined field for all unions in
the film business will prevent recurrence of jurisdictional strikes and disputes. Jurisdiction of the three principal film industry unions in Britain,
of which his is the largest, is meticulously defined and there has been no
invasion by one of the spheres of the
others he said.
HL. 6jroot of the trouble here is that
out^- — s unions have attempted to circumscribe the legitimate functions of
the IATSE, giving rise to jurisdictional controversy," O'Brien said.
"Some of those unions must withdraw
from the field entirely if there is to
be labor peace in Hollywood."
He said that terms of a "controlled
exchange"
of studio
tween Hollywood
and technicians
London will bebe
worked out by Walsh and himself
before he leaves for London on June
11. O'Brien
advocated
regular
joint
meetings
of the
top labor
executives
of the British and American industries to settle mutual problems. He
suggested that heads of other industry organizations could join in such
conferences and that mutual help
might be realized.
"The problems of the American and
British film industries will be many
and •varied," he said, "but most of
them will be of equal importance to
the two industries, with their kindred
viewpoints and aims. Neither industry is truly nationalistic any longer.
The world is the market for films."
O'Brien disclosed that Eric Johnston believes O'Brien's plans to work
out with Walsh an Anglo-American
trade union committee is a good one.
O'Brien
meet John
chief
aide ofwill
J. Arthur
Rank Davis,
today
when the latter arrives here.
O'Brien said
the recently
announced
cooperative
program
of the
Motion
Picture Association and British Film
Producers Association could accomplish much in the direction he has in
mind. In this connection, he referred
to Britain's "dollar problem," saying
that many films that are sent to England should not have been sent and
have no just claim to the scarce dollars they earn there.
"Some of them are not even considered worthy here," he remarked.
MPA Luncheon for
O'Brien Tomorrow
A luncheon in honor of Tom
O'Brien,tional
general
of the NaAssociationsecretary
of Theatrical
and
Kine Employes, London, will be
given here tomorrow at the Harvard
Club by Gerald M. Mayer, managing
director of the Motion Picture Association, international division.
Among those who will attend are :
Joseph A. McConville, Jacob Segal,
I PRESS
I BOOKS
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Ruth
(Continued from page 1)

Billy De Wolfe, the stuffed-shirt engaged to Miss Caulfield, and William
Holden, American flier back from Italy and awaiting re-assignment.
He had received, and faithfully answered, 60 letters covering a wide range
of topics, including love. Presumably, they were from Ruth (Miss Caulfield)
when actually they were from Miss Freeman. Lonely and endangered by war,
Holden has fallen in love and has written documentation to prove Miss Caulfield feels the same way. The rest of the mad scramble has to do with methods
of unwinding the entanglement without damage to Holden beyond the delicate
demands of a difficult task. It will come as no surprise for any audience to
sense Miss Caulfield is swept off her feet into marriage with Holden. The
detail is not vital beyond emphasizing the fun which it produces.
But there is something beyond just fun. There is something decidedly
heart-warming
and she
instinctively
the of
adolescent
Miss the
Freeman's
reasons for what
has done. right
It is about
her way
strengthening
moral
fibre and the spirit of a fighting man in a strange land. When she explains
to her parents some buy war bonds and others donate at the blood bank, but
that her device represents her contribution to the war effort, the reason becomes believable as well as touching despite its immaturity. This serious note
is well blanketed with laughs and amusing dialogue, but it comes through.
Performances range from excellent to good. Arnold seldom has been better.
Miss Philips is accurate as the mother. Miss Freeman steals many of the
scenes in which she is the pivot. Miss Caulfield is nice in a less demanding
way. Holden is boyishly impetuous and clean cut throughout. De Wolfe, in a
sap role, is competent.
William D. Russell's direction is praiseworthy, recognizing as it should
be that his basic material could hardly miss. "Dear Ruth," in sum, is a very
funny show which ought to deliver a highly satisfactory account although it
lacks strong marquee names in the romantic leads. Paul Jones produced.
Running time, 95 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
July 18.
Red Kann
ATA Drive
(Continued from page 1)

KRS

Loew's to join the ATA fold at a time
when the circuit is so involved in the
trust case and is not on the side of
the ATA, which has taken a firm
stand against competitive bidding.
Gamble emphasized that his does
not mean waning interest in ATA on
the part of its membership. He said
that the members are fully aware of
the organization's functions and are
in complete accord with the measures
taken by the officers and board.
He said that ATA scored a number
of times in its efforts to combat bidding both in the New York and
Washington courts in behalf of members, and that the latter, too, were
wholly in agreement with the ATA
regime's
of cooperation
with
American policy
Brotherhood
Week, Greek
War Relief, and other causes.

stated that KRS investigations resulted in the recovery of many stolen
16mm. prints and brought about prosecutions of persons accused of stealing
or receiving them. However, the readded, "a practices
long time are
muststamped
elapse
beforeport illicit
out because of rings known to be
operating in various parts of the

Operators Seek 30%
Increase on Coast
Hollywood, May 27. — Motion Picture Operators Local ISO, IATSE,
will demand a 30 per cent increase
and extensively revised working conditions in negotiations for a new contract with circuit executives. At a preliminary session with circuit executives today, the local set June 16 for
resumption of negotiations.
Charles Goldsmith, Arnold M. Picker,
J. W. Piper, Albert Deane, R. K.
Hawkinson, B. D. Lion, Murray and
Emanuel Silverstone, Joseph E. Seidelman, Alfred E. Daff, Charles A.
Kirby, Warren J. J. Glynn, Leo F.
Samuels, William Levy, Richard F.
Walsh, president of the IATSE, and
Francis Harmon, vice-president of the
MPA.
Marcus Loew's Dividend
Toronto, May 27. — Following the
redemption of its preferred shares,
Marcus Loew's,
Ltd.,
hasequal
declared
dividend
of one per
cent,
to onea
dollar per share on common stock,
payable June 30.

Opposes
(Continued from page 1)

Exhibitors' rental returns increased
by 25 per cent, it was revealed by the
country."
report in an account of the activities
of KRS special checkers who made
11,267 check-ups during the year.
Rank Setback
(Continued from page 1)
in-chambers here, issued an order denying the application of Rank and associates to have a previous order rescinded which allows service on the
defendants outside of Toronto. Conant made the provision, however, that
each applicant may make a conditionment.al appearance here for further arguDenial of the application means that
the plaintiffs may serve the original
writ of action against the defendant
individuals or companies in the U. S.
or elsewhere.
Columbia Meeting
(Continued from page 1)
discuss general sales matters covering
both thisas and
coming season's
product,
well the
as promotional
plans
for forthcoming top-flight pictures
which will be sold individually and
apart from the regular program.

out that February has fewer days
than March.
This is the first time the Treasury
gave official figures solely for admission' taxes. Although the current
figure still includes sporting events,
concerts, stage shows and some other
events in addition to film admissions,
until now the monthly figure has also
included taxes on roof gardens and
cabarets, ticket brokers' sales in excess of box-office prices, leases of
boxes or seats, and admissions sold
by proprietors in excess of established
Because of the new basis of reportprices.ing tax collections, there is no comparison with last year's figures on the
single item of admission taxes. However, on the over-all figure, including
cabaret and other taxes, Federal collections in April, 1947, totaled $38,619,325, compared with $36,472,413 in
April 1946. The over-all figure from
July 1, 1946 to April 30, 1947 was
$387,659,803, compared with $342,913,284 between July 1, 1945 and April
30, 1946.
Tax

Cut Vital
(Continued from page 1)

trenchment would be the consequence.
When it was suggested that halting
the Government's inroads on theatre
revenue might mean commensurate
increases in local taxation, Gamble
expressed assurance that this could be
avoided by full-fledged, concerted exhibitor resistance to any new community, county or state tax measures.
He spoke of the war years as having
contributed to a certain exhibitor
apathy as far as adverse legislation is
concerned and stressed the need for
complete unity to fight such adverse
moves.
The salary level within the film business is third highest of all industries
in the country, Gamble said, this being
based upon figures made available to
him when he headed the Treasury Department's War Finance Committee.
Gamble claimed that the fight to
cut the Federal tax was first launched
by the ATA and that subsequently
other exhibitor organizations joined

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
See your travel agent or phone
LExington 2-7100
or visit TWA ticket office at
Park Ave. at 42nd St.

Award to MGM Today
The Widows of World War III,
a society to prevent further wars, will
present its annual Memorial Day
award to M-G-M for "The Beginning
or the End," in a special ceremony today at the Sheraton Hotel, here. Hume
Cronyn, M-G-M star, who appeared
in the picture, will accept the award.

i
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Newsreels

By H. ZU LOEWENSTEIN
Berlin, May 20. (By Airmail). —
The DEFA studios in Saxony has
produced five features, plus 12 "kultur" pictures, umentaries
34 andnewsreels,
seven docseveral shorts,
F.
Lindeman, DEFA chairman, discloses.
The new schedule includes "The Day
Will Come," and a screen version of
"Woyzeck."
The British-licensed company,
Camera-Film, has completed "In
Those Days" in studios in Hamburg.
Thepower,
picture
with Hitler's
rise
to
and deals
was directed
by Helmut
Kautner, who will also direct "All
That Matters" for Camera-Film at
the newly opened Aufbau-Film studio
at Goettingen.
Atlas-Filmverleih, the first distributing company in the British zone,
has been formed at Hamburg.
Albany Variety Club
To Greet Delegates
Albany, N. Y., May 27. — A welcome-home dinner for C. J. Latta,
Harry Lemont and Nate Winig, convention delegates, will be given by
Tent No. 9, Variety Club, on June 2.
Following the dinner, a Variety
Hollywood convention report will be
given by the three delegates.
Neil Hellman, chief barker, also
announced
annual
tournament that
is tothebe club's
held on
Junegolf
16
at the Colonie Country Club. The
committee in charges includes Arthur
Newman, chairman ; Alton Mendelson, Charles Smakwitz, Edward Wall,
Dr. Sam Kalison, Jerry Atkins and
Nate Winig.
Charles Bullock, 59
Dies in Cleveland
Cleveland, May 27. — Charles Bullock, 59, president of operators' union
Local No. 160, since 1932 and chairman of its executive committee for
the same number of years, died Sunday at his home here. He was a son of
the late Sam Bullock, a pioneer
exhibitor of Cleveland and an orsociation. ganizer of the local exhibitors' asSurviving are his widow, Patricia,
two daughters, Mrs. Edythe Skody and
Lynn Bullock ; three sons, Robert G.,
Charles H. and Russell R., and his
mother, sister and two brothers.
1,200 at Services
For Strausberg
Services were held yesterday at the
Brooklyn Jewish Center for Samuel
Strausberg, 65, Interboro Theatres
president, who died at Doctors Hospital last Friday after an illness of four
months. The eulogy was delivered by
the Rev. Dr. Israel Leventhal.
More than 1,200 attended the services. Interment was at Beth David
Cemetery, Elmont, L. I. Some 75
cars were in the cortege.
Lasky Seeks Talent
Jesse L. Lasky has arrived here to
interview stage players for featured
roles in "The Miracle of the Bells,"
which he is preparing to film for
RKO-Radio release. Irving Pichel,
who will direct the picture, will participate in the interviews.

U. S. Compares
World
Theatres
Washington, May 27.— The United States Department of Commerce today released a report comparing total motion picture
theatres in 1940 and 1947, as follows:
Number of Number of
Seating
Region
Theatres, 1940 Theatres, 1947 Capacity, 1947*
Europe
36,779
51,227
16,708,907
Central and S. America 4,786
6,331
4,398,321
Far East
3,308
2,779
1,457,913
South Pacific
2,045
2,083
1,439,556
Middle East
1,199
1,844
952,103
Africa
893
1,207
719,560
Caribbean
509
659
379,143
Atlantic Island
103
122
59,363
Canada
1,257
1,493
775,552
United States
17,003** 18,765** 11,393,660
Puerto Rico
121
130
69,600
Total

67,997

86,640

38,353,678

C*'■) No seating capacity totals are available for 1940.
(**) Latest revised totals of U. S. theatres, compiled by the industry's War Activities committee in 1945, as obtained from the
books of distributors, listed 16,891, including 1,916 part-time
theatres, but excluding 958 U. S. Army theatres.
British Films Get
South Africa Favor
Johannesburg, South Africa, May
18 (By Airmail). — British features are
suddenly enjoying a spell of popularity
here, where for so long American
product has been favored. Previously
British pictures had never quite
reached a popularity in the same degree as American pictures, chiefly because English subtitles were not always understood here. Now, such
British films as "Hungry Hill" and
"Odd
Out" with
are an
outstanding
hits.
This Man
coincides
announcement
that many more British films are to
be shown in this country as a result
of new J. Arthur Rank contracts with
African Consolidated Theatres.
Liberalize Child Law
Hartford May 27. — The governor
has signed Senate bill No. 262, effective on Oct. 1, which, according to a
bulletin of the MPTO of Connecticut,
"would permit the admission of children under 14 without being accompanied by a parent or guardian, until
6 P.M." After six o'clock it will be
required that such children be accompanied by an adult.
Gibralter to Build
Nine New Theatres
Denver, May 27.— Gibralter
Enterprises, composed of several theatre owners in this territory and headed by Charles
R. Gilmour, will build at least
nine new theatres as soon as
material restrictions are relaxed. One house has been
approved by the CPA and construction on this, a 1,000-seat,
$150,000 theatre at Santa Fe,
N. M., will be built at once.
Gibralter has plans for another house here later.
Other plans include theatres
at Craig, Colo., $70,000, to replace the Craig, destroyed by
fire; Silver City, N. M., $150,000; Ordway, Colo., $70,000;
Loveland, Colo, $85,000; Socorro, N. M., $70,000; Raton,
N. M., $125,000; Alamosa,
Colo., $125,000.

86,640 Theatres
(Continued from page 1)
pensating factor. That is the reason,
Golden says, that the Department of
Commerce asked for cabled reports
from foreign service representatives
abroad on theatre statistics.
Large increases were noted in Europe, Central and South America,
Africa, the Caribbean, Canada and the
U. S. Only one area — the Far East
— showed a decrease over tbfd venyear period.
\ a
In
Europe,
where
a
total
oF'
theatres are now reported against3 1,227
36,779 in 1940, the largest increase is attributed to more accurate theatre figures from the Soviet Union.
In 1940, only 3,000 commercial theatres were reported in Russia, whereas
today it is recorded with 17,500.
War damage accounted for a drop
in the number of German theatres
from 5,506 to 3,703, and Czechoslovakian figures decreased from 2,405 to
The United Kingdom also showed
a1,922.
drop over the seven years, from
5,300 to 4,800.
Italy shows a sharp increase, from
4,013 to 5,400, while French theatres
increased from 4,650 to 5,403.
In the South Pacific area, an increase in the number of Australian
theatres, from 1,400 to 1,600, was offsetlandlargely
by from
a decrease
New InZeatheatres,
618 to in461.
the
Middle East, India registered close
to 600 theatres gained during the seven
years, now having 1,605, compared
with 1,030 in 1940. Egypt, Algeria
and the Union of South Africa accounted for the major gains in Africa.

Grosses in Mexico
Are on the Decline
Mexico City, May 27. — Reports
that local theatres are doing less business are substantiated by official figures covering grosses during the first
three months of 1947. The figures
on decreasing revenue follow : January, $1,355,880; February, $1,133,725;
March, $1,158,009.
The drop in theatre trade, however,
is considerably less than that in many
other businesses here. General local
business is said to be from 40 per cent
to 50 per cent below this time. last US Approves Six
year. Pictures continue to be by far
More Projects
Mexico's most popular diversion.
Washington, May 27. — Six more
theatre project approvals have been
announced by the Office of the HousLegion Rates Seven
ing Expediter.
Additional Pictures
They are : Northern Arizona Theatres, Inc., Flagstaff, Ariz., alteration
Two of seven additional pictures
classified by the National Legion of and repairs ; Dayshore Amusement
Millbrae, Cal., theatre building ;
Decency have been placed in Class Co.,
Maurice Kleinman and Millard Jones,
A-I; they are: Republic's "Bells of Odessa, Tex., change in location of
San Angelo" and PRC's "Border
Feud." Listed as Class A-II were: drive-in theatre ; Elmer C. Rhoden,
Joplin, Co., new theatre; Harold
"Love and Learn," Warners ; "The Jr.,
Richland County, O., theaOther Love," United Artists, and Nusbaum,
tre completion ; Thomas E. Orr, At"Spoilers of the North," Republic.
Eagle-Lion's "Lost Honeymoon" talia, Ala., new theatre.
and Paramount's "Trouble With
Women" were placed in Class B.
$1,000,000 Alaska House
Seattle, May 27.— A $1,000,000
theatre,
built at Anchorage, Alaska,
Peterson Transferred
by Capt. A. E. Lathrop, will open on
Washington, May 27. — Ivar H. Decoration Day with a single-feature
Peterson has been transferred from policy.
Originally scheduled to open
the employee-employer relations de- last Feb. 22, the theatre is equipped
partment of the National Association with a huge waiting room to accomof
Broadcasters to its legal departmodate patrons who arrive too late
torney.
ment. He will serve as an NAB at- for a show and will not be allowed to
disturb an audience.
New Small Screen
The Radiant Manufacturing Corp.
has placed a new low-priced tripod
model screen on the market. The
portable features a self-locking lowering and raising device for quick adjustment of screen height.

Indian Theatre Sought
The India Society, an organization
devoted to promoting cultural exchanges between India and the U. S.,
is seeking a theatre, preferably in the
Times Square area, to present Indian
motion pictures, dance recitals and
other theatrical events.

3 New SAG Directors
Hollywood, May 27. — Olivia DeHavilland, Lloyd Nolan and Tyrone
Power have been appointed to the
Screen Actors Guild board of directors to replace the three members who
resigned.

Foreign Film House
San Francisco, May 27. — Carol
Nathan and Eddie Baron, owners of
the El Presidio and Marina Theatres,
will turn the El Presidio into an exclusively foreign-film house, to be the
third such theatre in San Francisco.
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intensified

Pathe

Communist

One

Labs

Billion

Can

Feet

Upon completion next year of its
$2,500,000- four-story laboratory building here, Pathe Industries, Inc., will
be equipped to process 1,000,000,000
House Group Demands a feet of film annually, the company reports. At present, with plants located
Full Hollywood Study
in Bound Brook, N. J., Hollywood
and New York, the company processes
Washington,, Ma)' 28. — Intensi- some 400,000,000 feet a year through
fication of the investigations being its affiliate, Pathe Laboratories, Inc.
made by -the House Un-American
Activities Committee into Com(A special section devoted to the
munistic activities in Hollywood was
new RKO Pathe Studio and Pathe
recommended today by the sub-committee which has been probing Com- Industries laboratory in New York
munism on the Coast, in a report on is published in this issue, Pages 5
od investigations. Commit- to 14.)
its Hollywo
tee officials indicated this would be
put into effect probably in the late
summer.
The new building, occupying- 125,000
The sub-committee today declared
of land, is being built by
that
is nothatquestion
as to the square feet
(Continued on page 10)
serious"there
inroads
the Communists
have made in the motion picture industry," and criticized studio heads
for being lax in their efforts to re- Hirliman Budgets 8
move Communists.

Probe

Urged
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Process

Yearly

Seek

34%

Here

for

4IA'
Believes
Buy

Out

Para.

Rise
1,200

Operators

Will

Partners

That Paramount will buy up "most
of its chains, theatre by theatre, after
intensive study of the economic prospects of local situations," by way of
complying
with the
Federal of
Court
decree concerning
divestiture
theatre
partnerships of more than five per
cent and less than 95 per cent, is described by Fortune magazine for June
as "the most intelligent guess" of
what the company's policy will be.
Paramount, its executives, background and operations are the subject
of an elaborate article which, with
pictures, extends through 17 pages of
the magazine.
The article states that Paramount
theatres contributed between 60 and
65 per
cent ofof $44,042,000,
Paramount'sadding
1946 that
record profits
the theatres' earnings "vary enormously from year to year, according
to the box-office value of the studio's

It also charged that "some of the
most flagrant Communist propaganda At $2,300,000
films were produced as a result of
(Continued on page 14)
George Hirliman said here yester
It asserts that Paramount's theatre
day he plans to produce six features investments
are carried on the comin Canada, budgeted at $250,000 each
pany's
books
at of$65,000,000,
that
Fabian-UA
Bid in and two in New York, to cost $400, some
product."
their actualandworth
000 each, all for release by Screen are fiveestimates
times
that
figure.
It
mentions
Guild Productions. He said he will Paramount interests in 1,537 theatres,
produce independently with no finan of
which some 1,075 may be affected
Talk Stage' Only
cial participation by the distributor.
the Federal Court decree, but
Most of the product will consist of by
The $15,000,000 offer for United
states that Paramount can give no
Artists, made to owners Mary Pick remakes of films which he now owns exact figure of the number of theaHirliman reported, adding that he now
tres in which it is interested, due to
ford
' andEastern
Charles
Chaplin
by and
Si
(Continued on page 14)
(Continued on page 14)
Fabian,
circuit
operator
president of American Theatres Asso
ciation, is the subject of continuing
conversations here and on the West 4 i
Possessed
Coast and has not yet progressed beyond
the
"talking
stage,"
a
principal
in the negotiations said yesterday.
Meetings between two or more of [ Warner Brothers ] — Joan Crawford Triumphs
(Continued on page 14)
NO ONE can foretell what the remaining- seven months of the year
will show by way of product. Regardless, Joan Crawford's perMonogram 39-Week
formance in"Possessed" unquestionably will be in the running for
Academy Award honors. In a deeply-moving and emotion-stirring charIncome Improves
acterization ofa mentally unstable woman, her work here is a topflight
Monogram president Steve Broidy
reported here yesterday a net profit performance and a personal achievement. "Possessed" is her picture from
of $260,991, after all charges and opening to closing.
taxes, for the 39 weeks ended March
No pretty story is told. Nor is this an attraction for those who find
29, compared to a net of $248,976 for
their entertainment in the light and frothy. "Possessed" is serious,
(Continued on page 14)
brooding, and sombre, and for those who have an appreciation for strongdrama faithfully sustained by excellence of acting, intelligence of direction and believability of treatment.
No Paper Tomorrow
Miss Crawford, wandering in Los Angeles, is sent to a psychopathic
Motion Picture Daily will
ward where Stanley Ridges administers narco-synthesis to restore her
not be published tomorrow,
memory. By way of flashbacks, he pieces together her story.
Memorial Day, a legal holiIt deals with her love for Van Heflin, structural engineer, who refuses
day.
to be bound. Determined to hold him by any device, she marries wealthy
(Continued on page 14)

Local '306' Also Submits
Welfare Fund Demand
A demand for a 34 per cent wage
increase for 1,200 members of projectionists' Local No. 306, IATSE,
was submitted here yesterday by the
union to the Loew, RKO, Skouras
here. Randforce circuit managements
and
It is expected that after a study of
the demands, circuit executives will
meet with a 13-man union negotiating
committee, within two weeks. The
present two-year contract expires on
Aug.
Also31.included in the demands is a
request — for the first time — for a five
per cent welfare fund. The local further seeks time-and-a-half for Saturdays, double time for Sundays, and
general safety and sanitary provisions.
The demands were formulated by a
union committee which presented
them to the local executive board on
Tuesday night, when the board voted
approval.
Warner

Wage

For

Deadlocked

600

Talks

Wage negotiations between Warners
and the Motion Picture Home Office
Employes Local No. H-63, IATSE,
for more than 600 home office employes have reached an impasse.
The union's board is expected to
call a general
membership
meeting for
(Continued
on page 14)
Barron Is Trustee
Of D.C. Area MPF
Washington, May 28. — Carter
Barron, Loew's Eastern division manager, and John J. Payette, Warner
Washington zone manager, have been
elected national trustee and permanent chairman of the Washington
(Continued on page 14)
2 Reviews

Today

In addition to "Possessed"
in adjoining column, "Living
in a Big Way" is reviewed on
page 14. Key city grosses are
on page 4.
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Personal
Mention
MARIAN F. JORDAN, MPEA
manager in Germany, will leave
New York today by plane to take up
his post in Berlin.
•
Maurice A. Bergman, UniversalInternational Eastern advertising-publicity head; Al Horwits, Eastern
publicity chief, and Charles Simonay reelli, special events director, Khave
turned to New York from Cincinnati.
Film
Ike apd Harry Katz,
Exchanges executive, are here from
Atlanta.
_Norman Ayers, Warner Southern
division sales manager, is on a trip to
New Orleans and •Memphis.
Terry Turner, RKO Radio exploitation manager, left New York
yesterday for the Coast.
•
Si Fabian will speak tonight at the
final session of New York University's program on theatre
management.
•
Robert Taplinger, Enterprise ad
vertising-publicity chief, left here for
the Coast last night.
•
Fred Raphael of Walt Disney's
studio has arrived here from the
Coast.
#
Louis J. Kaufman, Warner Theatres executive, left here last night for
Cleveland.
•
Robert W. Chambers, MPA research department head, returned here
yesterday from the Coast.
Rank

Playing

Refusal

Time

Hit in UK

Insider's
By RED
TTRADE-HEP observers who
A noted the loving attention
turned loose on Robert Young,
along with J. Arthur Rank, at
that mass interview held in New
York several weeks ago, wondered why. The wonder embraced such speculations as [1]
— Does this mean something beyond Eagle-Lion brews between
them?
[2] —Nate
Does Blumberg
Young's
friendshipOr with
and vice versa augur a direct
business alliance in the future?
thisThe
: answers run roughly like
There is nothing more pending between Rank and Young
than their present association
way.
suggests. That's for now, anyThere is no plan for Young to
enter Universal whether
through financing or buy-ins.
B
However, Young is more actively interested in the film industry today than at any time
since he entered it via the laboratory route and Pathe some
years ago. Because that active
interest exists, it is reasonable
to conclude he will do something
about it. V/hen and where remain to be seen.
It may or may not be widely
known that Young has had his
fingers in a couple of big film
deals which never materialized.
There was the time a few years
ago when he was deliberating
over the possibility of acquiring
Floyd B. Odium's major interest in RKO for about $3,500,000.
The war and the drain on manpower decided him against it.
The more recent manoeuvre
under which Al Lichtman and
the late Frank Orsatti would
have bought United Artists appearsstep.to trace
Young'sthrough,
doorIf it hadto gone
Young would have been the
owner and Lichtman president
of UA.
1 1

London, May 28.— Refusal of J.
. Arthur Rank to grant extended runs
in his British theatres to any pictures
but his own is evoking criticism in
political- non-industry circles here.
How can Americans be expected to
give playing time in their theatres to
British product of potentially doubtful
audience appeal if Britain, in the person of Rank, will not reciprocate
playing time, Labor Party representatives comment. Their view is reinforced by Sir Arthur Jarratt, BritOne who should know yesterish Lions' managing director, who
said _ today that the whole British
day described the Fabian negobooking system needs to be overhauled.
tiations for purchase of UA as
Said Jarratt: "No matter what a "hot." Other such deals have
film's artistic merit may be, Odeon
been warm, and warmer, before.
(Rank's circuit) won't play it longer The position of Mary Pick-ford
than a week unless it is Rank-made.
The maximum home market gross is and Charlie Chaplin, in whose
obtainable only from extended runs, hands rests the decision, however, seems to be clouded in
where justified."
doubt. The report now is the
Rank's Gaumont-British and Odeon
circuits have refused to play David partners are not getting along
O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" on as cozily as they did a few weeks
a wide, extended-run basis as done in
ago.
the
S. Selznick's representatives
The significance of this might
here U.
have been waiting
for some time leave
its mark on the Fabian
for the producer to sanction lesser exhibition offers.
deal. For instance, if Chaplin

t.oo ,«», per
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Outlook
KANN
were ready to sell, Mary might
assume the position she didn't
want to go along because
Because what? Just because
Chaplin did.
Meanwhile, Fabian is so
strong for the buy he is reported
willing to affix his personal signature on a substantial hunk of
the financing which the First
National Bank of Boston is prepared to underwrite.
■
The negotiations with Joe
Vogel —have
they'r
now —
e dead
would
allowed
him to name
his own salary. Along with that
would have gone 15 per cent of
the UA stock returned to the
company treasury when the fuss
with David O. Selznick was settled. This block would have become Vogel's as he entered the
presidency and was to have been
paid off on the basis of valuations established when UA reacquired itfrom Selznick.
The entire proposal was quite
a compliment to the veteran
Loew executive, who recognized
it as such, naturally. But his
many years of association with
Nick Schenck finally won out.
''his
bovs."
Thus
Schenck held another of
m h

Interesting experiment is
about to pop. For the first time
in thisatcountry, "Henry V" will
open
the Broadway Theatre
June 6 on a grind policy at prevailing Main Stem prices. It's
been two-a-d
ay, reserved seats
everywhere until now. No one
knows the outcome, but a lot of
people are fullH of■ hope.
Commenting on the wave of
films dealing with the psychopathic, Paul N.
Jr.,
whose quips
makeLazarus,
this "space
from time to time, observes :
"We've got the topper. We're
going to make one about a proB fl
ducer going nuts."
An authoritative spokesman
advises ignoring Coast stories
indicating Enterprise will swing
its domestic distribution from
UA to Loew's when the contract
with the former distributor runs
out.
fl fl
Sam Rinzler, Brooklyn circuit operator and wit, holds to
this definition :

_ "I was never so happy as the
time I played a picture on percentage and the distributor forgot to send a checker."
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March of Time Films
Released in 16mm
The March of Time on Monday will
begin releasing 16mm regular theatrical releases, the first two to be "The
American Cop" and "Problem Drinkers." The films, not to be mistaken
with the regular Forum Edition films,
are selected on the basis of particular
appeal and usefulness to a specific
group.
367 Films Registered
Some 367 foreign features wff
registered under the Quota Act^
Englan
the year ended Mar'cn
d during
31,
1947,
accord
ing to the British
Board of Trade. Due to an
error
cable transmission, the number wasin
recently reported at 637.
1
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CITY MUSIC
Center HALL—
John MILLS . Valerie HOBSON
in J. Arthur Rank's
"GREAT EXPECTATIONS"
A Universal- International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

PALACE
TEMPLE

TONE

MADISON
i— im

IN PERSON
SCREEN
1stONB'way
Showing!
TOMMY
& JIMMY LEO CARRILLO
DORSEY
THE BERRY BROS.
Janet BLAIR
Paul Whiteman THE SMOOTHIES
'THE FABULOUS ROSS & STONE
THE 6HADWICKS
DORSEYS'

ASTOR
B'WAY & 45th ST.

On Stage! In Person!
Plus! PHILJACK
HARRIS • ROCHESTER
Marjorie Reynolds -BENNY
Sportsmen Quartet
On Screen:
"THE
George BRASHER
Montgomery 7th-DOUBLOON"
Nancy4, Guild
Ave.
50th St .
.ROXY

under ,he na of M.rS 3° 1879 sSSSt
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Grosses

FOLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.
LOS ANGELES
Dreary weather was reflected in
most first-run grosses. Registering"The Farmer's Daughstrongter" andwere
"The Web." Estimated receipts for the week ended May 28:
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— BELMONT
(1.600) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25) 3rd
week. Gross: $6,000. (Average at regular
prices of 50c-60c-85c-$1.00: $7,100)
ODD MAN OUT (U-I)-CARTHAY CIRCLE (1,516) 5Oc-60c-85c-$l.OO) 3rd week.
Gross: $6,500. (Average: $11,500)
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Mono.-AUied Artists) — CHINESE (2,300)
(5O-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 2nd week. Gross: $12,000.
(Average: $18,200)
HIGH
BARBAREE
(M-G-M) — EGYP2nd week.
(1,000) (50c-60c-85c-$l-00)
Gross: TIAN
$11,000.
(Average: $18,100)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) — EL REY
3rd week.
prices: 90c-$1.25)
(861) (Advanced
at regular prices
$6,000. (Average
Gross:
of 50c-60c-$l-00: $6,800)
EE (M-G-M) — FOX-WIL
HIGH BARBAR(50c-60c-85
2nd week.
(2,300) (Average:c-$l-00)
SHIRE $10,500.
Gross:
$13,300)
GUILD (965) (50c-60c(U-I) —Gross:
THE WEB5 days.
85c-$1.0O)
$9,000. (Average:
$5,900)
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Radio) and THE MILLERSON CASE (Col.)
— HILLSTREET (2,700) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
3rd
week.
Gross: $16,500. (Average: $19,800)
(U-I)-IRIS (708) (50c-60c-85c
WEB
THE
$1.00) 5 days. Gross: $11,000. (Average:
$7,200)
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Mono.- Allied Artists) and FALL GUY
(Mono.)-LOEW'S STATE (2,500) (50c -60c85c-$1.0O)erage: 2nd
$28,600) week. Gross: $17,500. (AvANHIGH BARBAREE (M-G-M)— LOS
-$1.0O) 2iid week.
(50c-60c-85c
(2,096)
GELES
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $22,600)
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Mono.-Allied Artists) — LO'YO'LA (1,265)
(5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 2nd week. Gross: $9,000. (Average: $11,500)
FUN ON A WEEKEND (UA) and SUSIE
STEPS OUT (UA)— MUSIC HALL (Bev(65c-85c-$1.0O). Gross:
Hills) (900) $4,700)
$5,000.erly(Average:
FUN ON A WEEKEND (UA) and SUSIE
STEPS CUT (UA) - MUSIC .HALL
(900) (65c-85c-$1.00). Gross:
(Downtown)
$10,000.
(Average: $14,200)
FUN ON A WEEKEND (UA) and SUSIE
STEPS OUT (UA)— MUSIC HALL (Ha(65c-85c-$1.00). Gross: $5,500.
waii) (1,000)
(Average:
$5,400)
„„„
FUN ON A WEEKEND (UA) and SUSIE
STEPS OUT (UA)— MUSIC HALL (Hollywood) (490) (65c-85c-$1.00) 7 days. Gross:
$5,000. (Average: $4,700)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— ORPHEUM
90c-$1..25) 3rd
prices:
(Advanced
(2 210) Gross:
week.
$16,000.
(Average at regular
prices of 5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O: $18,800)
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Radio) and THE MILLERSON
CASE (Col.)—
(2,000) (5Oc-6Oc-8Oc-$l.O0) 3rd
PANTAGES
week.
Gross: $18,000. (Average: $20,800)
BELLS OF SAN ANGELO (Rep.) and
TRAIL TO' SAN AN TONE (Rep.)— PARAMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c-60c-80c$1.00). Gross: $14,000. (Average: $26,600)
BELLS OF SAN ANGELO (Rep.) and
TRAIL TO SAN ANTON E (Rep.)—
PARAMOUNT (Hollywood) (1,407) (50c60c-80c-$1.00). Gross: $8,500. (Average:
$16,100)
THE WEB (U-I)-RITZ (1,376) (50c-60c85c-$1.0O)
age: $9,600)5 days. Gross: $13,000. (AverTHE WEB (U-I)-STUDK> (880) (50c-60c85c-$1.00) 5 days. Gross: $8,000. (Average:
THE WEB (U-I)— UNITED ARTISTS
(2.100) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 5 days. Gross:
$22,500. (Average: $15,800)
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Mono.-Allied Artists)— UPTOWN (1,716)
(50c-60c-85c-$l.OO) 2nd week. Gross: $9,000.
(Average: $13,200)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)-VOGUE
(800) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25) 21st week.
Gross: $6,500. (Average at regular prices
of 50c-60c-85c-$1.00: $10,000)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)—
(3,400) (50c-60c-80c(Downtown)
WARNER
$1.00)
7 days,
3rd week. Gross: $8,500.
$1.00) 3rd week. Gross: $13,000. (Average:
$18,200)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)-

Subject
WARNER
(Hollywood)
$1.00)
3rd week.
Gross: (3,000)
$9,000.(50c-60c-80c(Average:
$15,500)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)— "Wonder-Eye"
(Wiltern) (2,300) (50c-60e-80c- (The World Today — United Artists)
(WARNER
Average: $14,900)
Initial short subject documentary in
a series being produced by John
Grierson's The World Today, Inc.,
CHICAGO
"Wonder-Eye" presents an engrossing
examination of the motion picture
Loop tallies for this week show a camera's wide adaptability.
The amazingly miraculous eye of
definite decline in business. Theatres
have had ample competition from good the X-ray camera bares the inner
spring weather and accompanying workings of human and animal bodies
outdoor sports. Estimated receipts in one instance, and in others there
is shown camera speed-up of the
for the week ended May 26-27 :
THE JOLSO'N STORY (Col.)— APOLLO growth of plants, how the earth looks
(1,200) (95c) 22nd week. Gross: $13,000. from stratospheric heights, slow-mo(Average: $12,000:)
tion techniques, and other interesting
CALCUTTA
(Para.)- CHICAGO1 . (3,900).
Oh stage, Sammy Kaye and orchestra. filming accomplishments. Produced by
Gross: $50,000. (Average: $59,000)
Stuart Legg and directed and edited
THE
MIGHTY
McGURK (M-G-M)—
Glover,
this isshort.
a veryRunning
enterGARRICK (1,000) (95c). Gross: $10,000. by Guy taining
and instructive
(Average: $11,500)
THEdio)— GRAND
FARMER'S(1,150)
DAUGHTER
IRKOi-week.
Ra- time, 10 minutes.
(95c) 2nd
Gross: $22,500. (Average: $16,000;
DISHONORED LADY (UA)— ORIENTAL Para. Decided Bids
(3,200) (95c). On stage, Ink Spots and
June Richmond. Gross: $37,500. (Average:
$39,000)
THE FARMER'S. DAUGHTER (RKOi Ra- On Merits in Tests
dio)—PALACE
(Average:
$26,000)(2,500) (9'5c). Gross: $28,000.
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)—
ROO'SEVELT
Paramount has determined the
C0O.
(Average: (1,000)
$20,000) (95c). Gross: $24,merits" of theatres in subDUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— STATE- "licensingstantial
competition and in dispute on
LAKE (2,700) (Advanced prices: $1.20$1.50).
Gross:
$65,000.
(Average
at
reguthe right to priority run by competilar prices: $30,000)
tive bidding in about 75 situations,
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M) — UNIT- according
to a company spokesman.
ED
ARTISTS
(1,700)
(95c).
'Gross:
$25,500. (Average: $26,000)
The company is now granting prior
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES runs
to those houses which have
(RKO Radio) — WOODS (1,200) (Advanced
prices: 95c-$1.2.Q-$1.40-$1.80) 23rd week. proven capable of yielding revenue
Gross: $16,000.
(Average
their competitors.
mission price of 95c:
$17,000) at regular ad- exceeding
The 75 situations involved are said
to have constituted the most difficult
run-demand cases confronting the
SAN FRANCISCO
company and in which bidding provided the best solution.
Grosses were generally uneven.
Within the past few weeks Paramount eliminated general bidding
"The Farmer's Dughter" was holding up in its fourth week. Estimated operations. However, reasonable demands for runs by exhibitors are
receipts for the week ending May 30:
THE EGG AND I (U-I) — ORPHEUM (2,- studied on their merits.
440)
(55c-85c)
4th week. Gross: $14,500.
(Average:
$14,000)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO')-FO'X (4,- Shorts Rental Rise
651) (Advanced price: $1.25) 3rd week.
Gross: $27,000. (Average: $32,000)
THEdio)— GOLDEN
FARMER'S GATE
DAUGHTER
Ra- Finds Favor: Morgan
(2,825) (RKO
(65c-$1.00)
May 28. — Exhibitors
4th week. With vaudeville. Gross: $19,000. in Hollywood,
general are displaying readiness to
(Average: $32,000)
DESTRY RIDES AGAIN (U-I) and pay increased rentals for short subWHEN THE DALTONS RODE (U-I)—
jects and newsreels. Paramount short
ESQUIRE
(55c-85c)
Gross: $4,200.(1,008)
(Average:
$6,000)2nd week. subjects chief Oscar Morgan said here
DUEL IN THE. SUN (SRO)— UNITED yesterday following a sales meeting at
NATIONS (1,129) (Advanced price: $1.25) the local exchange.
3rd week. Gross: $6,000. (Average at
Morgan, who is- making his annual
regular prices: $6,000)
DESTRY RIDES AGAIN (U-I) and swing atrearound
territories,
said themen havethe come
to understand
WHEN THE DALTONS RODE (U-I)—
TIVO'LI
(1,008)
(55c-85c)
2nd
week.
Gross:
that increased production costs affect$5,500. (Average: $10,000)
ing feature pictures, due to raised
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB) and
DANGER STREET (Para.) — PARA- labor wage levels and other factors,
MOUNT (2,735). (60c-8Sc) 2nd week. have affected short subjects likewise.
Gross: $29,000. (Average: $23,000)
Additional factor in the changed attitude of exhibitors, according to Morgan, is a continuing swing from
Services Held for
double to single bill policy, which requires greater use of shorts.
S. A. Davidson
Kansas City, Mo., May 28. —
Funeral services were held in Cherry- Owners Would Accept
vale, Kan., today for Samuel A.
Davidson, retired theatre owner who Slight License Rise
died here Sunday. An oldtime exChicago, May 28. — Morris Leonard,
hibitor who was formerly active in attorney for Balaban and Katz and a
the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Associa- spokesman for other local owners,
tion, Davidson owned houses at Neothat Chicago theatre owndesha and Cherryvale more than 30 said erstoday
will not agree to a three per cent
years ago. After his wife died, he additional amusement tax on admiscame to live here near his son, Frank,
sions even if other amusements foloperator of the Ritz here. Another
lowed suit. He did say, however, that
son, Henry L., is in the theatre busi- in the face of present business condiness in northern Ohio, while a third
tions, they would agree to a slight increase in license fees, provided fees for
son, cuitLloyd
in Iowa.E., is manager of a cir- other businesses are also increased.

For Empire's Suit
Toronto, May 28. — The suit of Empire Universal Films and United
World Pictures of Canada against J.
Arthur Rank and other defendants, under Ontario Supreme Court jurisdiction here, must be tried at Osgoode
Hall, Toronto, probably next fall.
ruling and
says,New"If York
it is State,,
tried
in AbothnewOntario
a multiplicity of proceedings would x<dp
suit. There , should not be much difV
ficulty in establishing in our courts the
relevant law of the neighboring state
of New York.
Among the other defendants in the
action, which involves performance of
alleged contracts for distribution in
Canada of certain Hollywood films,
are : Universal Pictures, International
Pictures, United World, Eagle-Lion,
and the J. Arthur Rank Organization,
Inc., all of New York, who will have
to appear at the Toronto trial.
Another defendant is Monogram
Pictures of Canada and this angle is
believed to confirm, that Canadian
Monogram is controlled by Rank,
through Oscar R. Hanson. Such a
relationship is not denied here and is
understood to have been in effect for
months, in fact, since Hanson went
to England more than a year ago to
Canada.
organize
Gaumont-Kalee, Ltd., of
QP Award
Winner
Sets '47 Entry Here
Just as Nathan Wise of RKO
Theatres, Cincinnati, and Ivan Ackery
of Famous Players-Canadian Corp.,
Vancouver, winners of the 1946 Quigley Awards for Showmanship, dropped
in at the office of Max Youngstein,
Eagle-Lion sales manager, on a round
of visits here yesterday, the sales department called in the first date for
E-L's "Repeat Performance" following its recent premiere at Zanesville,
Ohio.
The date was for the RKO Grand,
Cincinnati, June 11.
Wise, Youngstein and Jerry Pickman of E-L got down to business immediately, with the result that a
complete campaign for the opening at
the Grand was mapped out on the
spot. Campaign may be entered in the
next Quigley Awards contest.
New N. W. Drive-in
Kennewick,hasWash.,
May on
28.—a
Construction
been started
drive-in theatre, one-mile west of
Kennewick, by the Midstate Amusement Co. owner. The theatre will be
locally managed.
Another WB Reissue
In combination with the Al Jolson
picture,
"Go Into
ner Brothers
will Your
reissueDance,"
another Warmu"Sing Melton
Me a Love
Song," in
which sical,
James
was starred.
Gen'l Precision Dividend
Directors of General Precision
Equipment Corp. has declared a dividend of 25 cents per share on the capital stock,
JuneJune25, 9.to stockholders ofpayable
record on

New

Mexican

Company
Mexico City, May 28. — Productora Mexicana has been organized
here by a syndicate headed by Jorge
Abarca Calderon, to produce.
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Thirty-seven
years ago Charles Pathe
established in France the Pathe Journal, an
organization which since has grown from a
camera and an idea into a mammoth diary
of modern history. The American edition of
Pathe Journal, established in September of
the first production year, 1910, was Pathe
News which, in July, 1942, was reorganized
as RKO Pathe, Inc., with Frederic Ullman,
Jr., as president.
Is America" docalso,seriesthewas"This
In 1942, umentary
added to the RKO
Pathe schedule, which includes "Sportscopes," this year celebrating its 10th anniversary, and other short features. Today the
production focal point for all is the 11 -story
"skyscraper" Pathe studio building at Park
Avenue and 106th Street in New York,
which RKO Pathe occupies under longterm lease from Pathe Industries, Inc.
The executive operations of the studio,
which Ullman heads, are shared by a number of other top men of industry experience,
including Walton C. Ament, vice-president
and general manager ; Jay Bonafield, vicepresident in charge of production, Alfred
Butterfield, editor of .Pathe News, and Phil
Reisman, Jr., RKO Pathe editorial manager.
Ament Advanced

In 1942 Ament was appointed vice-president of Pathe News, Inc., and was elected
to the board of directors. He became vicepresident and general manager last January,
and in that post supervises all production,
editorial and business affairs of RKO Pathe,
including the Pathe Newsreel, the "This Is
America" series, "Sportscopes," "Flicker
Flashbacks," and commercial and specialpurpose films. Additionally, he is responsible for operations of the new RKO Pathe
studios, the RKO foreign versions department, and the U. S. State Department's
"News Magazine," now being produced in
24 languages at RKO Pathe. During World
World War II, Ament served as chairman
of the U. S. Newsreel Pool.
At Pathe for more than 15 years, Bonafield
was appointed to his present position in January, 1945. A former newsreel editor, he
now supervises the "This Is America" series
and commercial films and produces "Sportscopes."
Butterfield Edits Reel
Butterfield joined Pathe News in 1942 as
head script writer, engaged in specialized
field work including both newsreel and National Broadcasting coverage of political
was the author of Pathe's speconventions,
cial wartime. newsreels and in January, 1946,
was named promotion director for all product
and studios. Last January he was appointed
newsreel editor.
Formerly a top writer for "This Is America," Reisman last February assumed the
editorial manager post in which he supervises scripts and writers for all RKO Pathe
short features, documentaries • and commercial films.
RKO Pathe advertising and publicity are
also under the supervision of Butterfield.
William K. McClure is publicity manager,
assisted by Curtis Cecil, Irene Cornell and
Kathleen White.
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r. Bell," a three-reel commercial film
biography of Alexander
Graham
TBell, sponEAS
CompletelyDUC
Modern, Spacious
TION sored by the American
PRO
Telephone and TeleProduction Facilities Win
graph Co., which went before the cameras
last December and now is being exhibited
Favor of Wesfs Film-Makers
by A. T. and T. Meanwhile RKO Radio
has
utilized the studios for an English-lanBy CHARLES L. FRANKE
guage prologue for Maurice Chevalier's
IN New York. City, at Park Avenue and
"Man About Town," and has adapted Pathe's
106th Street, there stands an industry
sound equipment in recording the New York
monument to an industry objective. The
Philharmonic Orchestra for the forthcommonument : the Pathe Industries-owned, RKO
ing "Memory of Love." One feature, "CitiPathe-leased 11 -story studio building which
zen Saint," produced by Clyde Elliot, has
been completed at the studio.
is fast becoming a center of East Coast production. The objective: that New York itself
Films which have been completed at the
may again become a production center.
studio by RKO Pathe include "Where
Frederic Ullman, Jr., president of RKO
Profit Lies," for Pathfinder Magazine;
"Long Range Loran," training film for the
Pathe, views the seven-month-old "vertical"
studio as a major- step in the ultimate decenU. S. Navy ; "Help Yourself," Cities Service
tralization of Hollywood's "monopoly" of
Oil training film ; "A Master Is Back," factfilm-making, not its preeminence.
film for U. S. Rubber Co. ; "Energy for
Americans," for the National Confection
The studio building, formerly the Odd Fellows Temple, cost over $1,000,000 to convert
Association, and the forthcoming "This Is
into a modern, fully equipped film studio, in
America" subject, titled "I Am an Alcoholic."
18 months time. It is the country's first soBusy Summer Schedule
called "vertical" studio. It houses five sound
stages, 12 film vaults, cutting rooms, dressPending resumption of filming at the
ing rooms, makeup parlors, commissary,
studio
by the "Jennie" company, several
chemical mixing room, machine shop, paint
other independent producers from Hollywood
shop, carpenter shop, air-conditioning plant,
have been negotiating with RKO Pathe exexecutive and writers' offices, a preview
ecutives with a view to renting the studio
theatre (also used as a dubbing room), a
when Selznick moves out, and indications
music-scoring room, property room, scenic
are at present that the studio will be active
most of the summer.
designers' studio, screening rooms and laboratory, all equal to Hollywood's best.
It is expected that Edward A. Golden will
produce
"Texas, Heaven and Brooklyn" at
Named "Television Center"
the Pathe studio, and -at least part of Darryl
Although known as the. RKO Pathe
Zanuck's forthcoming "Gentleman's AgreeStudio, the building is actually (on Pathe
ment" will be shot there. Eddie Bracken
will use the site as his headquarters if plans
Industries records) Television Center, beingowned and operated by Television Center,
for his "750 Smith" materialize. Four other
Inc., Pathe Industries subsidiary. The major
films,
"The unspecified
Boy Cried Murder,"
and two
Selznick "Close-Up,"
productions
portion has been turned over on long-term
also will use the studio, it is said.
lease to RKO Pathe, and most of the remainder is occupied by Pathe Laboratories,
Thoroughly Modern
another Pathe Industries subsidiary, which
prints and processes RKO Pathe films.
Industry observers have described the
All activities of RKO Pathe are now cenentire
studio set-up as the most modern
tered in the new studio. Facilities are availavailable. The principal stage is located on
able there for turning cut two RKO Pathe
the second floor and was formerly the main
auditorium. It measures 97 feet by 74 feet
newsreels every week, one edition of "This
Is America" every four weeks, one "Sportby 32 feet high, and is currently divided bescope" every four weeks and eight "Flicker
tween an art gallery and a bar for "Portrait
Flashbacks" a year. Additionally, RKO
of Jennie." A glass-enclosed booth on the
Pathe rents studio space, complete with all
third floor overlooks the entire stage.
facilities, including cameramen and directors,
Two smaller sound stages are located on
to outside producers. Average daily costs
the
fifth floor • along with film phonograph
for producing a feature is approximately
rooms and cutting rooms. The sixth floor
$2,250, and typical charges run from $450 a
houses the main sound recording room with
day for the large studio to $9 an hour for
booths and channels for three 35mm recordthe projection room.
ers and one 16mm. On the seventh floor is
First Hollywood producer to take advanthe music stage and theatre-dubbing stage
tage of the studio's facilities for major proand managerial offices.
duction isDavid O. Selznick, who brought a
All studio floors are sound-proofed and
production company to New York last Febair-conditioned. ■ Walls are three feet thick.
ruary for shooting of "Portrait of Jennie,"
Some 20,000 square feet of rock wool were
with David Hempstead as producer ; Wilused to obtain good acoustics on the large
liam Dieterle, director, and starring Jennifer
stage alone.
Cotten. The "Jennie"
Stars' dressing rooms are on the eighth
Jones andhasJoseph
been using Pathe as its headcompany
floor along with the projection rooms and
quarters while shooting on location in Manadditional editing equipment. Make-up rooms
hattan and at Cape Cod. Production, howare off the main stage.
ever, has been suspended temporarily while
In the basement of the building is the
parts of the script are being re-written.
cafeteria-commissary.
On the first floor is
Meanwhile, on the main stage, a number of
the Pathe Industries-operated laboratory, inelaborate sets stand ready for shooting..
(Continued on page 12)
Inaugural production at RKO Pathe was
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New laboratory building, adjoining
studio, now nearing completion.

Story Conference. L. to R.: Robert
Donahue, Sr.; Donahue, Jr., Alfred
Butterfield, Walton C. Anient, Jack
LeVien.

Make-Up. Fred Ryle, make-up man,
readies actress for the cameras.

Scoring Stage and Dubbing Room,
showing modern facilities.
TD AT HE'S new "vertical"
x 106th Street, New York. studio building, Park Avenue at

Stage. Production
company
work on "Mr. Bell," first film
produced
at new RKO
PatheatStudios.

Commercial Production. Stage scene
for Cities Service short.

Special Recording. Maurice Chevalier
on RKO Pathe stage.

RKO

PATHE
IMC.
625 MADISON AVE.

^^^^^

STUDIO: PARK AVENUE AT 106TH STREET
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Developing Room. Capable of handling negatives
at the rate of 250 feet a minute.

TfXECUTIVE Conference. L. to R.: Charles Underhill, commercial producHon manager; Frederic Ullman, Jr., RKO Pathe president; Walton
Ament, vice-president and general manager; Jay Bonafield, vice-president in
charge of production; Philip Nichols, commercial sales manager.

Drying Room. Drying cabinets at left.

Sound Engineer Murray Rosenblum prepares for mixing job.

Laboratory Cutting Room. Films are edited
and assembled here before shipping.

Studio Camera Shop. Photographer George
Schmidt in equipment storage room.

Assistant
Editor
William Sofia checking sound
track against
picture.

Studio Commissary. Catering to the inner man between
shooting schedules.
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(Continued from page 1)
Diesel Electric Co. adjacent to Pathe
Industries'
vertical
studio,
the
major
portion11-story
of which
has been
leased
to RKO Pathe. Nick Tronolone, vicepresident of Pathe Laboratories, is in
charge of the new development for
which plans and specifications were
prepared by Mayer and Whittlesey-M.
Milton Glass, architects. All the floors
of the new structure will be connected
to the corresponding levels of the Park
Avenue studio building so that communication between all departments
and integrated operation of all buildings, including the two-story adjoining machine and scenery shop, will be
achieved.
1,500,000 Feet a Day
First floor of the new building will
house developing, drying and finishing
departments geared to handle 1,500,000
feet of film a day, shipping facilities
and 10 film vaults. Printing, cleaning,
negative assembly, conforming and
timing departments for both blackand-white and color films will occupy
the second floor along with 12 additional vaults. Fifty-seven more vaults
on the third floor will considerably
relieve present storage inadequacies in
the East. Fourth floor will house
three screening rooms, and the cellar
will be used for chemical storage and
mixing rooms and mechanical equipment for the developing and drying
departments. The entire building will
be of fireproof construction.
Pathe Industries now has long-term,
exclusive printing contracts with Uni-

EMERSON

the same year for the purpose of continuing alaboratory business in Hollywood, having taken over active operation of the facilities of International
Cinema, Inc. Then came the 1944
merger, and on June 26, 1946, a new
Pathe Laboratories, Inc., was organized under the laws of the State of
New York, to provide a corporate
vehicle for recording the laboratory
activities of Pathe Industries, Inc.
Another subsidiary company is tb/7
V. D. Anderson Co., which engages i\_
the manufacture of machinery usea
for the extraction of oils and fats from
animal and vegetable matter.
Other Company Officers
Other Pathe Industries officers : J.
J. Anzalone, vice-president; C. Warren Sharpe, treasurer; Thurber H.
Pierce, controller ; Mrs. M. M. MaLeft to Right: Louis Phillips, Pathe Industries counsel; Kenneth Young, lone,
secretary. Board of directorspresident; Nick Tronolone, vice-president, Pathe Laboratories.
includes : Robert S. Benjamin, William
R. Daley, Henry J. Guild, Robert McJ. Mericka, Rayship of Robert W. Purcell, chairman Kinney,mond J.William
versal and RKO Pathe, and handles
Morfa, Robert W. Purcell
as well printing and processing of sub- of the board, and Kenneth M. Young,- and Kenneth M. Young.
sidiary Pathe Industries companies : president, with personal guidance falling to Tronolone, a veteran of approxEagle - Lion, Producers Releasing
40 years in the industry.
Corp., and the 16mm distribution or- Principalimatelystockholder
is Robert R.
ganization, Pictorial Films. All utilize
Buildings9
Young,
chairman
of
the
Chesapeake Pathe
the maj capacity,
or portionwhich
of the
Exceeds
$3,500,000Cost
present
will company's
be vastly and Ohio Railway.
expanded with the opening of the new
•The company's history dates back
Pathe at
Industries'
11 -story
laboratory building.
to 1939 when Pathe Film Corp. trans- building
106th Street
and studio
Park
Pathe Industries, which evolved
ferred all of its assets, with the ex- Ave., here, and its adjacent laboratory
ception of 3,500 shares of DuPont building, which is now under construcfrom the June 26, 1944, merger of
tion represent a total investment of
Pathe Laboratories, Inc., of New Jer- stock, to the then founded Pathe Labsey, and Pathe Laboratories, Inc., of
oratories' New Jersey corporation. over $3,500,000 by the company in the
California, operates under the leader- The California corporation was formed future of East Coast film production.
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YORK CITY 19
AND

"TIME

OUT!"
with

June Lockhart
Donald Cook

John Harvey

PATHE

USE

OUR

NEWS

EQUIPMENT

Dorothy Peterson

A Featurette for

BECAUSE

IS

PRECISE

AND

National Tuberculosis Association

DEPENDABLE

Produced at
RKO-PATHE STUDIO, NEW YORK
Release Date — June I, 1947

★

JOHN
Currently producing a series of
informative-entertainment shorts for
Pictorial Films, Inc. — subsidiary of
Pathe Industries, Inc.

IT

SINGLE

M.
WALL,
MANUFACTURERS OF
SYSTEM
AND

107

NORTH

SOUND

INC

CAMERAS

PRINTERS
FRANKLIN

SYRACUSE

STREET

4, N. Y.

MOTION

PICTURE

EAGLE

PATHE

BRANCHES

★ ★★★*★★★★★★★★*
* * *\

LION

PICTORIAL

FILMS

LABORATORIES
Leading in the field of developing and printing of
motion picture film for major
studios.

★ ★ * *

FILMS

Producing and Releasing
motion pictures of distinction
made in the U. S. A.; releasing J. Arthur Rank Organization pictures in the U. S.,
Central and South America.

TELEVISION

CENTER,

INC.

The fast growing 16 mm
organization . . . supplying
interesting subjects in every
category.

★ ★ ★ ★

* housing RKO Pathe's newest studios, the largest *
*
indoor motion picture studios in the East *

★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★ *
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Motion

Pathe

Beckons

(Continued from page 5)
eluding cutting and timing rooms. A
paint shop and garage adjoins the laboratory.
As many as three different production units can work simultaneously in
the studio. Every foot of space is used
to the best advantage. To aid rapid
scene shifting on and off the main
stage,
h i g h 20-footmetal
doors — a film
studio innovation — were devised. Through
the doors sets
are wheeled on
"dollies."
The stupendous job
o f organizing
and coordinating the Park
Avenue studio
facilities fall to
Harold Lewis,
Douglas Travers
RKO Pathe
studio manager since June, 1946. Previously, Lewis was a production manager on the Pathe lot. in Culver City.
He has held similar posts with Grand
National Films and Monogram.
Douglas Travers is production manager. He has been with RKO Pathe
only two and a half years but his association with RKO goes back to that
organization's
first assistant
day. Aheadformer
theatreman, he was
film
editor with RKO in Hollywood when
that company
"Cimarron."
most
recent filmmade
on the
Hollywood His
lot
was "Murder My Sweet."

A

LETTER

TO
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Assisting Lewis is Alfred Eglatz
who makes sure everything from water
faucets to stage sets are in order and
combats
Saulter isstudio
studio'headaches."
art director, William
Martin
Nallan heads the carpenter shop, Edd i e Gunn is \
chief electrician,
Walter Maguire
is in charge of
the propertypartment,de-John
Haupt is head
grip,
Hemmeandis Fred
chief
scenic artist.
Heading the
departmsound
e n t on
the
ninth floor

Develop Test Film
For Sound Heads
The Society of Motion Picture Engineers and the Research Council of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences have developed a new
35 mm. visual test film to be used by
theatre projectionists, service companies and theatre equipment distributors for checking the performance of
35mm. sound he_ads.
"When installing new projectors and
screens or performing maintenance
operations on existing equipment, service men and projectionists have been
forced to work without adequate test
standards- for checking picture head
performance," the SMPE said.

where sound
Pathe' s
new
Phil Reisman, Jr.
e q u i pment is
centered is
Frank Woolley. Raoul De Leon manages RKO's foreign versions department.
More than 2,000,000 feet of newsreel
stock-shot films have been moved into
the news vaults in the Park Avenue
studio. Film library headquarters,
ho\yever,
remain where
at Pathe's
Madison
Avenue building
Mrs. Virginia
Dillard serves as chief librarian. Other
film storage facilities are used at
Bound Brook, N. J., and at the Museum of Modern Art's film library on
Long Island.
Commercial films are made at the
new studio by the same staff that produces RKO Pathe News, "This Is
America," product.
"Sportscopes" and other
theatrical
"It is our conviction that any production below the level of the best
theatrical quality must be unacceptable
from any audience standpoint," says

U. S., British Films
Tops in Singapore
American and British films have an
almost exclusive hold on the keenlycompetitive Singapore market where
business is settling down to its prewar level, it is reported here by Ong
Chin Kun, director, and Paul
Domingo, manager of the Malaya
Film Service, Monogram distributors
in Malaya. tour.
Both are making a roundthe-world

EXECUTIVES

PLANNING
ELECTRICAL

Picture

CONSTRUCTION

(4) Allows 100% Credit on All Savings

All the Automatic Sprinkler Equipment in the Construction of the
new RKO Pathe Studio and Laboratory installed by

J. L MURPHY
Inc.
Plumbing
Heating

His INTEGRITY
banks and clientele.

to be judged by reference to

Adopted

LORD

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,
Inc.
PITTSBURGH
NEW .YORK
- BOSTON
Tel.: Circle 6-8000
Main Office: 10 Rockefeller Plaza

in San Juan

By E. SANCHEZ ORTIZ
San Juan, Puerto Rico, May 25
(ByCommissioners
Airmail). — ThehasSan
Juan aBoard
of
adopted
new
system of municipal licenses covering
all trades and ' industries, including
films, which places a reduced $2 tax
on tbe first $20,000 of annual volume
of
tax on the first $3°
000business.
has beenThe$2.50.^
F }
The new legislation, effective jfe^y
1, however, increases the rate of taxation on municipal licenses commensurate with the increase in the annual
volume of business. For each addiearned
annually
cesstional
of the$1,000first
$20,000,
and inup ex-to
$50,000, the tax is to be $2.25, compared
and forin each
tionalwith
$1,000$1.50,
of business
excessaddi-of
the first $50,000 and up to $100,000
earned annually, the tax is to be $2.50
per $1,000, compared with $1.50.
tax be
per $3,
$1,000compared
in excess with
of $100,000Thewill
the
present 25 cents.

Prince to Hollywood
Don Prince, RKO Radio foreign
publicity director, left New York for
Hollywood
to reorganize
the studio's
foreign
publicity
department.
Theatrical - Historical
Costumes - Uniforms
Motion

Automatic

Picture and

Air Conditioning
General

iEawa

Sprinkler

for
Costuw

Piping

We are glad to serve
ERWIN S. WOLFSON.
DEISEL CONSTRUCTION CO..
Inc.
340 East 44th Street
New York 17, New York

Co.

Incorporated
We

The form of contract, as well as our record and references,
based on FIFTY-TWO YEARS' EXPERIENCE,
sent on request.

System

Stage Productions

The contractor must pass an unequivocal test as to
his EFFICIENCY and INTEGRITY.
His EFFICIENCY to be judged by experience,
organization and record of work performed.

License

They report
additionally
that con-is R. L. Cleveland to RCA
struction of several
large theatres
planned for Singapore.
Camden,
28. — Theas appointment of R. May
L. Cleveland
district
representative for RCA 16mm. motion
Phillips B. Nichols, sales manager for
equipment
sales announced
in the WestRKO Pathe's commercial department. picture
ern region,
has been
by
Following closely upon the opening O. V. Swisher manager of the RCA
of the Park Avenue studios, Pathe 16mm. equipment section.
Laboratories began construction of a
four-story building adjacent to the Altec Expands in Ky.
studios to .accommodate a modern film
laboratory which will provide the finLouisville, May 28. — Altec Service
est facilities for the developing, print- Corp's branch here has added a third
ing and storage of motion picture film
to the two already in existin the East. It is now about 50 per territory
ence. Kenny Kaiser, recently in the
cent comoleted.
Texas area, hsa been transferred here
to assist Frank Riffle and Ben
Shroeder.

Would you be interested in a form of electric contract
evolved by us that
(1) Avoids All Forms of Gost-Plus Work
(2) Limits Profits to 5%
(3) Guarantees the Outside Price

New

rent

costumes

of every description
for every occasion.
EAVES

BUILDING

151-153 West 46th Street
near broadway
NEW YORK CITY

i
I

/

The pathe rooster has good reasons
for crowing. He has spotlighted the news
of the world since the cradle days of
movies. He has helped announce the
pageants of history . . . has participated
in the growth and technical standards
of sound films.
All of the sound recording equipment
in RKO Pathe's progressive New York
studio bears the RCA trademark. This
new RCA installation represents the
most advanced sound engineering... incorporates many exclusive RCA developments in sound film recording.
We are proud of our association with
RKO Pathe, which extends over many
years of picture making . . . proud too
that we have been able to contribute
materially to the outstanding quality of
RKO Pathe releases.
Congratulations, RKO Pathe! May
your famous mascot have everincreasing cause to crow!

SOUND

SYSTEM
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Believes Para.
Congress May Vote
$84,000 Film Rooms
(Continued from page 1)
d" from page 1)
Possesse
(Continued
Washington, May 28. — Senators
and Congressmen may finally get film
screening rooms for their legislative Raymond Massey after his wife, who Miss Crawford had attended as a trained the complexity of the corporate struchearings under the reorganization act nurse, commits suicide. The theory is this will arouse Heflin and finally return ture in which some of them are involved.
if Congress authorizes and appropri him to Miss Crawford.
ates $84,000 for the remodeling of
But this does not work out. Heflin, pretty much of a heel anyway, falls for Fortune reports -that Paramount's
House and Senate caucus rooms.
Massey's
young
daughter, played
Geraldine
Miss which
Crawford,
enter- current
consists
of 24
ing
the area
of desperation
under by
tortured
mentalBrooks.
processes
are spelling
pictures,product
valued backlog
at a cost
of about
her disintegration by this time, kills Heflin. Massey, prepared to forgive, goes $47,000,000. The backlog represents
to her hospital bedside to aid in the recovery which is indicated. The outcome millions in production cost savings to
Communist Probe
of the trial which Miss Crawford must face is left to the determination of the company on the basis of present
{Continued from page 1)
the onlooker.
increased costs over actual costs
There are no punches pulled. This is an unrelieved narration of a neurotic pictures made some time ago. H^
White House pressure." It did not and highly emotional woman in whom the divisional line between sanity and Ginsberg, vice-president and pro?
insanity is more phantom than real. What she wants most — Heflin — tion chief, is credited for the backlog,
name any particular President.
slips out of her grasp, something begins to snap and she is carried over that Paramount's production schedule
In its report, unanimously approved line.
Her struggle agamst the enveloping mental sickness moves her from for 1947 will consist of 25 features
by the full House committee, the sub climax to climax, some real and some imagined, until she arrives at the budgeted
at $40,000,000 according to
committee also attacked the Screen breaking point. The shadings of such a part were many and never easy if con- Fortune. In
1937, the company made
viction
m
performance
were
to
be
reached.
Miss
Crawford meets the full 55 features for $30,000 000 the article
Writers Guild, the Talent Guild and
requirement
with
brilliance
and
depth,
and
emerges
with
audience
sympathy states
the National Labor Relations Board arrayed completely on
her side.
The article pays marked tribute to
The report said that the situation pre
I he supporting cast is to be commended, too. Heflin, Massey, Miss Brooks Barney Balaban, Paramount president
sents a problem which "can only be and Kidges are excellent. Curtis Bernhardt's direction is of the superior brand,
led the company from bankruptcy
corrected by complete exposure on the
J erry Wald s capable producership. Based on a Rita Weiman story, who
to an all-time industry high for earnpart of the committee and prompt ac under
the script by Silvia Richards and Ranald MacDougall is both adult and ings in his first 10 years at the
helm,
tion by studio heads." In addition to
chairman
former
Griffis,
Stanton
.
lno
_
, time,
urging the full committee's intensified skillful.
.Running
108 minutes. Adult audience classification. For July release, the Paramount executive committee,of
investigation, the sub-committee rec
Red Kann now U. S. Ambassador to Poland,
ommended also that the committee
subpoena to Washington alleged Com
T . ,
_
also is applauded for his financial sermunist actors, , writers, directors and
Lwing in a Big Way"
vice t0 the comPany
durins fts dimproducers, and confront them in pub (M
cult recovery years.
-My
lie session with the testimony and evi GT7MT? tt'ttt t-G
4.
1-,
i Other home office • executives who
r«ina few
f specialized
extraordinary dancing talent is here given such show- come in for commendation include:
dence against them; that an investiga
casing
accomplishments have ever received, with the Adolph Zukor, founder and chairman
tion be instituted to determine the re actor s three _asoriginally-conceived
and magnificently-executed stepping numbers of the board; Leonard Goldenson,
sponsibility and extent of the influenc accounting for. the principal impact
an otherwise ordinary production, vice-president in charge of theatre
of Government agencies or officials in Although Marie McDonald, Charles of
Wmmnger, Spring Byington, Phyllis operations, who is connected
the
producing "flagrant Communist propa- Inaxter and Clinton Sundberg all go along helpfully in a story based on a article with reports that he in
is
the
homecoming
ganda films."
marine s experiences with his reluctant socialite wife and the heir-apparent to the Paramount presi
The sub-committee said that "up un veterans housing problem, the picture depends in the main upon Kelly's per- dency ; Charles M. Reagan, distribu
til the present," there has been no in formance and personality for box-office results.
tion vice-president ; Curtis Mitchell,
clination on the part of the industry
Labelled a Gregory La
Production, and directed by him from " his advertising-publicit
y director ; Paul
itself to cooperate with the committee own story and a screenplay Cava
by
himself
and
Irving
Ravetch,
and
produced
by
Raibourn, vice-president and head of
in ferreting out these Communist in- Pandro S. Berman, the picture concerns
Kelly's return from three years at Paramount's television interests, and
fluences," adding that now, however, war to find his unkissed bride determined to divorce him. Only her grand- George Weltner, president
of Para"responsible
peoplethatinthey
thehave
industry
mother, played with charm by Jean Adair, takes his side in matters, and |mount International,
seem to be aware
been together
they launch a small-scale veterans' housing program which brings his
misled and misused by the Commu_
nists and are anxious to rectify this unwilling bride, Miss McDonald, into contact with other veterans' wives, i resulting
in herhandled
changing
her views
about divorce.
'
JMoilOffram
IllCOme
In the story
situation." The report praised the co- ultimately
sections
primarily
for
laughs,
considerable
incidental (Continupd imm bnno \\
operation given by the industry during
(Continued from page 1)
its recent investigation on the Coast. several
dance numbers, which run for
but Kelly's
with,major
dealt the
competently
humor isminutes
each, bear
burden of the entertainment. His fans the same period one year ago. Profits
Brief investigation into the activities may be depended on to revel m his performance
of film composer Hans Eisler is slated picture overlo; others may consider the for the 1947 period before Federal
ng
taxes was $424042, against $51,176
to start here on June 16.
Running time, 103 minutes. General audience classification.
Release date, a year ago.
Meanwhile, Rep. Richard M. Nixon,
drew attenBroidy
In tothethereport,
a committee member now on the Coast " "
William R. Weaver |tion
activities
of Monogram's
disclosed that 30 Hollywood producers;
recently-formed
subsidiary, Allied
directors, writers and actors will be
called to testify in Washington next Fabian -UA Bid
hanorganized
Productions,
Artists
JJij*J
,„
.
die
high-budget
pictures.
Thisto comij|r|u
(Lontmued
(Continued from page 1)
from page j|
month. Nixon, who is there in his
1)
|pany
has five pictures
completed,
the
capacity as chairman of the House
first of which,
"It
Happened
on
Fifth
committee on education and labor to the principals are held frequently but holds all rights to 250 films which he Avenue,"
has just had its premiere at
survey limitations and conditions im despite this no material change in the had acquired tor re-issue purposes. Grauman's Chinese Theatre in Los
He said the two slated for New Angeles, and is booked for a June
posed by the American Federation of negotiations has occurred since their
York one concerning the local Police opening at the Rivoli, New York.
Musicians and its president, James C inception, it was stated.
In the event any meeting of the fP.mme4ntMnd *eJ0tl?.er a remake The second Allied Artists' release
Petrillo, declined to name those who
will be subpoenaed.
minds is reached here with representa- of Third Alarm, dealing with the w;n be "Black Gold," in Cinecolor,
tives of Miss Pickford and Chaplin, r-ire Department, are to be produced followed by "The Gangster," "Song of
He added, however, that film, radio, conclusion
of a deal still would have at Filmcraft Studios in the Bronx. My Heart" and "The Hunted."
record and television executives, have
n is likely to begin in Octo 1
to
await
the
latters' approvals, it is Productio
indicated ina their
"feargeneral
of reprisals"
he said.
Petrillo
reluctancefromto pointed out. Both have returned to the ber,
Coast from New York. When last Hirliman will leave here at the I Pnrl.nn la TV11
supply information.
(Continued from page 1)
heard from, one principal in the nego- to arrange for studio facilities there.
he plans 1 0cl1 1 Un Ab i-TUfeiee
Montreal
tiations said, Chaplin was amenable to weekend
Productionfor will
start where
in Canada on
deal
but
Miss
Pickford
was
not
Johnston Urges House Group
area committee of the Motion Picture
inclined to sell except under conditions Aug. 1, he said.
Foundation.
To Conduct 'Fair5 Probe
which would be difficult to meet, in
At a meeting today, membership on
Hollywood, May 28. — In a state- the opinion of negotiators.
Wage
Deadlock
the committee was completed. It now
ment issued here tonight, Eric John(Continued
from
page
1)
ston, MPA president, urged the House
consists of Payette, Barron, A. J. DeUn-American Activities committee to $125,000 Theatre Suit
Fiore, Wilmington; William Crockett,
Seattle, May 28.— A $125,000 suit next week to consider the latest de- 1Virginia Beach ; Morton Thalhimer,
conduct "a fair, dignified and objective
investigation," and added that to this, r alleged breach of contract has velopment._ Under provisions of the Richmond; Lawrence Schanberger
een filed here against stockholders of contract, either side may call for arbi- and Lauritz Carman, Baltimore ; Ben"we pledge our wholehearted coopera- the
Island Theatre, Vashon Island, tration of a dispute.
jamin Pitts, Fredericksburg, Hunter
tion."
The company has offered an 11 per Perry, Charlottesville; Elmore Heins,
hich opened tonight. Pending outHe said that Hollywood producers,
come of the suit, which was filed by cent wage increase and had refused to Roanoke; Mayor Edward Evans of :
"whoaware
have ofcome
up the hard
way,"
L. Geisentanner, original promoter go beyond that figure. The union, Milford ; Sam Galanty, Sidney Lust,
are
the dangers
in Commuthe $60,000 theatre, the house will which began negotiations with a 20 Rudolph Berger, Morton Gerber, Tom
nist efforts to capture the motion picture screen. This is why such methods e operated by Morris Dunsford, one per cent request, is now demanding Reed and A. Julian Brylawski of
about 16 per cent.
of the stockholders.
have not been successful, he said.
Washington.
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He

takes

right

out

the

of

words

her

picture's success depends on the boom
man's skill and on his close cooperation with the sound mixer.

words "right out of the mouth" of
actor or actress . . . correlates sound
with action so that clarity and proper
perspective are always maintained.
Thanks to him, today's motion pictures have the freedom of action which
was lost when sound was first intro-

LEE

And equally essential to the boom
man's success are superior sound films
. . . films which have the quality, so
uniformly found in Eastman Films, of
assuring faithful reproduction.

KODAK
COMPANY
ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR,
FORT

• • •

duced on the screen. A great part of
the reality which is so essential to a

BY his interpretive use of equipment
— his skill in anticipating motion —
the microphone boom man takes the

EASTMAN

mouth
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Congressmen
Assure
Of

Tax

Owners
Relief

Action Not Likely at
This Session, However
By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, June 1.— Representatives ofthe American Theatres
Association and the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America asked
the House Ways and Means Committee, at sessions here, to cut admission
taxes, and were assured of strong
Committee, support.
"The tax is too high and must come
down," Committee chairman Knutson
told the exhibitors at the hearing.
'We want to give you folks relief,"
he_ added. Other Committee members
joined the chairman in assuring the
exhibitors of support in their plea.
Action is not likely at this session
of Congress, however. Knutson is on
record as(Continued
believingon page
that 7)only two
Studio

Strike

a Dead

Issue:

Nebenzal

YORK, U.S.A., MONDAY,

Export
Clear

of

Assn.
All

Indebtedness
Motion Picture Export Association has cleared itself of all indebtedness incurred for initial operating
expenses with the payment of $250,000 to the eight U. S. distributor participants inthe foreign trade cartel.
While the eight companies actually
control MPEA, the organization is a
separate entity and its original financing was provided through loans from
each company.
MPEA is not alone operating financially on a self-sustaining basis, but
progress to date indicates an early
disbursement of revenue 'from abroad
among distributors, according to an
official close to the operation. The
association's
operatinglevel.
funds
are
said to be present
at a substantial
MPEA was organized to combat
the numerous restrictions placed
against U. S. product in 13 countries.
Paying off particularly at this point
are Holland and Czechoslovakia.
Meanwhile, some dissatisfaction with
the results of MPEA's functioning has
been expressed by some independent
member producers. Seymour Neben(Continucd on page 7)

The only evidence of Hollywood's
labor rows is in the occasional appear- O'Brien Condemns
ances of two or three pickets at studio
gates and so far as picture-making is British Ad Attack
concerned the long strike has of late
presented no interference whatsoever,
Seymour Nebenzal, independent proCondemnation of the recent adverducer releasing through United Arttising campaign in London by some
ists, said here at the weekend. Striking carpenters and painters have been British film companies against American pictures was voiced here at the
(Continued on page 7)
weekend by Tom O'Brien, general
secretary of the National Association
of Theatrical and Kine Employes, at
Death Takes Three
a Motion Picture Association luncheon in his honor at the Harvard Club.
From Films, Radio
"I
condemn any commercial firm or
Ruth Gillis, 34, of Brooklyn,
film company which uses our economic
(Continued on page 7)
a secretary in the M-G-M
home office, was among the
41 passengers killed in the
United Airlines plane disaster
WB
Sales Meetings
at LaGuardia Field, here, last
Thursday. She is survived by
Open Here Tursday
a brother, Sylvester Gillis.
Ben Kalmenson, vice-president and
Norman MacKay, manager
general sales manager of Warner
of radio station WDAY in
Brothers, will preside at a meeting of
Miami, was among the 53 pasdistrict managers and home office exsengers killed in the Eastern
Friday. ecutives tobe held here Thursday and
Airlines plane crash in Maryland on Friday.
Home office officials who will also
Adrienne Ames, 39, screen
take part include Samuel Schneider,
actress and radio commentMort Blumenstock, Roy Haines, Jules
ator, died on Saturday at her
Lapidus, Norman Ayers, Norman H.
home here after a long illness.
Moray, I. F. Dolid, Bernard R. Goodman, Ed Hinchy, William W. Brumberg and others.
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EOT Favors Keeping
The Renters Quota
London, June 1. — British
Beard of Trade officials will
recommend retention of the
renters quota in the forthcoming quota act, despite the
British Film Producers Association's strong representations reinforced with an advertising campaign, according
to reliable unofficial sources.
BOT officials are said to be
impressed by Cinematograph
Exhibitor Association arguments that abolition of the
renters quota would place independent exhibitors at the
mercy of British producerdistributor-exhibitor combines. The act is expected to
embody a variable quota.
Seven

Films

By German

Made

Industry

Tom

Connors

Retires

From

20th-Fox

Post

Keeps Advisory Status;
Smith, Gehring lipped
Tom J. Connors relinquished his
post as vice-president in charge of
sales of 20th Century-Fox on
Thursday. Connors' five-year
tract withconthe
company was
nearing its expiration, and
announcement
the
company's
said
that he
"has elected
to
retire" but
remain
with"will
the
corporation in
an. The
advisory
cacompany
announced
on
Friday that
Andrew W.
Smith, Jr.,

Washington, June 1. — Three
German-produced films have , been
made so far in the British zone, the
War Department reports, although
Tom J. Connors
licenses have been issued for the production of five. Four have been made
to date in the Soviet zone, and none Eastern sales manager, had been appointed general sales manager
sucin the United States or French zones.
pacity."
ceeding Connors, on
and page
that7) William
British film policy in Germany is to
(Continued
give as much scope as possible to
German producers, in line with their
belief that the best source of supply
for German theatres is films produced Film Officials to
by the Germans themselves.
Attend Kirsch Fete
Last Fox Midwest
Meeting Today

Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th Century Fox ; Joseph Bernhard,
president of Film Classics ; Ben Kalmenson, distribution vice-president of
Warners ; Abram F. Myers, national
chairman of Allied States, and Col.
(Continued on page 7)

Kansas City, June 1.— Meetings
of the several districts in the Fox
Midwest circuit are being held, with
managers planning for the final twoperiod
— "Elmer
—week
of the
annual
CharlesRhoden
SkourasWeeks"
drive.
Attending the meetings are : E. C. Rank Will Not Buy
Rhoden, head of Fox Midwest ; Lon
Cox, film buyer and assistant to More US Companies
Rhoden ; Charles E. Shafer, treasurer ;
Hollywood, June 1.— Asserting that
Senn Lawler, publicity, and Howard
he has no plans for producing in HolHilton of Rhoden's staff.
lywood "in mind," J. Arthur Rank,
at a press interview here upon his
arrival Thursday, denied categorically
(Continued on page 7)
Mexicans Complain
Of Encroachments
Mexico City, June 1.— Advocates
5 Reviews Today
of the law proposed recently to the
Government which demands 26 weeks
"The Vigilantes Return" and
exhibition time a year in all theatres
"The Queen's Necklace" are
in Mexico for Mexican pictures have
become more active for the enactment
on
3; "Take Trials"
My Life,"
"Thepage
Nuremberg
and
"The Miracle of Monte Casof
that
statute
since
Trans-Lux's
new
theatre here, the Prado, contracted for
sino," page 6.
four Warner films for 26 weeks playing time.
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Western Owners to
Meet in Salt Lake
Salt Lake City, June 1.— Industry representatives in Utah, Idaho
and Montana will gather in Salt Lake
City on June 10-12 for their annual
Round-up, sponsored by the Salt Lake
Motion Picture Club. Among activities planned are a golf tournament,
screenings, and a dinner.
A meeting of Intermountain Theatres Association will be held at the
same time and new officers will be
elected to succeed Sam Gilette, president, and Ralph Trathen, secretarytreasurer.
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Newsreel

Tradewise
By SHERWIN

Mention
STANLEY H. CRAIG, Paramount's general manager for New
Zealand, and William Hurworth,
Jr., asssistant manager in Sydney,
Australia, accompanied by Mrs. Craig,
are in Hollywood from New York, en
route home.
•
A. W. Schwalberg, Eagle-Lion
sales head, and Max E. Youngstein,
advertising - publicity - exploitation director, visited Washington, Philadelphia and Baltimore from New York
over the weekend.
•
Jules Lapidus, Warner Eastern
division sales manager, and Sam
Lefkowitz, Eastern district manager,
will leave here tonight for Boston and
will return Wednesday.
•
Max Milder, Warner managing director in Great Britain, has returned
to his desk in London after a twomonth illness.
•
Hugh Findlay, M-G-M British
publicity director, and Alfred Junge,
art director, are in Hollywood from
New York.
•
Si Borus, Monogram-Allied Artists' contract
here, has gone
to the Coastmanager
for 'conferences
with
William Z. Porter.
•
Byron Hopkins, Sidney, la., exhibitor, who has been in the Council
Bluffs Hospital, has recuperated from
illness.
•
Abe Kroneneerg, Warner special
events department head, has returned
to the home office from Cheyenne and
Denver.
•
Isador M. Rappaport, owner of the
Hippodrome, Baltimore, was a recent
visitor in New York.
•
Fred M. Wilcox, M-G-M director,
returned to Hollywood from New
York over the weekend.
•
Marjohie Kane, former Paramount
publicist at the home office, has left
here for a Coast vacation.
•
George Pal will leave the Coast
Wednesday for New York.
•
Eddie Buzzell, M-G-M director, is
in town from the Coast.

Daily

ILLUSTRATIVE of the present-day problems of independent producers is this little anecdote relayed by one of them.
He acquired an outstanding
best seller at tremendous cost
and, with substantial backing for
his production completed, made
a releasing deal with United
Artists. Meanwhile, the increasing popularity of the story property induced him to raise his
initial sights and he decided
upon two top-flight stars, male
and female, in place of the somewhat lesser luminaries who had
been tentatively spotted for the
principal roles.
The new female star demanded
one-third of the profits. The
new male star would take no less
than anything agreed upon for
the female star. The latter refused over lengthy negotiations
to alter her original demand.
Faced with the impossible situation of signing away two-thirds
of the profits before any participations other than those of the
male and female stars had been
met, the producer petitioned
U. A. for a release from the distribution contract with the idea
of starting all over again or, if
necessary, disposing of the story
property.
U. A., thus far, has refused to
release the producer and the matter is stalemated.
• •
There were many along
Broadway whp smiled when Gus
Eyssell sat down to play Arthur
Rank's "Great Expectations" on
his Radio City console.
"No names ; costume story ;
Dickens' classic ; English accents," went the comments.
"Could Gus be slipping?"
"Expectations" finished its
first week at the Hall with $134,800. That makes it a sure bet
for three weeks and, possibly, a
fourth. Just as good as the best
of the Music Hall's recent performers.
Quite obviously, the Master of
the Music Hall knows his customers as well• as • ever.
A week's visit on Chicago's
Film Row and in the Loop recently passed without the writer
having heard a single hard times
story or a pessimistic note.
The visit included conversations with numerous operators of
small neighborhood and out of
town theatres whom we met at
the offices of Jack Kirsch, national Allied States and Illinois
Allied president, and who also
administers a buying group.

Parade
KANE

No one with whom we talked
was greatly concerned because
grosses are below the peak and
inflated levels of 1946. Apparently none of them, first-run or
subsequent operators or branch
managers, expected to ride the
gravy train forever. Their attitude was that they knew where
it was going when they got
aboard and they knew how long
the ride would be. Also, they
knew where they were when they
alighted, and they are satisfied
to be there.
•
Like the observations of seasoned distribution and exhibition
men around New York, members of the Chicago trade concede that patrons are shopping.
All that means is that the business of good pictures is big business, and that of weak pictures
is puny business.
The over-all result is considered normal or somewhat better
than that. There is no complaining over it and there are
outright and spirited denials that
business is bad.
The attitude toward the future
is a healthy one in the Midwest.
Everyone expects good times to
continue, even to improve, providing Hollywood reduces the
proportion of pictures that theatre shoppers can appraise from
• pass
•
the sidewalk and
bv.
Following some long and serious sales meeting conferences
recently, Bill Rodgers' sales cabinet decided to end the proceedings on a light note. They
turned the gathering over to the
field men and invited them to
have their say about anyone in
the Loew's organization.
The field men came up with a
Gridiron-type program, goodnaturedly
lampooning the home
office toppers.
One of the first skits had to
do with Rodgers conducting a
meeting of his sales cabinet.
There was the business, characteristic ofRodgers, of removing
eyeglasses at regular intervals,
raised eyebrows, etc.
" 'Stardust' is a putrid title,"
the Rodgers impersonator began.
"Let's change it." (Statisticians
claim that more MGM titles are
in New York than in
changed
Culver City.)
"It's not a bad title but let's
change it anyhow," contributed
the Eddie Aaron impersonator.
The nominations were thrown
in freely and "Stardust" eventually became "Should Mother

THE eclipse
sun takes parade.
prominence inofthethe newsreel
Other items rounding out th-e reels arc
Japan's
new constitution,
the Shriners in their
annual convention
and
sports. Complete contents follozv:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 79— F sts
study eclipse of sun in Brazil. K institution inJapan. Father Flanagai, otart^
youth organization in Japan. Annual
Shriners' convention in Atlantic City.
Coast Guard Academy trains cadets in seamanship. Natural sanctuary for wild birds
in Pyramid Lake, Nevada. Sports: rowing.
Playful colts. Magicians in Chicago prove
the hand is quicker than the eye.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 277— Total
eclipse filmed by U. S. expedition in Brazil.
Nation's Shriners on parade in Atlantic
City. Japan: education of Crown Prince.
Silk fashion show in Tokyo. The Wellesley
crew. Meeting of magicians in Chicago.
A pretzel -benders school.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 80-Some 16.000 Shriners parade in Atlantic City. Scientists study solar eclipse. Pretzel-twisting school. Japan hails new constitution.
Japanese silk fair. Father Flanagan starts
Rockies.
Boystown in Tokyo. Fishing in Colorado's
RKO PATHE, No. 82— Eclipse of the
sun. Holland tulip crop. General Eisenhower speech on war. UN youngsters at
Steeplechase Park. Pope names Swiss
race.
Samt. California vs. Washington crew
UNIVERSAL, No. 43— Scientists study
total eclipse
in government
Brazil. inJapan's
new Fashion
constitutional
effect.
parade
at
Tokyo's
silk
fair.
Some
Shriners march at annual convention in16,000
Atlantic
City. "Fine art"
ofMaster
pretzel-magicians
making
hown
at
Allentown,
Pa.
hold meeting in Chicago.
Upstate Now Books,
Buys for 19 Houses
Albany, June 1. — Upstate Theatres, cooperative buying-booking corporation here, has increased the number
cently. of theatres it services to 19 with
the addition of four more houses reThe added theatres are: The Arlngton, East Arlington, Vt, which
Jack Stoops bought from J. W. Bird;
the Modern and Colonial, Manchester
Depot, Vt., operated by Bird, and the
Playhouse, Manchester Center, Vt., operated by Frank Dean.
Sierra Pictures Set
For 'Joan' Filming
Hollywood, June 1.— Ingrid Bergman, Victor Fleming and Walter
Wanger have completed organization
of Sierra Pictures, and will begin film
ing of "Joan of Lorraine," starring
Miss Bergman, on July 14 at the Hal
Roach studios. Fleming will direct the
film, which will be made in Technicolor. Screenplay by Maxwell Anderson and Andrew Solt is nearing com
pletion.
Republic Board Meeting
Officers and directors of Republic
Pictures Corp. met over the weekend
at the home office here. The meetinglasted more than three hours. They
declined to comment on deliberations,
except to say: "It was a good meet-
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Motion

Events

"The Vigilantes
( Universal-International)

June 3 — Allied Theatre Owners of
the Gulf States meeting, Jung
Hotel, New Orleans.
June 3-4 — Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Arkansas meeting, Little
Ju?^- (3-6— Columbia sales meeting,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
June 10-12 — Radio Manufacturers Association annual meeting, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
June 23-25 — Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana convention, Lake
Wawasee, Ind.
June 24-26 — Allied Theatres of New
Jersey 28th annual convention,
Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City.
Will

Exhibition

Stress

at Meet

A special papers committee, including four circuit representatives, has
been appointed by Clyde R. Keith,
editorial vice-president of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, to obtain papers and experts for the Theatre Engineering Conference which
will be featured at the 62nd semiannual SMPE convention, to be held
Oct. 20-24 at the Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York. Leonard Satz of the Century Circuit will act as committee
chairman and will be assisted by a
group including Seymour Seider, Prudential Playhouses ; Henry Anderson,
Paramount ; Charles Bachman, Warner Theatres; Ben Schlanger, theatre
architect, and D. E. Hyndman, Eastman Kodak.
"Selection of theatre men principally to assist in working out the papers program for the special theatre
conference is designed to insure discussions of major interest to theatre
owners
SMPE. and architects,'" says the
The regular papers committee, under the chairmanship of Gordon A.
Chambers, assisted by Herbert Barnett, New York; R. T. Van Ninam,
Chicago; N. L. Simmons, Hollywood,
and H. S. Walker, Montreal, will
solicit papers for the general sessions
convention.
An exhibit committee also has been
appointed by James Frank, Jr., chairman of the general committee. This
group consists of W. W. Simons,
Altec Service, chairman ; Sidney B.
Moss, Amusement Supply Co., and
J. W. Servies, National Theatre Supply. Harry B. Braun of Radio City
Music Hall has been appointed public
address consultant.
Cron

Installed

as

Trinidad Manager
John B. Cron, formerly in the U. S.
Army Air Forces, has been installed
as general manager of Monogram Pictures of Trinidad, with headquarters
in Port-ofnounces here.Spain, Monogram anSet Italian Film
Film Rights International's production of "Jealousy,"
madepremiere
in Rome,at
will have
its American
the Times Theatre, here, following the
run of "Two Anonymous Letters."

Return*

Hollywood, June 1.
JON HALL, Margaret Lindsay, Andy Devine and Cinecolor are names with
which to exploit this fast 67 minutes of shooting, riding, plotting, counterplotting and assorted excitements produced by Howard Welsch and directed
by Ray Taylor, from a script by Roy Chanslor. It rolls fast enough to minimize the effect of occasional cloudiness along the story line, and the color adds
to the sum of its values.
Hall is seen as a marshall of some kind, presumably Federal, who rides into
Bannack under circumstances designed to get him mistaken for a bad man
outlawed by Texas. His identity is known, though, to Miss Lindsay, co-owner
of the town's hot-spot, and if she hadn't been in love with him for years she'd
tell her partner, top man in the local crime ring, but she does, so she doesn't
tell.
quitewitha complicated
setup, up
in her
which
the aslocal
daughter,
secretlyIt inis love
the villain, crosses
father,
welljudge's
as the hero,
and
gets shot for her pains, accidentally, and so it goes until finally the judge,
despairing of achieving justice within the law, sends for the vigilantes, a
vaguely defined band of range dwellers, who shoot it out with the desperadoes
in a rip-roaring finish.
There are fights aplenty, jail breaks, dance hall and barroom sequences in
which lead and liquor flow freely, and the film can be presented as something
special in those theatres where Westerns are the principal attractions.
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
William R. Weaver
"The Queen's Necklace"
(lie de France — Siritsky International)
ALEXANDRE DUMAS' famous novel of the reign of Louis XVI and
Marie Antoinette has been converted into a noteworthy French-language
motion
picture. "The
Queen's Necklace"
offers
American
"art Century
film" patrons
highly convincing
reproduction
of the regal
glamour
of 18th
France,a
and an expertly detailed, though ponderously paced story that builds with
startling suddenness after about an hour of muted suspense, into a realistically
horrifying climax wherein the beautiful, unscrupulous heroine (Viviane Romance) is brutally whipped and branded publicly. That sequence is likely to
be remembered by those who see it— not only for the shocking detail in which
it is presented, but for the superb performance of Mile. Romance.
Mile. Romance plays the impecunious Countess de la Motte, who, capitalizing
on the political disfavor suffered by the ambitious Cardinal de Rohan, makes
him the dupe of a successful plot to steal from the Royal jewelers a fabulously
expensive necklace which had been fashioned for the Queen. When the trick
is uncovered, he is sent to prison and the plotters — the Countess, her decadent
husband and her lover, all of whom had been living luxuriously off the proceeds of the stolen necklace — are captured. There ensues a sensational trial
that rocks France's political structure, and the Countess gets her punishment.
Marion Dorian, Maurice Escande, Jacques Dacqmine, Michel Salina, and
others perform splendidly in supporting roles. Direction by Marcel L'Herbier
is impressive.
Running time, 105 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
May 17.
Charles L. Franke
Allied Prod. Holds
Lease on U. S. Land
Washington, June 1.— Two Senate
subcommittees heard testimony Thursday that Allied Productions, Inc., of
New York, holds a 25-year lease for
several thousand square feet of the
Government's $140,000,000 basic magnesium plant at Henderson, Nev. The
subcommittees are investigating alleged delays in disposal of the plant,
but were sidetracked on the API testimony. The API contract provides
for use of the land at no cost until
they begin film operations, and a War
Assets Administration official said that
the company, while not yet operating,
stores some costumes at the plant.
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Reviews

Coming

SMPE

Picture

Actors9
Annual

Equity Holds
Meet Today

The 34th
annual meeting
Actors'
Equity
Association
will be ofheld
here
this afternoon at the Hotel Astor.
The order of business will include the
election of 10 councillors to serve five
years, plus one replacement.
On the regular ticket are : Robert
Burton, Lawrence Fletcher, Majorie
Gateson, Margalo Gillmore, Ross
Hertz, Bert Lahr, Raymond Massey,
Elliott Nugent, Philip Ober, Frank
M. Thomas, Sr., and to serve as a
replacement for an unexpired term of
one year, Eddie Nugent. On the independent ticket are Ralph Bellamy,
Ilka Chase, Tom Ewell, Alexander
Kirkland, Aline MacMahon, Mildred
Natwick, Helen Rag, David Wayne.

Delay B.C. Video Meet
Washington, June 1,— Set to open
here Tuesday to formulate a schedule Turner Returns to
of expected installation dates for
inter-city television relay facilities, an Altec as Manager
informal engineering conference has
Donald R. Turner, who was with
been postponed
by Commission
the Federal
Com-9. Altec until early 1945, at which time
munications
until June
resigned to accept an executive
Television broadcasters, communica- he
with International Business
tions common carriers and manufac- position
turers of video and microwave equip- Machines, has rejoined Altec as
branch manager of the Atlanta disment are among those expected to trict.
attend.

Columbia

Meeting

In Chicago

Today

Chicago, June 1.— Columbia Home
Office executives and top sales personnel, headed by general sales manager A. Montague, will arrive here
tomorrow to prepare for the fourday meeting of branch and district
managers to be held in the Drake
Hotel. Individual gatherings of delegates are to precede general sessions.
Others from the home office attending are: Rube Jackter, Louis Astor, Louis Weinberg, Irving Wormser, Maurice Grad, George Josephs,
Leo Jaffe, H. C. Kaufman, Joseph
Freiberg, Vincent Borelli, Irving
Sherman, Sydney Singerman, Seth
Raisler.
All branch managers and nine division managers will also be present.
Schneider Feted by
Para. Associates
William Schneider, who will start
new duties at Donahue and Coe next
Monday, was tendered a farewell
luncheon Thursday at the Blue Ribbon
Restaurant here by his associates at
Paramount.
Among those present from Paramount were: Stanley Shuford, Sid
Mesibov, C. N. Odell, Rex Taylor,
Aileen Brenon, Lou Pelegrine, George
Harvey and Virginia Morris. From
Buchanan and Co. were Charles
Friedman, Ernest Mueller, George
Richardson, Roy Winkler and William Ard. Vincent Trotta, National
Screen Service art department head ;
George Fraser, Herbert Berg, Leo
Brody and Hal Danson, all Paramount alumni, were also on hand.
Delay US -French
Remittance Talks
Washington, June 1.— Progress of
Franco-American talks on film remittances have been delayed pending
the return to Paris of top French negotiators now at the Geneva trade
conferences, according to State Department officials here. The French
are asking for a ceiling of $3,000,000
annually on remittances from their
country to the U S. film industry.
Although French delegates to the
International Trade Organization
have returned to Paris from time to
time, there apparently has been no opportunity for intensive discussions.
Fabian Addresses
Graduates of NYU
The industry "needs a return to theconcepts
of basic
showmanship,"
Fabian, circuit
operator
and presidentSi
of the American Theatres Association,
told a graduating class of the motion
picture department at New York University. He warned that with the expansion of theatre business there has
set in a "department store" point of
view that augurs ill for the future of
the industry.
are not and
merchandisers. We sell"Weintangibles
when
we forget that, we miss the whole
point of the theatre's purpose."
142 Canadian Films
The National Film Board of Canada has compiled its first peacetime
catalogue of 16mm. films available in
the United States. It contains titles
of 142 films.
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more

you

know

of

any

picture

enthusiastically

than

Kate Cameron

that

was

"Great

in the DAILY

ever

received

Expectations"?

NEWS
C

" 'Great Expectations' is as brilliant a transposition of novel
to screen as any in the history of moving pictures. ... I
recommend with all my heart to those to whom Dickens is
still a closed book, a visit to the Music Hall, where they may
make a short cut to the acquaintance of one of the great
novelists of the Victorian era. The picture is an enchanting
reproduction of the book in that it demands your full attention
. . . The story is guaranteed

to keep you enthralled during its

two hours of running time."
Archer Winsten in the N. Y. POST

• "The arrival of the British film, 'Great Expectations' at
the Music Hall marks nothing less than a new era in the transfer of literary masterpieces
sheer perfection of movie
tions' is breath-taking."

to the screen. . . . For delight in

making,

the movie

'Great Expecta-

Cecelia Ager in PM

• " 'Great Expectations' is a lovable giant of a picture, great
in conception, great in execution, great in the thousands of
satisfactions it accords. Rich, substantial, savory: soundly
built, beautifully lucid, infinitely tender, it is a masterpiece of
the story telling art, a great movie that does a great novel full
justice, and more. It takes a classic of English literature and
out of its appreciation and enjoyment of it, out of its understanding love for it, dramatizes, points up, and intensifies its
values. The basic quality of 'Great Expectations' is romantic
entertainment: it is full of the joy and richness of life. ... In
direction, mood,

production, acting, writing, sound, photog-

raphy, itis very nearly flawless."
Eileen Creelman in the N. Y. SUN

• "'Great

Expectations'

is one of the top English films, a
pleasure to Dickens' readers, a picture that may send millions
back to re-reading the classics."

Bosley Crowther in the N. Y. TIMES
"If there is any lingering necessity of inspiring more Charles
Dickens fans — not to mention more fans for British movies —
the thing that should certainly do the job is the film made

from

'Great Expectations', which came to the Music Hall yesterday. For here in a perfect motion picture, made in England
(where it should have been made), the British have done for
Dickens what they did for Shakespeare with 'Henry V: they
have proved that his works have more life in them than almost
anything now
Howard

written for the screen."

Barnes in the N. Y. HERALD

TRIBUNE

* "A celebrated novel has been served superlatively in the
screen adaptation of 'Great Expectations'. The new British
film at the Music Hall realizes the heart, humor and dramatic
excitement

of the Dickens

work in engrossing cinematic terms.

. . . In short, this J. Arthur

Rank

rare and memorable

picture. Good

motion

Cineguild Production

is a

sense and artistry

have gone into every reel of the film. ... A screen entertainment of stature and irresistible appeal has come
Frank Quinn in the BAIL

to town."

Y MIRROR

* "The Universal-International release of the British-filmed
novel has the quality of enduring greatness. All the characters
get the breath of life in this celluloid rebirth. . . . 'Great Expectations' isa great picture, fulfilling, with no trace of
dissapointment,

the promise of its title."

Rose Pelswick in the N. Y. JOURNAL-AMERICAN
* " 'Great Expectations' is a screen classic, a beautiful, sensitive translation of the novel by Charles Dickens. All the
characters, the quiet charm

and the well-knit melodramatics

of the novel are spun out with wondrous

skill."

Alton Cook in the N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

ART6^RHO
MIL1LS
RABNS
K

people knew when they booked 'Great Expectations', the news
of a good picture gets around in phenomenally short time . . .

GREA

Here

is the realm of great movie

entertainment — and, why

don't we have more of it,"

reflected
adio
I

JOHN

# "Hail to the luck and the art that have made the English
version of 'Great Expectations' such a good picture. The
people at the Music Hall choose carefully, with an inspectorial
eye about stars and box office values. But as the Music Hall

City
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Music

wonderful
Hall.
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MGM
Hollywood
Hollywood, June 1
THE life story of the song writing
team of Rogers and Hart is to
be brought to the screen by M-G-M
as an all-star musical with a cast
headed by Judy Garland, Frank Sina
tra and Gene Kelly, under the title of
"Words and Music." To be produced
by Arthur Freed, the story will
dramatize the rise of this team of
tunesmiths, and will feature many of
the nostalgic songs they composed for
Broadway. . . . Three new pictures
are on the starting schedule at War
ner Brothers for early June, under the
production guidance of Alex Gottlieb.
They are : "Head Over Heels," "Mary
Hagen"
"Romance
High C,"
the
latter and
a Michael
Curtizin production.
"Head Over Heels" will be directed
by Frederick deCordova, and "Mary
Hagen"
Godfrey. Curti
will
directbyhisPeter
own film.
•
Universal-International has five new
jetanres scheduled for the cameras
during June. They are : "Tap Roots,"
co-starring Van Heflin and Susan
Hayward, a Walter W anger production, with George Marshall directing;
"Black Bart," with George Sherman
directing for producer Leonard Goldstein; "Homicide," new Mark Hellinger production, with Barry Fitzgerald
and Don' Taylor co-starring and Jules
Dassin
"Imagination,"
first
of t he directing;
Kanin Productions,
starring
Ronald Colman, with George Cukor
directing, and "The Senator Was Indiscreet/' William Pozvell starts his
loan-out deal between M-G-M and
Universal-International as star of this
one. . . . Jerry Bresler has been assigned to produce the film version of
the Gabrielle Roy novel, "The Tin
Flute" at Universal-International.

Reviews
"Take My Life"
{Cineguild-General Film Distributors)

London
INEGUILD herein has put across a plain, honest-to-goodness, murder
v-J thriller. And not so very plain at that. For it is as compact,
subtly
photographed and mounted a piece as British screens have seen inadroit,
many a day.
Phillipa Shelley is an opera-singer of public renown and private tantrums.
After her triumphant "Traviata" at London's Covent Garden she hurls a
scent-bottle at her patient husband, because, of her unjust suspicions
said
husband is carrying on with a previous sweetheart who happens to bethat
playing
in Covent Garden's "second fiddle" detachment. From then on comes a train
of highly plausible circumstance — that tangled weave of circumstantial evidence— which leads long-suffering husband to the Old Bailey dock and the
charge of wilfully murdering the second fiddler.
Richly — so every woman in the audience and quite a few men will feel—
the fiddler earned her fate. But, so cunningly does director Ronald Neame
unveil the thread of ostensible proof that until the last moment it looks as
though the Law will get the husband to the gallows. That the Law doesn't
get its way is due only to the perspicacity of the opera-singer, who foxes
down the real murderer far away in Scotland, just because she hears a little
schoolboy whistle a tune which she knows the unlamented deceased had composed;murderer being a half-crazed schoolmaster who had married the
fiddler and couldn't abide her ill-mannered ugly nagging. What raises "Take My
Life" put of the ordinarily-competent rut into that of a refinement of entertainment is the deft_ cunning and inordinately skilful direction of Ronald Neame;
and his players, including, in particular, Greta Gynt.
The Gynt girl lately has lent lustre to a bunch of British productions.
Herein she just scales the heights of beauty, plus allure, plus competence, plus
always
something
the others haven't got. Britain's screens may
have lostthatDeborah
Kerr which
for the time being, but here is Greta Gynt ready to
take her place in every respect. But it is difficult to find fault with any of
the Neame players who comprise, in the leading parts, Hugh Williams,
Marius Goring, Francis L. Sullivan. This one will rank high in Britain's
box-office grosses at the year's end.
Running time, 79 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date, not
setPeter Burnup

End

Field

Meetings

at Denver

Denver, June 1. — M-G-M office
managers, field auditors and master
bookers for the Western and Southwestern branches concluded general
and individual meetings at the Cosmopolitan Hotel. This was the second and
final meeting, the first having been
held last week in Cincinnati fir ^e
group East of the Mississippi. I
Streamlining operations keynoted
both sessions, which were attended by
Charles K. Stern, Alan F. Cummings,
Harold
Postman,
D. O'Brien,
M. L. Simons
and Charles
Bill Ornstein.
MGM
Boost

Dubbed Films
Loew Drive

Mexico City, June 1. — Metro's
"Arthur
M. Loew Tribute" drive,
brought 25 per cent more business
than quota requirements, announces
Carlos E. Niebla, M-G-M manager
here. He said success of the drive
demonstrated the popularity in
Mexico of Spanish-dubbed pictures
for practically all films in the campaign were in that language. He said
that pictures in Spanish, straight or
dubbed, appeal to at least 99 per cent
of theatre patrons in this country,
estimating that only about 10,000
people stand
here,
English.a city of 2,000,000, underSochin,

Carmichael

In New U-l Posts
"The
(Artkino) Nuremberg Trials"
Cincinnati, June 1. — Irving Soformerly general manager of
THE trial of the German war criminals at Nuremberg has been made into Theatrechin,Owners
buying-bookA feature by the Soviet. It constitutes a grim but memorable reminder of the ing organization, Corp.,
has been appointed
terrible horrors of the Nazis. The film is at least an interesting contribution manager for Universal-International
to the field of news reporting.
here, succeeding William Carmichael,
The camera technique employed was to focus on each of the accused crim- who has been transferred to the St.
inals, then by flashback, show the inhumanities they were responsible for. Louis branch.
The opening address and subsequent interrogations of U. S. Court Justice
Sochin, who is chief barker of
Steven Geray has been signed for Robert Jackson, American prosecutor, is seen and heard, as well as those of Variety Club, Tent No. 3, formerly
the Russian, British and French prosecutors. Those passing in review are : was with 20th Century-Fox in various
Columbia's "When a Girl's Beauti- Goering.
Ribbentrop, Keitel, Rosenberg, Hess, Doenitz, von Papen and others. sales and managerial capacities.
ful." .. . John Lund, who made his Roman Karmen
produced, C. Svilov directed. Narration is in English.
screen bow opposite Olivia de
time, 57 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Havilland in "To Each His Own,' MayRunning
24.
Mandel Herbstman Canon Brohee, Film
has been engaged for Paramount's
"Night Has a Thousand Eyes," starLeader, Dead Abroad
ring Edward G. Robinson. . . . MopCanon Abel Brohee, 67, founder and
pet actor Peter Miles gets the ma- "The Miracle of Monte Cassino"
president of the International Cathojor juvenile role of Tom in the (Malenotti — Simpex Co.)
lic Office of
the Cinema
(L'Office
Charles K. Feldman-Lewis MileInternational
du Cinema),
TV/T IRACLE of Monte Cassino," a splendid Italian production, tells a Catholique
IVl swift-moving, gripping, episodical story of the life and works of died in Brussels on May 1, according
stone production of "The Red
St. Benedict. Maleno Malenotti produced and Guiseppe M. Scotese directed to belated word received here.
Pony," current at• Republic.
the film which accents the courageous struggle of Benedict in his fight to
Canon Brohee had been working on
Robert Walker and Kathryn Gray- protect and give hope and courage to the oppressed and persecuted.
plans for the film congress which the
The story is told in flashbacks as refugees from Monte Cassino are fleeing International Catholic Office of the
son divide stellar honors in M-G-M's
from disaster in the recent war. Fosco Giachetti gives an excellent charac Cinema will sponsor this month in
"Triumphsaying theofrole
Music,"
with
Walker
esof composer Mozart, terization as St. Benedict who withdrew from the corrupt Roman life to a Brussels. At that meeting his successor will be elected.
and Miss Grayson enacting the blind hermitage and later attempted to reform a group of monks and subsequently
pianist in the story. . . . Stage actor founded the Benedictine Order. English subtitles are adequate.
Sam Wanamaker has signed a sevenRunning time, 90 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date, not
year acting contract with United set.
Department Store
States Pictures. He will co-star with
Trying Television
Lilli Palmer in Milton Sperling's
Appeal Permit Refusal
"Ever the Beginning," for Warner Lower Payroll for
An analysis of the use and effecrelease. . . . Opera stars Lauritz MelHartford, June 1. — An appeal tiveness_ of television in a department
chior and Marina Koshetz have been Players in Mexico
against the refusal of building inspec- store with telecasts of its own shows
tor Henry Falsey of New Haven to to be transmitted to various receivers
added to the cast of M-G-M's "The
Mexico City, June 1.— Producers,
bewailing the high payroll for players issue a permit for the construction of spotted in a number of departments
Red Mill."
•
—$4,400,000 in 1946— are heartened a quonset-type building for use as a and in show windows will be undertaken by the Gertz Department Store,
Stella Adler, scion of a long noted by prospects that wages for perform- theatre has been filed in New Haven
Pleas Court by Leonard Jamaica, N. Y., beginning tomorrow.
family of stage players, has been set
ers will be far less this year for sev- Common
for a featured role in United States
eral players, including some stars, Sampson and Robert Spoeick.
French Films in South
Pictures' "Ever the Beginning." . . . have voluntarily agreed to take less
Phyllis Calvert, British stage-screen pay. The players said this was their
star, will arrive in Hollywood shortly contribution toward helping the film New Coast Labor Law
_ Sack Amusement Enterprises will
Sacramento, Cal., June 1.— A bill distribute
five French-language picto start her first acting assignment industry through difficult times, aghas
been
passed
and
signed
by
the
tures of Distinguished Films in 12
gravated by the restriction of credit governor which will permit women in
with Paramount in "My Own True
Southern states, through its exchanges
Love," in which she will share co- by the large private banks. Also, there
starring honors with Melvyn Douglas. are prospects of fewer pictures this executive positions to work more than in Dallas, New Orleans, Charlotte and
eight hours a day.
W. J. McG.
Atlanta. First release will be "Amok."
year.
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Kirsch

Dinner

7
Connors

Retires

Egypt Freezes Half
Of Remittances

Tax

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Washington, June 1. — The
Egyptian government has decreed that
only 50 per cent of remittances due to
American film companies can be sent
out of the country, according to reports received here.
State Department officials said they
b^r^eard rumors of some restrictive
sOL. <|jUt jiacj no official confirmation
or details yet.
One report said that the measure
was "temporary," until a general study
of Egyptian foreign exchange problems can be made.
Motion Picture Association officials
here are expected to lodge protests
with the State Department over the
action, pointing out that it probably
violates U. S. -Egyptian trade treaties.
Another pressure-point will be the fact
that Egypt is presently seeking a U.S.
loan.

articles — telegrams and furs — are in
need of immediate tax relief.
Ted R. Gamble, ATA board chairman, asked that all taxes in the lower
scale admission bracket — below 40
cents — be eliminated entirely, but that
higher admissions, such as in the firstrun theatres, be taxed on a graduated
basis. Gamble said his plan was designed to provide an over-all cut of
about 10 per cent in theatre taxes.
Asks Return to 10%

Harry A. Cole, of Dallas, are among
industry leaders who have already indicated they will attend the testimonial
banquet to be held in honor of Jack
Kirsch, national president of Allied
States, given by Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey, at the Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City, on June 26.
It will be held in conjunction with
the convention of New Jersey Allied
on June 24-26, running through to the
following Thursday.
Several hundred exhibitors from all
over the country are expected to attend the convention, one of the features of which will be an open forum
for discussion of industry problems.
In addition to those above named,
others who have already signified intentions to attend, according to Edward Lachman, president of New Jersey Allied, are : Martin G. Smith,
Toledo; M. A. Rosenberg, Pittsburgh ;Sidney Samuelson, Philadelphia ;Nathan Yamins, Boston ; Leon
Goldberg, Boston ; Max Alderman,
New Haven ; Mike Leventhal, Baltimore ;Walter Mitchell, Boston ; Benny Berger, Minneapolis ; Jesse L.
Stern, New York ; Van Nomikos,
Chicago ; Irving Dollinger, Linden,
N. J. ; H. W. Robertson, Covington,
Va.; C. B. Wolf, Baltimore; Harry
Fried, Ardmore, Pa. ; Robert Goldblatt, Tarrytown, N. Y. ; James Papayanakos, Gouvernor, N. Y. ; Bob
Pascoe, Newark ; Lee Newbury,
Manasquan, N. J. ; David Snaper,
New Brunswick, N. J. ; William
Schnopper, Centerdale, R. I. ; Don
Jacocks, Boston.

C. Gehring, Western sales manager,
had been named assistant general sales
manager.
Connors declined to amplify on the
company's announcement. He said
that his only plans at present are
to leave the city today for a fishing
trip to Lake o' the Woods. Asked how
long he expected to be away, he replied: "As J.
long Kupper,
as the fishing
is good."
William
recently
appointed sales head for the company in
Great .Britain, was the last to hold the
title of general sales manager at 20th
Century-Fox. The company heretodid not have an assistant general
sales foremanager.
Skouras' Statement
Connors' retirement was announced
"with regret" by Skouras. The statement read : "Skouras said there was a
deep personal friendship between himself and Connors and that during their
five years of intimate association he
had come to feel toward him as if he
were a member of his personal as well
as official family. That relationship,
said Skouras, I count as 'one of my
most valuable possessions, and getting
it has been one of the joys of my
"Connors stated," the company announcement concluded, "that he reciprocated Spyros Skouras' feeling and
that his primary concern was the continued success and welfare of Spyros
Skouras and the 20th Century-Fox

Nebenzal
(Continued from page 1)
absorbed for the most part by construction outside the industry, he believes.
Nebenzal reports the latest in Hollywood trends :
Production costs are still spiralling
upward but the unnatural rise will
come to a natural end when expenses
exceed returns and unemployment is
the result ;
Financiers of Hollywood film projects are gradually following more
conservative courses in a period of
economic readjustment, particularly
where independent production is concerned ;and
Studio space availability is at its
highest point in several months.
Nebenzal reported new wage demands by the Screen Actors Guild,
some of them justified, he believes,
while others are impossible to accede
to, the latter providing that discussion
of a script by performer with a director or producer be counted as employment time for the actor.
Nebenzal has "Whistle Stop" and
"The Chase" in current release, and
he plans to deliver "Heaven Only
Knows" to UA for distribution in
August and
"Atlantis"these
for September
release.
Following
will be
"Madame Butterfly," "Mayerling" and
another as yet unti-tled, all going
through UA.

Relief

Daily

A. Julian Brylawski, vice-president
of the MPTOA, asked the Committee
for a return to the pre-war 10 per cent
admission taxes, and stressed that he
is not asking complete abolition of the
tax. However, in a statement filed
with the Committee, but not read,
Brylawski did say that the present
Federal tax "should be abolished
completely or at the very least go
back to the prewar rates" of 10 per
cent.
Both industry witnesses stressed the
fact that theatre attendance has leveled off from 15 to 35 per cent, due to
the high prices exhibitors must charge
to cover the high admission tax. They
said a tax cut would result in lower
prices.
'Only Relaxation' for Many
Gamble pointed out that a SO per
cent cut in admission taxes would cost
the Government only $150,000,000 to
$175,000,000 yearly, whereas failure to
cut the tax would reduce industry
payments considerably by reducing
profits.
In answer to committee questioning,
Gamble called the present tax "burdensome," since the motion picture is
a necessity to millions of people. "It
is the only form of relaxation millions
of people
said. Both
Bry-it
lawski andhave,"
Gamble hepointed
out that
is the attendance of low income groups
that has fallen off, and that lower
prices
solution.through lower taxes is the only
Brylawski told the Committee that
the only thing that can be said in
favor of the admission tax is that it is
the most easily collected tax. He urged
Congress to rely more on income
taxes for revenue-raising than on
sales or excise taxes.
MPA Not Represented
Gamble told the Committee that
"with the exception of a downward
revision in personal income
taxes,
there is no tax reduction that -would
be so popular with so many people as
elimination of the 20 per cent tax on
film tickets." He said he "frankly admitted" that he opposed the tax because "it is bad for the theatre business,'' and added that theatre
is unique in that smaller grossesbusiness
mean
not merely smaller profits— as in the
case of most businesses — but usually
no profit at all.
Jack Bryson, legislative counsel of
the Motion Picture Association, who
attended the hearings, told reporters
that the MPA had finally decided not
to testify on the theatre tax question
but would leave it up to exhibitor
organizations to "carry the ball."

Export Association
(Continued from page 1)
zal, for one, openly complained at a
press meeting here last Thursday that
he has yet to derive any monetary
benefits from the MPEA, while he
said he has definite knowledge that
others outside the MPEA have made
lucrative deals in foreign markets on
flat sales.
Queried on this subsequently, Irving
Maas, vice-president and general manager of MPEA, conceded that such
deals have been made but argued they
would have been impossible if the
eight companies were operating separately and had made their product
available to stubborn foreign markets
for the sake of immediate financial
GE Names A. F. Wild
gain.
MPEA's
Syracuse, June 1.'— A. F. Wild has
aimve istrade
to open
and been
to competiti
all markets expressed
appointed sales manager of television equipment in the General Elecuntil this is done it will operate as a
monopoly in efforts to surmount bartric transmitter division here, by P.
riers of all sorts against Hollywood sales.
G. Caldwell, manager of the division's
product.

Rank Will Not Buy
(Continued from page 1)
any intention to acquire Monogram,
Republic "or any other company."
Expressing satisfaction with his Universal-International and Eagle-Lion
connections and their personnel, Rank
reiterated remarks made at press conferences since his arrival in this
country that his chief objective at this
time is more U. S. playing time for
his product.
Johnston Introduces Rank
The British film producer was
flanked at the conference table by
Eric Johnston, MPA head, who introduced him, and Robert Young, of
Pathe Industries which controls E-L
and Producers Releasing Corp., as
well as by J. Cheever Cowdin, Arthur
Krim, Nate Blumberg, Kenneth Young,
William Goetz and Aubrey Schenck.
Young, who declared that his purpose was to "try to persuade this industry to adopt international exchange
of products in place of present insistence on dollars," also put at rest rumors that E-L and PRC would be
merged by saying that they will continue to be operated as individual
companies.
Young Favors Exchange
Elaborating, under questioning, his
insistence upon exchange of product,
Young declared : "I am for accepting
pictures from all countries in exchange for oursin . his
. . including
Russia."of
Johnston,
introduction
Rank, said : "Seldom do we get a
chance to introduce welcome competition. Rank represents real, honest,
clean competition, and Hollywood
In the that."
evening, the MPA played
welcomes
host to Rank and 55 studio executives
at a dinner, with Johnston officiating.

Industry in 1913
organizEntered
life.'ation."
Connors
also was a member of the
20th-Fox board of directors. He entered the industry in 1913 as a New
York salesman for Pathe ; became a
salesman for Metro in 1916 ; assistant
branch manager, 1917; branch manager, 1918, and was named assistant
general sales manager of Metro in
1924. He became Southern sales manager of M-G-M with the formation of
that company, and in 1933 was appointed Canadian sales manager, and
subsequently Canadian and Southern
sales manager, and also Eastern sales
manager.
In 1941, he left MGM to become
personal assistant to the late Sidney
R. Kent, then president of 20th Century-Fox. In 1942 he was named to
the post he now relinquishes.
O'Brien Condemns
(Continued from page 1)

and political differences to advance
any motion picture or motion picture
company," O'Brien declared. Pointing
out that the British industry learned
much from the American industry,
O'Brien said that he considered it
"most ungracious" for British firms to
adopt an attitude of hostility toward
the U. S.
He urged that Hollywood and London work together with a periodic exchange of ideas. The least film-minded
people in the world, he went on, are
the diplomats. "We must educate our
own Governments,"
O'Brien
said concerning the tastes of
the peoples
of
the world, as reflected in their reception of motion pictures.
O'Brien expressed strong opposition
to Communism, as did Richard F.
Walsh, international president of
IATSE, who spoke briefly. Spyros P.
Skouras, president of 20th CenturyFox, praised O'Brien for his "farsighted internationalism."
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MPF
Is

Of

Setup

Completed

28 Trustees, Chairmen,
278 Committeemen Set
By CHARLES L. FRANKE
In terms of completed and immediately pending area organizational
activity, the Motion Picture Foundation has achieved in less than two
months about two-thirds of the work
leading to its becoming a national industry philanthropic organization.
Since mid-April, some 28 national
trustees and area chairmen and about
278 local committeemen have been
elected in 16 cities.
The next organizational meeting
definitely scheduled will be held in
Salt Lake City on June 11, with
Tracy Barham and Sam Gillette serving as temporary co-chairmen. And,
although no dates have been set, meetings are expected to be held shortly
in Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver, Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Milwaukee,
New Haven, New Orleans, New
York, Oklahoma City, Portland and
(Continued on page 3)
Yellen
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MPF

N.Y.
Are

Theatres
Booming

The holiday weekend brought New
York first runs thousands of additional customers and the payoff at
box-offices was little short of overwhelming. The tourist trade boosted
income a good deal especially at the
larger theatres and particularly at the
Music Hall, while some of the other
situations were somewhat slighted.
A new Memorial Day record at the
Hollywood was scored by "Possessed," which brought in $30,000 on
Thursday through Sunday. Business
for the first week is expected to hit
$45,000, which is top-notch.
Going into a second week, "Great
Expectations"
with ona stage
(Continued
page 3)show lured
May

Extend

Theatre

Ban

on

Building

Washington, June 2.— The U. S.
Housing Expediter could continue to
require Government approval of theatre construction projects if he finds a
shortage of building material exists
or is likely to exist, according to legislation passed by the Senate today.
_This is substantially the same provision as that enacted by the House
several weeks ago. The only difference is that the House bill does not
vest this power specifically in the
Housing Expediter.

Byrnes Engaged as
Johnston Aide
Hollywood, June 2. — James
F. Byrnes, former Secretary
of State, has been engaged to
work with Eric Johnston as
counsel in several industry
matters, including presentation of the industry's
at forthcoming
hearingscasein
Washington before the House
Committee on Un - American
Activities, Johnston announced tonight following a
meeting of the board of the
Association of Motion Picture
Producers. Two major assignments for Byrnes will be the
development of a system of
fair trade practices and a program to "protect the freedom
of themanscreen."
Frank Free-of
was namedY. chairman
the AMPP board.
Settle
Suits

Two

Bachelor

Shifts

Personnel
At

20th-Fox

Moon, Samson Selected
To Head New Divisions
Sweeping personnel changes, tog-ether with an increase from four
to six divisional sales territories,
were disclosed here Andrew
yesterday by
W. Smith, Jr.,
newly - appointed general sales
manager of 20th
Century-Fox.

Trust

in Chicago

Chicago, June 2. — Agreements in
settlement of the anti-trust suits
brought against major distributors and
affiliated circuits by the Riverside
Theatre, Milwaukee, and the Minnesota Theatre, Minneapolis, were signed
here today by parties to the litigation,
John Mulder and A. W. Brussel, attorneys for the plaintiffs, announced.
Terms of the settlement were not
disclosed, however.

44

The

Smith

and

the

Buffalo, N. Y., June. 2. — Max Yellen was elected national trustee and
George MacKenna local chairman of
the Buffalo exchange area committee
of the Motion Picture Foundation at
Bobby-Soxer"
a meeting today at the Hotel Statler.
Louis A. Novins, assistant to Barney [ RKO Radio ] — It Can't Miss
Balaban, chairman of the Foundation's temporary steering committee, THE names of Cary Grant, Myrna Loy, Shirley Temple and Rudy
was principal speaker. Vincent McVallee as principals are guarantee enough of solid grosses for this
Faul was elected treasurer.
comedy, but their performances — all three surpassing their recent
works by wide margin — provide assurance that the attraction will not
only open strong but will grow stronger as the run progresses and word
gets around that something special in the comedy line is on tap. Brilliantly
Cal. Wage-Hour Law produced by Dore Schary, expertly scripted by Sidney Sheldon, and
directed with fine interpretation of its humorous values, by Irving Reis,
In Effect on July 1
the picture is a natural for all types of audiences and all localities.
Los Angeles, June 2. — California's
new minimum wage and hour law,
The script presents Grant as a pleasantly un-arty artist given to getting
which will affect the motion picture himself into cafe episodes which land him with some regularity before
and allied entertainment industries, the bar of justice, and Miss Loy plays a lady judge who presides at one
with others, will go into effect on
July 1, following denial of a writ of of the sessions. Miss Temple is seen as her impressionable little sister,
mandate to_ stay enforcement of the of high school age, and Vallee as an assistant district attorney in love
65-cent minimum wage law. The Ap- with the judge. Miss Temple becomes enamoured of Grant and crashes
pellate Court here acted on the re- his apartment while he is away, apprising him of her presence, on his
quest by several industries to stay en- return, just as Miss Loy and(Continued
Vallee, onmissing
page 3)her and tracing her to the
forcement.

Andrew W. Smith, Jr.

Martinwas Moskowitz
appointed executive assistant
to
Smith. Peter
Levathes was
named short
subject sales
manager to fill
the. post left
vacant by the
late William C

Clark.tive Clarence
Hill, the
Smith's
assistant when
latterexecuwas
Eastern division sales manager, was
appointed to the new post of supervisor of exchange operations.
Morris (Continued
Caplan will
be in3)charge of
on page
Actors
Now

Equity

At

Funds

$1,300,000

Actors' Equity Association is in a
"better and stronger" position than
ever before with surplus funds increased by $112,000, to $1,300,000,
during the past fiscal year, Paul Dullzell, executive secretary-treasurer,
told the 34th annual meeting of the
group
attended.here yesterday. About 1,000
The session
alsoon concerned
itself
(Continued
page 3)

$28,000,000
Less
To US, UK Plans
London, June 2. — The Treasury
Department of the British Government
is planning to reduce the motion picture mutual exchange deficiency existing between this country and the
United States to $40,000,000 annually,
it is reported by an authoritative
source. Last year Britain paid
America $68,000,000 in film rentals.

2

Personal
Mention
N

PETER RATHVON, president
• of RKO, entrains from the
West Coast Friday • for New York.
Arthur Sachson, Samuel Goldwyn general sales manager, is recuperating from an appendicitis operation performed Saturday at St. Jowhere heseph's
wasHospital,
takenRockaway,
after havingL.beenI.,
stricken in Detroit while on a business
trip.
•
Caryl Barrett, national chairman
of the merchandising committee of the
motion picture division of The March
of Dimes, has left New York for a
month's visit on the• Coast.
Ben Goetz, M-G-M production
chief in Britain, who arrived here
from England last week, is in Culver
City.
•
George Royster, Universal-International booker in Charlotte, N. C,
is hospitalized at Memorial Hospital
there.
•
Tom Connors failed to get away
last night on his previously announced
fishing trip to Lake o' the Woods.
Maurice Bessy, French publisher
of film magazines, is in Mexico City
from Paris.

Motion

Picture

Bar Ass'n Panel to
Study Crime Films
Washington, June 2. — SIMPP
president Donald Nelson and Robert
W. Chambers, head of the MPA's
research division, will represent the
industry at a meeting here on Wednesday to discuss the effect of excessive crime portrayals on juvenile delinquency.
The portrayal of lawyers, judges
and court procedures in films, radio
programs and comic strips will also
be discussed at the conference, which
is being sponsored by the committee
on motion pictures, radio broadcast
ing and comic strips in relation to the
administration of justice, of the
American Bar Association.
Rex Carr to Manage
Booking Combine
Cincinnati, June 2. — Rex A. Carr
has been appointed general manager
of the Theatre Owners Corp., filmbuying and booking combine for 44
theatres here. Formerly general manager of Manny Marcus Enterprises of
Indianapolis, Carr replaces Irving
Sochin, who resigned.
Louis Wiethe is president of Thea
tre Owners, which was formed in
1946 by Wiethe, Ralph Kinsler, Willis
Vance, Frank Huss, Herman Hunt
and Maurice Chase, but other members have since joined them.
Friends

Will Honor
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Mono.

Canada

Still Hanging

Deal
Fire

Toronto, June 2. — There is no onthe-surface change here with respect
to Canadian representation for Monogram, which has been held by Monogram Pictures of Canada Ltd., Toronto, headed by Oscar R. Hanson.
The Canadian company is affiliated
with J. Arthur Rank interests in the
Dominion, as clearly indicated by the
fact that Canadian Monogram is one
of the numerous defendants in the
lawsuit
of Paul Nathanson's
Universal-Films
Ltd. and EmpireUnited
World Pictures of Canada Ltd. over
distribution rights on certain Hollywood films. This case will be heard
at Toronto in the fall when a number
of inside trade connections may be
brought to light.
It is considered possible that Monogram in the United States is concerned over this legal action although
Monogram product is not involved in
the case, and is checking its Canadian
contract relationship. There is no
hint in Toronto about any prospective change for Monogram's distribution set-up in the Dominion because
the product has been getting good
play in first-run and subsequent situations. The local trade atmosphere is
somewhat tense over the lawsuit development, however.
Broidy and Davis Confer
Negotiations between Steve Broidy,
Monogram-Allied Artists president,
and John W. Davis, managing director for J. Arthur Rank, for distribution in Canada by the Rank organization of Monogram-Allied Artists
product,
"progressing,"
said here are
yesterday,
indicating Broidy
that a
full announcement concerning the negotiations will be forthcoming this
week.

Lester Zuker Heads
'U-V in Cleveland

Cleveland, June 2.— Lester Zuker,
who resigned as Columbia branch
manager here last year to become special representative for the J. Arthur
Rank interests, has been named Universal-International branch manager
here. He succeeds Max Cohen, resigned, who has returned to Washington, D. C. Herbert Horstemeier,
Universal- office manager . and - head
booker, also has resigned.
Montana
Theatre0
Join PCCITO Unit
Seattle, June 2.— Independent exhibitors in Montana have voted to
join the Pacific Coast Conference of
Independent Theatre Owners, and
have selected J. M. Suckstorff, of
Sidney, and Clarence Severson, of
Wolff Point, as trustees.
Republic Dividend
A dend
regular
25-cent
divion preferred
stock,quarterly
payable July
1 to stockholders of record on June
13, has been declared
board of directors.
by Republic's
NEW

YORK

THEATRES

"RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
Center HALL"*

John MILLS • Valerie HOBSON
Columbia's Evidon
in J. Arthur Rank's
Nat Levy, RKO Radio Eastern
Minneapolis, June 2. — More than
"GREAT EXPECTATIONS"
division manager, has returned here 100 film and theatre friends are exfrom Florida.
A
Universal-International
Picture
pected to attend a farewell dinner
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
June 9 for Bill Evidon, city salesman
Edward Arnold has arrived here for the Minneapolis Columbia exfrom Hollywood.
change, who is being transferred to
the
company's
Angeles
The
dinner will beLosheld
at theoffice.
Nicollet
PALACE
Ohio Admission Tax
Hotel, with Bill Elson, Lowell Kaplan,
Walter
Hoffman,
Mary
Lebedoff
May Have 5% Limit
and Sid
ments Lax
committee.heading the arrange- $5,500,000
for
Columbus,. O., June 2.— Ohio's
Senate , taxation committee has voted
Duel'
at
599
Runs
to limit the admissions tax, if the
National box-office gross for David
state abandons its tax, to five per Film Classics Buys
cent. The present state admissions tax
O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" for
is three per cent. The House-approved West Coast Exchange its first three weeks of exhibition was
bill, which sets no limit for municiIN PERSON
San Francisco, June 2. — Al Grub- $5,500,000 at 599 engagements, anON SCREEN
nounces the Selznick Releasing Or1st B'way Showing!
stick, formerly head of Film Classics
palities'com ilevies,
was
referred
to
a
subt e of the taxation committee.
TOMMY & JIMMY LEO CARRILLO
here, has sold it to the par- ganization.
ent company.
DORSEY
If repeal of the state tax is approved exchange
THE BERRY BROS.
Janet BLAIR
by the Senate, it would become effecFred Abelson, formerly Universal
THE SMOOTHIES
tive Oct. 1.
Paul
Whiteman
Cincinnati Grosses Good
representative
in
Minneapolis,
has
'THE FABULOUS ROSS & STONE
The Senate also approved the bill, been appointed to manage the branch.
Cincinnati, June 2. — Business
THE CHADWICKS
passed earlier by the House, to extheatrewise was not only good for
empt trailers from censorship. The
picture houses here during the winter
bill now goes to Gov. Herbert.
Film on O'Dwyer's Life
season, but local legitimate houses
The life story of New York's report the best season in several years. MILLAND • WRIGHT
New SRO Salesman
Mayor William O'Dwyer will be
DORSEYS'
brought to the screen by Marathon A total of 23 stage productions was
Pictures under the title of "The Pride presented, two more than in the preOpens Ohio Branch
ceding, year, and, with one or two
York," and released nation- exceptions,
Cincinnati, June 2.— Edward Salz- of New
business was considerably
ally by Producers Releasing, it was above
average.
berg, formerly manager of Film Clas- announced
by
Harry
H.
Thomas,
sics, has been named special sales PRC president. Harry Brandt is
representative for Selznick Releasing chairman
of the board of Marathon. Services for Mrs. Yorke
Organization here, and has established
offices in the Keith Theatre Building.
Los Angeles, June 2.— Private
U -I Making 2 Here
funeral services were held here today
Washer at Paramount
Two Universal-International pic- for Mrs. Augusta Yorke, 47, wife
tures go before cameras in New York
Ben Washer reported at ParaFox Theatres advermount yesterday to take over his new City this week, with Mark Hellinger of.GabetisingYorke,
executive, who died Friday at
B'WAY & 45th ST.
Cedars
of
Lebanon
Hospital following
ASTOR
post as publicity manager at the home shooting "The Naked City," and
office. He formerly was publicity man- Nunnally Johnson's "The Senator an operation. Two children, Harvey
ager for Goldwyn Prod.
and Mary, also survive.
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P. Foundation

(Continued from page 1)
Seattle, all having yet to take direct
organizational action. Delay is
ascribed to local preoccupation.
When all 31 cities have committees,
trustees and chairmen, Foundation
headquarters in New York will set a
date and place for a national trustees'
organizational meeting at which plans
will be laid for converting into tangi'ities the philanthropic principles
T - UP at the start in New Orleans
last year.
Cities wherein organizational activity has been accomplished are as follows : Albany : Si Fabian, trustee ;
Saul J. Ullman, chairman; 15 committeemen. Atlanta : 17 committeemen
elected, trustee and chairman to be
elected shortly. Boston : M. J. Mullin, trustee ; H. S. Stoneman, chairman ; 34 committeemen. Charlotte :
H. F. Kincey, trustee and chairman ;
15 committeemen. Chicago : Arthur
Schoenstadt, trustee; Edward G.
Zorn, chairman ; 17 committeemen.
Also : Dallas : John Rowley, chairman and trustee; Sol Sachs, co-chairman; 17 committeemen. Des Moines:
A. H. Blank, trustee ; Nathan Sandler,
chairmen; 17 committeemen. Detroit:
11 committeemen elected, trustee and
chairman to be elected shortly. Kansas
City: J. A. Becker, trustee; Arthur
Cole, chairman; 15 committeemen.
Memphis : M. A. Lightman, Sr.,
trustee; Ed Sapinsley, chairman; 11
committeemen. Minneapolis : William
Elson, trustee; Harold Field, chairman ;26 committeemen.
Also : Omaha : R. R. Livingston,
trustee ; D. V. McLucas, chairman ;
17 committeemen. Philadelphia : Jay
Emanuel, trustee ; Martin Ellis, chairman ; 17 committeemen. Pittsburgh:
M. A. Silver, trustee ; Morris A. Finkel, chairman; 18 committeemen. St.
Louis: Fred Wehrenberg, trustee;
Joseph C. Ansell, chairman ; 15 committeemen. Washington : Carter Barron, trustee; John J. Payette, chairman; 17 committeemen.
Actors Equity
(Continued from page 1)
with the election of a slate of counto the results
union's ofboard
gover-be
ernors,cilorsthe
whichof will
disclosed upon tabulation of the ballots, possibly today.
Meanwhile, Alfred Harding, director of public relations for the union,
will appear before the House Ways
and Means Committee in Washington today in an effort to have reduced
the 20 per cent tax on legitimate and
film theatres.
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Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer"
(Continued from page 1)

place, break in. With appearances gravely against him, Grant falls in with
Aliss Loy's plan for him to squire her young sister for so long as it may
require to dissipate
what she believes is a momentary infatuation, and from
this agreement flows a sequence of hilariously amusing events. In the course
of time, all of it immensely entertaining, Miss Temple comes to understand
that Grant is not of her generation, and gravely gives him up. By this time
Grant and Miss Loy, who have fallen in love but mutually resisted the tender
emotion, are poles apart in their expressed opinions of each other and cannot
get together until her uncle, a practical variety of psychiatrist, rigs matters
so that they are thrown together in spite of themselves.
Like other successful comedies, this one plays far better than it reads. The
basic story, which might be only mildly amusing in other handling, is made
bright as a dollar and swift as a dollar in flight by the richly written dialogue,
the brilliant acting of the entire cast, and the inspired timing which prevails
throughout the unfoldment of the story. The Hollywood preview audience at
the Pantages Theatre, which had just witnessed the same producer's other
hit picture, "The Farmer's Daughter," had the time of its collective life enjoying the previewed attraction.
Sparkling support is provided the principals by Ray Collins, Harry Davenport, Johnny Sands, Don Beddoe, Lillian Randolph, Veda Ann Borg, Dan
Tobin, Ransom Sherman, William Bakewell, Irving Bacon, Ian Bernard,
Carol Hughes, William Hall and Gregory Gay.
Running time, 95 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
William R. Weaver
20th-Fox
(Continued from page 1)
statistics, Eddie Collins was named
home office aide for the Southern,
Western and Canadian divisions, while
Jack Bloom will be home office aide
for the MidEast traland
Cendivisions.
Smith said
that the two
new divisions
will be the Canadian and the
Yankee d i v i sions, and that
the increase in
divisions was
designed to
bring toppower manof the
sales force clos- William C. Gehring
er to operations
in the field.
Ray Moon, former district manager in
New York, will be sales manager of
the Yankee division, while Sydney
Samson, who had been Canadian district manager, was promoted to the
post of Canadian sales manager.
No changes were made in the Western and Southern sales divisions,
Portola in Deal
San Francisco, June 2. — Marc
Gilbert and Alfred Kornblum of New
York, and Sidney Pink, Paul Schreibman, and Alvin Baranov of Los Angeles have acquired the Portola Theatre, here. A 1,000 seat house, it now
becomes a part of the Trans International circuit of Los Angeles, headed
by Sidney Pink.
Gillespie Now Has 4
Seattle, June 2. — Another sale in
the increasing number of theatre
transfers in the Seattle area was announced by L. A. Gillespie who has
sold his Caribou Theatre in Brewster
to Jerome B. Davis. Gillespie, who
last week sold his Chief Theatre in
Tonasket to Harris Ulsh now controls only four houses.
Spokane House Sold
Seattle, June 2. — Lloyd Lamb and
James Pike have 'sold their Rex Theatre in Spokane to Louise and A. P.
Barstad, who will open the theatre under the name Nu-Rex.

headed by Herman Wobber and
Harry G. Ballance, respectively.
Jack Lorentz was appointed sales
manager for the Central division, consisting of the Great Lakes district,
Chicago, Milwaukee, Detroit, the
Prairie district, Minneapolis, Omaha
and Des Moines. Tom Gilliam, Chicago branch manager, was promoted
to Great Lakes district manager, succeeding Lorentz. Joe Neger, Milwaukee branch manager, succeeds Gilliam
as Chicago branch manager, while Joe
Woodward, Kansas City salesman,
moves to Neger's Milwaukee post.
C. E. Peppiatt will be sales manager of the Mideastern division, with
supervision over the Atlantic district,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington,
D. C, and the newly-named River
district, consisting of Cincinnati,
Cleveland and Indianapolis. Sam
Gross, Philadelphia branch manager,
was promoted to Atlantic district
manager, succeeding Peppiatt, while
Herb Gillis, Philadelphia salesman,
was made Philadelphia branch mana-

Charles Kosko, Pittsburgh salesman, was named Buffalo branch manager, while William Graham, who had
been
ger. filling the Buffalo spot temporarily, will become office manager at
the Chicago exchange. Frank Carroll, former assistant to Smith, will
be assistant to Moon, who will move
to the home office. The other five
sales managers will remain in the field.
Smith was a newspaper reporter before, entering the industry in 1914.
He worked at Pathe, Hodkinson,
First National and Warner Brothers,
and in 1935 became vice-president of
the Yitagraph Corp. In 1936, upon
leaving Yitagraph, he was appointed
general sales manager of United Artists. In October, 1939, Smith joined
RKO as Eastern division manager,
and
in June, 1942, went to 20th Century-Fox
.
William C. Gehring, who was
named assistant general sales manager,
was educated at Pennsylvania State
and entered the industry after Army
service. He served in various Fox
Film exchanges, and from 1929-1931,
was Eastern division manager of Tiffany Productions, Inc. In 1931, he
returned to Fox as branch manager in
the Cincinnati exchange, became Chicago sales manager, and in 1937, was
appointed Central sales manager. In
1941, Gehring was made Western sales
manager.

3
N. Y. Theatres Boom
(Continued from page 1)
$91,000 at the Music Hall Thursday
through Sunday, including record
Memorial Day business, and is on its
way to a $137,500 week; the opening week's 'take' was $134,000.
The Roxy played to record crowds
on Friday which brought a record
holiday income estimated at close to
$32,000. The second and final week
of Jack Benny's "in person" engagement and with
"Brasher
conclude
aboutDoubloon"
$130,000,should
very
prosperous;
"Miracle on 34th Street"
follows tomorrow.
"Carnegie Hall" is still good at the
Winter Garden which looks for $29,000 in a fifth week. At the Park, the
film, also in a fifth week, is slipping
with $6,000 estimated.
Universal - International's reissue
combination, "I Stole a Million" and
"Magnificent Obsession," did even better than expected in an initial week
at the Gotham, estimated at $15,000.
"Framed" at the
week atof$20,000.
Secondappears
Globe
Warners' reissue of "The Sea
Hawk" and "The Sea Wolf" got
000 on Friday through Sunday $18,and
the second and final week should hit
is fair; "Cheyenne"
$35,000,
on Friday.
followwhich
will
"Duel in the Sun" . shows about
$30,000 for a fourth and final week
Barbare
the toCapitol;
at
Thursday
start on"High
next,
. e" runs
"The Patient Vanishes" collapsed as
it started a second week at the Victoria ;it was pulled Thursday eveto make yway
profita fairly Book,"
willfordo "Jungle
which ningprobabl
able $15,000 in a first week.
"Honeymoon" is weak in its third
and final week at the Palace, on an
estimated $16,500; it will be replaced
on Saturday by "Woman on the
"The Web" will go into the Criterion tomorrrow to succeed "Odd
Man Out," which made an excellent
showing. The final week of the latter,
sixth, is good at $19,000. "Gone
itsBeach."
with the Wind" will follow "The
"Isle of the Dead" and "Body
Snatchers," a gruesome twosome, are
not likely to draw more than a poor
$6,000"Bad
at Man
the Rialto
Killers"
and
from ;Red"The
Butte"
will
follow on Friday.
"Improper Lady" and Buddy Clark
topping the stage bill are a fairly
strong
combination at the Paramount,
Web."
where $60,000 is indicated for a second week. At the Rivoli, "The Other
Love" probably will gross about $18,000, which is average business, in a
third week. "Dishonored Lady" is
still occupying the Broadway's screen;
the second week's business is estimated
at under $8,000. "The Best Years
of Our Lives" is still strong at the
Astor
the 28th week promises
to
bringwhere
in $33,000.
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Casey Says Settlement of
Strike Is Beyond Hope
Hollywood June 3. — Lasting
settlement of the studio strike is impossible unless a complete change in
attitudes of the principal union leaders involved comes about, and this is a
remote possibility, according to Pat
Casey, who recently resigned as labor
relations director for the studios and
is now serving in an advisory capacity.
Casey is now here, from New York,
"to clear
up somethere
pending
matters,"
and
will return
in about
two
weeks. Shortly thereafter he will decide his future plans, he said.
The likelihood of resolving the jurisdictional issues is as slim as it was
two years ago, he observed, expressing complete doubt that the international union presidents involved will
arrive at any permanent means of
averting further disputes.
Casey dismissed current pending
{Continued on page 7)

ATA
Not

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Says
Be

It Will

Dissolved

_ While a variety of factors has given
rise to speculation within the trade
that the American Theatres Association is losing ground and dissolution
appears on the horizon, ATA principals discount this as being without
foundation.
The organization's leaders here assert that its members' interests is as
strong as ever and that dissatisfaction
concerning any of its functions has yet
to be heard.
ATA's advocates are still enthusiastically giving their support, one official commented, conceding, however,
that the group is not without opponents.
Industry observers who claim they
see ATA as being defunct within a
few months point to continued postponement of an ATA convention, and
the preoccupation of three top executives, Ted R. Gamble, board chairman, now engaged in the development
of his newly-acquired Monarch Theatres; Si Fabian, president, concerned
with operation of his circuit and involved in negotiations which might
lead to his acquisition of United Artists, and Ned Shugrue, director of
public information, now giving his
time to promotion of the Department
of Justice-sponsored Freedom Train.

TEN CENTS
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O'Shea Reported On
Top Budget Sales
E. K. O'Shea, sales director
for Liberty Films, recently
acquired by Paramount, is reliably reported to have been
assigned to an executive post
at Paramount concentrating
on the sale of top-budget pictures, directly under Charles
M. Reagan, vice - president
in charge of distribution.
Neither O'Shea, now in Dallas, nor Reagan was available
for comment yesterday.

Paramount
New

to Form

Promotion

Unit

A special publicity-exploitation unit
to concentrate on the promotion of
top-budget product is to be established
by Paramount, it is understood, with
Mort Nathanson, promotion head of
Liberty Films, recently acquired by
Paramount, as director. Before his
association with Liberty, Nathanson
was Eastern publicity director for
Sam Goldwyn and press chief for
Michael Todd, theatrical producer.
Nathanson will move to Paramount
{Continued on page 5)

Byrnes

Will

Sidestep

Work

On

Legislation

Trade Practice Code
Limited to Production
Washington, June 3. — James F.
Byrnes, former Secretary of State,
said today that he has an understanding with Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association, that he will not appear before
any legislative committee.
Byrnes said he has no idea what
specific assignments he may be asked
to undertake by the MPA, having
talked to Johnston about his functions
in general terms only.
In announcing Byrnes' engagement
in Hollywood, Monday night, Johnston said the former Secretary would
assist the industry in protecting the
freedom of the screen, would represent the industry before the House
Committee on Un-American Activities
at the forthcoming hearing in Washington, and would aid in the developtices. ment of a system of fair trade pracHollywood,
June on3. —page
The 5)fair trade
{Continued

Monogram-AA
Meet

Sales

July 18-20

Hollywood, June 3. — Monogram
and Allied Artists franchise owners
and exchange heads are among personnel who will attend
sales convention
which thehascompanies'
been set
for July 18 through July 20 at the
Hotel Schroeder in Milwaukee, Steve
Broidy, president of the sister-companies announced today.
Hear Bid for Re-trial
Of Goldman Verdict
Philadelphia, June 3. — Petitions
by Warner Brothers and eight major
distributors for rehearing of the $425,000 anti-trust verdict awarded William
Goldman was argued today in the U.
S. Circuit Court of Appeals here. The
case was taken under advisement after
a full day's hearing in which the distributors, represented by Bernard A
Segal, and Warner, represented by
Judge Joseph Proskauer, maintained
that Goldman had disproved his own
case by failing to open his Erlanger
Theatre after first-run films were made
available to him.
William A. Gray, attorney for Goldman, claimed that the present situation isirrelevant to the case.

Pattern
4Jolson'

'Earth'
Sales

on

Lines

Legitimate
Demand

Theatres

a Tax

Cut

Chicago, June 3.— Columbia's new
"Downdistributed
to Earth"much
will in
be the
promoted
Washington, June 3. — Play Proand
same
ducer Brock Pemberton today demanded that the House Ways and
manner as the company's "Jolson
Story," probably as a special, dele- Means Committee give legitimate theatres a tax cut in proportion to any
gates to the four-day sales convention
were told at the opening session today cut voted motion picture theatres.
in the Drake Hotel.
Referring to ATA Board ChairA. Montague, general sales manman Ted Gamble's suggestion that all
ager, who is presiding at the meet- admissions
under 40 cents be tax{Continued on page 7)
ings, placed high on the agenda a review of sales
and
liquidation
of
cur{Continued on page 7)
Gulf ATO, Miss. Unit
To Discuss Merger
New Orleans, June 3. — Officers
and directors of Allied Theatre Owners of the Gulf States will meet with
the Mississippi Theatres Owners at
the Hotel Biloxi, Miss., July 6 through
July 8 to discuss consolidation of both
organizations, it was announced following ameeting here today. Several
Mississippi members have already become members of Allied, it was pointed
out. The meeting, which was chaired
by W. A. Prewitt, Jr., president, also
established permanent headquarters
here.

Zigmond Heads MPF
In San Francisco
San Francisco, June 3. — Jerry Zigmond of Paramount Theatres was elected today chairman of the Motion Picture Foundation committee here along
with 16 committeemen. A national
trustee and secretary will be elected
at a meeting to be held next week.
Members of the committee are : Neal
East, Herman Wobber, Robert L. Lippert, Abe Blumenfeld, Floyd Billingsley, Irving Levin, Roy Cooper, Richard Spier, Ben Levin, Al Maas, Al
Schmitken, Homer Tegtmeier, George
Nasser, Verne Taylor, R. Harvey and
Jay Golden.

Stockholders
RKO

Board

Elect
Today

Dover, Del., June 3. — Reelection of
Radio-Keith-Orpheum's nine directors
will be the main order of business at
the corporation's annual meeting of
stockholders to be held here tomor{Continued on page 7)
Elect Arkansas ITO
Executives Today
Little Rock, Ark., June 3. — Officers
and a board of directors will be elected
tomorrow by several hundred members
of the Independent Theatre Owners
of Arkansas who convened here today.
Highlighting
today's calendar
were
open
forum
discussions
{Continued
on page on
7) theatre
3 Reviews

Today

"The Brothers" and
wood Barn Dance,"
"Too Many Winners,"
Key city reports on

"Hollypage 5;
page 7.
page 6.
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Motion

Albert
To

Warner

Stock

Adds

Holdings

Philadelphia, June 3. — Activities
were mild in film securities during the
past month, according to a Securities
and Exchange Commission report just
released. At Warner Brothers, Albert
Warner acquired an additional 4,000
shares of common stock, making his
total— holdings 434,000 shares. His
trust reported holding 21,000 shares.
Benjamin Kalmenson disposed of
4,000 shares. At Columbia, Jack Cohn
acquired 1,218 shares of common
while his trust acquired 666 additional
shares. Abraham Montague bought
222 shares; Abraham Schneider, 324;
Nate B. Spingold trust, 400 shares.
Donald S. Stralem acquired 23 shares,
making his total 968.
At Universal, Nathan J. Blumberg
sold 500 shares leaving his holdings
at 28,700. At Paramount executives
made belated reports on their holdings. Y. Frank Freeman acquired 450
shares of common in a stock split-up,
and the Rochelle Investment Corp.
acquired 6,750 shares in the same
split-up, bringing his Paramount total
to 13,500 shares. Adolph Zukor and
E. L. Weisl added 500 and 100 shares
respectively in the split-up. Loew's
Inc. continued buying stock in Loew's
Boston Theatres, acquiring 107 shares
which brings its total to 122,167
shares.

Picture

Personal
GRADWELL L. SEARS, United
Artists vice-president and sales
head, has returned to New York from
the Coast.
•
Phil Reisman, RKO Radio vicepresident in charge of foreign distribution, will be the guest of honor today
at the first reception to be held in the
American Center of Information at
the Brussels Film Festival.
•
J. J. Ungek, United Artists general sales manager, has returned to
New York from Chicago where he
conferred with Rud Lohrenz, midwest district manager.
•
Boris Morros, co-producer with
William LeBaron of "Carnegie Hall,"
will sail today from England for New
York aboard the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.
•
Y.'
Frank
Freeman,
of the Paramount studio,vice-president
is in New
York from the Coast. He returns
there Saturday.
•
Leon Britton, RKO Radio Far
Eastern supervisor, has arrived in
New York from his Singapore headquarters.
•
Tom J. Connors is scheduled to
leave New York today for a vacation
at Lake o' the Woods.
•
Jack Skirball, independent producer with Universal-International, is
in New York from the Coast.
•
Louis K. Sidney, M-G-M studio
executive, is vacationing.
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Mention
MAURICE
Eastern
advertising BERGMAN,
and publicity director
for Universal-International, will leave
New York for the Coast on Friday.
•
Oscar A. Doob and John Murphy of Loew's, have returned to New
York from Washington where they attended, the House Ways and Means
Committee's
hearing on admission tax
revision.

Newsreel
Parade
THE
air newsreel
disasters parade.
highlightOther
the
current
items include the \2>th birthday celebration ofthe Diowne Quints, American war-dead services overseas, and
various sports. Complete contents

follozv
:
MOVIETONE
NEWS', No. 80L-Aviation
disasters. Memorial Day observed in Tipjy,
and France.
President
TrumanTheretu 1 i
1 fc
for big
decisions.
Leon Bamberger, RKO Radio sales Capitol
Quintuplets are 13 years old. Sports:
promotion manager, is attending the Belmont Stakes, Indianapolis Speedway.
convention of the Motion Picture The- NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 278— Air
atre Owners of Arkansas at Little tragedies shock nation. Thrills and spills
Rock.
in Speedway classic. Tribute to Yanks dead
overseas.
Dionne Quints have 13th birth•
William Kenyon, of Warners, and Stakes. day. Fastest man on two feet. Belmont
Mrs. Kenyon have arrived in New
NEWS,mill-owner
No. 81— New
York by American Airlines from forPARAMOUNT
"DP's." Canadian
aids life
100
Hollywood to visit their son here.
Polish
girls.
America's
war
dead
•
bered in Luxembourg. Nation probesrememworst
crashes. Belmont Stakes. Fatton wins
Sid Goldstein of the M-G-M pub- air
licity department here is recuperating 100-yard dash. Auto racing classic.
from an appendectomy at Crown nation.
RKO PATHE,
No. 83—areAir13.crashes
shock
Dionne Quints
One World
Heights Hospital, Brooklyn.
Award
to
La
Guardia.
Normandy
marks
•
"D" Day.
mont Stakes. Indianapolis Speedway. BelF. W. Tims, managing director of
J. Frank Brockliss, Ltd., of London,
No. 44^Ninety-four
die
distributor of theatre equipment, has in UNIVERSAL,
air crashes. Anzio
heroes are honored.
arrived in New York.
Polish girls imported for factory work in
Canada.
Phalanx
•
wins
500 mile
auto wins
race. Belmont. Rose
Mitchell Rawson of the M-G-M
home office publicity department has
returned from a two-week vacation.
World Film Festival
•
I. J. Hoffman, Warner zone man- Opens in Brussels
FTC Files Complaints
ager for New England, has returned
Brussels, May 29 (By Airmail).—
to New Haven, from New York.
The Brussels World Film Festival has
Against Four Firms
•
I. A. Ekerman, Quigley Publishing opened at the Palais des Beaux-Arts
Washington, June 3. — The FedCo. representative in Brazil, has ar- with an official ceremony and the first
eral Trade Commission has charged
showing of the Belgian film, "Le
rived here for a two-week stay.
four producer-distributors of adverFondateur," a biography of King Leotising films with unfair methods of
pold I,founder of the present Belgian
Royal Dynasty. The film is made up
competition "tending to restrain trade
Schreiber,
Smith
at
and create monopoly."
solely of photographs of documents,
The complaint was filed against Harriman Requests
engravings, coins, etc.
Crime Films Panel
Ray-Bell Films, Inc., St. Paul; AlexThe Association of Belgian Film
ander Film Co., Colorado Springs ; Fund Restoration
Washington, June 3. — Sidney Sch- Theatres directors plans to hold an
United Film Ad Service, Inc., KanInternational Film Trade Congress in
reiber and Harold
Smith,with
of MPA's
sas City; and Motion Picture AdverNew York
office, L.along
Robert Brussels June 16-25 in conjunction
tising Service Co., Inc., of New
Washington, June 3. — Secretary W. Chambers, MPA research division with the World Film Festival to be
Orleans.
of Commerce Harriman today called head, and Donald Nelson, SIMPP held throughout June. Matters on the
The FTC charges that these firms on the Senate to restore most of the president, will attend a discussion of
include : taxes and royalentered into long-term exclusive con- funds . denied the Commerce Depart- the relationship between crime portray- agendaties,will
and percentage pictures.
ment in the House appropriations bill.
tracts with exhibitors for screening
als in the films and juvenile delinadvertising films. The Film companies Several of the deepest house cuts
quency, opening here tomorrow. A
received the exclusive privilege of were in agencies indirectly affecting committee of the American Bar Asso- Wilcox Film Is Honored
showing their films on the screens of the film industry.
ciation on motion pictures, radio broadcasting and comic strips is sponsoring
Harriman singled out as especially
London, June 3. — Herbert Wilcox's
"a substantial number of exhibitors
production of "The Courtneys of Curthroughout the U. S.," and the definite in need of the full funds, the Bureau the conference.
zon Street," starring Anna Neagle
tendency of this was to restrain trade, of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
and Michael Wilding, has been chosen
where he said the cuts would force 'IA' Pledges Support
the FTC charges.
by a board of British film experts to
closing of 40 of the present 78 field
represent English films at the Brusoffices and substantially curtail the To House Probers
sels film exposition this month. The
Committee to Aid
Commercial Intelligence Service. The
Hollywood, June 3. — Complete supOffice of Technical Services, which
other
film selected is J. Arthur Rank's
port
of
the
IATSE
has
been
pledged
US Film Program
analyzes former secret German tech- to the House Un-American
Activities "Great Expectations."
nical
and
scientific
developments,
is
_ Washington, June 3. — The forma- eliminated entirely by the House, and Committee by Roy Brewer, interna- Enters Film Festival
tion of a committee of civic leaders to
tional representative here, who said:
support legislation for the State De- the Bureau of the Census, where "The more thorough and accurate a "The Roosevelt Story," Tola proHouse cuts would "cripple the planned job this committee does, the greater
partment's cultural and information tics.
duction, will compete for the internafor gathering trade statis- service they will be rendering to
program has been announced by program"
tional film awards in the World Film
Ralph McGill, editor of the Atlanta
America and its ideals, to their Con- Festival at the Beaux Arts Palace,
Constitution. Among the members is
gressional responsibility and to Holly- Brussels, Belgium. It will be shown
Julian Bryan, executive director of the
wood and the American motion pic- on June 14.
Pollock
in
'Collier's'
International Film Foundation.
Hollywood, June 3. — Louis Polture industry."
lock, writer at Columbia and former
Set NAB Convention
advertising-publicity director for Uni- Daylight Bill Killed
Stamp Group Curtails
versal in New York, is the author of
Washington, June 3. — The 25th
Sacramento, June 3. — Assembly- annual
The Cinema Stamp Collectors, here, the short story, "Breakdown," in the
convention of the National Aswill hold only one meeting a month current
sociation ofBroadcasters will be held
issue of Collier's. He also is Daylight woman Kathryn Niehouse's bill on
Saving
went
down
in
defeat
during June, July and August. The the author of "Stork Bites Man," a
in Convention Hall at Atlantic City
in
a
State
Senate
committe
e
this
week.
next meeting will be held on June 25. 1forthcoming United Artists rel
Sept. 15-18.
Jr.,
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"Cynthia"

"Up front among

first romance,

vast American

towns for "The
has again made
and

audience

a wonderful

ful Elizabeth Taylor,
"Cynthia"

the

is something

"National

to take

the

theatres

recognize

motion

their dreams.

and

Coast

young

patrons

womanhood

first heart-ache.

The

quality promises well for box-office
-Variety
returns."
"Packs plenty of entertainment."-The Exhibitor <

packed

will

Years"

Green

their troubles

which

from

"Homey

Word of mouth build-up will be reflected
-Showmen's Trade Review
at box-office."
That

other

— M. appeal."
P. Herald
"An unusual film for wide and popular

family audiences.

from

many

so will your

and

is sweet

She

and

Sobol,

Louis

carry weight

names

Cynthia"

with

-Boxoffke

season's hits."

approval

whose

is the joy of living.
first kiss, the

experiencing the
trade press says:

"Blanket

columnists

syndicated

Wilson,

Graham

Sheilah

Johnson,

Erskine

Earl

it including

saying

Everybody's

will say: "I fell in love

too

because

Louella

Kilgallen,

Dorothy

"I fell in love with Cynthia." Hedda Hopper said
Parsons, and Jimmy Fidler said it on his nationwide

said:

Winchell

Walter

CYNTHIA?

IS

WHO

picture

in big cities and

that in "Cynthia"
of real

people,

It is the first starring
Velvet"

to your

girl, and

small

M-G-M

their joys

role for beauti-

her

portrayal

of

heart.

M-G-M's "CYNTHIA"— ELIZABETH TAYLOR, George Murphy, S. Z. Sakall, Mary Astor with Gene Lockhart, Spring Byington,
James Lydon, Scotty Beckett- A Robert Z. Leonard Production • Screen Play by Harold Buchman and Charles Kaufman • Based on
a Play by Vina Delmar . Directed by ROBERT Z. LEONARD • Produced by EDWIN H. KNOPF. A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Motion

Production
Coast

Is

Slightly,

on

Off

to

40

Hollywood, June 3.— The produc
tion index dipped slightly from 42 to
40, with four pictures going into
shooting stages, and six to cutting
rooms. The production scene follows :
Columbia
Finished: "Buckaroo from Powde
River", "The Lone Wolf in London"
"Assigned
Buchman) . to Treasury" (Kennedy
Shooting : "The Last Round-Up' .
"The Sea Hound", "The Double
Take", "It Had to Be You", "The
Prince of Thieves", "The Man from
Colorado".
Eagle-Lion
Shooting : "A Texas Story", "Ad
ventures of Casanova".
Enterprise
Shooting : "They Passed This
Way".

M-G-M

Shooting:
"If Winter Comes"
"The Kissing Bandit", "Cass Timber
lane", "Alias a Gentleman", "The
Pirate", "Good News".
Paramount
Finished: "Big Town After Dark'
(Pine-Thomas) .
Shooting : "Dream Girl", "Whispering Smith".
RKO-Radio
Started : "I Remember Mama:
with Irene Dunne, Barbara Bel Geddes, Philip Dorn, Sir Cedric Hard
wicke; Randolph
"Return Scott,
of theRobert
Bad Men",
with
Ryan,
George (Gabby) Hayes, Ann Jeffries
Shooting : "Memory of Love",
"Mourning Becomes Electra", "The
Bishop's Wife" (Goldwyn).
Republic
Shooting: "The Red Pony" (Feld
man), "Driftwood", "On Old Spanish
Trails".
Selznick
Shooting : "Portrait of Jennie".
Screen Guild
Shooting
:
"The Burning Cross"
(Colmes).
20th Century-Fox
Finished: "The Invisible Wall"
(Wurtzel).
Started: "Gentleman's Agreement",
with Gregory Peck, Dorothy McGuire, John Garfield, Celeste Holm,
Anne Revere, Jane Wyatt, Dean
Stockwell.
Shooting : "Nightmare Alley", "Off
to Buffalo", "Foxes of Harrow".
United Artists

Editorial

Picture

Charges

Film 'Backsliding'
Philadelphia, June 3. — An edito
rial in the Evening Bulletin yester
clay accused the motion picture indus
try _ of "notorious backsliding" since
"Will Hays has passed from the
scene" and "a successor performs his
The editorial followed the appear
ance
of a series of items by the Bulleduties."
tin condemning the film "Duel in the
Sun" which opened last Friday at the
Fox and 24 neighborhood houses.
Referring to the critics' reports on
"Duel," the editorial said that "their
verdict is that after its sexiness has
been modified by the exclusion of
some of the most objectionable shots
it's not much of a picture anyhow."
"The industry needs a reorienta
tion," the editorial continues. "This
might well extend to the advertising
as well as the production of pictures
For example, an advertisement of a
Philadelphia showing recently said
'Its plain sexiness has seldom been
approached
Hollywood'."
(Ed. Note:by This
advertising line
has been used in connection with
a foreign, independent picture.)
"The motion picture producers have
a heavy responsibility to the public,
and particularly to the adolescents to
whom they
cater,have
and possession
they aren'tof
meeting
it. They
a powerful instrument of education.
If they
put it toexpect
better usedon't
they voluntarily
can reasonably
growing demand for more stringent
censorship. Self-imposed censorship is
more in the American tradition."
"Duel" is doing standout business
here despite poor reviews and the
Bulletin campaign.
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MP A Lends Weight
To Rank Film Here
In a move said to be unusually significant in the light
of current Anglo - American
discussions of interchange of
films, the Motion Picture Association has launched a campaign through its regular
channels in behalf of J.- Arthur Rank's "Great Expectations." Brochures, elaborate
sets of stills, from the picture
and special letters have gone
to the numerous library,
community and
women's
organizations, and other
groups
on the MPA Community Service list, all promoting the
picture.

Seeks

Full

Hearing

On FCC Legislation
Washington, June 3.— The White
Wolverton bill to reorganize the Fed
eral Communications Commission will
not satisfy broadcasters as it is now
written, according to NAB president
Justin Miller.
Miller did hail the bill, however, for
offering broadcasters "a chance to
place upon our statute books a law
governing broadcasting which will
recognize that the First Amendment
guarantees term a radio as free from
government abridgement as any other
form of speech or press."

FCC Bill Hearings
Washington, June 3. — Hearings
will start on June 17 on a bill to
amend the Federal Communications
Act, to split the commission into two
components, and to make numerous
changes
in theannounced
act's administration,
Senator White
today. One
K. of C. Protests "Duel'
Seattle, June 3. — The Knights of provision would lift the present FCC
Columbus here has protested the limit of five television stations to any
one company.
showing
"Duelat inthetheFifth
Sun,"
now
in
its thirdof week
Avenue
Theatre, to Bernard Reier, chairman
of the Seattle Board of Censors. The RCA Head Received
organization termed the film "highly
in 1946
objectionable" and expressed its dis- $132,703
Philadelphia, June 3.— David Sar
pleasure "towards any theatre making it a practice to show pictures noff, president of Radio Corp. of
America, received $132,703 last year,
flouting common decency."
according
to today
the company's
report as filed
with the annual
Securities
Musicians to Hold and Exchange Commission. Niles
UJA Luncheon Today Trammell, NBC head and a director
The musicians division of the United of RCA, was paid $90,460, and Frank
M. Fulsom, executive vice-president in
Jewish Appeal of Greater New York charge
of the RCA Victor division,
ill hold a luncheon today at the and a director
Park Central Hotel here to launch received $75,460.of both RCA and NBC,
ts campaign in behalf of the appeal.
Richard McCann, president of the
Associated Musicians of Greater New
York, Local No. 802, is chairman of Stein Heads PRC -E-L
the division. Other leaders are West Coast Branch
Charles R. Iacci, chairman of the proSan Francisco, June 3. — Earl
fessional committee ; Robert M. Weit- Stein has been appointed branch manman, managing
ager for the PRC-Eagle-Lion exmount Theatre, director
chairman ofofthetheParafilm
here, replacing Ralph Clark.
committee, and William Feinberg, of Stein change
formerly was associated with
General Artists Corp., chairman of RKO Radio
in Los Angeles and San
the talent agency committee.
Francisco.

Started:Colbert,
"Sleep, Robert
My Love",
with
Claudette
Cummings,
Don Ameche, Rita Johnson.
Shooting : "The Time of Your
Life" (Cagney), "Intrigue" (Bischoff).
Universal-International
To Make 'Winchester 73'
Shooting : "Ride the Pink Horse",
Hollywood, June 3. — Fritz Lang's
"Wistful Widow of Wagon Gap", plans to make "Corruption" for independent release have been temporar"The Exile".
Warners
ly stymied and the producer-director
has rearranged his shooting schedule
Finished : "Whiplash".
to give the starting gun next to "WinShooting : "Silver River", "Treachester 73", his forthcoming Diana
for Universal-International
sure of the Sierra Madre", "Ever the Production
release.
Beginning".

Two Raise Ad Rates
Hartford, June 3. — The Courant
and Times, two local dailies, have increased amusement advertising rates.
The Courant (morning and Sunday)
has increased rates from $2.10 to $2.52
per
daily ; and $2.52 to $2.94
"~ 66 inch,
to $2.94
daily. has gone up from
Sunday.
The Times

Sues

'U' Board

Stock

Transactions

on

Universal stockholder Stephen Truncole yesterday filed suit in New York
Federal Court against the company,
directors and some former directors
for
an ions
_ accounting of certain stock
transact
which, he charges, were
improper.
The action charges that Nate J.
Blumberg, J. Cheever Cowdin, Matthew Fox, Charles Prutzman, V ||
Work made
and100 Wl
Seidelm
J. H.
Scully,
a profit
of an
$1,230,5
on
option stock deals prior to February,
1945, and still hold
to acquire
148,285 additional options
shares of stock
which, if exercised, could result in an
Truncole contends that because the
profits realized and expected to be
realized are reportable under
gr°Up the°f
Pr°fitTaxt0
$5 041°690Income
Federal
law by each of
the executives as compensation at a
rate of 75 per cent, the transaction is
a waste of corporate assets, because,
he further alleges, the members all
receive large salaries. Such profits, he
holds, if accruing to the corporation
itself, would be taxable at a rate of
only 25 per cent as capital gains.
His charges against the board of
directors allege that the board dominates the corporation and approved
stock options.
Yesterday, Adolph Schimel, Universal home office counsel, declined to
comment on the suit, explaining that
he had not yet seen the complaint.
L. L Services Held
For Saul Abrams, 55
Services were held at Rockville
Center, L. I., on Monday for Saul
Abrams, 55, owner of the Nassau
Theatre, Roosevelt, L. I., and brother
of Leo Abrams of National Screen
Service. Abrams, who entered the industry in 1913 as a salesman for the
Big U Film Exchange in New York
and operated the Nassau for the past
13 years, died last Sunday at the
South Nassau Communities Hospital,
Ocean Side, L. I. Interment was at
Wellwood Cemetery, Farmingdale, L. I.
Other survivors include the widow,
Mrs. Ada Abrams, and a son and
daughter.
Myers Leaves Coast;
To See Yates Here
Hollywood, June 3.— While denying reports here that he is seeking to
set up a distribution outlet for Alexander Korda's British Lion in this
country, Sidney Myers, assistant managing director of British Lion studios,
who entrained today for New York
en route to London, said he will confer
with Herbert J. Yates, Republic Pictures president, on the East Coast.
Myers will sail June 14, after having
spent three weeks here.
Delay Examinations
In Ascap-ITOA Case
Pre-trial examinations in the restraint-of-trade suit against the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers
New York's
Independent TheatrebyOwners
Association,
pending in Federal Court here, have
been postponed for two weeks by
agreement among attorneys for both
parties. The taking of depositions
originally was scheduled to begin here
yesterday.
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Paramount's home office yesterday
held a telephone discussion on the exploitation of new product simultaneously with all in
of the
firm's
special
representatives
branch
territories
in this country and Canada.
Participating in the conference at
this end were : Charles M. Reagan,
Pa/Qmount vice-president in charge
(>. ' _jtribution ; Curtis Mitchell, advei ^mg-publicity-exploitation director, and Sid Mesibov, assistant exploitation manager.
j The trio discussed with the company's representatives campaigns for
"Dear Ruth," "The Perils of Pauline"
and "Welcome Stranger."
Paramount

Picture

Launches

Reviews

Byrnes'
(ContinuedRole
from page 1)

"The Brothers"
{Gainsborough-General Film Distributors)

practice code which James F. Byrnes
will assist in developing as one of his
major assignments for the MPA, will
involve only the production end of
the
said industry,
here today.an authoritative source
The extent of the code will not be
determined until Eric Johnston, MPA
president, discusses the matter further
with Byrnes on his return to Washington from here in about two weeks.
However, only the production end
was contemplated when Johnston and
Byrnes discussed the matter in Washington originally.

London

DIRECTOR David Macdonald— maker of "Desert Victory" and "Burma
Victory" — accepts the challenge delivered by author L. A. G. Strong's
novel, "The Brothers", widely regarded as the best British novel of its year,
telling a grim, relentless tale unrelentlessly of the primitive feuds and violence
which infused the men of Scotland's lonely Western Isles 50 years ago. Clan
hatreds and passions as stern, rude and violent as the mist-topped hills of
Skye and its turbulent seas, marked the men of the Isles. Illicit whiskey-distilling was their staple industry; wild hates and murderous "justice" their
inveterate habit, whose only curb was the grim displeasure of Holy Church.
In Strong's novel, the feud between two of the Island's families — the McFarishes and the Macraes — is set a-boiling when a young orphan, Mary,
comes to be servant to the men of the Macraes. Head of that clan — Hector
Macrae — has a pronounced addiction to the Ten Commandments and moral
rectitude generally. But those persuassions do not motivate his elder son in
whom the advent of Mary evokes ugly, sinister, lecherous craving. There is
also the gay young son of the McFarishes to be reckoned with. For Willie
McFarish, despite the stark inheritance of his breed, has a lively eye for the
pretty maiden.
Tragedy clearly is indicated and Strong heaped on tragedy with a ready
hand. David Macdonald doesn't evade the issue either; least of all when it
comes to making one of those happy-ending concessions. He chooses the documentary rather than the dramatic method; has composed a piece whose backgrounds of those hills, skies, seas of Skye will delight the connoisseur of
camera-work, but which also make an apt pictorial commentary to his grim
tale.
Macdonald and producer Sydney Box likewise didn't bother much with star
appeal. Patricia Roc — she plays the disturbing Mary of the piece — is the
nearest approach to star material on view. For the rest the actors are mainly
unknown young men, among whom Andrew Crawford, the gay McFarish,
rates highest. But a word of praise is due, too, to James Woodburn for a
quite admirable portrayal of the Island's priest.
"The Brothers" will just be given the go-by in bobby-soxing circles. But
it's a challenge, probably a successful one, to the picture patron of intelligence.
Running time, 98 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date, not
set.
Peter Burnup

New Test Policy
The first of a series of "Perils of
Pauline" engagements under Paramount's new policy of testing feature
product in large and small situations
throughout the country in advance of
national release dates has been
launched with a showing of the Technicolor film at the Paramount Theatre, Brattleboro, Vt., Charles M.
Reagan, vice-president in charge of
distribution, discloses.
A second test engagement of the
picture got underway yesterday at the
Community Theatre, Catskill, N. Y.
Other engagements under the policy
of testing at two separate spots in
each branch territory, one a large
situation and the other a small one,
"Hollywood Barn Dance"
will follow.
{Screen Guild Productions')
Hollyivood, June 3
Paramount to Form
FOR
audiences
who bands,
fancy ontheradio,
nostalgic
and
ditties
of cowboy
screenandandmelancholy
discs, this "geetar"
one shouldmusic
provide
(Continued from page 1)
full measure, running over, of ear entertainment, with its 18 song and band
at the end of this week, or shortly numbers in the "bury me not on the lone prairie" vein. Featuring Ernie Tubb
after, and will function directly under and his Texas Troubadors, this talented little cowpoke orchestra of six members was long a popular favorite on the air over Southern broadcasting stations,
Curtis Mitchell, director of advertisas well as over some of the larger networks. With their many disk recordings
ing-publicity, itis said.
Tentative plans call for stimulating they also garnered additional prestige.
On a slight thread of a story, which, however, does not neglect the proper
public interest in the company's more
important pictures from the day cam- pinches of drama, comedy and romance, is tied this generous helping of bucolic
eras start turning and sustaining cam- words and music. On a quest for $2,000 to rebuild their Texas village church,
paigns through exhibition.
burned during one of their rehearsals, the six troubadors range clear to HollyActually all Liberty personnel have
wood, where they find fame — and the $2,000.
been on the Paramount payroll since
Besides playing himself on the screen, Ernie Tubb's band consists of Phil
the independent company's entire as- Arnold, Larry Reed, Red Herron and the Philharmonic Trio, with Earle
sets were acquired by Paramount.
Hodgins, Frank McGlynn, Anne Kundi, Lori Talbott and Helen Boyce in supporting roles. B. B. Ray directed from his own original story, adapted by
Dorothea Knox Martin. Jack Schwarz produced.
Washer Luncheon Guest
Running time, 72 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
W. J. McG.
Ben Washer, who began his duties June 20.
as Paramount publicity manager at
the home office Monday, was welNewman Name Changed
comed yesterday by the publicity, ad- Century Schedules
vertising and exploitation forces at a
Kansas City, June 3.— The Newman Theatre here will change its
Open Forum
luncheon at Sardi's, here. Among 2nd
Second in a series of open forums name to the Paramount on June 17.
those attending were : Curtis Mitchell,
Stanley Shuford, Sid Mesibov, C. N. being held by Century Theatres to M. D. Cohn, theatre manager, has
Odell, Paul Ackerman, D. John Phil- establish a closer relationship between arranged with the local cancer campaign committee to make the event a
lips, Aileen Brenon, Rex Taylor, the field force and home office will
George Harvey, Louis Pelegrine, take place on June 10 at the Waldorf- "cancer benefit."
Burt Champion, Ed Sullivan, Milt Astoria, according to J. R. Springer,
Mohr, Carl Clausen, Frances Simon, general theatre manager.
Collier Is Appointed
Peggy Fewer, Edith Stone, Charles
Attending the session will be deStrobel and Edna Higgins.
Baltimore, June 3. — Governor
partment heads and district and theatre managers. It is expected that the Preston Lane, Jr., has appointed Rodney Collier, manager of the Stanley
forum will get under way at 10:15
Theatre here as owner-representative
Para. Exploiteers Meet
A.M., with Fred J. Schwartz, vice- member
of the State Board of ExamChicago, June 3.— The promotional president, presiding.
iners of Motion Picture Operators.
staff of Balaban and Katz will meet
here on June 10-11 to map exploitation campaigns for forthcoming prod- Theatre Replacement
Paramount Outing Set
uct (\vith Sid Mesibov, Paramount
Washington, June 3. — Danville
Paramount will hold its annual
home office exploitation manager in Enterprises, Inc., has received apNew York, and Marty Lewis, radio
proval to build a $200,000 theatre in home office outing on June 25 at the
promotional manager of Paramount's Lexington, Ky., to replace one de- New Longshore Country Club, Weststudio in Hollywood.
stroyed by fire.
port, Conn.

20th -Fox Retains
Byrnes for Appeal
James F. Byrnes, former Secretary
of State, now engaged in the practice
of law in Washington, D. C, was retained about three weeks ago as counsel for 20th Century-Fox on the company's appeal to the U. S. Supreme
Court in the Government anti-trust
suit against the industry, the home
office reported here yesterday.
The arrangement was made by Otto
Koegel, 20th-Fox general counsel,
and member of the New York law
firm of Dwight, Harris, Koegel and
Caskey, which has been counsel for
the
suit company
and whichthroughout
also will the
be anti-trust
active in
the company's U. S. Supreme Court
appeal.
Exhibitor Cresswell
Fights Delinquency
Kansas City, June 3. — Norris
Cresswell, manager of the Glen Theatre,ter,is co-chairman
B. Win-a
Toronto banker,with
in E.
preparing
project for assisting in a movement
for overcoming juvenile delinquency
that will cover the United States and
Canada. The two were designated by
the
Supreme group
Council setof up
the as"Grotto,"
international
an objective for boys.
Thompson's
Drive-in
Plans
Get Underway
J. J. Thompson, former operator of
the Cocalis circuit here, now president
of Eastern Drive-in Corp., has plans
for about seven drive-ins in and
around New York and New Jersey.
His attorney, Monroe Stein, discloses
that Thompson is now operating a
drive-in in Union, N. J., has another
under construction in Morris County
and has acquired a site for a third in
Totowa.
Defeat Warden's Bill
St. Louis, June 3. — Legislation requiring Missouri amusement places to
employ fire wardens during all shows
has been rejected in committee at
Jefferson City. Theatre owners appeared against the proposed bill, explaining their present personnel was
trained to carry out fire warden
duties.
New Hollander Post
Los Angeles,
3. — Harry
Hollander, who has June
operated
and booked
a group of theatres in California for
several years, has been appointed
special sales representative by Monogram, working out of the local Los
Angeles exchange, headed by Howard
Stubbins.
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FOLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.
PHILADELPHIA
"Duel in the Sun" at the Fox (also
playing at 24 neighborhood houses) is
rolling up the largest box-office gross
to be reported here in some time, with
an estimated $55,000 for the week.
Estimated receipts for the week endingJune 3-5 :
DARK DELUSION (M-G-M)— ALDINE
(900) (Average:
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c).
Gross: $6,500.
$13,800)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — ARCADIA (900) (Advanced
prices: 90c-$1.80) 9th week. Gross: $11,300.
$6,600)(Average at regular prices of S0c-94c:
DISHONORED LADY (UA) — BOYD (3,0C0) (50c-60c-74c-8Oc-85c-94c). Gross: $20,000. (Average: $21,000)
LOST HONEYMOON (E-L) — EARLE (3,000)
days. Orchestra.
On stage,
Tex (50c-70c-80c-90c-99c)
Beneke and Glen 6Miller
Gross: 6 days, $34,500. DISHONORED
LADY (UA). Gross: 1 day, $2,500. (Average: $31,700)
DUEL IN THE SUN (2Cth-Fox)-FOX (3,000) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25). Gross:
$55,000.
(Average at regular prices of 50c94c: $25,000)
THE EGG AND I 0U-I)— GOLDMAN (1,400)
4th week.
Gross: (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
$15,000. (Average: $24,000)
THE YEARLING
(M-G-M)— KARLTON
(1,000) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c). Gross:
$20,000. (Average: $9,500)
IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN (M-G-M)
— KEITH
(2,200) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
2nd run. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $6,200)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)MASTBAUM
(4,700) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c94c). Gross: $30,000. (Average: $29,500)
CALCUTTA
(Para.)— STANLEY (3,000)
(50c-6Oc-74c-8Oc-85c-94c) 2nd week. Gross:
$23,400. (Average: $27,000)
FRAMED (Col.) — STANTON (1,700) (50c50c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 3rd week. Gross: $9,200. (Average: $12,700)

Key

Picture

City

CALCUTTA (Para.) — GARR1CK (1,000)
(95c). Gross: $10,000. (Average: $11,500)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)-GRAND (1,150)
(95c). Gross: $26,500. (Average: $16,000)
000)
DILLINGER (Mono.)— ORIENTAL (3,200)
(95c). On stage: Leon Navara and The
Maxellos. Gross: $63,500. (Average: $40,000)
TnE EGG AND I (U-I)-PALACE (2,500) (95c). Gross: $30,000. (Average: $26,THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)—
ROOSEVELT (1,000) (95c) 2nd week.
Gross: $20,000. (Average: $20,000)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— STATE
LAKE (2,700) (Advanced prices: $1.00$1.20-$1.5O).
regular prices:Gross:
$30,C00) $60,000. (Average at
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— UNITED ARTISTS
(1,700) (95c). Gross: $24,000.
(Average:
$25,500)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — WOODS (1,200) (Advanced
prices: 95c-$1.20-$1.40-$1.80) 24th week.
Gross:sion $16,000.
price of 95c:(Average
$17,500) at regular admisCINCINNATI

Most grosses are registering aver
age or better, somewhat of an im
provement over recent weeks. The
extended weekend holiday, with warm
weather following several days of
cold and almost constant rain, helped
business. Estimated receipts for the
week ending June 3-6 :
THE HOMESTRETCH
(2Cth-Fox) — RKO
ALBEE
(3,300)(Average:
(50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c)
Gross: $17,000.
$15,000)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M)-RKO CAPI
TOL
(50c-55c-6Oc-65c-7Oc-75c)
week. (2,000)
Gross: $13,000.
(Average: $10,000)2nd
THE THIRTEENTH HOUR (Col.) and
TERROR TRAIL (Col.)-RKO FAMILY
(1,000)
(Average:(30c-4Oc-50)
$1,600) 4 days. Gross: $1,600.
PILOT X (Popular)— RKO FAMILY (1,000)
(30c-40c-50c)
age: $1,100) 3 days. Gross: $1,100. (AverHIGH
BARBAREE
(M-G-M) — RKO
000)
GRAND (1,500) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c)
2nd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $8,ODD MAN OUT (U-I)-KEITH'S (1,500)
(50c-55c-60c-70c). Gross: $10,000. (Average: $7,500)
THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
THE DEVIL'S PLAYGROUND (UA)—
RKO $5,000.
LYRIC(Average:
(5Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c).
Gross:
$5,000)
ATLANTA
HONEYMOON (RKO' Radio)-RKO' PALACE
(2,700)
(5Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c).
Gross:
$15,000. (Average: $15,000)
UNDERCOVER
MAISIE
(M-G-M)—
RKO
'Duel in the Sun" is playing to
(5Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c).
a good house in its second week. SHUBERT
Gross: $4,000.(2,150)
(Average:
$5,000)
Business generally is about average.
Estimated receipts for the week ending June 4:
13 RUE MADELEINE
(20th-Fox)— FOX BALTIMORE
(4,661) (12c-50c). Gross: $19,500. (Average: $19,000)
KINGS ROW (WB reissue) — PARAPictures opening on a holiday, with
(2,447) (12c-50c). Gross: $8,000. benefit of holiday crowds and prices,
(Average: MOUNT
$8,700)
making a better showing than in
HIT PARADE 1947 (Rep.)— ROXY (2,446) are
(12c-50c). Gross: $5,600. (Average: $6,- recent weeks. The weekend business
300)
also took a spurt, and as a result,
STEP BY STEP (RKO1 Radio) and grosses generally are once again above
WOMAN CHASES MAN (Film Classics)- normal. Estimated receipts for the
CAPITAL (2,446) (12c-44c). Gross: $4,800. week ending June 5 :
(Average: $5,200)
BARBAREE (M-G-M)— CENTURY
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— LOEW'S HIGH
(3,000) (29c-37c-46c-54c,
and $14,000)
56c weekends).
GRAND
(Advanced
prices:Gross:
90c- Gross:
$16,500. (Average:
$1.25) 2nd (2,447)
week on
a holdover.
$20,000.
(Average at regular prices of 30c- THE EGG AND I (U-I)-KEITH'S (2,406)
50c: $14,000)
(29c-37c-44c-50c)
(Average:
$14,000)2nd week. Gross: $12,000.
MOSS ROSE (20th-Fox) — NEW (1,800)
(29c-40c-50c-58c). Gross: $13,000. (Average: $12,000)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)—
CHICAGO
STANLEY
(3,000) $16,500)
(29c -37c -50c -58c). Gross:
$18,000. (Average:
THE
CORPSE
CAME
C.O.D. (Col.) — HIPCurrent box-office returns are a litPODROME (2,205) (29c-37c-50c-58c). With
a
stage
show.
Gross:
$19,500. (Average:
tle spotty. "The Best Years of Our
Lives" and "The Jolson Story," how- $17,500)
HONEYMOON
(RKO
Radks)-TOWN
(1
ever, continue to hold their own, even 450) (29c -37c -44c -56c). Gross: $11,500. (Average: $11,500)
after long runs. Estimated receipts for
RAMROD (UA)— MAYFAIR (1,000) (21cthe week ending June 2-3 :
2nd week. Gross: $4,475. (AverTHE JOLSON STORY (Col.) — APOLLO 29c-45c)
(1.200) (95c) 23 rd week. Gross: $12,500. IVAN,age: $5,500)
THE TERRIBLE (Artkino)— LIT(Average: $12,000)
TLE (328) (29c-37c-55c) 2nd week. Gross:
THAT WAY WITH WOMEN (WB)— $3,000. (Average: $3,000)
CHICAGO (3,909) (95c). On stage: Sammy ODD MAN OUT (U-I) VALENCIA (1.Kaye and Orchestra. Gross: $50,000. (Av- 466) (29c-37c-46c-54c, and 56c weekends)
erage: $59,000)
2nd week. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $5,000)
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BUFFALO
There is a noticeable business pickup here despite continuing rain which
has plagued the area for a month.
Estimated receipts for the week ending
j une 7 BARBAREE
:
HIGH
(M-G-M) and LITTLE MISTER JIM (M-G-M)— BUFFALO
(3,489) (40c-50c-60c-70c).
Gross: $21,000
(Average:
$19,000)
CALCUTTA (Para.)— GREAT LAKES (3,000)
(40c-50c-60c-70c).
Gross: $24,000.
(Average:
$18,000)
BOOM TOWN (M-G-M) and TOO MANY
WINNERS (PRC)-HIPPODROME (2,100;
(40c -50c -60c $10,000)
-70c) 7 days. Gross: $10,000.
(Average:
THE EGG AND I (U-I) and BULLDOG
DRUMMCND AT BAY (Col.)— LAFAYETTE (3,000) (40c -50c -60c -70c) 3rd week
for
"The $15,000)
Egg and I." Gross: $16,500.
(Average:
THE
FABULOUS
DORSEYS (UA) and
THE GUILTY (Mono.)
— TECK (1,500)
(40c-50c-60c-70c). Gross: $6,000. (Average$6,000)
AT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Allied Artists) and MR. HEX (Mono.) —
TWENTIETH CENTURY (3,000) (40c-50c60c-70c)
2nd week. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $16,000)

13 Additional Films
Rated by the Legion
Two of 13 additional pictures rated
by the National Legion of Decency
have been placed in Class A-I; they
are: Monogram's "Song of the Wasteland," and Gloria Films' Germanmade "Matura-Reise." Classified A-II
were: "The Corpse Came C.O.D.,"
Columbia; "Desperate," RKO Radio;
"Possessed," Warners; "That's My
Gal," Republic; "Too Many WinPRC; "Violence," Monogram;
'Winterners,"Wonderland,"
Republic. fa
The following were placed in ( If
3 : "Little Miss Broadway," Columbia; "Miracle on 34th Street," 20thtTox; "The Queen's Necklace," Siritjky International; "Woman on the
Beach," RKO Radio.

Hot Weather Brings
UK Business Slump
London, June 3. — Sudden, unusual
tropic weather has hit theatre business
badly in all parts of Britain.
London's business during the present week, normally expected to be the
year's best since the week precedes
the running of the Epson Downs
Derby, is even lower than that exduring last
blizSALT LAKE CITY
zards. perienced
Only three
West winter's
End theatres
are operating anywhere near normal,
In spite of stiff competition with the Odeon, with "Take My Life," the
a Mormon Centennial celebration, a Carlton, with "Duel in the Sun," and
"Macbeth" stage presentation starring the Empire, with "The Yearling."
Orson Welles, and the opening of
many out-door facilities, first-runs are English Pictures on
holding- their own, with slightly-above Increase in Mexico
to well-above average grosses. Estimated receipts for the week ending
Mexico City, June 3. — Production
is getting a side lift — the making
June MILLION
5:
ONE
B.C. (UA) and OF MICE here
of
films in English by American and
AND
MEN (Favorite Films)— CAPITOL English
600)
companies. Counting pictures
(1,878)age: (20c-55c-7Sc).
Gross: $9,990. (Aver$7,800)
already
made,
and those in production
CHEYENNE (WB) — CENTRE (1,700) (20c- or about to enter
production, 13 such
55c-7Sc). Gross: $13,900. (Average: $13,- films will be completed
soon. That
HOME IN OKLAHOMA (Rep.) and YAN- alone will make 1947 the greatest year
KEE FAKIR (Rep.)— LYRIC (1,500) (20c- for that phase of production of any of
55c-75c).
(Average: With
$3,850) vaudeville. Gross: $3,900 the 16 since the modern industry has
BEDELIA
and IT'S
JOKE, flourished in Mexico.
SON (Eagle-(Easrle-Lion)
Lion) — RIALTO1
(800) A (20c-55c75c). Gross: $6,000. (Average: $3,700)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (20th-Fox) Ban Teen- Age Pickets
-STUDIO
(20c-55c-7
5c) 2nd week.
Gross: $7,900.(8000
(Average:
$4,800)
Minn., June 3. — Picketing
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (2ftth-Fox) of Hawley,
the Garrick Theatre for lower ad-UPTOW(Average:
N (1,300)$5,900)
(20c-55c-75c). Gross:
$6,000.
mission prices for teen-agers has been
THE YEARLING (M-G-M) — UTAH (1 - halted following city officials' decision
700)
(20c-S5c-75c) 2nd week. Gross: $15,- that it is illegal to picket the house.
1. (Average: $12,300)
A spokesman for the students said a
boycott, however, will . be continued
until the theatre meets the demand for
TORONTO
a lower price.
The rainy season finally came to
an end for Toronto theatres, only two
of which had holdovers for the week,
the Eglinton and Tivoli, Famous
Players' units, getting another and
11th
week receipts
out of "The
Jolson
Estimated
for the
weekStory."
ending June 5 :
THE OVERLANDERS (U-I)-CAPTTOL
(1,115)(Average:
(15c-25c-35c-50c)
000.
$5,000) 6 days. Gross: $5,THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)— EGLINTON (1,086)
(20c-25c-3Sc-45c-60c)
days,
11th week.
Gross:
$6,300. (Average: 6 $7,700)
PURSUED
(WB)-IMPERIAL (3,373)
(20c-35c-45c-60c-9Oc) 6 days. Gross: $15,300. (Average: $14,300)
HIGH
BARBAREE
(M-G-M)—
(2,074) (20c-35c-45c-6Oc-78c)
6 days.LOEW'S
Gross:
$14,300. (Average: $13,800)
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Radio)— SHEA'S
6 days.
Gross: (2,480)
$16,800. (2Oc-35c-45c-60c-90c)
(Average: $14,800)
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.) — TIVOLI (1,434)
(20c-25c-35c-4Sc-60c)
6
days, 11th week.
Gross: $7,300. (Average: $9,500)
BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME (U-I)—
UPTOWNGross: (2,761)
days.
$12,900. (20c-35c-45c-60c-90c)
(Average: $11,400) 6
THE OVERLANDERS (U-I)— VICTORIA
(1,240)(Average:
(15c-25c-35c-50c)
500.
$6,800) 6 days. Gross: $6,-

Stage Shows at Capitol
When Guy Lombardo and his Royal
Canadians go into the Capitol Theatre
here, tomorrow, it will mark the return of "in-person" shows, which
were discontinued for the three-week
run of "Duel in the Sun," ending
tonight.
To Show

M-G-M

Short

Washington,
Juneshort,
3. — "Give
M-G-M's
public
service series
Us
This Earth," will have a premiere
rhowing here tomorrow before Government agriculture and food officials.
The short, made in Mexico, deals with
land reclamation and food production.
'Henry V Returns Here
"Henry V" will return to New
York on Friday, at the Broadway
Theatre following a New York roadshow run of 47 weeks. The new policy
will be continuous showings at popular

prices.
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Exhibit

A traveling exhibit of photographs,
drawings and models of Hollywood
production sets will be sponsored by
the Association of Motion Picture Art
Directors, and is slated to get underway this summer, it is reported by
Urie McCleary, membership committee
chairman of the association, who is in
.yvUhYork from Hollywood confer' 7" with executives of the Museum
of Modern Art where display facilities will be provided. It is intended to
• put the exhibit on display in all of
the large cities, McCleary said.
McCleary, who has been an art director with M-G-M for the past 10
years, was in charge of the work on
"The Hucksters," and in 1941 won
an Academy Award for his set direction of "Blossoms in the Dust." The
association, he said, has a 100 per cent
membership of art directors in Hollywood and includes also some New
York stage designers. Since its formation, eight years ago, McCleary
explained, the association has brought
many benefits to the previously unorganized art directors, including salary
raises and more prominent recognition in terms of screen credits.
William Ferrari of the Hal Roach
Studios, who won an Academy
Award last year for his sets in "Gaslight," ispresident
of the Recently
association,
which has
150 members.
the
association engaged the Henry C.
Rogers public relations organization,
Hollywood and New York, . to assist
in securing greater recognition for the
profession, McCleary said.
RKO Stockholders
(Continued from page 1)
row. Candidates for re-election are :
N. Peter Rathvon, Ned E. Depinet,
J. Miller Walker, Harry M. Durning,
Frederick L. Ehrman, L. Lawrence
Green, L. Boyd Hatch, Floyd B. Odium and George H. Shaw.
On Thursday the board of directors
and officers of the company will meet
in New York to elect officers, at which
time the board is expected to declare
stock dividends.
present for
officers,
all
of The
whomcompany's
are candidates
re-election, are : Rathvon, president ; Depinet,
executive vice-president ; Malcolm
Kingsberg, vice-president ; Gordon E.
Youngman, vice-president and general
counsel ; Walker, secretary ; Garrett
Van Wagner, comptroller ; William
H. Clark, treasurer ; A. W. Dawson,
and A. E. Reoch, assistant treasurers.
According to the notice of the annual meeting sent to stockholders, remuneration (accrual basis) paid by
the corporation and subsidiaries in
1946 to officers was as follows : Rathvon, $104,540; Depinet, $105,010;
Kingsberg, $71,260 ; Youngman, $37,186; Walker, $29,511; Van Wagner,
$23,704; Clark, $23,804; Dawson,
$23,884, and Reoch, $22,049.
C & C FILM EFFECTS
723 7th Ave.. New York 19. N. Y.
CO. 5-9235
Titles * Trailers * Superimposi n g -k Wipes * Blowups
Freeze Frames * Cutting Rooms

(Producers
Releasing Winne
Corp.) rs'
Too Many
LATEST in PRC's current series dealing with the adventures of private
detective Michael Shayne, "Too Many Winners" is no better or worse
than its predecessors. William Beaudine, directing from producer John Sutherland's screenplay, based on original characters and a story by Brett Halliday,
puts the usual amount of emphasis on physical_ action. Hugh_ Beaumont again
portrays Shayne with acceptable grace, heading a cast which also includes
TrudyiltonMarshall,
and others. Ralph Dunn, Claire Carleton, Charles Mitchell, John HamBeaumont, about to leave on a vacation with his secretary-sweetheart, Miss
Marshall, is persuaded by a race track owner to forego the trip and ferret
out the perpetrators in a parimutuel ticket counterfeiting racket. Before long
a young lady, who offers Beaumont information, is killed. Meanwhile, the
police are inclined to suspect the detective of both crimes. In characteristic
fashion, however, Beaumont comes through with the right answers to all
questions which studded the proceedings, and finally goes off on the vacation
with Miss Marshall who, up to that point, spent most of her time fretting
and raging over his failure to keep their vacation appointment.
Running time, 61 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
May 24.
Charles L. Franke

Set

Local

Officers

Weigh
Hollywood,Produc
June 3.ers'
— WhetherBid
Set
Decorators' Local No. 1421 will resume negotiations next Monday with
the labor committee representing the
major producers will be determined by
the union's executive board at a special meeting here tonight. Negotiations
were broken off on May 22 when the
producers'
representatives
revealed
that the IATSE
had petitioned
the
National Labor Relations Board in its
quest for jurisdiction over two classifications claimed by Local 1421.
In response to a wire from the local
seeking a meeting today, the producers
reiterated their position on holding up
discussions focusing on the two clasifications, but volunteered to meet
next Monday.
Pat

Casey on Labor
(Continued from page 1 )
legislation outlawing jurisdictional
disputes as a means of securing labor
peace, explaining that "political considerations" will, in his opinion, "take
the teeth" out of any labor bill eventually enacted into law.
Meanwhile a five-man American
Federation of Labor committee is now
engaged in efforts to develop machinery intended to eliminate jurisdictional
labor rows in the future. The group
comprises : Richard Walsh, president
of the International Alliance of Theatrical and Stage Employes ; Lawrence P. Lindelof, Brotherhood of
Painters, Decorators and Paperhangers ; Dan W. Tracy, Electrical Workers ;Dan Tobin, International Teamsters, and Paul Dullzell, Associated
Actors and Artistes of America.
The IATSE's attitude, as expressed
by Walsh, is that the studio strike to
all intents and purposes "is a dead
issue," with the studios operating normally. "IA" has absorbed the work
formerly handled by striking carpenters.
The Electrical Workers have returned to the studios and the painters
are to take a vote this week on returning to their jobs.
Set Film for Canada
World Pictures, Ltd. of Toronto,
and Brandon Films, Inc., New York,
have made a distribution deal for
"Native Land" for Canada, whereby
the former will roadshow the film in
key cities prior to general distribution.
It features Paul Robeson.

Demand Tax Cut
(Continued from page 1 )
exempt, Pemberton said ; "We would
regard this as highly discriminatory
unless similar exemptions were granted to legitimate theatres — not on a 40
cent basis but on a percentage basis."
He suggested the percentage be
based on the ratio of the 40 cent
movie admission to the admission
charged in first-run New York movie
theatres, and admitted this might be
as much as a one-third Cut in taxes
on legitimate theatres.
Pemberton was part of a five-man
delegation appearing before the House
group atreto admission
urge ataxes.
cut inOther
legitimate
themembers
of the delegation were James F.
Reilly, executive director of the National Association of the Legitimate
Theatre ; Ilka Chase, representing
Actors' Equity ; Marc Connelly, for
the Dramatists' Guild ; and Thomas
Murtha, for the IATSE.
All the witnesses declared that a
tax cut was necessary to halt the
slump in theatre attendance, and that
unless tax relief were granted, many
theatres would be forced out of business.

rent product, together with plans for
the sale and liquidation of films for
the coming year.
In addition to "Down to Earth" and
"Jolson Story," delegates will examine the handling of "Dead Reckoning,"
"Johnny O'Clock," "The Guilt of
Janet Ames" and "Framed," as well
as the forthcoming "Assigned to
Treasury," "The Mating of Millie
McGonigle," "Her Husband's Affairs"
andAnother
"It Hadmatter
to Beto You."
be discussed will
be plans for presenting "The Jolson
Story" theincountry,
"encore
engagements"
around
similar
to the one
now in the New York territory. Already plans have been made to reopen
the film in Baltimore, at the Hippodrome or Town. Other territories
which are replaying the musical firstrun, with dicated,
subsequent
run bookings
include Lawrence,
Mass., inat
the Modern, and Wheeling, W. Va.,
at the Virginia.
In addition to the general meeting,
part of the four-day gathering will be
devoted to individual meetings between branch and district managers
and home office representatives.
Eight Gene
for Columbia
From
Autry
Eight musical Westerns starring
Gene Autry, first of which is to be
"The Last Round-Up," a $500,000
film will be offered by Columbia during the next two years. The other
seven, three for this year and four
for next, will all be in color, with
budgets ranging up to $1,000,000.
Montague emphasized that the eight
will be sold individually, after they
are made available for screening.
All will be produced by Autry
Productions, of which Armand Schaefer is president and Mitchel Hamilburg
vice-president.
The isfilms
will in no way constitute
a series, it was said.
M-G-M's
of Love" will be
Set
'Song"Song
of Love'
shown in all exchange areas to exhibitors on June
17. "The
previously
scheduled
to beHucksters,"
shown on
that date, has been set back to June 26.

Arkansas ITO
(Continued from page 1)
concessions, cooperative advertising,
theatre admissions, budgeted buying
and the Motion Picture Foundation.
Speakers
at tomorrow
session
include
Maurice afternoon's
Wolfe of
Loew's and Leon Bamberger of RKO
Radio, as well as L. M. Rice and Bob
O'Donnell of Interstate Theatres, Dallas, and C. B. Akers of Griffith Theatres, Oklahoma City. The session will
conclude tomorrow night with a dinner
at which awards of merit and appreciation will be made, with the Right
Rev. Msgr. James E. O'Connell, rector
of St. John's seminary here, as principal speaker.
Relief from Taxes
Mexico City, June 3. — The ruling
by the National Supreme Court that
engineers and other technicians who
live abroad but serve companies established in Mexico need not pay the
Mexican income tax on money they
receive here for. such services, is interpreted as including such profesindustry.sionals who are in the Mexican film

LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
See your travel agent or phone ^
LExington 2-7100
or visit TWA ticket office at
80 East 42nd St.
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Screenplay by Laslo Vadnay, Alan Boretz and Howard Harris
Additional dialogue by Sydney R. Zelinka • Words and Music by Sam Coslow
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Code

Cited

by Drop

Washington
Legal

'Health

Parley

'Boomerang'

Also

Wins

By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, June 4. — The industry Production Code came in tor
high praise today at a meeting of
representatives from motion pictures, radio, comics and the American
Bar Association.
Called by the Bar Association to
discuss the problem of crime in this
country as affected by crime and law
portrayal in the three media, conferees lauded the picture "Boomerang"
for its 'dignified, outstanding portrayal of a district attorney."
Today's
exploratory
centered discussion
around meeting
the cooperation of the three media in improving
the _ administration of justice and reducing juvenile and adolescent crime.
"No indictment was made," spokes
men reported, "ft was purely a meeting for friendly analysis."
After correspondence with repre(Continued on page 3)

RKO

Board

Elect Officers

Reset;
Today

Dover, Del., June 4.— Radio-KeithOrpheum's board of nine directors
were all reelected today at the annual
stockholders' meeting. Renamed were
N. Peter Rathvon, Ned E. Depinet,
J. Miller Walker, Harry M. Durning, Frederick L. Ehrman, L. Lawrence Green, L. Boyd Hatch, Floyd
B. Odium and George H. Shaw.
Tomorrow, in New York, the board
will meet for the annual election of
officers, all present officers being can(Continued on page 6)

Elect

Savage

Of Arkansas

Plan

Head
ITO

Little Rock, Ark., June 4.— E. W.
Savage of Booneville has been elected
president of the Independent Theatre
Owners of Arkansas, now in convention here. He succeeds C. C. Mundo
of Little Rock, who automatically becomes^. chairman of the board of the
Association
(Continued on page 3)

for

Week'

Plans to promote a single annual
campaign for collections from theatre
patrons
duringcharitable
a "Health
Week" to
aid
several
organizations,
have been suspended by the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association, New York, a spokesman disclosed here yesterday. Lack of interest on the part of other theatre groups
was given as the reason.
While described as being held in
abeyance, there has been no determination made whether attempts will be
made later to resurrect the contemplated program, which originally was
intended to be effected on a national
scope, but subsequently was confined
to local consideration.
Meanwhile, the New York group
has launched a campaign to stamp out
the growing menace of juveniles —
presumably(Continued
— ■ exploding
on page fire-crackers
3)
5%

Admission

Tax

TEN CENTS
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Censorship,

Tax

Bills Die

as Conn.

Session

Adjourns

Monogram
to

Hartford, June 4. — The Connecticut legislature adjourned last night
without enacting an admission tax,
the proposed bill for state censorship,
or any other measure injurious to the
industry in the state.
A state sales tax was enacted but it
does not apply either to admissions or
film rentals. Bills requiring licensed
boiler and elevator operators and all
other featherbedding measures either
died in committee or were defeated.
A measure for state aid to towns to
finance school motion picture activities was not enacted.
A bill sponsored by the MPTO of
Connecticut, liberalizing regulations
governing admission of juveniles to
theatres was passed. The measure
permits children of 14 to attend theatres unaccompanied by an adult up to
(Continued on page 6)
25%

Wage

Increase

Cut

Out

Labor

6B's
on
Costs
Broidy
To
Seek
Unions'
Cooperation in Program
In what is believed to constitute
an unprecendented move in Hollywood labor relations, Monogram
president Steve Broidy
effortswillto exert
have
studio unions
give "special
ation" to the
considerproduction
low - budgetof
product by way
of lowered
er items.and othwages
Broidy
said
here
yesterday

that all Monogram 'B' film
production
has
Steve Broidy been
, suspended
f,,
Chicago, June 4. — A five per cent
Wage increases, estimated at more
because of prohibitive" labor costs and will not be
admission tax applying to all theatres than 25 per cent, and retroactive for
resumed
until
studio
unions make
and sporting events and acceleration almost a year, have been granted to
(Continued on page 6)
in efforts to effect immediate city Local No. 644, International (Easteconomies were highlighted today in
ern) Photographers of the Motion
a five-point plan advanced by Mayor Picture Industry, IATSE. About 100
cameramen in IS states covered by the
Kennelly's
pro- local
posal markstaxthe committee.
revival of This
a similar
are affected. The increases Monogram Plans 54
plan which was under consideration went into effect this week. Negotia
last year.
tions took place under a wage-reopen
James S. Cunningham, president of ing clause of the existing five-year
the Civic Federation, and chairman of contract.
Pat Casey, who recently resigned During
the Mayor's
Citizen's
Revenue
ComA minimum of1947-'48
32 features, 16 West(Continued
on page
6)
(Continued on page 6)
erns and six top-budget Allied Artists productions are planned by Monogram-AA for the 1947-'48 season,
Steve Broidy, president, disclosed here
99
yesterday. Broidy said he believes the
market can absorb a greatly increased
"Bob,
Son
of Battle
number of new pictures and it is his
intention to accelerate production so
long as labor conditions allow.
[20th Century-Fox}— Entertainment for All
The 1947-48 program, it is preTN "Bob, Son of Battle," 20th Century-Fox has a picture of quality
1 and warmth that should amply reward showmen for giving it the
sumed,
contains some
(Continued
on page"B"6) pictures.
*■ special attention it merits. The story of a dog, it also becomes the
moving story of people as it ranges with ease over a wide gamut of
human emotion. Based on the lovable story of Alfred Ollivant, it will
prove
all
ages.a delightful experience to the youngsters and a joy to patrons of Walsh, O'Brien in
Costly in mounting, the lush, green country of Scotland is the locale,
all brought out with the vivid strokes of Technicolor. Two primary Exchange Accord
threads run through the plot. One is the tale of a boy, Lon McCallister,
agreement on the interchange
in constant emotional conflict with his father, a self-infatuated, whisky- ofBasic
American and British industry
guzzling rogue, played by Edmund Gwenn, who, exhibitors will remem- technicians
has been reached between
ber, scored so impressively in "Miracle on 34th Street." The other is the Richard F. Walsh, international presiexcitement and drama that surrounds the annual sheep dog contest.
dent of the IATSE, and Tom O'Brien,
Whipped once too of ted, McCallister runs off to the home of a nearby general
secretary of the National Association of Theatrical
and 6)Kine Emneighbor, Reginald Owen, where he falls deeply in love with his daugh(Continued
on page
(Continued on page 6)
Looms

in Chicago

For

4IA' Cameramen
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Paramount Staff
Insider's
Outlook
By RED KANN
Mention
of
'"POM Connors' decision to exWilliam W. Johnston, Morton Nalong.manpower. In all likelihood,
he will not be unattached for thanson and Bert Ennis have been
ercise
option
under
which
an
UniverN,
COWDI
EVER
JCHE
■ ■
• sal board chairman, returned to
named "executive publicists" of Paramount by Curtis Mitchell, advertisNew York from the Coast by plane he withdrew as vice-president in
charge
of
20th
Centur
disy-Fox
ing-publicity director.
yesterday.
The
Washington
Star
spoke
tribution at$104,000 a year for
•
The appointments are in line with
its editorial mind recently in re- Mitchell's plan for assignments to an
an advisory post at half that
Sid Kramer, assistant to Harry
individual picture to conceive, initiate,
amount was entirely of his own
joinder to "Culture
Life," develop, plant and coordinate pt
Michalson, RKO Radio short subSoviet periodical
whichandcharged,
jects sales chief, has been awarded the making. While he held such an
tional campaigns for top budget [JP
among other matters, that Holly- ductions, from the start of shooting
option under the original deal
U. S. Navy Department's "Certificate
wood was sublimating its through national release date, a plan
of Appreciation" for "meritorious per- whereby the late S. R. Kent
sonal service during• World War II." brought him into 20th Centuryprofit motive to "capitalistic that was disclosed here yesterday.
Johnston is a former Bob Hope
Fox as his assistant in '42, the
propaganda" on directive from
Norman Robbins, son of Herman
the State Department as well as press representative, and is now at the
company also held an option on
Robbins, National Screen Service
the heads of the industry. A home office working on the campaign
Connors' services as sales chief
president, is father of Andrew Bruce
scattered excerpt from the Star for "The Perils of Pauline." NathanRobbins, who arrived Decoration
for a second five-year period at
son, recently special representative for
is worth contemplating :
Day, making Herman five times a $156,000 annually.
Liberty Films, will start Monday on
grandfather. No. 5 is the first boy.
"Hollywood, of course, is a Hal Wallis's "Desert Fufy." EnConnors determined to imple•
nis, who will also start Monday, will
ment his option first, not because
private enterprise and not the
assist Stanley Shuford, Paramount
Lewis J. Lieser, PRC branch manof dissatisfaction over salary but
tool
of
a
propaganda-demanding
ager in Buffalo, is honeymooning in because he had tied his vision to
government. It has many faults, advertising manager. Ennis is a
New York with his bride, the former
film advertising, exploitabut it knows from experience pioneer
'52
when
he
would
be
59
and
tion andinpublicity.
Jeanette Berliner, Buffalo office
when
complete
retirement
from
that the vast majority of moviemanager for Universal Pictures.
•
the '52.
rigors of the battle might be
goers— here and abroad — do not
New Southern Unit
like to pay out their good money
something to contemplate in all
Charles Previn, director of music
seriousness.
Therefore,
he
was
Will Produce Six
for anything but entertainment.
at Radio City Music Hall, here, has
If well acted and wrapped up in
been awarded the honorary degree of more interested in what the perCharlotte, June 4. — Francis J.
a reasonably interesting story, a White,
Doctor of Music by Ithaca College,
iod from '52 on held in prospect
owner of the Charlotte branch
Ithaca, N. Y.
of
Screen Guild Productions, has
measure
of
ideological
stuff
will
than the five years from '47 to
be acceptable to them. On the been named secretary-treasurer of
Robert Goldstein, New York stuWhatever this might have
whole, however, they prefer pro- Western Adventures Productions
dio representative of Universal-Interbeen and on what basis turns out
ductions— tearful or gay — that Corp., which has been organized to
national, returns from the Coast the to be irrelevant in the light of an
end of this week.
tends to carry them out of them- produce.
The new firm has already signed
•
selves for the few hours they Paul Willett to produce six pictures
inability of Connors to effect an
Russell Holman, Paramount
understanding along such lines
spend in the dark observing the in San Antonio, the first to go before
Eastern production head, returned to with Spyros Skouras. Connors
ups
and downs of fabulous crea- cameras about July 1, and be reNew York by plane yesterday from
leased by early fall.
tures acting out every emotion
subsequently concluded it was
Europe.
from A to Z. . . . The whole
his own best interest to accept
•
business may distort or sweeten
Testimonial
for
post at less comSam Marx, M-G-M producer, will the advisory pensation.
.reality, but that is the way most
The existing tax
visit New York from the Coast the
Diamond and Koff
structure was an influence.
latter part of this month for a vacation.
of us want it."
Philadelphia, June 4. — A testi■
•
I
luncheonKoff
honoring
It cannot ■
be confirmed.
It
mondmonial
and Mel
will beSam
givenDiaby
At
54,
it
seems
illogical
to
asHank Porter, of the Walt Disney
may
never
be.
But
the
bird
sume
Connors
intends
to,
or
will
the
local
Motion
Picture
Associates
production department, has returned
whispers that the five major cir- and Variety Club on Monday, June
want to, continue under condito Hollywood from New York.
cuits will make J. Arthur Rank
•
16, at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. Koff
tions which will give him nomifar happier and less insistent in was recently made branch manager
nal duties, at best. He came to
Ike and Harry Katz, Kay Film
Releasing OrExchange officials, have returned to 20th Century-Fox from Metro
the next year by giving his Brit- here of theganization,Selznick
and Sam Diamond is the
Atlanta from New York.
ish product playing time
where
his
experience
was
wide•
Lion branch
Films. manager for PRC-Eagleamounting to about $12,000,000. new
spread, but not national. In the
According
to
percentage
tables
Sam Seidelman, PRC foreign manfive years of. his now relinager, left New York for Hollywood
quished post, he has broadened
accepted ecutives
by andrepresentative
exSmith To Meet Press
never challenged,
yesterday for a week's
stay.
that experience to embrace the
•
A W. Smith, newly appointed genthe five circuits represent apentire country as an executive
eral sales manager of 20th CenturyWalter L. Titus, Jr., Republic charged
proximately 5 per cent of the
with
the
merchandising
Gehring, new asSouthern division manager, is in Dal- and dollar potential of a long
national distributor take. On a Fox, andsistantWilliam
general sales manager, will
las from New York.
straight mathematical approach meet the press tomorrow in the com•
line of high-powered and expenand always barring the unforesive product. The war years and
pany's home office, after which the two
John Ford, producer director, will
seen, therefore Rank stands to will be hosts at luncheon.
arrive in New York Saturday for what they brought served him
gross about $22,000,000 nationa five-day stay. •
in good stead, of course, but
ally in these next dozen months.
the regularly constituted distribthere can be no question that
uting channels. A man who
You'd be positively startled to
Paul MacNamara, Vanguard's ad- Connors' tenure of office at 20thknow what a staggering increase
vertising-publicity director, is here Fox has matured him into one of
ought
to
know■ maintains
this.
■
from the Coast.
this would represent over his
the topline specialists in a limcurrent slice of the American
ited field.
It Ain't Hay Department :
Louis Frohlich, Columbia counsel,
market. Positively
■ ■ startled.
will return here tomorrow from
"Duel in the Sun" has rolled up
It appears quite obvious,
Washington.
moreover, that he will want to
a theatre gross of almost $6,•
Its deal with members of Nago forward on the level which
000,000 out of 610 to 615 dates.
Jules Levey, United Artists pro- he has been enjoying and that,
tional Film Carriers — physical
On 60-40 terms, David O. Selzducer, is in Washington from New
distribution and service only — is
under stipulations which he
York.
nick's end is about $3,600,000 in
•
deems required for his future, he
costing Selznick Releasing Ora handful of weeks.
ganization about one-fifth of
Edward Buzzell, M-G-M director, will be in the active running.
There's no business like show
business.
what it might have been through
Connors is an important piece
has arrived here from Culver City.
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Oppose
On

Copyrights

Artists

Records

-—
I
Washington, June 4. — Industry
groups testified before a House Judiciary sub-committee today against a
bill
proposing
to permit
performingartists to copyright
their phonograph
recordings.
Louis Frohlich, counsel for ASCAP,
ttSTflhe committee that the copyright
is sacred right reserved for the
creative
artists."
Deems onTaylor
Gene Buck
also testified
behalf andof
,ASCAP, Taylor pointing out that under the proposed bill, performers
would be able to sue each other.
In a statement placed before the
committee, Edwin P. Kilroe, chairman of the copyright committee of the
motion Picture Association, said that
the industry would be plagued by endless claims that its performers had
imitated previous recorded performances. "These claims would be of a
embarrasing nature," Kilpeculiarly
roe stated. "The passage of this bill
would open up a new field of law in
which there are no established principles to guide courts or lawyers."
Code Cited
{Continued from page 1)
sentatives who were at the meeting,
Arthur Freund, chairman of the Bar
Association's committee, will appoint
a smaller committee to decide whether
there is a definite problem in delinquency that must be faced and to recommend practical steps involving the
participation of the three media in
dealing with the problem.
The committee's report will be presented at another meeting to be called
soon, and it is hoped this will be followed by a series of conferences.
Nelson Attends
The industry was represented by
Donald Nelson and Lloyd Wright,
president and counsel respectively
of the SIMPP; Sidney Schreiber, Theodore Smith and Robert W.
Chambers, general counsel, assistant
to the vice-president and head of the
research division respectively of the
Motion Picture Association. Other
media conferees were Justin Miller,
head of the National Association of
Broadcasters ; Elisha Hanson, general
counsel to the American Newspaper
Publishers Association ; B. M. McKelway, senior vice-president of the
Society of Newspaper Editors, and
representatives of the NBC, CBS and
Mutual networks.
Elect E. W. Savage
{Continued from page 1)
Other officers elected this morning
are B. F. Busby of Little Rock, vicepresident; and Sam Kirby of Little
Rock, re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Other members of the board are
K. K. King, Searcy; W. D. Mitchell,
Dumas; Terry Axley, England; Sidney Whatton, Warren ; W. O. Sumpter, Lepanto ; Charles F. Bonner, Pine
Bluff, and O. G. Wren, Little Rock.
Plans for establishment of the $10,000,000 Motion Picture Foundation
for the benefit of members of the industry were presented by E. V. Zorn,
president of the Illinois Theatre
Owners, and by John H. Rowley, Jr.,
of Dallas. The convention adjourns
tonighttion dinner.
folowing an awards presenta-

Motion
24 Directors
By

Buffalo

Picture

Named
MPF

Buffalo, June 4. — Twenty-four directors of the Motion Picture Foundation for the Buffalo area have been
named by theof regional
membership
66, whichorganization's
on Monday
elected George H. MacKenna, chairman; Max M. Yellen, trustee; Vincent R. McFaul, treasurer, and Elmer
Lux, secretary, as previously reported.
The 24 directors follow : Vincent
McFaul, Gus Basil, Myron Gross,
Charles B. Taylor, Robert Hayman,
Dalton Burgett, Mike Kallet, Elmer
Lux, Robert Murphy, Max Yellen,
George Gammel, Merritt A. Kyser,
Tom Walsh, C. C. Young, Fred
Schweppe, Matt Sullivan, William
Dipson, Albert Ryde, Andy Gibson,
George MacKenna, Lester Pollock,
Sidney Grossman, Dave Miller and
Harry Berinstein.
Para. Foreign Heads
To Meet on Coast
Paramount International executives
from New York, London and Paris
will attend conferences with Henry
Ginsberg, production executive, and
other studio officials in Hollywood
during the week of June 16.
The group, to be headed by George
Weltner, president of Paramount International, will leave New York on
June 13. Executives coming from
abroad
5.6". Queen yesterday,
Elisabeth,
which on
lefttheSouthampton
are : J. E. Perkins, managing director
for the British Isles ; F. E. Hutchinson, managing director of sales, and
Tony C. Reddin, director of theatres
and advertising-publicity for Paramount Film Service, Ltd. ; and John
B. Nathan, division manager for Continental Europe, North Africa and the
Middle East. Discussions will deal
with international angles of future
productions.
Paramount' sDonahue
Concludes Meeting
Chicago, June 4. — The two-day
Paramount sales promotion meeting,
held here under the guidance of division manager James Donohue, ended
last night. The session included the
showing of the 25-Year Paramount
Club film, speeches by Donohue, district manager Allen Usher and branch
manager J. H. Stevens. An award, the
second in two years, was presented to
Chicago salesman Louis Aurelio for
outstanding sales work in 1946.
Immediately after the general meeting, which was attended by approxiDonohue,
Usher
and sales
Stevensmately
met 50,with
members
of the
and booking staffs to discuss plans
for the 1947 sales drive.
New Film Company
Robert Breen, Derrick Lynn Thomas, James Strook and Theodore R.
Nathan have formed Independence
Pictures, and opened New York offices, announcing at the same time the
"The
Teilhet's
of Darwin
purchase
Fear Makers."
Ben Hecht
will write
the screenplay.
Tell with Noel Meadow
P. W. Tell, formerly motion picture critic of The Bronx (N. Y.)
Home News, has joined Noel Meadow Associates in an executive capacity. The firm specializes in film
publicity.
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'Miracle
Premiere

on 34th

St.'

at Roxy

"Miracle on 34th Street," 20th
Century-Fox, came to 50th St. here
yesterday for its world premiere at the
Roxy, after a long-range exploitation
campaign which promoted the film
throughout the nation.
Manhattan Borough President
Hugoet, E.
bought the
first tickwhileRogers
P. Raymond
Haulenbeck,
president of the 34th St.-Midtown Association, represented stores, banks,
hotels and merchants in the Herald
Square
area.
The association
sponsored lamppost
decorations, heralds in store packages,
banners on store fronts, and special
display in Metropolitan newspaper advertising. Macy's, where much of the
film's action takes place, has arranged
for a series of theatre parties during
a six-day period for its 12,000 emPushing the film on a national
ployes.
scale is the National Retailers Dry
Goods Association, which sent endorsements toits 7,500 member stores.
Charles Schlaifer, director of advertising and publicity for 20th CenturyFox ; Rodney Bush, exploitation manager ; Sid Blumenstock, assistant
exploitation manager,- and Stirling
Silliphant, assistant to Schlaifer,
toured the nation for the campaign.
3%
Atlantic City
Tax Starts June 15
Atlantic City, June 4. — Motion
picture ments
houses
all resort
amusewill be and
assessed
a three
per
cen tax staring June 15, following yesterday's primary, when voters here
approved, by a two-to-one vote, a
referendum to permit such a tax.
Taxed also will be all hotel rooms,
liquor sales and tobacco. It is expected that the city will realize more
than $1,000,000 a year from the tax,
which money will be used to give the
resort
a general
halt beach
erosion."face-lifting" and to
D. of C. Spared

from

German
Industry's
Rebuilding Appears
Practically

Certain

Washington,
4. — today
War that
Department officials June
reported
unless Gen. Lucius Clay and Assistant
Secretary of State Peterson decided
to reverse U. S. Government policy
completely, the German film industry
will definitely be rehabilitated.
Since official State and War Department policy is based on rebuilding German industries wherever possible, there seems little likelihood that
any
exception
would be made for the
German
film industry.
German films would then be exported to build up German import credits,
War Department spokesmen said. The
only possible retreat indicated in exporting films would be the number of
country.
nazi-made pictures sent out of the
Department officials also reported
that ionGen.
A. McClure's
of theRobert
clarifying
release onopinthe
German film industry which the War
Department withdrew from publication, pending the return of Peterson
from Germany, was that "it stated the
case exactly."
'Health Week' Plan
{Continued from page 1)
in the auditoriums of member theatres.
The aid of the New York Police Department has been sought to curb the
pranksters, and city detectives have
been assigned to watch the situation
in the most troublesome neighborhoods to guard against potential audichildren's
matineesence riots,
wrhich
is where atmost
of the
especially
Atoccurring.
be
to
appear
explosions
tempts will be made to round up sellers of the explosives. Part of the campaign includes the issuance of special
trailers warning the youngsters of the
dangers of the prank, the trailers to
tres.
be shown in MNYTA members' thea-

Ed Rugoff of the New York circuit
of Rugoff and Becker has beenof
elected to the board of directors
tan Motion Picture Thethe Metropoli
atres Association, to fill the inactive
board position of George Skouras, an
MMPTA spokesman disclosed here
yesterday.

10% Admission Tax
Washington, June 4. — A new tax
program for the District of Columbia,
including a boost in the property tax
rate, has been agreed on by the House
and Senate District Committees and
the District Commissioners. But the
program does not include the two per New Montana Group
cent general sales tax nor the 10 per
cent admission tax requested original- Changes Its Name
Monly by the commissioners. The properLos Angeles, June 4.— The
ty tax rate will be increased 25 cents
tana Theatres Association, which reover the present $1.75 per $100 of
cently voted 100 per cent to affiliate
assessed valuation.
with "the Pacific Coast Conference of
Theatre Owners, has
ndent
Indepe
dent
its name to the Indepen
changed
Eisler Hearing Is Put Theatre Owners of Montana.
With the Montana affiliation,
Off Until September
PCCITO now represents eight states
Washington, June 4. — The House in the West.
Committee on un-American Activities
today postponed the June 16 session F-C Will Roadshow
that was slated to hear Hollywood
composer Hans Eisler, brother of Four Key Reissues
Gerhard Eisler who is now in court
Film Classics will roadshow at least
on charges of contempt of Congress. four top reissues this year, with
Rep. J. Parnell Thomas said that "That Hamilton Woman," Alexander
Hans Eisler would be called before
as the initial rethe House committee in mid-Septem- Korda lease,production,
the company asserts. It will have
ber, along with others of Hollywood its Hollywood premiere on June 11 at
who have been summoned to answer the Canon Theatre, Beverly Hills, and
Broadway.
play a roadshow engagement on
charges of Communist propaganda later
activities.
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daily

Labor

(Continued from page 1)
such production financially practical.
He made it clear that no consideration on higher-cost films will be
asked.
Broidy said he plans to approach
studio unions next week, immediately
upon his return to the Coast and will
argue that labor expenses should be
in some way commensurate with negative costs of pictures. He said that
the company will ask cooperation in
"the same manner in which we have
cooperated with labor in the past."
He said that for the most part
knowledge of the revenue to be
brought in by most 'B' product is
known in advance, that the exhibitor
cannot be asked to increase his rental,
and that production and distribution
of lower-cost films thus make for a
"manufacturing
He explained in effect problem."
that the costs
are
now exceeding returns, that the latter
cannot reasonably go higher, hence
expenses must be decreased.
Discussions Initiated

"Bob,

Walsh, O'Brien
(Continued from page 1)

Son (Continued
of Battle'
from page 1)

ter, winsome Peggy Ann Garner. Meanwhile a local hunt goes on for a
dog that has been making nightly raids on the sheep.
In a scene recorded with notable skill, the traditional sheep-herding tournament isshown, as the dogs, trim and graceful, round up
sheep, and put
them_ through their paces. By a narrow margin, Gwenn their
loses the contest to
his rival Owen. Then fate adds another blow. It is discovered that his dog
is the nightly marauder: In a sequence that will be remembered by
dog
lover, Gwenn brings an end to the life of his dog, later to learnevery
that the
animal had won the contest by a technicality.
Many other scenes of isolated eloquence stud the picture. The loose strands
of the plot are neatly tied into a happy bow in the finale as father and son
are reunited and wedding bells tinkle for the young people. Throughout the
Robert Bassler production there permeates a charm, nostalgia and general
wholesomeness which will result in lingering after-theatre discussions. With
a well-trained cast presenting memorable cameos, Louis King has directed
with care and sensitivity the well-devised screenplay of Jerome Cady.
Running time, 103 minutes. General audience classification.
For July
release.
Mandel
Herbstman
25%

Wage Increase
(Continued from page 1)
as labor relations director for Hollywood studios, represented the major
producers.
First cameramen will now receive
7.50 daily and $325 weekly ; additional cameramen, $62.50 daily and
$240 weekly ; still cameramen, $45
daily and $175 weekly, and assistant
cameramen, $26.25 daily and $105
weekly. The increase is retroactive to
July 1, 1946.

Isaac E. Chadwick, president of the
Independent Motion Picture Producers and distributors, already has
initiated discussions with the unions
on the matter, Broidy said.
Broidy expressed the belief that if
labor is disposed to lower its scales
and relax certain other conditions for
'B' films a healthy economic situation Chicago Rejects One
would result both for labor and the
Chicago, June 4. — The censor board
producer. More pictures will be made, of the local police department viewed
he reasoned, and the "slack that exists 94 releases, consisting of 408,000 feet
in labor itself would be taken up."
of film, during May, in which there
He sounded an optimistic note so were 23 cuts, four films were classifar as business itself is concerned, refied for "adults only," and one Hygiporting that Monogram's income this
enic Production's "Mom and Dad,"
year is running 25 per cent over last was rejected.
year's, that revenue as of May 2 is 11
per cent above all of last year's. How- Monogram Plans
ever, these increases will not be re(Continued from page 1)
flected in the current year's net income because of higher, production
The company, having currently abancosts, he said.
doned "B's" until wage scales are
He added that "It Happened on 5th lowered by Hollywood unions for "B"
Avenue," made by Allied Artists, productions, apparently expects to efMonogram's wholly-owned subsidiary,
fect a readjustment and, therefore,
will have a domestic
gross in excess
the production of "B's." (See
of $2,000,000, based on present earn- continue
ings. Negative costs amounted to story in left-hand column).
Broidy said "we are in a position
$1,216,000, Broidy said, and prints and
to take
on four
British pictures,"
other expenses brought the total to he
declined
to elaborate.
He said but
the
$1,500,000.
company intends to produce at least
He said that Monogram is now re- two features in England and he will
leasing at the rate of two features a leave here for London on Aug 1 on
month and that the total for 1946-'47 this matter and a survey of the Conwill hit 32 features and 14 Westerns. tinent.
Touching on foreign distribution,
Broidy revealed that the company's George Lessey, 67
present franchise with Monogram of
Canada, Ltd., a J. Arthur Rank affiliGeorge Lessey, stage and screen
ate, has been extended two years, be- actor, died Tuesday while on a vacation in Westbrook, Conn.
yond Sept. 1, 1947.

• 45 MINUTES FROM BROADWAY

Chicago 5% Tax
(Continued from page 1)
mittee, said the City Council has power to levy such amusement tax without further action from Springfield.
He also said details for the tariff
would have to be worked out but
apparently the tax would bring the
city at least $3,000,000 yearly.
Last year's plan called for two per
cent on sporting events and up to
three for theatre admission.
20th Hosts Carolinians
Charlotte, June 4. — The office of
20th Century-Fox, Hi Holston, manager, was host to 50 theater owners
and executives at a party in the
Mecklenburg Hotel, after which the
guests were given a special showing
of "The
the
PlazaMiracle
Theater.on 34th Street," at
RKO Board Renamed
(Continued from page 1)
didates for reelection, as follows :
Rathvon, president ; Depinet, executive vice-president ; Malcolm Kingsberg, vice-president ; Gordon E.
Youngman, vice-president and general
counsel ; Walker, secretary ; Garrett
Van Wagner, comptroller ; William
H. Clark, treasurer; A. W. Dawson,
and A. E. Reoch, assistant treasurers.

"5th Ave." Here June 11
Roy Del Ruth's "It Happened on
Fifth Avenue", first Allied Artists'
release, will open at the Rivoli Theatre, here, on Wednesday, June 11. On
the previous evening, a benefit performance will be held for the New
York committee of the American
Cancer Society and the Damon
Runyon Memorial Fund for Cancer
Research.

•
SAVE

THE SOO-ACRE
ADOLPH an
ZUKOR dESTATE
ts/foan/aeh/%ew
^c/f
c€cun- fa if 9d/u&
MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE
NO INITIATION FEE • NO ASSESSMENTS • DUES ONLY
• French Cuisine
• Championship Golf Course
• Swimming Pool
• Starlight Dining and Dancing
•
Private Movie Theatre and Television
• Trout Stream, well-stocked
• Cocktail Lounge
• Tennis
HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
A few choice rooms still unreserved
For further information telephone or write
CHARLES JOHNSTON, Gen. Mgr.. New City, Rockland County, N. Y. • Phone: New dry 626

!

Use Filmaek's Prevue

ployes, London, after almost two
weeks of consultations here.
Ironing-out of final details of the
agreement will take place after Walsh
surveys labor conditions in British studios and theatres employing NATKE
members. The "IA" president will accompany O'Brien when the latter
the °
for England
leaves
Queen Elizabet
h next aboard
Wednesday! k
for two mohJ*.
willis remain
It
expected abroad
that Walsh
will present
the IATSE executo return.
the agreemen
tive board ont his
Both officials had been anxious to
arrive at a cooperative plan, whereby
British and American technicians
could work smoothly, without red-tape
and friction, on an exchange basis.
O'Brien was particularly eager to
reach an agreement, since shortly before he sailed for this country, a protest strike by British technicians was
called in one studio near London
which had employed American technicians. O'Brien succeeded in ending
the walkout in a few hours, but determined to find a solution with
Walsh,
difficulties.which would avert future
First-hand Study

O'Brien not only discussed the
problem in detail with Walsh, but
also made a first-hand study of conditions here. He visited theatres in
New England, for example, and had
an opportunity to examine conditions
in New York.
O'Brien also passed on to Walsh
his findings on jurisdictional problems in England, which Walsh will be
able to study on the scene when he
arrives in England.
is alsodiscussed
understood
O'Brienof
andIt Walsh
the that
possibility
Anglo-American participation in a
federation of theatrical unions, which
is now being considered by French,
Czechoslovak and Russian theatrical
unions. Walsh will meet with various
trade union officials in England to discussthe
_ exchange and other plans,
but it is not known whether he will
visit France or other countries on the
Continent.
Conn. Legislature
(Continued from page 1)
six p.m. Thereafter, the former law
prevails, except
that the girls' age
was
that oflowered
the boys.to 14 to conform with
A law was repealed which prohibited all corporations from deducting
rent paid in arriving at net income
for state tax purposes. This will result in substantial savings and removes afilm rental tax potential. A
law prohibiting employment of women
after 10 p.m. and extending the hour
to 1 a.m. and until 6 a.m. was reHerman M. Levy, executive secrepealed.tary of the MPTO of Connecticut,
represented the organization at the
legislative sessions.

TRAILER
SERVICE
CUTS

COSTS

1327 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO
5, ILL. ~»«k

REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Circle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

Why

the

Railroads

NOT

A

to

Dollars-and-cents
Travelers,

Can't

Afford

Modernize!

Example
Labor

and

That

Will

Interest

Investors

For a long time the C&O has said that
America's railroads must modernize their
passenger equipment — or forfeit a great
opportunity.
In print and in private we have lampooned the "rolling tenements" that still
pass for sleeping cars. We have stumped
for modern streamlined trains to replace
tired, creaking old day coaches. And over
and over we have stated that, given
attractive equipment, and new comforts
and services, railroads could open the
door on a new era of travel . . . The C&O
is replacing every old sleeping car, day
coach and diner on its main lines, with
streamlined cars.
But Is It Practical?
Standpatters in the industry are still
shaking their heads. But lately more
reasonable people have been asking, "How
can the large-scale replacement of old
trains be practical?"
They point out that several of our
largest systems had serious deficits in
1946. And everyone knows that the railroads are caught between rocketing costs
and lagging rates. "How," they ask, "can
such an industry afford large outlays for
new equipment?"
The answer is that the railroads can't
afford not to make these outlays. And
here is a dollars-and-cents example:
The Investment That Is Fast
Returning Its Cost
Last August one of the C&O Lines, the
Pere Marquette, installed two new daytime streamliners — the last word in passenger attractiveness.
The new trains have carried 86% more
passengers than old trains carried over
the same route during the same period of
the previous year — when traffic was still
swollen by war emergencies.

The

Which will it be — modernization or continued deficits?
Here is the proof of the pudding: In less
than 4 years, at the present rate, the
increase in passenger receipts will equal the
total cost of the trains!
Modern equipment is not a luxury that
only a few fortunate systems, like the
C&O, can afford. Even a bankrupt railroad can borrow money today to buy
such equipment at 2% interest.
Which Way Do We Go?
Railroads now face a critical choice:

If pessimist thinking, old-line practices
and Toonerville equipment continue to
be tolerated, then regardless of rate relief,
further deficits and bankruptcies are
certain.
But, if, on the other hand, these liabilities are replaced by modern ideas and
modern trains, our railroads can again be
a credit to our country. They can also be
a bulwark of our national defense, which,
as every citizen knows, depends on a
flourishing transportation system.

Chesapeake
and
Ohio
Terminal Tower, Cleveland 1, Ohio
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Legislation
12 Censor Bills Beaten;
Only 2 Laws Harmful
Washington, June 5. — Thirtytwo state legislatures have adjourned to date with legislation
harmful to the industry passed in
only two, according to John Bryson,
legislative assistant to Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture Association.
Twelve more are still in session. Adjournment is expected
by the end of the week in
Texas, Nebraska, Michigan and
Florida.
Numerous tax bills are still pending in the remaining legislatures, Bryson reported, but only one censorship
bill. This is in committee in the Illinois legislature. Twelve censorship
bills introduced in other legislatures
have been defeated.
New York and New Jersey passed
the two tax bills affecting the industry, with New York State empowering
localities to impose admission taxes,
(Continued on page 8)
Name

Accurate

New

Newsreel

At Warner

Meeting

'Cold'
Deal
The projected deal by which Si Fabian, Eastern circuit operator and
president of American Theatres Association, would acquire United Artists for approximately $12,000,000 was
described by an authoritative source
yesterday
as "cold" and virtually inactive.
While it was denied that negotiations have been called off or that the
deal is dead, it was indicated strongly
that negotiators have made no
progress for some time and there is
reason to doubt that it will be revived.
Presumably, the moribund state of
(Continued on page 8)
Freight
Would

Rate

Rise

Affect

Films

In a petition which, if granted,
would affect practically all branches
of the industry, Railway Express has
applied for official permission to increase all first and second class shipment rates by an average of 17 per
cent. The shipping agency is extensively used by producers, distributors
and equipment firms.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has scheduled a hearing on the application for Tuesday in Washington,
(Continued on page 8)

Moving Day for U-I
Will Be in Mid-July
The moving vans which will
transport Universal-International's home office furniture
and fixtures to new company
headquarters which are being
constructed at the corner of
Park Ave. and 57th Street,
here, will back up before the
RCA Building (present U-I
location) for loading in midJuly, according to present indications, itwas reported yesterday by U-I vice-president
John J. O'Connor.
Moving was originally scheduled for May 1, but construction delays made postponement necessary.

TEN CENTS

NFS's

Physical

Distribution
Setup

Expands

Servicing 5 Companies
In Several Territories

Plans of National Film Service,
Inc. for a nationwide system of
physical distribution have been ad.
vanced with the establishment of
carrier affiliates in all of the 31 exchange areas, and by its appointment
to handle prints of PRC, Eagle-Lion,
Republic and Monogram in several
territories.
This week, NFS took over
physical
distribution in PhilaRathvon
Reelected
delphia for the former two companies, and it is understood
negotiations are proceeding to
President of RKO
extend the servicing of exhibitors for both in cities additional
to those already serviced in
N. Peter Rathvon yesterday was reWashington, Kansas City and
elected president of Radio-Keith-OrDes Moines, besides PhiladelOthers reelected were: Floyd B.
pheum.
To date, National is also servicing
Odium, chairman of the board ; Ned
Selznick
Releasing
E. Depinet, vice-chairman of the board "Duel
phia. in the
Sun" in theOrganization's
21 exchange
and executive vice-president ; Malcolm areas in
which
(Continuedtheonpicture
page 8) has been
Kingsberg, vice-president ; Gordon E.
Youngman, vice-president and general
counsel ; John M. Whitaker, vicepresident; J. Miller Walker, secre- No Decree Sales
tary ; Garrett
Van on Wagner,
(Continued
page 8) compMethods for Col.

"Warner
News" title
has ofbeen
ed as the official
the designatnewsreel Film
Dividends
Are
Up
which Warner Brothers will introduce in November, it was disclosed
Over
Last
Year
here yesterday at the opening day's 39%
session of a two-day meeting of district managers and home office execuWashington, June S.— Dividend
tives being conducted by Ben KalmenPromise Steel Supply
payments by motion picture companies
son, vice-president and general sales
in the first quarter of 1947 were 39.1
manager.
For New Equipment
per cent higher than payments during
At today's
session,
sales
and
disthe first three months of 1946, the
St. Louis, June 5. — Every
tribution plans for the newsreel will
effort to provide steel for
Department
(Continued on page 8)
here
today. of Commerce reported
motion picture theatre equipment firms and other small
Total payments reported for
Rank Closes Deals
the first quarter of this year
steel users was promised by
were $11,670,000, compared with
Senator Edward Martin,
With Rauland, B&H
$8,392,000 during the comparable
chairman of the Small BusiChicago, June 5. — J. Arthur Rank
1946 period.
ness
Committee,
to
Ray
Colhas completed arrangements with the
Although the present total is not
vin, president of the Theatre
E. N. Rauland Corp., here, for the
as high as the $14,660,000 reported for
Equipment
Dealers
Protective Association.
manufacture of large-screen and other
the final quarter of 1946, Department
television equipment in England under
officials point out that final quarter
Colvin,
cooperating
with
Rauland patents, it was confirmed here
payments are usually the highest of
the Theatre Equipment and
today.
the year, whereas first quarter payIn addition, Rank also has comSupply Manufacturers'
ments are among the lowest.
ciation, asked for more Assosteel
pleted an agreement with Bell and
Paramount and Warner Brothers
at reasonable prices for the
Howell of this city for the manufacwere mainly responsible for the presmotion
ture in England of various types of
dustry. picture equipment inent increase.
Paramounf's
payments
motion picture equipment under patdoubled,
going
from on$1,900,000
(Continued
page 8) during
(Continued on page 8)

Chicago, June 5.— Columbia will
continue its present sales policies without change, pending a decision by the
U. S. Supreme Court in the industry
anti-trust case, it was learned here today as the Hotel
company's
the Drake
here sales
nearedmeeting
its close.at
The company will not offer its
product for competitive bidding, nor
make any(Continued
other radical
on page 8)change inWalsh Sets Parley
On 'Lab' Deadlock
Richard F. Walsh, international
president of the IATSE, is expected
to confer with the negotiating committee of laboratory Local No. 702,
IATSE, over the weekend in an attempt to (Coutinued
end the deadlock
on page 8)now existReviewed Today
"That's My Gal" on page 4.
Key city reports on page 5.
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Hickey

Extends

Tour

For
Children's
Films
Dallas,
June 5.— Duke
Hickey,
KOENIG, assistant to Motion Picture Association field repT MILLER WALKER, RKO cor T■L^ ESTER
William
Wyler
at
the
Para
•J • porate secretary, is confined to
resentative, has established headquarhis home here as the result of a mount studios, will fly back to the
ters at the Baker Hotel here from
By JAMES CUNNINGHAM
Coast
from
New
York
on
Sunday
which he is conducting surveys locally
sprained back, sustained Wednesday
and in Fort Worth in connection with
the
company's
stockOPERATORS of small theatres while attending
Sol A. Rosenblatt, former Pro the Children' Film Library program
holders meeting at Dover, Del.
especially, pleading in Washingduction Code Administrator, has been launched lasts fall
by Eric Johnston,
ton for at least a reduction, if not
appointed impartial chairman of the
president.
elimination, of the 20 per cent Federal
Oliver Ungek, co-producer of "The Coat and Suit Industry of New York MPA
recently completed a series
admission tax, deeply sympathize Roosevelt
Story," will
New succeeding former Governor Charles of Hickey
special assignments in the interest
York to Brussels
over flythefrom
weekend
(sic) with Representative Knutson's
of the Library in areas served by the
observation that only two excise-tax where he will represent independent Poletti.
•
items are in need of immediate relief producers at the International Fil
Chicago, Indianapolis, St. Le^g
Tony
Hunting,
Reade
circuit
city
Memphis and New Orleans exchacQ
Festival.
— telegrams and furs !
manager in Red Bank, N. J., has During his Texas sojourn he ntey
V
been appointed chairman of the Mon visit Houston, Austin, San Antonio,
Richard Basehart, Eagle-Lion
Elsezvhere in Washington this week
and other Texas communimouth
County Cancer Drive's "Ta El Paso
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exhibition it>as subjected to another star, and
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by
Jerry
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brush-off, with the continued refusal advertising-publicity-exploitation di- Mr. and Mrs. Roger Di Pasca are support throughout the South, Hickey
to lift the ban on theatre construction,
reports.
rector, leave here today for Cincin- parents of a daughter.
Mrs. Di
the while restrictions were removed nati.
Pasca, the former Virginia McCulon the number of bathrooms permitted in. homes.
lough, was secretary to Jack Cohn
Priscilla
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Halpern,
V
Columbia
Day." executive• vice-president
daughter of the late Lew Nathan,
NEW YORK THEATRES
Fred Allen is an old hand at baitLester Bona, Warner branch man
one-time head of Paramount's home
ing NBC script censors. Prior to a office
photographic department, is re- ager in St. Louis, will celebrate hi
recent broadcast, he advised the
tiring from the company today.
25th anniversary with the company on
•
studio audience that if they had
— RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
Center HALL"
made a mistake and came to the
June 12.
•
James
Geller,
Eagle-Lion
prowrong air-show, they still had 10
John MILLS • Valerie HOBSON^
ducer, is en route to New York by
J. Harold
Roth department,
of Eagle-Lion'
minutes to "get the Heck out of plane to attend the forthcoming wed- home
office contract
and
in J. Arthur Rank's
here." "Heck," he added, "is a place
Mrs. Roth, have become parents of
his daughter, Janet, to Rob- their
"GREAT EXPECTATIONS"
invented by NBC. NBC does not
second daughter.
ertding ofEdelman.
A Universal-International Picture
recognize Hell. When a bad per•
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
son working for NBC dies, he goes
Herman
Greenberg,
in
charge
of
Charles Saphvo, Selznick Releas- licensing for ASCAP, has left New
to Heck. A deceased good person
ing Organization special representa- York for the Coast. He will stop
goes to the Rainbow Room in the
tive, visited Henry Krumm, Southern over at ASCAP branches en route
NBC-RCA Building.
division manager, in Atlanta.
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vOur Kennedy fans said this

"Poor Edgar, if he ever outwits his brother-in-law and

was his best; he lowered the
ice cream

Mama, we're going to send
him orchids. Our pafrons /ust

freezer on his

brother-in-law and the cus-

love fo see him pushed

tomers rolled in the aisles'."
—Roy Reeves, Brockton,

around — and shout with

New Brockton, Ala.
glee!"

— Maftje Kimbrough,
Temple, Texas

Leon Errol in 'Let's Go
Stepping' is an excellent

"Usual good Edgar Kennedy

—James C. Balkcom, Jr.,
comedy.'"
Gray, Ga.

with plenty of laughs'"
—Abe H. Kufman, Fountain,
Terre Haute, Ind.

"A scream for slapstick and

lA good comedy which will

one of his best ever, in my

make anyone laugh. Play it!"
— E. M. Freiburger, Paramount,

—Terry Axley, New,

Dewey, Okla.

England, Ark.

opinion."
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16mm.
Review

Market

in Far

The Far East is a great potential
market for 16mm. product, Leon Britton, RKO Radio Far Eastern supervisor, declared here yesterday. He believes itwill develop first in the Philippines and in the Strait Settlements.
Discussing a drop of 25 to 30 per
cent in business in the Far East,
Britton cited the exodus of troops and
curfews because of political disturbances as responsible factors.
While native producers are offering
competition, RKO Radio is dubbingfilms, and "this - will help considerably," Britton pointed out. U. S. independents have sent over considerable product, and the leading U. S.
companies are losing playing time.
Britton predicted that the companies
will eventually have to have their own
first-run outlets.
China's troubled economic position
has led to the freezing of money due
distributors, he added and in addition,
the Chinese government -has imposed
an import quota limiting the American companies to a collective total of
2,400,000 meters in 1947.
Bayes to Eagle-Lion
Peter Bayes has been appointed to
Eagle-Lion's field promotional staff,
by_ Max E. Youngstein, E-L's advertising-publicity director. Bayes, who
will work under direction of exploitation manager Arthur Jeffrey, has just
completed his first assignment, the
world premiere of "Repeat Performance" in Zanesville, 0., and 20 subsequent first-runs which followed.
Prior to entering the Army, he was
for two years publicist at the New
York Strand.

M-G-M

IT

"That's My Gal"
(Republic)
<<TT HAT'S My Gal," which spotlights Donald Barry and Lynne Roberts,
A comes off as a mildly diverting musical comedy at best, when a few
specialty numbers occupy the screen. Trucolor proves a fair
asset.
The backstage yarn is about a group of producers who promote no less
than 250 per cent in financial backing for their play, one of the "angels"
being the governor of the state who appears on the scene through a device
far too convenient to be convincing. Joseph Hoffman's screenplay, taken
from an original by Frances Hyland and Bernard Feins, plods its way
through 66 minutes of lukewarm effectiveness, culminating with a happy ending when the state government takes full control of the play, which turns
out to be successful.
Finky Lee, Frank Jenks, Edward Gargan and Judy Clark lend support in
subordinate roles, and providing a substantial lift are the fiery Isabelita, Jan
Savitt and orchestra and other acts. Armand Schaefer was associate producer and George Blair directed.
Running time, 66 minutes. General audience classification. Now in release
Gene Arneel
Levey

Prod.

Using

'Proven Campaign'
A new manner of presenting promotional ideas to replace a pressbook has been adopted by Jules Levey
Productions, based on an idea of
Charles Reed Jones, promotion manager for the independent producing
company.
Basically, it is a report of "a proven
campaign," in this case, a test campaign used
premiere
in for
the "New
city ofOrleans"
the same and
name.its
Another E-L Meeting
A. W. Schwalberg, vice-president
and sales manager of Eagle-Lion, has
left here for Atlanta, where he will
conduct another in his series of sales
meetings and "round-table discussions" on "Repeat Performance" over
the weekend.

TRADE

SHOW

Million
Films

'GIV

in 500

See

Houses

Washington, June 5.— More than
1,000,000 soldiers are currently seeing
pictures in nearly 500 Army theatres
here and overseas, according to Fred
Bund, chief of Army Motion Picture
Service, a civilian organization that
has been selecting and distributing
films to Army theatres since 1921.
During the war, the outfit serviced
1,200 theatres in this country alone.
The number is now down to 290
houses here, and 195 overseas.
The Army's theatregoing tastes are
very similar to the mass base of men
everywhere, according to Bund: action pictures, musicals, comedies and
good Westerns. Among the top Army
post box-office draws are Rita Hayworth, Betty Grable, Ingrid Bergman
and Esther Williams.
Of the 139 theatres operating in
Europe and the Antilles, no change is
expected, but those in the Far East
will probably increase from the present 45 to about 100. Hawaii and the
Canal Zone are not included in these
figures since their 40 theatres operate
independently of AMPS.
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Resume Operators*
Negotiations Here
Negotiations will be resumed here
next week between representatives of
AFL projectors Local No. 306
IATSE, and the Loew, Randforce,
RKO and Skouras circuits on the
union's demand for a 34 per cent wage
increase for its 1,200 members. A
negotiation session was held last
week.
Among the union's additional de
mands is a request, for the first time
for a five per cent welfare fund.

P.M.

10th

3 '1A' Locals Seek
New Headquarters
Three IATSE locals here
are looking for a nevr home.
Notice has been served on all
tenants of 251 West 42nd St.,
address of the locals, to vacate by November.
The locals include Motion
Picture Operators Local No.
306, Motion Picture Home
Office Employes Local No.
H-63,
and 52.Studio Mechanics
Local No.

N. T. Meetings
British

Bookings

Hollywood, June 5.— Detailed arrangements for providing increased
bookings for British films throughout
National Theatres operations are to be
determined at a series of meetings
here between William J. Heineman,
in charge of sales for J. Arthur Rank
pictures in this country, and Edward
Zabel,
National Theatres film buying
executive.
Picture
Daily
repor^'
on (Motion
May 23 that
national
circuits
\£Q
disposed
to
grant
additional
time to British pictures on aplaynr*:
scale
commensurate with their box-office
potentialities.)
Charles Skouras, head of National
Theatres,eration pledged
the British
circuit'spictures
coopon behalf of
at
a
luncheon
which
he
tendered
to
Rank here yesterday.

"Good English pictures," Skouras
said, "are proving a stimulant to
Hollywood thinking and will result
in. finer over-all quality of motion
picture entertainment. The result can
only be beneficial to theatres as audiences respond to better films."
Rank said : "All we
askInisresponding,
a helping hand
in introducing a
new type of product to a new market.
With the proper help and the proper
return we can make more pictures of
universal appeal to stimulate your
Spyros Skouras, president of 20th
box-offices."
Century-Fox,
who attended the
luncheon, said : "The cost of American
production is new so high that we
must have the English market to
maintain profitable Hollywood production. Ifa market that has returned
us $80,000,000 last year should be
closed to us because the English could
not afford to import our pictures, either American pictures of quality would
suffer or the American theatregoer
would have to pay more for his entertainment."
Roach, UA Heads To
Meet at Luncheon
Producer Hal Roach will meet here
today with sales executives and advertising, publicity and exploitation
heads of United Artists at a luncheon
in Toots Shor's to formulate plans for
his first post-war production, "The
HalAttending
Roach Comedy
from UA Carnival
will be."Edward
C. Raftery, Gradwell L. Sears, J. J.
Unger, Edward M. Schnitzer, Maury
Orr, Paul N. Lazarus, Sr. Paul N.
Lazarus, Jr., Tom Waller, Mori
Krushen, Francis Winikus, Jack Ellis,
George Ornstein, Robert Goldfarb,
Abe Dickstein, Jack Wrege and John
Hughes.
Present from the Roach staff will
be Jules Seltzer, Grace Rosenfield and
Herbert Gelbspan. Members of UA's
New York exchange on hand will be
Edmund Mullen, Ray Wylie, Richard
Perry,andWilliam
Schutzer, Dave Burkan
Sam Rifkin.
Emerson Is Named
RKO Denver Chief
Joseph C. Emerson has been appointed manager succeeding
of RKO Thomas
Radio's
Denver exchange,
Bailey, resigned, by Robert Mochrie,
vice-president and general sales manager. Emerson has been with RKO
Radio since Oct., 1941.
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Key

City

Grosses

FOLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.
LOS ANGELES
"Ramrod" was the gross standout of
a week influenced beneficially by the
Memorial Day influx of out-of-townreceipts for the week
J. Estimated
I prided
June 4 :
ODD MAN OUT (UI-Rank)— CARTHAY
CIRCLE (1,516) (50c-6Cc-85c-$l.«)) 4th week.
Gross: $11,000. (Average: $11,500)
MOSS ROSE (20th-Fox) — CHINESE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$l.CO). Gross: $18.5(0.
(Average: $18,200)
UNDERCOVER MAISIE (M-G-M) and
MY BROTHER TALKS TO HORSES
(M-G-M) — EGYPTIAN (LOGO) (50c-60cS5c-$1.00).
Gross: $14,500. (Average: $18,100)
UNDERCOVER MAISIE (M-G-M) and.
MY BROTHER TALKS TO HORSES
(M-G-M) — FOX-WILSHIRE (2,300) (50c60c-S5c-$1.00). Gross: $14,500. (Average:
$13,300)
THE WEB (U-I)— GUILD (965) (50c-6CcS5e-$1.0O)
age: $5,900)2nd week. Gross: $5,500. (AverTHE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Radio) and THE M1LLERSON CASE (Cel.)
-HILLSTREET (2,700) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
4th
800) week. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $19,THE WEB (U-I)— IRIS (70S) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $5,500. (Average:
$7,200)
MOSS ROSE (20th-Fox) and LITTLE MR.
JIM (M-G-M) — LOEW'S STATE (2.500)
(5Cc-60c-85c-$1.00). Gross: $28,000. (Average: $28,600)
UNDERCOVER MAISIE (M-G-M) and
MY BROTHER TALKS TO HORSES
(M-G-M)— LOS ANGELES (2,095) (50c-60c85c-$l.&0).
Gross: $20,000. (Average: $22,600).
MOSS ROSE (20th-Fax)— LOYOLA (1,265)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00). Gross: $12,500. (Average: $11,500)
RAMROD (UA)— MUSIC HALL (Beverly
Hills) (900) (65c-85c-$l.CO). Gross: $6,C03.
(Average: $4,700)
RAMROD (UA)— MUSIC HALL (Downtown) (900) (65c-85c-$1.00). Gross: $20,000. (Average: $14,200)
RAMROD (UA)-MUSIC HALL (Hawaii)
(1,000) (65c-85c-$1.00). Gross: $7,000. (Average: $5,400)
RAMROD (UA) — MUSIC HALL (Hollywood (490)
(65c-85c-$1.00). Gross: $6,030.
(Average:
$4,700)
THE
FARMER'S
DAUGHTER CASE
(RKO
Radio) and THE MILLERSON
(Cel.) — PANTAGES (2,000) (50c-e0c-80c$1.00) 4th week. Gross: $18,000. (Average:
$20,800)
SUDDENLY
SPRING(Para.)
(Para)
and
SEVEN
WEREIT'SSAVED
— PARAMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c-60c-80c$1.00). Gross: $22,000. (Average: $26,600)
SUDDENLY IT'S SPRING (Para.) —
PARAMOUNT Givss:
(Ho'.lywood)
(50c60c-80c-$1.00).
$16X0.).(1.407)
(Average:
$16,100)
THE WEB (U-I) RITZ (1.376) (50c-60c
85c-$l.G0)
age $9,600) 2nd week. Gross: $S,CC0. (AverTHE WEB (U-I) - STUDIO (880) (50c60c-85c-$1.00)
2nd week. Gross: $6,500.
(Average: $6,100)
THE WEB (U-I) and DECOY (Mono.)
UNITED ARTISTS (2,100) (50c-60c-85c$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $13,000. (Average:
$15,800)
MOSS ROSE (2Cth-Fcx) — UPTOWN (1.716)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00).
Gross: $14.5C0.
(Average:
$13,200)
LOVE AND LEARN (WB) — WARNER
(Downtown) (3.400) (50c-60c-80c-$1.0O).
Gross: $14,500. (Average: $18,200)
LOVE AND LEARN (WB) — WARNER
(Hollywood) (3,000) (50c - 60c - 80c - $1.00)
Gross: $10,500. (Average: $15,500)
LOVE AND LEARN (WB) — WARNER
(Wiltern) (2,300) (5Oc-6Oc-80c-$1.00). Gross:
$11,000. (Average: $14,900)
SAN

Picture

FRANCISCO

Business generally is somewhat below average. Estimated grosses for
the week ended June 6 :
FRAMED (Cel.) and KING OF THE
Wj!LD HORSES (Col.) — ORPHEUM (2.440)
(55c-85c)
(Average:
$15,000)1st week. Gross: $22,000.

THE HOMESTRETCH (20th-Fox) and
THAT WAY WITH WOMEN (WB)
FOX (4.651) (65c-85c) 1st week. Gross:
$19,000. (Average: $23,000)
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION (U-I Reis ue)— I STOLE A MILLION (U-I Re)— GO L D E X 1st
GATEweek.(2,825)
I65c $19,000.
-$1.00).
With is uevaudeville.
Gross:
(Average: $23,030)
EGG AND I (U-I)— ESQUIRE (1.008) (55c85c) 1st week on moveover. Gross: $12,500.
(Average: $5,500)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) — UNITED
NATIONS 0,129) ($1.25) 4th week. Gross:
$5,000. (Average: $18,000)
BEFORE HIM ALL ROME TREMBLED
(Superfilm) — TIYOLI (1.008) (55c-85c) 1st
week. Gross: $4,500. (Average: $7,500)
THE ROAD TO HOLLYWOOD (Aster)
and SECOND CHORUS (Para.)— UNITED
ARTISTS (1,465) (85c) 1st week. Gross:
$11,500. (Average: $9,0CO)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M)— WARFIELD
(2,672)
(Average:(60c-85c)
$19,500) 2nd week. Gross: $20,000.
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB) and
DANGER STREET (Para.) — PARAMOUNT (2,735) (60c-85c)
$17,000. (Average:
$20,030) 3rd week. Gross:
ODD MAN OUT (U-I) — ST, FRANCIS
(1,430) (60c-S5c) 3rd week. Gross: $10,200.
(Average: $18,000)
NORTHWEST OUTPOST (Rep.) and
APACHE ROSE (Rep.) — STATE (2.135)
(60c-85c) 2nd week. Gross: $11,700. (Average: $10,000)
PITTSBURGH
Most box-office grosses were great,y improved here, standing room again
being the order. Estimated receipts for
che week ended June 5 :
ANGEL AND THE BADMAN (Rep.) —
FULTON (1,700) (40c-55c-70c) 2nd week.
Gross: $7,500. (Average: $9,700)
ODD MAN OUT (U-I) — J. P. HARRIS
(2,000)age: $11,(40c-55c-70c).
Gtoss: $12,000. (AverCOO)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M)— PENN (3,400)
(40c-55c-70c). Gross: $26,000. (Average:
$25,000)
THE RED HOUSE (UA) — RITZ (1,100
(40c-55c-70c) 2nd week on moveover from
the Penn. Gros: $3,000. (Average: S3, 200)
THE THIEF OF BAGDAD (Film Classics)
and THE ADVENTURES
OF DON
CCYCTE (UA) — SENATOR (1,700) (40c55c-70c). Gross: $3,500. (Average: $3,500)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB) STANLEY
(3.S0O) (40c-55c-70c). Gross:
$24,000. (Average: $25,000)
HONEYMOON
(RKO Radio)— WARNER
(2,000)age:(4Cc-55c-70c).
Gross: $13,500. (Aver$15,000)
ASCAP
Elects Board
And 12 New Members
ASCAP's committee on elections
will certiiy to the board of directors
the following results of the election
for its board of appeals :
Writers in the popular-production
division
Baermusic
and
Peter De e'ected
Rose; inarethe Abel
standard
division, Douglas Moore; popularproduction publishers elected are Max
Mayer, Faull-Pioneer Music Corp.
and Sam Stept of Stept, Inc. ; and in
the standard music division, John
Sengstack of Clayton F. Summy Co.
The following writers and publishers have been elected to membership
in ASCAP:
In the popular music field : Writers
Edmund Goulding, Barbara Belle,
George R. Henninger, Jack Manus,
Leonard Ware and Clay Warnick. In
the standard music field : Writers
Boris Koutzen, Ivan Langstroth,
Marks Levine and Arsene Siegel.
Popular music publishers elected
were : Beaux-Arts Music, Inc., and
Lombardo Music, Inc.

5

Daily

Monogram Sponsors
Television Series
Monogram - Allied Artists
will sponsor a series of special films televised over Du
Mont's WABD to herald the
opening of "It Happened on
Fiith Avenue" at the Rivoli
here next week. The telavision "trailers" were prepared by James McNaughton,
formerly scenic designer for
CBS-Television and director
Paul Belanger.
65

Video

Licensed

Stations
by FCC

Washington, June 5. — Sixty-five
commercial television stations, including 11 now in operation, have been
granted licenses for construction permits to date, the FCC reported today. Nine additional applications are
pending.
Xew York City leads the list with
three stations already licensed, four
given construction permits. Los Angeles is next with construction permits
lor six stations ; Chicago, third with
one licensed station and four granted
construction permits. Five of the
stations are credited to National
Broadcasting Co. ; four to American
Broadcasting Co. ; three to Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. Allen B. Dumont Laboratories has licenses for
three stations and has applied for two
additional ones.
NAB
Asks Delay of
White Bill Hearings
Washington,
5.— The National Association June
of Broadcasters
has
requested that hearings on the White
bill, which proposes a reorganization
of the Federal Communications Commission, be postponed until July 1.
Hearings are scheduled to open on
June 17, and the NAB argues that
this does not give enough time for
"representative broadcasters" to make
arrarg_ments for appearing in Washington.
The White bill also proposes to revamp powers and procedures under
the Federal Communications Act. One
section of it would lift the ruling
granting only five television stations
to one company.
Senator Wmte told the XAB today
that hearings on his bill to reorganize the FCC would open as scheduled
Memphis Ban on
'Macomber' Lifted
Memphis. June 5. — Withdrawn
after severe cuts ordered by Lloyd T.
Binford, chairman of the Memphis and
Shelby County censor boards, United
Artists' "The Macomber Affair" is
now acescheduled
at Loew's
here duringtotheplayweek
of June Pal19,
following a compromise of differences
between Binford and theatre interests.

Brenon Honored at
Farewell Luncheon
A farewell luncheon was given
Aileen Brenon at Sardi's Restaurant
here yesterday by her associates at
'Caravan' to E-L
"Caravan," J. Arthur Rank produc- Paramount, from which she resigned
tion starring Stewart Grainger, has as head of the company's magazine to
been
here for join
Films. David O. Selznick's Vanguard
releasereceived
in the by
U. Eagle-Lion
S.

Atlanta

Acting

on

Building

Violations

Atlanta,
5.— A notices
dozen Atlanta
theatres
haveJune
received
listing
building code violations with warnings
to correct the defects at once.
City building inspector Marvin
Harper said some theatres, where
violations are considered most hazardous, will be given nuisance notices
immediately. Under the nuisance
notice procedure, a theatre is allowed
30-days to start actual work on correcting defects or the owner will be
taken to court to show cause why the
theatre should not be closed.
Harper did not name the theatres
involved, but said they will be announced ifit became necessary to institute court proceeding.
Inspection of all theatres in Atlanta
has not yet been completed. Theatres
which receive a list of violations, but
not nuisance notices, will be expected
to act quickly to make necessary improvements, and Harper said that ii
they do not - do so in a reasonable
time, more stringent steps will . be
taken with them also.
Columbus Readying New
Code; Stress Modernization
Columbus, O., June 5.— A new city
building code being prepared by John
S. Stith, chief building inspector, will
be ready for action by the City Council on July 1. One clause demands
that buildings being remodeled at a
cost of 50 per cent of the appraised
value conform with modern standards.
New clauses may help bring older
structures, including theatres, up-todate.
Film 'Spots' Shown
For Television
Chicago, June 5.— An exhibition of
six one-minute commercial film spots
for television was given here by A. B.
Rodner, president
of Television
vertising Productions,
Inc., who Adsaid
the films may be used not only for
home-type sets but also as follow-ups
to on-the-spot news coverage tor
large-screen theatre audie.ices.
Rodner said the technique employed
in
the production
these sale
one-minute
commercials
permitsof their
for as
little as $200.
House

Votes

Today

On Information Bill
Washington, June 5.— House leaders today called up the bill authorizing
the State formation
Department's
overseas
inprogram, and hope
to pass
the measure tomorrow. The vote is
expected to be close.
Actually,
was with
on thea
rule
bringingtoday's
up thedebate
program,
two-hour debate limit. Agreeing to
this rule will be the first order of
business
morrow. when the House meets to'Television Lounges'
For Reade Theatres
Walter Reade, head of Walter
Reade Theatres, has closed with Allen
B. DuMont Laboratories for television
sets for "television lounges" in Reade
theatres in New York and New Jersey. Sets are already being installed
in Reade's St. James Theatre, Ashold, N. J. and the Strand, at Freebury Park,

.
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Name New Newsreel
(Continued from page 1)

Eisler

be outlined to the district managers,
who subsequently will hold meetings
in their respective territories to ac
quaint their sales staffs with the set
up. Norman H. Moray, short subject sales manager, whose department
will have charge of the reel's sale and
distribution, will explain the machinery set to handle the new project.
James Allen, who was appointed by
Harry M. Warner, president of the
company, to head the newsreel edi
torial staff, is due in from the Coast
to attend today's meeting.
Albert Warner addressed the opening session briefly. Mort Blumenstock, vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity, spoke on special
campaign plans for coming product,
including
"Lifein with
Father," which
was screened
the afternoon.
Also

Until

Probe

Off

September

NFS's

Setup

(Continued from page 1)

booked, and is prepared to service the
Washington, June 5.— Rep. Thom- remaining 10. As reported yesterday
as, chairman of the House Un-Amer- deal
in Motion
Picture of
Daily,
SRO'sis
with members
National
ican Activities Committee, today announced postponement of the Hans costing that company about one-fifth
Eisler hearings until September, at of what it would cost through regularly constituted distribution channels.
which time they will probably be
NFS has film storage vaults in all
merged into the general hearings territories.
planned on alleged Communist peneElsewhere it was learned that while
tration of Hollywood. Inquiry into
activities of Eisler, film composer the cost of physical distributes
was slated to begin tomorrow.
charged by NFS is lower than
penses incurred by a regular distribu_
At
the
same
time,
Lowell
Mellett
tor, National has not yet determined
aide to the late President Roosevelt
and allegedly the person who per a definite comparison of its overall
suaded Robert Taylor to appear in charges against the expenditures of a
distributor for the maintenance of an
a pro-Soviet film, demanded imme exchange
system.
diate open hearings on the charges
National operates in the main
reportedly made by the screen star
discussed was the company's sales at a sub-committee probe conducted through the 29 regional film deliveries
drive.
which are members of its affiliated
Others attending are : Samuel several weeks ago on the Coast.
National Film Carriers, both of which
Schneider, Roy Haines, Jules Lapihave headquarters in Philadelphia.
dus, Norman Ayers, I. F. Dolid, Ber- Rank's Deals
James P. Clark, Thomas W. Gilboy
nard R. Goodman, Ed Hinchy, Gil
(Continued from page 1)
and Clint Weyer are the principals.
Golden, Larry Golob, Charles A.
NFS is understood to be negotiatBaily, William Brumberg, Sam Lef- ents owned by B. and H. and with the
ing with several independent producers
kowitz, Henry Herbel, Robert Smelt- guidance of that company.
for
the physical handling of their
zer, Haskell Masters, Harry A. Seed,
The deals were initiated by Rank product throughout the country. One
Hall Walsh, Charles Rich, Doak Rob- during his recent visit here en route advantage of the service which has
erts, John F. Kirby, Howard Levin- to the West Coast. He conferred been pointed out is explained in the
Johnston to Milwaukee; O'Hara,
son, and others.
while here with E. N.. Rauland of the case of Selznick and "Duel," where,
Cheyfitz Eastward Bound
large-screen television company and unable or unwilling to make a disHollywood, June 5.— Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture Asso
tribution deal with one of the comwith J. H. McNabb, president of Bell
Film
Divid
ends
Up
panies having an exchange system,
and Howell. He visited both plants
ciation, left here by plane today for
(Continued from page 1)
and witnessed a demonstration of the and where a costly production is inMilwaukee, where, on Saturday, he
will address the national convention
Rauland large-screen television.
volved, physical handling by NFS enof the Young Republican Clubs, and the 1946 three-month period to $3,ables the producer to make his own
Rank previously had announced that
following which he will fly to Spokane 800,000 this year. Warner Brothers' he planned to install large-screen tele deal with a theatre, or, where terms
on personal business. On June 16 payments rose 50 per cent, from $1,- vision in one or two of his West End cannot be agreed to, the producer can
Johnston will receive an honorary de 900,000 to $2,800,000.
theatres in London next fall and show the production on his own. Some
Commerce officials said that much would initiate regular theatre tele- )oint out that in the case of a costly
gree at Washington State College. On
June 22, he will leave New York to
vision programs providing Parliament independent picture for which selected
quarter's
represent the industry at the Inter of thedend1947
distribution
was increase
probably induedivi-to authorizes telecasts of the kind by runs are intended for extended playnational Film Festival in Brussels.
a recent Treasury Department ruling, private British ^enterprise. Television
ing time, the wide facilities of a regular distributor are not necessary.
MPA executives Joyce O'Hara left hich states that companies paying is a government monopoly in England.
here by plane today for Washington out more than 70 per cent of their net
headquarters, and Edward Cheyfitz income in dividends will not be subflew to New York.
Legislation Aspect
ject to close Federal scrutiny. Officials
(Continued from page 1)
indicated that they expect an even Fabian-U.A.
(Continued from page 1)
increase in dividend payments
Lawrence-Korda Suit greater
in the future.
and New Jersey allowing fourth class
the deal traces to the terms being in- resort cities to do likewise.
To Trial on June 16
sisted upon by Mary Pickford and
The Connecticut legislature, which
The $500,000 breach-of-contract suit Freight Rate Rise
Charles Chaplin, co-owners of United adjourned yesterday, passed no legisArtists, and the unwillingness or infiled against Alexander Korda, Britlation affecting the industry, Bryson
(Continued from page 1)
ability ofFabian to meet them. It has said. No tax bills were adopted,
ish producer, by Laudy Lawrence will
been reported that Miss Pickford has though several were introduced. A
go to trial in New York Supreme
with various industries expected to asked that control of the company mittee.
Court on June 16.
have
representatives
on
hand
in
oprevert to the present owners in the censorship bill was killed in comLawrence had been president of
event
that dividends on preferred stock
p
o
s
i
t
i
o
n
.
It
_
is
understood
here
that
Korda's
company
London
Two others, Rhode Island and MisProductions,
New here,
York,
until Film
last the Motion Picture Association will are defaulted at any time after the
be
represented.
souri, adjourned last week. In MisJune. Korda charges interests other
sale. In addition, it is said that the
souri, a censorship bill was killed in
Express here claims that owners' asking price is $15,000,000.
than London Films occupied the plain- theRailway
and a tax bill defeated.
increase in railroad traffic costs
Fabian's deal was to have been committee,
tiff's time. Morris
No censorship bill was introduced in
financed by the First National Bank Rhode
the company
here. Helprin now heads necessitates raising its rates.
Island, and the tax bill that
The company's facilities are em- of Boston.
was passed did not affect admissions.
ployed in_shipping film from studios to 'La
Other recent adjournments reported
b' Deadlock
laboratories, from Hollywood t© disToA Film
'Beggars
Opera'
picturization
of the John
Gay
tribution ipoints (exchanges), and
by Bryson are : Iowa, which defeated
censorship bill and passed no tax
(Contimied from page 1)
musical,
"The Beggars
Opera"
has from the latter to theatres.
been announced
by Michael
Balcon,
bill ; Maine, where a five per cent adhead of the London Ealing Films
mission tax bill was defeated; Mining between the local and represennesotataxandbills.
Vermont, which both degroup of the J. Arthur Rank Organ- Col. Sales Policy
tatives of 16 film laboratories here.
feated
(Continued from page 1)
ization in England, the latter's New
Nearly
2,000
technicians
are
affected.
York office discloses. The production,
is believed likely that Walsh
to be filmed in Technicolor, will be in volved in the New York Federal mayIt have
already personally spoken Rathvon Reelected
the Gay tradition. Basil Dearden will Court decree, which has been stayed to representatives
(Continued from page 1)
of the companies
direct and Michael Relph will be as- by the high court. Except for the in an effort to reach
an
agreement.
sociate producer.
stay, it was pointed out, all defendant Walsh will sail for England next troller ; William H. Clark, treasurer ;
companies would have been required Wednesday.
A. W. Dawson, O. R. McMahon,
to inaugurate competitive selling by
Benny Gets Statuette
Harold E. Newcomb, Thomas F.
Jack Benny received a gold statuette the first of next month.
O'Connor
and A. E. Reoch, assistant
Party
for
Ted
Lewis
Columbia will sell as many pictures
Tuesday from A. J. Balaban, executive
treasurer, and Kenneth B. Umbreit
Coincident with the Eastern pre- and
director of the Roxy Theatre, at the at one time as an exhibitor account
William F. Whitman, assistant
secretaries.
but the deals will be nego- New York
"Cheyenne," the
miere of Warner's
conclusion gagemeof
en- may want
Strand tonight
will hold
nt attheBenny's
theatre. two-week
The statuette
tiated picture-by-picture.
Following the election, the board
Abe Montague, Columbia general an all-night back-stage party honoring declared a quarterly dividend of 30
is inscribed : "To Jack Benny for the sales
prowill
orchestra
whose
Lewis,
Ted
manager,
will
wind
up
the
meetcents
per share on common stock,
outstanding (Roxy) box office achievevide the "in person" show for the bill payable July 1, to holders of record
ment of any stage attraction May 21 to
ings
here
'
tomorrow
and
will
leave
opening today.
for New York over the weekend.
on June 16.
June 3, 1947."
Hollywood, June 5.— Making his
first appearance before any Hollywood
guild or union, Motion Picture Association president Eric Johnston yesterday declared in a private address to
the Screen Writers Guild: "I am
believer in capitalism ; I am conscious
of its weaknesses, imperfections and
the hardships caused by boom-andbust cycle, of its inequities and in
justices. But it has done more for
people than any other system in all
history. And it must and will do
even better. We have constantly got
to
improve itI and
it a advocate
peoples'
capitalism.
am amake
staunch
of strong guilds and unions because
they help make capitalism work."
Later in the speech he declared : "I
don't like American Communists
They are a disruptive force in American government, industry and labor
I think American Communists are
treasonable and subversive. They are
potential foreign agents— dupes and
suckers for the 14 men who sit in the
Kremlin and pull strings which make
Communists toe the party line every
where.
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Attack

NewBldg.Code
At

NY

Hearing

MMPTA and ITOA Hold
Hardship Is Threatened
Representatives of the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association and Independent Theatre
Owners Association, both of New
York, attacked several provisions in
the proposed revision of the New
York State standard building code at
the initial public hearing, here on
Friday, maintaining that undue hardship would be imposed on theatre
owners if the revisions become law.
Members of the State Board of
Standards and Appeals, before whom
the hearing was conducted, answered
the protestations through their chairman, Raymond M. Fisher, giving as(Continued on page 3)

U-I Sets a Blumberg,
Rank Sales Drive
"Aiming at the greatest concentrated selling effort in the company's
history during the next 22 weeks ending Nov. 1," Universal-lnternationa'
has launched a "Nate Blumberg-J.
Arthur Rank Good Business Drive,"
with $50,000 in cash prizes to be distributed among
the company's
district
and branch
managers,
salesmen
and
bookers, William A. Scully, U-I vicepresident and general sales manager,
has announced.
. "The drive is being dedicated to
Blumberg, president of U-I, and to
Rank, head of the Rank interests in
Great Britain," to signify "the inter
(Continued on page 3)
FCC

Has Authorized

1,000 FM Stations
Washington, June 8. — The
Federal Communications Commission has announced that
there now are authorized
nearly 1,000 FM broadcast
stations, serving more than
500 different communities, in
47 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.
Some 215 stations are already on the air, and construction permits or conditional grants have been issued to nearly 800 more.

New
On

Authority
20th

Sales

A new policy which will give 20th
Century-Fox division sales managers
full authority in the field to negotiate
and approve contracts and to handle
other problems
of distribution
announced here on
Friday by was
Andrew
W. Smith, Jr., new general sales manager.
"The men in the field are responsible for the distribution of our company's pictures and we are now giving them the authority that goes with
that responsibility," Smith said, adding :"This
is ourmay
'openhold
door'a national
policy."
The
company
sales convention in the fall, Smith
went on, pointing out that the company had not had one for several
years.
The question of increased admission
prices for "Captain from Castile" and
for "Forever Amber" is now under
consideration, he said. Present plans
call for "Forever Amber" to open at
the Roxy here early in November
simultaneously with openings in Lo;
and possibly in other theaAngeles
tres on the Coast. Smith also disclosed that the company plans to re
issue "Alexander's Ragtime Band"
and "Western Union."
"I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now" will have its world premiere
on July 3 at the Oriental Theatre in
Smith said.
Chicago, (Continued
on page"Gentleman's
3)

Abeles

Is Promoted

At Warner

Brothers

Arthur S. Abeles, Jr., manager for
Argentina and supervisor of Warner
Brothers' operations in Chile, Uruguay and Paraguay, has been pro
the post of executive assismotedtant to
to Max Milder, managing direc
tor for Warner in Great Britain, i
was announced over the weekend by
Harry M. Warner, president of the
will leave Buenosto
company.
Aires
for Abeles
London about Aug. 1
assume his new duties.
Others promoted, it was announced
esident of
Cohen, onvice-pr
by Wolfe (Continued
page 3)

To Start Universal
Wage Talks Here
Representatives of Motion Picture
Home Office Employes Local No
H-63, IATSE, and of Universal will
w un
begin negotiations here tomorroof
the
der a wage reopening clause
. More than
r contract
present two-yea
(Continued
on page 3)
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German Film Plans
Still Set by Army

on
Disagree
Partnerships

Washington, June 8. — U. S.
policy on the German film industry will continue to be
handled under Army auspices
for several months, although
exploratory talks have been
initiated between State Department on
and War
Department officials
the transfer
of administration of occupied
areas
ment. to the State Depart-

Ansco
Raw

May
Film

Defer Dissolution of
Tools'
Being
Some
as Deadline Nears

Produce
Abroad

Bingh amton, N. Y., June 8Ansco is considering manufacturin
in Europe as part of its program to
satisfy the demands of foreign markets, it is disclosed here by E. Allan
Williford, general manager of Ansco
and vice-president of its parent, General Aniline and Film Corp., on his
return to Binghamton after nine
weeks in Europe.
Williford, accompanied by David
B. Dyche, vice-president and treasurer
of the corporation, returned last week.
They visited England, France, Ger
many and Switzerland "to investigate
'We found that the exchange situa
tion is so difficult that importation to
markets."
most
countries would be difficult if
not impossible particularly in Eng
and where they are hard-pressed for
dollars," Williford said. "However "
he
added, "there
possibilities
that
arrangements
can are
be made
to produce
Ansco products in one of the European
countries."
Must Show
Percentage

Books

in

Case

Superior, Wise. June 8. — Another
inspection order in a percentage case
has been signed here by Judge Patrick
T. Stone in Federal Court, in seven
actions brought by Warner. Paramount. RKO, 20th Century-Fox,
United
Artists,
Universal
and Loew's,
respectively, against
George
Miner,
Miner Amusement Co. and the Isle
Theatre Co., in which the complainants allege a conspiracy to underreport receipts on percentage pictures.
The order directs the inspection of
all books and records kept by the defendants for eight theatres, for the
time in which the defendants operated
the theatres during the six years
prior
tions. to the commencement of the ac-

With only a few theatre-operatdistributhe five
ing exhibitor
pools in which
tor
defendants
in the
New
York equity case are still involved,
the language of the court decree has
given rise to uncertainty whether
operation of theatres by two or more
distributors which own them on a
partnership basis constitutes a pool.
The deadline for the dissolution of
all pools by defendants is July 1.
A typical example of an operation
that may or may not be affected by
the court ban on pools, is the Buffalo Theatres, a circuit of 10 houses
in
Loew's each14
ownwhich
43 perParamount
cent and and
the remaining
per
cent
is
owned
by
Vincent
McFaul.
According to the decree, a pool is
(Continued on page 3)
Retirement
For

Program

Century

Circuit

A retirement plan for Century
Theatres' 1,000 employes in the home
office and in the field has been established by Albert A. Hovell, president,
and Fred J. Schwartz, vice-president.
Costs of the plan will be paid for
of a retirementwilltrust
out contributions
by Century
fund
to which
be
adbe
(Continued
page will
3)
The onfund
made yearly.
Deutsch Buys Home
Stock in Story Prod.
Armand S. Deutsch, president of
purchased'
has Hal
the
stockProductions,
interest which
Home
Story
held in that company.
Deutsch will continue with plans to
produce "This Side of Innocence,"
Story's first production, in which
Home retains an interest. Simultaneously itwas revealed that Home
acquired 100 per cent of the stock
of Marquee Productions, a totallyowned subsidiary of Story.
In This Issue
"Ivy" is reviewed on page
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HE graduation at West Poml
ness conditions exclusively withHP HE Bureau of Internal Rev-* gets prominent coverage in current nczvsrccls. Among numerous
in
that
area. According to the
A enue recently revised the
form of its monthly amusement
Bureau, that, too, can be a fal- other events are the Golden Gloves
lacious assumption.
bouts, a fire in the British rubber
tax collections report, breakingand monkeys in a Chicago zoo.
down the collection figure into
Thus the figures can be re- plant,
Complete
contents follow:
five
divisions,
garded
as
whereas
little
more
formerly
than
an
_ EdwardsistantL.general
Walton, Republic's asMOVIET
ONE
NEWS, No. 81-H* whilan
indication of what the public is
sales manager, will it announced a single over-all
Minister to the United States den^jnees
fly from New York today to Indianafigure for all admission tax colspending for all taxable amuseCommunistic coup. Flood damages in Verments.
polis, first stopover on a branch tour
lections. Itnow lists
mont. Graduation at West Point. Ninewhich will take him to St. Louis, for general admissions,collections
year-ol
d boy conductor. British amateur
cabaret
• •
golt tournament. Strong- woman shows
Kansas City, Des Moines and Chiher
cago.
tax, tax on sales by ticket brokA while back it was the in- prowess.
ers in excess of established price,
tention of this department to
NEWS OF THE
DAY, No. Z79 — "Dry
50 per cent tax on sales by theaarmy"
on vast
the war
path.of Fire
make a few observations in conBritain again
destroys
George
Pal,
"Puppet
rubber.in
oon"
producer
tres
at
prices
in
excess
of
estab,
arrived here Saturday from the Coast
Eisenhower denounces warstores
nection with the statement of graduation.
at West Point
lished
prices,
and
Monkeys
the
20 per cent
in Chicago zoo. Xew
and is expected to start his return trip
Robert R. Young at the J.
tax on the lease of boxes and
Wednesday.
Golden Gloves contest.
Arthur Rank press conference
•
seats.
^°,rJk CX\y sees the rodeo- International
here that "British pictures are
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 82 -Golden
The Bureau took that occasion
Dolores Del Rio will leave here I
Gloves
bouts. Farmers fight cricket invabetter than American pictures."
to
caution
those
who
have
assion.nce
for Mexico Citv on June IS and will)
Report Union
on India. Women's Christian
In addition to Young's important
tempera
sumed that motion picture theaopens
on
go to Buenos Aires from there for
railroad
West
holdings
Point
,
graduati
which
ng classwar
include
of 1947. liquor.
tres contribute 80 or 90 per cent,
picture assignment.
Chesape
ake
and
Ohio,
•
Pere
RKO PATHE No. 84-Plane
or any fixed percentage of the
to
Marquette, New York Central
tight Tussoch moth. Battle flamess inused
William Q Gehring, 20th Cenrubber
total of admission tax collecand
others,
his
plant
interests
m
England.
include
"D.
P.'s"
in
Dominica
tury-Fox assistant general sales manRepublic. U. S. feeds Germans. Boy leadsn
tions, that they are treading unPathe Industries, PRC, Eagle- Pans
certain ground.
symphony. Glass gives animals privager, will be in Cincinnati today and
tomorrow.
acy in zoo. Graduati
Lion
on at West Point.
Films,
etc. Outside of busiThe Bureau does not contend
•
ness,
he
is
UNIVER
a
good
SAL,
friend
No,
45-West Point graduof
the
that
theatreDuke of Windsor.
Steve Broidy, Allied Artists-Mono- not that large tax collections are
ation. Tornado in Arkansas. New type
a
part
of
the
safety
total.
landing
gear
for planes. Japaneseof
gram president, has returned to Hollv- 1
The original intention here balloon site found. Royal
party in
wood from New York.
It merely says it doesn't know
London. Hand-painted swim garden
suits. Rodeo in
was to protest against the broad- .Manhatt
•
itself what the theatre figure is
an.
ness of Young's statement, pointHarry Thomas, PRC president, was
and adds that there's no way of
. nig out that it would be equallv
scheduled to arrive here from the |
unfair
and equally inaccurate to Berg Leaves SRO and
telling.
Bureau ecord
"offiCoast over the weekend.
cials willHowever
tell you, off-the-r
•
proclaim, for example, that Britthat they themselves do not
Joins Eagle-Lion
ish railroads are better than
J. Don Alexander, Alexander Film agree that the
theatre figure is
Herbert Berg, veteran film indusAmeri
Co. president, is in town for two | anywher
can
railro
ads,
including
e near the 80 per cent
try publicist, has joined the Eagleweeks from Colorado Springs, Colo.
Mr. Young's. Certainlv some
Lion home office
or 90 per cent of the total that
publicity staff,
British
picture
was
s
are
announced here Friday by Maxit
better
than
is
accepted by some within the
Study
industry.
some American pictures but that E. Youngstein, E-L
director of adJohnston for
does not permit generalizing.
vertising, publicity and exploitation.
It is understood he will handle press
Supplementing his above-quotFor the record, the Bureau
Of World Problems
syndicates.
ed statement, Young said : "That's
said: "While obviously the movBerg, who resigned from Selznick
why we (his film interests) are Releasing
Organization, will assume
ies are responsible for a heavy
concentrating both our expendihis
new duties today.
percent
age of the collections in
tures and our sales efforts on
Milwaukee, June 8.— Eric A. Johnston, president of the Motion Picture this category, the general admisBritish pictures. We are spendAssociation, yesterday proposed the
sions figure also includes collecing more in marketing British
Open Paramount
establishment of a Governmental
tions from sport events (includpictures here than we can expect
Jacksonville
Unit
group to survey world affairs and to
ing race tracks), public dances,
them
toaps
return."
follow this with a "bill of particulars" fairs, bazaars, lectures, stage
Perh
if
Youn
g did as newJacksonville,
Paramount's
for the American people so that they shows, etc. The
branch hereJune
will8.—formally
open
Bureau of Inmuch for his American pictures tomorrow
might be equipped to express themwith
a
meeting
at which
ternal
Revenue has no figures of
they would be better pictures the
selves on American foreign policy.
company's 1947 "Celebrating 35
Addressing a convention of the any kind to indicate what share
than he gets from Britain and
Years
of Leadership" sales drive will
would return more.
is contributed by any of these
Young Republican National Federabe discussed.
The two-day meeting
tion here, Johnston called for a joint types of entertainment.
will
be
conducted by Hugh Owen,
council on foreign policy, composed of
Further adding to " the conEastern and Southern division sales
officers of the executive departments
sternation of the statisticallymanager. Heading the branch will be
of the Government and members of minded within
A recent bulletin of the Al- Al Duren, promoted from Atlanta
the industry was
Congressional committees dealing with
sales manager.
lied Theatre Owners of Iowaforeign affairs, taxes and appropria- the Bureau's statement that its
Paramount discontinued the Florida
Nebrask
a
reports
collecti
that at the anon figures for specific
tions, which would be assigned to
city
as a branch center in 1939. The
states
nual
or
conventio
districts
n
do
not
exhibito
necesrs,
take "invento
of the world's needs
among other things, pledged not Jacksonville meeting will wind up the
for relief andry" reconstr
sarily indicate that the theatre
uction and to
first group of branch sessions to be
patron paid his tax at a theatre
to buy 50 per cent pictures,
survey America's own resources.
recommended flat rental deals sales
within such states or districts.
held bydrive,
Ow^ento instart
advance
of this
August
31. year's
for independent exhibitors and
"It is possible," the Bureau
reaffirmed opposition to local
Kansas City Papers
says, "for a national
Roth Yo~Produce
of
checkers.
Independently
theatres to pay its entirechain
tax for
The same bulletin announces
Hollywood, June 8.— Cy Roth, pro- the whole country in the headRelax on Ad Space
duction manager, is understood to be
dates for the 1948 convention,
Kansas City, June 8.— Motion piccontemplating independent production
area." for the Third
Thus, quarters
figures
ture theatres here are using much
suggesting that "film rentals,
of low-budget films, and is understood j New York collection district,
arger
newspaper space than for sevpercen
tages,
checke
rs"
will
to be seeking the participation of inbe
discussed thereat.
eral years, the chief reason being that
dependent exhibitors. He is said to
the
Kansas
City Star and its Morning
too.
whichbeen
includes
Times
have
They were all hot last vear,
held by
some Square,'
have studio space and facilities, crew
to reTimes, have relaxed restrictions on
flect theatre attendance and busiand personnel.
space, permitting more lineage.

TACK LEVIN, vice-president and
»-» general manager of Confidential
Reports, returned to New York from
Toronto over the weekend.
•

Chicago Bureau, 624 .South Mi^

Hollywood B^reaU Tu'c^
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Monday, June 9, 1947
Broad Expansion
Under Pathe Loan
Pathe Industries expects to
strengthen its working capital by $7,000,000 within the next few weeks,
with the sum, earmarked for expansion purposes among Pathe production, distribution, laboratory and other
subsidiaries, to be loaned by the First
National Bank of Boston, it was disclosed at the weekend by C. Warren
Sha«)e, Pathe Industries treasurer,
^A^jThas been discussing the new
jfijfc ~ng with officials of the bank
during the past few weeks.
g subsidiPathe Industries' producin
aries include Eagle-Lion and PRC.

Young Discounts 'Rumors' of
Wide Changes in Eagle-Lion
Hollywood, June 8.— Declaring
that reports concerning major changes
in Eagle-Lion have had "absolutelyR.
no foundation in fact," RobertPathe
Young, whose interests include
Industries of which E-L is a producing subsidiary, declared here on the
eve of his departure yesterday en
route to New York: "I am entirely
satisfied with the progress made by
Eagle-Lion."
'U'-IATSE Talks
(Continued from page 1)
400 home office employes are affected
While a union spokesman declined
wage demand, it
to disclose thetolocal's
be a request for a 20
was believed
per cent wage increase, such as was
for 600 Warasked in the negotiationsoffice
employes.
ner Brothers home
The Warner wage talks have been resumed, no final agreement having
been reached.
Included in the 400 are employes of
and UniCastle Films, United Worldsubsidiaries.
versal Newsreel, all U-I

MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY

Ivy
Review
(Universal-International — Inter-Wood)
of delicate beauty is
THE depth of evil that lies concealed in a woman
unfathomed in this Sam Wood Production, a powerful story fashioned
for mature taste. With London at the turn of the century as the locale, it
unfolds in settings of quaint beauty and charm, enabling Joan Fontaine, in
a cast that
the title role, to cavort in garments of elegant vogue. Add to thisNey,
and it
also includes Patric Knowles, Herbert Marshall and Richard
seems apparent that U-I has on its roster another picture heading for a
satisfactory box-office performance.
It is not long after the curtain rises that Ivy discloses herself as a woman
of emotional conflicts who has a mania for men. Married to one, she taunts
another, and becomes infatuated with a third; the gentlemen in the order
named being Ney, Knowles and Marshall. Weary of the colorless life she
pleasures _ Marleads because of her husband's poverty, Ivy flirts with the idea
of winning
shall's wealth could provide, then toys with the Borgia-like
deed
desperate
The
brandy.
husband's
her
poisoning
by
freedom
her marital
ot
finally done, the consequence is bitter. A post-mortem reveals theIvycause
allows
death and suspicion descends on Knowles. With cagey calculation
evidence to build up against Knowles, a doctor from whose laboratory she
acquired the deadly powder.
■
-kic^;0 ppiw
by Mane Belloc
The Charles Bennett screenplay, based on a novel but
soon picks up
Lowndes is freighted with conversation in its beginning
Cednc
of
probings.
crafty
The
pace and grows to mounting intensity. brings to ight additional Sir
clues that
Hardwicke a Scotland Yard inspector,
sets Knowles free and seals Ivy's doom. Ivy's panic ends with an accidental

plpSSTl^wSr^ron Menzies, Sam Wood directed, bringing out
Kunmnb nine,
Mandel Herbstman
classification For July release.
^^T^^^^-audiepc.

Abeles Promoted
(Continued from page 1)
Warner-International in charge of
Latin America, Australia and the Far
Lima, former manEast, include Ary now
supervisor for
ager for Brazil,
Brazil Argentina, Chile, Uruguay and
Trucios, forArmandoPeru,
ay;charge
Paragumerly
Colombia,
of
in
Ecuador and Bolivia, now general
Argentina; Carl Neumanager for
mann, former assistant manager tor
r of that terColombia, now manageformer
manager
Lipsky,
:
ritory Louis
in Colombia, now manager for Chile,
s J. Granville, former manand Dougla
ager for Chile who will arrive in New
for a s-upervising assignYork mentshortly
in the Far East.

Coast Set Decorators Turn
Down Producers on Talks
8.— Set DecoraHollywood, June
tors Local No. 1421 has informed the
major producers here that it will not
meet with them tomorrow to resume
negotiations broken off two weeks ago
over the unwillingness of producers to
deal with two classifications disputed
s to the Na- Plan Widespread Campaign
in petition
IATSE
by the tional
ns Board.
Labor Relatio
For 'Life With Father' the launching
Promotional plans for
of "Life With Father" in August as
Disagree on Pools
'
Brothers
f one Warne
(Continued from page 1)
d by
lead-of
the
were routline
schedul
1947-48
an agreement whereby theatres in Mort Blumenstock, vice-president in
competition are operated as a unit. charge of advertising-publicity, at
However, some attorneys contend units Friday's closing session of a two-day
of a circuit are not actually in com sales meeting at the home offices here.
vice-president and
petition among themselves, the distrib- Ben Kalmenson,
utors have in effect pooled interests. general sales manager, presided.
Blumenstock said it will have a
All five companies have liquidated
all pools with independents and among special mid-August premiere, folthemselves or are in the process of
lowed by a run at the Hollywood
so doing. None of these, however, Theatre here and a special opening in
involve ownership situations such as Atlantic City, as well as more than
the Buffalo circuit.
200 other day-and-date premieres
In another instance, RKO is said throughout the country.
to be uncertain whether its arrangement with the Schine circuit in Bufberg-Rank Drive
falo, involving four theatres, consti- Blum
(Continued from page 1)
tute joint interests or a pool. The
matter is now under discussion. RKO national cooperation between the
recently withdrew its Orpheum The- American and British production inatre, Dubuque, la., from a pool with
embodied in U-I," it was said
the Avon, Strand and Grand houses by the terests
company.
in that city.
For the first time, all departments
in the U-I organization have been
Rogers To Meet Press
integrated in a sales drive, including
Republic Pictures will be host to publicity and promotion units and the
Roy Rogers at a press reception to- studio. Both charges and sales are
morrow afternoon in the Sherry- to be calculated in the computation
Netherland Hotel.
of standings.

Thomas Answers Mellett
Washington, June 8. — Rep.
Thomas, chairman of the House UnAmerican Activities Committee, replying to a demand by Lowell Mellett
for airing of Robert Taylor's charge
that Mellett "persuaded" the screen
of Russia,"
in "Song
to appearhere
actor declared
has
that Mellett
will
have full opportunity in September.
No special hearings will be held before then, the Congressman added.

3
Settle Suit Over RKO
Grand, Chicago
Chicago,
volving theJune
sharing8.— ofAntheaction
costs inof
$50,000 improvements on the Grand
Theatre here, leased by RKO from
Van Nomikos, was settled out of
court ment
on wereFriday.
Terms of the settlenot disclosed.
RKO sought to deduct one-half the
cost
improvements
fromtheNomikos'
shareof of
profits from
Grand.
Nomikos contended the lease provided that written consent for structural alterations had to be obtained in
advance and RKO had not complied.
Attack Building Code
(Continued from page 1)
surance that the board is "very receptive" to all suggestions.
Objections to the code were led by
architect John MacNamara, for the
MMPTA, and Morton Sunshine for
the ITOA. The sum of their arguments was that theatres which will
be affected by the revisions have been
conforming to the present building law
which, they said, has been providing
adequate public safety, and therefore
it would amount to penalizing owners
unnecessarily to force them to make
the many expensive structural alterations required under the proposals.
As far as existing theatres are concerned, certificates of compliance with
the present building code will expire
two years after the new code is put
into operation.
MMPTA and ITOA representatives will attend subsequent hearings,
to be held in Buffalo today, in Rochester tomorrow, in Syracuse on Wednesday and in Albany on Thursday,
at which they will reiterate the stand
taken here.
Application of the proposed revisions in the code to drive-in theatres
was challenged on several counts by
Philip Harling, assistant to Si Fabian, president of Fabian Theatres,
at the hearing. Fabian has a number of drive-ins in New York State.

abeth
'Eliz
Dietz
Among Due
those on
arriving
here
on 'the
Queen Elizabeth today are How
ard Dietz, M-G-M director of adver
tising-publicity ; Boris Morros, pro 20th Sales Authority
ducer ; James E. Perkins, Paramount
(Continued from page 1)
manager in the Far East; John B.
Nathan, mountmanaging
director
of
ParaParaguay. of Argentina, Uruguay and Agreement" may be ready for showing by Thanksgiving.
Smith revealed that 20th CenturyFox will close a product deal with
Brandt Theatres within the next few
Retirement Program
days. The company has not sold to
(Continued from page 1)
the Brandt Theatres in recent months.
Smith announced that Sam Shain,
ministered by a committee composed director of trade relations, had been
of comptroller Martin H. Newman,
chairman ; Flatbush district manager, appointed director of exhibitor and
for the distribution depublic relations
partment. Shain will also act as
Jack Weinstein ; Bliss Theatre manager, Charles Call ; Mrs. Justine Hu- Smith's personal representative.
dish,
secretary
to Elarde,
vice-president
Schwartz,
and Peter
projec
Reade Managers Meet
tionist at the Grove Theatre.
Walter Reade, Jr., presided over a
Eligible
plan'sin benefits
are
those
who forhadthebeen
continuous
meeting
of the Reade Theatres' city
service of the company for at least and district
managers at the weekend. Attending were : Edwin Gage,
three years on March 1, 1946, and received a regular salary for employ- Jack P. Harris, Jim Watson, Charlie
ment of not less than 20 hours per Jacobsen, Nick Schermerhorn, Hal
week for not less than nine months Martz, David Nolan, Roy BlumenTony Hunting, Johnny Balmer,
of each year. Minimum payment under hiem,
the plan is $15 per month while the Ralph Lanterrnan, Guy Hevia, Bob
maximum is 40 p;r cent of an em- Case, Murry Mienberg, Julius Daniels, Harry Burke and Steve Brener.
annualof earnings
over
the lastployee's
10 average
years
employment.
Normal retirement date has been set
at age 65.
Ads is
Heavy
campaign
for 'Avenue'
00 exploitation
$32,0
Normal retirement income will consist in part of monies paid by the now in progress here for tomorrow's
Del Ruth's "It HapFederal Government (Social Secur- openingpenedof
on 5thRoyAvenue", at the Rivoli
ity)mentandplan.the balance from the retire- Theatre. Newspaper advertising alone
is budgeted at $32,000.

Robert R. Young's answer

in response

to a question by a reporter at a press conference
for J, Arthur

Rank

and

Mr. Young:

Eagle Lion* is an American producing company in
which we Americans
are interested. It also distributes pictures in North and
South America both the
pictures which we produce in Eagle Lion and the pictures
which we are fortunate
enough to get from Mr. Rank. Mr. Rank in turn distributes
Eagle Lion American
made pictures throughout the balance of the world so
that we have set up a medium ofexchange and foreign trade which can go on operat
ing, we believe, even
if England in her present serious straits reaches a point
when she can no longer
give dollars for American films. I might say that you
have struck upon the key
to my real interest in the situation and why I am here today,
which is to endeavor
more as an American citizen than as a producer of pictur
es to stop a state of
degeneracy which has come to American foreign trade,
which if continued can
only end in a continuation of economic distress all over the
world.
I would like to review very briefly the history of Americ
an foreign trade
Up until the First World War American foreign trade
was a two-way proposition. Our goods went out and we took goods back in exchan
ge. Beginning in
1920 the political situation became such that large busines
s interests desiring
to keep foreign goods out preferred to take payment for Americ
an manufactured
goods in credits— credits represented by Polish, German
, Italian, Japanese and
Peruvian bonds— and so, instead of taking goods
for our copper, steel, wheat
etc., we took paper.
Well, that resulted so disastrously when those bonds
defaulted, taking many of our banks with them, that
in the next decade,
beginning 1930, we decided we would stop that kind of busine
ss. We would
continue not to take goods and continue not to suppor
t foreign industry, but
we would insist on nothing but gold. So that continued until
we got all the
gold in the world, and it was that kind of American one-wa
y foreign trade
which developed the economic conditions in Germany and
Italy
which created
Hitler and Mussolini.
Now we are in the third stage of degeneration. Having found
that bonds
were no good and having gotten all the gold in the world
so that we have
destroyed the gold standard and you have no basis for
exchange any more, we
have now decided that we will still not take foreign goods,
but we will give away
American goods for nothing.
So I am here as a citizen and as a taxpayer more than as a motion
picture
executive to try and bring America back to its senses and make
them realize that
if
you are going to have foreign trade that it has got to be bilatera
unilater
l not only
al.

May 29, 1947
Beverly Hills Hotel,
Beverly Hills, California

' Eagle Lion is wholly owned by Pathe
Industries, Inc., in which Mr. Young
is the principal stockholder.
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in

Briefs

Companies To Meet Today
To Reduce Duplication

Coaxial
Holds
Video

Lack

Up
Nets

Washington, June 9. — The Federal Communication Commission's
informal conference on television
transmission today revealed that
broadcasters are now ready for more
television network facilities than the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., single supplier of coaxial cable
transmission, can provide.
Conference discussion also pointed
up sharply that the majority of television broadcasters find A. T. and
T.'s
proposed
rate mile
of 40
cents per
month per circuit
exorbitant.

Attorneys for all eight distributor
defendants in the New York antitrust suit will meet here today in a
concerted effort to minimize duplication of argument in appeal briefs
which they are to submit to the U. S.
Supreme Court at least 30 days before the high tribunal hears the case.
Taking- cognizance of the Supreme
Court's attitude favoring simplified
"Costs (Continued
are out ofonthepage
question
comand concise documents, the companies
3)
presently are aiming at agreementwhereby one would take to legal task
those parts of the New York decision which all dispute and which all Video Remodeling
would otherwise argue along the same
lines.
Meet
called Up at TESMA
to Today's
determine meeting
to what has
extentbeen
repetition
can be avoided in pressing arguments
Chicago, June 9. — Theatre archi(Continued on page 8)
tects will attend a special meeting
called for the annual national trade
show and convention of the Theatre
ATA
in New Move Equipment and Supply Manufacturers'
Association, to be held at the Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C, Sept.
For Intervention
24-29. At cussions
thewill architects'
disbe held onsession,
television
equipment and architectural plans to
Washington, June 9.— The legal accommodate such equipment, accordbattle between the American Theatres
ing to Roy Boomer, TESMA secreAssociation, seeking to appear before
tary-treasurer, who says many theathe U. S. Supreme Court as intertre owners wdl attend in anticipation
vener in the industry anti-trust case, of rebuilding or remodeling their thea
television, adding that man;
and the five theatre-owning distributor tres for (Continued
on page 3)
defendants, protesting the ATA bid,
has flared up anew here.
Last month ATA and its allies, the Para. Canada Sales
Confederacy of Southern Associations
and the Southern California Theatre Parley Opens Today
Owners, filed with the high court,
Toronto, June 9. — Representatives
asking the right to intervene directly from
Coast to Coast have arrived in
in their fight against competitive bid- Toronto for the annual two-day sales
fing.
conference of Paramount Film Service,
The five companies shortly there- Ltd. which opens tomorrow at the
ifter sent a memorandum to the high Royal York Hotel, with Gordon
(Continued on page 8)
Lightstone, Canadian general manager,
presiding. New York home office officials taking part in the proceedings
will be Charles M. Reagan, vice-presiHigh Court Delays
dent in charge of sales distribution ;
Curtiss Mitchell, director of publicity,
and Oscar Morgan, in charge of short
(Jurisdiction Ruling
ubjects and Paramount News.
Announcement was made on the eve
Washington, June 9.— The Su of the convention that the world pre>reme Court, at its weekly decision
"Welcome
will
23 to 28 Stranger"
at the Famous
>ession today, withheld an expected be stagedmiere ofJune
lecision on taking jurisdiction in the Players' Capitol Theatre in Winnipeg
WW York industry anti-trust ap- as a tribute to the Canadian Medical
peal.
Association, which will be holding its
The court was originally scheduled 78th annual convention in the Mani(Continued on page 8)
toba capital during that week.

Sherman Will Rent
Via Dept. Stores
Hollywood, June 9. — Producer Harry Sherman will
produce and release one
Western 16mm. feature per
month for domestic distribution in a nationwide set-up of
top merchandise houses.
Sherman now has negotiations under way with one of
the biggest mail order concerns in the country and expects to use the contract as
a model in dealings with some
40 other concerns.
The 16mm. Westerns will
be rented on a library card
system at from $2.50 to $5 per
night for home showings. The
project will in no sense interfereschedule
with Sherman's
continued
of features
for
standard release.

Dietz

Sees

Growing

Nationalism

Abroad

ATOI

Advises

Against
In

Cuts

Admissions

Warns Exhibitors to be
Hesitant Before Acting
Indianapolis, June 9. — Exhibitors are advised to think twice before cutting prices to meet boxoffice receipts which are leveling
off, as a result of a survey of theaters conducted by the Associated
Theater Owners of Indiana.
"Apparently there is no buyers' strike directed only against
theatres that have made one or
more advances in ticket prices
during the past few years," W.
A. Carroll, secretary of the
ATOI, comments.
The survey, he said, was remarkable for its many variations, no set
patterns emerging on which sweeping
conclusions could be based. "It would
explanat
the onlycm page
seem that(Continued
8) ion for

There is a "growing sense of nationalism" about films in England and
France, Howard Dietz, M-G-M ad- MPTOA,
ATA
May
vertising-publicity vice-president declared yesterhis Unite in Tax Fight
retu day
r nuponhere
aboard the S.S

In the event the views of both orQueen Elisabeth.
ganizations run parallel, American
Others arriv- Theatres Association will ask the MoElition Picture Theatre Owners of Amersab inge ton hthe were
ica to unite with it in efforts to reJames Perkins,
duce, if not eliminate, the present
chairman
and
managing Federal 20 per cent admission tax.
This would take the form of a prodirector of Parposed plan of tax reduction which
both
would
submiton page
to the
amount
International
(Continued
6) House
in Great Britain,
Howard Dietz
and Mrs. Perkins, John B. First Percentage
Nathan, general
manager
of Paramount International
in Continental
Europe, and
Mrs. Nathan
(Continued
on page ; 8)Otto Bolle, Suits in Portland
20th,

Para.

16mm.

Foreign

Quit
Deal

The partnership corporation which
was to have been formed by Paramount International for
and distribution
20th Century-of
Fox International
16mm. product abroad has been abandoned, Barney Balaban, Paramount
resident, disclosed here yesterday.
Last April, Emanuel D. Silverstone,
iOth-Fox International home office
(Continued on page 8)

Portland,
— Thescene
U. S.
District
CourtOre.,
hereJune
was 9. the
of
the filing of the latest percentage
suits. Eight separate actions were
filed by Columbia,
(Continued Loew's
on page 8)Paramount,
In This Issue
"I Wonder Who's Kissing
Her Now" is reviewed on pag'e
3, "Seven Keys to Baldpate"
on page 8. Key city reports
are given on page 6.

Motion

Personal

U-I

Starts

18-Week

International
Mention
HARRY
THOMAS, PRC president, has returned here from
Hollywood.
•
Michael Bergher, Universal-International Far Eastern supervisor,
and Raul Viancos, supervisor for
Chile, Peru and Bolivia with his office in Santiago, accompanied by Alberto Blanch, Valparaiso zone representative, are here for talks with
Joseph H. Seidelman, U-I head of
foreign operations.
•
Robert W. Selig, executive assistant to Frank H. Ricketson, president of Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres,
Denver, has been elected president of
the Denver.
board of trustees of the University
of
•
Cecil B. DeMille, Paramountproducer-director, is en route here
from the Coast to address the New
York State Chamber of Commerce on
Thursday.
•
Jules Lapidus, Warner Eastern
division sales manager, and Sam
Lefkowitz, Eastern district manager,
left here last night for Buffalo and
Boston.
•
Maurice Silverstein, M-G-M regional director for Latin America, left
yesterday via Pan-American Airways
for an inspection tour of his territory.
•
Herbert
Horstemeir, organizer
and president of the Cleveland Bookers and Cashiers' Club, was honored
at a testimonial dinner by the club.
•
Albert E. Schiller, Republic
branch operations chief, left here yesterday for Memphis, New Orleans
and Charlotte.
•
E. J. Mannix, M-G-M studio exexcutive, arrived here yesterday by
plane from Hollywood.
•

Picture

Drive

Daily

Skouras Calls for
More Showmanship

"This
is Hollywood,
the time forJune
our 9.—
industry
Universal-International has launched
to exert a greater degree of
an 18-week sales drive in honor of
showmanship than ever beJoseph H. Seidelman, president of
fore," Spyros Skouras, presiUniversal's
international
subsidiary,
it
dent of 20th Century-Fox, dewas announced here yesterday by Al
clared here yesterday before
Daff, foreign sales supervisor. It will
leaving for New York.
include all of the 31 countries in
"The public is looki for
which UT is operating at present.
genuine entertainment,ng and
Special consideration will be given to
those areas where U-I releases J. Aronly by providing attractions
thur Rank pictures.
which
have the entertainment
value it demands can our inBen M. Cohn, manager of U-I overseas theatre operations, has been apdustry hope to succeed,"
Skouras said.
pointed captain of the drive. Directing
the activities in the five zones in
which the field has been divided will
be Harry Novak, Europe; Robert
Lury, Eastern Asia; Michael Bergher,
Far East; Americo Aboaf, Latin Pal Quitting Shorts
America ; Andre Salim, Middle East,
For Feature Films
and H. C. Mclntyre, Australasia.
Gildmeyer
in New
WE Equipment Post
Frederick H. Gildemeyer, formerly
Puerto Rican manager of the Western
Electric (Caribbean) Co., has been
appointed vice-president of the Western Electric Co. of Brazil, motion picture equipment and service subsidiary
of the Westrex Corp.
Gildemeyer joined Electrical Research Products, a former Western
Electric subsidiary, in June, 1929,
supervising theatre installations in the
Midwest. He transferred to the San
Juan,
in
1937.Puerto Rico, office of Westrex
More

Opposition

to

Artists' Copyrights
Washington, June 9.— A House
judiciary sub-committee today continued to hear opposition to a bill
giving recording artists the right to
copyright a particular performance or
interpretation.
Appearing against the bill were Don
Petty, representing the National Asso
ciation of Broadcasters, and Rep. Sol
Bloom, songwriter-Congressman.
Two witnesses, Herman Finkelstein
of ASCAP and John Schulman of the
Songwriters' Protective Association,
Joyce O'Hara,
assistant
Eric testified
in favor of a bill giving comJohnston,
MP A head,
has to
returned
to Washington from the Coast.
poseand
rs _ performers royalty rights
•
from jukebox performances.
Sid Blumenstock, 20th CenturyFox assistant exploitation manager, 400 Will Attend MPF
left here for Chicago last night.
•
Salt Lake City Meet
Al Zimbalist, Film Classics adverSalt Lake City, June 9. — More
tising-publicity head, has returned than 400 are expected to attend the
here by plane from • Hollywood.
Motion Picture Foundation organizational meeting here on Wednesday to
elect a national trustee, a permanent
Daniel T. O'Shea and E. L.Scan- chairman,
and committee members.
lon of the Selznick Organization are
Participants are expected to include
in New York from the Coast.
many members of the Intermountain
Theatres Association and the Salt
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount Lake
Motion Picture Club.
studio executive, has returned to the
Coast from New York.
•
Verdi Opera Filmed
Roy Rogers, Republic Western star, _ "The King's Jester," a dramatizaarrived here yesterday by plane from
tion by Scalera Films of Rome of
Hollywood.
Verdi's opera, "Rigoletto," will have
•
American premiere at Brandt's
Bing Crosby has returned to the its
Apollo here and Atlantic Playhouse,
Coast from New York.
in Brooklyn, on June 25.
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Ford, Cooper, RKO
In New Unit, ARKO
John Ford and his producing associate, Merian C. Cooper, together with
RKO Radio, have formed a new
company, ARKO, Inc., to make what
Ford terms "unusual adventure" picWillis O'Brien,
long-time
asso-in
ciatetures.
of Cooper,
will also
be active
the new
_ company,
separate
and
distinct
from which
Argosyis Pictures,
which Ford and Cooper head, and
which will continue.
First film of the new company ( I
be "Mr. Joseph Young of Africa,' -u;j
be co-produced by Ford and Cooper,
and to go into production Aug. 1.

Honor H. R. Munz on
25th Anniversary
Detroit, June 9.— The Detroit film
trade will tender a testimonial luncheon at the local Variety Club on
Thursday to Harold R. Munz, president of Co-Operative Theatres of
George Pal, Puppetoons producer,
Michigan, on the occasion of his 25th
has completely abandoned the the- anniversary
in show business.
atrical short subject field in favor of
feature production, "because, although
production costs have increased so
much, exhibitors are unwilling to pay
terday. rentals," he reported here yeshigher
NEW YORK THEATRES
Pal's first feature under his new
Thumb," which
be "Tom
will both
program
will include
live action
and pup"RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
Center HALL—
pets. The picture will be released
through United Artists, with final deJohn MILLS . Valerie HOBSONf
tails to be ironed out todav between
In J. Arthur Rank'* _
Pal and Edward Raftery, UA president, at a home office discussion. The
"GREAT EXPECTATIONS" ■
A
Universal-International
Picture
picture will be completed in about a
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION ■
year, during which Pal will also devote his production facilities to making industrial and educational shorts
for commercial corporations. He
plans to make one live action-puppets
PALACE
feature a year for UA release.
IE
JOAN BENNETT
Rathvon to Confer
ROBERT W- CHARLES BICKFORD
On RKO Sales Meet
N. Peter Rathvon, president of
RKO Radio, arrived here yesterday
for conferences with home office exIN PERSON
ON SCREEN
ecutives on the company's 16th annual
sales meeting, scheduled for July 7-9
BOB
HOPE DIOSAJSTELLO
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
'MY FAVORITE
Others who returned from HollyDorothy LAMOUR EARL WARREN
wood studio conferences are John
SEXTET
Whitaker, RKO vice-president; Paul
Hollister, Eastern studio representative ;S. Barret McCormick, director
of advertising-publicity; Terry TurWilliam HOLDEN
ner, exploitation manager, and Don
In Person
Prince, foreign publicity manager.
Joan CAULFIELD
PERK i COMC
Lloyd
and hisSHAFFER
Orchestra
BRUNETTE' Helen
<1
CARROLL
with
and the Satisflers
Sochin - Carmichael
Edward
Larry STORGH
DE Billy
WOLFE ARNOLD
THE
FOUR EVANS
Testimonial June 19
Mona
FREEMAN
RUTH"
R
DEA
A Paramount Picture - Midnight Feature Nightly
PARAMOUNT— TIMES SQUARE
Cincinnati, June 9. — Irving Sochin, recently appointed local Universal-International branch manager, and
William J. Carmichael, transferred 29 m
THE BEST FILM
from that post to St. Louis, will be
OF THE YEAR!
honored at a testimonial dinner by the
Winner of Nine
Cincinnati Variety Club, Tent No. 3,
THE BEST jTJ) Academy Awards!
on June 19. Sochin, who resigned as
If
general manager of Theatre Owners
YEARS OF
B'WAY & 45th ST.
ASTOR
Corp., buying-booking combine, to accept his present post, is chief barker OUR LIVES^
of the local tent.

Jr0lIOX PICTURE DAILY,_ Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief _and_. Publisher; Sherwin Kane. Editor; Martin Quigley, Jr., Associate Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
York
Y. Telephone
Circle Leo
7-3100.
Cable Secretary;
address, "Quigpubco,
Theo.20, J.N. Sullivan,
Treasurer;
J. Brady,
James P.
rbirairii Bureau Keith Ajr;Mi.V-.„ 4^.™"T' viT'is — >""*s t"".""6X '
uiicciur; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine Building, William R. Weaver, Editor;
B Z S' ^efc
'ClrTrff
J'nA' ?tte"p 25 .0,,ta,S Road N.W.; London Bureau. 4 Golden Sq„ London Wl, Hope Burnup, Manager, Peter
Picture Herald I'T^teTnl^T'MntiZ^^r n"a, 2th" O^f 'eyPubhcations : Motion Picture Herald, Better Theatres, published every fourth week as a section of Motion
gSti^
Sept. 23, X938, at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
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Oppose Changes
S.F. Building Code
San Francisco, June 9.— Opposition to proposed changes in the local
building code relating to theatre construction and maintenance, is being
voiced here by a majority of theatre
owners.
The present code limits theatres not
of class "A" construction to a maximum seating capacity of 299. The
proposed,
code
crease from
299 contemplates
to 400 seats. an inThe hearing on the proposed amendment is expected to reach the legislative floor for discussion next week.
Theatre men maintain that the code
has been excellent for public safety.
They contend that lowering building
restrictions will jeopardize public
safety.

Approves

Theatres,

Code

Buffalo, June 9. — A requirement
that all new theatres seating 600 persons be of fireproof construction may
work a hardship in some cases, William T. Spann, Buffalo architect,
told members of the State Board of
A^^ndards and Appeals at a hearing
building. The re^.TJy in thequirementState
to which he referred is
contained in the proposed revision of
the state standard building code for
places of public assembly.
The hearing was conducted by
Raymond M. Fisher, one of the
three members of the board ; James
F. Summers, associate engineer, and
John Coggeshall, industrial code referee. Representatives of architectural and construction firms, labor
unions and the Buffalo fire department
and safety commission attended.
The proposed code would not apply
to Buffalo since the city already
has a building bureau charged with
enforcing the local code.

3

Daily

f7 Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
(20th Century-Fox)
IT'S a vivid picture of the theatrical world at the turn of the century that
1 is recreated in 20th-Fox's "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now," a film
biography of Joseph E. Howard, one of the great song writers of that era.
In presenting the story of his life, the film also becomes a delightful anthology
of top tunes of yesteryear, and strings together a series of lavishly wrought
Technicolored production numbers. Produced by George Jessel with opulence
and affection, it is top entertainment that will evoke emotional response in
young and old in communities large and small.
With Mark Stevens cast as Howard and June Haver as his worshipful
young follower, the story unfolds with melodious ease as it highlights the
milestones in his career. On Howard's long trail up to recognition, Martha
Stewart, as a musical comedy star, is the first to enter his affections. But
when opportunity knocks, she is also the first to leave. Then comes Fritzi
Barrington, a headline singer, played by Lenore Aubert. Howard falls in love
with her, but she falls in love with another. Disillusioned, Howard goes off
on a long, lonesome voyage, forgetting about his songs and the show he
produced.
In directing, Lloyd Bacon has mixed, in flavorsome proportions, humor,
sentiment and touches of pathos. At length, Howard pauses long enough in
his flight from himself to discover that his song, from which the film's title
is taken, is on the lips of the nation. He also learns that the show_ he abanwith approdoned in gloom had been nurtured by a friend of his to success, singing
and
priate royalties waiting. The happiest discovery of all is the
dancing star of the show, none other than Miss Haver, the worshipful kid
gift of
now grown to attractive maturity, but still retaining her mischievous pleased.
fabrication. The ending is in storybook fashion that will leave all
Lewis R. Foster is responsible for the original screenplay. Among some of
"Oh, Gee,
the many other songs to stir happy nostalgia are "Honeymoon,"
My Baby." ' .
and "Hello,
Kid,"minutes.
Me, 104
Sweet totime,
Be Running
General audience classification. Release date,
Mandel Herbstman
not set °

NCA Charges School
Shows Competitive
Minneapolis, June 9.— Charging
that film showings by the University
at the Northrop AudiFilm Society
torium at University of Minnesota is
ng
as purely a U. of
functioni
"not
M." project, North Central Allied
plans a protest against continuing the
showings on the present scale, it was
revealed here by Stanley D. Kane,
executive director.
Kane pointed out that the UFS is
advertising in the Twin Cities
using
Marchbank
in New dailies, as proof that the showings
are offering direct competition to
Commonwealth Post
regular theatres. NCA will ask that
Kansas City, June 9. — Bob March- the showings be confined to "U" aubank, for several years manager for
diences and the advertising restricted
Commonwealth Theatres at Washing- to the University Daily.
ton, Mo., has been named its Southern division manager, succeeding Rex
Barret. Marchbank will make his
Will Work
headquarters at Washington. Barret Marston
will continue to make his headquarters At Studios of U-I
in Columbia, Mo., where he will have
June 9.— Marston ProHollywood,
charge of local Commonwealth interductions, the company comprising
ests, including the Uptown and Boone Tony Martin and Nat Goldstone, has
theatres, and plans for development
checked in at the Universal-Internaare now being made.
tional studio to produce "Casbah,"
Moko,"
"Pepe
musical
U-I version
release.ofThe
filmLewill
star
Minnesota Amuse. Co. for
one
and
Carlo
de
Martin, Yvonne
Sets Junior Prices
other. Eric Charell, French film proMinneapolis, June 9. — Minnesota
ducer, has been set to handle production, and William Bowers is already
Amusement Co. will establish a policy
of Junior Admission prices up and at work on the screenplay. Production
down . the line for its Twin-City is slated to get under way in the
houses, effective June 19. A spokes- early fall.
man for independent operators said
independents "necessarily" will meet Attacks License Fee
the circuit's new price scale.
Philadelphia, June 9.— Suit has
Ambler Theabeen instituted byry theCounty
Court to
tre in Montgome
r Buys 'Patriots'
Warne
Hollywood, June 9. — Sidney Kings- declare illegal an ordinance providing
ley's
play,for"The
been for payment of a $1 fee for each moacquired
the Patriots,"
screen by has
Warner
tion picture performance. Borough
Brothers for $250,000, Jack L. War- authorities recently discovered a
ner, executive producer, announces.
which
licensingin ordinance
Bretaigne Windust, who has staged passed
1947
12, been
May had
1914 and 'on
many Broadway plays, will make his the ordinance was amended to provide for the $1 fee. A hearing was set
bow as a film director with "The
Patriots."
for June 13.

Coaxial Lack, Video
(Continued from page 1)

New

Repairs

Washington,
June 9. —and Several
more
theatre construction
repair
projects have won Governmental apThey include : new theatres for
proval.
Leon G. Velas, Yorkville, O. ; Commonwealth Theatres, Inc., Mountain
Home, Ark. ; Herbert H. Bonifas,
Chinock, Mont.; H. B. Weller,
Spreckelsville, Hawaii ; a theatre
completion for Frank Smith, Grand
Isle, La. ; theatre additions for James
Scott Browning, Elizabethtown,
Tenn., and Motor Theatres, Inc.,
Hayward, Cal.; remodeling for Gulf
Theatres
and theatre
repairs for Inc.,
HaroldTampa,
J. Nelson,
Rio, Wis.
Theatres were also approved for
Harold E. Armistead, Easley, S. C. ;
J. N. Brandenburg, South Shore,
Ky. ; Star Theatres of Clemson, Inc.,
Clemson, S. C. ; W. C. Billings, Merrill, Ore. ; and Willard W. Mowbray,
Blue Ridge, Ga. A drive-in was approved for Central Drive-in Theatre
Co., Cleveland, O.
Crosley Asks for
Television Relay

a

Columbus, O., June 9. — A television relay network connecting Columbus, Cincinnati and Dayton has
been asked of the Federal Communications Commission by the Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. The permit
would allow erection of a new experimental television relay broadcast station here. Crosley officials said the
network would permit television
broadcasts originating in any one of
the three cities to be relayed to the
others. The firm already has received
permitstions infor
regular video stathe building
three places.

pared Smith
with what
broadcasters
do,"
Dave
of Philco
told thecangroup.
"Nobody has the god-given right to
this monopoly," he added.
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories proposed apossible microwave relay system, setting a tentative operating date
at nine months from now at a rate
of five dollars per hour. Philco pro Radio Asks for 10%
posed a similar system, but both com
panies stated that they would wait U.S. Tax Elimination
to
hear broadcasters'
on the
Washington,
9. — Representasubject
before makingopinions
any definite
tives of the radio June
industry
have called
on Congress to eliminate the 10 per
proposals.
tax on radio receivers.
With DuMont, Philco, National cent
Among those testifying before _ the
Broadcasting and stations in St. Louis
Los Angeles and Salt Lake City said House Ways and Means Committee
to be ready for television network were : Maurice Paul, vice-president of
Philco ; Leonard H. Marks, chairman
facilities
A. T. and
T's earliest
date for now,
transmission
is next
spring. of the RMA committee on excise
taxes and the NAB. All witnesses
Columbia Broadcasting, Westingthat sets,
the tax
inhouse, Crosley and Fort Industries told thecreasedcommittee
the cost of radio
thereby
plan network operation in the near
sales,toandsales
citedofit FM
as a spefuture,
as do other smaller outfits, decreasing
cial deterrent
and
ing.
leading
the FCC to make a necessary television
sets.
interim decision for television relay
Since the FCC conference was
called to determine the ratio of network users to network supply, Dr
Allen B. DuMont brought up the
question of stations banding together
to provide their own network. More
than two dozen broadcasters showed
response to this proposal.
Use of a private relay system was
proposed also by Paul J. Larsen of
the Society of Motion Picture Engi
neers. Larsen asked in addition that
the FCC allocate frequencies for relaying inter-city commercial televi
sion broadcasts.
Also present at the conference were
Paul Raibourn of Paramount, H. H.
Nance and G. W. Gillman of A. T.
and T., representatives of Western
Union, Raytheon, General Electric,
American Broadcasting, Radio Corporation ofAmerica, and others.

Video Remodeling
(Continued from page 1)
manufacturers of building materials
and theatre equipment have already
made display reservations.
Ray G. Colvin, president of the
Theatre Equipment Dealers protective
Association,
which
convention at the
samewilltimeholdanditsplace,
expects 100 per cent attendance.
Boomer states that the following
firms have recently been admitted to
TESMA: Ansell-Simplex Ticket Co.,
Baldoetric Co.,
Electric
Continental
ElecGarver Co.,
Electric
Co., Griggs
ManufacDependable
Equipment
turing Co.,Co.,
Dunlop
Tire and Rubber
Corp.,
MitchellVocalite
Camera Screen
Corp., MoleRichardson,
Co.,
Manufacturers Machine and Tool Co.,
Ticket Register Industries, Alto
Manufacturing Co.
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Owners

Protest

Yonkers 5% Tax
Altering B 'way Runs Grosses
Representatives of exhibition in
A trend toward the curtailment of
Is Tops at $125,000
New York in a meeting here yesterday
first-run operations in New York and
at the office of Oscar Doob, Loew
cities is suggested by the
A weekend of intermittent rains other large
estimated
pic Theatres executive, drafted a letter of
ture grosses forarecurrent
engage
of re-issue and subsequent-run FOLLOWING
caused little apparent box-office in- number
product now on view along Broadway, ments in key cities as reported by protest against a proposed five per
terference atNew York's first runs. partially in consequence of the end of ents.
Motion Picture Daily correspond cent admission tax in Yonkers to be
New films, for the most part, shared unusually long engagements of films
sent to members of the Yonkers
top money. The overall revenue at
council and other officials.
at
the
"showcase"
spots,
in
the
opin
18 situations is running at a fairly ion of exhibitors.
The letter, signed by managers _ .
healthy clip.
owners of Yonkers theatres, charges
The latest change in policy, although CINCINNATI
"Miracle on 34th Street," with
temporary, is at the Criterion, owned
that the tax, proposed by the city
stage show at the Roxy, is doinga
manager, would be discriminatory in
operated jointly by Loew's and
Weekend
weather
was
hot
and
tremendous business estimated at and
B. S. Moss, which has slated an en- humid with
that it would single out film theatre
occasional
showers
$125,000 for the first week. This is
of "Gone With the Wind." War Grosses were generally uneven. Es patrons for "class taxation." In its
based on the huge $98,000 grossed in ners' coreStrand
here has completed an timated receipts for the week end last session, the New York State
the first five days ending Sunday engagement of a re-issue
legislature enabled cities to impose
combination,
night.
additional taxation up to five per cent.
"The Sea Wolf" and "The Sea CALCUTTA
ing
June
10-13
:
(Para.) — RKO ALB EE' (3,300)
Other new ones had openings
The letter cites the present 20 per
Gross: $19,000.
The Victoria turned to Alexander (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-7Sc).
(Average: $15,000)
ranging from strong to mild. "The
cent Federal tax in charging unfairYEARLING (M-G-M)-RKO' CAPI
ness of the proposed measure, asserts
Korda's
Web,"
at the Criterion,
is aheaded
Hawk." "Jungle Book," first shown THE
for
a substantial
$31,000 in
first here
TOL (2,000)
3rd that the city manager's estimate of the
five years ago, to replace "The week.
Gross: (5Oc-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c)
$9,000. (Average: $10,000)
week. At the Strand, with "Chey- Patient Vanishes," when the latter, KING OF THE WILD HORSES (col.) and probable yield from theatres was far
enne" and Ted Lewis's orchestra, the shown here for the first time, closed LANDRUSH (Coll.) — RKO FAMILY (1, too high,
and reports declines in theatre business.
000)
(30c-40c-50c)
show brought in $31,000 Friday last week.
(Average:
$1,600) 4 days. Gross: $1,500.
through Sunday and apparently will Twentieth Century-Fox recently ex- TEXAS
WILDCATS
(Popular) and
wind up its first week with $60,000.
perimented with a return of "Alexan- TRAPPED (Popular)— RKO FAMILY (1, Ohio Is Headed for
000)
(30c-40c-50c)
3
days.
Gross: $1,000.
der's Ragtime Band" to the Roxy.
"High Barbaree" with Guy Lom(Average: $1,100)
Lack of first-run product forced the TARZAN
AND
THE
HUNTRESS
(RKO New Local Taxation
bardo's band at the Capitol figures
to ring up $69,000, better than aver- Rialto to book "Isle of the Dead" and 000)
Radio)
— RKO Gross:
GRAND$9,000.
(1,500)(Average:
(50c-55c-60c$8,
65c-70c-75c).
Columbus, O., June 9. — Senate
age, in an initial week. "Woman "Body Snatchers" after both had
played the neighborhood spots. Now at
taxation committee of the Ohio legison
the
Breach,"
at
the
Palace,
is
ODD1
MAN
OUT
(U-I)
—
KEITH'S
(1,500)
lature has voted approval of House
fair with $18,000 for the first week. the theatre is a new Western, "Bad (50c-55c-60c-70c) 2nd week. Gross: $7,500.
bill No. 398, which would repeal the
The popular-price debut of "Henry Man from Red Butte," coupled with (Average: $7,500)
Killers," which recently made THE HOMESTRETCH (20th-Fox) — RKO state's three per cent admission tax
V" took the Broadway out of the "Therounds
give the taxing privilege to cities.
of subsequent situations.
LYRIC on(1,400)
(50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c)
2nd and
red. First week's receipts should go the.While
a moveover
from the Albee.
Committee approval carried no top
none of the first-runs here week,
over $20,000, much higher than durGross:
$7,000.
(Average:
$5,000)
limit on amount of tax cities might
actually have been forced to change
ing the preceding week when "Dis- operating
LEARN (WB)— RKO PAL- levy. Earlier the committee was repolicy to subsequent or re- LOVE ACE AND
honored Lady" was the tenant.
(2,700)
(50c-55c-6Oc-65c-7Oc-75c).
Gross:
issue
product
as yet, $10,000. (Average: $15,000)
ported infavor of a five per cent lim"Scarlet Street" and "Badman some exhibitors permanently
here foresee a de- HONEYMOON (RKO Radio) — RKO SHUitation. Passage of the repeal seems
from Red Butte" gave the Rialto a
crease
in
number of Broadway BERT (2,150) (50c-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c) 2nd certain.
meager $2,900 Friday through Sun- outlets, nowthetotaling
week,
on
a
moveover
from
the
Palace.
18.
Senate labor and commerce commitday; the combination will play only
Gross: $6,000. (Average: $5,000)
tee has reported for passage of the
five days. "Scared to Death" will
House Kowalk bill which would relax
follow on Wednesday.
Years
of
Our
Lives"
is
still
a
good
hours which women and minors may
"Imperfect Lady" and Buddy Clark moneymaker with $28,000 looked for SALT LAKE CITY
work. Only provision that directly
in person are likely to provide the in the 28th week.
affects theatres is the one that women
Paramount with a fairly favorable
Fourth and final week of "The
With weather unsettled and the over 21 may work as ticket sellers
$45,000 in six days, one day short of Other
Love"
at
the
Rivoli
is
a
ratha third week. The regular opening
er mediocre one, figured at $15,000. continued competition of the Mor after 10 p. m.
day has been advanced to Tuesday, Monogram's "It Happened on Fifth mon "Centennial Celebration" which
officially this week, first runs
today,
"Dear Ruth" and Perry Avenue" will have a benefit premiere opened
Como onforstage.
at the house tonight for the New are holding up to and above average. Brylawski Requests
"Great Expectations" is holding York City Cancer Committee and the Estimated receipts for the week end- More Lenient Tax
fast to a superior business level at Damon Runyon Memorial Fund for
ing June 12 :
Washington, June 9.— Julian Brythe Music Hall where, with the stage Cancer Research ; the regular run THE TROUBLE WITH WOMEN (Para.)
lawski today asked that district thea—CENTRE
(1,700) (20c-55c-75c). Gross:
will
begin
tomorrow.
tres be licensed on a sliding pay scale,
presentation,
third week's
take
$14,000. (Average: $13,600)
probably
will the
hit $130,000;
the show
HARD
BOILED
MAHONEY
(Mono.)
and
with
small
theatres paying a minimum
and final week of "Framed"
will hold for at least one more week, at Third
OF THE YUKON
(Mono.) — of $50 for a yearly license, and large
the Globe appears headed for $17,- QUEEN
(20c-55c-75c).
to be followed by "The Ghost and 500, about average, and will be fol- LYRIC ville.(1,500)
Gross: $8,000.
(Average With
$3,850)vaude- theatres paying up to $100.
Mrs. Muir." "Possessed," at the
CARNIVAL
IN
COSTA
RICA
lowed
on
Saturday
by
"Bel
Ami."
Appearing^
beforewhich
the has
District
LiHollywood, brought in $19,000 Thurs- With a dearth of better grade first- -RIALTO (800) (20c-55c-75c). On(2<Jitk-Fox)
cense Commission,
proposed
a moveday through Sunday, indicating a run product continuing, the Gotham over. Gross: $3,700. (Average: $3,700)
raising theatre licenses from $30 a
handsome $32,000 for the second week has booked another reissue combina- TWO MRS, CARROLLS (WB) — STUDIO year to $75 Brylawski, president of
of the run.
(800) (20c-S5c-75c) 3rd week. Gross: $8,000. the MPTO of Metropolitan Washingtion, "Drums Along the Mohawk" (Average: $4,800)
"Duel in the Sun" will return on and "Swanee
ton, declared that such a flat raise
MY
BROTHER TALKS' TO HORSES
River,"
from
20th
CenThursday, at the Victoria, to replace
tury-Fox, to open on Friday. Current (M-G-M) and UNDERCOVER MAISIE would discriminate against small the(M-G-M)$7,900.
— UPTOWN
"Jungle Book," a reissue. The lat- are "I Stole a Million" and "Magnifi- Gross:
atres. Brylawski also asked for a ceil(Average:(1,300)
$5,900)(20c-5Sc-75c).
ter in its second and final week probof $150 on legitimate theatre
cent Obsession,"
which
will
conclude
THE
WICKED
LADY
(U-I)
and
MICHIably will wind up with $8,000, which a second
icenses. The commission has proposed
and final week with a mild
GAN KID (U-I)— UTAH (1,700) (20c-55c- raising
them from $50 to $450.
75c). Gross: $14,000. (Average: $12,300)
is not too good. At the Astor, "Best $7,200, estimated.
"Carnegie Hall" is still fairly
strong at the Winter Garden where
$22,000 is in view for the sixth week, MPTOA, ATA
I PRESS
(Continued from page 1)
and is slumbering at the Park which
BOOKS
PHOTO- OFF SET
probably
will
take
in
$5,000,
also
a
'SHORTER!
sixth week. The film will play both Ways and Means Committee before : B^COLORCHROME CORP.
SNAPPIER!
houses through June 18. "New Or- which both Ted R. Gamble, ATA
open at the Winter Gar- board chairman, and Julian BrylawFMORE MODERN
7 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 4
den onleans"
thewill 19th.
ski, vice-president of MPTOA, apWHITEHALL
4 — 3722-3-4 5 4
peared on May 28.
• COPYWRITING
£ ART SERVICE
Favorite Gets Two
Switch to Filmack't
ATA has underway a canvass of its
directorate
on
the
manner
and
meth•
ILLUSTRATION
Favorite Films, through its presiPREVUE
dent, Moe Kerman, has completed
od of tax reduction held most favor• PASTE-UP
able, with the majority of those who
arrangements with Arnold ProducTRAILER
• STORING
tions for re-distribution rights to already have answered advocating the
"Hangmen Also Die," starring Brian exemption of all taxation on admis.SERVICE.
• MAILING
under 40 cents, and a tax scaled
Donlevy, and "It Happened Tomor- upwardsionscommensurate
with the ticket
row,"
starring
Linda
Darnell
and
1327 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO 5, ILL.
Dick Powell.
/7
price, but not to exceed 10 per cent.
Healthy;

'Miracle'
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Motion
$10,000 from Seven
For College Fund
"Dignity, liberty and tolerance still
remain largely unachieved goals for
too many people all around the world,"
Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association, said in
making an industry gift of $10,000,
announced yesterday to the 1947 campaign of the United Negro College
Fund on behalf of seven companies.
"The very existence of this fund is
a credit to our American democracy,"
he added. Companies participating in
the contribution are Columbia, Loew's,
Paramount, RKO-Radio, 20th CenBrothers. tury-Fox, Universal, and Warner

Picture

Review

"Seve
n Keys
(RKO Radio)

to Baldpate

Tuesday, June 10, 1947

Daily
Advises

Against

Cuts

(Continued from page 1)
such variances is a change in geographical distribution of income and
aCarroll
postwar
said. shifting of population,"
"From several sources we have
read opinions that first-run business
was off because people were seeking
bargain second-run admissions," Car"Yet,show
first-run
reported.cities
from rolllarge
that reii( I e
instance business was off 30 per
and up 20 per cent in another. One
second-run situation shows an improvement of 33 per cent, while another shows a drop of 30 per cent.
"Another indication that the answer
is not in admission prices alone, is
that of two first runs-runs charging
the highest admission reported, one
is running exactly even with last year,
and the other is operating at 30 per
last year."
cent
"Oflesstwothanfirst-run
s having
lowest admission price, one is 32 the
per cent
ahead of the comparable period for
the last year, and the other is 17.3
less than a like period of a year ago.
One first-run situation that has made
no increase in admission prices since
1943 reports 105 per cent for the first
quarter of 1947, 85 per cent for the
month of April and 75 per cent for
theTaking
first part
May." charging the
two oftheaters
highest prices in medium-sized towns,
the report found business up two per
cent at one and down 20 per cent at
the others. In towns of less than
3,500 population, theaters reporting
the highest and lowest admission
prices both were off two per cent.
The greatest increase reported for all
types of situations was 36 per cent,
and the greatest decrease 30, per cent.
"One apparent conclusion would be
that if you are facing the problem of
doing less business at the box office,
be hesitant to find the solution by
reducing. ticket prices," the report
concluded

""p
HE title
of this isHerman
production
of Earl and
Derr should
Biggers'serve
serio-to
*- comic
mystery
bound Schlom
to be widely
recognized,
compensate measurably for an absence of top-flight marquee names. Not only
was the book a "best seller," but it was adapted to the screen previously,
four times. The current screen version, directed by Lew Landers, offers, as
written by Lee Loeb, a pleasing blend of excitement, suspense and chuckles
which should provide customers with a diverting hour's entertainment.
Phillip Terry is cast as the novelist who goes to isolated, eerie-looking
Baldpate Inn to write a novel in 24 hours on a bet, and finds himself subject
to repeated interruptions, some caused deliberately by Jacqueline White, in
the role of the pretty secretary of the friend who took Terry's bet ; others
caused by the intrusion of gangsters who choose the site as a post-robbery
meeting place. Terry does not win his bet, but he does win Miss White and
succeeds in effecting capture of the crooks who shoot it out among themselves
20th, Para. Quit Deal in an argument over division of the loot. Performances are adequate in a cast
(Continued from page 1)
which includes also Eduardo Ciannelli, Margaret Lindsay, Arthur Shields,
Jimmy Conlin, Tony Barrett, Richard Powers and Jason Robards.
representative, was named president of
Running time, 68 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
the proposed partnership, and Daniel not set.
Charles L. Franke
Frankel, who resigned as vice-president of Four Continents Films, was
Nationalism Abroad
designated general sales manager of
(Continued from page 1)
the planned unit which was to have
Theatres Undamaged
been established on a 50-50 ownership
basis for the distribution of the reIn Mid-West Flood
managing director of 20th CenturyFox International in Great Britain,
spective companies' narrow-gauge
Kansas City, Mo., June 9.—
films to those parts of foreign counand Mrs. Bolle ; Boris Morros, proAs far as could be determined
tries which, because of lack of equipducer, and Dr. George Gallup, public
today, no theatre section of
ment and facilities, are not now
opinion statistician.
town has been inundated nor
reached by standard product. SilverDietz observed that the British disany theatre forced to close on
stone declined to comment on the
account of the flood in this
cuss films more than Americans do,
abandonment of the project other than
and that they are more critical in
exchange area. In several into say that his office is awaiting the
stances express shipments of
their judgment of American films
return here this week from Hollyfilm had to be re-routed by
than Americans are in their judgwood of Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox
ment of British films. There is some
president, for information.
way of truck delivery service requiring, in some cases,
The proposed corporation had been
"slight
disappointment"
the
short
detours.
A
theatre
British about
the numberfeltof by
dollars
in preparation many months before
manager
in
Iowa
drove
to
formation reached the point last Apri
Kansas City, for instance, for
being
into the
country by'
British brought
film exports,
he added.
where Silverstone and Frankel were
Alms.
named to their posts. Signing of a
3 Planned in England
contract, however, is said to have
M-G-M studios in England will be
been held up because of legal difficulready in the fall, and the company
ties arising from the pooling of facili- ATA Intervention
ties.
will make three pictures there.
Dr. Gallup said that his Audience
(Continued from page 1)
Research, Inc., will be operating in
Aim to Avoid
tribunal, charging the ATA group England in a few months for Ameri(Continued from page 1)
can clients who include Walt Disney,
was without legal right and that inDavid
O. Selznick, RKO Radio, Sam- Percentage Suits
tervention
only
was
allowable
with
the
against various theatre-holding in- consent of the Attorney-General.
(Continued from page 1)
uel Goldwyn, Columbia and Univerjunctions against the five exhibitorsal. He has also established a reATA, CSA and SCTO have redistributor defendants, as well as
search affiliate in France.
with arguments, defending
various distribution injunctions against themselvesturnedagainst
20th Century-Fox, United Artthe attack by the
Dr. Gallup disclosed that he RKO, ists,
all eight companies.
Universal and Warner Brothers
five, with a new brief filed in the launched a study in England of film
Among the latter to be considered Supreme
against_
Walter
Leverette, individually
Court.
ATA
claims
that
in
are minimum price-fixing, the reason- the event a court decree did not exist, audiences and will check the sex, in- and doing business under the name of
ableness of clearance and how it is
come and urban and non-urban Leverette's Interstate Theatres. Also
determined, franchises, master agree- the "petitioners would have a clear groups. It will also survey theatre named as defendants are Lithia Into to
enjoin
a plancompetitive
for con- admission prices, and audience revestment Co., Inc., and George A.
ments, formula deals, block booking, legal right action
enforce
actions to them. The British study Hunt Theatres, Inc. These are the
blind selling, competitive bidding and bidding certed
which the decree attempts to will be completed in about one month.
arbitrary refusal of reasonable-run
first percentage suits brought in the
legalize." One precedent is cited.
demands by exhibitors.
"The British people, in proportion area served by Portland exchanges.
As for the necessity of the Attor- to their income, spend more on picThe suits resemble various other
ney-General'sthe
approval of
the intertures than do Americans, in pro- actions pending in other parts of the
Levine Gets Another
vention petition,
organizations
country,
each complaint alleging a
portion to their
Gallup conspiracy in submitting
Martin Levine, head of Distinguished claim that such power in the equity commented.
Theincome,"
British,Dr.
generally,
reports of
Films, importer and distributor of case is not left to public authorities, believe the story is more important admission receipts in order to pay
foreign language pictures, has ac- that "intervention in such cases is than the stars in a picture, he added. smaller percentage license fees than
quired American and Canadian rights
due, and to secure lower rates on subWider Research in U. S.
to a new Italian film, "Vengeance," not permissive."
sequent percentage and flat rental films.
Theatres involved are : Varsity and
starring Anna Magnani, of "Open
Dr. Gallup revealed that he plans Lithia
in Ashland; Holly, Roxy,
City." It will have an American pre- High Court Delays
to extend audience research to largest
Craterian
and Rialto in Medford, and
miere
simultaneously
at
Brandt's
Apkey
cities
in
the
U.
S.
to
determine
(Continued from page 1)
ollo, here, and Atlantic Playhouse, in
the extent of publicity penetration and the Broadway and Shasta in Yreka,
Brooklyn, in the Fall, following editCal., and the Weed in Weed, Cal.
problems.
ing and titling by Walter Klee.
to recess for the summer after next other
The theatres recently were reportNathan said that he would confer
ed sold, prior to the filing of the suits,
Monday'sthatsession
but court
officials
with George Weltner, president of
declare
the
schedule
is
still
so
New Firm Operates Two
Paramount International, and after to Oregon-California Theatres, Inc.,
crowded that it may not adjourn until
by Robert L. Lippert. PresCharlotte, June 9. — Union Thea- the end of the month. The justices a Hollywood visit, will return to controlled
ent owners of the theatres are not
ters, Inc., was granted a charter by usually like to dispose of all pending Paris, in about six weeks. Com- involved
in these actions.
menting on a visit to the film festhe Secretary of State in Raleigh. cases before recessing.
tival in Brussels, Nathan hailed it The attorneys signing the complaint
Authorized capital stock is $100,000,
Another expected decision which as "one of the most outstanding for each distributor are Robert F.
with R. F. Pinson, Walter Pinson and
John Nevvitt, all of Charlotte, listed as was not forthcoming today was the events." He added that before Maguire and James J. Kennedy of the
Portland law film of Maguire, Shields
subscribers. The concern was charter- court's finding in the Petrillo case, in Paramount decides to participate in and
Sargoy and Stein, New
ed to operate the Morris Field Thea- which the Government is seeking to the Venice film exposition, it wishes York Morrison,
is named as associate
ter, here, and the Waxhaw Theatre reverse the decision of a lower court to study the pending 1947 film agree- counsellawfor firm,
the plaintiffs.
of Waxhaw.
ment with Italy.
holding the Lea Act unconstitutional.
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Gross

$14,695
Averaged
Key-City

Runs

As the industry came to accept
currently declining box-office activity as essentially a settling back
to normal after the inordinately
lush business period born of the war,
the weather last month — sometimes
too inclement, sometimes especially
conducive to out-door pursuits —
opened the way for a sharper-thanusual dip in theatre grosses, according
to reports on some 170 key situations
received from Motion Picture Daily
field correspondents.
The weekly average gross for May
dropped to $14,695 from the previous
month's
compares
with
a weekly$16,292,
averageandgross
of $16,316
recorded for the fifth month of last
year.
Meanwhile,
"The onFarmer's
(Continued
page 7) DaughGroup

Anti-U.

Attacks

S. Program

By PETER BURNUP
Eastbourne, Eng., June 10. — A bitter attack on the anti- American film
advertising campaign conducted by the
British Film Producers Association
was made here yesterday by the legal
parliamentary finance committee of the
Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association at the second dav's session of
the
currentexhibitors
general attended.
meeting.
Some CEA's
300 British
The BFPA advertising campaign
has been criticized previously, but
never as violently as it was yester(Continucd on page 8)
Midwest
Dinner

Group
for

O'Brien

Map

Technicians' Deal
With Other Nations

at

Leveling-Off Process Is
Extended By Weather

CEA

Walsh,

to

Kirsch

Four special cars carrying a delegation of exhibitors from Minnesota,
Wisconsin and Illinois, will leave
Chicago on June 23 for the Atlantic
City convention of Allied Theatre
Owners of New Jersey and the testimonial banquet to Jack Kirsch, national president of Allied, which will be
held at the Ambassador Hotel at that
(Continued on page 8)

Having reached "complete agreement in principle"
on the exchange
British
and American
technicians,of
Richard F. Walsh, international president of IATSE, and Tom O'Brien,
general secretary of the National Association ofTheatrical and Kine Employes, London, are considering extension of such an agreement to other
countries.
Walsh and O'Brien, who will sail
today for England aboard the S-S"
Queen Elisabeth, discussed the agreementhere.yesterday at a joint press interview

TEN CENTS

JUNE 11, 1947

Skouras Is Named
UJA Drive Leader

French

Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox, has
been
appointed
chairman
for thenon-sectarian
industry in
the
Appeal'sit
1947 United
drive forJewish
$170,000,000,
was announced here yesterday
by Barney Balaban, national
UJA chairman.
In accepting the post,
Skouras asked "all in the industry to do everything in
their power to help by contributing beyond ordinary

To

measure."

Agree

Remit

11.5

Million

Payment for U.S. Films
Will Date from 1940
Washington, June 10. — The
French have agreed to remit to
American film companies $11,500,000 from funds previously frozen,
the StatemercialDepartment's
policy reported office
today. of comIncluded in this overall remittance,
which would clear French payments
entirely from 1940 through this month,
are full remittances for the fiscal year
July 1, 1946 to June 30, 1947, the first
year of the Blum-Byrnes accord. The
French had at first demanded a $3,000,000 ceiling on remittances for that
year and the fiscal year ending June
30, 1948. The question of remittances
for '47-'48 will be disposed of when
evidence is available of both U. S.
film potential dollar earnings and the
French financial position, according
to
George S. Canty, department film
advisor.
Canty also pointed out that these
agreements,(Continued
reached onbypage
representatives
6)

Five
Join
in
The two have already considered
the extension of the agreement, and
are expected to develop the plan while
abroad. In England, where Walsh
Plan
will remain one month, the IATSE Appeal
(Continued on page 8)
In the first of several meetings to
be held on appeal strategy,, legal representatives of all eight defendant
Week
in Field for
companies in the Government's antitrust case yesterday reportedly concluded that only the theatre-owning
Each Century Head
defendants can present a joint defense to the U. S. Supreme Court in
In an effort to avoid what was de- order to avoid duplication of appeal
scribed as "ivory-tower" operation, arguments.
It was said that the five have the
and as a "refresher, course" in the
day-to-day problems confronting man- same argument, substantially, on five
Takes Stand
agers, plus the chance to "meet the points involved in the case : a count- MPA
public," all Century executives and dee
r
a
t
a
c
k
o
f
the
Government's
charges
partment heads will spend one week
ownership
each year in a theatre, according to of impropriety in theatre and appeals
producer-distributor;
a
by
On Express Rates
Fred J. Schwartz, vice-president of
Court's
that Eastern theatre organization.
Federal
York
New
the
of
against the continuance of
The action came about as a result injunctions
Washington, June 10. — The Mominimum price fixing,
arbitration,
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)
tion Picture
told thetoday
InterstateAssociation
Commerce Commission
that a small increase in Railway Exrates be
would
be justified if servicepresscould
improved.
In a statement filed with the ICC
for the hearings being held this week
'War
of 13
in 10
MPEA
on Railway Express's temporary rate
"We
increase,
are
firmlytheofAssociation
the opinionstated:
that there
Countries
Ravished9
should be a direct correlation between
in rateson and
(Continued
pagethe8) improveThe screens of only three European the increase
Asks End of U.S.
countries— Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and
Russia— remain blacked-out from
Housing Expediter
of the
product of distributor members
Motion Picture Export Association, Siritzkys Get US
Washington, June 10. — The
"and it is not unlikely that a distribuComiations
Appropr
House mittee
ended the
tion agreement for the release of
has recomm
French Film Rights
abolition of the Office of the
U. S. product in both of the former
two will be worked out within the
Federal Housing Expediter at
Exclusive American distribution
the end of the month. The
next
one highlight of a first an-y franchise to all films produced in
Thisfewis months."
ters the limiyesterda
agency adminis
here
made
report
niversary
France by Pathe Cinema, Gaumont
tation order on new construcby the MPEA, which also observed and the French government-owned
newg thewhich
through
tion,
increasshowing
is
USSR
"the
that
atre and other buildin has
Union Generale du Cinema has been
ing interest in exhibiting American granted Siritzky International, under
been curtailed since after the
an
of
ity
possibil
the
and
s
picture
end of the war.
country is not terms of an agreement signed in Paris,
with
MPEA deal
ed that
on page 8)
(Continu
.(Continued -on- page- 6)
t
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Motion

German

Film

Expected

Report

Friday

Washington, June 10. — Full information on German film policy is expected on Friday from Assistant Secretary of War Howard Peterson following his return from Germany.
Thursday. He is slated to hold a press
conference the following day at which,
War Department officials promise, he
will answer all questions pertaining to
the German film question.
Peterson and deputy chief of the
Civil Affairs Division, Brig. Gen.
George L. Eberle, are expected to
participate in a War Departmentindustry conference on the subject, but
it is extremely doubtful if the meeting
will take place before next week.
MPA president Eric Johnston will be
here for only one day, June 21, before
leaving for Europe, and vice-president
Francis Harmon is expected to represent the industry.
German Company Starts
Work on First Feature
Washington, June 10. — Germany's
first feature film, "Between Yesterday
and Tomorrow," has gone into production at Bavaria Filmjunst in Munich
with an all-star cast, the Army announced today.
Para.

Buys

Additional

70,300
Shares

Paramount last month purchased
70,300 additional shares of its common securities to bring its holdings to
335,300 since its stock-buying program was announced by president
Barney Balaban to stockholders last
November.
Previous monthly purchase totals
were: November, 23,000; December,
35,000; January, 38,408; February
23,792 ; March, 72,500; April, 72,300.
Closing price for Paramount common yesterday was $25.75.

Picture

Personal
C OL LESSER is reported recov^ ering "satisfactorily" at Cedars
of Lebanon Hospital, Los Angeles,
following a heart attack.
•
Deems Taylor, president of
ASCAP, and his wife will sail on the
56" Queen
today the
for InterLondon where Elisabeth
he will attend
national Confederation of Societies
of Authors and Composers.
•
Robert L. Lippert, Screen Guild
Prod, executive vice-president, will be
in Detroit tomorrow and is slated to
return here by Saturday before flying
back to Hollywood.
•
Arthur
F. Baldwin, National
Theatre Supply Co. export manager,
has left here for a three-month tour
of Latin American branches.
•
E. L. Ornstein and Mrs. Ornstein, of Ornstein Theatres in Marengo, Ind., have returned to Marengo following a vacation in Florida.
•
Lloyd Rust, Allied Artists and
Monogram franchise holder in Dallas, has returned there from Hollywood.
•
Gertrude Bunchez, publicity director for _Loew'sin Theatres,
Baltimore,
is vacationing
upstate New
York.

Johnston's European
Itinerary Is Set
Washington, June 10.— Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture
Association, and his party will leave
New York June 22 on a flight which
will take them on a tour of European
capitals, culminating in a stopover at
the International Trade Conference in
Geneva. Accompanying Johnston will
be Joyce O'Hara and Edward T.
Cheyfitz, his assistants ; Gerald Mayer,
managing national
director
of MPA's interdivision ; and
Miss Merrie
Smith, secretary.
The trip will include a six-day stay
at Brussels for the International Film
Festival. On July 26 a dinner will be
given there for Johnston at which the
Prime Minister, the foreign minister
and ambassadors of countries represented at the festival will be present.
Johnston's itinerary also includes
Paris, Amsterdam, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Oslo, Warsaw and Berlin. He
will_ spend about a week in London,
talking with government officials, and
will return to New York about July
25.

Daily
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Newsreel

Mention

LJERMAN
M. LEVY, general
1 *■ counsel of MPTOA, was in New
York yesterday from New Haven.
•
Samuel N. Burger, Loew's International sales manager, and David
Lewis., regional director for continental Europe, North Africa and the
Middle East, have returned here from
a tour of company offices in Sweden,
Denmark, Switzerland, Belgium and
France.

Parade
TjEADING the current newsreel
1±
is 35th
President
Truman's
reunionparade
with the
Division.
Other
items include coverage of the Midwest
floods, graduation at Annapolis
an irf and
\o
sports. Complete contents follow.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 82—
Truman in Missouri sounds warY
aggressors. Mississippi Valley floods.-)ds.-V., sees
aduation
atDerby.
Annapolis.
Crowd winner.
of 400,000'
English
Sweepstakes
Jitterharbor.bugs dance
aboard
U. S. carrier
in Sydney

Robert Goldstein, New York rep
resentative of the Universal-Interna
tional studio, has returned here from
the Coast after a trip to Honolulu
with Leo Spitz.
•
Edward D. Cohen, recently ap
Centuryis-Fox's
pointed 20th
from
here Latin
supervis
America
or,
Buenos Aires.
•
Charles Schine, son of Myer
Schine, New York State circuit head
and Mrs. Schine, is to be bar mitsva
hed Saturday in Gloversville, N. Y
•
Claud Morris, Selznick Releasing
trip.
Organization exploitation manager,
left here yesterday on a Midwestern

NEWS OF THE
DAY,strong
No. 280-Eisenhower-Truman
plea for
TJ. S.
war veterans. Romance
plays star rolestirsin
graduation at Annapolis. Modern magic in
fashions. Forty-to-one dark horse wins
Epsom Derby. Irish sweepstakes winner.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 83-Annapohs graduation. Argentina-Brazil
display
new unity at dedication of internation
al
bridge. Midwest floods drive thousands
from
homes. Truman meets 35th Division
war buddies.
Epsom Derby upset.
RKO PATHE, No. 85-President
attends reunion of 35th Division. TheTruman
English Derby. Annapolis graduation. Floods
rage
m Midwest.
of Argentina
and Brazil
meet atPresident
bridge sdedication.
UNIVERSAL
EL,
No.
President TrumanNEWSRE
joins his buddies46World War I at 35th Division reunion,of
-floods and freak
wreck homes
and devastate widetwisters
areas in Iowa and
f.!"ns>rlyan>a- Graduation at Annapolis.
•
golf
championship,
welcomed
in Newamateur
York
ii yu
urnesa' 4,000
winner
°f British
Roy Haines, Warner Western di- Family
peddles
miles
on bicycle
built
lor
five.
Forty-to-one
vision
sales
manager,
is on a Mid- running of the British shot
wins
the
168th
west trip.
Derby.

Marshall

Pleads

Information

for

Funds

Washington, June 10.— Secretary
of State Marshall today told the Senate
that the Department's overseas in
formation program is "essential to the
conduct of our foreign relations," and
asked the upper chamber to vote the
program the $34,000,000 denied it by
the House for carrying on its work
duringthe coming fiscal year.
Testifying before the Senate appro
priations committee, Marshall prom
ised that "the program will be carefully administered in the future." He
stated that "every effort has been
made and will continue to be made to
utilize private resources, with the
Government filling-in only where private interests do not or cannot undertake thellprogram
Marsha
tolds."
the committee that
one way to promote peace is to dispel
misunderstandings, fear and ignorance,
and that we must broadcast the truth
to the world "through all of the media
of communication."
i In the House, meanwhile, final action on a bill to authorize the overseas information program was again
postponed, as opponents of the measure continued attacks on the program.

Griffis Sails Today
For Diplomatic Post
Stanton Griffis, newly-appointed
American Ambassador to Poland and
chairman of the executive committee
of Paramount, will sail today for
Europe aboard the 55" Queen Elisabeth.^ He is expected to take over his
official duties in Warsaw about
July 1.
_Griffis has said that one of his chief
aims will be to see that all private
relief contributed by Americans
reaches Poland's needy, "without any
leakage or graft."
He will confer with Ambassadors
Lewis W. Douglas in London and
Jefferson Caffrey in Paris, and will
then motor through devastated portions of Europe to Warsaw.
E-L's Highest Budget
Hollywood, June 10.— "Rainbow
Schine to Greenthal
Ridge," in Cinecolor, will carry EagleDavid Schine, son of Myer Schine, Lion's top
budget to
starting
Bryan
co-owner of Schine Theatres in Up- next month at $2,000,000,date,
Foy,
Bans10. 'Verdoux'
Memphis, June
state New York, has joined the Mon- production vice-president disclosed Memphis
— The local
roe Greenthal advertising organiza- here today. It will be made in Canada, board of censors has banned Charlie
tion, here, for the summer. Now on with Albert S. Rogell producing and Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux," bevacation from Harvard, he will re- directing, and David Hersh acting as
cause it is "a comedy that makes
turn there in the fall.
executive producer.
murder a joke."
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Republic Reception
For Roy Rogers
Representatives of the press greeted

Roy a Rogers
at
recept,ion"King
whichof the
RepubCowbo
lic ys,"
held
here yesterday in the Sherry Netherlands Hotel. Rogers is in town for
appearances at the Roy Rogers Circus at the Polo Grounds, opening
June
15. t were: James R. Grainger
Presen
and Mrs. Grainger; Sidney
Myers,
assistant managing director of British
Lion, and his guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Goldsmith; Richard W. Alt.chuler, Dennis Carlin, Steve Edwards, Evelyn Koleman, William P
Murphy, Nick de Manczuk, John
Petrauskas, Jr., Beatrice Ross, Marian
Sapp, Milton Silver, Douglas T.
Yates, Philo Harvey,
Art Rush,
Dorothea McAvoy.
ABPC

Net

Increases

To $3,824,696 in Year
London, June 10.— Net profit
Associated British Pictures for theof
past year rose to £956,174 ($3,824,696),
previous
net ofcompared
£650,28to9 the
($2,601,
156).year's
The
year ended on March 31.
The company recommended a dividend of 20 per cent, making a total of
30 per cent for the year.
Villiers to Coslow
Edward Villiers has been appointed
London representative for Sam Coslow, whose current production is
"Copacabana," United Artists release.
Villiers, well known in British film
circles, was formerly head of the
British Ministry of War Information.
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AVA

SYDNEY GREENSTREET • ADOLPHE MENJOU
GARDNER • KEENAN WYNN • EDWARD ARNOLD
THE
HUCKSTERS
Screen Play by Luther Davis • Adaptation by Edward Chodorov and
George Wells • Based on the Novel by Frederic Wakeman
Directed by
Produced by
JACK CONWAY
• ARTHUR HORNBIOW, JR.
A Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer Picture
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MGM

Motion

Industry

Switched

Short

to Warner

Washington, June 10.— Production
of the first Motion Picture Association industry short has been switched
from M-G-M to Warner Brothers.
Edward Cheyfitz of the MPA, supervising the industry program, said the
switch was made with M-G-M's consent when it was discovered that Warner Brothers was already well along
with production of a two-reel Technicolor short on the same subject as
that planned for the first industry
picture-^the nation's productive effort.
The Warner film, being produced
under supervision of Gordon Hollingshead, is entitled "Power Behind
the Nation," and according to the
MPA, closely follows the "work-totheory long
preachedProduction
by MPA
presidentgether"Eric
Johnston.
is so far along, Cheyfitz said, that
it is hoped to have a rough cut ready
early next month. Distribution details have not- been worked out, but
probably will be through regular
Warner channels.
M-G-M will probably get the nod
on the next short, if the MPA series
is continued, it was indicated. John
Nesbitt, producer of M-G-M's "Passing Parade," was to have supervised
production on the M-G-M short.
Kramer to Enterprise
Lot for 7 Pictures
Hollywood, June 10. — A deal for
the leasing of space at Enterprise Studios has been concluded here by
Screen Plays, whereby the Stanley
Kramer organization will move its
headquarters this week to the Enterprise lot to launch immediately the
first of a program of seven pictures
during the next three and a half years.
Kramer's company starts with Ring
Lardner's "The Big Town," on a
$1,500,000 schedule.
Enterprise Sets Two; Will
Start on Coast in the Fall
Hollywood, June 10. — Two Enterprise productions will go before cameras simultaneously early in the fall
with full writing and producing staffs
maintained on the lot through the
summer.
The two scheduled are David Lewis'
production of Nancy Mitford's "Pur
suit of Love" and "Wild Calendar,'
Ginger Rogers starring. Writer Harry
Brown
is working
on theAbraham
"Love"
script with
Lewis. Writer
Polansky will continue to work with
producer Wolfgang Reinhardt on
"Calendar."
Four for next season's schedule are
being prepared, "Cairo Incident,"
"The Passion of Eugene Arma," an
original for Barbara Stanwyck, and
"Proud Destiny."
$100,000 Variety Drive
Toronto, June 10. — The benefit
baseball game of the Toronto Leafs
in the International League on June
16 for a fund for the establishment of
a Variety Village here for the vocational training of crippled children
looms already as a financial success.
It is the first project of the Toronto
Tent, headed by J. J. Fitzgibbons of
Famous Players. A drive for $100,000
is underway. At a Variety Club dinner to inaugurate the campaign, close
to $10,000 was raised in a few minutes
in the sale of baseball tickets.

Picture

Government Will
List 1,330 Films
Washington, June 10. — Some
1,330 U. S. Government films
will be listed in a catalogue
to be issued by the Library
of Congress in the near
future.
Films produced and distributed by 30 agencies will be
covered by the listing, which
the Library's motion picture
division hopes to have readyaround the end of the month.
The catalogue will be on sale
at the Government printing
office.
The division has also prepared a four-page brochure,
"Directions for Borrowing
and Purchasing U. S. Government Motion Pictures," covering 27 agencies.

'Junior'
For

Rates

3 RKO

Se

Houses

Minneapolis, June 10. — RKO
three houses, the Orpheum and Pan
in this city, and the Orpheum
St. _ Paul, today announced that
"junior" prices will become effective
on June 19, following a similar an
nouncement made earlier by the Minnesota Amusement Co. Independents
are moving individually to meet the new
price rate taking shape for patrons in
the 12-18 age-group, with the Or
pheum and Small Pic, Minneapolis,
and
BenlineBerger's
fall in
for firstcircuit
runs. expected to
The junior price scale adopted by
the three RKO houses and the Min
nesota Amusement Co. sets 35 cents
for matinees, 50 cents for weekday
evenings. On Saturday, Sundays and
holidays, junior prices will change at
1 o'clock instead of the 5 o'clock
change on weekdays. Adult rates com
paratively are 50 and 70 cents. Similar
differentials, though not quite as
sharp, will operate for stage shows at
the Orpheum and MAC's Radio City
here, with 50 to 60 cents for juniors
against 65 to 85 cents for adults. All
prices include taxes.
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Daily

Joins

in

Chicago

Fight

Ticket

on
Tax

Chicago, June 10.— The Bette.
Films Council of Chicago has joined
local exhibitors in their opposition to
enactment of a five per cent admission
tax by the city.
Letters are being sent out over the
signature of Miriam Chesser, president
of the Council, urging theatregoers to
send letters of protest to Mayor Kennelly and city aldermen.
Morris
Leonard,
attorney and
spokesman for Chicago theatre own
ers, said today that the admission tax
as proposed by the mayor and civic
dustry.
groups last week is unfair to the in

"We feel we are being singled out,'
e said, "and that such a tax will
place too great a burden on theatre
tickets. Although we are in complete
harmony with giving Chicago financial aid, we shall fight this proposal
wholeheartedly. We hope for an early
meeting with the mayor to continue
discussions for finding just means of
replenishing the city's treasury."
/. Warren

Kerrigan,
67, Dies on Coast
Hollywood, June 10. — J. Warren
Kerrigan, 67, one of the first stars of
the silent screen, died of pneumonia
on
Monday at his home in Balboa
Beach.
Services will be held on Thursday
at Forest Lawn, here, for Kerrigan
who has been retired since his appear
ance in "The Covered Wagon." Sur
viving are a sister, Kathleen, and
three brothers, Wallace W., Robert
and Edward.
Kerrigan was a part of the begin
nings of the industry, going to Holly
wood in 1914 and forming his own
company, J. Warren Kerrigan Productions, and under that sponsorship
starred in several pictures, among
them "Captain Blood" and "Samson
and Delilah."
Alexander Aronson
Dies Here at 62
Alexander S. Aronson, 62, assistant
to Gerald M. Mayer, managing director of the international division of the
Motion Picture Association, died here
yesterday after a long illness.
Aronson had worked in internation
al distribution since 1914. After serv
ing as M-G-M's general distribution
representative on the Continent, he
went to the Motion Picture Export
Association in 1931, working in London. In February of this year, he
transferred
from the MPEA to the
MPA.

Republic Signs for
British Lion Film
Republic will distribute British
Lion's "The Shop at Sly Corner," in
the u. s:, it was disclosed here yes
terday by Sidney Myers, assistant
managing director of Alexander Korda's British Lion in London, who concluded the one-picture releasing deal
with Republic president Herbert J.
Yates this week.
Myers will return to London from
by his widow, Lillian
New York on Saturday, following a andHe byis asurvived
daughter, Mrs. Harry Galland.
three-week stay in the U. S.
Sir Alexander Korda, British pro- Willi
am G. Lyris, 54
ducer, isdue to arrive in New York
from London by plane before the
Hollywood, June 10. — Rosary
weekend,
yesterday. Sidney Myers disclosed here services will be held at Pierce
Brothers Chapel here Thursday evening for William G. Lyris, 54, director of National Theatres' and Fox
Nadel Now Film Critic
West Coast merchandise departments,
Columbus, June 10. — Norman who died Monday night in New York.
Nadel, music critic of The Columbus The funeral will be held Friday afternoon from the Greek Orthodox
Citizen, has succeeded Bud Kissel,
film editor, who resigned. Nadel will Church of Assumption, with intercontinue to handle music as well as
ment in Inglewood Cemetery. His
film and legitimate theatres.
'dow and two daughters survive.

FP - Canadian Fetes
Acker y in Toronto
Toronto, June 10.— Ivan Ackery,
manage
Orpheum Theatre,'
Vancouvrer, ofandthewinner
of the Quigley
Award for Showmanship, was guest
of honor at a luncheon held here by
the Toronto office of Famous Players
Canadian Corp. J. J. Fitzgibb ons,
president of the corporation, presented
Ackery with a special cash award.
Fitzgibbons warned that the ^ush"
days are over,
and that it h/u \.m
become essential
for theatremek-Vsell
pictures through exploitation. Another speaker was Gordon Lightstone,
general manager of Paramount in
Canada. Larry I. Bearg, Western
division supervisor of Famous Playmonies.
was master-of-cereersCanadian,
_

French Agree
{Continued from page 1)
of the French government, the American embassy in Paris and the Motion
Picture Association, are subject to apboth
the Governments and
Americaproval
n filmby companie
s.
Although the American companies
had demanded a more favorable rate
of exchange, the $11,500,000 figure
was estimated at the rate of
e
current when the Blum-Byrnesexchang
accord
went into effect— 119 francs to the
dollar.
The figure includes all blocked
funds in question — namely, for prewar, wartime, North African, OWI
and other films. It does not include
a
small amount, estimated at not over
$1,000,000, which cannot be transferred to the U. S. This amount, for
films about which the French consider there is some legal question, can
be_ used by U. S. companies for such
things as investment in production in
France. American compani
es would
then be permitted to retain export
revenues in ratio to the amount of
their investment.
The overall $11,500,000 figure also
includes token payments of 25 per
cent of blocked funds which were
made to the American companies accepting the French token offer.
Although agreement has been
reached to date on these outstanding
points, it is expected that negotiations
will continue for several weeks.
Siritzky Franchise
{Continued from page 1)

it was disclosed here yesterday by
Joseph Siritzky, vice-president of S-I.
The three French producing organizations, Siritzky said, control 90 per
cent of French studios, laboratories
and theatres.
Siritzky will import annually under
the deal what he described as the IS
"best" French films, and in order to
assure playing time for the films in
the U. S., the Siritzky organization
will acquire
"art houses"
l phia,
Washing
ton,additiona
Philadel
Chicago,in
San Francisco, Hollywood and New
York. These, together with the company's present theatre properties in
New York
and Boston, will bring to
nine the number of French-language
film theatres which the company will
operate in the U. S. Meanwhile, Siritzky added, the company will open
offices in Chicago and Los Angeles.
The Washington theatre, Siritzky
said, will be constructed at a cost of
approximately $100,000 on a site already selected. The others will cost
All will seat between
up
700.
500 toand$100,000.
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Motion

Estimates

FOLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.
PHILADELPHIA
Busmess continues uneven with new
bookings of "High Barbaree" at the
Goldman and a double re-issue bill of
"Sea Hawk" and "Sea Wolf" at the
Stanton drawing well. Estimated receipts for the week ending June 10-12 :
THE GUILT OF JANET AMES (Col.)—
ALDINE
(900) (50c-60c-74c-SOc-85c-94c).
Gross: $9,200. (Average: $13,800)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio) — ARCADIA (900) (Advanced
prices: 90c-$1.80) 10th week. Gross: $11,100.
(Average of regular prices of 50c-94c, $6,600)
DISHONORED LADY (UA)^BOYD (3,
000) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 2nd week.
Gross: $16,300. (Average: $21,000)
I COVER BIG TOWN (Para.) — EARLE
(3,000) (60c-70c-80c-90c-99c) 6 clays. On
stage, Vaughn Monroe. Gross: $32,500. THE
TWO MRS. CARROLLS
(WB) 1 day.
Gross: $3,500. (Average: $31,700)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) — FOX (3,000)
(Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25), 2nd week.
Gross: $45,000. (Average at regular prices
of 50c-94c: $25,000)
HIGH BARBAREE (M-G-M)— GOLDMAN
(1,400) (50c-6Oc-74c-80c-85c-94c). Gross:
$27,000. (Average: $24,000)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M)— KARLTON
(1,000) (S0c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c), 3rd week.
Gross: $18,750. (Average: $9,500)
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Radio—KEITH (2,000) (50c-6Oc-74c-80e-8594c),
200) 2nd run. Gross: $8,750. (Average: $6,THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)—
MASTBAUM (4,700) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c94c), 2nd week,. Gtoss: $21,500. (Average:
$29,500)
CALCUTTA (Para.) — STANLEY (3,000)
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c), 3rd week. Gross:
$16,900. (Average: $27,000)
SEA HAWK (WB Reissue) and SEA
WOLF (WB Reissue) — STANTON (1,700)
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c). Gross: $17,500.
(Average: $12,700)
CHICAGO
Bolstered by fine weather, business
i has picked up a bit this week. The
Chicago Theatre's "Framed," with
Billy De Wolfe and the Mills Brothers on the stage and "Duel in the
■ Sun" going into a fourth week at the
State-Lake, are pulling nicely, as is

of

Picture

Key

ANGELES

CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO]
See your travel agent or phone \
LExington 2-7100
pi visit TWA ticket office at \
80 East 42nd St.
Save time with TWA AIRFREIGHT

City

Grosses

"The Jolson Story," in its 23rd week.
Estimated receipts for the week ended June 9-10:
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)— APOLLO
(1,200)
23rd week. Gross: $13,000.
(Average:(95c),
$12,000)
FRAMED (Col.)-CHICAGO (3,900) (95c).
On stage: Billy De Wolfe and The Mills
Brothers. Gross: $62,000. (Average: $59,000)
CALCUTTA (Para.) — GARRICK (1,000)
(95c), 4th week. Gross: $14,000. (Average:
$11,500)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— GRAND (1,150)
(95c), 2nd week. Gross: $26,500. (Average:
$16,000)
DILLINGER (Mono.)— ORIENTAL (3,200)
(95c). On stage: Standard vaudeville. Gross:
$45,000. (Average: $40,000)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— PALACE (2,500)
(95c), 2nd week. Gross: $35,000. (Average:
$26,000)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)—
ROOSEVELT
(1,000) (95c), 3rd week.
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $20,000)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) - STATELAKE (2,700) (Advanced prices: $1.00-$1.20$1.50),
4th prices:
week. Gross:
at regular
$30,000) $48,000. (Average
THE SEA OF GRASS (M-G-M)— UNITED
ARTISTS (1,700) (95c), 3rd week. Gross:
$20,C0U (Average: $25,500)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— WOODS (1,200) (Advanced
prices: 95c-$1.20-$1.40-$1.80). 25th week.
Gross: $14,000. (Average at regular admission price of 95c: $17,500)

(3,300) (55c-70c). Gross: $14,000. (Average: SON (Eagle-Lion) — LYRIC (1,600)
$21,400)
60c). Gross: $6,000. (Average: \;...\,, .
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)
WARNERS HIPPODROME (3,500) (55c70c),
2nd week $18,400)
on a holdover. Gross: $14,- BUFFALO
500. (Average:
FRAMED (Col.)-WARNER'S LAKE (714)
(55c-70c),
age: $3,600)3rd week. Gross: $3,000. (AverRainy weather continued to cut
into business here. Estimated recipts
for
the week ending June 12:
INDIANAPOLIS
THE SEA WOLF (WB) and THE (40cSEA
HAWK (WB)—
(3,489) (40c-50c60c-70c).
Gross: BUFFALO
$14,500. (Average:
$19,000)
Heavy rains followed by record heat CALCUTTA (Para.)— GREAT LAKES (3,has handicapped business this week. $11,400.
000) (40c-50c-60c-70c).
(Average: $18,000)2nd week. Gross:
Estimated receipts for the week ending- HIGH BARBAREE (M-G-M) and LITTLE
JIM (M-G-M) — HIPPODROME
June 10-11
:
TRAIL
STREET
(RKO Radio) and BLIND MISTER
(2,100) (40c-50c-60c-70c),
2nd week $10,000)
on a
SPOT
(Col.) (Average:
— CIRCLE $10,000)
(2,800) (40c- 60c). moveover.
Gross: $8,000. (Average:
Gros: $9,500.
(U-I) (Col.)
and —BULLDOG
HOMESTRETCH (20th-Fox) — INDIANA THE EGG ANDAT I BAY
LAFAY(3,200) (40c-60c). Gross: $13,500. (Average: DRUMMOND
ETTE
(3,000)
(40c-50c-60c-70c),
4th week.
$15,200)
CALCUTTA (Para.) and BEAT THE Gross: $11,000. (Average: $15,000)
(Col. reissue) and ARIZONA
BAND
(RKO
Radio) — KEITH'S
(1,300) TEXAS
Col. reissue) — TECK (1,500) (40c-50c-60c(40c-60c).
Moveover
Gross:
$5,500.
(Average:from
$6,500)the Indiana. 70c). Gross: $4,800. (Average: $6,000)
(RKO Radio) and THE
THE
YEARLING
(M-G-M) — LOEW'S HONEYMOON
ON WHEELS (PRC) — TWEN(2,450) (40c-60c),
(Average:
$13,800) 2nd week. Gross: $10,000. DEVIL TIETH
CENTURY
(3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c),
BEDELIA (Eagle-Lion) and IT'S A JOKE, 7 days. Gross: $15,600. (Average: $16,000)

BALTIMORE

Key
City Gross
Reports
(Continued from page 1)
on Fifth Avenue," "High Barbaree,"
"Accomplice," "The Homestretch,"
ter" moved up to first place as a "The Late George Apley," "The Red
money-maker, a position held for the House," "It's a Wonderful Life,"
past several months by "The Best "Johnny O'Clock," "Stairway to
Years of Our Lives." The former ap- Heaven," "The Sea of Grass," "Angel
peared most often as box-office leader
My "Blaze
Shoulder,"
"Stallion
of Noon,"
"MyRoad."
Favorin the reports, with "The Egg and I" on Also,
still holding second place. "The
ite Brunette," "Dead Reckoning,"
Yearling" and "Duel in the Sun" "Nora Prentiss," "Angel and the Badman," "The Web," "The Jolson
crowded "Best Years" for third.
Also coming through as weekly Story," "Odd Man Out," "The Corpse
leaders in a number of situations Came
C. O. D.," and the following
were : "Easy Come, Easy Go," reissues : "The Sea Hawk" and "The
"Framed," "The Macomber Affair," Sea Wolf" as a combination, and
"Smash-Up" and "The Two Mrs. "The Great Waltz."
city compared
box-office with
reOthers which showed well were : Composite
ports for 1947 key
to date,
Carrolls." "Bedelia," "It Happened
weeks
of
1946,
follows
:
"Calcutta,"
1947
Average corresponding
1946
Per
Average
Total
No.
of
No.
of
Ending
Per
158
Total Theatre Week
Theatre
Week 3-4
Theatres Gross
Entjinf
Theatres
4-5
142 Gross
173
167
10-11
1-2 .
17-18
173 $3,678,100 $22,024
Feb. 25-26
11-12
144 $3,304,300
19.440
18,040
2,940,100 $23,270
18-19
150
181 3,363,200 17,383
8-9
.
20,417
177
176 3,043,700
2,706,300
31-Feb.
3,007,300
247-8
25 . ... 1
17,722
15-16
3.293,600 17,294
157 2,800.100
18,197
18,390
17,495 Feb. 1-2 .
2,227,000
17,756
Feb.
Jan.
3.089,600
Jan.
2,798,300 17,330
Feb. 14-15 ....
177 2,767,900
166
159
Feb.
Jan.
163
Feb.
....
Jan. 21-22
2,755,400
22-23
182
178
156 2.106,000
7-8 1
15,638 Jan.
Feb. 28-Mar.
18,939
Jan.
.
3,042,700 16,718
16,918
164
158 2,638,200 17.955
2,800,300
Mar.
Feb. 8-9
Mar.
15-16
Mar. 14-15
2,906,400
2,926,600
18,067
16,869
16,610 Mar.
174
16,328
154 2,818,800
May 22-23
2,890,300 16.895
21-22
173 2,922,900
165 2,810,300
Mar.
17.245 May
Mar.
12-13
4-5 ...
May
17,106
Mar. 23-29
29-30
167 2,981,100
178
Mar.
3,069,500
May 11-12 .
170 2,908,100 18,304
179 2,838,800 15,859 May 5-6
16.828
May
184 2,239,500 17,606
165 2,845,300 17.244
16,798 April 19-20
16,737
April
May
18-19
177
161
2.973,400
144
April
26 27.
April 3-4
25-26
183 2,917,900 15.945 April
3.187.000
April
164 2,694,600
9-10
17-18
May
19,433
177 2,699,800 15,253 May
April
3.025.400 18,675
169 2,578,100 15,732 April 10-11
2.409,700
150 2,526,500 16,734
15,059
16-17
176 2,650,400 14,018
24-25
152
162 2,406,500
175
2330-31
24
14,972
15,832
15.855
31-June 1 ... 130 2,058,200 16,843
173 2,369,100
2,590,100

Rain over the weekend retarded
business which had gained a substantial start at the openings. Estimated
receipts for the week ending June 12 :
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) — CENTURY
(3,000) (90c-$1.2S). Gross: $48,000. (Average
at regular prices of 29c-37c-46c-54c-56c :
$14,000)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)-KEITH'S (2,405)
(29c-37c-44c-50c),
(Average: $13,500) 3rd week. Gross: $9,000.
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS
(WB) —
STANLEY
(29c -37c -50c $16,500)
-58c), 2nd
week. Gross: (3,000)
$9,000. (Average:
A LIKELY STORY (RKO Radio)— HIP
PODROME (2,205) (29c-37c-60c-58c). With
a stage show. Gross: $19,500. (Average:
$17,500)
HONEYMOON (RKO Radio)— TOWN (1 450) (29c-37c-44c-S6c), 3rd week. Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $11,500)
RAMROD
(UA) — MAYFAIR (1,000) (21c29c -45c), 3rd week. Gross: $4,000. (Average:
$5,500)
THIS HAPPY BREED (U-I) — LITTLE
(328) (29c-37c-55c). Gross: $4,000. (Average:
$3,000)
HIGH BARBAREE (M-G-M) — VALENCIA (1,466) (29c-37c-46c-54c and 56c weekends), 2nd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average:
$5,000)
CLEVELAND

LOS

Daily

"Calcutta" was far in the lead here
over the weekend, with all signs pointing to big money at Loew's State.
Estimated receipts for the week ending June 10-11 :
CALCUTTA (Para.) — LOEW'S STATE
(3,300)
$22,000) (50c-70c). Gross: $26,000. (Average:
HIGH BARBAREE (M-G-M) — LOEW'S
STILLMAN (1,900) (50c-70c), 2nd week on
a moveover. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $11,000)
CITIZEN SAINT (Clyde - Elliot)— LOWER
MALL erage:(563)
$2,500) (45c-65c). Gross: $3,400. (AvTHE EGG AND I (U-I) — RKO ALLEN
(3,000) (55c-70c),
(Average:
$12,000) 4th week. Gross: $13,000.
ODD MAN OUT (U-I) — RKO PALACE
Two WB July Releases
"Possessed," Warner Brothers'
will be issued for general release on
July 26, making two productions to
be released by the company next
month. The other is "The Unfaithful," dated for July 5. "Possessed" is
playing a pre-release engagement at
the Hollywood Theatre here, while
"The Unfaithful" will open on June
27 at the New York Strand.
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Motion
Agreement

Near

4Lab'

Talks

Wage

in

An agreement has been "pretty well
worked
laboratoryandwork
ers Localout"No.between
702, IATSE,
rep
resentatives of 16 film laboratories
here, Richard F. Walsh, international
president of IATSE, disclosed yester
day. Nearly 2,000 technicians are
affected.
Walsh revealed that he participated
in negotiations which began Monday
at noon here and which ended at 3
A.M. yesterday. He said that he ex
pected details will be available in about
one week. The percentage of wage in
crease is believed to be about 25.
Walsh intervened after company and
union representatives reached a dead
lock two weeks ago. Local No. 702
had sought parity with Coast Labora
tory
union's
original
demandtechnicians.
was for aThe
41 per
cent average
increase.
Dinner for Kirsch
(Continued from page 1)
resort on June 24-26. This group will
accompany Kirsch to the convention
it was revealed yesterday by Edward
Lachman, New Jersey Allied head.
Included among additional accept
ances to attend the convention and
dinner are : Andy Smith, general sales
manager, 20th Century-Fox ; David
Palfrejonan, Motion Picture Associa
tion ; Harry Brandt, president of the
Independent Theatre Owners of New
York ; Jack Levin, vice-president of
Confidential Reports; Sam Rinzler,
Randforce Circuit ; Fred Schwartz,
Century Circuit ; Hugh Owen, Paramount; Sam Shain, 20th-Fox; Maurice (Red) Kann, Quigley Publications ;Sherwin Kane, Motion Picture Daily ; Malcolm Kingsberg,
RKO Theatres.
Also, Sol Schwartz, RKO Theatres ;Sam Frank, New Jersey ; Jack
Ellis, United Artists; Fred Myers,
Universal; Harry Waxman, New
Jersey; Jay Emanuel, Philadelphia;
Charles (Chick) Lewis; C. E. Peppiatt, Philadelphia ; Sam Gross, Philadelphia.
Also James Jerauld; Earl Sweigert,
Paramount; W. A. Prewitt, New Orleans; Morris Finkle, Pittsburgh; Al
Piccoult ; Moe W ax ; Morton Sunshine, and Henry Randel, Paramount.
Express Rates
(Continued from page 1)
ment of service." The statement pointed out, however, that if a large increase were granted, motion picture
companies would doubtless resort to
other means of transportation for industry products.
No exact figure is available as yet
on the extent of the rate increase,
which went into effect last December.
MPA conservation director John B.
McCullough, who filed the statement
on behalf of the Association, estimated that the experimental rate was
approximately 20 per cent higher than
the former
This week's
hearings
are
for therate.
purpose
of determining
whether the temporary increase will
be made permanent or whether there
should be a further increase over the
present one.
MPA's statment pointed out the
fact that Railway Express film shipments take considerably more time
now to reach points of destination than
before the war and that often a shipment is not intact when it arrives.

Picture

Technicians'
(Continued from Deal
page 1)
head will confer with other theatrical
union leaders, and will make a firsthand survey of conditions in studios
and theatres. Upon his return, Walsh
will submit the exchange agreement
on British and American technicians
to the 'IA' executive board for apwhile O'Brienexecutive
will follow
with theproval,NATKE
board.suit
Walsh disclosed that he and Dan
W. Tracy, head of the AFL electrical workers union, have been reviewing various jurisdictional agreements,
in efforts to solve the Hollywood studio strike and other jurisdictional
problems, and will submit their find
ings in mid-summer to the full AFL
five-man committee set up by AFL
president William Green. The committee, of which Walsh is chairman,
will then present its findings to heads
of 12 AFL international unions.
"There is that
a feeling
among technical
British
technicians
American
personnel are going over there too
easily," O'Brien said. "They feel that
there is really no need for so many,
particularly among players. They feel
also that Americans can enter with
greater facility than British technicians can get to Hollywood. A balance has got to be drawn somewhere."
Walsh said: "I want to take a look
and see whether the studio situation
balances. I can't say whether he
(O'Brien) is right or wrong, but I
think he has a fair thought there."
O'Brien said that his union had
7,000 workers in production, compared to IATSE's 16,000.
O'Brien disclosed that a jurisdictional agreement will be signed on
June 23 between NATKE, the Association of Cinema Technicians and the
Electrical Trades Union. ACT has
between
4.000 and 5,000 members,
O'Brien added.
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$400,000

Studio

Is N. Z. Industry

Underway

in Ireland

By TOM SHEEHY
Dublin, June 5 (By Airmail). — A
$400,000 Irish film studio is under way
here. All equipment necessary for a
laboratory, studio and sound stages
has been ordered and much of it has
been delivered.
Responsible for the new studio are
1) film
three men prominent in Dublin
circles : Pat Farrell, managing director of Capitol and Allied Theatres,
Ltd.,
and ofthistheyear's
president
Theatrerecently-elected
and Cinema
Association of Ireland ; George Fleming, a director of Capitol and Allied
Theatres,
and Bobbusinessman.
O'Flanagan, wellknown industry
The studio will be available for use
of visiting or local producers and the
owners will produce there newsreels
and short subjects until they undertake more ambitious productions.
Week in Field
(Continued from page
of floor
discussionheldat here
Century's
second open-forum,
yesterday
at the Waldorf-Astoria, attended by
managers
of district
the company's
37 theatres, their
managers,
and
home mentoffice
executives
and
departheads.
"A week each year in a theatre will
be of value to all of us," Schwartz
declared. "Even with frequent visits
to the houses to observe their operation, it is my feeling that home office
personnel have a tendency to become
remote
the in
'firing
The from
danger
whatline'."
he termed
"ivory tower" operation, Schwartz
pointed out, was that home office officials are concerned with the "theory
of supplying marketable motion picentertainment,"
whereas
the with
men
in theturefield
are in direct
contact
the public temper and are able "to
read
it first-hand."
Schwartz
continued, "We must
make opportunities to watch the public buy their movies, and make an
effort to gauge their likes and dislikes, so that we may select and pre
sent our shows more intelligently.
"By viewing hour-to-hour efforts of
managers we would be in a position
to know exactly what to expect from
them in the time they have available.
InAp
this
the Century vice-presipdentway,"
concluded, "we ' would be less
likely to make unreasonable demands

Group Attacks
(Continued from page 1)
day. The vehemence of the attack
was undoubtedly increased in view of
the absence of the press. All of the
committee members protested against
the campaign conducted by Sir HenryFrench, BFPA's director general.
Charges included the followingquotes : "an unscrupulous, insidious
comparison between British and
American films to the latter's detriment" ;_"the
cynicallyopinendeavoring toBFPA
influenceiseditorial
ion at a moment when Anglo-American relations must necessarily be retained at the highest mutually undereal Plan
standing level" ; "this campaign is of the men."
just an example of the unprecedented
(Continued from page 1)
and unjustified selfishness of the producers at the exhibitors' expense, but certain run and clearance practices
and theatre expansion.
it is obviously doomed to disaster."
It was suggested that J. Arthur
United Artists, Universal and ColRank should remove French from his
umbia in all likelihood will present
individual appeal briefs to the high
The
committee
pointed
out
in
a
repost.
court, although perhaps will endeavor
port thatdirected
the BFPA's
campaign
actually
at 80 per
cent of was
the to cut to a minimum arguments which
the five either jointly or individually
independent exhibitors' programs and will cover in their briefs.
it emphasized that if American screenWhile no definite plans have been
ings here are to be cut substantially, formulated,
the five companies are
the whole industry — producers, dis- considering one joint brief for the
tributors and exhibitors — would inhigh court in which they would covevitably fold.
er the points previously mentioned,
and then file separate briefs presentWE Dividend
ing their individual stands on other
parts of the decision and the decree.
Western Electric's board of direc- An
alternative to this, also proposed,
tors yesterday declared, from surplus
profits, a dividend of 62l/2 cents per would have each of the five presentshare on outstanding shares of capital
ing an all-inclusive argument on each
stock. The dividend is payable on June of the five points in question, all of
30, to stock of record on June 24.
them filing separate briefs.

State Control

Faces
Probe

By CLIFF HOLT
Sydney, June 3 (By Airmail).—
The New Zealand Government has
prepared an order to conduct an inquiry into the film industry, with a
view toward determining whether
some
formh ofanstate
control is desirable.
Althoug
overwhe
lming f-T yity
of exhibitors and all distribuo. , are
opposed to the inquiry, the industry
hesitates to agitate against it because
it fears a suspicion might be aroused
that it has something to hide. General
trade opinion is that the investigation
will prove an unnecessary expenditure
of taxpayers' money and that there is
nothing going on in the industry
which legislation will cure.
Meanwhile, the Independent Cinemas Association of New Zealand has
advocated a political investigation into
its proposals for the grading of films
and for amendments to the standard
distribution contract. By enlarging
the scope of its investigations, the
government has gone further than the
ICA anticipated.
Political "kites" flown by the newspaper, the Standard generally regarded as speaking for the government, declares that independent exhibitors gradually are being forced
out of business by the circuits. The
Standard wants state control of distribution and the formation of a group
to supervise importation and distribution and, further, wants films allocated
to theatres by a zoning system. This
group would include representatives
of exhibitors
and distributors and government nominees.
MPEA in 10 Countries
(Continued from page 1)
too remote." Hollywood films "now
flourish" in 10 of 13 war-ravaged
countries of Europe and Asia, "despite
a maze of postwar obstacles," it was;
said.
The project, chartered in Junej
1946, marks the first time in the history of the American film industry
that the major companies have banded
together on a joint merchandising
enterprise of such broad scope.
Closely linked with the MPEA are
the names of Eric Johnston and
Francis Harmon, MPEA president
and vice-president, respectively, and
Irvingeral Maas,
manager. vice-president and genIn its first year, MPEA has concluded distribution agreements in
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Holland,
Rumania, Hungary, the AMG and
British zones in Germany and Austria,
Netherlands, Dutch East Indies,
Japan
Korea.
MPEAand has
set up in each of the
countries in which it operates full
staffs, managed by distribution executives, the majority of whom were
loaned or acquired by arrangement
with member companies.
New Philco Video Set
Philadelphia, June 10. — Philco has
introduced its first commercial television receiver, which provides a 10inch picture tube, according to James
H. Carmine, vice-president in charge
of
"In presenting
the
firstmerchandising.
Philco television
receiver ever
offered to the public," Carmine said,
we are concentrating sales and instal ations in the Philadelphia area
for the present."
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Exhibitors

Would

Aid

Pro-US

a

Stand

CEA Urges Countermove
As It Again Hits BFPA
By PETER BURNUP
Eastbourne, Eng., June 11. — -If
the British Film Producers Assocation continues its anti-American
film advertising campaign, the CineExhibitors'
Association
will consider matograph
devising
a counter
theme
for delivery to the British public by
way of theatre screens, it was decided
here by the CEA general council today at the CEA's current general
meeting.
This decision climaxed strong condemnation bythe CEA general council of the BFPA's attitude in boosting British films by disparagement of
American product. Several delegates
took the floor to urge public empha(Continucd on page 7)

U-I, Rank

in Talent

Interchange

Deal

J. Arthur Rank, now on the Coast,
and Universal-International have set
a talent interchange deal, covering not
only stars and directors, but also lesser
known players who will be exchanged
as part of an international program
for
"building-up"
throughout
the world.film personalities
Marking the first move in a series
(Continued on page 7)
Cat. Theatre Group
Backs ATA Tax Plan
San Francisco, June 11. —
Falling in line with the American Theatres Association emphasis on reduction rather
than elimination of Federal
admission taxes, the board of
directors of the California
Theatres Association, in a
telegram to Si Fabian, ATA
preside n t, has endorsed
ATA's suggestion for a onecent tax on every 10 cents admission, or "major fraction
thereof," and for elimination
of
the tax on children's admissions.

Confirm

EOT

Backs

Quota Retention
Eastbourne, Eng., June 11.
— W. R. Fuller, secretary of
the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association, today confirmed reports that the British Board of Trade will recommend retention of the
renters quota in the forthcoming quota act, as published by Motion Picture
Daily on June 2.
The BOT, he said, will call
for a sliding scale of quota
percentages to be fixed annually by the BOT president.
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MPEA
Operate

Preparing

to U.A.

in Germany

Anticipating that the American Military Government will provide necessary facilities, although this was not
expected a short time ago, the Motion
Picture Export Association plans to
begin distribution of its product in the
British and American zones of occupied Germany on July 1, according to
the MPEA office here.
Irving Maas, MPEA vice-president
and general manager, is expected to
confer with War Department and other government officials in Washington
next week on the matter.
Upon his return from Germany
about two weeks ago, Maas said here
he saw no indication that the U. S.
Para. Branch Sales Military Government would lend the
necessary support to MPEA private
operation and declared unless this supMeets Start Monday
port, in the form of office space, personnel, and assurance of food for the
personnel,
were provided, distribution
A series of Paramount branch
could
not
be
taken up by the associameetings, centering about final prepa- tion.
rations for the company's 1947 "Cele35 Years
of Leadership"
drive,
will be bratingheld
throughout
the country
by Harold Wirthwein, West Coast Advisers Proposed
district manager and drive captain, beginning Monday, it was announced For Overseas Plan
here yesterday by Charles M. Reagan,
vice-president in charge of distribution. The sales drive will run from
Washington, June 11. — House Republican leaders, in an effort to stem
Aug. 31
29. yesterday
Wirthwein from
arrived in to
NewNov.York
a filibuster by opponents of the bill
the Coast for conferences with Rea- authorizing the State Department's
gan before starting his tour.
overseas information program, emThe meeting on Monday will be
bracing the use of films, radio and
held in Dallas. Other meetings will printed matter abroad, are considering
be held as follows : Oklahoma City, an amendment to the bill to set up a
June 19 ; Memphis, June 20-21 ; New business advisory council.
The amendment, proposed by Rep.
Orleans, June 23-24; Jacksonville,
June 25; Atlanta, June 26-28; Char- Dirksen, contemplates a 10-man superlotte, June 30-July 1 ; Washington,
visory and policy-suggesting board,
July 2-3; Philadelphia, July 5-8; including a representative of the motion
picture industry.
Pittsburgh, July 9-10.
The GOP leadership now plans to
Also, New Haven, July 11-12;
Boston, July 14-15-16; Albany, July bring the bill up again Friday.
17-18; New York, July 21-22-23;
Buffalo, July 24-25; Cleveland, July
(Continued on page 7)
N. /. Allied Report
Luncheon
Gehring,

for Smith,
Moon

Here

Andrew W. Smith, Jr., general
sales manager ; William C. Gehring,
assistant general sales manager; division manager Ray Moon, and possibly
other newly-promoted officers of 20th
Century-Fox, will be tendered a testimonial luncheon by New York
theatremen at the Hotel Astor here
on June 20.
Harry Brandt is chairman of the
committee in charge; Sam Rinzler is
co-chairman, and David Weinstock
will handle luncheon arrangements.

On Ascap This Month
The Allied Theatre Owners of New
Jersey committee which, with leeal
advisers, has been studying the advisability ofinstituting court action to
test
the
legality
of Ascap's
theatre
music tax,
will report
its findings

On

Centers

Connors

Head

to

Company

All Other Deals Held
Up for His Decision
Negotiations with Tom J. Connors, former vice-president of 20th
Century-Fox in charge of distribution, by which the latter would become president of United Artists, currently supersede all other negotiations
which have been undertaken here on
behalf of Mary Pickford and Charles
Chaplin, U.A. owners, it was stated
officially yesterday.
Connors, who resigned from 20thFox on May 30 and who still is associated with that company in an advisory capacity at a salary of $1,000
weekly, entered into negotiations with
Arnold Grant,
Miss Charles
Pickford's
representative here, and
Schwartz,
counsel
and
representative
for
Chaplin last week.
Connors postponed his departure on
aMinn.,
fishingfortriptwoto days
Lake too' confer
the Woods,
with
(Continued on page
7)
BuffaloMPTOElects
Merritt

A. Kyser

Buffalo, June 11. — Merritt A.
Kyser of East. Aurora, has been reelected president and chairman of the
board of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Buffalo at a meeting in the
Variety Club headquarters.
Others elected are : George J. Gammel, Buffalo,
and onSidney
(Continued
page 7)L. GrossKans.-Mo.
Meet

MTA

Sept. 30-Oct.

to
1

Kansas City, June 11. — The board
of directors of the Kansas-Missouri
Theatres Association for Kansas and
Western Missouri has set the annual
after the organization's 28th annual convention for Tuesday and Wednesconvention, to be held June 24-26 at
(Continued
7) Phillips
day, Sept.
30-Oct. on1, page
at the
Atlantic City, according to Thornton
Kelley, executive secretary. Originally, the committee had intended to
make a report at a meeting which was
2 Reviews Today
to be held late last month, but the
"Fiesta" is reviewed on
meeting was postponed due to general
preoccupation
with convention prepapage 4; "Riff -Raff," page 7.
rations.
Key city gross reports are on
The committee's original action followed discussion of a projected increase in the theatre music tax.
page 6.
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'Carnegie'

Personal
Mention
HTED R. GAMBLE, circuit operator
■*■ and American Theatres Association board chairman, is due here Monday from Portland, Ore.
•
Kenneth T. Gallagher, son of
Ray Gallagher, advertising manager
of Motion Picture Herald, has been
awarded a Bachelor of Arts degree,
cum laude, by Fordham University
here, finishing after a three-year interruption for service in the Army
Air Force.
•
James Wingate, one-time director
of the motion picture censorship division of the New York State Education Department, has been awarded
an honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters by Union College,
Schenectady, his alma mater.
•
William J. Kufper, recently promoted to managing director of 20th
Century-Fox Film, Ltd. of Great
Britain will sail for England on
July 2.
•
Myron Siegel, assistant to Fred J.
Schwartz, Century Theatres vicepresident, and Mrs. Siegel are parents of a son.
•
Jean Pierre Aumont, film actor,
who is here from the Coast, will leave
for England next week en route to
Paris.
•
, Charles Reagan, Paramount distribution chief, will visit in Chicago
before returning here by the end of the
week.
•
George Scharf, of the M-G-M legal department here is in Cleveland,
from New York.
•
Kenneth McKenna is slated to
leave the Coast Saturday by plane
en route to London.
Advance

Settlement

Of Piccadilly Suit
Chicago, June 11. — Negotiations
for settlement of the $6,750,000 antitrust suit filed by the Schoenstadt
Circuit here against major distributors, Balaban and Katz and Warner
Theatres on behalf of Schoenstadt's
Piccadilly Theatre, are progressing,
attorneys here reported today.
Meanwhile, hearing of the action
before Master-in-Chancery C. A. McDonald has been postponed to July 10
pending outcome of the negotiations.
New Coates Coast Office
Paul V. Coates Associates, New
York public relations and publicity
firm, has opened a Beverly Hills,
Cal. office, under the personal supervision of Coates.
D. of C. Tax Killed
Washington, June 11. — A standing vote of the House has rejected a
proposed two per cent sales tax for
the District of Columbia.
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Insider's
By RED
"npHIS is the time for our
A industry to exert a greater degree of showmanship than
ever before. The public is looking for genuine entertainment
and only by providing attractions
which have the entertainment
value it demands can our industry hope to succeed," stated
Spyros Skouras in Los Angeles
the other day.
Familiar and true, but nonethe-less true because familiar.
However, showmanship in production will not be achieved
simply by submerging Hollywood in a golden torrent. It's
been tried* for years. Inadequacies in judgment and deficiencies in thinking cannot be
kept afloat on a river of dollars.
The challenge put forth by a
quickening retreat from the abnormalities ofthe war-time era
has to be met by ability and
competence. Indifference and
complacency are declining factors in today's market.
Indifference and complacency
are receding values in exhibition
and distribution, too. All hands
have been having a five-year
binge with all the fun and none
of the hangovers. Pictures now
will have to be sold, not just
made available. They will have
to be merchandised, not in the
half-hearted manner dictated by
short-sighted bookkeeping but
yelled about and screamed over.
No one is going to get excited
without excitement, least of all
the exhibitor. If he isn't hopped
up on his goods, how can he be
expected to needle his audience
into response?
You tell us.
■ ■
Trend Spotting: "The [British] Treasury Department is
planning to reduce the mutual
exchange deficiency existing between this country and the
United States to $40,000,000' annually, itis reported by an authoritative source. Last year
Britain paid America $68,000,000 in rentals." — London dispatch in Motion Picture
Daily, June 3.
". . . British Treasury experts
have been at work drawin
g up
a list of imports from the United
States that can be limited ....
Tobacco, films and petroleum
goods are only three of the
categories thus far definitely
marked for drastic slashes. . . .
Cuts ranging from 25 to 50 per
cent on American films have
been suggested." — Charles E.

Set

for

Outlook
KANN

General

Egan in a London dispatch in
the New York Times, June 8.
■ I
These days the very live question of foreign product in this
market swirls and eddies around
Arthur Rank and his British
films which will play more widecircuit theatres here. Toplinely in executives
are saying so,
and they mean it. A slight adventure in back reading, however, brings to light that one of
the first to recognize the principle of reciprocity was Bill
Rodgers in an address before the
SMPE on May 6 last year. He
then said :
"... just as* we will send them
our product so must we be ready
to accept whatever of their products are suitable to our audiences and throw into the discard once and for all that tooold bias agajnst so-called 'foreign'
. . Any barriers
that are pictures.
erected . because
of our
reluctance to give proper presentation to good pictures, regardless of their source, will
only react on the quality of our
own production. There is no
need for a scientific approach to
that one. It is just plain arith-

Back from a two-month tour of
Europe, Boris Morros, who produced
"Carnegie Hall" with William- Le
Baron for United Artists release, announced here yesterday that the picture would be put into general release
in August. Earlier plans to roadshow
it were discarded. The one excea&pn

Plain and correct.
■ ■
Twentieth Century-Fox, with
metic."$18,000,000 in five unreabout
leased negatives, will let loose
two as roadshows — "Forever
Amber" and "The Captain from
Castile." Paramount has about
$8,000,000 invested in just two
resting in the vaults — "The Emperor Waltz," starring Bing
Crosby,
and "Unconquered," De
Mille's next
with Gary Cooper
and Paulette Goddard.
■ ■
No Business Like Show
Business Item: "The Jolson
Story" grossed about
over the Loew circuit $800,000
after its
eight weeks at the Music Hall.
It's the biggest attraction in the
circuit's history with the exception of "Gone With the Wind"
and "Duel in the Sun" both of
which ran at advanced admissions. "The Jolson Story," how"Duel."ever,
played to more people than
H I
One major distributor, who
averages six very handsome figures in rentals every seven days,
in one recent week dipped exactly $5,000 under the same
week the year before. That's
peanuts, son.

Release

an
indefinite
run itatopens
advanced
is Boston
where
MondfpY.^s.
>a" i
Asserting that the film is breaking
records abroad and in South America,
Morros cited as an example the fact
that although it will not open in Paris
until July 8, it is already sold out for
four weeks in advance.
Morros said the British have
stepped into the European market and
have taken away the American lead.
They promote their pictures energetically, he said. The French pre-war
lead is gone, he said, giving as one
possible reason, the fact that French
directors have gone to Hollywood.
"The American industry must unite
itself to meet the problem," he continued, saying
that "thepictures,
best insurance
is better
American
better
salesmen
and
better
advertising."
Morros leaves at the end of this
week for Hollywood.
'Anna Karenina' Set
On Korda Schedule
Alexander Korda's next feature, in
England,
will be
an
adaptation
of "Anna
the LeoKarenina,"
Tolstoy
classic to star Vivien Leigh, the producer said here yesterday upon arriving from London. He added that
"Ideal Husband," starring Paulette
Goddard, is in production.
Korda said the breach of contract
suit filed against him by his former
U. S. distribution chief, Laudy Lawrence, was responsible for his visit
here. The case goes to trial in New
York Supreme Court on Monday.
Brother-in-law of
Wehrenberg Dies
St. Louis, June 11. — Funeral services for George W. Foster, business
associate and brother-in-law of Fred
Wehrenberg, local circuit operator
and president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, will be
held here tomorrow, followed by
burial at Sunset Park. -.
Foster, who was 68, had been associated with Wehrenberg for 40 years
in a managerial capacity, latterly as
manager of the Virginia Theatre.
Mrs. Schneck Services
Funeral services were held yesterday at Midtown Chapel here for Mrs.
Hannah Schneck, mother of Armand
Schneck, president of Madison Pictures, Inc. Mrs. Schneck died Tuesday at the French Hospital here.
Approve
Loew's
Washington,
June Commission
11.Station
The FederCommunications
has
authorized construction of a Class B
radio station by the Marcus Loew
Booking Agency, New York.
al

New York." Martin Quigley, President; Red Kann, Vice-President; Martin Quigley Jr ^
Subscription rates per year, $6 m the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.

N. Y.. under the act of March 3, 1879.
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Motion

Criticizes
'Paper'

American

Film and theatre exploitation in
Holland are seriously curtailed by a
pronounced paper shortage, a lack of
billboard space in cities, curtailment
of electric power, and "censorship" by
newspapers of publicity copy, it is reported here by Nathan Ehrlich, pub
licity
manager
forwhothathascountry's
Tuschinski Circuit,
arrived
in New York from Amsterdam for a
four-week visit. By and large, he
said, American press sheets, posters
and promotional slogans which are
sent to Holland are regarded as "too
rough, wild or risque" for that country,formandto native
are usually
changed to constandards.
Theatre business in Holland is
good, Ehrlich reports. Pictures of all
countries are popular there, where
American films are granted 28 weeks
playing time under a quota, he said,
adding that aside from production of
short subjects, there is no native filmmaking in Holland. Dubbing of foreign product is not popular.

Warner

Home

Office

Employes Get Bonus
Warner Brothers home office employes yesterday received the customary mid-year bonus, ahead of schedule. Payments amounted to a week's
salary up to $100. The company also
distributes bonuses every Christmas.
Warner Outing Today
Warner Club members, totaling
about 1,400, will sail up the Hudson
River to Bear Mountain today on the
club's
outing. Events
dinner,annual
two baseball
games, include
while
dancing and other entertainment will
be provided on the boat.
July 15 Deadline for
K. C. Flame-proofing
Kansas City, June 11. — Notices have been received by
all theatres here calling attention to provisions of the
fire code adopted in February
by the city, particularly requiring that all decorative
material in places of assembly accommodating 50 or more
must
15. be flame-proofed by July
Theatres which had not already flame-proofed drapes
and hangings have had them
treated in the past few weeks
or are preparing to do so.

Daily

Review

as 'Rough'

Roach
Slates July
Tour of UA Branches
Hal Roach, who left here yesterday
for Hollywood, will spend July visiting United Artists branches throughout the country in connection with his
first postwar production, "The Hal
Roach
Roach Comedy
plans toCarnival."
return to New York
on July 7 for further conferences with
Gradwell L. Sears, vice-president in
charge of distribution for U.A. ; J. J.
Unger, general sales manager, and
other top sales executives, at which
time the over-all sales policy and the
marketing of his product will be set.

Picture

"Fiesta"
(M-G-M)
TP HIS is an attraction undoubtedly heading for wide audience acceptance.
A "Fiesta", however, could have been better with a story not quite so
far-fetched and not so lumberingly
and conveniently contrived when it ceases
being far-fetched.
But it. has wide dabs of arresting color caught by the Technicolor camera
of colorful and actual Mexican backgrounds, exciting scenes in the bull ring,
some exquisite dancing from the feet of Ricardo Montalban, a good-looking
newcomer with more than an average chance for a bright future, along with
attractive dark-tressed Cyd Charisse, delightful folk music and generous extracts from Aaron Copland's well-known music score, "En Salon Mexico,"
adapted and orchestrated by Johnny Green as "Fantasia Mexicana."
It is on the dramatic side, so-called, that "Fiesta" is lack lustre and frequently ponderous. Fortunio Bonanova, famed Mexican matador, is the
father of Montalban and Esther Williams, who play twins, and Mary Astor
their mother. The boy, as practically anyone will suspect, is headed for
bull fighting when actually there is music in his soul. The conflict is about
what wins. Montalban finally has his way, but not before the family is practically divided and Miss Williams fantastically retrieves her brother's honor
by virtually throwing the bull. That makes it a lot of bull that's thrown
and calls for considerable audience indulgence.
The romantic threads are two. One has to do with Montalban and Miss
Charisse and the other with Miss Williams and John Carroll whose part
makes him out to be a prize nincompoop. Performances are conventional
all the way although Miss Williams is pretty sensational in her one-piece
bathing togs, which have nothing to do with acting. Direction, insofar as the
lame story by George Bruce and Lester Cole allows, is in the same groove as performances atthe hands of Richard Thorpe proceeding under the producership
of Jack Cummings. But the dances staged by Eugene Loring, the music at
the hands of Green and Ted Duncan and the photography by Sidney Wagner, Charles Rosher and Wilfrid M. Cline are stunning.
Running time, 104 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
July, 1947.
Red Kann
Hamilton
New Measure Keeps
Theatre Bldg. Curb
Washington, June 11. —
House - Senate conferees today agreed on a rent control bill including a provision
ending all curbs on commercial construction, with the exception that the Housing Expediter can require a permit
for amusement construction
if he determines a building
material shortage exists or
threatens.
Labor,

Materials

in

'Higher Supply Now'
Hollywood, June 11. — Theatre construction materials and labor are
steadily becoming more available,
with the former now being offered on
a competitive basis by many sales organizations, according to R. H. McCullough, general purchasing agent
for National Theatres, who today
wound up a three-day session with
the circuit's division purchasing heads.
McCullough also revealed that his
unit is developing a new type of
acoustical treatment to eliminate plaster entirely, due to the dissatisfaction
with plaster. Plaster, he said, makes
auditoriums reverberent as it hardens
with age.
Buy Into Texas DeVry
Chicago, June 11. — Charles Williams and James Rountree have
bought into the Texas DeVry distributorship, according to an announcement here by David T. Haines,
owner of the Associated Industries
Co., distributors here for DeVry.
Williams will become office manager
and buyer of Associated, while
Rountree will be sales manager.

Will Direct
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Cover Truman Trip
In Newsreel Pool
Ottawa, June 11.— President
Truman, on his first visit to
Canada got complete newsreel
coverage on a pool basis for
the procession to Government
House which followed his arrival in the Canadian capital.
The pool, which was similar^
to newsreel arrangements fq V
the 1939 visit of King GeorgV
and Queen Elizabeth, consisted of 101 cameramen — four
from Canada's National Film
Board, four from Associated
Screen News of Montreal and
two from New York.
All negatives were assembled immediately after the
parade and rushed to New
York by plane for distribution to newsreel companies.

Ticket

Tax

Sought

Again for Ontario
Toronto, June 11.— Undaunted by
the successful protests of exhibitors
some months ago against his proposal
for a municipal amusement tax in
Ontario cities and towns, Mayor R. H.
Saunders
of Toronto
come
again
in favof
of a cityhaslevy
on out'
admissions. Speaking before the annual
meeting of the Ontario Association of
Mayors, Saunders declared that civic
financing was inadequate in the face
of increased services and rising costs
and expressed the view that real estate taxation had reached the saturation point.
At present there is no provincial
amusement tax but the Dominion continues to impose an excise levy of 20
per cent on theatre grosses, which had
been instituted as a war measure.

Industry DAY Drive
Maxwell Hamilton, editor of Motion
Picture Magazine, has accepted the
chairmanship of the motion picture
committee of the Disabled American
Veterans National Service Fund, it
was announced here yesterday.
The committee, now in process of
formation, will consist of directors,
producers, actors and actresses, and More N. Y. Counties
will seek to raise $250,000, its share
of the $2,500,000 goal.
Reject New Tax
Albany, June 11.— Three more
Demand for an Equal Upstate Republican counties, Schenectady, Wyoming and Chemung, have,
through boards of supervisors, voted
Number in Spanish
Mexico City, June 11. — The Picture not to levy special taxes authorized by
Production Workers Union, Adolfo the Burney
cation costs.bill to meet increased eduFernandez Bustamente, secretary genThe Schenectady board unanimously
eral, is to demand of American com- rejected
the emergencies tax. Niagara
panies that make pictures in Mexican and Orange
counties also reportedly
studios that for each film in English
passed up the taxes. Erie is the
they must produce one totally in Span- have
ish, of quality and length equal to that only county to date to approve the
of the one in English and employ one per cent sales tax.
members exclusively for making the
Cowdin Group
Spanish film.
on
Taxes Meets Today
Set 'Diable' Premiere
, Washington, June 11.— Universal
Plans for the American premiere of Pictures'
chairman J. Cheever Cowdin
"Le Diable au Corps" ("The Devil is scheduled to arrive
here tomorrow
Within"), which Paul Graetz pro- for the first meeting of a committee
duced in France for world release by of businessmen recently appointed
to
Universal-International, will be set in
_ the House Ways and Means
Hollywood shortly by Graetz who will advise
Committee on revision of the Internal
leave New York for the Coast to- Revenue code.
is one of 11
morrow. Negotiations are being con- named to the Cowdin
committee, which is
ducted with John Erskine to provide headed
by former Undersecretary of
English sub-titles.
The film has been entered in the the Treasury Rosewell Magill.
International Film Festival at Brussels.
To Handle Johnson Films
Commander Pictures, Inc., with
Camp for 15 Youngsters offices here, has acquired U. S. distribution rights to the Martin JohnFifteen under-privileged children
son pictures. The first unit show,
are being sent to camps in New York
and New Jersey this summer by the "Congorilla" and "Borneo", which
Motion Picture Associates, through was originally distributed by 20th
its camp fund plan, Fred J. Schwartz, Century-Fox, will have a Broadway
opening in the near future.
president, announces.

He

takes

right

out

the

of

words

her

picture's success depends on the boom
man's skill and on his close cooperation with the sound mixer.

words "right out of the mouth" of
actor or actress . . . correlates sound
with action so that clarity and proper
perspective are always maintained.
Thanks to him, today's motion pictures have the freedom of action which
was lost when sound was first intro-

LEE

And equally essential to the boom
man's success are superior sound films
. . . films which have the quality, so
uniformly found in Eastman Films, of
assuring faithful reproduction.

KODAK
COMPANY
ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR,
FORT

• • •

duced on the screen. A great part of
the reality which is so essential to a

BY his interpretive use of equipment
— his skill in anticipating motion —
the microphone boom man takes the

EASTMAN

mouth

•
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Motion

Estimates
FOLLOWING are estimated pic
ture grosses for current engage
merits in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.
LOS ANGELES

of

Picture

0(H))
Grosses
ODD MAN
OUT (U-I) and FOR THE
LOVE
OF RUSTY
(Col.)-TABOR
ST. LOUIS
(35c-74c). Gross: $7,000. (Average:(1 967)
$f
THE
RED
HOUSE
(UA)
and
CALENGrosses continued sluggish during
DAR GIRL (Rep,)— WEBBER (750) (35cthe first hot spell of the season. $2,000.
74c). Day-date
the Denver. Gross(Average:with$2,000)
Estimated receipts for the week ended

Key

—Gross:
ALDINE$9,200. (9C0)
(50c-6Oc-74c-8Oc85c-94c).
(Average:
$13,800)
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— ARCADIA (900) (Advanced
prices: 90c- $1.80) 10th week. Gross: $11,100. (Average or regular prices of 50c -94c:
$6,600)
DISHONORED LADY (UA) — BOYD
(3,000) (5Gc-6Oc-74c-80c-85c-94c) 2nd week.
Gross: $16,300. (Average: $21,000)
I COVER BIG TOWN (Para.) — EARLE
(3,000) (60c-70c-80c-90c-99e) 6 days. On
stage, Vaughn Monroe. Gross: 6 days:
$32,500. THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS
(WB). Gross: 1 day, $3,500. (Average:
$31,700)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)-FOX (3,000) (Advanced prices: $90c-$1.25) 2nd
week. Gross: $34,000. (Average at regular
prices of 50c-94c: $25,000)
HIGH BARBAREE
(M-G-M) — GOLDMGross:
A N $27,000.
(1,400)(Average:
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c).
$24,000)
THE YEARLING
(M-G-M)— KARLTON
(1,000) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 3rd week
Gross: $18,750. (Average: $9,500)
THE
FARMER'S
DAUGHTER (RKO
Radio) — KEITH (2,200) (50c-6Cc-74c-80c85c-94c) 2nd run. Gross: $8,750. (Average:
$6,200)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB) —
MASTBAUM
94c) 2nd week. (4,700)
Gross: (50c-6C'c-74c-8Oc-85c$21,500. (Average:
$29,500)
CALCUTTA (Para.) — STANLEY (3,000)
(S0c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 3rd week. Gross:
$16,900. (Average: $27,000)
THE SEA HAWK (WB Reissue) and THE
SEA WOLF (WB Reissue) — STANTON
(1,700) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c). Gross:
$17,500. (Average: $12,700)

"Cheyenne" got off to a rousing
start in the three Warner houses. Estimated receipts for the week ended
June 11 :
GREAT EXPECTATIONS
(U-I) — CAR1HAY CIRCLE. (1,516) (50c-60c-85c-$l.CO)
5 days. Gross: $12,000. (Average: $11,
500)
MOSS ROSE (20 th- Fox)— CHINESE (2
30O) (5Cc-6Cc-85c-$1.0O) 2nd week. Gross
$12,000. (Average: $18,200)
UNDERCOVER
and
MY
BROTHER MAISIE
TALKS (M-G-M)
TO HORSES
(M-G-M) — EGYPTIAN (l,0CO) (50c-60c-85c
$1.C0). 5 days, 2nd week. Gross: .$7,
(XX). (Average: $18,100)
UNDERCOVER
and
MY
BROTHER MAISIE
TALKS (M-G-M)
TO HORSES
(M-G-M) — FOX-WILSHIRE
(2,300) (50c
60c-85c-$l-CO) 5 days, 2nd week. Gross
$7,CG0. (Average: $13,300')
GREAT EXPECTATIONS
(U-I)— GUILD
(965) (50c-KiOc-85c-$1.03) 5 days. Gross
$8,500. (Average: $5,900)
THE
DAUGHTER CASE
(RKO
Radio) FARMER'S
and THE MILLERSON
(Cel.)
—
HILL
STR
E
ET
(2,700)
(50c-60c-80c$1.00) 6 days, 5th week.
Gross: $10,500.
(Average: $19,800)
GREAT EXPECTATIONS (U-I) — IRIS KANSAS CITY
(708) (5C«-60c-8Sc-$1.00) 5 days. Gross
$9,000. (Average: $7,200)
MOSS ROSE
(2<Jth-Fox) and LITTLE
MR. JIM (M-G-M) — LOEWS STATE
Grosses were uneven. It rained
(2,5C0) (50e-60c-85c-$1.0O) 2nd week. Gross:
$19,000. (Average: $28,600)
during most of the week with good
UNDERBROTHER
COVER MAISIE
(M-G-M)
and weekend weather tending to draw
MY
TALKS TO
HORSES
outdoors. Estimated receipts
(M-G-M) — LOS ANGELES
(2,096) (50c people
for the week ending June 12 :
60c-85c-$1.00)
6
days,
2nd
week.
Gross
$13,000. (Average: $22,600)
KIT CARSON (PRC Reissue) and THE
MOSS ROSE, (2€th-Fox) — LOYOLA (1,265) LAST OF THE MOHICANS (PRC Re(800) (45c-65c). Gross:
(50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O)
2nd week. Gross: "
000.
(Average: $11,500)
$6,000. issue)—ESQUIRE
(Average: $6,000)
RAMROD' (UA.)— MUSIC HALL, (Beverly SMASH UP (U-I)-FAIRWAY (700) (45c
Hills)
(900) (65c-85c-$1.0O)
2nd week 65c). Gross: $1,900. (Average: $1,750)
Gross: $4,000.
(Average: $4,700)
COPACABANA (UA) and THE MILLERRAMROD (UA)— MUSIC HALL (Hawaii) 000) SON CASE (Col.) -- MIDLAND (3,500)
(1,000) (65c-85c-$1.0O) 2nd week. Gross: (45c-65c). Gross: $16,000. (Average: $"
$5,000. (Average: $5,400)
000)
RAMROD
(UA)— MUSIC HALL (Holly- CHEYENNE (WB) — NEWMAN (1,900)
wood)
(490)
(65c-85c-$1.0O)
2nd
week.
(45c-65c). Gross: $13,000. (Average: $11
Gross: $4,000. (Average: $4,700)
THE
TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB) and
THE
FARMER'S
DAUGHTER
(RKO
Radio) and THE MILLERSON CASE BIG TOWN
(Para.)— ORPHEUM (1,900)
(Col.) — PANTAGES (2,000) (50c-60c-80c- (45c -65c) 2nd week. Gross: $9,000. (Aver$1.00) 6 days, 5th week. Gross: $10,500.
age: $10,000)
(Average: $20,800)
SMASH-UP (U-I)-TOWER (2,100) (45cSUDDENLY
SPRING(Para.)—
(Para.)
and 65c). Gross: $9,500. (Average, under
SEVEN
WEREIT'SSAVED
PARAformer stage and double feature policy:
MOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c-60c-80c- 000)
$9,000)
$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $15,000. (Average: SMASH-U
P (U-I) — UPTOWN (2,000)
$26,600)
(45c-65c). Gross: $6,500. (Average: $6 SUDDENLY
IT'S
SPRING
(Para.)
PARAMOUNT (Hollywood) (1,407) (50c-60c80c-$l.C0)
2nd week. Gross: $11,000. (Average: $16,100)
GREAT EXPECTATIONS
(U-I) - RITZ TORONTO
(1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$l.CO) 5 days. Gross:
$11,500. (Average: $9,600)
There was only one holdover among
GREAT EXPECTATIONS
(U-I) — STUDIO (880) (5Oc-60c-85c-$1.0O)
5 days. the eight first-runs during the week,
Gross: $8,500. (Average: $6,100)
GREAT
EXPECTATIONS
(U-I) — with business only on the fair side.
UNITED ARTISTS (2,100) (Sflc-60c-85c- Estimated receipts for the week ending
$1.00) 5 days. Gross: $20,CC0. (Average: June 12:
$15,800)
MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY (Col.) and
MOSS ROSE (2Gth-Fox)— UPTOWN (1,S HOLIDAY (Col.)-CAPITOL
716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.0O) 2nd week. Gross: BLONDIE'
(1,115)(Average:
(15c-25c-35$5,000)
c-50c), 6 days. Gross: $4,$9,000. (Average: $13,200)
300.
CHEYENNE
(WB) — WARNER (Down- SINBAD THE SAILOR (RKO Radio)
(3,400) (50c-6Oc-8Oc-$1.0O)
EGLINTON
(1,086)(Average:
(20c-25c-35c-45c-60c),
Gross: town)—
$26,000.
(Average: $18,200) 7 days. days.
Gross: $7,500.
$7,800)
CHEYENNE
(WB) — WARNER (Holly- CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (20th-Fox)
wood)
(3.000)
(50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
7
days.
—IMPERIAL
(3,343)
(20c-35c-45c-60c-90c),
Gross: $22,500. (Average: $15,500)
6 days. Gross:
(Average: $14,300)
CHEYENNE, (WB)— WARNER (Wiltern) COPACABANA $13,800.
(UA) - LOEWS (2,074)
(2,300)
(50c-6Oc-80c-$1.0O)
6
days.
Gross:
(20c-35c-45c-60c-78c), 6 days.
Gross: $13,$21,000. (Average: $14,900)
300. (Average: $13,800)
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Radio)—SHEA'S (2,480) (20c-35c-45c-60c-90c),
PHILADELPHIA
SINBAD
THEWeek' SAILOR
(RKO (Average:
Radio)Gross: $13,3O0.
$14 800) (1,434)
TIVOLI
(20c-25c-35c-45c-60c) 6 days
Business continued uneven with Gross: $9,000.
(Average: $9,500)
OUT OF MIND (U-I) and LITTLE
"High Barbaree" at the Goldman and TIME
MISTER JIM (M-G-M)-UPTOWN
(2 761)
a double reissue bill of "The Sea (20c-35c-45c-60c-90c), 6 days. Gross: $9,900.
(Average: $11,400)
Hawk" and "The Sea Wolf" at the MR.
DISTRICT ATTORNEY (Col.) and
Stanton doing well. Estimated receipts BLONDIE'
S HOLIDAY
CTORIA
for the week ending June 10-12:
(1,240) (15c-25c-35c-50c), 6(Col.)-VI
days. Gross: $6,THE GUILT OF JANET AMES (Col.) 000. (Average: $6,800)
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Daily

City

June 1HOMESTRETCH
1:
THE
(2Jth-Fox) and
JEWELS OF BRANDENBURG UOthFcx) - AMBASSADOR (3,514) (50c-6U;75c). Gross: $15,(Ajj. (Average: $]7,G(»)
BLAZE OF NOON (Para.) jid THAT'S
MY
- KoX
(5,00'J)$,9,(X.0)
(S0c-C0c75c). GAL
Gross:(Rep.)
$16,500
(Average:
JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.) ind BLONDIE'S HOLIDAY (Col.) — LOEWS STATE
(3,500) (50c-60c-75c).
Gross: $17,000.
(Average:
$19,900)
HIGH BARBAREE, (M-G-M) and MY
BROTHER TALKS TO HORSEi,
(M-G-M) - LOEWS ORPHEUM (2,000)
(50c-60c-75c).
moveover
from Loew's
State.
Gross:On$11,000.
(Average:
$8,600)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB) and
THAT'S MY MAN (Rep.) - MISSOURI
(3,514) (50c -60c -75c). On moveover from the
Ambassador. Gross: $10,000. (AverasreCALCUTTA (Para.) and I COVER BIG
TOWN (Para.)-ST. LOUIS (4,000) (50c- '
$11,500)
60c-75c)
4th week. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $11,800)
CHEYENNE (WB) and! WEB OF DANSHUBERTafter(2,000)
(40c-50c-at
60c). OnGER (Rep.)—
a moveover
two weeks
the Fox. Gross: $6,500. (Average: $5,800)
PITTSBURGH

Summer weather and a strong
counter-attraction in the summer
Civic Opera's season cut deeply
grosses. Estimated grosses for into
the
week ending June 12 :
BOOMERANG (2€th-Fox) — FULTON (1 700) age:
(40c-55c-70c
). Gross: $9,500. (Aver$9,700)
THE GUILT OF JANET AMES (Col.)J.
P. HARRIS
(40c-55c-70c). Gross:
$8,500.
(Average:(2,000)
$11,000)
THE YEARLING
(M-G-M) — PENN (3 200)
400)
2nd week. Gross: $16000. (40c-55c-70c)
(Average: $25,000)
THE CHASE (UA)-RITZ (1,100) (40c55c-70c). Gross: $3,000. (Average: $3,THE MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION (U-I
Reissue) and I STOLE A MILLION (U-I
Reissue)
(40c-55c-70c). Gross: $3,700
(Average: $3,500)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB) STANLEY (3,800) (40c-55c-70c) 3nd week
Gross: $13,000. (Average: $25,000)
HONEYMOON
(RKO Radio)— WARNER
(2.CC0) (Average:
(40c-55c-70c)
2nd week. Gross: $9 COO.
$15,000)

MINNEAPOLIS
Good holdover business was done
by "Calcutta" and "The Farmer's
Daughter" but grosses generally were
below average as the first summer
weather drew outdoor crowds. Estimated receipts for the week ending
THE
GREAT
WALTZ (M-G-M Reissue)
12 : (1,500)
—June
CENTURY
(Average:
$7,300) (50c-70c). Gross: $5,5CO.
FUN ON A WEEKEND (UA)-GOPHER
(1,000) (44c-50c). Gross: $3,800. (Average:
$3,400)
CALCUTTA, (Para.)— LYRIC (1,100) (50ca moveover
week on
70c)
$5,600)from State.
(Average:
Gross:2nd$6,800.
JOHNNY O'CLOCK (Col.) — RKO ORPHEUM (2,800) (50c-70c). Gross: $12:,C00.
$14,500-)
(Average:
THE
YEARLING
(M-G-M) - RADIO
CITY
(50c-70c)
$12,000.(4,000)
(Average:
$18,000)2nd week. Gross:
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO RaPAN (Average:
(1,500) (50c-70c)
Gross:dio)—RKO
$7,500.
$8,500) 5th week.
LOVE AND LEARN (WB)— STATE (2,300) (S0c-70c). Gross: $9,0CO. (Average:
$13,000)
ATLANTA
Business was below average here.
The weather has been very hot. Estimated receipts for the week ended
June 11 :
,
STALLION ROAD (WB) — FOX (4,661)
(30c-50c). Gross: $17,500. (Average: $19,LOST
HONEYMOON
(Eagle - Lion)
PARAMOUNT
(2,447) (30c-50c).
Gross:$7,600. (Average: $7,900)
CALENDAR GIRL (Rep.)— ROXY (2,446)
(30c-50c). Gross: $5,500. (Average: $5,700)
THE
ADVENTURE
(RKO
Radio) FALCON'S
and LOST FRONTIER
UPRISING
(Rep.)-CAPITAL
(2,446) (25c-44c). Gross:
$5,000.
(Average: $5,200)
HIGH BARBAREE
(M-G-M) — LOEW'S
GRAND
(Average: (2,447)
$14,000) (30c-50c). Gross: $13,500.

11 -Million

Gross

at

DENVER

Buenos
The "Egg and I" at the Paramount
and Esquire, and "Stairway to
Heaven" were out in front. Estimated receipts for the week ended
June 11 : TO HEAVEN (U-I)— ALADSTAIRWAY
DIN (1,400)
(Average:
$4,000)(35c-74c). Gross: $6,000.
TARZAN AND THE HUNTRESS (RKO
Radio) — BROADW
and A LIKELY STORY (RKO
Radio)
AY (1,500) (35c-74c) 2nd
week. Gross: $4,500.
(Average: $7,0CO)
BLAZE OF NOON (Para.) and FEAR IN
THE NIGHT (Para.)— DENHAM (1 750)
on "Blaze." Gross2nd week$11,000)
(35c-70c)(Average:
$6,500.
THE RED HOUSE (UA) and CALENDAR GIRL, (Rep.)— DENVER (2.525) (35cWebber. Gross: $11 74c) day-date
$15,000)
(Average:with
GOO.
THE EGG AND I (U-I)-ESOUIRE, (742)
Para2ndGross:week,
(3sc-74c) mount.
$5,000.day-date
(Average:with
$3,CO0)
HIGH BARBAREE (M-G-M and BANJO
(RKO Radio )— O R P H EUM (2,000) (35c-74c)
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $15,500)
000)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)-PARAMOUNT
Day-date with
week. (Average:
(2,200) (35c-74c)
Esquire.
Gross:2nd$13,000.
$8,CHEYENNE (WB) and JEWELS OF
BRANDENBURG (20th-Fox) — RIALTO
(878) (35c-74c)
after one week each at the
Denver
and Webber.
Gross: $3,000. (Average: $3,000)

Air es Houses

By NATALIO BRUSKI
Buenos Aires, June 7. (By AirThe statistical
department
'of
Buenosmail).— Aires
has announced
that the
total
incometo of44,691,321
the city'sArgentine
theatres
amounted
pesos, more than $11,000,000, in the
last year, when 130,956 screenings
were given. The income is 22.4 per
cent above that of the previous year.
A total of 564 features were shown,
41 native, the remainder foreign.
The State Department of Information has released figures showing a
much greater exhibitor compliance
with the law making it obligatory to
show Argentine films. For the period
from Dec. 4 to Jan. 14 only 15 were
complying with the law 100 per cent.
For a recent period, 98 exhibitors
were complying 100 per cent.
Joaquin Alberto Lautaret, one of
Argentina's leading exhibitors, owner
of more than 140 theatres in Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay, will
visit in the U. S- the latter part of
June.

Thursday, June 12, 1947
Odeon, Can,, Elects
Two Vice-Presidents
Toronto, Ont., June 11. — Leonard
W. Brockington of Ottawa, Ont., and
1 George W. Peters of Toronto have
Jl been elected to the newly created vicepresidencies of Odeon Theatres of
1 Canada, Ltd., J. E. Lawson, president,
.; announced here today. He also announced that Allan E. Robinette, Toronto lawyer, was elected secretary,
succeeding Peters who was formerly
firsJ__^rsonal secretary to Paul Nath. VOy- Brockington is legal adviser
in Canada to J. Arthur Rank.

Motion

Picture

Daily
UK

Review

perks up for O'Brien. Pursuit of the map gets O'Brien involved in a couple
of murders, a rather vigorous going-over by a toughie, and on a more
pleasant level, a friendship with Miss Jeffreys, nightclub singer.
When the Nat Holt production reaches its bang-up finale, O'Brien discovers, as the audience knows all along, that the document is conspicuously
of interchange deals, U-I's director
Robert Siodmak will leave immediateposted on a screen in his very room. There then remains for O'Brien, in
ly for England to direct "Precious the Martin Rackin screenplay, to deliver villain Slezak the coupe de grace,
Bane" for Two Cities, one of the and walk off happily with Miss Jeffreys. Others in the satisfactorily perRank producing companies.
forming cast are Percy Kilbride, Jerome Cowan and George Givot.
Rank and U-I jointly stated that
time, 80 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
further talent interchanges are now notRunning
set.
Mandel Herbstman
being negotiated and will be announced
before the British film leader leaves
U.A. there in the event an agreement
Hollywood on July 9.
is reached with Connors here.
"Precious Bane" will star Robert U.A.-Connors
Meanwhile, official sources take the
Donat and Ann Todd. Paul Soskin
(Continued
from
page
1)
view that the negotiations by Si Fawill produce.
bian and Serge Semenenko of the
the U.A. representatives on the offer First National Bank of Boston for
the company presidency. Originally
of U.A. are not only dorMerritt Kyser Elected of
scheduled to leave New York on June purchase
mant but quite unlikely even to be
(Continued from page 1)
2, he remained here until June 4. The discussed while the negotiations with
are. scheduled to be re- Connors are in progress.
man, Syracuse, vice-presidents ; Vin- discussions
following his return to New
It was further stated officially that
cent R. McFaul, Buffalo, treasurer; York insumed
a day or two.
Marian Gueth, Buffalo, Secretary;
"no
firm proposal" for the purchase
Considerable progress reportedly
and Jack A. Read, Gowanda, sergeant- was made in the preliminary discus- of U.A. has been received by the
at-arms.
company "from anyone." The Fabian
sions and one semi-official version negotiations
never have advanced beDirectors are: C. J. Basil, Lydia J.
Behling, William Benton, Henry G. yesterday was that a draft of a conyond the "talk stage," it was pointed
in Connors'to out,
Dillemuth, Gammel, Grossman, Rob- absence,
being prepared
and there
tract is which
will be presented
involving
a sale isof"absolutely
the companynothing"
which
ert C. Hayman, Myron J. Kallet, him for study
and
further
discussion
could
be
put
before
the U.A. board of
Matt M. Konczakowski, Kyser, Mc- on his return. It was said that the directors at its meeting
here this
Faul, Raymond Pashley, Meno Dyk- contract is for a five-year period at morning. Only routine business
is
stra and Harry Berinstein.
$2,500 weekly with a provision for scheduled to come before the board,
payment of $40,000 annually for a it was stated, and the routine nature
five-year period thereafter in the of today's meeting is further indicated
Joe Emerson Named event
of his death or upon failure to by the fact that Schwartz will not
attend it.
agree upon a new contract.
Manager for RKO
Connors received $2,000 weekly
A published report that Chaplin
Denver, June 11. — Joe Emerson has from 20th-Fox and his contract there
prepared to sell his half interest
been promoted from salesman to provided for a five-year renewal at was
in U.A. to Fabian was discounted in
manager of the RKO exchange, suc- $3,000 per week in the event he chose official quarters. U.A. bylaws, it was
ceeding Tom Bailey, who is taking an to remain, or for $1,000 weekly for
out, would prevent Chaplin
extended vacation before announcing five years on his election to assume pointed
from selling without the approval of
future connections.
advisory status. The latter payment Miss Pickford and without first having offered his stock to the company
would be stopped in the event he concludes the deal with U.A., as his con- for purchase on the same terms ofLichtenstein to E-L
tract provides that he is not to engage
fered him by any other source. ChapBob Lichtenstein has been ap- in competitive activity with 20th-Fox
lin has not made such an offer to the
pointed to the staff of exploitation while on advisory status with that company,
it was ascertained.
manager Arthur Jeffrey at Eagle- company.
Lion here, by Max E. Youngstein,
Both Grant and Schwartz were out Pickford Declines Comment;
director of advertising, publicity and of town yesterday and could not be No Plan for Trip East
exploitation. Lichtenstein was for reached for comment on whether or
Hollywood, June 11. — Mary Pickfour years with Warner Brothers in
ford declined comment today on
not the proposed contract with Conthe home office and in Cincinnati.
nors has been approved by Miss Pick- whether Tom J. Connors, former 20th
ford and Chaplin, or whether Connors Century-Fox executive, would succeed
will accompany them to the Coast for to the United Artists presidency. She
Medal to News-of-the-Day final discussions with the co-owners of also said she has no immediate plans
Mike Clofine, editor-in-chief of
for a trip to New York.
M-G-M's News-of-the-Day, will re- RCA Promotes Elwes
ceive the Headliners' Club "Medal of
Herbert C. Elwes has been named Weiss & Getter Named
Merit" on Saturday at Atlantic City
for "excellent coverage and editing of manager of commercial sound sales in Weiss & Geller, New York, has
a major news event by a newsreel." RCA's engineering products depart- been named to handle the advertising
ment. He was formerly merchandise account for Howard Hughes Prod,
The medal was
won railroad
by the newsreel's
presentation
of the
strike.
manager in the theatre equipment and his California Pictures Corp..
section and assistant sales manager of Harry L. Gold, general manager of
distribution for Hughes, announced.
RCA Photophone.
REEVES
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Clrtle 6-6686
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

Two Win Film Awards
Hollywood, June 11. — Film players
Maureen
O'Sullivan
Carroll
Naish have
receivedandtheJ. Catholic
Film and Radio Guild awards as the
outstanding Irish character actress
and actor of the past year.

Exhibitors
(Continued from page 1)

"Riff-Raff"
(RKO Radio)
IVEN noteworthy direction, a conventional mystery story emerges as a
vJ fresh and interesting motion picture. Under the guidance of director
Ted Tetzlaff, suspense piles up neatly, balanced by scattered touches of humor.
Still another item making it pleasing entertainment, is a well-rounded cast
headed by Pat O'Brien, Walter Slezak and Anne Jeffreys.
O'Brien ishas
casta as
an unpolished
private fordetective
and dollar.
who,
incidentally,
multitude
of side angles
earning inan Panama,
easy extra
When a map, which is the key to some Peruvian wells disappears, reprethe oil company
hiretoO'Brien
to retrieve
that severalsentatives ofpersons
would like
have the
map, andit.forIt aseems
time however,
business

U-I, Rank Talent
(Continued from page 1)

7

sis of the fact that Hollywood is giving Britain 80 per cent of its pictures,
the essence of the British exhibitors'
livelihood. BFPA's argument that
if film imports are reduced progress
will still be possible with reissues,
was held by several exhibitor spokesmen to be absurd since, they held, dollar outflow is still implied.
"BFPA is placing a false value on
British pictures by implying that all
British films are good and all American pictures are bad," said one speaker. "Pictures make money," he continued, "according to their merit,
whatever their origin. We are in
show business — let's act as showmen,
the general council decided
notWhen
as propagandists."
to consider a campaign to counter
BFPA's, a number of delegates advised against dragging the controversy
into theatre programs, arguing that
theatres exist for entertainment only
and. that the question is one for
battling backstage."
Other criticisms of BFPA's campaign included : "If exhibitors fall for
BFPA's specious propaganda, not
only they, but the general public, are
fated to defend an abyss of entertainment boredom spelling the finish of
motion picture enterprise here." . . .
"The British public is doomed to a
terrific wave of disappointment if they
believe woodallpictures
BFPAare says."
. . .mainstay
"Hollystill our
— we ought to boost, not curse, it."
Kans.-Mo. MTA
(Continued from page 1)
Hotel, Kansas City. The Governors of
Kansas and Missouri will be invited
to attend and speak on the importance
of the industry in the society of today. Eric Johnston and other industry leaders will also be invited.
The association has the largest paidup membership in its history, and
many additional exhibitors not so definitely committed have shown keen interest of late in industry organization
activities.
Para. Branch Meets
(Continued from page 1)
26-28 ; Detroit, July 29-30 ; Cincinnati,
July 31-Aug. 1 ; Indianapolis, Aug. 24; Chicago, Aug. 5-7; Milwaukee,
Also8-9.Minneapolis, Aug. 11-13; Des
Aug.
Moines, Aug. 14; St. Louis, Aug. 1516; Kansas City, Aug. 18-19; Omaha,
Aug. 20; Denver, Aug. 21-22; Salt
Lake. Aug. 23-25; Seattle, Aug. 262-3-4.
27; Portland, Aug. 28; San Francisco, Aug. 29-30 ; Los Angeles, Sept.
"SHORTER!

SNAPPIER!
MORE

MODERN
•

Switch
to Filmaek's
PREVUE
ARI for Enterprise
TRAILER
A
Hollywood, June 11. — Enterprise
Productions today disclosed that it O'tltnack
has contracted for the services of Auk^SERVICE^I
dience Research, Inc., with its "Arch
of Triumph," the first picture to be 1327 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO 5, ILL.
subjected to tests.
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Legislatures

Adjourn,
i Adverse
\ Admission

No
Bills

Tax Measures

j Killed in Texas, Fla.

TEN CENTS

YORK, U.S.A., FRIDAY, JUNE 13, 1947

Sears to London On
U. A. Mission
Gradwell L. Sears, United
Artists vice-president and distribution chief, yesterday was
authorized
by the company's
board of directors
to undertake an undisclosed mission
to England for the company.
He may leave for London
some time next week, it was
indicated.
The mission is believed to
be in connection with the
problem presented by what
the company regards as inadequate playing time afforded its pictures by the larger
British circuits, including
Odeon, controlled by J. Arthur Rank interests, but 27
per cent of which is owned
by U.A.

j Washington, June 12. — Legislai tures of Nebraska, Texas, Florida
and Michigan have adjourned with! out passing any legislation affecting
S the industry, reports John Bryson, legj islative assistant to Eric Johnston,
] Motion Picture Association president.
\ This brings the total of adjourned
' legislatures to 36.
I In Texas and Florida, admission
J tax bills were killed in committee.
f The Michigan legislature defeated an
« enabling act which would have given
t cities the right to impose admission Bagnall Optimistic
j taxes after local referendums. No
s legislation affecting the industry was On New UA Product
' introduced in Nebraska.
Eight more legislatures are still in
jj session. Adjournment in Pennsylvania
The production position of United
; is expected over the weekend.
Artists is the best in its history,
George Bagnall, vice-president in
i
charge of production, told a UA
board of directors' meeting here yes\ A. P. Giannini, Bank terday.
The board approved a new distribution deal with Sam Bischoff for a pic; Head, Retires at 77
ture he plans to produce in France
and North Africa, and authorized an
(Continued on page 8)
5 Amadeo Peter Giannini, 77, whose
I departures from conventional banking
\ operations during the past 40 years
% made him one of the most colorful 21 Here on Smith
I figures in the field of finance, yesterj2 day announced his retirement as ac\ tive head of the Bank of America, Luncheon Group
I which he founded in 1904.
\ Giannini's financial support has conTwenty-one theatremen here will
* tributed greatly to the progress of the
j film industry since its infancy. Bank serve on the committee in charge of
; of America branches "cover all of the testimonial luncheon for A. W.
Smith, Jr., William C. Gehring and
\ California,"
Gianninion said,
(Continued
page and
7) it cur- Ray Moon at the Hotel Astor on June
20, it was disclosed yesterday. Over
' ——
400 in exhibition already have expressed intention fo attend the affair,
13 New E-L Branches
(Continued on page 8)
In Latin Americas
Hollywood, June 12. — EagleLion will open 13 branches in
Balaban Appeals for
Central and South America
by next February, Sam SeiQuick Aid for UJA
delman, E-L foreign distribution head, disclosed here following conferences with ArAnother in the series of industry
thur Krim, company presihome office meetings on behalf of the
dent. Seidelman will leave
here for Mexico City early in
United
Jewish Appeal's
1947 yesterday
campaign
for $170,000,000
was held
July to open the first branch
in
the
Paramount
home
office,
with
there.
key personnel,
including
all
top
ex(Continued or. page 8)

SRO

Is

Setup

Completed

Field branches of Selznick Releasing Organization have been established
in all territories, and managers installed inall of them, with the country split into seven districts, and district managers appointed for each.
The complete list of Selznick offices, district and branch managers
follows :
Boston District — Thomas F. Duane,
district manager ; Frank G. Lydon ;
William P. Rosenow, Buffalo.
Washington District — J. E. Fontaine, district manager; Elmer W.
McKinley, Washington; Melvin Koff,
Philadelphia.
Cleveland District — Grover C.
Schaefer, district manager ; Leonard
Mishkind, (Continued
Cleveland
; Edward
B.
on page
8)

British
Set

Are
U.

S.

Films
With

Circuits

3,000 Theatres to Take
12 to 15 Yearly: Davis
By PETER BURNUP

London, June 12. — Arrangements by which the five leading
American circuits, Loew's, Paramount, RKO, Warners and National
Theatres, will show British pictures
have been concluded by J. Arthur
Rank in the United States, John
Davis, Rank's chief aide, disclosed at
a press conference here today.
(Editor's Note: Motion Picture
Daily reported
on May 23 that the
national circuits would grant inAll New York ITOA
creased playing time to British pictures on a scale commensurate with
their current box office values.)
Officers Reelected
Davis told reporters : "The arrangement gives us our first positive opportunity toshow British
All officers of the Independent The(Continued
on page films
7) in the
atre Owners Association of New York
were reelected at the organization's
annual meeting held at the Hotel Astor here yesterday. They are : Harry
Brandt, president; David Weinstock, 15 British Films
first vice-president; Max Cohen, second vice-president; J. Joshua Gold- In NY This Week
berg, secretary; Leon Rosenblatt,
treasurer;
John C. Bolte, sergeant-atarms.
As evidence that British pictures
Directors elected include : Wein- are getting increased playing time in
stock, chairman; Maurice Brown, Ru- this country, no less than 15 importations from England were showing in
dolph Sanders, Abe Shenk, Irving
Steiner, Lou Mazze, Sam Einhorn, New York City during the week ended yesterday.
Arthur Rapf, Abe Leff, Henry Siegel, Emanuel Hertzig, Ray Rhonaddition
"Great Hall,
Expectations,"
heimer, Lou Feld, Gilbert Josephson, at InRadio
Cityto Music
new and
Samuel Freedman and Murry LeBoss. revival productions on view around
Jersey

Allied

Sets

the city included: "Henry V," "On
Approval," "Notorious Gentleman,"
"The Raider," "The Seventh Veil,"
"Stairway(Continued
to Heaven,"
on page"This
7) Happy

ConventionProgram
The program for the June 24-26
Atlantic City convention of Allied
Theatre Owners of New Jersey was
completed yesterday. Convention manager is E. Thornton Kelley.
Schedule for the first day includes
exhibiting, anreviewing,
a directors'
meet-of
open meeting,
selection
nominating committee for the election
of officers and directors, and an evening social.
Events of the second day include
Eastern regional directors' meeting,
open forum, cabaret social, dancing,
while the(Continued
third dayon schedule
page 8) includes

Tax

Study

Group

Ask Revisions
Washington,
— An 11-man
general
businessJune
tax12.study
group,
named to advise the House Ways and
Means Committee on revising the Internal
Revenue Code,
today8) issued a
(Continued
on page
2 Reviews

Today

"Stepchild" and "Gunfighters" are reviewed on page 6.

2

Motion

Asides

and

Interludes
By JAMES CUNNINGHAM
EXHIBITORS and night-club op
erators in Mexico City, to say
nothing of the police, are disturbed
about threats received by the former
two
groups,
"destroya month
by fireperall
cinemas
whichto within
sist in exhibiting immoral pictures,"
and
"burn within
or -dynamite
clubs towhich
a monthalldonight
not
change their mode of procedure."
The threats, signed by a "Julio
Montes," says that action will be tak
en by "a secret society which has been
organized to defend society," and announced that, "death to vice and dishonesty" isthe organization's slogan.
V
Radio Gag of the Week: A "Hollywood producer" character walked in
on the Joan Davis program the
other night to persuade Joan to use
her influence in his behalf in a
casting deal, and gave himself a
terrific buildup as a producer of
"highly artistic" pictures. To him,
art was most important in the cinemah. Box-office? Hmmppff! Said
he: "To me, it makes no difference
what a picture does at the box-office— as long as it makes money!"
V
Bing Crosby had been lending Joe
Frisco one $20 after another to go to
the races,atandCalifornia's
Joe didn't Santa
repay Anita
them.
Finally,
racetrack,
Joe bet
Bing's Joe
$20
on a long shot,
and one
won ofa bundle.
began treating everybody at the bar,
and soon a mofy was around him.
Bing arrived on the scene, and from
the outer fringes of the crowd he
called, "Hey, Frisco, what about
peeled off a Single
meJoe?" grandiosely
twenty,
and passed it toward Crosby.
"H-h-here, boy," he ordered, "sing
two chruses of 'You Made Me Love
You When I Didn't
V Want to Do if'."
J. Warren Kerrigan, noted star of
stage and silent screen, who passed
away this week in California, once rejoiced inthe title of The Gibson Man,
because he was at least as handsome
as The Gibson Girl of Charles Dana
Gibson's creating.
V
The police of Rome got busy after
the recent Minerva Film Building
fire, which killed about 30, seriously injured scores, and completely
destroyed the structure, and hurriedly inspected the 20 other film
buildings in the city. Only one of
the 20,
Century-Fox
'build-of
ing, wasthenot20th
in serious
violation
the fire laws.
V
_ Thurman Arnold, of whom the motion picture industry has heard on
more than one occasion, has rejected
Columbia Pictures' offer to rent the
famous Hope Diamond from the estate of the late Evalyn Walsh McLean, in the Capital. Arnold says the
family objects to farming out the
stone. Arnold is executor of the McLean will.

Picture

Personal

Daily

20th-Fox Club Outing
Fifth annual boatride and outing of
the 20th Century-Fox Family Club
will be held next Wednesday at Bear
Mountain, with athletic events and a
and Southern
division Eastsales beauty contest included on the proHUGH ernOWEN,
Paramount's
manager, has returned here from
gram. Lew Lehr, club president, will
Jacksonville, Fla.
be master-of-ceremonies. Harry Rein•
Harold Mirisch, Allied Artists hardt is in charge of arrangements.
vice-president, has returned to Hollywood after conferences here with
Steve Broidy, Monogram-A. A. head, NEW YORK THEATR
E
who is due back on the Coast early
next week.
•
Bob Savini of Astor Pictures flew
-RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
to Boston
yesterday from New York
'•
Center HALL—
to attend
the premiere of Admiral
John MILLS . Valerie HOBSON
Byrd's
feature, "Discovery," at the
Center Theatre.
In J. Arthur Rank's
•
"GREAT EXPECTATIONS"
Charlie Durmeyer, Atlanta VariA Universal-International Picture
ety Club chief barker and president
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
of Southern Automatic Candy Co., is
here from Atlanta.
•
Jack Le Vien, RKO Pathe news
editor, has returned here on the SS
PALACE
America after realigning news coverMention

npOM
CONNORS
A New J.
York
yesterday returned
from Laketo
o' the Woods, Minn., ahead of schedule, due to the serious illness of a sister here.
•
Norma Davis, secretary to Sol
Schwartz, RKO Theatres general
manager, and Frances Tannenbaum, also of RKO Theatres, will
leave here today for a vacation
trip to the West Coast.
•
Ben Kalmenson, Warner sales executive, and Ed Hinchy, head of the
playdate department, have left here
for
Midwest meetings, beginning in
Chicago.
o
Norman Elson, Trans Lux Theatres vice-president, is scheduled to
leave New _York Monday for Mexico
City and is expected to return on
June 25.
•
Carlos Niebla, Loew's International manager in Mexico, and Mrs.
Niebla are due here today by plane
from Mexico City.

age abroad.
•
Hubert McNally,
RKO Radio
manager for Ireland, and his bride
arrived here yesterday from Dublin.
•
Phil Koury, publicity chief for
Cecil B. De Mille productions, has
arrived here from the Coast.
•
Orton
International 16mm Hicks,
director,Loew's
has returned to
New York from Europe.
•
Jim Scott, manager of the Roxy,
Atlanta,
of
a girl. and Mrs. Scott are parents

Edward M. Schnitzer, United
Artists Eastern and Canadian sales
manager, returned here yesterday
from Philadelphia.
•
Maurice Bergman, Universal-International Eastern advertising-publicity director, has returned here from
the Coast.
•
Thomas J. Hargrave, Eastman Kodak president, arrived here yesterday
from Europe on the SS America.
•
Max E. Youngstein, Eagle-Lion
•
advertising-publicity-exploitation di- Arthur Kelly has returned to
rector, isin St. Louis.
New York from Hollywood.

Comin

g

Events
June 16 — First of a series of ParaDallas. mount branch sales meetings,
June 23-25— Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana convention,
Lake Wawasee, Ind.
June 24-26— Allied Theatres of New
Jersey 28th annual convention,
Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City.
June 26 — Testimonial dinner to
Jack Kirsch given by Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey, Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City.
June 30 — Film industry testimonial
dinner to Jack Flynn, retiring
Midwestern sales manager for
M-G-M, Continental' Hotel, Chicago.
July 6 — Allied Theatre Owners of
the Gulf States meeting with Mississippi Theatre Owners, Biloxi,
Miss.
July 13-16 — Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio annual convention, the Breakers Hotel, Cedar
Point, O.
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Might Be Permanent
The Samuel Goldwyn office
here was plastered with congratulatory messages yesterday, addressed to Lynn Farnol,
advertising-publicity head. It
was Farnol's 20th anniversary
with the Goldwyn company.

Msgr. McClafferty Is
Named School Dean

JOAN BENNETT
m- CHARLES B1CKF0RD
BKO RADIO fICTUtt
ALLIED ARTISTS PRODUCTIONS, INC.,
presents
Don
Ann
Charlie
DE FORE Victor
. HARDING Gale . RUGGLES
MOORE
. STORM
"IT HAPPENED
in Roy Del Ruth's
Doors
Open
DI\/OI
I Performances
Continuous
ON 5TH
AVENUE"
9:30 A.M.
RIVWH
B'WAY AT 49TH STREET
Popular Prices
ON SCREEN
M-G-M's
TECHNICOLOR IN PERSON
PRIZE PICTURE!
SMITH* DALE
NANCYJjONOVAN
'THE
YEARLING'
GREGORY
PECK DAN
CUMMING
OTHERS
JANE JARMAN,
WYMAN Jr.
CLAUDE
WILLIAM • CAULFIELD
. JOAN
H0LDEN
BILLY EDWARD
DE WOLFE. ARNOLD
mona FREEMAN
A Paramount Picture.

Very Rev. Monsignor John J. McWEEK!]
THE BEST FILM
Clafferty, former executive secretary
OF THE YEAR!
of the National Legion of Decency 30
Winner of Nine
and director of the .division of social
Academy Awards!
THE BEST
research of New York Catholic Charities, has been appointed dean of the YEARS OF
B'WAY & 4Slh ST.
National Catholic School of Social
ASTOR
Service of the Catholic University of
America, in Washington, by the Right
Rev. Monsignor Patrick J. McCormick, rector of the University, Legion
Maureen O'Hara, John Payne, Edmond Gwenn
headquarters disclosed here yesterday.
OUR LIVES'
The appointment
closed on May 20.was informally dis- "Miracle on 34th Street"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
Rev. Patrick J. Masterson, assistant Plus on Stage — JERRY LESTER - ART LUND
executive secretary of the Legion, has
Extra! JAN AUGUST
become acting secretary during Mon50th St.
signor McClafferty's absence.
ROXY

7th Ave' &
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Motion
Hits

Nemec

Named

Executive
Apathy

for

Television
Chicago, June 12. — Decrying the
I film industry's "strangely indifferi er^i' attitude toward television,
_Vj.d Sarnoff, president of Radio
1 CuTp. of America, tonight implied
"failure
the facts"effect
at thison time
will
haveto aface
detrimental
the
', industry's future.
"Time will tell whether a failure
to face the facts is the best possible
protection of studio investments and
the theatre boxoffice," he declared in
an address before the Radio Manufacturers Association's convention
here.
"In its technical aspect, television
as a method of simultaneous distribution of motion pictures to the theatre
may revolutionize the trade structure
of the motion picture industry.
'New Booking Method'
"Furthermore, it brings into view
a new method of booking to theatres
the action of live talent, vaudeville,
drama, opera, sports and other events,
simultaneously distributed to hundreds
of Sarnoff
thousandsconceded
of movie that
theatres."
some film
leaders are "quite alive to the promise
of television in the theatre" but added
they are too few in number. These
same leaders are among those who
were first to recognize the possibilities of adding sound to the silent
picture, he said.
"There are many more, however,
who are strangely indifferent to the
new art form — or perhaps they are
waiting until television delivers itself
on a silver platter to the motion picture industry. They have the knowhow, the experience and the talent
for picture making, and their pride
is understandable in view of the huge
boxoffice they experience. But they
tend to shut their eyes, as once they
shut their ears, to another momentous
electronic development — sound on
film."
Video 'Art of Own'
Sarnoff said film executives err in
comparing entertainment values of the
motion picture with present television
programs. "Television promises to
develop an art form of its own," he
maintained, "and the immediate impact of television theatre attendance
will come from the timeliness and
dramatic interest of the event that
television will bring to the home."
He dismissed as non-existent any
possibility of television constituting
competition for the theatreman. "It
would be folly to suppose that television will ever supplant the theatre
any more than radio has supplanted
the concert hall or the opera house,"
he said.
greatly Televimultiplied the "Broadcasting
audiences for both.
sion can do as much for the movie
theatre."
Approximately 50,000 television receivers are in service, Sarnoff estimated. He predicted nation-wide television network operations will be in
operation before 1950.
$20,000 RMA Appropriation
For National Radio Week
Chicago, June 12. — The board of
directors of the Radio Manufacturers
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'Wheels

of Justice

The NewSlowl
York
But — '
y Federal
Grind
Court handed down its decision in the Government antitrust suit against the industry one year ago today.
Bets are being made now
on whether a final decision
will have been handed down
by one year from today in
the U. S. Supreme Court,
which is expected to hear the
case next winter or spring.

Boyce Nemec, engineering secretary of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers for the past 18 months,
has been appointed executive secretary
to succeed Harry Smith Jr., who resigned effective July 1 to go into business, it is announced by Loren L.
Ryder, president of the Society.
Nemec has been active in the technical end of motion pictures for over a
decade. He was instrumental in forming the War Committee on Photography, designed to bring about better
specifications and standardization. As
a member of the general committee
for the 62nd semi-annual convention of Spotlight Drive-Ins
the SMPE, to be held Oct. 20-24 at At Bldg. Code Parley
the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
Nemec is now preparing for the theAlbany, N. Y., June 12. — Proper
atre engineering conference and exhibit which will be features of the building code provisions should be formeeting.
mulated to cover drive-in booth construction, sanitary facilities, electrical
Czech Film Heads
installations, width of driveways, exit passageways, fence construction and
En-route to the US
Four heads of the Czech State film other drive-in features, in the opinion
F. Harling, assistant to presmonopoly's
technical
sectionandarestudy
due of Philip
here
next week
to observe
ident Si Fabian of Fabian Theatres.
film laboratorv operations and techHarling called for these specific refniques in the U. S., their mission beerences to drive-ins in the revisions
ing linked with efforts of the Czech
film industry to rehabilitate, modernize 'proposed for the New York State
and expand present productional fa- standard building code at a hearing
cilities in that country. In addition to
held here today. He eman inspection tour of New York thea- on the code
phasized that when such provisions
tres and film laboratories in the East,
it is expected that they will make a for drive-ins are made, "the extremely
trip to Hollywood.
safe conditions under which drive-ins
The delegation, which will arrive on
the 5\.S\ Drottninghohn. includes: now operate" should be borne in mind.
Harling, reiterating his stand taken
Frantisek Pilat, head of the technical
administration of theatres; Vilem at the initial public hearing in New
Taraba, technical manager of state York, asked that limitations on drivestudios ; Frantisek Rubas. manager of
laboratories, and Dr. Jaroslav Boucek. in seating capacity be eliminated, since
"no one can determine how many paorofessor of the film faculty.
trons occupy each car." The "very
spaciousness of drive-ins," he argued,
CBS, NBC
Urge Aid "make them one of the safest places
of public assembly." Leon Einhorn,
For Overseas Plan
designer of the Fabian-Hellman driveWashington, June 12. — Represen- ins in Upstate New York, backed up
tatives of CBS and NBC today urged Harling's arguments.
Others who attended the hearing
the Senate Appropriations Committee
to vote funds for the State Depart- here were : Charles A. Smakowitz,
ment's overseas information program, assistant zone manager of Warner
claiming that private industry could Theatres ; Joseph Saperstein, Fabian
not afford to carry on an adequate assistant division manager, Schine
maintenance department ; Harry Faprogram.
William F. Brooks. NBC vice- gan, Smalley Theatres, and Neil Hellpresident in charge of the international man of Fabian-Hellman drive-ins.
division, said that the committee should
provide funds for another fiscal year
and that Congress should act to pro- Minneapolis Paper
vide long-term plans at an early date.
Edmund A. Chester, director of short Raises Rates on Ads
wave broadcasting for CBS, declared
Minneapolis, June 12. — Amusement
that short wave broadcasting is the and all display advertising rates will
be
raised by the Star-Journal, daily,
"only medium that delivers the message directly to the peoples of the
July
1. the new rates, Loop firstUnder
run theatres for the morning and
world."
Association
todav approved an appro- evening combination will be 80 cents
agate line daily, and 90 cents on
Sunday.
priation of $20,000 for the promotion per
of National Radio Week, Oct. 26-Nov.
1, as the RMA convention went into, Neighborhood house rates are lower,
its second day today at the Stevens scaling at 53 cents a line daily, and
66 cents per agate line for Sunday.
Hotel.
At yesterday's session. R. C. Cosgrove, president of RMA and vicepresident and general manager of Cameo, PRC Set Deal
Croslev Corn., said the output of radio
Hollywood, June 12. — Producers
sets in 1947 will reach 15,000.000, Releasing Corp. will release the first
of the newly-formed Cameo
about equal to last year's production. production
This is about 15 per cent under pro- Pictures under a deal finalized by
PRC president Harry H. Thomas.
duction capacity, he added.

Court Cuts Hughes'
Anti-Trust Charges
Federal Judge John C. Knox ruled
yesterday
"irrelevant"
allegations that
must certain
be stricken
out of
Howard Hughes' anti-trust complaint
against the Motion Picture Association, and that Hughes must file an
amended
complaint.
Hughes'
suit
seeks $7,500,000
damages,
allegedly
sustained
resultProduction
of the MPA's
withdrawalas ofa the
Code
Administration seal from "The OutParagraphs
dered stricken ofoutthe
are complaint
nine and or-12
which refer to the old arbitration case,
and wherein the assertion is made that
others, like Hughes, have grounds for
complaint against the MPA.
law." Owners in Fight
Ky.
Against Wage Boosts
Louisville, June 12. — Legislation
to prevent theatre personnel from being placedregulations
within theofscope
of wageincrease
the Kentucky
Department of Industrial Relations
will be prepared by the Kentucky
Association of Theatre Owners for
introduction in the 1948 legislature.
Association attorneys have been in
communication with Industrial Commissioner Willis and the Governor in
efforts to show them that the exhibitors should not be compelled to increase wages. Legislation which will
be drafted will be presented to a special KATO panel in the fall.
D. C, Lawyer Studies
Detroit Exhibition
Washington, June 12. — William L.
McGovern, Washington attorney, disclosed on ' his return here today from
Detroit that he had been retained by
a private concern to study the details
of the Detroit exhibition situation
with a view to ascertaining whether
violations of the anti-trust laws exist.
He declined to identify his client.
McGovern said he had studied
operations and components of both the
Co-Operative Theatres of Michigan
and United Detroit Theatres. "There
is a serious question of possible violations resulting from controls exercised by the two companies," he said.
Schine Ad Account
Greenthal Agency

to

The Schine Hotels advertising account has been assigned to the Monroe
Greenthal Agency, New York, which
handles the Universal-International, J.
Arthur Rank Organization and other
accounts. A campaign on the hotel
chain, headed by J. Myer Schine of
the Schine Circuit, Gloversville, N. Y.,
is scheduled to start on Sunday. The
hotels are located in Florida, New
City.
York, lantic
Massachusetts,
Maine and AtMulligan to RKO Radio
William Mulligan, former war correspondent, has been assigned by Don
Prince, RKO Radio foreign publicity
director, to prepare feature material
on star personalities working for the
company and its associate producers,
Prince has announced here following
his return from the Coast. Adele
Palmer remains as Coast publicity
representative.
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Splurge

Production
15

Films

in
as

Start

. Hollywood, June 12. — The produc
tion graph took- a long anticipated
swing upward from 40 to 51 during
a week in which IS pictures were
started on six of the major lots, and
four were sent to cutting rooms. The
production scene follows :
Columbia
Started: "When a Girl's Beautiful",
with Adele Jergens, Stephen Dunne,
Marc Piatt and Patricia White;
"Last
of and
BootSmiley
Hill",
with
Charles Days
Starrett
Burnett

Picture

daily
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Reviews

"Stepchild
{Producers Releasing Corp.)
'T'HE unhappiness and discontent that a broken-up family can bring to the
A children of a divorced couple provides the central
of this Leonard
S. Picker production. For marquee purposes it offers theme
the names of Brenda
Joyce and Donald Woods.
From the standpoint of production values, "Stepchild" approximates the
quality
a PRC direction
entry of last year, "Her Sister's Secret." However, in
terms ofofwriting,
and performances, this one is dwarfed considerably by the previous film, with the onus lying principally in the barren
dialogue provided by Karen DeWolf's screenplay, plus uninspired direction
by James Flood.
Woods and Miss Joyce play the couple whose divorce stems from his resentment over her having a business position of greater prestige than his.
The court gives him custody of their two young boys, played with relative
appeal by Tommy Ivo and Gregory Marshall. Woods then marries his secretary, aruthless, scheming damsel (Terry Austin) whose kindly treatment
of the youngsters before her marriage takes an amazing turn after the wedding. Unknown to Woods she tongue-lashes and cuffs the lads until they
feel compelled to run away from home. When they are recovered Woods
turns against the stepmother, and reconciliation ensues between him and the
first wife, Miss Joyce. Others in the cast include James Millican, Griff Baruett,
Selmer Jackson, Ruth Robinson and "Daisy," a dog. Jerry Briskin was asso
story.
ciate producer ; Jules Levine authored the original
Running time, 70 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Charles L. Franke
June 7-

as co-stars ; "The Mating of Minnie
McGonigle", with Evelyn Keyes.
Shooting : "The Last Round-Up",
"The Sea Hound", "The Double
Take", "It Had To Be You", "The
Prince of Thieves", "The Man From
Colorado".
Eagle-Lion
'Gunfighters"
Finished: "A Texas Story".
{Columbia)
Shooting:
"Adventures of Cas- r\
ISILLUSIONMENT in the form of their own hasty demise comes to
sanova".
Enterprise
U many a tough upstart nursing the mistaken notion "Brazos Kane" can
be beaten to the draw. Thus establishing at the outset
Shooting: "They Passed This hero, and an ideal one he is in the person of Randolph the reputation of the
Scott, "Gunfighters"
abounds in colorful adventure as it depicts the West in the
Way".
M-G-M
gun-blasting days
of the pioneers. It is a good show, made more than usually attractive pictorially
by
Cinecolor,
Started: "Killer McCoy", with
rating head and shoulders above the conventional.
Mickey Rooney, Elizabeth Taylor,
Scott, as Alan LeMay's screenplay goes, shelves his weapons in favor of
Brian Donlevy, James Dunn; "On an more peaceful pursuits, and sets off to join an old friend in the ranching
Island with
with and
EstherRicardo
Wil- business. The latter's corpse leads him into trouble
liams, PeterYou",
Lawford
plus some romantic encounters with Barbara Britton and Dorothy aplenty,
Hart, both daughters
Montalban.
of
the
big-time
prairie
operator
responsible
for
his
friend's
murder.
Finished : "Good News."
Bruce Cabot, Charley Grapewin, Steven Geray, Forrest Tucker, Charles
Shooting-. "If Winter Comes", Kemper and Grant Withers round out a competent cast in Harry Joe Brown's
"The Kissing Bandit", "Cass Timber- production, which George Waggner directed. The story was taken from a
lane", "Alias a Gentleman", "The
Zane Grey novel, "Twin Sombreros."
Pirate".
Paramount
Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
Gene Arneel
Started: "Big Town Scandal", costarring Philip Reed and Hillary
Brooke (Pine-Thomas).
Film on Army Women
Shooting: "Whispering Smith",
Washington, June 12. — Knicker- Short
"Dream Girl".
bocker Productions, Inc., of New
RKO Radio
York, has received a contract from
the War Department for production
Shooting: "I Remember Mama", of an Army Air Force film saluting Subjects
"Return of the Bad Men", "Mourning the women of the AAF. The film, a
Becomes Electra", "Memory of Love", black-and-white two-reeler, will deal
"The Bishop's Wife".
with the war activity of the WASPs, "Your Doctors— 1947"
Republic
air WACs, and flight nurses. The {March ofof Time—20th-Fox)
Time does a splendid job
Army plans to use the film primarily of March
examining
the medical field as it
Finished: "Old Spanish Trails".
for training and orientation use, but
Shooting: "The Red Pony", (Feld- may try to obtain theatre showing as is today, depicting how its frontiers
are moving steadily forward. Crisp
man) ; "Driftwood".
and entertaining, the subject pokes
well.
Selznick
into schools, laboratories and operating rooms and gives some realistic
Marshall), in Technicolor, with Van
Shooting : "Portrait of Jennie".
Screen Guild
Heflin, Susan Hayward, Boris Karl- glimpses.
Among some of its highlights is a
off, Julie London, Ward Bond;
demonstration of an artificial kidney,
Finished: "The Burning Cross".
'Imagination" (Kanin Productions), an
"RH" transfusion performed on a
with Ronald Colman, Signe Hasso,
20th Century-Fox
and a delicate brain operation.
Edmond O'Brien; "Adventures of baby,
Started : "Green Grass of Wyo- Black Bart", with Yvonne de Carlo, The subject also shows several actual
sessions with a psychoanalyst and
Dan Duryea, Jeffrey Lynn.
with Peggy
Cummins,
Coburn,ming",Burl
Ives,
Lloyd Charles
Nolan,
clarify many misconceptions
Shooting: "Ride the Pink Horse", helps
Geraldine Wall; "Roses Are Red" "Wistful Widow of Wagon Gap", about them. Running time, 19 minutes.
(Wurtzel), with Don Castle, Peggy "The Exile".
Knudsen, Patricia Knight.
Warners
Shooting : "Gentleman's Agree"/ Am an Alcoholic"
ment", "Nightmare Alley", "Off to Started: "Mary Hagen", with {This Is America — RKO)
Buffalo", "Foxes of Harrow".
The story of a problem drinker is
Shirley Temple, Ronald Reagan, Lois
United Artists
the latest of the This Is AmerMaxwell ; "Head Over Heels", with told icainseries.
It constitutes a timely and
Robert Hutton, Joyce Reynolds, Cecil
interesting
subject.
Started: "Without Honor" (Hop- Kellaway, Ernest Truex ; "Romance
along Cassidy Productions).
The
organization
and humanitarian
C" (Curtiz),
with Page,
Jack CarShooting: "Intrigue" (Bischoff), in High
son, Doris
Day, Janis
Don work of Alcoholics Anonymous,
"The Time of Your Life" (Cagney), DeFore, Oscar Levant.
founded to rehabilitate alcoholics, is
"Sleep Universal-International
My Love".
at length. The film is hanShooting : "Ever the Beginning", described
dled skillfully and should hold inter"Treasure of Sierra Madre", "Silver
est. Running time, 17 minutes.
Started: "Tap Roots" (WangerRiver".

Hollywood
Hollywood, June 12
METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer
has purchased "The Murder Mystery",
by Charles Jackson, author of "The
Lost Weekend", and to be published
by Rinehart. Irving Lazar, who conducted negotiations for the purchase^
joins M-G-M as associate produkp a„
on the film. . . . Enterprise Studvi r
has pared its production schedule for
1946-47 from six to five films. The
quintet will be: "Ramrod", now in
general release; "The Other Love",
also currently showing; "Body and
Soul", "Arch of Triumph" and "They
Passed This Way".
The entire filming of John Galsworthy's "Escape" will be done in
England, locale of the play, 20th Century-Fox announces. Production will
start late this summer, with Rex
Harrison starred. William Perlberg
will produce and Joseph Mankiewicz
will direct. . . . Filming has started
on the first of the new series of six
Hopalong
Cassidys,besides
"Without
Honor".
William Boyd,
playing
the
title role, is also executive producer.
"Coward's Castle" will be the second.
. . . Casting difficulties forced the setting back of the starting date of RKO
Radio's "Roughshod" from June 16
to July 1. Only role cast thus far is
that of Claude Jarman, Jr.
"Joan of Lorraine", starring Ingrid Bergman, will go before the
cameras on July 14. Victor Fleming
will direct. It is for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer release. . . . Two recently published first novels, with
American backgrounds, "Web of
Days" and "Jed Blaine's Woman",
have been assigned to P. J. Wolfson
for production at Paramount. "Web
of Days" will star Paulette Goddard. . . . RKO Radio has signed
Sidney Lanfield to direct "Stations
West", a Luke Short Western with
Dick Powell as the star. The producer is Robert Sparks and filming
is set for July.
•
Republic announced two story purchases, "Come and Get Me" and "The
Last of the Westerners". The former
has been assigned to associate producer Stephen Auer. "Last of the
Westerners" will be the second in the
series starring Allan Lane. . . . William Castle was signed to a new directorial contract at Columbia three
days after it was announced that the
director was leaving the studio by
mutual agreement. ... As a future
vehicle for Roland Winters, who in
August takes over the title role in
Monogram's Charlie Chan series, producer James S. Burkett announces the
purchase of "Murder By Alphabet".
•
Paul Jones, writer-producer, has
been signed to a producer contract by
M-G-M. Jones' last production chore
was Pal' -amount's "Dear Ruth", for
Producer Norman Krasna. . . . John
Sturges has been loaned by Columbia
to Irving Cummings to direct "The
Sign ofwhich
the Cummings
Ram", starring
Susan
Peters,
will produce
for Columbia. Another new directorial
assignment at Columbia is Ray
Nazarro, for "The Last Days of Boot
Hill", with Colbert Clark producing.
W. J. McG.
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Say Rank Offered
$160,000 for Bing
London, June 12.— It is reported here that J. Arthur
Rank offered Bing Crosby
$160,000 to come here to star
in the film, "Eastward Passage."edThe report
here. could not
be confirm

British

Picture

Films

(Continued from page 1)
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Rank

Elated

London,
12. —five"Progress made June
with the
leading American circuits is beall my inhopes,"
Arthurto
Rank yondsaid
a cableJ. read
a press conference here today by John Davis, assistant
to Rank.

Hungary
Advance

to Abandon
Censorship

important United States theatres. In
the last six months our films have
By ALEXANDER FODOR
made more progress in America than
Airmail). —
June 7 (By
Budapest,
ever before.
ns covering
Instructio
the state film
continOur 1947 revenue," Davis
purpose of which is to restore
decree,
ued, "will be far in advance of the
film production here, are due to be
,000,000 we estimated we should rethe most imAs will
shortly.
made public
portant feature,
the state
do away
1946." that approximately for a similar theatre in Alexandria are
ceive forasserted
Davis
"preliminary
cked
much-atta
th<i
with
far
advanced,
he
said.
censorship" law by which screenplays
hire's Problems of 3,000 theatres are involved in the playing arrangements for British pictures.
must be submitted to censors before
Concerning
Hollywood's
attraction
for
British
stars,
Davis
said
America
The theatres will play 12 to 15 BritLabor Are Solved
going
into production.
ish films this year, he said.
is particularly attractive to actors ;
there is an abundance of food there
Each Hungarian film to be proContracts Yet Unsigned
duced will be subsidized by the gov"but many find living costs not what
ernment by a grant of 200,000 Forint,
By T. J. M. SHEEHY
condefinite
no
they
expected
so
they
return
here
that
admitted
He
total producaid whenexceed
Dublin, June 9 (By Airmail).— In
a remarkabl
signed but said he wiser if unhappier peeople."
been
have
tracts
costse seldom
500,000
tion
Eire, as in most countries, post-war
executives
American
the
satisfied
is
"We are trying to make films for Forint (about $40,000). In addition,
adjustments of living conditions and will keep their word.
the international market," he said, considerable tax reductions will be
of induswages has led to athenumber
He said the arrangements with "but
Irish film trade
trial disputes, but
we still call them 'British,' beimply any link be"public inlieving this to be a hallmark of merit granted; the
12 per
has given the country a lead in solu WarnerstweendoRank not
be
fee"
endowmentcent
the
and
here
interests
tax will
ent will
the entertainm
and stitutions
waived
tion of employer-employe problems.
recognized
the
world
over."
Britd
Associate
ntrolled
In a series of negotiations, conducted Warner-co
be reduced by 50 per cent. Hungary
Confirming
earlier
Motion
ish Pictures Circuit.
ture Daily an
story,
Davis
said Picthat expects to produce about 10 features
under the auspices of the National La
amount
the
divulge
to
refused
Davis
bor Court, exhibitors and their em
of dollars being received here from Rank had concluded "a satisfactory during 1947-48.
ployes and distributors and their staffs
for an interchange of
have reached agreements amicably. As current Rank picture exhibition in the arrangement"
American and British television patremitl
the
substantia
that
been
have
claimed
but
there
States
result,
a
ents with the E. N. Rauland Corp. Giannini
(Continued from page 1)
tances are increasing monthly. He
improvements in wages and working
Chicago. He said it is "more than
conditions and the Irish Transport and said it is anticipated that such Rank of
likely" that Rank will equip three
General Workers Union has estab-in pictures as "Great Expectations," experimental television theatres in rently finances substantial independent
'Odd Man Out" and "Stairway to
lished 100 per cent membership
. retirement is real this
in 1947. Davi's claimed that production
Dublin, the main center of all film Heaven" will gross in excess of $8,- Britain
Giannini's
Britain is as far advanced in television
activity. Ten distributors have agreed 000,000 in American circuits alone as America.
time, he said, when reminded yesterthat all persons employed in the cleri this year.
He
reiterated
that
Rank
would
not
"retired" nearly 20
He
conceded
that
the
present
major
day that he had
em
those
except
cal departments,
career, but always reshall obstacle is that British stars and di- acquire theatres in America but that times inturned tohis
his job within a few days.
ployed in a confidential capacity,
rectors are unknown in America but Universal-International will where
Giannini will leave here today for
be members of the union. A similar
agreement has been signed on behalf of that measures to correct that are be- circumstances dictate.
South America.
workers.
ing taken.
film repairers and dispatch
The union has also come to an
Proposed Time Cut Aided
Theatre
the
with
amicable agreement
ng
representi
n,
Davis said the proposed cut in playand Cinema Associatio
Dublin exhibitors. Dublin theatre
ing time for American films here obemployes of all grades are guaranteed
viously contributed to a receptive recases
action in America, but he described
substantial increases— in some
M-C-M
pre-war scales. Rank's talks there as having been
up to 70 per cent— inon the
negotiations on the friendliest basis. Therefore, he
Particular credit
is due to exhibitors, since they said, if the Americans play ball, it is
and better work- hoped that the threatened cut in playagreed to new atrates
SHOW
TRADE
a time when general
ing time here may be averted.
ing conditions
admiswhile
and
mounted
had
costs
He disclosed that Rank's pictures
by govern- have grossed $1,250,000 in South
still pegged
sionmentprices
order are
rates.
at 1936
America in eight months, "all _ of
New York- New Jersey Territory Only
Britain."
reach
gradually
will
which
revOver the rest of the world the
enue of British pictures is two or
Judges Named in E-L
three times more this year than it was
11
'Repeat' Contest
last year, Davis said.
Judges in Eagle-Lion's contest for
Rank's Canadian production plans
ance"
on by"Repeat
ns set
campaig
ein include only shorts and children's
Youngst
Max E.Perform
been
have
FIESTA
for AusPlansdeferred
E-L director of advertising-publicity films, hetralianreported.
studios
have
been
by
They include: Sherwin Kane,
Motion Picture Daily; Walter Rank and he now is planning to make
Brooks, Motion Picture Herald; two outdoors pictures there annually
Chester Bahn, Film Daily; Jay Rank and Davis plan a visit to Australia next spring and will go from
Emanuel, The Exhibitor; Chick
DATE
to New Zealand. However,
there
NEW
Lewis, Showmen's Trade Review;
acfor
present
at
plans
no
has
AmuseRank
Greater
Mortensen,
E.
T.
tivities in the latter country.
ments; Morton Sunshine, Independent
BulleFilm
Other
Deals on Continent
Wax,
Mo
Film Journal;
tin; Chester Friedman, Boxoffice,
the problems of Brit
that
said
He
Herb Golden, Variety.
been
16
The contest, which runs until Nov. ish films on the Continent haveEurope
JUNE
in
release
the
by
complicated
Sixteen
theatres.
all
to
open
15, is
American
cash prizes, ranging from' $1,000 to of seven-year's supply ofsatisfactor.
$50, will be awarded to the showmen films but, nevertheless, particularbeen concluded,
a. m
10:30
turning in the best "Repeat Perform deals have
MONDAY,
ly in Holland and the Scandinavian
ance" campaigns.
countries, whereby Britain more than
holds her own.
15 British Films
British pictures are playing well
South Africa, he reported, and two
{Continued from page 1)
M-C-M SCREEN ROOM
prepBritish outdoor subjects are in
to
work
studio
the
with
there
aration
Breed," "Thirty-Nine Steps," "Thurs- be done here.
day's Child," "The Scarlet Pimper630 Ninth Avenue - New York City
nel," "Beloved Vagabond," "Brief EnDavis plans a visit to Egypt in Sepcounter," "Captive Heart" and "The
tember for the opening of the milliondollar Cairo Odeon Theatre. Plans
Return of the Scarlet Pimpernel."
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Deal
RKO,

Motion

in Uruguay

by

Glucksmann

By PAUL BODO
Montevideo, June 9 (By Airmail).
— One of the most important deals in
the Uruguayan industry has been
closed by Bernardo Glucksmann, who
has purchased the whole of RKO
Radio production for the next four
years for the theatre circuits under
his management. The deal put an
end to rumors, which were never
denied, about RKO purchasing half
of Glucksmann's theatre interests.
Meanwhile, as a first step as producers, Grandes Estudios Filmadores
Rioplantenses has announced the first
issue of the newsreel, Uruguay al
Dia, to be issued regularly. Joaquim
Martinez Arboleya is in charge of the
project, which is financed by Uruguayan capital.
Moglia Films, a new distributing
company, has been established to
handle French and British product,
mostly reissues.
European product is again appearing on Montevideo screens, dividing
theatre screens and box-office receipts
with American product. German pictures, banned during the war, are
again in distribution here.

Picture

Para, Partners End
Promotional Talks
Leonard Goldenson, vice-president
of Paramount in charge of theatre
operations, has returned to New
York from Chicago, where he par
ticipated in a meeting of advertising
executives of a number of the company's theatre
partnersand and
affiliates
among them
Balaban
Katz,
Great
States, M. and P. Theatres, United
Detroit Theatres, Tri-States Theatres,
Wilby and Kincey, Minnesota Amuse
ment Co. and Famous Players .Cana
dian. The meeting, opened on Tues
day, discussed common advertising
problems.
Goldenson was accompanied by Ed
ward L. Hyman, vice-president of
Paramount Theatres Service Corp,
Also back from the sessions- is Curtis
Mitchell, Paramount's advertising
publicity director.
Paramount International
Executives to the Coast
A group of Paramount Internation
al executives, headed by George Welt
ner, PI president, will entrain today
from New York for Hollywood, to
meet with Henry Ginsberg, vice-presi
dent in charge of production, and
other studio officials. The discussions,
which take place semi-annually, will
deal with international aspects of
Paramount productions.
Accompanying Weltner will be J
E. Perkins, managing director for the
British Isles; F. E. Hutchinson, man
aging director of sales for Paramount
Film Service, Ltd., and John B.
Nathan, division manager for Continental Europe, North Africa, and the
Middle East. Following tomorrow will
be Tony C. Reddin, director of thea
tres, advertising and publicity for
Paramount Film Service.

Smith Luncheon
{Continued from page 1)
but ticket sales have not yet begun
at the home offices, indicating a "capacity,ishouse,"
it was said. Leon
Rosenblatt
treasurer.
The committee members, alphabetically, are : Adam Adams, A. J. Balaban, Leo Brecher, Max A. Cohen,
Frank Damas, Irving Dollinger, Oscar Doob, Gus Eyssell, Si Fabian,
Julius Joelson, Malcolm Kingsberg, Tax Study Group
Harrv Lowenstein, Arthur Mayer,
{Continued from page 1)
Walter Reade, Jr., Sam Rosen, Ed
Rugoff, Fred Schwartz, Joseph call for a "thorough revision of FedSeider, Sol Strausberg, Robert Weiteral tax laws." J. Cheever Cowdin.
man and William White.
Universal Pictures board chairman, is
a member of the group, which held
its first organizational meeting here
today.
NJ Allied Program
The committee, headed by former
{Continued from page 1)
Treasury Undersecretary Roswell
a golf tournament, open forum, a Magill, appointed various special subclosed session, a National Screen
committees to consider special tax
Service reception, and a testimonial problems, including double taxation
of dividends, community property tax,
banquetKirsch
' to Allied
Jack
at thenational
Hotel president
Chelsea. excise tax revision, stock option
Hundreds from various parts of the taxes, and other corporate tax probcountry will attend the banquet.
lems. The subcommittee will circulate their findings to all members, and
the full committee will meet here
Rosser Rejoins NTSC
again
on July 11 to make more comR. P. Rosser, Jr., discharged from
plete recommendations.
the Army where he was a lieutenant
Cowdin, who left for New York
colonel, has rejoined National Thea- following the meeting, denied that he
tre Supply Co. as assistant to Arthur
group as a special repreF. Baldwin, export manager. Rosser was on the
sentative ofthe industry, and claimed
was formerly branch manager in Albany.
he Any
represented
"the cut
people
large."
substantial
in at
admission
taxes is likely to face tough going- in
Wood Sets Next Film
the advisory group, as several members are known to favor high excise
Hollywood, June 12. — Following taxes, and some go so far as to favor
his next production, "Purgatory a general sales tax. However, it is
Street," Sam Wood will have one
certain to recommend steps to
more film' to do under his Inter- Wood almost
banner for Universal-International end double taxation.
release.
To Teach Films on Coast
Prof. Robert Gessner, chairman of
the department of motion pictures in
"Fifth Ave." Promotion
Allied Artists Corp. has engaged the Washington Square College of
Bill Slater's United Publicity Bureau New York University, has arrived in
to handle special Fifth Ave. promo- Los Angeles, where he will be a
on films at the University of
tion for "It Happened on Fifth Ave- teacher
Southern California this summer.
nue."
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Italy

Liquidating

Its Film
By ARGEO

Institute
SANTUCCI

Rome, June 9 (By Airmail). — The
government-owned Instituto Nazionale
Luce will be liquidated within the
next six months and reorganized in
the interest of public service, accord
ing to a Government bill.
The Instituto was organized for the
production of newsreels and documentaries and owns much technical equip
ment. It owns the Ente Nazionale
Industrie Cinematografiche, which is
an important distributing company
and which owns and controls a circuit
of 140 theatres. ENIC, in turn, owns
50 per cent of the stock of Societa
Anonima Cinecitta, which owns 16
sound stages and equipment. Cinecitta
and ENIC each own 50 per cent of
the Cines production company, which
already is in liquidation.
The building belonging to the In
stituto will be sold. All employees
will be dismissed. The stocks of the
ENIC belonging to the Instituto, the
equipment, machinery and the residual
estate will be transferred to the gov
ernment.
SRO

Setup
{Continued from page 1)

Raftery

Says

FTC

Attempts Regulation
Commenting yesterday on the Federal Trade
action Mary
summoning Commission's
United Artists Corp.,
Pickford, Charles Chaplin, David O.
Selznick and Edward C. Raftery before it on charges of misleading advertising of "Col. Blimp," Raftery
termed the action as "the first attempt
on the part of a governmental body
to tell a motion picture producer how
he must cut a picture for public^insumption."
t 3£
The U.A. president declared . thki/it
was his intention, as well as the company's, to resist any such regulations
proposed by the FTC and that he
considered the action of the FTC an
attempt on the part of that body to
regulate the production of motion pictures without any right to do so by
statute or otherwise.
Bagnall
{Continued Optimistic
from page 1)
extension of a pact with Arthur
Kelly whose "Half Caste" has been
delayed and is now scheduled to go
into production on Jan. 1.
Re-opening of the company's office
in the Philippines was voted.
The meeting did not concern itself
in
any way with the reported sale of
ment.
the company or change in manage-

Salsberg, Cincinnati; Eugene P.
Alexander, Detroit.
Chicago District — Sam Horowitz,
district manager ; Walter M. Dorff , ;
Charles M. Weiner, Minneapolis ; Elmer J. Tilton, Des Moines ; R.
Thompson, Kansas City ; Ellis N.
Shafton, St. Louis.
Atlanta District — Henry G. Krum,
district
lanta. manager; Guy B. Davis, At-

35 Coast Pickets
Fined $300 Each
Hollywood, June 12. — Thirty-five
pickets who participated in the mass
demonstration outside the Columbia
studio here last November were fined
$300 each today by Municipal Judge
Byron Walters following their conviction on charges of disobeying a
court order to disperse and stop obstructing the studio entrance. In addition, Frank Pestana, attorney for the
Dallas District — A. J. Delcambre, Conference
of Studio Unions, was
district manager ; Claude W. Atkin- sentenced to 60 days in jail.
son, Dallas.
Los Angeles District — John T.
Howard, district manager ; Paul J. Newsreelers for Academy
Walsh, Los Angeles, Harry HunsakHollywood, June 12. — The short
er, San Francisco, Cornell J. Duer,
Denver ; Howard B. Cahoon, Salt subjects branch of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has
Lake City ; James L. Walsh, Seattle. asked
the board of governors to ratify
their action inviting newsreel men into
membership. The branch has also requested the establishment of an annual
Balaban
Appeals
for
{Continued from page 1)
Academy
_ awardduring
for the
the year.
best single
newsreel issue
ecutives, in attendance. Leonard Goldenson, vice-president of Paramount,
Olivier, Clift Knighted
presided.
London, June 12. — Knighthood has
Appeals for aid for Jewish victims
of Nazism^ were voiced by Henry been confered on Capt. S. W. Clift,
Montor, UJA executive vice-president, past president of the Cinematograph
and Barney Balaban, national chair- Exhibitors Association, and Laurence
man of its motion picture division, Olivier, stage-screen star. Clift did
throughout the war in enwho were the principal speakers. Im- major work couraging
other exhibitors to screen
portance of immediate help was
stressed by Balaban.
government morale-building films.
At the meeting Agnes Mengel Both were named on the King's Birthday honors list.
Grew, president of the Paramount
Pictures Club, presented to Balaban a
check for $829 as a contribution to
Mono. Wins Suit
the campaign.
'Tormenf Coast Premiere
Edward L. Kingsley, vice-president
of Oxford Films, Inc., is in Hollywood, preparing for the Coast premiere of "Torment," Swedish film,
which is currently in its eighth week
at the Avenue Playhouse here.

Portland, Ore., June 12. — Monogram's exchange here was awarded
full judgment and attorney's fees in
settlement of a two-year-old contract
suit with Slaney's Capitol Theatre,
Multnomah, by Judge Tooze of the
Multnomah County Court. The defendant was also prohibited from
building a second theatre.
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Urges 20th Fox's Peppiatt,
Wehrenberg
|Gross Killed in
United Tax Front

Accurate
Concise
and
Impartial
TEN CENTS

WB
Six-Month
Profit
Up

St. Louis, June 15.— Again urging Crash of Airliner
the need for greater unity among_ ons,
ex5,000,000
hibitors and exhibitor organizati
Film
Shipping
of Mog, president
Fred Wehrenber
diviC. E. Peppiatt, Mid-Eastern
tion Picture Theatre Owners of
sion sales manager for 20th Century- $14,013,000 Net Equals
Two Trans-U.S. Lines Set America, declared here yesterday that
c dis- $1.89 Per Stock Share
Gross,
Sam both
and manager,
a united exhibitor front is especially Fox, trict
Philadelphia,
of Atlanti
Reduction of 20-25%
important at this time if theatres are were killed Friday night in the crash
A net profit of $14,013,000 for
the Fed- of the Central Pennsylvania Airlines
at all from
relief
to wineralany
wartime
admissions
tax.
the six months ended March 1, was
While the Interstate Commerce
a.
Virgini
West
in
plane
"The maintenance of a united front
reported at the weekend by Harry
Commission in Washington ponders
with other exhibitor organizations is In Philadelphia yesterday, Herb
ExRailway
the
of
reion
of
the applicat
Gillis, 20th-Fox branch manager, m M. Warner,
the constant aim and desire
"Brothers
tures president.Warner
This figure,
arrivedPic-at
nt sizeported that Peppiatt and Gross met
a permane
Agencyin for
'We Pittsburg
rates, the Civil MPTOA," Wehrenberg said.imporfreight
increase
and
ablepress
evening
Thursday
after
provision
of
$8,400,000
for Fedh
boarded the airliner the following day
eral taxes, and including a refund of
Aeronautics Board has approved the believe this to be especially
tant on the Federal tax problem."
en route to Washington, both on tour $418,000 in foreign excess profit taxes
application of United Airlines for a
Wehrenberg pointed out that of exchanges in their territories.
applicable to prior years, represents
20 per cent decrease in air freight
charges, and American Air Lines is MPTOA, through A. Julian Brylaw- -The two victims of the _ disaster a profit increase of nearly $5,000,000
n Theacooperated with America
veterans. Peppiatt, who over thecordedcompany's
an application for permis- ski, tre
preparin
refor the same $9,125,000
period lastnetyear.
Association's Ted R. Gamble in were industry
sion to gcut its freight rates about 25
enbeen
had
tax
age,
of
ons
years
admissi
53
the
was
of
n
reductio
urging
per cent.
This half-year's net profit is equivagaged in the business for 30 years
Ways and Means
The motion picture industry is before the House
lent to $1.89 per share on the 7,402,20th-Fox
in
them
of
eight
last
the
Washing
in
hearing
the
at
ee
committ
involved in the actions of both
of common stock outstandGross, 48, had been in the 180 shares
employ.
hope
the
ed
express
He
28.
May
ton,
ing as of March 1. The net for the
media of transportation, being
associated
mostly
years,
25
industry
that other exhibitor groups would with
the same company.
corresponding period last year was
a widespread user of each, shipjoin in the tax reduction effort.
ping much tonnage annually, of
Gross were promoted equivalent to $1.23 per share after
and
Peppiatt
films, accessories, studio and
for the two-for-one split of
by 20th-Fox only two weeks ago. As adjusting
common stock.
theatre equipment, and other
ern _ division
Mid-East
the
of
manager
Film rentals, theatre admissions,
items. The newsreels also are
Proposals for Peppiatt was given supervision oyer
ATA
•frequent users of the airlanes.
on page 7) intercomsales,
etc.,(Continued
after eliminating
Philag
includin
district,
Atlantic
the
Pittsburgh and Washington,
Hearings were held last week in Tax-Cut This Week and the delphia,
newly named River district,
Washington by the ICC on the Railconsisting of Cincinnati, Cleveland and NJ Allied Forum to
an
for
petition
Agency's
way Express
elevated from
(Continued
on page
7)
ation's Indianapolis. Gross was
American Theatres a Associ
to Atmanager
branch
phia
Philadel
ade
theatr
for
als
propos
draft of mission tax cut will be completed
lantic district manager, the post previously held by Peppiatt.
Weigh Ascap Threat
according to Robert W.
Pickford Due Here; this week,
Surviving Gross are his widow,
Coyne, executive director.
Ascap's will
proposed
tax
He said the draft will be submitted Jeannette, and two sons, Edgar, 16, increase
receivetheatre
specialmusic
attention
e Own- and Barry, 13. Ethel;
survivors
s
Theatr
e
Peppiatt'
Pictur
Motion
the
to
Deals
Cecil
son,
a
at the open-forum meeting on the secMay Advance
ers of America and if the latter is in are his widow,
ond day of the annual convention of
(Continued on page 7)
Jr., 16, and a daughter, Ann, 12.
Allied Theatre Owners of New JerPickood, June 15.— Mary
Hollyw
sey, Edward Lachman, N. J. Allied
ford
is scheduled to leave here today
president, said at the weekend. The
for New York by plane where, it is
three-day
convention opens on June
City.
in
reported, she will participate in what
24 at the Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic
volved
In
ry
st
du
In
may be decisive discussions concernArtThe organization
up 7)a commit(Continued onsetpage
ists. ing new management for United
Actions
House
Representatives of Miss Pickford Adverse
and Charles Chaplin, United Artists
munications Commission for increased Has Pre-Rental Plan
Washington, June 15.— A House
owners, have held preliminary conferhas
effect
in
ConJ.
tee
Tom
"with proper
commit
with
ences in New York
appropriations
personnel, claiming
s, the
and facilitie
of staff that
(Continued on page 7)
voted to kill the Office of Government utilization
catch up in To Finance Films
soon
should
ion
Commiss
picture
motion
the
Reports, including
with the backlog of
section, 'by refusing to grant it any large measure
funds to operate during the coming
Britain's Sheckman
Hollywood,
June 15. would
— A plan
unn Denny told the comchairma
FCC mittee
der which exhibitors
finance
that the backlog of licenses to
Now Has 50 Runs
The motion picture section, set up
year.
by advance payment of
FM stations had only production
rentals will be presented this week to
re- be processed for 773
's for
industry
London, June 11 (By Airat asthea film
ly serves
originalquest,
to 494 in nine executives
from
house
d
droppe
clearing
of
the Motion Picture
mail).—Sol Sheckman, well(Continued on page 7)
work."
Government requests on the industry months.
known North Country exhibifor Govd approval" of the reand for film industry s pleas
"deferre
It turn
tor, has acquired 20th Cenof the Securities and Exchange
ernment aid. Request for all OGR
tury Cinemas, Ltd., and now
.
Commission to Washington, and it
sections totaled $600,000
controls some 50 theatres. ExReviewed Today
Com- refused appropriations asked by the
ions
priat
Appro
House
The mittee
cluding the three major cirt made by SEC, the Budget Bureau and Federal
reques
a
denied
also
"Courtneys of Curzon
cuits—ABC, GB and Odeon—
complete
the National Archives for additional Trade Commission for more
Street" on page 7.
Sheckman's now is one of the
e
corporat
of
g
largest in England.
do repair work on its mo- gatherinsg onandthereportin
peopletiontopicture.
film and other indusstatistic
It cut requests of the Federal Com- tries.
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Newsreel

Tradewise

Mention
A LTHOUGH exhibitors have
C PYROS P. SKOURAS, 20th-Fox
not yet heard from Ascap
^ president, accompanied by Lem
concerning
the Society's proJones, his assistant, is back at the
posals for an increased scale of
home office after studio conferences.
theatre music taxes, they not
•
Terry Turner, RKO Radio ex- only are preparing and strengthening their defenses but also are
ploitation manager; Harry Reiners,
planning to carry the fight to
his assistant, and Ed McGuire of the the
Society.
legal department, are visiting in Boston from New York.
In addition to the action by
•
the ITOA of New York in the
Kenneth McKenna, M-G-M
courts here, definite plans for acscenario department head, is schedtions to test the legality of the
uled to fly to London today from New
music
tax levy are being formuYork via American Overseas Airlated by Allied Theatre Owners
lines.
of New Jersey, by the Pacific
•
Coast Conference of IndepenW. C. DeVry, president of DeVry
dent Theatre Owners, and North
Cprp., and his brother, E. B. DeVry,
Central Allied has begun anhead of DeForest's Training, Inc.,
other. Other exhibitor organizaboth celebrated birthdays yesterday.
•
tions are reported to have court
Jack Ellis, New York district tests under study.
It is unlikely that Ascap will
manager for United Artists, has returned here from Albany and Gloversmake any formal move to inauville, N. Y.
gurate new theatre music taxes
•
before fall. Its proposed schedule
Jerry Pickman, Eagle-Lion assis- of fees reportedly is still in tentatant advertising-publicity director, has
tive form and its principal exreturned to New York from Cincinecutives who would be in line to
nati.
•
represent the Society in meetings with exhibitors, are schedPhyllis Calvert, British film actuled to leave for Europe this
ress, and her husband, Peter Murweek to attend the International
ray-Hill, are here from England.
•
Congress of Authors and Composers in London. Conferences
Sam Seidelman, PRC foreign
chief, returned here from the Coast with exhibitors would be difficult
over the weekend.
to arrange in mid-summer when
the Ascap officials are scheduled
today to
return.
Sam Briskin is due here
Coast
Meanwhile,
there is every evifrom the 20th Century-Fox
studio.
dence in exhibitor organizations,
that Ascap must come into its
meetings with exhibitors, when
Msgr. McClafferty Is it does come, prepared either to
Honored by Loyola
take "No" for an answer or to
defend its theatre music levies
Hollywood, June 15. — The degree
on a score of court fronts and,
of Honorary Doctor of Laws was
conferred upon Monsignor John J. perhaps, in hundreds of individual theatre cases.
McClafferty in appreciation of his
liy2 years of service as National Executive Secretary of the Legion of Decency at Loyola University graduation
Competitive bidding experiexercises here today. The " exercises
ments still being conducted
also signalized his appointment as around the country by several
dean of the National School of Social
companies on a limited scale
Service at Catholic University, Washington, as previously reported, and have turned up at least one problem common to all territories.
were followed by a reception in his
honor by the Loyola faculty.
_
A
subsequent run theatre outRev. John Devlin, local executive of
bids its prior run competition
the Legion, and Rev. Edward J. for several pictures and, on the
Whelan, president of Loyola, were
strength of this, establishes itself
hosts to the Monsignor, who arrived
yesterday from Washington and will either unwittingly or by planned
advertising campaigns as a first
return there tomorrow night.
Monsignor McClafferty will be hon- run house in its area. The same
or guest of Louis B. Mayer tomorrow
theatre subsequently loses out on
at an M-G-M studio luncheon, to be bids to its competition and, with
attended by Donald Nelson, Harry M. its first run product exhausted,
Warner, Samuel Goldwyn, Y. Frank
is forced to resort to older or
Freeman, Henry Ginsberg, Dore
weaker pictures.
Senary, Ben Thau, Edward Mannix,
Quite naturally, there is conSam Katz, Al Lichtman, James K.
McGuinness, J. J. Cohn, Joe Pasterfusion among the theatre's patrons, or, where the theatre has
nak, Arthur Hornblow, Sidney Franklin, Edward Arnold, and others.
advertised itself as a new first-

By SHERWIN

Parade
KANE

run, there is loss of patron confidence in the theatre and its
advertising.
Occurrences of this kind have
been reported in virtually every
territory in which bidding has
been tested. Exhibitors should
bear it in mind whenever they
engage in competitive bidding
and when they emerge as successful bidders for runs they
have not had previously. The
common-sense course would appear to be to restrict such firstrun advertising to individual pictures so played, rather than extending itto cover the theatre
itself, and, where such first-run
advertising is not engaged in, to
inform patrons by trailers or
otherwise, that while every effort isbeing made to bring firstrun product to the theatre there
will be times when pictures for
which there is a great demand
will not always be obtainable on
that basis.
The problem is a serious one
in many localities and a little
thought and precaution may
avoid disappointment and loss of
confidence by •patrons.
•
Some exhibitor organization
leaders are again thinking — and
talking — about the desirability of
either one big exhibitor organization or, failing that, a narrowing down of the number and the
gulf between the present larger
organizations. There is no indication at the moment that anything more will result from the
present thinking and talking
along those lines than has resulted in the past.
One national Allied States figure recently expressed the view
to the writer that there should,
at the_ very least, be one national
organization for independent exhibitors. He would leave the affiliated theatre field to M.P.T.O.A. which, he believes, should
absorb other organizations having affiliated membership.
Allied has made considerable
progress in the past year in winning new regional units as members. At the same time, however,
the Allied-supported Conference
of Independent Exhibitor Associations has been virtually dormant and there has been no discernible progress toward an
amalgamation of the I.T.O.A. of
New York and Allied States.
Meanwhile, both MPTOA and
American Theatres Association
have successfully demonstrated
that their policies and methods
appeal to large numbers of independent exhibitors.

-*■
to Canada takes
the spotlightvisit
in
PRESIDENT
TRUMAN'S
current newsreels. Other items are the
British plan for India's freedom,
taxes, fashions
contents
follow. and sports. Complete
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 83-President
Truman visits Canada. India accepts Briy-nplan
for partition.
Floods in Cow
Missouri,
3safety-device
demonstrated.
bells frt.iS
new fashion note in hats. Sports: tumbling
champs, hare-and-hounds.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 281— Canada
hears President Truman championing- cause
of human freedom. Thirty thousand see girl
parachutist plunge to death at air show.
Jewish temple, razed by Nazis, marks new
day in Germany. Independence for India.
French rail strike. New device to cut fire
toll.PARAMOUNT NEWS^
No. 84.— Army
orders 100 of world's biggest bombers. Gen.
Eisenhower's son takes a bride. Munich
turns back the calendar at rededication of
synagogue. Highlights of President Truchamps. man's visit to Canada. All-Navy boxing
RKO PATHE, No. 86-President Truman
m Canada. Sixty thousand in CIO protest
in New York. Representative Knutson talks
an tax boxing
cut. Reopen
Navy
bouts. Munich synagogue. AllUNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 67President Truman on goodwill tour of Canada. Death of girl parachutist mars air
carnival at Birmingham, Ala. Britain
Indian leaders plan for freedom. Latest offers
firedemonstrate Farmyard fashescapeion device
show at Kent, Wash.d.

Ohio
After

Cities Can
October

Tax
1

Columbus, June IS— Ohio cities,
after Oct. 1, will be permitted to levy
admission taxes without limit. Only
Gov. _ Thomas
Herbert'
remains
to makeJ. repeal
of sthesignature
present
state three per cent admission tax effective, following passage of the repeal measure by the Ohio Senate,27 — 6. The House earlier had approved the measure, which was bitterly
Ohio theatremen. Gov.
opposed
Herbert hasby been
one of the chief
proponents of repeal.
The admission tax repealer failed
of passage at its first vote but leaders
quickly called a recess, and after a
Republican caucus, the bill was approved. Earlier, the Senate taxation
committee had voted informally to
limit taxes that might be levied by
municipalities to five per cent. This
proposal was dropped when the committee reported the measure for passage.
Mayor James A. Rhodes of Columspearheaded
the mayors'
lobby bus,
for whorepeal,
has indicated
that he
will ask the eity council for a tax as
high as 10 per cent.
Buddy To A ssist A lien
On Warner Newsreel
Ned Buddy will assist James Allen
in
establishing
Warner
forthcoming
newsreel,
due inBrothers'
the fall.
Buddy formerly was general managerpeanand newsreel,
editor of
andParamount's
during theEurowar
was editor of United Newsreel, made
jointly for the Government and the
film industry. He also managed the
American newsreel pool overseas.
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It's from
Paramount
—and

it's the

news
we

you've

most

exciting

heard

first announced

since
"Blue

Skies".

.

THE

STAGE

MILLION

3 YEARS

ON

CHEERS

THE

STAGE
BEGAN

WITH

THIS

BROADWAY
ACCLAIM:

THAT

PEOPLE

COUNT,

OF

HIT

MORE

IS NOfV

"Will

GAFE
LAUGHS

READY

stampede

MORE

FOR

THAN

THAN

YOUR

the boxoffice.".

"It'll gross a fortune."

Y. Sun

Y. Mirror

"Sure-fire popular success that never misses
a trick."
—PM
"Chalk

up a hit on Broadway."—

"Enchantingly

Herald Tribune

NOW

THE

FILM TRADE
PRESS
IN EVERY

SAYS:
WAY,

funny play.". . . —Daily News

"I'll say 'Yes' to it. So will you."— Jour- Amer.
"Delightful

CAN

SCREEN!

. —N,

—N.

YOU

A

comedy.

An

official reason

going to the theatre."

—N.

for

Y. Times

GREATER THAN
THE MOVIE'S
THE PLAY.

The

Hilarious

Letters Should
and Whose

Hit of the first order, fit as a fiddle for any
nan's theatre. Wherever

laughter's a mar-

ketable commodity, the picture's a cinch.
irst laugh 60 seconds after opening flash
find from
until 'The

there

they came

End'."

k rafter-shaker

that

fast and

loud

— M. P. Herald

should

be

tagged

With Love From Paramount.' Stamped
or sure success."
—Film Daily
)ne of the year's top laugh-promoters. Works
hrough grins and chuckles and shortly
/hams

into belly-laughs."

— Daily Variety

Comedy
Have

Been

Sister Got

"More

About

the Girl Whose

Mailed

in Asbestos

Engaged

Her

laughs

than

Envelopes,

to 5 Men

the

Love

At Once !

Broadway

hit. A

'sleeper' that will have the whole town wide
awake the day after it opens. Destined to give
audience

and

exhibitor

100%

- — Film Bulletin
satisfaction.'

"So funny so often that dialogue lines were
lost. The odds appear heavily weighted in
its favor."
"Boxoflice

—M.

P. Daily

slant sure-fire. An expert job from

well-known

play."

— Showmen

s Trade Review

" Stage hit turned into socko fun. Should
ter handsomely at the ticket window.

regis-

"-Variety

JACK

BENNY
says: "With men
know good pictures best,

it's DEAR

BOB

HOPE

have
you

|

to hike

RUTH

two

says: See it — even if you
a mile ... because when

do, you'll start rolling in the aisle!

EDDIE
CANTOR
says: "DEAR
RUTH
has thirty
three laughs a minute blended into one great picture!

GEORGE
BURNS
says: "I've been raving so much
about DEAR
RUTH
that Gracie is getting jealous!

William

J/olden

JoanCaulfiel

ith
Billy

De

Wolfe

EDWARDcjlRNOLD
MONA
MARY

IkEEMAN

PHILIPS

• VIRGINIA

WELLES

KENNY O'MORRISON
Produced by PAUL JONES
Directed by WILLIAM D. RUSSELL
Screen Play by Arthur Sheekman
Based on the Play by Norman Krasna

to one!

■go

who
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Benton

Asks

Motion

Picture

Daily

Funds

Plan

Review
For

Overseas

Plan

Washington, June 15. — -The number of people seeing U. S. State Department's sponsored films would rise
astronomically if the overseas information program could get the funds
requested, Assistant Secretary of State
_William Benton believes.
YQAppearing
before aBenton
Senateasked
ApproI __,iations
Committee,
for
the $34,000,000 denied the program by
the House, including some $3,000,000
for the motion picture division. From
; 8,000,000 to 10,000,000 people now see
the
Department's
films every month,
Benton
said.
John Begg, division director, told
the committee that the budget request
contemplated expanding the film division from 36 to 108 people. Some of
the new personnel would be used at
showings to supplement information
appearing on the screen, others would
conduct audience reaction tests to
make the films more effective, and
still others would work with large industries interested in producing educational films.
Meanwhile, at the weekend, the
House moved toward passage early
this week of the bill authorizing the
State Department's overseas program.
Adopting several corrective amendments and rejecting several crippling
moves in a day-long debate, the major amendment agreed to was one setting up an 11-man group to formulate
policies for the program, including a
representative of the motion picture
industry. Other members would represent educators, veterans, radio,
newspapers, farmers, and labor, with
three from business generally and one
representing the State Department.
The members of the group would be
presidential appointees.
Air Freight Cuts
(Continued from page 1)
increase, and during the hearings the
Motion Picture Association told the
ICC that a small increase by the REA
would be justified if service could be
improved, but that if a large increase
were granted, film companies would
doubtless resort to other means of
transportation for industry products.
Appearing for the MP A was John B.
McCullough, its conservation director.
American Air Lines will file its
new schedule of rate increases with
the CAB any day, with the lower
rates expected to go into effect by
Aug. 1. The probability is that the
new scale will be 20 cents per ton
mile, against the present 26y2 cents.
Rates will decrease comparatively as
weight increases. For example, at the
present rate, the cost of shipping 100
pounds from Washington to Hollywood is $30.98; the cost of shipping
16,000 pounds is $15.40.
United Airlines' decrease authorized
by the CAB is effective as of July 1.
Monson Retires
Chicago, June 15. — Axel Monson,
head of the Ampro Corp. here for 32
years, has retired from active duties,
but will continue as chairman of the
board. Upon his return from Europe,
he will act in a consultative capacity.
Monson will be succeeded as president and general manager by A. J.
Palmer, former vice-president of General Precision Equipment Corp.,
Ampro's parent company.

7
Belgian

Import
'Courtneys
of Curzon
(Herbert
Wilcox-British
Lion)

Rent

Film
Curbs

Street"

London
BEARING as it does the hall-mark of that old trusty, Herbert Wilcox, and
revealing once again the charm of Anna Neagle and Michael Wilding
"Courtneys
of Curzon Street" will inevitably cram the shekels into the showman's jackpot.
Wilcox — having cashed in more than once on the grim, legendary, illustrious
little lady known to history as Queen Victoria — seems intent on a motion picture monopoly of that terrifying monarch. Her personality and rigid philosophy dominate the picture's whole course from AD 1899 to around about this
present year of grace. But Wilcox— as all theatremen are aware — can walk
with kings and still keep that dividend-making common touch. And this one
is no exception. When the year's count comes to be made of magic grossers
"Courtneys" should be well up with the leaders.
It's a period piece in every sense of the word. Back in 1899, Mr. Wilding
(dashing young ensign of Her Majesty's Life Guards) does a very pretty line
of sentiment with his mother's parlor-maid (Miss Neagle) at the family servant's ball. The two extremely attractive sweethearts marry, to the dismay
of all and sundry ; dismay which develops into consternation when the youngwife actually drops her fan at one of the aged Queen's stuffier soirees. Covered with shame at that faux pas Miss Neagle runs away to her native Ireland
to have her baby in peace and quietude ; vowing the while that she will never
again see that dashing young ensign of hers.
The couple come together in the midst of a battle in World War I and
remain together for the rest of their comfortable lives, the film's action being
so contrived that the innocent beholder might well be persuaded that the whole
pattern sions,ofevenBritain's
subsequent
disasters was
and triumphs,
depres-be
her current
dollar shortage,
evolved soherthatwars
pointandmight
lent to the career and loves of this Sir Edward and Lady Courtney.
Of course, it is sentimental, novelettish, now and again mawkish to a degree.
But it is splendidly mounted and a warranted tear-jerker. Wilcox never
misses a trick in the game. It is a jewelled-in-every-movement piece.
Running time, 120 minutes. General audience classification. Petee Burnup
Warner Net Up
(Continued from page. 1)

NJ

Allied Forum
(Continued from page 1)

pany transactions, amounted to $85,053,000 for the six months ended
March 1, compared with $76,863,000
for the corresponding period in the
previous year.
During the calendar year 1946 theatre attendance in Warner theatres
was at an all-time high, the company
reports, observing that box-office receipts for 1947 have shown a downward trend as compared with the
same period last year.
Thetotal
company's
statement
lists
assets of financial
$192,664,322.
Cash
on hand amounted to $15,536,207, production inventories totaled $49,296,932,
and current and working assets were
$72,140,487, against current liabilities
of $29,925,730.

tee • recently to study the advisability
of instituting court action to test the
legality of Ascap's tax action, and,
presumably, much of what is said at
the forum meeting will be incorporated in the report which the committee will submit to the membership
shortly after the convention.
Meanwhile, additional committees
for the convention proceedings have
been set up by Lachman. They are :
Reception committee : Harry Lowenstein (chairman), Lee Newbury, Irving Dollinger, Lou Gold, Joseph Siccardi, Wilbur Snaper, A. Louis Martin, Sidney Franklin, Sam Frank,
Haskell Block and Dr. Henry Brown;
golf committee : Newbury, Brown ;
resolution committee : Gold (chairman), Jack Unger, Clark Hildinger
and John Harwan; nominating committee: David Snaper (chairman),
Jacob Unger, Harry Hecht, Dollinger,
Newbury, Gold, Snaper, Morris
Fogelson, Frank, Franklin, and Lowenstein.
Also: Women's entertainment commit e :Mrs. Edward Lachman (chairman), Mrs. Harry H. Lowenstein,
Mrs. Lou Gold, Mrs. Sam Frank,
Mrs. Haskell Block, Mrs. Harry
Hecht, Mrs. Morris Fogelson, Mrs.
E.
O'Shea,Dollinger.
Mrs. Sam Shain and
Mrs.K. Irving

ATA Tax Proposals
(Continued from page 1)
agreement with it, both groups are
likely to file joint proposals with the
House Ways and Means Committee in
Washington.
Several ATA directors are said to
favor ticket taxes commensurate with
the price scale, beginning at 40-cent
admissions and going upward to a
maximum of 10 per cent.
Rep. Harold Knutson, chairman of
the House group, asked for such proposals at a hearing in Washington late
Pickford Due Here
last month.
(Continued from page 1)
Coyne and Herman Levy, MPTOA
general counsel, discussed the joint
action here last week.
nors, former vice-president of 20th
Century-Fox, concerning the presidency of U.A., and it is believed the
Clayton Robbins Retires negotiations may be further advanced
Clayton Robbins, formerly merchan- visit,
duringor Miss
may bePickford's
brought atNew
least York
to a
dise manager of Western Electric of decisive
stage.
Great Britain, motion picture equipment and service subsidiary of the
It is understood here that the recent discussions concerning acquisition
Westrex Corp., has returned to this
country from London for retirement. of United Artists stock by Si Fabian,
Robbins is the first Westrex employee Eastern circuit operator, are inactive
to retire on pension.
now, but could be revived.

Belgium, heretofore the only country in the world besides the U. S.
where film imports have been entirely
unfettered by government restrictions,
is preparing to impose a 45 per cent
ceiling on foreign film rentals, it is
understood. The ceiling is expected to
be established by governmental decree.
The official preparations for setting
the rental ceiling are described here
as but a forerunner of impending
plans to adopt for Belgium considerably more drastic curbs on film imports, possibly quota restrictions.
Theatre business in Belgium is reported as having made the greatest
recovery strides in Europe since the
end of the war, with the rapidity of
the recovery attributed largely to the
free film import market.
Pre-Rental Plan
(Continued from page 1)
Theatre Owners of America and National Allied by Jerome B. Rosenthal,
counseltors and
foractors.
severalRosenthal
producers,flew
direc-to
Chicago today to discuss the project
with
Levy. Allied president Jack Kirsch and
will proceed East to confer with
MPTOA general counsel Herman
plan as to"cooperative
in Describing
nature" andthedesigned
include all
Hollywood talent branches with a
view to effecting economies production-wise, Rosenthal said here that it
would lead finally to the possible reduction of admission prices without
curtailing profits. Exhibitors who participate in the advance-rental plan
would be given the chance to share
additionally
in financing production,
he
added.
Clearance Eliminated
Cleveland,
June eliminated
15. — Seven-day
clearance
has been
between
the Idol Theatre, Lodi, O., and
Schine's Ashland Theatre, Ashland,
under a consent award signed by
Judge William B. Woods, arbitrator;
Max M. Jacobs, Idol attorney, and
George
Scharf,
Loew's.
R.
D. Stone
of therepresenting
Idol was complainantlandagainst
with Schine AshCorp. asLoew's,
intervenor.

WE

ARE HAPPY
ANNOUNCE

TO

AFTER CAREFUL ANALYSIS

STUB-ROD CONTROL
TICKET BOX
THAT WE ARE PREPARED
FOR THE IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY OF TICKETS FOR
THIS NON-COLLUSIVE BOX
GLOBE TICKET CO.
A Nation wide Service
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PCA
Films

Motion
Okayed

15,000

in 12 Years

Washington, June 15. — More than
15,000 feature-length films and short
subjects including serial were approved by the Production Code Administration inthe first 12 years of
its existence, according to a Motion
Picture Association survey. From
1935 through 1946, the report reveals,
6,842 features and 8,221 shorts were
approved, with 63.4 per cent of the
features based on original screen
stories.
Averaging annually only $231.14 in
losses, only 16 film fires in memberoperated exchanges during the 21-year
existence of the conservation department are recorded.
Other statistical information culled
from the survey include :
During the 12 years, 1935-1946
more than 55,000 written opinions
were rendered to producers by the
PCA
More than 1,250,000 still photographs and 566,072 advertisements,
posters and other pieces of promotional material passed through the advertising code administration.
Almost 30,000 titles registered from
1938 through 1946.
More than 2,500,000 placements
were made by Central Casting Corp.
from 1938 until this year.
Skouras

and

Smith

At 'Amber' Promotion
An electric impulse, activated by the
sound of Linda Darnell's voice, 3,600
miles away in Paris, will throw the
switch tonight illuminating 20th Century-Fox's giant Broadway electric
sign, here, for "Forever Amber."
Present at the ceremonies will be Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century- Fox ; Andrew W. Smith Jr.,
general sales manager ; William C.
Gehring, assistant sales manager, and
Charles Schlaifer, advertising-publicity
director.
Miss Darnell, star of the picture,
will make the call over transatlantic
telephone.

Picture

Two 'U-T Theatres
Here in MMPTA
Application for membership
in the Metropolitan Motion
Picture Theatres Association
has been filed by John J.
O'Connor, vice-president of
Universal- International, in
behalf
of theandcompany's
Winter Garden
Park Avenue
Theatres here. Approval by
the MMPTA board is merely
a formality, Rodney Smith,
executive secretary, said.

Paramount
Plan

Up

Profit

Tomorrow

Paramount stockholders will vote
tomorrow, at their annual meeting
here, on the management's proposal
for the organization of Employees'
Investment Co., with authorized capitalization of$4,000,000, in which key
Paramount personnel would participate in a profit-sharing arrangement.
Participation would be by investment
in company stock exclusively, with
capital of the proposed company
owned only by executives designated
by
a special Paramount board committee.
Employees'
Investment's
capitalization would consist
of notes
in the
principal amount of $3,760,000 and
240,000 shares of common stock at one
dollar par value per share.
The notes, to bear interest not in
excess of two and one-half per cent,
would be purchased by Paramount or
sold to banks or other financial organizations. The 240,000 shares of
common would be offered to top personnel, with the first group to be accorded the oportunity of purchase up
to 15,000 shares each, including Y.
Frank Freeman, Leonard H. Goldenson, Austin C. Keough and Charles
M. Reagan, all directors. No other
directors will participate.
Henry Ginsberg, vice-president and
general manager in charge of studio
operations, would be given the right
to purchase 24,000 shares. The total
number of participants, it is planned,
will approximate 41, with others to
be determined on the basis of the "advantage to be gained by the corporation (Paramount) in increasing the
interest of officers and key employees
in Officers
the progress
of theemployees
corporation."
and key
would

Grainger to Chicago
For District Meet
James R. Grainger, Republic executive vice-president in charge of sales
and distribution, will leave here today
for Chicago, where he will hold a
three-day meeting, beginning tomorrow, with district managers Sam
Seplowin, Central ; Nate Steinberg, purchase the new company's stock at
Prairie; and Will Baker, Midwestern. two-thirds of par value.
Edward L. Walton, assistant general sales manager, will join Grainger 'Duel'
in Milwaukee
in Chicago on Wednesday.
Milwaukee, June 15. — David O.
Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" will
Forst Will Make 3
open simultaneously at five Fox-Wisconsin theatres here on July 2, in conFor Twin Cities
tinuance of the multiple-run policy
London, June 15. — Austrian pro- adopted for the film. The theatres
ducer Willi Forst will produce one here are the Strand, Downer, Venefilm annually for the next three years
tian, Modjeska and Paradise. In addifor
J. ArthurExteriors
Rank's will
Twin
Cities
tion, 20 other towns in Wisconsin and
Productions.
be filmed
Michigan will have openings day-andin Austria and interiors will be made date
with Milwaukee, as well as 10
here. The picture will have an all- additional openings in Wisconsin
British cast.
towns on July 3.
A pplegate To Manage SRO Luncheon
For U.A. in Phila.
_Neil F. Agnew will discuss SelzPhiladelphia, June 15. — Salem E.
Organization's
tions and expansion
prospectsoperawith
Applegate has been appointed branch nick Releasing
manager here for United Artists. He trade press representatives at a lunchsucceeds Mort Magill.
eon at "21" here on Thursday.

Daily

Europe 'Ripe' for US
Ad Methods: Pincus
Exhibition in Europe has made an
"amazing" recovery generally from
the sad condition in which the war
left it, and of
is ripe
now forexploitation
"a strong
adaptation
American
This is the report of Arthur Pincus,
assistant advertising-publicity director
methods."
of Loew's International who returned
to New York last week from a fourmonth tour of 15 European countries.
American exploitation methods are
needed in every European country
with the exception of England where
notable promotion advances have been
effected, Pincus said.
In England, Pincus added, M-G-M
has established some 60 tie-in programs with stores. The British Broadcasting Co., he added, permits considerable film publicity to be broadcast,
but the publicity is required to be
subtly presented and must be free of
obvious advertising.
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CSU to Picket Lot in
Clash With IATSE
Hollywood, June 15. — The Conference of Studio Unions has declared its
intention of picketing the NaSsour
Studio tomorrow, following notice
served on the plant by the IATSE
that the latter would withdraw services ifany CSU workers are retained
on the lot. Nassour, a rental studio
used by independents, has been employing both CSU and IATSE men
under an implied but unofficial agipnment effected at the beginning of \3q
studio strike and observed until now
by The
bothIATSE
organizations.
move is interpreted as
the first step in a campaign to eliminate the CSU from independent plants.

Producers, SAG
in
New Pact Extension
Hollywood, June 15. — June 30 has
been set by mutual agreement as the
new deadline for negotiations between
producers and the Screen Actors
Guild for a new contract. Discussions
began April 15 and were previously
extended to May 15. Both parties, in
Lawrence-Korda Suit again extending the pact, agreed that
the new minimum' wage scales to be
To Trial Today
set will be retroactive to May 15, expiration date of the 10-year contract.
Trial of the Laudy Lawrence $300,000 breach of contract action against
Sir Alexander Korda is scheduled to Shelton Distribution
start today in Federal District court
here before Judge Bernard ■ Botein. Head for Siritzky
Examination of Korda, who is repreWilliam Shelton, former assistant
sented by Louis D. Frohlich of
manager for RKO Radio in
Schwartz and Frolich, was conducted sales
Central Europe, has been appointed
on Friday to permit him to return to general sales manager for Siritzky
England at once.
International's foreign film distribution organization, which also plans to
Lawrence alleges his three-year contract as Korda's representative in the build 10 theatres in the U. S.
Siritzky International has secured
United States was breached when- his
services were terminated. Korda con- American distribution rights for films
tends that Lawrence's exclusive ser- produced in France by Patfre Cinema,
vices were contracted for but that deGaumontGenerale
and the duFrench
spite this Lawrence engaged in a Union
Cinema.government's
number of other activities detrimental
to his work for Korda. The trial is
expected to last throughout the week. Charity Show Reversal
Toronto, June 15. — Finance Minister Abbott of the Dominion Government has announced the abandonment
Crockett Appointed
of the proposal to ban exemption of
To Sack Dallas Post
charity performances from the Federal
Dallas, June 15. — James C. Crock- 20 per cent amusement tax. It had
ett has been named Dallas branch been proposed to impose the tax on
manager by Alfred N. Sack, general non-profit shows, the programs for
manager of the Sack Amusement En- which include films, professional performers or horse racing.
terprises. Crockett joins Sack after 17
years with Affiliated Distributors in
Atlanta, Charlotte and New Orleans. 'Strang
er' Opens Thurs.
Sack also announced that Bob Moscow, son of the late Sam Moscow,
World premiere
Paramount's
Stranger,"ofstarring
Bing
Southern division manager for Colum- "Welcome
bia, has joined the firm as manager Crosby, Joan Caulfield and Barry
in charge of all Negro production, and Fitzgerald has been scheduled for
that Jerry Musgrave, former Dallas Thursday at Famous Players Canaoffice manager, has been promoted to
dian's Capitol Theatre in Winnipeg.
The opening is planned as a salute to
the
position
of
Sack's
personal
assisthe 78th annual convention of the
tant.
Canadian Medical Association.
H. J. White, 82
H. J. White, 82, father of Madeline
White 'of Monogram-Allied Artists'
Eastern publicity staff and of H.
Edward White of Eastman Kodak's
New York office, died at his Lynbrook, L. I., home on Friday. Also
surviving are the widow and four
other daughters.

Dembow Office Here
Sam Dembow, Jr., president of
Producers Service Corp., and the
business representative for Federal
Films' "Carnegie Hall," has opened
an office here. Dembow resigned as
months
presidentago.of Golden Productions two

Rites for Mrs. Marshall
Services were held yesterday in
Markham, Va., for Mrs. William F.
Marshall Sr., mother of Frank Marshall, Warner Theatres executive,
with interment in Arlington, Va.
Mrs. Marshall died on Thursday.

Managers File at SLRB
Buffalo, June 15. — Local No. 1 of
the Motion Picture Theatre Managers
and Assistant Managers Union has
filed a petition with the State Labor
Relations Board for a hearing for
managers of Basil Enterprises, Inc.;
Tomorrow has been set as the date.
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Theatre

Construction

Grosses

Good

'Ruth,'

'Miracle,'

Urge
4Duel'

In High

Tempo

Marked Activity Recorded
In the Drive-In Field

Here;

in Top

Money

Quick

Action

Hollywood
InHollywood,
June 'Strike'
16. — The
painters'
unions will askandthecarpenters'
Los Angeles Central Labor council to
take immediate necessary action to enforce orders of the
AFL executive council as they
concern the Hollywood studio
labor dispute.
In essence, the request is
for enforcement of an AFL
1945 directive regarding carpentry work on sets, which
has been subject to various
interpretations but which remains the chief bone of contention in the continuing studio strike.

In a week marked by widely varygrosses are
at New
runs,
threeingfilms
vying York's
for top first
-boxoffice
honors. One is new, the second is a
holdover and third an "encore" performance. Average of the overall business is good.
'Dear Ruth," combined with Perry
Como on the stage of the Paramount,
completed a first week with a very
hefty $100,000, estimated. The holdover, "Miracle
34ththe
Street,"
the stage
showon at
Roxy,withis
headed for a strong $101,000 second
week, this based on business during
the first five days of the week amounting to $81,000. After three weeks at
the Capitol and one-week runs at Sees
a 16mm.
Loew's neighborhood houses, "Duel
in the Sun"
has
returned
to
Broad(Continued on page 6)
Boom
Abroad

Increased tempo of new theatre
construction is continuing unabated across the country, accordfrom Motion Picing ture
to reports
Daily correspondents in the
field. Within the past few weeks
scores of new theatres have been completed, building of many others has
been started, and there has been a
widespread step-up in blueprinting
and planning. In each of these
phases, activity has been especially
pronounced in the drive-in field.
Many applications for approval _ of
planned new theatre construction
have been filed with the Civilian
Production Administration. Although
The 16mm. field abroad will double
in many instances such approval is High Court Ruling
being held up pending a marked imin
two years, 16mm.
Orton H.
Hicks, forecast
Loew's
International
director,
provement inthe availability of build- Is Delayed Again
here yesterday following his return
ing materials, the noticeable regularity with which the CPA has been
from a five-week tour of Europe. But
(Continued on page 7)
Washington, June 16. — The U. S Hicks qualified his prediction by excepting France, where, he said, the
Supreme Court today again withheld 16mm. market
is already practically
its decision, on hearing appeals in the saturated.
Agreement Reached New York industry anti-trust case.
Of such advanced stature is the
Presumably a decision will be an
nounced at its session next Monday, narrow-gauge market in France that
it is operating on complete parity with
In 4Lab' Wage Talks for the court said that unless other the 35mm. field there, Hicks reported.
wise ordered, it would adjourn the Both markets are subject to identical
Agreement has been reached in con present term at that time. The court license and safety restrictions, and
tract negotiations between laboratory usually attempts to clear up all pend both are required to charge the same
Local No. 702, IATSE, and repre ing business before adjournment.
admission prices under government de
sentatives of 16 film laboratories
The
expected
decision in the cree, Hicks said.
here, with formal signing expected on Petrillo case, in which the Govern
As a result, he pointed out, 35mm.
Thursday. Nearly 2,000 technicians ment is asking the court to uphold a theatre operators do not regard 16mm
are affected.
Federal Act regulating AFM prac exhibition as outside competition, but
The IATSE local won a general IS tices, was also withheld.
(Continued on page 7)
per cent wage increase, with increases
as high as 22 per cent for certain
classifications. The contract will run
for two years, with no one-year re
opening clause.
of Television
Test
Negotiations
broke down about See
three weeks ago. Richard F. Walsh,
international president of IATSE, in
Year
tervened before sailing for Europe last Competition
Next
week, and negotiations were then re
sumed. A general membership meet
The extent to which television will
ing of the local has voted approval of
competition to film exhibition in
offer
Approve Late Work
the agreement.
New York will be determined to a
For Women in Ohio
fairly accurate degree within the next
Columbus, June 16.— Women
year, theatremen here agree, basing
Church Leader Cites
over 21 will be permitted to
this on the expectation that the new
sell tickets in theatres and
industry will have a potential audience
Quigley at Luncheon
other places of amusement in
approaching 500,000 in 1948.
Hollywood, June 16. — Singling out
Ohio after 10 P.M., after Gov.
Martin Quigley, publisher of Motion
The Radio Manufacturers AssociaHerbert signs the Kowalk bill,
of which intion, the membershofipmanufactu
thanks,''
which
received
Senate
ap"special
for
Daily
Picture
rers of
cludes amajority
the Very Rev. Monsignor John J
proval following earlier House
television receivers, reports that the
McClafferty, honor guest at an induspassage.
is mounting
of sets
production
try luncheon today at the M-G-M
on page 8)
(Continued
(Continued on page 6)

ios'
StudUp
Pa
ndolls
Fiyr

Since '40
120%
Average Salary Rises
To $96.28 In Past Year
Hollywood, June 16. — Hollywood studios'
increased
an payroll
averageexpenses
of 120 have
per
cent since 1940, according to the
Department of Industrial Relations,
State of California. Employment at
present is said to be one per cent
over the • 1940 level and 20 per cent
under 1946.
Based on findings during last April
and the same month of 1946, the average weekly earnings of studio employes in one year have risen almost
$12, to a total of $96.28.
During April last, employes worked
an average of 38.7 hours per week at
the rate of $2.45 per hour, whereas
in the same period of 1946 the averamounted
to 46.2
hours ageatworktheweek
rate of
about $1.80
per
hour, it was reported.
Rank

Division

Unit Absorbed

Sales
by 4IP

With the entire Universal-International sales organization now concentrating upon the distribution of J.
Arthur Rank product to the same extent as U-I Hollywood-produced
U-I vicefilms, William A. Scully,
president and general sales manager,
sales
field
announces that the special
has
U-I
of
division
Rank
the
of
force
been absorbed by the latter.
key
those who
Among (Continue
d onhave
8)
page assumed

Bernhard Sets Four
New F-C Branches
Four additional branches have been
acquired by Film Classics, giving the
company a total of 95 per cent itofwasits
own branches in this country,
disclosed yesterday by the office of
(Continued onBranches
page 8) are in
Joseph Bernhard.
2 Reviews

Today

"The Vow" and "Colonel
Chabert" on page 8. Key city
gross reports on page 6.

Motion
Says Korda

Picture

Pro-Soviet

Planned

Personal

Mention

World Film 'Empire'
Sir Alexander Korda employed
Laudy Lawrence early in 1946 to assist him in building a "world-wide
empire of production, exhibition and
distribution,"
Lawrence's
Isidor J. Kresel,
asserted attorney,
in New
York Supreme Court yesterday as the
trial of Lawrence's breach-of-contract
suit began. Korda came here from
London a few months after a contract
was signed and dismissed the plaintiff
"without provocation," Kresel charged.
Korda's counsel, Louis Frohlich of
Schwartz and Frohlich, contended
that his client had no less than. 32
reasons for dismissing Lawrence, one
being that Lawrence "betrayed the interests of Korda and his corporation
by trying to build an 'empire' for
himself."
In his opening statements before
Justice Bernard Botein in the nonjury trial, Kresel asked specific performance of a stock bonus deal entered into by Korda as well as $310,000 which he said was due Lawrence
under his employment contract. He
said the pact was to run three years
with Lawrence to be compensated at
the rate of $1,500 weekly the first
year, $1,700 weekly the second and
$2,000 weekly the third.
The lawyer also declared that Lawrence preferred to join Korda at a
time when he could have become associated with either Samuel Goldwyn
or David O. Selznick.
The trial will continue today.

\yiLLIAM A. SCULLY, Univ » versal-lnternational vice-president and general sales manager, left
New York yesterday for Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis.
•
H. M. Richey, in charge of MG-M exhibitor and public relations,
leaves here today for Columbus, where
he will remain for two days and then
proceedlanticto
City. Wawasee, Ind., and At•
E. Ernest Goldstein, son of Nathan E. Goldstein, president of
Western Massachusetts Theatres, has
graduated from the Law School of
Georgetown University, Washington,
D. C.
•
Alfred Junge, M-G-M British studios art director, and Hugh Findlay,
publicity head there, plan to leave
the Hollywood studio July 3 for London after a month's• stay.
Ary Lima, recently promoted to
Warner supervisor for Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Uruguay and Paraguay, has arrived in New York.
•
Gradwell L. Sears, vice-president
in charge of distribution of United
Artists, is scheduled to leave here by
plane today for London.
•
C. A. Smakwitz, assistant upstate
N. Y. zone manager of Warner Theatres, isin Hollywood.

Legion

US

of Decency

Bans 'Mom and Dad'
Hygienic Productions' feature production of "Mom and Dad" has been
given a class C (condemned) rating
by the Legion of Decency, because it
"deals with a subject most objectionable for presentation in entertainment
motion picture theatres."
"Moreover," continues the Legion,
"the treatment of the subject as presented in the film is most objectionable for entertainment motion picture audiences. It ignores completely
essential and supernatural values associated with questions of this nature."
Legion Classifies 7
Additional Features
The National Legion of Decency
has placed Columbia's "Prairie Raiders" in Class A-l.
Rated A-II were : "Killer at Large,"
PRC; "Moss Rose," 20th CenturyFox; "Northwest Outpost," Republic,
and "The Web," Universal-International. Placed in Class B were: "The
Ghost and Mrs. Muir," 20th-Fox,
and "Living in a Big Way," M-G-M.
Bamberger to Speak
At NJ. Allied Meet
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, will speak
at the annual convention of the Allied
Theatre Owners of New Jersey, to
be held in the Hotel Ambassador,
Atlantic City, June 24-26.
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Must

Recovery:

Aid

World

Johnston

Films

Not

Ordered: Davies
Washington, June 16.— Joseph E.
Davies, former ambassador to Russia,
pressure from the
has_ denied
White
Housethatunder
the Roosevelt
Administration forced Hollywood to
films.
produce
Davies pro-Sovi
made etpublic
a letter to
Chairman Thomas of the House UnAmerican Activities Committee branding as "not true" statements charging
that Davies carried
to Hollywood
White House orders to make "Mission
( The Committee had charged { as
"some
of the
Moscow.
to
" most flagrant Communist
propaganda films were produced as a
result of White House pressure."

VyiLLIAM
vicev » president F.andRODGERS,
general sales
manager for M-G-M, left yesterday
for Chicago.
•
Vete Stewart, Warner branch
manager in Seattle, is observing his
26th year with the company, while
Guy G. Maxey, office manager there,
just celebrated his 22nd year with
has
the company.
•
Andy Anderson of Photoplay Theatres, Hartford, Ky., is back at work
after an operation at the Lahey
Clinic, Boston. Anderson is a candidate for home county representative
to the Kentucky legislature.
•
Arthur C. Bromberg, head of
Monogram Southern exchanges, Atlanta, has been appointed an honorary NEW YORK THEATRES
colonel by Gov. James Davis of
Louisiana.
•
Center HALL"?
7" RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
Barbara Blake, daughter of Benjamin K. Blake, Columbia short subJohn MILLS • Valerie HOBSONjects producer, and Mrs. Blake, was
married here Saturday to Malcolm
in J. Arthur Rank'*
Gordon of Providence and New York.
"GREAT EXPECTATIONS" ■
•
A Universal-International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
Will Baltin, secretary-treasurer
of the Television Broadcasters Association, and Mrs. Baltin are the parents of a son, their second child.
•
Roy Disney, president of Walt
PALACE
Disney Prod., and Mrs. Disney are
in town from Burbank, Cal.
JOAN BENNETT
ROBERT RYAN • CHARLES BICKFORD
Services Tomorrow
«KO ttADIO PICTUM
For Peppiatt, Gross
Philadelphia, June 16. — Funeral
Allied Artists Productions, Inc., presents
services for C. E. Peppiatt and Sam
Don De Victor
Fore - Moore
Ann Harding
- Charlie Ruggles
- Gale Storm
Gross, 20th Century-Fox sales executives, who were killed in the crash of
the Central Pennsylvania Airlines
in Roy Del Ruth's
plane in West Virginia last Friday
day.
Continuous
"IT Open
HAPPENED Cn 5th AVENUE"
Doors
night, will be held here on Wednes9:30 A.M.
Performances
RIVOLl
B'WAY AT 49TH
STREET Popular
Prices
Services for Peppiatt, who was
Mideastern division sales manager
will
be Chapel.
held atAnother
Oliver service
H. Blair's
Funeral
will
ON SCREEN
M-G-M's
TECHNICOLOR IN PERSON
be held later in Atlanta, with burial at
SMITH* DALE
PRIZE PICTURE!
West View Cemetery in that city.
_ Services for Gross, who was Atlantic district manager, will be held at
NANCYJONOVAN
OTHERS
6REG0RY
PECK
'THE
YEARLING'
Rodeph Sholom Temple, with Rabbi
DAN GUMMING
CLAUDE
Louis Wolsey officiating. Burial will
JANE JARMAN,
WYMAN Jr,
be in Mt. Sharon Cemetery, Springfield, Delaware County.
WILLIAM . JOAN
H0LDEN • CAULFIELD
Services Are Held
with
For Lou Cohen, 53
BIUY EDWARD
Detroit, June 16.— The funeral of
DE WOLFE -ARNOLD
Lou Cohen, S3, Detroit picture theatre
mona FREEMAN
owner, was held here today from the
A Paramount Picture.
Lewis Funeral Home. He died in
Harper Hospital yesterday of a heart
condition.
The widow, Sylvia, and two sons
THE BEST FILM
survive.

Pullman, Wash., June 16. — The
U. S. must help finance the reconstruction^ considerable
a
part of the
world, "if the world is ever to rise
economically again," Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture Association, said here today.
Speaking at the commencement exercises of Washington State College,
Johnston declared that economic aid
by the U. S. to destitute nations is
"an investment in- peace and security
and the revival of world trade."
"But more important," he said, "it is
a moral obligation. We cannot
preach the spiritual values of democracy while we sit back and count the
folding money in our sock."
De Rochemont to London
Richard de Rochemont, producer of
the March of Time, conferred with
President Vincent Auriol of France
for over an hour before leaving Paris
for London en route to New York,
and entertained the French sales staff
of 20th Century-Fox International at
lunch, MOT discloses here. At the
luncheon, Francis L. Harley, 20th's
general manager for Europe, North
Africa, Scandinavia and the Near
30
East, was guest of honor.
New Empire Projector
THE BEST
The Empire "Sound King," a 16mm.
George Long to Radiant sound-silent projector, is now in full YEARS OF
it was announced here by
_ George Long has joined the execu- production,
tive staff of Radiant Manufacturing Laurence D. Ely, president of the
Empire Projector Corp.
Corp., and will cover the Midwest.

OF THE YEAR!
faf
P?
Winner
NineST.
M Academy
hflj
'WAY of
SAwards!
45lh
ASTOR

OUR LIVES'
Cunningham, News Ed tor; Herbert V Feok/iH^J ,;1 mI?„ , n -7 1? \j™Btey, Jr., Vice-president; Theo. J. Sullivan, Treasurer; Leo T. Brady Secretary Tames P
Chicago Bureau,
624 South
SwA^twSta
fTS0^252^0^ioCl^Nw"Tr> H°'lywood ?™>
William
R WeTver,
Burnup,
Editor; cable
address,
"Quigpubco London " OthV;
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Wl, Hope
Burnup,
Manager, Editor;
Peter
Picture Herald; International Motion Picture Atoanac, Sinfered as second "c a^Ttter'lent ?f 1
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Adele Jergens • Jim Bannon • Leslie Brooks
Screenplay by George Bricker, Dwight Babcock
Directed by HENRY LEVIN • Produced by SAMUEL BISCHOFF

Based upon
the novel by
JIMMY STARR
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Motion

Labor

Trouble

All Mexican

Shuts

Studios

Mexico Crrv, June 16— Produc
tion of Mexican pictures has been to
tally stopped because of a new devel
opment in the conflict that limited for
two weeks all work in studios to the
making of pictures that were started
before the refusal of players, direc
tors, technicians and manual workers
to
payaccept
cuts, the
in producers'
some casesproposition
as much of
as
50 per cent.
The producers estimate that the pay
cuts would reduce their production
costs by 25 to 30 per cent. They
asserted lower wages are essential to
a retrenchment program which they
aver is the only way in which the
Mexican industry can be saved from
ruin.
Things got worse just when the
conflict was about to end with the
signing of a peace agreement. That
pact remains unsigned because at the
last minute the technicians' and manual workers'Workers
sectionsUnion
of thedemanded
Picture
Production
wage increases of from 8 to 12 per
cent, which the producers rejected.
This new dispute has made all the
studios idle ; not a single Mexican
picture is in production anywhere in
Mexico. The only pictures that are
being made are both American — Warners' "The Treasures of the Sierra
Madre" and 20th Century-Fox's "Casanova." Work continues on these
two pictures, it is expected, because
all that is being currently done on
them are exteriors, requiring no studio work at present.
Mexican

Owners

Aid

'Recuperation' Drive
Mexico City, June 16. — Exhibitors
in Mexico have agreed to cooperate
with the economic recuperation campaign which the government is conducting by regularly screening _ the
trailers provided by the National
Cinematographic Industry Workers
Union.
New Mexican Companies
Mexico City, June 16. — Two more
theatre operating companies have been
organized here by Emilio Azcarraga
and associates, operators of the firstrun theatres, Cines Alameda and
Olimpia, and their moveover house,
Cine Bucareli, and radio stations
XEW and XEQ. The new companies
are the Teatro Cine -Guadalajara, and
the Teatro Cine Azteca, each capitalized for $400,000.

YOU
IT

TO
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To Learn About
filmaek's Prevu*
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Are

Washington, June 16. — "Well,
over
half"
the posts
theatres"
operated
on of
Army
are
"in the red," testimony before
the House Appropriations
Committee reveals.
Gen. Reynolds, head of Army
Special Services, said the loss
— mostly at smaller installations— is sustained by profits
from theatres on larger
posts.
The hearing also heard that
the Signal Corps plans to
make and
150 reels
"A"
films
about of40 Class
of Class
"B" during the coming fiscal
year.
Films

Asked

to Aid

'Free Expression'
Washington, June 16. — Represen
tatives of the Motion Picture Associa
tion and the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers,- along with
representatives of other media, haye
been invited to a one-day conference
sponsored by the National Association of Broadcasters, on "Freedom of
Expression," to be held here on
-June 26. It will probably discuss setting up a permanent committee of
film, press and radio officials to guard
against barriers to free expression.
The MPA has already announced it
will be represented by its publicity
director, Kenneth Clark, and, it is understood, Donald Nelson will appear
for SIMPP. Representatives of other
media who have been invited include :
William L. Chenery, chairman of the
editorial committee of the National
Publishers Association ; Melville Minton, chairman of the American Book
Publishers Association ; J. Hale Steinman, chairman of the ANPA federal
laws committee, and J. Leonard
Reinsch,
President. special radio adviser to the
Measures

on

Copyright Royalties
Washington, June 16.— Juke-box
manufacturers today opposed bills giving performing artists the right to
copyright recordings and giving artists and composers royalties from
juke-box playings.
Three manufacturer representatives
testified before a House judiciary subcommittee holding hearings on the
proposals. They were: W. D. Nance
and Hammond Chaffetz, general counsel and Washington counsel, respectively, of the Automatic Phonograph
Manufacturers Association, and D. C.
Rockola, president of the Rockola
Manufacturing Co. of Chicago. The
subcommittee hopes to conclude its
hearings Wednesday.
Elect Trans Infl Officers
Alvin B. Baranov has been elected
president of Trans International Pictures Corp. of Los Angeles. Others
elected were Marc Gilbert, first vicepresident; Sidney Pink, second vicepresident; and Paul F. Schriebman,
secretary-treasurer. The circuit will
continue to be headed by Pink, with
West Coast film distribution headed
by Baranov, and Gilbert heading the
New York office.
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European

Half of Army Runs
Are Losing Money

Oppose

OWE

Picture

Receipts

Leveling

Off

Motion picture box-office receipts in
Europe are now slightly leveling-off
after the phenomenal business during
the period immediately following the
war, according to Fred H. Hotchkiss,
European manager of the Westrex
Corp., subsidiary of Western Electric
for motion picture equipment in for
eign countries, who has returned to
New York after a five-month trip
throughout Western Europe, North
Africa, Scandinavia and Finland.
American motion picture equipment
is in great demand, he says, with
theatres everywhere anxious to replace
old equipment which served throughout the war years.
Demand for sound recording equip
ment is particularly high, according to
Hotchkiss, since many European coun
tries are starting to produce a greater
number of domestic films. Hiring of
skilled personnel, he adds, is extreme
ly difficult in many regions.
Hotchkiss sees prospects for a high
volume of business for the American
film industrty in Europe during the
coming years. Interest in American
films continues keen throughout the
Continent and on the British Isles, he
says.
Eastern US
Europeans
'Prefer'
Films
Washington, June 16. — The people of Eastern Europe will crowd to
see any American film, according to
Frank Shea, former director of the
United States Information Service in
that region.
Speakingpartmentonfilms intheforeign
role ofpolicy,
State Shea
Detold an American Public Relations
Association luncheon that even scientific and industrial films, distributed
by the State Department, drew large
numbers of people who were without
American films of any kind during
the war years.
Set 'Perils' Preview
For Old NY Theatre

Republicans

May

Shelve

Bill

Mundt

Washington, June 16.— Senate Republican leaders today were reported
ready to shelve the Mundt bill, authorizing State Department's overseas
informatitheon program, should
the measure be approved by the House.
Instead, it is understood, they would
attempt to give the secretary of state
a $6,000,000 appropriation for a limof America"
radio ter as~
"Voiceother
gram, itedplus
small appropria
for
othernecessary
sections. of the program con1
sidered
Sen. Ball, chairman of the Senate
appropriations sub-committee on the
State Department, declared that "our
thinking hasn't jelled yet on the moEven
if the
Senate approves the
tion picture
program."
$6,000,000
appropriation,'
will denied
face a
stiff fight in
the House, itwhich
all funds for the program, pending the
enactment of authorizing legislation.
Petersen
German

Silent
Film

on

Plan

Washington, June 16. — Clarification film
of the
War policy
Department's
German
industry
was blocked
again when Assistant Secretary of
War Howard Petersen refused to answer questions on the status of the
German program.
Peterson, who has just returned
from a two-week tour of Germany and
Austria, told a press conference Friday that no information on the program would be forthcoming until he
and Civil Affairs Division spokesmen
have conferred with Eric Johnston
and Francis Harmon, president and
vice-president of the Motion Picture
Association, respectively, this week.
Textor To Head AMG
Information Control
Washington, June 16. — Col. Gordon E. Textor will succeed Brig. Gen.
Robert McClure as chief of the information control division of the AMG,
the_
War
Department
announces.
division includes
the film
section. The
Textor was formerly director of the
construction and facilities division of
the War Production Board, deputy
director of the special planning division of the War Department, and
deputy director of the War Assets
Administration.

A press preview of "The Perils of
Pauline," Paramount, will be held on
June 24 at the Comet Theatre, one
of New York City's earliest film
houses.
Before the screening, representatives
of the press and radio will attend an
old-style luncheon at the Hotel Astor
here. They will be transported from
the hotel to the theatre in a fleet of
ancient automobiles and hansom cabs.
A chapter from "The Exploits of
Elaine," one of the Pearl White Seattle Trust Suit
serials, and a newsreel of that period,
will be screened prior to the showing. Hearings Held Today
Seattle, June 16. — Hearings in the
anti-trust suit brought by the Theatre
To Revise AAF Musical
Investment Corp. and the Venetian
Theatre Co. will begin tomorrow and
Washington, June 16. — American last
for two or three days.
Film Producers in New York has
been given a contract to bring up to
date an Army Air Force musical, entitled "Do You Know What the Army 301 Reelects Matthews
Hartford,
June reelected
16. — Freddiebusiness
Matthews has been
AirTheForce
film, Is?"
an eight-minute black and
white production with an original ar- agent of local No. 301, IATSE, New
rangement by David Rose, was made Britain. Newly-elected officers are:
during the war but was never dis- Joe Kneeland, president ; Dan Grenier,
tributed. American Film Producers is vice-president ; Felix Stapanik, secretary ; Kneeland, Grenier, Freddie
also making a one-minute trailer on
the 40th anniversary of the AAF on Matthews and Stapanik, executive
Aug. 1, which the AAF will endeavor board ; Howard Richardson, recordto have shown in theatres.
ing secretary.
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Yes, brother . . . it's been a grand ride ... on the Gravy
Train! . . . Those hard-to-get patrons . . . have softenedup during the past five years . . . and SRO has come to
look like your theatre's monogram/ . . . But . . . there's
a change comin' . . . and Fast! . . . Those eager-beavers
. . . who fought to lay their dough at your Box Office . . .
are again finding diversion ... in motoring . . . traveling
. . . making homes . . . and building families! . . . and
SRO is becoming a challenge . . . instead of a habit! . . .
Sure, the same folks are still around . . . and MORE of
them . . . and maybe they'll be visiting you . . . with the
same regularity . . . they showed in the past . . . BUT . . .
Don't Leave It To Chance! . . . Get Back To Showmanship! . . . NOW . . . with increased Advertising and Publicty!. . . Away-from-theatre! ... IN your Theatre! . . .
ON your Screen! . . . Play it SAFE . . . with The PRIZE
BABY! . . . He's LOADED . . . with SHOWMANSHIP!
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Motion

Key

City

Picture

daily

New

York

Grosses

Tp OLLOWING are estimated picJO ture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.
CINCINNATI
A few houses are heading for plusaverage figures, but average or below
are being registered on several fronts.
Weekend weather was warm. Estimated receipts for the week ending
June 17-20.
ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND (20thFox) — RKO LYRIC (1,400) (50c-55c-60c65c-70c-75c)
days. Gross: $2,500. (Average, 7 days:3 $5,000)
CALCUTTA (Para.) — RKO SHU BERT
(2,150) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c) 2nd week, on
a moveover from the Albee. Gross: $7,000. (Average: $5,000)
FRAMED (Col.) — RKO ALBEE (3,300)
(50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c). Gross: $14,000.
(Average: $15,000)
MURDER ON THE YUKON (Popular)
—RKO
FAMILY
(30c-40c-50c)
days. Gross:
$500.(1,000)
(Average,
for double3
feature: $1,000)
PHILO VANCE RETURNS (PRC) — RKO1
FAMILY (1,000) (30c-40c-50c) 4 days.
Gross: $800. (Average, for double feature:
$1,600)
REPEAT PERFORMANCE
(E-L) — RKO
GRAND (1,500) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c).
Richard Basehart on stage opening day.
Gross: $8,000. (Average: $8,000)
TIME
OUT OF MIND
(1,500)age: (50c-55c-75c).
Gross:(U-I)—
$9,500.KEITH'S
(Aver$7,500)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB) —
RKO CAPITOL (2,000) (50c-55c-6Oc-65c-70c
75c). Gross: $15,000. (Average: $10,000)
VIGILANTES OF BOOMTOWN (Rep.) —
RKO
(1,000) (30c-40c-50c)
3 days.
Gross: FAMILY
$500. (Average,
for double feature:
$1,100)
WESTERN UNION (20th-Fox reissue) —
RKO LYRIC (1,400) (50c -55c -60c -65c -70c75c) 4 days. Gross: $3,000. (Average, 7
days: $5,000)
WILD COUNTRY (PRC) RKO FAMILY
(1,000) (30c-40c-50c) 4 days. Gross: $850.
(Average, for double feature: $1,600)

CALCUTTA (Para.) - KEITH'S (2,406)
(29c-37c-44c-50c). Gross: $13,000. (Average:
$13,500)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) — CENTURY
(3,000) (advanced prices: 90c-$1.25) 2nd
week. Gross: $35,000. (Average at regular
prices of 29c-37c-46c-54c-56c: $14,500)
IT HAPPENED ON 5TH AVENUE
(Mono-Allied Artists) — STANLEY (3,280)
(29c -37cage:-50c
$16,500)-58c). Gross: $16,000. (AverMICHIGAN
KID (U-I)-HIPPODROME
(2,205) (29c-37c-S0c-58c). Kith a stage
show. Gross: $20,000. (Average: $17,500)
MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET (20th-Fox)
—NEW
(1,800) (29c-40c-50c-58c).
Gross:
$13,500. (Average:
$12,000)
RAMROD (UA)— MAYFAIR (1,000) (21c29c-45c)
4th week. Gross: $3,375. (Average: $5,500)
SEA DEVILS (RKO Radio reissue) and
ALLEGHENY
UPRISING (RKO Radio
reissue)— VALENCIA (1,466) (29c-37c-46c54c
and
56c
weekends).
Gross: $5,500.
(Average: $5,000)
THIS HAPPY BREED (U-I) — LITTLE
(328) (Average:
(29c-37c-55c)$3,000)
2nd week. Gross: $3,500.
TORONTO

Business showed continued signs of
seasonal weakening and uncertain
weather did not help. A bright spot
was the holdover of "The Farmer's
Daughter" for a third week at Shea's
Theatre, while "Sinbad the Sailor"
was healthy in its second week at two
other Famous Players houses. Estimated receipts for the week ending
June 20:
THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Radio)—SHEA'S
(2,480) (20c -35c -45c -60c -90c) 6
days, age:
3rd
$14,800)week. Gross: $12,800. (AverLIVING IN A BIG WAY (M-G-M) LOEW'SGross:
(2,074)
(20c-35c-45c-60c-78c)
days.
$13,300.
(Average: $13,800)6
THAT WAY WITH WOMEN (WB) and
JEWELS OF BRANDENBURG (20th(1,240)
(15c-25c-35c-50c)
6Fox)-VICTORIA
days. Gross: $6,300.
(Average:
$6,800)
THAT WAY WITH WOMEN (WB) and
JEWELS OF BRANDENBURG (20thFox)
— CAPITOL
(1,115)
(15c-25c-35c-50c)
ATLANTA
6 days.
Gross: $4,500.
(Average:
$5,000)
THAT'S
MY
MAN
(Rep.)
and WINTER
WONDERLAND (Rep.)— UPTOWN
(20c-35c-45c-60c-90c) 6 days. Gross:(2,761)
The weather was unsettled and 900.
$8,(Average: $11,400)
business was generally in the
500)
SINBAD
THE
SAILOR
(RKO
Radio)
drums. Estimated receipts for the TIVOLI (1,434) (20c-25c-35c-45c-60c) 6 days,
2nd
week.
Gross:
$9,000.
(Average:
$9,week ending June 19 :
SAILOR (RKO Radio) BOOMERANG
— PARA-dol- SINBAD THE(1,086)
(20c-25c-3Sc-45c-60) 6
MOUNT (2,447) -(30c(Z»th-Fox)
-50c). Gross: $7,400. EGLINTON
days,
2nd
week.
Gross: $7,500. (Average:
(Average: $7,900
CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA (20th-Fox) $7,800)
STALLION ROAD (WB) — IMPERIAL
—FOX
(3,343) (20c-35c-45c-COc-90c) 6 days. Gross:
(Average:(4,661)
$19,000)(30c-50c). Gross: $18,500. $13,800.
(Average: $14,300)
DISHONORED LADY (UA) — LOEW'S
GRAND
(2,447)
(30c-50c).
Gross:
$13,000.
(Average: $14,000)
DRESSED TO KILL (U-I) and WILD Horror Films Attacked
BILL HICKOK RIDES (WB reissue) —
CAPITAL (2,446) (25c-44c). Gross: $5,San Francisco, June 16. — "War"
100. (Average: $5,200) •
been declared here on juveTHE SEA HAWK (WB reissue) and THE has nile
matinees, by the
SEA WOLF (WB reissue)— ROXY (2,446) Lafayettecrime-and-horror
Parent-Teachers Associa700)
(30c-50c). Gross: $5,600. (Average: $5,tion. Some 318 mothers are preparing
for a drive against such subjects with
neighborhood theatres the first target.
BALTIMORE
A circus as well as heavy thunder
showers over the weekend effected
grosses. Estimated receipts for the
week ending June 19':
THE ADVENTURESS (E-L) — TOWN
(1,450) (29c-37c-44c-56c).
Gross: $11,500.
(Average:
$11,500)

'Honeymoon' in N. Y.
"Lost Honey
" Eagle-Lion
comedy starring moon,
Franchot Tone, Ann
Richards. Tom Conway and Frances
Rafferty
booked into Loew's
, has onbeenThursd
State here
ay, instead of
1 June 26, as announced earlier.
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Cut

Power

for K. C.

Air

Conditioning

way, at the Victoria, and the results
are amazingly good. The film, playing
six shows daily at 90 cents to $1.25
Kansas' City, June 16. — Word has
during weekdays, and 95 cents to reached Kansas City exhibitors that
$1.50 on weekends, is likely to wind the Missouri Public Service Commisup its first week at the Victoria with
sion has approved a proposed curtailment of electrical service to largefor air conditioning — in$26,000.
At the Music Hall, "Great Expec scale users
cluding theatres. Restriction would be
tations" and the stage presentation are
using cooling
more than
10still drawing good money, warrantin to customerscomfort
systems,
holding over for a fifth week. The horsepower
as designated by the power company ;
show
brought
$77,000 Thursday and to five hours, or fewer,
through Sunday and probably will daylight. _
.
^ as
conclude the fourth week with $120,Kansas City exhibitors appeared
the commission and suggested
000. follow
"The onGhost
will
June and
26. Mrs. Muir' before
that they would be glad to reduce
current consumption through other
"It Happened
5th debut
Avenue"
mildly
successful on
in its
at theis means such as cutting down decorative
Rivoli with a first week's gross esti- illumination and display in order that
mated at $20,000. At the Globe, "The the air conditioning systems might be
Private Affairs of Bel Ami" is doing permitted operation to the fullest exborderline business,
put at $15,000 for
tent required by conditions.
the initial week, with no decision as
Exhibitors have said that while the
yet on whether to hold over.
power company has been given ap"Cheyenne," along with Ted Lewis
proval for its curtailment of air conin person, figures to provide the
ditioning uses of electricity, they exStrand with a moderate $40,000 in :
pect to show the power company that
second week and will continue. "Pos it can avoid such curtailment.
sessed" at the Hollywood seems good
for $23,000 in a third week.
"The Web" is holding up fairly ef- Church Leader
{Continued from page 1)
fectively atthe Criterion where $19,000 is looked for in a second week.
The picture holds until June 25 when studio, praised the cooperative attitude
"Ivy" bows in. "Brute Force" will of the industry, church leaders and the
follow. "High Barbaree" and Guy and
of Decency's
Catholic, in
Jewish
constituency
the
Lombardo, which combined to give the LegionProtestant
Capitol over $65,000 in the opening course
of
his
11H
years
as
the
Legion's
week, are likely to ring up $48,000, executive secretary. More than 300
assembled industry leaders and screen
profitable, in the second.
stars participated in the tribute to the
Universal-International is still ex- Catholic
leader.
perimenting with its Park Avenue
Citing the cooperation accorded the
Theatre here. A first run, J. Arthur
Legion by the press, Monsignor McRank's "A Lady Surrenders," and
"In for
this my
connection
minutes of newsreel material will 35
be IClafferty
wish todeclared
single :out
special
presented beginning Thursday on a thanks for his professionally journaliscontinuous performance, popular-price
tic and unique contributions to the
basis.
problem of morality and decency in
The present Park tenant, "Carnegie pictures Mr. Martin Quigley. He has
Hall," probably will take $3,000 in its known our problems at first hand, and
last four days. The same picture in a he has a keen, sensitive perception of
seventh week at the Winter Garden objective morality and of the moral
probably will do $18,000, fairly sub- effects
of motiondecency
pictures."
In defining
as signifying
stantial. "New Orleans" will follow
on Thursday.
'more than mere propriety in manner,
"Best Years of Our Lives" con- dress and conduct," Monsignor Mctinues at a good boxoffice clip at the Clafferty continued: "That which is
Astor where $27,000 is apparent for truly decent is that which becomes,
a 29th week. A first week of the 20th befits and is suited to the dignity of
Century-Fox reissue combination the human person.
"Like atomic energy which affects
the race for generations, the light of
^Drums Along
Mohawk"
"Swanee
River,"theshould
give and
the the
motion picture, with its great perGotham a healthy gross estimated at
suasive power, also effects mankind for
$11,000. At the Palace, "Woman on generations. Therefore, we must conthe Beach" is running mildly with
trol the light of the motion picture. . .
$13,500 seen for the second week.
so that its effects will be beneficial intead of destructive to the minds, souls
Roach Signs Buchanan
and said.
bodies of the people of the world,"
he
Buchanan and Co. will handle magAccompanying the church dignitary
azine, radio and cooperative news- at the luncheon were Rev. Edward J.
paper national advertising campaigns Whelan, S.J., president of Loyola, and
for
Hal Roach's
"Comedy
Carnival." Rev. John Devlin, local representative
Scheduled
for early
fall release
by of the Legion of Decency. Monsignor
United Artists, the picture inaugurates McClafferty left tonight for Washingassume his duties as Dean of
a Roach
to
comedy.program devoted exclusively Socialton toSciences
at Catholic University.
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{Continued from page 1)
giving
the "green
light"generally.
is serving
to
stimulate
high hopes
A partial listing of current new
theatre planning, building or openings
in various sections of the country follows :
ALABAMA
— opened
The newin Alabama
$120,000 Baraa
Theatre
has been
City,
and another house will open there shortly.
Building
of John inLakeman's
7-_^at theatre
Haley villenewwill$120,000,
begin
I —ntarily. Roy Martin, president of
"n
Theatres,
Columbus,
Ga.,
has
an1 ■ nounced that he will soon build a new
t 1 theatre in Andalusia. The 460-seat, open
j air Beach Walk -In Theatre, owned by
Stephen S. Riggs and Raymond A. Gartman, has been opened in Fairhope on Mo* bile Bay. The Office of the U. S. Housing
1 Expediter has approved the construction
of
a new theatre in Jackson by John T.
Waterall.
CALIFORNIA— Civilian Production Administration approval has been given for
construction of a new 600-seat theatre to
be built in Farmersville by Rotus Harvey.
Davis A. Williams' new River Theatre in
Guerneville will be opened shortly. Starlite
Theatres'
new $225,000
drive-in
the
highway
between
FJ Camino
Realon and
Bayshore will be completed by July 1,
James B. nounced.
Howell,
Jr., president,
has anNew drive-ins
are scheduled
for
San Francisco and San Mateo county.
Golden State Theatres will use the infield
of its $1,000,000 Oakland Speedway for construction of a new drive-in. Gordon
Allen's
open inis
Haywardnewthisdrive-in
month.theatre
AugustwillPanero
awaiting CPA permission to construct a
new theatre in Fowler. Frank Panone,
John Forde and Harry Kornblum will
erect a new drive-in north of Boulder
Creek.able siteFrank
is seeking
a suitfor a Peters
new theatre
in Escalon.
Golden State Theatres has opened its new
San Lorenzo Village Theatre. Construcwork isin nearly
complete on Guy
the Meek
1,400seat tion
Ritz
San Francisco.
has announced plans to build drive-ins in
San Jose and near Palo Alto. Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Pease have purchased a site
in
seatExeter
house. for building of a new 1,000COLORADO—
$500,000, for
1,700-seat
run
house is Aplanned
Denverfirstby
Panayes G. Dilkeyou, with construction to
begin as soon as CPA approval is given.
John Wolfberg and Harold Cohen have
started construction of a new $115,000,
750-car drive-in in Aurora.
CONNECTICUT— Construction of a new
drive-in,
a groupNewof businessmen, hasbacked
startedbybetween
Hartford
and Winsted. Glackin and LeWitt Theatres has announced plans to purchase land
in New Britain for construction of a 2,000-house, first-run house. Opening of E.
M. Loew's
place
shortly.new Hartford drive-in will take
FLORIDA — Jacksonville will have two
new theatres when building restrictions
are lifted; one is scheduled for Jacksonville Beach at a cost of $175,000, and the
other will be built at Neptune Beach. The
Martin Theatres will soon build another
theatre near De-Funiak Springs. E. N.
Claughton's
new Gables
1,000-seat
uled for Coral
willtheatre
be putschedinto
construction shortly.
J. E. Martin
has openedStein
his
newGEORGIA—
Grand Theatre
in Montezuma.
and Floyd Theatres are preparing plans
for a new house in Ashburn. A site has
been secured for a new theatre in Cordele, with building awaiting CPA approval.
INDIANA — Blueprints have been completed for building by Silver Raley of his
new William Tell Theatre in Tell City.
KANSAS — A new 350- seat theatre, first
in
the town,in Lakin.
has been opened by Fred
R. Munson
KENTUCKY— Contract has been awarded
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by Foster Lane for construction of a new
624- seat theatre in Williamsburg. McAdoo
Bruington's new Owensboro house will be
opened momentarily. Bonnieville Amusement's new Bond Theatre is nearing completion in Bonnieville.
H. Spark's
New Strand
Theatre will beM.opened
in Edmonton this month. Another drive-in will
be built by Ray Toepfer and Lida Cummins in Lexington. A new Negro theatre
will be constructed in Lousville by Dudley Williston Enterprises of Indianapolis.
Herman Packs' new theatre in Var Lear
has been scheduled for opening this month.
A $125,000
door stadiumcombination
theatre is drive-in
scheduledandfor outthe
Preston Highway near Louisville by
Franklin L. Sieveking, Jr., of New Albany, Ind. July 1 has been, set as openfor Otto
new St.
Clairing date
Theatre
at Marcum's
Lebanon Junction.
Broadway Amusement of Covington has
opened its new drive-in in Florence. Construction is expected to start shortly on
the new theatre which Arthur Morris has
planned for Dawson Springs. Russell
McClanahan will open his new Irvine Theatre, Irvine, on July 1. The new, 350-seat
Rex Theatre has been opened by Lawrence Johnson in East Jenkins.
LOUISIANA — Joseph Alex will begin
building a new Negro theatre in suburban
Baton Rouge. Pittman Brothers' new
$350,000, 3,000- seat Rex Theatre has been
opened
Rouge.
A new
theatre inis Baton
included
in real
estate5,000-seat
owner
Chester
W.
Owens'
planned
$7,600,000
dwelling and shopping center in New Orleans.
Clyde LeBlanc and Sarvey Broussard will
open a new Negro theatre in Crowley this
month. The 850- seat Broadmoor Theatre,
owned and operated by T. E. McElroy
and O. D'. Harris, has opened in Shreveport. A new drive-in has been opened in
Lafayette by Lois Michot, Jr. Harold
Brothers'
for new
Negroes willnew
open Winnfield
June 20.house
Another
Negro
will
open attheatre,
Homer P.on C.
JuneSimpson's
19. New Star,
theatres
have been opened in Livingston, Leonville
and Rayne.
MASSACHUSETTS — Warner Brothers
have completed preparations to build a
new theatre in Newburyport. Richard J.
Wellman structedhas
openedat Orange.
the recently-connew theatre
MINNESOTA — The community council
of Golden Valley, Minneapolis suburb, has
granted Gordon Greene a license to build
a new theatre.
MISSISSIPPI— Dave W. Wilbert has announced he will soon open his new theatre in Columbia.
MISSOURI— Flexer Theatres has been
granted
erect a $100,000
drivein theatrea permit
on thetooutskirts
of St. Louis,
with space for 700 cars to be provided.
The St. Louis Planning Commission has approved aby27-acre
St. Wehrenberg
Louis drive-inCircuit.
projected
the Fred
Building has begun on Jack Stephenson's
new 400- seat "airdrome" theatre at Monett.
MONTANA — CPA approval has been
rssued for conversion, at a cost of $35,000,
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars Hall at
Kalispell into a new theatre, to be known
as the Orpheum.
NEBRASKA— J. E. Macke has opened
his new Mullen Theatre in Mullen.
NEW HAMPSHIRE— Peter Latchis has
announced plans for construction of a new
theatre at Newport. Construction has
started at Enfield on a new theatre which
will be operated by Maurice LaBlame and
Paul Archambault.
NEWtres hasJERSEY
— Walter Reade
started construction
on itsTheanew
3,500- seat Main Street Theatre in Asbury
Park. Architect John J. McNamara's
blueprints
for Belray
Enterprises'
theatre in Newark
have been
approved newby
the city.
NEW YORK — Construction of a new
drive-in in Erie County, near Buffalo, by
James D. Fitzpatrick and Donald C. Hines
has been approved by the Office of the
U. S. Housing Expediter.
NORTH atCAROLINA—
Gregg's
new
drive-in
Lincolnton J.has. B. been
opened.
Plans for construction in Charlotte of a
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$100,000, 500- seat theatre have been anby R. P. ofPinson,
owner Pictures
of the
Carolinas nouncedbranch
the Astor
Exchange. The Legendre-Trincher Com$75,000immediately
North Charlotte
theatre willpany's
be newbuilt
upon receipt
of CPA approval. H. and S. Theatres has
announced plans to build a new 500-seat
theatre at Mt. Pleasant. Construction has
started inon Silver
T. C.City.
Frazier's
400-seat
theatre
Carey new
Caudell
has
opened his new. Danco Theatre in Wallace. Another drive-in at Lincolnton, being built by A. E. Miler, is nearing completion. Plans for construction of a drivein between Concord and Kannapolis have
been lotte
announced
theatre-owner.by H. D. Hearn, CharOHIO— Castle National Theatres has received government approval for a drive-in
m Fairview. The 700-car drive-in, now being
by Central Drive-In Theaconstructed
tre Co., of Cleveland,
ii» Mansfield is
scheduled to open
next month.

OREGON — Government approval has
been received by Art W. Adamson
for construction of a $59,972, 600-seat theatre
at
Albany. Further construc
tion on Charles
Shaney s partly-built theatre at DeLake
has been temporarily enjoined by U. S.
District Court pending investigation of
CPA assertions that the structure
was being erected in violation of the Veteran's
Housing
Act.
Ted
Gamble's
new d.Century
Iheatre has opened in Portlan
Mrs.
Uolda Wolman's new Dream Theatre, seating 400, has opened in Drain.
SOUTH CAROLINA - S. J. Workman
plans construction of a new $60,000 theain WoodrufTheatre
f. Opening of Jesse Cox's
new tre Carver
Rock Hill took
place recently. Frank atCope
has obtained
a permit for construction of a $25,000,
seat Negro theatre in Greenville. H. 900-B.
Ram Theatre Enterpris has slated a new
theatre for Johnston. esBuilding
has started
on
Lee Little's
t theatre
in Camden.
B. B.$125,000,
Anderson1,000-sea
has purchase
a site m Kingstree for erection of a newd
theatre. Star Theatres has a $50,000 theatre slated for Clemson. At Easley a new
$.b,0OO
theatre
E. Armistead
. is being planned by Harold
TENNESSEE — Construction of a new
Independent Theatres' house, to seat 700
will begin shortly in Rossville. C S
Adams'
opening insoon.Royal Station is
for theatre
schedulednew

VIRGINIA — Architect
Coates Carter
has completed blueprints forJ. the
theatre which will be built by Allen new
D. Simpson and Grady W. Gregory in Chatham
.
WASHINGTON - A new $300,000 neighborhood theatre has been schedul for
Spokane by Inland Theatres, Frank edHarris, general manager, reports.
V. S. Approves 17 Theatre
Construction
Projects
Washington, June 16.— Seventeen
more theatre construction projects
have won Government approval.
They are: L. W. Watts, Vivian,
La., theatre; William Bailey, South
Bay, Fla., theatre; Tri-Delta Amusement Co., Douglas, Ariz., maintenance and repair of theatre building;
Louis Venous and Ernest B. Vishnefake, Fort Worth, Tex., projection
booth for outdoor theatre; and Clifatre. ford W. Morris, Modesto, Cal., theAlso : Neal Robinson, Crestview,
Fla., theatre; A. Ernest Massman and
Walter Thompson, Columbia Falls,
Mont., theatre addition; Gilbert Romero, New Iberia, La., theatres ; Underwood and Ezell, Beaumont, Tex.,
drive-in ; Harold J. Resweber, St.
Martinville, La., theatre.
Also, William Greene, Palmetto,
Ga., theatre; Yellowstone Amusement
Co., Martin City, Mont., theatre completion ; C. W. Duncan, Wetumka,
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Cassino Rises Anew,
Has 16mm. Theatre
The Italian village of Cassino which was leveled completely by bomb and shell
during World War II, is so
far advanced in its rebuilding
that it now supports a 16mm.
theatre, its only theatre thus
far, it was reported here yesterday by Orton H. Hicks,
Loew's International 16mm.
director, who. has just returned from a five-month tour
of Europe.

16mm. Boom Abroad
(Continued from page 1)
have come to accept it as intra-industry competition. Hicks said he cannot
see why the same development should
not be realized in other countries, except in the U. S., where, he pointed
out, transportation facilities provide
easy accessibility to regular theatres.
Therelicensees
are some
3,000represent"active"
16mm.
in France,
ing about 13,000 mobile and static
units, Hicks
national hasreported.
thus far Loew's
releasedIntertwo
blocks of 10 films to these and is ready
to launch a third block, he said. By
comparison, he said, Universal has 20
16mm. operations in every country are
RKO Radio has 10, and Columbia has
just
to enterintheevery
picture.
Loew's
16mm.begun
operations
country
are
completely integrated with its 35mm.
operations in terms of booking, accounting, etc., and such handling has
proved eminently successful, Hicks
said.
However, because of inferior equipment in France, profits are jeopardized in 16mm., since not more than 25
individual print bookings can withstand treatment from the antiquated
projectors. In the U. S., a 16mm.
print can endure 75 individual bookings. Hicks said part of the blame for
the short life of prints in France lies
in the poor-quality acetate base provided by French laboratories. In
terms of the entire foreign field, however, Loew's is operating solidly in
the "black," Hicks disclosed.
In Distribution Deal
Alliance Films, Ltd., of Toronto,
and Leo Cohen, distributor of foreign
films, here, have made a distribution
deal for "Dente per Dente," based on
Shakespeare's "Measure for Measure,"
for Canada.
be released in the The
U. S.picture
throughwillHoffberg
Productions, according to Cohen.
Okla., theatre ; Ernest and Percy
Pherson, Rutland, N. D., theatre;
Louise Mask, Bolivar, Tenn., theatre ;
Polk Realty Co., Des Moines, foundations for an open-air drive-in ; John
A. Dempsey, Augusta, Ga., theatre
and recreational center.
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Delay
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Terminated

on

FM

Picture

daily

Reviews
Hollywood

by FCC

Washington, June 16. — The Fed
eral Communications Commission has
terminated its policy of reserving certain class A and class B FM channels
It will consider and act on applications for such facilities as promptly
as possible after that date, effective
July 1.
Under the policy, one out of every
five class B channels in an area to
which at least five channels have been
assigned has been withheld since July
17, 1946. Class A channels 297, 298;
299, and 300 have been withheld since
April 3 of this year.
The new policy will make an addi
tional 100 class B channels available,
including four in Los Angeles, three
in San Francisco, three in Chicago
and four in New York.
The commission has also adopted a
revised tentative allocation plan for
class B FM stations. It provides that
pending determination by the commission of interference rations for 400
kc and 600 kc channel separation,
"stations normally will not be author
ized to operate in the same city or in
nearby cities with a frequency separathan will
800 kc."
class tionBof less
stations
not beMoreover,
author
ized in the same metropolitan area
with less than an 800 kc frequency
separation. FCC said no change had
been made in the total number of
channels allocated to any city or area.
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"The Vow"
(Art kino)

"""PHIS Soviet film with English subtitles should be seen by executives of
A the American motion picture industry who wish to do film business with
Russia. In a larger sense, it should be seen by U. S. Government officials,
newspaper editors and columnists, teachers of international relations and those
members of the public who are seriously interested in studying Soviet Russia.
"The Vow" is important because it is official interpretation for the Russian
people of Stalin, some of his actions, and important aspects of recent history.
It shows in an amazing manner the thinking and propaganda tactics of the
present leaders of the USSR.
The film both deifies and humanizes Stalin. It makes a continuous — and
continuing into the future — appeal to extreme Russian nationalism, isolation
and suspicion of the rest of the world. Its presentation of the origin of the
late war and other points of recent history is astounding.
The film opens in 1924 when Stalin succeeded Lenin. In addition to showing Stalin and other Soviet leaders from that time to now, the film tells the
story of a family which works, suffers and fights for Russia. Many parts of
the film are visually impressive with exteriors in the Red Square and a number of interiors of the Kremlin.
"The Vow" was directed by Mikhail Chiaureli and was produced at the
Tbilissi Studios. Mikhail Gelovani plays Stalin ; S. Chiatsintova, the mother,
has the chief supporting role.
Running time, 100 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
June 21.
M. Q., Jr.

Hollyzvood, June 16
A N ORIGINAL story by Peter
Viertel, "The Children," drama
of Europe's
displaced,
has Pictures
been pur-to
chased by United
States
follow "Ever the Beginning" as a
Warners' release. Lilli Palmer and
Sam Wanamaker will be co-starred
in it.
As a sharp turnabout from prl
ing
such filmsKing
as "Dillinger"
Gangster,"
Brothers and
plan3s,toc>
glorify the upholders of the law. They
announce purchase of an original,
"Behind the Star," a dranm exploiting
the heroism of the American policeman. Jean Negulesco gets the directorial chore on "Young Man with a
Horn," from Dorothy Baker's novel
of jazz musicians during the early
20's, for Warners. Jerry Wold is to
produce. . . . Ray Milland has been
given the starring role in "The Sealed
Verdict," from a yet unpublished
novel recently purchased by Paramount. Milland is presently in England starring in the Paramount British film,production.
"So Evil .My. . Love,"
a Hal
Wallis
Ilona Massey
and John Carroll have been set to costar
Republic's
"Monterey"
which
Josephin Kane
will produce
and direct.
. . . Felix Bressart and Benny Goodman are cast to join Danny Kaye in
the Sam Goldwyn Technicolor production, "That's Life," which goes
before the cameras this week.
•
Ann Sheridan's next starring role
at Warner Brothers will be in
"Scandalous," Norman Krasna comedy. Jerry Wald will produce and
Vincent Sherman will direct. . . .
Veteran actor Ralph Morgan has
been signed for a doctor's role in
the Pickford-Rogers-Cohn Triangle
film,las"Sleep
My Love," . .which
DougSirk is directing.
. Following
his two-picture loanout. to RKO
Radio, Alexander Knox will return
to Columbia to share starring honors with Susan Peters in "The Sign
of the Ram." . . . Warners has
signed Robert Hutton and Joyce
Reynolds to new seven-year pacts.
•
Frank Conroy, stage and screen
actor,
cast ofis "Mary
Hagen"
which joins
Alex the
Gottlieb
producing
and
Peter Godfrey directing for Warners.
. . . Ellen Corby replaces Jessica
Tandy in RKO Radio's "I Remember
Mama,"
being
Harrieta
Parsons for
thatproduced
studio. . by
. . With
newly
role Ernest
in Warners'
"Love Atassigned
First Sight,"
Truex
marks his 50th anniversary as an actor. Frederick De Cordova is directing. . . . Former child star Jackie
Searles,
in hisreturn,
early after
20's, will
make hisnowscreen
five

"Colonel Chabert"
(Siritsky International)
PATRONS of foreign films are in for a pleasurable experience in the
French importation, "Colonel Chabert," based on the novel by Honore de
Balzac. Marked with splendid period settings, the film is in true Gallic
fashion, and speaks simply, yet eloquently, of the ironies of life. As a point
of added appeal, it is one of the last films made with the late Raimu, who,
in the title role, gives a superb characterization.
_ The story portrays a colonel, long presumed killed in battle, returning to
civilian life where he finds his wife has remarried into nobility. There follows
a long struggle by the colonel to reestablish his identity and thereby regain
his financial rights. However, instead of understanding from his wife, he
meets with her treachery, which at one point almost results in his being
Video Competition
tricked into an insane asylum.
Time passes, and the onetime military hero is reduced to poverty. He finally
(Continued from page 1)
enters the workhouse, where despite last-minute proof of his former estate,
steadily. The total for last month is he elects to remain as a refuge from the hypocrisies of life. Marie Bell plays
the colonel's wife impressively. Rene Le Henaff directed.
estimated at 9,000.
Running time, 93 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
_ All three stations operating in this June 20.
Mandel Herbstman
city at present are on the air between
20 and 35 hours weekly and sets in
use here are unofficially put at 16,000.
Bernhard Sets 4
(Continued from page 1)
The tremendous increase 'in program Quotas Exceeded in
hours stems mainly from the coverage U-I Sales Campaign
of the home games of New York
Quotas have been exceeded to date Dallas and Atlanta where the franbaseball clubs. National Broadcasting
were acquired from John Francovers the Giants, Columbia Broad- in the initial standings by an average coni andchisesJohn
Maugham, respectively,
casting focuses its cameras on the of more than four per cent by Uni- and the
is also opening new
versal-International's 31branches in branches company
Brooklyn Dodgers and DuMont rein Philadelphia and Boston,
ports the Yankee games.
the Arthur
company'sRank
"NateGood
J. BlumbergBusiness while negotiations are underway for a
What are described as conservative
Detroit branch.
estimates within the video trade the Drive," according to William A.
At present, Bernhard is on the
U-I vice president and gennumber of televiewers per set are put Scully,
eral sales manager.
West Coast negotiating with indepenat four, this taking into account the
dent producers for the release of prodLeading division in the 22-week
potentially sizeable audience where a
uct. F-C also has plans underway for
sales drive thus far is the Eastern
"commercial" receiver is operating, division, headed by Fred Meyers. The the eventual production of its own
such as in restaurants, taverns, hotels district headed by Ed Heiber, which pictures.
and the like.
includes Des Moines, Kansas City and
A general feeling among exhibitors Omaha branches, is the leading disVideo Equipment
queried here is that television's
trict while the DenvCr branch, headed Buys
Chicago, June 16.— Nearly $300,000
dramatic shows are far too inferior at by Mayer H. Monsky, holds top
present to constitute a threat of com- standing of the branches, with 204.84 worth of video equipment has been
ordered by WGN, Inc., for Television
petition but many recognize that sportStation _WGNA. Most of the equiping events are capable of diverting per cent.
ment will come from General Electric
possible customers from the theatre
while mobile units have been ordered
to a television set.
in the Army, in Metro-GoldRank Force Absorbed from RCA. WGNA expects to oper- years
wyn-Mayer's
"Virtuous,"
One prominent independent circuit
man Taurog is
directing which
as the Nornext
(Continued from page 1)
ate experimentally in October and to
operator expressed concern over the
Van Johnson-June Allyson co-starring
extent to which the product of the positions in the U-I sales force are: produce commercially by Jan. 1.
vehicle.
W. J. McG.
film companies may be made available
to a television station as a means of Lester Zucker, who has become U-I Gettinger Resigns
Walter Gettinger has resigned as 'Possessed' Pre-Releases
additional revenue after the product manager in Cleveland, succeeding Max
has made the rounds of regular thea- Cohen who has resigned ; Joe Gins head booker and buyer of the Laff^Possessed," Warner Brothers probecome U-I manager in Buf- movie circuit to take over the Casino
duction now in its third week at the
tre exhibition. This is done on a very who has
falo,
succeeding
J.
J.
Spandau
who
Theatre in Pittsburgh.
limited basis at present and the films
Hollywood Theatre here, and schedhas
also
resigned,
and
Joe
Oulahan,
uled for general release on July 26,
involved are aged to the point of
offering little in genuine entertainment who is acting as special U-I distribu- Turner Joins PRC
will
begin
long the
schedule
pretion
representative
in
Washington.
release runsaduring
week of
of July
value, he conceded, but he warned
Wilson Turner has joined Pro- 16 at the Newman Theatre, Kansas
that it might become a growing pracJules Weill, who was special repducers Releasing Corp. as salesman City; Ambassador, St. Louis, and
tice, eventually harmful to theatre
resentative on the Rank pictures han- in the Harrisburg
territory.
business.
Capitol, Little Rock.
dled by U-I, has resigned.
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S. Tax

Exhibitors See Need of
New Rate for Students
Minneapolis, June 17. — Widespread demand of "teen-agers" for
junior and student admission prices
at film theatres may soon place the
Federal Government in the middle of
a new fight to re-determine the application of the 20 per cent ticket tax
in relation to special low admissions
for children between 12 and 18 years
of age, according to an exhibitor
spokesman here.
Federal law requires that regardles of the reduction in admissions for children, or for
any others, the 20 per cent tax
is fixed on the established adult
price of the theatre, and must
so be paid. And exhibitors are
reluctant to pay an adult tax on
a junior admission.
Boys and girls here, as elsewhere,
have long been in revolt against paying adult admissions, but exhibitors
(Continued on page 7)

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,
Para.

May Still Require
Building Permit
Washington, June 17— The
House today passed by a 163
to 73 vote the conference version of the rent control bill,
the bill ending all curbs on
commercial construction with
the single exception that the
Office of the Housing Expediter can require a permit for
amusement or recreational
construction if he determines
a building-material shortage
exists or threatens.
Senate approval is expected
on Thursday, and the bill
should be at the White House
by the weekend.

Many
Tax

Join

in

Proposal

Impartial
TEN CENTS

JUNE 18, 1947
Stockholders

Approve
Sharing

Profit
by 22

to 1

Theatre
On

Gross

Increase,

Balaban

Says

Paramount president Barney Balaban, board chairman Adolph Zukor
and all 14 other nominees were unani- UpwardTrend Is Evident,
mously reelected directors of the com- He Tells Stockholders
pany
at thehere
annual
stockholders'
meeting tionally,
held
yesterday.
Addithe stockholders
approved
by
Industry-wide talk of a "leveling
a 5,440,935 to 250,395 share vote- off" in theatre grosses notwithabout 22 to 1— the management's prostanding, Barney Balaban, presiposal for organization of the Emdent of Paramount, yesterday told
Investment of
Co., $4,000,000,
with author-in
the annual
meeting of company
ized ployees'
capitalization
which some 45 key home office and
ers
about
studio executives will participate in a
s to that
c kholdprofit-sharing arrangement.
10 days ceipts
agoof the
reOther reelected directors were : vicepresidents(Continued
Y. Frank onFreeman,
Leonard
page 8)
company's theatres to
com-inmenced
crease.
Whereas, he said, prior
B. & K., Distributors
to the war the

While the American Theatres As- Sued for $675,000
sociation and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America openly have
made known that they have under con- DeLuxe
Chicago,Theatre
June 17.
— Charles
Corp.
filed a Golden's
$675,000
sideration ajoint stand on admission
anti-trust action in Fedtax slashing, it was disclosed here triple eraldamage
Court here today against Balaban
yesterday that the views of prominent
and
Katz,
Paramount,
Radiofigures in other exhibitor organiza- Keith-Orpheum,
20th Loew's,
Century-Fox,
tions, solicited by ATA, will be in- Warners, Columbia,
Universal and
corporated in proposals to be for- United Artists.
warded to the Government.
Filed for Golden by A. Brussell,
Hargrave Mentioned
Because of policy differences among attorney, the papers cite damages of
various associations on other matters, $200,000 covering the period from
regional and other theatre leaders, in- 1937, and request an injunction reFor High U.S. Post
cluding some associated with Allied
straining the defendants from continuStates units, presented their opinions
ing with alleged illegal acts. Treble
Rochester, N. Y., June 17. — in unofficial capacities.
damages are asked, plus $75,000 for
Thomas J. Hargrave, president of ATA has assumed, apparently, the attorney's fees and court costs. The
(Continued on page 7)
Eastman Kodak, is expected to be
case has been assigned to Judge Shaw.
named by President Truman as executive chairman of the Army and Navy
99
Munitions Board, according to word it
received here from Washington.
Brute
Force
If named to the vital national defense job, set up after the war, he will
succeed Richard R. Deupree, president [ Mark Hellinger Prod. -Universal ] — It's Perfectly Titled
of Procter and Gamble, whose resignation was forecast in Washington in NO FILM could have a more appropriate description. "Brute Force"
is one of the best prison films ever made and will be viewed by
March. It was reported that Hargrave had been urged to take the post
some as the most powerful, not excepting ''The Big House." But
by Secretary of War Patterson, a this has to be set down immediately :
(Continued on page 6)
It is not for the squeamish nor for the weak-stomached. Mark Hellinger's film is tough and rough. It is also physically brutal, and to a
degree which is open to questions of judgment and desirability.
Hoblitzelle Cites
Exhibition-wise, this attraction inevitably becomes one for showmen
to weigh. There will be many situations where a film of this type will
New Theatres Need
prove exactly the ticket for important money. Chiefly, this looks like
downtown runs in big cities where audiences are more sophisticated and
even nothenplace
it isata Radio
matter City
of type
of theatre.
For in
example,
"Bruteunder
Force"
Galveston, June 17. — The need for has
Music
Hall here
New York
its
new suburban theatres to meet the re- policy, but has a decided spot at the Criterion, which is where it will play.
quirements ofincreased populations in
Theatremen, however, ought to know that if it is the raw-boned and
the Southwest was stressed by Karl
Hoblitzelle, president of Interstate the hard-hitting they are after, they do not have to scratch around any
Circuit, at the opening session here further. This picture is forcefully directed by Jules Dassin, from a story
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 6)

Barney Balaban

sonal dropsea-in
May-June
theatre business
extended to the
July 4 holiday,

usual upward trend is in evidence.
Paramount is affiliated
this year
'unwith ansome
1,500 theatres in the U. S.
"During the month of April our
well," the
up quite
business
Paramountheldpresiden
t said,
adding:
dea further
however,
"There was,
(Continued
on page
8)

Mary

Pickford

U.A.

Conferences

in

Mary Pickford concluded a second
day of conferences here yesterday with
United Artists board members and
company executives without further
significant developments concerning
sulting.
new
management for the company reMeanwhile, Gradwell L. Sears, vicepresident in charge of distribution, left
for England
by plane
yesterday
after(Continued
on page
7)
6 Reviews

Today

addition
"Brute Force"
on Inthis
page, toreviewed
today
are:
"The
Upturned
Glass"
and "Saddle Pals," page 4;
and "News Hounds," "Under
the
Tontoon Rim"
Danger"
page and
6. "Web of
Key city gross reports are
on page 7.
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Motion

Services

Today

Peppiatt

and

for

Gross

Philadelphia, June 17.— Attended
by a number of persons from the in
dustry, funeral services will be held
here tomorrow for C. E. Peppiatt and
Sam Gross, 20th Century-Fox sales
executives who died in the plane crash
last Friday night in West Virginia.
Honorary pallbearers at both funer
als will include Spyros P. Skouras
W. C. Michel, Murray Silverstone,
Joseph Moskowitz, Donald Henderson, W. J. Eadie, William J. .Kupper,
Otto Koegel, John F. Caskey, Dan
Michalove, Andrew W. Smith Jr.
William C. Gehring, Charles Schlaif
er, Edmunk Reek, Martin Moskowitz
Ray Moon, Clarence Hill, Peter Levathes, Sam Shain, Frank Carroll
Alan Freedman, Harold Seidenberg,
Roger Ferri, Herman Wobber, Herbert Gillis, Glenn Norris, Weldon
Waters, James J. Grady,
I. J
Schmertz, Leavitt J. Bugie, George T
Landis, Tony Muto, Tom J. Connors,
Seymour Florin, Nat Rosen, Howard
Smith, Mike Weiss, William Solomon, Ben Tolmas, John Nolan, Robert Lynch, Jack Beresin, William
Goldman, Jay Emanuel, Earl Swei
gert, Ted Schlanger, Jim Clark, Sid
ney Samuelson, Lewen Pizor and the
Hon. Frank C. Walker.
Additional honorary pallbearers for
Gross will be : Charles Zagrans
Harry Blumberg, Frank Hammerman,
Bernard •Stouman, A. R. Boyd, Louis
Goldsmith, Frank Buhler and William
Clark.
For Peppiatt: Jack Green
berg, Alfred J. Davis, Morton Thai
heimer, Sidney Lust, Abe Lichtman,
Nathan D. Golden, William T. Sax
ton, Tom Goldberg, Lester Wurtele,
John Payette, George Crouch, S. H
Durkee and Ben Fertel.
Active pallbearers for Gross include: Alfred J. Davis, Mike Felt,
Raf Schwartz, Sam Sheekman, William Cohen and William Wolfe. Peppiatt's burial will be in Atlanta.
The 20th Century-Fox home office
group, including Paul Terry and William Kupper, Jr., will leave tomor
row morning for Philadelphia, headed
by Skouras. Shain has been in Phila
delphia
assisting the deceased's fami
lies.

Picture

Daily

Wednesday, June 18, 1947
Newsreel

Personal
MESSMORE
KENDALL,
dent of the Capitol
Theatre presihere,
and author of "Never Let Weather
Interfere," has been given a degree
of Doctor of Letters by Tufts College, Medford, Mass.
e
Hubert McNally, RKO Radio
manager for Ireland, who arrived
here Friday, will leave today for
Hollywood. He will return to New
York for the company's annual sales
7-9.
meeting
at the Waldorf-Astoria July
•
Harry M. Kalmine, president and
general manager of Warner Theatres,
and Jack L. Warner, Jr., who has
been
studying
the Pittsburgh
company's totheatre
operations,
visited
look
over the local situation. Kalmine returned to New York yesterday.
•
Jules Lapidus, Eastern division
sales manager for Warner Brothers,
and Sam Lefkowitz, Eastern district
manager, are visiting Albany and
Gloversville, returning to New York
tomorrow.
•
Herb Copelan, recently placed in
charge of Warner Brothers theatres
in the Latin-American territory, has
returned here from a three-week trip
to South America.
•
Joe Friedman and Gerry Michaels
of the Warner Brothers home office
publicity department, who were mar
ried last weekend, will honeymoon in
Maine for the next two weeks.
•
Robert M. Gillham, Eastern di
rector of advertising-publicity for
Selznick Releasing Organization, has
taken a summer house at East Hampton, L. I.
•
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal-International Southern and Canadian
sales manager, has arrived in Dallas
from New York.
•
Harry Kaplowitz, Warner Theatres executive, is the father of a
seven and a half pound boy, born Saturday in Beth-El Hospital, Brooklyn.
•
Norman Ayers, Southern division
sales manager for Warner Brothers,
is visiting Dallas, New Orleans, Jacksonville and Atlanta.
•

Mention
SAMUEL
WHEELER,
Filma
Classics' sales
manager, is on
trip to the Southwest.
•
Joel Bezahler, M-G-M home of
fice assistant to mid-Western sales
manager Burtus Bishop, Jr., and
Jay Eisenberg of the company's legal
staff, left here yesterday for Chicago.
•
Charles Lapworth, Loew's Inter
national studio public relations rep
resentative, has returned to New York
from England and will entrain for
the Coast Friday.
•
Milton Yassenoff, who is associ
ated with his father, Leo, in the oper
ation of the Academy Theatres ii
Columbus, O., and his wife are par
ents of a daughter.
•
Mrs. Kathleen Finnegan has become assistant manager of the Court
Square Theatre, Springfield, Mass.,
succeeding her late husband, Gerald
E. Finnegan.

Parade

items in
current
THE
tragic
airnewsreels.
disasters Other
head
events covered are King George being hailed on his birthday, a winged
Noah's Ark arriving here with a cargo of animals, and the U. S. open
golf championship. Complete contents

follozv
:
MOVIETONE
NEWS,tollNo.of 84—
asters
take
a fearful
lives.Air*"'garian
ex-premier
arrives
in
the opened.
U. d
States. Gate of Canadian waters
Epileptic ritual in Luxemburg:. King George
and Princess Elizabeth saluted by Grenadier Guards. Press photographers choose
beauty queen in Atlantic City. United
States
open golf championship. Tuna derby
in Bahamas.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 282— Pre-war
pomp revived
Britishers premier
hail King's
birthday.
Fleeingas Hungarian
finds
refuge^
in
U.
S.
Death
again
ridestakes
the
nation's
sky
lanes.
Noah's
Ark
wings: 300 beasts arrive in California from
Siam. Choose "Miss National Press Pho1947." flood-gates
Epileptic dance
fete in
Luxemburg.tographer ofOpen
in Quebec.
National
Livermore,openCal.title at St. Louis. Rodeo at
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 85-Princess
Elizabeth stars in Royal Parade. DC-4
airline crash. Stanton Griffis sails on misJules K. Chapman, assistant sales
sion to Poland. Bernard Baruch bust unveiled at war college. Hungarian ex-premanager for Film Classics, is en route
U. S. Flying
Noah'sin Ark
to Indianapolis to install George arrivesmier arrives
with inanimals.
Play-offs
the
United States
open.
Lefko as branch manager there.
•
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 87— President
William Tuomey of the publicity Truman winds up Canadian tour. Fifty die
in DC-4 crash. Hungary's ex-premier arstaff
Friday.of the J. Arthur Rank Organiza
rives in New York. "Trooping the Colors"
tion here, will leave for Hollywood for
Noah's
Ark flies.
Circustheat King.
the PoloModern
Grounds.
Worsham
wins
national open golf tournament.
•
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, . No. 68—
Budd Schulberg is in New York Fifty die as DC-4 crashes. King George
rides at head
of "Trooping
Colors"
to write the script based on his novel, ceremony.
Deposed
Hungarian the
premier
arRadio.
rives in U. S. to seek aid against the forces
"The Harder They Fall," for RKO of Communism.
Animals arrive in California from Siam on flying Noah's Ark.
"Miss Press
City. Photographer"
Worsham wins selected
open golfat
F. W. Tims, managing director oi Atlantic
championship.
J. Frank Brockliss, Ltd., distributor
for National Theatre Supply Co., is
here from London.
Lawrence Testifies at
•
Cecil Barker, executive assistant Korda Trial Here
to David 0- Selznick, has arrived
Under cross examination by dehere from California
fendant counsel Louis Frohlich of
Schwartz
& Frohlich, Laudy Law•
rence yesterday admitted that he is
Bryon J. Ellerbrook, in charge of
M-G-M's retirement plan at the stu- indirectly interested in a Holland
dio, has arrived here from the Coast. company with which he had entered
a distribution deal in behalf of Alex•
Lew Barasch, trade paper liaison breach ander
defendant
of Korda,
contract
suit. in Lawrence's
for United Artists, was injured last
Testifying earlier in the day, Lawweekend while dancing at his home.
rence said he had rendered many ser•
Lawrence Silent on
vices for Korda and that the latter
William Ornstein, M-G-M trade permitted no explanation when he
Report of SRO Post
paper contact, is back after 12 days discharged Lawrence on the grounds
at the studios.
Laudy Lawrence declined to confirm
of non-exclusive services. Lawrence
•
or deny reports that he is slated to
said Korda knew he was engaged in
M. Distributor
L. Simons,, and
editor
of M-G-M's
The
assistant
to
H.
E. J. Mannix, M-G-M executive, other theatrical enterprises, and
join the Selznick Releasing OrganizaM.
Richey,
left
here
yesterday
for
has
returned
to
the
Coast
after
a
claimed the reasons set forth did not
tion in an advisory capacity on for- Galveston, Tex.
visit here.
eign distribution when questioned
justify
his dismissal.
•
yesterday.
•
Trial
of the case will continue toJames Poling, head of UniversalThomas
McAndrews, Republic
day
in
New
York Supreme Court.
"I would prefer that you get that
salesman,
has been transferred to New
New York story deinformation
rence said. from the company," Law- International's
partment, has returned here from Haven from the New York exchange.
Foundation Chapter
SRO officials here said they are not Hollywood.
•
•
fully informed on the subject.
Completed in S. F.
James
V. manager,
O'Gara, Republic
Max Youngstein, Eagle-Lion adern division
is visitingEastthe
San Francisco, June 17. — Motion
vertising publicity director, has re- Albany
and
Boston
branches.
turned here from St. Louis.
picture leaders here, under chairman
In Paralysis Drive Post
•
•
have completed
organJudge _ John T. Cullinan of the
A. E. V. Andrews, managing direc- Jerry Zigmond,
ization of a chapter
of the Motion
Rudolph Weiss, head of the Wartor of Andick Films, Ltd., London, is Picture Foundation.
Court of Common Pleas, Bridgeport,
ner Theatres real estate department, here from the Coast.
has been appointed Connecticut chairThe group, according to Zigmond,
man of the 1948 March of Dimes returned yesterday from Cleveland.
•
Maurice Druker,
Loew's State has already indicated through initial
•
manager
Cleveland,
drive
by
Basil
O'Connor,
president
pledges that the Bay area will more
of the National Foundation for InRobert Douglas, British film actor,
Mrs. than meet its share of the Foundafantile Paralysis.
s here from England.
Druker, are on vacation in Miami. I tion's $10,000,000 goal
except Saturdays,
address, "Quigpubco,
Secretary;
James P,
R. Weaver, Editor;
"nthV; o„,viV„"T>'„w;^;tC i"r ^"""i,.1'- " • '„J-"-",u."'' -""'"u, t Golden Sq., London Wl, Hope Burnup, Manager, Peter
iy38, at the post office Pu%hed--^>-u«h
at New York, N. Y., under
the acta section
of Marchof 3,Motion
1 8 7 9-.
Subscription ratesfeiSni»"koff«
ftrtwe'Herald;iSl^^Sffl^<^tJ1
sSSt fa**"*^ek.as
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Walter
That's why everybody's saying "I fell in love with 'CYNTHIA'."
Winchell said it. So did Hedda Hopper, Louella Parsons, Jimmy Fidler,
Earl

Louis
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in it beautiful
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M-G-M's "CYNTHIA" — ELIZABETH TAYLOR, George Murphy, S. Z. Sakall, Mary Astor with Gene Lockhart, Spring Byington,
James Lydon, Scotty Beckett • A Robert Z. Leonard Production • Screen Play by Harold Buchman and Charles Kaufman • Based on
a Play by Vina Delmar • Directed by ROBERT Z. LEONARD . Produced by EDWIN H. KNOPF • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Motion
Studios

Production

Picture

in

Spurt

By PEDRO GONZALES
Madrid, June 12. (By Airmail).—
Production activity here now is considerable and cameras are rolling, or
ready to roll, on a number of films.
Several important pictures, including
one in color, are in preparation.
Shooting now are Constellation
Films' "Angustias," directed by Jose
Antonio Nieves Conde ; "La Gran
Barrera," produced by Juan Homedes
and directed by Antonio Sau; "Lat
Tinieblas Quedaron Atras," produced by Mario Roca; "El Tambor
Del Brush," directed by Ignacio F.
Iquino; "Dos Mujeres En La Niebla,"
directed bv Jose Maria Seoane;
"Boton De Ancla,"
by Ramon
Torrado and now directed
being shot
at the
naval school of Marin, and Rafael
Gil's "La Fe."
Films now in preparation include
"Bailen," a color production directed
by Edgar Neville; Arturo Ruiz
Castillo's "Obsession," "La Duquesa
Cayetana Y Goya," and "Magallanes
Y Elcano," all for Horiconte Films;
"Don Quijote," to be directed by Rafael Gil for producer Cifesa; Manual
Castillo's "Dona Maria La Brava"
and Ramon Barreiro's "Los Pazos de
Ulloa."
Canadian Fans Aid
Variety Project
Toronto, June 17.— Twelve thousand fans, forming the largest crowd
of the baseball season since opening
day, turned out for the night game
with Baltimore in Toronto last night,
which was staged as a benefit for
Toronto Tent No. 28 of Variety Clubs
to raise money for the Variety Village.
This is the first big project of the
branch headed by J. J. Fitzgibbons
and will provide a vocational school
for crippled children of Ontario. The
entire proceeds of the game are being
devoted to the program.
Pascal May Produce 2
G.B.Shaw Films Here
London, June 17.— Cineguild will
produce and David Lean will direct
Paul Gallico's "Showgoose," scheduled to commence at Pinewood Studios next spring. Gabriel Pascal previously had arranged to produce, but
now the J. Arthur Rank office announces that it understands Pascal
. will produce two George Bernard
Shaw subjects in America, and thus
will be unavailable.

Ekerman Flying Here
Hollywood, June 17.— I. A. Ekerman, representing Brazilian production and equipment interests, has left
by plane for New York after spending two days here during which he
discussed purchase of equipment for
studios to be established in Brazil. He
arrived
cisco. here yesterday from San Fran-

Reviews

'The Upturned Glass"
(/. Arthur Rank-General Film Distributors)
.
London, June 17
D ANK'S latest James Mason effort, "The Upturned Glass," directed by
IV Lawrence Huntington, presents Mason more moodier and more magnificent than ever. The picture indubitably is destined for a bigger British
gross than "The Seventh Veil," with film fans, both intelligent and uninformed alike, inevitably revelling in the astonishing variety of moods that come
trom the superb accomplishment of Mason's acting.
Mason, as a famous brain-surgeon, finds in his loneliness sole consolatio
m nis work and m music, disdaining common human contacts. He performsn
a miraculous operation on a child's
and falls in love with the child's
mother and she with him. But, bothbrain
being unhappily married, they appreciate that the affair cannot decently continue. On the night of their
the mother jumps to death from a high window. Mason, setting out parting
discover why she jumped, finds that another woman drove her to herto fate
Mason
deliberat
ely
and
coldly
condemns
the
second woman to a similar
death.
The film thereafter develops a mounting struggle in Mason's mind, under
the impact of cunningly-devised exterior circumstances. The piteouslv relent
less mental and spiritual struggle resolves in Mason throwing
himself down
a cliff to his death Masons sublime acting again proves him unassaila
ble in
his
class. Pamela Kellmo Mason's wife, plays the part of the wicked lady
Rosamun
d John the earlier victim, exhibits the precise shade of gentle
understanding. Mason co-produced with Sydney Box.
Running time, 86 minutes. British adult audience classification Release
date, not set.
Peter' Burnup
"Saddle Pals"
(Republic)
DUT Gene Autry in front of the cameras and the Western fan knows there
_» is certain to emerge a picture that fits snugly in its category. With Autry
in this
one performer,
are Lynne Roberts, Sterling Holloway, the Cass County Boys and
the
equine
Champion, Jr.
The screenplay, fashioned by Bob Williams and Jerry Sackheim for the
most part avoids the usual complications arising out of sagebrush skullduggery, and instead centers on a timely problem of crooked businessmen trying
to increase the rent of the ranchers. Actually the land company
by
Holloway, but he is too much of a fear-ridden hypochondriac toisseeowned
beyond
his own ailments. To escape it all, Holloway turns his property over
Autry, who after having to take some high hurdles, succeeds in cracking downto
on the gang trying to fleece the ranchers.
The film has its quota of laughs, galloping hoofs and flying fists Among
the tunes that add to the film's easygoing mood are "You Stole My Heart"
r m ,1SJ?, 1 |iad Never Met Sunshine," "Amapola," "Which Way Did The'v
c-Jhe £OV,ered
Wagon
Rolledproducer.
Ri§ht A1ong." Lesley Selander directed
andJ Sidney
Picker was
associate
Running time, 72 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
June 15Mandel Herbstman
German
Slated

Film

Talks

for Saturday

Washington, June 17. — The film
industry-War Department conference
on the rehabilitation of the German
film uled
business
is "tentatively"
schedfor Saturday
morning, here,
the
Office of Assistant Secretary of War
Howard Petersen said today.
Industry representatives expected to
attend are Eric Johnston and Francis
Harmon, president and vice-president
of the Motion Picture Association, respectively.
In addition to Petersen, War Department representatives will be
Henry Carlton, chief of the films and
theatre section of the reorientation
branch of the civil affairs division,
and Charles Mertz, his assistant.
Johnston
ton Friday. will arrive in Washing-
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Nathanson's Suit Is
Continued to June 23
Toronto, June 17.— Hearing of an
appeal by three defendants from a
previous order here in the court action
by Paul L. Nathanson's film comand
J. Arthur
affiliatespares
willagainst
continu
e some Rank
time after
June tice
23,Genest,
afterpresidi
consult
ng ation
judge. with JusThe hearing will be still another
step m the suit by Empire-Universal
Films and United World Pictures of
Canada, both of Toronto, in which
they claim diversion of distribution
rights in Canada to Rank
on certain unnamed pictures.companies
Applicants in the appeal are:
Arthur Rank Organization, Inc., andJ.
Eagle-Lion Films, both of the U. S.,
and General Cinema Finance Corp.
of
England. The appeal was from an order which allowed service of original
writs outside Ontario against the defendants, although restricting the
trial to Toronto.

MPEA Has 5 Films
For German Release
Washington, June 17.— The
Motion Picture Export Association now has five documentary films ready for release
in Germany,
the War Department reported
today. They
are "Brazil Today," "Great
Lakes," "Power Unlimited,"
"Port of New York" and "NorRampart."
The thern
films will
be avaik^riv
for distribution in theatres
in the U. S.-occupied zone.

Pope
Plea

Pius in Film
for Peace

Rome, June 17.— A world appeal fo
peace will be made by Pope Pius XI
as the climax of a film, "War Agains
War,"
being
Cinemato
Center by
here.the Catholi.
graphcompleted
The Pope's screen address will bl
recorded in English, Italian, French
Spanish, Portuguese and Latin. Eacl
will require
the Pontiff's
presence
be
fore
the cameras
for about
one houi
and each will be shot twice.
The picture will be a documen
tary, utilizing largely footage depict
ing ruins and suffering visited by the
last war and the portent of the atom
bomb
The and
Pope'in
messagein infuture
behalfwars.
of peace
condemnation of those who would
bring war again will provide trie
final sequence of the picture.
Disclaims Right to
Halt Red Spy Film
Ottawa, June 17.— The Canadian
government had no right to interfere
with the making of a motion picture
on the Russian spy revelations in
Ottawa, it was stated in Parliament
by L. S.ternalSt.-Laurent,
Minister
of ExAffairs, in reply
to questions
by opposition members relative to the
propriety of
making'
a film
on an
espionage
report
by Igor
Gouzenko,
former employe of the Soviet embassy here.
The matter came before the House
of Commons after representatives of
20th Century-Fox came to Ottawa for
background material, Gouzenko having sold the film rights to his story
to that company. In reply to further
questions St.-Laurent said he knew of
no requests from the producer for pertotake pictures inside governmentmissionbuildings.
King, Queen at Benefit
17. — Britain's
King
andLondon,
Queen June
have consented
to attend
the second Royal Command performance staged by the Cinematograph
Trade Benevolent Fund, set for next
Nov. 25 at the Odeon Theatre in
Leicester Square.
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100

13 in Construction
In Mexico City
Mexico City, June 17. —
Thirteen new theatres are
under construction in Mexico
City. Of these, four will open
this year and the rest before
the summer of 1948, bringing
to 100 the number of theatres which will be operating
inthis city of 2,000,000 perVO£Await

Reaction

Walsh-O'Brien

on

Plan

London, June 17. — Tom O'Brien,
general secretary of the NATKE
trade union, here, who is back in London following New York conferences
with Richard Walsh, president of the
IATSE, is endeavoring to arrange an
all-trade luncheon to welcome Walsh.
Arrangements, it is understood, depend on the reaction of the Trades
Union Congress to the revolutionary
jointform
proposal
of O'Brien trade
and Walsh
to
an international
union
congress for the film business.
became
seriously
while
en O'Brien
route home
aboard
the S.S.ill Queen
Elisabeth, but has now recovered. He
was accompanied on the voyage by
Walsh.
RKO

Radio

and

Rank

To Film 'Ivanhoe'
"Ivanhoe" will be filmed in Technicolor next summer in England by
RKO Radio in conjunction with J.
Arthur Rank, Dore Schary, vice president in charge of production, announced.
The multi-million dollar production
will
from "The
BlackSir Knight,"
a freestemadaptation
of the
Walter
11 Scott classic by Aeneas Mackenzie,
which RKO Radio has purchased from
Paramount. A combined English and
American all-star cast will be assem5I bled for the major roles.
"Ivanhoe" is the second joint RKO
Radio-Rank effort. Now nearing re"So Well
filmed lease
inis 'England
last Remembered,"
summer with
an Anglo-American cast.
Pathe

To

Distribute

'Duel* in England
Pathe, British film distributing organization, will handle David O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" in England,
it was announced here yesterday by
Neil Agnew, president of Selznick
Releasing Organization.
Deal calls for exhibition of "Duel"
on the ABC Theatres circuit, with
which Pathe has connections. Available also, for showing of the film are
approximately 75 summer resort situations, important source of British
film revenue at this time of the year,
SRO said.

Rank

Post

Borkin

and

Reunites
Benjamin

Washington, June 17. — The recent
appointment of Joseph Borkin as economic consultant for the J. Arthur
Rank Organization here continues a
working team,
for
o r kwill
i n be
's
chiefB job
to work with —
and be economic troubleshooter f o r — ■
Robert Benjamin, president
of the tion.
OrganizaBorkin and
Benjamin have
been working
together
for
some time now
on behalf of
Joseph Borkin
Robert R.
Young — Benjamin as chief counsel, and Borkin as
adviser for Young's
economic
chief
motion picture interests.
on the international situAn expert
ation, patents, and motion picture law,
Borkin admits that he is not very clear
yet himself as to what specific jobs
he will have to undertake. "I'll just
be around," he says, "to help out on
any problems that they feel I can be
Columbia, Book Firms
Give Fiction Prizes
Six fiction (fellowships of $1,000
each, in lieu of an outright award,
have been granted in the United Services Book Contest jointly sponsored
by Columbia Pictures Corp., Thomas
Y. Crowell Co., and George G. Harrap
& Co., Ltd., of London.
The winners of the followships,
their nationalities, and the titles of
their novels are : Rowland Barber,
American, "John 29" ; Raibeart Elder,
British, "The Cruel Land" ; David A.
Evans, British, "Valley of Sound" ;
Everard Johnson, British, "The
Squadron" ; William Howard Jones,
British, "Three Signs and a Hangover," and F. A. Nauheim, American,
"Behold the Upright."
Judges in the contest were Robert
L. Crowell, president, and Marian
MacLeod of Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,
Joseph Gaute of Harrap, and Janet
Wood of the New York office and
Michael Storm of the London office
of Columbia Pictures.
Valentino Film Abroad
Production on "The Life of Rudolph Valentino" will start on July
9 in Italy, it is announced by Edward
Small, producer of the film, which is
to be released by United Artists. A
camera crew will sail from New York
for Rome at the end of June. From
Italy the camera crew will go to Paris
and London for additional shots.

Nothing has come up yet, he adds.
helpful
on." contacts with the motion
Borkin's
picture industry go back quite some
way. From 1935 to 1938 he directed
the patent phase of the Federal Communication Commission's
investigation
into the telephone
industry,
and was
also in charge of investigating AT and
T's motion picture interests. He prepared the sections of the final FCC
report dealing with Western Electric
and ERPI.
After his FCC service, Borkin spent
eight years as economic adviser to the
Department
of Justice's
sion, specializing
in patentanti-trust
cartels. diviHe
opened his own firm in 1946. Decca
Records is another of his clients.
Borkin is the author of two books.
One, "Germany's Master Plan,"
traced German penetration of American industry. The other, "Television,
a Struggle for Power," is a history of
television, but also includes much motion picture history.
The new Rank aide is a graduate of
the University of Wisconsin and of
NYU, where he was an economics
instructor for a brief period. He received alaw degree in 1945 from the
National University in Washington.

Exhibitors to Judge
Somerset Scripts
Hollywood
June
— An exhibitor board
of 17.
judges,
to
pass on all future film scripts
for Somerset Pictures, is being set up by the company.
Twelve veteran theatre owners and managers, selected
from all classes of houses
throughout the country, will
comprise the panel.
Col.
Court Denies
Wage Law Appeal
Los Angeles, June 17. — The Los
Angeles Supreme Court yesterday
decided against an appeal of the 65
cents-minimum wage law which went
into effect on June 1. Certain industries, including theatres, had protested the act before the Appellate
Court and, upon denial of an appeal
by that body, carried it to the Supreme Court.

Attend

Albany

Variety Tournament
Albany, N. Y., June 17. — One
hundred participated yesterday in the
annual golf tournament of the local
Variety Club at the Colonie Country
Club. Dinner followed.
Henry Blatner, theatre architect,
won the low gross ; Ralph Ripps,
M-G-M salesman, was runner up, and
Irwin Ullman, son of Saul Ullman,
general upstate manager of Fabian,
won the first driving contest. Fifty
prizes were awarded. Schine, Warner,
Fabian, Kallett, Smalley, Upstate Theatres and Benton were among donors.
Others present were : Walter Reade,
Jr., Jack Harris, Reade Theatres;
Jack agerOgara,
RepublicRepublic
divisiondistrict
man;Frank Dervin,
manager ; Tom Duane, Boston representative of Selznick Releasing ; Lou
Goldstein, Schine; George Giroux,
Technicolor ; Al Herman, EagleLion-PRC district manager. Supreme
Court Justice Isadore Bookstein was
the guest of Arthur Newman, Republic manager and chairman.
Albany Variety Benefit
Albany, N. Y., June 17. — William
McCraw, executive secretary of National Variety Clubs, will visit Albany
July 21 in connection with the premiere of "Variety Girl" here in August for the benefit of local Tent No.
9,
chief barker Neil Hellman announces.
Rosenfeld

Is Named

Lou Bunin Prod. V-P
Paul Rosenfeld, former head of Fox
West Coast's legal department, has
resigned to become vice-president of
Lou Bunin Prod., it was announced
here yesterday.
Rosenfeld will leave for Paris late
this month to assist in negotiations
for worldwide distribution of the Bunin color production of "Alice in Wonderland," acombination
cartoonsIn
and live action
to be madeof there.
all, aboutnicians50and their
writers,
artistswill
and gotech-to
families
Paris before the end of the month for
work on the production. Leaving here
today by plane, as the first of thegroup to depart, will be Ben Rubin,
production manager, and George
Thomas, press representative.
Para.

Branch

Talks

Begin for 1947 Drive
Details of the Paramount 1947 sales
drive, "Celebrating 35 Years of Leadership," which will start on Aug. 31,
are being whipped into final shape at
branch meetings, beginning in Dallas.
Harold Wirthwein, captain of the 13week campaign and assistant West
Coast district manager, is at the DalSmall
Co.
las branch, first stop in a tour which
BernardJoins
Small, Father's
son of Edward
will take by
him Aug.
to all28.of the company's
Small, has joined Edward Small Pro- branches
ductions as an associate producer and
general assistant to his father, it was
announced here yesterday. His first Conn. Variety Club Meets
Hartford, June 17. — Variety Club
assignment
"Cagliostro," Studios
which willin
be made atis Churusbusco
of Connecticut will hold a luncheonMexico City with Gregory Ratoff meeting on Thursday at Seven Gables
directing.
Towne House, New Haven.

Motion
Favors

Change

in

Buffalo

Ordinance
"News Hounds"
(Monogram)
Hollywood, June 17
I MPROVEMENT in story value, even though its broad comedy becomes
A slapsticky at times, together with skilled direction, makes this the best
Bowery Boys film to date. Its higher caliber should boost patronage for the
Jan Grippo series even over past returns.
Leo Gorcey, as a copyboy in a newspaper office, who has a desire to become
a reporter, leads the Bowery Boys, as usual, in action and performance.
However, Huntz Hall, as a clownish amateur photographer, runs him a very
close second for acting honors.
The plot hits on high when Gorcey and gang start out to expose some
fight-fixing gamblers. Hall and his 98-cent camera get the pictorial evidence
on the Mr. Big, the fixer, only to lose camera, films and all just as Gorcey's
story of the expose is headlined in the paper. Result is a $4,000,000 libel suit
that
is nearly slapped on the publisher before the camera and film are finally
recovered.
Gorcey gets top support from such other former Dead End pals of stage
and screen as Bobby Jordan, Gabriel Dell, Billy Benedict and David Gorcey.
Others contributing able bits to the picture's quality are Christine Mclntyre
Anthony Caruso, Ralph
Dunn, Bill Kennedy and Robert Emmet Keane.
Veteran William Beaudine's direction helps rank this one at the top of the
Bowery
Boys'
series.
Screenplay
by Edmund
Cappy. Seward and Tim Ryan is from
and George
by them
story
original
an
Running time, 68 minutes.
General . audience classification.

Changes

In Field by F-C
Personnel changes in the distribution department of Film Classics were
announced here yesterday by Samuel
Wheeler, sales manager. They include: Louis Bernhard, booker, from
St. Louis to New Haven, as salesman ;Stephen Justus, appointed salesman for St. Louis under branch manager Sol Hankin; George Lefko, formerly with RKO Radio, Warner
Brothers and Eagle-Lion, appointed
branch manager for Indianapolis, and
Ralph Peckham, former F-C branch
manager for Indianapolis, now on a
roving assignment.
New Seating Firm
Air-0 Seating Corp. has been
formed, with Peter F. Masucci as
president, to manufacture and distribute a new-type auditorium chair.
Headquarters of the company are in
New York City, but manufacturing
will be done in Minneapolis. Masucci
states that production will begin
July 1.

NEW

RADIO

YORK

'Gold' Opens in July
WorldGold"
premiere
of Allied
"Black
has been
set for Artists'
Louisille, during the latter part of July.
The picture, filmed in Cinecolor and
produced by Jeffrey Bernerd, is the
second to be released by the new
Allied Artists.
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51 East 53rd Street, at Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Plan New Addition
For Bell & Howell
Chicago, June 17.— Plans are being drawn for a second large addition
to the plant of the Bell and Howell
company, manufacturer of motion picture equipment, at Lincolnwood. It
will contain 100,000 square feet, said
J. H. McNabb,
president,
nounced the acquisition
of thewho
last an20
acres of a total of 67 acres for the
big plant and its additions.
The main plant building, containing
240,000 squareduring
feet, was
government
thebuilt
warby?n~
V
leased to Bell and Howell. Purchased
last year for $2,500,000, a one-story
addition was connected for an approximate $700,000. The proposed second
addition is to adjoin the first.

2-Million on 'Thumb'
As First for Pal-UA
Hollywood, June 17. — Following
completion of a deal for United Artists release of his cartoon-live action
Technicolor features, George Pal has
budgeted "Tom Thumb" first, at $2,000,000, and signed Woody Herman
W. J. McG. and Peggy Lee as first members of a
cast in which it is planned to include
"Under
(RKO Radio) the Tonto Rim"
top edstar
picture is intendfor latenames.
1948 The
release.
TJ
ERE'S
a
rough
and
tumble
little
*■ ■» from the standard pattern, butshow
stagedwith
withaction
a goodgalore,
deal ofdeviating
effectiveness.
Tim Holt has the lead in the adaptation of a Zane Grey novel which gives Hoblitzelle
(Continued from page 1)
outlawry, in the form of an army of bandits, the upper hand until that last
sequence. Holt as operator of a stage coach line soon finds himself a victim
of the culprits. He and his partner, Richard Martin, set out to avenge an
today of Interstate's first postwar conattack. They are successful, of course, but it's a tough battle all the way. vention.
Nan Leslie has the top female part as captive of the gang leader, Richard
Hoblitzelle also reminded his listenPowers. Carol Forman, Tony Barrett, Harry Harvey are in support. Northe showman'savailable
obligation
to
to all
man Houston's screenplay was directed by Lew Landers, produced by Herman makeers ofentertainment
Schlom.
communities. He urged a return to
Running time, 61 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, show business with efficient, economic
not setGene Arneel management and operation.
With 192 managers and assistants
in attendance, the convention was
"Web of Danger"
opened byof R.
J. O'Donnell,
general
(Republic)
manager
Interstate.
He praised
the
men for their service during the war
A COMMODITY
for
the
action
market,
"Web
of
Danger"
is
sporadically
successful in whipping up excitement with a yarn about a bridge-build- and thanked those who remained at
ing crew bent on completing a job before flood waters reach the marooned home for doing good jobs despite curpopulace of the valley.
tailed help and shortages of materials.
Construction engineers and insurAdele Mara, Bill Kennedy and Damian O'Flynn form a romantic triangle
which alternately shares the spotlight with the desperate efforts to get the
ance department heads also spoke at
bridge together.
today's
The convention will
The cast performs well enough despite some situations quite beyond the run for session.
four days with many show
realm of plausibility. Richard Loo, Victor Sen Yung, Roy Barcroft, William business notables scheduled to attend
Hall and J. Farrell MacDonald have supporting roles. Philip Ford directed later sessions.
and Donald H. Brown was associate producer. David Lang and Milton M.
Raison contributed the original screen play.
Running time, 58 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
June 10.
G. a!

Accepts Applications
For Video Relays
Washington, June 17. — Applications
for construction permits for two new
experimental television relay broadcasting stations have been accepted for
filing by the Federal Communications
Commission. One was filed by the
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. for the
areas of Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus, and another by Havens and
Martin, Inc., Richmond, Va.
The Commission also announced
that the application of National
Broadcasting for a license for a new
experimental television relay station
in this area has also been accepted
for filing.

RKO

Daily

Reviews

Buffalo, N. Y., June 17. — Modification of the ordinance governing
the location of ventilators in storage
place for films was recommended here
today by Elwin G. Speyer, commis
sioner of public works, to the city
counciFs .legislative committee. The
proposal was first* advanced by G.
Morton Wolfe, president of the Buf
falo-Western New York chapter of
the American Institute of Architects.
Asserting that the present requirement that the outlet of each vent be
placed no closer than SO feet to doors,
windows and other openings in buildis "not practical,"
citedthea
Los ings
Angeles
ordinance Speyer
that sets
distance at 25 feet. He also pointed
out that a proposed New York State
law considers 25 feet a safe distance.

Personnel

Picture

24, at 10:30 A.M.

SHARP

Hargrave Mentioned
(Continued from page 1)

close friend. Hargrave was unavailable for comment here.
As chairman of the Munitions
Board Hargrave would be responsible
for planning industrial mobilization
in case of emergencies in a world
geared to the use of atomic weapons
and jet propulsion, direction of raw
materials and machine tool procurement and organization of manpower
for manufacturing.
Cancel 'Amber' Ceremony
Ceremonies for the lighting of 20th
Century-F.ox's giant Broadway sign
for "Forever Amber" were cancelled
because of the illness of Linda Darnell in Geneva, Switzerland. She had
been scheduled to speak over Transatlantic radio-telephone, setting up an
electrical
the display.impulse that would activate

LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
See your travel agent or phone
LExington 2-7100
or visit TWA ticket office at
80 East 42nd St.
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4th 'World Premiere'
for
MGM's
M-G-M's
"Gone'GWTW
with the

7

Chicago's Mayor for
Three Per Cent Tax
Chicago,doesJune
— Mayor
Martin
Kennelly
not 17.
favor
the proposed
five per cent tax on admissions as
proposed
committee
of 32
ness, civicbyandhis labor
leaders.
He busisaid
he considers five per cent too much
and
thinks
it
should
be
reduced
to
three.

ated pic- for the week was scheduled on a charWind" will have its fourth
FOLLOWING are estim
basis with "Discovery"
nt engage- at the Center asity-sponsored
ture grosses fors currerepo
a $3.60 per seat benerted by
"world inpremiere"
Loew's
ments in key citie as
Grand
Atlanta onat June
25.
fit for the Massachusetts General
ure Daily correspondon
Pict
Moti
The
first
time
the
picture
ents.
Hospital Nurses' Fund and "Carnegie
opened at the Atlanta house
Hall" which opened yesterday at the
was on Dec. 16, 1939, when it
Esquire as a $10 per seat benefit for
Meanwhile,
opposition
to the felt
admis-by
ran for 68 days on a reserved
PHILADELPHIA
sion tax is being
strongly
Boston College High School. Estiseat two-a-day policy. The
mated grosses for the week ending
aldermen through letters and telesecond at the Grand took
June
:
BUCK 18PRIVATES
COME HOME (U-I)
place on Dec. 13, 1940, and the
VOLThe Best Years of Our Lives," in and
phone calls.
KID (U-I) - BOSTON
third premiere was held on
Tallin week at the Arcadia is hold- (2,900)MICHIGAN
(40c-80c) Gross: $19,000. (Average:
Junior Prices
April 30, 1942 and the latest
ing up splendidly. Also pulling $31,000)
(Continued frontpage 1)
(Discovery Films) and VAopeningnite will
be for anreserved
indefistrongly is "The Yearling," in its DISCOVERY
CATION DAYS (Mono.)— CENTER (1,388)
run, without
fourth week at the Karlton, and "The (40c-74c) Gross: $8,500. (Average: $6,500)
seats.
still find themselves in the peculiar
Farmer's Daughter," in its second HONEYMOON (RKO Radio) and BRASHposition of being forced to pay the
ER DOUBLOON (20th-Fox)— MEMORIAL
week on a second run at Keith's. New (2,900)
Government a tax which they cannot
(40c -80c) Gross: $20,000. (Average:
, „ x
bookings, "Great Expectations," $27,200)
collect,
"and so the matter of esON
34th
STREET
(20th-Fox)
"Cheyenne" and "Copacabana," are do- MIRACLE
tablishing junior admissions is now
how- and PHILO VANCE RETURNS (PRC) Tax Proposal
ing fair business. In general, below
— METROPOLITAN (4,736) (40c-80c)
ever, business is somewhat
(Continued from page 1 )
out
of
our
hands," the exhibitor
Gross:
$26,500.
(Average:
$26,000)
average. Estimated receipts for the MOSS ROSE (20th-Fox) and SPORT OF
spokesman declared.
KINGS (Col.)-FENWAY (1,700) (40c-80c) principal role in the program to reweek ending June 17-19 :
Ben Berger, president of North
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES (RKO Gross: $5,000. (Average: $6,500)
duce taxation by way of expressing Central Allied, is understood to have
Radio) — ARCADIA (900) (Advanced prices: MOSS ROSE (20th-Fox) and SPORT OF
(Col.) — PARAMOUNT (1,700) a unified exhibitor stand. The Metro- had his organization recommend to
90c-$1.80) 11th week. Gross: $8,500. (Av- KINGS
(40c-80c) Gross: $12,000. (Average: $14,900)
erage of regular prices of 50c-94c: $6,600) THE
politan Motion Picture Theatres As- national Allied's tax committee that
YEARLING
(M-G-M)— ORPHEUM
CHEYENNE (WB) — MASTBAUM
(4,700)
sociation and the Independent The- it ask the Government to re-examine
).
-80c-85c-94c
(50c-6Oc-74c
Gross: $28,700. $20,000)
(3,200) (40c-80c) 'Gross: $25,000. (Average
, „
atre Owners Association also have Federal tax rulings as they apply to
(Average: $29,500)
YEARLING (M-G-M) — STATE contributed their ideas on proposals film theatres, especially on the grounds
COPACABANA (UA) — STANLEY (3,000) THE
(2,900) (35c -80c) Gross: $15,000. (Average:
the ticket tax exacted should be
(5Oc-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c). Gross: $24,500. $15,000)
of ways and means of tax reduc- that
on actual revenue and not on age, as
(Average: $27,000)
tion.
(RKO Radio)—
DEVIL THUMBS A RIDE 90c-99c)
A cross-section of opinion still under the present ruling.
6 days. BUFFALO
EARLE (3,000) (6Oc-70c-80cThe Internal Revenue Bureau in
Lewis.
Jerry
and
Martin
Dean
stage,
On
shows
the majority in favor of elimGross: $18,500.
has received many reWashington
ination of taxes on children's tickets
DUEL IN THE SUN (20th-Fox)— FOX
circuits and individual
quests
from
priced
at
20
cents
and
under
and
"Standing
Room
Only"
signs
were
90c -$1.25) 3rd
(Advanced
(3,000) Gross:
a change in its interfor
exhibitors
(Average at regular brushed off after months of gathering only
$25,000.prices:
week.
a
10
per
cent
levy
on
other
admissions.
prices of 50c-94c, $25,000)
the levylaw to permit
the
dust and hung out at the Hippodrome
p
r
e
t
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
ing of an admission
tax in keeping
FARMER'S DAUGHTER (RKO Radio)- where "Duel in the Sun" started. The
A final draft of proposals is ex
2nd
80c-85c-94c)
prices charged.
(2,200) (50c-6Oc-74cKEITH
of the grosses were about even or
to be made by ATA this week with
week, 2nd run. Gross: $6,800. (Average rest
t Co., ParaMinnesota
below. Estimated receipts for the pected
$6,200)
for presentation to the House Ways
mount affiliateAmusemen
in the Northwest, and
eek ending June 19 :
and Means Committee in Washing
GREAT EXPECTATIONS (U-I) --BOYD
Gross CALCUTTA
estab(Para.) — TECK (1,500) (40.
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c).
will, on Thursday,
(3,000) (Average:
RKO,lishhere,
, as previously
$21,600.
$21,000)
junior admissions
50c-60c-70c) 3rd week on a moveover. ton.
GUILT OF JANET AMES (Col.)— AL Gross: $4,200. (Average: $6,000
reported, but independents in the Twin
4c) 2nd CHEYENNE
c-80c-85c-9
(WB) — GREAT LAKES
(50c-60c-74
(900) $7,800.
DINE
$13,800)
(Average:
week. Gross:
Cities will mark time for a while be$19,000 Reorganize N.O. Club
Gross:
(40c-50c-60c-70c).
(3,000)
HIGH BARBAREE (M-G-M) — GOLD (Average: $18,000)
fore taking any action, if they act at
and
(Col.)
2nd
)
C.O.D.
-80c-85c-94c
CAME
CORPSE
MAN (1,400)
New Orleans, June 17. — George
that an ex$20,000. (Average: $24,000) THE
Gross: (50c-60c-74c
week.
OF RUSTY (Col.)— Pabst has been elected president of all. It was pointed out adult
LOVE
THE
FOR
admisSEA HAWK and SEA WOLF (WB reis- LAFAYETTE
hibitor with a regular
- 60c - 70c). the old Filmrow Social Club, which
50c
(40c
(3,000)
sues)—STANTON (1,700') (50c-60c-74c-80c
have
$15,000. (Average: $15,000)
would
cents,
40
say,
of,
price
sion
85c-94c) 2nd week. Gross: $8,500. (Average Gross:
has been reorganized and which will to pay the identical amount of eight
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) -HIPPO$12,700)
(advanced prices: 90c- get a new name. Others elected are
admission
DROME (2,100)
YEARLING (M-G-M)— KARLTON (1,000) $1 25). Gross:
$33,000. (Average at regular Milton Guidry, vice-president; Connie cents on a 25-cent junior the 40(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 4th week. Gross prices of 40c-50c-60c-70c:
on
pay
to
$10,000)
have
would
he
as
Black,
secretary,
and
Evelyn
Roser,
$14,000. (Average: $9,500)
(ZOth-Fox) and VIOHOMESTRETCH
cent adult price, leaving him a net of
(3,489) (40c- treasurer.
BUFFALO
LENCE (Mono.)—
50c-60c-70c).
Gross:
.
$16,500.
(Average:
only 17 cents on the junior ticket.
$19,000)
, „„_
INDIANAPOLIS
THE
and
io)
(RKO-Rad
OON
HONEYM
ENWHEELS (PRO-TW
DEVIL ON CENTURY
(3,000) (40c -50c -60c -70c)
TIETH
000)
$16,(Average:
$12,200.
Gross:
week.
2nd
New pictures are showing only mod
est returns here again this week. Rain
and cold as well as the sluggishness
®\\t (Officers! anb BtrectorS of
of business in general have been de- U. A. Conferences
terrent factors. "That's My Man,"
(Continued from page 1)
at the Lyric, "High Barbaree, at
aCtoenttetf) Century Jfox Jftlm
Loew's, and "The Two Mrs. Car- noon on what is believed to be a derolls," at the Indiana are box office
cisive mission to obtain increased playleaders. Estimated receipts for the
Corporation
company's
ing
timeIt for
Sears
thatproduct
week ending June 17-18:
wastheintimated
HIGH BARBAREE (M-G-M) and THE there.
will discuss the problem with John
MILLERSON
LOEW'S
Announce tljat bue to tf)e Beatfjs of
(2,450) (40c-S0c) CASE
Gross: (Col.)
$12,500.- (Average
Rank's right-hand
J. Arthur
Davis, and
$13,800)
is not
agreement
an
if
man,
THE
HOMESTRETCH
(20th - Fox) be made at once
KEITH'S ((1,300) (40c-60c) On a moveover reached efforts will
from
the
Indiana.
Gross:
$6,000.
(AverageCecil €. lepptatt
from Rank's
apart
deals
to conclude
$6,500)
LOVE AND LEARN (WB) and DECOY Odeon and Gaumont circuits.
assistant,
(Mono.)— CIRCLE (2,800) (40c-60c) Gross
, Sears'
George
niedOrnstein
anb
the trip.
him on
accompa
$9,000. (Average: $10,000)
THAT'S MY MAN (Rep.) and CALEN
nt
manageme
that
reported
was
It
DAR Gross:
GIRL $7,000.
(Rep.) (Average:
— LYRIC $6,700)
(1,800) (40c- discussions did not enter into Miss
g>am
(gross
60c)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB) and Pickford's initial meetings here on
WINTER WONDERLAND (Rep.)— INDI Monday but they are believed to have
ANA (3,200) (40c-60c) Gross: $12,000. (Av been the subject of her conferences
erage: $15,300)
Zit $f)tlabelpfna Prancf) Office
yesterday with her attorney, Arnold
totll &e clogeb tobap,
Grant, and board member Vitalis
BOSTON
Chalif. It was also reported that
Miss Pickford will meet with Tom
fune I8tf)
^etmesbap,
who has already conConnors,
J.
Unseasonal weather with the first
Grant, Charles Schwartz
with
ferred
fair weekend in a month caused heavy and Arthur W. Kelly, the latter two
dips in grosses at all Hub houses.
Charles Chaplin's representatives,y. on
The largest major business promised the
subject of the U. A. presidenc
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Motion

Production

Off

Eases

As

7 Finish

Hollywood, June 17.— The production index eased off from the year's
record high of 51 to 45, as seven pictures were sent to cutting rooms and
only oneductionstarted
scene : shooting. The proColumbia
Finished: "The Last Round-Up'
and "Prince of Thieves."
Shooting: "When a Girl's Beautiful," "Last Days of Boot Hill," "The
Mating of Minnie McGonigle," "The
Sea Hound," "I Love Trouble" (Cor
nell), "It Had To Be You" and "The
Man from Colorado."
Eagle-Lion
Shooting : "Adventures of CasaEnterprise
nova."
Shooting: "They Passed This
Way."

Wednesday, June 18, 1947

Daily

Para.

on

Brute
Coast

Picture

Force"
(Continued from page 1)

by Robert Patterson and a script by Richard Brooks. It has a first-class
array of performances, headed by Burt Lancaster ("The Killers"), Hume
Cronyn, Charles Bickford, Sam Levene, Howard Duff, Art Smith, Whit
Dissell, Roman Bohnen and others. Among its familiar box-office names,
additionally, are Ella Raines, Yvonne De Carlo and Ann Blyth, all three
supplying second-level romantic threads, played in a reserved use of the
flashback.
Aside from these flashbacks, which consume a minimum of footage, the
entire action takes place in prison. Lancaster is in the jug because he stole
to pay for Miss Blyth's fight against cancer. Dissell juggled books to buy
Miss Raines a fur coat on the assumption this would keep their marriage
together. Duff is behind bars because he took a murder rap for Miss De
Carlo
who shoots her own father in an effort to keep the military police off Duff's
trail. Bickford runs the prison newspaper and is up for parole until discontent, largely fostered by Cronyn, captain of the guards who is after the
warden's
job, joins
wipes inouttheparole
recommendati
all doctor
other privileges;
then Bickford
jail break.
Smith isonsthe and
prison
who seeks
to ease his sense of outrage over treatment accorded the convicts by flounderLeveneandis merciless
Bickford'sCronyn.
assistant who is practically beaten to
pulp ingbyin brandy.
the calloused
Lancaster assumes leadership in the plan to shoot a way out of jail. But
Cronyn unearths the plot and arranges not a capture but a massacre. All
convicts seeking their illegal liberty are shot to death, including Lancaster,
who first makes his way to the tower and succeeds in hurling Cronyn to the
yard below where the mass of milling prisoners tears him to shreds.
Unfolding this type of story, "Brute Force" had to be forthright if it
intended being anything at all. The treatment here is more than that, however. It is like shock troops smashing through to their objective regardless
of what might be in their line of march. The result is anything but pretty,
butRunning
its powertime,
impact
is not toAdult
be denied.
Julesclassification.
Buck was associate
98 minutes.
audience
Release producer.'
date, not
setRed Kann

M-G-M
Finished: "Alias a Gentleman.'
Shooting : "Killer McCoy," "On an
Island With You," "If Winter
Comes," "Cass Timberlane," "The Theatre Gross Up
Kissing Bandit," "The Pirate."
(Continued from page 1)
Paramount
cline during May which continued
into June. This decline had all the
Finished : "Whispering Smith."
of the regular seasonal deShooting : "Big Town Scandal' earmarks
cline which we experienced during the
(Pine-Thomas) ; "Dream Girl."
pre-war years, but which we did not
RKO Radio
feel during the war years when our
revenues came in at a relatively con
Finished: "The Bishop's Wife."
rate." Then, suddenly, about
Shooting : "Mourning Becomes stant
10
days
ago, Balaban said, an upElectra," "Return of the Bad Men,"
ward swing came.
"I'll Remember Mama," "Memory of
"This upswing has not continued
long enough for me to be certain that
Love."
Republic
the May decline has spent itself,"
Started
: "The
Fabulous
with
William
Elliott,
John Texan,"
Carroll. Balaban cautioned. He said the up"has not been reflected so far
Catherine McLeod, Andy Devine, Al- in our swing
film rentals, but if the level
bert Dekker, Ruth Donnelly.
of the past 10 days continues, it will
show itself in film rentals for the next
Finished : "Driftwood."
Shooting: "The Red Pony" (Feld- quarter." He added that, assuming
man).
that economic conditions generally do
Selznick
not take an adverse turn, "I believe
we will have a good and satisfactory
Shooting: "Portrait of Jennie."
final six months in 1947."
20th Century-Fox
To Continue Stock Purchases
Shooting : "Green Grass of WyomBalaban said Paramount will coning," "Roses Are Red," (Wurtzel),
tinue to purchase shares of common
"Nightmare Alley," "Gentleman's stock of the corporation in the open
Agreement," "Foxes of Harrow," market, and reported that from Nov.
"Off to Buffalo."
20, 1946 through last Monday night
a total of 355,600 shares has been acUnited Artists
quired. Meanwhile, he said, the comFinished : "Intrigue."
pany is making arrangements for borShooting: "Without Honor" (Hoprowing money on the basis of a
along Cassidy Productions), "The revolving credit, "the corporation to
Time of Your Life" (Cagney), "Sleep pay a so-called standby charge and
the money to be available to us if, and
My Love."
as, we need it over the next several
Universal-International
years." He did not say what the
Shooting : "Tap Roots (Wangei ■ amount of the revolving credit will be.
Marshall), "Imagination" (Kanin). He said that the arrangement "is in
"Adventures of Black Bart," "Wistful the nature of prudent preparation for
Widow of Wagon Gap," "The Exile," the future." It is likely, he added, that
"Ride the Pink Horse."
the company will make loans under
this credit, "but if we do make loans,
Warners
we will make them to enable the corporation to acquire capital and other
Shooting : "Mary Hagen," "Romance in High C" (Curtiz), "Love at assets. In other words, if we did not
First Sight," "Ever the Beginning," face these unusual requirements we
"Silver River," "Treasure of Sierra would not borrow money at all."
Final consummation of the contract
Madre."

Profit

Sharing

(Continued from page 1)
H. Goldenson, Austin C. Keough and
Charles M. Reagan, and, Stanton
Griffis, E. V. Richards, Edwin L.
Weisl, Stephen Calaghan, Harvey D.
Gibson, A. Conger Goodyear, Duncan G. Harris, John D. Hertz, Earl
I.
_
McClintock
and Maurice
Directors will meet
here eitherNewton.:
today
or tomorrow to elect officers. n
major toportion
of the
nf _,n"g
wasThedevoted
discussion
of the
ployees' Investment Co. five-year
plan, under which key personnel will
purchase the new company's stock at
two-thirds of par value. Capitalization
will consist of notes in the principal
amount of $3,760,000 and 240,000
shares of common stock at one dollar
par value. The 240,000 shares will be
offered to top personnel, with priority
to purchase up to 15,000 shares each
to be accorded Freeman, Goldenson,
Keough and Reagan. No other directors will participate. Henry Ginsberg,
vice-president and general manager in
charge of studio operations, would be
given
shares. the right to purchase 24,000
Some Objections Raised
_ Sometions scattered
objecwere voiced stockholder
to the investment
plan, these including criticism of passage of stock to heirs upon death; a
charge of alleged favoritism to executives while rank-and-file employes
were excluded; questioning of the
cost of the plan to stockholders, and
a query as to its necessity.
Answering the objections, Balaban
pointedtive"out
thatthea plan
particular
point of
is to "incenassure
the participant that he will be able to
leave the holdings to his family upon
his death. Balaban added that the fact
that the plan will run only for five
years is adequate safeguard against
fear that any measurable amount of
stock would fall into hands of heirs,
since those who would participate
"are a pretty healthy bunch."
It would cost the company the prohibitive sum of $10,000,000 a year to
establish a "pension plan" for each
and every Paramount employe, Balaban said. "The company just could
not
afford
he added. outside
Disclosing
that severalthat,"
corporations
the
industry have complimented Paramount on the plan, Balaban described
the
program
as "the
least costly
and
burdensome of
all those
we have

under which Paramount will purchase
all the outstanding common stock of
Liberty Films from the stockholders
of that company in exchange for common stock of Paramount, is still subject to certain legal questions, Balaban said. He described the arrangement of the deal to the stockholders,
said he was "proud" that William
Wyler, Frank Capra, George Stevens
and Sam Briskin of Liberty have
"joined fortunes with Paramount, and
I am glad that they will become Paramount stockholders."
Stock as Bargaining Medium
Balaban said that similar discussions "with owners of other interests,
with a view to their acquisition, indicate adesire for payment in Paramount stock." He said that "since our
stock possesses such merit as a bargaining medium, we want to be in a
position to use stock, without increasing the number of shares outstanding,
as we would if we were to use stock
from the authorized but unissued
shares." The latter course, he explained, would result in an expansion
To 'Hold' Key Personnel
of the capital structure of the com"We are compelled to adopt the
pany and a corresponding broadening
of the participations in assets and plan,"
studied."Balaban said, "to keep our good
earnings, and accordingly, the com- manpower" which, he added, is paid
pany is continuing to purchase its own less than are key executives of comshares on the open market.
petitive companies. He said the salAdvertising income from company
aries paid Paramount executives are
large after taxes are deducted,
television broadcasting is developing- hardly
and that as a result, saving is out of
"as expected" in Chicago and Holly- the
question
for most of them. Hence,
wood where television subsidiaries are
the company must protect itoperating, Balaban said. He said a he said,
self against tempting offers to these
Chicago to South Bend, Ind., televicompetitive companies. Balsion relay set-up will be ready shortly. men from
aban said it was obvious that all objections raised stemmed largely from
'Lights and Shadows' Abroad
unfamiliarity with details and advanBalaban reviewed the company's
tages of the plan. For every stockforeign operations for the stockholdholder who voiced objection to the
ers. He described the foreign business plan at the meeting, another rose to
scene as generally "a mixture of lights
Balabanit. said the company expects
and shadows." Poor economic condi- applaud
tions abroad are responsible for the that the notes issued under the investment plan will be liquidated before
"shadows," he explained, adding : "We
have not made the progress we would the five years are concluded. At the
like to have made in acquiring 'show end of five years, he added, a new
plan along similar lines may be decases' in major cities of the world for vised.
our product."
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Tax
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Fight

to Public

Distributors Expected
To Join Exhibitors

London, June 18. — Exhibitors
have opened a full-bent attack on
the burdensome entertainment tax
of 40' per cent on gross admissions.
And they will take their fight to the
public.
London and home county members
of the Cinematograph Exhibitors
Association, meeting in semi-annual
session, cited the alleged laissez faire
approach of CEA executives in seeking to obtain tax relief. The executives' attitude has been that the time
is unpropitious to attempt to persuade the government to lower the
tax in view of high wartime film
of Britain'sof
becauseirrespective
profits,
dire
needandforalso
revenue,
source.
The exhibitor organization's leadaccept
Treasury'sview
that ers
a also
ticket
tax the
reduction
also means
(Continued on page 6)
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Industry
FCC
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WB Acquires 60,500
Shares of Common
In line with Warner Brothers' recently announced intention of acquiring shares of
its outstanding common stock
on the New York Stock Exchange, the company purin May. chased atotal of 60,500 shares

Washington, June 18. — A. D.
Willard Jr., executive vice-president
of the National Association of Broadcasters, declared here today that he
The board of directors at
had urged film industry executives to
examine rules and regulations of the
its April 30 meeting authorFederal Communications Commission
ized the purchase to be made
with the intention of holding
"inWillard
the lightmade
of television."
his reference to the
the shares in the treasury for
general corporate purposes.
film industry during hearings before a
Senate subcommittee on a bill to reorganize the FCC. NAB representatives and Senators clashed sharply
over the NAB's demand that the FCC
Sets
15
be denied all power to regulate pro- SGP
gram content.
Willard said he "noted with interAbroad
est" Eric Johnston's recent announce- Deals
ment of film industry editorial shorts
as a public
service. on"Ifpage
these6) are tele(Continued
Fifteen Screen Guild Productions
franchises have been established in as
many European countries by William
Says Union Strife Pizor, general sales manager in
charge of foreign distribution, he disclosed here yesterday following his
Ended 15 Companies return from a four-month tour of Europe. Pizor declined to give specific
details about the franchises until after
Hollywood, June 18. — Labor union he reports on the trip to company
pressures over a period of time forced executives at a conference on the
15 independent producers out of business, I. E. Chadwick, president of the Coast.
Pizor did indicate, however, that the
Independent Motion Picture Produ- franchises will service Balkan, Scancers Association, today told a House
dinavian and Central European thesub-committee on education and labor. atres.
He also said unions had enforced
He will leave New York for Holly''considerable feather-bedding."
wood on June 28 and will return here
Earlier, Pat Casey, former Motion
(Continued on page 6)
about two weeks later.

Hollywood, June 18. — Distribution
patterns of films produced by members
of the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, with the focal
point determination of whether any
artificial impediments to the distribuStandardizes
tion of independently-produced pic- 20th-Fox
tures are operating, will be the subject of an investigation to be made by
Robert J. Rubin, former special aide
to the U. S. Attorney General and Exchange
Operations
West Coast anti-trust expert. His appointment as assistant to SIMPP
president Donald Nelson was anOne of the most all-embracing dis- buildings, leases and building maintenounced here today.
nance, copyright and other protective
tribution operational departments to
be created by a distributor has been matter in - connection with distribution, all checking matters (with Hill
established by Andrew Smith, Jr.,
representing the company on the board
Charge Restraint at 20th Century-Fox general sales man- of
Confidential Reports), all leaves of
ager, for the purpose of standardizabsence,
including sick leave of exequipand
systems
ing procedures,
Seattle Hearing
ment at all U. S. and Canadian comchangemotions
workers,
branch increases,
employes' proand salary
and
pany
branches.
Clarence A. Hill is manager of the other matters.
Seattle', Corp.
June and
18. — The
Theatre
Branch operations are to be made
Investment
the Venetian
new department, which will have su- uniform, with the centralization of
Theatre Co. charged today that the
pervision over all labor relations in- branch activities to be made the first
eight defendant-distributors in the
volving exchanges, all branch percurrent anti-trust suit here were guilty
ex- order in both the U. S. and Cansonnel, excluding salesmen and
of monopolistic practices and restraint
change and district managers, branch
of trade, in opening testimony before operating costs, overtime, expenses ada.Jack Sichelman and Moe GrassFederal Judge John C. Bowen.
expense accounts, all sales forms green have been assigned to work with
William C. Ferguson and Charles and
equip- Hill, and both of their home office desales systems, physicalexchange
and
(Continued on page 6)
partments are merged under Hill.
ment and maintenance, all

Connors
Pickford
UA

Meets
on

Presidency

Report Fabian Asking
More Time for New Bid
An initial conference between
Mary Pickford and Tom J. Connors, former distribution vice-president of 20th Century-Fox, regarding the offer of the U.A. presidency
terday.
made to Connors was held here yesFollowing the meeting Miss Pickford said that a decision, either with
respect to the company presidency or
a sale of the company, would be made
by the end of the week.
Miss Pickford's reference to a sale
of the company concerns a revival of
negotiations by Si Fabian, head of
Fabian Theatres, in association with
Serge Semenenko of the First National Bank of Boston. Those negotiations,
dormant foron some
past,
(Continued
page weeks
6)
Rank

Will

Southern

Address

Exhibitors

J. Arthur Rank has accepted an invitation from E. V. Richards, Paramount partner, to re-route his trip
back to New York by way of New
Orleans, to address Southern exhibitors there.
Accordingly, the Rank party will
leave in its private car from Hollywood, on Wednesday, July 9, traveling directly to New Orleans. In the
party will be Rank and Mrs. Rank,
Nate J. Blumberg, president of Universal-International Pictures, and Mr.
and Mrs. Jock Lawrence. Rank will
sail for England from New York, on
the 55". Qu-een Elizabeth, on July 17.
To Elect Paramount
Officers Tomorrow
Paramount's board of directors will
meet here tomorrow to elect officers,
Robert O'Brien, company secretary,
reported yesterday. The meeting was
expected to be held either yesterday
or today, (Continued
but it wason found
page 6)a quorum
Reviewed Today
"Killer at Large" is reviewed
on pageports are4.onKeypagecity5. gross re-
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Personal
Mention

Insider's
By RED

I T is an unfortunate practice
of this business to embark
upon loose conversation and to
draw_ trigger-like conclusions
practically every time a company
interrupts its routine. This is
old hat, but well established
through repetition.
Enterprise, with four of its
first vear's six under its belt and
two of the finished four already
in distribution, is the latest to be
subjected to this kind of target
practice. The shots are reverberating from curbstone chatter
pyramiding on a smattering of
facts. These facts, chiefly, are
that production has been called
off until the fall, making the
program two attractions shy.
■
Actually, what Enterprise is
passing through now is an experience not uncommon down
through the vears. When Charlie Einfeld and Dave Loew
pieced their enterprise top-ether, their ambitions rode high.
Unlike the majority of independents, they were not satisfied
with space. They wanted a
Zigmond and Cooper
home of their own, came out
with Harry Sherman's CaliHead MPF in 'Frisco
fornia Studio and immediately
San Francisco, June 18. — Jerry
Zigmond of Paramount here has been launched into improvements, innamed national trustee and chairman
cluding a new stage, at a time
of the San Francisco chapter of the when Hollywood at large mainMotion Picture Foundation, the 19th
tained itcould not be done.
local MPF unit to be established.
It
squares
with the facts,
Roy Cooper, Golden States Theatres' general manager, was elected moreover, that Enterprise moved
vice-chairman of the San Francisco rapidly toward the status of a
unit; Al Maas, president of the The- major operation in a handful of
atrical Employees Union, was named months. There has been critisecretary, and Al Schmitken, local
cism over the nature of some of
Warner Brothers manager, was electthe
deals
made with personalied treasurer. The following were electties— giving too much away was
ed committeemen : Joe Blumenfeld,
Richard Spier, F. M. Billingsley, Jay the principal comment — but any
Golden, Ben Levin, Irving Levin, Neal
independent setting out to beat
East, Verne Taylor, Herman Wobber,
his
head against the competition
Homer Tegtmeier, Rotus Harvey, offered
by the old-line studios
George Nasser and Robert Lippert.
has to go spectacular or remain
rooted to his starting post.
M-G-M
Sales Force
■
Grounded by Rodgers
One significant chapter in
An order forbidding all plane trav- Enterprise's short history has
el by the M-G-M field sales force has been taken for granted, more or
been issued by William F. Rodgers, less. This has to do with bank
vice-president in charge of sales. Ac- financing and how it normalhtion follows the deaths in a plane
crash last Friday of 20th-Fox's C. E. functions in this industry. Loans
Peppiatt and Sam Gross, and has been have been arranged many times
pending since the death by plane crash for many independents, of
course. But loans made without
two weeks
Ruth
Gillis. ago of M-G-M employee
a firm commitment on distribution are so few that they are
Korda Trial Continues
rare.
If a Sam Goldwvn or a David
Cross-examination of Laudy Lawrence by Louis Frohlich, attorney for Selznick have not had occasion
Alexander Korda, continued yesterday to borrow money on reputation
in New York Supreme Court in Lawand performance, in all probabilof contract
suit against
Korda. rence's
The breach
trial
will be resumed
toity they could almost at will. Enday.
terprise, on the other hand, had
FRANK mountCAPRA,
'Liberty-Paraproducer-director,
has been
awarded the Most Excellent Order
of the British Empire, Degree of Honorary Officer, for assistance given
the British war effort.
•
Ralph Blank, builder of the Chief
Theatre, South Omaha, and owner of
the Admiral, Omaha, has been given
the South
"outstanding
the
Omaha citizen"
Eagles. award by
•
Tremain F. Robinson, public re
lations representative for the film di
vision of E. I. du Pont, was in New
York
offices. yesterday from the Wilmington
•
Lou Novins, assistant to Paramount
president Barney Balaban, will return to New York today from Washington.
•
Charles J. Schlaifer, advertisingpublicity head for 20th Century-Fox,
will
L. I. spend the summer at Sayville,
•
Herbert Wilcox and Anna
Neagle, his actress-wife, are in Hollywood from New York.

Outlook
KANN
no reputation and no performance as a producing entity.
Neither did the company have,
nor did it want, a release as it
began to move. Therefore, it
was largely without benefit of
precedent that the Bank of
America, pioneer institution in
production financing, became
Enterprise's backer. Those careful gents in downtown Los Angeles must be credited with
knowing what they were about.
■
The company then proceeded
with a considerable degree of
headline activity, which is about
to become highlighted by the impending release of "Arch of Triumph." When Messrs. Spitz
and Goetz sold their International Pictures to Universal and
the spotlight centered on them,
it was Enterprise which elected
to pull out of a releasing deal
already sealed. With no place
to deposit an expensive hat, the
breaks came when Selznick
called it a day and thereby
opened up a dominant spot at
UA.
Meanwhile, practically every
dollar was an outgoing dollar
and along about this juncture
almost 10,000,000 of them had
gone out. Recently some began
to find their way home via
"Ramrod" and "The Other

Love," but the anticipated bi^
noise is yet to come from
" A rch." All of this focalizes into a problem, logically leading
to retrenchment while liquidation of existing productions proceeds.
And that's about it.
■ ■
Major circuits are frowning
on advanced admissions. Bowing
to the frown and remaining convinced their attraction is worth
it, nevertheless, Messrs. Morros, Le Baron and Dembow
[Sam] will let "Carnegie Hall"
go in August at prevailing
■ ■
prices.
Friday, June 13.— Grad Sears
caustically declaring Motion
Picture Daily's story about his
trip to London is all wet: "I'm
going
to Hollywood
Monday."
Tuesday,
June 17— Sears
flies
to London.
■ I
No Business Like Show Business Note: "Henry V" played
one week at the 405-seat Pix in
White Plains. Four shows daily,
all seats reserved at $1.80 top
Gross: $9,600.
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'Freedom Train9 Is
Privately Financed
Washington, June 18— Attorney
General Tom Clark told Congress
today that the American Heritage
Foundation is privately financed.
Testifying before the House committee on expenditures in executive
departments, Clark said that the
'^Freedom
would and
be
"conducted,Train"
whollyproject
managed
financed entirely by a group of priEmphasizing the importance of
citizens."
puhlicvate participation
in the project,
Clark told the committee that ft«>
priated
no funds
the Train.
Department
of for
Justice
had ap1 wil1
Clark outlined plans to use motion
pictures to supplement the traveling
exhibit and also to advertise it. He
said that
film representatives endorsed theallprogram.
Har grave Appointed
Munitions Unit Head
Washington, June 18.— President
Truman today announced the appointment of Thomas J. Hargrave, Eastman Kodak president, as executive
chairman of the Army-Navy Munitions Board, as previously reported.
Hargrave succeeds Richard R. Deupree, president of Proctor and Gamble.
The board's task is to chart a workable plan for mobilizing industry in
the event of national emergency.
Hargrave, a director of the National Association of Manufacturers
and member of the board of Associated Industries of New York State,
is a veteran of World War I, an
attorney and a leader in many national and' community enterprises.
He joined Eastman Kodak in 1927
as head of the legal department and
became president in 1941.

Farnol Sets Publicity
Staff for New York
A realigned publicity-advertising department ofthe Samuel Goldwyn organization in New York, of which
Lynn Farnol is director, will consist
of Henry Senber and George Weissman, handling publicity, and William
Ruder, exploitation.
Senber has been active in theatre
publicity, while Weissman joined the
Goldwyn office six months ago to tour
key cities in behalf of "The Best
Years of Our Lives." Ruder rejoined
the department a year ago after four
years of service with the Army Air
Forces. Fred Hodgson, publicity
writer, who has been in the department on a temporary assignment, will
continue two weeks beyond his original commitment to June 27.
McCraw To Tour U.S.
For 'Variety GirV
William McCraw, national executive director of the Variety Clubs, has
slated a Coast-to-Coast, 28-day trip,
beginning June 22 in Dallas, which
will take him into every tent city of
the country to map out a campaign
for the 30-city "world premieres" of
Paramount's "The Variety Girl" with
local Variety officers and members.
The film will be shown at special tent
benefit premieres.
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"Killer at Large"
Hungarians go for American films {Producers Releasing Corp.)
Washington, June 18. — The Housi
more than they do for native product, A CRUSADING newspaper reporter's battle against corruption within a today voted to end the U. S. Office o
Government
Reports, including the
prefer serious drama to comedies and
local veterans' housing administration is entertainingly presented in this
like Charles Boyer and Rita Hay- Buck Gottlieb production, directed by William Beaudine. It is a modestly- motion picture division, by refusing tc
worth best of all Hollywood stars, fashioned entry which should be cordially received especially by neighborhood appropriate funds for the office in th
according to a recent film poll con- theatre patrons. Robert Lowery and Anabel Shaw fill the principal roles 1947-48tions bill.independent offices appropriaducted by the Hungarian Institute of capably, and lesser -assignments are given good handling by Charles Evans,
OGR's film section was set up at
Public Opinion, as reported here yes- Frank Ferguson, George Lynn, Leonard Penn, Ann Staunton and Dick Rich.
Star reporter Lowery quits his paper when editor Ferguson refuses to print the industry's request to serve as liaiterday
by
the
Motion
Picture
Export
son between the industry and Govern
Association.
the former's "dope-story" expose of crooked housing deals. So Lowery goes ment film sections.
Other portions of the bill ap/^p
The survey in which only avowed out on his own to get actual proof and before long is digging up plenty of
fans were polled, disclosed that 36 information at a local night club where the embezzlers make their headquartoday deny additional personnel
ters. Meanwhile, Miss Shaw, a cub reporter, sets out to persuade Lowery to Nationa
per cent declared in favor of Ameril Archives to recondition an(
can films to 24 per cent for home- return to the paper and finds herself working with him on his independent invento
ry war films.
made pictures. Runners up in popu- crusade. The ironic twist served up by script writers Fenton Earnshaw and
It cuts sharply the appropriations oi
larity were English films, which re- Tom Blackburn is that her wealthy father is the chief crook. She and Lowery, such
as the SEC, the Federal
ceived 16 per cent of the votes and after a number of scrapes with some hired killers, succeed in smashing the Tradeagencies
Tariff Commis-;
French films with 15 per cent. Rus- machinations.
ring, and she, true to the tradition of the press, writes the story of her father's sion, andCommission,
the Federal Communications
sian films ran last in Hungarian prefRunning time, 64 minutes. General audience classification. Now in release. Commission. The bill also disapproved
erence, winding up in the miscellaneCharles L. Franke Government projects for gathering
ous category with only 6 per cent of
and publishing additional corporate
the votes.
statistics.
Contrary to tastes' credited to Eu- MPA
Will Establish
ropeans generally, Hungarians like
Academy to Sponsor
straight drama more than comedies.
Ginsberg Is Host to
The percentage split on this, how
Para.
Foreign Heads
Film Festival in '48
ever, was close, with 57 per cent who Branch in Bombay
like their films serious, to 43 per cent
Hollywood, June 18.— In the
Hollywood, June 18. — Henry Ginsberg, Paramount studio head, was host
summer of 1948 this city will
who prefer them light and funny.
Frederick Albert Spencer, Hollytoday at a luncheon for Paramount
be the site of an international
As for male Hollywood star popwood
production
executive,
will
leave
International
executives and studio
film exposition to be sponularity, preferences ran as follows,
personnel
who
are holding a series ofi
Bombay
in
August
to
estabin descending order: Charles Boyer, here lishforan office
sored by the Academy of Mofor the Motion Picture
conferences here on future work martion Picture Arts and Sciences.
kets.
Gary Cooper, Robert Taylor, Nelson Association. Until then, while Gerald
The Academy, in voting unaniEddy, Spencer Tracy, Cary Grant,
Attending were : George Weltner,
of is
thein MPA's
mously for the fair, desigTyrone Power, Clark Gable, Mickey Mayer, head
national division,
Europe interwith
president
of Paramount International ;
nated
its
executive
secretary
Rooney, Ray Milland, Bing Crosby,
Eric Johnston, SpenJ. E. Perkins, managing director for
Errol Flynn and Humphrey Bogart. MPAcer willpresident
Margaret Herrick, to attend
make his headquarters at the
Great Britain ; F. E. Hutchinson,
the film festival to be held in
Top honors among Hollywood act- New York office.
United Kingdom sales director; John
Venice, Italy, in August as a
resses went to Rita Hayworth, folA New York and Hollywood studio
B. Nathan, division manager for Conpreparatory step.
lowed by Irene Dunne, Hedy Lamarr, executive from 1931 to 1941, Spencer
tinental Europe; T. C. Reddin, adverIngrid Bergman, Deanna Durbin, in the latter year worked with John
tising-publicity head for Great BritBette Davis, Judy Garland, Claudette Ford on Army photographic projects
ain; Stanley Craig, general manager
Colbert, Joan Crawford, Dorothy La- and in 1944 was appointed to the
for New Zealand; William Hurworth,
mour, Loretta Young, Greer Garson, Anglo-American Film Board at Lon- Directors' Guilds
Jr., Australian general sales manager,
Veronica Lake, Ginger Rogers and
and studio executives Jacob Karp,
don. Later he coordinated production Now Affiliated
Lana Turner.
for the Navy at Anacostia, D. C, and
William Meikeljohn, D. A. Doran,
Screen
Directors'
Guild
of
New
was on special film missions in Japan
Butler, Richard Sokolove,
York has become affiliated with the Frank
and at Bikini:
Frank Cleaver, Joe Youngerman,
Chinese Educator Is
Screen Directors' Guild of California. Eugene Zukor, Luigi Luraschi,
Principal features of the affiliation
George Brown, Sidney Justin, Cecil
are; a geographical allocation of B.
Honored by the MP A
DeMille and Edward Schellhorn.
O'Connell
Resigns
U
-I
jurisdiction
giving
the
California
Dr. James Yen, organizer of the
Seattle
Branch
Post
guild
all
territory
included
in
the
Mass Education Movement in China,
Pacific and Mountain time zones
to which the American motion picture
Seattle,
June today
18. — Arthur
O'Con- while the New York guild has juris- Devonshire in Dallas
distributors have contributed a subnell announced
his resignation
over all screen directorial Deal with Schwartz
stantial share of film rentals impound- as Seattle branch manager for Uni- work in diction
the Eastern and Central time
ed in China, was honor guest at a
versal-International. Hewill be suc- zones. Members
Boston, June 18. — Devonshire
of either guild are Films
luncheon given here yesterday at the
has sold a franchise to Harold
ceeded by George Waide of Los
Harvard Club by the Motion Picture Angeles, who was previously a Seattle permitted to work in both territories. Schwartz's Tower Pictures, Dallas, to
Association.
booker for Paramount and more redistribute its product in the Dallas
Among those present were: Ned
and Oklahoma City territories.
cently
a
salesman
for
U-I
in
California.
Depinet, Austin C. Keough, J. J.
Screen
Publicists Schwartz will release one feature
O'Connor, John Whitaker, Albert J.
Richard, Frederic Ullman, Alfred Breaks French Records
monthly, starting with "Storm in a
Install New Officers Teacup,"
starring Vivien Leigh and
Butterfield, Jack Haney, Earle HamRex Harrison, now playing in New
York.
Hollywood,
June
18—
New
officers
■
"Man
About
Town,"
starring
Maumons, E. O'Connor, Orton H. Hicks,
rice Chevalier, has broken every rec- of the Screen Publicists Guild were
James W. Piper, R. K. Hawkinson,
Leon Britton, Alfred Daff, Michael
ord in the history of the motion pic- installed at a membership meeting
ture industry in France, according to last night. For the fourth time since Van Baalen Joins PRC
Berger, Wolfe Cohen, and, from the
MPA, Francis S. Harmon, who pre- Phil H. Reisman, RKO Radio vice- the group's organization, Lesley MaLouis Van Baalen, a veteran of
son heads the Guild. Other new offi- both the army and of 13 years in the
sided, and Roger Albright, Glen All- president in charge of foreign operations. Billed on the Continent as
cers include: John Campbell, vice- motion picture industry, has joined
vine, Arthur DeBra, F. W. DuVall,
Joe Goltz, Irving Maas, Gerald M. "Golden Silence," the Rene Clair pro- president; Frank Perrett, recording Producers Releasing Corporation as
duction for RKO Pathe Cinema is secretary; Chip Cleary, financial sec- salesman in the Cleveland branch,
Mayer, John G. McCarthy and Theodore Smith. Gerard Swope and Dr. now at the Marignan Theatre, Paris,
retary Al
; Jermy, treasurer, and Bill where he will work under branch manJohn H. Reisner, both sponsors of the which seats 1,800 and, at the conclu- Lyon, trustee for 18th months' inager Mark Goldman, it was anChina education movement, also were
cumbency. Milton Gottlieb was
sion of the first week, had played to
nounced byRalph Clark, general sales
guests.
46,860 people.
manager of PRC.
again named business manager.
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Estimates

Motion

of

FOLLOWING are estimated picture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.
LOS ANGELES
f Alan Ladd and William Bendix appeared strongest among the week's
newcomers to the town's marquees,
.tiff
givingover
the house
two ParaniJ T) jCalcutta"
the best edge
averages in a generally desultory week.
Estimated receipts for the week ended
June 18:
CALCUTTA (Para.) audi FEAR IN THE
NIGHT (Para.) — PARAMOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00). Gross:
$33,000. (Average: $26,600)
CALCUTTA (Para.)— PARAMOUNT (Hollywood) (1,407) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00). Gross:
l$18,000. (Average: $16,100)
CHEYENNE
(WB) — WARNER (Downtown) (3,400) (5Oc-6Oc-8Oc-$1.0O) 2nd week.
IGross: $12,500. (Average: $18,200)
.CHEYENNE. (WB) — WARNER (Hollywood) (3,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00)
I Gross: $9,800.
(Average: $15,500) 2nd week.
jjCHEYENNE (WB)— WARNER (Wiltern)
i (2,300) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross:
$9,000. (Average: $14,900)
I]GREAT EXPECTATIONS (U-I) — GUILD
L (965) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd week. —Gross:
IRIS
| $5,500. (Average: $5,900)
I GREAT EXPECTATIONS (U-I) Gross :
1(708) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd week.
; $5,500. (Average: $7,200)
GREAT EXPECTATIONS
(U-I) — RITZ
(1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross:
£7,000. (Average: $9,600)
GREAT EXPECTATIONS (U-I)— STUDIO
!;'(880)
£5,500. (50c-6Oc-85c-$l.OO)
(Average: $6,100) 2nd week. Gross:
jREAT EXPECTATIONS (U-I)— UNITED
I ARTISTS
(2,100) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd
iveek. Gross: $10,000. (Average: $15,800)
Great expectations (U-i> — carTHAY CIRCLE (1,516) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
!nd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $11,500)
HONEYMOON
(RKO Radio) and DICK
TRACY'S
DILEMMA
(RKO Radio) —
HILLSTREET
(2,700) (5Oc-6Oc-8Oc-$1.0O)
jross: $21,000. (Average: $19,800)
HONEYMOON
(RKO Radio) and DICK
ITRACY'S DILEMMA (RKO Radio) — PAN TAGES (2,000) (50c -60c -80c -$1.00). Gross:
;16,500. (Average: $20,800)
LIVING IN A BIG WAY (M-G-M) EGYPTIAN (1,000) (50c - 60c - 85c - $1.00).
|:3ross: $14,000. (Average: $18,100)
LIVING IN A BIG WAY (M-G-M)— FOX WILSHIRE
(50c $13,300)
- 60c - 85c - $1.00)
jross: $14,500. (2,300)
(Average:
LIVING IN A BIG WAY (M-G-M) LOS
ANGELES
(2,095) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00).
3ross: $19,000. (Average: $22,600)
MIRACLE ON 34th STREET (20th-Fox)—
CHINESE (2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 6 days.
Giross: $17,500. (Average: $18,200)
MIRACLE ON 34th STREET (20th-Fox)
nnd HER SISTER'S SECRET (PRC) —
LOEWS STATE (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
i days. Gross: 27,000. Average: $28,600)
MIRACLE ON 34th STREET (2*th-Fcix)—
LOYOLA (1,265) (5Oc-60c-85c-$1.0O) 6 days.
Jross: $12,000. (Average: $11,500)
VIIRACLE ON 34th STREET (Zftth-Fox)—
JPTOWN (1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 6 days.
Sross: $13,500. (Average: $13,200)
iAMROD
(UA - En*.) — MUSIC HALL
Beverly Gross:
Hills)$3,600.
(900) (Average:
(65c-85c-$1.00)
reek.
$4,700) 3rd
tAMROD (UA - ENT.) — MUSIC HALL
Downtown) (900) (65c-85c-$1.00) 3rd week,
iross: $8,500. (Average: $14,200)
tAMROD (UA-Ent.) — MUSIC HALL (Hawaii) (1,000) (65c-85c-$1.00) 3rd week. Gross:
3,250. (Average: $5,400)
tAMROD (UA - Ent.) — MUSIC HALL
Hollywood) (490) (65c-85c-$1.00) 3rd week.
Jross: $3,000. (Average: $4,700)
TME OUT OF MIND (U-I) and THUN>ER MOUNTAIN (RKO Radio) — BELtONT (1,600) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00). Gross:
5.000. (Average: $7,100)
TME OUT OF MIND (U-I) and THUNSER MOUNTAIN (RKO Radio)— EL REY

Key

Picture

City

(861) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00). Gross: $6,000.
(Average: $6,800)
TIME OUT OF MIND (U-I) and THUNDER MOUNTAIN (RKO Radio) — ORPHEUM (2,210) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00). Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $18,800)
TIME OUT OF MIND (U-I) and THUNDER MOUNTAIN (RKO Radio)-VOGUE
(800) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00).
Gross: $6,000.
(Average:
$10,000)
PITTSBURGH
"Duel in the Sun" and "Miracle
on 34th Street" registered impressively. Estimated receipts for the week
ending June 19 :
BOOMERANG (20th-Fox)— FULTON (1.700)
(40c-55c-70c)
(Average:
$9,700) 2nd week. Gross: $9,500
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) — PENN (3,400) (Advanced
$41,000.
(Average:prices:$25,000)90c-$1.25). Gross:
GO INTO YOUR DANCE (WB reissue)
and SING ME A LOVE SONG (WB reissue) — STANLEY
(3,800) (40c-55c-70c).
Gross: $10,500. (Average: $25.0001
MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET (20th-Fox)
—J. P. HARRIS
(2,000) (40c-55c-70c).
Gross: $16,000. (Average: $11,000)
TARZAN AND THF HUNTRESS (RKO
Radio) — WARNER
(2.000) (40c-55c-70c) 7
days. Gross: $3,500. (Average: $3,500)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M) — RITZ (1,
$4100)000.(40c-55c-70c)
(Average: 3rd
$3,200)week 7 days. Gross:
UNDERCOVER MAISIE (M-G-M) and
LITTLE MISTER JIM (M-G-M) — SENATOR (1.700) (40c-55c-70c).
Gross: $3,000. (Average:
$3,500)
KANSAS

CITY

It rained most of the week until
Sunday when the sunshine enticed
people outdoors. Estimated receipts for
the week ending June 17-19:
CHEYENNE
(WB)— NEWMAN (1,900)
(45c-65c)
6y2 days,
000.
(Average,
6^ 2nd
days:week.
$10,000)Gross: $10,DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— MIDLAND
(3,500) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25). Gross:
$35,000.
(Average at regular prices of 45c65c:
$15,000)
HONEYMOON (RKO Radio) and DICK
TRACY'S DILEMMA (RKO Radio)— ORPHEUM
(Average: (1,900)
$10,000) (45c-65c). Gross: $10,000.
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
750)
(Allied Artists-Mono.) — FAIRWAY (700)
(45c-65c). Gross: $1,925. (Average: $1,IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Allied Artists-Mono.) — TOWER (2,100)
(45c-65c). Gross: $10,000. (Average, when
running stage show and double feature:
$9,000)
IT HAPPENED
ON FIFTH AVENUE
000)
(Aliied Artists -Mono.) — UPTOWN (2,000)
(45c -65c). Gross: $7,000. (Average: $6,KIT CARSON (PRC reissue) and THE
LAST OF THE MOHICANS (PRC reissue)—ESQUIRE (800) (45c-65c) 2nd week.
Gross: $4,200. (Average: $6,000)
CHICAGO
Loop business held up fine this
week. Estimated receipts for the week
ended June 19-20 :
CALCUTTA (Para.) — GARRICK (1,000)
(95c) 5th week. Gross: $11,000. (Average:
$11,500)
COP AC AB AN A (UA) — ORIENTAL (3,200) (95c). On stage: Jayne Walton.
Gross: $50,000. (Average: $40,000)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) - STATE LAKE (2,700) (Advance prices: $1.00-$1.20$1.40-$1.50) 5th week.
Gross: $33,000.

Daily

Grosses
000)
(Average at regular prices: $30,000)
EGG AND I (U-I)— GRAND (1,150) (95c)
3rd week. Gross: $24,000. (Average: $16,FRAMED (Col.)-CHICAGO (3,900) (95c)
2nd week. On stage: Billy deWolf and The
Mills Brothers. Gross: $51,000. (Average:
$59,000)
HONEYMOON
(RKO Radio)
PALACE
(2,500) (95c). Gross:
$21,000.— (Average:
$26,000)
JOLSON STORY (Col.) — APOLLO (1,200) (95c) 25th week. Gross: $10,500.
(Average: $12,000)
LATE
(20th-Fox)
UNITED GEORGE
ARTISTS APLEY
(1,700) (95c).
Gross:—
$21,000. (Average: $25,500)
MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET (20th-Fox)
—WOODS
(1,200) (95c). Gross: $29,000.
(Average: $17,500)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB) ROOSEVELT (1,000) (95c) 4th week.
Gross: $13,000. (Average: $20,000)

'Life with Father' To
Have Me. Premiere
The world premiere of the Warner
Brothers' film version of "Life with
Father" will be held on Aug. 14 at
the Lakewood Theatre, Skowhegan,
Me., where the original play had its
tryout on the same date eight years
ago. A New York delegation of more
than 150, including newspaper, magazine, trade paper, syndicate, radio and
theatrical personalities, will attend.
The rvremiere will be followed immediately by the Broadway premiere
of the Technicolor production, starring William Powell and Irene Dunne,
at the Hollywood Theatre here. In
the same week, it is planned to have
more than 200 day-and-date openings
throughout the country.
Jones

ST. LOUIS
All grosses plummeted sharply
under the effect of the city-wide bus
and street-car strike. Estimated receipts for the week ended June 18:
APACHE ROSE (Rep.) and TWILIGHT
ON THE RIO GRANDE (Rep.) — SHU
BERT
(Average:(2,000)
$5,800)(40c-50c-60c). Gross: $4,000.
BEDELIA
(PRC) and LOST HONEY500)
MOON (PRC)—$8,000.
MISSOURI
(3,514)$11,500)
(50c-60c75c). Gross:
(Average:
DEAR RUTH (Para.) and JUNGLE
FLIGHT (Para.)— ST. LOUIS (4,000) (50c60c-75c). Gross: $8,500. (Average: $11,DISHONORED LADY (UA) — LOEWS
STATE (3,500) (50c-60c-75c). Gross: $12,500. (Average: $19,700)
THE
DAUGHTER
Radio) FARMER'S
and CHILD OF
DIVORCE (RKO1
(RKO
Radio)— FOX (5,000) (50c-60c-75c). Gross:
$12,000. (Average: $19,000)
RETURN OF MONTE CRISTO (Col.)
and SINGIN' IN THE CORN (Col.) LOEWS
ORPHEUM
Gross: $7,000.
(Average:(2,000)
$8,600)(50c-60c-75c).
SINBAD THE SAILOR (RKO Radio)
and BANJO (RKO Radio) — AMBASSADOR (Average:
(3,514) (50c-60c-75c).
Gross: $11,000.
$16,800)

Sets

Ballyhoo

For
"New 'New
Orleans," Orleans'
Jules Levey-UA,
will have its Broadway premiere toat the Winter
Garden. Charles'
Reed dayJones,
Levey publicity-advertising representative, has arranged for a
jazz concert on a truck in Times
Square. Later,
will
broadcast
from Art
the Hodes'
Damon band
Runyon
Cancer Fund headquarters over
WOV.
Louis Armstrong and Jack Teagarden will head another jazz band on
the stage of the Winter Garden. The
Armstrong-Teagarden concert will be
broadcast over WNBC and part of
the NBC network.

Hollywood Preview
For Rank Picture
J. Arthur Rank, together with Nate
J. Blumberg, announced yesterday
that the first Anglo-American press
preview of a film to be staged in
Hollywood will be held at the Carthay Circle Theatre on July 7, when
picture, "Black Narthe Technicolor
MINNEAPOLIS
cissus," will be shown.
Rank, who is now vacationing at
First-runs did a near-average busi- Del Monte, will return to Hollvwood
the preview. He and Blumness despite
the Estimated
lure receipts
of outdoor
at- to attend
berg will be joint hosts.
tractions.
for the
week ending June 19 :
CALCUTTA (Para.)— LYRIC (1,100) (50c- 'King's Jester' Premiere
70c) 3rd week. Gross: $5,500. (Average:
$5,600)
Brandt's Apollo Theatre in Manhattan and Brandt's Atlantic PlayTHE GREAT WALTZ (M-G-M reissue)
—CENTURY
house, Brooklyn, will go to a singleGross: $5,200. (1,500)
(Average:(50c-70c)
$7,300) 2nd week.
MY BROTHER
TALKS TO HORSES feature policy when "The King's
(M-G-M) - GOPHER
(1,000) (44c-50c). Jester" has its simultaneous American
Gross: $3,200. (Average: $3,400)
RAMROD (UA)— STATE (2,300) (50c-70c). premiere on June by
"The King's
Jester", produced 25. Scalera Films
Gross: $12,800. (Average: $13,000)
TROUBLE
WITH WOMEN
(Para.) — of Rome, is an Italian-language
RADIO CITY (4.0CO) (50c-70c). Gross: film based on Verdi's opera, "Rigolet$17,500. (Average: $18,000)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS
(WB) RKO ORPHEUM
$14,000.
(Average: (2,800)
$14,500) (50c-70c). Gross: Beach Theatre Opening
TRAIL STREET (RKO Radio) — RKO
Virginia Beach, Va., June 18.— A
PAN
(Average:(1,500)
$8,500) (50c-70c). Gross: $9,000.
by William
gala opening is planned
F. Crockett and David Pender for
Beach Theatre here on
new
their
Gets Pittsfield House
July 1. Local and industry notables
Pittsfield, Mass., June 18. — James have been invited to attend.
J. Rabinowitz has acquired ownership
of the Kameo Theatre here, follow- 'Musketeers' Out July 1
ing dissolution of the Allen Enter"Three Musketeers," a Favorite
prises Corp. which owned the house Films feature starring John Wayne,
and of which Rabinowitz was head. will be released nationally on July 1.
to."
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RMA ReelectsTaylor
Britons Lost Agfa
FCC Video Rules
(Continued from page 1)
To Transmitter Post
Process Patents
S. P Taylor, distributor sales manLondon, June 18.— Questioned in vised," he stated, "will the film
greater revenue for American dis
ager of the radio division of Westtributors here who would be able to the House of Commons whether the
try be hauled into a hearing, as induswere
ern Electric Co., has
been
d
German Agfa color process patents
remit additional dollars to parent and
chairm
an of the transmitter reelecte
division
broadcas
ters?" Justin Miller, counAgfa materials have been made theNAB
companies in the U. S.
president
ot
the
Radio
Manufacturers Assoavailable in Britain, John Belcher, in
sel Don Petty and Willard argued
Every exhibitor speaker during the behalf
of British Board of Trade that FCC program regulatio
debate at the CEA meeting charac- president
ns violated the First Amendment of the cftl°nCripps, said
Carlson, vice-president
terized these arguments as "eye- that all butSironeStafford
W. J. ;EBarkley,
executive
German Agfa patent Constitution. Willard declared that it and
vicepresident
of Collins
° a ™nrg~?01
LamP Radio
Works>
wash," maintaining that if the present in Britain
Co.,Newark
Cedar
expired
during
the war, is "a source of great disappointment Kapids, la., have
"persistent decline in admissions of owing to
been elected vicenon-payment of renewal to broadcasters that the authors of the presidents. New directors
the past nine months" persists, inde- fees. The exception
are H L
was a patent con- FCC bill, having specifically shown
pendent exhibitors will be driven out
cerning sensitizing dyes in which a every intent to remove the FCC from Hoffman,
of business. They demanded with British concern
Los
of
Hoffman
Ange
es ; Harry C.Radio
Corp'of
Sparks,
held a license to the the control of the program structure
out equivocation that the CEA forth
with embark upon a nationwide cam German rights. But this patent has of American radio, should in one sec- sparks - Withington Co lackso;-^ tion hand it directly back to the adsincerevived
been here.
"extinguished" and cannot
paign to tell the public about the tax be
Mich ; tronics
E. Corp.N.Vendell.'of FedeX^r
burden on their entertainment. The
ministrativechairma
agency." n White
Subcomm
ittee
Belcher
added
that
various
necestold A. MacDonald, of Hazeltine Elecattack obviously surprised the CEA
sary chemical ingredients for the broadcasters that "if you are putting 1 ?l10n£ and Radio Corp., and W "
officials. B. T. Davis, national president of the CEA, present at the meet- Agfa process have not yet been pro- your case on the basis of no super- Connors
vision at all, you are wasting your
duced in Britain in commercial quaning as a guest, pledged his personal
(Continued from page 1)
tities, but given time and assured of a time, because Congress won't stand
aid in the fight.
demand,
he
said,
this doubtless can for it." White added that "not a
It is believed likely that film rent- be remedied. Belcher
sinadded that the
gle helpful suggestion has come from
reportedly are being revived in a lasters will join the exhibitors in propa- Board of Trade understands
that any communication interest on this minute effort
to present a new offer
gandizing the public and in their at- some important
British firms are now
to purchase United Artists.
tack on the government for relief.
Fabian, it is said, asked for time to
The decline in admissions in Britain engaged in experimental work with a
towards commercially exploiting . Washington, June 18.— President
is believed to be still not as pro- view
Miss Pickford intimated strongly
Truman today withdrew the nomina- PULnounced as in America, but it is suffi- the process in England.
e n-£w offer int0 final form
cient to cause grave concern.
tion of Roy C. Wakefield for re- that if the new Fabian offer is unac eptable, the U.A. presidency would
ap ointment as a member of the FedCharge Restraint
eral Communications Commission and go to Connors immediately
(Continued from page 1)
nominated in his place Robert FrankIt could not be learned last night
whether Fabian's new
bill."
and final offer
lin
Jones,
of
Ohio.
Wakefield's
nomiBurdell, attorneys for the plaintiff,
will
be ready in time for the Unite
nation had been encountering some
charged that the distributors had set opposition
Artis
ts board of directors to take ac-d
in the Senate.
up uniform classifications and runs by
tion on it at a meeting sched
for
agreement with various exhibitors,
today. If it is, and the offer uled
is found
Union Strife
and were
guilty
of
conspirac
in
rey
unacc
eptab
le,
the
board
could
straint oftrade.
ratify
(Continued from page 1)
Connors as president at today's sesThese monopolies, Ferguson argued
sion, one informed source said.
further, had prevented the Bagdad and Picture Association labor adviser, said
It
was
officially stated that there
Venetian theatres from third or simi- that no_ contract he
had signed with are no offers, other than Fabian's, for
lar runs for a period of 60 days fol- film unions during his
purch
ase ofseriou
career called considered
thesly.
company which are
lowing first-runs. Failure to obtain for a stipulated number of
men to be
these runs, claim the plaintiffs, caused employed
Conn
ors
conferred previously with
. Jurisdictional disputes had Charl
damages to the Bagdad and Venetian, cost the studios tremendo
es Schwartz, attorney and UA
us sums, he
members of the Jensen and Von Her- added, pointing out that
this was board representative for Charles
berg circuit, to the extent of $132,000
to the inferior labor per- Chaplin. Hence, it is taken for grantwhich amount should be trebled un- chiefly due formances
by men who were
ed that only Miss Pickford's approval
der the anti-trust laws, they say. The employed while rendered
experienced regulars is needed now for his appoi
ntment to
plaintiffs have asked that a decree were
out on strike.
the
presidency. Indications following
be entered halting these practices.
Only
government
action
can
elimyesterday'
s meet
ing were that progThe plaintiffs also charge that Foxress had been
made.
inate jurisdictional disputes, he said.
affiliated theatres in Seattle, first- run
Monogram labor representative
moveover, second-run and third-run Fred Steele testified that the current
Elect Para. Officers
houses were guilty of monopolistic dispute between the IATSE
(Continued from page 1)
the
practices from 1939 to 1945. Argu- Carpenters International hadandcomrow.
ments for the defendant distributors
pelled his studio to employ double perand exhibitors are expected tomorrow.
would not be available until tomorsonnel on several occasions.
Congressman Carroll B. Kearns,
All present officers are candidates
who is conducting the hearings, will
'Linda' Cameo's First
for reelection, including: Barney
Cameo Pictures will release its first adjourn the sessions tomorrow after- Balaban,
president; Adolph Zukor
noon to fly to Washington. He
return later to resume the inquiry. will
production,,
"Linda,
Be Goo
through
Producers
Releasing
Corp., d,"it
board chairman; Y. Frank Freeman'
was announced by Harry H. Thomas,
vice-p
nt rg,
at the
studio;
Henryreside
Ginsbe
resident of PRC.
vice-pCoast
Fabian Golf Tourney
resident
and'
general manager in charge of studio
The initial production effort was
Fabian Theatres' annual golf tour- operations; Leonard H. Golden
son,
nament and party will be given by Si
selected by Matty Kemp, Cameo's
resident in charge of theatres;
vice-president in charge of production. Fabian and Sam Rosen at Preakness vice-p
Griffis, chairman of the ex"Linda, Be Good" is an original by Hills Country Club, Wayne Town- Stanton ecutive
committee; Austin C. Keough,
Dick Hyland and Howard Harris.
ship, N. J., on July 17.
vice-president and chief counsel;
The story was formerly the property
of Mike Todd and Sam Coslow.
Charles M. Reagan, vice-president in
charge of domestic sales ; Paul Raibourn, vice-president in charge of
I PRESS
budget and planning; Fred MohrYOU
I BOOKS PHOTO-OFFSET
hardt, treasurer: Robert O'Brien, secretary; Russell Holman, assistant sectary.
ART SERVICE
retary; Jacob H. Karp, assistant secOWE
IT TO
Wf COLORCHROME CORP.
retary; Frank Meyer, assistant secre2 BROADWAY
YOURSELF
NEW YORK 4
WALKER 5-4440-1-2
To Learn About
• COPYWRITING
Filmack's Prevut
• ILLUSTRATION
REEVES
TRAILER
• PASTE-UP
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
• STORING
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Clrtle 6-6686
• MAILING
Complete Film and
Disc Recording Facilities
/i GotttfUete. Sesutice.
1327 S. WflPaSH AVE. CHICftGO 5 |U. " -"k
British Tax Fight
(Continued from page 1)
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J. ARTHUR RANK presents
"G
re
at

ec

ta

ti
on
with BERNARD MILES • FRANCIS L. SULLIVAN
s
and introducing ANTHONY WAGER and JEAN SIMMONS
Directed by DAVID LEAN • Produced by RONALD NEAME
Executive Producer ANTHONY HAVELOCK-ALLAN
A Cirteguild Production
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE
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U.

S. Tax

Loss

Agnew

Sees

8,000
Only

35%

ATA

Program

Reduction of U. S. admission
taxes to be proposed by the American Theatres Association, probably
in association with two other exhibitor groups, would result in a Government yield of 65 per cent of the
present annual total of $400,000,000,
Robert W. Coyne, ATA executive
director,
estimates.
exhibition's
contributions
to the U.Thus
S. Treasury
by
way of admission taxes would go
down to $265,000,000, a cut of some
$135,000,000 for theatres.
Coyne said that in a telephone conversation yesterday with Harold
(Continued on page 7)

Enterprise

Meet

of

Arthur Kelly Is
Named UA Director
Arthur W. Kelly, one-time
acting head of United Artists,
and also foreign manager for
the company, yesterday was
electedof to
the company's
board
directors.
He will
represent Charles Chaplin on
the board and replaces Rex
Dennant, resigned.
Kelly also is slated to become executive vice - president of UA under any new
management program the
company effects.__

Show

Bookings for 'Duel'
Neil F. Agnew, president of the
Selznick Releasing Organization, estimated yesterday that "Duel in the
Sun" will be given 8,000 road show
engagements
before it goes into
general
release.
He believes it
will set a new
all-time industry
record for such
engagements.
Agnew said
"Gone
with the
that Selznick's
Wind" garnered
4,404 road show
"Duel,"
engagements.
he said,
originally was
Neil F. Agnew
figured to be
good for 5,000
such dates but it has 3,000 to its
credit now and it is just getting started, Agnew pointed out.
The road show engagements can be
completed by the end of the year, he
(Continued on page 8)

Monday

Hollywood, June 19. — Enterprise
Studios' production policies for the ensuing fiscal year and its sales and
merchandising plans will be discussed
at
the firm's
initialtoannual
meeting,
scheduled
open planning
here on
Monday.
One entire session of the meeting
will be devoted to developing the program on the company's $4,000,000
production of Erich Maria Remarque's
'Arch of Triumph."
First Enterprise films to be released this summer are "The Other
Love"
and
Soul." for the
Plans will"Body
also beanddiscussed
1947-48 production schedule, a major(Continued 011 page 6)
Republic

Business

Up

Grainger

30%:

Road

Record

in

Gov't Tax on Exhibitors
Would Be Cut 135 Millions

1st Annual

TEN CENTS

NEW YORK, U.S.A., FRIDAY, JUNE 20, 1947

^L. 61. NO. 120

Rankin
For

House

D. C. 'Duel'

Ban

Washington, June 19. — Film critic
John Rankin (Dem.) of Mississippi
asked the House today to ban further
showing
in the and
Sun" thereby
in the
District ofof "Duel
Columbia,
touched off quite a debate.
Rankin threw into the House hopper a resolution calling the film
(Continued on page 8)

Johnston

Is For

Chicago, June 19. — James R.
Grainger, Republic Pictures' executive vice-president in charge of sales,
said here this morning at the close
of a three-day general sales meetingheld here, that to date, Republic's
collections for this year are up approximately 30 per cent.
Edward L. Walton, assistant general sales manager, and district managers Will Baker, Midwestern ; Sam
Seplowin, Central, and Nat Steinberg.
(Continued on page 8)

Asks

Trip;

20th

GSts

Decree

New

Stays

Twentieth Century-Fox has been
granted U. S. Supreme Court postponement of operation of the "pricefixing" and
"arbitrary
refusal"
provisions of the
New York
Federal
Court's decree, it was disclosed here
yesterday by Andrew W. Smith, Jr.,
general sales manager.
The company had the opportunity
to have the two injunctions, as well
as practically all others concerning
distribution stayed by the high court
last April, but instead asked for and
received stays on only the competitive bidding and arbitration provisions of the decree. All seven other
defendant companies in the anti-trust
case obtained stays on the distribution injunctions in April.
As a result of the new action, 20thFox is now free to roadshow films,
the legality of this being established
with the elimination of the injunction against
fixingonminimum
(Continued
page 8) admis-

Program
Leaves

Set

Sunday

The program
Eric Johnston's
trip toforBelgium,
France,
for five-week
England, Holland, Denmark, Sweden,
Pathe 'Lab' Strike
Czechoslovakia, Norway and GerA request for approval of a strike
many, has been completed. Its keynote features his urging the governof office employes at the East 106th St.
ments of those countries to heed
and Bound Brook laboratories of
Secretary
State Marshall's
plea
Pathe Industries has been sent to for
Europeanof economic
unity in order
Thomas J. Shea, assistant interna- to realize "integrated" United States
tional president of the IATSE, by
Motion Picture Home Office Em- support.
The Johnston party will leave New
York on Sunday, with Gerald Mayer,
ployes Local No. H-63.
While the strike possibility involves head of the MPA's international divionly 35 employes directly, laboratory
sion, and(Continued
Joyce O'Hara,
adon pageJohnston
8)
(Continued on page 7)
Seek

'I A9 Consent

UA

Presidency

to
Go
May
ConnorsToday
Decision, Up to Pickford,
Is Promised for Today
With Charles Chaplin's representatives prepared to go along if
Mary Pickford gives her approval,
all indications pointed last night to
the naming of Tom J. Connors to the
United Artists presidency today.
Miss Pickford said her decision
would be made before nightfall.
Circumstances do not rule out an
acceptance by Miss Pickford of a revised bid by Si Fabian, Eastern circuit operator, backed by the First
National Bank of Boston, for purof U.A., but
norschasea decided
edge.they do give ConYesterday's meeting of the United
Artists board of directors brought
forth strong expressions from all sides
in favor of an immediate decision
which would dispel the uncertainty
over
company's
status
which the
has ruled
for whatfuture
most of
the
directors believe to be too long a
time. It (Continued
was urgedon that
inpage further
S)
MPTOA
For

Asks

Ass'n

Drive

Members

A campaign to induce all theatre
owners to join exhibitor organizations
in order to strengthen them to oppose
censorship
and otheris measures
cal to the industry
urged by inimiFred
Wehrenberg,
of Motion
ture Theatre president
Owners of
America,Pic-in
a current membership bulletin.
"As never before in the history of
the industry,"
Wehrenberg
(Continued
on page 8)writes, "it
46 on Dais Today at
Smith Luncheon
Nedble,Depinet,
Si Fabian, Spyros
Ted Gam-P.
Malcolm Kingsberg,
Skouras and 41 others will occupy the
dais at the
monial industry-sponsored
luncheon for Andrew testiW.
{Continued on page 6)
In This Issue
"Dear Murderer" is reviewed
on page 6. Key city gross reports are on page 7.
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Bergman to ATO Meet
Maurice A. Bergman, UniversalInternational's Eastern advertisingpublicity director, will be one of the
Interludes
HENRY GINSBERG, Paramount GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, vice- principal speakers at the midsummer
president in charge of Enter- convention of the Associated Theatre
vice-president in charge of production and studio operation, will
prise sales, will leave here for the Owners of Indiana at Wawasee, Ind.,
By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM
leave the Coast by plane tomorrow Coast by plane today.
on Tuesday. He will discuss present
for
New
York.
•
TPHE 12-year-old boy whose grave
trends in motion picture promotion.
Benjamin
Astor
of
Columbia
Pic■*- on the right-of-way of the Chicago
Senn Lawler, public relations reptures International Corp. and the
and North Western Railroad track, at
resentative ofFox Midwest, has been former Anita Warmbrandt, married
a lonely prairie location, is the scene
of wreath-laying ceremonies every reelected vice-chairman of the Jackson here this week, are now vacationing
Memorial Day, is the inspiration for County, Mo. chapter of the National in Havana.
Paralysis.
NEW YORK THEATRE?
•
the story, "The Little Fellow," which Foundation for Infantile
Edward Schoenthal, manager of
•
Hollywood's
Roy
Del
Ruth
has
purchased from writer George Callahan
Maurice N. Wolf, assistant to the Central States Sun Theatre in
for feature production.
William
F. Rodgers, distribution Holdrege, Neb., has married Joseph- — RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL"?
Rftckefeller Center
The boy was a sort of mascot of the vice-president
ine Peter of Grand Island, Neb.
Loew's, Inc., has left
railroaders on the line and whenever Hollywood forof New
York by plane.
•
John MILLS . Valerie HOBSON
possible ran to the tracks to wave to
•
Ralph Doyle, RKO Radio's manthem at the exact spot where he was
Morton Sunshine, business manIn J. Arthur Rank's
aging director for Australasia, arfinally buried, at his request.
ager of the Independent Theatre
rives in New York today from Syd"GREAT EXPECTATIONS"
The son of railroad parents, the boy Owners Association of New York, has
A Universal -International Picture
ney via San Francisco by air.
became known to the railroad men as been ill at his home for the past week.
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
•
"The Little Fellow." He will return
•
James Allen, head of The Warner
as a ghost to straighten out a human
Ceil Bernert of Screencraft Pic- News, leaves here for the Coast toproblem, in Hollywood fashion.
tures, Inc., leaves New York for the
night to arrange for transferring his
West Coast by plane today on an headquarters to New York.
extended vacation.
PALACE
•
•
George ofSkouras'
Nick Matsoukas,
Ed Hinchy, head of Warners'
founder
the National
Committee
Col. Nathan Levinson, chief of playdate
department, was in New
JOAN BENNETT
of 13 Against Superstition, has taken sound department at Warners studio, today.
Haven yesterday and goes to Boston
on the mountainous job of debunk- arrives here Monday from the Coast.
ROBERTRYAN * CHARLES BICKFi
ing the 80,000 superstitions which
•
•
bother man. The absolutely-unsuJoan Leslie, Eagle-Lion star, will
Jack Ellis, New York district
perstitious Nick Matsoukas came by arrive in New York on Monday from manager for United Artists, returned
way of his hobby because he was Hollywood.
here from Oneida yesterday.
born on the 13th, the 13th child in a
Allied Artists Productions, Inc., presents
family of 13, whose name has 13 letDon De Fore - Ann Harding - Charlie Ruggles
ters and who first set eyes on the
Victor Moore'LO- SGale
T Storm
Statute of Liberty on the 13th day
World
Film
Exhibi
t
Gamble and Coyne to
of the month, fresh from Greece.
in Roy Del Ruth's
"IT
HAPPENED
On 5th AVENUE"
At Eastman Mansion
Performances
9:30 A.M.
Doors
OpenAT 49TH
R I VSTREET
O L IPopular
c°ntlnui»'s
B'WAY
Curiosity over the origin of the Jersey Allied Meet
Prices
word "video" led us to Dr. Alfred
Rocheste
r,
N.
Y.,
June
19.—
George
Ted
Gamble, chairman, and Robert Eastman
Goldsmith, eminent radio-television
House, Inc., will be the name
specialist and well known in the film Coyne, executive director of the of
IN PERSON
a world center for the display and
ON SCREEN
business as well. And there the trail American Theatres Association, will demonstr
1st N.Y. Showing!
ation of all branches of the
ended, for we learned that it was attend the June 24-26 Atlantic City art
BERT WHEELER
and science of cinematography and
Goldsmith and his close friend, John convention of Allied Theatre Owners
phy to be established here as
Harry Kafine
V. L. Hogan, president of Facsimile, of New Jersey and the testimonial aphotogra
memorial to the late Eastman, acInc., who suggested the term, back in dinner to national Allied president
FRANCHOT TONE
EXTRA!
cording
to
an
announc
ement
made
Jack Kirsch, it was disclosed here
the mid-1930's; at a
ANN RICHARDS
by Alan Valentine, presiMaureen
CANNON
standardsof ofa yesterday by Jersey Allied president here today
committee on terminologymeeting
TOM
CONWAY
HONEYM
the _ Institute of Radio Engineers. Edward Lachman. Registration for dent. dent of the University of Rochester,
O
O
J
N
'
convention has passed the 400 and Thomas J. Hargrave, E-K presiTheir first choice was "visio," but the
mark,
he
added.
The
convention
will
WILLIAM
•
JOAN
later they hit on "video" as being of be opened by Lachman, and Kirsch
HJDLD EH • CAULFIELD
The historical and cultural institute
stronger "character."
will serve as moderator of a forum.
will be established in Eastman- House,
Opening day speakers will include the mansion built by Eastman for
BILLY EDWARD
Chicago film trailer-maker Irving Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president of himself and his mother in 1905. It was
DE WOLFE • ARNOLD
Mack tells the yarn about the DuMont Television Laboratories, who bequeathed on his death to the university as a residence for its presiFREEMAN
youngster who asked his rich uncle, will discuss theatre television; MiA mona
Paramount
Picture
dents. By joint action of the New
chael De Angelis, Rochester architect,
"When are you going to play foot- who will
York State Board of Regents and
talk
on
theatre
building
and
ball again?" and was informed by
Kodak, the project will be set up as
the uncle that he did not play foot- remodeling, and Arthur Sorin, presi- an
educational institute to serve as an
dent of Armo Cooling and Ventilatwllh •
ball, the uncle in turn asking, "Why
ing Co., who will discuss theatre air instruction and demonstration center 31 st
THE BEST FILM
that question?"
conditioning.
covering
photograp
from
its
beginhy
OF THE YEAR!
"Well,"
replied
the
nephew,
"Pop
WEEK!
ning
the
present.
to
A
convention
golf
tournament
will
says that when you kick off we are
Winner of Nine
be
held
at
Linwood
Country
Club
on
going to buy a brand new house." June 26, under supervision of Lee
All)
Academy
Awards!
THE BEST
V
Newbury and Dr. Henry Brown.
YEARS OF
McMaster Elected Vice-Pres.
ASTOR
WAY & 45th ST.
Century Circuit's Ed Schreiber Lawrence Heads SRO And Ass't General Manager
passes along a unique piece of promoRochester, N. Y., June 19.— Election proffered
tion of Donald McMaster, deputy
Sales
Schram,
for use byby Century's
any theatreMonroe
in an Foreign
area having parking meters. The
The reported deal by which Laudy chairman of the Board of Kodak,
Maureen O'Hara, John Payne, Edmond Gwenn
idea is to drop pennies in meters at Lawrence becomes foreign sales man- Ltd., as vice-president and assistant OUR LIVES'
general
manager
of
Eastman
Kodak
ager for Selznick Releasing Organ- was announced here today by direcwhich cars are parked overtime, leav"Miracle on 34 th Street"
ization-Vanguard Films was confirmed
ing a card imprinted with the followtors of the company.
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
ing :"Saved from an overtime park- yesterday by Neil F. Agnew.
He will take over some of the work Plus on Stage— JERRY LESTER - ART LUND
ing summons. A coin has just
Lawrence will make his headquarExtra! JAN AUGUST
ters in London and will leave to take formerly handled by Ivar N. Hultman
been deposited in your parking
meter by courtesy of the
up his new post there as soon as he who will now devote full time to
7th Ave. &
Kodak Park operations.
winds up current affairs here.
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Motion
Limited

Coming

For

Events
Today — Paramount board of direcYork.tors meeting' to elect officers, New
June 23-25 — Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana convention,
Lake Wawasee, Ind.
-Vine 24-26 — Allied Theatre Owners
of New Jersey 28th annual convention, Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City.
June 26 — Testimonial dinner to Jack
Kirsch sponsored by Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey, Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City.
June 30 — Industry testimonial dinner to Jack Flynn, retiring Midwestern sales manager for M-G-M
Continental Hotel, Chicago.
July 7-9 — RKO Radio annual sales
meeting, Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
July 13-16 — Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio convention,
Breakers Hotel, Cedar Point, O.
Settle

Two

Percentage

Illinois
Suits

Chicago, June 19. — Two separate
suits filed in May, 1946, by United
Artists and Universal against the
Anderson Theatre Circuit, Morris,
111., were settled here today, it was
announced by Miles Seeley, attorney
for the tlement
plaintiffs.
Amount of the setwas not disclosed.
In the original filing, both UA and
Universal,
plus Loew's,
Brothers, Paramount,
RKO Warner
Radio
and 20th Century-Fox brought suit
against the circuit over percentage
rentals on films shown in the following theatres : Fargo and Egyptian,
DeKalb ; Morris and Times, Morris ;
Arcadia, St. Charles ; Naper, Naperville; and Esquire, Plainfield.
Negotiations are still in progress on
a settlement for the five other suits.
Thomas M. Thomas is attorney for
the circuit.

Deny
Seattle

Restraint
Court

in

Case

Seattle, June 19.- — There is no evidence to support the plaintiff's claim
that the eight distributing companies
in Seattle have been guilty of any
conspiracy to restrain trade, Clarence
Innis, defense attorney in the Theatre
Investment anti-trust suit, said today
as the trial entered the second day
before Federal Judge John C. Bowen
here. Opening the arguments for defendant distributors, Innis said 20th
Century-Fox and the other seven
companies here merely followed "good,
soundtion ofbusiness
policy" agreements.
in the applicatheir licensing
Innis referred to "availability
clauses"lished in
code inoriginally
by thetheNRA
1935, andestabsaid
that Jensen and Von Herberg, the
plaintiffs, had expressed approval of
these arrangements, which in effect
were similar to those now being followed by the defendants.

Film

Picture

Grant

U. S. Program

Washington, June 19. — Members
of the Senate Appropriations SubCommittee have tentatively agreed on
a $15,000,000 appropriation for the
State Department's overseas informaBall. tion program, according to Chairman
This would presumably include
funds for a very limited motion picture program. The Department originally asked for $37,000,000. Of the
$15,000,000 contemplated by the Senate group, $6,500,000 would be for
radio broadcasts, over $3,000,000 for
the Latin American program, and almost $2,000,000 for liquidation costs
of the New York office, which is to be
closed completely. This would leave
only about $3,000,000 for the film,
magazine, library and other projects.
The aopropriation is being planned
in the Senate as a substitute for approval of the Mundt bill authorizing
a permanent overseas information program. The House originally denied
all funds for the program pending the
enactment of authorizing legislation.
A House vote on the Mundt bill is
hoped for tomorrow. If it passes in
the House, GOP leaders expect it to
be sidetracked in the Senate.
The Senate appropriations bill
would specify that all shortwave
broadcasts be on a contract basis, Ball
said.

Daily

Question Traveling
Expenses of Board
Toronto, June 19.— Members
of the Canadian Parliament
and some private citizens are
asking why 310 employes and
executives of the Canadian
Film Board spent $365,000 in
"traveling expenses" in a
year. Actually, the amount
may be higher, since the total
mentioned
does not include
traveling disbursements under
$300.
Warner,
Salaries

Paramount
Reported

Philadelphia, June 19. — Joan
Crawford was paid $400,000 by Warner Brothers last year, while Bob
Hope got $275,000 and Bing Crosby
received $250,300 from Paramount
Pictures, the companies' annual reports to the Securities and Exchange
Commission disclosed today.
All salaries and commissions reported to the SEC are gross figures
before Federal or state income taxes.
The Federal tax alone runs about
50 per cent on a $100,000 salary,
scaling
up to 68 per cent on a $500,000
salary.

3

Fabian

Will

Circuit

Conventions

Resume

Inaugural convention of Fabian
Theatres Corp., plans for which were
promulgated by Si Fabian and Sam
Rosen, has been set for July 15-17.
The meetings will include a two-day
business session at the Astor Hotel,
New York, on July 15-16, and will
conclude with a golf tournament and
party at the Preakness Hills Country
Club, Wayne, N. J., on the 17th.
Attending the business sessions
which will be the first general business meeting for the circuit since before the war, will be all home office
employes, district managers, regional
publicity representatives, city managers and theatre managers.
The agenda will include all categories of circuit and theatre operational problems, covering real estate,
booking, advertising, administration,
service insurance, accident prevention,
concessions, maintenance, cooling,
lighting, and projection. Special emphasis will be_ placed on public relations, community activity, legal problems and labor relations. Television
as a problem, and as a theatre opportunity of the future, will receive special attention.
The sessions will be conducted in
panel discussion and open forum style.
Fabian and Sam Rosen will deliver
key addresses at the opening of the
convention to serve as background for
the study and discussions which will
occupy the two days.
The golf tournament will be attended by all delegates and by many from
the industry at large.

Ray Milland, star of "Lost Weekmount. end," received $234,166 from ParaNo More Waring in
Warner Brothers paid Stanley
Morner — actor Dennis Morgan —
Mich. Juke Boxes
$261,000, whale director Michael
Washington, June 19. — Fred War- Curtiz was paid $258,600 during 1946.
ing recordings have been removed In 1945, Charles Boyer was the topfrom all juke-boxes in Michigan, Irv- salaried Warner star at $207,500.
Bernard
and Cox
ing B. Ackerman, counsel of the
Michigan Automatic Phonograph
Operators Association, has informed a Dinner for Weems on Named PRC Salesmen
Two more salesmen have been addHouse subcommittee. The action was
ed to the field force of Producers Retaken after Waring told the MAPOA 40th Anniversary
leasing Corp., A. J. Bernard who has
Baltimor
that
he
thought
juke-boxes
hurt
his
e,
June
19.
—
Exhibitor
s
been
to the New Orleans branch
business.
here will honor Nick O. D. Weems underadded
manager
Dureau, and
The subcommittee is hearing testi- at a testimonial dinner on June 30 to Robert Guy Cox Milton
who has joined the
mony on bills to allow artists to copy- mark his 40 years in show business. Dallas branch under
manager Russell
right recordings and to grant artists Until recently he was Baltimore rep- Brown. Both are Army
veterans.
resentative for Columbia films.
and composers royalties on juke-box
Frank Durkee is chairman of a
playings.
Other witnesses were John Schul- committee which includes Rodney 'Nanook' to UA Abroad
Collier, Fred S'chmuff, Sam Taber,
man tive
of Association,
the Songwriters'
Protecwho opposed
the Isador
M. Rappaport and Roger
Robert J. Flaherty's "Nanook of the
former bill and favored the latter, and Pippen. The dinner
is to be held at North," originally released in 1928,
Morris Bristol, vice-president of Wur- the Variety Club.
has been acquired by United Artists
litzer Co., who opposed both bills.
for distribution abroad, it was anThe subcommittee hopes to finish
nounced here yesterday by Walter
Monday, when Maurice Speiser, of Senate
Gould, foreign manager. The 1947
Passes
Bill
the National Association of Performedition of "Nanook," produced by
ing Artists, and Ascap counsel Louis Freeing Construction Herbert Edwards, is said to be idenFrohlich are scheduled to testify.
tical with the original version, the only
Washington, June 19. — The Sen- addition
being a commentary, plus
ate today passed and sent to the White
original music by Rudolf Schramm.
House
the
conference
version
of
a
"Vet" Agency Protest bill ending all curbs on commercial UA. will distribute the new edition in
Spanish and Portuguese verBans Open- Air House construction with the single exception English,
Washington, June 19. — Plans to that the housing expediter can re- sions.
quire permits for amusement construcbuild an open-air theatre near the
tion if he finds a building material Stanford Joins WillardCo.
Altoona, Pa., veterans hospital have
been abandoned, Rep. James Van shortage exists. Senate action was by
Zandt of Pennsylvania said today. The a voice vote. The House passed the D. K. Stanford, who resigned recently from Eagle-Lion Studios in
Veterans Administration objected to a conference bill Tuesday.
Hollywood, has joined Willard Piccommercial theatre on the site, accordtures, producers of advertising and
ing to Van Zandt.
industrial films, here, as special acBlatt Brothers of Pittsburgh, who Appeal AAA Award
count
representative, T. W. Willard,
Boston, June 19. — New England
proposed the project, are shopping for
Theatres and Publix-Natoco, inter- president, has announced.
another location.
venors, have filed notice of appeal of
the arbitration award favoring Anchor
Sewten Gets New Post
Theatres, Kennebunk, Me., in the Universal Sets Dividend
Denver, June 19. — Robert Sewten, latter's clearance complaint against the The board of directors of Universal Pictures, Inc., yesterday declared
five major companies. New England
Gibralter
Denver
booker,of operates
the Central and City Opera a regular quarterly dividend of 50
has
been Enterprises',
named general
manager
Tom Murphy Theatres in Raton, House, at Bitteford, Me., and Publix- cents a share on common stock, payN. M. ; Clayton, N. M. ; Alamosa, land.
able July 31, to stockholders of record
Natoco operates the State in PortColo., and Del Norte, Colo.
on July 15.
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MILLION

ATTENDANCE

NEW

YORK

, . -,

. .31st Week*

MINNEAPOLIS
OAKLAND
MONTREAL

.......

LONG

SPRINGS

BEACH

PHOENIX
DETROIT

...

LOS

MONEY

RECORD

ANGELES

45 Weeks

PITTSBURGH

9 Weeks

BEACH

16 Weeks

SEATTLE

7 Weeks

6 Weeks

TAMPA

6 Weeks

2 Weeks

DALLAS

4 Weeks

8 Weeks

CHAMPAIGN

4 Weeks

4 Weeks

NEW

5 Weeks

10 Weeks

ROCHESTER
COLORADO

8 Weeks

AND

MOVIEGOER

.12th Week*

12th Week*

MIAMI

ORLEANS

DES MOINES

4 Weeks

DAYTON

3 Weeks

MEMPHIS

4 Weeks

WINNIPEG

3 Weeks

SACRAMENTO

4 Weeks

OLDWYN'S

THE

BEST

I Hi

I

ILL

SEE

WOKEN

CHICAGO

ISTORY!

'THE

EVERY

BEST
OF
OUR
LIVES'"
-Dr.GYEARS
allup's
Audience
Research, Inc.

DAY

.........

at

ROADSHOW

PRICES!

25 Weeks

BOSTON

24 Weeks

8 Weeks

DENVER

8 Weeks

7 Weeks

PROVIDENCE

5 Weeks

7 Weeks

SAN

8 Weeks

8 Weeks

PHILADELPHIA

ST. LOUIS

6 Weeks

TUCSON

3 Weeks

SPRINGFIELD

4 Weeks

SALT

3 Weeks

CINCINNATI

7 Weeks

PORTLAND

5 Weeks

RICHMOND

4 Weeks

CLEVELAND

16 Weeks

TOLEDO

5 Weeks

KANSAS

FRESNO

5 Weeks

JACKSONVILLE
*CURRENT

WASHINGTON
SAN

DIEGO

BALTIMORE
LONG

......

......

BEACH

FRANCISCO

LAKE

CITY

CITY

20th Week*

4 Weeks
6 Weeks
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Review
Stricter

Radio

Rules

Washington, June 19. — Sen. White
today warned radio broadcasters that
unless they are willing to "give some
support to the efforts of Congress to
place some control in law, the day is
coming when rules will be much
stricter."
White made his remarks during the
course of hearings on a bill to reorganizethe
_
Federal Communications
Commission, in answer to a demand
by representatives of the National
Association of Broadcasters that the
commission be barred from regulating
program content. White warned the
NAB witnesses that unless they
changed their attitude, someday there
would be "a regulatory power that
will tell you how to run your witnesses."
NAB representatives included:
Frank E. Pellegrin, director of NAB's
department of broadcast of advertising; J. Harold Ryan, vice-president
and treasurer of the Fort Industry
Co. ; Robert K. Richards, NAB director of public relations ; Paul W. Morency,_ vice-president of the Travelers
Service Broadcasting Corp., and
Campbell Arnoux, president and general manager of WTAR in Norfolk.
Mark Woods, president of the
American Broadcasting Corp., also
urged'_
the committee
to refrain
from
establishing
detailed rules
governing
the business conduct of radio licenses
and the programs they broadcast.
Dumont and NBC A sk
For Video Licenses
Washington, June 19.— The FCC
has announced its final order granting construction permits for 10 class
B _FM stations in Chicago, one of
which was given to Balaban and Katz.
The Commission also announced
that NBC had applied for a license
to cover a construction permit for a
new commercial television station in
New York.
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories have
applied for similar licenses to cover
new experimental television relay
broadcast stations in the areas of
Washington and New York.
DeVry Official Abroad
Chicago, June 19.— Norman D. Olson, Sr., export manager for the
DeVry Corp., has left the U. S. for
a 'round-the-world goodwill
trip. Olsen will visit DeVry sales
distributors in Hawaii, China, India,
Iran, Turkey, Palestine, Syria, Egypt,
Italy, Spain, Portugal, and Eire. He
is expected to return to this country late in July.

'Crossfire' Tradeshow
RKO Radio will hold an exhibitor
trade showing of "Crossfire" at the
Normandie Theatre, New York, Tuesday morning.

Deny
"Dear Murderer"
{Gainsborough-GFD — British)

Companies

FTC

Charges

Washington, June 19. — Two of
London. the four advertising film producers
and distributors charged by the Federal Trade Commission with restraint
LIKE "Hamlet," the screen at the end of this one seems cluttered up with of trade and creation of a monopoly
corpses, but there the resemblance ends, for "Dear Murderer" is a slick,
filed answers denying their guilt,
subtle and sly spine-chiller warranted to keep customers of all categories fast have
Commission announced here today.
to their seats until the ultimate second of its suspenseful action. It is not only theUnited
Film Service, Kansas City,
suspenseful, for dramatist Legh Clowes, from whose stage-play the piece has
been adapted, cunningly contrives to sprinkle the tension with a considerable and Motion Picture Advertising "
ration of laughs. Moreover, the action in the main takes place in surroundings vice Co., New Orleans, stated*
of elegance and concerns quite elegant persons, thereby justifying Miss Gynt their contracts are "legal in all rethat they have exclusive
— the lady takes immense steps forward in every part she plays — in sporting screeningspects" andagreements
with only a
some very lovely dresses. So what more does the client — particularly the the country.
"small percentage" of the theatres in
feminine client — want?
Eric Portman — the "dear murderer"— plans and performs what he believes
Both companies maintained that the
to be the perfect crime. He discovers his wife, Miss Gynt, to be a faithless legality
of their contracts had been
hussy and plans to murder her lover in circumstances which point unmis- established in a former FTC decision
takably to suicide. But there is a complication, for, at the moment of the on Screen Broadcast Corp. FTC
slaying, Portman discovers that his victim is just one of a string of par- spokesmen, however, said that the
amours with whom his beautiful but naughty wife has dallied. So he switches Screen Broadcast decision was based
the plan to make it appear that Lover No. 2 had killed Lover No. 1. Scotland on charges of conspiracy and would
Yard falls for that one and charges the forlorn young man with murder.
not be applicable in the present comEn route to the gallows and practically on the steps thereof, the young man
Two other companies named in the
is saved through the sinister activities of Miss Gynt who poisons Portman
(after he has duly confessed) and who then herself is haled off to the lock-up. plaint.
FTC complaint, Ray-Bell Films, St.
It appears to be a murky melange of murder, but the piece is nothing of Paul, and Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, have not yet filed their
the sort. Killer Portman puts across a masterly study of the husband driven
in a dementia of jealousy and hate to vengeance. Miss Gynt — there are those answer.
who say she'd rate an Oscar if she made the journey to Hollywood — contrives
a sulky, disconcerting wickedness of allure. The Gynt facade of disturbing Branford Promoted
loveliness
is indeed
one ofcontribution
the currentfrom
bright
of Britain's
pictures.
There is also
a pleasing
Jackassets
Warner
as the man
from
Scotland Yard.
By MGM
in Chicago
But chief credit for the picture's success must go to director Arthur Crabtree (he works with the surest hand) and producer Betty Box.
Walter Branford, M-G-M branch
Miss Box — sister of "Seventh Veil" Sydney — is this country's only woman
in Chicago since 1938, has
producer. "Dear Murderer" is her first essay in the field. More of that caliber manager
from her will be more than welcome. It is a modest, competent, pleasing been promoted to district manager
picture which will play to pleasant profit in Britain; would survive, more- there, by William F. Rodgers, distribution vice-president.
over, the Atlantic crossing.
Other promotions were: William
Running time, 94 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
not set.
Peter Burnup Deyaney, assistant branch manager in
Chicago, promoted to manager, and
Samuel Shirley, district manager, who
has been given a special assignment,
Enterprise Meet
Smith Luncheon
following which he will be attached
(Continued from page 1)
{Continued from page 1)
to the home office sales staff.
Shirley will leave shortly for Haity
of
the
contemplated
films.
This
list
Smith, Jr., William C. Gehring and
waii to make a special survey, simiRay Moon of 20th Century-Fox at the includes Libby Block's "Wild Calenlar to one he made there a number of
Hotel Astor today. Some 400 from
dar," starring Ginger Rogers and pro- years ago for the company.
duced by Wolfgang Reinhardt ; Lionel
the industry are expected to be in attendance.
Feuchtwanger's forthcoming "Proud Kerer to Distribute
Others invited to the dais are : A. Destiny,"
to be produced and directed
J. Balaban, Joseph Bernhard, A. H. by Lewis Milestone; Nancy Mitford's
Salt Lake City, June 19. — Harry
Blank, Charles Boasberg, Harry novel, "Pursuit of Love," to be proBrandt, Leo Brecher, Max Cohen,
duced by David Lewis ; Bulwer-Lyt- Kerer, former distributor for various
here, has returned as disJack Cohn, Frank Damas, Irving ton's, "The Passion of Eugene Aram," channels tributor
for Premier Films, with
Dollinger, Oscar Doob, Seymour and "Cairo Incident," to be produced offices currently
in with Associated
Florin, Julius Joelson, Harry Kalmine, by Reinhardt.
Films offices.
Edward Lachman, Peter Levathes,
George Schaefer, vice-president in
Arthur Mayer, William Michel, Rob- charge of distribution, will arrive here
ert Mochrie, Lucy Monroe, Martin from New York, accompanied by Fred Holds Benefit Show
Moskowitz, John O'Connor, Ted Polangin, Enterprise Eastern publicity
San Francisco, June 19. — A beneO'Shea, Walter Reade, Jr., Sam director. It is expected that E. J.
Rinzler, Sam Rosen, Edward Rugoff, Churchill of Donahue and Coe, Enterfit show, in cooperation with the Disprise advertising agency, will attend
abled American Veterans, by BlumenJames Sauter, Charles Schlaifer, Fred
feld
Theatres this week prevented
along
with
several
members
of
his
Schwartz, Sol Schwartz, Sam Shain,
foreclosure
on the Fresno ranch of a
George Skouras, Rodney H. Smith, staff. Walter Blake, account executive,
David Weinstock, Edwin L. Weisl, is already at the Enterprise Studios. blind ex-marine with seven children.
Robert M. Weitman and William
Executive personnel of Enterprise,
White.
including chairman of the board David
Smith, Gehring and Moon will be L. Loew, president Charles Einfeld Bilgrey in New Post
feted in tribute to their recent promo- and Schaefer will conduct the meetFelix Bilgrey has been appointed
ings. Also in attendance will be Joseph general manager of Laffmovie, and
tions to general sales manager, assistant general sales manager, and Yan- C. Gilpin, Robert Taplinger, Bill has also taken over booking for LaffBlowitz, David Hopkins and Colin
movie theatres in New York, Boston
kee division sales manager of 20th- Miller.
and Baltimore.
Fox, respectively.
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Key

City

Picture

Grosses

par. Estimated receipts for week
ended June 18-19:
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) — OMAHA
(2,000)$10,400.
(Advanced
Gross:
(Averageprices:
at regular74c-$1.20).
prices:
$8,500)
HOMESTRETCH (20th-Fox) — PARA(2,900) (50c-65c). Gross: $9,600.
(Average: MOUNT
$10,600)
SAN FRANCISCO
600)
THE SEA HAWK (WB) and THE SEA
WOLF (WB) — RKO BRANDE1S (1,100)
(50c-65c). Gross: $7,000. (Average: $6,^
warehousemen's
strike, the SWELL GUY (U-I)-ORPHEUM (3,000)
'trans-bay train strike, plus very hot (55c-80c). Dezi Arnaz on stage. Gross:
weather, combined to bring down the $24,400. (Average: $19,800)
grosses. Estimated receipts for the
; week ending June 20 :
BETTY CO-ED (Col.) — GOLDEN GATE
i (2,825) (65c-$1.0O). With vaudeville. Gross: DENVER
5 $15,000. (Average: $23,000)
\ CHEYENNE (WB) and I COVER BIG
Business was uneven. Fine weather
TOWN (Para.) — PARAMOUNT (2,735)
I (60c-85c) 2nd i week. Gross: $14,500. attracted outdoor crowds. Estimated
(Average: $20,000)
COPACABANA (UA) and THE MILLER- receipts for the week ended June 19:
SON CASE (Col.) — ORPHEUM (2,440) CAPTAIN CAUTION (Favorite Films)
'■£000)
(55c-85c). Gross: $14,500. (Average: $15,- and CAPTAIN FURY (Favorite Films) —
(878) (35c-74c)
DEAR RUTH (Para.) — ST. FRANCIS RIALTO
(Average:
$3,000) 7 days. Gross:
(1,430) (60c-85c) 2nd week. Gross: $11,500. $4,500.
000)
DEAR
RUTH (Para.)— DENHAM (1,750)
(Average: $18,000)
II EGG AND I (U-I) — ESQUIRE (1,008) (35c-70c). Gross: $9,500. (Average: $11,I (55c-85c) 3rd week on a moveover. Gross: EGG AND I (U-I)— ESQUIRE (742) (35c; $7,500. (Average: $18,000)
HIGH BARBAREE
(M-G-M)
MY 74c) 3rd mount.
week,
day-date(Average:
with the$3,000)
ParaGross: $3,000.
BROTHER
TALKS
TO and
HORSES
EGG AND I (U-I)— PARAMOUNT (2,200)
(M-G-M)—
FOX
(4,651)
(65c-85c)
2nd
week.
(35c-74c) 3rd week, day-date with Esquire.
Gross: $15,500. (Average: $23,000)
I IT HAPPENED
ON 5TH AVENUE Gross: $9,500. (Average: $8,000)
HONEYMOON
(RKO' Radio) and DICK
I (Allied Artists-Mono.) and FALL GUY
DILEMMA (RKO Radio) — OR
(Mono.) — WARFIELD (2,672) (60c-85c). TRACY'S
PHEUM
(2,200)
(35c-74c). Gross: $14,
Gross: $14,500. (Average: $19,500)
I IT HAPPENED ON STH AVENUE 000. (Average: $15,500)
LITTLE
MISTER
JIM (M-G-M) and
(Allied Artists-Mono.) and FALL GUY
TOWN (M-G-M) — BROADWAY
(Mono.) — UNITED1 NATIONS (1,129) BOOM
(1,500) (35c-74c). Gross: $7,500. (Average:
(55c-85c). Gross: $4,400. (Average: $6,- $7,000)
I; 000)
„ NEW ORLEANS (UA) and THE DEVIL STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN (U-I)— ALAD(1,400) (35c-74c)
1 ON WHEELS, (PRC)— UNITED ARTISTS $4,500. DIN(Average:
$4,000) 2nd week. Gross:
1 (1,465) (85c) 2nd week. Gross: $9,500. THAT
WAY
WITH
WOMEN (WB) and
■i (Average: $9,000)
BUFFALO BILL RIDES AGAIN (SG) —
TABOR
(Average: (1,967)
$8,000) (35c-74c). Gross: $3,000.
TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB) and
CLEVELAND
BACKLASH (20th-Fox) — DENVER (2,525)
the Webber.
Gross:(35c-74c).
$16,000. Day-date
(Average with
$15,000)
MRS. CARROLLS (WB) and
"Duel in the Sun" broke all records, TWO
BACKLASH (20th-Fox) — WEBBER (750)
including that established by "Gone (35c-74c). Day-date with the Denver.
Gross:
$3,000. (Average: $2,000)
with the Wind," at the Stillman in its
opening four days at roadshow prices.
"The Egg and I," in its fifth week at
the Allen, continues strong. Estimated
Keiths;
receipts for the week ended June 'U' Loses
17-18 :
Seeks Other Houses
CALCUTTA (Para.) — LOEW'S OHIO
Universal will continue efforts to
(1,268) (50c-70c)
2nd week $7,000)
on a move-over.
Gross:
$8,500. (Average:
acquire
line-up of "show cases"
CHEYENNE (WB) — WARNERS' HIP- across thea country,
a company spokesPODROME
(3,500)
(55c-70c).
Gross:
$19,man
said
here
yesterday. He called
500. (Average: $18,400)
COPACABANA (UA) — LOEW'S STATE the cancellation of Universal's lease
(3,300) (50c-70c). Gross: $15,000. (Average: on Keith's Theatre in Cincinnati by
$22,000)
I DUEL
IN THE
(SRO) — admission
LOEW'S the City Investing Co. of New York
STILLMAN
(1,900)SUN(Advanced
we did not like."
prices: 90c-$1.25). Gross: $38,000. (Average "something
Keith's was taken over last year by
at regular prices: $11,000)
EGG AND I (U-I)— RKO ALLEN (3,000) Universal as the first of a planned cir(55c-70c)erage:5th
cuit in key cities. City Investing re$12,000) week. Gross: $14,000. (Avoperate Keith's
itself
HONEYMOON (RKO Radio)— RKO PAL- through portedly
itswill subsidiary,
Cincinnati
ACE (3,300) (55c-70c). Gross: $14,000.
(Average : $21,400)
Playhouses.
TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)— WARNERS'onLAKEa (714)
(55c-70c)Gross:
3rd weekend week
moveover.
$3,300. MGM
Schedules New
(Average: $3,600)
Short Subject Series
OMAHA
Hollywood, June 19. — M-G-M will
produce a series of six short subjects
presenting "name" bands through
Rains let up a bit giving a general "disc-jockey"
format, it was disclosed
rise to box office grosses here. Three here today by Fred Quimby, short
out of four first-run houses bested subjects chief.
ij171 OLLOWING are estimated pic&M. ture grosses for current engage's merits in key cities as reported by
i Motion Picture Daily correspond; ents.

Daily

23% Tax on Tickets
In Atlantic City
Atlantic City, June 19. —
With the resort's new municipal improvement tax in force,
motion picture houses here
are collecting a three per
cent tax on all admissions
in addition to the 20 per
cent Federal tax. Steel Pier,
with two motion picture
houses, has absorbed the tax
in its general admission but
other theatres have passed
it on to the customers.
The tax will be collected
until the New Jersey Supreme Court rules on its
legality, following its attack
by resort citizens.
ATA

Tax Plan
(Continued from page 1)

7
MGM, Para. To Sign
'IA' Office Contracts
Contracts covering 150 employes of
M-G-M's News-of-the-Day, Robbins,
Feist and Miller, M-G-M music publishing subsidiary, and Paramount
News will be signed today by the
firms and Motion Picture Home OfIATSE.fice Employes Local No. H-63,
Wage increases ranging from 11 to
20 per cent were incorporated in the
contracts, all of which are new agreements. The Paramount increases are
retroactive to Dec. 1 1946, and Newsof-the-Day and Robbins, Feist and
Miller, retroactive to March 1. The
contracts will run for one year, and
provide for full union shops.
Pathe Strike
(Continued from page 1)
technicians who are members of Local
No. 702, also IATSE, probably would
not cross any picket line maintained
by affiliated union members. The laboratories service newsreel.
Pathe, Eagle-Lion
and the Universal
Local No. H-63, according to a
union spokesman, had organized the
office employes at the two laboratories
in March, and had negotiated for a
contract with the firm at three meetings. The union spokesman declared
that 11 days ago, a telephone call from
the company attorney handling the
negotiation suddenly terminated any
additional meetings and suggested that
the union go through National Labor
Relations tification
Board
and otherprocedure
matters. for cerThe union spokesman made it clear
that he regarded the termination as
"a breach of faith," and that this had
prompted the decision to place a strike
call before 'IA' headquarters. Decision now rests with Shea whether
to approve the request or to intervene
cably.
in an effort to settle the dispute amiSeward Benjamin, attorney for the
firm, declined to comment.

Knutson, chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee, the latter suggested that the proposals on
taxation adjustments be presented to
him attion ofthe
specific menthe earliest,
amount with
of revenue
from
film theatres the Government could
figure on in the event the proposals
are acceptable.
Coyne said that he will go over
the brief with both the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and
the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association and it is likely all
three groups will recommend the tax
cuts on a joint basis. The brief will
be forwarded to Knutson next week.
The proposals will be in the form of
athebrief
forth as
"reasonable"
entiresetting
elimination
of tax
on tickets for children of 12 years of age
and under and a reduction of the
present 20 per cent tax to 10 per
cent.
While the proposals would mean a
tax reduction of more than half of
the present level on a percentage
basis, adoption of them would result
in gains in theatre attendance, Coyne
said in explaining his estimate that Legion Rates Twelve
the Government would lose only 35 Additional Pictures
Six of 12 features reviewed by the
per cent in revenue.
National Legion of Decency have
been rated A-I; they are: "Buffalo
Bill Rides Again," Screen Guild;
Mayor Opposes New "Fiesta,"
M-G-M; "Perils of Pauline"
Levies in Albany
and "Welcome Stranger," both Paramount; "Sport of Kings," Columbia,
Albany, N. Y., June 19. — Mayor
Erastus Corning of Albany today re- and
"The Vigilantes Return," Universal-International.
iterated his opposition to levying
were: "Dear
in Class A-II
Placed Paramoun
any "nuisance taxes," including a Ruth,"
t; "The Long
five per cent tax on admissions, authorized bythe Burney bill, unless, he Night" and "Riff Raff," RKO Radio ;
added, it is absolutely necessary to "Philo Vance's Gamble," PRC, and
es," Republic.
meet the salary increases for teachers. "Santa Fe Saddlemat
Under the Burney law, counties and PRC's "Stepchild" was placed in
cities of 100,000 population or more Class B.
will be permitted to impose emergency
taxes for general purposes after Buys Vermont Theatre
Hartford, June 19. — Jack Stoops,
The1. increases for teachers, which former projectionist, has purchased
July
are covered by the Burney bill, will the Arlington Theatre, East Arlingcost Albany an estimated $35,000 durton, Vt., from Joseph Ward Bird.
ing the first year, and possibly $250,- Bird still owns the Modern and
000 in the second year.
Colonial at Manchester Depot, Vt.
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Johnston
(Continued from page 1)
viser, accompanying the MPA president. They are due back in New
York on July 26.
Edward J. Cheyfitz, another Johnston aide, originally scheduled to go
on the trip, will go instead to Hollywood to supervise production of the
MPA-industry short subjects.
"Difficulties of the U. S. film industry abroad are closely tied up with
the precarious European economic
situation," Mayer declares, adding:
"The broad
program
by Secretary Marshall
(foroutlined
European
economic rehabilitation) would benefit us
as it would other American industries." Due in Paris Monday
According to plans as of yesterday,
Johnston's party will arrive in Paris
on Monday and in Brussels on Tuesday. That evening he will attend a
dinner to be given by the Prince
Regent for persons conected with the
current Brussels Film Festival. On
Wednesday he will conduct a press
conference, while on Thursday the
MPA head will speak at a luncheon
to be tendered by the Belgian-American Society and the MPA for the
Prime Minister, Minister of Foreign
Affairs, cabinet officials and heads of
diplomatic missions On Friday the
MPA will be host to exhibitors at a
reception and the following day
Johnston will be feted either at a
luncheon to be given by U. S. Ambassador Kirk— if Kirk has returned
to Belgium from the U. S. by that
time — or at a reception by the U. S.
Charge d'Affaires. The Johnston
group will leave for The Hague Sunday. Later discussions will center
around the necessity for the elimination of the 28-week quota on U. S.
films now in effect in that country.
In Denmark, Johnston will seek the
elimination of the discriminatory 10
per cent tax on remittable funds
which is levelled on top of all other
taxes. In Sweden, the MPA head intends to survey that country's labor
legislation.
problem,
which arose The
whenindustry's
the Swedes
suddenly stopped remittances on the
grounds that their gold supply was
running low, also will be discussed.
_ (Editor's Note: See Washington
dispatch headlined : "Swedish Dollars
for U. S.onFilm
Imports," appearing
elsewhere
this page.)
Norway Contract Renewal
In Norway, the industry's annual
contract is due to expire Sept. 1 and
Johnston will take up its renewal.
Only a portion of the money earned
by American films there is remittable.
The reasons for Johnston's trip to
Warsaw are not clear. This is Export
Association territory and U. S. films
are now showing there and it is said
that the MPA head will go to Poland
"toThe
get Johnston
a balancedgroup
picture."
will go to
Prague from Warsaw. That Czechoslovakian capital was added to the
itinerary yesterday. MPA officials
report that because of his interest in
the achievements of the MPEA in
Czechoslovakia, Johnston desires to
examine the situation at first-hand.
The
visit will
given overparty's
largelyBerlin
to talks
with beArmy
officials.
Johnston's
to France
will rebe
routine,
while visit
in London
he will
peathis
_ efforts to have the present
British quota extended.

D ollars in Sweden
U. S. Film

Picture

for Asks 'Duel' Ban
(Continued from page 1)

Imports

Washington, June 19. — Under recently -concluded trade negotiations,
Sweden must make dollar currency
available for current U. S. film imports, according to George S. Canty,
State Department adviser on films.
Industry
(MPA'sto
Eric
Johnston,representatives
et al.) are expected
meet soon in Stockholm with delegates from the Swedish government,
Canty said, in an effort to implement
the terms of the agreement.
Because the current film provision
would automatically limit sharply the
number of films imported into the
country — due to the dollar scarcity in
Sweden — motion picture company representatives are expected to ask for a
restriction on dollar transfer, rather
than a restriction on imports.
The trade feels, Canty reports, that
any restriction on transfers would be
temporary, whereas restrictions on
imports have a tendency to be longlasting. Canty also pointed out that
for purposes of world precedent, motion picture companies feel that restricted dollar transfer is better than
a restriction on imports since the
Swedes, also, would prefer a free flow
of American films. Canty indicated
that the State Department would approve any agreement reached in
Stockholm which would tend to avoid
import restrictions.
UA

Presidency
(Continued from page 1)
decision would be harmful to the
company.
Fabian's revised offer to Miss Pickford, details of which were not divulged, would not mean immediate
closing of a deal, it was pointed out,
but merely further negotiations of unpredictable duration. This would be
exactly counter to the views of most
directors on the best interests of the
company, and conceivably could entail lengthy subsequent negotiations
with Miss Pickford's co-owner of
U.A., Charles Chaplin.
One the other hand, a decision by
her in favor of Connors, former director of 20th Century-Fox and vicepresident in charge of distribution,
would resolve company management
immediately and would be in line with
the majority of U.A.'s advisers' views.
For those reasons, responsible parties close to the situation were of the
opinion last night that Miss Pickford will decide for Connors today
and that he will be elected to the
company presidency formally at a
meeting of the board early next week.
Miss Pickford is scheduled to leave
day.
for the Coast tomorrow night or SunCharles Schwartz, counsel and U.A.
board representative for Chaplin, returned from a Lake Placid vacation
to attend yesterday's board meeting.
Officially,
neither
appointment nor the
revisedConnors'
Fabian bid
was
placed before the meeting.
Republic Business Up
(Continued from page 1)
Prairie, also attended the sessions.
Special emphasis was placed on the
screening and sales promotion of Republic's "That's My Man" and
"Northwest Outpost." The scheduling of a regional sales meeting for
the
middle of August was also announced.

Friday, June 20, 1947
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"filthy, debasing and insulting to the
instincts of decent humanity," and
calling on the District police to close
the Palace Theatre, where the film
the
showing,of and
beenshowing
has
vicious film
this "prevent
further
in the Palace Theatre or any other
theatre in the District of Columbia."
asked for immediate House conHe
sideration.
"Duel" left the Palace last night,
and according to S.R.O. folk here,
will not be seen in neighborhood theatres for the usual three to four weeks.
Former Speaker Rayburn of Texas
chimed in with the observation that
"every Texan who has seen it considers it a slander on the fair name
Rep. Celler of New York objected
of immediate
Texas."
to
consideration of the bill
on the House floor, and said he "deplored the gentleman's self-constituted
role of censor." He charged Rankin
spoke from reports on the film rather
than personal knowledge, and said he
presumed Rankin is going to act as
censor over Shakespeare, Congreve,
and Pryor, who are probably no
worse or no better as to bawdy or
immoral connotations than "Duel in

'Duel's'

8,000

Dates

(Continued from page 1)
believes, thus eliminating any possibility that they might be interrupted
by a decision from the U. S. Supreme
Court in the industry anti-trust suit
appeal barring road showings. The
court'sfore next
decision
year. is not anticipated beAgnew reported that the demand
for "Duel" in small towns is exceptionally strong. Its business in si/
situations is four times that of "Spek
bound," he said, and bookings are limited now only by the number of prints
on hand. He said that the Midwest,
the Rocky Mountain area and Canada
are still 'Multiple-run'
untapped by "Duel."
Plan

The SRO head attributed the small
town demand for "Duel" to the success of the multiple-run, block release
plan inaugurated for the picture. That
plan permitted intensive regional and
local advertising, rather than national,
which penetrated deeply into individual territories.
"Neither multiple runs nor advanced
admissions are new to the industry,"
two
the same
believe
Agnew said,
try the
wantI to
are. I"but
together
Rep. O'Toole of New York inter- method again if the right picture
jected that Rankin "has given the picthe Sun."
$100,000 of
in church-going
free publicity,"people
and
Agnewalong."
added, however, that if the
said ture
millions
comes
in New York had quietly boycotted policy becomes common in the industhe film.
try he "will find something else."
Finally, Rankin consented to have
Multiple-runs for "Duel" have also
his resolution subjected to the normal been set in Mexico City and are
procedure of being referred to a com- planned for the picture in London,
mittee and it was referred to the Paris and elsewhere abroad.
House District committee, whose
The number of bookings coming in
chairman, Rep. Dirksen, promised for "Duel" may make it necessary for
SRO to do a mail order business, in
prompt action.
the event its limited sales organization is over-taxed, Agnew said. DeMPTOA
Asks Drive
spite this, SRO will take on a limited
(Continued from page 1)
number of pictures from outside producers ifthe product measures up to
has been necessary to have well organ- standards the company sets, he said.
ized, representative and militant ex- SRO's own releases will be spaced
hibitor associations. Yet there are still three or four months apart. The comthousands of theatre owners who do
pany has "The Paradine Case" comnot belong to any association. There
ing up, to be followed by "Portrait of
is, of course, no way of compelling a
man to join an association but there
Cites NFS Performance
can be a campaign of education undertaken, and I feel that there should be.
Agnew paid tribute to the physical
"The decision as to which associa- distribution performance of the new
tion to join rests with the individual. National Film Service, headed by
But that he must join and that he James Clark. It has been "flawless to
owes it to the industry and himself to date,"
Jennie."he said, and asserted that
join can and should be brought home SRO's
distribution costs have been
no
more under the new system than
to
him,"
Wehrenberg
continues.
"The
task is a personal one and must be
havea been
it were reundertaken by the theatre owner who they would
leasing through
majorif company.
already belongs to an association.
Agnew, who will leave for the
"We should like to see such a mem- Coast
on June 30 for a four weeks
bership campaign get under way im- stay, was host at a luncheon for trade
mediately. The future will require
more and more effort, energy and co- press representatives at "21" here
yesterday.
Daniel
T. O'Shea,Robert
Milt
operation from trade associations."
Kusell, Paul
MacNamara,
The MPTOA bulletin urges mem- Gillham, Stanley Kramer, Laudy
bers to cooperate fully with the na- Lawrence and Nick Mamula, all of
tional tour of the Freedom Train,
which is sponsored by the Attorney SRO- Vanguard, were among those
General and will be the means of exhibiting historic American documents
present.
20th Gets Stay
in 200 cities around the country.
(Continued from page 1)
Army Ends Showing
Of Films on Axis
The Army is no longer showing
films like "Our Enemy — Japan,"
"Your Job in Germany" and others,
including "Nature of the Enemy —
Lublin," "Death Factory," "Guilty
Men," "Here Is Germany," "Death
Mills," and "German Concentration
Camp Atrocities."

sion prices. On the second count,
the company cannot be held in contempt of court as a result of what
the New York court termed "arbiof a reasonable run
demand traryofrefusal"
an exhibitor.
Smith said a decision to roadshow
two "Captain
new pictures,
"Forever prompted
Amber"
and
Castile,"
the move
for from
the stays.
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Benefits

Congress
Theatre

To
Air

Industry
Rate

Cuts

Washington, June 22. — All
major scheduled air cargo carriers
are expected to follow the pattern
set by American and United airlines in reducing cargo rates approximately 20 per cent, effective Aug. 1,
according to officials of Air Cargo,
Inc.
The film industry and the
equipment field stand to benefit considerably from the reductions, because they are big
air freight customers.
They said that they expected close
to 18 lines to file a reduced consolidated tariff schedule with the Civil
Aeronautics Board as soon as pos(Continued on page 8)

'U
$3,000,000
Deal
Reissue
Universal Pictures has leased reissue rights for 10 years to virtually
all of its feature films it released during the 10-year period between 193334 and including 1942-43 to HarrisBroder Pictures Corp. for a sum in
excess of $3,000,000, plus a participation in the proceeds of distribution,
Matthew Fox, Universal executive
vice-president, announced here on Friday. It is understood that some 400
productions are involved.
Under certain conditions, the programs will also be made available at
a date beyond 1957.
Harris-Broder will distribute the
(Continued on page 8)

Meet

Mono.

Curb

the

to

in

20% Reduction by 18
Air Freighters Aug. 1

Switch

Wants

JUNE 23, 1947

Sales

to Oklahoma

Oklahoma City, June 22. — Monogramtional
Pictures
Corp. will hold
nasales convention
here itsfrom
July 17-21, Gov. Roy J. Turner disclosed here yesterday. He said he had
been advised by Steve Broidy, Monogram-Allied Artists president that the
meeting, originally scheduled for Milwaukee, has been moved here in order
to coincide with the premiere of
"Black Gold" on July 16.

Stay, Say

Officials

Washington, June 22. — Government housing officials consider it the
clear intent of Congress that they continue to curb theatre construction under the newly passed rent bill.
No final decision has been made by
the housing office, which admits that
with all other bars down on commercial construction, "it isn't worth the
effort" to restrain theatre construction.
However, they say, it's what Congress
wants,
around
to carry
out
the willandof they're
Congress.
Permits
for new
theatres have been issued in some
cases in recent months.
The bill says the housing expediter
may require a permit for amusement
or recreational construction, if he determines ashortage of building materials exists, as previously reported.
Housing officials declare that there is
no doubt there still is a shortage, and
that the congressional "may" really
means
"must."are restricted, they add,
Theatres
and there are still many questions to
be worked out : What form does the
permit take; criteria for hardship
cases or construction having negligible
impact on housing, and what to do
about "scrambled facilities" — where
someone wants to build an office building with a theatre in it or an apartment with theatre attached.
Pickford
On

Decision

U. A. Delayed

The new management-or-sale alternative confronting United Artists,
reportwhichers lastMary
week Pickford
would be assured
settled by last
Saturday at the latest, still persists
and is being carried over into this
week.
After all-day conferences with her
attorney and U.A. board representative, Arnold Grant, on Friday, Miss
(Continued on page 8)
Censorship Threat
From House Group
Washington, June 22. — The threat
of motion picture censorship was introduced in the nation's capital Friday.
Members of the House District
commmittee attacked "filthy and obscene pictures" recently produced by
Hollywood, and named Chairman
Dirksen a committee of one to investigate the situation and make recommendations.
Dirksen later stated he would seek
(Continued on page 8)

Britons See Clayton
Aiding Film Problem
London, June 22. — Film men
here welcome the appointment of William Clayton as
President Truman's British
trade wardenvoy,
and and
lookto forto his arrival
the
talks which, they hope, will
set at rest once and for all
the thorny problems in the
Anglo-American motion picture situation.
The explosive discussion
which occurred on the subject
at the recent Cinematograph
Exhibitors' Association Eastbourne conference assuredly
cleared the air. But, say exhibitors at least: still
There's
lot of air-clearing
to bea
done.

>

Impartial
TEN CENTS
'Lab'

More

Concise
and

Million

Get
In

Workers

Wage

Rise

Nearly 2,000 Technicians
Affected in 18 N. Y. Firms

East Coast laboratory workers received wage increases approximating $1,000,000 annually and also
will receive more than $250,000 in
retroactive pay as a result of contracts signed at the weekend by laboratory Local No. 702, IATSE, and
representatives of some 18 film laboratories. Nearly 2,000 technicians
are affected.
The agreement, in negotiation since
last January, provides increases ranging between $6 and $22 weekly for
Strike Threatens US
experienced employes, with a majority
receiving between $9 and $14. PreviFirms in France
ously-existing night-shift premium inaccordingadjusted
to a union
man, equities,
have been
by spokesraising
the premium from seven per cent to
By MAURICE BESSY
per cent in most cases.
Paris, June 18. — A strike trend has 10 Provisions
for a 40-hour week, two
started in the French film business,
pay 7)after three
with the various executive offices and weeks' vacation
(Continuedwith
on page
exchanges of M-G-M already affected. "Agitation" has started at
Columbia's branches and a threat
stands over the French offices of other
American
companies. M-G-M's is a Majors
"stay-in" strike.
Lose
The complaint in all cases is that
wages paid by American companies Seattle
Suit
are smaller than those paid by French
distributing companies.
There is also a threat of a general
Seattle, June 22. — A decision in
studio strike, production technicians favor
of the exhibitor plaintiffs in
and workers having asked for a "dili- the anti-trust damage action brought
by Theatre Investment Corp. and the
salary gence
raise.bonus" which, in effect, is a Venetian Theatre Co., was handed
down at the weekend by Judge John
C. Bowen of U. S. District Court
here. Defendants were : Columbia.
Balaban, Zukor and RKO Radio, Warners, Universal.
Loew's, Paramount,
(Continued on20th-Fox,
page 8) United
Griffis Reelected
Barney Balaban, president, Adolph
Zukor, board chairman, Stanton
Griffis, chairman of the executive
committee, and all other officers of
Paramount were reelected by the
board of directors at a meeting here
on Friday.
Other officers are : Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president at the Coast studio; Henry Ginsberg, vice-president
and general manager in charge of
studio operations ; Leonard H. Goldenson, vice-president in charge of theaAustin
; counsel
C. Keough,
and treschief
; Charlesvice-president
M. Reagan,
vice-president in charge of domestic
sales ; Paul(Continued
Raibourn,on vice-president
in
page 8)

Smith

Honored

at

Industry Luncheon
Tribute was paid to Andrew W.
Smith Jr., William C. Gehring and
Ray Moon,
salesat executives of newly-promoted
20th Century- Fox,
an
exhibitor-sponsored
luncheon
(Continued on page 8) at the
4 Reviews

Today

"Bush Christmas" and "Killer Dill" on page 6. "The Man
Within" and "The Great Betrayal," page 8.
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Newsreel
Personal

Tradewise
By SHERWIN

Mention
ParaG EORGE mountWELTNER,
International president,
has returned here from the Coast.

Nathan E. Goldstein, Springfield,
Mass:, circuit operator; and his wife,
accompanied by their daughter, attended the graduation of their son, David,
from Dartmouth College, Hanover
N. H.
•
Edward P. Curtis, Eastman Kodak
executive vice-president, and Charles
Poletti, attorney, sailed for Europe
Friday on the 5\S"• America.
M. L. Simons, assistant to H. M.
Richey, M-G-M exhibitor relations
director, is expected back today from
San Antonio.
Arthur Sachson . Samuel Goldwyn sales manager, is back at his
desk in New York after an appendectomy.
•
Paul H. Crane, Loew's International export traffic manager, today
celebrates his 25th • year with Loew's
William Orr of Warners' studio
talent department, returned to the
Coast at the weekend from New York.
•
Hugh Owen, Paramount Eastern
and Southern division sales manager,
will leave here tomorrow for Atlanta!
•
Charles Schwartz of Schwartz
and Frohlich returned to Lake Placid
from New York on Friday.
•
Sam Marx, M-G-M producer, his
wife and two children are
here today from the Coast. expected
•
Lawrence Terrell, Paramount
salesman in Charlotte, N. C, became
the father of a boy last week.
•
William Pine and William
Thomas, Paramount producers, are
in town from the Coast.
•
Sophie Rosenstein of the Warner
studio returned to tl^ Coast from New
York over the weekend.
•
N. Peter Rathvon, president of
RKO, has returned to the Coast from
New York.
•
Barney Gerard, producer, leaves
the West Coast for New York this
week.

Ascap Tax Move Off
Until Next Month
Further developments in Ascap's
proposed increase in the theatre
seat
tax are not expected to evolve until
after the return in mid-July from
London of Ascap executives Deems
Taylor, Herman Finkelstein, Richard
Murray and Rudolph Nissim.
The executives have left New York
to attend the International Congress
of Performing Rights Societies in
London.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY
Sundays and holidays, by Quig
New York." Martin Ouigley
f unningham, News Editor; Herra.
, .

V/"OU may be wondering why
1 J. Arthur Rank who isn't inat all by New Orleans'
air-cooledtrigued Roose
velt Bar and its
specialty, the Ramos gin fizz,
would care enough about visiting that heat-saturated Southern
metropolis in July to change
both his California departure
date and his route of travel in
order to appear there.
Here's the explanation which
was given this department:
E. V. Richards, head of Paramount-Richards Theatres with
headquarters in New Orleans,
was just as cold as the next one
about giving over the screen
time of his important theatres to
British pictures, for which there
is no apparent demand in the
communities he serves.
Richards went to Arrowhead
Springs in May and at the Paramount theatre partners' meeting
there heard
Barney Balaban,
Paramount president, state the
case for the right of British producers to playing time in American theatres. He was impressed
but not convinced.
"Rich" went on from Arrowhead to Hollywood to attend the
national convention of Variety
Clubs. In Hollywood, Iris path
crossed Rank's on numerous occasions, one of them being a
luncheon given by Charlie Skouras for Rank, at which the latter
addressed National Theatres and
Fox West Coast executives.
•
As a result of that speech
and subsequent conversations
with Rank, "Rich" became completely convinced of the practicability of,as well as the necessity for, granting British films a
fair chance on American screens.
And, as many a sales executive
can tell you, "Rich" is not an
easy man to convince.
Paramount, as you know, cannot tell its theatre associates
what to do. It can explain,
argue, advise or plead, but it
cannot command. "Rich" was
fully aware of the antipathy for
British pictures among his Paramount associates, particularly
those in the South. Most, like
himself, were not convinced that
they owed anything to British
producers and were disinclined
to take any action without a
mandate first from their boxoffice customers. That last could
be a long time a-coming.
But "Rich" had become so
convinced of the business Tightness of a fair play for British
films, that he wanted Rank to
tell his story to as many theatre
operators, Paramount or non-
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and that the expense of operation shall be paid out of the distributors' per cent of the pro- Cowdin
to Ask for
The Kentucky exhibitors
should know what they are doing
End of Dual-Tax
but we hope they will pardon us
ceeds."
for having the impression that
Washington, June 22.— Universal
their proposal is not only a futile Pictures
chairman J. Cheever Cowdin
one but also tends to discredit
is preparing recommendations for
some of the principal arguments
Congress
toward the removal
against checking which have of double looking
taxation on corporate divibeen advanced by exhibitors
dends
and
personal income derived
elsewhere.
from dividends.
Those arguments contend that
This will be Cowdin's function as a
member of the group recently
checkers now employed by Conappointfidential Reports, Inc., are in
ed by Rep. Knutson to advise the
some instances men who use or House Ways and Means Committee
on tax revision. Cowdin will also
impart the information concernmake recommen
on tax mating theatre business which they tions. ters involved indations
corporate reorganizaobtain as checkers in such a way
as to suggest or encourage new
Washington economist C. S. Dunmunicipal and state taxes and
can is working with Cowdin on the
other levies on theatres.
double taxation proposals. Next meeting of the full group is slated for July 9.
Yet Kentucky exhibitors propose to invite the state government itself to share their busi- Schenck Purchases
ness secrets.
Other exhibitors also have
59,676 Loew Shares
Loew's, Inc., has filed with the Secharged
that CRI's checkers,
curities and Exchange Commission a
again
in some
instances, divulge
registration statement covering 59,676
business secrets to competitors.
common
balance of the stock
Yet Kentucky exhibitors pro- purchasedshares
from the company by
pose to have competitors do the
Nicholas M. Schenck, president, unchecking of their houses.
der previous stock options. While
And what of your contracts
Schenck states that he has no fixed
with distributors, gentlemen ? If plan for the sale of these shares, the
you bar their checkers from your
registration, when effective, permits
theatres, as you propose, your
him to sell all or part of the shares
film supplies can be shut off and on the floor of the New York Stock
not even Kentucky law can turn
Exchange after Aug. 4, if and when
them on again.
he decides to do so.

Paramount, as could be gathered
in New Orleans in mid-summer
to listen. Rank agreed.
Now getting the listeners is
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Jersey
Starts

Motion
Allied

Reviews

Tomorrow

Spyros P. Skouras, Joseph Bernhard, Henderson Ritchey and Bert
Sanford are additional industry executives who have indicated their intention to attend the Atlantic City
convention of the Allied Theatre
Owners of New Jersey which will
open tomorrow and continue through
Thursday, it is reported by N. J. Allied president Edward Lachman.
Comedian Lew Lehr will be masterof-ceremonies at the Thursday evening testimonial banquet for Jack
Kirsch, national Allied chief.
Among exhibitor organization heads
who will attend are : Sidney E. Samuelson, Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania ; Abram F. Myers, Allied
States; Mike Leventhal, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Maryland ;
Leonard Goldberg, Independent Exhibitors Association; W. O. Prewitt,
Gulf States ATO ; Morris Finkle,
Allied of Western Pennsylvania ; Dr.
J. B. Fishman, Connecticut Allied ;
Benny Berger, North Central Allied.
An attendance of 500 is expected.

Pictorial to Release
40 to 16mm. Field
Forty features will be released
the 16mm. exhibition field by Pictorial
Films during 1947-48. Five features
in color, including "The Enchanted
Forest," and four outdoor-musicals,
with Eddie Dean and Roscoe Ates,
will be included.
Also on the program will be "Wife
of Monte Cristo," "Down Missouri
Way," "Club Havana," "How Dooo
You Do?" and "Queen of Burlesque."
Baird Resigns Post
With British Unit
Thomas Baird, director of the film
division of the British Information
Services here, has resigned. He will
leave for London tomorrow.
Baird expects to return to the
United States in September when he
will take over a new post with the
British government.
Paul S prague Retires
Qui-ncy, Cal., June 22. — Paul R.
Sprague, an exhibitor for the past 35
years, has retired here. Sprague sold
the Quincy Theatre to Edward Claeys
of Martinez.
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Stanton,

Meet

Selznick to Testify
In Korda Case Today
David O. Selznick is expected to
testify today when the Laudy Lawrence breach of contract suit against
Alexander Korda resumes in New
York Supreme Court.
At Friday's session, Lawrence continued his testimony, declaring that he
was never paid or received any dividends from other picture deals he was
interested in during the time he was
employed by Korda.

Picture

Radio

Kobak

Hit

Restrictions

"Bush Christmas"
(G. B. Instructional-GFD)

Washington, June 22— Columbi.
London. Broadcasting System president Fran!
Stanton opposes any restrictions ot
T F the high standard set by this production, first feature to be attempted the number of broadcast stations to b<
controlled
or owned by a single li
by the children's entertainment
department of the J. Arthur Rank censee.
Organization, is maintained, there films
He testified Friday before ;
need be no fear of the 500,000
who attend the clubs throughout Britain, being subjected to detrimentalchildren,
enter- Senate commerce subcommittee hold
tainmet,r
They claim that one of the greatest desires of young theatregoers is to ing hearings on the White Bill/*™-* reCommission
organize theand
Federal
Communfcep-rewrite
the Comteti-m
see children of their own age on the screen, children with whom
can nications
Act.
identify themselves. That has been the aim in this simple story of they
a bunch
of _ youngsters who track down horse thieves in the Australian Bush. The
He said he knew of no other fielc
children here give most natural and convincing performances.
in which the Government attempts t<
The five youngsters involved, Helen, John and "Snow" (children of an set a fixed ceiling on the size of ar
Australian farmer), an English evacuee and a Negro boy, have their Christ- enterprise. "It is difficult to under
mas holidays interrupted by the thieves. Then, under pretense of a camping stand," he continued, "why broadcast
trip, the little band set out to recapture the stolen horses. Many days are ing should be singled out for special
spent in the Bush — where they become lost, hungry and homesick, but al- legislation of this unique type."
Both Stanton and Edgar Kobak
ways keep the bad men guessing — and eventually they win and return home
for a belated Christmas dinner. It is a righteous-conquering-the-wicked story president of Mutual Broadcasting
and put together extremely well.
continued the broadcasters' attacks orl
Set against the background of the Blue Mountains of New South Wales, the bill, claiming that radio is entitled
together with its admirable portrayal of life in the Australian Bush, it is to, and now demands, the same pro-;
bound to be of strong appeal to children throughout the world. The film has tection under the First Amendment as
enjoyed by the press. They urged the
the achievement of its predecessor, "The Overlanders," behind it. Ralph bill
be amended to end FCC control
Smart, associate-producer of that first, had complete charge of this one,
while Chips Rafferty, John Fernside and Helen Grieve are starred again. of program content.
Kobak said the bill "ratifies and ap
It is, however,* the children who steal the show and that is how it should be. proves
unwarranted control by the
Running time, 80 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, FCC ofanprograms
by radioj
not set.
William Pay stations and of the broadcast
business practices

of Stanton
the licensees."
said there is "no question"
in
his mind
"broadcasting
must
be freed
from that
Government
interference
Hollywood, June 22 or control if it is to serve its demoTP HIS broad screen satire on gangster films and the gangster era is angled
cratic function in our nation."
A for laughs, and for the most part is able to get them. Also, it brings
Stuart Erwin and his drawly voice and Will Rogers
mannerisms back to the
screen after an absence. These are its two chief selling points. For a limited Kalmine to Conduct
budget film, produced by Max M. King, it moves along at a smart clip,
under Lewis D. Collins' direction. The footage itself might have been tightened a trifle to relieve monotonous spots in its action.
Starting off as a timid lingerie salesman, carrying a romantic torch, Erwin Zone Managers 'Meet
is catapulted by circumstances into a gangster plot and accused of knocking
Harry M. Kalmine, president and
off Public Enemy No. 21. By another well-contrived plot device he is freed
of blame in the killing despite his bungling lawyer friend, who has lost his general manager of Warner Theatres,
first 12 cases but wins this one, his 13th. Erwin then returns to his nightie will preside at a zone managers' meeting tomorrow at the home office.
and brassiere business and resumes his romantic endeavors successfully.
Frankie Albertson and Mike Mazurki turn in good acting jobs to support
Zone managers attending will be
Erwin. Anne Gwynne is Stu's will-o'-the-wisp sweetheart. Other roles are James Coston, Chicago; Nat Wolf,
handled capably by Milburn Stone, Ben Welden, Dorothy Granger and Shir- Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman, New Hastory.ley Hunter. The screenplay is by John O'Dea, from Alan Friedman's original
ven; Frank Damis, Newark; C. J.
Latta, Albany; Ted Schlanger, Philadelphia; M. A. Silver, Pittsburgh;
Running time, 75 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date, not
set.
W.J.McG. John J. Payette, Washington.
Home office executives at the meeting will also include Clayton E. Bond,
Siritzky Deal Underway
Wengler Returns to Frank E. Cahill Jr., Nat Fellman,
Under Siritzky International's im- Altec as Ad Manager Harry Goldberg, Harold Rodner,
Herb Copelan, Louis J. Kaufman,
port deal with Pathe Cinema, Gaumont and the French governmentW. W. Simons, advertising-pub- Herman Maier, Frank Marshall, W.
licity manager of Altec Service Corp., Stewart McDonald, Frank N. Phelps,
owned Union Generale du Cinema, the
American film distribution organiza- has been reassigned and is succeeded Harry Rosenquest, Dan Triester, Rution has acquired U. S. rights to by Harold Wengler, effective today.
dolph Weiss and Zeb Epstin.
"Farrebique," which won the Grand Wengler was Altec's first advertising
manager,
starting
with
the
formation
Prix du Cinema Francais in 1946,
Sam Siritzky disclosed here yester- of the company in 1937.
Moray Sets Drive on
day. American premiere will be held
Warner Bros. Shorts
Mamula Assigned
at
here. Siritzky's Ambassador Theatre
Warners' 16th annual bookers drive,
Nick Mamula, newspaper and trade in which activity is focused on short
press contact of Selznick Releasing subjects, has been set for July 5-Sept.
Services for Smith
Organization, will handle unit pub- 27, according to Norman H. Moray,
licity in connection with the New short subject sales manager.
Services were held here yesterday
at Riverside Memorial Chapel for York shooting of Selznick's "PorThe first three weeks of the campaign will run concurrently with the
trait of Jennie," which resumes here
Aaron
Smith,
treasurer
of
People's
Candy Co., which services Loew thea- today. He will be assisted by Mel Warner anniversary drive, ' April 27tres. He is survived by two daughters. Strauss, foreign publicity contact.
July 26.
"Killer Dill"
(Screen Guild Productions)
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Video

Granted

Permits

to Five

Washington, June 22. — The Federal Communications Commission tolay cleared the way for Philco Television Broadcasting Corp. to experiment with a multiple hop microwave
elevision inter-city relay system.
The Commission granted Philco
)en — ^ion to change frequencies,
xa'/OMtterfivelocations
and antenna
"smsHon
experimental
stationssys-to
provide a two-way microwave radio
'ink
system between New York and
Philadelphia.
1 I Philco plans, according to the
FCC, to relay programs from New
York to Wynmoore, near Philadelphia, with a repeater at Mount Rose,
N J. Provisions are also being made
ko connect with other circuits.
\>- Philco, it was learned, filed a statement with the FCC in connection with
.he recent relay conference asking the
Commission to keep an open mind on
systems for television networking.
The FCC granted General Electric
tuthority to retain experimental li:enses for four Class 1 stations for
:quipment design and testing purposes.
Channel assignments were announced for 44 new FM broadcast
'stations recently granted construction
jermits, including five in New York
md three in Philadelphia. The five in
New York were for WMCA, News
Syndicate Co., Unity Broadcasting
Corp., American Broadcasting Co.,
and North Jersey Broadcasting Co.
1U. S. Video
On

Debut

the Continent

U-I Asks Court Rule
On Billing Tangle
Hollywood, June 22. — In a
Federal Court suit unique in
Hollywood history and regarded as possibly being
precedent-setting,
International has Universalasked for
declaratory relief in a controversy over star billing.
Controversy arose, according
to the company, when Maria
Montez allegedly waived the
cause guaranteeing her top
billing for "The Exile" in
which she appears with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and then
disclaimed the waiver. The
suit, in substance, asks the
court to examine Miss Montez's and Fairbanks' contracts, both of which guarantee top billing to the respective stars, and give a legal
ruling on the issue.

More

Para.,

Salaries

Warner

Disclosed

Philadelphia, June 22. — Harry M
Warner, Warner Brothers president,
received $182,300 in salary last year,
and Barney Balaban, Paramount pres
ident, was paid $159,000 by his company, the respective
companies'
an
nual reports
to the Securities
and Ex
change Commission disclose.
All salaries and commissions re
ported to the SEC are gross figures
before Federal or state income taxes.
The Federal tax alone runs about 50
per cent on a $100,000 salary, scaling
up to 68 per cent on a $500,000 salary.
Otheraries forParamount
executives'were:
sal1946, as reported,
Henry Ginsberg, $219,500; Samuel
Pinanski
M. J.
each
as aandshare
in Mullin,
profits ; $144,10^
Adolph
Zukor, $136,400; Y. Frank Freeman
$132,500.
Other Warner executives' salaries
for last year were: Jack L. Warner
$182,100; Hal Wallis, former pro
ducer-director and participant in gross
receipts of certain pictures, $150,000
Other salaries paid by both comin Motion Picwere reported
turepaniesDaily
last Friday.

First demonstration of an American
television system on the European
continent was reported here at the
weekend by Meade Brunet, vice-presiident of the Radio Corp. of America
and managing director of the RCA
international division.
Brunet said the demonstration,
which employed the latest type RCA
television equipment, included a pickup of the program of three ballets at
the La Scala Opera in Milan, Italy
The television system is being exhibited during the Milan International Fair, which this year commemorates the 50th anniversary of the invention of radio by Marconi.
A direct report from Milan was re- Literary Guild To
ceived by radio by Brunet from G. A
Biondo, head of the Telonda International Corp., RCA distributor in Italy. Promote
'Destiny'
The Literary Guild,
which recently
selected "Proud Destiny," Lion
Rosenberg, Shaff on Feuchtwanger's novel as its October
selection, will undertake a joint pubProduction for U -I
licity-exploitation campaign with EnFrank P. Rosenberg, who resigned
terprise Studios, which purchased
last month as publicity director at motion picture rights for $350,000.
Columbia's Coast studio in order to
Joint promotion plans will be
enter production, has become asso- worked out by Frederick Polangin,
ciated with Monte Shaff in the pro- Enterprise's Eastern publicity direcduction of "Man Eaters of Kumaon,"
tor; Jay Tower. Literary Guild pubwhich is to be released by Universallicity director, and Ruth Brown, pubInternational, the latter's home office
Viking Press, pubreports.
lisher. licity director for

Studio

Inter-change

Is Vital:

O'Brien

London, June 22. — An accord promoting and regulating the exchange of
tudio technicians between Britain and
the United States is vital in view of
the succession of unofficial strikes here
as a consequence of the inflow of
American technicians, declares Tom
J.
O'Brien, secretary
of the and
National
Association
of Theatrical
Kine
Employes.
O'Brien who went to New York
for conferences on an interchange,
with Richard Walsh, president of the
IATSE, held a press conference with
Walsh, who is here to further the
program, and disclosed that both
agreed in principle to such an accord, but that its finalization awaits
discussion on it with George Elvin,
secretary
Technicians.of the Association of Cine-

Rise
(Continued from page 1 )

years of employment, eight holidays per
year and severance pay ranging from
one
to five
salary,
continue
in the
last weeks'
contracts,
which
expiredas
on Marcli 10. The new contracts run
until June 19, 1949.
Laboratories affected are : De
Luxe, Consolidated, Paramount, Paramount News, Warners' Ace Film,
Warners' home office print department, Pathe, both Bound Brook and
New York, H. E. R., Du-Art, Mecca,
Guffanti, Movielab, Circle, Precision,
Malcolm, Mercury and Producers.
Joseph McMahon of Consolidated,
was chairman of the employers' negotiating committee, while J. J. Francavilla, business agent of Local No. 702,
head
the James
union Brennan,
group. who
"IA" signed
vicepresident
the contracts, entered the talks in
March, and Richard F. Walsh, president of the international, who is now
in Europe,
cluding phase.participated in the con-

The unofficial strikes were highlighted when Paulette Goddard im- Withdraw Strike Call
ported her studio hairdresser from
Hollywood.
In Pathe 'Lab' Talks
As a result of a company agreement to resume negotiations tomorSOPEG
Rejects UA
row afternoon, Motion Picture Home
Employes Local No. H-63,
Offer in Wage Talks Office
has withdrawn its request to
A wage offer by United Artists, IATSE,
'IA' headquarters for approval of a
characterized by the union as mean- strike of office employes at the East
ing only a two or three per cent in- 106th St. and Bound Brook laboracrease, has been rejected by Screen
tories of Pathe Industries.
Office and Professional Employes
A
union
spokesman had charged
Guild, Local No. 109, CIO. The
the_ company suddenly terminated
union has asked for a 30 per cent that
negotiations two weeks ago, and that
general rise for some 200 employes.
this action prompted the decision to
The union said that the firm had ask
'IA' headquarters approval for a
offered increases of 70 cents to $2.55, strike.
based on labor grades and job classifiSeward Benjamin, attorney for the
cations.
firm, declined to comment, on the
Another meeting between the com- latest development.
panymittee
and the
comwill beunion
held negotiating
on Wednesday
afternoon.
Form Unit Here to
Confidential

Reports

Signs with SOPEG
A contract affecting 60 employes
was signed at the weekend between
the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, Local No. 109, and
Confidential Reports, Inc. All emsalaries bepresently receiving
lowployes
the minimums
established between SOPEG and the industry last
year, will immediately be brought up
to those minimums, retroactive to
Whatever increases are negotiated
April.
between SOPEG and the industry in
the forthcoming months will be paid
to all CRI employes, retroactive to
April.
Studio Labor Heads
To Honor Pat Casey
Hollywood, June 22— Pat Casey,
former labor relations adviser for
Coast studios, will be guest of honor
Thursday night at a dinner given by
studio labor relations directors and
their assistants at Beverly Hills Club.
Fred Meyer of 20th Century-Fox will
preside.

Represent Discina
Discina International Films Corp.
has been formed here to represent
Discina Films of France in the distribution ofits product in the U. S.,
Canada, and territories South of the
border. The new unit will also act as
representative of Discina in acquiring
American films for the French market.
Morris Goodman, formerly president of Republic Pictures International, is president and general manager
of the new company. Discina in
France is headed by Andre Paulve
and Jacob M. Millard. Goodman left
here over the weekend for Mexico and
Cuba to set up distribution deals.
Memphis House Sold
Memphis, June 22. — Rialto Theatre
here has been sold by Paul Zerilla
and Joe Maceri to James Augustine,
manager of The Rosemary Theatre.
The Rialto is one of the theatres
which went to Zerilla and Maceri
when L and L theatres were dissolved
a month ago. M. A. Lightman Sr.
took possession of the Memphian and
Linden Circle theatres, leaving the
Lamar. and
Capitol,
Zerilla
Maceri.Joy and Rialto to
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in Australia

By CLIFF HOLT
Sydney, June 17 (By Airmail). —
A strongly organized campaign for
tightened censorship laws has been
launched by the South Australian
Council of Social Services, which advocates the appointment of a child
psychologist to advise the Commonwealth censorship board, the appointment of a state films commission, and
state supervision of trailers and ads.
Other demands in the Council's
nine-point program include segregation of children accompanied by adults
to a reserved section of the theatre,
the appointment of school teachers to
attend film previews, and appointment
of a vigilance committee to report on
advertisements, posters and trailers.
The Council also wants the State
Minister of Education to investigate
the effect of films on children.
The Council's campaign has been
launched somewhat belatedly, since
the South Australian government already has agreed with the Commonwealth government's
suggestion
its censorship
regulations
should that
be
amended to bring them into line with
those of other States so that censorship throughout Australia may be
made uniform.
Censorship Threat
(Continued from page 1)
an interview with Motion Picture
Association president Eric Johnston
as part of his inquiry into how the
industry self-regulation works, and
stated of
he censorship
might propose
"strong
board
for thea District
if the facts justify it."
The Illinois Republican said if he
could not see Johnston before he left
for Europe, he would not wait until
he returned before making recommendations.
The whole matter came up when the
committee took up a resolution introduced yesterday by Rep. Rankin to
ban further showing in the District of
"Duel in the Sun." Rep. O'Hara of
Minnesota said he had seen the picture and it was "filthy and obscene."
"I am amazed," he stated, "that
Hollywood let the picture out." Other
members of the committee including
Klein of New York and Miller of
Nebraska chimed in with attacks on
"Duel" and other pictures. They all
said they were generally opposed to
any censorship board but added that
"something had to be done."
Finally, Dirksen was named to investigate and report. At present, the
Women's
Bureaureviews
of theallDistrict
lice department
pictures po-to
be shown in Washington about a week
before they open.
Balaban Re-elected
(Continued from page 1)
charge of budget and planning ; Fred
Mohrhardt, treasurer; Robert H.
O'Brien, secretary, and Russell Holman, Jacob H. Karp and Frank Meyer, assistant secretaries.
Griffis is in Europe en route to
Warsaw as newly-appointed U. S.
Ambassador to Poland.. During his
absence from executive committee
meetings, the chairmanship will be
temporarily filled by other committee
members, a company spokesman said.

"The Man Within"
(Gainsborough-GFD)

London.
DESIGNED for the thoughtful and discerning, here is another of those
J. Arthur Rank challenges to the alleged domination of films by the
"mob".
The Greene.
piece was
Sydney and
Box from
the novel
by Graham
The adapted
originalbyconcerned
itself,Muriel
in a welter
of symbolism,
with a motto from the works of the early English philosopher, Sir Thomas
Browne : "There's another man within me and he is angry with me."
The screen adaptors give the story a directness which the novel lacked ;
Bernard Knowles has made the piece with a deft sureness and a fine eye for
its mystic significance; it is photographed in grave and revealing Technicolor;
actors Michael Redgrave, Richard Attenborough, actresses Joan Greenwood
and Jean Kent make assured contributions. Yet not once is the film allowed
to make the least concession to the orthodox. The everyday showman accustomed to everyday fare admittedly will be disposed to look down his nose
at the offering. Our own confident bet is that the film, when news of it gets
around, will be another of those unanticipated money-makers.
The time is vaguely the 18th century ; locale, the coast and hinterland of
England's
smugglers
and lawyers
"gentlemen
the his
road"
were
the heroes South
of the country
common where
man and
righteous
and ofsuch
despised
enemies. The boy Francis is tortured at school for his cowardice, and seems
destined all his life to endure torture for that same season. He finds himself
pitchforked into a raffish crew of "free-traders" whose vicious deviltries just
get on top of him. In a moment of desperate resentment he denounces his
shipmates to the King's officers. Murder is done and the boy flees to the
marshes.
The captain of the crew pursues him not so much to exact vengeance as to
exorcise the devil of cowardice from the lad. There are interludes with fine
ladies of the time; one good, the other just as naughty as the dictates of
Britain's censor will allow. The ship's captain dies on the gallows after he
has watched with mounting pride, the boy find his manhood under searing
torture.
Just that. But it is all told with delicate, moving, refreshing understatement. Redgrave is the angel-demon of the plot; young Richard Attenborough,
the wretched
whoKent
becomes
a man Greenwood,
under the torturer's
The ladies
are
played byboyJean
and Joan
and each tongs.
is mighty
good.
It is a disturbing, disconcerting film. And most certainly a challenge. The
signs are that British audiences will take up the challenge. Americans, it
may be surmised, will do likewise if they be vouchsafed a sight of the picture.
Running time, 90 minutes. British adult audience classification. Release
date not set.
Peter Burnup
"The Great Betrayal"
(Idea Film — Screencraft)
THE sweat and sinew that went into the transformation of Palestine from
an arid wasteland to fertile country is stressed in this feature-length
documentary. The film centers on the struggles of a group of Jewish settlers,
using an abundance of photographic symbolism for effect. After a slow,
pulsating unwinding, the film ends with some newsreel shots of what are
purported to be British soldiers meting out callous treatment to refugees trying to enter Palestine.
Although Palestine is currently an exciting news topic, the film offers little
that is contemporary in any news sense. Its appeal seems aimed at those with
especial interest in the subject. The story is by Julia and Simon Singer, with
a narration by William S. Gailmor.
Running time, 73 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
June 4.
Mandel Herbstman
'U' Reissue Deal
Seattle Suit
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
films in the United States, Alaska and
Artists, National Theatres, Ever- Hawaiian Islands. Some of the picgreen Theatres, Cascade Theatres, PRC tures will be distributed through
exchanges. Additionally, the
Evergreen State Amusement and Fox new
company is presently considering
Theatres.
granting sub-licenses to other proposed franchise holders
Judge Bowen's decision sustained
tories covered by the deal.in the territhe plaintiff's charge of conspiracy
At the same time, it was announced
and monopoly in restraint of trade
that
Budd Rogers, industrv veteran,
and granted injunctive relief. The
been appointed vice-president in
court ordered damages of $60,000 plus has
charge of distribution and sales for
costs and suitable attorney fees to be Harris-Broder.
paid the plaintiffs, which had asked
Officers of Harris-Broder Pictures,
for treble damages under the
which has offices here, are Joseph
man Anti-Trust Act, a claim of
Harris, chairman of the board and
000.
held that
the plaintiff's
VenetianHe Theatre
is entitled
toSherthe treasurer; Paul Broder, president;
Norman Eisenstein, executive vicesame third-run clearance as in ef- president;
Rogers, Jack Broder and
fect for the Egyptian and Neptune
Grinieff, vice-presidents ; IrvTheatres, and to other benefits en- Jacques
ing Kipnis, secretary.
joyed by those theatres.
The deal was negotiated by David
The defense had denied any conspiracy, and had claimed that the Fogelson of the law firm of Schwartz
Neptune and Egyptian received the and Frohlich for Harris Broder, Saul
Rogers forattorneys.
Budd Rogers, and the
films first because they were in a dif- Universal
ferent class from the Venetian.

Decision

Pickford announced that her decision
on the appointment of Tom J. Connors, former vice-president in charge
of distribution for 20th Century-Fox,
as president of U.A. had not been
made, nor had she made up her mind
on the pending offer of Si Fabian,
Eastern circuit operator, for purchase
of her half interest in U.A. in ogsqciation with the First National fcep k
of Boston. She stated further Vl. ere
would be no decision before today.
No new factors were introduced
into the situation over the weekend to
account for the delay and there was
no apparent explanation of it other
than Miss Pickford's continuing indecision.
Thus, the situation is carried over
into this week with some indication
that it may be resolved at new meetings to be held
today. remains
The choice'
of Connors
for here
president
the
most likely outcome in the absence of
any other
ation sinceoutward
Friday. change in the situMiss Pickford, who had planned to
leave for the Coast last night, remained here for today's meetings. She
is due in Hollywood on Wednesday,
which will necessitate her traveling
by
plane.
Smith
Honored
(Continued from page 1)
Hotel Astor here on Friday. More
than 600 attended.
At the opening, all stood in prayer
for the late C. E. Peppiatt, Mideastern division sales manager, and
the late Sam Gross, Atlantic district
manager, both of 20th Century-Fox,
who were killed on June 13 in a plane
crash in West Virginia.
Speakers included Spyros Skouras,
president of 20th Century-Fox; Harry Brandt, Arthur Mayer, Fred
Schwartz, Smith, Gehring and Moon.
Sam Rinzler was toastmaster and David Weinstock was chairman of the
arrangements committee.
Others of 20th Century-Fox who
were honored included: Clarence Hill,
supervisor of branch operations ; Seymour Florin, branch manager of the
New York exchange; Martin Moskowitz, executive assistant to Smith ;
Peter Levathes, short subject sales
manager, and Sam Shain. Smith, Gehring, and Moon were recently promoted to general sales manager, assistant general sales manager, and Yankee
division sales manager, respectively.
Some 46 industry leaders, including
the guests of honor, were on the dais.
More Air Rate Cuts
(Continued from page 1)
sible. All major lines will definitely
along.
participate, they stated, but one or
two smaller regional lines may not go

The 18 members which Air Cargo
said would file, or have filed are:
"American (filed), Branff, Chicago
and Southern, Colonial, Continental,
Delta, Eastern, Inland, Mid-Continental, Monarch, National, Northeast,
PCA, Pioneer, Southwest Airways,
TWA, United (filed), and Western.
Air Cargo officials said the consolidated schedule would not be "exactly
the same" as those announced publiclv
by United and American, but would
be comparable." The carriers affected carry close to all scheduled
air cargo in the U. S.
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Court
Suit

Jersey Allied Meet
Will Open Today
c City, June 23.—
Atlanti
than 500 are due here
More
convention of the Alfor the
lied Theatre Owners of New
here
Jersey, which will open
tomorrow and will continue
through Thursday. Edward
Lachman, president, will open
the convention.
Among those attending will
exhibbe delegates of manymembers
itor organizations,
firms and disof equipment
tributor executives.

Anti-Petrillo

Act

Upheld

Labor

Hasten

Bill

To

Strike

Washington, June 23.— The Su- End:
Johnston
the constiupheld
todayanti-Pe
preme Court
trillo Lea act
tutionality ofthe
^Defers Decision on ATA,
By a five to three vote, the court Makes Prediction Before
the statute was "not on its face
said
Pleas
CSA Intervention
the First Amend- Departing for Europe
in conflict with
ment." The court admitted that speciThe Taft-Hartley labor act, which
the act might vioficlateapplicat
Washington, June 23. — The Sutionalof guarantees, but said
constituions
hear
to
agreed
preme Court today
that was not the issue here.
yesterday became law when the
President Trunmentof and
Gover
of the the
appeal
In the case, the Government was ap- Senateman'sover-rode
'the
the
veto of the bill, will serve to
terms
antss from
defend
holddecision
Court
District
a
g
n
i
l
a
e
p
hasten the end of the Hollywood juNew York industry anti-trust decree.
the law did violate constiturisdictional strike, Eric Johnston,
ing that
Argument will probably be
tional guarantees of free speech. The
case involved a complaint against president of the Motion Picture Asheard early next year. Exact
sociation, predicted yesterday at
U. S. Files Trust James C Petrillo for using pickets and
dates may be announced over
the summer recess,
Field, here, as he boarded
LaGuardia
staradio
Chicago
a
against
boycott
tion to force it to hire three musicians
j At the same time the court post- Suit Against Ascap
he will reEurope where
survey he was
the station claimed it did not need. a planesumefor
the economic
poned decision on pleas of exhibitor
illness.
. due
.
to
year
licenlast
any
short
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ing
to
compell
forced
The act forbids
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or persons
any on,person
employ
to
see
yesterJustice
of
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ment
merits.
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(Continued
page
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on
g of the
'hearinmeans
effect that the court
in cases
'This
day filed in New York Federal Court
Johnston expressed his opinion of
l:will hear argument and then decide a civil action charging the American
in these
the
but
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won't legisla
: "It labor'
terms new
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either."
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problem
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won't
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conspiracy torights
wide cartel and perfor
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anding"
underst
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He urged
and said
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Ascap's domestic licensing operations,
r Alexander Korda
produce
British
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concern
rather
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tions to the effect that licensees of yesterday said he has no plans to approach exhibition here, as Rank did,
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tion picture
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from
express
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time.
are prevent
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added he anticipates _ exhibts
past and
defendan
by
Court
(Continued on page 7)
the Supreme
itors here will continue to consider his
Washington, June 23.— Any organCourt of Apin all fairness. He said
i from the U. S. Circuit
output
future
survey of theatre televipeals decision upholding the injunction
ized industry ties
pictures
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have
his only desire is to
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' in the Jackson Park Theatre case
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with values.
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Personal

Fox,
Kansas

Mention

RKO

Picture

Split

City Houses

In a trade of holdings aimed at
complying with the New York Federal Court's anti-trust decision, RKO
Theatres
and Fox Midwest have
agreed to split, numerically, ownership
of the Orpheum and Mainstreet Theatres, Kansas, each of them now
owned by the two circuits on a 50-50
basis.
Malcolm Kingsberg, president of
the RKO circuit, said here yesterday
that the deal is now awaiting approval of the New York court.
The arrangement would give RKO
100 per cent ownership of the Mainstreet, now dark, while the Orpheum
would go to Fox. Upon court approval, RKO would reopen the Orpheum.
Meanwhil
e dissolution of the last
remaining pools involving affiliated
circuits are continuing. The deadline
set down by the court is July 1. In
Mansfield, O., Warners has withdrawn its Ohio Theatre from joint
operation with William N. Skirball's
Mansfield and Ritz. Warners had
operated the three in a pool.
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Exchange

Employes
Ask 30% Increase
A demand for weekly salary
increases of $10, or 30 per
cent, whichever is higher, for
130 office employes of the
Loew, United Artists, 20th
Century-Fox and Columbia
New York exchanges, has
been submitted by Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local No. 109,
CIO.
The union also seeks a 30hour week, union shop, and
improved holiday schedules.
The current two-year contract expires on July 31.

Neu

Picks

Committee

For Equipment Meet
Oscar F. Neu, president of the
Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers Association, has named a
committee on trade show and convention arrangements, as follows:
L. J. Arnsfield, C. S. Ashcraft, J.
B. Contner, L. W. Davee, J. K. Elderkin, J. A. Fetherston, J. R. Hoff
C. P. Hughes, L. E. Jones, D. w!
Matthews, Jake Mitchell, Pete Mole,
J. F. O'Brien, A. Samuels, WjM
C. J. Williams. , ,
Stober,
The committe
e will act on transportation, decorations, program, reception and entertainment. The convention will be held Sept. 24-29 at the
Shoreham Hotel, Washingt
on.

WRAY
JOHNSTON, Allied
• Artists - Monogram board
chairman, will return to the U. S.
July 1 after two months of conferences in England and on the Continent.
•
John P. Byrne, Eastern sales manager for M-G-M, has switched his
headquarters to the home office for
the next month under the rotating
plan recently announced. John J.
Maloney, central sales manager who
initiated the plan, has returned to his
Pittsburgh headquarters.
•
Holstein, Morrow, NEW YORK THEATRES
Nathan E. Goldstein, Massachu
setts circuit operator, who was erro
Weiner Lead Drive
neously identified as president of
Rockefeller Center
Western Massachusetts Theatres, Inc.,
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—
in this column on June 17, has not
Mark M. Holstein, salesman in the f John
MILLS . Valerie HOBSON
been with that company for over a
Dallas branch ; Ralph Morrow of the
year. Samuel Goldstein is president.
Kansas
City
branch,
and
Abe
Weiner
In J. Arthur Rank's
•
in the Boston exchange, are the three
"GREAT EXPECTATIONS"
Robert Selig, Fox Intermountain
leading salesmen in the initial standA Universal- International Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
Theatres executive, is chairman of a
ings in Universal - International's
•Nate J. Blumberg-J.
committee to arrange for a homecom- Kupper Is Honored
Arthur Rank
ing celebration in Denver for Babe At 20th-Fox Dinner
Good Business Drive,"
ng to
Didrickson Zaharias, winner of the
the home office. Bookers accordi
of the ChiWilliam
J.
Kupper,
newly-appointcago, New York and Dallas exBritish Women's Amateur golf toured managing director for 20th Cennament.
changes hold first place in the initial
PALACE
tury-Fox inGreat Britain, was honor bookers' standings.
guest last night at a dinner given by
The
Denver branch, headed by
Sally Dudelson, daughter of Spyros P. Skouras, president of the
JOAN BENNETT
H.
y, continues to lead the 31
Harris Dudelson, Film Classics dis- firm,
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel branMonsk
ches
.
The
distri
ct
compr
ising
trict manager in Cincinnati, and Robthan 200 attended. Kup- Des Moines, Kansa
ert Brisker of Cincinnati will be here. per,More
who has been with the company of which Ed Heibesr City and Omaha
married Sunday.
is district manafor 29 years, was presented with a
•
continues to lead the districts
«KO RADIO PICTURE
ROBERT RYAN •
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on,
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Queen
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Roy Disney, president of Walt
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ter.
"IT HAPPENED On 5th AVENUE"
Performances
Disney Productions, is vacationing Others on the dais includedtoastmas
Win British Awards
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Prices
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M
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Michael Redgrave
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Los Angeles, June 23.— Jim Tully, third.
•
EXTRA'
56, a Hollywood figure, and author of was cited second and Michael WildinoBen Kalmenson, Warner Broth- more
WILLIAM . JOAN
than a score of
died here
HJQLDEN • CAULFIELD
ers vice-president and general sales yesterday of a heart novels,
ailment. He had
manager, is touring the Southwest.
been in poor health for two years. Schwartz Is Manager
•
Before turning to writing professionHUT EDWARD
Norman H. Moray, Warner Brothally, he had been a prize-fighter, cir- Of Cleveland Group
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June
. He
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ers short subjects sales manager, is
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A
Paramount
Picture.
interviewers of film stars.
Motion Picture Exhibitors Associa•
Tully leaves a widow, Mrs. Myrtle
tion, is taking on the added duties of
Joel Levy, Loew's ©ut-of-town Tully; a daughter, Mrs. Trilby Bee- general manager, succeeding in the
booker, will leave here today for New man,
and a son, Thomas Alton Tully. post left vacant by the death of
England.
THE BEST FILM
George W. Erdmann.
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31wi
Maurice N. Wolf, M-G-M direc- Buckingham Services
Winner of Nine
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Awards!
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for Eagle-Lion's "Repeat Performance"
here from the Coast.
Harry Buckingham who died Friday will have its New York premiere at YEARS OF
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&
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after a brief illness. He had been con- the Rivoli Theatre following the run
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nected with the Warner Brothers' of "It Happened on Fifth Ave," on OUR LIVES
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Stanley Theatre.
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CE CABOT • CHARLEY GRAPEWIN - STEVEN GERAY
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Korda

Takes

Motion
Stand

Against Lawrence
At a late session in New York Supreme Court last night, Alexander
Korda took the stand in his own behalf in the breach-of-contract suit
brought against him by Laudy Lawrence. The British producer testified
that upon "investigation" he found
that Lawrence was engaged in numerous activities, not in the best interests of Korda. Earlier yesterday Da/QlJ, O. Selznick said that in 1942 he
— -> entered into discussions concerning a position for Lawrence, but
nothing materialized. He said also that
, he, Walt Disney, Korda and Samuel
1 Goldwyn had considered sharing Lawrence's services, but nothing came of
this either.
U. S. Against Ascap
(Continued from page 1)
Sonnett, "is to obtain a directive from
the court requiring Ascap to withdraw from membership in the illegal
foreign societies like the Confederation." Sonnett referred to the Confederation ofInternational Societies of
Authors and Composers of which
Ascap and 25 other similar associations in as many foreign countries are
said to be the sole members.
It was said in some quarters here
yesterday that in the event the Government is successful in the suit it
would be possible that theatremen
might have to deal with Ascap-type
organizations abroad or representatives here in order to exhibit films
carrying foreign music. The suit seeks
to enjoin- Ascap from accepting music
rights from any foreign society, unless the foreign society also makes its
music available to other United States
societies.
Deems Taylor, Ascap president,
now in Europe, was informed of the
suit by cable yesterday.
Chi. Release Ban
(Continued from page 1)
issued last year by U. S. District
Court Judge Michael L. Igoe which
outlawed the Chicago system of release. The Circuit Court's decision upholding the decree also held that
while double features were not in
themselves illegal "when used to
further a conspiracy it has been tainted withplaintiff
illegality."
The
had charged that duals
were employed to further absorb the
market from independent theatres.
The Jackson Park won $360,000 in
damages last year in the suit, which
named major distributors, Balaban
and Katz and Warner Theatres as defendants. A supplemental suit for
$600,000 treble damages for alleged
violations from 1940 to 1946 is still
pending.
ONLY

A Week
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•
Save With Filmaek's
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Supreme Court
(Continued from page 1)
from the District Court decision denying their right.
The court noted "probable jurisdiction" in the cases of U. S. vs. Paramount
vs. U. vs.
S., U.
Paramountetvs.al.,
U. Loew's
S., Columbia
S.,
United
Artists
vs.
U.
S.,
and
Universal vs. U. S.
Justice Jackson did not participate
in the action.
May Not Seek Action
Till High Court Rules
Washington, June 23.— William
McGovern, Washington attorney, said
today
a "good
possibility"
that histhere
clientiswould
not ask
for any
anti-trust action against two Detroit
theatre circuits until the U. S. Supreme Court had decided the major
industry anti-trust suit.
McGovern, who recently completed
an investigation of United Detroit
Theatres and Cooperative Theatres of
Michigan, still refused to name his client.cision
He said
that the
court's
dewould affect
the high
position
of the
two
suit. theatre circuits in any anti-trust
Anti-Petrillo Act
(Continued from page 1)
"in excess of the number needed to
perform
service."to be applicable
The lawactual
is believed
to featherbedding practices wherever
encountered and not unknown to motion picture theatres and studios.
Justice Reed, on behalf of himself,
Justice Murphy and Justice Rutledge,
attacked the Lea act, objecting to the
"indefiniteness of the statutory description of the thing for which force
must not be used." He contended that
"Anglo-American law does not punish
citizens for violation of vague and unstatutes." did not participate
JusticecertainDouglas
in the decision.
Industry Study Off
(Continued from page 1)
that too many MP A members oppose
the SMPE's suggestion for a survey
by an industry committee. The project will have to be held "indefinitely
in abeyance," Johnston added.
It is understood that company presidents, queried on the suggestion, split
just about 50-50, with about half contending that theatre television had not
yet reached the point where any such
survey is justified or needed. SMPE
had asked for a committee to decide
on how many frequencies would be
needed, how the research program was
to be financed, and other technical
and financial information.
Para. Shows on Coast
San Francisco, June 23. — When
the Ink Spots and a 20-piece orchestra begin their personal appearance
at the Paramount Theatre here on
July 1, the Paramount will become
the first downtown film house here to
have a stage-show in over a decade,
with
of RKO's
Golden
Gate. the
Theexception
new policy
was instituted
by Jerry Zigmond, general manager
for Paramount Theatres here.
Kansas Theatre Burns
Columbus, Kan., June 23. — Art
Pugh's State Theatre here was destroyed by fire today which broke out
at 1 A.M. PUgh and his wife, who
have an apartment in the building,
were uninjured.
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Ohio

I.T.O.

Meeting

Set for July 14-16
Toledo, June 23.— The ITO of
Ohio will hold its convention at the
Hotel Breakers, Cedar Point, O., on
Lake Erie, July 14-16, Martin G.
Smith, president, announced.
Business sessions will be held
Monday and Tuesday, the convention
banquet Tuesday night, and social
events
have been scheduled through
Wednesday.
Kentucky ATO
(Continued from page 1)

Moments

—

of j^ury

from

—

fury

two-year terms, and two at large for
one year.
Nominees for two years from the
nine Congressional districts are as
follows : Jack Keiler, Columbia Amusement Co., Paducah ; W. E. Horsefield, Morgan Theatre, Morganfield ;
Fred J. Dolle, Fourth Avenue Amusement Co., Louisville ; C. S. Caldwell,
Caldwell Theatres, Cave City ; Tom
Hill, Broadway Theatres, Covington ;
Willard Gabhart, "Harrodsburg," Joe
Isaacs, Kentucky Theatres, Whitesburg; A. J. Sexton, Jr., Alfon Theatre, Ashland; Charles R. Mitchell,
Barbourville Amusement Co., Barbourville.
Nominees for directors-at-large for
two-year terms selected by the nominating committee follow : Andy Anderson, Photoplay Theatres, Hartford ;W. Freeman Smith, Kentucky
Theatre, Cadiz. Nominees for directors at large for one year are : Lew
Hensler, Schine Theatres, Lexington ;
Ned Green, Legion Theatre, Mayfield.
UJA

Meeting Here
(Continued from page 1)

Europeans as well as for the protection of rights in America.
While disclosing that contributions
from the local industry so far are
maintaining the average required to
attain the national quota, Barney Balnational chairman
UJA's
motionaban,picture
division, of
saidthethat
developments had intensified the urgency
of speeding up the New York drive.
Matthew Fox, co-chairman for the
amusement division, who presided at
the meeting, reported that "a little
over
$500,000"
of thequota
industry's
$2,100,000
New York
had been
raised.
The campaign planned by his committee was discussed by Spyros Skouras, non-sectarian chairman for the
industry. He pledged full support of
the industry's non-sectarian groups.
Another speaker was David Weinstock.
Smith Conducting
(Continued from page 1)

That "Killei

Reckoning"
d
come togeth<

Harrow," "Nightmare Alley," "Daisy
Kenyon," "Forever Amber," "Captain
from Castile," "Gentleman's Agreement," and "The Snake Pit."
Others attending from the home office included : Spyros P. Skouras, W.
C. Michel, Donald Henderson, Charles
Schlaifer, Martin Moskowitz, Ray
Moon, E. C. McCartney, Peter Levathes, Clarence Hill, Morris Caplan,
Eddie Collins, Jack Bloom, Frank
Carroll, Lem Jones, Frank Bryant,
Sid Blumenstock and Eddie Solomon.
Carolina House Afire
Production
WALLIS. '. From
Mt. Olive, N. C, June 23.— A fire InHAL
Technicolor.
Paramount
at the Center Theatre here destroyed
the equipment. Harry Cook owns and
operates.
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G are estimated picFOLLOWIN
ture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.
BALTIMORE
A cool and somewhat cloudy weekend gave box-office figures a substantial start. But with most local attracholdovers,
week's
grosses tions
arebeing
expected
to endthe
up around
normal. Estimated receipts for the
week ending June 26:
CALCUTTA
— KEITH'S
(29c-37c-44c-50c) (Para.)
2nd week.
Gross: (2,406)
$9,500.
(Average: $13,500)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— CENTURY
(3,000) Gross:
(Advanced
90c-$1.25)
3rd
week.
$21,000.prices:
(Average
at regular
prices of 29c-37c-46c-54c-S6c: $14,500)
GO INTO YOUR DANCE (WB reissue)- STANLEY (3,280) (29c-37c-50c-58c). Gross:
$9,500. (Average: $16,500)
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.) — TOWN (reengagement)
(1,450) $11,500)
(29c-37c-44c-56c).
Gross:turn$9,000.
(Average:
MILLIE'Si DAUGHTER
(Col.)— HIPPODROME (2,205) (29c-37c-50c-58c). With a
stage show.
Gross: $22,000. Average:
$17,500)
MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET (ZOth-Fox)
—NEW
(1,800) (29c-40c-50c-58c). Gross:
$12,500. (Average: $12,000)
THAT'S MY MAN (Rep.) — MAYFAIR (1,000) (21c-29c-45c). Gross: $5,500. (Average:
$5,500)
THIS HAPPY BREED (U-I)-LITTLE
(328)
(29c-37c-55c)
(Average:
$3,000) 3rd week. Gross: $3,000.
UNDERCOVER
MAISIE
(M-G-M) —
VALENCIA
and
56c
weekends).(1,466)
Gross:(29c-37c-46c-54c,
$7,500. (Average:
$5,000)
TORONTO
Three holdover programs continued
during the week. Estimated receipts
for the week ending June 27:
THE BRASHER DOUBLOON (ZOth-Fox)
and WAKE UP AND DREAM (20th-Fox)
—CAPITOL (1,115) (15c-25e-35c-50c) 6 days.
Gross: $4,500. (Average: $5,000)
THE BRASHER DOUBLOON (2flth-Fox)
and WAKE UP AND DREAM (ZOth-Fox)
—VICTORIA
(1,240) (15c-25c-35c-50c) 6
days. Gross: $5,800. (Average: $6,800)
CALCUTTA
(Para.) — IMPERIAL (3,343)
(2Oc-35c-45c-60c-9Oc) 6 days. Gross: $14,800.
(Average: $14,300)
CYNTHIA (M-G-M) and DARK DELUSION (M-G-M)— UPTOWN (2,761) (20c25c-35c-60c-90c) 6 days. Gross: $10,000.
(Average: $11,400)
THE FARMERS DAUGHTER (RKO1 Radays,dio)— SHEA'S
4th week.(2,480)
Gross:(20c-35c-45c-60c-90c)
$12,300. (Average: 6
$14,800)
FIESTA (M-G-M)— LOEWS (2,074) (20c35c-45c-60c-78c) 6 days. Gross: $14,800.
(Average: $13,800)
SIN BAD THE SAILOR (RKO Radio)—
EGLINTON
(1,086)
(20c-25c-35c-45c-60c)
days, 3rd week.
Gross:
$7,000. (Average: 6
$7,800)
SINBAD THE SAILOR (RKO Radio)TIVOLI
days,
3rd week. (1,434)
Gross:(20c-25c-35c-45c-60c)
$8,500. (Average: 6 $9,500)

Film

Exports:

Doyle

There will be a tightening up of
Australia's
position, ofwhich
could lead todollar
the enactment
film
quota legislation in that now wideopen country, if the U. S. wool pricesupport bill, awaiting action by President Truman, becomes law, in the
opinion of Ralph Doyle, RKO Radio
managing director for Australasia,
who has returned here for a threeweek business visit.
The President has until July 2 to
act on the bill, which authorizes the
President or the U. S. Tariff Commission to place a tariff, up to 50 per cent,
on foreign wool, or to impose import
quota restrictions which could reduce
shipments from abroad to almost
nothing. The object is to protect the
$120,000,000-a-year American wool industry, which also would receive a
guaranteed supporting price of about
42 cents a pound through 1948. A
Presidential veto of the bill is
expected.
Since the end of the war, Doyle
said, there has been a 25 to 35 per
cent decline in Australian and New
Zealand theatre business. He described
the decline as a "normal leveling-off,"
and said business there at present remains considerably better than it was
in 1939. The public in those countries,
he added, is "shopping keenly" for
pictures. British and American pictures enjoy equal popularity with
Australians, Doyle said.
Doyle deplored as a hindrance to
progress the Australian Government's
policy of licensing theatres, which affects 75 per cent of the country. The
policy has the effect, he added, of
"granting theatres
a franchiseandof perpetuity"
existing
barring newto
theatre building by other than existing
circuits. Warner Brothers, he disclosed, for long has been fighting the
licensing policy in an effort to construct atheatre in Sydney on an already-selected site.
Crosby To Make Film
For Rank in England
Pebble Beach, Cal., June 23.— Bing
Crosby and J. Arthur Rank disclose
that Crosby will go to England next
year to make a film for the Rank
organization.
The deal was initiated by Wesley
Ruggles, now in England for the Rank
organization, and was negotiated by
Everett Crosby and John O'Melveny,
Crosby's manager and lawyer, respectively, and by Robert S. Benjamin,
president of the J. Arthur Rank Organization. Ruggles will direct the
film.

Republic District Meet
Cleveland, June 23. — A Republic
ATLANTA
district
managers'
was held
at the Statler
Hotelmeeting
here yesterday.
Sam Seplowin presided. Branch
Business showed a slight improve- managers attending were : George
ment this week. The weekend weath- Kirby, Cincinnati ; Ike Sweeney,
er was fair. Estimated receipts for Pittsburgh; Irwin Pollard, Detroit;
the week ending June 26:
Norman Levin, Cleveland.
CALCUTTA
(Para.)-FOX
(4,661)
(30c-50c).
Gross: $19,000. (Average: $19,000)
LOVE
AND
LEARN (WB)-PARA- Ermini Sells Out
MOUNT
(Average: (2,447)
$7,900) (30c-50c). Gross: $7,950.
Aldo Ermini, vice-president and
RAMROD (UA)— LOEWS GRAND (2,447) treasurer of Harold M. Young Pro(30c-50c). Gross: $15,000. (Average: $14,000)
ductions, Inc., New York, has disposed of his interest and will devote
TEMPTATION (U-I)— ROXY (2,446) (30c50c). Gross: $5,900. (Average: $5,700)
this full time to his own production.
UNEXPECTED GUEST (UA) and SPOIL- Ermini will leave for Rome next
ERS OF THE NORTH (Rep.)-CAPITAL month to arrange for a production
(2,446) (25c-44c). Gross: $5,300. (Average: with a Hollywood cast.
$5,200)
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Kirsch Again Heads
B'rith in Chicago
Chicago,
B'rith
are : June 23. — New officers of
Chicago Cinema Lodge No. 1619 B'nai
Jack Kirsch, president, reelected;
E. L. Goldberg, Manny Smerling and
Sam Levinsohn, vice presidents ; Louis
L. Abramson, recording secretary;
I. J. Silverman, treasurer; Albert
Bartelstein, warden; Harris Silverberg, chaplain; Herb Lustig, assistant
chaplain; Lester Simansky, guard.
Directors who were elected, and
who, like the officers, will be installed
in the first fall meeting on Sept. 18,
include: J. F. Arman. Ralph Berger,
M. M. Blumenthal, H. Busch, Ben
Banowitz, V. Bernstein, A. Davidson,
J. Fisher, M. Glaser, H. A. Gorney,
M. M. Gottlieb, Charles Gross, H. W.
Zinner, R. Hirsch, S. Honigberg, J.
Irving, Simon Lax, K. Louis Linker,
Ben Lourie, J. Rafilson, Norman Silverman, A. Simon, G. Topper, Gerald
Wartell and E. Wolk.
Miss Brenon Aide to
Gillham in New Setup
Aileen Brenon, after 15 years with
Paramount, has started as assistant to
Robert M. Gillham, Eastern advertising-publicity manager of the Selznick Releasing Organization, under a
new publicity setup. Miss Brenon will
also zine
double
contact. as national and fan magaCharlotte Parker has resigned from
SRO and Vanguard Films, Inc.,
where she had been handling fashion
promotions and fan magazines, to
open her own publicity office.

Sees

MPEA

Germany

Role

in

Delayed

Washington, June 23. — Possibility
is that the Motion Picture Export!
Association will not take over U. S.
distribution in Germany on July 1, as
originally expected by Irving Maas,
MPEA vice-president, according to
an MPEA spokesman who participated
in discussions between War Dej^tment and industry representative^
No final decision was reached \ a
2^-hour closed session, according to
Assistant Secretary of War Petersen,
who issued a cryptic statement at the
conclusion of the meeting to the effect
that "we had a full and frank discussion." Some sources said that several "procedural matters" would not:
be finally agreed upon until after Eric
Johnston, MPA president, confers
with General Clay, military government chief in Germany, during his
visit in Berlin in mid-July.
Two things apear fairly certain, according to the informant : that Gerand that
a jointplans
forwarding
man production
"will gocompany
ahead"
to handle distribution on a non-exclusive basis would be set up. It was at
this point
that thewould
spokesman
cated that MPEA
probably indinot
assume direction of German distribution.
He also said that while there might
be some more meetings among lesser
officials, there would probably be no
further conferences "on such a high
level."
An^ong were
those: Johnston,
participating
the
discussions
MPAin
vice-president Francis Harmon, Maas
and MPA foreign film representative
Allen Dulles.
for the Brig.
Government were Attending
: Erich Pommer,
Gen. Robert McClure, Brig. Gen. G.
L. Eberle, Henry R. Carlton and
Charles G. Mertz, Carlton's assistant.

Magill Will Manage
Film Classics Office
Mort Magill, former exhibitor and
for the past 12 years, branch manager for United Artists in Philadelphia, has been named branch head of
Film Classics' new Philadelphia ex- Warns of State Dept.
manager. change, by Samuel N. Wheeler, sales Foreign Film Slash
Washington, June 23. — The State
Senate Passes Tax
Department's international motion picture division's functions would be to
Washington, June 23. — The Sen- cut about "one-fifth of the going
ate has passed and sent to conference rate," if the Senate Appropriations
a new revenue-raising bill for the Dis- Committee's recommendation goes
trict of Columbia, including a boost in
said today.chief Herbert T. Edthe property tax rate of 25 cents per through,wards acting
$100 of assessed valuation. The
The committee allocated $800,000
House has already passed a similar for the division, against a requested
bill.
$3,000,000.
Eric Johnston
Johnston's trip will take 40 days,
during which he will visit France,
(Continued from page 1)
Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Norway,
about to effect such understanding. Sweden, Poland, Czechoslovakia, AusThe Hollywood strike was well adtria, Hungary and Germany. He is
vanced toward a settlement as the scheduled to speak tonight at a banquet in Brussels which will be given
Taft-Hartley bill became law, but now
the new law will hasten settlement, by Regent Prince Charles of Belgium
in connection with the Brussels Film
Johnston said.
The Senate overrode President Tru- Festival now in progress. Johnston
man's veto of the bill by a 68 to 25 said he will attend the Festival and
vote. The House voted last Friday also the International Trade Conference in Geneva.
to override by 331 to 83. The bill
bans closed shops, jurisdictional
The next 60 days, Johnston said,
strikes and secondary boycotts. It re- will tell whether Europe will or will
stricts union shops and a long line of not recover economically. European
other union practices. It gives the
Government machinery to delay recovery depends,
on "reconstruction and not he
on said,
reparations
— on
strikes in basic industries, makes
production
rather
than
on
ideologies."
unions liable for breach of contract, He said revitalization of the Ruhr coal
limits initiation fees, and guarantees industry is of primary importance. In
employers free speech. The bill re- this connection, he said, he will recorganizes the National Labor Relaommend to the military authorities in
tions Board, creates new mediation the occupied zones that John L. Lewis,
machinery, and sets up a joint Con- president of the United Mine Workgressional committee to study laborers, and top coal industry officials be
management relations.
invited to visit the Ruhr.
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Aiming

Arbitrary

at

Cut

4IA'
On

Calls
New

Meet
Taft,

InFilmlmports

Hartley

Would Make Imports and
Exports to U.S. Balance

Leaders of the IATSE will meet
with attorneys for the union this
week to discuss the Taft-Hartley
bill and its effect on "IA" contracts,
negotiations and the organization itself.
Attending the conference will be
Thomas J. Shea, assistant internathe "IA," who
presidentin of
heads thetionalunion
the absence of Richard F. Walsh, international president,
now in Europe ; William P. Raoul
general secretary-treasurer, Frank
and renresentatFe'Murdoch,
of
the law attornev.
firm of Judge
Matthew M.
Levy.

By PETER BURNUP
London, June 24. — The British
government will take "'enabling
its dispowers" to authorize it, at
cretion, to increase customs duties

London, June 24.— Lord Beaverbrook's London Daily Express today carried a front-page story to
the effect that the British govern-in
ment is planning a drastic cut
American film imports, with Chancellor of the Exchequer Hugh Dalton expected to issue an early
announcement. The story follows
editorial in Beaverbrook's
a recent
g Standard which demanded
cut.
aEvenin
on exposed motion picto anytureextent
films. This machinery will, if
necessary, adjust film imports against
(Continued on page 7)
Lachman
Allied

Opens

N.J.

Convention

Atlantic City, June 24.— Reviewtax-combattings ac-of
ing the admission Theatr
e Owner
tivities of Allied
New Jersey and the Federation of
New Jersey Theatres (of which N
), Edward LachJ. Allied is a memberpreside
nt, told the
man, N. J. Allied
aopening day meeting of the organiz
tion's three-day annual convention being held at the Ambassador Hotel
here, that "we will never give up the
fight against unfair taxation wherever
." ingThisthatstatecontemasplated
it mayment isbeviewed
signify
the
Federation will remain as a permanent tax-fighting unit.
Lachman also reported that ap(Continued on page 7)
Jurisdictional
Dispute Is Settled
t afLondon, June 24. — An agreemen
fecting 50,000 British film workers,
National
the
has been signed between
Association of Theatrical and Kine
Employes, the Association of Cinema
Technicians and the Electrical Trades
(Continued on page 4)
U.K.

Law

Taft-Hartley Bill
Causes Coast Stir
Hollywood, June 24.— Effect
of the Congressional passaga
of the Taft-Hartley bill over
the Presidential veto on studio labor setup today became
a topic of widespread speculawidely.
tion, although opinions varied
Majormittee studios'
has not yet labor
studiedcomthe
new law, an inquiry revealed,
but will do so in the near future, for guidance in contract
negotiations now in progress
and coming up within the
year. At present the majors
have closed-shop contracts
with 17 unions, union-shop
contracts with 13 and are in
between contracts with 12
others.

TEN CENTS
Circuits

Rush

Dissolutions
Of

Last

Pools

Affiliates Must Comply
With Decree by July 1

dis1 deadline
July
As the solution
of theatre
poolsfornears,
affiliated circuits are now winding

arrange-in
suchinvolved
all are
up thements inlast
whichof they
complian
Court with
decree.the New York Federal ce
Effective June 29, RKO will take
of its own R:gent Theaoperation
over tre,
Grand Rapids, which had been
operated by the Butterfield Circuit in
Among topics to be discussed are
aMajestic.
pool with
Butterfield's
Keith and
In New
York, Skouras
and
the effect of the bill on jurisdictiona'
RKO
have
joint
interests
in the
disputes, such as the Hollywood dispute where studio carpenters are or
Academy solutionand
disof whichJefferson
is beinghouses,
negotiated.
(Continued on page 4)
First-run
NY
In Syracuse, Schine Theatres and
RKO have interests in a corporation
which operates the Empire, Echo and
Firm
Grosses
Paramount, all of which are operated
Norris Named 20th's
in a pool with the Keith, owned by
Atlantic Manager
A sunny weekend that sent millions RKO. Break-up of the joint operaGlenn Norris, former branch man- of New Yorkers to beaches and other
tion is underway.
ager in Washington, has been ap- resorts did not have too serious an ef- Loew's and Paramount brought to
pointed Atlantic district manager for
(Continued on page 7)
fect on several first-run situations
20th Century-Fox, to succeed the late
Sam Gross, killed in a plane crash on here. In spite of competition provide^"
the weatherman business here ic
June 13. Gordon Contee, sales man- by
good generally and in some spots it i Chi. Court Refused
agerceedsin the
Washington
branch,
sucvery
strong.
Norris.
"New Orleans" clicked right off at Preferred Playing
The appointment was disclosed here
yesterday by Andrew W. Smith Jr., the Winter Garden with its firct
general sales manager. A decision is week's business estimated at $45,000
yet to be made on a succesor to the At the Paramount, "Dear Ruth," with
The only part of the decree in the
late C. E. Peppiatt, Mid-Eastern divi- Perry Como on stage, is drawing to*" Jackson Park Theatre, Chicago, anti$95,000
for
a
second
sion sales manager, who died in the money, about
trust case which was reversed by the
(Continued on page 6)
same plane crash.
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals was a
provision which would have accorded
the theatre the right to play one week
9 ?
ahead of its competitor, the Balaban
and Katz Maryland Theatre.
Crossfire
In eliminating
provision
from
(Continuedthat
on page
7)
[ RKO-Radio ] — Between the Eyes
wrote a novel which he called "The BricR
ARD " BROOK
RICH
RKO-RaSdio bought it. John Paxton did the screenplay. Weisfeldt Made E-L
Foxhole.
Edward Dmytryk directed, for producer Adrian Scott. It now Circuit Deal Head
Max Weisfeldt, special sales reprecomes forth as "Crossfire" and, like its counterpart within book covers,
sentative in New York for Eagleit deals with anti-Semitism.
has been placed in charge of
There are fictional characters, of course. There is a killing with shad- Lion,
circuit
deals,
by A. W. Schwalberg,
ings of the usual mystery and a surprise twist whereby the murderer E-L distribution vice-president, who,
time named Lou Weschler
him at the same(Continued
into the itnetas drawn
falls through
not proven,
suspected
thoroughly
on page 7)
well, theforstoryconstantly
coursing
this andbut"
But behind all
line proceeds unflaggingly and undaunted in its measured, yet scathing,
nurtured through ignorance
intolerance .
bigotry "and te
denunciationintoof ha
r
graduating
2 Reviews Today
"Crossfire", therefore, is a very important him although its future is
uncertain. Important because it took courage, because it is the sort of
In addition to "Crossfire"
film not normally associated with Hollywood, because it recognizes a
in
adjoining
columns,today
"Black
Gold"
is reviewed
on
antiknow
makers
its
because
a spade,
spade by another' name remains
"antis"
of the other
Semitism is the forerunner (Contintted
on page
7) — for instance, the antipage 4.
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Parade
D EN KALMENSON, Warner UENRY GINSBERG, Paramount
i-> vice-president and general sales A -1 production and studio executive,
Paramount's plan to organize and manager, is back in New York from is in New York from the Coast.
J-J IGHLIGHT of current newsreels
finance Employes' Investment Co., in a tour of Midwest and Southwest ex■f J- is the passing of the Taft-Hartley
which key personnel would participate changes.
Alfred Butterfi• eld, RKO Pathe bill. The oil tanker explosion in Los
and which would invest only in Paraharbor, a new air speed
•
News editor, has been cited in a fea- Angeles
mount common stock is attacked as
record and miscellaneous sports are
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount
Sunas
in
ture
the
the
Chicago
story
among other items covered. Complete
"illegal and constituting a waste of distribution chief, flew to Chicago last
member of Harvard's '37 class who contents follow.
the company's assets," in a stockhold- night for talks with district
manager
er's complaint filed in New York Allen Usher and Balaban and Katz has made the "most phenomenal rise." MOVIETONE NEWSv No. 8fr-Los A
Federal Court yesterday.
place was Franklin D. geles harbor rocked by explosion as
second
In
Roosevel
t, Jr.
executives.
tanker burns. Congress passes bill
Barney Balaban, Paramount presi•
President Truman's veto. War commanders1
dent, informed stockholders at the an•
jobs: Gen. MacArthur and
Curtis Mitchell, Paramount adnual meeting here June 17 that the
Gen.peacetime
James E. Perkins, Paramount on
Clark. Gov. Green of Illinois presents first bonus checks. Jet-propelled
plan is designed to provide further invertising-publicity manager, and Ben managing director for Great Brit- P-80R sets
new world record. Sports: Ascentive for about 45 executives who Washer, publicity chief, will visit Atain, and Fred E. Hutchinson, mansault wins, Foughkeepsie regatta.
Kansas City and
boys
bite
the
dust at Salinas Rodeo. Cowas participants in Employes' Invest- Minneapollanta, Detroit,
aging sales director for Britain, are in
is this week.
ment would profit by continued sucSan Francisco from Hollywood and
NEWS OF
DAY, No. 284— Film
cessful operation of Paramount. Stock•
are expected to fly here this week.
story of Capital THE
battle over labor bill.
U. S.
Mrs. Isador M. Rappaport, wife of
holders voted approval at the meeting.
jet
plane
sets
new
•
speed mark. The
Leah Scranfarber, plaintiff in the the owner of the Hippodrome, Balbecome
American citiThomas Baird, former film divi- LauritzzensMelchiors
Spotlight on Gen. MacArthur. Los
action, asks that the company be entimore, has returned from Union
sion chief for British Information Angeles blaze
wrecks ship in port area.
joined from consummating the pro- Memorial Hospital where she un- Services, left here yesterday
winner.
time
by plane Wavy wins rowing classic. Assault, an allposed investment plan. The complaint
for
London.
derwent an appendicitis operation.
He will vacation in
•
charges the plai would result in "irEngland and Scotland this summer.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 87-Navy unreparable damages to the plaintiff and
N. Peter Rathvon, president of
veils world's weirdest airplane. Gen. Mac•
other stockholders of the defendant RKO Radio, is expected
Arthur
home.
wins
James R. Grainger, Republic sales keepsie coming
to leave the
regatta. Veto Navy
battle makesPoughlabor
similarly situated."
and
distribu
tion
chief,
history.
and
Edwarp
Port
blast
rocks
Los
Angeles.
company'
the
attend
to
1
July
Coast
s
convention which opens at the Wal- L. Walton, assistant general sale*;
RKO PATHE NEWS, No. 8!>-Labor bill
manager, have returned to New York becomes
dorf-Astoria here on July 7.
Petrillo House Quiz
law. Navy wins 11-crew Poughfrom Chicago.
•
keepsie race.
Tanker explodes
Los Angeles
harbor. P-80R jet plane insets
May Be Postponed
Jack Osserman, RKO Radio
wodd
•
record.
Tucker car unveiled in Chicago.
Washington, June 24. — Despite Latin America supervisor, and Mrs
Marvin
Schenck
,
Loew's
vice- UNIVERSAL
the assertion of some members of the Osserman are in Chicago on a trip president and Eastern
NEWSREEL,
No. 50studio represenHouse labor committee that the around the country to visit RKO ofbill
passed
over President Truman's
tative, will leave here Friday for the Labor
veto.
Death
and
destructio
n
stalks
waterfices
before
returning
Coast.
to Rio.
front as oil tanker blows
group'strillo,
investigation
James C. FedPeP-80R sets
president of theofAmerican
•
new air speed record. Navyup.demonstrat
es
eration of Musicians, would start next
Norman Elson, vice-president
new plane, The Flying wins.
PbughMonday, the chances are that the Trans Lux Theatres, returned hereof Agnes McLaughlin of the Warner keepsie regatta. AssaultPancake."
New _ York exchange is celebrating
probe will be postponed at least until yesterday from Mexico.
her silver anniversary
with the com- Fairbanks Is Elected
the following week, if not longer.
•
The decision probably will be made
George W. Sisom, Westrex Corp. pany.
A Pathe Director
•
today by committee chairman Hartley merchandise manager, and Mrs. Sisom
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has been
Fred Hellin, vice-president and
and sub-committee chairman Kearns, are parents of a son.
sales manager for Astor Pictures has elected a member of the board of diboth of whom have been out of town.
•
rectors ofPathe Industries, Inc. at the
returned here after visiting PhiladelThe hitch is that the Supreme Court
Rodney Bush, 20th Centuryinvitat
ion
remanded the case to the district court, exploitation manager, has left here Fox
of Robert R. Young, railphia
and
Washingt
on
exchanges
.
for
so that Petrillo is still party to a Chicago and Detroit.
road executive and top Pathe stock•
George
holder.
A. Hickey, M-G-M Coast
Pathe Industries wholly owns
pending court proceeding. Congres•
sional committees usually have steered
Charles Walter, director of sales manager, is back at the Los Eagle-Lion which is its film producing
clear of getting entangled in such "Good
y, and
exchange after vacationing in compan
Pathe
processing
compan
y. Laboratories film
News" for M-G-M, has left Angeles
Palm Springs.
proceedings.
New York for Honolulu
.
Fairbanks is an independent pro•
ducer presently releasing through UniLouis B. Mayer will address the
Eric Johnston, MPA president,
Ascap Board To Meet
versal-International and also stars in
Association of Newspaper Advertising and his party arrived in Brussels yeshis own productions.
On Government Suit executives in San Francisco on July
terday
plane
from
New
York.
by
7.
•
A special meeting of the board of
•
National Supply
directors of the American Society of Lester Cohen, manager for WarErnest Emerling, Loew's advertisComposers, Authors and Publishers
ners in Panama, is in New York on ing-publicitv head, is visiting in BosManagers to Meet
ton and Providence this week.
has been called here for tomorrow to a vacation visit.
New Orleans, June 24.— A contake ^ up the matter of the Governference of Southern district managers
ment's
suit
against
the
of National Theatre Supply will be
on the charge that it isorganization
part
of
a
Six
Are
Promoted
Mary Pickford Still held here tomorrow and Thursday at
worldwide cartel.
Meanwhile it was disclosed yester- By RKO's Schwartz
M ulling U.A. Changes the Roosevelt Hotel. It will be presided over by W. E. Green, president,
day that Ascap has resigned from the
The situation involving the sale of
Sol A. Schwartz, general
International Confederation of Au- of RKO Theatres, has made manager
and
Oscar
S. Oldknow, vice-president.
United
Artists
or
the
appointme
nt
of
the fol new manageme
Managers attending will
be: W. G
thors and Composers Societies in Lon- lowing promotions,
for the company by
all to become ef its present nt
Boling,
owners remained un- Atlanta Charlotte; J. C. Brown,
don._
The
Society'
s
members
hip
in
fective,
Monday,
changed yesterday.
; T. W. Neely, New Orleans;
June 30 : Jerry Shinthe international organization was the
from city manager at Columbus,
A spokesman for Mary Pickford, R. L. Bostick, Memphis-Dallas; J
basis of the Government's allegation bach
I.
O.,
Watkins
.to assistant division manager,
, Oklahoma City.
of Ascap monopoly of music from
her scheduled deabroad.
Chicago; Max Mink, from manager who hasparturepostponed
for the Coast indefinitely, said
of the Fordham, New York, to city that no further development is ex- Korda Trial Ends
manager, at Cleveland; Lou Lutz
pected before tomorrow. Miss PickNew York Supreme Court Justice
Tola Names Donahue-Coe from manager of the Uptown, Deford is said to be studying revisions Bernard
Botein yesterday reserved
troit, to city manager in Grand in the offer to purchase the company
Donahue and Coe, advertising agendecision as trial of the breach-of-concy here, has been named by Tola Pro- Rapids.
made by Si Fabian, theatre operator, tract
suit filed against Alexander
In addition, Joseph Goetz will func- although those close to the situation
ductions to handle the newspapermagazine campaign for "The Roosetion as RKO field representative, re- still are of the opinion that she has no Korda by Laudy Lawrence ended.
directly to the home office. intention of selling. Meanwhile, her
velt Story," by Martin
co- rorting
Harry Schreiber has been transferred decision on the appointment of Tom Cancella Opens Office
producer of the film. TheLevine
campai
gn
will be aimed at all large cities, with from Cleveland to city manager in J. Connors, former vice-president of
P. J. Cancella will open offices here
concentration on the Atlantic Coast
Columbus, while Walter Ahrens will 20th Century-Fox, as U.A. president Polish
after July
films.2 to handle Italian and
is in abeyance.
at the outset, Levine said.
replace Lutz in Detroit
Investment

Plan
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THE

RIGHT

TRACK,

MISTER!
The news of M-G-M's
production program has
electrified the industry!
for the fan mail! Our

gigantic
literally
Thanks
Friendly

customers applaud us for leading
the way as usual with optimism,
daring and greatness!

M-G-M

RELEASES!

Plenty of top product

JUNE!

from

Leo

JULY!

when

AUGUST!

you need

it most!

HUCKSTERS"- Clark Gable, Deborah Kerr • "THE YEARLING" (Technicolor)- Gregory Peck,
Ricardo Montalban
Jane Wyman, Claude Jarman, Jr. • "FIESTA" (Technicolor) -Esther Williams,
James Craig,
Barrymore,
"HIGH BARBAREE"- Van Johnson, June Allyson • "DARK DELUSION"-Lionel
-Gene
Lucille Bremer • "CYNTHIA" -Elizabeth Taylor, George Murphy • "LIVING IN A BIG WAY"
Robert
Hepburn,
Kelly, Marie McDonald ("The Body") • "SEA OF GRASS" -Spencer Tracy, Katharine
Reprints:
Walker, Melvyn Douglas • "ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE" -Van Johnson • Two Masterpiece
Production
Selznick
O.
David
r)—
(Technicolo
WIND"
THE
WITH
"GONE
and
"THE GREAT WALTZ"
*
"THE

M-G-M

RELEASES

STARTING

SEPTEMBER!

OF LOVE"— Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid, Robert Walker • "UNFINISHED DANCE"
OF THE
(Technicolor)— Margaret O'Brien, Cyd Charisse, Karin Booth, Danny Thomas • "MERTON
MOVIES" - Red Skelton • "SONG OF THE THIN MAN" - William Powell, Myrna Loy • "GREEN
DOLPHIN STREET"— Lana Turner, Van Heflin, Donna Reed • "THE BIRDS AND THE BEES" (Technicolor)
— Jeanette MacDonald, Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell
*
"SONG

IN

PRODUCTION

"THE

BIGGEST

PARADE

OF

M-G-M

HITS!"

WALL"— Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter • "IF WINTER COMES"— Walter Pidgeon, Deborah Kerr,
Rooney,
Angela Lansbury • "VIRTUOUS"-Van Johnson, June Allyson • "KILLER McCOY"-Mickey
TIMBERLANE"Elizabeth Taylor • "ALIAS THE GENTLEMAN"- Wallace Beery, Tom Drake • "CASS
Kathryn Grayson
Sinatra,
Frank
r)(Technicolo
Spencer Tracy, Lana Turner • "KISSING BANDIT"
(Technicolor)
YOU"
WITH
ISLAND
AN
"ON
•
"UPWARD TO THE STARS"— Robert Walker, Donna Reed
ME OF
—Esther Williams, Peter Lawford, Ricardo Montalban, Cyd Charisse, Jimmy Durante • "SPEAK TO
William
Turner,
)-Lana
(Technicolor
S"
MUSKETEER
"THREE
•
LOVE"-Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon
ING OF
Powell, Gene Kelly, Van Heflin • "B. F.'s DAUGHTER'-Katharine Hepburn ■ "HOMECOM
Berlin's
Irving
•
Colbert
Claudette
Tracy,
Spencer
ULYSSES"— Clark Gable • "STATE OF THE UNION"—
"EASTER PARADE" (Technicolor)— Judy Garland, Gene Kelly, Peter Lawford, Cyd Charisse
"HIGH
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Trammell

Review

Bill

New

Columbus, June 24. — Alleged "featherbedding" practices in theatres, such
as stanuby orcnestras and extra stagehands, would be prohibited unuer
terms of the Van Aken labor bill,
passed in the Ohio legislature's closing session and now awaiting Gov.
Herbert's signature.
Strikes in support of such practices
are forbidden. Section No. 2 forbids
"any money
strike for
to compel
pay
services annotemployer
performedto
or to force employment of any person
or persons not required by such employer, or to use material or equipment not required by the employer."
Under the bill, employers are forbidden to interfere in union organization, to use "yellow-dog" contracts, to
fire workers for filing charges under
the act, and to refuse to bargain collectively. Unions are forbidden to use
violence in picketing, to picket illegally or to engage in sympathy,
jurisdictional and sit down strikes or
secondary boycotts, or to strike to
compel employers to recognize an employee representative not chosen by a
majority of the workers.
UK

Picture

Jurisdictional
(Continued from page 1)

Union, "resolving all jurisdictional
differences" between the three unions
and defining which class of workers
will join the individual unions.
Richard F. Walsh, president of the
IATSE, who is visiting here from
America, was honor guest at a
luncheon given by NATKE, during
which he said he will take the agreement to America as a model. Walsh
said he hoped the agreement will resolve
Hollywood unions' jurisdictionalthe difficulties.

"Black Gold"
(Allied Artists)

Hollywood, June 24
,..
, high
u 1 i • the
1KMLYv bulwarking
Ftt?t\4-t
prestige which this producing
group has
aiready won, this Cmecolor drama of the career of a great Kentucky
Derby winning horse, entertainingly and expertly produced, carries an honest
guarantee of solid grosses. Different and novel in that its main characters are
reservation Indians realistically portrayed with impressive dignity by Anthony
Quinn and Katherine DeMille, it also has the sure-fire box-office bait of
race horses and two pulse-pumping racing sequences.
Lying fallow in public domain as a ready-made
since Black
Gold sensationally won the 1924 Kentucky Derbystoryforproperty
his Indian woman
owner, producer Jeffrey Bernerd and his director, Phil Karlson, have given
the story a painstaking production that pans every last grain of pay dirt out
of the real-life, dramatic story on which it is based. Its moments of poignancy,
high exhilaration, humor and tenderly touching husband-and-wife romance
might have been weighed on an apothecary's scale, so well do they build
and balance the screen story to its thrillingly triumphant climax.
As the reservation Indian owner of Black Gold, Charley Eagle, who never
lives to see his beloved horse win the Derby, Anthony Quinn turns in the
best performance of his mounting climb to prominence as a screen actor. It
is a highly skilled, sincere, almost zealous portrayal of a very difficult role.
Shoulder to shoulder, sharing his high acting accomplishment, is Katherine
DeMille as Sarah, his Indian wife. The tender byplay of their mutual understanding, respect and love provide .the refreshingly different romance of the
picture. It is she, as a widow then, who sees Black Gold race to triumph in
the Derby, to provide for the picture's finish one of its finest moments.
Ducky Louie, Chinese boy adopted by the Indian couple, and who rides
Black Gold to win, also reveals increasing and solid talents as an actor. He
takes rank next
the screen today. to the well-known Keye Luke as the best Chinese actor on
Following faithfully the real life story, tribulations and triumph of Black
Gold
the horse's
the care
film depicts
of theto future
Derby
winner.and With
loving,owners,
confident
Quinn the
rearsfoaling
the colt
its beautiful
thoroughbred maturity, with his Chinese foster son sharing the Indian's
affection for the horse. As he trains Black Gold, the Indian envisions winning
the Kentucky Derby as the climactic achievement for the love and care lavished on a fine horse. When oil is discovered on his property, the horse is
named Black Gold, but fateful circumstances are also set in motion which
bring about Quinn's injury at an oil rig, and which eventually causes his
death
his beloved
Able before
character
support horse's
is given victory.
Quinn and Miss DeMille by Kane Richmond, Elyse Knox, Moroni Olsen, Raymond Hatton, Thurston Hall, Charles
Trowbridge and Darryl Hickman.
Running time, 92 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
September.
W.J.McG!
IA' Will Meet
(Continued from page 1)

SOPEG Meet on T-H Law
A special membership meeting to
discuss the Taft-Hartley bill's effect
on current and future negotiations
will be held here tomorrow evening
by Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, Local No. 109, CIO.

strike ; the effect on the closed shop
leature
existschanges,
in most if "IA"
contracts,which
and what
any,
should be made in union policy because of the bill.
. One top official of the union is said
to feel that the banning of the closed
shop, as written in the bill, will have
little practical
effect on distribution
the "IA," because of the scattered
of
many "IA" members. For example,
he cited the case of two motion picture projectionists working in the
same booth of a theatre in small
towns. He though it would be highly
unlikely that one of the two would
be a non-union man.
On theareother
hand, local
"IA" about
union
officials
seriously
concerned
the effects of the bill on new organi| LOS ANGELES
zation. They feel that the bill has
many restrictions which will hamper
CHICAGO
the_ recruiting of new members, and
also increase friction be\SAN FRANCISCO \ which will
tween employers and employes.
The attitude of the Screen Office
\ See your travel agent or phone \
and Professional Employes Guild,
LExington 2-7100
Local No. 109, CIO, toward the new
or visit TWA ticket office at
law is shown by a leaflet issued b
80 East 42nd St.
SOPEG on Monday which declared
"We've Just Begun to Fight."
Finishing
'Blanche executive
Fury'
Anthony Havelock-Allan,
producer of J. Arthur Rank's "Great
Expectations," and one of the three
writers responsible for the screenplay
of the Dickens story, is finishing
"Blanche Fury."

Astor

Joins

Childrens'

MPA's

Program

Astor Pictures, which owns rights
to a large number of pictures produced in the past by major companies
has joined the Motion Picture Asso
ciation's Childrens' Film Library pro
gram. Astor's joining brings to three
the number of non-major companies
now participating, the others being
Republic and Monogram. It is understood that Film Classics will also join.
_ MPA invited Astor and Film Classics to participate in the program because both companies hold rights to a
large
children.number of reissues suitable for
Astor has made immediately avail
able to the program's preview com
mittee the following films : "Swiss
Family Robinson," "Little Men,"
"Terror
of Tinytown," "Children of
the Wild," "Titans of the Deep,"
"Silver Devil," "Fangs of the Wild"
and "Tom Brown's School Days."

Cleveland Variety Party
Cleveland, June 24— July 21 is the
date set for the Variety Club golf
tournament, to be held at the Beechmont Country Club, the first since
1941. Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager, is general chairman, with Tony
Stern and Peter Bathory in charge of
tickets; Louis Ratener, treasurer;
Sam Abrams, prizes; Nat Barach,
entertainment, and J. Knox Strachan,
publicity.

Video

Describes
System

Washington, June 24. — Development of a "revolutionary system" of
high-speed communications, with a
potential for handling more than 1,000,000 words a minute, was disclosed
here by Niles Trammell, president
of National Broadcasting.
An outgrowth of television, the neytt
system is being developed by RCiBp
and
has beenUtilizing
tentatively
referred radio
to as^
Ultrafax.
microwave
relays, the system could transmit letters, business documents, newspapers,
magazines and books, while simultaneously carrying ordinary telephone
speech and telegrams. It can also be
used to provide an intercity network
for television as well as standard and
FM broadcast programs, it was said.
Each printed page is treated as a
frame of a television picture, Trammell added, and flashed in rapid succession. At the receiving end, the
pages are reproduced by a new highspeed photographic process for quick
delivery. RCA expects to demonstrate
the
stated.system publicly this summer, he
Trammell outlined the system during testimony before a Senate commerce subcommittee holding hearings
on the bill to rewrite the Federal
Communications Act. His purpose
was to highlight the changes possible
in broadcasting, and the need for taking these changes into account in
drafting any new communications law.

Philco

Televisor Has
Front Projection
A new television receiver projecting a picture 15-by-20 inches and
claimed to be brighter than previous
projection
has been demonstrated byreceivers
Philco Corp.
The set employs a new system, the
pictures being projected upon the
screen from the front instead of
through the screen from the rear.
Alexander Answers FTC
Washington, June 24.— Alexander
Films, one of four advertising film
companies cited by the Federal Trade
Commission for restraint of trade, has
filed an answer with the Commission,
denying any guilt.
According to FTC spokesmen, Alexander's answer was "substantially
the same" as those filed last week by
two other companies. All three stated
that their contracts were legal and
not monopolistic.

Nelson To Speak to NAB
Washington, June 24. — Donald
Nelson, president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers,
will attend the National Association
of Broadcasters' "freedom of expression" meeting Thursday. Present also
at the one-day meeting will be KenClark, representing the Motion
Pictureneth Association,
and key persons
in the fields of broadcasting, newspapers, magazines, and book publishGet Video Relay License
Washington, June 24. — Balaban
and Katz, Chicago, have been granted
a license to cover the conversion of
their experimental television broadcast station to an experimental television relay broadcast station, the Federal Communications Commission has
announced.

/ou

Western

Electric

magnetically
light valve

Magnetically sealed light valves are an outstanding feature of the new line of Western
Electric recording equipment.
These new type valves, a triumph of
precision in design and manufacture, are
nevertheless small and rugged, and provide
the highest degree of recording efficiency
ever achieved.

Magnetic sealing keeps dust and foreign
material out permanently. And you get
stable operating characteristics regardless

Electrtcai a

Western
233 BROADWAY

sealed

of temperature changes, for the various
materials in the valve have compensating
coefficients of expansion.
Other advantages are improved optics
and better damping of the ribbons, which
reduces the resonant peak to small proThe magnetically sealed valve is one
portions.
of numerous reasons why Western Electric
means the best in motion picture sound.

^fiattv

_6601 Romotne Street

The Western Electric 400 Series leads a new
line of sound recording equipment. Records
standard or 200 mil push-pull track.
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Ohio

Motion
Owners

By Cut

in Job

Aided
Tax

Columbus, June 24. — Thousands of
dollars will be saved by Ohio theatre
owners annually under the terms of
amended Senate bill No. 112, passed
by the legislature and expected to be
signed by Gov. Herbert. The bill
provides a cut of approximately SO
per cent in the state unemployment
tax.
Other employer benefits include:
provision for payment of benefits to
those who quit jobs voluntarily only
if the resignation is for just cause;
provision for immediate notice to the
last employer on claims filed so that
he can offer back the same or another
job; clarification of the definition of
"marital obligations" by adding the
words, "parental, filial or other domestic" provision
;
for monthly statement of charge-back to employers
upon written request (giving an employer an up-to-date picture of his
benefit account and permitting him to
offer jobs to former workers.
Goldberg Will Launch
Ohio Tax Fight Today
Cleveland, June 24. — Harry Goldberg, head of Warner publicity-exploitation, will conduct a meeting of local
industry members in the Motion Picture Exhibitor Association headquarters, here, tomorrow, to discuss plans
to combat any local amusement taxes
that might be proposed to take the
place of the state three per cent
amusement tax which was recently repealed.
L. Foeldes, U-I Sales
Head in Europe, Dies
Louis Foeldes, 53, general sales
manager in Europe for UniversalInternational since Aug., 1945, died
suddenly in Paris on June 19, according to word received at the U-I home
office here yesterday.
Foeldes entered the industry in 1926
in Hungary and had been associated
with U-I since 1938 when he was appointed supervisor for Eastern Europe.
He leaves a widow.
WB's
Dies
Funeral May
servicesStringer
were held yesterday at the Church of the Sacred
Heart, Brooklyn, for May Stringer,
Warner Brothers home office receptionist, who died on Saturday in her
home in Brooklyn. Miss Stringer was
the oldest Warner receptionist in
years of service, having started with
the company 24 years ago.
Services for Elliott
Albany, N. Y., June 24.— Funeral
services were held today for Fred
Elliott, who conducted the Clinton
Square Theatre before sound, one of
the city's best-known houses. He
died Saturday. Surviving are the
widow and three children.

Picture

Film Rentals in Ohio
Remain Tax-Exempt
Columbus, June 24. — Exemption of film rentals from
the Ohio sales or use tax will
be continued, following passage of House Bill No. 453
which extends the exemption
granted two years ago.
It was feared, prior to passage of the bill, that repeal of
the admission tax would
cause the sales or use tax to
be reimposed. Gov. Herbert
is expected to sign the bill.
Enterprise
Opens

on

Meeting
the

Coast

Hollywood, June 24. — George Schaefer, Enterprise vice-president, at the
opening
the company's
first annual
meeting, of
forecast
today a global
return
of $32,000,000 from the $11,000,000
invested in Enterprise's first five pictures. He estimated that "Ramrod,"
its curtain-raiser, would total 14,000
play-dates.
In a speech emphasizing various
challenges from other forms of entertainment, David L. Loew, board chairman, stressed that along with increased
leisure time is the mounting competition from radio, television, road
tours by stage plays, expanded travel
opportunities, opportunities afforded
by new cars and reduced restrictions.
He pledged that Enterprise would adhere to "a code which calls for the
highest possible standards of good taste
without sacrificing one iota of entertainment value." meetings will conThe Enterprise
tinue for the remainder of the week.
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Paramount

Steaks

Revive 'Pauline'
Paramount was host yesterday to
approximately 150 newspaper, magazine, trade press and radio representatives at an old-fashioned beefsteak
dinner at the Hotel Astor here preceding ascreening of "Perils of Pauline" at the Comet Theatre, said to be
oneA ofhome
Newoffice
York's
oldest film
delegation
was houses.
headed
by Barney Balaban, Paramount president ;Leonard Goldenson, vice-president, and their guest, A. H. Blank of
Tri-State Theatres, Des Moines, who
is visiting in New York.
Milton Berle, who claimed to be an
alumnus of the original "Perils of
Pauline" and offered his jokes to
prove it, was master-of-ceremonies at
the _ dinner and introduced the following bona fide associates of the
Pearl White original : Ray Walker,
composer of the song, "Poor Pauline" ; Harry Woods, Mrs. Violet
Woods, Sidney Blackmer, Dan Courtney and Peter Barbier, members of the
original cast, and Donald Mackenzie,
director.
Express

Favor

for

'Junior Admissions'
Minneapolis, June 24.— Announcement by Minnesota Amusement Co.
that reduced junior admission prices
would be established in its Loop and
suburban Twin Cities theatres has
brought
favorable reaction"
from the "great
public, Harry B. French,
president, reports.
"Telephone calls and letters from
parents and junior theatre patrons
alike indicate the public realizes the
benefits they will derive from the new
junior admission prices," French
stated, adding that "if we are to
judge from praise we have received
Warner Bookers Join for launching this program, the junior
be the most welcome move"
will years.
planmany
in
Zone
Managers'
Talks
Warner bookers and buyers attended the company's home office zone 'Wyoming' Premiere
theatre managers' meeting conducted In Cheyenne Tod
ay
here yesterday by Harry M. Kalmine,
president and general manager of Republic's "Wyoming" will have its
Warner Theatres.
world premiere at the Lincoln and
Bookers and buyers who attended Paramount theatres in Cheyenne,
were: Max Freidman, Albany; Sam Wyo., today, marking the annual
Blaskey, Newark; Max Hoffman, Cheyenne Frontier Days celebration.
New Haven; Tony Stern, Cleveland;
A two-day reception for Republic
Alex Halperin, Chicago ; John Tur- stars William Elliott and Vera Ralston and others from the cast will
ner, Philadelphia; Harry Feinstein,
Pittsburgh, and George Crouch, include parades, broadcasts, inductions into Indian tribes and other
Washington.
events.
F. H. Ricketson, president of Fox
RKO
Would
Rent Intermountain Theatres, Denver, was
Disney Coast Studios host to the Republic party in Denver.
premiere, "Wyoming"
RKO Radio has been negotiating Following the
60 day-and-date engagewith Walt Disney Productions to will have
ments
throughout
the Rocky Mountain area.
rent the Disney studios on the Coast,
it was disclosed here yesterday.
A spokesman for Disney said that Para. Outing Today
dickering has been going on for several months. The Disney firm has 55 Paramount personnel will attend
acres of studio production space, and, their annual outing today at the New
Longshore Country Club, Westport,
according to the spokesman, uses Conn.
sound stages only two months annually.

$639,500 Grossed by
'Expectations' Here
First British film to play
the Music Hall here since
"Clouds Over Europe," eight
years
J. tions"
Arthur will
RanK's
"Great ago,
Expecta
conclude afive-week engagement
at the theatre tonight with a
gross erie
of Hobson
$639,500
Oddly,
is. the
star Valboth films.

New

York Grosses
(Continued from, page 1)

1

week. And "Miracle on 34th Street,
with a stage show, is still showin.
plenty of power at the Roxy wher
$94,000 is seen for a third week.
J. Arthur Rank's "Great Expects
tions" will wind up a splendid five
week engagement at the Music Hal
tonight. The final week's revenu
should hit $120,000; "The Ghost an«
Mrs. Muir" opens there tomorrow.
In its return Broadway engagement
"Duel in the Sun" is likely to provide
the Victoria with a handsome $20,00(
for a second week. The third and fina;
week of "The Web" gave the Cri
tenon
a fair
$18,000,
will open
there
today. estimated ; "Ivy
At the Astor, "The Best Years o
Our Lives" slipped a little in its 30tl
week with $25,000 apparent, which i
still good business but a little unde
the previous week's income. "It Hap.
Fifth Avenue" is encounter-:
on difficulty
pened
ing some
at the Rivoli where
$15,000 is indicated for a second week
Eagle-Lion's "Repeat Performance" i
due
next, to open there on July 1.
Third and final week of "Chey
enne," with Ted Lewis on stage, prob
ably will provide the Strand with a
fair $35,000; "The Unfaithful" will
open
Friday. "Riff Raff" will bow
in at on
the Palace on Saturday followJ
mg "Woman on the Beach" which apfor week.
a mild $12,500 in its'
second pears
andheadedfinal
"Henry V" is holding up well at
the Broadway where the third weekwill
in ee,"
$20,000. The Capitol's
"Highbring
Barbar
with Guy Lombardo's orchestra on stage probably!
will conclude a third and final week
tonight with $41,000, which is moderate; "Fiesta" will follow tomorrow.
"Possessed," at the Hollywood,
is
good for $23,000 in a fourth week,,
while "Privat
of
Ami,"
at the Globe, eis Affairs
down to an Bel
estimated!
$10,000 in a second and final week;
the Globe's
slated
to makenextits will
debut beon "Ramrod
Saturday,".)
"Drums
Along
the
Mohawk
and J.
"Swanee River" will complet
e "second
and final week at the Gotham with
about $8,500, not too good: it will be
succeeded on Friday by another reissue combination, "South of Pango
Pango" and "The Corsican Brothers."
"A Lady Surrenders" and 35 minutes
of newsreels were not too successful
at the Park where $6,000 is anticipated in a first week.
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(Continued
Crossfir

Claims 68 Millions in
Dollar Remittances

London, June 24. — QuesCatholicism which Robert Young, detective-captain of Irish antecedents,
tioned in the House of Comgrimly highlights from his own family history.
mons,
Hugh Dalton, ChancelReception appears uncertain because there is no precedent upon which to
lor of the Exchequer declared
that lartheremittance
averageto annual
draw. To understand how hard-hitting and how direct "Crossfire," is, it is
U. S. dolfilm
well to repeat that no punches are pulled. There are no dodges in dialogue,
and no vaguely maintained allusions which suspend the spectator in doubts.
companies
during
1944-45-46
was slightly over 17,000,000
are difThis amounts to an essentially new experience against which reactions theatrepounds (about $68,000,000).
ficult to forecast. There will be ardent supporters, and we hope many
Remittances from the U. S.
men and vast audiences. Inevitably, too, there will be those with a contrary
viewpoint predicated on their conviction that this is subject matter too delicate
for British films were relato expect proper digestion from mass audiences.
tively small, he added. Asked
The stalwart creators of this attraction undertake a direct story relying on
for
actual
American remittances to Britain, Dalton said
overtones and meanings to generate suspense and power. Sam Levene,
he would rather not give
Okinawa veteran returned to civilian life, is found beaten to death in his
totals until he can secure
is assigned to the case. In a series of flashapartment. Young, the detective,
actual figures.
backs each primary witness— each a soldier— gives his version. Robert Ryan,
who just doesn't like Jews or those who like Jews, gives one. George Cooper,
wife and seriously inseparated from
muddled artist
andcircumstantially,
confusedvolved
. his
gives long
another
_
long con- Dissolutions
Out of the crossfire Young decides what the audience will have unpremedi(Continued from page 1)
probably
murder—
one
to
driven
killer,
the
is
Ryan
that
cluded •
and to another
tated—for no more valid reason than uncontrolled prejudice
attempt.
the
in
killed
is
and
break
a
to cover his tracks. Cornered, he makes
end a pool involving four theatres
pungent, an
in Pittsburgh. Warners now operates
The trappings are good and production quality expert. Dialogue isexplosive.
its Warner and Strand Theatres there,
performances on a high level, direction absorbing and theme
int in Funds Would Halt
Loew's has taken over the Penn
this is the first from Schary s and
Schary presents",studios.
Carrying the line, "Dore
and Ritz.
igriculture Dept. Films
regime as production head of RKO Radio
block
Warners has withdrawn its Ohio
minutes. General audience classification. Release
Red inKann.
6 time, 86 .
,7
1 Washington, June 24. — No films No.Running
Theatre, Mansfield, O., from a pool
'rill be produced in the coming fiscal
with William N. Skirball's Mansfield
'ear by the Department of AgriculWarners had opNJ Allied Convention and Ritz
ture's motion picture unit if the pres- Chicago Court
erated the houses.
three.
(Continued from page 1)
nt agriculture appropriations bill
(Continued
from
page
1)
At
20th
Century-Fox
it was said
) asses the Senate, according to Chesr Lindstrom head of the unit.
that
at
the
last
count
the
the mem- theatre subsidiary, National company's
centhasof subscribed
Theatres,
"The proximatel
Funds granted in the present bill the decree, the court said:
bershipyof N.90J. per
Allied
has made progress in dissolving _30
the
by
seek
Park)
(Jackson
to
a
master
contract
on
pictures
spon
vould permit the motion picture unit plaintiffsa favore
fixed position in the
pools in Milwaukee, Kansas City,
inly to take care of its services and decreee which dthey
have sought to sored by National Allied. He did
omplete eight films on which produc- schem y. The plaintiffs have a right not describe the contract further other Denver, Los Angeles and San Frandestro
cisco. Paramount's pooled theatre
ion was started this year.
e for any. playing position, than
it is "pending."
Lachman
the meeting that he operations are about at an end, a
to say told
All projects which were under con- to compet
d
awarde
be
to
right
said, but details were not
and National Allied president Jack spokesman
ideration have been cancelled, Lind- but they have no
made available.
trom stated.
and protected by decree in any cer- Kirsch had met with representatives
does not appear to us, the of Confidential Reports and "resolved
"This
tain position."
Hollywood, June 24. — Fox West
Kositsky, Shumsker
"as using, many complaints between Confidential Coast Theatres today turned over to
provision,
ofto the
said
court
conspiracy
the
destroy
the decree
He added that "toformer partners the operation of
and dayexhibitors."
In New PRC Posts
we feel that such complaints are its
but rather to preserve the evil in the
10 pooled theatres in California, and
I Stanley Kositsky has joined Pro- interest of the plaintiffs."
Allied has been negotiating will complete transfer of three more
■lucers Releasing Corp. as Philadelphia
New York attorneys interpreted at Jersey
a minimum."
P. Skouras, presiCharles
alesman. under branch manager Sam that part of the decision to mean that for
a candy deal "which will be bene by July
dent,1,announced
tonight. Theatres af£. Diamond, it was announced by B. and K. henceforth would be re- ficial to the membership and will
fected are: the Leimert and United
;ialph Clark, general sales manager
quired to bid competitivelytures. ,for• picLachmanrevenue
said. to the organization,' Artists, Los Angeles ; Rialto, San
■ i bring
li Sidney Shumsker, Army veteran
Francisco ; Alhambra, Sacramento ;
He
assured
the meeting that the or California,
original
the
;pas also joined Producers Releasing,
All other provisions ot
Ontario; Nile, Bakersfield;
lis a salesman in Boston branch, where Jackson Park Theatre decree were ganization is prepared to combat any Aztec,
Mission and Plaza, San Diego
lae will work under manager A. J affirmed by the court
change in the proposed increase in the and the Golden State, Riverside.
Ascap theatre seat tax, and said that
'[/7ecke.
that matter as well as resolutions op
d in Alham1, the mGarfiel
By bra,July
Cal., Orpheu
in Yuma,
Ariz.,
posing bingo and the presentation of and the Alto in Los Angeles will be
UK Film Imports
Britain Withdraws
16mm. films in hotels and taverns in transferred. Previously, five other
(Continued from page 1)
competition with established theatres theatres in this state had reverted to
New $100,000,000
will be discussed in detail before the
;:xports to a reasonable level. On
Foxt West Coast reWashington, June 24. — Conconvention adjourns. Tomorrow and partners,sumedwhile
Tune 3, Motion Picture Daily re
managemen
of five houses.
withrated
tinuing with accele
Thursday
the
convention
will
hold
Ported that the British Treasury De
withhas
Britain
drawals,
i >artment was planning to reduce the
open-forum meetings, with Kirsch Weisfeldt Named
another $100,000,000
drawn
Irving Dollinger and Lachman acting
notion picture mutual exchange de
from the U. S. Loan, the
(Continued from page 1)
as moderators.
iciency existing between this country
today. lsAced withdrawa
Treasury report
Dr.
Allen
B.
DuMont,
president
of
Hnd the U. S.
cumulated
to
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Pas successor to Weisfeldt in his former
t The enabling powers, however, will
$2,050,are
loan
the
on
date
'lot be put into operation in the event
saic, N. J., in an outline of television
000,000. Treasury officials exWeschler, who has been in motion
possibilities for theatres, predicted at
;i satisfactory return in terms of Britwithdrawals
r
furthe
no
pect
the convention that the first applica- picture distribution for many years,
■ sh screenings in America is forththis fiscal year.
tion will be the showing of important formerly was associated with United
:oming.
Britain has so far used up
Artists, Walt Disney Productions and
Meanwhile, a congested House of
events, many of which occur in post.
sports
in a little less than one year
the afternoon when attendance is low. RKO Radio. Weisfeldt, who has been
,Commons Parliamentary program will
the amount of money originHe added that immediate news events with Eagle-Lion since its inception
prevent discussion of the proposal toally planned to cover two.
could be televised and appended to nine months ago, formerly was with
lay, but an early debate is deemed
nevitable.
newsreels.
Columbia Pictures' sales department.
Washington, June 24. — After three
eeks of delay and debate, the
iouse today approved by a 272-t<">j vote the Mundt bill to authorize
ie State Department overseas inforation program.
The bill provides for the Departent to use private resources wher," T ossible, and sets up an 11 -man
Br_y, including a film representave, to make policy decisions and
anerallv supervise the program.
The House vote was almost aca;mic, however, since Senate leaders
ave decided to shelve the bill. In:ead, they favor a stop-gap apororiation. The full Senate apnronnaons committee today approved a
rant of $13,000,000 for the State Deartment's overseas information proram during the coming fiscal year,
lcluding $800,000 for the motion
icture division. The Department had
;quested $37,000,000. including $3,00,000 for film activities.
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Join
Slash

MPTOA
in

Tax

Program

Coyne Says a 10% Levy
Will Be Definitely Sought

Unger
3-Day

YORK, U.S.A., THURSDAY,

Sets
Meet

MPA Delays Report
On Theatre Survey

New

Washington,
June 25. —report
Publication of a statistical
on exhibition in the Buffalo
exchange area, originally
scheduled for the end of this
month sion by
researchPicture
diviof thetheMotion
Association has been postponed until mid-July. Revisions in the report necessitated postponement, an MPA
spokesmen said here today.
MPA's research department
expects to issue at intervals
reports on all film exchange
areas in the country.

Policy

general
Artists'
Unger, United
J. J.manager,
sales
has called
a three-day
district managers' sales conference to
be held on Tuesday through Thursday, July 8-10, at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.
Unger will conduct the meeting,
assisted by Edward M. Schnitzer,
Eastern and Canadian sales manager,
and Maury Orr, Western sales manager. The meeting will be attended by
district managers, home office executives and members of the home office
sales
staff.
review of theproduct
company's
current andA forthcoming
and
discussions on sales policy will top
the agenda.
Settles
District managers attending will be : Lawrence
Clayton Eastman, New England;
Jack Ellis, New York; Mark N.
Silver, Pennsylvania - Washington; Suit Against Korda
(Continued on page 8)

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America will definitely join with
the American Theatres Association
in filing proposals for a Federal
admission tax reduction with the
House Ways and Means Committee
in Washington, Robert W. Coyne,
ATA executive director, disclosed
here yesterday, following meetings
Levy, MPTOA genwith eralHerman
counsel.
The tax-slashing plan, it is said, will
■be replete with estimates of theatre
grosses during the last five years,
Government revenue derived from exhibition inthe past, estimates of yields
in the event the proposals are ac- U. S. Warns of Drop
cepted, and other data. It will bear the
signatures of Ted R. Gamble, ATA In Exports by Jan. 1
board chairman, and Julian Brylawski,
MPTOA vice-president. Both appeared before the House group last
Washington, June 25. — The Demonth. Final decision on joint action,
partment of Commerce today prewhich had been under consideration
dicted the possibility of a decline in
{Continued on page 8)
U. S. exports before the end of the
year to the rate at which foreign
countries are using up their dollar
exchange.
d
U.S.-Sweden Accor
Exports are expected to remain
large in the second quarter of the year
(Continued on page 6)
Keeps Import Quota

Impartial
TEN CENTS
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For

20th-Fox
Is

Late

Set
Runs

Some Films Available
At 15%, Others Flat
By RED KANN
Atlantic City, June 25. —
Twentieth Century-Fox, in a wide
reversal of policy, will aid small
town exhibitions and the sub-subsequent runs in larger situations under
a policy which A. W. Smith, newly
appointed general sales manager, declared could send film rentals as low
as 15 per cent and not beyond 40
perThecent.plan, which will be adopted
experimentally in New Haven June
30, and nationally thereafter, if it
proves successful there, provides that
exhibitors in the categories defined,
are to play not less than two and
not more than five attractions on percentages while the rest of the company's
flat rental. program will be available on

The breach - of - contract action
brought by Laudy Lawrence against
Sir Alexander Korda was settled before Justice Bernard Botein in New
York Supreme Court yesterday with
payment of 30,000 preference shares
of Korda's London Film Productions,
Ltd., stock at face value of one pound
Road shows — like "Forever Amber"
from Castile" — are outper share ($120,000) and $17,500 in and "Captain
side the formula.
cash to Lawrence.
For
the
attractions
Lawrence originally asked for the
(Continued on which
page 8)play perblock of stock in addition to over
$300,000 which he said was due him
under the terms of his pact which was
terminated two-and-a-half years be- NCA to Demand
US
fore its expiration
the
(Continued ondate.
page During
6)
Probe: Berger Says

Washington, June 25. — Terms of
the recently-concluded trade accord
Atlantic City, June 25. — DeclarFestivals
Film
between Sweden and the U. S. provide World
ing that all efforts at amicable negotiation for a more liveable policy of
for Swedish importation of the same
distribution had failed, Benny Berger.
amount during the next year as for
North Central Allied president, told
last year and special treatment for imthe opening session of New Jersey
by Johnston
ports mentioned in the 1935 agree- Proposed
Allied here today that the Washington
ment, it was announced here today.
The U. S. further recognizes the
Brussels,
June
26.
—
Motion
PicPost,
probably on Monday, would carRank Gets Interest
ture Association president Eric Johnry a full-page advertisement in the
reright of Sweden to apply ofimport
form
of an open letter calling upon
the pact.
strictions, under the terms
ston today urged an annual interna- President
In 53 More Houses
Truman cmand
to
tional film festival "to strengthen the
(Continued
pageCongress
8)
A conference will be held soon to perties
of
friendship
and
understanding
London,
June
25.
—
The
J.
limia
with
imports,
film
mit unlimited
Arthur Rank Organization
tation on remittances permitted. SwedJohnston
said that all world film
has entered into a partnerish officials have promised that all
among
us."
capitals
should have their turns as 4IA' Office Employes
ship with Ceylon Theatres,
i restrictions will be removed "as soon
hosts
for
the
festivals, which would
Ltd~, which gives Rank holdas possible."
"bring together the best in motion
ings in 53 more theatres
abroad. Ceylon Theatres also
pictures
from at alla luncheon
over the world."
He spoke
attended by Get $235,000 at WB
produces films, in Tamil and
members of the Belgian cabinet and
JRains, Flash Floods
Singhalese.
representatives of nations participatRank's John Davis said
Wage increases totaling approxiClose Neb. Theatres
ing in tival.
the TheBrussels
Feshere: "The new deal is in acmately $235,000 a year have been
luncheonWorld
was Film
sponsored
cord with a policy laid down
granted
750 Warner home office emBelgianthe
and
MPA
jointly bySociety.
American
by Rank. We intend to ensure
ployes and 150 employes of four WB
Omaha, June 25.— Heavy rains and
Britof
showing
successful
a
subsidiaries
as a result of an agreeflash floods have caused millions of
Johnston pledged his support for a
ain's films throughout the
ment reached yesterday by the com"greater, freer interchange of films
dollars in damage in this territory,
pany and(Continued
the Motion
Picture
among nations,"
closing some theatres, washing out
on page
8) Home
(Continuedadding
on pagethat6} although
(Continued on page 8)
world."
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Hint Bill to Create
U.S. Censorship
Washington, June 25.— Rumors that a bill for nationwide censorship may be
introduced in Congress shortly gained currency here today,
with Rep. Rankin, author of
a bill to ban "Duel in the
Sun" from the District of Columbia, asserting that he
"wouldn't be surprised" if a
measure to that effect is introduced.

First Clearance
Is Filed

Case

in 68 Days
Charges on 'Blimp'
United Artists' experience with
One of the longest periods of nationwide inactivity in the filing of
"The
and Death of Colonel
MURRAY SILVERSTONE, 20th Blimp")(Life
clearance
complaints — 68 days — was
was
not
a
happy
one,
the
combroken yesterday when T. and J.
Century-Fox International prespany asserts in its answer to the
ident, will sail for Europe July 2 on Federal Trade Commission's comMarkoff placed a bid for 30 days
the
Queen Elisabeth.
clearance
after first-run in Hartford
plaint
that
deceptiv
e
advertis
ing
was
•
used in promotion of the British-made
with the New Haven arbitration
Tom Baldridge, M-G-M exchange
board.
The FTC, which should have the
Complaint was filed against the five
promotional representative in Wash- picture.
majors and carries the assertion that
ington, D. C, heads the board of answer in today's mail, from
UA
Markoffs' Moodus Theatre, Moodup
trustees of Jaycee War Memorial here, charged the picture was screened
Conn., and the East Hampton Thei^
Fund. He was elected at the annual for the press and others in its origtre, at East Hampton, Conn., have
meeting of the U. S. Junior Chamber
inal two-hour, 28-minute version and
of Commerce in Long Beach, Cal.
publicity was favorable, but subse Settle 2 More Illinois considerable difficulty in booking due
•
quently cuts were made and not an
to _alleged lateness in buying by the
nounced.
Percentage Suits
Middlesex and Capitol theatres of
J. Carlo Bavetta and William W
Middletown.
Sullivan, who recently were appointChicago, June 25.— Two additional
UA used "diverse and sundry means
The Markoffs point out that at
ed 20th Century-Fox district managers of advertising," the producer made de- suits filed against the Anderson Thea- present
both of their theatres are
tre
Circuit,
in South American areas, have joined
Morris,
111.,
in
May,
1946,
letions making the picture more "merto
play nictures from 60 to
Edward D. Cohen, Latin America
chantable and entertaining," but the by Loew's and Warner Brothers have forced
150 days old.
supervisor, here for home office talks. distribution contract with General been settled, it was announced here
•
Film Distributors, Ltd., still resulted this morning by Miles Seeley, attorSet 28 Days' R.Clearance
for
ney for the plaintiffs.
Bernie Kamber, Eastern advertis- in operations in the red, the company
Portsmouth,
I., Theatre
ing-publicity head for Benedict Bo- states. Total rentals as of June 7, The two, plus those settled earlier
Boston, June 25. — Clearance of 28
geaus Prod., will leave here today to 1947, amounted to $276,495 and by United Artists and Universal,
open his summer resort, the Wayne against this were charges of prints leave Paramount, RKO and 20th Cen- days after first-run theatres in Fall
and advertising amounting to $287,tury-Fox as the only distributors not River, Mass., has been established for
Country Club at Tyler Hill, Pa.
•
559, UA informs the FTC.
yet agreed on a settlement of the suits Orville O. Smith's Island Theatre,
R. I., by the Boston arThe releasing pact dictated that UA brought on bv a dispute over unre- Portsmouth,
Maurice N. Wolf, M-G-M exhibbitration tribunal in an award made
percentage receipts on films
itor relations executive, will address could make no deletions except those shown ported
seven Illinois theatres in settlement of Smith's complaint
a Junior Chamber of Commerce lunch- demanded by censors without consent owned byinAnderson.
against the five majors. The tribunal
of the British company, UA says.
eon in Omaha today.
ruled that clearance for the Island
•
Theatremen refused to license the pic- Although Seeley would not disclose Theatre should stem from Fall River,
the
amount
of
today's
settlements,
ture
unless
it
was
materially
shortand
declined to make a statement on the and not from Newport, R. I.
Harry Kosiner, Eastern represenened,the
_
statement discloses, and possibilities of settlement of the other
tative for Edward Small Productions, when it
finally
was
abbreviated
to
one
will leave for the Coast by air today hour and 31 minutes some exhibitors suits, it is believed that an agreement
for product talks.
will soon be reached.
British Information
•
agreed to play it, others paid the li
cense
fee
and
were
relieved
from
the
Frank Rosenberg will leave here
Merges Film Division
for the Coast tomorrow to start work obligation of exhibiting it.
Amalgamation of the departments
Honor
McNa
mee
at
A hearing will be held July 18 if
here handling films, film strips, phoon "Man Eaters of Kumaon," which the FTC finds the answer to its
U-I will release.
Testimonial Dinner
tographic displays, publications and
•
charges inadequate.
speakers was disclosed yesterday by
Philadelphia, June 25.— A testi- British
Information Service.
Moe Kerman of Favorite Films
monial dinner was held here last night
The new division will be headed by
will leave New York today for Chifor Frank L. McNamee, who has just
R.
H. K. Marett, director, who will
Petrillo
Hearings
resigned
as
director
of
the
War
Ascago to attend a franchise holders'
assisted by Thomas Hodge, deputy
meeting there.
sets Administration. McNamee will be
Set for July 7
director.
return to his motion picture busiWashington, June 25. — The House ness.
O. C. Johnson, assistant engineering Chief of Westrex Corp., will leave Labor Committee's public hearings on
McNamee was presented with the 'Labs' Honor McMahon
restrictive practices by James Medal of Merit from President Truhere today on a 16-week tour of Latin alleged
In recognition of his services as
Petrillo and his American Federation
America.
as well as a Certificate of Merit
•
of Musicians will open on July 7. from manGeneral
chairman
of the industry employers'
Robert M. Littlejohn,
Hearings are expected to run over a
committee, Joseph E. McWAA administrator. Mayor negotiating
Buck Stoner, 20th Century-Fox three-week period and several Holly- national
Mahon of Consolidated Film IndusBernard Samuel joined U. S. Senator
Western district sales manager, is
tries was presented with an inscribed
wood figures will be subpoenaed to Francis J. Myers and Gen. Norman
covering the Pacific Northwest exgavel and a brief case at a dinner
testify on Petrillo's film activities, D. Cota in sending messages.
changes.
given this week at the New York
according to a committee official.
•
Athletic Club by the laboratories. A
were originally schedRichard De Rochemont, March of Theuled hearings
for June 30, but were postponed
two-year agreement with Laboratory
Time producer, is scheduled to arrive to give Petrillo, who will be the first Nelson Heads S1MPP Technicians Local 702, IATSE, has
here today by plane from Europe.
been signed.
witness, additional time to prepare a Music Subsidiary
•
statement. Rep. Kearns, chairman of
N. E. Savini, assistant to R. M. the sub-committee which will hold the
Hollywood, June 25.— Donald NelSavini of Astor Pictures, is visiting hearings, recently returned from an
son, president of the Society of Inde- Ludwig on FP-C Deal
Toronto, June 25. — Irving Ludwig,
pendent Motion Picture Producers,
investigation on the West Coast.
the Midwest exchanges.
•
has been elected president of the new- handling "Fantasia" for Walt Disney
ly-formed ■Independent Producers' Productions, has arrived here from
Robert W. Rimer has joined ProMusic Corp., which has been formed New York to confer with J. J. Fitzducers Releasing Corp. as booker in Way Cleared for W.B. to
handle all SIMPP activities in gibbons, head of Famous Playersthe Memphis branch.
connection with a permanently-main- Canadian, and Leo Devaney, Canadian
•
$6,000,000 Building
Hollywood, June 25.— The Bur- tivities. tained orchestra and other music ac- division manager for RKO Radio,
Norman H. Moray, short subject
sales chief for Warner, has returned bank City Council yesterday granted
regarding
the dating ofFP-C
"Fantasia"
over
the Dominion-wide
circuit.
a Warner request for the vacating of
here from the studio.
certain streets adjacent to the com- Close W.B. Home Meet
•
pany's studio in preparation for a The two-day Warner circuit zone W.B. Changes Theatre
Mort Nathanson of the Para- $6,000,000
building program to inmount home office publicity staff is in
clude
a12-story administration build- managers' meeting closed here yesterThe name of the Hollywood TheaDetroit.
tre on Broadway, here, will be
ing and 10 sound stages. Warners
day after discussion of current opera•
tional matters and new product. Harry changed to the Warner Theatre on
have owned the 23-acre tract conSam Clark of the Warner studio
cerned for several years. No date for M. Kalmine, president and general
Aug.
15 when
construction has been set.
manager of the circuit, presided.
publicity department is in town.
will open
there. "Life With Father"
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O'Brien

Intervenes

In ACT-Fox

Dispute

London,
June 25.
O'Brien,
general
secretary
of —the Tom
National
Association ofTheatrical and Kine Employes and member of Parliament,
today sought to settle the dispute between 20th Century-Fox and the Association ofCinema Technicians. The
ACT has refused to permit its members to work in production for 20th
Century-Fox here until a preliminary
overall agreement on the employment
of Americans in England is reached
with the Motion Picture Association.
It is believed that with today's
scheduled application by 20th CenturyFox for labor permits from the Labor
Ministry, the necessary manpower
will be found, despite ACT opposition.
Meanwhile, Richard F. Walsh, international president of IATSE, said
he hoped to find some basis of mutual
understanding with ACT at another
meeting with George Elvin, ACT
secretary. Walsh conferred with Elvin
yesterday.
After a trade union luncheon honoring Walsh today, he and O'Brien will
fly to Brussels to attend the film
festival there. Walsh will return here
on Friday, when he will resume his
conversations with Elvin and other
ACT executives.
Fayette Allport, MPA representative in England, has already written
to the ACT, emphasizing that he can
speak only for MPA members, but
guaranteeing in their behalf personnel
ceiling figures in the requirements of
American production in Britain for
the forthcoming year.

Urges

17 -Year

Licensing

Video

Period

Washington, June 25.— Richard
W._ Hubbell, New York television,
radio and film consultant, today urged
Congress to extend television licensing to a 17-year period in order to
encourage the capital investment
needed
vision. for the development of teleHubbell told a Senate commerce
sub-committee, holding hearings on
the White bill to reorganize the Federal Communications Act, that the
short three-year license is a serious
deterrent to investment.
Television development, he said,
now depends on the construction and
operation of television transmitters
and the formation of television networks, and the crux of the entire situation is "the investment of dollars."
As long as any Government agency
has the power to refuse to renew a
license, Hubbell said, there is an imment. plicit hazard to long-range investThe sub-committee hopes to finish
its hearings on Friday. It is generally
conceded that the bill will not be
reported out of committee at this session of Congress.

Picture

U.S. Charges $650,000
Circuit Tax Evasion
Washington, June 25. — A
theatre circuit in the South
has evaded $650,000 of Federal
taxes, the Treasury Department charged today. The
name of the circuit was not
revealed.
The Department reported
that all profits from the ice
cream, pop corn and other
concessions in the theatre
had been omitted from tax
returns.

Enterprise
New

4Ad'

Charts
Policy
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Spain Dubbing

Curb

Hits U.S. Companies
Washington, cently-imposed
June restrictions
25. — on
Spain's
redubbing
of foreign films into Spanish would
appear "to eliminate branches of U. S.
firms which do not produce films in
Spain from obtaining dubbing permits
except by purchase from a Spanish
producer," according to an analysis released here by the Commerce Department.
The department says the main provision in the new regulations states
that permission for the dubbing of
foreign films into Spanish will be
granted exclusively to persons or organizations which produce Spanish
films and which merit the approval of
the Superior Council. The analyses
also points out that censorship functions of the Council are "objectionable
from the point of view of foreign producers, who feel that, in general, the
distribution of foreign films in Spain
is However,
being madethemore
difficult."
report
adds, it appears that no action has been taken

Hollywood, June 25. — A new type
of national advertising policy which
would campaign each picture over a
three-month period instead of concentrating on the week or month of
general release, and other phases of
the company's promotional activities,
occupied Enterprise executives today
on the third day of their annual planning meetings at the studio.
Mexican
Studios
The company's decision on the dis- yet.
tribution channel to be used for 'Arch
of Triumph" will be made by the Resume Filming
weekend, George Schaefer, distribution chief of Enterprise, disclosed.
By LUIS BECERRA CELIS
Services for Wilding
Mexico City, June 25. — Peace has
been restored to Mexican studios with
Today in Chicago
the start of four features, after 25
Chicago, June 25. — Funeral services days of work stoppage due to salary
will be held at the Lain Chapel, here, disputes.
tomorrow for Norman E. Wilding, 55,
The Producers' Association, in anpresident of Wilding Picture Producnouncing jointly with the Picture Protions, who died here last night followduction Workers Union the end of the
ing a three-month illness. Wilding, stoppage, said a new pact represents
connected with the industry since 1917,
founded Wilding Pictures in 1927 in a 30 per cent saving for production.
Grand Rapids. The business was later Both the producers and the union
moved to Detroit and finally to Chi- declare that the pact was signed
cago, in 1941.
"amid an atmosphere of cordiality."
The producers pledged to make at
He is survived by his mother, Mrs. least
60 pictures a year.
Carrie Wilding and the widow, Mrs.
During the first five months of
Jessica Wilding.
1947, a record number of 147 features was shown in Mexico.
Services Held Here
For Harry G. Black
Services for Harry G. Black, 47,
general manager of Fabian Theatres
on Staten Island, were held here yesterday at Riverside Memorial Chapel.
Burial was in Ferncliff Cemetery,
Westchester.
Black, who died in Miami Monday,
was associated with the industry for
many years. He is survived by the
widow, Mrs. Bebe Klein Black.

Variety Club Hospital
Memphis, June 25.— Variety Club
of Memphis will establish a mobile
hospital unit with surgical supplies,
operating rooms and blood plasma.
This moving hospital would go to
scenes of disaster, such as storms and
floods in the Mid-South, on mercy
missions.

Lawrence, Korda
(Continued from page 1)
course of the trial here, Korda had
charged that Lawrence had violated
the agreement by engaging in various
enterprises other than London Films,
and for that reason dismissed Lawtive. rence as his distribution representaA contributing factor to the settlement, which both sides agreed was an
"amicable" one, was said to have been
Lawrence's
recently announced assobility. ciation with David O. Selznick which
diminished the amount of salary liaLouis Frohlich of Schwartz and
Frohlich represented Korda and Isidor
Kresel was Lawrence's counsel
in theJ. case.

Legion of Decency
Rates 13 Films
Eight of 13 features reviewed b
the National Legion of Decency hav
been
classified
"Th
: xer
Bachelo
r and A-I,
the including
Bobby-So
RKO Radio; "Bob, Son of Battle^
20th Century- Fox ; "Law Comes t.
Gunsight," "Sarge Goes to College
and "Trailing Danger," all Mono'
gram; "North of the Border," Screei
Guild; "Swing the Western Way,'
Columbia; "Web of Danger," Repub
lie. Rated A-II were: Universal-In
ternational's "Ivy" and "A Lady S—
renders."
/
Placed in Class B were: "Fun o..
Weekend," United Artists; "Keepes
of the Bees,"
Columbia; "The Unfaithful," Warners.
World Film Festivals
(Continued from page 1)
some might say it is easy for the
U. S. to advocate such a role because
the American film industry is the biggestantee
world,
"we have
in the
that our
predomina
nce no
willguarlast
"Hollywood has no immunity from
compet
ition, Johnst
"and
should
forever."have "none. We on
wantsaid,
the channels kept open for the best pictures
of the world no matter where they are
The MPA president said that the,
Brussels festival "is proof that the
motion picture is steadily gaining
in
artistry, popularity, and importance
with people everywhere." He praised
the
role of films in building "a united
made." front around the world."
freedom
"I want to see the screen used for
psychological welfare," he stated, "and
never for psychological warfare."
Johnston assailed "misconceptions
about the United States" given by
Henryof A.
Wallace during his recent
tour
Europe.
Many Killed in Brussels
Film Fire; 41 Injured
Dispatches to New York newspapers yesterday from Brussels reported
that up to 17 persons were killed
and 41 injured, many seriously, in a
fire in the film department of the
building housing the Ministry of Education. Sources in the film industry
here which ordinarily would be apprised of such matters had no details
when checked yesterday.
Export Drop
(Continued from page 1)

and perhaps in the third but from that
point_ on the Department said exports
are likely to decrease until productive
facilities abroad are restored.
If world prices in terms of gold or
dollars do not decline substantially,
the Department report continued, the
need of foreign countries for monetary gold or dollar reserves can be
reduced by any of three methods :
Lowering or abolishing legal requirements for reserves against domestic
money, credit relying more on exchange controls or barter, restricting
imports and domestic business activity.
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mated pic- Gross:
HALL $4,500.
(Hollywood)
(490)$4,700)
(65c-85c-$l.<
FOLLOWING are esti
(Average:
engageture grosses for current rted
by
ments in key cities as repo
ure Daily correspond- INDIANAPOLIS
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on
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ents.

LOS ANGELES

"Ivy," opposed by only one newcomf-4p the first-run field, ran up im"Sive totals in its first five days
t»„ five theatres. "Miracle on 34th
Street" showed a strong second week.
Estimated receipts for the week ended
June 25 :
CALCUTTA (Para.) and FEAR IN THE
UNT (DownNIGHT (Para.) — PARAMO
c-$1.00) 2nd week
(3,955) (S0c-60c-80
(Average: $26,600)
$25,500.
Gross: town)
CALCUTTA (Para.) and FEAR IN THE
UNT (HollyNIGHT (Para.) — PARAMO
c-$1.00) 2nd week.
(1,407) (50c-60c-80
(Average: $16,100)
$16,000.
Gross: wood)
(DownCHEYENNE (WB)— WARNER
c-$1.00) 6 days, 3rd
(3,400) (50c-60c-80
$9,600. (Average: $18,200)
Gross:
weke. town)
(HollyCHEYENNE (WB)— WARNER6 days,
c-$1.00) $15,500) 3rd
(3,000) (50c-60c-80
$7,500. (Average:
Gross:
week. wood)
CHEYENNE (WB)— WARNER (Wiltern)
(2,300) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 6 days, 3rd week.
Gross: $6,900. (Average: $14,900)
GREAT EXPECTATIONS (U-I)-CAR
(1,516) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
THAYweek.CIRCLE
$11,(Average:
$9,500.
Gross:
3rd
500)
HONEYMOON (RKO Radio) and DICK
TRACY'S
DILEMMA
(RKO Radio)HILLSTREET (2,700) (5Oc-6Oc-8Oc-$1.0O)
(Average: $19,$13,000.
Gross:
week.
2nd
800)
HONEYMOON (RKO Radio) and DICK
TRACY'S
DILEMMA
(RKO Radio)—
(2,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 2nd
PANTAGES
Gross: $11,000. (Average: $20,800)
week.
VANCE'S GAMand PHILO
IVY (U-I) (PRC)-GUIL
D (965) (50c-60c-85cGross: $10,500. (Average:
$1.00) 5BLEdays.
$5 900)
IVY (U-I)— IRIS (708) (5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O) 5
days. Gross: $9,500. (Average: $7,200)
IVY (U-I)— RITZ (1,376) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
5 days. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $9,600)
IVY (U-I)— STUDIO (880) (50c-60c-85c
$1.00) 5 days. Gross: $9,000. (Average:
$6,100)
IVY
PHILO ARTISTS
VANCE'S GAM
BLE (U-I)
(PRC)—andUNITED
(2,100)
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 5 days. Gross: $21,000.
(Average: $15,800)
LIVING IN A BIG WAY (M-G-M)i EGYPTIAN
(1,000) (50c-60c-85c-$l.CO) !
days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,000. (Average
: $18,100)
I LIVING IN A BIG WAY (M-G-M)—
FOX-WILSHIRE (2,300) (5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O)
5 days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,000. (Aver
' age:
$13,300)
LIVING
IN A BIG WAY (M-G-M)-LOS
' 2nd
ANGELES
week. (2,096)
Gross: (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
$10,500 (Average:5 days
$22,
600)
MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET (ZOth-Fox)
—CHINESE
(2,300) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd
week. Gross: $18,000. (Average: $18,200)
MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET (20th-Fox)
and HER SISTER'S SECRET (PRC)
LOEWS STATE (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
2nd week. Gross: $23,000. (Average: $28,
6°°)
, ^ ,
MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET (20th-Fox)
—LOYOLA
(1,265) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd
week. Gross: $10,500. (Average: $11,500)
MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET (Zflth-Fox)
—UPTOWN
(1,716) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd
week. Gross: $12,500. (Average: $13,200)
NEW ORLEANS
(UA-Levey) — MUSIC
HALL (Beverly Hills) (900) (65c-85c-$1.00)
Gross: $4,500. (Average: $4,700)
NEW ORLEANS
(UA-Levey) — MUSIC
HALL (Downtown)
(900) (65c-85c-$1.00)
Gross: $11,500. (Average: $14,200)
NEW ORLEANS
(UA-Levey) — MUSIC
HALL
(Hawaii)
(1,000) (65c-85c-$1.00)
Gross: $5,500. (Average: $5,400)
NEW
ORLEANS
(UA-Levey) - MUSIC

Business was generally slow. Good
eather drew crowds outdoors. Estimated receipts for the week ended
June
25
: NOON (Para.) and DANGER
BLAZE OF
STREET (Para.)— CIRCLE (2,800) (40c60c). Gross: $9,000. (Average: $10,000)
COPACABANA (UA) and BULLDOG
DRUMMOND AT BAY (Col.)— LOEWS
(2,450) (40c-60c). Gross: $8,500. (Average:
$13,800)
FABULOUS
(UA) and
ABIE'S
IRISH ROSE DORSEYS
(UA)— LYRIC
(1.600)
(40c60c). Gross: $5,500. (Average: $6,700)
PERILS OF PAULINE (Para.) and
SPOILERS OF THE NORTH (Rep.) — INDIANA (3,200) (40c-60c). Gross: $12,000.
(Average: $15,200)
TWO MRS. CAR ROLLS (WB) and
WINTER
WONDERLAND
(Rep.) —
KEITH'S
a moveover
from
the (1,300)
Indiana.(40c-60c).
Gross: On
$4,500.
(Average: $6,500)
SAN

FRANCISCO

Top business in town went to
"Perils of Pauline," which did an
impressive $25,000 at the Paramount.
Estimated receipts for the week ending June 27 :
CHEYENNE (WB) and I COVER BIG
TOWN
(Para.)— STATE
(2,135) (Average
(60c-85c)
On
a moveover.
Gross: $7,000.
$10,000)
COPACABANA (UA) and THE MILLER
SON CASE (CoI.)-ORPHEUM (2,440)
(55c-85c)$15,000)
2nd week. Gross: $10,500. (Av
erage:
DEAR RUTH (Para.)— ST. FRANCIS (1.450) (60c-85c) 3rd week. Gross: $9,000.
(Average: $18,000)
DESPERATE (RKO Radio) — GOLDEN
GATE (2,825) (65c-$1.00). With vaudeville.
Gross: $25,000. (Average: $23,000)
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Monc-Allied Artists) and FALL GUY
(Mono.) — UNITED NATIONS (1,129) (55c85c) 2nd week. Gross: $4,000. (Average:
$6,000)
MOSS ROSE (Zttth-Fox) and VIOLENCE
(Mono.) $19,000.
— WARFIELD
Gross:
(Average:(2,672)
$19,500) (60c-85c)
NEW ORLEANS (UA) and THE DEVIL
ON WHEELS (PRC) — UNITED ARTISTS
(1,465) (85c)
(Average:
$9,000)3rd week. Gross: $4,500.
PERILS OF PAULINE (Para.) and
WINTER
WONDERLAND (Rep.)
PARAMOUNT
(2,735) (60c-85c). Gross:
$25,500. (Average: $20,000)
MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET (ZOth-Fox)
and AFFAIRS OF GERALDINE (Rep.)—
FOX
(4,651)
(Average:
$23,000)(65c-85c). Gross: $20,000.
BOSTON
Excellent weather plus baseball
dealt hard blows at box-offices of all
first-run houses. Estimated grosses
for the week ended June 25 :
CARNEGIE HALL (U A)— ESQUIRE (850)
($1.00-$1.40).
Gross: $13,500. (Average:
S16
000)
COVER BIG
E (WB) and ILITAN
CHEYENN
(4,736)
TOWN (Para.)— METROPO
(40c-80c). Gross: $25,000. (Average: $26,and VA(Discovery Films)
BISCOVERY
CEXTER (1,388)
DAYS
$5,000. (Average: $6,500)
Gross: (Mono.)I40c-74c) CATION
THE GHOST AND MRS. MUIR (20thFox) and CHILD OF DIVORCE (RKO
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City

Grosses

Radio) — MEMORIAL
(2,900) (40c-80c).
Gross: $26,000. (Average: $27,200)
ODD
MAN
OUT
(U-I) and DICK
TRACY'S
DILEMMA
(RKO Radio)
BOSTON (2,900)
(Average:
$27,200) (40c-80c). Gross: $21,000.
THE TROUBLE WITH WOMEN (Para.)
and LITTLE MISS BROADWAY (Col.)
—500.FENWAY
(Average:(1,700)
$6,500)(40c-80c). Gross: $4,THE TROUBLE WITH WOMEN (Para.)
and LITTLE MISS BROADWAY (CoL)
PARAMOUNT
(1,700) (40c-80c). Gross:
$11,000. (Average: $15,000)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M)-ORPHEUM
(3,200) (40c-80c). Gross: $23,000. (Average:
$20,000)
THE YEARLING (M-G-M)— STATE (2,900)
$15,000)(35c-80c). Gross: $13,000. (Average:
CHICAGO

away

Good weather pulled many
from Loop theatres this week,
mated receipts for the week ended
000)
June
BLAZE23-24
OF : NOON (Para.) — CHICAGO
(3,900) (95c) On stage: Desi Arnez and
orchestra. Gross: $60,000. (Average: Esti$59,CHEYENNE (WB)— ROOSEVELT (1,000)
(95c). Gross: $22,000. (Average: $20,000)
COPACABANA (U A)— ORIENTAL (3,200)
(95c) On stage: Jayne Walton. 2nd week.
Gross: $30,000. (Average: $40,000)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— GRAND (1,150)
(95c) 4th week. Gross: $19,000. (Average:
$16,000)
THE JOLSON STORY (Col.)— APOLLO
(1,200) (95c) 26th week. (Final.) Gross:
$10,000. (Average: $12,000)
THE LATE GEORGE APLEY (20th-Fox)
—UNITED ARTISTS (1,700) (95c) 2nd
week. Gross: $16,000. (Average: $25,500)
MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET <20th-Fox)
—WOODS (1,200) (95c) 2nd week. Gross:
$21,000. (Average: $17,500)
ODD MAN OUT (U-l) — GARRICK (1,000)
$11,500) (95c). Gross: $19,000. (Average:
POSSESSED (WB)— STATE-LAKE (2,700)
(95c). Gross: $38,000. (Average: $30,000)
THE VIGILANTES RETURN (U-I) and
TIME OUT OF MIND (U-I)— PALACE
(2,500) (95c). Gross: $21,000. (Average:
$26,000)
PHILADELPHIA
"Odd Man Out," at the Aldine ;
"Blaze of Noon," at the Stanton;
Louis Jordan in person, at the Earle ;
"The Yearling," at the Karlton, and
"The Best Years of Our Lives," at
the Arcadia, are keeping those theatres out of the summer doldrums.
Estimated receipts for the week endBESTing June
YEARS
24-26 OF
: OUR UVES (RKO
Radio) — ARCADIA (900) (Advanced prices:
90c-$1.80) 12th week. Gross: $8,300. (Average at regular prices of 50c-94c: $6,6CO)
BLAZE OF NOON (Para.)— STANTON
(1,700) <50c-60c-74c-80c-83c-94c). Gross:
$12,000. (Average: $12,700)
CALCUTTA
(Para.)2nd
— KEITH
(2,200) $6,500.
(50c60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
run. Gross:
(Average: $6,200)
CHEYENNE (WB)— MASTBAUM (4,700)
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 2nd week. Gross
$16,500. (Average: $29,500)
COPACABANA (UA) — STANLEY (3,000)
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 2nd week. Gross:
$17,800. IN(Average:
$27,000)
DUEL
THE SUN
(SRO)-FOX (3,000)
(Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25) 4th week.
Gross:
$19,000.
of
50c-94c:
$25,000)(Average at regular prices
GREAT EXPECTATIONS (U-I)— BOYD
(3 000) (50c-60c-74c-80c-94c)
2nd week
(Average: $21,000)
, Gross: $15,700.
BARBAREE
(M-G-M)—
GOLD
HIGH

MAN Gross:
(1,400) $14,000.
(50c-60c-74c-80c-8Sc-94c)
week.
(Average: $24,000)3rd
HIT PARADE OF 1M7 (Rep.)— EARLE
(3,000) (60c-70c-80c-90c-99c) 6 days. On
stage: Louis Jordan. Gross: $30,000. ODD
MAN OUT (U-I) 1 day. Gross: $2,800.
(Average: $31,700)
ODD
MAN OUT (U-I) — Gross:
ALD1 X E$15,500.
(900)
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c).
(Average: $13,800)
THE YEARLING
(M-G-M) KARLTON
(1,000)$13,000.
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
ross:
(Average: $9,500) 5th week,
DENVER
Grosses continued uneven. Weekend rain diverted many outdoor fans
to the theatres. Estimated receipts
for the week ending June 26 :
000)
DEAR
RUTH (Para. ) — D EX H A M (1,750,
(35c-70c) 2nd week. Gross: $13,500. (Average: $11,000)
THE EGG AND I (U-I)-PARAMOUNT
(35c-74c) 4th week, day and date with the
Paramount. Gross: $3,500. (Average: $3,- .
THE EGG AND I (U-I)— ESQUIRE (742)
(2.200)the (35c-74c)
week,$8,000.
day (Average:
and date
with
Esquire. 4th
Gross:
THE
(20th-Fox)
$9,000)
LITTLE HOMESTRETCH
MISS BROADWAY
(CoL)and
DENVER (2,525) (35c-74c) day and date
with the Webber. Gross. $16,000. (Average: $15,000)
THE HOMESTRETCH (20th-Fox) and
LITTLE
MISS
BROADWAY (CoL)—
WEBBER
(750) (35c-74c).
Day (Average:
and date
with
the Denver.
Gross: $2,500.
$2,000)
LITTLE MISTER JIM (M-G-M) and
BOOM TOWN (M-G-M)— BROADWAY
(1.500) (35c-74c) 2nd week. Gross: $6,500.
(Average: $7,000)
LIVING
IN A (RKO
BIG WAY
and
DESPERATE
Radio)—(M-G-M)
ORPHEUM
(2,600) (35c-74c). Gross: $15,000. (Average: $15,500)
QUEEN OF THE AMAZONS (Screen
Guild)
and DON'T
STRANGERS
(Mono.)—GAMBLE
RIALTO WITH
(878)
(35c-74c). Gross: $3,500. (Average: $3,000)
SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI (Mono.)
TABORGross:
(1,967)
(35c-74c).
With$8,000)
stage
show.
$10,000.
(Average:
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB) and
BACKLASH (20th-Fox)— ALADDIX (1,400)
(35c-74c).
a week
the Dener and
Webber.After
Gross:
$5,500.at (Average:
$4,000)
BUFFALO
Weather here has been hot, and vacationists are leaving the city in
droves. Theatre business, as a result,
has been held to a moderate level.
Estimated receipts for the week endBORNing JuneTO28:KILL (RKO Radio) and A
LIKELY STORY (RKO Radio)- -TWENTIETH CENTURY
(3.000) $16,000)
(40c-50c-60c-70c).
Gross: S16,000.
(Average:
CHEYENNE (WB)— TECK (1,500) (40c50c-60c-70c).
(Average: $6,000)Moveover. Gross: $4,300.
DISHONORED LADY (UA) and FUN ON
A WEEKEND (UA)— BUFFALO (3,489)
(40c-50c-60c-70c). Gross: $17,700. (Aver000)
age: $19,000)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— HIPPO(2,100) Gross:
(Advanced
prices:
90c$1.25) 2nd DROME
week.
$28,000.
(Average
at regular prices of 40c -50c -60c -70c: $10.MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY (Col.) and
KING OF THE WILD HORSES (CoL)—
LAFAYETTE
(3.000) $15,000)
(40c-5Cc-60c-70c).
Gross: $13,200. (Average:
THE TROUBLE WITH WOMEN (Para.)
and SEVEN
WERE SAVED (Para.)
GREAT
LAKES (Average:
(3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c).
Gross: $18,000.
$18,000)
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Independents Eschew NCA to Demand
ATA, MPTOA
{Continued from page 1)
"Jr. Prices'9: Berger
{Continued from page 1)
Atlantic City, June 25.— Minnesince the Washington hearing, was
apolis and St. Paul independent theamade this week.
tres are marking time on junior ad- conduct a Congressional probe of the
The tax brief, as previously reportmissions and will allow circuit opera- entire film industry.
ed, will recommend elimination of all
He added that the decision by the
tions there to "carry the ball" for the
taxation on children's tickets and only present,
according to Benny Berger North Central board had been reached
a 10 per cent levy on adult
admissions,
reluctantly, after all other devices
failed.
or, as an alternative, a straight 10 per presiden
Central
Bergert of
saidNorth
indepen
dents Allied.
are cool '
cent tax on all tickets. The present toward junior admissi
ons because they
Jack Kirsch, National Allied presiwar-time excise levy is 20 per cent.
to regard the plan as mechanically
dent, urged Berger to reconsider and
The Metropolitan Motion Picture fail
offered
his service as part of any
logical
feasible. A contributing
Theatres Association, said to be sub- factor, heorsaid,
committee
to meet with distributor
is
the
federal
tax
situstantial y inagreement with the basic
ation which until clarified or amend- representatives to adjust complaints of
plan, has yet to decide whether it will
Northwes
t exhibitors. These corf
ed provides that a tax
be paid
join the ATA and MPTOA or file a on full admission regardlmust
ess of what plaints, according
Berger, revoli
separate brief.
the exhibitor collects. Berger favors a around exhibitor to
insistence on advanced prices and 70-30 per cent deals,
Coyne said "exhibits" which will ac- stepping-up of childrens' prices to 15
with fire being directed chiefly
company the tax reduction plan also
at
20
cents,
includin
tax,
gand
rolling
will include breakdowns on income pr
back the age limit to about 15 years "The Best Years of Our
Lives"
and,
groups attending theatres and estisecondarily, at "Duel in the Sun."
Floods in Nebraska
mates on the number of theatres in
{Continued from page 1)
different admission-price categories. 20th-Fox Policy
Public Demand for 'Best Years'
Considerable pressure on the part
The latter is particularly aimed at dis{Cont
inued
from page 1)
much of the corn crop, taking a toll
of the public demanding the Samuel
pelling any notion that the Broadway
in drownings, and denting all busi- first-run area is typical of the counGoldwyn film was being felt by exness generally.
hibitor members of North Central,
centage, Smith said, he expects pretry,
but
rather
charges
prices
considHardest hit were the Medicine
Berger said, but they regard it as
erably above the average scale.
ferred
playing
time
"if
they
merit
it." foolhardy to abandon regular scales
Creek and Republican Valley areas.
said he has been assured as- _ This announcement was the high- for advanced admissio
ns.
Film exchanges here received a num- _ Coyne sistance
in compiling the figures bv
light ofyesterday's session of the New
Harry Brandt, New York circuit
ber of wires from the area, ordering circuits, the Motion Picture Associa- Jersey Allied meeting- here.
film delivery stopped. In other sec"We recognize," Smith stated, "the operator, another speaker who futilelv
tion and Audience Research Institute.
tors, high water snarled rail and MPA is now collating findings from problem of the
Berger to abandon the open
small exhibitor oper- urged
letter on the ground that Governme
truck transportation.
nt
ating asub-subsequent run in a large interventi
its recently concluded nationwide surAmong the casualties at Cambridge,
city or operating in a small town with be reducedon in industry affairs should
vey of theatre operations.
rather
increased, cited
which was submerged in a flash flood,
As reported last week, adoption of low grossing possibilities. We believe the Consent Decreethan
under which block
were Mrs. George Baughman, Jr. and the proposed program would mean the that small exhibitors need help
and booking was eliminate
d and, thereby,
her child. She was the daughter-inwould forego onlv 35 De- we will give it to them," he declared. placed independent exhibitors at the
law of the owner of the Ritz Theatre. Government
cent of present tax revenue derived
mercy
of the distributor. He added
To Aid 'Problem' Theatres
from theatres, which amounts to about
Film Deliveries Continue
"Also," he continued, "there are in that this paved the way for advanced
$400,000,000 annually.
Despite Floods in Missouri
every territory a small number of price attractions because the exhibitor
theatres which are problem theatres. no longer had a backlog of pictures.
Kansas City, June 25. — Further Warner Wasre Rise
It would be more constructive,
They operate at high expense and
rains in the Midwest, adding to floods,
(Continued from page 1)
have low grossing possibilities. We Brandt continued, if Berger's group
have created danger from high water
believe these theatres need help and would spend money in trade paper adin many sections. Film deliveries are
vertising urging the independents to
Office Employes Local No. H-63, we will give it to them regardless of
being made, although numerous exhib- IATSE.
form _one tightly-knit organization.
itors have had to motor to railroads
Irving Dollinger and Kirsch served
Increases range from $4 to $7 week- whoIn owns
them."
and truck services for prints.
20th-Fox's as moderators at this afternoon's open
ly on a graduated basis. Emploves generalfurther
sales explanation,
manager reported that unleashed.
Bob Spencer, manager of the
forum at which the Berger tirade was
Strand and Uptown theatres, Com- earning up to $29 weekly will receive the company's six territorial ' sales$4
increases
;
those
earning$29
to
men, including Canada, will have full
monwealth houses at Creston, Iowa,
In an attack on Hollywood product,
for one, continues to motor to Kansas $39, a $5 increase; $40 to $59. a $6 authorization to execute contracts and Hollywood's overhead and
increase,
and
those
earning
$60
and
City twice a week for prints, because over, a $7 increase.
to ask
to grant any credit adjustments. These Brandt declared he intended salaries,
of express embargoes.
six salesmen, plus William C. Gehr- some pointed questions about the
Negotiations began on Mav 1 un- ing, assistant general
manager, "mediocrity" of product. He exder a wage-reopening clause of a two- and Smith will place sales
the
valuation
pressed "delight" over the caliber of
vear
contract,
which
expires
May
31,
Unger Sets Meeting
many British imports as a counter1948. The increases are retroactive to "only after the picture has by per- balance.
(Continued from page 1)
June 1, and will be applied to the Smith said.formance demonstrated its true value,"
minimum scales.
Fred M. Jack, Southern; Rud LohrEach sales manager, he added, will
Myers Urges 'Self- Criticism
The WB subsidiaries include Ace
enz, Midwestern; Moe Dudelson, Filrn
The time for self-examination of all
exercise the right to change designaLaboratory
and
the
Harms,
exhibitor associations is at hand,
Central; C. W. Allen, Prairie; W. E.
tions in his
Calloway, Western, and Charles S. Remick and Witmark music publish- warranted. area if a change proves Abram F. Myers, National Allied
ing firms.
Chaplin, Canadian general manager.
When deals rise to 40 per cent the general counsel, stated in a message
Home office executives attending will
exhibitor and 20th-Fox are to split to the convention.
include H. D. Buckley, head of do- Republic District Meet
dollar for dollar alike over the 40 He declared that every exhibitor
mestic operations ; Paul N. Lazarus,
Kansas City, June 25.— Nat Stern- per cent break figure, Smith contin- group, "and certainly every Allied reJr., advertising-publicity director;
gional unit, should be given a good
berg, Prairie district manager of Re- ued.
Paul M. Lazarus, Sr., contract manheld a meeting here
going-over by its members, not in a
ager, and Abe Dickstein, Robert Gold- this weekpublicofPictures,
A
part
of
the
deal
is
the
requirecarping, fault-finding way, but merely
branch managers, includment of a statement of theatre ex- to
farb and Jack Wrege, all of the home
insure that they are getting adeing Robert F. Eithers, Kansas City;
office sales staff.
penses
certified
by
an
accredited
acDave Nelson, Des Moines ; Harry countant.
quate_ return for their dues and for
Lerholtz, Omaha ; and J. J. Houlihan,
the time and effort expended in atSt. Louis.
tending meetings and participating in
15% is 'Break-Even' Point
"At 15 per cent our scale deal will organization affairs."
that National Allied
Academy Adds Members be based on a break-even point," he "is_ Acknowledging
somewhat aloof from rank-and-file
Hollywood, June 25. — The Acad- said. "The scale will go up in steps exhibitors since it has few direct conemy of Motion Picture Arts and of two and a half per cent with a
with them," Myers added that
Sciences has added 56 members, bring- nrofit_ equal to the percentage paid. more tacts
effortintimately
is beingFor instance: 17V2 per cent of our made toandhelpmore
ing total membership to 1,756.
solvedirect
problems
film rental is at 17^ per cent of the affecting exhibitors.
gross, and so on, up to 35 per cent, at
which point the theatre is to have 50
per cent of our film rental as profit, Another Re-release from Franchise Holders of
REEVES
FILMS CORP.
and so on, up to the 40 per cent fig- FAVORITE
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
630 9th Ave.. New York 19. N. Y.
This, he said, would mean 50 per
1600 BROADWAY, N. Y. 19 Circle 6-6686
Ida
Nino
Leo
cent profit for the theatre at the 35 Lupino
Martini
Carillo
Complete Film and
per cent level, 50 per cent at the 37V?
Disc Recording Facilities
oer cent level, and 50 per cent at the DARING DESPERADOS
"Jiltnack mi s. wabash ave. Chicago 5
40 per cent level.
N or thwest Exhibitors
See Much Prosperity
Seattle, June 25.— Theatres
in
the "Inland Empire," of
which
Spokane is the heart,
are preparing for an exceptionally heavy fall business.
With the wealth of the golden
grain on one side and rich
mines to the North, theatres
will be taxed to capacity, according to Jimmy O'ConnelL
general manager of Evergreen
Theatres; Oscar Nyberg of
Fox Theatres, Nick Pierong
of the State, and Frank Harris of the Garland.

ure."
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Groups' Executives To
Confer in Two Weeks

Situations May Get Only One
Percentage Film Under 20th Plan
Atlantic City, June 26.— Twentieth Century-Fox may not insist
on from two to five percentage films under its newly-proposed
sales plan to aid small town, sub-subsequent run and problem
theatres, but only one on percentage in given situations.
The plan, as explained at the New Jersey Allied convention
by Andrew W. Smith, Jr., the company's genon salesWednesday
here eral
manager, was described as providing that exhibitors in
and not more
the categories defined are to play not less than two
than five features on percentage, while the rest of the company s
program will be available on flat rental.
However, it is understood that if the number of percentage
films should go to the maximum of five, it would mean a cut of
from six to seven pictures presently sold to the types of theaof the company's
the boundaries
cy.
falling within
li
sales tres
po
■ contempla.ted,
Emphasized application of the plan, if finally made national,
will be highly flexible and adaptable as circumstances indicate.
to accept certified stateThe distributor declares its willingness
ments covering house expenses as submitted by exhibitors, but
own audit, it a subbut will reserve the right to insist upon itsestimate
s about b.UUU
of line. Smith
out
appears
figure
mitted
theatres will be eligible.

Executives and board members
of the Motion Picture Theatre
and the AmeriOwners of America iatio
n will meet
can Theatres Assoc
here on July 11 and 12 to discuss a
of the two exhibitor
proposed
s. r
zationmerge
organi
Disclosure of the meeting was made
in a joint statement by Fred Wehrenberg and Lewen Pizor, president
respecand chairman of the board,
Fabian
tively, of MPTOA, and Si
board
and
nt
and Ted Gamble, preside
DeATA.
of
ively,
respect
an,
chairm
tails for plans of the conference will
was
it
Allied Production
be announced early next week,
added.
. ,
, ,
ATA and MPTOA have already
decided to get together in charting a Plans May Dissolve
proposed Federal admissions tax plan
for submission to the House Ways
26. — While
Atlantic City, June
and Means Committee in Washington. Allied
States continues to entertain
ity of participating in prothe possibil
duction through guarantees of playing
no concrete progress has been
4IA' Officials Begin time,
made and it is not remote for the
entire project to slide into complete
Talks on Taft Law
discard.
Allied leaders probably will deny
Taftthe
of
effect
nevertheless difficulty rethis, but
Discussion of the
volves around the inability to corral
Hartley law on IATSE contracts,
pol- enough contracts to give interested
with the view of adjusting union here
assurance dates
groups
producing
icy to meet new conditions, began
d on page 10)
{Continue
s.
official
'IA'
among
day
yester
ing in the conference
Participat
{Continued on page 10)
Commons To Get UK
Tax Bid Next Week
resoluLondon, June 26. — Apropos
al
tion supporting the
that the British government
powers" to
assume "enablingincrea
se cusauthorize it to
toms to any extent on exposed motion picture imports,
will come before the House of
Commons next mid-week.
Purpose of the tax would be
to adjust film imports against
British exports to "a reason-g
able level." The enablin
powers, however, will not be
put into operation in the
event a satisfactory return in
terms of British screenings in
America is forthcoming.

Kirsch

Offers

Some

N.

'A
On

System'
Complaints

Says Allied Should Act
On Contract Grievances
By RED KANN
Atlantic City, June 26. — Jack
Kirsch, president of Allied States
Association, tonight urged the adoption by that nationalof organization
a system for
ual exhibitor
settling
individgrievances as
they arise
against
distributors.
fore several
Speaking
behundred at the

J. Allied

Closes

Meet

Jack Kirsch

testimonial dinner given in his
honor
Allied
TheatrebyOwners
of New Jersey,
Kirsch called
for adj ustment

June 26. — TwenCity,
Atlantic tieth-Fox's
member's
execuAllied
regionalofwith
new sales policy met sup- complaints
byfirst-hand
tives dealing
{Continued
on page 10) company
port and rebuff at the New Jersey
Allied' s closing session today. Supporters, including Jack Kirsch, National
Allied president, and Harry Brandt,
Independent Theatre OwnNew ersYork
Association president, got behind Berger To Abandon
a move for a resolution recommending Plea for U.S. Probe
Fox general
A. W. Smith, Jr., 20th-uced
the new
who introd
er, nued
sales manag{Conti
on page 10)
Atlantic City, June 26— Benny
9?
of North Central
Berger, presidenthour
tonight decided
Allied, at a late
to hold off publication of his request
"The
Hucksters
for a Congressional investigation of
a few weeks,"
industry d"for
the filmis understoo
that he has aban[M-G-M]
f „ but
it
doned the plan. Ever since his announcement last night of NCA's plan
venture m Adventure
misad
his
since
first
E'S
GABL
RK
^LA
letter" advertisement
run and "open
to
President Truman and
to
addresse
C< ^Sher11 attractions have taken their toll of the peculiarities in
s Washington
Congress in Monday'
well as I he rluck- Post,
the object of
Berger has been
radio, but none in such wholesale sidesweep or so
pressure.
private
ble
considera
He is a
huckster is a pedler and that is what Gable is this time. world of
the
into
pitch
to
ready
and
war
radio producer back from the
sponsors and advertising agencies.
Milwaukee to Be Site
Menjou
e
Adolph
is
There
here.
told
as
too,
,
strange
is
That world
Of Nov. Allied Meet
rs to inflict that who*
head of the agency conspiring with the sponso
There is ^ydney
Atlantic City, June 26. —
array of ethered banalities on a suffering public. world
m which he
the
has
Kirsch, president of Nawho
Jack
soap
in
tycoon
ric
eccent
treet,
Greens
cncle
tional Allied, disclosed tothis
Into
ies.
tyrann
dish
outlan
his
to
ated
rules completely subjug
game
the
play
to
convened
nexttion
prepar
f,
that theassocia
night
himsel
ts
projec
will
tion of the
and l££ e lites, Gable
lling
best-se
his
m
an
Wakem
ic
Freder
by
forth
set
rules
Novemthe
£
ee
ing
Milwauk
accord
in
held
drawn.
is
be
film
this
novel from which
ber 10-12.
including his romance
Gable's onadventu
The attraction concerns {Continued
page res,
8)
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Personal
Mention
E^D MOREY, vice-president and as" sistant to Steve Broidy, Allied
Artists-Monogram president who arrived in Hollywood yesterday for sales
policy discussions, will leave tomorrow.
•
Maurice Goldstein, general sales
manager of Allied Artists and Monogram, has been hospitalized in New
Haven for the past week with an eye
infection. He expects to return to his
desk here in a week.
•
Harold Friedman, manager of
Warners' Vogue Theatre, Cleveland,
is in a hospital at Savannah, following
an illness which developed en route
home from his honeymoon in Florida.
•
Arthur I. Weinberg, son of Louis
Weinberg, Columbia circuit sales executive, and Eileen Kaplan of
Newton Center, Mass., have announced
their engagement.
•
Jim Watson, assistant to Jack
Harris of Walter Reade Theatres,
and Mrs. Watson, are parents of a
daughter, their third child.
•
W. Lee Wilder, Republic producerdirector, is in town from the Coast
for talks with Herbert J. Yates, Sr.,
Republic president.
•
Al Schuman, Hartford Theatres
Circuit, Hartford, and Mrs. Schuman
have returned there from a vacation
in Hollywood.
•
Bob Schwartz, advertising-publicity manager of Eagle-Lion, and Barbara Kahn, artist, will be married
on Sunday.
•
Edward S. Farrow, Eastman Kodak vice-president, is due here Monday from Sweden on the Gripsholm.
•
Ann Martin, Warner Club secretary, has announced her engagement to
William V. Hazel, ex-Marine.
•
James E. Thompson, manager of
the Bryn-Mawr Theatre, Bryn-Mawr,
Pa., was a Louisville visitor.
•
Louis Astor, Columbia circuit sales
executive, is on a business trip to
Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
•
Milton Schosberg, manager of Fabian's Grandng Theatre,
Albany, N. Y.,
in Canada.
is vacationi
•
Albert A. Senft, president of the.
Sterling Sign Co., is author of a book
on advertising technique.
•
- Frances Rafferty, actress, and
Bob Stanton, radio singer, have announced their engagement.
•

A. E. Schiller, Republic branch
operations manager, is visiting the
Charlotte, N. C, branch.
•
Ginny Simms has arrived in New
York from Beverly Hills.

Insider's
By RED
Atlantic City, June 26
A NY time a distributor tells
an exhibitor group the boys
will be able to buy film cheaper,
he's got a smash attraction.
Andy Smith did this and stole
the
show at New Jersey Allied's
convention.
Twentieth Century-Fox's contemplated national policy switch
produced baffling reactions at
first; it was difficult to determine whether it was a case of
astonishment, bewilderment, disbelief or plain lethargy on a hot
afternoon. There was no violent
outburst of enthusiasm and only
a handful of desultory questions
when Smith confidentially laid
himself open to queries from the
floor. The probability is Smith
bility.
stunned his audience into immo■
It took the rest of Wednesday
for the significance of his statement to penetrate. Preponderance of comment, volunteered
this observer, or sought by him,
was favorable, which, incidentally, should occasion no surprise.
However, there were some who
were dubious and began looking
around for gimmicks without
much success. This was typical
of the wary exhibitor who found
it incredible that 20th CenturyFox, or any other distributor,
would offer to reduce rentals by
voluntary action.
There were others — and more
of these — who accepted what
they heard. Typical was one important buyer, who remarked :
"I don't have to study any plan
which tells me film will cost me
15 per cent. That's enough for
me." He had a lot of company.
■
However, there was doubt as
the convention closed tonight
over the distributors' insistence
that, as a condition of the policy
proposed, theatre operating expenses must clear through accredited accountants. Some
theatremen, pessimists or not,
foresaw continuing difficulty in
reaching mutuality on this and
pointed to their past troubles
with distributors in deciding
what items of expense were allowable in setting up percentage
deals.
It must be borne in mind, also,
that this plan is experimental,
with the New Haven territory
as proving ground. Experience
there will determine application
elsewhere, but, regardless of
what may develop thereafter it
is wholly factual to report 20th
Century-Fox made a decidedly
favorable impression here and
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immediately led exhibitors to
hope other distributors will follow suit.
■ ■ ■
The balance of newsreel power
heads for its most significant
shift in years in November when
the Warner Newsreel is slated
to make its bow. The Warner
theatre circuit now uses the
established five reels, but won't
when its own is ready. The intention, never a secret, is to keep
in the corporate family the rentals now being paid to outside
companies. It's a large sum of
money every year.
This is a fortunate and comfortable way to launch a new
project, this ability to establish
immediate and substantial revenue without need to wander
from the fireside. But it represents only a fraction — important,
of course
— of the whole newsreel
market.
Six brands will be in the ring
this winter scrambling, and perhaps scratching, for dates. Four
of the old-line five, Paramount,
Fox, News of the Day and Pathe
News, will find comfort in the
theatre power of their parent
companies, Universal, having no
such cushion, must try for its
comfort elsewhere. If there is
an elsewhere. ■ ■

Coincidence of upbeat trade
paper reviews of "The Perils of
Pauline" and "The Web" only a
few days apart points up the fact
that Bertram Millhauser, script
writer on the latter, used to
dream week
up Pauline'
perils White
week
after
when s Pearl
was star and George Seitz producer. They have passed on to
their celluloid heaven, but the
fact is those, like Millhauser
who was reared in the suspense
school of serials, still know how
to weave absorbing stories. "The
Web" tends to prove this. A
tight and taut melodrama, well
acted and produced, it was
brought in for about $800,000.
Now there's ■a cost
■ for you.
Dore Schary, RKO Radio
production head, turns actor for
one scene in "The Bachelor and
the Bobby Soxer." His explanation "Not
:
only did I go through
my scene without a blowup, but
I want you to know that it was
a one-take job. Central Casting
was advised and, after looking at
me, they couldn't have done better in casting the chauffeur's
No
comment
from Alfred
Hitchcock.

RKO Group Due Mondat
Phil Reisman, RKO Radio via
president in charge of foreign oper;
tions will arrive here Monday aboat
the S.S. Queen Elizabeth, after a
extensive visit abroad. He will be at
companied by player John Mills ar
the latter's wife, and George Dawsoi
secretary and director of RKO Unit?
Kingdom, and David Jones, RK
publicity director in the United Kinj
dom.

To Film

Cantor

Stqw

Hollywood, June 26. — £s of
Warner,
executive
producer of"Wa.
ner
Brothers,
has concluded
arrange
ments for the filming of "The Storl
of Eddie Cantor."
NEW

YORK
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CORNEL WILDE • MAUREEN O'HARA in "THE HOMESTRETC
H" in TECHNICOLOR
with GLENN LANGAN • HELEN WALKER • James
Gleason • Henry Stephenson
Margaret Bannerman • Ethel Griffies • Tommy
Cook • Directed by BRUCE
HUMBERSTONE
• Produced by Wanda
ROBERTTuchock
BASSLER • Original Screen Play by

..' .

MAUREEN

O'HARA

... -

• JOHN

PAYNE in "MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET" with EDMUND
• Gene Lockhart • Natalie Wood • Porter Hall • William Frawley
• Jerome
Cowan • Philip Tonge • Written for the Screen and Directed
by GEORGE SEATON
Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG • Story by Valentine Davies
GWENN

PEGGY

CUMMINS

• VICTOR MATURE

• ETHEL BARRYMORE in "MOSS ROSE" with
VINCENT PRICE • Margo Woode • George Zucco • Patricia Medina
• Rhys Williams
Directed by GREGORY RATOFF • Produced by GENE MARKEY
• Screen Play
by Jules Furthman and Tom Reed • Adaptation by Niven Busch • From
the Novel
by Joseph Shearing

"BOB, SON OF BATTLE" in TECHNICOLOR ' Starring LON McCALLISTER
with
Peggy Ann Garner • Edmund Gwenn • Reginald Owen • Charles Irwin • Directed
by LOUIS KING • Produced by ROBERT BASSLER • Screen Play
by Jerome Cady
Based on the Novel by Alfred Ollivant

"I WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW" in TECHNICOLOR- Starring JUNE
HAVER
MARK STEVENS with MARTHA STEWART • REGINALD GARDINER
• Lenore Aubert
William Frawley • Gene Nelson • Truman Bradley • George Clevelan
d • Directed
by LLOYD BACON • Produced by GEORGE JESSEL • Original Screen
Play by Lewis
R. Foster • Additional Dialogue by Marion Turk • Dances Staged
by Hermes Pan

WMffffl'BMM/i
TECHNICOLOR!
J*

0i
I wonder
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Set 25th and Final
WB '46-47 Release

Convention

Start
Finish

Hollywood, June 26.— With seven
lew pictures going before the cameras
io balance the same number sent to
the writing rooms, the production mie"'- -named even with last week's
totav J 45 shooting. The production
scene :
Columbia
Days of Boot Hill,"
"Last
:
I ' Finished
"The Sea Hound," "The Man from
Colorado." .
* Shooting: "The Mating of Millie,
"When a Girl's Beautiful," "I Love
Trouble" (Cornell), "It Had to Be
iYou."
Eagle-Lion
"Adventures of Casag:
Shootin
nova.
Enterprise
Passed This
"They
Shooting:
Way."
Goldwyn
Started: "That's Life," with Danny
Mayo, Benny GoodKaye, Virginia
man, Tommy Dorsey, Charlie Barnet
g,
Louis Armstron Lionel Hampton.
M-G-M
Started: "Virtuous," with Van
Tohnson, June Allyson, Butch Jenkins,
Hume Cronyn, Una Merkel, Arlene
Robert
Dahl. "High Wall," with
Totter and Curtis
Audrey
Taylor,
Bernhardt.
Finished: "The Pirate."
Shooting: "Killer McCoy," "On an
Island with You," "If Winter Comes,
"Cass Timberlane," "The Kissing
Bandit."
Paramount
Started: "Night Has a Thousand
Eyes," with Edward G. Robinson,
Joan Caulfield, John Lund.
d: "Big Town Scandal"
Finishehomas).
(Pine-T
m Girl."
Shooting: "Drea
PRC

Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association, has accepted
the invitation of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers to be the principal
speaker at the opening luncheon of the
62nd semi-annual convention of the
society, to be held October 20-24 in
the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
In his acceptance, which necessarily
is contingent upon his not being called
out of town on that date, Johnston
said: "The motion picture theatre has
been a pioneer in developing many of
the features of modern building design
with which we have become so familiar in recent years. It has been a
leader in the use of new materials in
building construction ; of air-conditioning, of acoustical treatment, of
scientific lighting, and of innumerable
advances in providing for the safety
and comfort of its patrons.
"In many ways the growth and development ofmodern theatres has been
responsible for the healthy progress of
the modern motion picture industry.
This development is about to take on
new momentum. It offers a great
field for the improvement and expansion of our business — right here in our
own country."
U, Skirball-Manning
Deal

Is Abrogated

Universal-International and Jack H.
Skirball-Bruce Manning Productions
announced here yesterday that the
contract between the two organizations
had been dissolved amicably and by
mutual consent. Skirball-Manning
will maintain headquarters on the U-I
Coast lot until shortly after July 1.
Dissolution arrangements leaves the
script for the proposed "Portrait in
Black," with Universal-International
that Jack Skirproperties
AmongandtheBruce
ball
Manning retain are
the Hammerstein - Romberg "Sunny
River," "For Services Rendered,"
John O'Hara's "Appointment in Samara," "The Barren Heart," . "The
Wind Is Blind" and "The Desert
Padre,"
Commit
ment for bythe Irving
servicesStone.
of Carol
Reed,
English director, also stays with Skir
ball-Manning.

Daily

"Cry Wolf" will be Warner's final picture on its 194647 schedule of 21 new features and four re-issues. In
1945-46, the company released
20, plus four re-issues.
"Cry Wolf will go into national distribution in midAugust, with bookings in Atlantic City, New Orleans and
approximately 100 houses in
New England, the South and
West, the company reports.

$31,266,930
Ticket

Tax

'Freedom'

Parley

Will

Again

— RepresenJune 26.pictures
Washing
of the motion
and
tativeston,
other media held a day-long session
the estabhere today, looking toward
lishment of a permanent inter-mcdia
on freefight encroachm
group domtoof expressio
n. No ents
final decision
was made at the meeting, and the
delegates agreed to discuss the matter
with their respective boards and meet
again at a later date.
The group visited briefly at the
White House with President Truman,
who assured them of his support in
their efforts.
Motion
representatives
included picture
Kenneth Clark
for the Motion
Picture Association; Donald Nelson,
president
of the
Society
of Independent Motion
Picture
Producers;
and

Washington, June 26. — General
admission tax collections in May reflecting mainly April box-office receipts, totalled §31,266,930, a slight
drop from both the April, 1947, and
May, 1946, collections, according to
by the Treasury Defigures released
partment here today.
The figure for general admission tax
collections in April, 1947, was $33,412,813, while in May of last year it
was $32,422,313.
These figures do not include collec
tions for roof gardens and cabarets
brokers' ticket sales, leases of boxes
or seats, and overcharges. May, 1947,
figures show a drop in all these categories as well.
Total for all categories, including
general admission collections, was
$36,145,428 in May of this year, compared with $38,619,325 in April and
$39,499,268 in May, 1946.
Cabaret and roof garden collections
showed the largest drop, totaling
$4,710,965 last May, compared with
$4,888,257 in April and $6,888,969 in
May of last year.

"Check Your Guns," with
Started:
Eddie
Dean, Roscoe Ates, Nancy
Gates, Ray Taylor, Jerry Thomas.
"Blonde Savage" (Ensign), with Lief
Erickson, Gale Sherwood, Douglas
Dumbrille, Veda Ann Borg.
Republic
Shooting: "The Fabulous Texan,"
"The Red Pony"
RKO (Feldman
Radio ),
Finished: "Memory of Love."
Shooting: "I Remember Mama," Conn. MPTO
To Hold
"Mourning Becomes Electra," "Return of the BadSelznick
Men."
Golf Tourney Aug. 5
New Haven, June 26.— The MPTO
Shooting: "Portrait of Jennie."
of Connecticut will hold its annual
20th-Fox
golf tournament at Racebrook CounShooting : "Gentleman's Agreement,"
try Club, Orange, Conn., on Aug. 5,
"Foxes of Harrow," "Off to Buffalo," according to George H. Wilkinson Jr..
"Nightmare Alley," "Green Grass of president.
Wyoming,"
"Roses Are Red" (WurtOfficers for the tournament include:
zel).
Wilkinson, chairman; Lou Brown,
United Artists
t; Ted Jacocks, treasurer;
Finished: "Without Honor" (Hopa- publicis
exHerman M. Levy, secretary. The
long Cassidy).
hibitors' committee includes : Max
Shooting: "The Time of Your Life Hoffman, Albert Pickus, John Perakos,
"Sleep My Love."
(Cagney),
James Darby, Harry F. Shaw and
Universal-International
rs' comdistributoGermaine,
The Henry
mittee includes:
Started: "The Naked City" (Hel- Samuel Rosen.
Fitzgerald, How- Paramount, chairman; Carl Goe,
linger), with Barry Hart,
Don Taylor.
ard Duff, Dorothy
Warners, and Arthur Greenfield, UniShooting: "Tap Roots" (Wanger- versal.
Marshall), "Imagination" (Kamn),
"Adventures of Black Bart," "Wistful
Widow of Wagon Gap," "Ride the rhance in High C" (Curtiz), "Love at
"The Exile."
Pink Horse," Warners
First Sight," "Ever the Beginning,the
"Silver River," "Treasure of
Shooting: "Mary Hagen," "Ro- Sierra Madre."

Confer

Donald J. Russell, an associate of industry counsel James F. Byrnes.
Other officials represented radio, book
publishers, magazine publishers, and
newspapers. The conference was
called by Justin Miller, president of
the
National Association of Broadcasters.
One official explained that none of
the delegates had any power to commit his organization to a permanent
Clark told the conference that 181
cities with populations of more than
25,000 have film censorship ordinances.
"You can't count the number with
plan.
25,000 that have repopulation under
strictions," headded.

Annual
Clubwomen'
Awards Today
Film
A film-division luncheon will be
given today by the General Federation
of Women's Clubs at the HotelofComthe
modore, here. Executives
Motion Picture Association and of
other branches of the film industry
will attend.
will launch an anThe nualFederati
award atonthe luncheon, to the
picture which most nearly portrays
Berman, Schoham in the highest ideals of American life.
been in convenhas week.
Federati
The tion
here all on
of this
Loew's Shift Abroad
Appointment of Julian Berman as
M-G-M manager for Cuba was an- "Arch" Ad Budget Is
nounced here yesterday by Morton A
In- Set at $1,000,000
of Loew's
Spring, vice-president
ternational Corp. Berman,
who left
here by air yesterday to assume his
advertis
An $1,000,
26—
Hollywood, June
000budget of
ing-exploitation
new post, takes over from Robert O
Schoham who will go to Sweden a: has been set by Enterprise Producspecial home office representative
tions for "Arch of Triumph" with the
Schoham will leave for Sweden short campaign to span August, September
and October, in conformity with a
ly after Berman's arrival. managers three-month promotional concentration
Both have been M-G-M
executis vesat
compan
policv
overseas for many years. Berman has at
g y meeting
currentbyplannin
theiradopted
occupied posts in the Far East andin the studio.
has served as territorial manager
Latin America. Schoham, formerly
M-G-M manager in Finland, has been
territorial manager in Puerto Rico Aids Orphans' Outing
and Cuba.
-Lion'sat
Eagleopens
e" ofwhich
star
Perfoe,rmanc
at Lesli
"Repe
Joan
the Rivoli Theatre here today, will
tor O'Dwyer at City Hall first
Dinner for Flynn Is visit dayMayo
him theg for
ase from
to purch
outin
l
annua
ticket for the 11th
Postponed Until Sept. 7,000 orphans, to be held Monday.
many
e
Becaus
26.—
Chicago, June
are away on vacations,
industry people dinner
for Jack Flynn,
the testimonial
y Personnel Head
retiring Midwestern sales manager ot Centur
d perUlman has beenryname
t
Rober
lly scheduled for MonCentu Theatres,
for
M-G-M, originapostpo
manager
sonnel
ned.
day, has been
ger, general manager.
J RmostSprin
The dinner is now scheduled tor bv
recently served as labor
n
Ulma
ariety
\
the
September, at which time
ger for the Ansco cammana
relationsdivisio
n of General Aniline and
Club will join the industry m honor- Film eraCorp.
ing Flynn.

Motion
Library
Film

The

Cut

Washington, June 26. — Plans of
the Library of Congress to serve as a
central storage and distribution point
for Government-owned films and as a
depository for important commerciallyproduced films got a jolt here today
from the House Appropriations Committee.
The Library's film section had
asked for $370,500 for the coming
year to increase its staff and for new
plans for the project. The House
group gave it only $85,000— $15,000
less than last year.
Moreover, the committee said that
it believed this project "will cost an
amount out of all proportion to its
value." It urged that before next year
a study be made to determine "the
extent to which it is practicable for
the Government to carry on this kind
of activity, and whether or not the
Library of Congress is the logical
agency to administer it if it is determined that the expenditure of public
funds for such a purpose is necessary."
The Library's film program got its
first setback earlier this year when it
was announced that plans had been
abandoned to get this session of Congress to appropriate funds for a new
film storage building.

Pleads

for

Overseas Program
Washington, June 26. — Secretary
of State Marshall has made a belated
request to the Senate Appropriations
Committee for an additional $3,000,000 for the overseas information program.
Indications were that his testimony
before a closed meeting of the committee fell on deaf ears. The committee on Tuesday reported a $15,000,000
budget for the program for the coming fiscal year.
3rd Novel for WB Writer
David Goodis, Warner Brothers
writer, will have his third novel
brought out next fall by AppletonCentury, titled "Behold This Woman." Goodis also wrote "Dark Passage," recently completed film starBacalLring Humphrey Bogart and Lauren
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Hucksters"
(Continued from page 1)

Hollywood

with lovely Deborah Kerr, who emerges the winner over luscious Ava Gardner. But it is a long road he travels in a film running a long 115 minutes.
The signposts along the way poke ridicule at radio for its moronic commercials and its pandering to mentalities of those of 14 years and less. The satire
is biting and will prove funny to audiences at large. Radio, or at least those
in radio who fall into the pattern of this story, come off without honor.
Not so with Gable, however. With Miss Kerr prepared to be his bride and
a successful show under his belt, he becomes fed up to the hilt with the sham
and lack of personal respect which are part and parcel of his job. In a
sequence which has been building all through the picture, he tells off Greenstreet for the despot he is and walks out of a fat deal into unemployment. But
Miss Kerr is there, feeding encouragement and suggesting that the future for
them both will be all right.
"The Hucksters," then, has Gable performing a first-class job in a role
which his following will
appreciate. Miss Kerr, who came over from London
to appear in this as her first American film, is excellent. Miss Gardner is very
good also, and this goes for Greenstreet in a part entirely different from his
many forerunners, and for Menjou and Edward Arnold as the Agent, as well
as Keenan Wynn as the dim-wit comic. Nevertheless, this picture is a mixture in pace. Its opening is fast and sets the stage, but the rate of speed slows
down rather noticeably before matters get too far advanced. The explanation
could be that the opening sprints were too much to maintain. Correct or
otherwise, what is on the screen is on the screen, and nothing changes that.
"The Hucksters" is one for heavy grosses, its lapses notwithstanding.
The Wakeman novel was adapted by Edward Chodorov and George Wells
and thereafter prepared in script form by Luther Davis. Jack Conway directed
and Arthur Hornblow, Jr., produced.
Running time, 115 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
in August.
Red Kann

Ohio ITO Seeks
US-UK Goodwill
Columbus, Ch, June 26. — J.
Arthur Rank has been invited
to accept a speaking date at
the Ohio Independent Theatre
Owners convention, July 14-16,
at Cedar
Point,
O., "asthat
a goodwill gesture
toward
vast
army of average exhibitors
who desire to co-operate to
make a better understanding
between the American and
British film industries."

OGR Head Urges Aid
For Film Section
Washington, June 26. — Katherine
C. Blackburn, head of the Office of
Government Reports, has warned a
Senate appropriations sub-committee
that failure to grant funds to the
motion _picture liaison section would
result in an increasing number and
duplication in Government requests
on the motion picture industry.
Meanwhile a move was reported in
both House and Senate to get limited
budgets for advertising and film liai
son sections restored as part of the
Bunin
White House budget.
Marshall
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Production

Peak

in May

Hollyivood, June 2c
RECENT
studio
announce
ments ofmajor
planned
globe-girdling
location treks for many of their toi
bracket pictures will get fulfillment it
the
production
of Warners' "To th(
Victors."
A melodrama
of postwaj
Europe, many of its scenes will b<
filmed on the Continent, part^'nl)
in Paris,Morgan
with Viveca
Lindf£s_ofanc
Dennis
in the starring
roles
Delmer Daves directing and Jerry
Wald as producer.
New story purchases include "Misi
X," a Faith Baldwin novel, by Republic, and Warners' acquisition oi
"Old Enough to Know Better," an
original by Peter Milne, which William Jacobs is scheduled to produce.
. . . Franchot Tone announces the.
purchase of Gordon McDonnell's
mystery novel, "My Sister, Goodheads. .night,". for. Cornell Pictures, which he
•
It looks like a busy six months
ahead for James Cagney. Producer
William Cagney has set August as
the starting time for "The Stray
Lamb," and Nov. 15 as the date
when "A Lion Is in the Streets"
will go before the cameras, with
brother Jimmy as star of both. . . .
Paramount has three top pictures
on the starting line for the next
30 days. First will be "My Own
True Love," starring Phyllis Calvert
and Melvyn Douglas, to be followed
by "NightEdward
Has a G.Thousand
starring
Robinson,Eyes,"
and

Washington, June 26. — Television
receiver production climbed to a new
all-time high in May, according to the
Radio Manufacturers Association, although FM production and total output for all types of sets dropped.
Bob Hope's latest, "Paleface," in
May television set production was Technicolor.
8,690 units, compared with 7,886 for
•
the April period, bringing total output
RKO Radio has signed Robert
for the year to 34,895 sets. FM set Sparks
long-term producer
production in May totaled 84,587 contract.to . a . new
. Robert H. Buckner,
units, a sharp drop from the 112,256
produced in April. FM production for producer of Warner's "Life with P,
a writerfive months totaled 368,939. Father," has beenat given
to Paris for theSo first
Universal-Interfar this year 7,397,502 sets of all producer contract
national. . . . Albert Lewin renews
types have been produced. May production of all types was 1,316,373, his long association with Metro-Gold'Alice in Wonderland'
wyn- Mayer in a top production capaLou Bunin left here by plane for compared with 1,759,723 in April.
city. While away from the Culver
Paris last night to begin production
City lot for a brief time, he produced
there on Lewis Carroll's "Alice in
"The Affairs of Bel Ami". ... As his
Wonderland," which he expects to Bookers' Dinner Monday second
directorial chore, Richard Sale,
complete by next March.
New York's Motion Picture Book- former screen writer, has been set to
ers
Club
will
hold
its
annual
dinnerPrior to his departure, Bunin said
direct an untitled musical at Republic.
that the world releasing plans had not dance at the Hotel Pennsylvania here
on
Monday,
Oscar
Lager,
chairman,
James Kern will direct "Barbary
been decided yet on the $1,500,000
announces. Irving Kaplan of the Rand- Host," comedy drama, for Warners,
production, which will probably be in force
with
William Jacobs as producer.
circuit is handling reservations.
Technicolor. He said he had picked
•
Paris for production because he had
Ward
Bond
and
Broderick Crawbeen unable to make arrangements in Change Lloyd Title
ford draw featured roles in the curthis country for making the film in "Mad Wednesday" is the new
title
rent James Cagney starrers, "The
color. Bunin added that costs will be of the Harold Lloyd
produced Time of Your Life," being directed
25 to 35 per cent more in Paris, since by California Picturespicture,
and scheduled
he is accompanied by 34 technicians.
for United Artists release. The by H. C. Potter
W. J. McG.
The only "live" character will be original title was "The Sin of Harold
"Alice," and Bunin expects to pick a
Solves Vacation Tangle
girl in England to play the part of Diddlebock."
"Alice." The other characters will be
Harlan, Ia., June 26. — Ray Brown,
"three-dimension" animated puppets. Special Durbin Trailer
owner of two theatres here, has found
The principal backer of the film is Universal-International has pre- a way to give all employes vacations
the Union General Cinematographique,
pared a special 10-minute trailer on without straining staffs. He will close
"Something
in the Wind",
France's
largest
production-distribuforthcom- the Cozy during July and August and
ing Deanna Durbin
film.
tion concern.
the Cozy during July and August.
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There are a few bright spots on the
cu/ _ box-office horizon, but on the
whi /grosses are not reaching the
higher brackets. Weekend weather
was pleasantly warm. Estimated receipts for the week ending June 24|27 :
BETTY CO-ED (Col.)O and FRONTIER
FIGHTERS (PRQ-RK FAMILY (1,000)
(30c-40c-50c) i days. Gross: $1,000. (AverE (WB)-RKO SHU BERT (2,CHEYENN
150) (50c-S5c-60c-6Sc-70c-75c) 2nd week, on
the Palace. Gross: $5,a moveover
(Average:from$5,000)
500.
DESTRY RIDES AGAIN (U-I reissue)
and WHEN THE D ALTON S RODE (U-ILYRIC (1,400) (50c-55c-60c
— RKO
reissue)
) days. Gross: $3,000. (Aver65c-70c-75c
age, 7 days: 4 $5,000)
FRAMED (Col.)-RKO LYRIC (1,400)
(50c-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c) 3 days,Albee.
2nd Gross:
showa moveover from the
ling,
$2,000.on (Average, 7 days: $5,000)
way (m-g-m)-rko
Living in a big (50c-55c-6
0c-65c-70c-75c).
(1,500)
IGRAND $12,000.
(Average: $8,000)
.Gross:
ER AFFAIR (UA)-RKO
iTHE MACOMB
(3,300) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c).
Gross: $18,000. (Average: $15,000)
I'ALBEE
(PRC) and
WINNERS
TOO MANY
(Mono.) — RKO
DANGER
ITRAILING
(1,000) (30c-40c-50c) 4 days.
'FAMILY
!Gross: $1,500. (Average: $1,600)
I THE TWO' MRS. CARROLLS (WB)(2,000) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70cCAPITOL
RKO 2nd
week. Gross: $9,000. (Average:
75c)
I$10,000)
THE
WEB (U-I)Gross:
— KEITHS
(50c55c-60c-65c-75c).
$8,500.(1,500)
(Average:
I$7,500)
KANSAS

CITY

Heavy rains nearly every day, with
^streets flooded Sunday evening,
^checked theatre attendance. The
l Paramount will hold "Perils of
.Pauline." Estimated receipts for the
,;week ending July 1-3 :
pBUCK
PRIVATES
COME HOME
(U-I)^FAIRWAY (700) (45c-65c). Gross:
"'$1,500.
(Average:
$1,750)
BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME (U-I)—
(JTOWER
.: (Average: (2,100)
$9,000) (45c-65c). Gross: $10,300.
^BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME (U-I)—
,'((Average:
UPTOWN $6,000)
(2,000) (45c-65c). Gross: $5,100.
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— MIDLAND
2nd
90c-$1.25)
(Advanced
(3,500) Gross:
■week.
$15,000.prices:
(Average
at regular
-prices of 45c-65: $15,000)
GREAT EXPECTATIONS (U-I) and
DANGER STREET (Para.) — ORPHEUM
(1,900) (45c-65c). Gross: $10,000. (Average:
$10,000)
MEET JOHN DOE (Astor) — ESQUIRE
(800) (45c-65c). Gross: $4,500. (Average:
,, $6,000)
PERILS OF PAULINE (Para.)-PARAMOUNT (formerly NEWMAN) (1,900)
(45c-65c) 7% days. Gross (including cancer
benefit first night at advanced prices) :
$16,000. (Average: $11,000)

Key

Picture

City

was clear. Estimated receipts for the
week ended June 24-25 :
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES (RKO'
Radio) — RKO' PALACE (3,300) (Advanced
prices: 75c-$1.20). Gross: $20,000. (Average
at regular prices of 55c-70c: $30,000)
CALCUTTA (Para.) — LOEWS OHIO
(1,268)
(50c-70c) 3rd
week,
and 2nd
week
of
a moveover.
Gross:
$6,000.
(Average:
$7,000)
CHEYENNE.
WARNERS'
DROME (3,500)(WB)—
(55c-70c)
2nd week. HIPPOGross:
$12,500. (Average: $18,400)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) — LOEWS
STILLMAN
(1,900)Gross:
.(Advanced
90c$1.25)
2nd week.
$29,000.prices:
(Average
at regular prices: $11,000)
MIRACLE OF 34TH ST. (2flth-Fox)-(55c70c). Gross: $20,000. (Average: $12,000)
THIS HAPPY BREED (U-I) — LOWER
MALL erage:
(563)
$2,500) (45c-65c). Gross: $2,500. (AvTHE TROUBLE WITH WOMEN (Para.)
—LOEWS STATE (3,300) (50c-70c). Gross:
$13,500. (Average: $22,000)
TWO MRS. CARROLLS
(WB) — WARNERS' LAKE^(714)
-70c) 4th week.
Gross: $2,800.
(Average:(55c$3,600)
PITTSBURGH
"Duel in the Sun" did $26,000 in
its second and final week at the Penn,
showing at advanced prices, and for a
second
weekthan"Miracle
Street"
did better
average onat 34th
the Harris.
Estimated receipts for the week ended
June 26:
ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND (ZflthFox reissue) and BACK LASH (ZOth-Fox)
—SENATOR (1,700) (40c-55c-70c). Gross:
$3,000. (Average: $3,400)
CHEYENNE
(WB)— STANLEY (3,800)
(40c -55c -70c). Gross: $14,500. (Average:
$25 000)
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO) — PENN (3,400)
2nd prices
week.
Gross:(Advanced
$26,000. prices:
(Average95c-$1.25)
at regular
of 40c-55c-70c: $25,000)
HOMESTRETCH (ZOtih-Fox) — FULTON
(1,700) (40c-55c-70c). Gross: $9,000. (Average: $9,700)
MIRACLE ON J4TH STREET (20th-Fox)
—J.
P.
HARRIS
(2,000)
(40c-55c-70c)
week. Gross:
$12,000.
(Average:
$11,000)2nd
THE PERFECT MARRIAGE (Para.)—
WARNER
(2,000)$15,000)
(40c-55c-70c). Gross: $8,000.
(Average:
THE YEARLING (M-G-M)— RITZ (1,100)
(40c-55c-70c) 4th week on a moveover from
the Penn. Gross: $2,500. (Average: $3,200)
OMAHA
Two first-runs were close to par
while two were well out in front in
a week of rain. Sunday matinee
business was cut to almost nil by
more than three inches of rain. Estimated receipts for the week ended
June
25-26
CARNIVAL : IN COSTA RICA (20th-Fox)
and THE BIG FIX (PRC)-OMAHA (2,000) (50c-65c). Gross: $8,500. (Average:
$8,500)
THE FABULOUS DORSEYS (UA) and
JIM (M-G-M)— ORMISTER
LITTLE PHEUM
(3,000) (50c-65c). Gross: $9,000.
(Average: $9,300)
MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE (Para.)—
PARAMOUNT
(2,900) (50c-65c). Gross:
$14,100. (Average: $10,600) LITTLE MISS
(Col.) and
FRAMED
(Col.) — RKO BRANDEIS
BROADWAY
(1,100) (50c-65c). Gross: $7,800. (Average:
$6,600)

9

Daily

Grosses
in its second week. Estimated receipts for the week ended June 25 :
CHASE, THE (UA) and FOR THE LOVE
OF RUSTY (CoL) — LOEWS ORPHEUM
(2,000) (50c-60c-75c). Gross: $8,500. (Average: $8,500)
COPACABANA
(UA) and THE GUILT
OF JANET AMES (Col.) — LOEWS
STATE
(3,500)
(50c-60c-75c).
Gross: $15,000. (Average: $19,500)
DEAR RUTH (Para,) and JUNGLE
FLIGHT (Para.)— ST. LOUIS (4,000) (50c60c-75c) 2nd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average: $11,300)
FARMER'S
DAUGHTER
and
CHILD OF
DIVORCE (RKO'
(RKO Radio)
Radio)
—moveover
SHUBERTfrom(2,000)
(40c-50c-60c).
the Fox. Gross: On
$3,000.a
(Average: $5,700)
HOMESTRETCH (ZOth-Fox) and SINBAD
THE SAILOR (RKO Radio)— MISSOURI
(3,514) erage:
(50c-60c-75c).
Gross: $10,500. (Av$11,500)
IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
(Mono.-Allied Artists) and THE GUILTY
(Mono.)— FOX (5,000) (50c-60c-75c). Gross:
$11,500. (Average: $18,800)
THE TROUBLE WITH WOMEN (Para.)
and BORN TO SPEED (PRO-AMBASSADOR (3,514) $16,500)
(50c-60c-75c). Gross: $12,000. (Average:

Danger Area Widens
As Flood Waters Rise
Kansas
City,
26. — have
Missouri River
floodJune
waters
reached record levels, with
the crest moving
from towards
Southeastern Nebraska
Missouri. New rains threatened in the danger area,
which includes Nebraska,
Iowa, Missouri and Kansas.
In many
controlling thecases,
rivers dikes
were torn
by other recent floods.

Selects 'Wyoming' as
Official State Film
Gov. Lester C. Hunt of Wyoming

has the
proclaimed
Republic'spicture
"Wyoming"
as
official motion
of the
state's 51st annual Frontier Days
celebration,
according to Republic's
home
office here.
The film will have its world premiere at the Lincoln and Paramount
Theatres in Cheyenne, on July 23.
MINNEAPOLIS
June 23 was originally mentioned.
Republic stars William Elliott and
Vera Ralston will be guests of F. H.
"Duel in the Sun" had a lucrative
Ricketson, president of Fox Interdouble opening
to leadofthetheweek's
business.
Remainder
loop mountain Theatres in Denver, prior
theatre business was only moderately to the premiere.
good. Estimated grosses for the week
ended June 26:
DUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— CENTURY 4 - City Premiere for
(1,500) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25). Gross:
$20,000.
70c: $7,300)(Average at regular prices of 50c'Bob, Son of Battle'
A four-city premiere for 20th CenDUEL IN THE SUN (SRO)— LYRIC (1,100) (Advanced prices: 90c-$1.25). Gross:
"Bob, Son Salt
of Battle"
will
held in tury-Fox's
Denver,
Lake City,
70c:
$17,500.
500) $5,600)(Average at regular prices of 50c- be
Portland
and
Seattle
on
July
1,
2,
3
FRAMED (Col.)— RKO ORPHEUM (2,800) and 4.
(50c-70c). Gross: $9,500. (Average: $14,Lon McCallister, star of the film,
THE HOMESTRETCH (2flth-Fox) — RA- and
Glenn Langan, Randy Stuart,
DIO CITY $18,000)
(4,000) (50c-70c). Gross: $12,000.
(Average:
Coleen Townsend, David Street and
KIT CARSON (PRC reissue)-GOPHER Kurt Krueger will participate in
(1,000) (44c-50c). Gross: $4,800. (Average: radio broadcasts, press _ receptions,
$3,400)
STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN (U)— STATE stage appearances and civic events.
(2,300) (50c-70c). Gross: $10,500. (Average: The group will meet the governors of
$13,000)
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS (WB)- Colorado and Oregon.
RKO PAN (1,500) (50c-70c) 2nd week on a
moveover
from the
000. (Average:
$8,500)Orpheum. Gross: $8,Rampart Sets Zweig
SALT LAKE CITY
Story As Its First
Hollywood,theJune
26. — formed
Rampartby
Productions,
company
Weather
ranged
from
thunderstorms to fair, but extremely cooler, William Dozier and Joan Fontaine,

and served to push up grosses to average or above. Estimated receipts for
the week ended June 25 :
ANGEL AND THE BAD MAN (Rep.)STUDIO
(800)(Average:
(20c-55c-75c)
Gross: $5,000.
$4,800) 3rd week.
BLAZE OF NOON (Para.) and JEWELS
OF BRANDERBURG (20th-Fox) — UTAH
(1,700) (20c-S5c-75c).
Gross: $12,500. (Average: $12,300)
BLONDIE'S
HOLIDAY
RIDING THE CALIFORNIA (Col.)
TRAILand(Mono.)
—LYRICville. (1,500)
(20c-S5c-75c)
with$3,850)
vaudeGross: $4,500.
(Average:
THE DEVIL ON WHEELS
(PRC) and
LOST
(Eagle-Lion)—
RIALTO HONEYMOON
(800) (20c-55c-75c).
Gross: $3,700.
(Average: $3,700)
(CLEVELAND
HIGH BARBAREE (M-G-M)— UPTOWN
ST. LOUIS
(1,300)age:(20c-55c-75c).
Gross: $5,900. (Aver$5,900)
"Duel in the Sun" and "Miracle on
MIRACLE
ON
34TH
STREET (20th-Fox)
Business was generally slow with —CENTRE (1,700) (20c
34th Street" were top boxoffice at-55c -75c). Gross:
tractions here this week. Weather the citywide street-car and bus strike $15,900.
(Average: $13,600)

Zweig's
StefanWoman,"
today
"Letter definitely
from an set
Unknown
as the first picture it will produce for
Universal-International release, to
star Miss Fontaine.
Production is slated to get under
Aug. 18 with John Houseman as
way
producer and Max Opuls directing,
from Howard Koch's screenplay.

Newman House
Frank L. NewSeattle, June 26.— opened
new
yesterd
. ay
Ballardman, Jr.,
Theatre
Operated byhisJensen
the
as
years
20
for
Herberg
Von
and
combeen
has
the Ballard and
Bagdad, pletely
refurnished.
redecorated
The new house seats 838 and is offering "California" for its opening.
New
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Kirsch

Motion

System

(Continued from page 1)
branch managers or division managers
in the field. The Kirsch testimonial
was the climax of New Jersey Allied's
three-day 28th annual convention
which was held at the Ambassador
Hotel, here.
Kirsch was introduced by New
Jersey Allied president Edward Lachman, who said : "It is only natural
that our organization should pay tribute to him (Kirsch) in this manner
because in our eyes he represents
everything that a national leader of
Allied should
be." He lauded
Kirsch for the
special efforts
which the latter
has made in behalf of the New
Jersey unit, and
said athat
"only
with
president
who stands for
the principles
which Jack
Kirsch s t a n ds
for and which
he exemplifies
Edward Lachman
by his spirit,
his conduct and
action can the differences which exist
between independent exhibitors be
settled satisfactorily and permanently."
Lachman cited Spyros P. Skouras,
president of 20th Century-Fox, who
was present, as a "great humanitarian
and a great industry leader" and said
he has "brought tremendous public
acclaim for our business." He also
paid tribute to 20th-Fox exhibitorpublic relations director Sam Shain
for aiding in setting convention arrangements.
Hits 'Unfair Attitude'
Kirsch declared that sales executives have, from time to time, indicated adecided preference for considering customer complaints only when
registered by the customers individually in their own behalf, and a reluctance to deal with a third party
acting in behalf of the exhibitor. He
termed
that that
attitude
"very unfair"
on
the grounds
the individual
exhibitor "has no information to match that
held by the distributor." The individual exhibitor, he said, "cannot hope to
win the argument, and rarely does."
Addressing himself to "the
day when the courts have had
their final say and the Government has dropped its surveillance and the industry is again
on its own," Kirsch queried:
"Will the same mistakes be repeated, will the Government
again have to step in to set
things to rights, or will we by
that time be adult enough to
conduct our affairs on a fair
and reasonable basis and thus
avoid the clutches of the law?"
"I can tell," said Kirsch, "that some
of my distributor friends are pondering the amount of time and effort
which such a system would involve.
I will make no attempt to gloss that
over ; it will take time and effort and,
above all, patience. But in the long
run, I am confident it will be worth
all that is put into it. It will pay dividends in generating understanding and
building confidence. It will create good
will and enable all branches to present a solid front to outside enemies.
"In the long run," he declared, "it
may even save time. One company

Picture

official has complained that he cannot
carry on his business if he is compelled to spend all of his time at the
court house. Well, a proper system for
easing the stress and strain might
very well reduce the number of visits
which a United States Marshal makes
to his office every year."
Kirsch called for "better understanding and a greater degree of cooperation" between exhibitors and distributors. "The misunderstanding and
distrust that prevail today are largely
due to the lack of permanent points of
contact between them," he held.
'Mechanics' of System
In explaining a possible method under which the system would work,
Kirsch said he was making his pro"the most he general
Under posal
itsinoperation,
said, the terms."
Allied
regional vice-president, or the head
of the regional association would first
seek an adjustment of a member's
complaint by the regional branch manager or division manager of a distributing company. "Failing that," he
said, "the complaint could be forwarded to the president of National Allied
for presentation to company executives. If the complaint relates to matters other than film rentals, and is
within the province of some other Allied officer, then he should be the one
to present them to the companies inCiting successes which he himself
has
had in taking up with sales manvolved."
agers in New York the situations of
individual members of his Illinois Allied, Kirsch said "that is a practice
which I shoulcl like to see spread
throughout Allied and eventually all
over the United States.
"I am not looking for a permanent assignment for Jack
Kirsch," he emphasized. "The
willingness of a company executive to deal with an officer or
agent of an exhibitor organization ought not to depend upon
the latter's personality. The
weakness in attempting to discriminate on that basis is that
personal dislikes are too often
fashioned on first impressions."
"If," he said, addressing himself to
distributor representatives, "you will
open your mind and try to become as
well acquainted with all exhibitor
leaders as some of you are with me,
you will find that the great majority
of them are entirely worthy of your
confidence
."
Cautions
On Statements

Daily

10% Tax Cut Will
Satisfy: Kirsch
Atlantic City, June 26.—
National Allied favors a reduction of Federal admission
taxes by 10 per cent and if it
gets this, it will be satisfied,
according to Jack Kirsch, Allied president.
He stated that his organization is ready and eager to
join any combination of exhibitor associations agreeing
with Allied's approach for a
united front in Washington to
fight for a reduction. The
MPTOA and the ATA have already combined to present
their own plan.

N.

J. Meet
(Continued from page 1)

plan yesterday,
the convention terminated withoutbutaction.
In fact, the convention was unique
in that no single resolution on any
matter was passed although several
were considered.
Protagonists of the 20th-Fox policy
took the position that the relief contemplated for approximately 6,000
theatres which fall within the purview
of the formula, meant a decided gain.
While the policy was no cure-all, they
maintained, it was evidently broad
enough to embrace about 40 per cent
of the nation's theatres on the basis of
an estimated national total of 16,000.
"If 6,000 theatres are affected, I say
that's quite a benefit," observed Kirsch
of the plan which will be adopted exday.
perimental y inNew Haven on MonOpponents of Plan
Among
company's
plan,
whichopponents
introducesof athesliding
scale
into 20th-Fox sales methods for the
first time, Irving Dollinger, for instance, frowned on any plan which
would limit theatre profits, while
Wilbur Snaper questioned a proposal
under which the distributor voluntarily
would appear to curtail his income.
Dollinger then voiced the opinion that
20th-Fox might be motivated by an
opportunity to improve its public relations.
Reiterating the position he took
Wednesday, Kirsch declared that it
would be up to the exhibitors to see
that the company adheres to its promise. He expressed a hope that the company would revise its policy if the exrevamping. perimental period indicates a need for

Kirsch cautioned the gathering that,
"As I air my views tonight it will be
borne in mind that they are the views
of Jack Kirsch — or of the president
of National Allied— but they do not
reflect the policies of the association
Kirsch also revealed that he expects
except as they have been or may here- to present to the National Allied board
after be accepted by the board of an undisclosed plan under which distributors would be induced to observe
directors.
" tribute to the work of any new national policy which might
He paid
Lachman, Harry Lowenstein, Lee be announced. At this point, he took
Newbury, Irving Dollinger and E. a crack at M-G-M on its 19-point program without identifying the company
Thornton Kelley.
by name. Although he did not develop
the point, Kirsch, by inference, charged
Allied Production
that M-G-M had not fulfilled its prom(Continued from page 1)
ise in the 19 points.
Other Topics Discussed
they feel are required and can be forthcoming.
Other highlights of the short open
A couple of proposals discussed are forum session were these: Kirsch and
on the basis of $300,000 in pledged Brandt maintained that buying combines would not be affected under the
contracts. On the basis of an average
rental of $60 per Allied theatre, this Consent Decree, and a suggestion from
would mean a guarantee of 5,000 the- the floor that unorganized territories
atres. Allied is in no position to de- consider such combines was referred to
liver such guarantees, it is privately National Allied directors; Kirsch deacknowledged.
clared that the last six months had

Friday, June 27, 1947

TA* (Conti
Talks
nued on
fromTaft
page 1)Law
were : Thomas J. Shea, assistant international president, who heads the
union in the absence abroad of Richard F. Walsh, international president;
William
P. Raoul, general secretaryLevy.
treasurer; Frank Murdoch, attorney
of Philadelphia, and representatives of
the law firm of Judge Matthew M.
It is possible that local union officials may be called to the conference
to give opinions on how the new lawfOi
will affect their contracts. L of
Meanwhile, local membership meet-"-*
ings, both of the 'IA' and the Screen
Office and Professional Employes
Guild, Local No. 109, have been held
to discuss the new law. Motion Picture Home Office Employes Local No.
H-63, met Tuesday night here and
heard Russell Moss, executive vicepresident of the local, discuss the act.
Local No. 109, SOPEG, met last night
for a similar review.
There exists a feeling on the part
of some union officials that the full
effects of the new law on contracts
and
on new months.
organizing will not be felt
for several
Any decision which may come from
the present top 'IA' meeting will have
to await Walsh's return from Europe.
He is expected to sail from England
on July 9. Any decision on policy
would then have to be submitted to the
next meeting of the 'IA' international
executive board, expected to be held in
August.
found conditions swinging from a seller's to a buyer's market; Dollinsrer
declared that a survey of product
availability showed 16 fewer releases
by Aug. 1 as compared with the same
period of 1946.
Harry Loewenstein charged at the
convention that the wave of high rentals can be traced to the cost of film
checking, with distributors seeking
added terms to meet "the freight."
Byrne,
John trict
rebuttal. disreplied inEastern
manager M-G-M's
Other addresses at the convention
were made by Max Gillis, Republic;
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio;
Mark Silver, United Artists, W. C.
Gehring, Ray Moon, Martin Moskowitz, Sam Shain and Seymour Florin
of 20th Century-Fox. David Palfreyman of the Motion Picture Association discussed progress being made by
the MPA's "Children's Film Library"
In addition a question of reducing
program.
prices to bolster sagging grosses found
Allied members unanimously opposed
to any such step. The forum was followed by a closed session.
Edward Lachman was re-elected
president for a second year; Harry
Hech, Passaic, Northern Jersey vicepresident, succeeding Simon Meyers,
deceased ; Sam Frank, Hammonton, reelected Southern Jersey vice-president ;
Haskell Lock, Newark, was re-elected
secretary; David Snaper, New Brunswick, re-elected treasurer. Re-elected
for three years as directors were:
L. Martin, Passaic; Ralph Wilkins,
Pitman ; Wilbur Snaper, South River ;
while Maurice Miller was elected director for a
term.
directors were one-year
not up for action. Other

20th-Fox Signs NSS
Atlantic City, June 26.— National
Screen Service will begin handling
20th Century-Fox advertising accestoday.
sories on Monday, George Dembow,
vice-president of NSS announced here
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He

follows

motion

understanding comes his great ability
to interpret their wishes creatively . . .
to devote his technical knowledge to

HE swings the camera . . . following
motion, keeping the object of interest
always frame-centered . . . there you
have the culmination of years of experience— years in which the operative
cameraman learns how to get the most
from his equipment.
But he learns, in those years, some-

giving them what they want from every
shot, every scene.
Because he must get so much from
every shot, his dependence on film of
superior quality and uniformity is
great. That's why you'll find so many
operative cameramen using the family
of Eastman motion picture films.

thing more — to understand the problems of the picture's director and of
the director of photography. From this
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NEW

Ruling

Enterprise

YORK, U.S.A., MONDAY,
to

Have

7 or 8 in 1947-48
Prompts

ATA

Enterprise will enlarge its production schedule to seven and possibly
eight films for 1947-48 season, it was
announced at the weekend by the
company's
executive
office. board through
Says Changes Under U.S. the New York
Enterprise says it spent an estiDecision Demand Unity
mated $11,000,000 producing five films,

To

Affiliate

American Theatres Association's
proposal of affiliation with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America was motivated by a growing feeling of need for the most extensive unified exhibition front posbile to cope with changed industry
operations anticipated with the U. S.
Supreme Court's final disposition of
the New York anti-trust case against
the distributors, it was reported on
Friday by an ATA executive.
It was also disclosed that the idea
of affiliation was broached by the
ATA several months ago, but some
MPTOA directors preferred to defer
active consideration because of unsettled conditions as a result of the
status of the equity case.
A change of attitude by some in the
MPTOA, who now favor considera(Continued on page 6)

New
To

Favorite
Change

Setup

Listing

including "Arch of Triumph," in the
past year. No budget estimate has
been prepared for the proposed program.
George J. Schaefer, vice-president
in charge of distribution, has been
meeting in Hollywood with David
Loew, board chairman, and Charles
Einfeld, president, and other company
executives. Schaefer returned to New
York Friday.
Two films are scheduled to start
(Continued on page 6)

Briskin Moving to
Para, in September
Sam Briskin, partner in
Liberty Films, which has
been acquired by Paramount,
will move to the Paramount
Coast studio probably in September, according to Henry
Ginsberg, Paramount vicepresident in charge of studio
operations. Ginsberg, who is
scheduled to return to the
Coast from here this week,
said that the nature of Briskin's position has yet to be
fully decided.
Reports from other sources
indicate Briskin will concern
himself primarily with highbudget product, possibly as
berg.
executive assistant to Gins-

Trading
U-I Buys "Harvey";
To Film Next Year
Universal-International has purchased "Harvey," Pulitzer Prize winning play now in its third year on
Broadway. It will not go before the
cameras until next year. With John
Beck producing, no star has yet been
set for the role which Frank Fay introduced on Broadway.
The Mary C. Chase play was said
to have been acquired for one of the
highest prices ever paid for any stage
property. Two companies, one in New
York and one on the road have played
to more than 2,000,000 people, says
U-I. Negotiations for the sale were
handled on behalf of Miss Chase and
Brock Pemberton, the producer, by
Harold Freedman, New York. Miss
Chase will assist in adapting the play
to the screen.

TEN CENTS
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May

with

Begin

Japan

Aug.

15

Washington, June 29. — Initial
steps for theternational
resumption
of private
trade with Japan
will inbe
instituted on August 15, 1947, according to a War Department bulletin, the
Department of Commerce reports,
though no deals can be finalized until Sept. 1, 1947.
The selection of American trade
representatives to be admitted to
will be made by the Office of
Japan
International Trade, Department of
Commerce, from among applications
submitted to that agency. This selection will be based upon criteria established by the Far Eastern Commission, Washington.

Chicago, June 29. — Favorite Films
henceforth will have its 31 film exchanges listed under its name rather
than under the names of the individual
franchise holders, it was announced
here Friday by Moe Kerman, Favorite
president, at the one day meeting here
of Western division franchise holders.
In regard
to 40acquired
United byArtists'
reissues reportedly
Favorite,
New
Protest
Will Not
Kerman said nothing could be an- US
nounced yet. It is understood that release will be made in New York about
July 15.
He disclosed that Favorite reissues UK
Restrictions
Import
were showing up well here in the
U. S. as well as in Latin America,
Washington, June 29. — Following
- (Continued on page 6)
receipt through the U. S. embassy in
of Allies'
ts
Prin
250
London of proposed British film imGerman News Reel
port restrictions, State Department
7 Percentage Suits
officials
have expressed doubt that
Washington, June 29. —
any
official U. S. protest would be
More than 250 prints are
Filed in Illinois
relayed.
now being made of each issue
East St. Louis, 111., June 29. —
Since the proposal does not accord
of "Welt in Film," joint
Seven percentage suits have been filed
U.
S. film imports any treatment difAnglo-American
weekly
newsin U. S. District Court for the Eastferent from that accorded other nareel for German audiences,
tions, there is no basis for a U. S.
ern district of Illinois. John Maraccording to the War Departlow, the Grand Opera Co. and the
ment.
objection, they pointed out.
Murphysboro Opera Co. are named as
It is understood, however, that UnTwo editions are now prodefendants in each of the separate
der-Secretary ofState William Clayduced, one German and one
complaints, filed by Columbia, UniAustrian.
behind-thein some
engage
ton
might
scenes
campaigning
to prevent
en
versal, Paramount, Warner Brothers,
forcement
of
the
new
restrictions.
(Continued on page 6)

Bidding,

'Run

Quieting
Down
Negotiations'
Relatively
Customers

Few Regular
Lose Product

The large number of theatremen
who at first showed avid interest in
the possibilities of competitive bidding or negotiation-of-run has
fallen off to a relative few, distribution executives here report, with the
result that the companies' rosters of
regular customers have been readform. justed to practically their original
Upon learning of the New
York Federal Court's order and
subsequently its decree, exhibitors deluged film companies
with hundreds of requests for
first showings of new product.
Although postponement of the
distribution operations of the
decree was granted, theatremen
still had the priority-of-run op(Continued
on page
6)
portunities
through "experiKusell

and Lawrence

Promoted

at SRO

Milton S. Kusell and Laudy Lawrence have been named vice-presidents
of Selznick Releasing Organization,
Neil Agnew, SRO president, discloses.
Kusell has been elevated from general sales manager to vice-president in
charge of domestic and Canadian sales.
In 1917, Kusell became a salesman
for Paramount
(Continuedin onChicago
page 6) and two
42 More
Features
For MP A Program
Forty-two more feature pictures
have
been Film
approved
for by
the the
MPA's
Children's
Library
motion picture committee of the GenFederation
of Women's Clubs.
Theyeralare
:
Columbia : "Blondie Brings Up
(Continued on page 6)
3 Reviews

Today

"The Magic Bow," "Kilroy
Was Here"
and "Pioneer
Jus-8.
tice" are reviewed
on page

2

Motion
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Newsreel
Personal

By SHERWIN

Mention
N

PETER RATHVON, RKO
• president, will leave Hollywood tomorrow for New York to participate in the company's sales meeting next week.
•
H. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor
relations head, is due back here today
from a Midwest tour, while his assistant, M. L. Simons will return today from Indianapolis and Atlantic
City.
•
Tony C. Reddin, Paramount director of theatre advertising and publicity for Great Britain, arrived here
yesterday
ferences. from Hollywood studio con•
Curtis Mitchell, Paramount publicity and advertising director, and
Ben Washer, publicity manager, arrived here yesterday after being delayed by floods in Iowa.
•
Bob Schwartz and Barbara Kahn
were married here yesterday. He is
advertising-production manager for
Eagle-Lion.
•
Bernard J. Gates, Latin American supervisor for Monogram International, has returned here from an
eight-month tour of his territory.
•
William B. Zoellner, M-G-M
short subject sales head, was in Washington over the weekend and is due
in Charlotte tomorrow.
•
Stanley A. Miller of Loew's International left here yesterday by
plane to join the M-G-M office in
Cairo.
•
Karl MacDonAld, Warner International general sales manager for
South America, has returned here
from a six-week Latin America tour.
•
Marvin Schenck, M-G-M's Eastern studio representative, is due on
the Coast today, for studio conferences, from New York.
•
Sam Siritzky, Siritzky International vice-president, will leave here
Wednesday on the Queen Elizabeth
for product discussions in France.
•
Walter Kessler, manager of
Loew's
in Columbus,
Rose-be
marie Ohio,
Stanton
of Akronandwill
married in Akron tomorrow.
•
Jimmy Campbell, formerly RKO
Radio sales representative in Atlanta,
has joined Monogram Southern exchanges, Atlanta, in• the same capacity.
Fred Schanberger, Jr., chief barker
of Variety Tent No. 19, Baltimore,
has re-entered Bon Secours Hospital,
due to a stomach ailment.
•
Edward Erickson, for the past
three years Monogram representative
in St. Louis, has joined Screen Guild
in Kansas City.

Parade

Tradewise

IRCUIT executives insist that
^ no financial guarantees have
been given J. Arthur Rank or his
distribution representatives here
as part of announced intentions
to accord increased playing time
to British product here.
is in line
Rank's
ownThis
statements
to thewith
effect
that
neither he nor his companies
have any specific dollar goal in
this market. The primary aim,
Rank told press conferences in
New York, Chicago and Los Angeles, is to gain playing time,
particularly on national circuits.
John sistant,
Davis,
chiefat his
assaid muchRank's
the same
recent press conference in London at which he announced that
American circuit operators had
indicated their willingness to
grant screen time to 12 to 15
British films annually.
Published stories that Rank
has been given an average of
$2,000,000 in playing time commitments byeach of the five national circuits here and independent time amounting to an additional $2,000,000 for an American
total of $12,000,000 for the next
year, simply cannot be supported
by anything resembling the facts
of the case. At best, they are no
more than a guess of what Rank's
pictures will earn here in a year.
And your guess is as good as the
next one's on that.
•
It is pointed out that with the
great numerical difference in
theatres owned by one national
circuit, compared with another,
there is no basis on which one
could or would commit itself to
the same dollar return for British
pictures as another. Moreover,
Paramount cannot commit its
theatre partners, some of whom
are openly averse to playing British pictures at all, and others
who are frankly undecided about
their merits and their saleability
in specific regions.
That, in fact, is why Rank
revised his Eastbound itinerary
recently in order to avail himself
of the opportunity to address
Paramount and other theatre
operators on the subject in New
Orleans about 10 days hence.
Also, there has been no expression from independent operators
yet which is translatable, into
dollars.
The actual situation appears to
be that expressions of willingness
to consider and play British pictures on their merits have been
made to Rank. The rest of it is
up to Rank's pictures. That
could mean $12,000,000 a year

KANE

from this market, and it also
could mean more than that or
less than that.
If they all measure up to and
play like "Great Expectations,"
"Henry V" and "Odd Man Out,"
it could mean much more than
that. There is no way of telling
until you've seen the pictures.
As Rank remarked once in
reply sions
to of dissatisfaction
United Artists' with
expresthe
playing time accorded its pictures
on the Odeon Circuit, ownership
of which it shares with Rank:
"We have to play the pictures
that bring in the most revenue."
It may be taken for granted
that Rank understands there is
nothing local about the application of that business
• • maxim.
Frank Rosenberg, before his
departure for the Coast on Friday, said that Monte Schaff and
he are determined to demonstrate in the next few months
that a good picture still can be
made at reasonable cost.
Their contract with UniversalInternational, which will release,
specifies that their picture, based
on the story "Man Eaters of Kumaon," must be an "A" picture.
Skimping on its production is
farthest from their minds. They
want Ogden Nash to do the
screen play and are looking for
someone like Robert Young for
the lead. Top cast and production values will be given the picture. The savings, the producers
hope, will be realized through
careful advance planning, freedom from heavy fixed charges
and a constantly watchful eye on
all budgets.
Their story was a Book-of-theMonth Club selection, ran in
Readers' Digest and Field and
Stream.
It is to be observed that most
newspapers and wire services, at
long last, are making mention of
the huge chunks bitten out of
executives' and stars' salaries by
Federal and state income taxes
in the course of their reporting
remunerations paid by film and
other companies, as released by
the Securities & Exchange Commission and the Treasury.
It is only recently that the
public prints have made any mention whatsoever of the taxes that
take 60 to 89 per cent of top
film salaries. Motion Picture
Daily for the past three years
has been pointing out, in making
use of such stories, that the salaries reported by the two Federal
bureaus, are not net.

rpHE
saints by
J- Popeelevation
Pirn andof thethree
dedication
of
Warm Springs as a shrine are among
top items in current nezvsreels. Also
included are the floods in the Midwest, new plastic bathing suits, qolf,
yachting and other sports. Complete
contents follow.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 87— UN eonw
mission in Palestine. British -French taC/
on rebuilding- Europe. Gen. Eisenhol
honored by Navy. Major De Seversky gets
Harmon Trophy. Pope Pius proclaims
three new saints. Little White
House in
Georgia becomes national shrine.
The
Ford-Firestone
wedding. Bathing beauties
m plastic suits. Sports: Yachting, golf.
NEWS OF THE DAY. No. Z»5^Floods
desolate
Midwest. Pope Pius elevates three
saints in majestic spectacle. UN commission begins inquiry in Palestine. . The train
of
_ tomorrow
. Ford- honored.
Firestone wedding.
Major
De Seversky
champion. Put-out-the-cat contest.New golf
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 88-Newest
m cue wizardry. UN commission in Palestine. Gen.
wer to head Columbia
University. Eisenho
President Truman
to
vets. Ford-Firestone weddingis. host
Warm
Springs shrine dedicated. Yacht classic.
RKOi PATHE NEWSi No. 90 - New
super-bomber succeeds
B29. UN observes
second anniversary. Two-way
radio fits in
the palm of the hand. Warm Springs becomes shrine. A-bomb carrier returns from
Bikini. Ford- Firestone wedding.

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL. No. SI— Little White House at Warm Springs dedicated as shrine. Impressive church
led
by Pope Pius confers sainthood onriteholy
men. Colorful wedding of Ford-Firestone
heirs. Train of tomorrow. Three-pound
model auto runs for hour on a few drops of
oil.
tournament at Detroit. Put-thecat-outGolfcontest.

W. D. Ross,

79, Was

Formerly with FP-C
Toronto, June 29.— W. D. Ross, a
former director of Famous PlayersCanadian Corp. and former LieutGoverno
r of Ontario, died at his
Toronto home Thursday in his 79th
year after a long illness.
He was closely associated in financial matters with the late N. L.
Nathanson, was president of Famous
Players and resigned from the board
when Nathanson stepped out to form
Canadian Odeon. Later Ross sold his
company in Hamilton to Theatre
Properties, Ltd., and its two theatres
there, the Capitol and Palace, which
are operated under lease to Odeon
Theatres.
Diamond and Gillis
Promoted by 20th
Sam Diamond has been named 20th
Century-Fox branch manager for
Philadelphia, succeeding Herb Gillis
who has been promoted to assistant
branch manager for New York, it is
reported here by Andrew W. Smith,
Jr., general sales manager.

Bookers' Dinner Tonight
AnnualPicture
dinner-dance
New will
York'sbe
Motion
Bookersof Club
held tonight at the Hotel Taft here,
according to Oscar Lager, chairman.
Irving Kaplan of the Randforce circuit is in charge of reservations.
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been

good

itself

enough

has

not

made."

yet
^

Publisher-Quigley Publications
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^showmanship!

You said a Mouthful... brother
Martin!... The picture good enough

i

to sell itself HASN'T been made...
BUT... the SHOWMEN, good enough
to sell the picture, KNOW

that it CAN

be done. ..with SHOWMANSHIP...in
.
the NEWSPAPERS... on the RADIO. ..in the LOBBY..
on the SCREEN... with BILL-POSTING...EXPLOITATION
P
...and all the other go-gettem tricks of SHOWMANSHI
!
...that make people WANT to go to the MOVIES

SHOWMartin Quigley is Right, fellas! ...More
MANSHIP. ..will make this a Bigger and Better indus
t wait for
try... for YOU and your BOX OFFICE! Don'
Join The PRIZE
a slump to hit you over the HEAD...
NSHIP!
BABY... NOW '...Get Back To SHOWMA

ice
cte
mmmY.Q(_y
rue mommy
en nr Of serv
pmz(ew
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Express Rate Rise
Aired Again July 8

Short

Subject
Washington, June 29.— Further hearings on the Railway
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
1947-1948
season will be launched on July 1,
Express
Agency's
for
an
increase
in ratespetition
has been
"Passport to Nowhere"
Today — Motion Picture Bookers when "The Hucksters" will start a
{This Is America— RKO Radio)
set by the Interstate Comof 1,000 pre-release runs from
Club of New York final meeting playoff
A highly informative study of
merce
Commission
for
July
Coast-to-Coast
8.
during
July,
for the
of the season, Hotel Taft, New
Europe's
homeless is presented in the
Meanwhile,
the
ICC
has
York.
biggest mass pre-release in the comnotified the Motion Picture
RKO Pathe's "This Is
latest of series.
July 6-8 — Allied Theatre Owners of
pany's
history,
and
America"
paving
the
way
for
Out of the 6,000,000
Association that MPA testithe Gulf States and the Mississip- the release of 15 productions between
displaced
persons
at the end of the
mony at the June 10 hearing
pi Theatre Owners joint meeting now and Feb. 15. Foreign bookings
war,
the
subject
reports,
has
all but 850,been
formally
accepted.
to discuss consolidation of both are also included in the 1,000. ThirtyMPA conservation director
000 have found a way home. E; 01 v
organizations, Biloxi, Miss.
two key Loew houses will open "The
John B. McCullough had tesJuly 7-9 — RKO Radio annual sales Hucksters" on July 16-17.
Protestant or Catholic, the remainuer
tified that a small increase in
are i '
"DPs" says.
cent ofthethenarrator
per Jewish,
meeting,
Waldorf-Astoria, New
Among completed pictures sched
are
York.
Railway Express rates would
Produced by Frederic Ullman, Jr.,
uled for release up to Feb. 15, in addibe justified if service would
July 11 — Kentucky Association of
the film shows the survivors of death
tion to "The Hucksters," are: Van
be improved. No further
Theatre Owners annual election, Johnson
camps and labor battalions in their
in "The Romance of Rosy
Louisville.
MPA testimony will be enbleak and aimless drift. The relief
tered.
Ridge" ; Red Skelton in "Merton of
July 13 - 16 — Independent Theatre the Movies";
work of private and government
Katharine
Hepburn,
Owners of Ohio convention, Paul Henreid and Robert Walker in
agencies is examined, with animated
Breakers Hotel, Cedar Point, O. "Song of Love";
drawings clarifying the problem. It is
"The Unfinished
July 15 - 17 — Convention of Fabian Dance,"
Margaret O'Brien, Cyd Award Made in Ohio a_ stirring and forceful subject. RunTheatres Corp., Hotel Astor, New Charisse with
and Karin Booth;
ning time, 19 minutes.
Lana
York.
Turner, Van Heflin, Donna Reed and
Richard Hart in "Green Dolphin Clearance Dispute
So. American Dollar
Jurisdictional Strife Street"; William Powell and Myrna
Loy
in
"Song
of
the
Thin
Man";
Greer Garson, Robert Mitchum, RichCleveland, June 29.— Wooster's 14
Seen Raising Costs
ard Hart in "As You Desire Me"; days clearance over Orrville will re- Supply Declining
Albany, N. Y., June 29. — Coast
main unchanged
and Massillon's
max-be
"This Time for Keeps," starring
producers believe that the settlement Esther
clearance over
Orrville will
Jimmy Durante, reducedimumfrom
of the jurisdictional studio strike is Launtz Williams,
Washington, June 29. — Latin
20 to seven days by virMelchior, Johnnie Johnston
vitally important to the drive to hold and Xavier
America's
supply of dollars is declintue
of
a
decision
handed
down
by
Cugat
and
his
orchestra. arbitrator Sidney Jackson in the case
down production costs, according to Also: Jeanette MacDonald,
ingtoday.
at an almost
"alarming^' rate,
the
Jose of the Orrville Theatres Co. against here
Department
of Commerce
reported
Charles Smakwitz, assistant WB zone
Iturbi and Jane Powell in "The Birds the five majors.
manager.
the Bees" Spencer Tracy, Lana
A report on exchange and import
Smakwitz said he received this im and
_ Orrville Theatres sought elimina- control developments stated that gold
Turner
tion of all clearances between Orrville
pression while in Hollywood on a re- Timber and Zachary Scott in "Cass
lane"; "Summe Holiday," and the other two towns. Jackson and exchange holdings in Latin
cent trip. "It is not being anti-labor,' starring Mickey Rooney,r Gloria
De
America
"turned downward or
Haven,
Walter Houston, Frank Mor- based his decision on evidence estab- an existinghave
he added, "to observe that jurisdic
downward trend has been
tional disputes are costing companies
lishing,
in
his
opinion,
keen
compegan and Butch Jenkins; Wallace
tition as between Wooster and Orr
large sums of money, and delaying
Cuba and Venezuela have been the
Beery in "Alias a Gentleman" ; "Good ville and a relatively small competi
the production of pictures. Producers, News,"
accelerated."
starrin
exceptions in this trend, accordJune Allyson and tive area of competition between Orr only
are squeezed; the public is indirectly Peter Lawford, g produce
d by Arthur ville and Massillon.
ing to the report, issued by the Dehurt, and no one gains," said Smak Freed, directed by Charles Walters
sion.
witz.
partment's American republics diviFilms now shooting, which will
complete the release schedule through Premiere Plans Set
the spring, are: Walter Pidgeon and
SOPEG
Rejects 2nd
Enjoinder on Name
Long
Night'
Debora Kerr in "If Winter Comes" ; On
RKO 'The
Radio has
completed
arrange
Offer in UA Talks
Roberth Taylor
, Audrey Totter and
by Universal
A second wage offer made by Herbert Marshall in "The High Wall" ments for the New England area pre- Sought
Hollywood, June 29. — Universal
miere of "Thein Long Night." About Pictures
United Artists has been rejected by Judy Garland and Gene Kelly in "The ; 255 theatres
has filed a Federal Court suit
six states and upper
the Screen Office and Professional Pirate"; Mickey Rooney, Brian Dondeclaratory relief from Uniwill participate, spear- asking versal
Employes Guild, Local No. 109, CIO. levy, James Dunn and Ann Blyth in New York
Broadcasting Co. and Universal
headed byAug.
the 6.Memorial Theatre,
The union, which has asked for a 30 "Killer McCoy"; Van Johnson, June Boston, on
Radio
Prod.,
charging them with sellper cent increase for some 200 em- Allyson and Butch Jenkins in "Virtuing phonograph records trademarked
A radio campaign will involve 50
ployes, declared that UA had offered
ous"; Frank Sinatra and Kathryn stations, including the Yankee net- simply "Universal." The complainant
a five per cent increase, with the pro- Grayson, in "The Kissing Bandit"
work. S. Barret McCormick, director asserts that the defendants have reviso that if the cost of living dropped, Esther Williams, Ricardo Montalban,- of advertising-publicity,
fused its request to cease this practice,
has scheduled
a proportionate amount of the increase Cyd_ Charisse, Jimmy Durante and
Terry Turner, exploi- and asks the court to enjoin them
would be withdrawn.
Xavier Cugat and his orchestra, in the campaign;
tation director, and his field force, from using the name "Universal"
_ A union spokesman said that nego- "On an Island with You."
headed
by Harry Reiners, handled de- which, the suit states, the film comtiations would be resumed tomorrow
pany wishes to have clear for its use
tails which included a series of lunchor Wednesday. The first offer was Chicago Will
eons and screenings for exhibitors and when, and if, it enters the television
Hono
r
characterized by the union as meanfield.
newspaper and radio officials.
ing a two or three per cent increase. Jessel on Thursday
Negotiations are being conducted un$350,000 Para. Tieup
Chicago, June 2SL-Thursday wi\\\ Leslie Reception TodaU
der a wage reopening clause.
Joan
Leslie,
Eagle-Lion
star,
will
be
_ An extensive
tie-up has been negobe
Day"made
in Chicago.1
- *
U
-PrepaGeorge
rations Jessel
are being
tiated by Paramount
to prethe Royal
sent Jessel with a City Council cita- guest of honor at a press reception to Crown Co. for "The with
Perils of Paultion in front of the Oriental Theatre be given by the company this afterPathe, 'I A' To Negotiate
noon at the Sherry-Netherland here.
ine," itwas disclosed by Curtis MitchNegotiations between Motion Pic- to coincide with the opening of Jesell, thetising
filmdirector,
company's
publicity-adverture Home Office Employes Local
who said
it calls for
20th Century-Fox production, Paramount Pays Dividend an
No. H-63, IATSE, and Pathe Indus- S<t
outlay of $350,000 by the makers
1 The
Wonde
r
Who's
Kissin
g
Her
Now."
award ceremony will follow a
tries on wages and working conditions
of
Royal
Crown
Cola. It will run
Quarterly dividend of 50 cents per
for 35 employes of the East 106th St. parade including June Haver Mark share
on common stock of Paramount from
July 1 to July 30 to back up
and Bound Brook, N. J., laboratories Stevens, Martha Stewart, ■,Richar
engagements
beginning
July 4, the
Pictures
d
was paid on Friday
will be resumed this week.
Greene, Joe E. Howard and Jessel
holders of record on June 6. to stock- release date.

Events

Motion
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Johnston
Criticism

Asks

for

of Films

By LOUIS QUIEVREUX
Brussels, June 25 (By Airmail).
— Foreign critics of American features
are promised serious attention by Eric
A. Johnston, president of the Motion
Picture Association. In a preface
describing the American features entered in the current Brussels World
Film Festival, Johnston wrote : "Our
pa
signifies
a desire
to excl. 'pation
i with other
nations
information
on motion picture art and technique,
to the end that producers everywhere
may set and reach higher standards.
It also signifies our desire to exchange ideas on all subjects with men
|-of every race and nation on the face
of the globe. We look forward to
/your critical estimates of our films
and we intend to put them to practical
use in order that our product may
j ever increase in appeal throughout
i the world."
i Speaking at the inauguration of the
Festival, Pierre Vermeylen, the Socialist Home Minister and chairman
of the festival, created a sensation
when he
ducers arestated
now :the"Italian
feared film
rivalspro-of
: that terrible Goliath which is Ameri! can production. Though they (the
Italians) have been working under
difficult conditions, they may well be
the victors in this contest." The
, speech was made in the presence of
the Italian ambassador.
House

Slashes

Film

Section $285,500
Washington, June 29.— The House
has approved the action of its Appropriations Committee in slashing deeply the funds for the Library of Congress film section during the coming
year.
On Friday, it voted the section $85,000, compared with $370,500 asked in
the President's budget and $100,000
appropriated last year. The action
practically ends all plans of the film
section to serve as a central storage
and reference point for both Government and commercial films and a central distribution point for Government
films. Library officials still hope the
Senate will restore part of the cut.
"Years" Millionth Viewer
James A. Mulvey, president of Samuel Goldwyn Productions ; Maurice
Maurer, director of the Astor Theatre
here, and actor Fredric March will
be among those to honor the purchaser
of the millionth ticket for "The Best
Years
of Our The
Lives,"
today
or
tomorrow.
filmsometime
is now in
its
32nd week at the Astor.
All PRC Groups United
With the moveover of six additional
departments of Producers Releasing
Corp. from 625 Madison Avenue, here,
to new offices at 165 West 46th Street,
the company's
grouped
in oneentire
unit. operation is now

I

US

Joins

Film

Picture

Venice

Exposition

Washington, June 29. — Acceptance
of the invitation from the Italian government for U. S. participation in
the Eighth International Exhibition
of Cinematographic Arts has been
announced by the Department of
State. The exhibition will open at
Venice on Aug. 23.
An invitation has also been extended to the American film industry and,
it is understood, the Museum of Modern Art, New York, is currently assembling an entry of non-government
films.
Among U. S. Government-made
films to be forwarded to the competition are "Aerology — Thunderstorms," by the Navy Department;
"Camouflage Cartoon," "Diary of a
Sergeant" and "Schistosomiasis" by
the War Department; also, "Filleting
and Packaging Fish" by the Interior
Department. For non-competitive display, the following are included :
"ABC of G," "Occluded Fronts,"
"Don't Be a Sucker" and "Sandfly
Control."
Puerto
To

Rico

Probe

Owners

Rentals

By E. SANCHEZ ORTIZ
San Juan, June 29. — The Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association of
Puerto Rico, meeting here, voted to
study legislation to control film rentals. They voted unanimously against
paying
more. film rentals of 50 per cent or
The Association's resolution named
a special committee to study all exhibitiontributors.
, aswellThe committee
as contractsis composed
with disof Rafael Ramos Cobian, president of
Cobian Theatres ; Rafael A. Quinones,
Artistides Santoni, Jose Salgado, Rafael A. Gonzalez, Benigno Navas and
Luis Ortiz. The committee will render
a report probably next month when a
special convention will be called.

5

daily

Sees Video Advance
Trebled in a Year
Washington, June 29. — Federal communications commissioner Charles Denny told
Congress at t he weekend
that television facilities will
"double or treble" in the next
year.fore a Senate
Denny appropriations
appeared becommittee asking for restoration of funds that the House
cut out of FCC appropriations.

Ultramar
Four

Will

Build

in Havana

Distribuidora Ultramar, producing,
distributing and circuit company of
Mexico City, and Cuba, will build a
3,500-seat first-run in Havana and
three second-runs in that city, it was
disclosed here at the weekend by
Jaime Menassce, president, and Luis
Sanchez Amago, vice-president and
general manager. Both returned to
their headquarters, from New York,
on Friday, after a three weeks visit.
A subsidiary, Orbe Films, in Havana, is one of the leading independents in Cuba, with the largest staff
of any distributor in that country,
handling American, Mexican and Argentine product, Menassce stated.
The Ultramar parent company is
currently starting production in Mexico City on four specials, to star
Maria Antonieta Pons, Latin America
star.
J. A.here,
Cordero's
Films,
representsTrans-Continental
both companies
in this country.

Hearings

Concluded

On

Radio

White

Bill

Washington,
June 29.subcommittee
— A Senate
interstate
and commerce
today concluded hearings on the White
bill to reorganize
Federal
Communicationsthe
Commission
and amend
the Communications Act.
It is commonly conceded that the
bill will require extensive redrafting
to meet suggestions made during the
hearings, and will not be reported out
of committee this session.
Virtually all witnesses agreed that
there should be no limit on the number of stations that can be licensed by
one individual or corporation. The bill
ends the FCC authority to impose
such a limit, but provides that no one
shall have stations providing a primary service for more than 25 per cent
of the U. S.
Sea White announced he would not
attempt to have the bill reported before the recess. He declared that the
extended hearings served a very useful
the amazing purpose,
technical "highlighting
and other developments
in the communications field, as well
as the extreme divergence of views

in the industry."
NAB
May Expand
Its Directorate
Washington, June 29. — A plan to
give' facsimile
representation
FM,of television
and
on the to
board
directors
of the National Association of Broadcasters will be submitted to its membership for a referendum vote, the
association announced here.
An amendment to the by-laws would
provide for four new directors-atlarge, one each from class A FM stations, class B FM stations and television and facsimile stations.
Seek Mexico Tax Cut
The
orovision would become effecMexico City, June 29. — Petitioning
tive when there are 25 active members
for a cut in the 15 per cent tax on in each
group.
grosses and abolishment of the recently-ordered ceiling of 85 cents admission, local exhibitors told the mu- Asks Video Change
nicipal government that their net profit
To Protect Public
is only seven per cent.

Chicago,
June 29. of— Zenith
E. F. Radio
McDonald, Jr., president
Corp., has urged
the Federal
France
and
Italy
Agree
munications Commission
tomove Comtelevision broadcasting immediately to a
band above 500 megacycles to save
To
Interchange
200
Films
the public "from spending millions of
dollars" on receivers that soon will
become obsolete. McDonald said that
Rome, June 25 (By Airmail). —
"the commission is on record that
Under terms of a Franco-Italian Terms S..A. Fertile
television's
assignment to the 50 MC
agreement, each country can export
into the other 200 films ; 100 of more Equipment Market
band is only temporary," but few
than five-reel length, 100 of less than
Unlimited possibilities for the in- buyers know this.
five reels. Proceeds from the films will
creasing use of motion pictures and
be handled by an international clearing account between France and Italy. sound equipment exist in the South Television 'Packages'
This means that the funds will not be American market, according to IgnaVideo Association, television "packed a cirhas institut
aging" agency, program
blocked as are proceeds from Ameri- cio Kronenberg, president of Kron
service making
culating
can pictures. Authorities of both coun- Film and Telecine, photographic sup- available complete local television
tries can, if they agree, authorize the
ply firms with headquarters in Buenos would
Each a "Tele-P
use of the proceeds from their pictures Aires,
master ak,"
script,so-called
camera,
who is visiting the United shows.include
for cooperative production either in States, and is now lining up both
tionsis
set specifica
plan,
ground
plot,other
. Philip
France or in Italy. These pictures ment.
material
Brodsky
35mm and 16mm film and equip- and
would be free of quota restrictions.
t
presiden of the company.

Motion
Grant
Seven

Permits
FM

for

Stations

Washington, June 29. — Construction permits for seven FM stations in
Boston have been granted by the
Federal Communications Commission.
They were given to Columbia
Broadcasting, Matheson Radio, Yankee Network, Unity Broadcasting of
Massachusetts, Templeton Radio,
Massachusetts Broadcasting and Harvey Radio Laboratories.
The FCC also accepted for filing
the applications of Scripps Howard
Radio, Inc., for licenses to cover construction permits for two experimental television relay broadcast stations in the Cleveland area.

Picture

42 Children's
Films
(Continued from page
1)

Baby," "Five Little Peppers and How
They Grew," "Five Little Peppers in
Trouble," "Junior Army," "Son of
Davy Crockett."
u M-G-M:
Edison,"
"The
Human "Young
Comedy,"Tom"Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn," "Christmas

Monday, June SO, 1947

Daily

Employment Is Up
18 Percent in Radio
Washington, June 29— Employment in the radio industry has increased 18 per cent
since Oct., 1945, the Federal
Communications Commission
reports.
Seven networks and 924
standard broadcasting stations employed almost 35,000
in February of this year,
while in Oct., 1945, total employment was 29,405 for nine
networks and 876 stations.

Bidding

Quiets

(Continued from page 1)
mental" bidding conducted
by
some
compa
tion-o
f-run
bynies
othersand
. negotiaCompanies which are conducting
bidding on a limited scale find at this
point the necessity or advisability of
selling away from old accounts to be
limited to roughly 50 instances. One
firm, which has bidding going ,
75 areas, each involving an average
of two to three theatres, has found
that very often the original customer
is in a better financial position to bid,
or that agreements on product splits
can be made.
Over-ambitious bidding — that is,
offering terms out of proportion to
the revenue-producing capability
the theatre— has virtually ceased, ofit
was said.
Company spokesmen also report
that old customers, at first
reluctant
to do so, are now entering the bidding
picture when competitors ask for and
receive the right to bid.
Loew's 20th-Century-Fox and Paramount were the most active in bidding operations. Recently, Paramount
announced that it had ceased that type
of licensing but would grant runs on
the licensing merits" of the theatre.
That company, as well as
Radio,
Universal, Columbia and RKO
United Artists are now understood to have
effected a policy of considering all requests for runs and negotiating with
able.
exhibitors where requests are reasonLike the results of actual bidding,
these negotiations have in the main
meant only minor changes
selling procedures, it is said.in general

Monogram-. "The Hoosier SchoolCarol."boy," "The Barefoot Boy."
Paramount: "Alice in Wonderland,"
"Little Miss Marker," "Mrs. Wiggs
of the Cabbage Patch," "Biscuit Eater," "Henry Aldrich, Boy Scout,"
"Geronimo."
RKO-Radio : "Two Thoroughbreds," "Anne of Wendy Poplars," Enterprise To Have 7
(Continued from page 1)
"Anne of Green Gables," "Mother
Carey's Chickens," "Dog of Flanders," simultaneously
ATA Affiliation
in September, David
"Three Musketeers."
(Continued from page 1)
2fM Century-Fox : "The Poor Little Lewis' production of Nancy Mitford's
Girl," "Rebecca of Sunnybrook novel, "Pursuit of Love," and Wolftion of the affiliation so as to be ready Rich
gang Reinhardt's production of LibFarm,"
"Young Mr. Lincoln," "Alexwhen the trust suit is ultimately disBlock's
"Wild Calendar," to star
ander Graham Bell," "Little Old New bie
Ginger
Rogers.
posed of, has resulted in the calling of
Enterpr
ise is taking a temporary
an ATA-MPTOA meeting on July
United Artists: "Three's a Family," production hiatus this summer, with
11-12, it was said.
"Knicker
bocker
In what fashion both groups would York."
Holiday," "Song of the completion of shooting next week
wield their collective power, in the the
Open Road."
on Harry Sherman's "They Passed
Republic : "Sis Hopkins," "Young This
event they join, could hardly be deWay," until the start of the two
films
next fall. During this holiday,
termined until the high court hands
s
UniversaBil
down its final decision, it was said Buffalo
l."
l: "The Underpu
p," "Sandy an enlarged writing-producing staff
ATA and MPTOA both have op- Gets Her Man," "The Mighty Treve," will be at work at the studio, developing the two for early product
posed the competitive bidding dictate "Three Smart Girls."
and
Warner Brothers: "Green Pas- the six other scripts schedulion
of the New York decree, but this was
ed, the
not done jointly.
tures," "A Midsummer Night's company reports.
Meanwhile, Robert W. Coyne, ATA Dream," "The Prince and the PauSix other pictures to be made in
executive secretary, and Herman
per," "Penrod and Sam."
1947-48 season include "Cairo InciAstor: "Swiss Family Robinson."
Levy, MPTOA general counsel, are
dent," on which Phillip and Janet
Stephens
on are now preparing a
to meet here tomorrow to polish off
a joint draft of recommendations of Clubwomen Select 'Wonderful Life' script for producer Reinhardt. LadisFederal admission tax reductions
las Fodor is developing a screenplay
ished Service' Award
which they will send to the House ForThe'Distingu
General
Federati
on
of
frorn
Bulwer-Lytton's book, "The
WoWays and Means Committee in Washof Eugene Aram," and Harry
men's Clubs on Friday presented an Passion
Brown
ington,
the
latter
part
of
probably
award to Liberty Films, Frank Capra screen will complete an original
this week.
story
for Barbara Stanwyck.
and RKO Radio for "It's a Wonderful
Lewis Milestone, who will produce
Life," rated by the Federatio as "the
and
Lion Feuchtwan
best picture of 1946-47 thatn portrays
Favorite Setup
ll and Lawrence
"Prouddirect
Destiny," will shortly ger's
select Kuse(Cont
life."
American
of
ideals
highest
the
inued from page 1)
a
screenwri
ter
(Continued from page 1)
for that production.
It marked the start of a "distinguished Now waiting a writer assignment also
France and Italy. Reissues have also service" annual award by the Fedlater was named manager there.
is a film version of Stendahl's "The years
been sold to Finland, Bulgaria and eration.
He was transferred to New York as
andwill the Black." Producer Sher- special
The scroll was accepted by James Red man
Hungary, he said.
salesman in 1920 and in 1922
also set his next production,
Conferring on 1947-1948 plans, the Stewart, co-star of the picture, at a
opened
New Jersey exchange as
Harte's "Tennessee manager.theThree
franchise holders who attended in- luncheon at the Commodore Hotel probably
Partner," toBret
years later he was
star Joel McCrea.
cluded: Albert Dezell, Chicago; Burt here given under the auspices of the
appoint
manage
of Paramount's
ed
Stern, Pittsburgh; Ben Crandell, Los motion picture committee of the FedNew York branch,r and
in 1932 was
eration. Mrs. LaFell Dickinson, pres- 7 Percentage Suits
Angeles ; Harry Price, San Francismade
a
district
manage
r. He left
(Conti
nued
from
page
1)
ident
of
the
Paramount in 1945 to become Eastern
Federation, made the preco; Julius Coller and his associate,
Reno Wilk, Minnesota; Meyer Stern, sentation.
supervisor of sales for Vanguard.
Mrs.
Florenc
e
Fisher
Des Moines; Andy Dietz, St. Louis,
Parry, col- RKO, 20th Century-Fox and Loew's, When the Selznick Releasing Organand Burt Krulick, Buffalo.
umnist, declared that producers are respectively.
ization was formed in 1946, Kusell
The suits are similar to actions was named
making good pictures but have "not pending
general sales manager.
in
various
other
Federal
Lawrence has been given the post
sold themselves."
Army Gets Short Film
courts,
each
complaint
alleging that
_ Among those attending were : Franvice-president in charge of foreign
cis Harmon, vice-president of the Mo- a plan was entered into by the de- of
( Rights to Pictorial Films' 16mm.
sales. He started with M-G-M in
1925
fendants
concerning statements on ad- and
"How a Bill Becomes a Law" has
tion
Picture
Association;
Rutgers
became managing director
been acquired by the civilian affairs Neilson, publicity manager
mission receipts received from the ex- for later
of
RKO
that company in Continental
division of the U. S. Army for ex- Radio; Carl E. Milliken, MPA conhibition of the plaintiffs' percentage Europe. After assisting David O.
hibition inGermany, Japan and other
s
u
l
t
a
n
t
;
Leon
Bamberger,
Selznic
in
charge
in Hollywood, he joined
occupied countries.
Theatres involved in the actions are United kArtists
of exhibitor relations for RKO pictures.
in 1941 and became
Radio; Mrs. Marjorie Granger Daw- the Annex and Marlow in Herrin, 111., vice-president and executive coordison, community relations department, and the Liberty and Marlow in Murnator. In 1942, Lawrence became diMPA, and Mrs. Alice Evans Field!
rector of foreign distribution for 20th
I PRESS
studio and public service department! physboro.
Jacob M. Lashly and Israel Trei- Century-Fox and left that organizaMPA. Mrs. Arretus F. Burst, chair- man of the firm of Lashly, Lashly
^OOKS
PHOTO. OFFSET
tion for a tour for the Office of War
Miller
and Clifford of St. Louis, and Informa
tion. In March 1946, he was
man_ of the motion picture committee,
Robert
M.
Crain
of
Crain
and
Hall named president of London Films
1 ^COLORCHROME CORP.
presided.
of
Centralia,
111.,
are the attorneys
jj^L ART SERVICE
U." S.
represe
Productsions,
for the distributor plaintiffs. Sargoy interest
nting
Korda.
Alexand
of Sir
er the
2 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 4 FCC Approves 5 Stations and
Stein,
New York, also appear as
WALKER 5-4440-1-2
Washington, June 29.— The FCC counsel.
• COPYWRITING
has approved five applications for
Another Re-release from Franchise Holder* of
standard broadcasting stations. They
• ILLUSTRATION
FAVORITE
FILMS CORP.
are: Glens Falls Publicity Corp., Schultz in Variety Post
• PASTE-UP
630
9th
Ave.,
New
York T9, N. Y.
Glens Falls, N. Y. ; Broadcast ManCleveland, June 29.— Nate Schultz,
Dennis
Steffi
agement, Bethesda, Md. ; Western local Monogram franchise owner, has
• STORING
Massachusetts Broadcasting Co., Pitts- succeeded Harry Schreiber as chief
MORGAN
DUNA
• MAILING field;
WAUK Broadcasting Co., Variety Club barker. Schreiber, RKO
Waukesha, Wis. ; Port Arthur Broad- city theatre manager, was transferred
SEA
BANDITS
/J 6<UHfilete. Setuice
to Columbus.
casting Co., Port Arthur, Tex.
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on

Projects
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Features

Czechs

This

From
Year

Magi
The nationalized Czechoslovakian
Bow"
Washington, June 29. — Twenty "The
{Rank — Universal c
-In ter national )
film industry will turn out 25 feature
seven additional theatre construction
productions
this year and, under that
projects have been approved by the TP HE career of the violinist Paganini was a colorful one, and much of its
five-year plan, plans to have
Office of the Housing Expediter. * romance has been captured in this fictionalized account from J. Arthur country's
some
4,500
theatres ready early in
Ranks Prestige Pictures. With dubbed-in playing by Yehudi Menuhin of
They are:
1952, Frantisek Pilat, head of the
Jerome G. Bittner, South Kinlock numbers by Beethoven, Paganini, Brazzini and Tartini, the film's extraordinary technical
administration
of theatres in
Park, St. Louis Co., Mo., theatre; appeal for selective audiences is assured. However, with the outmoded dramatic Czechoslovakia, has
disclosed here.
technique and occasionally pompous dialogue, mass audience reception is
Lmdenhurst Theatre Co., Linden- uncertain.
Pilat acted as the spokesman for a
hurst, L. I, N. Y., theatre; William
Stewart Granger has the role of the erratic musical genius, who, born to group of four Czech technical ex- « ' >s
Voise, Odessa, Wash., theatre completion; Marchesi Bros., Freeport humble circumstances, has a long struggle with poverty before he attains buying mission. Others include V uem
now in this country on an equip*"' 111., theatre; W. C. Prirage, Glen- recognition. Along the way he falls in love with Phyllis Calvert, aristocratic Taraba,
manager of the state
more, La., theatre addition; Falls French girl. However, differences in social station, and the will of Napoleon, studios ; technical
Frantisek Rubas, manager of
Theatre Co., Cuyahoga Falls, O., keep them apart. Out of this separation arise the main plot complications
state laboratories, and Dr.
theatre addition; Stein Theatres, which are finally resolved when the two are reunited at a command per- the
slav Boucek, professor of the Jarofilm
formance by Paganini.
Ashburn, Turner County, Ga., confaculty.
They
will
also
study
Ameriversion of building into theatre.
Granger contributes a noteworthy performance as the dashing, dueling,
can laboratory operations and techAlso: E. L. Pack, El Paso, Tex., temperamental
fiddler, with Miss Calvert, now under contract to Paramount,
drive-in; P. V. Williams, Munday, performing equally well. Others
niques.
in the cast are Jean Kent and Dennis Price!
As Mr. Pilat put it: "Before and
Tex., conversion of building into
A Gainsborough Picture, released here through Universal-International, during the war our industry was
theatre; C. L. Eldredge, Kimberly,
geared
to German methods. Now we
the
settings
are
lavish, with direction by Bernard Knowles making the best
Ida., theatre completion ; Lyon Realty of a script
need a new orientation and new equipby
Roland
Pertwee,
from
a
novel
by
Manuel
Komroff.
Executive
Co., Lyons, Cook County, 111., com- producer was Maurice Ostrer; R. J. Minney produced.
ment. This is our main purpose for
pletion of foundation for drive-in ;
Reviewing the film from London in Motion Picture Daily on Oct. 21, coming here. We intend to import a
Elton L. and Orville Voeks, Baileys
Harbor, Wis., theatre; Samuel Jos- 1946, Peter Burnup said: ".. . . the myriad romantical feminine adorants of great deal of equipment."
eph Scott, Coitsville Township, O., Stewart Granger are in for a disappointment. It is doubtful whether in that
drive-in.
mood they will be consoled with the altogether entrancing violin and orchesFirst Quarter Gross
Construction of a theatre in Luling,
tral music carried on the film's sound-track."
In Mexico City Up
Tex., at a cost of $110,000, by Henry
Running time, 105 minutes. General audience classification.
For
July
release.
Mandel Herbstman
and George Stein has been approved.
Mexico City, June 29.— Probing ofOHE also approved the following
ficial figures claiming that the gross
construction projects: James D.
of
local theatres dropped more than
Kilroy Was Here
Berry, Smyrna, Tenn., theatre and
$200,000 in January to March, reveals
meeting hall; A. J. Hansen, Johnson (Monogram)
that theatre business was really better
County, Ind., outdoor theatre; Comduring the first three months, on a
29
June
,
Hollywood
.
munity Theatres, Inc., Topeka, Kans., IN addition
- . to its
manifestly exploitable title, and the likewise exploitable total gross of $3,130,500, compared to
drive-in theatre and apartment; Erteaming of Jack Cooper and Jackie Coogan in the top roles, this comedy $2,698,350 in the same period last
nest L. Driggers, Lake City, S. C, packs a good deal more entertainment than is commonly to be found in 68
theatre.
minutes of running time.
Irving Hyland, who wrote the script and coAlso: William H. McCarter and produced the picture with Dick
Sidney Luft, is to be credited with capitalizing on New Video Film Company Ill
W. C. Shillinglaw, Fort Mill, S. C, the
Kilroy phenomena in a not only unexpected but captivating and genuinely
Incorporation papers for a new
theatre completion; Funk Enterprise, amusing way.
Inc., Guymon, Okla., theatre extenwhich plans to produce film
Cooper plays Kilroy, the real one, as a young veteran eager to enter company
year. ials
commerc
for television and film
sion; Boyd Milligan, Fort Worth, college under the GI Bill of Rights provisions, but
stymied
in
this
and
pracTex., theatre; William L. Hitchcock,
tically allother activities by the disbelief and general confusion which mention programs under the name of TeleviSardinia, O., theatre; Dale Morrison, of his name induces. Coogan plays the role of his well-meaning
sion Pics, Inc. have been filed in Albut overbany, N. Y. by Charles J. Basch, Jr.
Wadsworth, O., open-air theatre;
anxious
buddy,
in
and
out
of
service,
whose
attempts
to
smooth
his
way
for
Frank Ullman, El Centro, Calif., him lead to trouble as often
of Basch Radio and Television Prod,
as
to
success.
Wanda
McKay,
as
the
girl
publicity
here. In addition to Basch, who will
theatre; Merlin T. Atkins, Summer, director of the college in which Kilroy enlists, and Frank Jenks, as
leader be president and sales
111., converting quonset hut into thea- of the taxicab-driver group
manager, offrom
which
Kilroy
entered
the
service,
head
a
ficers include: Frances Scott, vicetre; Frank W. Singletary, Lake large and competent supporting cast. Direction by Phil Karlson
is
smoothly
president in charge of script and proCity, S. C, completion of theatre;
Thomas H. Lucas, Roseville, Calif., paced and extracts maximum value from the Hyland script.
gramming; Charles Miller,
Running
time,
68
minutes.
General audience classification. Release date, and supervisor of productisecretary
theatre and living quarters.
on, and
William R. Weaver! Clarence Schmidt, treasurer and techJuly 5.
nical supervisor.
Reopens After Fire
Memphis, June 29. — The Mem- "Pioneer Justice"
phian, which has been closed for sev- (Producers Releasing Corp.)
Kay Gets 22 Films
eral months because of a fire, reAtlanta, June 29.— Kay Film Exopened over the weekend. The theatre *"pHE combined efforts of producer Jerry Thomas, production manager
changes, in Atlanta, Washington,
has been completely remodeled, and a A William L. Nolte, director Ray Taylor, script writer Adrian Page and
C, Charlotte, Memphis and New
new front and marquee have been a pleasing cast topped by "Lash" LaRue and Al "Fuzzy" St. John, bring D.
Orleans,
has secured distribution on
forth a better-than-average entry in the "horse-opera" category. Its particular
added.
blending _ of hard-riding, fisticuffs and triumph-of -good-over-evil pans out the following re-releases : six Tim
Joe Keifer, who was manager of to
hold
interest
completely throughout. The picture succeeds in accomplish- McCoy Westerns, eight Tom Tyler
the Memphian from the time he reWesterns, six Tom Keene and two
ing what was intended : to entertain.
turned from the service until it was
Rita
action-dramas. New
_
LaRue,
whose
nickname
derives
from
his
skillful
use of bull-whip against printsHayworth
closed will continue as manager. He his
and accessories are available
enemies, gives a good performance as a champion of afrontier
townsfolk
also was connected with the Linden
Circle theatre for a number of years. who are victimized by a gang of swindlers. St. John, as his comic side-kick, on all.
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